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Introduction

an even higher percentage, but w e wanted no more than three
sessions, and thesefilledthe slots even though w e had
parallel
Cognitive science aims to understand the nature of the mind.
foregone
the traditional idea of plenary speakers.
Yet the mind has m a n y facets, and this fact has led to the
In
addition,
on the recommendation of the Society's govevolution of different disciplines that study it from distinct
w
e continued the policy started at the 1996
erning
board,
perspectives. The challenge of cognitive science is to bring
meeting
that
let
each Society m e m b e r present a poster and
together the theories, phenomena, and techniques of its cominclude
a
one-page
paper in the proceedings. W e also m a d e
ponent areas, including artificial intelligence, cognitive psythe
deadline
for
such
submissions later than the one for longer
chology, education, linguistics, anthropology, and philosopapers,
giving
authors
more time to prepare. The poster opphy. Like the blind m e n with the elephant, only by combining
tion
clearly
proved
attractive
to many researchers, since w e
our different impressions can w e conjure a complete theory of
received
some
170
one-page
papers
at submission time, and
the mind.
this had expanded to 240 after w e told authors of rejected paResearch in cognitive science has been ongoing for cenpers that they could include a one-page paper as well.
turies, but recent events signify its formal recognition as a
Another of the board's ideas was to organize a number of
field. One significant event occurred in 1977, when the first
half-day invited symposia on topics designed to broaden the
issue of the journal Cognitive Science appeared. The second
field's perspective. In selecting topics for these sessions, w e
and third took place in 1979, when the Cognitive Science Sostrove for topics thatfitwithin the general charter of cogniciety was founded and when itsfirstannual meeting was held
tive science but that would attract speakers w h o might not
in San Diego. Thefieldhas changed in many ways since then,
normally attend the meeting. The speakers for these sessions
but cognitive science has retained its identity as a forum for
included anthropologists, linguists, neuroscientists, philosothe exchange of ideas among its component disciplines.
phers, social psychologists, and others w h o were unlikely to
The current volume contains a written record of the m a participate without some efforts at recruiting them.
terial presented at the Nineteenth Annual Conference of the
Cognitive Science Society, which took place from August 7
Encouraging Scientific Aims
to 10, 1997, at Stanford University. A s m previous years,
Nevertheless, given limited speaking slots and proceedings
the proceedings includes an interesting mixture of papers on
pages, we had to make hard decisions about which submismany topics from researchers with diverse backgrounds and
sions to accept for talks. W e fell back on criteria that are
different goals, presenting the multifaceted view of cognitive
c o m m o n to many sciences and that w e designed to address
science that w e have c o m e to expect.
other problems w e perceived with the cognitive science community. In particular, our review forms encouraged referees
Increasing Diversity
to favor papers that would be accessible and interesting to
But m recent years, there has been a general perception that
readers from many disciplines, that were clearly written and
the annual conference has become rather narrow, representing
well organized, and that had scholarly merit in that they presome segments of the cognitive science community but not
sented their work in a well-balanced historical context, rather
others. In response, w e made special efforts this year to atthan purely in terms of their o w n paradigm.
tract participants from less well-represented constituents. Our
W e also asked reviewers to evaluate submissions in terms
activities in this direction included sending announcements to
of their scientific merit. For cognitive science to justify its
many mailing lists and wording the call for papers to encourname, it should be centrally concerned with the relation beage people w h o might not otherwise contribute.
tween theories and data. W h e n forced to choose a m o n g subThese efforts appear to have been successful, since w e
missions, w e had a conscious bias toward papers that both
discussed clear phenomena and presented a theory or model
received some 325 full-paper submissions, a 30 percent increase over the previous year's count. Moreover, in our efforts designed to explain those regularities. W e attempted to reinto be inclusive, w e selected 140 of these papers, giving an ac- force this idea in the symposia, each of which included two
ceptance rate of 43 percent. In fact, w e considered accepting
integrative talks. In m a n y cases, one survey focused on m a -
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jor phenomena in the area, whereas the other reviewed major
theories. In other sessions, the survey speakers examined the
topic from different perspectives, but in each case reviewed
both phenomena and theories.
Another effort in this direction mvolved our groupmg of
talks at the meeting. Rather than clustering presentations
around theoretical camps, w e decided to organize both the paper sessions and the symposia around phenomena and problem areas. Thus, w e grouped submitted papers into areas like
problem solving, natural language, and categorization, rather
than into theoretical paradigms like production-system models, recurrent neural networks, and case-based reasoning.
Similarly, the symposium topics included (in alphabetical order) cognitive neuroscience, distributed cognition, language acquisition, motor behavior, scientific discovery, semantics, spatial cognition, and social cognition. Moreover, w e tried to include representatives of different theoretical paradigms within each symposium, with the hope
that grounding their theories in the same phenomena would
lead to more constructive discussions than the rhetoncal arguments that can occur when theoretical issues take precedence. W e believe that, for cognitive science to mature into
a true science, w e need more informed interactions a m o n g
researchers w h o come from different theoretical paradigms
but w h o are concerned with the same phenomena. W e hope
that our surategies have at least moved thefieldin the desired
direction.

ing the 163 reviewers (especially the ones w h o sent careful,
detailed comments) and the student volunteers w h o helped
with local arrangements and registration. Finally, none of this
would have been possible without the many researchers w h o
took the time and energy to submit papers, revise them, and
present their work.
Another part of our strategy for increasing participation at
the conference was to keep registration costs low. O n this
front, the contributions w e received from various sponsors
proved invaluable. Daimler-Benz Research and Technology
Center, Interval Research Corporation, and Xerox P A R C all
provided generous donations. The Center for the Study of
Language and Information (CSLI) at Stanford University donated office space and supplies, and also handled the funds.
Finally, the Institute for the Study of Learning and Expertise
(ISLE) provided substantial administrative resources in support of the conference.

A Symbol for the Future
Of course, the story of cognitive science will not end with this
year's conference. Thefieldhas evolved in many ways since
the Society'sfirstmeeting, and it will certainly continue to
change. W e hope that our efforts toward increasing the conference's diversity and scientific emphasis will carry over into
future years, but that depends on the organizers of successor
meetings and, even more, on the cognitive science researchers
themselves.
One discovery gives us reason for optimism about the state
of thefield.In seeking to advertise the conference through
Distributed Efforts
electronic media, w e were encouraged by the number, qualOverall, the 1997 meeting has been both challenging and re- ity, and diversity of World Wide W e b sites devoted to cogwarding to organize. O f course, w e could not have done
nitive science programs at leading universities throughout the
it without help from m a n y sources. Other members of the
world. W e also found many active UseNet newsgroups focusorganizing committee, including Jeff Elman, James Greeno,
ing on aspects of cognitive science. Together with the papers
Keith Holyoak. and Paul Smolensky, provided input at critisubmitted to the conference, thesefindssuggest a healthy discal points in the overall process. In particular, the ideas for
cipline that will continue to develop in interesting directions.
including poster abstracts from Society members and halfUndoubtedly, some readers will wonder at the 'labyrinth
day symposia came from Paul Smolensky. Thanks also go
of thought' on the volume's cover, which also served as unto the symposium organizers, including Meredith Gattis, Lila official logo for the conference. The design for this particular
Gleitman, James Greeno, Steven Hanson, Ziva Kunda, Nancy
labyrinth comes from the floor of Chartres Cathedral, but it
Nersessian, David Rosenbaum, and Keith Stenning, w h o realso appears in Grace Church in San Francisco. At one level,
cruited excellent speakers representing diverse communities.
the sinuous motion as one walks the pattern represents the
Although these contributions were the most visible, m u c h
sequential aspects of h u m a n cognition, which, although ofof the essential work was done by others w h o focused on the
ten goal driven, typically wanders before achieving its aim.
details. People w h o helped at this level included W a y n e Iba,
Unlike the mythical Labyrinth of Crete, this design has no
Paul Maglio, and Roger Remington, w h o helped greatly in the
branch points, thus depicting the role of knowledge in condecision-making process on papers. W e also received considstraining search.
erable help from Maureen Greeno, w h o crafted the conferMore generally, the labyrinth also reflects the central role
ence poster, M a r k Maloof, w h o wrote the software for proof pattern and structure in the mind, independent of the particcessing reviews, and Stephanie Sage, w h o helped check the
ular theory one favors to represent that structure. Moreover.
formats of papers.
in some religions, the labyrinth symbolizes passage through
Susan Stansbury acted as the general conference adminlife, with the path moving sometimes closer to G o d and someistrator, handling the papers as they came in, responding to
times away. This seems a reasonable metaphor for our field's
ongoing pursuit of a viable theory of mind. W e encourage all
electronic mail queries, dealing with the university's confercognitive scientists to keep these images at hand as they walk
ence office, and serving in other important ways. A n d m a n y
others played a more distributed but still crucial role, includthe path toward a true science of cognition.
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Abstract

The features of a concept differ in their centrality. Having a
seat is more central to the concept of chair than is having
arms. This paper claims that centrality is not a
homogeneous phenomenon in that it has at least two
aspects, conceptual and naming. W e propose that a feature
is central to naming in proportion to the feature's category
validity, the probability of the feature given the category.
In contrast, a feature is conceptually central (immutable) to
the extent the feature is depended on by other features. W e
predict that conceptual and naming centrality diverge as
categories become more specific. A n experiment is
reported that provides corroborating evidence. Increasing
the specificity of object categories increased the judged
mutability of representative features without affecting their
judged appropriateness for determining names.
Introduction
Nobody can say clearly and definitely what a game is, or
what a chair is, or even what a bachelor is. Wittgenstein
(1953) w a s surely right that few, if any, categories can be
identified with a set of defining features. O f course, most of
us k n o w a g a m e or a chair w h e n w e see one, so our concepts
must cohere in s o m e sense, even if they do not consist of a
set of necessary and sufficient conditions.
Even if features are rarely defining, the coherence of a
concept does seem to rely more on s o m e features than
others. Not all games are competitive (consider ring aroundthe-rosy), but being competitive is clearly more important
to being a g a m e than is (say) being outdoors. "Being
competitive" is more important to the concept of g a m e in
many senses: Something is more likely to be a game if it
is competitive than if it is outdoors (many events that are
not games are outdoors); imagining a g a m e that is not
competitive is harder than imagining one that is not
outdoors; competition comes to mind more rapidly when
one thinks about games in general than does the outdoors; a
game that is not competitive is a more atypical g a m e than
one that is not outdoors. In all these senses, and others,
competition is more central to "gamehood" than is being
outdoors. In general, concepts are comprised of aspects or
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features that differ in their centrality. Smith, Shoben, and
Rips (1973) argued that s o m e features are "core" and others
merely "characteristic." But they themselves appreciated the
implausibility of this position. Core is merely another term
for defining, so if concepts don't have defining features, they
don't have core features either. Features differ in their
centrality, but their differences are graded; they are neither
dichotomous nor trichotomous.
How many kinds of centrality are there? The notion of
centrality would be vacuous if there were too many. If every
question about feature differences could be answered only by
proffering a new, unique kind of centrality, then the notion
of centrality would offer nothing to the answer. Sloman,
Love, and A h n (submitted) provide evidence that this is not
the case; notions of centrality converge. They found that
several measures of centrality were highly correlated.
Nevertheless, in this paper w e discuss the need for a
distinction between two notions of centrality, one pertaining
to conceptual structure, the other to naming. W e show that
the distinction is more apparent at more specific levels of
categorization (e.g., green seedless grapes) and less apparent
at more abstract levels (e.g., grapes). W e first argue for the
distinction and its meaningfulness and then report an
experiment that attempts to dissociate measures of the
different kinds of centrality.

C o n c e p t u a l centrality: mutability
O n e sense of centrality is conceptual. A feature is central
to an object because the feature binds the mental
representation of the object. Having internal organs is
central to our concept of " m a m m a l " because w e use internal
organs and their relations to other m a m m a l i a n features to
m a k e sense of the life-cycle, appearance, and activity of
m a m m a l s (Keil, 1989). W e use the term mutability to
refer to conceptual centrality. Features differ by degrees of
mutability, the most central being the most immutable. A
feature is mutable of an object to the extent that the feature
can be mentally transformed without altering the object's
representation. Tails are mutable of cats because w e can
easily mentally transform our notion of "cat" to something
that is the same in all respects to "cat" except that it does
not have a tail while still thinking about cats.

W e define mutability operationally, using a variety of
convergent measures. A feature is immutable with respect
to an object to the extent that people i. claim that they
would be surprised to encounter the object without the
feature; ii. claim that imagining the object without the
feature is difficult; iii. rate the object without the feature as
atypical of the object category iv. require time to mentally
transform the object to one that does not have the feature;
and V. rate the object without the feature as dissimilar to an
ideal instance of the object category. Sloman et al.
(submitted) and Love (1996) demonstrated convergence
amongst these measures by showing that they were all
highly correlated. For instance, people's ratings on the
following questions about an apple tended to converge; i.
H o w surprised would you be to encounter an apple that did
not grow on trees? ii. H o w easily can you imagine a real
apple that does not grow on trees? iii. H o w good an example
of an apple would you consider an apple that does not ever
grow on trees?
Moreover, the measures did not correlate with measures of
other dimensions on which features differ. Ratings of
centrality did not correlate with ratings of feature salience,
such as a feature's degree of prominence ( H o w prominent in
your conception of an apple is that it grows on trees?), nor
with ratings of feature diagnosticity, like cue validity ~ the
probability of the category given the feature (Of all things
that grow on trees, what percentage are apples?).
Our earlier work (Sloman & Love, 1995; Sloman et al.,
submitted) has explored the hypothesis that mutability is a
function of a concept's dependency structure. Specifically,
w e have collected evidence to support the hypothesis that a
feature is immutable to the extent that other immutable
features depend on it For instance, for the concept "chair,"
the feature "has a seat" was judged to have m a n y features
dep)ending on it, including "is comfortable," "you sit on it,"
and "holds people." However, people judged that few
features depended on "is made of wood." Measures of this
degree of dependency correlated with immutability judgments
in that people judged that imagining a chair without a seat is
more difficult than imagining one that is not m a d e of wood.
Some of the evidence is in the form of close fits between
a simple model of concepts' dependency structure and our
mutability judgment data. The model is a constraint
satisfaction network that uses asynmietric connections
between features to represent empirically-derived dependency
relations. A feature is conceptually central, according to our
hypothesis, to the extent that transforming the feature would
necessitate the transformation of other features; i.e., to the
extent that the feature helps to maintain the current state of
the network. People's judgments on various measures of
mutability were highly correlated with the predictions made
by this simple network.

object by virtue of the feature's power to determine the
appropriateness of a label for the object. Having lightcolored hair determines whether someone can appropriately
be called "blond," and having four doors is central to whether
a car can appropriately be called a "four-door sedan."
Exceptions can be imagined, a natural blond might dye their
hair, but the general tendency stands:
Cooperative
conversation and reference demands that an objectreferredto
by the term "blond" have, or appear to have, or once had, or
have under some special conditions, light-colored hair.
This notion of centrality is not the same as the conceptual
one. T o see this, note that having four doors is not
immutable; it is not central to the concept of four-door
sedan. A sedan without four doors is assuredly not, strictly
speaking, a four-door sedan. But one's notion of four-door
sedan in the vast majority of contexts would be m u c h more
concerned with attributes like having a motor, having seats,
safety, comfort, and reliability than it is with four doors.
So having four doors is central to naming without being
central to conceiving. Consider another example. A person
is appropriately labeled an American if they hold United
States ciUzenship. But holding U. S. citizenship hardly
describes what it means to be an American. M u c h more
central to the concept "American" is language, political
principles, and cultural icons. Indeed, m a n y Canadians w h o
grew up with stories about George Washington and primetime T V might constructively be thought of as "American."
The naming centrality of a feature is closer to the notion
of definingness than conceptual centrality is. A feature is
central in naming to the extent that the feature obtains when
the relevant object does. "Four door" is central for an object
to be a four-door sedan because it is necessary. If x is a
four-door sedan, then x has four doors (strictly speaking). If
X is an American, then x has U . S. citizenship. However,
n a m e centrality is not dichotomous; it comes in degrees.
S o m e features are fairly central because they usually obtain
when the object does (e.g., tents are usually, but not always,
enclosed on all sides). Hence, w e take it that a feature is
central in category naming if the probability of the feature
given the category is high. This probability measure is
often referred to as category validity.
Mutability versus name centrality

In most cases, the two types of centrality are highly
correlated. After all, a category label should, to some
extent, relate to the category's most stable, conceptually
central elements. The label "bird" suggests something that
has wings and can fly and, indeed, having wings and flying
are relatively immutable properties of birds. If the label did
not help to identify such properties, then the label would not
effectively distinguish birds ft-om categories with different
immutable features. Furthermore, immutable properties are
likely to be attributes that w e want to refer to in everyday
Name centrality
discourse. In discussing the symptoms, etiology, or care of
a disease, for example, successful communication requires
Features can be central in a different sense as well, a sensethat w e m a k e reference to whatever w e k n o w about the
that m a y be more c o m m o n . A feature can be central to an
conceptually central aspects of the disease, like the virus that

causes it. So immutable features can bind the category that
w e need a label for and thus be necessary. Whenever
conceptual structure orders features m line wilh category
validity, mutability and name centrality will be corrclaCcd.
Nevertheless, mutability should not be contused with
name centrality. The two types of centrality are dissociable
because when naming, sometimes w e wish to discriminate
an object from others that share immutable properties with
it. In particular, features are more likely to be necessary but
nevertheless mutable when discourse concerns specific -- as
opposed to abstract - categories. At lower levels of
abstraction, categories tend to share their dependency
structure with other categories. One kind of sedan has much
the same dependency structure as another kind of sedan.
Ford sedans differ in important ways from Nissan sedans,
but the differences are not in their most immutable
properties. Both have engines, seats, steering wheels, etc.
The features that are critical for determining whether an
object is a Ford sedan or a Nissan sedan include some that
are necessary without being conceptually central. These
include the label that appear on the object's name plate, the
details of the object's shape, its gas mileage, color, etc.
Specific categories are likely to include features that
dissociate name centrality from mutability because, by
virtue of sharing their dependency structure with other
categories, they will contain features that are distinct from
those of other categories and yet are not the most
conceptually central.
This leads directly to the hypothesis of this study. We
propose that the name centrality and mutability of a feature
are more likely to dissociate at lower levels of category
abstraction. Therefore, w e varied the level of abstraction of
a variety of categories and took measurements of name
centrality and of mutability of selected features at each level.
W e predict that necessary features will be more mutable at
the specific level than at the abstract level. To measure
name centrality, w e asked subjects to judge the
appropriateness of a label for an object missing the relevant
feature. To measure mutability, w e asked subjects to rate
the ease of a mental transformation involving the feature.

Braem (1976a). The full list of the 18 categories is provided
in Table 1. A m o n g these categories, 9 were specific or what
Rosch et al. (1976a) called "subordinate-level" categories.
Categories one level higher than each of these 9 specific
categories constituted the abstract categories in the
experiment. These categories are all at what Rosch et al.
(1976a) called the "basic level". Five of these taxonomies
involved artifacts and four involved biological kinds.
For each category at each level, one feature was selected
from Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson, & Boyes-Braem's
(1976b) full set of attributes. This set was compiled by
asking undergraduates to write down attributes that they
could think of for each category and by eliminating features
that were not commonly listed. The following criteria were
used to select features from this full set. The feature
associated with a specific category should be one of the
features that distinguishes it from other specific categories
sharing a superordinate. For instance, "being large"
distinguishes a grand piano from an upright piano, and
therefore was selected as a feature for grand piano. The
feature associated with an abstract category was one of the
features that generally hold in all of its subordinates. For
instance, "makes music" holds for both upright and grand
pianos, and therefore was selected as a feature for piano. The
features used in the experiment appear in Table 1 in
parentheses next to their corresponding category.
Table 1. Categories and features used in the experiment.
Specific category
and its feature
grand piano (is large)

Abstract category
and its feature
piano (makes music)

green seedless grapes
(is green)

grapes (is juicy)

Phillips head screwdriver
(has a cross-shaped tip)

screwdriver (has a handle)

Levis (is blue)

pants (have legs)

living room chair (has a
cushion)

chair (has a seat)

sports car (is small)

car (has an engine)

birch tree (has white bark)

tree (has a trunk)

seabass (is large)

fish (swims)

cardinal (is red)

bird (has wings)

Experiment
Method
Participants
Seventeen undergraduate students at Yale University
participated in this experiment. Five participated in the
experiment as partial fulfillment of requirement for an
introductory psychology course. Twelve received $7.00 for
their participation in this and other short experiments
following this one.
Materials
Nine taxonomies with two levels of categories each were
selected from Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson, & Boyes-

Based on the category-feature list in Table 1, two sets of
questions were developed, one for name centrality judgments
and the other for mutability judgments.
Questions
involving the name centrality judgment were in the form,
"Suppose an object is in all ways like X except it does not
have feature Y. H o w appropriate would it be to call this

object X ? " where X was one of the categories in Table 1 and
Y was its corresponding feature. Following each question, a
9-point scale was presented where "9" indicated "very
appropriate" and " 1 " indicated "very inappropriate."
Questions involving the mutability judgment were in the
form, "Imagine an X that has all the usual characteristics and
properties of X . N o w , change this image of X so that it is
in all w a y s like X except it does not have feature Y. Rate
the ease of this transformation." Following each question, a
9-point scale was presented where "9" indicated "very
difficult" and "1" indicated "very easy."
Procedure
For the n a m e centrality judgment questions, participants
were instructed "to evaluate the appropriateness of a label."
They were further told, "Sometimes, objects seem to require
certain attributes to warrant a specific label. It would be
inappropriate, for example, to call a m a n a 'bachelor' if he
was k n o w n to have a spouse. We'd like to k n o w what
properties you think are necessary to apply a label to an
object. Your task is to rate h o w appropriate a label is for an
object that is missing a specified property." The 9-point
scale was explained by showing participants example
questions; a cloud not floating in the sky would receive "2"
if they thought that something would not normally be called
a cloud if it did not float in the sky. They were also told
that a car which did not have a horn might receive "8" if
they thought that something would probably still be called a
car even if it did not have a horn.
For the mutability judgment questions, participants were
instructed "to evaluate the ease with which you can
transform an image of an object." They were further
instructed, "We'll ask you to imagine an ideal object, and
then change s o m e specified part or aspect it. For example,
imagine a door, then transform it in your mind into a door
without a doorknob. W e would like to k n o w h o w easily
you can complete this transformation. Your task, then, is
to rate the ease of the transformation required to get from the
original to the mutated form." After being instructed on the
9-point scale, they received examples such as "Imagine a
textbook that has all the normal characteristics and
properties of a textbook. N o w , change this image of the
textbook so that it is in all ways like a textbook except that
it does not have pages.
Rate the ease of this
transformation." Then for this example, they were told that
"'8' might be your response if you think that it would be
difficult to transform your image of a textbook to one that
lacks pages." They also received an example which might
receive a lower rating: "Imagine a coat that has all the
normal characteristics and properties of a coat. N o w , change
this image of the coat so that it is in all ways like a coat
except diat it does not have a hood."
Each question was displayed on a computer screen one at a
time. Participants entered their responses on the keyboard.
The responses were displayed on the computer screen and the
participants could correct any mistake before they proceeded
to the next question. T h e entire experiment was self-paced.
Eight participants received the n a m e centrality judgment

questions first, followed by the mutability judgment
questions. Nine received the mutability judgment questions
first, followed by the name centrality judgments. For each
type of judgment, the order of the 18 questions was
randomized for each participant. The experiment was
programmed using Psyscope 1.1 (Cohen, MacWhinney,
Flatt, & Provost, 1993).
Results
The order in which the participants received the two types
of questions did not affect the responses. Therefore, all data
will be collapsed across the two orders in the following
analyses.
The name centrality and the mutability scales used in the
experiments are in the opposite direction in that 1 in the
n a m e centrality scale (i.e., very inappropriate to call it X
without feature Y ) means the feature is very central whereas
1 in the mutability scale (i.e., very easy to transform feature
Y in X ) means the feature is peripheral. T o facilitate
presentation of the results, the name centrality scale was
reversed so that the two scales had the same directionality.
As shown in Table 2, the name centrality ratings were
essentially the same for the abstract and the specific level
categories, indicating that the features selected in this
experiment did not vary in centrality substantially with
respect to naming. However, the mutability ratings show
that the features unique to the specific level were easier to
mentally transform than those associated with the abstract
level. A two-way analysis of variance was conducted with
the type of task and the level of categories as two withinsubject variables. A s predicted, there was a reliable
interaction between the two factors, F(l,15) = 4.68, M S e =
0.83, p < .05. In addition, regardless of the type of task, the
features selected for the abstract categories were judged to be
reliably more central (mean of 5.10) than those selected for
the specific categories (mean of 4.11), F(l,15) = 35.96,
M S e = .42, p < .01. This main effect is mainly due to the
low mutability ratings at the specific level. Finally,
regardless of the level of categories, the ratings on the name
centrality judgment task were reliably higher (mean of 5.66)
than those on the mutability judgment task (mean of 3.54),
F(l,15) = 42.86, M S e = 1.68, p < . 0 1 .
Table 2. Mean mutability and name centrality ratings. On
both scales, 1 means less central and 9 means more
central.LSSjj

Abstract
Specific

Mutability
Judgment
4.28
2.81

N a m e centrality
Judgment
5.90
5.42

The pattern of results was generally consistent across the
nine items. For 8 of 9 categories, the mutability judgment
for the feature at the specific level was lower than for the
feature at the abstract level (the exception was "car"). In

contrast, the name centrality judgment was lower at the
specific than at the abstract level for only 4 categories.

In addition, the fact that the dissociation between
conceptual and naming centrality occurred at the specific
level of categories suggests one possible reason why "basic
level" categories are psychologically more basic (Rosch et
al., 1976a). This level might be the one at which instances
Discussion
share the most dependency structure. Because conceptual
In summary, the experiment shows a dissociation between centrality is determined by dependency structure, conceptual
centrality is identical to naming centrality at the basic level.
mutability and name centrality. Changing the specificity of
W e speculate that the relative ease of processing at the basic
the object category increased the average mutability of
level is due to this convergence. W h e n they diverge, as they
representative features without affecting their average name
do at the subordinate level, language and conception are no
centrality. Hence, centrality is not a homogeneous
longer entirely mutually supportive. This might make
phenomenon; it has at least two aspects, conceptual and
processing difficult. Referring to a "1956 dime" rather than
naming. W e propose that a feature is central for naming in
just a "dime" is confusing if I a m discussing a financial
proportion to the probability of the feature given the
transaction involving 10 cents.
category. In contrast, w e propose that a feature is
conceptually central to the extent that the feature is dq^ended
on by others.
Implications
A debate has raged in philosophy (e.g., Austin, 1961;
Putnam, 1975; Wittgenstein, 1953) and in psychology (e.g.,
Armstrong, Gleitman, & Gleitman, 1983; Malt, 1994;
Smith, Shoben, & Rips, 1973) about whether concepts
include defining features. Some have argued that concepts
have "theoretical" cores (Keil, 1989; Murphy & Medin,
1985), and others that concepts have unresolved "essences"
(Medin & Ortony, 1989). Our work has two implications
relevant to this debate. First, features can vary in their
centrality without being dichotomous — i.e., defining versus
non-defining. Indeed, in earlier work w e have established
that people's ratings of centrality are graded, not
dichotomous (Sloman et al., submitted). Second, feature
centrality is relative to the function being served by the
feature. Concepts have multiple facets. The importance of
a feature depends not only on the identity of the feature and
its relation to other conceptual features, but also on the goal
of the agent using the concept. In particular, using a
concept to name an object requires different information
about the internal structure of the concept than does
transforming the concept in the service of conceptual tasks
like imagination, typicality judgment, and problem-solving.
The necessity of distinguishing conceptual and name
centrality points to a gap between the concepts employed by
thought and those employed by language (Brown, 1958).
Language makes its o w n particular demands on conceptual
structure in the service of communication. Specifically,
labeling depends more on knowledge about the relative
frequency of features in a category, and less on knowledge
about the relations between features. This m a y be so
because relative frequency information generally can be
obtained with more confidence and more reliability. This is
not to say that language and thought make use of mutually
exclusive sets of concepts, only that conceptual structure
must be viewed from one perspective to account for
linguistic usage and a different one to account for thought.

Finally, the need to distinguish these two forms of
categorization suggests that other forms m a y require their
own special analyses. For example, object recognition
almost surely comprises a different set of processes than
does classification in abstract domains like law and football
strategy.
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Abstract
Eye-movements to pictures of four objects on a screen were
monitored as participants heard progressively larger gates
and tried to identify the object (Experiment 1) or followed a
spoken instruction to move one of the objects (Experiment
2), e.g., "Pick up the beaker; now put it below the
diamond". The distractor objects included a cohort
competitor with a name that shared the initial onset and
vowel as the target object (e.g., beetle), a rhyme
competitor (e.g. speaker) and an unrelated competitor (e.g.
carriage). In the gating task, which emphasizes word
initial information, there was clear evidence for multiple
activation of cohort members, as measured by judgments
and eye-movements. With continuous speech there was
clear evidence for both cohort and rhyme activation as
predicted by continuous activation models such as T R A C E
(Elman and McClelland, 1988). Moreover, the time course
and probabilities of eye-movements closely corresponded
to simulations generated from T R A C E .
Introduction
Recognition of a spoken word often occurs prior to the end
of the word and is not only influenced by the properties of
the word itself (e.g., its frequency), but also by the set of
words to which it is phonetically similar (e.g., its lexical
neighborhood). The cohort model, developed by MarslenWilson and colleagues (e.g., Marslen-Wilson & Welsh,
1978; Marslen-Wilson, 1987), accounted for these
phenomena by proposing that the onset of a word activates a
set of lexical candidates which compete for recognition.
Thus, as the word beaker is spoken, both beaker and beetle
will initially become active members of a recognition
cohort. M e m b e r s of the cohort are subsequently evaluated
using contextual information and subsequent speech input.
Extensive empirical evidence n o w supports the claim that
words with shared onsets are briefly activated during spoken
word recognition. For example, lexical decisions to visually
presented associates of cohort members are facilitated when
targets are presented early in a word (e.g., Marslen-Wilson &
Zwitserlood, 1989; Zwitserlood, 1989). Thus, beaker would
initially prime both glass (associate of beaker) and bug
(associate of beetle).
However, the cohort model makes some problematic
assumptions. First, word onsets are often not clearly
marked in the speech stream, especially in continuous
speech. Second, lexical candidates that have only a partial
match to the onset of the word will never enter into the

recognition set. This will limit the robustness of the model
in noisy environments
Continuous recognition models, such as the T R A C E
model (McClelland & Elman, 1986), the Shortlist model
(Norris, 1994) and the Neighborhood Similarity Model
(Goldinger, Luce, & Pisoni, 1986), overcome these
problems by assuming that (a) lexical access takes place
continuously and (b) recognition is based on the similarity
of the unfolding speech to lexical representations. The
initial portion of a spoken word will still exert a strong
influence on alternatives that are activated shortly after the
word begins. However, the set of activated alternatives will
also include words that do not share initial onsets. This has
the desirable property of allowing lexical access to be
successful without assuming that onsets are clearly mariced
in the speech. It also leads to a more error-tolerant system,
because lexical representations that are not initially activated
can still accrue activation if their overall similarity to the
input is high.
Unfortunately, evidence from on-line tasks for activation
of lexical candidates which do not share onsets is quite weak
(cf. Zwitserlood, in press). For example, the evidence for
activation of associates of words that rhyme with a spoken
prime is equivocal (e.g., beaker priming an associate of
speaker). Finding evidence for lexical competitors is further
complicated by paradigm limitations.
Semanticallymediated cross-modal priming is a relatively indirect way of
assessing lexical activation; a candidate m a y not prime an
associate until it becomes highly active, limiting the
sensitivity of the measure. In addition, the mechanism
linking cross-modal priming to underlying word recognition
processes remains underspecified (cf. M c K o o n , Allbritton &
Ratcliff, 1996). Other results that support the predictions of
continuous activation models are problematic in that they
derive from paradigms that either involve meta-linguistic
judgments or do not allow recognition to be monitored as
the speech unfolds.
W e have been exploring a paradigm in which participants
follow spoken instructions to touch or manipulate objects in
a visual workspace while w e monitor eye-movements using
a lightweight camera mounted on a headband (Tanenhaus et
al, 1995). Saccadic eye-movements are extremely frequent,
and thus have the potential of providing a sensitive measure
of recognition processes.
Moreover, monitoring eyemovements allows one to observe lexical access during
continuous speech without requiring subjects to m a k e an
overt decision.

In previous work, w e established that the paradigm is
sensitive to cohort effects. Spivey-Knowiton and Tanenhaus
(.Tanenhaus et al., 1995) had participants follow instructions
to pick up and m o v e objects on a horizontal board. The set
of objects sometimes included an object with a name
beginning with the same phonetic sequence as the target
object. Examples of objects with overlapping initial
phonemes were candy and candle, and cart and carton. The
presence of a competitor increased the latency of eyemovements to the target and induced frequent looks to the
competitor. The timing of these eye-movements indicated
that they were programmed during the "ambiguous' segment
of the target word. These results demonstrated that the two
objects with similar names were, in fact, competing as the
target word unfolded.
The current research extended these investigations in three
important ways:
(1) W e found evidence against the hypothesis that using a
circumscribed visual world would artificially increase
activation to alternatives that should not be normally
activated. (2) W e demonstrated that lexical alternatives that
do not share onsets (e.g., rhymes) are partially activated
during continuous speech. (3) W e used simulations from a
computationally explicit continuous activation model,
T R A C E , to show that the probability of an eye-movement
being generated to a target object is directly related to its
activation level.
Experiment 1 used a "gating" paradigm in which
participants heard successively longer fragments of a word
on each gate. Their task was to point to which of the four
pictures was being named. O n critical trials, the pictures
included the target (e.g., beaker), a cohort competitor with a
shared onset (e.g., beetle), a rhyme competitor (e.g.,
speaker), and an unrelated item (e.g., parrot). In gating,
only cohort members are typically generated as responses.
This is not surprising firom the perspective of continuous
activation models because gating places clear emphasis on
the beginnings of words. Evidence for more rhyme choices
with gating compared to the unrelated baseline would have
suggested that the presence of a limited set was inflating
similarity effects. However, no evidence for rhyme choices
was found. In addition, the pattern of eye-movements
provided strong evidence that multiple alternatives — the
cohort competitor and the target were both activated during
the initial gates.
Experiment 2 used the same stimuli with continuous
speech instructions (e.g., "Pick up the beaker. N o w put it
below the diamond."). Probability functions for eyemovements to the target, cohort competitor, rhyme
competitor, and the unrelated item were generated by
transforming activation levels from T R A C E into probability
functions. The data from the experiment closely matched the
predictions from the simulations.

Experiment 1
Method
Participants. Six male and female students at the
University of Rochester were paid for their participation.
All were native .speakers of English with normal or
corrected-to-normal vision.
Materials The stimuli were based on eight "referentcohort-rhyme" triples. For example, one triple consisted of
beaker (the "referent" word), its left-to-right cohort, beetle,
and a rhyme, speaker. For each word, there was a
corresponding black and white line drawing. Frequency was
not controlled for, due to the limited number of words that
met our criteria. However, post-hoc analyses in both
experiments revealed no frequency effects.
For the experiment itself, stimuli were presented in
groups of four on a computer background screen which was
divided into a 5 x 5 grid. The center square of the grid
contained a cross which the participant was asked to fixate
on until the presentation of the auditory stimulus. The line
drawings for each trial were placed in the squares on the grid
that were diagonally adjacent to the center cross.
There were 16 total words presented in the experiment.
Eight of the words were presented in "critical" trials (i.e.,
trials with both cohort and a rhyme competitors, as well as
an unrelated item), and eight of the words were presented in
"filler" trials. For both critical and filler presentations, there
were between 8 and 10 gates per word. Thefirstgate of each
word varied in time depending on the initial segments of the
word. Thefirstgate started at the word onset and ended at
the fourth zero-crossing after vowel onset. Thereafter, each
gate added an additional 40 m s onto the preceding gate.
Procedure Participants were seated at a comfortable
Prior to the experiment,
distance ft'om a computer.
participants were twice shown pictures of the stimuli they
were to see in the experiment. First they were shown each
stimulus picture with its name written underneath the
picture. Subsequently, they were shown each stimulus
picture, but this time without its name. In both cases, the
stimuli were presented in random order. During the second
viewing, participants were asked to name each of the objects
aloud. Subjects were corrected if they mistakenly named an
object. With one exception, participants correctly named all
of the stimuli on theirfirstattempt.
Prior to hearing the first gate for any given word,
participants were shown the grid containing drawings of the
four objects relevant to that trial. A s soon as they were
ready to proceed, they signaled to the experimenter, w h o
then began thefirstgating presentation. For each gate the
stimulus screen was first displayed for approximately 2
seconds. During this time the experimenter instructed the
participants to fixate the center cross. Once the auditory
stimulus was presented, participants indicated which word
they thought they heard by touching the object on the
computer screen whose named matched their hypothesis.
W e tracked eye-movements with an Applied Scientific
Laboratories (E4(X)0) eye tracker. T w o cameras mounted on
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Figure 1: Probability of selecting each item at each gate in
Experiment 1.

Figure 2: Probability of fixating each item at each gate in
Experiment I.

a lightweight helmet provide the input to the tracker. The
eye camera provides an infrared image of the eye. The center
of the pupil and thefirstPurkinje corneal reflection are
tracked to determine the orbit of the eye relative to the head.
Accuracy is better than 1 degree of arc, with virtually
unrestricted head and body movements. A scene camera is
aligned with the participant's line of sight.
A calibration procedure allows software running on a P C
to superimpose crosshairs showing the point of gaze on a
HI-8 video tape record of the scene camera. The scene
camera samples at a rate of 30 frames per second, and each
frame is stamped with a time code. The auditory stimuli
were presented binaurally through headphones using the
standard digital-to-analog devices provided with the
experimental control computer (an Apple Power Macintosh
7200), as well as through the internal speaker of the
computer. A microphone connected to the HI-8 V C R
provided an audio record of each trial.

.019), a significant main effect of Response-Type (F(3, 15)
= 351.27, p = 0.0001), and a significant interaction between
Gate and Response-Type (F(9, 45) = 2.97, p < .0073).
Comparisons of individual means showed no significant
differences between Cohort and Target responses until gate
four.
Figure 3 shows the probability of making an eyemovement to the cohort, rhyme and unrelated pictures, when
the referent was chosen. The high probability of looks, to
the cohort object confirms that it was being considered even
when the referent was chosen. There was no suggestion
from the eye-movements that the rhyme was more highly
activated than the unrelated word.
The results provide clear evidence for activation of lexical
candidates sharing onsets. N o evidence was found for

Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the probability with which participants
selected each of the four pictures for thefirsteight gates.
O n the initial gates, the referent and the cohort competitor
were equally likely, with the probability of selecting the
target increasing across gates. R h y m e and unrelated objects
were rarely selected and did not differ. There was a main
effect of Response-Type (F(3, 15) = 621.66, p = .0001), as
well as an interaction between Response Type and Gate
(F(9, 45) = 3.05, p = .0062). Individual means comparisons
indicated that the Cohort and the Target responses differed
beginning at gate 3. These data closely match typical gating
data, in that rhymes are almost never generated as lexical
candidates.
The eye-movement data confirmed that during the early
gates, both the cohort competitor and the referent were being
considered. Figure 2 shows the probability of making an
eye-movement to each of the pictures across gates. There
was a significant main effect of Gate (F(3, 15) = 4.55, p =
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Figure 3: Conditional probability offixatingeach item at
each gate, given that the referent has been selected.

drawings were presented to participants, and the participants
were instructed to "pick up" and m o v e one of the objects.
There were four possible combinations of objects: a "full
competitor" set, consisting of the referent, a cohort and
rhyme, and one unrelated object (e.g., beaker, beetle,
speaker, and carriage); a "cohort competitor" set, consisting
of the referent, a cohort, and two unrelated objects (e.g.,
beaker, beetle, parrot, and nickel); a "rhyme competitor"
set, consisting of the referent, a rhyme, and two unrelated
Simulations
objects (e.g., beaker, speaker, dolphin, carriage); and a
With running speech, continuous activation models predict "non-competitor" set, consisting of the referent and three
unrelated objects (e.g., beaker, dolphin, parrot, and nickel).
that rhymes should become active as the speech unfolds.
Within each competitor set type, different elements could
However, rhyme competition should begin later than onset
be the "target" for the trial (i.e., the object participants were
competition. W e simulated expected eye-movements under
instructed to manipulate), which determined the type of
these conditions using T R A C E (McClelland & Elman,
lexical competition that could occur. For example, in the
1986) as an example of a class of activation models that
full competitor set, the target could be the referent (allowing
allow for competition to start at any m o m e n t in time.
for cohort and rhyme competition), the cohort (allowing
W e used a four word lexicon that included areferentword,
only for cohort competition with the referent), the rhyme
its left-to-right cohort, its rhyme, and a phonetically
(allowing only for rhyme competition with the referent), or
unrelated word. The referent word input was manipulated
the unrelated object (which should eliminate competition).
such that the first two phonemes were given up to a
m a x i m u m of 1 5 % noise to approximate a normal speech
Procedure Participants were seated at a comfortable
environment. Input words were run for 72 cycles of
distance from a computer. Before thefirsttrial, participants
processing, with word activations noted every 3 cycles for
were shown pictures of the eight stimuli they were to see in
all four words. Activations were then translated into
the experiment. The experimenter named them once, and
response strengths, following Luce (1959):
then asked the participant to name them. This was repeated
until the participant named every object correctly.
S, = e ,
The structure of each trial was as follows. First, a fivewhere ^ is a free parameter that determines the amount of
by-five grid appeared. Then, line drawings of the stimuli
separation between units of different activations. Response
appeared on the grid. After approximately 1 second, the
strengths are then converted into probabilities with the
experimenter would instruct the participant to look at the
following formula:
center cross. Participants were instructed before the
experiment began that they could m o v e their eyes freely up
p(R,) = S i / I S
until this instruction, but then were tofixatethe cross until
the next instruction. After approximately one more second,
We made the simple linking assumption that the
the experimenter instructed the participant to pick up one of
probability of making an eye-movement to an object during
the objects (e.g., "pick up the beaker"). Once the participant
on-line processing would be a direct result of its activation.
had "picked up" the object (by clicking on it once using the
Figure 4 shows the predicted pattern of eye-movements as
computer's mouse), the experimenter instructed the
generated from the simulations. W e tested these predictions
participant to place it "next to", "above", or "below" one of
in Experiment 2. Participants were presented with pictures
four geometricalfigureswhich appeared infixedlocations on
of four items (e.g., areferentword, a left-to-right cohort of
every trial (e.g., "now put it above the triangle"). Once the
the referent, a rhyme, and an unrelated word), and followed
participant had placed the object in the appropriate square,
instructions to m o v e pictures of objects using a mouse, as
the experimenter instructed the participant to look at the
w e monitored their eye-movements.
center cross. W h e n the participant indicated that she was
fixating the cross by clicking on it with the mouse, the trial
ended. The grid was then replaced by a blank white screen
Experiment 2
followed by the calibration screen. Participants could then
request to take a break, or the equipment calibration could be
Method
verified.
Participants Twelve male and female students at the
University of Rochester were paid for their participation.
Results and Discussion
All were native speakers of English with normal or
The results of Experiment 2 indicate that both cohorts and
corrected-to-normal vision.
rhymes were active candidates for recognition, as predicted
by T R A C E . Figures 5-7 plot the probability over time of
Materials The stimuli were based on the eight "referentcohort-riiyme" triples used in Experiment 1. The triples
fixations on particular objects.
were divided into four pairs, which were presented to
different groups of participants. O n any trial, four line
activation of potential rhyme competitors.
This is
reassuring because gating strongly emphasizes word initial
infonnation and rhymes are rarely generated as responses in
unrestricted gating, i.e.. gating to words under conditions
where there are no constraints on what the words might refer
to. The absence of rhyme effects in gating reduces concerns
that any rhyme effects with continuous speech might be
primarily due to the limited set of alternatives.
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Figure 5: Probability of fixating each item in Experiment
2 when the referent is the target, and both a cohort and a
rhyme are present.

Figure 4: Fixation predictions generated by T R A C E
simulations (see text for details).
As can be seen in Figure 5, when both a cohort and a
rhyme were present, participants were as likely to look at a
cohort as they were the target item until approximately 430
ms after the onset of the target word. They were also much
more likely to fixate a rhyme than an unrelated item,
although the separation of rhyme fixation probability from
the unrelated baseline was somewhat delayedrelative to the
referent and cohort (again,as predicted). Given that at least
150 m s are requiredto plan an eye-movement, and that the
average target word duration was 335 m s (with a range of
233 to 467 ms), participants seemed to incrementally update
hypotheses as to target word identity over time. Participants
were highly unlikely to look at an unrelated object (until the
rise that occurs after 500 ms, which appears to have been

random scanning).
In Figure 6, fixation probabilities over time are plotted
when the stimulus set consisted of a referent, a cohort, and
two unrelated objects, and in Figure 7, fixation probabilities
over time are plotted when the stimulus set consisted of a
referent, a rhyme, and two unrelated objects. A s can be seen
in Figures 5-7, while subjects were more likely to fixate
either a cohort or rhyme than they are to fixate unrelated
objects, there are some differences between cohorts and
rhymes. Cohort activation tends to rise more quickly and
have a higher peak, but rhyme activation tends to persist for
a longer time. These are the general trends predictedby the
T R A C E simulations. The referent and cohort probabilities
separate from baseline together since both are consistent
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Figure 6: Probability of fixating each item in Experiment
2 when the referent is the target, and a cohort is present.
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Figure 7: Probability of fixating each item in Experiment
2 when the referent is the target, and a rhyme is present.

with the initial input. The rhyme separates from baseline
slightly later, once the input becomes partially consistent
(during the initial vowel). The cohort peaks early on
because it diverges from the input after the first vowel,
whereas the rhyme remains consistent with the input.
There are also differences between cohort and rhyme
competitor sets in the probability offirsteye-movements to
the target. For example, consider the differences when
competition was possible (e.g., in the cohort competitor set,
because either the referent or the cohort was the target) vs.
when competition was not possible (i.e., when one of the
two unrelated items was the target). These hit rate data were
submitted to a 2 (competition possible or not) by 2 (cohort
competitor or rhyme competitor) A N O V A . There were
main effects of competition (across competitor sets, hit rate
was .649 competition was possible, vs. .855 when it was
not; F(l,ll)=37.580, p = .0001) as well as competitor set
(hit rate was .721 in the cohort set, vs. .783 in the rhyme
set; F(l.ll)=7.229, p = .021). The interaction was also
significant (F(l,l 1)=4.966, p = .048). Comparisons of
individual means show that within each competitor set, hit
rate was significantly lower (p < .01) when competition was
possible than when it was not (.587 vs. .855 for the cohort
competitor set, and .711 vs. .855 for the rhyme competitor
set), and that when competition was possible, hit rates were
significantly lower when the competitor was a cohort (.587)
than when it was a rhyme (.711).
Experiment 2 clearly shows that both cohorts and rhymes
compete for lexical activation. Participants were much more
likely to launch a "false alarm" eye-movement to a cohort or
rhyme than to a non-competitor, as was reflected in
significantly lower hit rates when competitors were present.
The results also reveal clear differencesbetween cohort and
rhyme competition: cohort activation (as measured by
probability of false alarm eye-movements) rises more rapidly
and has a higher peak than rhyme activation (as predicted by
our T R A C E simulations), and the presence of a cohort
competitor reduces hit rate significantly more than does the
presence of a rhyme competitor.
General Discussion
The research presented here demonstrates that eyemovements can provide a remarkably sensitive measure of
the time-course of lexical activation during word recognition
in continuous speech. W e replicated the finding from gating
and cross-modal priming that a cohort of words sharing the
same onset is temporarily activated as a word unfolds. In
addition w e found clear evidence for activation of
phonologically similar competitors that do not share onsets.
Although this result is clearly predicted by continuous
activation models of word recognition, it has proved difficult
to find supporting evidence with other paradigms.
W e also addressedtwo crucial methodological issues with
the eye-tracking paradigm. First, w e showed that the use of
a restricted set of lexical possibilities does not appear to
artificially inflate similarity effects. In particular, no
evidence for rhyme effects was found with gating, a task that
emphasizes word initial information. Second, w e provided
clear evidence in support of a simple linking hypothesis
between activation levels and the probability of fixating a
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target. W e assumed that the probability of directing
attention to a target, and thus making an eye-movement to
it, was a direct function of its probability as quantified by
applying the Luce choice rule to activation levels computed
using the T R A C E model. The predicted probabilities
closely corresponded to the behavioral data.
The close match between predicted and actual fixation
patterns provides strong support for activation models which
continuously m a p input onto a set of lexical candidates.
The sensitivity of the response measure and the presence of a
clear liking hypothesis between lexical activation and eyemovements suggests that this methodology will be
invaluable in exploring even the finest grained questions
about the mechanisms underlying spoken word recognition.
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Abstract
Previous research shows an anti-primacy effect
(Bailenson & Rips, 1996), in that the first speaker in a
conversational argument incurs more Burden of Proof
(BOP) than the second speaker. In addition, claims may
be encoded differently when they are embedded in a
structured dialogue than when processed outside the
context of the argument. W e were interested in
determining how the strength of specific claims in the
argument depend on their location in the structure as a
whole, and whether anti-primacy would persist in disputes
where the claims offered by the two speakers were equally
convincing. Subjects read interactive arguments between
two speakers having a conversation, rated the
convincingness and support levels of the individual
claims when they were both embedded in the dialogue and
removed from the dialogue, and judged overall burden of
proof. Different groups of subjects saw the same
arguments, the only difference being which speaker (first
or second) made the particular groups of claims. The antiprimacy effect occurred even though the strength of the
claims did not change as a function of which speaker
presented them. In addition there was no difference
between convincingness and support ratings, although
the results demonstrated that the level of both types of
ratings was somewhat a function of where in the argument
structure the claims were situated. Specifically subjects
perceived claims occurring in the initial position in the
dialogue as less convincing than the same claims when
the claims were removed from the context of the
argument. Furthermore, these initial claims correlated
less with B O P than did the later claims.
Introduction
Participants of a conversational dispute, as well as the
observers, m a k e judgments as to which of the opposing
sides is doing a better job arguing their position. W h e n
people in an argument make claims, they must defend those
claims with accepted evidence. After making a series of
statements, each speaker has some degree of burden ofproof.
In other words, the participants have to do a certain amount
of persuading in order to prove they are correct. If one
speaker presents claims that are far more convincing than the
other speaker, then that individual would have little to do in
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order to prove his or her position. T h e burden would lie on
the other participant, w h o would then be forced to overcome
the presumption created by the disparity between the quality
of the two positions. In tUs sense, the B O P shifts from one
speaker to the other as the argument progresses, depending
on certain rules (Rips, 1996; Gaskins, 1992).
O n e of the factors B O P is based on is the convincingness
levels of the individual claims in an argument. Previous
researchers have deflned claim strength in m a n y different
ways ranging from size of the claim (Gulley & BctIo, 19S6)
to h o w "bold" it is (Baron, 1991). Strength in argument can
be i^proached in a number of ways, but in this paper w e
would like to draw the distinction between local and global
strength. Local strength concerns the inherent characteristics
of individual claims which m a k e them convincing.
Conceivably, the local strength of a claim is the s a m e
regardless of its context-if isolated from the other
surrounding claims in the argument then the local strength
should not change. Global strength is a measure of h o w
well each claim fits into the overall context of the argument:
h o w relevant it is to the initial context, h o w responsive it is
to the previous claim, and h o w well it supports the speakers
position as a whole. Intuitively, Burden of Proof should
depend on both of these measures of strength.
While people w h o judge disputes clearly pay attention to
strength of the claims in an argument, o t h ^ research shows
that they are affected b y structural factors that are
independent of the meaning of the claims. Presenting two
groups of identical claims in different orders can produce two
separate patterns of judgment (McGuire, 1957). For
example, s o m e studies find a recency effect, in that
information at the end of an argument isretainedbetter in
m e m o r y and is more persuasive than information at the
beginning of an argument. These effects have been found in
descriptions of U.S. presidents (Anderson, 1973), in
situations where subjects read two contradictory messages
(Crano, 1977), in m o c k trials where subjects judge guilt or
innocence ( F u m h a m , 1986), and in instances where subjects
evaluate traits of other people (Luchins & Luchins, 1984).
Researchers also find ample instances of primacy effects
in judgment. In these experiments, people retain
information from the beginning of an argument m o r e
effectively, and this information then biases h o w later
claims are processed. Pennington and Hastie showed this
phenomenon in m o c k jurors: T h e first bit of information
the jurors received initiated their mental story representations
of the supposed crime, thus framing h o w the proceeding
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claims were inteipreted such that they were consistent with
the overall story (1986). Primacy effects also occur in
attributions of how other people perform a task (Benassi,
1982) and for judgments of contingencies (Yates & Curley,
1986).
In a series of experiments Bailenson and Rips (1996)
found an "anti-primacy" effect, in that the speaker w h o
initiates the debate incurs more burden of proof then the
second speaker in arguments where speakers present the
same number of claims. This effect occurs when the first
speaker makes the final claim in the argument and also when
the second speaker makes theflnalclaim. Thisfirstspeaker
bias seems to be an effect of position which only surfaces in
a structured dialogue, as previous studies, while
demonstrating primacy and recency (Hogarth & Einhom,
1992), have not shown a disadvantage in persuasion for
items at the top of a serial list One plausible explanation
for this effect may have to do with the roles of the two
speakers. In work designed to study how people plan
conversations, Scholtens (1991) describes the dijfference
between the initiator of the conversation and the recipient.
The initiator (i.e. speaker 1) "stages" the argument, in that
he or she provides the underlying structure or script that will
be followed for the remainder of the argument by the
recipient (i.e. speakCT 2). The recipient does not have much
control in molding the hierarchy of the conversation, as his
or her job is primarily geared towards following the
initiator's argument: collecting information, signaling
departing ideas, pointing out obscurities and falsities, and
giving general reactions.
In the current study, w e attempted to test whether or not
w e could demonstrate the anti-primacy effect in arguments
where the claims made by each speaker were equally
convincing. W e wanted to ensure that the first speaker's
claims did not become less convincing than those of the
second speaker just because they were made by initiator of
the argument. In this experiment subjects assessed disputes
in which we manipulated the serial position of each side of
an argument, in that the same claims could be shifted to
accommodate either the role of first speaker or second
speaker. In other words, if in one argument thefirstspeaker
argues in favor of abortion while the second speaker was
argues against it, then w e designed another argument in
which the claims were identical to the ones used in the other
version except that thefirstspeaker now argues against
abortion. It would be impossible to argue that anti-primacy
results from the type of claims offered by two different
speakers if all of the claims appear in both positions. In
addition w e gauged the strength of particular claims when
they were situated within the argument structure and when
they were removed fi-om the structure. W e predicted that
anti-primacy would persist even though the claims are
identical across subjects for the two speakers, as the first
speaker's role as initiator sets the forthcoming context for
the argument independently of the convincingness of the
claims. W e also predicted that strength would vary as a
function of the location of the claim in the argument
structure, due to the unique characteristics of arguments in
dialogue.

Materials
W e constructed booklets of nine different arguments
consisting of six statements apiece. Each argument appeared
on a separate page. The content of the arguments varied, but
typically involved entertainment, politics, or college life as
the following example illustrates:
1. Pat: Baseball has more breaks in the
action than otha sports.
2. Jim: Baseball has fewer breaks in the
action than othCT sports.
3. Pat: You have to sit through all of the
side changes.
4. Jim: The only long break comes after
the seventh inning.
5. Pat Every time they substitute pitchers
there is anotherfifteenminute break.
6 Jim: At least there are not many
substitutions in baseball compared to other
sports.
Each argument appeared in two possible orders. We
produced the alternative order of each argument by reversing
the positions of claims 1 and 2 {initial claims), claims 3 and
4 {middle claims), and claims 5 and 6 {final claims). To
produce the alternative version of the argument above, w e
changed the orders of the claims as follows:
I.Jim: Baseball has fewer breaks in the
action than other sports.
2. Pat Baseball has more breaks in the
action than otha- sprats.
3. Jim: The only long break comes after
the seventh inning.
4. Pat: You have to sit through all of the
side changes.
S. Jim: At least there are not many
substitutions in baseball compared to oQxex
sports.
6. Pat Every time they substitute pitchers
th^-e is anotho"fifteenminute break.
As a result, there were 18 different arguments. 2 different
versions for each of the 9 different topics.
W e wanted to ensure that the claims made by each
speaker in the argument were roughly equivalent in strength.
In other words, w e wanted the total strength of the three
claims made by Jim in the above argument to equal the total
strength of the three claims made by Pat So after creating
the arguments, w e then ran a pretest in order to determine
the strength of the claims made by each speaker.
Design
Each participant received two booklets, each one with all
of the nine argument topics. In one booklet w e asked them
to choose which speaker had more burden of proof, and in
the other they we asked them toratethe strength of each
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claim. The order of the booklets was counterbalanced, so
that half of the subjects rated the strength of the claims first
and half of the subjects chose which speaker had more
burden of proof first Each of the two booklets contained
exactly the same arguments (same versions of all of the 9
topics) in the same order. So each subject rated claim
strength and burden of proof on the same nine arguments.
In this manner w e could compare the same subjects' ratings
of strength and burden of proof or w e could only analyze the
data from thefirstbocddet in order to test the eflfects the two
measures had on each other.
W e utilized two different methods of determining strength
in the arguments, one which gauged the convincingness of
each claim {local strength), and one which determined how
well the claimsfitinto the argument as a whole (global
strength ). In the booklet in which subjects were asked to
rate the strength of the claims, w e used two different
questions. Half the subjects rated " H o w convincing is the
claim, in and of itself?" The remaining subjects rated "How
well does the claim fit into the argument as a whole?"
Each subject saw the same type of strength question for all
nine arguments in the strength rating booklet
For each topic subjects saw only one of the versions (i.e.
subjects never saw the same argument topic twice with
different speakers making the initial claim). Every subject
saw the topics in a different random order. Across subjects,
each version for each topic appeared an equal number of
times.
Procedure
Thefirstpage of the Burden of Proof booklet contained
instructions and a sample argument Subjects read the
instructions on their own. W e told them that they would
see a series of arguments and that they were to decide "which
of the two people has got more woik to do in order to prove
that they are correct" They were instructed to circle the
name of the person w h o needs to do more to prove that he or
she is correct. Also, w e asked them to rate how confident
they were in their choice, by circling a number on a scale
from 1 to 7, 1 being extremely low confidence and 7 being
extremely high confidence. The layout of the page was as
follows: the argument appeared, followed by the names of
the two speakers underneath it and the rating scale. Each
argument appeared on the same page
Thefirstpage of the local strength booklet instructed
subjects to read each claim, and to decide how convincing it
is. W e instructed them to ignore how well the claimfitinto
the argument as a whole. They rated each of the six claims
in the argument on a 7 point scale, with 1 corresponding to
an unconvincing claim, and a 7 corresponding to a very
convincing claim.
Thefirstpage of the global strength condition instructed
subjects to read each claim, and to evaluate how well the
claims support the speakers argument byrelatingit to the
other claims. W e asked them " H o w strongly does each
claim support the speaker's position?" If a claimfitwell in
the argument as a whole then it gave strong support. They
rated each of the six claims on a 7 point scale, with 1
corresponding to a claim which offered weak support to the

argument and a 7 corresponding to a claim which ofifered
strong support to the argument as a whole.
Subjects all received die B O P booklet and one of the two
strength rating booklets (not necessarily in that order). N o
subject began the second booklet until everyone in the
session wasfinishedwith thefirstone. Sessions typically
took about twenty minutes.
Participants
48 subjects participated in the experiment in order to fulfill
a requirement in an introductory psychology course. 24
subjects received the local strength booklet and 24 subjects
received the global strength booklet All subjects were
native speakers of English. Subjects were tested in small
groups of up to 10 people.
Pretest
W e ran a pretest for two reasons. First, w e wanted to
ensure that for all of the argument topics, one speaker did
not present claims which were vastly more convincing than
the other, since w e did not want any potential effects to be
overwhelmed by extreme differentials in the sfrength of
claims in the opposing positions. Second, w e wanted to
have subjects rate all the claims in isolation so that w e
could provide a baseline with which w e could compare the
claims when they were embedded in the actual argument
structure.
After constructing the initial arguments, w e took the
claims out of the argument structures and randomized them
such that claims from the 9 different topics were mixed. In
addition, w e inserted "fillers", or claims which wctc slight
variations of the original claims, that made them more or
less convincing. Thesefillerscould be substituted for the
original claims in order to adjust the strength of a given
speaker's total position.
The instructions to the pretest were similar to the local
strength condition in the main experiment. W e asked
subjects to judge how convincing each claim was on a 7
point scale. The claims were presented in four different
random orders. Participants were introductory psychology
students, and sessions took about twenty minutes.
W e averaged the ratings of strength of the claims offered by
each speaker (3 claims for 2 speak^^ in each argument). In
six of the nine arguments it was necessary to use filler
claims in order to equate the strength of the positions offered
by the two speakers. After these substitutions were made.
the average difference in position was .16 and the median
difference was .15 on a scale from 1 to 7. The largest
difference was .32,1(31)=1.45, e>.05. The pretest ensured
that any differences in B O P could not be attributable to
differences in the strength of the speaker's position as a
whole.
Results
Across conditions, subjects chose the first speaker as
having more burden of proof (anti-primacy) in 5 8 % of the
arguments. This difference was reliably different from
chance, 1(47)=3.28, e.<.05. However, as Table 1
demonstrates, convincingness ratings for any given claim
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was the samereganllessof whether it w a s m a d e by speaker 1
or by speaker 2, E(l. 47)=,02, n.s. It is important to note
here that in the order manipulation w e altered which speaker
(first or second) m a d e a particular claim. W e did not shift
the overall position of any claims. So, if in one order
condition an

Table 1: M e a n strength ratings by position for Speakerl
and Speaker 2. Ratings are averaged across Global and Local
conditions.

issue, w e used the pretest data to factor out the strength of
the claims when they were rated in a random order from the
strength ratings w h e n they were rated in the actual argument
structure (we averaged across global and local ratings).
Using a regression with claim number as a variable (1
through 6), w e found that claims later in the argument were
rated stronger than early claims, even w h e n isolated claim
strength had been factored out. t(47)=4.59, b<.05. Figure 1
plots rating type (isolated or structured) as a function of
where in the argument the claims occurred (initial, middle,
or final). A by-item analysis demonstrates that the m e a n for

Speaker
Position

4'
Initial Claims

2.67

2.58

Middle Claims

4.49

4.47

Final Claims

4.73

4.83

3-

*
M

Structured
boUled

Had dun
initial claim is m a d e by speakw 1, in the other version that
claim is m a d e by speaker 2, but it still remained in the
initial position. In other words, the position (initial,
middle, final) of the claims never changed. Strength ratings
varied according to the position of claims. E(2, 47)=88.77,
IK.05. Initial claims were rated as weakest (2.67), followed
by middle claims (4.47). Subjects rated the final claims the
highest (4.76). There w a s no effect for type of strength
rating, £(1, 47)=.02, n.s. Subjects rated a claim equally
whether they were asked to rate convincingness in and of
itself Gocal = 3.98) or to rate h o w well it supported the
argument as a whole (global = 3.95). However this null
effect m a y be a result of subjects not fully grasping the
instructions describing the difference between the two types
of ratings.
W e ran a regression between strength ratings and B O P
scores in order to test which parts of the argument were
more predictive of B O P choices. These correlations are aU
within subject, in that the same subjects are rating both
strength and judging B O P . T h e correlation between strength
of initial claims and B O P w a s not significant, £=.14. T h e
correlations between middle claims and fmal claims were
both significant, t=-32 and i=.39 respectively, ii<.05.
Initial claims in an argument, in addition to being less
convincing than the other claims, are less predictive of
burden of {H-oof.
It could be the case that claims in the middle and final
position are rated strongo- then claims in the initial position
because of the content of the claims or because of the
positioning of the claim in the argument T o resolve this

POSITION
Figure 1: Comparison of Structured (main experiment) and
Isolated (pretest) strengtfi ratings.
the two initial claims in the pretest was 3.09 while in the
main experiment it w a s 2.66. t(8)=3.25. ii<.05. Initial
claims were rated weaker w h e n they were in a structured
argument then w h e n they were rated in a random order.
Claims in the middle position and claims in the final
position were rated as stronger in the structured arguments
then in the pretest, with differences of .28 and .39
respectively, but neither of these differences were significant,
1(8)=1.56, and 1(8)=1.32. W h U e it could be the case fliat
these results are due in part to subjects having difficulty in
interpreting the sentences in a mixed, random ordo- (vctsus
in context of the argument as a whole) in the pretest, none
of the subjects expressed having any difficulty performing
the task. T h eresultsdemonstrate that initial claims deflate
while they are in the argument structure, while the later
claims slightly inflate in convincingness. So subjects
p^ceive claims as being more convincing as the argument
becomes further developed, or at the least they do not find
claims which identify their role as an initiator to be as
convincing as the other claims in the dispute.
General Discussion
The results show that the first speako- typically is assigned
more burden of proof than the second speaker, even though
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the claims of the two speakers are equally convincing.
Subjects were not sensitive to the differences in h o w
convincing a claim is (local strength) and h o w well it
supports the argument as a whole (global strength) when
they are rating the claims in the argument structure. In
addition, the location of a particular claim in an argument
affects subjects' perception of its convincingness and
support levels. G a i m s made early in the argument are rated
lower than when they are rated in isolation and the reverse
holds for claims made towards the end of an argument,
almost as if the strength is transferred. In addition, claims
located farther d o w n in the structure tend to correlate more
with B O P than do the early ones.
It could be the case that as claims proceed in a linear order,
the strength of each claim for a given speaker is passed down
to that speaka's next claim such that the later claim inhoits
some of the strength of the former. Claims late in an
argument depend on the earlier ones, in the sense that they
operate on assumptions that the initial ones pioneered.
Since these early assumptions are implicitly contained in the
later ones, it could be the case that when assessing the
strength of the late claims subjects include the contributing
parts of the early ones, and as a result inflate their strength.
This notion is somewhat supported by work done by
Orsolini (1993), where she argues that arguments in
conversation are governed by a unique sequential
organization, in which an initial claim primes the other
speaker in the argument and allows him or her to further
process proceeding justifications. In other words,
understanding the later claims depends on understanding the
earlier ones. These types of linear dependency relations
between claims m a y explain w h y later propositions are
gauged as more convincing and correlate more with burden
of proof.
Previous studies of arguments for the most part merely
interchanged the positions of claims or evidence in
unorganized serial lists. This type of argument, discrete
pieces with little overall binding structure,findsits home
predominantly in the laboratory. W h e n evaluating
arguments in discourse, as discussed above, the claims
cannot be entirely dissociated from the overall configuration
of the dialogue. A s aresult,order effects found in a list of
unbound claims m a y not hold when those claims are
embedded in a conversation. Even if the initiators of
arguments ensure that their claims are at least as persuasive
as those of their opponents they still m a y be punished with
some degree of B O P . Likewise, claims which would
nomally persuade pec^le when removed from the context of
a conversational argument m a y not be as convincing when
appearing in the initial position of the dispute. These
findings call into question studies on propositions that
ignore the argument structure containing those propositions,
and indicate that judging within a conversation m a y be
unique.
These findings have implications for psychology, law,
advertising, or for any fields which typically study
arguments situated in dialogue. Moreover, systems which
attempt artificial processing of arguments m a y benefit by
assimilating the strategies of human judges. In future
experiments w e plan on testing these ideas with various

types of argument structures, and to isolate the contexts
where anti-primacy and the differential ratings of claims
persist
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Abstract

from labeled example movies for a wide range of languages, using simple back-propagation techniques.
Lexical development is an active field with its o w n
methods and results. O n e critical empirical finding is
that the child'sfirstwords label not only things, but also
relationships, actions and internal states (Tomasello,
1995). Only by addressing the broader lexical acquisition
problem can one appreciate the role of embodiment. In
this paper, w e will focus on the learning of verbs describing simple hand motions such as push and yank. Bailey's
dissertation work includes a computational model that
can learn to produce verb labels for actions and also
carry out actions specified by verbs that it hcis learned.^
This entails a methodological problem; to model a child
learning to label his o w n actions, the program must be
able to act. Bailey solves this by incorporating the Jack
(Badler et al., 1993) h u m a n simulation system as part of
his model.
A shortcoming of the standard view of lexical acquisition is that it provides no account of h o w a child learns
to make use of the concepts she learns and the words
that label them. This same weakness appears as a technical consequence of using back-propagation in Regier's
work and in P D F models: even w h e n the network learns
perfectly h o w to classify a domain, it has no mechanism
for inference or action. In our n e w work, there is a requirement that learning algorithms produce usable representations. Figure 1 outlines what this entails for Bailey's verb learning system. T h e conventional concept
learning task is depicted by the upward arrows. After
training, when the agent executes a motor action (bottom) it tries to relate the features of the action and the
world state (middle layer) to a characterization of wo-i
meanings (top layer) to produce an appropriate laDel.
But w e impose an additional constraint on the process:
what is learned as a verb meaning must also function as
a c o m m a n d interface for the agent as depicted by the
downward arrows of Figure 1. For example, if it learns
that shove labels pushing actions with high acceleration,
it must be able to carry out a shoving action w h e n asked.
This is done by interpreting a verbal c o m m a n d as choosing a motor action and its parameters in accordance with

This paper presents an implemented computational
model of lexiccd development for the case of action verbs.
A simulated agent is trained by an informant giving
labeb to the agent's actions (here hand motions] and
the system learns to both label and carry out similar
actions. Computationally, the system employs a novel
form of active representation and is explicitly intended
to be neurally plausible. The learning methodology is a
version of Bayesian model merging (Omohundro, 1992).
The verb learning model is placed in the broader context
of the Lo project on embodied natural language and its
acquisition.
Introduction
One of the central questions of cognitive science is h o w
concepts and language are embodied. This involves seeking answers to the following kinds of questions about
the brain: H o w can a neural system represent concepts?
Learn concepts? Organize concepts lexically? Learn lexical items?
One way of making progress at present on these ultimate questions is to ask them of structured connectionist
systems, rather than the physical neural systems of the
brain, in the hope that the connectionist results will give
us computational insight to the h o w the brain captures
concepts and language. T h e Lq group at ICSI and U C
Berkeley has been pursuing this research strategy for almost a decade (Feldman et al., 1996). This paper is an
overview of our recent results and challenges.
From our perspective, modeling lexical development is
an ideal task for studying embodied cognition. W e can
isolate linguistically and conceptually simple situations
and construct and test detailed models. O u rfirstmajor
effort was the dissertation work of Regier (1996) which
used a simplified but realistic connectionist model of
the visual system plus a conventional back-propagation
learning scheme in a demonstration of how some lexical
items describing spatial relations might develop in different languages. Since languages differ radically in h o w
spatial relations are conceptualized, there was no obvious set of primitive features that could be built into the
program. T h e key to Regier's success came directly from
embodiment: all people have the same visual system and
visual concepts must all arise from its capabilities. B y
building in a simple but realistic visual system model,
Regier was able to have his program learn spatial terms

'The project is reminiscent of Winograd's (1973) SHRDLU,
although it differs in its focus on learning, its restriction to
verbs, and its attention to finer semantic distinctions. Siskind
(1992) has considered action verb learning but does not leverage internal state (e.g. intentions, motor commands), relying
instead on visual features alone.
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mediate representations be implementable as computational simulations to allow us to test the consequences
of our hypotheses. A third requirement is that the computational mechanisms be reducible to structured connectionist models so the embodiment can be realized.
There is also a fourth requirement: the representational
formalisms must also support computational learning algorithms so that we can perform experiments on acquisition.

Verbs

( ^ S g ) f f i ) ( S )

Interpretation

Labelling

Executing Schemas

JLinUs^featunfjitec^^^

Execution
Guidance

o

o

Feature
Extraction

o

o

o

Motor Actions (X-Schemas)
Figure 1: Architecture of Bailey's verb learning system.

the world state, and then using them to guide execution.
Levels of Representation
T h e basic questions of neural and cognitive development
are receiving increasing attention from the connectionist
perspective. It is universally assumed that genetic and
environmental factors interact in elaborate ways in the
acquisition of lexical terms. Although there is a good
deal of theoreticeil and modeling work on the acquisition
of syntcix (including the past-tense controversy), there
does not appear to be any detailed theory of lexical development like the one presented here. W e hope that w e
have m a d e some progress toward supplying a scientific
notation for expressing mechanisms of lexical acquisition.
A n y such formalism needs to bridge the gap from embodied experience to its expression as abstract symbols
in language. This inherently involves multiple levels of
description. Regier's work combined three levels of scientific discourse, the lowest of which (neural) was implicit.
For the more complicated domains discussed here, w e
have added a "computational" level above the connectionist level. This is analogous to Marr's computational
level and comprises a mixture of familiar notions like
feature structures and a novel representation—executing
schemas. T h e four levels of discourse are:

The most novel aspect of our current effort is the extensive use of executing schemas {x-schemas for short)
to represent actions, so named to distinguish them from
other notions of schema and to remind us that they are
intended to really execute when invoked. O n e motivation for x-schemas comes from motor control. Simple
behaviors like grasping involve coordinated movement
of a range of muscles in a stereotyped yet parameterized
manner called a synergy (Bernstein, 1967). At a higher
level, motor control involves the coordination of such
synergies and the accompanying perception and control.
The concept of motor-schema, which pervades the literature on motor control, is aflow-chartlike depiction of
such activity patterns (e.g. Arbib (1987)).
W e currently represent x-schemas using a formalism
known as Petri nets in computer science (Murata, 1989).
Their most important features are clean ways to capture
concurrency and event-based asynchronous control in addition to the standard ideas of sequence, hierarchy and
parameterization. A Petri net is a bipartite graph containing places (drawn as circles) and transitions (rectangles). Places hold tokens and represent predicates about
the world state or internal state. Transitions are the active component. W h e n all of the places pointing into a
transition contain an adequate number of tokens (usually 1) the transition is enabled and m a yfire,removing
its input tokens and depositing a new set of tokens in its
output places. Generally, as a side effect afiringtransition triggers an external action (e.g. a motor synergy)
although this is optional. From these simple constructs,
a wide variety of control structures can be built.
T h e bottom third of Figure 2 depicts an example xschema for sliding an object on a tabletop. T h e Slide
x-schema captures the fact that people shape the hand
while moving the a r m to an object and that large and
small objects are handled differently. It includes a loop
that continues motion when not yet at the goal and a
separate little schema for tightening the grip if slip is
detected.
Feature Structures
T o keep things minimal, our models use only one other
computational mechanism—feature structures {f-siructs
for short, drawn a a row of double-boxes). F-structs
are used for static knowledge representation, parameter setting, and binding. They have been chosen to be
compatible with what have been called "f-structures" in
the literature on unification grammars, and are similar
to well-known AI slot-filler mechanisms. Our version is

cognitive: words, concepts
computational: f-structs, x-schemas (see below)
connectionist: structured models, learning rules
neural:
[still implicit]
The intermediate representation levels provide a
much-needed scientific language for specifying proposed
structures and mechanisms. W e also require that inter-
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Figure 2: A n elaboration of Figure 1 at the computational level, showing details of the Slide x-schema, the some
linking features, and two verbs: push (with two senses) and shove (with one sense).

simpler in that the structures are not nested, yet more
complex in that the values can be probabilistic.
In the verb learning model a special f-struct called the
linking f-struct (center of Figure 2) plays an important
role as the sole interface between language and action.
It maintains bidirectional connections to the x-schemas:
an x-schema receives bindings from f-structs and produces additional bindings during its execution. In this
way, actions m a y be translated to and from semantic
features. More generally, we will want to claim that the
requirements of parameterizing x-schemas are the principal determiner of which semantic features get encoded in
a language. T h e features are chosen with the intention of
allowing the model to learn the relevant verbs from any
language. O n e critical linking feature is the n a m e of the
x-schema generating the action. Others include motor
parameters such as force, elbow joint motion, and hand
posture. S o m e world state features are also relevant such
as object shape.

butions which obscure details needed to carry out the
corresponding action.
T h e word sense representation is compatible with
Rosch's (1977) prototype theory of categorization and
stands in contrast to the necessary and sufficient conditions structure found in logical formalisms. It has a
central case which yields the highest response but also
gives a graded response when some feature values differ
from the central case.
T h e top third of Figure 2 shows several word senses
for the verbs push and shove. T h e upper left ellipse gives
f-structs for two senses of push. T h e top sense is a hand
motion that invokes the Slide x-schema. It also codes
somewhat for open-palm hand posture and codes more
strongly for elbow joint extension. T h e bottom sense
corresponds to depressing a button with one'sfingerand
invokes a different x-schema not illustrated here. T h e
ellipse on the upper right shows that shove also codes
for the Slide x-schema but specifies high acceleration.
In execution m o d e , a verbal c o m m a n d is interpreted
Verb Representation
by choosing the sense which best matches the current
Each sense of a verb is represented in the model by an world state. This sense in turn is used to set the linking
f-struct whose values for each feature are probability disf-struct, thus determining which x-schema is to execute
tributions. Features are presumed independent and the
and with what parameters. For example, shove specirepresentation is conjunctive or gestalt-like in nature.
fies both a Slide x-schema and high acceleration, but
With this scheme it is necessary to allow multiple senses
the actual amount of force required depends (at least)
for each verb, since capturing the meaning in a single
on the weight of the object involved and that is not
sense would in some cases require overly broad distrispecified in the utterance. Our model has a additional
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training data before performing its series of merges.
However it is easy to convert the algorithm to work online—that is, to develop and refine the lexicon as training examples arrive. In this case the algorithm performs
the merge phase every time k new examples have accumulated. O n e can set ^ = 1 but since model-merging is
a greedy algorithm performance can often be improved
by setting k to around 10.
A simplified version of the algorithm for handling each
new training example follows:

f-slruct—the world-state f-struct—that encodes things
like weights and positions of objects.
Learning

Recall that the central question of our work is lexical
development: h o w children learn to label what they experience. For the verb learning task we assume that the
child has already acquired various x-schemas for the actions of one hand manipulating an object on a table. W e
further assume that the agent hears an informant labeling actions that the agent is performing. A s in Regier's
incorporate example(f-struct /, verb v, lexicon L )
work, w e avoid some hard but, we feel, separable probcreate new sense for / and add it to L
lems by assuming that the informant supplies just the
w h e n {k such senses have been created) loop:
verb. T h e learning mechanism assumes that the inforS\, S2 *— best candidate merge
m a n t will usually provide at least partially appropriate
[most similar pair of senses of v in L]
labels. T h e problem faced by the model (and the child)
old.post <— compute L's posterior
is to learn h o w the verbs relate to its actions and goals.
replace si and sj in L with merge(si, S2)
Several principles from the literature are incorporated
[which sums counts on all feature values]
into the learning model. O n e such principle is children's
new-post «— compute L's posterior
tendency to learn action verbs corresponding to their
o w n actions before extending the meanings to others'
if (new-post < old.post) then terminate loop
actions (Huttenlocher et al., 1983)—thus the focus on
endloop
motor schemas. Another principle is that learning ocend
curs without explicit negative evidence. Third, the principle of fast mapping (Carey, 1978) notes that children
Note that the merging step inevitably leads to a more
often learn to use a word sensibly after as little as one
compact lexicon, but lowers the likelihood of the trainobservation of its use.
ing set. W e stop when the combined effect is detrimental. This algorithm has two key advantages. First the
O u r solution relies on the intimate relation between xprior function P { L ) is an exphcit, tunable mechanism
schemas and the passive linking f-struct. Since x-schema
for striking a balance between generating too many, very
executions can be translated into f-structs and vice versa,
specific senses of a word, and generating too few, excesthe action-labeling task is reduced to manageable prosively general senses. Second, the online version proportions. T h e system needs only to correlate informant
duces sensible results emerge after just one training exlabeling with sets of feature bindings. This involves determining (1) the correct number of senses for each verb;
ample, unlike back-propagation style algorithms.
(2) the relevant features in each sense; and (3) the probFigure 3 gives a graphical overview of an idealized
ability distributions on each included feature. There are
learning run by the system with k = \. Shown in the left
m a n y ways of doing this in the computational learning
column are linking f-structs summarizing four successive
literature. O n e way that won't suffice is the standard
example executions that have been labeled push by the
back-propagation used by Regier and the P D P modelteacher. After the first training example, the system
ers, since w e require that the learning technique produce
assumes that the word push labels just that example,
invertible solutions.
involving a SLIDE with the elbow joint undergoing exOur current experiments use a version of Bayesian
tension, a palmar posture and an acceleration level of
model-mergtng (Omohundro, 1992). A s applied to the
about 6 out of 10. A second use of the same word to
label a similar action results in the system broadening
verb learning task, model merging proceeds byfirstassuming that each execution example is a separate word
the range of accelerations it believes can be denoted as
a push. T h e third example is quite different and might
sense (or model) and then merging senses (models) when
arise from pushing a doorbell or keypad. T h e M D L this provides a "better" description of the training set.
like evaluation function in the model merging algorithm
"Better" is formalized in a Bayesian framework: W e aim
to maiximize the posterior probability P { L \ T ) where
prefers a second word sense to widening all the slots of
its existing model. It has n o w learned approximately the
where L is the lexicon—or collection of word senses—and
two different senses of push shown in the upper left elT is the training set. This is accomplished by applying
Bayes' L a w to yield P { L ) P { T \ L) and maximizing this lipse in Figure 2. Thefinalexample most closely matches
product. T h e first term, P { L ) , is a prior which assigns
thefirstsense and merges with it. Because this example
used a different posture, the posture slot is broadened to
higher probability to preferred (usually more compact)
lexicons; in our case we use a prior which is an exponenallow both possibilities with probabilities approximating
the frequencies observed. Also, because the acceleration
tially decreasing function of the total number of word
senses. T h e second term, P ( T \ L ) , is the likelihood
in this example was so low, the algorithm concludes that
and assigns higher probability to lexicons which would
acceleration isn't criterial for this verb.
be more likely to generate the training data.
O f course, this is all just a cartoon version of a comA s stated, the model-merging algorithm collects all
plex system's operation, but it should convey the flavor
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Figure 3: Illustration of model merging for learning the verb push.

of the mechanisms. Full training results cannot be reported in this space; instead, we briefly review a training
run on a simplified version of the model. Fifty random
executions of Slide were generated and labeled as push,
pull and slide (for sideways motions). Half were chosen
as a training set. The merging algorithm collapsed the
12 instances of push into a single sense, and did likewise
for the 9 instances of pull. However the 4 instances of
slide were collapsed down to two senses; the use of Gaussians for the direction feature's probability distribution
prevented merging of the leftward- and rightward-motion
instances since the direction feature would become overgeneralized. The resulting lexicon correctly recognized
22 out of 25 similarly generated test cases. All 3 errors
involved mislabeling slides as pushes when the direction
was between the prototypical values for the two verbs;
push was chosen due to its greater frequency in the training set. All three verbs were executed correctly in several
randomly generated initial world configurations involving varied hand postures, hand positions and object positions.
W h e n training with a set of 5 x-schemas like Slide,
push converged on two senses, one for Slides with extending elbow and another for DEPRESSing with the indexfinger.Pull convgerged on a single sense encoding
Slides withflexingelbow and medium force, yank was
similar but encoded high force and additionally its examples involved the "grasp" posture often enough to be
included in the word sense.
The model's algorithms involve a number of tunable
parameters. The most sensitive of these has been the
parameter for deciding when a word sense's probabilistic
feature value is "peaked" enough to justify using the
feature during schema execution.
Connectionist Implementation
W e have described the model at the computational level
but as stated earlier we are committed to connectionist
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reducibility for important parts of the model, namely
x-schemas and the model-merging algorithm.
Since Petri nets involve only local control, x-schemas
could be straightforwardly modeled using connectionist
units to represent places and transitions—if it weren't
for the complication of passing parameters. A solution to
this problem has been developed (Grannes et al., 1997)
using a temporal synchrony approach to binding. Focal
clusters, which in the SHRUTI reasoning system represent
assertions and queries of predicates plus their arguments,
are extended to trigger and coordinate primitive synergies plus their parameters.
A connectionist account of the model-merging algorithm has been sketched in the framework of recruitment learning (Feldman, 1982). Binder nodes represent
the conjunction of lexical item, motor parameters and
world state features which make up a word sense. These
compete to explain new training examples, and when a
close match is found, the winning binding node is slightly
modified to account for the features of the training example (effectively merging the new example into the existing sense). However if no clear winner is found, a new
binder unit is recruited to represent the new training example (effectively creating a new sense). This account
applies only to the online version of model-merging.
Discussion
Bailey's model of lexical development of action verbs offers several advantages. The bidirectional mapping between word senses and x-schemas allows the model to not
only recognize but also carry out the verbs it has learned.
This bidirectionality is accomplished by the intermediary linking f-struct which confers two benefits: (1) Hardwiring relevant features (as opposed to allowing hidden
units to evolve novel features) facilitates translation from
verbs back to a set of features. (2) Using a restricted,
parameterized formalism for x-schemas facilitates translating linking features to and from an executing schema

(bridging the declarative-procedural gap).
The use of conjunctive probabilistic feature structures
to represent word senses is compatible with the notion
of gestalt perception and prototype theory. The model
also offers an account of pragmatics: verb representation
is simplified by the fact that many context dependencies
will be handled during schema execution. The learning edgorithm operates without negative evidence and
exhibits fast mapping. It also provides an explanation
for children's ability to learn typological patterns such
as verbs' tendency to encode manner (English) vs. path
(Korean), although this feature is not discussed here.
Yet, the model has several shortcomings. It offers no
account of the radial category structure connecting word
senses (Lakoff, 1987). Nor does it explain how x-schemas
might interact with image schemas such as Regier's to
model phrases like push through. A n account of x-schema
learning and how it relates to lexical learning would also
be desirable.
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A Cortical M o d e l of Cognitive 4 0 H z
Attentional Streams, R h y t h m i c Expectation,
and Auditory Stream Segregation

Bill Baird (baird@math.berkeley.edu)
Dept Mathematics, U.C.Berkeley, Berkeley, Ca. 94720.

a 5-20 H z clocked sensory-motor processing cycle by a sequence of transitions of synchronized 30-80 H z oscillatory
We have developed a neural network architecture that impleattractors within the modules. The architecture employs sements a theory of attention, learning, and trans-cortical comlective"attentional" control of the synchronization of the 30munication based on adaptive synchronization of 5-15 Hz and
80 H z g a m m a band oscillations between modules to direct
30-80 H z oscillations between cortical areas. Here we present
the flow of computation to recognize and generate sequences.
a specific higher order cortical model of attentional networks,
The 30-80 H z attractor amplitude patterns code the informarhythmic expectancy, and the interaction of higher-order and
tion content of a cortical area, whereas phase and frequency
primary cortical levels of processing. It accounts for the "misare used to "softwire" the network, since only the synchromatch negativity" of the auditory E R P and the results of psynized areas communicate by exchanging amplitude informachological experiments of Jones showing that auditory stream
tion. The system works like a broadcast network where the
segregation depends on the rhythmic structure of inputs. The
unavoidable crosstalk to all areas from previous learned contiming mechanisms of the model allow us to explain how relnections is overcome by frequency coding to allow the m o ative timing information such as the relative order of events
ment to m o m e n t operation of attentional communication only
between streams is lost when streams are formed. The model
between selected task-relevant areas.
suggests how the theories of auditory perception and attention
The behavior of the time traces in different modules of the
of Jones and BregmanImay
architecture models the temporary appearance and switchn t r obed reconciled.
uction
ing of the synchronization of 5-20 and 30-80 H z oscillations
W e have shown h o w oscillatory associative memories m a y be
between cortical areas that is observed during sensorimotor
coupled to recognize and generate sequential behavior, and
tasks in monkeys and humans. The architecture models the
h o w a set of novel mechanisms utilizin| these complex dy5-20 H z evoked potentials seen in the E E G as the control
namics can be configured to solve attentional and perceptual
signals which determine the sensory-motor processing cycle.
processing problems. For further background and full treatThe 5-20 H z clocks which drive these control signals in the
ment with mathematics and complete references see (Baird
architecture model thalamic pacemakers which are thought
et al., 1994; Baird et al., 1997).
to control the excitability of neocortical tissue through simiAmplitude patterns of synchronized " g a m m a band" (30 to
lar nonspecific biasing currents that cause the cognitive and
80 Hz) oscillation have been observed in the ensemble activity (local field potentials) of vertebrate olfactory, visual, audi- sensory evoked potentials of the E E G . The 5-20 H z cycles
tory, and somatosensory cortex and shown to predict the pat- "quantize time" and form the basis of derived somato-motor
rhythms with periods up to seconds that entrain to each other
tern recognition responses of a trained animal m these modalities (Barrie and Freeman, 1996). Further observations of in motor coordination and to external rhythms in speech perception (Jones and Boltz, 1989).
g a m m a oscillation in motor cortex, and in the retina, thalaAttentional Streams of Synchronized 40 Hz Activity
mus, hippocampus, reticular formation, and E M G have been
There is considerable evidence for the claim of the model that
reported. Furthermore, similar activity has not only been
the 30-80 H z g a m m a band activity in the brain constitutes atfound in primates, cats, rabbits and rats, but also insects,
tended
activity, since it appears in cortex w h e n and where
slugs, amphibians, reptiles, and birds. This suggests that
attention is required. For example, it is found in somatoseng a m m a oscillation m a y be as fundamental to neural processsory, motor and premotor cortex of monkeys when they must
m g at the network level as action potentials are at the cellular
pick a rasin out of a small box, but not when a habitual lever
level.
press delivers the reward. In human attention experiments,
A n important element of intra-cortical communication in
30-80 H z activity goes up in the contralateral auditory arthe brain, and between modules in this architecture, is the
eas when subjects are instructed to pay attention to one ear
ability of a module to detect and respond to the proper inand not the other. G a m m a activity declines in the dominant
put signal from a particular module, when inputs from other
hemisphere along with errors in a leamable target and dismodules which are irrelevant to the present computation are
tractors task, but not when the distractors and target vary at
contributing crosstalk noise. W e have demonstrated that serandom on each trial. Anesthesiologists use the absence of
lective control of synchronization, which w e hypothesize to
40 H z activity as a reliable indicator of unconsciousness. Rebe a model of "attention", can be used to solve this coding
cent work has shown that cats with convergent and divergent
problem and control program flow in an architecture with dystrabismus w h o fail on tasks where perceptual binding is renamic attractors (Baird et al., 1994; Baird et al., 1997).
quired also do not exhibit cortical synchrony. This is eviUsing dynamical systems theory, the architecture is condence that g a m m a synchronization is perceptually functional
structed from recurrently interconnected oscillatory associaand not epiphenomenal.
tive m e m o r y modules that model higher order sensory and
motor areas of cortex. The modules learn connection weights 25 The architecture illustrates the notion that synchronization
of g a m m a band activity not only"binds" the features of inputs
between themselves which cause the system to evolve under
in primary sensory cortex into "objects", but further binds the
Abstract

activity of an attended object to oscillatory activity in associational and higher-order sensory and motor cortical areas
to create an evolving attentional network of intercommunicating cortical areas that directs behavior. The binding of sequences of attractor transitions between modules of the architecture by synchronization of their activity models the physiological mechanism for the formation of perceptual and cognitive "streams" investigated by Bregman (Bregman, 1990),
Jones (Jones et al., 1981), and others. In audition, according to Bregman's work, successive events of a sound source
are bound together into a distinct sequence or "stream" and
segregated from other sequences so that one pays attention to
only one sound source at a time (the cocktail party problem).
Higher order cortical or "cognitive" streams are m evidence
w h e n subjects are unable to recall the relative order of the
telling of events between two stories told in interleaved segments.
M E G tomographic observations show large scale rostral
to caudal motor-sensory sweeps of coherent tnalamo-cortical
4 0 H z activity accross the entire brain, the phase of which
is reset by sensory input in waking, but not in dream states
(Llinas and Ribary, 1993). This suggests an inner higher order "attentional stream" is constantly cycling between motor
(rostral) and sensory (caudal) areas in the absence of input.
It m a y be interrupted by input "pop out" from primary areas
or it m a y reach d o w n as a 'searchlight" to synchronize with
particular ensembles of primary activity to be attended.
Jones Theory of Dynamic Attention
Jones (Jones and Boltz, 1989) has developed a psychological theory of attention, perception, and motor timing based
on the hypothesis that these processes are organized by neural rhythms in the range of 10 to .5 H z - the range within
which subjects perceive periodic events as a rhythm. These
rhythms provide a multiscale representation of time and selectively synchronize with the prominant periodicities of an
input to provide a temporal expectation mechanism for attention to target particular points in time.
W h e n input rhythms are organized hierarchically into
nested levels of periodicity, this mechamism allows "future
oriented" attending where one can focus on events expected
to recurr at the phrase or measure rate of say 1 H z , or "analytic" attending to shorter periodicities such as the 5 H z rate
of syllable production or the 10 H z rate of phoneme emission. Jones notes that motor learning in development proceeds from attention to the short time scale details to longer
periods as the lower levels become automaticized. W h e n input is non-hierarchical or irregular, analytic attending is the
only possibility.
For example, some work suggests that the accented parts of
speech create a rhythm to which listeners entrain. Attention
can then be focused on these expected locations as recognition anchor points for inference of less prominant parts of the
speech stream. This is the temporal analog of the body centered spatial coordinate frame and multiscde covert attention
window system in vision. Here the body centered temporal
coordinates of the internal time base orient by entrainment
to the external rhythm, and the window of covert temporal
attention can then select a level of the multiscale temporal
coordinates.
In this view, just as two cortical areas must synchronize
to communicate, so must two nervous systems. Work using frame by frame film analysis of human verbal interaction
(Condon and Ogston, 1966), shows evidence of "interactional
synchrony" of gesture and body movement changes and E E C
of both speaker and listener with the onsets of phonemes in
speech at the level of a 10 H z "microrhythm - the base 26
clock rate of our models. Normal infants synchronize their
spontaneous bodyflailingsat this 10 H z level to the mothers
voice accents, while autistic and schitzophrenic children fail

to show interactional synchrony. Autistics are unable to tap
in time to a metronome.
This implies a fundamental organization of neural processing in the Drain around entrainment to levels of periodicity in
the environment. For human comminication in speech, poetry, music, dance, and sports, this is plausible. For most
other vertebrates as well, an all-important part of the environment consists of the nervous systems of other animals
with periodic locomotion systems. The survival of preditor
and prey alike depends on anticipating and countering each
other's rhythmic locomotion patterns.
Neural expectation rhythms that support Jones' theory have
been found in the auditory E E C In experiments where the arrival time of a target stimulus is regular enough to be learned
by an experimental subject, it has been shown that the 10 H z
activity in advance of the stimulus becomes phase locked to
that expected arrival time. This fits our model of rhythmic expectation where the 10 H z rhythm is a fast base clock that is
shifted in phase and frequency to produce a match in timing
between the stimulus arrival and the output of longer period
cycles derived from this base clock.
Jones notes the ubiquitous evidence for neural rhythms and
their entrainment to rhythmic motor and perceptual events,
but provides no detailed physiological theory. W e seek here
to provide this theory. Our approach supplies a rhythmic
expectancy and short term m e m o r y feature presently absent
from the other approaches to stream formation by 40 H z binding (Wang (Wang, 1995), and Brown and Cooke (Brown and
Cooke, 1996)). These have problems of biological plausibility with their representation of time and seauential grouping.
A stimulus does not seem to be represented by continued activation or reactivation of the original 40 H z stimulus response
in primary auditory cortex, as suggested in these models. The
g a m m a band response to a single auditory input onset lasts
100 - 150 m s , wheras the data of van Noorden (Bregman,
1990) shows stream segregation is possible at stimulus repetition rates of up to one second. There is no 40 H z activity
available in primary cortex from the previous stimulus for the
present input activity to synchronize with for sequential binding.
Mismatch Negativity
The "mismatch negativity" ( M N N ) (Naatanen, 1992) of the
auditory evoked potential appears to be an important physiological indicator of the action of a neural expectancy system
like that proposed by Jones. It has been localized to areas
within primary auditory cortex by M E G studies (Naatanen,
1992) and it appears as an increased negativity of the E R P in
the region of tne N 2 0 0 peak whenever a psychologically discriminable deviation of a repetitive auditory stimulus occurs.
Mismatch is caused by deviations in onset or offset time, rise
time, frequency, loudness, timbre, phonetic structure, or spatial location of a tone in the sequence.
A deviation in the direction of increase or decrease of frequency produces an expectancy mismatch. There is even a
small mismatch signal to the expected event after a deviant
event which indicates that some expectancy adjustment has
already occurred. The mismatch is abolished by blockers of
the action of N M D A channels (Naatanen, 1992) which are
important for the synaptic changes underlying the kind of
Hebbian learning which is used in the model. M E G studies
show further that M N N ocurrs at the location in auditory cortex where the expected tone is represented instead of where
the deviant tone is represented. This data suggests the features that are represented in primary auditory cortex (which
are in fact consistent with those found by cell recordings) and
gives important information on the speed and accuracy of this
expectancy system.
M N N is not a direct function of echoic m e m o r y because
it takes several repetitions for the expectancy to begin to develop, and it decays in 2 - 4 seconds. It appears only for repe-
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Figure 1: Stimuli of the Jones-Bregman experiment in the solid lines show the case where formation of two streams occurs.
The rhythm of the captor stream (C) is slow (1:3) compared with the rate of the target tones (A,B)- The rhythm of the captors
can be made identical to the target rate by the addition of the captor tones shown as dashed lines. Then there is no performance
improvement when the captor tone frequency is changed from low (dotted lines) to high frequency, and performance is worse
than the no distractor control condition. Conclusion: no separate target stream is formed without the rhythmic distinction
tition periods greater that 50-100 msec and less than 2-4 secmance was best when the capture tones were near to the flankonds. Thus the time scale of its operation is in the appropriate
ing tones in frequency, and deteriorated as the captor tones
range for Jones' expectancy system. Stream formation also
were moved away. Their explanation was that the flanking
takes several cycles of stimulus repetition to build up over 2tones were captured by the background capture tone stream
4 seconds and decays away within 2-4 seconds in the absence
when close in frequency, leaving the target tones to stand out
of stimulation. Those auditory stimulus features which cause
by themselves in tne attended stream. W h e n the captor tones
were absent or far away in frequency, theflankingtones were
streaming are also features which cause mismatch. This supincluded in the attended stream and obscured the target tones.
)orts the hypothesis in the model that these phenomena are
Jones noted that theflankingtones and the capture stream
unctionally related.
Finally, M N N can occur independent of attention - while a
were presented at a stimulus onset rate of one per 240 m s and
subject is reading or doing a visual discrimination task. This
the targets appeared at 80 m s intervals. In her experiments,
implies that the auditory system at least must have its o w n
when the captor and flanking tones were given a rhythm in
timing system that can generate timing and expectancies inc o m m o n with the targets, no effect of the distance of captor
dependent of other behavior. W e can talk or do internal verand flanking tones appeared. This suggested that rhythmic
bal thinking while doing other tasks. A further component of
distinction of targets and distractors was necessary in addithis negativity appears in prefrontal cortex and is thought by
tion to the frequency distinction to allow selective attention to
Nataanen to mitiate attentional switching toward the deviant
segregate out the target stream. Because performance in the
event causing perceptual "pop out" (Naatanen, 1992).
single rhythm case was worse than that for the control condition without captors, it appeared that no stream segregation of
Jones - Bregman Experiment
Stream formation is known to affect rhythm perception. The
targets and captors andflankingtones was occurring until the
galloping rhythm of high H and low L tones - H L H - H L h
rhythmic difference was added. From this evidence w e make
H L H , for example becomes two separate isochronous rhyththe assumption in the model that the distance of a stimulus
mic streams of H - H - H - H and L — L — L — L when the H and L
in time from a rhythmic expectancy acts like the distance between stimuli in pitch, loudness, timbre, or spatial location as
tones are spread far enough apart (Bregman, 1990). Jagacinski has further shown that polyrhythms are easier to learn
factorfor the formation of separate streams.
when the two rhythmic components to be fused are part of
Rhythmic Expectation in the Model
the same stream. Evidence for the effect of input rhythms on
To implement Jones's theory in the model and account for her
stream formation, however, is more sparse, and w e focus here data, subsets of the oscillatory modules are dedicated to form
on the simulation of a particular set of experiments by Jones
a rhythmic temporal coordinate frame or time base by divid(Jones et al., 1981) and Bregman (Bregman, 1990) where this
ing d o w n a thalamic 10 H z base clock rate in steps from 10 to
effect has been demonstrated.
.5 Hz. Each derived clock is created by an associative m e m Jones (Jones et al., 1981) replicated and altered a clasory module that has been specialized to act stereotypically as
sic streaming experiment of Bregman and Rudnicky (Brega counter or shift register by repeatedly cycling through all
man, 1990), and found that their result depended on a speits attractors at the rate of one for each time step of its clock.
Its overall cycle time is therefore determined by the number
cific choice of the rhythm of presentation. The experiment
of attractors. Each cycle is guaranteed to be identical, as rerequired human subjects to determine of the order of presentation of a pair of high target tones A B or B A of slightly difquired for clocklike function, because it has strong attractors
ferent frequencies. Also presented before and after the target
that correct the perturbing effect of noise. Only one step of
tones were a series of identical much lower frequency tones
the cycle can send output back to primary cortex the one
called the capture tones C C C and two identical tones of interwith the largest weight from receiving the most match to inmediate frequency before and after the target tones called the
27 coming stimuli. Each clock derived in this manner from a
flanking tones F - C C C F A B F C C C (see figure 1). Bregman
thalamic base clock will therefore phase reset itself to get the
and Rudnicky found that target order determination perforbest match to incoming rhythms.

The match can be further refined by frequency and phase
adjustment of the base clock itself, as is shown in the work
of Large (Large and Kolen, 1994), and McCauley (McAuley,
1994), w h o have configured such oscillators to track the varying tempo of a piano improvisation, and modelled psychological data on tempo discrimination. Three such counters
are sufficient to model the rfwthms in Jones' experiment as
shown in the architecture of figure 2. The three counters divide the 12.5 H z clock d o w n to 6.25 and 4.16 Hz. The first
contains one attractor at the base clock rate which has adapted
to entrain to the 80 msec period of target stimulation (12.5
Hz). The second cycles at 12.5/2 = 6.25 H z , alternating between two attractors, and the third steps through three attractors, to cycle at 12.5/3 = 4.16 Hz, which is the slow rhythm
of the captor tones.
The modules of the time base send their internal 30-80
H z activity to primary auditory cortex in 100msec bursts at
these different rhythinic rates through fast adapting connections (which would use N M D A channels in the brain) that
continually attempt to match incoming stimulus patterns using an incremental Hebbian learning rule. The weights decay
to zero over 2-4 sec to simulate the data on the rise and fall of
the mismatch negativity. These weights effectively compute a
low frequency discrete Fourier transform over a sliding wind o w of several seconds, and the basic periodic structure of
rhythmic patterns is quickly matched. This serves to establish a quantized temporal grid of expectations against which
expressive timing deviations in speech and music can be experienced.
Following Jones (Jones and Boltz, 1989), w e hypothesize
that this happens automatically as a constant adaptation to
environmental rhythms, as suggested by the mismatch negativity. Retained in these weights of the timebase is a special
kind of short term m e m o r y of the activity which includes temporal information since the timebase will partially regenerate
the previous activity in primary cortex at the expected recurrence time. This top-down input causes enchanced sensitivity
in target units by increasing their gain. Those patterns which
meet these established rhythmic expectancy signals in time
are thereby boosted in amplitude and pulled into synchrony
with the 30-80 H z attentional searchlight stream to become
part of the attentional network sending input to higher areas.
In accordance with Jones' theory, voluntary top-down attention can probe input at different hierarchical levels of periodicity by selectively synchronizing a particular cortical colu m n in the time base set to the 40 H z frequency of the inner
attention stream. Then the searchlight into primary cortex is
synchronizing and reading in activity occuring at the peaks of
that particular time base rhythm.
Cochlear and Primary Cortex Model
At present, w e have modeled only the minimal aspects of primary auditory cortex sufficient to qualitatively simulate the
Jones-Bregman experiment, but the principles at work allow
expansion to larger scale models with more stimulus features.
W e simulate four sites in auditory cortex corresponding to the
four frequencies of stimuli used in the experiment, as shown
infigure2. There are two close high frequency target tones,
one high flanking frequency location (which includes the captor tones in one variant of the experiment shown infigure1),
and the low frequency location of the captor stream.
These cortical locations are modeled as oscillators with the
same equations used for associative m e m o r y modules (Baird
et al., 1994; Baird et al., 1997), with full linear cross coupling weights. This lateral connectivity is sufficient to promote synchrony a m o n g simultaneously activated oscillators,
but insufficient to activate them strongly in the absence of ex- 28
ternal input. This makes full synchrony of activated units the
default condition in the model cortex, as in Brown's model
(Brown and Cooke, 1996). Bregman (Bregman, 1990) sees
this as an assumption by the auditory system that all input is

due to the same environmental source in the absence of evidence for segregation. Thus the background activation is coherent, and can be read into higher ordfer cortical levels which
synchronize with it.
Brown and Cooke (Brown and Cooke, 1996) model the
cochlear and brainstem nuclear output as a set of overiapping bandpass ("gammatone")filtersconsistent with auditory
nerve responses and psychophysical "critical bands". A tone
can excite severalfilteroutputs at once. W e approximate this
effect of the gammatonefiltersas a lateral fan out of input activations with weights that spread the activation in the same
way as the overiapping gammatonefiltersdo.
Experiments show that the intrinsic resonant or "natural"
frequencies or "eigenfrequencies" of cortical tissue within the
30-80 H z g a m m a band vary within individuals on different
trials of a task, and that neurotransmitters can quickly alter
these resonant frequencies of neural clocks. Following the
evidence that the oscillation frequency of binding in vision
goes up with the speed of motion of an object, w e assume
that unattended activity in auditory cortex synchronizes at a
default background frequency of 35 H z , while the higher order attentional stream is at a higher frequency of 40 Hz. Just
as fast motion in vision can cause stimulus driven capture of
attention, w e hypothesize that expectancy mismatch in audition causes the deviant activity to be boosted above the default background frequency to facilitate synchronization with
the attentional stream at 40 Hz. This models the mechanism
of involuntary stimulus driven attentional "pop out". Multiple streams of primary cortex activity synchronized at different eigenfrequencies can be selectively attended by uniformly sweeping the eigenfrequencies of all primary ensembles through the passband of the 40 H z higher order attentional stream to "tune in" each in turn as a radio reciever does.
Following, but modifing the approach of B r o w n and Cooke
(Brown and Cooke, 1996), the core of our primary cortex
stream forming model is a fast learning rule that reduces the
lateral coupling and spreads apart the intrinsic cortical frequencies of sound frequency channels that do not exhibit the
same amplitude of activity at the same time. This coupling
and eigenfrequency difference recovers between onsets. In
the absence of lateral synchronizing connections or coherent top d o w n driving, synchrony between cortical streams is
rapidly lost because of their distant resonantfrequencies.Activity not satisfying the Gestalt principle of " c o m m o n fate"
(Bregman, 1990) is thus decorrelated.
Sequential Grouping by Coupling and Resonant
F r e q u e n c y Labels
The trade off of the effect of temporal and sound frequency
proximity on stream segregation follows because close stimulus frequencies excite each other's channel filters. Each
produces a similar output in the other, and their activitites
are not decorrelated by coupling reduction and resonant frequency shifts. O n the other hand, to the extent that they are
distant enough in sound frequency, each tone onset weakens
the weights and shifts the eigenfrequencies of the other channels that are not simultaneously active. This effect is greater,
the faster the presentation rate, because the weight recovery
rate is overcome. This recovery rate can then be adjusted to
yield stream segregation at the rates reported by van Noorden
(Bregman, 1990)forgiven sound frequency separations.
In the absence of rhythmic structure in the input, the temporary weights and resonant frequency "labels" serve as a
short term "stream m e m o r y " to bndge time (up to 4 seconds)
so that the next nearby input is "captured" or "sequentially
bound" into the same ensemble of synchronized activity. This
pattern of synchrony in primary cortex has been made into
a temporary attractor by the temporary weight and eigenfrequency changes from the previous stimulation. This explains
the single tone capture experiments where a series of identical
tones captures later nearby tones. For two points in time to
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Figure 2: Horizontally arrayed units at the top model higher order auditory and motor cortical columns which are sequentially
clocked by the (thalamic) base clock on the right to alternate attractor transitions between upper hidden (motor) and lower
context (sensory) layers to act as an Elman net. Three cortical regions are shown - sequence representation memory, attentional
synchronization control, and a rhythmic timebase of three counters. The hidden and context layers consist of binary "units"
composed of two oscillatory attractors. Activity levels oscillate up and d o w n through the plane of the paper. Dotted lines show
frequency shifting outputs from the synchronization (attention) control modules. The lower vertical set of units is a sample of
primary auditory cortex frequency channels at the values used in the Jones-Bregman experiment. The dashed lines show the
rhythmic pattern of the target,flanking,and captor tones moving in time from left to right to impact on auditory cortex.
partially"fill in" missing input for a cycle or two so that the
be sequentially grouped by this mechanism, there is no need
expectancy protects the binding of features of a stimulus and
for activity to continue between onsets as in Browns model
stabilizes a perceptual stream accross seconds of time.
(Brown and Cooke, 1996), or to be held in multiple spatial
locations as W a n g does (Wang, 1995).
Architecture and Simulation
Furthermore, the decorrelation rule, when added to the
Figure 2 shows the architecture used to simulate the Jonesmechanism of timing expectancies, explains the loss of relBregman experiment. The lower vertical set of units is a samative timing (order) between streams, since the lateral conple of primary auditory cortex frequency channels at the valnections that normally broadcast actual and expected onsets
ues used in the Jones-Bregman experiment. The dashed lines
accross auditory cortex, are cut between two streams by the
show the rhythmic pattern of the target, flanking, and captor
decorrelating weight reduction. Expected and actual onset
tones moving in time from left to right to impact on auditory
events in different streams can no longer be directly (locally)
cortex. The case shown is where the flanking tones are in
compared. Experimental evidence for the broadcast of exthe same stream as the targets because the captor stream is at
pectancies comes from the fast generalization to other frethe lower sound frequency channel. At the particular point
quencies of a learned expectancy for the onset time of a tone
in time shown here, thefirstflankingtone has just finished,
of a particular frequency (Schreiner lab - personal communiand thefirsttarget tone has arrived. Both channels are thercation). B y this same argument, M N N itself is affected by
fore active, and synchronized with the attentional stream into
stream formation and should no longer occur at sound frethe higher order sequence recognizer. The attentional conquency locations that fall in separate streams when timing
trol modules could be thought of as parts of posterior parietal
deviations occur from expectations in the other stream locaand prefrontal cortex, as suggested by Posner from P E T and
tion. This is a testable prediction of the model providing a
lesion studies. In the interpretation of our model, these arpossible physiological indicator of stream formation.
eas control 40 H z synchrony in other areas through abundant
W h e n rhythmic structure is present, the expectancy syslayer VI outputs to thalamus (for example to pulvinar for vitem becomes engaged, and this becomes an additional feasual areas) (Llinas and Ribary, 1993).
ture dimension along which stimuli can be segregated. DisOur mechanistic explanation of Jones result is that the early
tance from expected timing as well as sound quality is n o w
standard target tones arriving at the 80 msec ratefirstprime
an added factor causing stream formation by decoupling and
eigenfrequency shift. Feedback of expected input can also 29 the dynamic attention system by setting the 80 msec clock

and complex rhythmic schemas m a y be learned by the Elman
to oscillate at 40 Hz. Then the slow captor tones at the 240
sequence learning part of the architecture (Baird et al., 1994;
msec period establish a background stream at 35 H z with a
Baird et al., 1997), and these allow attention to be directed
rhythmic expectancy that is later violated by the appearance
according to specific temporal knowledge of inputs, as well
of the fast target tones. These are thereby driven into a sepaas spectral knowledge.
rate stream by decorrelation and brought into the 40 H z foreground frequency by the mismatch pop out mechanism. This
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Abstract
The present studies investigated the degree to which a
speaker's nonverbal behavior, specifically eye gaze and
hand gesture, influences h o w people understand and
remember indirect requests. In thefirststudy, we examined
whether people consider a speaker's eye gaze and/or gesture
toward an object in the environment when deciding if a
particular utterance is indirect or not. W e presented a
sequence of short, videotaped scenarios to participants in
which two characters produced speech which could
potentially be construed as indirect. W e found that
respondents took nonverbal behavior into consideration
when making their judgments. In a second study, w e
investigated whether nonverbal information intrudes upon
people's memory for speech. Results from a cued recall
study suggest that nonverbal information is occasionally
incorporated into memory for speech.
Introduction
Speakers often mean more than the words that they say.
W h e n a speaker says, "It's cold in here," for example, the
speaker is probably doing more than Just stating a fact about
the temperature of the room. A m o n g other things, the
speaker could be attempting to get an addressee to do
something, such as close a window, adjust the thermostat,
or pass over a blanket. In each case, the speaker is making
an "indirect request" of the addressee—that is, the speaker is
requesting something of the addressee without issuing an
explicit c o m m a n d (e.g., "please give m e the blanket").
O n the other hand, it is possible that when a speaker says,
"It's cold in here," the speaker merely intends to state a fact
about the temperature in the room, and nothing further.
This poses a problem for listeners: h o w to k n o w when a
speaker is making an indirect request as opposed to simply
making a remark? Because there is nothing in the words
themselves which differentiates between these t w o
possibilities, listeners must appeal to contextual
information in deciding h o w to interpret the speech. O n
what sorts of contextual information do listeners base their
judgments?
Understanding indirect requests is a matter of
understanding the intention behind a speech act. O n e
valuable source of information about a speaker's intention is
the degree to which the speaker, in the utterance of the
speech, adheres to or departs from particular norms of
conversation. This insight comes from Grice's theory of
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conversational implicature (Grice, 1975). T h e theory
consists of an assumption of cooperation k n o w n as the
"conversational principle", and a set of conversational
maxims, which are norms that speakers are presumed to
follow. The theory states that listeners are able to derive
conveyed meaning by evaluating the degree to which a
speaker departs from these conversational maxims. W h e n a
speaker violates a maxim, but the underlying assumption of
cooperation is preserved, then the listener derives a
"conversational implicature"; that is, a meaning which is a
function of the speech and the context in which it occurs.
Though the theory of conversational implicature is meant
to be a generalized model of understanding indirect speech,
researchers have identified other means by which listeners
can identify indirect speech. Often, speakers will use
linguistic forms that are conventionally associated with
indirect speech—in particular, questions such as "Can
you...?", "Will you...?", or "Must you...?". Gibbs (1986)
noted that these forms are conventional inasmuch as they
specify the greatest potential obstacle to the addressee's
compliance (see also Francik & Clark, 1985). These
obstacles include the addressee's willingness to comply,
ability to comply, etc. On-line studies have found that in
the appropriate situational context, listeners understand these
conventional indirect requests immediately and without
significant activation of the literal meanings of the
expressions (Gibbs, 1983).
Recently, Holtgraves (1994) has identified an interpersonal
factor which listeners are sensitive to in understanding
indirect requests: social status. In particular, asymmetries in
social status between interlocutors predispose listeners to
interpret speech from a high-status individual toward a lowstatus individual as potentially indirect, because high-status
individuals can typically place demands on lower status
individuals. For example, w h e n a manager asks an
employee, "has the mail c o m e yet?", a listener is more
likely to interpret this as a request to check the mail than the
case in which an employee utters the same sentence to a
fellow employee.
In addition to the influence of these variables on the
construal of indirect speech, nonverbal variables are likely to
play a role. For example, consider the role that nonverbal
behaviors might behaviors play in the utterance, "Its cold in
here." Suppose that as the speaker said these words, she was
pointing to a blanket that w a s next to the addressee.

Suddenly, the meaning is clear—the speaker is requesting a
blanket because she is cold.
There are good reasons to believe that nonverbal behaviors
such as eye gaze and hand gesture play a role in understanding
indirect requests. For one thing, nonverbal behaviors such as
these convey the very information that an addressee needs to
comprehend indirect requests. In order to understand an
indirect request, an addressee needs to identify pertinent
aspects of the context with respect to a speaker's intentions
(Searle, 1975; Grice. 1975). For example, the addressee in the
above example needed to figure out that the speaker was
intending him to focus on the blanket. Eye gaze and hand
gesture are good at highlighting pertinent aspects of the
context and often serve as a w i n d o w into a speakers
intentions (Argyle, 1973, Baldwin, 1993; Bruner, 1984;
McNeill, 1985, 1987, 1992).
People are very good at picking up information conveyed
through eye gaze and hand gesture. For example, researchers
have shown that children (Baldwin, 1993) and adults (Argyle,
1973; Boyle, Anderson, and Newlands, 1994) use information
conveyed through eye gaze to m a k e sense out of the
accompanying speech. There have also been a few studies that
have s h o w n that children (Kelly and Church, 1996;
Thompson & Massaro. 1994) and adults (Goldin-Meadow,
Wein, & Chang, 1992) are good at detecting important
conceptual information conveyed through spontaneous hand
gestures.
T h o u g h m a n y researchers recognize the potential
importance of nonverbal behaviors on understanding indirect
speech, there have been no studies that have empirically
tested this idea. This has been the endeavor of the present
pair of studies. In the following studies, w e investigate this
question by showing prerecorded videotapes to participants.
W e use this methodology primarily because it allows for an
investigation of h o w visual cues to speaker intention,
specifically nonverbal behaviors produced simultaneously
with speech (as they are naturally), might influence the
construal of spoken information.
Experiment 1
In this study, w e investigated the extent to which
speakers' nonverbal behavior influences the w a y that
listeners respond to potentially indirect speech. In
particular, w e examined the influence of two kinds of
nonverbal information: eye gaze and gesture. O u r
hypothesis is that listeners use nonverbal information in
interpreting speech. W e predicted that in the presence of
these nonverbal behaviors, listeners would be more likely to
interpret speech as indirect than in cases where there were no
relevant nonverbal behaviors.
Methods
P a r t i c i p a n t s . Sixteen University of Chicago
undergraduates (8 males and 8 females) participated in the
study for payment.
.Materials. A video stimulus tape consisting of 12
scenarios was used as the experimental stimulus. All of the
scenarios were comprised of two professional actors acting
out scripted interactions between two roommates ( A d a m and
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Bill) in an apartment setting. Each scenario ended with a
target sentence which could possibly be construed as an
indirect request. Each request encouraged action on a
particular object in the environment, which w e refer to as the
target object. A n example of the verbal dialogue from one of
the scenarios can be seen in Table 1, in which the character
Bill is attempting to get A d a m to lend him his bicycle.
Table 1: Sample Scenario.
Scene
A d a m and Bill are returning home, and meet in the street in
front of their apartment. A d a m is on his bicycle, and Bill is
walking.
Dialogue
Adam:
Hey, did you get the burgers?
Bill:
O h no, I forgot!
Well, the guests are going to be here soon. Y o u
Adam:
better go get the burgers.

Bill:

Target Sentence
But the store is clear across town!

Condition Nonverbal Behavior
baseline
normal eye-contact'
eye gaze
looks at Adam's bike
gesture
points to Adam's bike
eye gaze + gesture looks at and points to Adam's bike
The scenarios depicted everyday events in the lives of Adam
and Bill. Each scenario included one requested action. Some
examples of these actions are: closing the door ("the flies are
out", while looking and/or pointing at a wide-open screen
door), returning a rented videotape ("are you in a hurry?",
while looking and/or pointing at to the video), and requesting
the bottle opener ("this isn't a twist off, while looking
and/or pointing at the bottle opener).
As shown in Table 1, there were four different kinds of
nonverbal behavior which could accompany the target
sentence. In the baseline condition, the actors made normal
eye contact and kept their hands at their sides while the target
sentence was delivered. In the eye gaze condition, the actor
speaking the target sentence kept his hands at his sides but
looked at the target object (e.g., the bicycle). The actor w h o
was being addressed in this condition focused on the speaker's
eyes (not the target object) so as not to contribute to the
overall effect. In the gesture condition, the speaker made
eye contact with the addressee and pointed at the target object.
The addressee focused on the extended finger of the speaker.
Finally, in the eye gaze + gesture condition, speaker
looked and pointed at the target object. The addressee focused
on the extended finger of the speaker.
The scenarios were filmed in typical apartment settings
(e.g., living room, kitchen, porch, front yard). While
filming the vignettes, w e attempted to make the four
conditions as similar as possible except for the nonverbal

behavior accompanying the target sentence.' T o make the
interactions seem realistic, w e hired two professional actors
from the University of Chicago community. In the three
conditions in which a gesture or eye gaze accompanied the
target sentence, w e instructed the actors to introduce the
behaviors while speaking and to attempt to perform them in
the way that felt most "natural" to them.
The experimental stimulus was set up based on a withinsubjects design. That is, each participant saw all four
conditions across all 12 of the scenarios (three scenarios per
condition). Four stimulus tapes were created so that
participants would view each scenario in only one condition.
In all four versions, the order of the scenarios was always
held constant, but the order in which participants received the
experimental conditions was staggered. T h e tape lasted
approximately 10 minutes.
Design and Procedure. W e told participants that the
study concerned h o w well people understand everyday social
interactions. They were informed that they would be
watching a sequence of videotaped scenarios about events in
the everyday lives of two characters, A d a m and Bill, and that
they should pay close attention to the scenarios, because w e
would ask questions about them. Each scenario ended with a
target sentence, in which one character (the speaker) said
something to the other (the addressee). W e told participants
to take the perspective of the addressee and write d o w n an
action and/or a verbal response to this last line of dialogue.
Furthermore, w e emphasized that there were no right or
wrong answers; they should simply write what they would
say or do in the addressee's place.
Each group watched one of the four videotapes, which had
the same sequence of vignettes. Each group of participants
saw each vignette in only one of its four conditions
(baseline, eye gaze, gesture, eye gaze + gesture).
After all of the data were collected, w e coded each response
to determine whether or not it indicated that the respondent
had taken the speech as indirect. That is, w e noted whether
the respondent wrote d o w n a behavior which indicated
compliance with the request. For example, if the final
utterance was "the store is clear across town", and the
respondent said, "I'd let him borrow m y bike", this would be
coded as an indirect request attribution.
Results and Discussion. T h e results are summarized
in Figure 1. W e submitted the arcsine transformed values of
the data to a one-way A N O V A , treating participants as a
random factor. The overall analysis was significant (F(3,
45) = 7.32, p < 0.001). Additionally, w e performed planned
comparisons (t-tests) between the different nonverbal
conditions and the baseline condition. In the eye gaze
condition, this value was 4 8 % ; however, this w a s not
significantly different from the baseline condition, at 4 0 %
(t(l, 15) = 0.98, n.s.). In the gesture condition, this value
was 7 1 % , and was significantly different from baseline (t(l,
15) = 3.18, p < 0.01). In the eye gaze + gesture condition,
participants were most likely to construe the speech as
' W e ran a control study on 20 additional participants which
showed that the only reliable differences among the four
conditions were the nonverbal behaviors accompanying the
indirect requests.
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indirect, occurring 7 5 % of the time, which was also
significantly different from baseline (t(l, 15) = 3.65, p <
0.01).
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Figure 1. Indirect Request Attributions
Our main prediction was that nonverbal behavior would
influence the degree to which listeners m a d e indirect request
attributions to speakers. This prediction was confirmed for
the gesture and eye gaze + gesture conditions, but not for the
condition in which there w a s eye gaze without
accompanying gesture. It should be noted, however, that the
video paradigm is likely to underestimate the effect that eye
gaze would have in real settings, because the poor resolution
of the videotape makes the direction of the characters' eye
gaze difficult to discern.
This first study clearly demonstrates that listeners indeed
make use of nonverbal information in understanding indirect
requests. Given that they are sensitive to this information,
h o w does it affect listeners' m e m o r y for the speech event?
The next study addresses this question.
Experiment 2
This experiment investigates the influence on eye gaze and
hand gesture on peoples' memory for the spoken portion of
indirect requests. Based on theories that verbal and
nonverbal behaviors m a k e up an integrated system of
meaning expression (McNeill, 1985, 1987, 1992; Poggi,
1996), w e hypothesized that information conveyed through
eye gaze and hand gesture would be incorporated into
peoples' memory for speech. Specifically, w e predicted that
the greater number of relevant nonverbal behaviors a person
saw (eye gaze + gesture), the more their memory would be
influenced.
Methods
Participants. Sixteen University of Chicago
undergraduates (8 males and 8 females) participated in the
study for payment.
Participants were told that they were going to watch
videotaped scenarios about the lives of two roommates.
They were told that they should pay close attention to the
scenarios, because after they viewed them, they would be

O n the surface, the results from this study are not
overwhelming. Indeed, other studies (e.g., Ackerman, 1978)
show that context has a stronger influence on m e m o r y for
indirect requests. However, our study is different from these
studies in an important way. Our study placed very strict
constraints on what w e required participants to remember;
the exact words of the indirect request. W e did this because
any effect w e found using these very strict instructions
would suggest a possible integration of verbal and nonverbal
information at encoding. In contrast, if w e had simply asked
participants to remember in general what was conveyed, w e
would not be able to m a k e claims about verbal and
nonverbal integration. For example, suppose that w e did
ask a general m e m o r y question and found that participants
recalled the conveyed meaning of the indirect request at a
higher rate. This higher rate of recall m a y only reflect
retrieval effects and say nothing about integration of verbal
and nonverbal information at encoding.

asked questions about what they saw. T h e tape that they
M e w e d w a s identical to the one described in Experiment
One. After participants saw one of the four versions of the
tape, they were given a five minute distractor task asking
them to remember as m a n y of the 50 U S states as they
could.
Following this task, w e collected data using a "cued
recall" procedure. Participants were told that they would be
shown the tapes again, but that this time, w e would stop
playback at a particular point in the scenario. T h e
participants' task was to remember and write d o w n the exact
words that came after this cutoff point. Participants were to
follow these instructions for each of the 12 scenarios. T h e
entire procedure lasted approximately 30 minutes.
Participants' responses were coded to determine h o w well
they accurately recalled the 6mitted speech. W e were
primanly interested in h o w often nonverbal behaviors caused
participants to misremember speech. Specifically, w e looked
at the percentage of time that participants misremembered
the literal meaning of the speech, and instead, "remembered"
the conveyed meaning of the indirect request. For example,
in the case in which the speech was, "This isn't a twist-off,"
a participant would have been coded as having remembered
the conveyed meaning if she thought Bill had said, "Can I
have the bottle opener?"

General Discussion
The two studies presented here demonstrate that a speaker's
nonverbal behavior, specifically the speaker's eye gaze and
gesture, can influence h o w listeners understand and
remember indirect requests. In particular, we found that
listeners were more likely to construe speech as indirect
when accompanied by a gesture and the combination of eye
gaze and gesture. Furthermore, people will occasionally
integrate information conveyed nonverbally into their
memories for the actual speech that they heard.
W e believe these results are interesting for several reasons.
First, it is clear from these studies that listeners are
extremely sensitive to eye gaze and hand gesture. In
Experiment 1, when speakers uttered the target sentence with
an accompanying gesture and eye gaze, respondents were
nearly twice as likely to construe the speech as an indirect
request. Furthermore in Experiment 2, respondents
incorporated information encoded in eye gaze and gesture in
their memories for the speech about 1 0 % of the time. This
number is small, but w e believe that had w e used less strict
m e m o r y instructions (that is, had w e asked them to
remember gist information) or brought participants back
after a long delay (say 48 hours), w e would have obtained a
m u c h larger effect. Taken together, these results cast doubt
on claims that hand gestures do not play a significant
communicative role during social interactions (see Krauss,
Morrel-Samuels, & Colante, 1991).
However, it is not clear from our results just what role
nonverbal behaviors played. For example, perhaps eye gaze
and hand gesture were used only in cases in which the speech
was not sufficient enough to m a k e the meaning of the
indirect requests clear. In other words, they may have been
used as fall back substitutes for speech. O n the other hand,
the relationship between verbal and nonverbal behaviors may
have been m u c h more complex. For example, perhaps verbal
and nonverbal behaviors interacted dynamically to create
meaning that went beyond the individual contributions of
each. W e are currently involved in studies that look in more
detail at the relationship between verbal and nonverbal
behaviors for listeners (watchers) during communication.

Results and Discussion
Our results are summarized in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Intrusion of Conveyed on M e m o r y for Literal
Meaning
Participants remembered the conveyed meaning, on
average. 09c of the time in the baseline condition, 0 % of the
time in the eye gaze condition, 69c of the time in the gesture
condition, and 1 0 % of the time in the eye gaze + gesture
condition. W e performed an A N O V A on these data and
found a marginally significant main effect of nonverbal
condition (F(3, 45) = 2.51, p < .07). A planned comparison
between the baseline condition and the three nonverbal
context condition revealed that these conditions were reliably
different from baseline (F(l, 19) = 8.224, p < .01). This
pattern of results demonstrates that information conveyed
through hand gesture (with and without eye gaze) is
occasionally incorporated into people's m e m o r y for what
they heard.
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One theory which guides our current research is that
gesture and eye gaze form an integrated system for the
speaker (McNeill, 1992). Analogously, it is possible that
speech and nonverbal information are also unified in
perception. If this is the case, then a speaker's nonverbal
behavior is not "just another" contextual cue to speaker
intention, but is just as much part of the communicative act
as the speech itself. Using on-line methodologies, we hope
to begin to address these issues.
Finally, the video methodology which we used in these
studies differs from traditional text-based methods in
fundamental ways which m a y have consequences for
language processing. The inclusion of two different
stimulus modalities (visual and auditory) allows for the
simultaneous presentation of contextual information with
speech, as occurs in natural face-to-face situations. In
contrast, text studies require information to be presented
sequentially, forcing the reader to hold this information in
working memory before it can be integrated with speech.
Thus, the kind of processing which occurs in reading studies
may be incommensurable with the kind that occurs in
listening/watching studies. In addition, the predominance of
text-based studies in the field needlessly limits its scope to
nonvisual cues to speaker intention, when visual cues are
bountiful.
In conclusion, we think that much can be gained by
taking nonverbal information seriously. Although in this
pair of studies we focused only on eye gaze and gesture,
there exist a variety of nonverbal cues to speaker intention,
including body posture and facial expression. These cues are
also likely to have a function in the processing of pragmatic
information. W e hope that future research on language
comprehension will consider these factors.
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Abstract
RF-LISSOM, a self-organizing model of laterally connected
orientation maps in the primary visual cortex, was used to
study the psychological phenomenon known as the tilt aftereffect. The same self-organizing processes that are responsible
for the long-term development of the map and its lateral connections are shown to result in tilt aftereffects over short time
scales in the adult. The model allows observing large numbers
of neurons and connections simultaneously, making it possible
to relate higher-level phenomena to low-level events, which is
difficult to do experimentally. The results give computational
support for the idea that direct tilt aftereffects arise from adaptive lateral interactions between feature detectors, as has long
been surmised. They also suggest that indirect effects could
result from the conservation of synaptic resources during this
process. The model thus provides a unified computational explanation of self-organization and both direct and indirect tilt
aftereffects in the primary
I n t rvisual
o d u ccortex.
tion
The tilt aftereffect ( T A E , Gibson and Radner 1937) is a simple but intriguing visual phenomenon. After staring at a pattern of tilted lines or gratings, subsequent lines appear to have
a slight tilt in the opposite direction (Figure 1). The effect resembles an afterimage from staring at a bright light, but it
reflects changes in orientation perception rather than in color
or brightness.
Most modern explanations of the T A E are based on the
feature-detector model of the visual cortex (Hubel and Wiesel
1968). Individual orientation detectors become more difficult
to excite during repeated presentation of oriented stimuli, and
the desensitization persists for s o m e time afterwards. This
observation forms the basis of the fatigue theory of the T A E :
if active neurons become fatigued over time, the set of neurons activated for a testfigurewill shift away from the adaptation orientation. Assuming the perceived orientation is some
sort of average over the orientation preferences of the activated neurons, the perceived orientation would thus show the
direct T A E (Coltheart 1971).
The fatigue theory has been discredited because it has bec o m e apparent that the adaptation is mediated by the lateral connections between neurons, rather than changes occurring within the neurons themselves (Bednar 1997; Vidyasagar
1990). The now-popular inhibition theory postulates that
tilt aftereffects result from changing inhibition between neurons (Tolhurst and T h o m p s o n 1975), perhaps by increases in
the strength of lateral connections between them.
Although the inhibition theory was first proposed in the
1970s, only recently has it become computationally feasi-

^
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Figure 1: Tilt aftereffect patterns. Fixate your gaze upon the circle inside the square at the center for at least thirty seconds, moving
your eye slightly inside the circle to avoid developing strong afterimages. N o wfixateupon thefigureat the left. The vertical lines
should appear slightly tilted to theright;this phenomenon is called
the direct tilt aftereffect. If youfixateupon the horizontal lines at
theright,they should appear barely tilted counterclockwise, demonstrating the indirect tilt aftereffect. (Adapted from Campbell and
Maffei 1971.)
ble to test in a detailed model of cortical function. A Hebbian self-organizing process (the Receptive-Field Laterally
Interconnected Synergetically Self-Organizing M a p , or R F L I S S O M ; Miikkulainen, Bednar, Choe, and Sirosh, 1997;
Sirosh 1995; Sirosh and Miikkulainen 1994a, 1996, 1997;
Sirosh, Miikkulainen, and Bednar, 1996) has been shown
to develop feature detectors and specific lateral connections
that could produce such aftereffects. T h e R F - L I S S O M model
gives rise to anatomical and functional characteristics of the
cortex such as topographic maps, ocular dominance, orientation, and size preference columns, and the patterned lateral connections between them. Although other models exist
that explain h o w the feature-detectors and afferent connections could develop by input-driven self-organization, R F L I S S O M is the only model that also shows h o w the lateral
connections can self-organize as an integral part of the process. T h e laterally connected model has also been shown to
account for m a n y of the dynamic aspects of the visual cortex,
such as reorganization following retinal and cortical lesions
(Miikkulainen et al. 1997; Sirosh 1995; Sirosh and Miikkulainen 1994b; Sirosh, Miikkulainen, and Bednar, 1996).
T h e current work is afirststudy of the functional behavior of the model, specifically the response to stimuli similar to those k n o w n to cause the T A E in humans. T h e R F L I S S O M model allows observing activation and connection
patterns between large numbers of neurons simultaneously,
making it possible to relate higher-level p h e n o m e n a to lowlevel events, which is difficult to do experimentally. T h e results suggest that tilt aftereffects are not flaws in an otherwise
well-designed system, but an unavoidable result of a selforganizing process that aims at producing an efficient, sparse
encoding of the input through decorrelation (as proposed by
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Figure 2: Architecture of the R F - L I S S O M network. A tiny RFL I S S O M network and retina are shown, along with connections to
a single neuron (shown as a large circle). The input is an oriented
Gaussian activity pattern on the retinal ganglion cells. The afferent
connections form a local anatomical receptive licld on the simulated
retina. Neighboring neurons have different but highly overlapping
RFs. Each neuron computes an initial response as a dot product of its
receptive field and its afferent weight vector. The responses then repeatedly propagate within the cortex through the lateral connections
and evolve into an activity "bubble". After the activity stabilizes,
weights of the active neurons are adapted.
Barlow 1990; see also Dong 1994; Field 1994; Foldiak 1990;
Miikkulainen et al. 1997; Sirosh, Miikkulainen, and Bednar,
1996).
Architecture
T h e cortical architecture for the model has been simplified
and reduced to the m i n i m u m necessary configuration to account for the observed phenomena. Because the focus is on
the two-dimensional organization of the cortex, each "neuron" in the model cortex corresponds to a vertical column of
cells through the six layers of the h u m a n cortex. The cortical
network is modeled with a sheet of interconnected neurons
and the retina with a sheet of retinal ganglion cells (figure 2).
Neurons receive afferent connections from broad overlapping
patches on the retina. T h e N x N network is projected on to
the retina of R x R ganglion cells, and each neuron is connected to ganglion cells in a circular area of radius r around
the projections. Thus, neurons at a particular cortical location receive afferents from the corresponding location on the
retina. Since the L G N accurately reproduces the receptive
fields of the retina, it has been bypassed for simplicity.
Each neuron also has reciprocal excitatory and inhibitory
lateral connections with itself and other neurons. Lateral excitatory connections are short-range, connecting each neuron
with itself and its close neighbors. Lateral inhibitory connections run for comparatively long distances, but also include
connections to the neuron itself and to its neighbors.
The input to the model consists of 2-D ellipsoidal Gaussian patterns representing retinal ganglion cell activations.
For training, the orientations of the Gaussians are chosen
randomly from the uniform distribution in the range [0, tt).
T h e elongated spots approximate natural visual stimuli after the edge detection and enhancement mechanisms in the
retina. They can also be seen as a model of the intrinsic retinal activity waves that occur in late pre-natal development in
m a m m a l s (Meister, W o n g , Baylor, and Shatz 1991). The RF-

L I S S O M network models the self-organization of the visual
corlex based on these natural sources of elongated features.
The afferent weights are initially set to random values,
and the lateral weights are preset to a smooth Gaussian profile. The connections are organized through an unsupervised
learning process. At each training step, neurons start out with
zero activity. The initial response T]ij of neuron (i,j) is calculated as a weighted sum of the retinal activations:

/
T)ij = a
\a,b

\
ab
/

(1)

where ^ab is the activation of retinal ganglion (a, b) within
the anatomical R F of the neuron, Hij,ab is the corresponding
afferent weight, and u is a piecewise linear approximation of
the sigmoid activation function. T h e response evolves over a
very short time scale through lateral interaction. At each time
step, the neuron combines the above afferent activation Yl ^ M
with lateral excitation and inhibition:
r)ij{t) = (^\Y,^^^ + 'y^Yi Eij^kimit -1) -

-yi^lijMVkiit-i)
k,l

(2)

where £ij,/t; is the excitatory lateral connection weight on the
connection from neuron {k,l) to neuron (i,j), /,j,jt; is the
inhibitory connection weight, and T]ki{t — 1) is the activity
of neuron (fc, /) during the previous time step. T h e scaling
factors 7e and 7^ determine the relative strengths of excitatory
and inhibitory lateral interactions.
While the cortical response is settling, the retinal activity
remains constant. T h e activity pattern starts out diffuse and
spread over a substantial part of the m a p , but within a few iterations of equation 2, converges into a small n u m b e r of stable
focused patches of activity, or activity bubbles. After the activity has settled, the connection weights of each neuron are
modified. Both afferent and lateral weights adapt according
to the same mechanism: the H e b b rule, normalized so that the
s u m of the weights is constant:

w.tj,mn {t + 6t) =

Wij,mn{t) + arjrjXmn

(3)

where ri,j stands for the activity of neuron (i, j) in the final
activity bubble, Wij^mn is the afferent or lateral connection
weight (/i, E or / ) , a is the learning rate for each type of
connection ( a ^ for afferent weights, a s for excitatory, and
a j for inhibitory) and X m n is the presynaptic activity {(, for
afferent, t] for lateral). T h e larger the product of the pre- and
post-synaptic activity rjijXmn, the larger the weight change.
Therefore, w h e n the pre- and post-synaptic neuronsfiretogether frequently, the connection becomes stronger. Both excitatory and inhibitory connections strengthen by correlated
activity; normalization then redistributes the changes so that
the s u m of each weight type for each neuron remains constant.
At long distances, very few neurons have correlated activity and therefore most long-range connections eventually
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become weak. T h e weak connections can be eliminated periodically, resulting in patchy lateral connectivity similar to that
observed in the visual cortex. The radius of the lateral excitatory interactions starts out large, but as self-organi/ation progresses, it is decreased until it covers only the nearest neighbors. Such a decrease is necessary for global topographic
order to develop and for the receptivefieldsto become welltuned at the same time.
Experiments
The model consisted of an array of 192 x 192 neurons, and
a retina of 24 x 24 ganglion cells. The circular anatomical
receptivefieldof each neuron was centered in the portion of
the retina corresponding to the location of the neuron in the
cortex. The R F consisted of random-strength connections to
all ganglion cells less than 6 units away from the R F center. The cortex was self-organized for 30,000 iterations on
oriented Gaussian inputs with major and minor axes of halfwidth a = 7.5 and 1.5, respectively.' The training took 8
hours on 64 processors of a Cray T 3 D at the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center. T h e model requires more than three
gigabytes of physical m e m o r y to represent the more than 400
million connections in this small section of the cortex.
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Figure 3: Tilt aftereffect versus retinal angle. The open circles represent the average tilt aftereffect for a single human subject
( D E M ) from Mitchell and Muir (1976) over ten trials. For each angle in each trial, the subject adapted for three minutes on a sinusoidal
grating of a given angle, then was tested for the effect on a horizontal
grating. Error bars indicate ± 1 standard error of measurement. The
subject shown had the most complete data of the four in the study.
Orientation map organization
All four showed very similar effects in the x-axis range ±40°; the inIn the self-organization process, the neurons developed ori- direct T A E for the larger angles varied widely between ±2.5° The
graph is roughly anti-symmetric around 0°, so the T A E is essentially
ented receptivefieldsorganized into orientation columns very
the same in both directions relative to the adaptation line. The heavy
similar to those observed in the primary visual cortex. The
line
shows the average magnitude of the tilt aftereffect in the RFstrongest lateral connections of highly-tuned cells link areas
L I S S O M model over nine trials at different locations on the retina.
of similar orientation preference, and avoid neurons with the
Error bars indicate ± 1 standard error of measurement. The network
orthogonal orientation preference. Furthermore, the connecadapted to a vertical adaptation line at a particular position for 90
tion patterns of highly oriented neurons are typically eloniterations,
then the T A E was measured for test lines oriented at each
gated along the direction in the m a p that corresponds to the
angle.
The
duration of adaptation was chosen so that the magnitude
neuron's preferred stimulus orientation. This organization reof the human data and the model match; this was the only parameflects the activity correlations caused by the elongated Gausterfitto the data. The result from the model closely resembles the
sian input pattern: such a stimulus activates primarily those
curve for humans at all angles, showing both direct and indirect tilt
neurons that are tuned to the same orientation as the stimuaftereffects.
lus, and located along its length (Sirosh et al. 1996). Since the
Aftereffect simulations
long-range lateral connections are inhibitory, the net result
In psychophysical measurements of the T A E , a fixed stimulus
is decorrelation: redundant activation is removed, resulting
is presented at a particular location on the retina. T o simulate
in a sparse representation of the novel features of each input
these conditions in the model, the position and angle of the
(Barlow 1990; Field 1994; Sirosh et al. 1996). A s a side efinputs were fixed to a single value for a number of iterations,
fect, illusions and aftereffects m a y sometimes occur, as will
rather than having a uniform random distribution as in selfbe shown below.
organization. T o permit more detailed analysis of behavior at
short time scales, the learning rates were reduced from those
'The initial lateral excitation radius was 19 and was gradually
used during self-organization, to o a = cxe = a j = 0.00005.
decreased to 1. The lateral inhibitory radius of each neuron was 47,
All other parameters remained as in self-organization.
and inhibitory connections whose strength was below 0.00025 were
To compare with the psychophysical experiments, perpruned away at 30, 000 iterations. The lateral inhibitory connecceived orientations were compared before and after tilt adaptions were preset to a Gaussian profile with cr = 100, and the lateral tation. Perceived orientation was measured as a vector s u m
excitatory connections to a Gaussian with cr = 15. The lateral exover all active neurons, with the magnitude of each veccitation 7c and inhibition strength 7; were both 0.9. The learning
tor representing the activation level, and the vector direction
rate o a was gradually decreased from 0.007 to 0.0015, o e from
representing the orientation preference of the neuron before
0.002 to 0.001 and a\ was a constant 0.00025. The lower and upper
adaptation. Perceived orientation was computed separately
thresholds of the sigmoid were increased from 0.1 to 0.24 and from
for each possible orientation of the test Gaussian, both be0.65 to 0.88, respectively. The number of iterations for which the
fore and after adaptation. For a given angular separation of
lateral connections were allowed to settle at each training iteration
the adaptation stimulus and the test stimulus, the computed
was initially 9, and was increased to 13 over the course of training.
magnitude of the tilt aftereffect is the difference between the
The parameter settings were identical to those of Sirosh (1995), and
initial perceived angle and the one perceived after adaptation.
were not tuned or tweaked for the tilt aftereffect simulations. Small
Figure 3 plots these differences after adaptation for 9 0 iteravariations produce roughly equivalent results (Sirosh 1995).
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tions of the R F - L I S S O M algorithm. For comparison, ligurc 3
also shows the most detailed data available for the T A E in
h u m a n foveal vision (Mitchell and Muir 1976).
The results from the R F - L I S S O M simulation are strikingly
similar to the psychophysical results. For the range 5° to 40°,
all subjects in the h u m a n study (including the one shown) exhibited angle repulsion effects nearly identical to those found
in the R F - L I S S O M model. The magnitude of this direct T A E
increases very rapidly to a m a x i m u m angle repulsion at approximately 10°, falling off somewhat more gradually to zero
as the angular separation increases.
The results for larger angular separations (from 45° to 85°)
show a greater inter-subject variability in the psychophysical
literature, but those found for the R F - L I S S O M model are well
within the range seen for h u m a n subjects. The indirect effects
for the subject shown were typical for that study, although
s o m e subjects showed effects up to 2.5°.
In addition to the angular changes in the T A E , its magnitude in humans increases regularly with adaptation time (Gibson and Radner 1937). The equivalent of "time" in the RFL I S S O M model is an iteration, i.e. a single cycle of input
presentation, activity propagation, settling, and weight modification. A s the number of adaptation iterations is increased,
the magnitude of the T A E in the model increases monotonically, while retaining the same basic shape offigure3 (Bednar 1997). T h e curve that best matches the h u m a n data was
shown infigure3.
D u e to the time required to obtain even a single point on
the angular curve of the T A E for h u m a n subjects, complete
experimental measurements of the angular function at different adaptation times are not available. However, when the
time course of the direct T A E is measured at a single orientation, the increase is approximately logarithmic with time
(Gibson and Radner 1937), eventually saturating at a level
that depends upon the experimental protocol used (Greenlee
and Magnussen 1987; Magnussen and Johnsen 1986). Figure 4 compares the shape of this T A E versus time curve for
h u m a n subjects and for the R F - L I S S O M model. The x axis
for the R F - L I S S O M and h u m a n data has different units, but
the correspondence between the two curves might provide a
rough way of quantifying the equivalent real time for an "iteration" of the model. The time course of the T A E in the
R F - L I S S O M model is similar to the h u m a n data. The T A E
increases approximately logarithmically, but it does not completely saturate over the adaptation amounts tested so far.
This difference suggests that the biological implementation
has additional constraints on the amount of learning that can
be achieved over the time scale over which the tilt aftereffect
is seen.
How does the TAE arise in the model?
The TAE seen in figures 3 and 4 must result from changes
in the connection strengths between neurons, since no other
component of the model changes as adaptation progresses.
Simulations performed with only one type of weight (either afferent, lateral excitatory, or lateral inhibitory) adapting at a given time show that the inhibitory weights determine the shape of the curve for all angles (Bednar 1997).
T h e small component of the T A E resulting from adaptation
of either type of excitatory weights is almost precisely op-
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Figure 4: Direct tilt aftereffect versus time. The circles show the
magnitude of the T A E as a function of adaptation time for human
subjects M W G (unfilled circles) and S M (filled circles) from Greenlee and Magnussen (1987); they were the only subjects tested in the
study. Each subject adapted to a single 4-12° line for the time period
indicated on the horizontal axis (bottom). To estimate the magnitude
of the aftereffect at each point, a vertical test line was presented at
the same location and the subject was requested to set a comparison
line at another location to match it. The plots represent averages of
five runs; the data for 0 - 10 minutes were collected separately from
the rest. For comparison, the heavy line shows average T A E in the
L I S S O M model for a -H2° test line over 9 trials (with parameters
as infigure3). The horizontal axis (top) represents the number of
iterations of adaptation, and the vertical axis represents the magnitude of the T A E at this time step. The RF-LISSOM results show a
similar logarithmic increase in T A E magnitude with time, but do not
show the saturation that is seen for the human subjects.
posite the total effect. Although each inhibitory connection
adapts with the same learning rate as the excitatory connections (a/ = a A = ocE = 0.00005), there are m a n y more
inhibitory connections than excitatory connections. The combined strength of all the small inhibitory changes outweighs
the excitatory changes, and results in a curve with a sign opposite that of the components from the excitatory weights.
In what way do the changing inhibitory connections cause
these effects? During adaptation, w e see that the response
to the 0° adaptation line becomes gradually more concentrated towards the central area of the Gaussian pattern presented. This is because the inhibition between active neurons
increases, allowing only the most strongly activated neurons
to remain active after settling (equation 2). However, the distribution of active orientation detectors is centered around the
same angle, so the same angle is perceived.
The response to a test line with a slightly different orientation (e.g. 10°) is also more focused after adaptation, but the
overall distribution of activated neurons has shifted. Fewer
neurons that prefer orientations close to the adaptation line
n o w respond, but an increased number of those that prefer
distant angles do. This is because inhibition was strengthened
primarily between neurons close to the adaptation angle, and

the lateral inhibitory theory of direct effects have generally
ignored indirect effects, or postulated that they occur only at
higher cortical levels (Wenderoth and Johnstone 1988), partly
because it has not been clear h o w they could arise through
inhibition in V I . R F - L I S S O M demonstrate that a quite simple, local mechanism in V I is sufficient to produce indirect
effects. If the total synaptic resources at each neuron are
limited, strengthening the lateral inhibitory connections between active neurons weakens their inactive inhibitory connections. There is widespread biological evidence of competition for a limited number of synaptic sites (Bourgeois et al.
1989; Hayes and Meyer 1988; Murray et al. 1982; Pallas and
Finlay 1991; Purves 1988). There is also extensive computational justification for synaptic resource conservation, beginning with one of thefirstcomputational models of Hebbian adaptation (Rochester, Holland, Haibt, and D u d a 1956).
Without such normalization, connection weights governed by
a Hebbian rule will increase indefinitely, or else each would
reach a m a x i m u m strength (Miller and M a c K a y 1994). Neither outcome would appear biologically or computationally
plausible, so the assumption of some form of normalization
is well-motivated (Sirosh 1995).
Through mechanisms similar to those causing the T A E , the
R F - L I S S O M model should also be able to explain simultaneDiscussion and Future Work
ous tilt illusions between spatially separated stimuli. Such an
The results presented above suggest that the same selfexplanation was originally proposed by Carpenter and Blakeorganizing principles that result in sparse coding and reduce
more (1973). However, it will be necessary to train the system
redundant activation m a y also be operating over short time
with inputs that have longer-range correlations between simiintervals in the adult, with quantifiable psychological conselar orientations, such as sinusoidal gratings (representing obquences such as the T A E . This finding demonstrates a pojects with parallel lines). With such patterns, long-range contentially important computational link between development,
nections develop between widely separated orientation destructure, and function.
tectors, in addition to the relatively local connections n o w
Even though the R F - L I S S O M model was not originally depresent. Trained with such patterns, R F - L I S S O M should be
veloped as an explanation for the tilt aftereffect, it exhibits tilt able to account for tilt illusions as well as tilt aftereffects. Alaftereffects that have nearly all of the features of those meathough such experiments require even larger cortex and retina
sured in humans. The effect of varying angular separation
sizes, they should become practical in the near future.
between the test and adaptation lines is similar to h u m a n data
In addition, m a n y similar phenomena such as aftereffects
at all orientations, the time course is approximately logarithof curvature, motion, spatial frequency, size, position, and
mic in each, and the T A E is localized to the retinal location
color have been documented in humans (Barlow 1990). Since
which experienced the stimulus. With minor extensions, the
specific detectors for most of these features have been found
model should account for other features of the T A E , such as
in the cortex, R F - L I S S O M should be able to account for
higher variance at oblique orientations, frequency localizathem by the same process of decorrelation mediated by selftion, movement direction specificity, and ocular transfer. For organizing lateral connections.
a discussion of the match between the model and data for humans from a variety of experiments, see Bednar (1997).
Conclusion
The only prominent features of the T A E that do not diThe experiments reported in this paper lend strong compurectly follow from the model are saturation of the effect for
tational support to the theory that tilt aftereffects result from
long adaptations, and recovery of accurate perception even
Hebbian adaptation of the lateral connections between neuin complete darkness (Greenlee and Magnussen 1987; M a g rons. Furthermore, the aftereffects occur as a result of the
nussen and Johnsen 1986). These two features suggest that
same decorrelating process that is responsible for the initial
the inhibitory weights modified during tilt adaptation could
development of the orientation map. This process tends to
actually be a set of small, temporary weights adding to or
deemphasize constant features of the input, resulting in shortmultiplying more permanent connections. Such a mechanism
term perceptual anomalies such as aftereffects. The same
was proposed by von der Malsburg (1987) as an explanation
model should also apply to other aftereffects and to simulof visual object segmentation; this idea was implemented for
taneous tilt illusions.
the R F - L I S S O M model by Choe and Miikkulainen (1996)
and Miikkulainen et al. (1997). The T A E m a y be merely a
Because R F - L I S S O M is a computational model, it can
minor consequence of this multi-level architecture for repredemonstrate m a n y phenomena in high detail that are difficult
senting correlations over a wide range of time scales.
to measure experimentally, thus presenting a view of the corA main contribution of the R F - L I S S O M model of the T A E
tex that is otherwise not available. This type of analysis can
is its novel explanation of the indirect effect. Proponents of
provide an essential complement to experimental work with
not between those which prefer larger orientations, greater
than the 10° test line. The net effect is a shift of the perceived
orientation away from the adaptation angle, resulting in the
direct T A E .
In contrast, the response to a very different test line (e.g.
60°) is broader and stronger after adaptation. Adaptation occurred only in activated neurons, so neurons with orientation
preferences greater than 60°are unchanged. However, those
with preferences somewhat less than 60° actually now respond more strongly. During adaptation, their inhibitory connections with other active neurons, i.e. those that represent
orientations close to the 0° adaptation line, became stronger.
Since the sum of inhibition is constant for each neuron (equation 3), the connections to neurons representing distant angles
(e.g. 60°) became weaker. A s a result, the 60° line n o w inhibits them less than before adaptation. Thus they are more
active, and the perceived orientation has shifted towards 0°.
This indirect effect is therefore true to its name, caused indirectly by the strengthening of inhibitory connections. The
R F - L I S S O M model thus shows computationally that both
the direct and indirect effects could be caused by activitydependent adaptation of inhibitory lateral interactions.
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Abstract
People and other animals are very adept at categorizing
stimuli even when many features cannot be perceived.
Many psychological models of categorization, on the other
hand, assume that an entire set of features is known. W e
present a new model of categorization, called
Categorization by Elimination, that uses as few features as
possible to make an accurate category assignment. This
algorithm demonstrates that it is possible to have a
categorization process that is fast and frugal-using fewer
features than other categorization methods-yet still highly
accurate in its judgments. W e show that Categorization by
Elimination does as well as human subjects on a multifeature categorization task, judging intention from animate
motion, and that it does as well as other categorization
algorithms on data sets from machine learning. Specific
predictions of the Categorization by Elimination
algorithm, such as the order of cue use during
categorization and the time-course of these decisions, still
need to be tested against human performance.
1. I n t r o d u c t i o n
Hiking through the Bavarian Alps, you come upon a large
bird gliding over a m e a d o w . Y o u pull out your European
bird guidebook to identify it. From the shape of its body,
you assume that this is a bird of prey, so you turn to the
section on raptors in the guide. T o determine the exact
species, you next use size to narrow d o w n your search to a
few kinds of hawks; then you use color to eliminate a
couple more species; and finally with one last cue-tail
length-you can m a k e a unique classification. Using only
four cues (or features), you correctly identify this bird as a
sparrow hawk. Y o u could take out your binoculars and
check more cues to support this identification, but for a
rapid decision these few cues are enough.
H o w would this categorization process proceed if a rabbit
rather than a h u m a n were watching the bird? The rabbit
would not be interested in knowing the exact species of bird
flying overhead, but rather would want to categorize it as
predator or not, as quickly as possible-the Rabbit's Guide
to Birds has only two short sections. While the rabbit could
also use several cues to m a k e its category assignment, as
soon as it finds enough cues to decide "predatoi^'-for
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instance, that this bird is gliding—it will not bother
gathering any more information, and instead will head for
shelter. Obviously, in the case of the rabbit, speed is of the
essence when categorizing birds as predators or
nonpredators. H u m a n s face similar circumstances where
rapid categorization is called for, making use of only
whatever information is immediately available. Being able
to categorize rapidly the intention of another approaching
person as either hostile or courting, for instance, will enable
the proper reactions to ensure the most desirable outcome.
In this paper, w e consider the case for a "fast and frugal"
{k la Gigerenzer & Goldstein, 1996) model of categorization,
akin to the lexicographic process of bird identification
described in thefirstparagraph. This model, which w e call
Categorization by Elimination ( C B E ) , uses only as m a n y of
the available cues or features as are necessary tofirstm a k e a
specific categorization. A s a consequence, it often uses 6r
fewer cues in categorizing a given stimulus than d o the
standard cue-combination models, yielding its fast frugality.
This information-processing advantage can be crucial in a
variety of categorization contexts where speed is called for,
as in identifying threats. O n the other hand, the accuracy of
this approach typically rivals that of more computationally
W e therefore
extensive algorithms, as w e will show.
propose Categorization by Elimination as a parsimonious
psychological model, as well as a potentially useful
candidate for applied machine-learning categorization tasks.
Categorization by Elimination is closely related to
Tversky's Elimination by Aspects ( E B A ) model of choice
(Tversky, 1972). After describing competing psychological
and machine-learning models of categorization in the next
section, w e discuss the background of elimination models in
section 3. W e present the Categorization by Elimination
model in section 4. Most other recent models of h u m a n
categorization focus on the use of two or three cues,
situations in which C B E can show little advantage.
Therefore, w e have experimentally investigated a multiplecue categorization task in which w e can compare our model
with others in accounting for h u m a n performance with seven
cue dimensions. W e describe this study, which involves
categorizing animate motion trajectories into different
behavioral intentions, in section 5. C B E does as well as
linear categorization methods, and does not overfit the data
as neural networks seem to. Next, in section 6 w e look at

h o w well our algorithm does alongside some of the
multiple-attribute categorization methods developed in
psychology and machine learning on standard data sets fix)m
the latter field. This comparison shows that Categorization
by Elimination can often compete in accuracy with more
complex methods. Further, if minimizing the number of
cues used is sought to maximize computational speed, C B E
usually emerges as the clear winner. Finally in section 7
w e consider some of the challenges still ahead, including
h o w to test C B E against h u m a n learning data.
2. Existing Categorization Models
Many different models of categorization have been
proposed in both the psychological and machine learning
literature. Psychologists are primarily concerned with
developing a model that best describes h u m a n categorization
performance, while in machine learning the goal is to
develop an optimally-performing model-that is, one with
the highest accuracy of categorization. These two goals are
not necessarily mutually exclusive; indeed, one of the main
findings so far in the field of h u m a n categorization is that
people are often able to achieve near optimal performance
(that is, categorize a stimulus set with minimal errors-see
Ashby & M a d d o x , 1992). A s a consequence, some models,
including neural networks and S C A (Miller & Laird, 1996)
are often aimed at filling both roles.
However, the majority of psychological studies of
categorization have used simple stimuli that vary on only a
few (2-4) dimensions, unlike the typical high-dimensional
machine learning applications. It remains to be seen
whether humans can also be optimal at categorizing multidimensional objects.
In addition, the predominant
psychological models of categorization have not addressed
the issue of constraints, such as limited time and
information. W h a t might the categorization process be
w h e n there are both time and information constraints, either
because there is an overwhelming number of possible cues
to use or only a subset of cues available? Here w e briefly
review s o m e of the currently popular categorization models
for h u m a n categorization and machine learning with these
questions in mind. Throughout the remainder of the paper
w e use the terms cues, aspects, dimensions, and features, as
appropriate, to all m e a n roughly the same thing.
The predominant theories of categorization in the
psychology literature include exemplar models (Nosofsky,
1986), decision bound models (Ashby & Gott, 1988), and
neural network models (e.g. A L C O V E - s e e Kruschke,
1992). Each of these categorization models assumes that the
stimuli m a y be represented as points in a multidimensional
space. Furthermore, these models all assume that humans
integrate features—that is, combine multiple cues to come to
afinaljudgment-and that w e usually use all of the cues that
are present—that is, do not discard any available information.
Exemplar models (Brooks, 1978; Estes, 1986; Medin &
Schaffer, 1978; Nosofsky, 1986) assume that when presented
with a novel object, humans compute the similarity between
that object and all the possible categories in which the novel
object could be placed. Similarity is a function of the sum
of the distances between the object and all the exemplars in
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the particular category. The object is placed into the
category with which it is most similar.
Nosofsky's (1986) generalized context model ( G C M )
allows for variation in the amount of attention given to
different features during categorization (see also Medin &
Schaffer, 1978). Therefore, it is possible that different cues
will be used in different tasks. However, this attention
weight remains the same for the entire stimulus set for each
particular categorization task, rather than varying across
different objects belonging to the same category (in contrast
to our new method, as w e will see).
Decision Bound Theory (or D B T - s e e Ashby & Gott,
1988) assumes that there is a multidimensional region
associated with each category, and therefore that categories
are separated by bounds. A n object is categorized according
to the region of perceptual space in which it lies. Similarly,
neural network models (e.g., Kruschke, 1992) learn
hyperplane boundaries between categories, capturing this
knowledge in their trainable weights. In both cases, all of
the cues available in a particular stimulus are used to
determine the region of multidimensional space, and hence
the associated category, in which that stimulus falls.
These psychological models all categorize by integrating
cues and using all the cues available (except in G C M if a
cue has an attention weight of 0). In addition, training these
models to leam new categories is a relatively simple
process. But the m e m o r y requirements assumed by these
models do differ: for example, G C M assumes that all
exemplars ever encountered are stored and used when
categorizing a novel object, while D B T does not need to
store any exemplars. In comparison, our C B E algorithm
does not integrate all available cues, is similarly easy to
train, and typically requires little memory.
Another approach to psychological modeling is captured
in the discrete symbol-processing framework of Miller and
Laird's (1996) Symbolic Concept Acquisition (SCA)
model. Here rules are built up incrementally for classifying
stimuli according to specific features, beginning with very
general rules that test a single feature and progressing to
more detailed rules that must match the stimuli on many
features. While there are similarities between this approach
and C B E (in particular, the order in which features are
processed can be related to our cue validity measure), one
major difference is that n e w stimuli arefirstchecked against
rules using all available cues, and only when this fails are
fewer cues tested against the more general rules. In contrast,
C B E begins with a single cue, and only adds new ones tf
necessary, thereby minimizing computation. The earlier
E P A M symbolic discrimination-net model (Feigenbaum &
Simon, 1984) tests rules in the efficient general-to-specific
method w e advocate, but the rest of our approach is distinct.
In machine learning, predominant categorization theories
include neural networks, Classification and Regression
Trees (or C A R T - s e e Breiman, Friedman, Olshen, & Stone,
1984), and decision trees (e.g., ID3-see Quinlan, 1993).
The goal of these machine learning models is usually to
maximize categorization accuracy on a given useful data set.
Algorithm complexity and speed are not typically the most
important factors in developing machine learning models, so
that m a n y are not psychologically plausible.

One model that does attempt psychological plausibility
by applying selective attention to unsupervised concept
fomiation is Gennari's (1991) C L A S S I T . This system
classifies objects initially using a subset of the available
cues determined by their attentional salience. However, all
cues must still be considered before a final decision is
reached, due to a "worst case" stopping rule.
Thus, even though m a n y of the machine learning models
(e.g., C A R T and C L A S S I T ) use only a few cues during a
given categorization, the process of setting up the
algorithm's decision mechanisms beforehand, including
determining which cues to use, can be very complex. In
contrast, our C B E algorithm has a simple learning phase,
and still maintains comparable accuracy using few cues.
3. Elimination Models
Motivated by the concerns raised in section 1, we wanted
to develop a fast and frugal categorization method that
combines the best aspects of both the psychological and
machine learning models. From the psychological models
w e used the concepts of simple trainmg and decision
processes and a small m e m o r y load. From the machine
learning models w e took the notion of categorizing stimuli
without using all available cues. This combination led us
to look into elimination models.
Classical elimination models were conceived of for choice
tasks (Restle, 1961; Tversky, 1972) In a sequential
elimination choice model, an object is chosen by repeatedly
eliminating subsets of objects from ftirther consideration,
thereby whittling d o w n the set of remaining possibilities.
First a particular subset of the original set is chosen with
some probability, using a particular feature to determine the
subset members. Subsequent subsets are chosen in the
same manner, with successive features, until only one
object remains.
The most widely k n o w n elimination model in
psychology is Tversky's (1972) Elimination by Aspects
( E B A ) model of probabilistic choice. O n e of the motivating
factors in developing E B A as a normative model of choice
was that there are often m a n y relevant cues that m a y be used
in choosing a m o n g complex alternatives (Tversky, 1972).
Therefore, part of any reasonable psychological model of
choice should be a procedure to select and order the cues to
use from a m o n g m a n y alternatives. In E B A , the cues, or
aspects, to use are selected according to their utility for
some decision (for instance, to choose a restaurant from
those nearby, what they serve and h o w m u c h they charge
might be the most important aspects). Possible remaining
choices that do not possess the current aspect being used for
evaluation (for instance, restaurants that do not serve
seafood) are eliminated from the choice set. Furthermore,
only aspects that are present in the most recent choice set are
considered (for instance, if all nearby seafood restaurants are
cheap, then expense will not be used as an aspect to
distinguish further a m o n g them). Additional aspects are
used only until a single choice can be made, which is
different from the categorization models described above that
use all cues.
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4. C a t e g o r i z a t i o n b y E l i m i n a t i o n
Our new Categorization by Elimination algorithm is a
noncompensatory lexicographic model of categorization, in
that it uses cues in a particular order, and categorization
decisions m a d e by earlier cues cannot be altered (or
compensated for) by later cues. In C B E , cues are ordered
and used according to their validity. For our present
purposes w e define validity as a measure of h o w accurately a
single cue categorizes some set of stimuli (i.e., percent
correct). This is calculated by running C B E only using the
single cue in question, and seeing h o w m a n y correct
categorizations the algorithm is able to make. (If using the
single cue results in C B E being unable to decide between
multiple categories for a particular stimulus, as will often be
the case, the algorithm chooses one of those categories at
random-in this case, cue validity will be related to a cue's
discriminatory power.) Thus if size alone is more accurate
in categorizing birds (or more successful at narrowing d o w n
the possible categories) than shape alone, size would have a
higher cue validity than shape. (There are other ways that
cues can be ordered besides by validity, such as randomly or
in order of salience, which w e are currently exploring.)
C B E assumes that cue values are divided up into bins
(either nominal or continuous) which correspond to certain
categories. These bins form the knowledge base that C B E
uses to m a p cue values onto the possible corresponding
categories. A s an example, the size cue dimension for birds
could be divided into three bins: a large size bin (which
could be specified numerically, e.g. "over 50 cm")
corresponding to the categories of eagles, geese, and swans;
a medium size bin corresponding to crows, jays, and hawks;
and a small size bin corresponding to sparrows and finches.
T o build up the appropriate bin structures, the relevant
cue dimensions to use must be determined ahead of time.
At present w e construct a complete bin structure before
testing C B E ' s categorization performance, but learning and
testing could also be done incrementally. In either case,
bins can be constructed in a variety of ways from the
fraining examples~in the next two sections, w e present two
possibilities.
A flowchart of C B E is shown in Figure 1. Given a
particular stimulus to categorize, an initial set of possible
categories is assumed, along with the ordered list of cue
dimensions to be used. The categorization process begins
by using the cue dimension C with the highest validity.
Next a subset S of the possible categories is created
containing just those categories that correspond to the first
cue C's value for the current stimulus object (this subset is
determined through the binning m a p described earlier), ff
only one category corresponds to that cue value, the
categorization process ends with this single category, ff
more than one category corresponds to the current cue value,
that set of possible categories S is kept, and the cue with the
next highest validity, C*, is checked. The set of categories
S corresponding to the previous cue C's value is intersected
with the set, 5*, of categories corresponding to the present
cue C*'s value. This is C B E ' s elimination step.
If only one category remains in the n e w set intersection,
the algorithm terminates at this point with that one
category.
If more than one category remains, this

intersection becomes the new set S of remaining
possibilities, the next cue is checked, and the process is
repeated. If the intersection is empty, then the present cue is
ignored, the prior set 5 of categories is retained, and the next
cue is evaluated. This process of checicing cues and using
them to reduce the remaining set of possible categories
continues until a single category remains, or until all the
cues have been checked, in which case a category is chosen
from the remaining set at random.
This algorithm has several interesting features. It is frugal
in information, using only those cues necessary to reach a
decision.
It is non-compensatory, with earlier cues
eliminating category-choice possibilities that can never be
replaced by later cues. The binning functions used to
associate possible categories with particular cue values can
be as simple or detailed as desired, from one-parameter
median cuts to multiple-cutoff mappings. A n d the exact
order of cues used does not appear to be critical: in
preliminary tests, different random cue orderings vary the
algorithm's categorization accuracy by only a few percentage
points (but, interestingly, the number of cues used with
different orderings does vary more widely).
C B E is clearly similar to E B A in several aspects, though
there are some important differences. First, E B A is a
probabilistic model of choice while C B E is (in its current
form) a deterministic model of categorization. Second, in
C B E cues are ordered before categorizing so that the same
cue order is used to evaluate each object. In E B A , aspects
are selected probabilistically according to their weight.
Therefore, the order of aspects is not necessarily the same fcr
each object. Third, as mentioned previously, E B A only
Get first cue C

Set possible cat.s
5 to categories
corresponding to
prev. cue C's value

I
• Get next cue C*

Set possible cat.s
S* to categories
corresponding to
:urrent cue C*'s value

if S contains
more than 1 cat.

Set S to
intersection of
S and S*

if 5 is
empty

if5 contains
1 category
STOP

Figure 1: Flow Diagram of C B E
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chooses aspects that are present in the current set of
remaining possible choices, and therefore the process never
terminates with the empty set. However, to select such an
aspect, all candidates must be examined to determine which
aspects are still possible to use. C B E does no such
checking ahead of time for appropriate cues to use, but rather
takes this circumstance into account in its behavior when
the intersection of current and previous possible category
sets comes up empty.
5. CBE and Human Data
Under what conditions might CBE be a plausible
description of human categorization? W e expect the most
evidence for C B E to come from situations in which
categorization may be affected by time and cue availability
constraints. As mentioned in the introduction, one specific
domain where time and number of available cues are limited
is in inferring intention from motion. Blythe, Miller, and
Todd (1996) conducted an experiment in which the
subjects' task was to infer intention from motion of two
animated bugs shown moving about on a computer screen.
The movement patterns had all been previously generated
by other subjects instructed to engage in various types of
interaction by each controlling the motion of a single onscreen bug. The six possible categories of interactive
motion were: pursuit, evasion, fighting, courting, being
courted, and playing. For example, one subject's task
would be to have their bug pursue the other bug, while the
other subject would move their bug to evade their pursuing
opponent. Next, new subjects viewed the recorded bug
interactions and through forced choice, categorized the
interactions as a specific type of intentional motion.
Seven salient cues of motion were calculated for each of
the recorded motion patterns (see Blythe, Miller, & Todd,
1996, for details). These cues were used to compare
different categorization models with each other and against
human performance. (While w e cannot be sure that these are
the exact cues used by the human subjects, it is a reasonable
set to start with.)
The four models tested were C B E and three traditional
cue-integrating compensatory algorithms: unit tallying
(counting up the total number of cues that indicate one
category versus another, using the same bin mapping as
C B E ) , weighted tallying (adding up weighted votes from all
the cues that indicate one category versus another, again
using CBE's binning along with weights determined by
correlation), and a three-layer feed-forward neural network
model trained by backpropagation learning (see Gigerenzer
& Goldstein, 1996, for more details on thefirsttwo).
The bin structure used for C B E and the tallying
algorithms were determined by considering the distribution
of cue values for each category and placing the bin
boundaries at points of minimum overlap between
categories. As a result, some cue values could be mapped
onto too few possible categories (e.g. if pursuit was usually
fast and courtship usually slow, the fast velocity bin would
only m a p to pursuit, and thus would miss all those
instances of rapid, excited courtship motion). Thus this bin
mapping made perfect categorization impossible for C B E in
this domain, and yet it did surprisingly well. Table I lists

Table 1: Categorization accuracies and average number cf
cues used for subjects and models (chance = 16.7%).
A v g Cues

CBE

Cat A c e
49.33%
65.33%

Wtally
Utally
Nnet

64%
63.33%
88.33%

7
7
7

Method
Subject

?
3.77

the average categorization accuracies of the h u m a n subjects,
the categorization accuracies for the four models, and the
average number of cues used (this value is unknown for the
human subjects). Since there were six possible categories,
chance performance is 16.7%.
A s can be seen in Table 1, h u m a n subjects performed well
above chance in this task, and the four categorization
algorithms performed better still. The neural network did
suspiciously far better than the h u m a n subjects, indicating
that it has possibly been overtrained on this data. (When
tested on generalization ability on a further untrained set of
motion stimuli, the network's performance drops to 6 8 % ,
while the other three algorithms hover around 56%.) The
tallying algorithms and C B E are all m u c h closer to human
performance, but C B E achieves its accuracy while using
only about half of the cues of the others.
The difference in accuracy between subjects and the
algorithms can be explained in part by the fact that the
algorithms are "trained" on all the stimuli, either through
the binning process or neural network learning (300 motion
patterns in this case). In contrast, subjects must make their
categorizations without previous exposure to these stimuli
(under the assumption that they would already k n o w the cue
structures of these categories through their experiences
outside the lab). T o m a k e a morefine-grainedassessment of
h o w well each categorization algorithm matches the human
data, w e are performing analyses of the case-by-case
categorizations m a d e by subjects and algorithms. But even
without this detailed analysis, C B E emerges as a
parsimonious contender a m o n g categorization algorithms in
this multi-cue domain, and the clear winner when time and
information-availability constraints are taken into account.

the best reported categorization performance w e have found
for each data set in the machine learning literature.
For the following comparisons, C B E used "perfect"
binnings for the cue values. This means that the cue-value
bins always m a p to the entire set of possible categories
associated with those particular cue values (unlike the bins
in the motion categorization example, where only the most
prevalent categories in each bin were returned). With perfect
binning, the same categorization accuracy is always obtained
regardless of the order in which the cues are used. However,
when the cues are ordered by validity, categorizations can be
accomplished using the fewest number of cues.
Table 2 shows the results of these comparisons for three
data sets. The first is the famous iris flower database in
which there are 150 instances classified into three categories
(different iris species) using four continuous-valued features
(lengths and widths of flower parts). The next comparison
used wine recognition data, in which 13 chemical-content
cues are used to classify 178 wines as one of three particular
Italian vintages. The third data set analyzed contains two
mushroom categories, poisonous and edible, with 22
nominally valued dimensions, and 8124 total instances.
Overall, C B E does very well on these three sets of multifeature natural objects, while using only a small proportion
C B E even performs well in
of the available cues.
comparison with models specifically designed for the best
possible performance on these particular data sets. W e were
not expecting C B E to outperform these specialized
algorithms; merely being in the same ballpark is a powerful
testament to this approach's potential accuracy across varied
domains. Furthermore, these algorithms all employ the full
set of cues, making the contrast with C B E ' s high accuracy
through limited information all the more striking.

7. Future Work

The results we have presented here indicate that a fast and
frugal approach to categorization is a viable alternative to
cue-integrating compensatory models. B y only using those
cues necessary to first make a categorical decision, C B E can
categorize stimuli under time pressure and information
constraints. Moreover, if certain cues are missing (i.e. some
feature values are unknown or cannot be perceived), C B E
can still use the other available cues to c o m e up with a
category judgment (we are in process of collecting data on
6. CBE and Machine Learning Algorithms
this type of generalization ability across different
It is difficult to compare CBE to existing categorization categorization algorithms). Yet C B E still performs very
accurately, despite its limited use of knowledge,rivalingthe
models on multiple-cue h u m a n data beyond the domain just
abilities of m u c h more complex and sophisticated
presented, because few other experiments have been
algorithms (not to mention h u m a n subjects!).
performed with more than three or four cues. Instead, as an
The following issues still need to be explored. First,
alternative test of C B E ' s general accuracy potential, w e
h o w should bin structures be created? Incremental learning
examined h o w well C B E categorized various multican build the cue-value bins gradually as more and more
dimensional objects using data from the U C I Machine
stimuli are seen. But h o w far should this learning process
We
Learning Repository (Merz & Murphy, 1996).
go, and in what w a y should it proceed? W e have presented
compared the performance of C B E to a standard exemplar
two alternatives here, and there are m a n y others possible.
model and a three-layer feed-forward neural network trained
O n e important issue to explore further is the performance
with backpropagation. Results are shown in Table 2 for
tradeoff
between accuracy and the amount of knowledge
categorization performance when trained on the full data sets
captured in the bin structure (CBE's m e m o r y requirements).
and generalization performance when trained on half of each
Second, more data from h u m a n performance on
data set and tested on the other half In addition, w e include
categorizing multi-dimensional objects needs to be collected
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Table 2: Categorization accuracies and average number of cues used for various models on three data sets
Model

Train/Test
Set Size

CBE

Full
Half
Full
Half

Nnet
Best
Reported

Wine

Iris
Cat Ace
91.33%
92.40 %
97.67 %
97.07 %

Avg Cues
40.00 %
26.24 %

Cat Ace
96.63 %
90.37%

Avg Cues
20.74 %
15.83%

100 %
100%

100%
95.95%
100%

100%
100%

1985)

(Aeberhard

etal., 1992)

98%
(James,

Mushroom
Cat Ace
91.71%
91.66%
86.21%

Avg Cues
26.11%
26.16%
100%

95.00 %
(Schlimmer,

1987)

Brooks, L. R. (1978). Non-analytic concept formation and
m e m o r y for instances. In E. Rosch & B.B. Lloyd (Eds.),
Cognition and Categorization, (pp. 169-211) Hillsdale,
NJ: Erlbaum.
Estes, W . K. (1986). Array models for category learning.
Cognitive Psychology, 18, 500-549.
Feigenbaum, E. A., & Simon, H.A. (1984). EPAM-like
models of recognition and learning. Cognitive Science, 8,
305-336.
Gennari, J. H. (1991). Concept formation and attention. In
Proceedings of the Thirteenth Annual Conference of the
Cognitive Society (pp. 724-728). Hillsdale, NJ: Erlbaum.
Gigerenzer, G. & Goldstein, D. G., (1996). Reasoning the
fast and frugal way: Models of bounded rationality.
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N Y : John Wiley.
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performance within a discrete search framework.
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Nosofsky, R. M . (1986). Attention, similarity, and the
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University of California, Irvine. Doctoral dissertation.
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and analyzed to compare C B E with other categorization
models. W e are particularly interested in investigating the
patterns of misclassifications, learning curves, and predicted
time-courses associated with C B E and human performance.
The intriguing finding in our intention from motion data
that categorization accuracy varied little with changes in cue
order can also be studied experimentally.
Third, category base-rates and payoffs for right and wrong
classifications should be incorporated into the model. For
example, with the mushroom categories described in the
previous section, if a mushroom remains uncategorized as
poisonous or safe even after all the cues have been used, it
seems reasonable to err on the side of caution and guess that
the mushroom is poisonous.
With theseftutherexplorations and extensions to C B E ,
w e will come to understand the algorithm's behavior better,
and be able to make it a better model of human behavior in
turn. For now, though, w e have shown evidence for the
view that the mind need not amass and combine all the
available cues when telling a hawk from a dove, or a threat
fi-om a flirt-fast andfioigaldoes the trick.
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Abstract
Cue-based learners have often been proposed as models of
language acquisition by linguists working within the Principles
and Parameters framework. Drawing on a general theory of
cue-based learners described in detail elsewhere (Bertolo et
al., 1997), we show here that a recently proposed learning
algorithm (Fodor's Structural Triggers Learner (1997)) is an
instance of a cue-based learner and that it is therefore unable to
learn systems of linguistic parameters that have been proved to
be beyond the reach of any cue-based learner W e demonstrate
this analytically, by investigating the behavior of the STL on a
linguistically plausible space of syntactic parameters.
Parametric Linguistics and Cue-based
Learners
If, as has been proposed by Chomsky (1981), human languages all obey a c o m m o n set of principles and differ from
one another only in finitely many respects (often referred to as
parameters) and in these respects only in finitely many ways
(the values of the parameters), then human language learning
can be seen as a search problem in a finite hypothesis space:
the child does not need to hypothesize grammars that fall
beyond those that are consistent with the c o m m o n set of principles (often referred to as Universal G r a m m a r ) and any of
the possible assignment of values to the linguistic parameters.
However, although finite, this space of hypotheses can still
be quite large (recent principled estimates place this number
around 2*^ different possible grammars') and it is therefore
imperative for any parametric model of language acquisition
to show h o w such a huge hypothesis space could be searched
effectively, that is, rapidly. Indeed, this process appears to be
so rapid in children that it is difficult to find evidence for the
incorrect setting of a parameter in any language. For a review
of these findings see Wexler (1996), w h o formulates the hypothesis of Very Early Parameter-Setting, namely, that basic
clause structure parameters are set before the child begins to
produce multiple word utterances, i.e. approximately 1;6.
It has been observed (Dresher & Kaye, (1990), Brent
(1996), Fodor (1997)) that this huge hypothesis space could be
searched effectively if children were capable of establishing
conclusively the value of certain parameters by attending to
linguistic events of a particular nature in their environment. In
'This estimate can be obtained by restricting all parametric variation to the abihty or inability of functional heads to attract otiier
heads or maximal projections and by estimating the number of functional heads that are required for descriptive adequacy. O n this see
Roberts (1996).
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Test input string
Response if test positive
T\: two a's in a row?
set p\ to value b U a
Ti: two b 's in a row?
set p\ to value b*
T^: two c's in a row?
set pi to value d U c
T4: two d's in a row?
set p2 to value d*
Figure 1: A battery of tests for parametric language learning

fact, if all parameters are binary, conclusively establishing the
value of a parameter eliminates exactly half of the hypotheses from the hypothesis space. Ideally, 4 0 such observations
could be sufficient to single out a grammar out of 2"*° possible
alternatives.
The following artificial example should help to give an idea
as to what these observations could amount to.
Example 1 Suppose you were trying to determine, from a
collection of positive examples, which one of the following
four regular expressions generates the sample:
/ 6Ua 1 / dUc \ ,
° | 6* ]'[ d* j'f
One way to solve this problem could be to set up a battery of
tests (seefigure1) to be applied to each one of the positive
samples and to make choices about the value assignment that
is appropriate for each parameter depending on the outcome
of these tests. In this construction, the observable event of a
sample string having two a's in a row is taken as a cue to the
6 U a value assignment for thefirstparameter
The goal of the cue-based learning enterprise is to show that
it is simultaneously possible to reconstruct linguistic variation
parametrically and to single out in each possible target language a set of cues that would allow a learner to acquire
the correct setting for each parameter. Further motivation
for this enterprise comes from the study of language change.
Lightfoot (1997) has argued that cue-based learning could explain the 'catastrophic' nature of historically attested language
changes.
A theory of cue-based learners
Although the central intuition about the design philosophy of
a cue-based learner emerges quite clearly from the example
above, a formal characterization of the class of these algorithms turns out to be quite useful on at least two counts. First

of al 1, a formal definition will m a k e it possible to capture s o m e
essential design features in learning adgorithms that appear to
be prima facie unrelated. Second, by establishing leamability
results about the class of cue-based algorithms at large one
would automatically have results that can be applied to each
individual algorithm. W e will n o w introduce a formal theory
of cue-based learners based o n material discussed at length in
Bertoloetal. (1997).
Since, as w e saw, the salient feature of a cue-based learner
is to restrict the hypothesis space of a parametric learning
problem, w efirstneed to introduce a definition of parameter
spaces.^

a parameter space < p a r ^ , Z-, I > a n d B is a n A-consistent
partial assignment in V , then the subspace V [ A U B ] is the
parameter space < p a r ^ ^ B , L , I . > such that, given H U i e B ''•i(^)' (where •k\{x) denotes thefirstelement of the
ordered pair x ) ifpj ^ H then p f ^ ^ = p f a n d ifpj e H
then p f ^ B = {i;^"*} where v f is the only v € Pj such that
< Pj ,vj* > G B . Finally, V[A\j'B] is the parameter space <
par^'^'^^ i £ > where, foreverypi in H , p<*^^ = p f -pf""^
and, for every pi not in H , p f ^ ^ = pf-.
E x a m p l e s // A is the set of assignments { < pi,0 >
, < P2, 1 > , < P3,0 > ) , V I A ] denotes the portion of
the parameter space V in which all languages agree on the
values 0, I a n d 0 for parameters p\, p2 a n d p3 respectively.

Definition 1 A parameter space V is a triple < par, L, I >,
where Z is afinitealphabet of symbols and par is a finite
set of sets {pi, • • •, Pn}- Given a pi in par, its members
W e are n o w ready to formalize the notion of s o m e parameter
are enumerated as v\,.. .,vl'\ Given the cartesian product
values being established as a result of observing certain events
P = p, X p2 X ... X p„, a parameter vector P is a member of in the linguistic environment.
P. The function L : P_h-* 2^' assigns a possibly empty subset
Definition 4 Let V be a parameter space, B a subset of the
of I." to each vector P 6 P . The expression £(P) denotes
set B * of all partial assignments in V a n d C a non-empty
theset{L(Fi),...,L(P^^)}.
subset of U p g p L { P ) , a cue function of w i n d o w size n for
In example!, the space has two parameters, pi = {6Ua,6'} V is a function <i>c : U"=i C " x B i— B ' where C ' is the
andpi = { d U c,d'}. The alphabet Z is {a,b,c,d,e,f} and
cartesian product o f C with itself i times.
the function L takes as input couples of regular expressions z
T h e function (pc can be seen as a formal representation of
and y and outputs the set of all strings generated by the regular
the battery of tests discussed in example 1. There, C is the set
expression a x c y e f . Notice that there is nothing specifically
of all strings that have two a's, b's, c's or d's in a row, the size
'linguistic' about this definition of a parameter space. The
of the w i n d o w is just one and 0 c returns value assignments
results that w e report can therefore be applied to any search
to parameter independently of whatever assignments have
problem where the search space falls under definition 1 and
already being established. So, for example,
the search algorithm under definitions 4 and 5.^
Given a parameter space, it turns out to be useful to be able <f>ci< aace, 0 >) =< pi, 6 U a > but also
to refer to an assignment of values to some, but not all of the
(j)c{< aace,{< P2,dLic >} >) =< pi,6Ua >
parameters.
It is important to notice that definition 4 generalizes our origiDefinition 2 Let V be a parameter space. A partial assignnal intuition in two important respects. First of all, it captures
ment in V is any subset B ofy}p^^j^^^{{pi] x p,) such that
the
possibility that the learner, upon observation of a linguistic
for every pi in par there is at most one < Pi,v^ > in B.
event, could reach different conclusions depending on what
Given two partial assignments A and B in V, B is said to be
its current state of belief (assignment of value to certain paA-consistent i f f A U B is also a partial assignment in V.
rameters) is. Secondly, it allows for the existence of linguistic
Example 2 If V is a parameter space with parameters
events that can only be observed comparing n distinct data
Pi,P2, •••,P37 then the set A = { < p\,0 > , < p n , 1 >
points (in the case of syntax learning, typically sentences).
, < P3I.0 > } is a partial assignment in V, because it specFinally, a cue-based learner is a learning algorithm that
ifies a consistent value assignment for some, but not all, of
does all its learning via a cue function. T h e crucial feature of
the parameters ofV. The set fl = { < p3,0 > , < pn.O >
such learners is the absence of any form of backtracking: as
, < P28.0 > } /5 also a partial assignment in V. However, B definition 5 shows, if the cue function returns any parameter
is not A-consistent since A\J B is not a partial assignment
assignment that is not in agreement with the current assignin V, because it includes two conflicting value assignments to ment, the i nconsistent portion of the output of the cue function
parameter p\T.
is simply discarded.*
Such partial assignments can in turn be used to isolate only
Definition 5 Let V bea parameter space, B', B and C as in
those parts of a parameter space that agree on the values
definition 4 and (j>c a cue function of window size nfor V. A
assigned to the parameters in a partial assignment. Crucially,
cue-based learner for V is a function
such a portion of a parameter space is, by definition 1, itself a
parameter space.
Ac : {V[A]\A eB}x[jC'^ {'P[A]\A € B']
Definition 3 Let V be a parameter space < par, L, Z >.
i=\
Then'P[ID]=< par*,L,I > = < par, L,Z > = V. IfV[A] is
^For this reason, in its present formulation, this theory of cue^An alternative, equivalent, definition can be found in Frank & based learners cannot represent the notion of a 'default' value for a
Kapur(I996).
parameter which is so crucial for Dresher and Kaye's algorithm. A
'For example, an appropriately empoverished version of Version
suitable extension that captures this notion and preserves the result
Spaces (Mitchell 1978).
reported here is discussed in Bertolo et al. (1997).
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Comp-Head
V P - Verb Obj
V P — Obj Verb

such that
A]
)^c{nA],s) =

AUBa]

if<t>c{s,A) is not
A-consistent
\ V[A\J4>c{s,A)] otherwise

Spec-Head
IP — Subj I-bar
IP — I-bar Subj

Verb-Second

C-0
C -^ Verb

Figure 2: Rules associated with the Comp-Head, Spec-Head
and Verb-Second parameters

where Ba is the largest A-consistent subset of<t>c{s, A).
A s is standard in formal models of language acquisition',
w e characterize cue-based learners as successful if and only
if, for every possible target in a parameter space they eventually output a parameter space that contains only one language
and that language is at least weakly equivalent to the actual
target (that is, it generates exactly the same set of strings, although possibly with a different structural description). Given
this characterization, w e were able to prove a general result
showing the existence of a property (the Global Natural Subspace Property - G N S P ) that is necessary and sufficient for a
parameter space to be learned by a cue-based learner.

and then w e will show an extension of Gibson and Wexler's
original space of syntactic parameters that contains clusters
of weakly equivalent languages.
The limits of learning via unambiguous

'superparsing'
In her analysis of Gibson and Wexler's space of syntactic
parameters Fodor (1997) discusses the advantages of a paraDefinition 6 Let V be a parameter space and A a partial asmetric learner that does not set the value of any parameter until
signment. 'P[A] is said to have the Natural Subspace Property
the correct value has been conclusively established and does
(NSP) iff either \V'^\ = Ui.e.. the subspace contains a^single
not abandon any value assignment that has been conclusively
language) or, for every P G P'*, there is an s 6 L { P y and
established. Fodor's insightful idea consists of showing that it
an A-consistent partial assignment B such that P € P ^ " ^
should be possible to establish conclusively the value of synand, for every < p i , v ^ > € B - A,
tactic parameters by means of a mechanism that a language
learner must possess anyway, that is a parser.
L{p'y.
•^
u
Fodor speculates that, if it is possible to reconstruct the values of each parameter as alternative sets of grammatical rules
V has the Global N S P ( G N S P ) iff, for every partial assignment whose application could be detected by a 'superparser' using
their union set as its grammar, then the task of parametric lanA,V[A]hastheNSP
guage learning could be reduced to the task of unambiguously
To exemplify, the parameter space of example 1 has the
G N S P because, in every subspace P [ ^ ] , every language L { P ) detecting the application of a given rule in all the 'superparses'
of an input sentence. For concreteness, if the rules infigure2
contains at least a string s for which a relevant parameter p*
are associated to alternative values of the Comp-Head, Speccan be found, in the sense that s does not belong to any
Head and Verb-Second parameters,* then a sentence such as
language of'P[^] in which p* is set differently than in L { P ) .
A s a special case of that result w e proved that if in a param- (1) M a x sah Ute
M a x saw Ute
eter space there are two or more weakly equivalent languages,
then the G N S P does not hold and, as a consequence, no cue'Max saw Ute'
based learner can successfully learn the space.*
is parametrically ambiguous with respect to the Verb-Second
In the next section w e will apply this result by proving
parameter. In fact, the following are among the parses it
that Fodor's Structural Triggers Learner (STL) cannot learn
generates with respect to a supergrammar that contains all of
a plausible space of syntactic parameters that is an extension
the rules infigure2:
of the space of parameters (discussed in Gibson & Wexler,
(2) [cp[5pecc Max][^[c sah][/p... [vpUtet]]]]
1994) that the S T L was designed to learn. This proof will
be obtained in two steps: w e willfirstshow that the S T L is
(3) [cp[5pecc0][c[c01[/p [sped M a x ] [vP sah Ute]]]]
indeed a cue based learner, as characterized in definition 5^
A s is apparent, while parse 2 uses the rule associated with
the positive
value of the Verb-Second parameter (C —• Verb),
'For a general discussion of leamability criteria in systems
with
weak equivalences see Wexler & Culicover (1980). For leamability parse 3 uses the rule associated with the negative value (C
in parameter spaces, see Dresher and Kaye (1990),Clark (1992), Gib- — 0). A s a consequence, the superparser cannot rely on
sentence 1 to establish conclusively the value of the Verbson & Wexler (1994), Frank and Kapur (1996), Niyogi & Berwick
Second parameter. It can, however, rely on the following
(1996)
*More precisely, we proved that the space can be learned only sentence
if the cue function on which the learner is based is arbitrary, in (4) Plotzlich sah M a x Ute
the sense that it returns different parameter values upon exposure
Suddenly saw M a x Ute
to linguistic events that cannot be discriminated by any battery of
tesu, in the sense of the example discussed above. W e take the
'These parameters determine respectively whether complements
restriction to non-arbitrary cue functions to be justified on grounds follow or precede their heads, whether specifiers follow or precede
of psychological plausibility.
their heads and whether or not the verb of root clauses moves to the
'it is impossible to prove anything of the kind without a rigorousC position, causing Spec-C to be filled with some other material,
definition of the class of cue-based learners. Hence the need for the typically a maximal projection.
somewhat lengthy definitions.
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3. Although definition 4 is general enough to include cue func1. Initialize the grammar G to be the union set of U G and all
tions that take as input linguistic events consisting of sethe values of all parameters;
quences
of n strings, for any number n, the cue function on
2. Initialize the set A of parameter assignments to the empty
which the S T L relies takes as input only individual strings.
set and the set P to include all parameters in the parameter
Such restriction could be reconmiended on grounds of psyspace;
chological plausibility. More generally, the smaller the
3. If, for every parameter p, there is an assignment < p,, v •" >
window on which the cue function operates, the smaller the
in A , return A. Otherwise go to 4.
memory requirement of a cue-based learner.
4. Receive a sentence s from the linguistic environment
Having shown that step 4 of the S T L is a cue function <j)c,
(a) initialize to the empty set the set N of parameter assignall w e have to show is that the whole S T L algorithm can be
ments revealed by s;
seen as a function A c that falls under definition 5. But this
(b) list all parses of s;
is certainly true, since, by construction, the S T L extracts all
(c) list the set R of all the rules that have been employed in
the parameter assignments from the cue function based on the
ev^ry parse of s;
"superparser".'
(d) for every parameter pi in P and every value vj" of p,
A space of syntactic parameters
compute the intersection nj" D R;
Having shown that the S T L is indeed an instance of a cue(e) forevery v;".ift;,^n/Z7«t 0 s e t N = N U { < p i , v ^ > } ;
based learner w e will n o w turn to a brief description of a
5. Set A = A U N
space of syntactic parameters that is an extension of the space
6. G o to 3;
the S T L was originally designed to learn. The space w e
present here has been implemented in order to investigate
the interactions of seven distinct parameters that have been
Figure 3: Structural Triggers Learner Algorithm
proposed by linguists on grounds of descriptive adequacy.'"
In addition to the Complement-Head, Specifier-Head and
Verb-Second parameters that have been briefly introduced
above and discussed at length in Gibson and Wexler (1994),
w e have analyzed the effects of alternative settings for the
four parameters that are here briefly described.
'Suddenly, M a x saw Ute'
which, although ambiguous with respect to the Comp-Head
The Complementizer-Direction Parameter In languages
parameter, cannot be parsed unless the rule associated with
such as Japanese
the positive value of the Verb-Second parameter is used:
(7) John-wa Mari-ga
kawaii-da to omotteiru
(5) [cp Plotzlich [cic sah][/p[5p.e/ M a x ] [vp Ute t]]]]
John-top Mary-nom pretty-is that think
(6) [cP Plotzlich [cic sah][ip[speci M a x ] W p t Ute]]]]
'John thinks that Mary is pretty'
The STL algorithm is a cue-based learner
the position of the complementizer 'to' with respect to the
If, as w e have assumed in the exposition of Fodor's idea of
embedded clause can indeed be derived as a special case of
parameter learning via 'superparsing', U G can be regarded as
the setting of the Complement-Head parameter. In particular,
a set of rules and each value of each parameter is also a set
just as the direct object precedes its head, the verb, in Japanese
of rules, then a formalization of the "superparsing' algorithm
embedded clauses precede their head, the complementizer.
(figure 3) will reveal straightforwardly that it is an instance of
There are other languages, however, in which this correa cue-based learner. W e will start by observing that step 4 of
spondence is not observed. In particular, in German, which is
the S T L algorithm could be seen as the function
also analyzed as a head-final language, embedded clauses do
not precede but follow the complementizer:
<^c(s> A ) = { < Pi,vY' > I every parse of s requires v!^}
(8) Johann glaubt dass Marie hiibsch ist
Since, by construction of step 2 of the STL, both the set A
John
thinks that Mary pretty is
and the set { < Pi,v^^ > \ every parse of s requires r;|"} are
partial assignments in the sense of definition 2, by definition 4
'John thinks that Mary is pretty'
step 4 of the S T L is a cue function. Three comments are in
In order to cover this case w e have introduced a Dir-Comp
order here:
parameter that determines the relative order of complemen1. In this particular case the set C in the subscript of the cue
tizers and the highest inflectional projection, independently of
function is simply the union set of all the languages in the
'in fact, we should also prove that step 5 of the STL is guaranteed
parameter space. In other words, every string of every
never to output an inconsistent parameter assignment, as is required
language is in a sense a cue. All the sentences that are
by definition 5. For this to happen, there must be a target language L
parametrically ambiguous with respect to every parameter,
whose p, -th parameter is set to value v™ which has two sentences s i
however, can only cue the S T L for the empty parameter
and 32 such that s i only belongs to languages that have p, set to value
assignment.
v ^ and 32 only belongs to languages that have p, set to a different
2. The cue function on which the S T L relies is insensitive to
the current assignment of values to the parameters. In other value V*. However, this is impossible, since, by hypothesis, s: is a
member of L and so it belongs to at least a language that has p, set
words, although w e represented (^c as a function of both s
to value v,"*.
and A , the output of 4>c only depends on s.
'°A LISP implementation can be obtained from thefirstauthor.
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the value of the Complement-Head parameter. In this respect
a language like Japanese would be a complementizer-final
language while German would be a complementizer-initial
language.

Spec-C

The Verb-to-Agr Parameter Pollock (1989) has observed
that French and English differ from one another, among other
things, in the possibility of lexical material intervening between the verb and its direct object in French but not in English:

Agr-bar

(9) Jean embrasse souvent Marie
John kisses
often
Mary
'John often kisses Mary'

••.

Spec-Agr

VP

A

Subj

(10) *John kisses often Mary
Adv

In fact, in French V P adverbs like 'souvent' are actually
required to appear between the verb and its object as the
ungrammaticality of the following example shows:

•

VP

Verb

Obj

(11) * Jean souvent embrasse Marie
Pollock has explained such variation assuming that in
French, but not in English, verb movement to Infl is obligatory. Since in our system of parameters w e adopt a version
of Pollock's split-Infl hypothesis, splitting Infl into Tense and
Agr (with Tense dominating Agr), this parametric variation is
reconstructed by leaving the verb in situ for one value of the
parameter and moving it obligatorily to Agr for the alternative
value.

Figure 4: Alternative parses for "Verb A d v Obj Subj'

The Verb-to-T Parameter No possible value assignment
to the Comp-Head, Spec-Head, Dir-Comp, Verb-Second and
V-to-Agr parameters could capture the V S O word order that
is typical of Celtic languages such as Irish or Breton, if w e
assume, as w e do in our system, that subjects are generated
in Spec-Agr. In order to capture the V S O word order, w e
have therefore followed Carnie's (1995) analysis of Irish and
introduced a second verb movement parameter that moves the
verb to Tense. The V-to-Agr and the V-to-T movements are
analyzed in our parameter space as sequential movements.
Depending on the value of V-to-Agr, the verb does or does
not move to Agr. After this, if the V-to-T parameter is set to
the value that requires the movement to take place, the verb
is moved from wherever is was (either V or Agr) to T.
The Embedded-Verb-Second Parameter This parameter
determines whether verb-second movements take place in
embedded clauses. A m o n g those languages that exhibit verbsecond effects in root clauses it is possible to draw a distinction
between those that have obligatory verb-second movements
in embedded clauses and those that make such movements
possible (and in that case also optional) only when the embedded clause is being introduced by verbs of a special kind.
For example, in Danish and German, embedded verb-second
movements exist only if the matrix verb is a "bridge-verb" a
verb expressing a cognitive state such as 'believe', 'hope' and
the like (latridou and Kroch 1992, Vikner 1994).
Clusters of weakly equivalent languages
In our system of parameters, as it is currently implemented,
the only lexical material that could possibly intervene between
the Agr and the Tense head is a subject N P in Spec-Agr.
It is important to realize, however, that this only happens
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when complements and specifiers are positioned in opposite
directions with respect to their heads, as it would happen
in languages that are comp-final and spec-initial or compinitial and spec-final. W h e n a language is either comp-final
and spec-final or comp-initial and spec-initial, however, the
subject N P appears in the string either after or before both
the Tense and Agr (or Agr and Tense) positions respectively.
W h e n this happens, the order of lexical elements in a string is
not sufficient to determine the internal structure of a sentence
with respect to the V-to-Agr and V-to-T movement and as
a result, three distinct parameter assignments (V-to-T+ and
V-to-Agr+; V-to-T+ and V-to-Agr-; V-to-T- and V-to-Agr+)
end up generating exactly the same set of strings.
In order to see h o w this state of affairs is problematic for the
STL, let's step through the case in which the target language is
spec-final, comp-final, complementizer-initial, verb-second-,
embedded-verb-second- v-to-t+ and v-to-agr+. To simplify
the discussion, let's assume that the S T L has already correctly
determined the values of all parameters but V-to-T and V-toAgr." To start with, it is easy to see that the learner could
"it is actually instructive to see why a single sentence such as
"Verb C o m p Verb Obj Subj Subj" would be sufficient for the STL
to establish this. The fact that the mauix verb appears in the first
position is an unambiguous indication that the language cannot be
verb-second+. So it has to be verb-second-, and therefore also
embedded-verb-second-. The subject of the matrix clause follows
the matrix verb, which indicates that the language is spec-final. The
fact that the embedded clause follows the matrix verb reveals that
the language is comp-final. Finally, since the complementizer of
the embedded clause precedes the embedded verb, the language is
complementizer-initial. The fact that so many parameter values can
befixedon the basis of a single degree-1 sentence is an attractive
feature of the STL. The cost of computing all possible 'superpanes'
for a sentence, however, especially at the beginning, when the 'supergrammar' is still very large, may offset this advantage. W e are

not possibly unambiguously detect any verb movement until
it is presented with a sentence in which some lexical material
intervenes between the Agr head and the verb. This means
that verb movement will only be detected in sentences such as
"Verb A d v Obj Subj", where the verb moves past a prcverbal
adverb that is left adjoined to the VP. Such a sentence is
impossible to parse without assuming that the verb has moved.
However, although it is at this point certain that the verb has
moved, in order to set V-to-T and V-to-Agr to their correct
value the parser also needs to determine unambiguously where
exactly the verb has landed (whether in Agr, or higher up, in
T). This, however, is impossible to do, since in this language
no lexical material intervenes between that T and the Agr
head. A s a consequence, for every sentence with a pre-verbal
adverb (the only kind of sentence that would reveal anything
at all about verb movement), the parser will always return
three distinct parses:

Attempts to circumvent this second problem by letting the
learner select a random value assignment only among those
settings that yield weakly equivalent languages would require
the learner either to have access to a look-up table that lists
all the language equivalences or to be able to compute them.
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between a conditioned stimulus c (e.g., a flash of light) and
an unconditioned stimulus e (e.g., a shock). In causal
terms, c is a candidate cause and e is the effect. This change
in the strength of c , AV^, is specified by the learning rule

Abstract

Two experiments compared the influence of the probability
of the effect given the absence of the candidate cause on the
causal judgments of candidate causes with the same AP,
defined as the difference between the probability of the
effect in the presence of a candidate cause and that in its
absence. Our results strongly support the power P C theory
(Cheng, 1997) but contradict the Rescorla-Wagner model
(1972) and the traditional A P model.

AV^=aJ^(X,-J^v),

(2)

where a^ and /3,are rate parameters that, respectively, dqjend
on the salience of c and e, and A, is the actual outcome of
the trial. If e is present, this value is typically set to 1; if e
is absent, it is set to 0. I V is the expected outcome, which
is the s u m of the strengths of all candidate causes present on
that trial. Learning thus occurs by reducing the discrepancy
between the actual outcome A, and the expected outcome I V
Introduction
until this discrepancy (A,- I V ) approximates zero. Note
Causal induction allows humans and other intelligent
that A P from the contingency model and 4 V in R W ^ do
systems to explain, predict, and control their environment,
not both represent causal strength: whereas A P in the
making it a critical tool in an otherwise chaotic world. H o w
contingency model represents causal strength, ^4 V in R W M
do people discover the causes of events? A long-standing
is the change in strength on a trial. W h e n A V approximates
proposal (e.g., Jenkins & Ward, 1965) for candidate causes
zero (when learning has reached asymptote), the weight of
and effects that can be represented by binary variables is that
the link from a candidate cause to the effect represents its
causal judgments are based on
causal strength. These asymptotic weights are traditionally
A P = ?{e\c) - Pie\~c),
(1) obtained by computer simulation, but they can also be
obtained mathematically for m a n y experimental designs (see
where c is a candidate cause, e is the effect in question, P(dc)
Cheng, 1997).
is the probability of e given the presence of c, and P{e\~c) is
W h e n there is only one varying candidate cause in a
the probability of e given the absence of c. A P is a measure
context, the R W M asymptotically computes A P as the
of the extent to which c and e covary (i.e., are both present
measure of associative strength when ^, is assumed to
or both absent), and has variously been called the
remain constant across trials on which e does and does not
contingency or contrast. T h e conditional probabilities are occur (Chapman & Robbins, 1990). However, iffi,is
estimated by the respective relative frequencies of the events
assumed to be larger on trials with e present, R W M makes
for which e occurs in the presence and in the absence of c. If predictions different from the contingency model: R W M
A P is noticeably positive, c is a generative or facilitatory
then predicts the (absolute) magnitudes of the judged causal
cause, and if it is noticeably negative, c is a preventive or
strengths to be smaller as P(e) increases for any fixed
inhibitory cause. If A P does not noticeably differ from zero,
positive or negative A P (see Wasserman et al., 1993). It
c is independent of e and is noncausal.
is difficult to motivate w h y p, might be smaller on trials
with e present (and researchers applying the R W M hardly if
Rescorla-Wagner Model
ever make this assumption), but if this assumption is made,
R W M would predict the opposite trend: the (absolute)
A n influential connectionist model that under some
conditions asymptotically computes a variant of A P is the magnitudes of the Judged causal strengths should be larger as
P(e) increases for any fixed positive or negative A P
Rescorla-Wagner (1972) model ( R W M ) .
Although this
Regardless of assumptions about /3„ R W M predicts the
model was originally proposed for describing Pavlovian
conditioning, it has often been adopted to explain causal
same influence of P(e) on the absolute causal strengths of
induction (e.g., Dickinson, Shanks, & Evenden, 1984; candidates with same positive A P as for those with the same
Wasserman, Elek, Chatlosh, & Baker, 1993). Using the
negative A P
Also regardless of assumptions about /3„
R W M to explain causal induction implies reducing causal
R W M predicts judged causal strength to be zero when A P =
learning to associative learning. According to this model,
0.
learning proceeds by changes in the strength of a connection
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P o w e r P C Theory
A s m a n y have noted, covariation is insufficient as a
criterion for inferring causality. For example, one would
not infer from the covariation between a drop in the
barometric reading and the approach of a storm that a
barometric drop causes the approach of storms. This
example fails to satisfy one of the putative boundary
conditions for inferring causality from covariation -- that
alternative causes of the effect (e.g., changes in atmospheric
pressure) are controlled. T o explain this and other boundary
conditions for inferring causality from covariation, Cheng
(1997) proposed the power P C theory (a causal power theory
of the probabilistic contrast model of Cheng and Novick,
1990). According to this theory, the causal reasoner's goal
is to optimally estimate the unobservable causal power of a
candidate cause from observable events.
This theory
assumes that the reasoner believes that there are such things
in the world as causes that have the power to generate an
effect and causes that have the power to prevent an effect,
and that only such things influence the occurrence of cm
effect (cf. Kant, 1781/1965). Applying this assumption in
a probabilistic form to explain Equation 1, this theory
shows (1) the conditions under which A P ^ provides an
estimate of causal power and (2) h o w well it does so under
those conditions. Cheng (1997) reviews a diverse range of
phenomena supporting this theory over other models. One
of the mathematical consequences of this theory is that when
causes alternative to the candidate cause c are controlled and
A P c as defined by Equation 1 is nonnegative, p^, the causal
power of candidate c to generate effect e is
Pc =

(3)

l - P ( e \ c)
Analogously, when causes alternative to the candidate cause
c are controlled and A P ^ is nonpositive, the causal power of
candidate c to prevent effect e is
Pc =

(4)

P(e I c)
The predictions of the theory are assumed to be only ordinal.
Thus, whereas the traditional contingency model (Equation
I), and the R W M under the assumption that P, remains
constant across trials on which the effect does and does not
occur, each predicts A P to be the sole source of judged
causality, the power P C Theory predicts that equal levels of
A P , with different values of P(el~c) (and hence also different
values of P(elc)) should not yield equal causal judgments.
W h e n alternative causes are controlled. Equation 3 applies
and predicts that candidate causes with the same positive A P ,
should be judged to have increasingly large generative power
as P(el~c) increases, but does not equal 1. W h e n P(el~c)=l,
the generative power of the candidate cause is undefined.
That is, a reasoner cannot draw any conclusion about the
causal strength of c generating e if e occurs all the time
regardless of whether c occurs.
In contrast. Equation 4 predicts that as P(el~c) increases,
candidate causes with the same negative A P , should be
judged to have increasingly small preventive power. Note
that (1) P(el~c) influences the (absolute) magnitude of
estimated generative and preventive powers in opposite
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directions, and (2) the direction of these influences are not
dependent on any parameter settings. The power P C theory
and the R W M differ on both of these points. W h e n
P(el~c)=0, the preventive power of the candidate cause is
undefined according to Equation 4. That is, one cannot
make inferences about the strength of c preventing e, if e
never occurs in thefirstplace.
Finally, Equations 3 and 4 both predict that when A P , =0,
the power of c should remain at 0 and be uninfluenced by
P(el~c) as long as the denominator in the relevant equation is
not 0.
Consider a concrete illustration of the power P C theory's
predictions. Suppose a researcher wants to evaluate the
preventive power of a new drug against headaches. In a
study involving 16 participants, 8 receive treatment with the
drug (candidate present), and 8 receive a placebo (candidate
absent). N o w suppose neither the 8 participants w h o
received drug treatment nor the 8 participants w h o received
the placebo report headaches. In this case A P , equals zero.
Yet the researcher would not infer that the drug is ineffective
(i.e., noncausal). Since headaches did not occur even in the
control group, h o w then could a preventive candidate prevent
them in the drug group? The researcher simply cannot draw
any causal inferences. This intuition is captured by the
special case in which preventive power in Equation 4 is
undefined.
N o w consider two studies that involve the same nonzero
A P , but different P(el~c). In thefirststudy, all of the 8
participants in the control group have headaches, whereas
only 6 of the 8 participants w h o received the drug have
headaches. In this case, ZlP,= P(elc) - P(el~c) = .75 - 1.00
= -.25. Assuming that all alternative causes producing or
preventing headaches are constant across the two groups, the
researcher would assume that if not for the drug, all 8
participants in the drug group, just as in the control group,
would have had headaches. The drug therefore has a small
preventive power, preventing headaches with a probability of
.25. In a second study, 4 of the 8 participants in the control
group report headaches and 2 of the 8 participants receiving
drug treatment report headaches (i.e., P(elc) - P(el~c)= .25 .50 = -.25). Again, assuming that the composite of
alternative causes remains constant between groups, the
composite would have produced headaches in 4 of the 8
participants in the drug group, just as in the control group.
The drug therefore prevents headaches in 2 of the remaining
4 participants, yielding a probability of .50. Thus, although
A P , = -.25 here as in the preceding study, the researcher
would attribute a higher preventive power to the latter
candidate. Equation 4 formalizes this intuition.
Analogous intuitions about when the generative power of
a candidate cause is undefined and about the causal power of
candidate causes with the same positive A P , but different
P(el~c) are captured by Equation 3.
The present paper presents a preliminary report of some
experimental tests of the traditional contingency model, the
Rescoria-Wagner model, and the power P C theory. W e
report the results of two experiments that discriminate
between the predictions of these three accounts. W e tested
candidates with positive, negative, and zero A P s to evaluate
the full range of predictions of the power P C theory. A n

.00 - were combined to yield 5 levels of nonpositive A P s :
-1.00, -.75, -.50, -.25, and .00. These combinations
yielded a total of 15 conditions (see Figure 1).

additional reason for doing so was to cover all possible
consistent parameter settings of the R W M .
Recall that
although the R W M can predict causal judgments for
candidates with the same non-zero A P that are either positive
or negative functions of P(el-c), or not a function of P(el~c),
it cannot predict a positive function in one experimental
condition and a negative function in another condition unless
its parameter settings are reversed across conditions.
A test of the predictions of the three accounts would
involve varying levels of P(elc) and P(el~c). Although many
previous experiments have manipulated these variables, and
the available results support the power P C theory (see
review in Cheng, 1997), these experiments either tested too
few levels of these variables to evaluate this prediction
systematically (e.g., Allen & Jenkins, 1983; Anderson &
Sheu, 1995; Baker, Berbrier, & Vallee-Tourangeau, 1989;
Dickinson et al,, 1984; Shanks, 1987), or they used an
effect that occurred in continuous time rather than in discrete
entities (e.g., Wasserman et al., 1993), in which case the
power P C theory does not directly apply.
In the
experiments w e report, w e therefore tested combinations of
many levels of P(elc) and P(el~c) and used a binary effect
that occurs in discrete trials. W e adapted Wasserman et al.'s
(1993) design (the most comprehensive study of this nature
to date), in which 5 levels of P(elc) and of P(el~c) are
independently combined within-subject. Ourfirstexperiment
presented subjects with a relatively small number of
individual events, and the second experiment presented a
larger number of events in a visual summary format.
Within each experiment, conditions involving negative A P s
were tested separately from those involving positive A P s ,
and the former conditions are reported before the latter. Both
parts of each experiment included conditions with zero APs.
Experiment

The 16 laboratory records in each condition consisted of 8
for which c was present (the rat was vaccinated) and 8 for
which c was absent (no vaccination given). The 15
conditions and the laboratory records within each condition
were both presented in random order. After studying the 16
records in each condition, subjects were asked to evaluate the
effectiveness of the studied vaccine at preventing the disease
related to the virus in question. They were asked to give a
rating on a scale from 0 to 100, where 0 meant that the
vaccine does not prevent the disease at all and 100 meant
that the vaccine prevents the disease every time.
Results and Discussion.
Figure 1 displays
subjects's mean ratings of the preventive power of the
candidate cause. O n the abscissa are the 5 levels of P(el~c).
For Figure 1 and subsequent analogous figures, the lines
connect data points with the same level of A P , except for
the point with the zero A P that has undefined causal power
according to the power P C theory (and intuition). This
point is displayed separately. The corresponding values for
P(elc) follow from each combination of A P and P(el~c). The
power P C theory predicts decreasing estimates of preventive
power with increasing P(el~c) for candidates with equal
negative APs. A trend analysis was performed over each set
of conditions with the same A P . A linear negative trend
was highly reliable for each level of A P , t(56) = 4.1, p <
.001 for A P = -.75, f(l 12) = 9.5, p < .001 for A P = -.50,
f(168) = 13.3, p < .001 for A P = -.25, and f(224) = 7.6, p
<.001 for A P = 0.0.
The reliable negative trends for candidates with the same
negative A P s contradict the traditional contingency model.
They also contradict the R W M if )8, is assumed to be either
constant across trials or smaller on trials in which e occurs
than those in which e does not occur. They support the
R W M if /3, is assumed to be larger on trials in which e

la

Method

100

Subjects.
13 male and 44 female students in
undergraduate psychology classes at the University of
California, Los Angeles, served as subjects in exchange for
course credit.

Delta P

Design and Procedure. Subjects were given a cover
story in which they were asked to pretend they were
virologists testing several new vaccines against viruses.
They were asked to evaluate the outcome of studies
performed on laboratory rats which had all been infected with
certain viruses. For every subject, there was one practice
condition and 15 experimental conditions, with each
condition consisting of 16 laboratory records (i.e., learning
trials). Each record provided information about whether one
particular rat was vaccinated prior to virus exposure and
whether the rat developed the disease related to the virus.
The 15 different experimental conditions represented 15
independent studies on different viruses and vaccines.
Because Experiment la examined the evaluation of
preventive causal power, 5 levels of the two conditional
probabilities, P(elc) and P(ei~c) - 1.00, .75, .50, .25, and

050
P(ehc)
Figure 1: M e a n judgments of preventive causal power for
each A P level in Experiment la.
occurs. They also support the power PC theory.
The reliable trend for A P =.00 replicates the observation
in m a n y previous studies, but contradicts the asymptotic
predictions of all three accounts considered in this paper.
The single data point for A P = -1.00 is irrelevant to our
evaluation of alternative accounts.
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Experiment

lb

Experiment lb is the analogue of Experiment la for the
evaluation of generative causal power.
Delta P
Method
Subjects.
23 male and 29 female students in
undergraduate psychology classes at the University of
California, Los Angeles, participated in exchange for course
credit.

1oP(e|-c)
Figure 2: Mean judgments of generative causal power for
each A P level in Experiment lb.

Design and Procedure. The procedure was the same as
in Experiment la. This time the cover story asked the
subjects to imagine they were microbiologists studying how
ray exposure influences the mutation of viruses. The
subjects studied laboratory records that provided them with
information about whether or not a petri dish with viruses
was exposed to certain rays and whether or not mutation
occurred. The design was exactly symmetrical to that in
Experiment la, yielding only nonnegative A P s with values
.00, .25, .50, .75, and 1.00. After studying the laboratory
records relevant to a certain virus and ray combination,
subjects gave a rating of how strongly they thought the
particular rays cause mutation. The scale ranged from 0 to
100, where 0 meant that the rays do not cause the virus to
mutate at all and 100 meant that the rays cause the virus to
mutate every time.
Results and Discussion. Subjects's mean ratings of
causal power are shown in Figure 2. A s before, the data
points with equal levels of A P are connected. Recall that for
the evaluation of generative causal power, the power P C
theory predicts a positive linear trend for candidates with
equal levels of positive A P with increasing P(el~c). As
before, a trend analysis was performed to check for positive
linear trends in equal levels of A P . For A P = .75 the
positive linear trend fell just short of significance, f(51) =
1.99, p = .052. For A P = .50 the positive trend was highly
significant, r(102) = 3.72, p < .001; as was the linear
positive trend for A P = .25, f(153) = 3.91, p < .001.
A s for the evaluation of preventive power, both R W M
with constant )3 and the traditional A P model predict flat
lines connecting candidates with equal levels of A P . While
assigning larger values to /? for trials where e occurs allows
the R W M to explain the negative trends found in
Experiment la, this modification also predicts negative
u-ends for positive APs. The observed positive trends in
Experiment lb contradict this prediction of the R W M but
support the power P C theory.
For zero A P s , all three accounts considered predict
noncausal judgments. However, subjects did not rate zero
A P s as noncausal: W e unexpectedly also found sloping
trends in the zero A P conditions. W h y were there such
trends?
A possible explanation is that our subjects conflated
reliability with causal strength. For example, in the
generative experiment, in the 0/8-0/8 condition (P(elc) =
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P(el~c) = 0)e neither occurred in any of the 8 trials given the
presence of c nor in those given its absence. Assuming that
alternative causes were constant, it follows that c had 8 trials
to "prove" its generative power, and it failed to do so. In the
6/8-6/8 condition (P(elc) = P(el~c) = .75), however, e would
be expected to be produced by alternative causes on 6 of the
8 trials when c was present, just as when c was absent.
This leaves only 2 out of the 8 trials for c to prove its
causal power, and it failed to do so. Because there were
more trials on which c could have but in fact failed to prove
its power in the former condition than in the latter, subjects
might be more confident of a noncausal judgment in the
former condition, leading to a rating closer to 0 in that
condition. Providing subjects with a constant number of
trials across conditions thus yields varying reliability of the
information presented.
A n analogous explanation applies to the zero A P
conditions of the preventive experiment.
This explanation does not apply to non-zero APs. First,
note that unlike noncontingent candidates, which all produce
e with the same causal power (i.e., probability) of 0,
candidates with the same non-zero A P do not produce e with
the same causal power. For example, for preventive
candidates that all have A P = -.5, in the 0/8-4/8 condition,
Pc= 1.0; in the 2/8-6/8 condition, p^= .67; and in the 4/88/8 condition, pc= .5. Their causal ratings therefore would
not reflect reliability alone. Second, if one were to ignore
the varying causal powers, and consider reliability alone,
then the 3 conditions just mentioned should have
increasingly greater reliability: The 0/8-4/8 condition had
only 4 trials to reveal preventive power, the 2/8-6/8
condition had 6 trials, and the 4/8-8/8 condition had 8 trials.
Therefore, given that these candidates have non-zero
preventive power, reliability predicts increasing preventive
ratings for these 3 conditions, contrary to the observed
ratings, which were in the decreasing order predicted by their
causal powers. That is, reliability cannot explain the trends
observed for candidates with equal non-zero APs.
Experiments 2a and 2b
The goal of Experiments 2a and 2b was to reduce the
possibility of varying reliability by presenting the
information in summary format involving a large number of
trials as opposed to a small number of individual trials. W e

expect the new format to reduce the slopes for the zero A P
conditions only.

(Experiment 2b). A s before, subjects were asked to give
ratings from 0 to 100. Additionally, this time subjects also
had the opportunity to give no answer when they thought
they could not draw a conclusion.

Method
Subjects. 79 (Experiment 2a) and 74 (Experiment 2b)
students in undergraduate psychology classes at the
University of California, Los Angeles, participated in
exchange for course credit.

Results a n d
100

Discussion.

. 80,
Design and Procedure. Subjects were given the same
cover stories as in Experiments la and lb. A s before, they
were asked to evaluate the outcome of studies performed on
rats (Experiment 2a) and on petri-dishes of viruses
(Experiment 2b). There was one practice condition and 15
within-subject experimental conditions in both Experiment
2a and 2b. The 15 experimental conditions represented 15
independent studies that had to be evaluated by the subjects.
The same conditional probabilities and levels of A P as in
the previous experiments were used to create nonpositive
APs (Experiment 2a) and nonnegative APs (Experiment 2b).

(fc
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To-

P{e|-c)
Figure 4: M e a n judgments of preventive causal power for
each A P level in Experiment 2a.
Figure 4 displays subjects's mean ratings of preventive
power in Experiment 2a. Visual examination of Figure 4
shows the same trends for the negative A P s as in
Experiment 1. But this time the line representing the zero
A P s appears flatter. A s predicted by the power P C Theory,
subjects were not sure about their causality ratings for the
P(elc)=P(el--c)=.00 condition: 3 5 % of the subjects said they
were unable to give a rating, compared to at most 1 4 % of
the same subjects in the other conditions. W e therefore
excluded this data point from further analysis.
A trend analysis for A P =.00 still shows a significant
linear trend /(129)= 2.6, p < .02. However, this trend
appears to be solely due to the difference between the
P(elc)=P(el~c)=1.0 condition and the other 3 conditions (for
which causal power is defined). T h e linear trend for the
other 3 zero A P conditions alone w a s not reliable, r(86)=
.85,/7>.05.
All other levels of A P yielded highly significant linear
trends: f(76)= 5.5, p < .001 for A P = .75, f(150) =8.68, p <
.001 for A P = .50 and r(225)=10.7, p < .001 for A P =.25.
Figure 5 shows the results of Experiment 2b. Analogous
to Experiment 2a, the line representing the zero A P s is
flatter than that in Experiment lb. In Experiment 2b, 2 2 %
of the subjects claimed to be unable to give a causal rating
for the P(elc)=P(el~c)=1.00 condition, which is undefined
according to the power P C Theory. A s in Experiment 2a,
this data point was excluded from the trend analysis.
Despite
the flatter line, the zero A P s still yielded a
significant linear trend, r(195)= 2.67, p < 0.002. A s in
Experiment 2a, however, this trend appears to be entirely
due to the lower mean rating for the P(elc)=P(el-c)=.00
condition. The trend analysis for the remaining 3 conditions
was not reliable, r(130)=.25, p > .05.
In contrast, the linear trends for two of the nonzero A P
conditions were highly reliable. A P = .75 resulted in a
highly significant linear trend, r(72)= 3.17, p < .003. A P =
.50 did not produce a significant trend, with f(142)= 1.69, p

Ophtlic Virus - exposed to Kappa rays
Vru5 aa NOT
muiae

Vao mutaed

Ophttic Virus NOT exposedtoKappa rays

Vrus mutated

Delta P
» -1.00

°- 60,

Vrus dd NOT
mil ale

Figure 3: Example of Data Presentation in Experiment 2b
The main difference between Experiments 2a and 2b and
the previous experiments w a s that this time subjects did not
study individual laboratory reports but were rather presented
with visual summaries of the outcome of performed studies.
This was realized by presenting subjects with two pie charts
containing information about relative frequencies of the
effect, given the presence or the absence of the candidate.
Subjects were informed that each chart summarizes the
results for 100 cases.
Figure 3 represents an example summary as used in
Experiment 2b. For each of these summaries, subjects wens
asked to give a rating for h o w strongly they think a vaccine
prevents the disease (Experiment 2a) or for h o w strongly
they think certain rays cause mutation to a virus
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< .1. But A P = .25 showed
f(198)=2.20./J<.05.

reliability across all conditions. W e still found the
respective negative and positive trends for candidates with
equal negative and positive APs, but we found flat lines for
the candidates with zero APs except for the condition with
an extreme P(e). Except for this extreme condition, this
pattern of results supports the power P C theory but
contradicts the R W M and the traditional A P model. It is
unclear why, contrary to all 3 accounts considered, the
extreme conditions received mean ratings different from the
other zero A P conditions.
In conclusion, the experiments reported in this paper
clearly favor the power P C theory over either the R W M or
the traditional contingency model as a description of human
causal induction.

a reliable trend, with

100'

Delta P

' k = ^

-To-

P(ehc)
Figure 5: Mean judgments of generative causal power for
each A P level in Experiment 2b.
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In summary, to reduce the possibility that subjects
conflate reliability with strength. Experiments 2a and b
presented the same information as Experiments la and b, but
with a large number of replications across all conditions.
W e found reliable positive and negative trends for the nonzero A P conditions despite this change in procedure. For the
zero A P conditions, the trends were still reliable, but they
appear to be reduced and were due solely to the difference
between the condition with an extreme P(e) and the rest of
the conditions, which were not influenced by P(el~c).
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Abstract
A challenging problem in the computational modeling
of meaning is representing abstract words and emotional
connotations. Three simulations are presented that
demonstrate that the Hyperspace Analogue to Language
(HAL) model of memory encodes the meaning of abstract
and emotional words in a cognitively plausible fashion.
In this paper, HAL's representations are used to predict
human judgements from word meaning norms for
concreteness, pleasantness, and imageability. The
results of a single-word priming experiment that utilized
emotional and abstract words was replicated. These
results suggest that it is unnecessary to posit separate
lexicons to account for dissociations in priming results.
H A L uses global co-occurrence information from a large
corpus of text to develop word meaning representations.
Representations of words that are abstract or emotional
are formed no differently than concrete words.

concepts in computational semantics. The problem has
had very little attention probably due to the seemingly
intractable nature of developing the representations. In this
paper, w e argue that language statistics (i.e., global cooccurrence, see Burgess & Lund, 1997) can m a k e a
credible first pass at this representational problem. O u r
model of representing meaning in m e m o r y , the
Hyperspace Analogue to Language ( H A L ) model, has been
used to account for a range of semantic and associative
priming effects (Lund & Burgess, 1996, Lund, Burgess, &
Atchley, 1995; Lund, Burgess, & Audet, 1996), the type
of semantic errors m a d e by patients with deep dyslexia
(Buchanan, Burgess, Lund, 1996), grammatical class
distinctions and semantic effects on syntactic processing
(Burgess & Lund, 1997) and cerebral asymmetries in
semantic m e m o r y processing (Burgess & Lund, in press).
H A L is a model that develops word meaning from
global co-occurrence statistics by moving a ten-word
Any theory of meaning is faced with the problem of what
window along a -300 million word corpus of Usenet text.
approach to use to represent the meaning of a word. This
Each time the w i n d o w m o v e s one step (one word),
problem is perhaps even more explicit with computational
weighted co-occurrence information is tabulated in a large
theories of meaning representation. O n e approach to
matrix of co-occurrences. W o r d s in the w i n d o w are
modeling word meaning is simply to have binary word
recorded as co-occurring with a strength inversely
vectors where items that are more related are more similar
proportional to the number of other words separating them
in their pattern of vector elements. Masson (1995) and
within the window. Words close together receive higher
Plaut (1995) have used this approach. Vector elements in
co-occurrence values than words further apart. The process
a word have no particular meaning, nor are particular types
of moving the window and recording these co-occurrences
of word meanings represented. The advantage of this
allows for the formation of a co-occurrence matrix. This
approach is that it is straightforward to model effects that
matrix is 70,000 square since there are 70,000 vocabulary
rely on overall patterns of similarity. Other models have
items for which information was stored. Describing the
used sets of semantic microfeatures intended to instantiate
complete details of the model is beyond the scope of this
meaning by using a vector of meaningful elements that
paper and has been done elsewhere (Lund & Burgess,
can collectively be used to derive the meaning of a word.
1996; see Burgess & Lund, 1997, for an update).
For example, McClelland and Kawamoto (1986) used a set
The meaning acquisition procedure just described is the
of features in which the concept boy is represented by the
same for any word. In this paper, w e explore the
features human, soft, male, medium size, 3-d form,
possibility that HAL's word representations can be used to
pointed, unbreakable, and animate. Both of these
capture the meaning of abstract words, just as they have
approaches have several drawbacks. It is difficult to
been demonstrated to do for more concrete words. W e also
represent a large number of concepts. It is also difficult to
test whether or not HAL's representations can be used to
articulate a set of semantic features, and there is no clearly
account for priming effects with words with emotional
specified way to represent abstract concepts.
connotations.
A notably difficult problem is h o w to represent abstract
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Figure 1: (a) concrete nominal concepts, (b) grammatical concepts, and (c) abstract concepts

S i m u l a t i o n 1:
Demonstrating Semantic and
G r a m m a t i c a l Categorization

lower-dimensional projection allows for the visualization
of the spatial relationships between the co-occurrence
vectors. These two-dimensional M D S solutions are shown
in Figure 1.

Semantic and grammatical categorization has been
demonstrated before using H A L (Burgess & Lund, 1997).
The goal of this simulation was to replicate those results
with different stimuli and to provide new evidence that
abstract concepts can be categorized. In this first
simulation, various categories of words are subjected to
multidimensional scaling ( M D S ) in order to show that the
interword distances in the high-dimensional space can
provide a basis for categorization.

Concrete nominal concepts. Visual inspection
suggests that the three categories of nouns were
differentiated by the M D S procedure (see Figure la).
Foods, clothes, and vehicles appear in separate spaces.
However, given the extreme dimensionality reduction that
takes place when doing a two dimensional M D S from
high-dimensional data, it was important to conduct
inferential statistics. A n analysis of variance was
computed comparing intragroup distances to intergroup
Methods
distances. In order to do this, distances between all
combinations of item pairs within a group were calculated
Co-occurrence vectors were extracted for a set of words,
and three M D S solutions were computed. In the first and compared to all combinations of the group items and
all other items. Clothes were differentiated from the other
M D S , three categories of nouns were selected (foods,
two
groups of items, F (1, 68) = 26.33, p < .0001.
vehicles, & clothing items) to demonstrate, that among
Likewise, food concepts were different from clothes and
concrete concepts, the word vectors provide categorical
vehicles, F (1, 68) = 19.17, p < .0001, and the intragroup
information sufficient to distinguish among these groups.
distances for vehicles differed from the other two groups,
Vectors were extracted for these words, and, treating each
F (1, 68) = 76.98, p < .0001. The two dimensional M D S
vector as a set of coordinates in a high-dimensional
solutions of the 140,000 dimensional space would seem
Euclidean space, a distance matrix was formed. Our
to be a visually reasonable reduction of dimensionality.
hypothesis was that this distance matrix, representing the
interword distances for the chosen set of words, would
Grammatical concepts. Visual inspection suggests
operate as a similarity matrix. Each element in the
that these three categories of words were also differentiated
similarity matrix represented the distance between two of
by the M D S procedure (see Figure lb). Verbs seem
the chosen words in this high-dimensional space. The
second M D S shows that the word vectors are sensitive to separate from the nouns. Likewise, the communicative
verbs {listened, talked) differentiate from the movement
the noun-verb distinction. The third M D S is used with
verbs (ran, crawled, walked). A n analysis of variance was
abstract concepts (emotional terms & legal terms).
computed using the high-dimensional vectors comparing
intragroup distances to intergroup distances. In order to do
Results
this, distances between all combinations of item pairs
These three matrices were analyzed by a M D S algorithm
within a group were calculated and compared to all
that projects points from a high-dimensional space into a
combinations of the group items and all other items.
lower-dimensional space in a non-linear fashion that
Nouns (the animals) were differentiated from the verbs, F
attempts to preserve the distances between points (see
(1, 19) = 6.22, p < .QUI. The communicative verbs were
Manly, 1986, for a discussion of M D S ) . The
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in a different space from the nouns and the movement
verbs, F (1, 12) = 5.86, p < .032, and the intragroup
distances for the movement verbs differed from the other
two groups, F (1, 19) = 6.12, p < .023.

Methods

The M D S results suggest that HAL's representations are
as robust for abstract words as they have proven to be for
our earlier studies using more concrete words (Lund et al.,
1995, 1996) in simulations of semantic priming
experiments. A more compelling demonstration, however,
would require a larger number of stimuli than shown in
Figure 1. In order to accomplish this w e used the word
vectors to predict several abstract variables made by
human raters for words compiled in Toglia and Battig's
(1978) Handbook of Semantic Word Norms.

Simulation 3:
Emotional Semantic

Full-length co-occurrence vectors (140,(XX) elements) were
extracted for 1,486 of -2,500 words from Toglia and
Battig (1978). Very low frequency items were not included
in this analysis, since, in order for a word to be in HAL's
Abstract concepts. As with the nominal categories and lexicon, it had to occur at least 50 times in the -300
the grammatical categories, visual inspection of the two
million word corpus. This formed a matrix with 1,486
abstract categories suggests that these categories were also
rows and 140,000 columns; column variances were
differentiated by the M D S procedure (see Figure Ic). The
computed, and the thousand most variant columns
words in the emotional category (e.g., love, hate, happy) retained. The resulting matrix was subjected to a principal
separate from the words in the legal category (e.g., judge, components analysis in order to concentrate a m a x i m u m
law, fair). A n analysis of variance was computed using the
amount of variance into a m i n i m u m number of columns
high-dimensional vectors comparing intragroup distances
(yielding a new set of vector elements for each word). The
to intergroup distances. A s with the previous analyses,
most informative 140 components were retained. This
distances between all combinations of item pairs within a
procedure yielded, for each word to be analyzed, 140 vector
group were calculated and compared to all combinations of
elements. Toglia and Battig had h u m a n raters m a k e
the group items and all other items. The emotional words
judgements on each word using a seven point likert scale
were differentiated from the legal terms, F (1, 43) = 7.00, for three abstract variables (concreteness, pleasantness, and
p < .Oil. Likewise, the legal terms were different from
imageability). The word vector elements were used as
the emotional words, F (1, 43) = 11.97, p < .0012.
predictors for the human ratings compiled by Toglia and
Battig (1978). Regressions were separately conducted for
Discussion
the three abstract ratings. The score for the ratings for
these two variables was predicted by the 140 vector
The results from these simulations demonstrate that words
with similar meanings tend to be close to each other in
elements (140 predictor elements were used in order to
the high-dimensional space. Vector representations also
avoid having a ratio of cases to predictors below ten).
carry important grammatical-class information which is
Results and Discussion
sufficient to allow one to distinguish between
grammatical entities. Although the M D S showed that
Reliable predictions were obtained for each abstract
nouns were distinguished from verbs, internal semantics
variable (concreteness, pleasantness, and imageability). A
were maintained as well. For example, listened and talked
substantial amount of variance in the h u m a n ratings was
clustered together, and the movement verbs clustered
accounted for by the word vectors: concreteness (R"^ - .65,
together as well. HAL's vector representations were also
p < .0001), imageability (/?2 = .53, p < .0001), and
able to distinguish between two categories of abstract
pleasantness (/?2 = .28, p < .0001). These results show
concepts. It has always been problematic with semantic
that the global co-occurrence information carried in the
feature systems to articulate a set of features for abstract
word vectors can be used to predict a tangible proportion
concepts. Using a global co-occurrence procedure such as
of the human likert scale ratings collected for a large set of
HAL's that maps the representation onto the system's
items on three abstract semantic dimensions. This is an
experience with the incoming input avoids this problem
important set of results because they demonstrate the
(see Burgess & Lund, 1997, for more discussion on this
cognitive plausibility of the vector contents (given that
issue). A s a result, abstract concepts are represented using they predict human ratings of various dimensions of
the same acquisition procedure as concrete concepts.
abstract semantics) moreso than a simple M D S
presentation.
Simulation 2: Predicting Human Ratings
Priming

Representing abstract concepts is typically a difficult
endeavor for a model of meaning. Likewise, representing
emotional connotation is difficult to conceptualize. Dyer
(1987) presented three A I approaches to modeling emotion
utilizing a highly symbolic, rule-based system that
analyzed goals and beliefs of an actor in a situation in
order to infer emotional reactions. The drawback to this
approach is that an "emotion" expert system is difficult to
put forth as a representational model. Perhaps emotional
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words are just a representational variant of abstract words.
This issue was investigated by Bauer and Altarriba (1996)
in two semantic priming experiments manipulating the
conditions under which abstract and emotional words are
presented. Since the regression analyses in Simulation 2
suggest that H A L ' s representations carry substantial
information that can be used to predict abstract
dimensions, w e decided to investigate the plausibility of
accounting for the set of emotional priming results
reported by Bauer and Altarriba using the H A L
representational model.
Bauer and Altarriba (1996) used a single word priming
procedure to investigate four different types of word
relationships. They combined as prime-target pairs
abstract words that varied as a function of whether the
word exceeded a normative level of emotionality. For
example, freedom-liberty is an abstract-abstract pair (AA);
excited-anxious is an emotion-emotion pair (EE), in
addition to being abstract. They also included incongruent
conditions ( A E ) and (EA). It is important to note that
these incongruent pairs were still rated as related as the
congruent pairs (incongruent A E example, fantasyecstasy). Each of these four conditions also had its o w n
set of unrelated controls that were formed by re-pairing the
related list such that the prime-target pairs were no longer
similar in meaning. The emotion/abstract relationship was
maintained however. Thus, for example, priming for the
A A condition would be calculated by subtracting lexical
decision R T s for this condition from the unrelated A A
( A A U , e.g., clearly-liberty) condition. Bauer and Altarriba
hypothesize that abstract and emotional words reside in
separate lexicons. Evidence for this, they argue, would be
to find a dissociation in priming for these conditions - a
logic that was followed earlier for hypothesizing different
m e m o r y stores for abstract and concrete words (Bleasdale,
1987).
They conducted two single-word priming experiments.
A trial consisted of afixationpoint, a prime, followed by
a target to which the subject m a d e a lexical decision. In
both experiments the target remained on until the subject
responded. In thefirstexperiment, the unmasked prime
was presented for 2(X) msec; in the second experiment, the
prime was presented for 125 msec and masked for 168
msec. In both experiments, mean lexical decision R T s for
the four word relationships (AA, E E , A E , E A ) were
compared to their unrelated control conditions to calculate
the magnitude of semantic priming. In the experiment
with the unmasked prime, all four conditions resulted in
robust priming effects (ranging from 20 to 26 msec).
W h e n the prime was masked, only the A A and E E
conditions produced reliable priming effects. They argue
that the masked prime condition eliminated the post-access
strategic processing and that only w h e n abstract or
emotional words are congruently paired can automatic,
bottom-up facilitation occur. Furthermore, they conclude
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that since the still related, but emotion/abstract
incongruous conditions did not result in facilitation with
masked primes, the abstract and emotional word
information is stored in separate lexicons. Automatic
priming occurs for items of the same semantic type, but
not across types.
W e have presented elsewhere a set of results
demonstrating that the distances in HAL's highdimensional memory space reflect the initial bottom-up
availability of conceptual information. A range of
experiments have been conducted, all converging on the
conclusion that HAL's distance metric provides a robust
characterization of a variety of semantic priming effects
(Buchanan et al., 1996; Burgess & Lund, in press; Lund
& Burgess, 1996; Lund et al., 1995, 1996). With H A L ,
w e argue that information related to meaning can be
represented in one store.
Methods
Context distances were calculated using the H A L model
for all prime-target pairs used by Bauer and Altarriba
(1996) in order to obtain a measure of semantic
relatedness. These items comprised four related conditions
(congruent: A A , E E ; incongruent: A E , E A ) and their
associated unrelated control conditions. There were 20
prime-target pairs for each condition. The unrelated control
condition was formed by re-pairing the related items (these
were the same unrelated trials used by Bauer and
Altarriba). Our methodology assumes that h u m a n
response latencies to targets in a single-word priming
paradigm have some correspondence to the distances
between primes and targets in H A L . W e have shown
elsewhere that H A L does provides robust estimates of
human R T s in this task (Lund & Burgess, 1996; Lund et
al., 1995, 1996). Thus, an analysis of distances in the
high-dimensional meaning space allows us to m a k e an
analogous comparison using H A L to h o w Bauer and
Altarriba discussed their priming results.
Results and Discussion
Planned comparisons involve assessing for a priming
effect with the context distance metric in the four
relatedness conditions (AA, E E , A E , E A ) by comparing
each with their respective unrelated controls. The pattern
of results in the simulation analysis is strikingly similar
to the pattern of results Bauer and Altarriba found in their
masked prime experiment. (Note: context distances in
H A L are scaled to appear similar to R T s in a priming
task, see Lund & Burgess, 1996; all distances are in
Riverside Context Units or R C U s ) . Priming was obtained
in the A A condition ( A A U A A , 647 547 = 100), F
(1,39) = 4.76, p < .035. Priming was also obtained in the
E E condition ( E E U E E , 653 545 = 108), F (1,39) =
9.98, p < .0032. Priming was not found in either

incongruent condition: A E condition ( A E U A E , 663
617 = 46), F (1,39) = 2.02, p < .164; E A condition ( E A U
E A , 669 - 661 = 8), F (1,37) = 0.09, p > .75.
The simulation results directly parallel those of Bauer
and Altarriba. Both congruent conditions produced priming
effects; both incongruent conditions did not. It is
important to keep in mind that although the incongruent
conditions were related (e.g., fantasy-ecstasy), they did not
produce priming in either their experiment or our
simulation. Since these related concepts did not produce
priming (in their masked prime, automatic priming
experiment), Bauer and Altarriba suggest that this
dissociation is due to the priming process not being able
to cross these separate lexicons. H A L is a representational
model that encodes all words in a similar fashion and
represents all words in one memory system, specifically a
set of vectors that represent words in the high-dimensional
meaning space. Since the simulation with H A L replicates
their results, w e argue that the separate lexicon hypothesis
is unparsimoneous and that Bauer and Altarriba do not get
priming across word types simply because the incongruent
pairs are not as related as those in the congruent
conditions.
General Discussion
The results from the first simulation demonstrate that
words with similar meanings tend to be close to each
other in HAL's high-dimensional space. These results
replicate our earlier semantic and grammatical
categorization results (Burgess & Lund, 1997). These
M D S results are very similar to the results obtained by
Osgood (Osgood et al., 1957) w h o used a semantic
differential procedure. There is a long history in cognitive
psychology of using rating scales with s o m e
predetermined set of adjectives as bipolar anchors that
essentially determine a set of "semantic features" (Smith
et al., 1974). H A L does not use a set of "semantic"
features as do most models; vector elements correspond to
symbols that actually occurred in the input stream. The
numeric value of the vector element is a function of the
weighted co-occurrence.
Whatever the vector elements correspond to in a model,
a commitment is m a d e in using those vectors elements to
some view of h o w environmental information can mapped
into a vector. H A L is no exception; one point on which
H A L differs from m a n y other models is the range of
cognitive effects that have been modeled by using a single
type of word representation. Using global co-occurrence
information for categorization purposes also avoids the
need to recruit raters to m a k e decisions on the array of
rating scales that would be required for each word. More
recently, Finch and Chater (1992) demonstrated that words
can be categorized according to grammatical class using a
learning procedure very similar to ours. The results from
this simulation suggest that the vector representations
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carry important grammatical-class information which is
sufficient to allow one to distinguish between
grammatical entities. Although the M D S showed that
nouns were distinguished from verbs, internal semantics
were maintained as well. For example, listened and talked
clustered together, and the m o v e m e n t verbs clustered
together.
HAL's vector representations were also able to
distinguish between two categories of abstract concepts. It
has always been problematic with semantic feature
systems to articulate a set of features for abstract concepts.
Using a global co-occurrence procedure such as HAL's that
maps the representation onto the system's experience with
the incoming input avoids this problem. A s a result,
abstract concepts are represented using the same
acquisition procedure as concrete concepts. The results
from these simulations are consistent with our earlier idea
(Lund et al, 1995) that the categorical information carried
in the vector representations emerges, in s o m e abstract
way, due to the substitutability of words in contexts.
Thus, grammatical-categorical knowledge and semanticcategorical knowledge would seem to be an integral part of
this substitutability process, as well as being implicit in
HAL's vector representations. The vector representations
appear to encode information that provides basic
categorical (semantic and grammatical) knowledge. In
addition, it would appear that the meaning acquisition
process allows for the encoding of abstract as well as
concrete knowledge.
In Simulation 2, the word vectors were used to predict
several abstract variables m a d e by human raters for words
compiled by Toglia and Battig (1978) in the Handbook of
Semantic W o r d Norms. These results show that the
global co-occurrence information carried in the word
vectors can be used to predict h u m a n likert scale ratings
collected for a large set of items on three abstract semantic
dimensions. The results from this simulation are
important because w e argue that the vector representations
are cognitively plausible. The regressions demonstrated
that the vector contents are able to account for a
substantial amount of the variance in predicting the
human ratings of the three abstract semantic dimensions.
The results from the third simulation that modeled the
emotional word priming study of Bauer and Altarriba
(1996) were particularly compelling. Both of the
congruent conditions produced priming effects; both
incongruent conditions did not. This pattern of results was
obtained by Bauer and Altarriba and in our simulation.
Bauer and Altarriba argue that this dissociation is due to
the priming process not being able to cross these separate
lexicons. W e think that the separate lexicon hypothesis is
unparsimoneous given our results, however, since H A L is
a representational model that encodes all words using the
same acquisition procedure and represents all words in one
m e m o r y system. The results of Simulation 3 lead to the

conclusion that Bauer and Altarriba do not get priming
across word types because the words in the incongruous
condition are not as related as the congruent pairs.
The series of results presented in this paper extend the
range of effects that the H A L model has been able to
mimic. W e think H A L is best viewed as a model of
subconceptual meaning the meaning that is initially
accessed during word recognition. This is why H A L
provides an account of such an extensive range of priming
results. HAL's limitations, and the reason that we do not
claim that it is a complete model of ail meaning, are
concerns with higher-level semantic computation.
However, a model of meaning should be able to represent
emotional connotation. Emotional words are used
frequently in language and play an important role in the
communicative process. W e certainly are not claiming
that HAL's representations completely characterize
emotional connotation. However, the representations do
seem to capture sufficient emotional meaning in abstract
words such that several set of data from experiments with
human subjects were able to be simulated with H A L .
These results and the ability to represent abstract words
and emotional connotation with the same meaning
acquisition procedure as used for any other word go a long
way towards being able to make a claim for H A L being a
more general model of meaning representation.
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Abstract

control has been successfully exploited for hopping and juggling robots (Raibert, 1986; Koditschek and Buhler, 1991;
A model of motor planning is proposed that relies on eneiigy
Ostrowski and Burdick, 1993). In these cases, the total enregulation. The system to be controlled is treated as a point
ergy is the s u m of kinetic energy and the potential energy that
mass, and its motion is governed in part by an artificial (or inarises from gravity. Total energy is kept constant. T h e systernal) potential. In this case, the energy to be regulated is also
tem's
movement is driven by its inertia and the gradient of the
artificial, since it is the sum of real kinetic energy and artificial
potential
(in this case, gravitational force). This results in a
potential energy. Energy regulation is achieved by enforcing
continual tradeoff between kinetic and potential energy, and
Hamilton's principle of least action to drive the motion. By
such systems are said to obey Hamilton's principle of least
regulating the energy of the point mass, straight-Hne reaches
or circular orbits can be planned. A n extension of a previous
action (Amol'd, 1978). T h e system maintains its total enmodel for the striatum is summarized in temis of energy based
ergy at an approximately constant value. The treatment here,
control. Finally, this extension is discussed in the context of
however, relies on an artificial potential function (in the same
hypokinetic symptoms seen in Parkinson's disease.
sense as in Koditschek (1991)). This is a potential function
that is generated internally from the sensed positions of obstaIntroduction
cles and goal points, rather than by s o m e externalfieldsuch
A central issue in the control of articulated limbs is the specas gravity.
ification of trajectories from one posture to another within
A harmonic potential function is employed as the artificial
constraints imposed by the task. T h e variety of objectives
potential. Harmonic potentials can be computed with resisoften motivates techniques that use models of the task to
tive networks, and are programmable, in the sense that minsearch for trajectories that meet task specifications (Rowe and
i m u m and m a x i m u m values of the function can only occur
Richbourg, 1990; Gupta and Q u o , 1995; Chen, Huang, and
at pre-specified locations. This means that goal points and
Wen, 1993). However, these approaches are typically expenorbit centers can be programmed into the potential with the
sive and rely on the existence of complex models that are
guarantee that they will be the only such points in the potenboth complete and correct. Often, the underlying represential. Obstacles or bounds on the motion are also programmed
tation is sensitive to seemingly minor changes in geometrias maxima. This can be used to plan both goal-directed and
cal constraints (Barraquand and Latombe, 1991). In general,
repetitive motion for a manipulator. O n e important motivathis may lead to significant computational overhead (Canny,
tion for the use of harmonic functions is the utility of such
1987). A s a result, trajectory search m a y lead to brittle stratefunctions as models of natural phenomena, such as resistive
gies that fail in ways that cannot be fully anticipated beforenetworks, stochastic processes andfluidflow.
hand. The problem is further complicated in dynamical sysUsing constant-energy control with harmonic potentials retems, where motion strategies must be feasible in light of the
sults
in bounded torques to the joints, and produces comforces and inertias of the limb. This complication is espepliant, collision-free dynamic behavior. Harmonic potentials
cially relevant in periodic or orbital motion control, a very
have previously been proposed to account for the role of the
important class of motion control applications in both natural
striatum in motor control (Connolly and B u m s , 1993). This
and robot systems. Smoothness of the Uajectory is also desirable, since dynamic effects (overshoot,ringing)are promi- prior model, however, does not take into account the dynamics of limb movement, and w a s not able to explain certain
nent near discontinuities in the derivatives of the motion (e.g.,
features of basal ganglia diseases, e.g. Parkinson's disease.
sharp comers in the trajectory). A theory is required for m o tion control that incorporates generic constraints, is dynamically consistent with the articulated structure, and constitutes
a feedback control policy for executing the motion.
Potential functions can be used to formulate a constant total
energy motion-planning scheme that addresses the aforementioned issues. The use of a constant total energy constraint for

The primary pathological feature of Parkinson's disease is
the death of cells in the substantia nigra. These cells supply the striatum and prefrontal cortex with dopamine. This
loss of dopamine is s o m e h o w connected with the motor dysfunctions found in Parkinson's disease. The potential-based
striatal model can be extended by postulating that an "in-
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lemal" potential generated by the striatum, and regulated by
dopamine, could be part of a constant-energy control mechanism for generating movement. A s a result, the extension of
the model can also explain certain symptoms of Parkinson's
disease, such as micrographia and rigidity.
Energy-Based Control of Motion
The technical details of energy-reference control have been
described elsewhere (Connolly, Grupen, and Souccar, 1995;
Rosenbaum and Collyer, 1997), and will be reviewed here.
There are two basic components to this kind of control:

e

1. An internally-generated harmonic potential: Obstacles andFigure 1: Swinging pendulum (top) traverses constant-energy
goals are chosen (sensed), and mapped into a configuration
surfaces in phase space (bottom).
space for the system. The harmonic potential function is
computed by holding obstacles at one value (usually 1) and
are easy to compute (by repeated averaging, or resistive netgoals at another (usually 0). A relaxation step causes the
works) and produce no local minima. The minimum and
remaining points to obey the mean-value property: Each
point's value is the average of its neighbors' values (except m a x i m u m points for harmonic potentials occur only where
specified. B y using such potentials, w e can guarantee that
at obstacles and goals).
the system will never get stuck orbiting (or reaching for) the
2. An energy-regulating servo loop: In contrast to traditional
wrong point. In order to treat a robotic arm as a point in a
servo loops, position and velocity are not directly regupotential, it is reduced using a configuration space mapping
lated. The servo loop senses the system's current config(Udupa, 1977; Lozano-Perez, 1981; Connolly and Grupen,
uration and velocity, and uses these quantities to compute
1993).
the total (kinetic + potential) energy for the system. The
In energy-reference control, a servo loop is used to hold
system's energy is then adjusted to match a pre-determined
the total energy at a constant value for the system. The servo
desired energy, by accelerating or decelerating the system.
loop examines and regulates the total energy of the system:
For the purposes of this paper, the desired energy is assumed to be constant. Normal motion and the symptoms
(1)
of Parkinson's disease are treated solely by manipulating
2m
the potential energy function.
where thefirstterm is the kinetic energy of the system (as
A mechanical system can be described in terms of its con- measured by the servo loop) and the second term is the potenfiguration (often denoted by q) and its m o m e n t u m (p, mass tial at the current configuration. If the total energy is greater
times velocity). B y configuration, w e mean its position in
than the desired energy, the servo loop applies the necessary
some parameter space. For example, a mobile robot's configtorques or forces to "brake" the system, reducing its kinetic
uration might include x, y in some cartesian coordinate sysenergy. Otherwise, torques are obtained from the gradient of
tem, along with orientation 6. The configuration of an arm
the potential, as in a natural system. If the potential is wellcan be represented by its joint angles. The space consisting
behaved, then its gradient is always bounded.
of the configuration q and m o m e n t u m p is the phase space for
Although the total energy is artificial, one component, kia system. The system can be thought of as a point moving
netic energy, is real. The kinetic energy of the resulting m o through phase space.
tion never exceeds the desired constant energy. Because of
The behavior of physical systems is often characterized
this, positions and contact forces are bounded, and can be
by considering the system's trajectories in phase space. For
regulated by altering the desired energy, or by shaping the
example, the swinging of an idealized pendulum can be depotential function. The resulting motion is compliant, and is
scribed as a closed orbit in its phase space (the pendulum anconstrained in both position and velocity.
gle 0 plotted against its angular velocity 0, see Figure 1). In
Several useful features arise from such a control scheme:
the case of a pendulum, gravity serves as the potential. Each
W h e n the potential energy is held below the desired energy,
phase-space orbit corresponds to a different constant energy
the system orbits the m i n i m u m points of the potential, avoidlevel for the system. Such a system is said to be "consering obstacles. Straight-line motion can be achieved by inivative" or Hamiltonian,^ and obeys Hamilton's principle of
tially expressing goal points, then allowing these to decay
least action.
toward the obstacle potential at an appropriate rate. The
In robotic motion planning, an artificial potential can be
resulting time-varying potential function drives the system
used. Harmonic potentials (Connolly and Grupen, 1993)
smoothly toward a goal state. Since torque is bounded, all
' The total energy function is sometimesreferredto as the Hamil- motion is compliant, i.e., a sufficiently large external force
can overcome the system. In summary, energy-reference contonian function for the system.
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trol using harmonic potential functions can be used to plan
motions that are:
• obstacle-avoiding (up to reaction times)
• goal-directed
• repetitive (orbiting)
• compliant
The performance of such motions in the environment is
achieved by the human motor system in the presence or abscence of obstacles. Aside from areas of the brain that are directly responsible for the execution of this motion (eg: motor
cortex, spinal cord motor neurons) deeper subcortical structures also influence these motor plans. Abnormalities in these
deeper structures are seen in numerous disease states resulting in abnormal motor performance. The basal ganglia comprise a collection of brain nuclei thatfitthis role. Although
their role in motor control is unclear, w e postulate that it is
these structures that may utilize energy control mechanisms.
A brief description of these structures, and their interconnections with a review of one prototypic disease, Parkinson's disease (PD), follows.
The Basal Ganglia
The neuroanatomical and neurochemical connections of the
basal ganglia are beginning to be worked out (Gerfen, 1992).
Comparatively, the neurophysiological basis of h o w these regions affect movement is unknown. Models to date have
proven to be significantly incomplete, as they neither take into
account features of normal function nor account for many of
the symptoms of disease that affect the basal ganglia.

Physiological studies have shown that a striatal projection
neuron needs coherent activation of many of the approximately 2(X)00 inputs that it receives to reach spiking threshold. Hence these neuronsfirerarely. Despite significant axonal and dendritic arborization, medium spiny neurons have
not been shown to have any inhibition of their neighbours.
Local inhibition is possibly accomplished by the intemeurons (Kita, Kosaka, and Heizmann, 1990). In sensorimotor
behavioral learning settings, striatal intemeurons^ have been
shown to develop synchronized pauses across several neurons (Aosaki, Kimura, and Graybiel, 1995). In addition, the
dopaminergic input into the striatum has been linked to reward learning such that dopamine release increases in anticipation of reward (Schultz, et al., 1995).
The primary output of the striatum (inhibitory; G A B A ergic) is to the globus pallidus (GPe and GPi) and the substantia nigra (SNPr). Pallidal neurons have a significant dendritic arborization and close to 100 striatal neurons synapse
onto a single pallidal cell. Output from the pallidum is also
inhibitory and GABAergic. The external segment projects to
the subthalamic nucleus (STN) which in turn sends excitatory, glutametergic output to the S N P r and the GPi. The S T N
also receives direct excitatory glutamatergic input from the
motor cortex. The GPi thus receives inhibitory output from
the striatum and excitatory input from S T N . The pallidal neurons have a high tonic rate of firing.
GPi and SNPr then send inhibitory, GABAergic output to
the ventral anterior (VA) ventrolateral (VL) and dorsomedial
( D M ) nuclei of the thalamus. The S N P r also sends output to
the superior colliculus. Excitatory, glutametergic output from
the thalamus goes to motor, premotor and supplementary m o tor areas of the cortex. These complicated connections are
summarized in Figure 2.
Aspects of Parkinson's Disease

Anatomy and Histology of the Basal Ganglia
The basal ganglia comprise a group of interconnected deepbrain nuclei. These include (in primates) the striatum, the
pallidum with external (GPe) and internal segments (GPi),
the subthalamic nucleus (STN), and substantia nigra (SN) .
Posteriorly, the internal capsule divides the striatum into the
caudate nucleus (medially) and the putamen (laterally) while
the two divisions join anteriorly to form the nucleus accumbens. O n the basis of acetylcholinesterase staining, areas of
low staining are termed slriosomes while the remaining tissue with high staining is termed matrix. The slriosomes and
matrix form the two basic compartments of the striatum.
There are three types of striatal neurons, namely the giant aspiny (cholinergic), medium aspiny (GABAergic / somatostatin / neuropeptide Y ) and medium spiny. The medium
spiny neurons are the output neurons of the striatum and contain G A B A . The striatum receives afferent input from almost
the entire neocortex (excitatory; glutamatergic) with the exception of the primary visual cortex and perhaps the olfactory
cortex, in addition to the centromedian ( C M ) and parafascicular(pO nuclei of the thalamus and the amygdala.
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Although neuronal death is natural process in aging, in degenerative diseases like Parkinson's disease, this cell loss becomes critical at an early stage (Brodal, 1981). Whether this
is due to a smaller number of neurons from birth or from excessive cell death due to genetic or environmental causes, is
unknown.
Nevertheless, the major site of cell loss in Parkinson's disease is the substantia nigra. The melanin-containing pigmented neurons in the S N P c undergo cell death thereby critically decreasing this input into the striatum. Autopsy specimens confirm this significant loss and it is estimated that a
minimum of 70 percent of nigral neurons have to be destroyed
prior to symptom manifestation. The striatum, pallidum and
other structures are histologically normal, at least in the early
stages. A n important feature to note is that the disease is often
pathologically and clinically asymmetric.
Symptoms and Signs
The cardinal symptoms are (Weiner and Lang, 1989):
^The TANs, or Tonically Active Neurons.

Prefrontal
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Amygd

Motor/
Sensory ctx.
Cingulate
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Prefrontal ctx.
z
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V
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GPi
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Colliculus

[ s ^
SNPc
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Figure 2: Basal ganglia anatomy, including cortical and thalamic projections; S=striosome, M=matrix. Neurotransmitters:
GLU^glutamate; DA=dopaminc; Enk=cnkephalin; Dyn=dynorphin.

1. generalized slowness or decrease in movements (akinesia),

involved. In more severe cases the tremor can spread proximally. Although rest tremor with a frequency of 4-7 Hz, is
2. decrease in the speed with which a movement is performed most c o m m o n , action tremor m a y also be seen in later stages
(bradykinesia)
of the disease. Stress and anxiety can worsen the tremor while
action, concentration / attention on the tremor and sleep can
3. stiffness in the body brought out best with clinical examieliminate it. Pathophysiologically, the tremor can be comnation (rigidity)
pletely alleviated with a ventro lateral thalamotomy.
Postural stability is impaired, with an inability to perform
4. Rest tremor
rapid adjustments of posture when there is interference with
body equilibrium. The patient thus continues to move along
5. Postural instability
the trajectory imposed by shifting of the centre of gravity.
Akinesia is seen and noticed as a generalized decrease in
A Potential-Based Model for the Striatum
body movements. Automatic movements that w e perform
normally, such as minute changes in posture while sitting in a A prior model of the striatum (Connolly and B u m s , 1993)
chair, intermittent crossing or uncrossing of legs, or number
proposed that the medium spiny neurons of the striatum
of eye blinks, are decreased. This gives rise to the characteris- "compute" a potential that can be used to control motion.
tic "masked facies" of P D . In early stages, unilateral decrease Since the striatum receives widespread cortical afferents, it
in arm swing is perhaps thefirstsign of akinesia.
is in a position to integrate the necessary sensorimotor inforBradykinesia is essentially a decrease in the amplitude,
mation for motor tasks. In this model, the cortex "programs"
rhythm and range of the movements. Included is a sense of
the striatum for motor tasks by a form of efferent copy of
fatigue in the limbs with an additional difficulty in shifting
constraint information through the corticostriatal projection.
from one motor act to another. The duration of the movement
Resistive coupling among medium spiny neurons (for which
itself is therefore significantly prolonged as there is inabilthere is some evidence, see O n n and Grace (1994)) would be
ity to alter the velocity of the task. There is also a gradual
responsible for the formation of a potential, expressed by the
diminution in amplitude and rhythm in the task. This is clasmembrane potentials of medium spiny neurons. Since many
sically manifested as micrographia during a writing task.
leakage currents are present across a neuron's membrane, the
potential that results from resistive coupling will tend to sag
Rigidity is an abnormality in the tone that is elicited in the
toward the equilibrium potential for the cell. This has the efentire body, particularly in the limbs and neck. This is appreciated well if the patient's limb is slowlyflexedand extended. fect of reducing the magnitude of the gradient near the goal
The rigidity is velocity independent and bidirectional. T h e point(s). Transmission of gradient information is achieved by
phenomenon of cogwheeling has been considered to be the
striato-pallidal activity (Connolly and B u m s , 1995).
underlying tremor, although the frequency of the cogwheelM e d i u m spiny neurons exhibit up and down states (Wiling is not the same and it can be elicited even when tremor is son and Kawaguchi, 1996) that are at least partially the result
not otherwise clinically detectable.
of cortico-striatal activity. W e propose that the up and down
T r e m o r is a prominent symptom in a majority of cases of
states of medium spiny neurons correspond directly to the obP D . This involves the hands most often but feet can also be
stacle and goal boundary conditions for a potential. Without
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loss of generality, w e assume that the up state corresponds to
an obstacle, while the d o w n state represents goals/' Under
this assumption, the cortex is able to constrain a potential in
the striatum for use in the planning and execution of motor
tasks. The up state is achieved by direct cortical excitation.
W e postulate that the d o w n state is induced by cortical regulation of leakage currents that drive the cell to its equilibrium
potential. In the context of this model, regulation of leakage
currents must involve dopamine.
The control scheme discussed above provides a w a y of extending the potential-based striatum model described in Connolly, Grupen and Souccar (1995) to account for repetitive
motion. In the revised model, the potential is used in conjunction with kinetic energy to regulate motion. The "desired energy" is assumed to befixed.The resulting balance between
kinetic and potential energy is maintained by either thalamic
or cortical systems that are the targets of pallidal output from
the striatum.
Energy-Reference Control
Energy-reference control can be used to describe some of the
symptoms of P D . A General Electric P-50 robot arm was used
to implement the control scheme described above. The implementation is described in more detail in (Connolly, Grupen,
and Souccar, 1995). A potential is used with m i n i m u m and
m a x i m u m values of 0 and 1, respectively. O n e goal (minim u m ) point was used, and the desired energy level was set
at 0.5. At this energy, the robot exhibited a circulatory m o tion in the sagittal plane about the goal point. B y varying the
shape of the potential function, certain aspects of the aforementioned symptoms could be replicated, as follows:

reduced or entirely suppressed over the entire configuration
space.
A s alluded to earlier, the model described here makes specific assumptions about the role of dopamine in maintaining
a potential function The concentration of Dopamine ( D A )
in the striatum appears to have multiple effects on ion conductance and hence polarization of striatal cell membranes.
This is due in part to the presence of at least two distinct receptors (Dl and D 2 ) . However, in Mercuri, Calabresi and
Bernard! (1989), several investigations were reviewed and it
was concluded that the activation of the D 2 type receptor in
the striatum is perhaps the key factor in the pharmacological
reversal of P D manifestations. There is strong evidence that
activation of D 2 receptors can increase K + conductance and
hyperpolarization (Williams, MacVicar, and Pittman, 1989);
an increase in K + conductance has also been observed in striatal cells (Fredman and Weight, 1988). If the artificial goal
potential is taken to be a hyperpolarized state, then a large,
permanent reduction in D A could mean a permanent raising
andflatteningof the artificial potential, i.e., an inability to
maintain the goal potential. Thus, to the extent that the above
observations on the D 2 receptor role are correct, a reduction
of D A would produce the effects of Bradykinesia and Akinesia according to our model.

Conclusion
A control scheme has been presented for planning repetitive
and goal-directed motion. The scheme has also been applied
to a potential-based theory of motor planning in the striatum,
and discussed in the context of Parkinson's disease. Although
preliminary, the control scheme described here raises the possibility that some symptoms of Parkinson's disease can be
• Bradykinesia: By progressively raising the minimum poexplained by considering the neural substrate of motor contential value from 0, the system executes orbits of protrol as a "Hamiltonian" system, i.e., a dynamical system that
gressively smaller radius. A n effect analogous to microrelies on energy conservation (least action) to control movegraphia can be obtained by allowing the potential to slowly
ment.
decay upward, resulting in progressively tighter, but less
It is still unclear whether the striatal network would be caenergetic orbits (since the desired energy is not allowed to
pable of maintaining a potential of sufficient gradation to be
change, hence the kinetic energy must be reduced).
useful in generating movements. However, even taken as an
abstraction, it m a y be useful to consider motion planning in
• Akinesia, rigidity: Akinesia can be modeled as a weak po- terms of a potential function. Future work will attempt to
tential that does not permit the initiation of action. Rigidity
explain a wider range of Parkinsonian symptoms, especially
can be described as a more acute version of this same conhyperkinetic symptoms such as chorea, ballism and tremor.
dition. In the context of energy-based control, akinesia can
Using the control scheme described here, simulations and exbe viewed as aflatteningof the potential. The value of
periments on robotic systems will be used to achieve this goal.
the potential function must be above the desired energy for
the system, but beyond that, no other constraint is required. Acknowledgements
The degree ofrigidity,however, is determined by h o w far
M . Jog was supported by a fellowship from the Canadian
the potential function hasrisenabove the desired energy.
Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons.
Note that akinesia and bradykinesia rely on a "weakening"
of the goal potential. B y raising or eliminating this potential
(energy) relative to the desired energy, the kinetic energy is
'The polarity can be reversed; the result is still a harmonic potential, and the energy-reference control scheme can be derived by
making an appropriate change in Equation 1.
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Abstract
Reasoning about matters of tact and reasoning about
matters of possibility and impossibility may depend on
the same sorts of mental representations and processes.
W e illusiiate a mental model theory of counterfactual
thinking with reference to the action effect (the tendency
10 regret ;ictions more than inactions) and we describe an
experimeni which examines the effects of short-term and
long-term perspectives on regret for actions and
inactions.
Counterfactual Thinking
Everyday thinking focuses on facts or possibilities. It m a y
focus on present facts, e.g.. "Clinton is president of the
U S " or past facts, e.g., "Kennedy was president of the
U S " , as Table I shows. It m a y focus on present
possibilities (that could happen given the actual state of
the world), e.g.. "Clinton resigns" or past possibilities
(that could have hapjiened given the actual state but did
not), e.g.. "Clinton resigned in 1995" (see Johnson-Laird
& Byrne. 1991. Chapter 4). It m a y even focus on
impossibilities (that could never happen in the past or
present), such as. ""Clinton is president of Australia".

Factual

Non-factual
Possibilities

Present

Past

Clinton is
president

Kennedy was
president

Clinton
resigns

Clinton resigned
in 1995

Impossibilities Cliiiron is
president of
Australia

Clinton was
president of
Australia

Thinking about past possibilities and past or present
impossibilities is often called counterfactual thinking' and
it has been addressed by researchers interested in the
psychology of counterfactual thinking (e.g., K a h n e m a n &
Tversky, 1982; Roese & Olson, 1995), as well as the
philosophy (e.g., Lewis, 1973; Stalnaker, 1968),
linguistics (e.g., D u d m a n , 1988) and artificial intelligence
(e.g., Ginsberg, 1986) of counterfactual thinking.
Counterfactual thinking is important in m a n y aspects of
cognition. For example, thinking about counterexamples
to conclusions helps people to m a k e deductive inferences
(e.g., Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 1991); and thinking about
whether an outcome would have happened without its
potential cause helps people to m a k e causal inferences
(e.g., Chisholm, 1946; Kahneman & Miller, 1986).
Thinking about what would be possible helps people to
construct sub-goals in problem-solving (e.g., Ginsberg,
1986; Keane, 1997) and in creative discovery (e.g.,
Hofstadter, 1985). Thinking about counterfactual
possibilities helps people to improve their performance
(e.g., M a r k m a n , Gavanski, Sherman, & McMullen,
1993). People think about the w a y things might have
been to learn from mistakes (e.g., Roese & Olson, 1995)
and these thoughts can result in a range of emotions
including regret, relief, blame, guilt, and so on (e.g.,
Davis, Lehman, Wortman, Silver, & T h o m p s o n , 1995;
Gilovich & Medvec, 1994).
The counterfactual scenarios that people generate tend to
make minimal changes to the factual scenario (Pollock,
1986), although some counterfactual scenarios m a y be
more similar to the factual scenario than others, or more
accessible from it (Lewis, 1973; Stalnaker, 1968). The
mutations m a y be along the "joints" of reality (Kahneman
& Tversky, 1982), where reality is at its most "slippable"
(Hofstadter, 1985). The mutability of aspects of reality
m a y be guided by primary categories of mental life, such
as space, time, causality, intentionality, and so on (Miller
& Johnson-Laird, 1976). For example, temporal order
affects mutability: people undo the most recent event more
' Thinking about counterfactual possibilities in the future
is similar to thinking about counterfactual possibilities in the
past but it also displays some intriguing vagaries (see e.g.,
Lewis, 1979).

Table I: Examples of factual and non-factual events
in the past and the present time
(with counterfactual events in italics).
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including suppositional inference (e.g., Byrne & Handley,
1997) and the model theory of deduction has been modeled
computationally (Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 1991).
O n e issue of primary importance to the cognitive
science of thinking and reasoning is whether or not people
rely on the same sorts of mental representations and
processes to reason about matters of fact and matters of
possibility or impossibility. For example, philosophers
have long debated the challenge to a general theory of
conditionals posed by counterfactual conditionals, e.g., "If
there had been a triangle on the blackboard then there
would have been a star" (e.g., Lewis, 1973; Stalnaker,
1968). W e suggest that people m a y reason about matters
of possibility in the same way as they reason about
matters of fact: by constructing and revising models. A
counterfactual conditional is represented by a more explicit
initial set of models than the factual conditional:

ihan earlier e\enis in an indepencicnl (non-causal) sequence
of c\enis (Miller c^ Guncsagaram. I W O ) . Likewise, causal
order allects nuilabilils': people undo the first cause in a
causal soi.|uence nioie than other causes (Wells, Taylor, &
Turtle. 1987). T h e inientionality of the events affects
nuitahilits: people regret their actions rather than their
failures to act (Kahneman cS: Tversky, 1982), at least in
the short term (Gilo\ ich ct Medvec, 1994), and they undo
e\ents that are unusual rather than routine (Kahneman &
Tversky. 1982).
W e suggest that the nature of the mental representations
that people construct of factual situations constrains the
nature of the alterations they m a k e to reality when
ciMistructing alternative scenarios (Byrne, 1997). W e
propose that reasoners construct a particular sort of mental
representation of factual situations — mental models
(Johnson-Laird. 1983: Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 1991).
Mental models are mental representations that are close to
the structure of the world rather than to the structure of the
language that describes the world (Johnson-Laird, 1983).
Models contain as little information as possible that is
repre.sented explicitly, because of the limitations of
working m e m o r y , and so models represent as m u c h
information as possible in an implicit form (JohnsonLaird & Byrne. 1991). Consider the assertion, "If there
was a triangle on the blackboard then there was a star".
T h e information in the premise m a y be represented in the
following initial .set of models:

factual:
counterfactual:

not-^

because of its presuppositions and the models m a y be
annotated to indicate their epistemic status (Byrme &
Tasso, 1994; Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 1991).
W h e n people generate counterfactual scenarios, they
change some facts to create a n e w scenario. A theory of
mutability must explain the aspects of a factual scenario
that people change when they think counterfactually and
so it is critical to k n o w what facts people start with and
h o w they have represented them (Byrne, 1997). What
people tend to alter in the factual situation when they
think about h o w it might have been different m a y depend
on what they have repre.sented explicitly in their models of
the factual situation (see also Legrenzi, Girotto, &
Johnson-Laird, 1993). 'Biases' in deduction m a y emerge
from the sorts of models that people construct (Johnson"biases' in
Laird & Byrne, 1991), and likewise,
counterfactual thinking m a y emerge from the sorts of
models that people construct. O u r aim in this paper is to
discuss this account with reference to an important 'bias'
in counterfactual thinking - the tendency to undo actions
more than inactions. W e will first describe the action
effect, and then w e will report the results of an experiment
that tests alternative explanations of it.

Separate models are represented on separate lines in the
diagram: in the first model it is true that there is a triangle
and It is true that there is a star. The set of models
represents only those possibilities that are true, for
example, they do not represent the falsity of the situation
where there is a triangle and no star. The content of the
second model in the set — represented in the diagram by
the three dots - is wholly implicit. The models m a y be
fleshed out to be more explicit if necessary, and people
m a y m a k e a mental footnote about h o w to tiesh-out
implicit information (see Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 1991).
The fully tleshed-out set of models (for an implication
interpretation o( the conditional) represents explicitly the
three states of affairs in which the conditional is true:
A
noi-A
not-A

not-A
A

The Action Effect
People tend to regret their actions more than their failures
to act (Kahneman & Tversky, 1982). Consider the
following scenario:

not-*

where "not" is a propositional-like tag to represent
negation, and "not-A" indicates there is no triangle.
Because of the constraints of working m e m o r y , people
find it easier to m a k e inferences that require a single model
than inferences that require multiple models to be kept in
mind. The suggestion that reasoners rely on these sorts of
models to m a k e deductions has been corroborated
experimentally for a range of different sorts of deductions
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John and Paul do not know each other, but both are enrolled
at the same elite university. Both are only moderately
satisfied where they are and both are considering
transferring to another prestigious university. They are
both told they must make their final decision before the end
of the year. Each agonizes over the decision, going back
and forth between thinking he is going to stay and
thinking he will leave. They ultimately make different

decisions: John opts lo stay where he is. and Paul decides to
Iransler. Suppose their decisions turn out badly lor both of
them; at the end ot the year. John is even more unhappy
where he is and wishes he had transferred, and Paul is even
more unhappy ai his new college and wishes he hiid suiyed
where he was. However it is loo late for either of thetn to
reverse his decision. W h o do you think would regret his
decision more on learning it was a mistake?
(see Byrne. McAlinney. & McEIeney, 1997; Gilovich &
Medvcc. 1994). Most people believe that the individual
w h o acted. Paul, would feel greater regret than the
individual w h o did not act, John. The action effect occurs
not only when people judge emotions from the perspective
of imaginary characters but also when they recall events
that they personally regret (Gilovich & Medvec, 1994).
One explanation of the action effect is that it arises
because actions seem to depart from the status quo
(Kahnetnan & Miller. 1986): actions are "abnormal" in
this regard. Departures from normality m a y be more easily
mutated than normal events because the abnormal event
spontaneously recruits its corresponding norm (Kahneman
& Miller. 1986). W e suggest that people m a y construct
models that represent actions explicitly, and inactions
implicitly. For example. John and Paul are both in college
A and this starling point m a y be represented in the
models, along with the outcome that they are both
unhappy. The action of switching to a different college
m a y be represented explicitly, whereas the inaction of
staying in the satne college m a y be represented implicitly:
.lolm factual:

in college A

unhappy

Paul iLicluul;

in college A
switch to B

unhappy
unhappy

Working m e m o r y limitations m a y prevent people from
being able to construct all the possible counterfactual
models: Multiple models are difficult to keep in mind.
Instead people m a y construct a partial set of the
counterfactual models on the basis of what is most readily
mutated in their representation of the factual situation.
People may find it easier to construct counterfactual
scenarios by subtracting events rather than adding events
(Kahneman &Tversky. 1982: Roese, 1994). Subtracting a
model from the set (e.g., eliminating the second model in
the factual set of models for Paul lo construct a
counterfactual set in which Paul is still in college A )
results in fewer models to keep in mind than adding a
model (e.g.. inserting a second model in the factual set for
John to construct a counterfactual set in which John
switched to college B ) . Because people flesh out the
counterfactual model for Paul, they judge that he will
regret his action, not staying in college A. more than John
will legret his inaction, staying in college A. Regret
depends on comparing the way a situation turned out with
an alternative way in which it might have turned out better
(e.g.. Landman, 1987). Because an alternative is
constructed more readily for Paul, he is judged to
experience more regret.

W e suggest that the action effect results from the
properties of the mental representations that people
construct (Byrne, 1997). First, they construct an initial set
of models that represents as little information as possible
explicitly because of the limitations of working m e m o r y ;
they mentally represent the action explicitly in their
models and the inaction implicitly. Second, they do not
construct all the possible counterfactual models. Third,
aspects of the factual situation that are represented
explicitly in models are easier to mutate than aspects that
are not represented explicitly. Finally, the number of
models that must be kept in mind is an important
constraint in counterfactual thinking, just as it is in
factual thinking. A counterfactual scenario m a y be more
readily constructed by eliminating models than by fleshing
out models. These simple principles underlie the
representation of the factual situation and the generation of
a counterfactual situation based on it. These principles
can account for the observation that people tend to regret
their actions more than their failures to act.
The model theory of the action effect also explains the
related phenomena that comprise the core of the action
effect. For example, the action effect holds for good
outcomes too. Most people believe that an individual w h o
acted would feel better about the action than an individual
w h o did not act (Landman, 1987). However, the action
effect for good outcomes is not as strong as the action
effect for bad outcomes (e.g., Gleicher. Kost, Baker,
Strathman, Richman, & Sherman,
1990). For bad
outcomes, people judge that an individual w h o acted will
feel worse than an individual w h o failed to act regardless of
whether they are given an explicit counterfactual
alternative ("He n o w finds out that he would have been
better off if he had switched to college B.") or not ("He
n o w finds out that he is worse off because he stayed in
college A."). But for good outcomes, people judge that
the individual w h o acted will feel worse than the individual
w h o failed to act, only when an explicit counterfactual
alternative is provided (Gleicher et al, 1990). In the
absence of bad outcomes, the counterfactual models m a y
not be fleshed-out for either protagonist. But, w h e n people
are given counterfactual alternatives, the alternatives are
represented explicitly in the set of models. Once they are
prompted to think of the counterfactual negative outcome
in this way, the action effect for good outcomes becomes
as high as it is for bad outcomes. T h e provision of the
explicit counterfactual alternative has no effect when the
factual outcome is bad because these situations
spontaneously bring to mind their good counterparts.
Long Term Perspectives on Action and Inaction
Although people regret their actions more than their
failures to act in the short-term, they appear to regret their
failures to act more than their actions in the long-term
(Gilovich & Medvec, 1994). W h e n people are asked to
think back over their o w n lives and say what they regret
most, they tend to think of things they failed to do, such
as not pursuing hobbies or educational opportunities, not
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more than they do in ones that arise from their failures to
act. Hence, the only events people continue to perceive to
lead to bad outcomes from the long-terin perspective are
their failures to act (Gilovich & Medvec, 1994). It m a y
be that peoplefle-shout their models to contain not only
the bad outcomes but also the possible good outcomes
from the action, because actions are represented explicitly.
They do not flesh out their models to contain possible
good outcomes from the inaction, because it is represented
implicitly. Over time, they m a y focus on the model of the
action and its good outcome; the model of the action and
its good outcome inay continue to be represented
explicitly, and the model of the action and its bad outcome
m a y be represented implicitly. In the long term, their
representation of the factual situation for Paul m a y contain
a model of his action and a good outcome, and their
representation of the factual situation for John may
contain a model of his inaction and a bad outcome.
T o examine these different explanations w e carried out
an experiment to establish whether the reversal of the
action effect to an inaction effect in the long-term also
occurs when people think about events that turned out
well. Our aim in the experiment was to test whether the
reversal of the action effect in the short-term to an inaction
effect in the long-term is confmed to situations with bad
outcomes, such as being unhappy in college, or whether it
also occurs for situations with good outcomes, such as
being happy in college. The two alternative explanations
lead to different predictions.
If temporal proximity
mediates fleshing out models than the reversal of the
action effect to an inaction effect in the long-term should
occur for scenarios that lead to good outcomes just as it
does for scenarios that lead to bad outcomes. If a good
outlook mediates fleshing out models than the reversal of
the action effect to an inaction effect in the long-term
should occur for scenarios that lead to bad outcomes but
not for scenarios that lead to good outcomes, where there
is no need to look on the bright side.
W e gave four groups of subjects one of four sorts of
scenario based on John and Paul and their college choices:
a short-teiTn bad-outcome version, a long-term badoutcome version, a short-term good-outcome version, and
a long-term good-outcome version. W e constructed the
four different sorts of scenarios (described in the Appendix)
based on Gilovich and Medvec's (1994) college-choice
scenario, which w e altered in several ways to clarify the
finality of the decision, and especially its long-lasting
impact (see Byrne, et al, 1997, for details). W e assigned
190 undergraduates from Dublin University, Trinity
College, at random to one of four groups, and w e gave
each group one of the four sorts of scenarios. The
participants task was to tick the name of one of the
individuals, John or Paul, in response to the question at
the end of the scenario.
A s Table 2 shows, most of the subjects w h o received
the short-term bad-outcome scenario indicated that Paul,
the individual w h o acted, would feel more regret (61%).
In contrast, most of the subjects w h o received the long-

spomling oiuuigh Uiik' vvilh lamily and friends, not
sci/inji ihc niomcni" (Gilovich & Mcdvec, 1994). Their
Micmorics lor things ihcy regretted from their past lives
shows an iiuurion elTeet. Gilovich & Medvec (1994)
demonstrated this inaction ellect from a long-term
perspective with the sort of college-choice scenario
described earlier. Most of the people w h o were asked the
question: W h o do you think would regret his decision
more upon learning that it was a mistake?' indicated that
the individual w h o had acted would feel more regret. But
most of the people w h o were asked the question " W h o cb
you think would regret his decision more in the long run?'
thought that the individual w h o failed to act would feel
more legret.
W e ha\e suggested that the action effect arises becau.se
the models that people construct of the scenario represent
the action explicitly and the inaction implicitly. T o
construct a counterfactual scenario, it m a y be easier to
eliminate the model of the action, which is represented
explicitly in the models of the factual situation for Paul,
than it is to add a model of an action to the models of the
factual situation for John. But from a long-term
perspectixe. it appears that people construct the
counterfactual scenario by adding a model rather than
deleting it. In what circumstances is it easier to add a
model than to eliminate a model from the set? In the
domain of deductive reasoning, content and context can
help people to flesh out models (Johnson-Laird & Byrne,
1991). H o w does temporal perspective facilitate fleshing
out models in the domain of counterfactual thinking?
O n e possibility is that the temporal proximity of events
in the short-term m a y m a k e them mutable, just as it is
easier to imagine catching an airplane missed by 5
minutes than an airplane missed by an hour (e.g.. Miller
& McFarland. 1987). From the long-term perspective, the
temporal distance of events m a y m a k e them seem part of
the immutable, pre-supposed background. Temporal
proximity m a y affect actions because they are represented
explicitly, but not inactions which are represented
implicitly. Temporal proximity m a y lead actions, because
they are represented explicitly, to be considered mutable in
the short-term but immutable in the long-term. Inactions,
because they are represented implicitly, m a y remain at a
constant lower level of mutability regardless of temporal
perspective and so they m a y be less mutable than actions
in the short-term but more mutable in the long-term.
A second possibility is that people maintain a good
outlook and flesh out their models to contain possible
good outcomes from events. Gilovich and Medvec (1994),
in considering several parallel explanations of the reversal
of the action effect to an inaction effect in the long term,
suggest that people m a y feel more responsible for their
actions. W h e n actions lead to bad outcomes, they
experience more cognitive di.s.sonance' than when their
inactions lead to bad outcomes. A s a result of this
dissonance, they do more mental work to look on the
bright side of the outcomes of their actions: they seek out
the silver linin'js in clouds that arise from their actions
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term hacl-ouicome version indicated that John, the
individual w h o had tailed to act. would feel more regret
(76'7r). M o r e subjects judged that Paul w h o acted would
feel more regret in the shorl-terin scenario (6l'/f) than in
the long-term scenario (247f) and this diftcrence is reliable
(Chi- = 12.86, df = I, p < 0.001). The experiment thus
replicates Gilovich and Medvec's llnding ot a reversal trom
an action elTect to an inaction effect over time for bad
outcomes. A s Table 2 also shows, this reversal does not
occur lor good outcomes. Most subjects w h o received the
short-term good-outcome version indicated that Paul, w h o
acted, would feel better about his decision (70%), and
likewise, most subjects w h o received the long-term good
outcome version indicated that Paul, w h o acted, would fee!
better about his decision (76%) and there is no reliable
difference between them (Chi" = 0.23. df = 1, p > 0.05).
The results show that for bad outcomes people regret
their actions from the short term perspective and they
regret their failures to act from the long-term perspective;
but lor good outcomes they feel better about their actions
from both the shoii term and the long term perspective.
Short term

Long term

Bad outcome
Action
Inaction

61
39

24
76

Good outcome
Action
Inaction

70
30

75
25

initial set of models that represents as little information as
possible explicitly: they represent the action explicitly in
their models. They do not tiesh-out all the counterfactual
models because of the constraints of working m e m o r y .
Aspects of the factual situation that are represented
explicitly in models are easier to mutate than aspects that
are not represented explicitly. The model theory of
counterfactual thinking has been advanced to account for
the action effect (Byrne, et al, 1997), as well the
temporality effect (Byrne, Culhane, and Ta.sso, 1995), and
a new spatial effect predicted by the theory (Byrne, 1997).
A theory of the mental representations and processes
that underlie the generation of counterfactual scenarios
requires a theory of the mental representations and
processes for factual scenarios. Reasoners m a y construct
mental models that correspond to the w a y the world would
be if the assertions were true. They m a y usually represent
what is true in their models; a unique feature of
counterfactual thinking is that it requires people to
represent explicitly not only what is true but also what is
false, temporarily supposed to be true. W e suggest that the
representations and processes required for reasoning about
matters of fact and matters of possibility are essentially
the same. W h a t differs is what is represented explicitly in
the initial set of models.
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Appendix
The materials used in the experiment.

Table 2: The percentages of judgments of greater
emotion for actions and inactions
The reversal to an inaction effect is confmed to a longterm perspective on bad outcomes and it does not occur for
good outcomes. The data suggest that the reversal to an
inaction efl'ect in the long term for bad outcomes is not
the result of temporal proximity, but the result of a good
outlook. People tiesh out their models to contain not only
the bad outcome but also the possible good outcomes
from the action, because actions are represented explicitly.
In lime, they focus on the action and its good outcome
more than its bad outcome. They do not flesh out their
models to contain good outcomes from the inaction,
because it is represented implicitly. Their models c o m e to
represent the action and its good outcome and the inaction
and its bad outcome. For scenarios that lead to good
outcomes, there is no need to look on the bright side, and
so the reversal does not occur.
Conclusions
People feel more strongly about their actions than their
inactions. W e suggest that the action effect can be
explained by the following principles: people construct an
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First paragraph (common to all four scenarios).
John and Paul do not know each other, but both are enrolled
at the same elite university. Both are only moderately
satisfied where they are and both are considering transferring
to another prestigious university. They are both told they
must make their final decision before the end of the year. Each
agonizes over the decision, going back and forth between
thinking he is going to stay and thinking he will leave. They
ultimately make different decisions: John opts to stay where
he is, and Paul decides to transfer.
Second paragraph:
I. Long-term bad-outcome:
Suppose their decisions turn out badly for both of them: at
the end of the year. John is even more unhappy where he is
and wishes he had transferred, and Paul is even more unhappy
at his new college and wishes he had stayed where he was.
However it is too late for either of them to reverse his
decision. As a result they both drop out of college and
neither of them ever secures a good job. W h o do you think
would regret his decision more on looking back on it ten
years later?
2. Short-term bad-outcome:
Suppose their decisions turn out badly for both of them: at
the end of the year, John is even more unhappy where he is

and wishes he had iranstoned. and Paul is even more unhappy
at his ncu colloiic and wishes he had stayed where he was.
Hdwcver it is loo late tor either ol them to reverse his
decision W h o ilo you think would resiret his decision more on
learning it was a mistake?
v L(>nf>-terni fiood-oiitcome:
Suppose their decisions turn out well tor both ol them: at
the end ot the year. John is happier where he is and is glad he
sta>od where he was. and Paul is happier at his new college
and is glad he transterred. They both do very well at college
and secure good jobs after graduating. W h o do you think
would teel better about his decision looking back on it ten
years later'.'
4. Sliorr-renii fiood-oittconie:
Suppose their decisions turn out well for both of them: at
the end of the year. John is happier where he is and is glad he
stayed where he was. and Paul is happier at his new college
and is glad he transferred. W h o do you think would feel better
about his decision on learning that it was the right one?
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Abstract

using natural language sentences generated byfillingin
sentence schemata.
The problem w e address here is that, while in isolation each of TraumaTIQ's critiques m a y effectively warn
a physician about a problem in their plan, in most cases
when T r a u m a T I Q finds the physician's plan deficient,
several problems are detected and thus multiple critiques
are produced. W e found that there was informational
overlap a m o n g the critiques, that some critiques detracted from other ones, and that some critiques would m a k e
more sense if they took explicit account of those appearing earlier. Thus a text planner was needed to generate
coherent and concise integrated messages that satisfy the
multiple goals of the individual critiques.

This paper presents a message planner, TVaumaGEN,
that draws on rhetorical structure and discourse theory
to address the problem of producing integrated messages
from individual critiques, each of which is designed to
achieve its own communicative goal. TraumaGEN takes
into account the pvurpose of the messages, the situation
in which the messages will be received, and the social
role of the system.
Introduction
The generation of multisentential discourse has focused
on generating text that accomplishes one particular
rhetorical goal, such as describing a physical device. In
contrast, to deliver real-time decision support in trauma
management, our text generation system must be able
to take an arbitrary and often inter-related set of communicative goals and produce a message that realizes
the entire set in as concise and coherent a manner as
possible. This paper presents our implemented system,
T r a u m a G E N , that addresses this problem. It describes
the strategies that w e have adopted to produce coherent
integrated messages and discusses how our system takes
into account factors such as the social role of the system.

Text Planning for Multiple Goals

Real-Time Decision-Support System
TraumAID (Webber, R y m o n , and Clarke, 1992) is a decision support system for addressing the initial definitive
management of multiple trauma. T r a u m a T I Q (Gertner
and Webber, 1996) is a module that compares a physician's plan for managing patient care with TraumAID's
own management plan and critiques significant differences between them. T o hypothesize the physician's
plan, TraumaTIQfirstchains to identify possible explanations for an action; it then evaluates these possible
explanations on the basis of relevance to TraumAID's
current management plan and evidence provided by the
physician's other actions. Once the best explanation(s)
have been incorporated into the system's model of the
physician's plan, T r a u m a T I Q identifies differences between that plan and TraumAID's current management
plan and notifies the physicicm of those discrepancies
that could seriously impact patient care. These include
actions that have been ordered but are not yet justified,
procedures that aire suboptimal, scheduling errors, and
omitted actions. TraumaTIQ's critiques are conveyed
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T h e system w e built to solve this problem, TraumaG E N , is presented with several communicative goals and
a means for achieving each goal in isolation. It uses a set
of transformational rules to transform these into coherent message units that achieve the overall set of goals.
These message units are then translated into natural language using sentence schemata.
This transformational process differs from previous
text planning efforts in several ways. First, TraumaG E N ' s eventual message must achieve several top-level
communicative goals as a unit. This differs from traditional text planners that must satisfy a single rhetorical
goal such as relating the temporal sequence of events in
which a particular ship is a part (Hovy, 1991) or achieve
a single intentional goal such as getting the user to m a k e
a particular change in a Lisp program (Moore and Paris,
1993). In such cases, the text planner can construct
a plan top-down from the single goal and include those
propositions thatfitinto a coherent piece of text and contribute to achieving the top-level goal. Although Wolz
(1990) developed a system for generating text satisfying dual, but related, discourse goals such as responding and enriching, her system focused on eliminating obvious or redundant information, not on producing integrated messages from individual, possibly conflicting,
critiques. Similarly, the W I S H F U L system (Zukerman
and McConachy, 1995) includes an optimization stage
during which it chooses the optimal way to achieve a set
of related communicative goals; however, the system can
choose to eliminate propositions and it does not have to
deal with conflict within the information to be conveyed.

Individual critiques produced by T r a u m a T I Q :
Caution: check for medication allergies and order pulmonary care immediately to treat the left pulmonary
parenchymal injury.
Caution: check for medication allergies and order pulmonary care immediately to treat the compound rib
fracture of the left chest.
Caution: check for medication allergies and do a laparotomy immediately to treat the intra-abdominal injury.
Caution: do a lapcurotomy cuid repair the left diaphragm immediately to treat the lacerated left diaphragm.
Consider checking for medication allergies now to treat a possible G I tract injury.
Merged message:
Caution: check for medication cillergies as part of treating the left pulmonary parenchymal injury, treating
the compound rib fracture of the left chest, treating the intra-abdominal injury, and treating a possible
G I tract injury. Then order pulmonary care to complete treating the left pulmonary parenchymal injury
and treating the compound rib fracture of the left chest, and do a laparotomy to complete treating the
intra-abdominal injury.
Figure 1: Original Critiques and a Merged Message

Second, the mezms for achieving each of the individual goals has already been identified by other modules.
Thus T V a u m a G E N is not responsible for identifying the
content of the message but must instead determine h o w
to realize an effective overall message from the set of individual critiques. W e note that this problem is likely to
arise elsewhere as sophisticated systems distribute their
processing across individual modules, each of which m a y
need to communicate with the user.
Although natural language has been used in other
health care systems such as M I G R A I N E (Buchanan et
al., 1995) and Piglet (Binsted, Cawsey, and Jones, 1995),
their appUcations have not required that they combine
severad independent but inter-related text plans into a
single integrated message. T h e work most closely related
to ours is HealthDoc (Hirst and DiMarco, 1996; Wanner
and Hovy, 1996); however, HealthDoc (currently under
development) focuses on editing sentences selected from
a master text, such as by inserting pronouns or by deleting references to propositions that do not appear earlier
in the selected text.
Constructing Effective Message Units
T h e nature of trauma management and our observations
of communication in the emergency room trauma bay
suggested several features that should influence the generation process:
• Purpose: Since the purpose of messages is to support decision-making, the system's recommendations
should continue to be organized in terms of relevant domain goals, so that the physician can evaluate
the system's recommendations and decide whether to
adopt them.
• Situation: Since the emergency room is a chaotic setting for time-critical decisions, the messages must be
succinct, unambiguous, and easily assimilated.
• Social role: Since the system's social role on the medical team is that of an expert consultant to the physi-
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cian w h o retains responsibility for
tient care, it must recognize that
ignore its recommendations. This
scenarios, such as tutoring, where
sole arbiter of correct behavior.

the quality of pathe physician can
differs from other
the system is the

Our transformational rules take these factors into account.
Informational Overlap O n e prevalent problem in
TraumaTIQ's output is informational overlap — actions
often appear in several different warnings and thus the
message as a whole appears repetitious. For exaimple,
the upper half of Figure 1 presents a set of five individual warning messages generated by T r a u m a T I Q at one
point in a case. Each warns about the omission of warranted actions; the fifth one is realized differently due
to the lesser estimated disutility of the identified error.
While it seems obvious that this set of comments should
be combined into a more coherent message, it is much
less clear which of m a n y ways to effect the combination.
Our approach for merging critiques is motivated by four
often conflicting goals: 1) group by relevant treatment
goals, 2) avoid repeated mention of the same actions,
since this can erroneously suggest multiple instances of
the action, 3) produce concise messages, and 4) produce
few, rather than many, individual messages.
Rhetorical structure theory (Mann and Thompson,
1987) posits that a coherent text plan consists of segments related to one another by rhetorical relations such
as motivation or background. T o address the problem of
informational overlap, we found that it was necessziry to
draw on the multi-nuclear Sequence relation of R S T . W e
posited that separate plans for similar communicative
goals involving sets of recommended actions in the original messages (such as the two plans in Figure 2) could
be reorganized as a sequence of communicative goads in
a single plan, with the recommended actions distributed
over the sequentially related goals (as in the plan in Figure 3), as long as the new plan captures the relationships

(Consider User | AO. A2. A3|)

sages and decreasing ambiguity; however, achieving this
often requires the repetition of goals, which detracts from
the succinctness of the message. W e hypothesize that
a few coherent messages will be more easily assimilated
than many individual messages and thus our metric takes
into account the number of individual critiques that are
merged into the resultant message.
Figure 2 illustrates the text plans underlying the individual critiques:

N| ^ ^S
(Recommend System User (AO, A2, A3)) (Persuaded User (AO, A2, A.1|)
DoA0,A2,a>ulA3
|n
(Moiivalion {AO,A2.A3|. |G1))
I '^
(Bel User (Achieves ]AO,A2.A3) (Gl)))

[n
(Inform System User (Achieves (A0,A2,A3| |G1)))
toGI

Caution: do < Aq >, < A2 >, and < v43 > to

<Gi >.
Caution: do < yli >, < A2 >, < A3 >, and < A4 >

(Consider User (Al, A2, A3,A4))

to < G 2 >.
while Figure 3 illustrates the text plan produced by
T r a u m a G E N for the merged message

(Recommend System User (A1,A2,A3,A4)) (Persuaded User (Al, A2, A3,A4))
DoAl,A2,A3,andA4
N
(Motivauon {A1,A2,A3,A4), (G2))
IN
(Bel User (Achieves |A1,A2,A3,A4) (G2)))
|n
(Inform System User (Achieves (A1,A2,A3,A4) (G21))
U>G2

Do < Ao > as part of < Gi > and < Ai > as part
of < G 2 >. Next do < j42 > and < ^Is > to address
both of these goals. Then do < A4 > to complete

<G2 >
For reasons of efficiency and real-time response, TraumaG E N applies its transformational rules directly to the
logical form of the critiques produced by TraumaTIQ.
A n example of an actual merged message produced by
T r a u m a G E N is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 2: Two Individual Text Plans

between r e c o m m e n d e d actions a n d their motivations given in the original plans. Reorganizing messages into sequentially related goals allowed us to construct m e r g e d
messages that exploit informational overlap in the individual messages yet still achieve the goals of the original
messages.
T h u s our first rule, Combine-Similar-Intentions, looks
for overlap among the components of individual messages that have a similzu: communicative goal (such as
a goal of getting the physician to perform some omitted actions) and evaluates the resultant message using
a metric that weighs 1) the number of segments that a
goal is distributed over in the resultant message, 2) the
reduction in repetition of actions, 3) whether goals must
be repeated, and 4) the number of individucd critiques
that are merged.
Thefirstterm in our metric measures how much the
original messages were reorganized. Since the original
messages represent an organization in terms of treatment
goals, the more segments comprising a merged message,
the less the message is organized in terms of how to Jiddress a relevant goal and the more it resembles an action
recipe. The merged message in Figure 1 consists of two
segments, each realized as a sentence. One consequence
is that the goad of treating the compound rib fracture
is now distributed across both segments. W e arbitrarily
limit combined messages to three segments in order to
maintain a goal-oriented organization, as dictated by the
purpose of our messages.
The next three components of our metric measure how
well a merge achieves concise, unambiguous, and easily assimilated messages (as required by the situation in
which the messages will be received). The reduction in
repetition of actions contributes both to concise mes-

IVailing Comments When several critiques are
merged into a single message, the message m a y refer
to actions that are also part of critiques that did not
participate in the merge. Once these actions have been
introduced in the merged message, discourse theory, particularly work on focusing heuristics (McKeown, 1985),
suggest that the other critiques referencing these actions
be included in the merged message as well. However,
rather than restructure the result of our merge transformation, we append them to the end of the message.
Thus we refer to them as trailing comments.
Unfortunately, trailing comments have the potential to
erroneously suggest new instances of actions. Our solution to this problem is to (1) make the previously focused
action the subject of the sentence, reflecting its given status in the discourse, and (2) utilize cue words to call additional attention to its occurrence earlier in the message
and to the new information being conveyed. Thus the
first trailing comment is introduced with the cue word
moreover since this cue word carries the implication of
saying more about something already discussed, and the
cue word also is used to introduce the additional information. In the following critique, for example, the final
sentence (underlined for exposition) contains a trciiling
comment:
Check for distended neck veins and decreased breath
sounds to assess the possibility of a left tension pneumothorax and a pericardial tamponade.
Then check for muffled heart sounds and continued shock to complete assessing the possibility of a pericardial tamponade. Moreover, checking
for muffled heart sounds is also indicated to assess the
possibility of a pericardial injury.
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Figure 3: Text Plan for First Merged Message

This c£in be more pronounced when the two critiques are
separated by other comments, since the second critique
gives the impression that a peritoneal lavage will be performed. In some situations, such as tutoring, it might
be appropriate to discard the second critique. However,
in real-time decision-support, this m a y be inappropriate
since it presumes that the system is the sole arbiter of
high-quality performance whose advice must be followed.
Our solution to this problem is to allow revision rules
that are triggered when two critiques have a potential
conflict. In such cases, the two critiques are merged into
a single message, and the conflicting critique is revised.
For example, our rule Revise-Conflict is triggered whenever a critique whose goal is that an action be properly
scheduled occurs with a critique whose intention is that
the action be replaced with one more highly preferred.
Revise-Conflict merges the two critiques into a single
message, where the merged message reflects a concession that the original action might still be executed and
the scheduling critique is revised so that it is conditionally dependent on the original action being done. For
example, in the case of the critiques in Figure 4, the two
critiques would be revised and merged into the single
message

Performing local visual exploration of all abdominal
wounds is preferred over doing a peritoneal lavage for
ruling out a suspicious abdominal wall injury.
Please remember to check for laparotomy scars before
you do a peritoneal lavage.
Figure 4: Two Conflicting Critiques

If there is a second treiiling comment, it is then introduced with the cue phrase in addition since it suggests
presenting n e w information of a similar nature, in this
case zinother reference to a previously introduced action.
A trailing c o m m e n t m a y need to refer to other actions
in addition to the one previously focused on. W e accomplish this by subordinating those actions in a phrase
introduced by the cue phrase along with, in a sentence in
which the previously focused action is the subject. For
example, in Figure 1, the fourth critique is not included
in the merged message but includes an action {doing a
laparotomy) that is part of the merged message. Thus
the fourth critique is realized as a trailing c o m m e n t at
the end of the merged message:

Performing local visual exploration of all abdominal
wounds is preferred over doing a peritoneal lavage for
ruling out a suspicious abdominal wall injury. H o w ever, if you do a peritoneal lavage, then remember to
first check for laparotomy scars.

Moreover, doing the laparotomy is also indicated,
along with repairing the left diaphragm, to treat the
lacerated left diaphragm.
Revising Interacting Critiques In TraumaTIQ's
original output, w e noticed that one critique could detract firom another critique, although each was both
justified cind coherent in isolation. Consider, for example, the two critiques shown in Figure 4. T h e first
cautions the physician that a procedure other than the
just-ordered peritoneal lavage is the recommended procedure in this instance, although the disparity is not
criticjd. T h e second reflects the fact that a peritoneal
lavage should not be done on someone with abdominal
scarring. Since T r a u m A I D does not yet have any information about the presence of abdominal scarring in this
patient, the critique reminds the physician of the need
tofirstcheck for it.
However, together the two critiques appear incoherent.

Figure 5 illustrates the text plan underlying the revised
message. Note that the new message still recommends
the better procedure, but leaves the final choice with
the physician w h o is responsible for quality patient care.
O n the other hand, if the second critique in Figure 4 appeared by itself, no revision of the message would occur.
Another rule, Revise-Interactions, is triggered when a
critique whose goal is to postpone a dependent action
occurs in conjunction with a critique whose goal is execution of the action on which the dependency is based.
For example. Figure 6 presents two of TraumaTIQ's critiques. While the two critiques do not confiict, the relation between their communicative goals can be exploited
to produce a more concise and coherent message. ReviseInteractions establishes a Sequence relation between do-
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remember to first check for
wounds is preferred over doing a peritoneal lavage
laparotomy scars
for ruling out a suspicious abdominal wall injury.
Figure 5: Text Plan for Revised M e s s a g e

Caution: do a peritoneal lavage immediately as part
of ruling out abdominal bleeding.
Do not reassess the patient in 6 to 24 hours until after
doing a peritoneal lavage. T h e outcome of the latter
m a y affect the need to do the former.

actions, then focus considerations dictate that the m a i n
clause appear first since it continues the actions in focus. T h e following is such a n e x a m p l e produced b y our
system:
Check for medication allergies, give antibiotics, set
up the auto-transfuser for the left chest tube, insert a left chest tube, a n d get a post chest tube xray to treat the simple left hemothorax. Insert the
left chest tube a n d get the post chest tube x-ray before
doing the peritoneal lavage because they have a higher
priority.

Figure 6: Two Dependent Critiques

ing the peritoneal lavage a n d the decision about whether
to d o the reassessment, a n d produces the message
D o a peritoneal lavage immediately as part of ruling
out abdominal bleeding. U s e the results of the peritoneal lavage to decide whether or not to reassess the
patient in 6 to 24 hours.
Other Influences on Effective Messages
T h e Role of Focus Focus (Grosz, 1977; M c K e o w n ,
1985) has been the objective of m u c h discourse research,
and it plays several roles in our generation of messages.
As noted earlier, trailing comments capture communicative goals that relate to previously mentioned actions,
and cue words are used to shift focus back to the earlier
actions. In addition, if there is more thein one trailing
comment, they appear in order of the most recently introduced action, thus representing successive pops of a
focus stack.
Focus also affects the way in which some communicative gozds are realized in messages. For example, if a
goal of getting the user to recognize several scheduUng
constreiints is the sole content of a message, it would be
realized with the subordinate clausefirstto call attention
to the ordering constraint, as in the following:
Before getting the urinalysis, insert the left chest tube
and get the post chest tube x-ray because they have a
higher priority.
However, if the physician has omitted some of the actions a n d the scheduling constraint is incorporated into
the text plan for getting the physician to d o the omitted

Definite Versus Indefinite References Critiques or
any other message from the system should be phrased
in terms of what is shared knowledge in the emergency room. W e equate shared knowledge with the current state of the case, as it has been entered into the
computer-based medical record ( C B M R ) . W h e n a procedure is ordered, it thus becomes part of this shared
knowledge. Consequently, w e use definite articles to refer both to procedures and actions already introduced
into the treatment plan by one of the system's messages
and to entities introduced via the scribe nurse's entry
of a procedure or action into the C B M R . For exzimple,
even though a peritoneal lavage does not appear in any of
the system's earlier messages, a message about a related
scheduling precondition will be realized as:
Please remember to check for laparotomy scars before
you do the peritoneal lavage.
However, the system may disagree with the physician
about whether a procedure is appropriate. Since the use
of the definite article suggests an action's acceptJince into
the treatment plan, w e use indefinite expressions w h e n
referring to procedures about which there is conflict. For
example, if the physician has ordered a peritoneal lavage
and the system believes that the need for it is dependent
on the results of a chest x-ray, the system would generate
the message
D o not do a peritoneal lavage until after getting a
chest x-ray since the outcome of the latter m a y affect
the need to do the former.
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better than those composed of a more challenged group of
individuals. At the group level, research again suggests that
the structure of the organization, the w a y in which
A view of organizations as complex, computational and
individuals are linked together, the method of coordination,
adaptive systems in which knowledge and learning are
the procedures and routines, affect performance.
embedded in multiple levels is presented. According to this
Accordingly, better structured organizations perform better.
perspective, activity at one level can interfere with or
In this case the knowledge, the cognition, the intelligence,
support activity at other levels. A s such, organizational
is in the linkages. A n d the ability to learn is in the ability
adaptation requiresfindinga balance between these levels.
to alter and change these linkages. F e w would contest that
These ideas are illustrated using results from a
both processes, the individual and the structural, are going
computational model of organizational performance.
on simultaneously. Rather, the issue is what is the
Results suggest that organizations can trade knowledge and
interaction between m e c h a n i s m s at one level and
learning at one level for knowledge and learning at
mechanisms at the other. T w o areas in which these clashes
another. As such, for the organization performance
of the levels should occur are knowledge and learning. In
becomes a balancing act between levels.
terms of knowledge w e might ask: is there an interaction
between cognition and structure. In terms of learning w e
Introduction
might ask: does experiential learning at the individual level
and expectation based learning at the structural or group
Within the field of organizations a new view of
level interfere with each other.
organizations is emerging. The hallmark of this view is a
In an earlier study, Carley, Prietula & Lin (forthcoming)
recognition of organizations as inherently complex,
demonstrated that there were interactions between agent
computational and adaptive. Within this perspective is the
cognition and organizational structure. In a study in which
recognition that organizational action results from not just
groups of humans, or groups of Soar agents, or groups of
the behavior of multiple agents, but also from the networks
other artificial agents were given a simple classification task
connecting these agents and the way in which knowledge,
and structure (team and hierarchy, blocked or distributed
and even cognition is distributed among these agents. This
access to information) they found that groups of h u m a n s
perspective leads to a recognition that for organizations,
performed the task better when information was distributed
knowledge and learning occurs at multiple levels. For
across group members and no two individuals saw exactly
example, they occur at both the individual and the group or
the same set of information; whereas, for groups of artificial
structural level. But what has not been so obvious, and
agents w h o were capable of learning, the opposite was the
what this paper focuses on, is that there can be clashes
case. Additionally, they found that for artificial agents
between these levels. For example, although organizational
teams typically outperformed hierarchies, often quite
performance generally improves as personnel stay, gather
dramatically; whereas, for humans, there w a s less of a
experience, and learn; changes in the environment m a y cause
difference between team and hierarchies. These results
an organization to restructure and so m a k e invalid the
suggest an interaction between cognition and structure. They
lessons of experience. Thus, organizational adaptation m a y
suggest that organizations can treat not just the relations
result not just as an emergent phenomena from the details of
between agents, but cognition itself as a resource, and design
individual exchange and learning, but m a y be the result of a
organizations that m a k e the best use of the types of agents
clever balancing act between the forces of individual learning
and connections available. Moreover, these results suggest
and group level or structural learning.
that knowledge is embedded in the linkages between agents
as m u c h as it is in the agents. W h a t I want to suggest to
Organizations as Multi-leveled Systems
you is that these results are also indicating that agent
knowledge (embedded in agents) and structural knowledge
Organizational theorists have long recognized that different
(embedded in connections among agents) m a y be in conflict.
levels within the organization have agency and have the
Knowledge at one level and knowledge at another level m a y
capability of effecting organizational performance. At the
interfere with or possibly support knowledge at another
individual level, research suggests that there is a link
level. Thus, the organization should be able to improve
between individual capability and performance. Specifically,
performance by finding the right balance between the two
organizations of more intelligent, more talented, more
levels.
educated, more knowledgeable personnel typically perform
Abstract
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examining the interaction among the two levels of learning.
A n interesting exception to this is the work by Cohen on
organizational routines (1996). This paper speaks to this
gap by using a computational model to look at
organizational learning where both individual experiential
and structural strategic learning are present.
This paper uses a computational model of organizations as
multi-agent systems capable of learning at multiple levels to
address the issue of learning clashes. The particular model
that is used, O R G A H E A D , is described in detail in other
venues (Carley & Svoboda, 1996). In this model knowledge
is stored both with the agent (agent level) and between
agents in the structure (structural level). Further, learning
occurs at the agent level - experiential learning - and at the
structural level - strategic learning.
At the agent level, organizational performance is
determined by the actions of the individuals in the
organization as they work on tasks. The specific model used
is the C O R P model of organizational performance (Carley
1992; Carley & Lin forthcoming). In this model, individual
knowledge is stored effectively as a series of up dateable
rules, structural knowledge is stored as the linkages between
agents. Individual experiential learning occurs as agents
gradually alter their rules given feedback. Essentially,
agents are engaged in a classification task and through a
series of trials they learn the classification rules. After each
trial they are given feedback, and so learn from this feedback.
Individual agents are boundedly rational at both the cognitive
and the structural level. That is, from an information
processing perspective they do not have the cognitive
capability of doing the task by themselves. From an
information access perspective they do not have access to
all of the information necessary to perform the task as their
role in the organization determines which information they
can acquire. Organizational performance is measured in
terms of accuracy as the percentage of tasks done correctly
(pattern was correctly classified) during some period of time.
At the structural level, organizational actions are the result
of anticipation and expectation based or strategic learning.
Strategic learning is modeled as a simulated annealing
process. Simulated annealing can be interpreted as a
computational analog of the imperfect optimization process
organizations (i.e., their C E O ' s and management team)
appear to go through w h e n they alter their design in an
attempt to improve performance. Based on a detailed
empirical study of investment banking Eccles and Crane
(1988) argued that the process of strategic change in
organizational design gone through by human organizations
appears to be an annealing process. In the proposed model
the C E O has knowledge about the task and about w h o knows
what, the ability to anticipate the future (albeit faulty), and
the ability to alter the organization's structure. The C E O has
a set of options or strategies that can be enacted to change
the organization such as hire new personnel,firepersonnel,
change w h o is doing what, and reassign personnel to new
managers. Periodically the C E O tries to anticipate the
future. T h e C E O considers a possible change in the

If this is indeed the case, that organizational cognition
arises not just from agent cognition, not just from the
interactions a m o n g agents, but also from the balance
between the two, then what about learning?
For
organizational learning, like knowledge, also exists at both
the individual and the structural level. At the individual
level, such learning is embodied in the experiences of the
agents within the organization. That is, individuals have
tasks to do, do them, gamer experience, and in general their
task performance improves. Such experiential learning has
been widely studied in both laboratories and in natural
settings. B y and large those studies indicate that individual
performance improves with experience. At the group level,
however, the relation of individual experience to group or
organizational performance is less clear. Indeed, studies have
shown both gains and losses in organizational performance
as individuals gain experience.
At the group level, however, there is another way for
organizations to learn. Organizations can learn h o w to
structure themselves, h o w to coordinate individuals, which
linkages to provide and not provide, so as to increase
organizational performance. This can be thought of as
strategic learning. T h e basis of strategic learning, the
mechanisms that underlie it, appear to be different than for
experiential learning.
T h e idea here is not to
anthropomorphise organizations, for the actions being taken
are still by individuals. However, the results are knowledge
embedded in formal linkages, routines, procedures, norms,
and culture whose longevity m a y exceed that of their
progenitor and which take on a "life of their o w n " separate
from that of the individual. This strategic learning, rather
than being based on experience is based on expectation. In
this case, organizations alter their structures, the linkages
between agents, not because experience has taught them
such a change is correct, but because expectations suggest
that such a change might improve performance.
These two levels of learning — individual and structural
— are clearly different. For one, the lessons learned lay
within the agents knowledge. For strategic learning, the
lessons learned are structural. That is, the expectations
become embedded in the linkages a m o n g agents. Further,
the temporality of these mechanisms is different. That is,
experiential learning occurs m u c h more quickly than does
strategic learning. Logically, the two types of learning
might counteract each other. But do they? A n d if they do,
what are there relative value for organizations?
Organizational learning theorists point to the existence of
multiple levels of learning and have speculated on the
importance of learning in multiple realms (Kim ,1993;
Huber, 1996). Researchers in the organizational learning
community have used computational models to explore the
issue. Typically, these models examine either the impact of
individual experiential learning on organizational
performance (Carley, 1992; Lin & Carley, 1997; Carley &
Lin, forthcoming; Verhagan & Masuch, 1994) or they
examine group level, procedural or cultural learning (Lant,
1994; Harrison & Carrol, 1991; March, 1996), rather than
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organizations structure. Engages in a though experiment
about what might happen if that change were made. Then if
the C E O thinks that the change is beneficial, that it will
improve performance, that change is made. Importantly,
even if the C E O is not convinced that the change will be
beneficial the C E O still might m a k e the change. That is,
the organization might take a risk. The likelihood of these
risks decreases with time as the organization becomes more
staid. A s mentioned, this process is carried out using a
simulated annealing model in which decreasing the
temperature corresponds to decreased likelihood of taking
risks.
This model then contains both experiential learning at the
individual level and strategic learning at the structural level.
Using this model questions concerning clashes between the
structural and the individual level can be addressed. Using
this model and Monte Carlo techniques a series of virtual
experiments were run to examine whether in fact learning at
one level interfered with learning at another, the relative
benefit to the organization of both types of learning in both
stable and volatile environments.

of levels does not manifest itself exclusively as interference.
At times the duality of learning at the individual and the
structural level m a y be compensating for each other: or, is
in this example, w h e n the both types of learning are in
effect overall performance is lower and the number of high
performers is higher. Thus, it appears that the organization
can trade experiential learning for strategic learning.

Table 1. Experiential and Expectation Based Learning
Structural:
Strategic Only

Avg. Performance
Overall
Number of high
performers
Avg. Performance
of T o p Performers

Learning Clashes
When considering the relationship between individual
experiential learning and structural strategic learning, the
issue from an organizational standpoint is not whether or
not people can learn from experience; but rather, whether or
not the value of that experience gets lost to the organization
when the organization restructures itself. T o examine this,
w e want to contrast organizations that restructure themselves
in which in some cases no experience is lost and in other
cases it is possible to lose experience. If w e have an
organization of agents (possibly artificial) that act purely on
the basis of standard operating procedures, that have no need
to and cannot even learn, then w e have an organization in
which the lessons of experience at the individual level
should be irrelevant. If w e have another organization in
which agents can and do learn from experience, in which
when agents leave knowledge goes with them and when n e w
agents arrive they bring no or at best different experience
then w e have an organization in which the lessons of
experience should be relevant. If strategic learning is to
interfere with experiential learning then performance should
be higher in the former than the latter organizations. Results
from a virtual experiment along these lines are shown in
table 1.
What w e find is that on average, strategic learning does
interfere with experiential learning. However, this
interference is slight. Indeed, on average, the overall drop in
performance when both types of learning are active is less
than 1%. Interestingly if w e look at the fraction of
organizations that show very significant improvement in
performance over what might be expected by chance, w e see
that the fraction of organizations with at least a 7 0 %
improvement is higher w h e n both strategic learning and
experiential learning are present. In other words, the clash
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79.

Structural & Agent:
Strategic &
Experiential
79.46%

137

156

87.20%

86.94%

T o examine this proposition a second virtual experiment
was run in which the degree of experience an individual
agent could retain was varied. These organizations varied in
the number of changes they m a d e in their structure over
time. The results indicate that there are multiple w a y s to
organize to achieve high performance and that indeed
organizations can trade experiential learning for strategic
learning. T o illustrate these results a simple multiple
regression showing the relative impact of the types of
change and the degree of experience of the personnel are
shown. Regression is used here as an illustrative device.
The true model is highly non-linear and the full effects of
the various features cannot be captured in a single regression
model. The point here is merely to show the general trends
in the way the theoretical constructs of concern operate.
A s can be seen in table 2 it is the interaction between
change and experience that affects performance. (In table 2,
only standardized coefficients are shown.) It should be
noted that if the interactions were not included then indeed
performance would have degraded with fires, improved with
change, and was unaffected by experience. The fact that
performance degrades withfiresis indicative of the earlier
point that s o m e types of structural change cause the
organization to loose the benefits of personnel experience.
The key, however, is to note the interaction between the
degree of change and degree of experience (see Figure 1).
W h a t this is indicating is that high performing organizations
either rarely change their structure and utilize personnel with
a relatively high degree of experience or they change the
structure constantly in which case the degree of personnel
experience is somewhat irrelevant.

density (more links) the higher the complexity. W h a t w e
find is that the more complex the task faced by the average
agent the lower the overall performance. Finally, the
organization can reduce the task load on the agents or utilize
agents with greater experience and still retain the same
performance level.

Table 2. Illustration of Impact of Change and Experience
on Performance

Variable

Coefficient

Coefficient

Fires
Change
Experience
Fires * Experience
Change * Experience
Complexity
Fires * Complexity
Change * Complexity
Complexity * Experience
Change * Complexity *
Experience

0.091
0.117
0.010
-0.715 ***
0.505 ***

-0.001
0.105
-0.065
-0.613 ***
0.509 ***
-0.962 *
0.463
0.325
0.681 *
-0.604 ***

r2

0.152
P (2 Tail) * < .05, ** < .01, *** < .005

Learning and Environmental Volatility
What this line of research is suggesting is that
organizations can treat agent cognition and learning as well
as knowledge and learning at the structural level as
resources. At the organizational level one can make trades
between the agent and the structural level. Overall
organizational performance then becomes an act of balancing
the two levels. But does this balancing act depend on the
environment. A s noted before change is going on
simultaneously at many levels. In a stable environment, or
for routine tasks, one might expect experiential learning to
be most effective as with stability the value of feedback
increases and so the lessons learned through experience is
more likely to be correct. Whereas, in the volatile or rapidly
changing environment one might expect structural change to
be more effective. In a volatile environment feedback is less
likely to be meaningful and so experiential learning is less
likely to improve performance.
Another virtual experiment was run in which the degree of
volatility in the environment was varied. In the stable
environment, the organization faces a sequence of tasks all
drawn randomly from the same distribution. In the low
volatility environment, the environment oscillated slowly
between two sets of tasks. In the high volatility
environment the environment oscillated rapidly between two
sets of tasks. If strategic learning is more critical as
volatility increases then w e would expect to see the high
performing organizations to have higher levels of structural
change as the level of volatility increases. A n d indeed this
is the case (Figure 2). In Figure 2 the degree of change in
personnel for the 5 % of the 1000 organizations simulated
that had the highest performance are shown. A s the
volatility of the environment increases the degree of change
increases, albeit slightly.
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A view of organizations in which cognition and learning
occur at multiple levels is presented. In terms of knowledge
cognition is seen as existing not just within the agent but as
an emergent phenomena from the interactions a m o n g and
negotiations between multiple agents. At the organizational
level w e can think of this structural cognition as a socially
shared cognition (Hutchins 1990, 1991). Learning becomes
a process of altering individual cognitive models as well as
altering socially shared cognitive or team models and the
processes, routines, and structures that influence what the
individual learns and what is shared. A key element of this
view is that the individual and the structural co-evolve and

Change
Figure 1. Interaction Between Experience and Change
But why is the degree of personnel experience somewhat
irrelevant? The answer m a y lie in h o w complex a task the
agents are doing. A measure of the complexity of the task
faced by each agent, that takes into account both the
information processing requirements due to processing both
direct task knowledge and indirect information provided by
others is the density of the overall network. The higher the
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this co-evolution occurs both in the cognitive models
(individual and socially shared) and in the social structures in
which the agents operate. To understand organizational
cognition and learning it will be necessary to attend to both
the knowledge level and the social or interactive level at the
same time.
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Abstract
Competing theories of analogical reasoning have
disagreed on the relative contributions of surface and
structural features to the access of analogs. The present
experiment attempted to systematically assess how access
is affected by the number of surface and structural matches
between a currently-read story and one that is presumably
in memory. The results suggest that both surface and
structural features affected access about equally.
Introduction
A n issue of major interest in the field of analogical
reasoning has been the relative roles of surface and structural
features of stories on the likelihood of a learner being
reminded of a prior story while reading a current one.
Surface features are features that, when changed, do not affect
the solution procedure for a problem or d o not affect
relationships in a story. Structural features are those that, if
changed, do affect the solution procedure or relationships.
For instance, consider a story about a hunter that shoots
an arrow at a h a w k but misses because the arrow does not
have any feathers on it to help stabilize its flight. The h a w k
then gives the hunter s o m e of its feathers and the hunter is
so pleased he promises not to hunt hawks anymore.
Consider a second story about an aggressive country that
attacks its neighbor with missiles; the missiles fail to do
any d a m a g e because they were poorly guided and missed
their targets. The neighbor, which makes supercomputers,
offers to sell s o m e to the aggressive country. T h e
aggressive country is so appreciative that it pledges never to
attack its neighbor again.
These two stories share a similar structure but differ in
terms of surface features. N o w consider a revision of the
second story. A nervous country offers to sell s o m e
computers to its aggressive neighbor in order to obtain a
promise that the aggressive country will not attack it. T h e
aggressive country then equips its missiles with the
computers it had purchased and proceeds to attack the
country that sold them the computers. The attack succeeds
because of the computers. Like the first story about the
countries, this story has about the same minimal degree of
surface overlap with the h a w k story. However, the degree of
structural overlap has also been reduced.
Finally, consider a fourth story about an eagle that offers
to provide tailfeathers to a sportsman w h o uses a crossbow
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on his outings. The eagle wishes to extract a promise from
the sportsman that the eagle will not be attacked. After
giving the sportsman the tailfeathers, the eagle is later shot
by the hunter and the arrow that did the damage had the
eagle's tailfeathers to help its flight. This story has a
number of surface similarities to the hawk story, but as with
the second country story, the structural feature overlap has
been reduced relative to thefirstcountry story.
If a person were to read a large number of "base" stories
and then, perhaps after a week's delay, were to read a large
number of "cue" stories, a question of interest is which base
story(ies) the reader would be reminded of when reading a
particular cue story. W o u l d the reminding be driven by
surface feature overlap between a particular base and cue or
would it be affected also, or instead, by structural feature
overlap? M o r e concretely, if the hawk story were one of the
base stories, would thefirstcountry story be as good a cue
as the story about the eagle?
Recent research has been equivocal o n this issue.
Gentner, Rattermann, and Forbus (1993) found that
reminding in such a situation tended to be driven largely by
surface feature overlap. In a typical experiment from their
study, participants would read a collection of base stories and
then a week later would read a collection of cue stories. A
given cue story would have a matched base story where the
match could be at several levels. Afirst-orderrelation, or
F O R , match would be one in which certain low-level
predicates would be present in both stories (e.g., X shoots
Y ) but there would be minimal surface feature overlap (e.g.,
hawk vs. country). A surface feature, or SS, match would
be one in which the stories would share F O R s as well as
some entities (e.g., hunter vs sportsman; h a w k vs. eagle).
A higher-order relation, or H O R , match would be one in
which both stories share F O R s (but not surface features) as
well as sharing a higher-order structure that relates the F O R s
(e.g., an attack is m a d e but fails; this causes the entity being
attacked to offer to provide at item to the attacker to help the
attacker; this offer causes the attacker to be grateful and to
promise not to attack again). See Gentner (1989) for a more
complete discussion of these types of matches.
Gentner et al. (1993) found that a cue story that shared
surface features with a base would be more likely to lead a
person to recall that base compared to a cue that shared only
first-order relations with the base. In addition, Gentner et al.
found that a cue that shared a higher-order relation with a
base would be more likely to lead to a reminding compared

to a cue that shared only lower-order relations. However, the
effect due to higher-order relation overlap was much smaller
than the effect due to surface feature overlap. Taken
together, the results suggest that surface features play a large
role in affecting access while the contribution of structural
features is relatively minor.
However, other results indicate that structural features
might play a larger role in access than suggested by Centner
et al's (1993) findings. Wharton, Holyoak, Downing,
Lange, Wickens, & Melz (1994) suggested that a difficulty
in the design used by Centner et al. (1993) was that for any
given cue story, there was at most only one base story that
had a strong semantic similarity to the cue (i.e., in the
surface similarity condition). In this case, the likelihood of
accessing the base story might be fairly high regardless of
the addition of structural similarity since there would be
relatively little competition.
Wharton et al. (1994) argued that a more sensitive way to
determine whether structural features would have significant
impact on access would be to provide readers with two base
stories that match a particular cue story in terms of surface
features, but differ in the degree of structural overlap. In this
situation, if the base story with greater structural overlap
with the cue tends to be the one that is accessed by a person
when reading the cue, this would suggest that structural
features play a larger role in access that had previously been
believed. Wharton et al. obtained such a result.
It is difficult to compare the results of Centner et al.
(1993) and Wharton et al. (1994) because the methodologies
and materials differed. Centner et al. used stories of about
75-110 words in length while Wharton et al. mostly used
stories consisting of two sentences and a cue of one sentence
(although in one experiment they used materials closer in
length to those used by Centner et al.) Participants in
Centner et al.'s study read the cue stories a week after reading
the base stories; participants in Wharton et al. typically read
the cue stories during the same experimental session with an
interpolated task between the base and cue stories. There
was only one base story that matched a given cue story in
Centner et al. while in Wharton et al. there were two base
stories that matched a particular cue. The researchers also
used different terminology in describing the relationships
among the base and cue stories.
Besides the differences in methodologies making it
difficult to compare the results of Centner et al. (1993) and
Wharton et al. (1994), there is a question about whether
their manipulations provided a sufficiently systematic test of
relative effects on access of surface and structural features.
In both sets of studies, the manipulations were more of a
"kind" than a "degree" (see also Seifert & Cray, 1990). For
instance, consider a base story from Centner et al. (1993)
that hadfirst-orderrelations overlap with a cue story. In a
typical experiment such a story was recalled about 2 5 % of
the time when a participant read the relevant cue. Suppose
the cue story is now changed to include some surface feature
overlap between the base and cue while keeping the first
order relations the same. N o w access jumps to 7 0 % . This
kind of result is taken as evidence for the importance of
surface features in access. However, another approach would
be to manipulate the number of matches of a particular type
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and examine whether an increase in matches leads to
increased access. The present study takes this approach by
manipulating the number of surface feature (entity) and firstorder relation matches between a particular base story and a
particular cue story.
Experiment
Method
Participants. Participants were 120 students at the
Ceorgia Institute of Technology w h o participated in the
experiment for course credit.
Materials. Sixteen base stories and 16 cue stories were
used in the study. Fifteen of the base and cue stories were
taken from Centner et al. (1993) and were used as fillers.
The base story of interest was a story about a doctor treating
a patient with a tumor and was adapted from Cick and
Holyoak (1983) and provided with an ending (see Table 1).
The cue story of interest was a story about a dentist.
There were four versions of the dentist story produced by
crossing the number of surface and F O R matches that a cue
story would have with the base story of interest (see Table
2). Care was taken to m a k e sure that various "content"
words that appeared in the base story did not also appear in
the various versions of the cue story (e.g., "simultaneously"
is used in the base story while "at the same time" is used in
the cue story).
The entity and F O R matches between the doctor story and
the different versions of the dentist story are listed in Table
3. Note that a "match" does not have to be exact (e.g., "ray"
matches with "laser," S E N D matches with D I R E C T ) . If the
number of entities and F O R s that are shared by the base
story and the possible cue stories are counted, one will see
that the range for each goes irom one to three.
Figure 1 attempts to graphically illustrate the central
higher-order structure of each story that connects the firstorder relations using a notation consistent with that used by
Centner and her colleagues (e.g.. Centner, 1989). The
higher-order relation ( C A U S E ) was held constant across the
base story and the different versions of the cue story. This
relation could be thought of roughly as: the desire to not
affect something near a target causes simultaneous lowstrength forces to be sent towards the target.
Procedure. During Phase 1 participants read 16 base
stories and were told to try to remember the stories since
they would be coming back the following week to read more
stories. In addition, after reading each base story they rated
it for imagability and plausibility (each on a scale from 1 to
10 each time) in order to increase the depth of processing of
the stories and also because this type of rating task was used
by Wharton et al. (1994). During Phase 2, which occurred
one week after Phase 1, participants performed an unrelated
task for approximately 20 minutes and then read 16 cue
stories. After reading a cue story participants were asked to
write d o w n any stories from the prior week of which they
were reminded. They were asked to write a brief summary

that they felt would be sufficient to allow another person to
of a participant reporting being reminded of the doctor story
unambiguously determine to which story they were
as a function of which version of the dentist cue story was
referring.
read.
Since 15 of the base and cue stories were chosen
Participants were randomly assigned to one of four
conditions (30 participants per condition) defined by the
essentially randomly from those used by Centner et al.
(1993), little attention was paid to the remindings reported
relationship of the cue story to the base story.
to those cue stories. Rather, the focus was on the likelihood
Table 1: Base Story (The Doctor).
A tumor developed in Mr. Johnson's stomach and had to be removed. The doctor had available
a kind of ray that could be used to destroy the tumor. If the rays reached the tumor at a
sufficiently high intensity, the tumor would be destroyed.
Unfortunately, at this
intensity the healthy tissue that the ray passed through on the way to the tumor would also
be destroyed. The doctor decided to use multiple ray machines to send low-intensity rays
at the tumor simultaneously from different directions. In this way the rays would add up
to a sufficient intensity to destroy the tumor without hurting the surrounding tissue.

Table 2: Versions of Cue Story (The Dentist).
3 entity matches, 3 FOR matches
The dentist needed to extract a small cyst from the gums of his patient.
He was going to
use a laser device that would cause the cyst to shrink. However, if the laser was used at
the appropriate level, it would damage the area of the gums near the cyst besides shrinking
the cyst itself. The dentist chose to use several laser devices each at a reduced setting
and direct them at the cyst from a few positions all at the same time. The combined lasers
hitting the cyst would be able to shrink it while the area near the cyst would not be
affected since only a reduced level would be passing through any particular part of the
gums.
1 entity match, 3 FOR matches
The dentist needed extract a tooth from his patient.
He was going to use a device that
sent out ultrasound that caused the tooth to fracture and then could be painlessly pulled.
However, if the ultrasovind was used at the appropriate level, it would deimage the area of
the gums near the tooth besides fracturing the tooth. The dentist chose to use several
ultrasound devices each at a reduced setting and direct the ultrasound at the tooth from a
few positions all at the same time. The combined ultrasound hitting the tooth would be
sufficient to fracture it while the gums would not be affected since only a reduced level
would be passing through any particular part of the gums.
3 entity matches, 1 FOR match
The dentist weinted to ensure a long life for his patient's false tooth. He was going to
use a laser device that would strengthen the tooth. However, if the laser was used at the
appropriate level, it would enlarge a cyst on the area of the gxims near the tooth besides
strengthening the tooth. The dentist chose to use several laser devices each at a reduced
setting and direct them at the tooth from a few positions all at the same time. The
combined lasers hitting the tooth would be sufficient to strengthen the tooth while the
cyst would not be enlarged since only a reduced level would be passing through the cyst.
1 entity match, 1 FOR match
The dentist wanted to ensure a long life for his patient's false tooth. He was going to
use a device that sent out ultrasound that would strengthen the tooth. However, if the
ultrasound was used at the appropriate level, it would enlarge the area of the gums near
the tooth besides strengthening the tooth. The dentist chose to use several ultrasound
devices each at a reduced setting and direct them at the tooth from a few positions all at
the same time. The combined ultrasound hitting the tooth would be sufficient to strengthen
the tooth while the gums would not be enlarged since only a reduced level would be passing
through any particular part of the gums.
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Predictions. If surface feature overlap systematically
affects access, then as the number of surface feature matches
between a base and cue increase, the proportion of
participants w h o report being reminded of the base when
reading the cue story should increase. The same argument
applies for structural feature (first-order relation) matches. It
is unclear whether an interaction should be expected. For

instance, perhaps an increase infirst-orderrelation matches
will improve access only if the number of surface feature
matches is over some threshold. In addition, it is unclear
whether there would be an interaction based on whether the
higher-order relations (HORs) were manipulated. In this
study, the primary higher-order relation was held constant as
is shown diagrammatically in Figure I.

Table 3: Entity and F O R Matches Between Doctor Story and Versions of Dentist Story. Entities and F O R s in a Dentist
Story That are Not Matches for Those in the Doctor Story are in Parentheses.
Doctor
Entities
doctor

ray
tumor

FORs
NOT-DESTROY
DESTROY
SEND

Dentist (3 entity & 3 Dentist (1 entity & 3 Dentist (3 entity & 1
F O R match)
F O R matches)
F O R matches)

Dentist (1 entity & 1
FOR match)

dentist
laser
cyst

dentist
(ultrasound)
(tooth)

dentist
laser
cyst

dentist
(ultrasound)
(tooth)

NOT-DAMAGE
SHRINK
DIRECT

NOT-DAMAGE
FRACTURE
DIRECT

(NOT-ENLARGE)
(STRENGTHEN)
DIRECT

(NOT-ENLARGE)
(STRENGTHEN)
DIRECT

6.01, M S E = .23, p = .016. Similarly, there were more
remindings when the number offirst-orderrelation matches
increased from one to three, F(l, 116) = 4.31, p = .04.
There was no interaction between the two factors, F(l, 116)
= .04, p = .85.

Results
Figure 2 presents the proportion of participants w h o reported
being reminded of the doctor story when they read the dentist
cue story as a function of which version of the dentist story
was read. There were more remindings when the number of
entity matches increased from one to three, F{1, 116) =
0.81

1 Ent
3 Ent
1 Ent
3 FOR
1 FOR
1 FOR
Condition
Figure 2: Proportion of Participants Reporting Being Reminded of Base Story as a Function of the Number of Entity (Ent)
and First-Order Relation (FOR) Matches with Cue Story.
3 Ent
3 FOR
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where classical rationality holds; and the level of cognitive
algorithms which are bounded by cognitive limitations, but
which m a y serve as approximations to rational norms.
Second, w e present simulations comparing Take the Best
against a range of alternative models which have been widely
used in psychology or artificial intelligence. All these
algorithms have similar levels of performance on the
estimation problem G & G consider, which indicates that this
problem does not usefully discriminate between cognitive
algorithms. W e argue that considerations of generality and
speed suggest that other algorithms are at least as
psychologically plausible as Take the Best.

Abstract
In a major theoretical paper, Gigerenzer and Goldstein
(1996a) argue that classical rationality should be rejected
as a norm of good reasoning, and that this thesis
undermines both rational models of human thought and the
alternative heuristics-and-biases program. They illustrate
their argument by proposing that a specific cognitive
estimation problem m a y be carried out by the 'Take the
Best" algorithm, which is "fast and frugal," but not
rational. W e argue: (1) that "fast and frugal" cognitive
algorithms may approximate rational norms, and only in
this way can their success be explained; and (2) that new
computer simulations, and considerations of speed and
generality, suggest that other algorithms are at least as
psychologically plausible as Take the Best.

Bounded Rationality and
the E x p l a n a t i o n o f H u m a n Inference
Almost all aspects of cognition involve uncertain inference,
from word perception to learning to motor control. All of
these inferences are provisional and uncertain, and m a y be
revised in the light of more information (e.g., Oaksford &
Chater, 1991). But, overall, h u m a n uncertain inference is
spectacularly successful—the cognitive system vastly
outperforms the most sophisticated artificial intelligence
systems in almost every real-world domain. Explaining how
this success is possible requires (1) specifying the cognitive
algorithms underlying human uncertain inference. But it also
requires (2) explaining w h y these algorithms lead to
successful inference. This second issue is the center of
controversy in G & G ' s paper. G & G argue that there are three
possible viewpoints:
1. The "classical" view that the algorithms involved in
h u m a n reasoning follows the laws of probability theory and
statistics, which define normative canons for uncertain
reasoning. This view is held to claim that the mind is "...a
Laplacian demon equipped with unlimited time, knowledge,
and computational might...carrying around the collected
works of Kolmogoroff, Fisher, or Neyman..." (p. 650; all
page references to G & G , 1996 unless otherwise stated)
2. T h e "heuristics and biases" program (e.g., Kahneman,
Slovic & Tversky, 1982) which suggests that "human
inference is systematically biased and error-prone, suggesting
that the laws of inference are quick-and-dirty heuristics" (p.
650). G & G claim that this viewpoint "hasretainedthe

Introduction
Gigerenzer and Goldstein (1996; henceforth G & G ; see also
Goldstein & Gigerenzer, 1996) argue that h u m a n reasoning
violates classical norms of rationality but nonetheless is
adapted to the problems that it faces in the real world.
H u m a n reasoning is fast, frugal and effective—but not
rational. They illustrate this proposal in the setting of a
cognitive estimation problem: Deciding which is the larger
of two cities, based on a list of features of each city. They
present computer simulations comparing a very simple
decision procedure, Take the Best, based on Gigerenzer's
probabilistic mental models account (Gigerenzer, Hoffrage &
Kleinbolting, 1991), with a range of alternative algorithms.
G & G have taken important steps in developing theories of
"fast and frugal" reasoning, and provided a stimulating
discussion of the relationship between h u m a n reasoning and
rational norms. However, w e believe their conclusions to be
mistaken. In this paper, w e put forward two challenges to
G & G ' s arguments. First, w e argue that h u m a n reasoning
must be compared against rational norms, in order to explain
w h y people's "fast and frugal" reasoning strategies are
successful. Specifically, w e suggest that G & G ' s radical
rejection of classical rationality stems from conflating two
levels of explanation: the level of rational analysis
(Anderson, 1990, 1991a; Oaksford & Chater, 1994, 1995)
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normative kernel of the classical view" as defining the
standard against which success in reasoning should be
judged.
3. T h e "bounded rationality" approach, which assumes
that the cognitive system must satisfice rather than
optimize. Moreover, G & G state that this approach implies
that "the minds of living systems should be understood
relative to the environment in which they evolved rcaher
than to the tenets of classical rationality..." (p. 651)
(emphasis added). G & G claim that this viewpoint is a radical
departure from both the classical view and its traditional
opponents, because it rejects classical theories of rationality
not only as descriptions of h u m a n reasoning, but also as
normative standards. G & G illustrate and argue for this third
position.
W e believe that the bounded rationality approach should
not be formulated as a radical alternative to the classical
viewpoint or to the heuristics and biases programs. Rather it
should be viewed as a synthesis of the insights of both
approaches, and to be continuous with both.
What is Bounded Rationality?
W e argue that bounded rationality, as its n a m e implies,
should be viewed as an approximation to (unbounded)
rationality. That is, bounded rationality involves rationality,
subject to constraints. These constraints typically involve
resource limitations, including computational restrictions
imposed by time and m e m o r y space restrictions, and more
generally by the capacities of the computational architecture
of the cognitive system.
Simon (1955) introduced the idea of bounded rationality to
be contrasted with optimization-based models of individual
behavior then being developed primarily within economics,
operations research, and decision theory rather than in
psychology. These models assumed that people can be
viewed as choosing between courses of action to maximize
their subjective expected utility, as scheduling multiple
activities to maximize productivity and so on. Simon points
out that these optimization problems are typically
computationally intractable. Hence, assuming that thought
is a kind of computation, people are not capable of such
optimization; at best they can satisfice—T\nA an acceptable,
though typically not optimal, solution. Notice that the very
idea of satisficing implies that there is some standard which
is being approximated—maximum expected utility,
productivity, and the like; but it also implies that to
understand h o w well this standard is achieved, w e must
consider the mechanisms by which it is approximated.
Rationality m a y be bounded to various degrees, depending
on the nature and severity of the constraints. At one
extreme, a computational system exhibiting bounded
rationality might carry out the same kind of calculation as
would be required by an unbounded rational system, except
that the calculations are simplified in some way. For
example, in an optimization problem, the system might not
attempt to find a global optimum, but might settle for the
any solution which is satisfactory, according to some
criterion; or probabilistic calculations might be simplified
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by making strong independence assumptions (e.g., Peari,
1988). At the other extreme, a computational system might
exhibit bounded rationality by relying on simple heuristics,
which are easy to implement, and will typically (although
by necessity not always) give an outcome in line with
unbounded rationality. Such heuristics are familiar in
cognitive modelling in a wide range of domains. For
example, in models of problem solving, for example,
heuristics range from general purpose "weak" heuristics,
such as means-ends analysis (Newell & Simon, 1972) to
specific heuristics tailored to the problem domain (in chess,
for example, these might concern the values of the pieces or
features of the board position conferring strategic advantage),
and heuristics based on pattern-matching with large numbers
of past exemplars (Chase & Simon, 1973). These heuristics
are very easy to apply, and can provide useful
approximations to the information that would be gained
from the rationally justified, but computationally
intractable, process of exhaustively searching the entire
problem space.
At all points on this continuum of bounded rationality,
understanding the system's performance requires specifying
at least (i) what rational goal is being approximated; (ii)
what algorithms are being used, and h o w they serve to
approximate the rational goal (subject to the relevant
constraints). These two aspects of the explanation of the
system suggest h o w understanding a system as exhibiting
bounded rationality can reconcile the intuitions behind the
classical rationality and the heuristics and biases approaches.
The specification of (i) takes the form of an (unbounded)
rational analysis; and (ii) describes the particular algorithms,
which m a y be the "fast and frugal" heuristics that Gigerenzer
and Goldstein suggest, which approximate the rational goal.
Thus bounded rationality can be seen as integrating the two
previous approaches to understanding h u m a n uncertain
reasoning, rather than as third option, opposed to both.
Notice that there are possible extreme positions, connected
with the classical rationality and the heuristics and biases
programs, which would not fit within the framework of
bounded rationality. The first is that the cognitive system
implements unbounded rationality - and hence part (ii) of the
bounded rationality explanation is unnecessary. W e k n o w of
no cognitive scientist w h o advocates this position— indeed,
it would be untenable on purely computational grounds: The
computational intractability of most rational accounts of
thought, including probability theory, decision theory and
logic (e.g., Paris, 1992; Reiner, 1995) implies that no
physical device could implement unbounded calculations in
the time-scales relevant for h u m a n cognition.
The second extreme position is that the cognitive system
consists of algorithms, which do not approximate any
rational standard—and hence part (i) of the bounded
rationality explanation is unnecessary. It is not clear h o w
m a n y theorists would advocate this position, but w e suspect
that very few would do so. T h e very word "heuristic"
implies a shortcut to achieving s o m e goal by longer,
optimal means. Theorists, such as K a h n e m a n and Tversky,
w h o describe cognitive processes as heuristics, are thereby

implicitly recognizing that s o m e kind of normative rational
explanation is being approximated, if imperfectly (as G & G
affirm in their characterization of the heuristics and biases
program). Moreover, the very idea that h u m a n thought can
be understood as reasoning rather than as a collection of
uninterpreted ;>roce<iMre5 involves the assumption that some
rational norms are being approximated (see Oaksford &
Chater, 1995). Giving up the idea that thought involves
reasoning has catastrophic implications, not just within
psychology, but
more
broadly: assumptions
of
(approximate) h u m a n rationality are at the core of "rational
choice" explanations in the social sciences (e.g., Elster,
1986), micro-economics, and appear to be underpin the
attribution of meaning both to mental states and to natural
language (Davidson, 1984).
G & G claim that the cognitive system is fast and frugal,
but not rational. But w e have seen that all or almost all
theorists concerned with h u m a n or animal behavior, whether
from the "classical rationality" or "heuristics and biases"
viewpoints agree on the framework of bounded rationality,
where this is understood as integrating rational and
algorithmic styles of explanation. Thus they agree that the
cognitive system is fast, frugal, and, contra G & G , rational.
G & G provide no reason to deviate from this consensus.
Recognizing that developing rational accounts of
cognition is an empirical enterprise, Anderson (1990, 1991)
has proposed an important methodology for discovering a
"rational analysis" of bounded rational systems. His
methodology involves six steps:
1. Specify precisely the goals of the cognitive
system.
2. Develop a formal model of the environment to
which the system is adapted.
3. M a k e minimal assumptions about
computational limitations.
4. Derive the optimal behavior function given 1-3
above.
5. Examine the empirical evidence to see whether
the predictions of the behavior function are
confirmed.
6. Repeat, iteratively refining the theory.
Notice that the first two steps explicitly address the two
empirical factors determining the correct rational theory
mentioned above: 1. deals with what the cognitive system
takes the task to be, and 2. concerns the structure of the
environment. T h e third point explicitly addresses the
bounded character of cognitive processes. Because
Anderson's emphasis is on the rational theory, rather than
h o w the cognitive system approximates that theory, he
emphasizes cases where these assumptions are "minimal," to
place the burden of explanation as m u c h as possible on the
rational theory. Moreover, Anderson (in the tradition of
economists and zoologists mentioned above) also
recommends that theorists should push purely rational
accounts as far as possible before introducing cognitive
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constraints, because these constraints are relatively pooriy
understood.
These steps are the basis on which the optimal behavior
function is calculated, and compared against the empirical
evidence. Note that Anderson is not committed to the idea of
perfect optimaiity, rather than satisficing, with respect to
this function, merely that it provides an ideal to which the
cognitive system approximately
conforms. Hence,
Anderson's method of rational analysis is a blueprint for
attempting to understand the "rational" theory underiying
systems exhibiting bounded rationality, and has been
fruitfully applied across a range of cognitive domains (e.g.,
Anderson, 1991). This approach to understanding bounded
rational systems stands in direct contrast to the approach that
G & G advocate, because it places a rational standard at the
center of psychological explanation, rather than dispensing
with such a standard entirely.
How Plausible is Take the Best?
W e n o w turn from general questions concerning rationality,
to the specific question of the plausibility of Take the Best
as a psychological hypothesis concerning cognitive
estimation. Specifically, G & G consider the problem of
estimating answering questions such as "Which city has the
larger population? (a) Hamburg (b) Cologne. They assume
that the participant does not k n o w the answer, but must
decide on the basis of facts that they k n o w about the two
cities: e.g., whether the cities have a major professional
soccer team, whether it is in East or West Germany).
Because correlations can be found between some of these
features and population size (e.g., major soccer teams tend to
be in large cities), these features can be used as a basis for
answering questions concerning which of a pair of cities is
larger. Specifically, G & G ' s simulations involve answering
these questions on the basis of nine binary features
associated with each city.
G & G argue for the cognitive plausibility of their "fast and
frugal" algorithm. Take the Best, the core of which is as
follows. People are assumed to rank features in order of how
reliable they determining city size. Comparison of two cities
then involves running through each the features from the
most to the least reliable, until a feature is found on which
the two cities differ—this feature then determines which city
is judged to be the larger. This algorithm thus makes a
decision purely on the basis of a single feature, rather than
integrating information from all features. This is one of the
reasons that G & G claim that their algorithm is non-rational.
G & G ' s original competition showed that this simple
algorithm performed just as well in judging city populations
as algorithms such as multiple linear regression, and
algorithms based on tallying (see G & G , 1 9 % for details).
G & G argue that the good performance of Take the Best in
their competition, and its speed, is evidence for its cognitive
plausibility. In this section, w e (1) present results of a new
competition, between Take the Best and a range of general
purpose learning algorithms from psychology and artificial
intelligence, in which all algorithms obtain similar levels of
performance; (2) w e argue that these other approaches are to

be preferred on grounds of their generality, in particular
regarding their ability to integrate information; (3) w e argue
that G & G ' s claim that Take the Best is preferable to other
algorithms on grounds of speed depends on implicit
assumptions about the cognitive architecture. W e aiiiclude
that general purpose learning algorithms arc at least as
plausible as Take the Best.
A New Competition
G & G ' s Take the Best algorithm is specially tailored for the
city population problem. W e compare its performance with
three kinds of general purpose algorithms, which have all
been used extensively in cognitive science and artificial
intelligenceresearch:(1) exemplar-based algorithms, which
assume that people store previous examples, and judge new
examples in relation to their similarity to stored examples;
(2) multilayered, feedforward neural networks, trained by
back-propagation; (3) the decision tree classifier.
O n e difference between G & G ' s simulations and those
reported here is that w e have assumed that people only have
to compare between familiar cities. G & G also use a
"recognition principle:" that cities which are recognized are
assumed to be larger than cities which are not recognized.
This principle could be combined with any of the algorithms
in our competition and hence does not help distinguish
between them. W e have therefore left out this aspect of
G & G ' s analysis below.
Representation of data. G & G represent each city as a
vector of nine binary (0 or 1) cue values. T o facilitate
comparison between algorithms, w e represented a pair of
two cities by nine features representing the difference
between the nine cue values for each city. For example, for
the cities with features (1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1) and (1, 0,
1, 1, 1, 0, 1, I, 0), the corresponding training pattern would
be (0, I, -1, -1, 0, 0, -1, 0, 1). A tenth value for each
pattern indicated whether the population of thefirstof each
pair was smaller, equal to, or larger than the population of
the second. Taking all pairs of distinct cities in both orders
yielded a possible 83 x 82 = 6806 training patterns.
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population of G e r m a n cities as a function of the
percentage of comparisons seen during training.
In order to capture the effects of limited knowledge, we
trained each of the algorithms on a subset of the 6806
comparisons. In Figure 1, the percentage of training
examples refers to the percentage of these comparisons
presented during the training of each algorithm. T h e values
shown in Figure 1 are for generalisation performance, for
predicting the outcome of all 6806 comparisons. This
approach allowed the algorithms to be assessed on an equal
footing.
Take the Best. A s described by G & G , w e took a subset of
the 6806 comparisons and treated them as training examples.
The cue validity for each feature was calculated as the
fraction of cases in which the feature was larger in value for
the larger city divided by the total number of training
examples. This gave the same cue validities as those
calculated by G & G when the entire data set was used for
training. Having found the cue validities, the test set was
evaluated in the rank order specified by the cue validities, and
thefirstfeature in this order that discriminated between the
two cities was taken to be the model's answer.
Nearest neighbor. T h e response of the model on test
examples was that of the nearest neighbour in the nine
dimensional space of training examples, using a Euclidean
distance metric.
Generalised Context Model. The Generalised Context
Model (Nosofsky, 1990) is similar to Nearest Neighbor, but
the response is determined by all training examples, rather
than just the nearest neighbor, in proportion to their
similarity to the test example. Specifically, this method
uses a Euclidean distance metric, and the influence of each
training example is a Gaussian function of its distance from
the test example. Nosofsky's model has adjustable
parameters concerning the relative weighting of each feature,
and also allows bias terms for different response. For
simplicity w e did not include such parameters, and thus each
feature was weighted equally, and there were no biases
between responses. W e included just one adjustable
parameter, the standard deviation of the Gaussian, which was
optimised straightforwardly by measuring generalisation
score for many different values and choosing the best.
Feedforward connectionist network. W e used a three-layer
feedforward network with nine input units, two hidden units,
and one output, trained using the backpropagation
algorithm. The inputs were the difference patterns, and the
output corresponded to the decision about which city is
larger. The target values for the output were 0, 0.5, and 1,
for smaller, equal to, and bigger, respectively. Weights were
initialised to random values within the range (-.5,.5). The
net was trained for 100 epochs (passes through each training
sample), with a learning rate of 0.01, and a m o m e n t u m of
0.9. T h e order of the training examples was randomised
within each epoch. During test, output values less than 0.5
were classed as "smaller," and values greater than 0.5 were
classed as bigger.

Decision trees: C4.5. The decision tree building algorithm
C4.5 (Quinlan, 1993) was used to construct a decision tree
on the basis of the nine feature training vectors, and then
used to classify the comparison vectors in the test set. See
Quinlan (1993) for a detailed description and source code for
the C4.5 algorithm.
Results and discussion. T h e results shown in Figure 1
show similar levels and patterns of performance for all the
algorithms tested. T h e only substantial difference between
algorithms is that Take the Best is most successful with a
small number of training examples, and least successful
with a large number of training examples. The overall levels
of performance between Take the Best and the other
algorithms are very similar. Combined with G & G ' s
observation that Take the Best had almost exactly the same
performance profile as tallying, weighted tallying and
multiple regression, this suggests that this population
estimation task is a poor discriminator between algorithms.
Thus, from the results of the competition, there seems no
reason to favor Take the Best over standard and widely used
learning methods from psychology and artificial intelligence.
W e n o w argue that Take the Best is implausible on grounds
of generality, and that, despite G & G , there is no reason to
favor it on grounds of speed.
Generality
Take the Best is a highly specialized algorithm, along two
dimensions. First, it is specialized with respect to domain: it
applies only to the very restricted class of problems, in
which s o m e magnitude must be compared between pairs of
items, where those items arerepresentedby binary features.
Second, it is specialized because it makes strong
assumptions about the structure of the data that it can solve
successfully: Specifically, Take the Best will succeed only
for problems in which individual features can be
meaningfully be considered independently. T h e other
algorithms in the competition are more general than Take
the Best, on both dimensions. They have all been used
across a wide range of domains, including the modelling of
disparate psychological processes. They also make weaker
assumptions about the structure of the data—specifically,
they can integrate information in complex way.
These general algorithms are able to perform as well as
Take the Best in the competition w e have reported.
According to the standanj principles of scientific
methodology (e.g., H o w s o n & Urbach, 1989), other things
being equal, more general algorithms, which might
potentially be c o m m o n to m a n y other cognitive processes,
should be preferred.
Speed
G & G discuss one feature of Take the Best, which may
appear to provide grounds for favoring this algorithm over
the general purpose algorithms w e have considered: that
Take the Best draws inferences faster than the other
algorithms in their competition, "measured by the amount
of information searched in m e m o r y " (p. 658).
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W e note simply that the appropriateness of this measure
depends on assumptions about the architecture of the
cognitive system. O n a serial architecture, in which it m a y
be presumed that information is searched in memory at a
constant rate. Take the Best would be more rapid than, for
example, multiple regression, or the neural network model
and exemplar accounts w e have considered here. But in a
parallel architecture, speed of processing will not generally
be related to the amount of information searched in memory,
because large amounts of information can be searched in
m e m o r y simultaneously. So, for example, both the learning
and application of multiple regression can be implemented
in parallel using a connectionist network with a single layer
of connections. This implementation could operate very
rapidly—in the time it takes to propagate activity across one
layer of connections. Similariy the back-propagation account
could also be rapidly implemented in parallel, in
connectionist hardware. In the same way, an instance-based
architecture, in which instances can be retrieved in parallel,
the nearest neighbor and general context model algorithms
would be the quickest.
Only by making specific assumptions about the cognitive
architecture that runs an algorithm is it possible to usefully
compare the speed of Take the Best against the alternatives
w e have discussed. There are extensive research programs
aimed at establishing the viability of instance-based and
connectionist architectures as general accounts of cognitive
&
architecture (e.g., Kolodner, 1993; Rumelhart
McClelland, 1986). Although the success of these
programmes is yet to be decided, w e should not apply a
measure of speed, such as amount of information searched in
memory, which assumes that the appropriate standard by
which simplicity is to be judged is given by a serial
architecture.
In this section, w e have argued that general purpose
learning methods give comparable results to Take the Best
on G & G ' s population estimation task, are preferable on
grounds of generality, and equally plausible on grounds of
speed. W e conclude that the cognitive plausibility of Take
the Best remains to be established.
Conclusions
In this paper, w e have argued for two claims. First,
cognitive processes exhibiting boundedrationalityshould be
understood as approximating somerationalstandard that m a y
need to be discovered. Second, a range of general purpose
learning algorithms are at least as plausible as the highly
specialized Take the Best algorithm.
W e hope that the approach w e have advocated regarding
the relation between rationality and algorithmic accounts
m a y have broad application in understanding cognition in
psychology, animal behavior and the social sciences. It
promises to reconcilerationaland mechanistic constraints in
a range of contexts where the debate focuses on the different
emphasis placed on these constraints. Both rational and
mechanistic factors are important, because the system under
study is presumed only to approximate, perhaps quite
accurately or perhaps very coarsely, a rational solution.

Within this framework, the debate between rationality-based
versus mechanistic explanation becomes a matter of
emphasis and degree, rather than a fundamental divide. W e
suggest that in any debate of this kind, there should be a
methodological imperative to explore rationality-based
explanations—only by doing so can the scope of this level
of explanation be assessed; and w e caution that rationalitybased explanation cannot be abandoned wholesale, without
losing the ability to explain why the system under study is
adaptive or successful.
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stimuli are presented, some responses can be done
successfully, while others cannot. The answer(s) to these
Repetition blindness (RB) usually refers to the inability toimportant questions are not readily available, because these
detect or recall a repeated item as opposed to an unrepeated
issues have not been discussed or addressed, at least not
item in rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP). Using a
explicitly, in the R B literature.
category counting task (i.e., to count how many times a given
O n e w a y to verify whether R B is an all-or-none
category appears in an R S V P list). Experiment 1 found R B
phenomenon or not is to compare the successfiil responses
for repeated Chinese characters in R S V P lists. hi
to the repeated stimuli and those to the unrepeated ones If
Experiment 2, subjects were required to respond only to the
second occurrence of a given category in R S V P lists. R B
the two types of response are highly comparable, then it is
occurred under the fast display rate (117ms/item) but not
plausible that R B is all-or-none. If not, the repeated and
under the slow rate (200ms/item). Moreover, longer
unrepeated stimuli m a y be processed differently. However,
response latencies were found in the repeated condition
most, if not all, of the past research on R B have measured
relative to the unrepeated condition under the fast rate,
the
effect in terms of accuracy (e.g., Armstrong & Mewhort,
whereas a reverse pattern was shown under the slow rate.
1995;
Bavelier, 1994; Kanwisher, 1987; Kanwisher &
Implications of the present methodology and findings on the
processing of repeatedly presented stimuli are discussed in
Potter, 1989; L u o & Caramazza, 1996; M a c K a y & Miller,
the paper.
1994) or sensitivity (e.g.. Fagot &Pashler, I995;Hochhaus
& Johnston, 1996; Kanwisher, K i m , & Wickens, 1996;
Introduction
Park & Kanwisher, 1994). In other words, the focus of
prior research has been on the unsuccessful responses to the
In recent > ears, there has been an increasing interest in the
repeated stimuli and therefore can not inform us about the
study of the way in w hich identical stimuli are processed
comparability of the two types of successfiil responses in the
and recognized in the visual system This interest was
RB-induced conditions.
largely stimulated by the work of Kanwisher (1987) on
T o our knowledge, there is only one research in the R B
repetition blindness (RB), which refers to the failure to
literature that has collected reaction times as the dependent
detect/recall repetitions of stimuli in rapid serial visual
variable (i.e., Whittlesea, Dorken, & Podrouzek, 1995,
presentation (RSVP).
Experiments 3a-3d). In the experiments of Whittlesea et
R B has been shown to be a reasonably robust
al., subjects had to n a m e thefinalword in an R S V P list and
phenomenon. However, in addition to the unsuccessful
indicate whether or not it was repeated in the list. These
responses to repeated stimuli in the conditions in which an
experiments therefore seem to have the potential to inform
R B effect is typically observed, there is actually a
us about the comparability of the successful responses to the
substantial amount of successful response in the same
repeated stimuli and those to the unrepeated ones.
conditions. It is therefore surprising that the nature of the
Unfortunately, none of the experiments demonstrated an
successful responses in vanous RB-induced conditions has
R B effect in errors. Hence, it is doubtful whether or not the
not been systematically investigated. Is this because the
results in these experiments can be generalized to those in
occurrence of R B is assumed to be an all-or-none
other studies that have shown the R B effect. Moreover, the
phenomenon (i.e., a repeated item can occasionally be
reaction time (RT) data in the study of Whittlesea et al. did
normally processed just like an unrepeated item and leads to
not show consistent results, probably because the four
a successful response, but it can also not to be properly
experiments varied in more than one aspect (e.g., the way in
processed and results in a case of failure)? If so, then it is
which the last item in a list was presented, the display
critical to ask why, in the same condition w h e n the repeated
Abstract
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R B research and were therefore adopted to examine which
could more reliably demonstrate an R B effect in Chinese

duration for the last item, and the display duration for other
items). Thus, it is reasonable to conclude that the question
of whether or not the successful responses to the repeated
stimuli and those to the unrepeated ones in the typical R B
research are qualitatively the same has not yet been directly
or systematically investigated.
W e report here two experiments designed to investigate
how visually presented identical stimuli are processed.
Unlike most R B studies, w e focus especially on successful
responses to the repeated stimuli in an attempt to address
whether or not R B is an all-or-none phenomenon. This was
done by applying reaction time analyses to a R B task.
Furthermore, unlike other R B research with verbal
materials, which typically use English as the stimuli,
logographic Chinese was used in the experiments presented
below to see if R B would generalize to a distinctively
different writing system.

Materials

Experiment 1
The first experiment examines whether RB can be
demonstrated using a category counting task in which
subjects were asked to report h o w many times a specific
category (i.e., animal) occurs in an R S V P list. The reason
we adopted this task to study R B but not the typically used
recall task (i.e., to recall all the items in an R S V P list after
the list is displayed) is because the recall task puts a
relatively large demand on subjects' memory and can
presumably be affected by the retrieval stage of operations,
whereas the category counting task demands less off-line
retrieval and more on-line processing of the repeated
stimuli.
The second goal of the experiment is to investigate
whether R B can be generalized to logographic Chinese (for
reviews of language processing in Chinese, see, e.g., Chen,
1996). Note that the Chinese orthography is constructed
mainly on the logographic principle, that is, the characters
basically represent morphemes. This drastically contrast
with the alphabetic principle that symbols (i.e., letters) are
made essentially to correspond to basic units in speech, that
is, phonemes. Since it has been shown that script
differences can affect relevant lexical processing and
memory (e.g., Chen & Juola, 1982, Frost, Katz. & Bentin,
1987; Simpson & Kang, 1994), it is essential to
demonstrate R B for Chinese in R S V P before w e can move
on to study other aspects of the effect using Chinese
characters as stimuli.
Finally, all the items in the present experiment were
presented using two different rates (i e., 117 and 133 m s per
Item). Both of these rates have been frequently used in prior
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Each stimulus consisted of an R S V P list of six Chinese
characters There were altogether 240 experimental trials:
80 containing only non-target characters, 80 containing one
80
target (a character representing an animal), and
containing two targets. In addition to the experimental
trials, there were also 30 practice trials The experimental
trials containing two targets were further divided into two
subgroups (i.e., repeated vs. unrepeated), with 40 trials in
each Thefirstand second targets (Tl and T 2 ) appeared in
either the 2nd and 4th or 3rd and 5th serial positions,
respectively. Five animal characters (i e., translation
equivalents of dog, fish, mouse, horse, and chicken in
Chinese) were used as targets in the experiment, whereas
the non-animal characters (frequency range= 100-400 per
million) were selected from a Chinese corpus (Hong K o n g
Education Department, 1986).
Subjects and Procedure
Fourteen students at the Chinese University of H o n g K o n g
were tested individually in the experiment; all were native
speakers of Cantonese with normal or corrected vision.
They were instructed (1) to count the number of characters
representing an animal in each R S V P list, regardless
whether or not the character was repeated in the list; (2)
each list could contain up to two target characters; and (3)
after the display of each list they had to type their response
into the computer keyboard For half of the subjects, all
characters in the experimental trials were displayed at a rate
of 117 m s per item, whereas for the other half, all were
displayed at 133 m s per item. T o familiarize the subjects
with the procedure, all items in the practice tnals were
shown for 300 ms. All trials were displayed with a black
background on a V G A monitor. Stimulus presentation and
data collection were controlled by a P C 4 8 6 computer
Results and Discussion
The results as shown in Table 1 are clear-cut. There is a
significant repetition effect for the stimuli containing two
targets, F(l, 12)=4.85, p<0.05. The lists with two repeated
targets were more likely to be judged as containing only one
target than those with two unrepeated targets. Moreover,
more counting errors tended to be m a d e under the 117-ms
display rate than under the 133-ms rate. However, the
difference between the two conditions was not statistically
significant, F(l,12)=3.09, p=0.10. N o reliable interaction

between display duration and repetition was found (F<1).
FinallN, the m e a n error rates for the no-target condition and
the one-target condition were 1.8% and 1.7%, respectively.

Display duration
117ms
133ms

Repeated
7.2%
2.6%

explore h o w the repeated stimuli is processed in a situation
which more closely resembles conventional reading, a
relatively slow rate of stimulus display (200 m s per item)
was also included in the second experiment.
Materials, Subjects and Procedure

Unrepeated
4.4%
0.7%

Table 1: Percentage of trials in which subjects detected one
target in the two-target lists as a function of repetition status
and character display duration in Experiment 1.

Given that an R B effect has been successfully
demonstrated by adopting the category counting task,
which has relati\ ely small demand on memory, the results
are in line with the notion that the locus of R B is not likely
at the storage or retneval stage (e.g., Kanwisher, 1987; Luo
& Caramazza, 1995). The present findings also indicate
that R B can be generalized to Chinese stimuli. W e can
therefore proceed \% ith reasonable confidence to the study of
whether or not R B is an all-or-none phenomenon, under the
assumption that the kind of task and stimuli used here are
comparable with those in previous R B research.

The experimental materials were basically the same as
those in Exp. 1, except that the experimental trials included
only those lists which contained one or two targets In
addition to the 160 experimental trials, there were also 16
practice trials.
Twenty subjects from the same population participated in
the experiment, none of which had taken part in Exp 1.
They were instructed to respond only to the second
occurrence of any character representing an animal in
R S V P lists by pressing the space key on the keyboard as
quickly and accurately as possible. Other aspects of the
procedure were the same as those in Exp 1.
Results and Discussion

Both response latencies (for correct trials only) and errors to
the second occurrence of the given category were analyzed
as for Exp. 1. In the error analysis, both main effects and
the two-way interaction were significant at p<0.05: For
repetition status, F(l, 18)=24.67; for display rate,
Experiment 2
F( 1,18)= 15 62; for the repetition x rate interaction, F(l,
The category counting task adopted in Exp. 1 was modified 18)=24.91. The reaction time analysis revealed basically
the same pattern, but only the two-way interaction achieved
in order to apph reaction time analyses to study R B in the
thefixedlevel of significance: F(l, 18)=17.12. The results,
second experiment. This was done by asking subjects to
as summarized in Figure 1, are straightforward.
respond only to the second occurrence of an animal
Again, as in Exp. 1, there was a reliable R B effect in
category in R S V P lists. Note that this modified task not
errors
under the fast display rate, t(9)=4.97, p<0.05. More
only enables us to obtain immediate, on-line responses to
importantly,
as shown in Fig. 1, the repeated targets were
the repeated stimuli, it also allows us to compare directly
also
responded
to more slowly as compared to the
the successful responses to both the repeated and
unrepeated
targets
under the fast display rate, t(9)=2.69,
unrepeated targets.
p<0.05
These
results
indicate clearly that R B is not an
If R B is an all-or-none phenomenon, then response
all-or-none
phenomenon.
The repeated stimuli apparently
latencies to the repeated stimuli should be comparable to
created
some
general
processing
difficulties in the visual
those to the unrepeated ones. If, on the contrary, processing
system
when
the
display
rate
was
relatively fast. Hence,
difficulties induced by a repeated stimulus are not all-oreven when a repeated item is successfully recognized,
none, successful responses to the repeated targets should
longer processing time is needed relative to an unrepeated
take longer to m a k e than those to the unrepeated ones.
item.
Furthermore, because the task used in the present
The stimuli in the present experiment were displayed at
experiment
requires m i n i m u m memory load, the results
two different rates. A fast display rate (117 m s per item)
indicate
that
R B is not likely due to the retrie\ al stage of
was adopted because, based on the results of Exp. I, it could
operations.
generate a reliable R B effect. However, this rate of stimulus
Another striking finding of the present experiment was
presentation was relatively fast, because in normal reading
the
enhanced performance in response to a repeated target
situations the averagefixationduration is about 250 m s in
as opposed to an unrepeated one under the relatively slow
English (Rayner & Pollatsek, 1989) and approximately 190
rate of stimulus presentation A s also shown in Fig. 1, when
or 220 m s in Chinese (Inhofif & Liu, in press). In order to
the stimuli were displayed at 200 m s per item, the repeated
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targets were responded to faster than those unrepealed ones,
t(9)=2.93, p<0.05. A similar trend was also found in the
errors, though the difference between the repeated and
unrepealed conditions did not reach significance These
results stand in interesting contrast to findings of Exp. 1
and to those in prior R B research in which relatively fast
rates of stimulus display were typically used, indicating that
stimulus exposure duration is an important determinant in
processing repeated stimuli.

problems to the visual system and m a y therefore not be
recognized at all or it would need extra time to be processed.
The present results also provide n e w challenges to some
of the hypotheses proposed to account for R B For instance,
the R B eflects found in present studies with on-line tasks
under m i n i m u m m e m o r y demand are hard to explain on the
basis of those hypotheses which propose that m e m o r y load
and/or retrieval operations are critical in producing the R B
effects (e.g., Armstrong & Mewhort, 1995; Fagot &
Pashler, 1995). In addition, our findings are not in line
with the hypothesis that whether or not a repeated item
would produce a priming or blindness effect is determined
(21.7)
520
by the encoding effectiveness of thefirstoccurrence of the
—•— Repeated
item (e g , Luo & Caramazza, 1995). This is because even
500
— O ^ Unrepealed
•
\
the minimal display rate adopted in our experiments (i.e.,
-^ 480
117ms per item) should be enough to allow the first
(6.0) \ V
E,
occurrence of a character to be encoded. In fact, it has been
^ 460
shown that people can comprehend sentences and short
(0.8)
440
passages
at rates of 720 words per minute (i.e., about 83 m s
(0.2)
per
word;
Potter, Kroll, & Harris, 1980), Hence, the
420
encoding effectiveness of thefirstoccurrence of a repeated
117
200
item is not likely to be responsible for the priming and
Expo sure Duration per Character (ms)
blindness effects demonstrated in Exp. 2 (for a similar
conclusion and additional evidence, see W o n g & Chen, this
volume).
Figure 1: M e a n response times (RTs) and percentages of
Moreover, can the observed R B results be explained in
error (in parentheses) as a function of repetition status and
terms
of response inhibition? Specifically, in Exp. 2, the
character display duration in Experiment 2.
subjects might need to inhibit a response to the first
occurrence of a particular target item, but they were
It is worth noting that there are at least three factors
instructed to respond rapidly to the same item during its
underlying the manipulation of stimulus display rate in the
second occurrence. At short exposure durations this effect,
present experiment, namely the exposure duration of the
if existed at all, could be more pronounced since the time
first target, the exposure duration of the second target, and
intervals between presentations were reduced. W e do not
the time lag between the two targets (i.e., the two targets
think this is the case because this sort of response inhibition
were constantly separated by one intervening item in the
hypothesis can simply not explain the R B results obtained
experiment). It is not clear whether these factors could have
in Exp, 1, in which no response was needed to be m a d e
independently or jointly contributed to the different
before reaching the end of an R S V P list.
findings found in the present experiment under different
The present results further indicate that R B can be
display rates. The possible effects of these factors on
generalized to a rather unique writing system, namely
processing repeated stimuli are currently being examined in
Chinese, T o our knowledge, our research is thefirstthat
our laboratory.
has examined and demonstrated R B in Chinese, O u r
results, in conjunction with others using distinctively
Conclusions
different types of stimuli, indicate collectively that R B is a
The critical result is that we have obtained clear evidence
very robust phenomenon and that the mechanisms
that the successfiil responses to repeated stimuli are
underlying it are likely to be universal.
markedly different from those to unrepealed ones in an
Apart from the theoretical concerns mentioned above,
RB-induced situation (i e , the former cases need more time
our methodology also has implicafions for studying h o w the
to be done than the later), indicating that the effect is not an
repeated stimuli are processed. Foremost, the category
all-or-none phenomenon It appears that, under a relatively
counting/monitoring tasks adopted in the present
fast display rate, a repeated item can possibly create
experiments are valid and useful research tools in the sense
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that they are capable of generating reliable R B effects and
can enable us to directly investigate the on-line processing
of a repeated stimulus with minimum memory load
Moreover, our methodology allows researchers to gather
both errors and response latencies in processing repeated
stimuli and can therefore provide additional and possibly
more meaningful information (than just having the
error/accurac\ data) to the understanding of how repeated
stimuli are processed. Applying reaction time analyses to
study repetition blindness/priming is particular useful in
those situations where error data can not effectively
differentiate various conditions in a research.
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Abstract

The Wickens' Task

In this paper, we present a lineage of models that is used
identify the additional knowledge required to perform two
tasks concurrently at an expert level. TTie underlying architecture used for this modeling is EPIC-Soar, a combination of the
sensory and motor modules of EPIC, and the cognitive processing of Soar Within EPIC-Soar, we build models for the
Wickens' task, a combination of tracking and choice-reaction
time tasks. A key product of the models is an identification of
the knowledge required to combine these two tasks: the executive process knowledge. W e also demonstrate that it is possible
to learn some of this knowledge through experience. W e
achieve performance comparable, in terms of error-rates and
reaction times, to human data and an EPIC model.

to our work, we use a task combination we call the Wickens'
In
Task (Martin-Emerson & Wickens, 1992). It consists of a
tracking and a choice-reaction time task. The task environment as shown in Figure 1 was used in a study of dual-task
performance for the purpose of evaluating the effect of vertical separation on the tracking and choice task. The application of this study is to the design of the heads-up displays
used in aviation.
The experimental setup included two displays: the tracking window and the information display. The tracking window contained a cursor and a target circle. In the tracking
task, the subject used a joystick to keep a cursor (which is
always moving) in the target circle. This task simulated a
Introduction
pilot tracking a ground target when landing.
Possibly the most persuasive reason to study dual-task acqui- The choice-reaction task stimulus was presented in the
sition and performance is because it can give us insights into
information display, where either a left or right arrow would
the architecture of the mind. Such situations stress h u m a n
periodically appear. The stimulus duration was one second.
W h e n the stimulus appeared, the subject was to press one of
capabilities to the extent that the observed patterns of behavtwo buttons beneath their middle and index fingers on the
iors set constraints on the h u m a n information-processing
left hand; left button for the left arrow, right button for the
architecture, sometimes leading to detailed hypotheses about
right arrow. This task simulated warnings or other indicathe cognitive architecture (Meyer & Kieras, 1997a, 1997b).
tions requiring some sort of immediate response that m a y
D a m o s and Wickens (1980) reported a study that demonappear while a pilot is landing.
strated the existence and effect of timesharing skill on the
The task requirements were for the subject to keep the curperformance of a dual-task combination. This timesharing
sor in the target, but to respond to the choice stimulus on the
skill is often referred to as the "executive process". It is the
information display as soon as possible. R M S tracking error.
job of the executive to control or mediate the execution of
the tasks that need to be performed concurrently.
From a computational modeling perspective, w e define the
"executive process" as the knowledge necessary to model
Tracking Window
dual-task behaviors above and beyond that which is required
to do the two tasks individually. T w o reasonable questions to
Target
ask are, " W h a t is the nature of the knowledge that describes
o
the executive process," and, " H o w can this knowledge be
learned?"
Cursor
The goal of our work is to begin to answer these difficult
Vertical
questions for the class of simple perceptual-motor tasks. Our
Separation
approach is tofirstidentify and classify the knowledge of the
executive process (which is presented here), and then to
Information Display
develop plausible task-independent learning procedures for
..7
acquiring the knowledge. O u r early results suggest that some
of the knowledge required to orchestrate dual tasks can be
learned from failures through experience with knowledge
Figure 1: T h e Wickens' task environment.
compilation mechanisms such as chunking.
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reaction time data, and response correctness were gathered.
The tracking error was recorded only during the one-second
presentation of the choice stimulus and the one-second
immediately following the stimulus offset because it was
anticipated that tracking errors due to allocation of attention
to the choice task would occur during this period.
In the original study, several experimental variables were
manipulated, two in particular: the vertical separation
between the tracking and choice displays (separations ranged
from zero degrees (superimposed) to 35.2 degrees); the difficulty of the tracking task (considered to be either "high" or
"low"). For our work, we also varied the vertical separation,
butfixedthe tracking difficulty at "high". This condition puts
the most stress on the model and, as a result, makes the
effects of changes to the model most evident.
The Architecture
Our approach to modeling behavior is to start with a
fixed assumptions that are realized in a computational architecture. For our work we have created a hybrid, which consists of the sensor and motor modules of EPIC and the
cognitive module of Soar.
EPIC
EPIC (Executive Process-Interactive Control) (Meyer &
Kieras, in press) is an architecture whose primary goal is to
account for detailed human dual-task performance. It
extends the work begun with the Model H u m a n Processor,
M H P (Card, Moran, & Newell, 1983).
Like M H P , EPIC consists of a collection of processor and
memories. There are three classes of processors: perceptual,
cognitive, and motor. However, EPIC is distinguished from
M H P in two very significant ways. First, the EPIC processors and memories are much more elaborate, each representing a synthesis of the most recent empirical evidence
describing psychological phenomena. Secondly, EPIC is a
system that can be programmed and executed. W h e n performing a task, these processors run asynchronously with
one another.
There are three perceptual processors, visual, auditory and
tactile, which receive inputs from simulated physical sensors. The output of these processors is sent to the working
memory of the cognitive processor. The cognitive processor
consists of working memory, long-term memory, and production memory, and a multi-match, multi-fire production
system. The cognitive processor has no learning mechanism.
O n receiving input from the perceptual processors, it performs the reasoning necessary for the task being modeled
and sends output commands to the motor processors, of
which there are three: ocular, vocal, and manual.
Every EPIC model requires an executive process, encoded
as productions, whose purpose is to coordinate the progress
of the other processes (tasks) in the model. The executive
process does not take part in accomplishing the tasks directly

(such as sending motor commands in service of a task); it
only modulates the activity of the tasks.
Soar

Soar is a general architecture for building artificially intelligent systems and for modeling human behavior (Rosenbloom, Laird, & Newell, 1993; Newell, 1990). Soar has been
used to mode! central human capabilities such as learning,
problem solving, planning, search, natural language and HCI
tasks. Soar is a goal-oriented architecture, where the primitive deliberative act consists of the selection and application
of operators. Soar's long-term knowledge is encoded as productions, which carry out the basic functions of selecting and
applying operators. Soar's sensory information and current
situational analysis are held in a declarative working memory, which is matched against production memory. Goals
automatically arise when the knowledge encoded as productions
set
of is insufficient to directly select or apply an operator. In
the subgoals, this basic processing recurs, so that productions in the subgoal will match to select and apply operators
in service of determining which operator to select or to apply
in the supergoal. Soar incorporates a single learning mechanism called chunking which compiles the problem solving in
the subgoals into productions. In combination with various
problem solving methods, chunking has been found to be
sufficient for a wide variety of learning (Lewis, et al., 1990;
Miller and Laird, 1996).
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EPIC-Soar
EPIC-Soar is an integration of the perceptual and motor processor models of EPIC, and Soar. This is an attempt to get
the best of both worlds: the detailed predictions and explanations of sensory and motor systems from EPIC (an ability
Soar does not possess), and the broader, cognitive problem
solving, planning, and learning capabilities of Soar (an ability EPIC does not possess).
To create the hybrid architecture, w e performed a "mind
transplant"; EPIC's cognitive processor was replaced with
Soar. EPIC and Soar remain independent programs which
communicate using socket connections. Soar now accepts
EPIC perceptual and motor processor messages as input to
its working memory, and returns motor processor commands
to EPIC as output. The cycle of interaction and information
exchange between the systems is as follows: EPIC sends perceptual and motor messages to Soar and then waits; Soar
accepts the inputs, runs for one decision cycle, returns to
EPIC any motor commands that may have been generated
and then waits; EPIC accepts the motor commands and executes them. This cycle repeats.

EPIC On The Wickens' Task
EPIC has previously been used to produce a quantitatively
accurate model for the Wickens' task (Kieras, 1994). In the

EPIC system, the Wickens' Task is a simulation that runs
asynchronously to the other components (the perceptual,
cognitive, and motor processors) of the EPIC architecture.
The perceptual and motor processor interact with the simulation to perceive the world and to effect changes to the world.
A s can be seen in Figure 2, the EPIC model provides a good
match to the empirical data on both the reaction-time and
tracking error measures.

will be primitive, and will be carried out directly as productions which change internal data structure or send motor
commands to EPIC. These operators m a p almost directly
onto the productions in EPIC which take 50 m s of simulated
time to execute. Soar productions are finer-grain than EPIC
or A C T - R (Anderson, 1993) productions, with multiple productions contributing to the selection and application of an
operator. W e adopted this approach in Soar so that the
knowledge for selecting an action can be learned and modified independent of the knowledge about performing the
Applying EPIC-Soar to the Wickens' Task
action. This also makes it possible to have m a n y different sitThe production rules of the EPIC model realize a model of uations in which an operator is selected (because multiple
expert dual-task performance. M a n y of these rules explicitly
productions can suggest the same operator in different situacontrol the coordination of the two tasks; they are the "exections), and an operator can lead to different or even parallel
utive process". These executive process rules "micro-manactions in different situations (because multiple productions
age" the execution of the tasks, providing deliberate control
can be involved in performing the actions of an operator).
to intermix the component actions of the two tasks. Also,
However, not all operators for a task are directly executEPIC does not attempt to explain w h y these executive proable, possibly because of insufficient learning. In these cases,
cess rules exist or h o w they are learned.
the operators automatically become goals which are solved
Our intent is to replicate the EPIC results in EPIC-Soar
by selecting and applying additional operators. For the
using a a less task-dependent executive and to explore ideas
Wickens' task, the top-level set of operators include an operof how expert executive process knowledge can be learned.
ator for the tracking task ( t r a c k i n g - t a s k ) , and the
Before modeling the Wickens' Task within EPIC-Soar, w e
choice task ( c h o i c e - t a s k ) .
needed to make some changes to both EPIC and Soar. D u e to
limited space, w e will give only a brief discussion of these
tracking-task
choice-task
track-target
recognize-stim
changes.
watch-cursor
verify-stim
First, w e found it necessary to add new motor and percepfind-response
tual processor status messages to EPIC. These messages
send-response
allowed us to reduce the amount of knowledge needed to
Each of these operators has constituent suboperators listed
perform the task and freed Soar fi^om having to compute and
below. W e had no independent empirical guidance for choosmaintain information that is readily available from the proing this structure, although the lower-level primitives are
cessors. These messages were not needed in the EPIC model
consistent with some of the primitives used in the E P I C
because of its use of explicit control of the tasks. The EPICmodel, and with earlier models in Soar (Wiesmeyer, 1992).
Soar approach on the other hand is one of minimal control,
These operators are sufficient to perform each of these
relying on the state of the processors to guide behavior.
tasks independently, using the EPIC perceptual and motor
The changes to Soar were made to correct a problem with
processors. To generate "expert" behavior and knowledge,
the post-learning behavior of cognitive models (Wray, Laird,
each task was run independently using Soar's learning mech& Chong, 1997). These changes provided an architectural
anism, which built productions (chunks) that allow the tasks
approach to producing the correct behavior and will be
to be performed without the subgoals. These expert versions
included in future releases of Soar.
(the original operators plus the chunks) are used for the following studies.
Identifying Executive Process Knowledge
The rest of this paper will present a lineage of six modelsStrategies for Dual-Task Behavior
(one individual, two sequential, and three concurrent) that
At least two dual-task strategies can be used to have tasks
were used to transition from novice behavior to expert
run simultaneously. Thefirstis to have the tasks run sequenbehavior for the Wickens' Task. Each model in the lineage
tially — do tracking, then stop tracking and switch to the
represents the addition of knowledge to the previous model.
choice task when the stimulus has occurred; after the stimuW e relied heavily on the existing EPIC expert model to guide
lus has been responded to, resume tracking. A second stratus in building of our o w n models.
egy is to run the tasks concurrently with their components
parts interleaved. This latter strategy seems most consistent
Models Of The Individual Tasks
with the instruction as reported by Martin-Emerson & Wick"Subjects were instructed to execute a response
ens (1992),
We first built models of the individual tasks. In Soar, a task
is
within
the
one-second
stimulus display period and to divide
encoded as the operators that must be selected and applied to
their attention equally between the two tasks". This is also
perform the functions of the task. S o m e of these operators
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the strategy Kieras (1994) found necessary to adopt. W e
explored both strategies.
Sequential Strategy
The sequential strategy arises by selectingfirstthe trackingtask operator, and then interrupting it with the choice-task
operator whenever the choice stimulus appears, then resuming tracking after a response is produced. W e manually
added two rules to the EPIC-Soar model to achieve this strategy: one rule prefers the tracking task when the stimulus is
absent; the other rule prefers the choice task when the stimulus is present. Additionally, since the choice task assumes
that the eye is alreadyfixatedat the location where the stimulus will appear, an extra rule was needed that would move
the eye to the choice stimulus when the vertical separation
was sufficient to cause detailed perceptual information of the
stimulus to be unavailable. This is the most basic sequential
strategy. W e ran this model for 300 trials per visual separation condition. (All E P I C and EPIC-Soar models presented
in this paper were run at this level.) The average performance on each condition is reported. The R T and R M S
tracking error results are plotted in Figure 2 and are labeled
Sequential.
It is possible to improve the R T match to EPIC of this
model by adding knowledge that allows the system to anticipate and prepare for the appearance of the stimulus. W h e n a
c o m m a n d is sent to EPIC, it passes through the motor processor in two phases, preparation then execution, both of
which take time to perform. However, the total elapsed time
of a c o m m a n d can be reduced if, at an earlier time, the comm a n d has been prepared for. In the Wickens' task, while the
tracking task is taking place, w e can prepare the eye to look
at the location where die choice stimulus will appear. Thus,
when the choice stimulus appears, the rule thatfixatesthe
eye on the stimulus will be performed in a shorter time. W e
manually added a production to generate a preparation for
eye movement throughout the tracking task. These results
are plotted as Sequential + prepare in Figure 2. Here w e see
that preparing for the stimulus improves the R T match to the

EPIC results. The tracking error under both conditions is
very high.
The poor prediction of tracking error is the most glaring
problem with this sequential sU-ategy. However, there is a
straightforward explanation: tracking error is measured from
the beginning of the choice task until one second after the
choice task completes. Since no tracking was done in the
sequential model during the choice task, the error rate is
expected to be high. The model strongly suggests that it is
necessary for tracking to continue during the choice task; i.e.
for both tasks to run concurrently.
Concurrent Strategy
Allowing both tasks to run concurrently is easily done by
using the operator composition technique used in earlier
Soar work by Covrigaru (1992).
WTien two tasks are allowed to run concurrently, there is
the risk of two or more motor c o m m a n d s being simultaneously sent to the same modality. For example, in the Wickens' task, the model m a y attempt to respond to the choice
stimulus and at the same time attempt to m o v e the joystick,
both of which use the manual motor system. In EPIC, this
condition is called a "jam" and both c o m m a n d s are ignored.
The original E P IC model avoided jams because of the
executive process, which orchestrated the intermixing of the
component actions of the two tasks so that jams did not arise.
In contrast, our general approach is to try to perform both
tasks concurrently as m u c h as possible. W h e n jams arise, the
system uses a task-independent recovery mechanism to learn
to avoid the jams in the future. Thus, the EPIC-Soar model
incrementally learns h o w to intermix the c o m m a n d s based
on failures and experience.
In more detail, when EPIC-Soar jams, a subgoal is automatically created. Within the subgoal, domain-independent
operators reconstruct the situation that produced the jam.
This creates an internal situation model with which the system can deliberately reason about which action it should
take. Within this subgoal, the rules that initially caused the
jam will refire. This time, the jam-repair mechanism exam-
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ines the m o t o r c o m m a n d s a n d using the task requirements
knowledge (that choice actions are preferred to tracking
actions) decides o n w h i c h c o m m a n d should be sent. A rule is
learned so that the next time the state of the world puts the
system in the s a m e situation w h e r e it could again simultaneously send both c o m m a n d s , this n e w k n o w l e d g e "steps in"
and produces the preferred c o i m n a n d , thus avoiding the j a m
condition. This m e c h a n i s m w a s able to build all the j a m
avoidance k n o w l e d g e necessary for this task. T h e key aspect
of this learning is that it transforms the general declarative
statement, that choice is to b e preferred, into procedural
knowledge that applies at the exact point w h e r e it is needed,
i.e. avoiding a j a m . Figure 3 s h o w s the results of this
approach labeled Concurrent. This m o d e l has t w o qualitative
effects: tracking error has been significantly lowered c o m pared to Sequential + prepare; tracking error is n o w independent of increasing vertical separation. This m o d e l is still
a poor predictor of tracking error.
To improve the model, w e returned to the EPIC model and
observed that it included a production called t r a c k - f o l l o w - i t - e x p r e s s . The purpose of this rule was to track
as soon as possible after the choice response had been made.
The normal tracking rulefireswhen the manual motor processor is free. However, during the completion of the choice
task, the tracking task can be initiated as soon as the motor
processor has finished preparing the choice response. This
allows the preparing of the tracking c o m m a n d to overlap
with the execution of the choice action. Figure 3 shows the
results of this approach labeled Concurrent + track_express.
With the addition of this rule, the tracking error is now closer
to the observed and EPIC data. Interestingly, it predicts better performance; the error is independent of the separation.
To attain the upward slope of the tracking error, w e again
returned to the EPIC model and found a group of rules which
explicitly disabled tracking when the eye was moving from
the cursor to the stimulus and to the cursor. The rationale is
that no data about the cursor should be available (based on
the EPIC visual perception model), so any attempt to track at

this time will be in error. To obtain the same behavior,
instead of adding an equivalent production as was done
before, w e instead modified our track rule such that it would
fire only if the eye was not moving. W e hypothesize that our
original task encoding was incorrect, and that the tracking
task as originally defined should have this condition. The
Concurrent + track_express + disablejrack traces in Figure
3 show ourfinalresults.
Analyzing The Executive Process Knowledge
In this section we review this knowledge and discuss possible mechanisms for its acquisition. Although this is a very
simple task, four classes of knowledge can be identified.
Task Requirements Knowledge
Subjects acquire this knowledge from listening to and interpreting task instructions, a complex process involving language comprehension. Previous Soar research (Huffman,
1994; Lewis, Newell, & Polk, 1989) has explored the acquisition of procedures from natural language instructions.
Strategic Knowledge
Two forms of strategic knowledge were used: opportunistic,
and pipelining. Opportunistic knowledge appeared in the
form of the rule that prepared the eye for movement to the
stimulus. Opportunistic prepares are beneficial only for commands where there is some certainty that the action being
prepared for will need to be done. In the case of looking at
the stimulus, w e know that it will always occur and, more
importantly, w e know where it will always occur. O n h o w
this knowledge m a y be acquired, w e hypothesize that since
prepares are an architectural capability and can be used to
increase performance, then there m a y be a task-independent
learning procedure that creates prepare rules based on task
knowledge or observed regularities in the task environment.
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the origin of this knowledge. To this end, w e have begun a
fine-grained study of the conditions of the executive process
rules to explain the source of each.

The second form of strategic knowledge is call pipelining
knowledge. A n example of this is the t r a c k - f o l l o w i t - e x p r e s s rule. The source of this knowledge may be
attributed to the task inducements. Martin-Emerson & Wickens (1992) reported that "subjects...were paid according to
the number of correct responses;...in order to elicit the best
possible tracking performance independent of the discrete
response task, the magnitude of the payment per correct
response was inversely proportional to the tracking error"
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Abstract

This p^)er presents an alternative explanation for wordorder consistency based o n the suggestion b y Christiansen
Across the languages of the world there is a high degree of
(1994) that language has evolved tofitsequential leaming
consistency with respect to the ordering of heads of phrases.
and
processing mechanisms existing prior to the appearance
Within the generative approach to language these correlational
of language. These mechanisms presumably also underwent
universals have been taken to support the idea of innate linchanges after the emergence of language, but the selective
guistic constraints on word order. In contrast, w e suggest
that the tendency towards word order consistency may emerge
pressures are likely to have c o m e not only from language
firom non-linguistic constraints on the leaming of highly strucbut also from other kinds of complex hierarchical processing,
tured temporal sequences, of which human languages are prime
such as the need for increasingly complex manual combinaexamples. First, an analysis of recursive consistency within
tion following tool sophistication. O n this view, head direcphrase-structure rules is provided, showing how inconsistency
tion consistency is a by-product of non-linguistic constraints
may impede leaming. Results are then presented from connecon hierarchically organized temporal sequences. In particutionist simulations involving simple recurrent networks withlar, if recursively consistent combinationsof grammatical regout linguistic biases, demonstrating that recursive inconsistenularities, such as those found in head-first and head-last lancies directly affect the leamability of a language. Finally, typoguages, are easier to learn (and process) than recursively inlogical language data are presented, suggesting that the word
consistent combinations, then it seems plausible that recurorder patterns which are infrequent among the world's languages are the ones which are recursively inconsistent as well
sively inconsistent languages would simply "die out" (or not
as being the patterns which are hard for the nets to learn. W e
c o m e into existence), whereas the recursively consistent lantherefore conclude that innate linguistic knowledge may not be
guages should proliferate. A s a consequence languages incornecessary to explain word order universals.
porating a high degree of recursive inconsistency should be
Introduction
far less frequent a m o n g the languages of the world than their
There is a statistical tendency across human languages to con- more consistent counterparts.
form to a form in which the head of a phrase consistently is
In what follows, w efirstpresent an analysis of the strucplaced in the same position—eitherfirstor last—with respect
tural interactions between phrase structure mles, suggesting
to the remaining clause material. English is considered to be a that recursive inconsistency results in decreased leamability.
head-first language, meaning that the head is most frequently The next section describes a collection of simple grammars
placedfirstin a phrase, as w h e n the verb is placed before the and makes quantitative leamability predictions based on the
object M P in a transitive V P such as 'eat curry'. In contrast,
m l e interaction analysis. The fourth section investigates the
speakers of Hindi would say the equivalent of 'curry ear', beleamability question further via connectionist simulations incause Hindi is a head-last language. Likewise, head-first lanvolving networks with a non-linguistic bias towards hierarchiguages tend to have prepositions before the N P in PPs (such
cal sequence leaming. T h e results demonstrate that these netas 'with a fork'), whereas head-last languages tend to have
works find consistent languages easier to learn than inconsispo.f<positions following the N P in PPs (such as 'a fork with').
tent ones. Finally, typological language data are presented in
Within the C h o m s k y a n approach to language (e.g., Chomsky,
support of the basic claims of the paper, namely that the word
1986) this head direction consistency has been explained in
order patterns which are dominant a m o n g the world's lanterms of an innate module k n o w n as X-lheory which speciguages are the ones which are recursively consistent as well
fies constraints on the phrase structure of languages. It has as being the pattems which the networks (with their lack of
further been suggested that this module emerged as a product
"innate" linguistic knowledge) had the least problems leamof natural selection (Pinker, 1994). A s such, it comes as part
ing.
of the body of innate linguistic knowledge—i.e., the Universal G r a m m a r (UG)—that every child supposedly is b o m with. Learning and Recursive Inconsistency
All that remains for a child to "learn" about this aspect of her
To support the suggestion that the pattems of word order connative language is the direction (i.e., head-first or head-last) of sistency found in natural language predominately results from
the so-called head-parameter.
non-linguistic constraints on leaming, rather than innate lan-
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Figure 1: A "skeleton" for a set of recursive rules. Curly brackets
indicate that the ordering of the constituents can be either as is (i.e.,
head-first) or in reverse (i.e., head-last), whereas parentheses indicate
optional constituents.

A
I
a
b)

guage specific knowledge, it is necessary to point to jxDSsible Structural limitations emerging from the acquisition proa)
cess. In the following analysis it is assumed that children only
A- >a(B)
have limited m e m o r y and perceptual resources available for
A- •(B)«
the acquisition of their native language. A somewhat similar
B - bA
B- Ab
assumption concerning processing efficiency plays an important role in Hawkins' (1994) performance oriented approach
to word order and constituency—although he focuses exclusively on adult processing of language. Although it m a y be
impossible to tease apart the learning-based constraints from
those emerging from processing, w e hypothesize that basic
word order m a y be most strongly affected by leamability constraints whereas changes in constituency relations (e.g. heavy
NP-shifts) m a y stem from processing limitations.
W h y should languages characterized by a mixed set of
head-first and head-last rules be more difficult to learn than
languages in which all rules are either head-first or head-last?
W e suggest that the interaction between recursive rules m a y
constitute part of the answer. Consider the "skeleton" for a
Ab
recursive rule set in Figure 1. From this skeleton four different recursive rule sets can be consuijcted. These are shown in
Figure 2: Phrase structure trees built from recursive rule sets that
Figure 2 in conjunction with examples of structures generated
are a) head-first, b) head-last, and c) -f- d) mixed.
from these rule sets. 2(a) and (b) are head-first and head-last
rule sets, respectively, and form right and left-branching tree
structures. The mixed rule sets, (c) and (d), create more com- learner has to deduce that "from" and "cities" together form a
P P grammatical unit, despite being separated from each other
plex tree structures involving center-embeddings. Centerby the P P involving "with" and "smog". This deduction is furembeddings are difficult to process because constituents canther complicated by an increase in m e m o r y load caused by the
not be completed immediately, forcing the language processor
latter intervening PP. From a learning perspective, it should
to keep lexical material in m e m o r y until it can be discharged.
therefore
be easier to deduce the underlying suucture found in
For the same reason, center-embedded structures are likely to
(1)
and
(2)
compared with (3) and (4). Given these considerabe difficult to acquire because of the distance between the material relevant for the discovery and/or reenforcement of a par- tions w e define the following learning constraint on recursive
rule interaction:
ticular grammatical regularity.
To m a k e the discussion less abstract, w e replace "A" with
"NP", "a" with "N", " B " with "PP", and "b" with "adp" in Figure 2, and then construct four complex N P s corresponding to
the four tree structures:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Recursive Rule Interaction Constraint (RRIC): If a set of
rules are mutually recursive (in the sense that they each
directly call the other(s)) and do not obey head direction
consistency, then this rule set will be more difficult to
learn than one in which the rules obey head direction con[np buildings [pp from [^p cities [pp with [np smog] ] ] ] ]
sistency.
[np [pp [np [pp [np smog] with] cities] from] buildings]
[np buildings [pp [^p cities [pp [np smog] with] ] from] ]
The RRIC covers rule interactions as exemplified by the
[np [pp from [np [pp with [np smog] ] cities] ] buildings] skeleton rule set in Figure 1, but leaves out cases where rules

Notice that in (1) and (2), the prepositions and postpositions,
respectively, are always in close proximity to their noun complements. This is not the case for the inconsistently mixed rule
sets where all nouns are either stacked up before all the postpositions (3) or after all the prepositions (4). In both cases, the
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do not call each other directly. Figure 3 shows examples of
such non-direct rule interactions. For a system which has to
learn subject noun/verb agreement, SOV-like languages with
suuclures such as 3(a) are problematic because dependencies
generally will be long (and thus more difficult to learn given

m e m o r y restrictions). It is moreover not clear to the learner
whethar 'with delight' should attach to 'love' or to 'share'
in 'people in love with delight share'. In contrast, subject
noun/verb agreement should be easier to acquire in S V O languages involving 3(b) since the dependencies will lend to be
shortCT than in 3(a). Notice also that there is no ambiguity

s
NP
PP
VP
NP
1 PossP

->
->•
-f
-+
->
-f

NPVP
{N (PP)}
{adpNP}
{V (NP) (PP)}
{N PossP}
{Poss NP}

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)1

Figure 4: The grammar "skeleton" used to create the 32 languages
for the simulations. Curly brackets indicate that the ordering of the
constituents can be either as is (i.e., head-first) or in reverse (i.e.,
head-last), whereas parentheses indicate optional constituents.

a)

people in

love with

N
I
share with delight
i1

people in

PossP

delight share

N

those which include 3(b). Whereas the comparison between
3(a) and (b) indicate a learning motivated preference towards
head direction consistency there are exceptions to this trend.
O n e of these exception occurs in English which is predominately head-first, but nevertheless also involves some headlast constructions as exemplified in 3(c). Here the prenominal
possessive genitive phrase is head-last whereas the remaining
structures are head-first. Interestingly, this inconsistency m a y
facilitate the learning of subject noun/verb agreement since
this mix of head-first and head-last structure results in shorter
agreement dependencies.
The analysis of rule interactions presented here suggests
w h y certain su-uciures will be more difficult to learn than others. In particular, inconsistency within a set of recursive rules
is likely to create leamability problems because of the resulting center-embedded structures, whereas interactions between sets of rules can either impede (as in 3a) or facilitate
learning (as in 3c). O f course, other aspects of language (e.g.,
concord morphology) are also likely to play a part in determining the leamability of a given language, but the analysis above
indicates ceteris paribus which language su-ucture should be
easy to learn and therefore occur more often a m o n g the set of
h u m a n languages. Next, the above analysis is used to m a k e
predictions about the difficulty of learning a set of 3 2 simple
grammars.

Grammars and Predictions
In order to test the hypothesis that non-linguistic constraints
Bill
s mother
shares with delight
on acquisition restrict the set of languages that are easily leamable, 32 grammars were constructed for a simulation experiment. Figure 4 shows the grammar skeleton from which
Figure 3: Phrase structure trees for a) an SOV-style language with these grammars were derived. W e have focused on S V O and
prepositions, b) an S V O language with prepositions, and c) an S V O S O V languages which is w h y the sentence level rule is not reversible. The numbers on the right hand-side of the remainlanguage with prepositions and prenominal possessive genitives.
ingfiverules refer to the position of a binary variable in a 5The dotted arrows indicate subject nounA'erb agreement dependenplace vector, with the value " 1 " denoting head-first ordering
cies.
and " 0 " head-last. Each of the 32 possible grammars can thus
with respect to the attachment of 'with delight' in 'people be
in characterized by a vector, determining the head direction
love share with delight'^. Languages involving constructions
of each of the five rules. The " n a m e " of a grammar is simsuch as 3(a) are therefore likely to be harder to learn than
ply the binary number of the vector. For example, the vector"! 1100" (binary for 28) corresponds to an "English" gram'Of course, if we include an object N P then ambiguity may arise
mar in which the threefirstrules are head-first while the rule
as in 'saw the man with the binoculars'; but this would also be true
of SOV-like languages involving 3(a). e.g., 'wuh the binoculars the set capturing possessive genitive phrases (4 and 5) is headlast. Given this naming convention, grammar 0 produces an
man saw'
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all head-last language whereas grammar 31 generates an all
head-first language. T h e remaining grammars 1 through 30
capture languages with differing degrees of head ordering inconsistency.
Given the analysis presented in the previous section w e
can evaluate each grammar and assign it a number—its inconsistency penalty—indicating its degree of recursive inconsistency. The R R I C predicts that inconsistent recursive rule
sets should have a negative impact on learning. The grammar skeleton has two possibilities for violating the R R I C : a)
the P P recursive rules set (rules 1 and 2), and b) the PossP recursive rule set (rules 4 and 5). Since a P P can occur inside
both N P s and VPs, a R R I C violation within this rule set is predicted to impair learning more than a R R I C violation within
the PossP recursive rule set. R R I C violations within the P P
rule set were therefore assigned an inconsistency penalty of
2, and R R I C violations within the PossP rule set an inconsistency penalty of 1. Consequently, each grammar was assigned
an inconsistency penalty ranging from 0 to 3. For example, a
grammar which involved R R I C violations of both the P P and
the PossP recursive rule sets (e.g., grammar 10110) was assigned a penalty of 3, whereas a grammar with no R R I C violations (e.g., grammar 11100) received a 0 penalty. While
other factors are likely to influence the leamability of individual grammars^, w e concentrate on the two R R I C violations to
keep the number of free parameters small. In the next section,
the inconsistency penalty for a given grammar is used to predict network performance on that grammar.

to the context layer and paired with the current input. This
means that the current state of the hidden units can influence
the processing of subsequent inputs, providing a limited ability to deal with integrated sequences of input presented successively. Thus, rather than having a linguistic bias, the S R N
is biased towards the learning of hierarchically organized sequential structure.
In the simulations, S R N s were trained to predict the next
lexical category in a sentence, using sentences generated by
the 32 grammars derived from the grammar skeleton in Figure
4. Each unit in the inpul/output layers corresponded to one of
seven lexical categories or an end of sentence marker: singular/plural noun (N), singular/plural verb ( V ) , singular/plural
possessive genitive affix (Poss), and adposition (adp). Although these input/output representations abstract away from
m a n y of the complexities facing language learners, they suffice to capture the fundamental aspects of grammar learning
important to our hypothesis. B y arbitrarily assigning probabilities to each branch point in the skeleton, six corpora
of grammatical sentences were randomly generated for each
grammar,fivetraining corpora and one test corpus. Each corpus contained 1000 sentences of varying length.
Following successful training, an S R N will tend to output
a probability distribution of possible next items given the previous sentential context. For example, if the net trained on
the "English" grammar (11100) had received the sequence
'N(sing) V(sing) N(plur)* as input, it would activate the units
corresponding to the possessive genitive suffix, Poss(plur),
the preposition, adp, and the end of sentence marker. In orSimulations
der to assess h o w well the nets have learned the grammatical
The predictions regarding the learning difficulties associated
regularities generated by a particular grammar it makes little
with recursive inconsistencies are couched in terms of rule
sense to compare network outputs with their respective tarinteractions. The question remains whether non-symbolic
gets, say, adp in the above example. Making such a comparilearning devices, such as neural networks, will be sensitive to
son would only allow for an assessment of h o w well a network
R R I C violations. The Simple Recurrent Network ( S R N ) (Elhas memorized particular sequences of lexical categories. Inm a n , 1990) provides a useful tool for the investigation of this
stead, w e assessed network performance in terms of h o w close
question because it has been successfully applied in the modthe output was to the full conditional probabilities as found in
eling of both non-linguistic sequential learning (e.g., Cleerethe training corpus. In the above example, the full conditional
mans, 1993) and language processing (e.g., Christiansen,
probabilities would be .105 for Poss(plur), .375 for adp, and
1994; Christiansen & Chater, in submission; Elman, 1990,
.48 for the end of sentence marker. Results are therefore re1991). A n S R N is essentially a standard feedforward neuported in terms of the M e a n Squared Error ( M S E ) between
ral network equipped with an extra layer of so-called context
network predictions for the test corpus and the empirically deunits. The S R N used in all our simulations had 8 input/output
rived full conditional probabilities.
units as well as 8 hidden units and 8 context units. At a particFor each of the 32 grammars, w e conducted 25 simulaular time step t, an input pattern is propagated through the hidtions according to a 5 x 5 set-up, with thefivedifferent trainden unit layer to the output layer. At the next time step, < -|-1,
ing corpora andfivedifferent initial configurations of the netthe activation of the hidden unit layer at time t is copied back
work weights, resulting in a total of ( 3 2 x 5 x 5 ) 800 network
^For example, the grammars used in the simulations reported be- simulations. In these simulations, all other factors remained
low include subject nounA'erb agreement This introduces a bias
constant^. However, because the sentences in each training
towards S V O languages because S O V languages will tend to have
corpus were randomly produced, they varied in length. Conmore lexical material between the subject noun and the verb. In S O V sequently, to avoid training one net more than another, epochs
languages case marking are often used to distinguish subjects and
objects and this may facilitate learning. For simplicity we have left
'The Tlearn simulator (available from Center for Research on
such considerations out of the current simulations—even though w e
Language,
U C S D ) was used in all simulations, with identical learnare aware that they may affect the leamability of particular grammar
fragments, and that including them would plausibly improve the fit ing parameters for each net: learning rate: .01; momentum: .95; initial weight randomization: [-.1, .1].
between our simulations and the typological data.
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were calculated not in sentences, but in words. In the simulaPredicting Network Errors Using Inconsistency Penalties
tions, 1000 words constituted one epoch of training.
V.3i
i
After training each network for 7 epochs, they were tested
• ^^
•
0.3
on the separate test corpus. For each grammar, the average
^^^^
^ •
M S E was calculated for the 25 networks. In order to investi1 0.2<
J
gate whether the networks were sensitive to violations of the
*
*
.--"^^
1 0.26
«
^
RRIC, a regression analysis was conducted with the inconsisx^^^
B
*
^^^^^
tency penalty assigned to each grammar as a predictor of the Z 0.24
•
^^
*
1
average network M S E for the 32 grammars. Figure 5 illus*
*^^
« 0.22
•
trates the result of this analysis, demonstrating a very strong
^
^
•
<
0.2
*
*
correlation between inconsistency penalty and M S E (r =
r=.83
.83, F(l, 31) = 65.28, p < .0001)''. The higher the inconsis0.18
0
3
1
2
tency penalty is for a grammar, the higher the M S E is for the
Inconsistency Penalty
nets trained on that grammar. In order words, the networks are
highly sensitive to violations of the R R I C in that increasing
Figure 5: Prediction of the average network M S E for a given gramrecursive inconsistency results in an increase in learning diffimar using the inconsistency penalty assigned to that grammar.
culty (measured in terms of M S E ) . In fact, focusing on P P and
PossP violations of the R R I C allows us to account for 6 8 . 5 %
of the variance in M S E .
guages. T h e F A N A L database developed by Matthew Dryer
This is an important result because it is not obvious that the
was used in this investigation. It contains typological inforS R N s should be sensitive to inconsistencies at the structural
mation about 625 languages, divided into 2 5 2 genera (i.e.,
level. Recall that the networks only were presented with lexgroups or families of languages which most typological linical categories one at a time, and that structural information
guists would consider genetically related; e.g., the group of
about grammatical regularities had to be induced from the way
Germanic languages—see Dryer, 1992, for further details).
the lexical categories combine in the input. N o explicit strucUnfortunately, the database does not contain the information
tural information was provided, yet the networks were sensinecessary for a search for all the 3 2 word order combinations
tive to the structural inconsistencies exemplified by the R R I C
used in the simulations. It was possible to search for partial
violations. In this connection, it is worth noting that Chriscombinations involving either the P P recursive rule set or the
tiansen & Chater (in submission) have shown that increasing
PossP recursive rule set, but only for consistent combinations
the size of the hidden/context layers (beyond a certain miniof these.
m u m ) does not affect S R N performance on center-embedded
With respect to the P P recursive rule set w e searched for
constructions (i.e., structures which are recursively inconsisgenera which had either S V O or S O V structure and which
tent structures according to the R R I C ) . This suggests that the
were either prepositional or postpositional. For the PossP represent results m a y not be dependent on the specific size of the
cursive rule set w e searched for S V O and S O V languages
S R N s used here, nor is it likely to depend on the size of the
which had either prenominal or postnominal genitives. Table
training corpus. Together, these and the present results pro1 contains the results from the F A N A L search. For each of
vide support for the notion that S R N s constitute viable modthe two recursive rule sets the proportion of genera incorpoels of natural language processing. Next, this notion is further
rating this structure w a s calculated based on the total number
corroborated by typological language evidence.
of genera found for that rule set. For example, F A N A L found
99 genera with a value for the P P search parameters, such that
Comparisons with Typological Language Data
the S O V - P o proportion of .61 corresponds to 6 0 genera.
The present work presupposes that the kinds of structure that
Not surprisingly, S O V genera with postpositions are
the networks find easy to learn should also be the kinds of
strongly preferred over S O V genera with prepositions,
structure that humans acquire without m u c h effort. Following
whereas S V O genera with prepositions are preferred over
the suggestion by Christiansen (1994) that only languages that
S V O genera with postpositions. T h e PossP search shows that
are easy to learn should proliferate, w e investigated whether
there is a strong preference for S O V genera with postnomithe kinds of structures that the nets found hard to learn were
nal genitives over S O V genera with prenominal genitives, but
also likely not to be well-represented among the world's Ianthat S V O languages only has a w e a k preference for prenominal
genitives over postnominal genitives. Together the re* Although the difference in M S E is small (ranging from .1953 to
.317), it should be noted that the average standard error of the mean sults from the two F A N A L searches support our hypothesis
that recursive inconsistencies tend to be infrequent a m o n g the
at epoch 7 across all 800 simulations was only .001. Thus, pracworid's languages.
tically all the M S E differences are statistically significant. In addition, when the inconsistency penalties were used as predictors of
T h e results from the F A N A L search were interpreted in
the average M S E across epoch 1 through 7, a significant correlation terms of the 32 grammars, such that a g r a m m a r w a s assigned
(r = .51,F(1,31) = 10.36, p < .004) was still obtained—despite a number indicating the average proportion of genera for rules
the large amount of noise that averaging across 7 epochs produces.
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Structure
SOV-Po
SOV-Pr
SVO-Po
SVO-Pr
SOV-GN
SOV-NG
SVO-GN
SVO-NG

Grammar
Coding
000_
110_
001_
111_
_000
_-011
_100
_111

Proportion
of Genera
0.61
0.03
0.03

O 0.5

0J3

O 0.4

Predicting Genera Proportions Using Network Errors

0.62
0.06
0.12
0.20

\- 0.3
|> 0.2

1-3 (PP search) and rules 3-5 (PossP search). E.g., the PossP
combination _ 0 0 0 yielded a proportion of .62 which w a s assigned to the grammars 00000, 01000, 10000, and 11000.
Each of the t w o F A N A L searches covers a set of 16 grammars (with s o m e overlap between the t w o sets). G r a m m a r s
with only one proportion value were assigned an additional
second value of 0, and grammars with no assigned proportion
values were assigned a total value of 0. Finally, the value for
each g r a m m a r w a s averaged (e.g., for g r a m m a r 0 0 0 0 0 the final value was: (.61 -I- .62)/2 = .615).
In Figure 6 the average network M S E for each g r a m m a r is
used to predict the average proportion of genera that contain
the rule combinations coded for by that particular grammar.
T h e figure indicates that the higher the network M S E is for
a grammar, the lower the average proportion of genera is for
that g r a m m a r (r = .35,F(1,31) = 4.20, p < .05). That
is, genera involving rule combinations that are hard for the
networks to learn tend to be less frequent than genera involving rule combinations that the networks learn m o r e easily (at
least for the w o r d order patterns focused on in this paper). T h e
tendency towards recursive consistency a m o n g the languages
of the world is also confirmed w h e n w e use the inconsistency
penalties to predict the average proportion of genera for each
grammar (r = .57, F(l, 31) = 14.06,p < .001).

0.18

•

•
•

^ O.I

Table 1: Average proportion of language genera which contain
structuresfiromthe P P and the PossP recursive rule sets. The grammar codings in bold typeface correspond to consistent rule combinations. The proportions of genera in boldface indicate the preferred
combination from a pairwise comparison of two rule combinations
(e.g.. S O V - G N vs. S O V - N G ) .

r = .35

«

S 0.6

"7

•
0.2

•

*

•

«

—_.

•

•
•• t i
0.22 0.24 0.26 0.28
Average Network M S E

• •

-

0.3

0.32

Figure 6: Prediction of the average proportion of genera which contain the particular structures coded for by a grammar using the average network M S E for that grammar.
this suggestion for theories of language acquisition is, if true,
that learning may play a bigger role in the acquisition process than typically assumed by proponents of U G . Word order consistency is one of the language universals which have
been taken to require innate linguistic knowledge for its explanation. However, w e have presented results which challenges this view, and envisage that other so-called linguistic
universals may be amenable to explanations which seek to account for the universals in terms of non-linguistic constraints
on learning and/or processing.
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Abstract
As linguistic competence so clearly illustrates, processing
sequences of events is a fundamental aspect of human cognition.
For this reason perhaps, sequence learning behavior currently
attracts considerable attention in both cognitive psychology
and computational theory. In typical sequence learning
situations, participants are asked to react to each element of
sequentially structured visual sequences of events. A n important
issue in this context is to determine whether essentially
associative processes are sufficient to understand human
performance, or whether more powerful learning mechanisms
are necessary. To address this issue, w e explore how well human
participants and connectionist models are capable of learning
sequential material that involves complex, disjoint, longdistance contingencies. W e show that the popular Simple
Recurrent Network model (Elman, 1990), which has otherwise
been shown to account for a variety of empirical findings
(Cleeremans, 1993), fails to account for human performance in
several experimental situations meant to test the model's
specific predictions. In previous research (Cleeremans, 1993)
briefly described in this paper, the structure of center-embedded
sequential structures was manipulated to be strictly identical or
probabilistically different as a function of the elements
surrounding the embedding. While the S R N could only learn in
the second case, human subjects were found to be insensitive to
the manipulation. In the new experiment described in this
paper, we tested the idea that performance benefits from
"starting small effects" (Elman, 1993) by contrasting two
conditions in which the training regimen was either incremental
or not. Again, while the S R N is only capable of learning in the
first case, human subjects were able to learn in both. W e suggest
an alternative model based on Maskara & Noetzel's (1991)
Auto-Associative Recurrent Network as a way to overcome the
S R N model's failure to account for the empirical findings.
Introduction
Over the past few years, sequence learning has become one
of the major paradigms through which to study elementary
learning processes, particularly in the context of implicit
learning research (see Berry & Dienes, 1993; Cleeremans,
1993 for reviews). In typical sequence learning situations,
participants are asked to react to each element of sequentially
structured visual sequences of events (e.g., Nissen &
Bullemer, 1987). There is n o w a large literature showing
that h u m a n subjects can exhibit very detailed sensitivity to

the sequential constraints present in the material through the
differences in their reaction time to stimuli that are or are
not predictable based o n the temporal context set b y
previous elements of the sequence.
A n important issue in this context is to determme whether
essentially associative processes are sufficient to understand
h u m a n performance, or whether m o r e powerful learning
mechanisms are necessary. This issue has been typically
approached b y exposing participants to complex material
that involves disjoint temporal contingencies, that is,
contingencies between elements of a sequence that are
separated b y a number of other irrelevant elements. For
instance. Reed and Johnson (1994) trained their participants
on so-called second-order conditional sequences in which
each element t of the sequence can only be predicted based on
the identity of both elements / - 2 and t 1. Other research
has focused specifically o n the question of determining
whether h u m a n participants can maintain information about
long-distance contingencies over embedded material, as
illustrated b y the following t w o natural language
expressions:
The dog - that chased the cat - is playfiil
The dogs - that chased the cat - are playful
Both expressions share an embedding that is completely
irrelevant in determining the number of the verb. W h e n
processing such expressions, information about the number
of the head (dog vs. dogs) therefore has to be maintained in
m e m o r y until processing of the embedding information has
been completed.
Such expressions present interesting challenges for
popular sequential cormectionist architectures such as the
Simple Recurrent Network (henceforth, S R N ) . T h e S R N ,
fu^t proposed by Ehnan (1990), and subsequently adapted by
Cleeremans & McClelland (1991) to simulate sequential
effects in reaction time tasks, is shovra in Figure 1. T h e
network uses back-propagation to learn to predict the next
element of a sequence based only on the current element and
on a representation of the temporal context that the network
has elaborated itself T o do so, it uses information provided
by so-called context units which, o n every step, contain a
copy of the network's hidden unit activation vector at the
previous time step. Over training, the relative activation of
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NEXT ELEMENT
In these sentences, the embeddings can no longer be
switched between the two expressions because the number of
the head constraints to some extent which embeddings can
follow. Hence the gist of this argument is that completely
independent embeddings are the exception rather than the
rule: Typical embeddings do contain (syntaxic or semantic)
information that is relevant for the processing of subsequent
information.
Based on this idea, Servan-Schreiber, Cleeremans and
McClelland (1991) trained an S R N on sequential material
generated from afinite-stategrammar producing centerembedded structures of the following form:

[ SRN CONTEXT }-^("hIDDEN UNITS )

^CURRENT ELEMENTj
Figure 4: The simple recurrent network (SRN). See
text for details.

T E*-T
the output units representing each possible successor come
to approximate the optimal conditional probabilities
associated with their appearance in the current context, and
can thus be interpreted as representing implicit preparation
for the next event w h e n the network is used as a model of
h u m a n sequence learning performance. Previous work (see
Cleeremans & McClelland, 1991; Cleeremans, 1993) has
shown that the S R N is able to account for about 8 0 % of the
variance in sequential choice reaction time data.
The S R N , however, also suffers from an important
limitation in its ability to learn sequential material. Indeed,
one key aspect of learning in the S R N is that the material
need to be "prediction-relevanf at every step for its
representation to be maintained in the context layer (see
Servan-Schreiber, Cleeremans & McClelland, 1991). hi
other words, each element of the sequence has to be useftil in
predicting the next one, even if only probabilistically so.
This specific limitation is not shared by other architectures
of similar complexity, such as the Jordan network (Jordan,
1986) or buffer networks (see Cleeremans, 1993). H o w well
h u m a n participants perform with such material therefore has
interesting diagnostic value in determining which model is
bestfitto account for human sequence learning performance.
This is the issue w e focus on in the rest of this paper. W e
start by reviewing existing data in light of previous research
on the S R N . Next, w e report on an experiment meant to
compare h u m a n and simulated performance in conditions
where the S R N is k n o w n to fail.
Overcoming SRN limitations
Previous research on this issue has revealed a number of
important facts about the S R N ' s limitations. In particular,
several authors have attempted to show that the S R N ' s
sensitivity to prediction-relevance can be overcome by
changing features of the stimulus envirormient to which the
network is exposed during training. T w o arguments have
been developed. First, one m a y argue that natural language
situations seldom correspond to the artificially hard situation
described above. The following example illustrates this
naturalistic argument by showing that embedded structures
are in fact often dependent on the information conveyed by
the head, if only in subtle ways:
The dog - that chased its tail - is playful
The dogs - that chased each other - are playful
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P - E* - P
In these expressions, the last element (T or P) is contingent
on the first one (the head), from which it is separated by a
number of embedded elements E. In the symmetrical
condition of Servan-Schreiber et al.'s simulations, the
embedding was always identical regardless of which head had
occurred. In the other, asymmetrical condition, the
probability of occurrence of some embedded elements varied
as a function of which head had been presented. In both
conditions, the S R N was assessed on h o w well it could
predict the tail after neutral embeddings. Servan-Schreiber et
al. found that the S R N could only master the material in the
asymmetrical condition. The S R N can therefore maintain
information across irrelevant embedded elements, but only
when the embedding as a whole is probabilistically
dependent on the head.
Cleeremans (1993) tested h u m a n subjects in a choicereaction time task using the same design as described above
but with the grammar illustrated in Figure 2, which can
generate center-embedded structures similar to the ones
described in the previous paragraphs. H e found that subjects
were able to successfully anticipate which tail was most
likely to occur after a given head in both conditions. In
contrast, the S R N was only able to encode the long-distance
contingencies between the outer elements in the
asymmetrical condition, that is, when the embeddings were
probabilistically dependent on the head.
Overall, these results therefore suggest that while the
SRN's limitations can be overcome by changing the
probability structure of the stimulus environment it is
exposed to, h u m a n participants do not appear to suffer from
these limitations at all.
A second w a y to overcome the SRN's limitations was
proposed by Ehnan (1993). Ehnan found that the S R N was
able to learn the kind of complex and hierarchically
organized information that typically occurs in nahiral
language when training is incremental, that is, when the
network is only progressively exposed to the more complex
sequential contingencies contained in the stimulus material.
T o quote Elman (1993): "The network fails to learn the task
w h e n the entire data set is presented all at once [but] when
the training data were selected such that simple sentences
were presented first, the network succeeded not only in
mastering these, but then going on to master the complex

Embedding

the Incremental training condition, training started with
mostly short embeddings, and the proportion of long
embeddings was increased only progressively during
training.
Subjects
Twelve subjects were randomly assigned to either condition.
Subjects were paid about $50 for their participation in the
experiment and could earn an additional bonus of $10 to $20
based on performance.

Embedding

Apparatus and Display
The experiment was run on P o w e r P C Macintosh computers.
The display consisted of six dots arranged in a horizontal
line on the computer's screen and separated by intervals of 3
cm. Each screen position corresponded to a key on the
computer's keyboard. The spatial configuration of the keys
was fully compatible with the screen positions. The
stimulus was a small black circle 0.35 c m high that
appeared on a white screen background, centered 1 c m below
one of the six dots. The R S I was 120 msec.

Embedding

Figure 2: Finite-state grammar used to generate the
stimulus material. See text for details.
sentences as well" (p. 74). Elman (1993) also found that
directly manipulating the network's m e m o r y by forcing the
activations of the context units to be reset at progressively
larger intervals over training produced equivalent beneficial
effects — a result that prompted Elman to frame his
argument in terms of development, based on the observation
that the capacity of children's short-term m e m o r y also
increases with age.
In this paper, w e propose to explore this idea in the context
of sequence learning situations. W e report on an experiment
designed to test the effects of the training regimen in a sixchoice sequential reaction time task. W e contrasted two
conditions that involved the same stimulus material but that
used two different training regimens: an incremental one, and
a non-incremental one. W e detail this experiment in the next
section.
Experimental Design
Method
The experiment consisted of 10 training sessions during
which subjects were exposed to a serial six-choice R T task.
Each session consisted of 20 blocks of 150 trials each, for a
total of 30,000 trials. O n each trial, a stimulus appeared at
one of six positions arranged horizontally on a computer
screen, and subjects were to press as fast and as accurately as
possible on the corresponding key.
The sequential structure of the material was manipulated
by generating the sequence based on the fmite-state grammar
illustrated in Figure 2, as described below. The sequences
contained three different long-distance contingencies, the
elements of which (i.e., the head and the tail) were separated
by a varying number of embedded elements. T o determine
whether the training regimen has an impact on performance,
w e contrasted two conditions. In the Flat training condition,
the distribution of embedding lengths was the same
throughout training. Subjects were therefore exposed to the
most complex material right fi-om the start. B y contrast, in
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Procedure
The procedure used in this experiment followed very closely
the design described in Jimenez, Mendez and Cleeremans
(1996). Subjects were exposed to two sessions each day for
5 consecutive days. All subjects were kept unaware of the
fact that the material contained sequential contingencies, and
were merely told diat the experiment was about the effects of
prolonged practice on motor performance. The instructions
stressed both accuracy and speed. Short user-controlled rest
breaks occurred between any two experimental blocks.
During these breaks, subjects were given feedback about
their performance and informed about h o w m u c h bonus
money they had earned so far. This amount was computed
for each block based both on accuracy and speed.
Stimulus material
Stimuli were generated based on the fmite-state grammar
illustrated in Figure 2. O n each of the 30,000 trials,
stimulus generation proceeded in two phases. First, an arc
coming out of the current node was randomly selected, and
its label recorded. The current node was initialized randomly
at the start of each block, and was updated on each trial to be
the node pointed to by the selected arc. Next, the recorded
label was used to determine the screen position at which the
stimulus would appear by following a 6 x 6 Latin square
design, so diat each label corresponded to each screen
position for exactly one of the six subjects in each
condition.
The grammar generates sequences that all share the
following form:

H - E"* - T
where H designates a head element, E designates a embedded
element, and T designates a tail element. The tail element of
any such sequence also served as head for the next sequence.
In our grammar, both heads and tails were instantiated by the

The distributions of each condition progressively converged
over training and were identical for sessions 9 and 10.

Frequency
1250

Results

Flat
1000-

500-

Subjects were exposed to a six-choice reaction time task
involving complex sequential contingencies presented either
incrementally (Incremental condition) or not (Flat
condition). W e first report the results of the corresponding
simulation work based on the S R N model.

250-

Simulation Results

Incremental

T o assess h o w well the S R N was able to account for R T
performance in this experiment, w e trained the model on the
same material as h u m a n subjects and for the same nimiber of
Embedding Length
trials, with the parameters and architecture used by
Cleeremans and McClelland (1991). W e used an S R N with
15 hidden units and local representations on both the input
Figure 3: Initial frequency distribution of embeddings
and output pools (i.e., each unit corresponded to one of the 6
containing up to four elements in the Flat and Incremental
stimuli). T o account for short-term priming effects, the
conditions.
network used dual connection weights, as described in
Cleeremans and McClelland (1991). The network was trained
labels 'A', 'B', and 'C, which we subsequently refer to as to predict each element of a continuous sequence of stimuli
the outer elements. The grammar w a s designed so that any generated in exactly the same conditions as for human
particular head could be followed (after at least one element
subjects. O n each step, a label w a s generated from the
of the embedding) by the other two outer elements, and so
grammar and presented to the network by setting the
that each head tended to be more strongly associated with
activation of the corresponding input unit to 1.0. Activation
one of the two legal tails than with the other. Thus for
was then allowed to spread to the other units of the network,
instance, if 'A' appears as the head of a given sequence, 'A' and the error between its response and the actual successor of
itself can not appear as the tail of this sequence, 'B' will
the current stimulus was then used to modify the weights.
tend to appear as the tail element in 8 0 % of the cases, and
During fraining, the nmning average activation of each
' C in the remaining 2 0 % of the cases. This difference in tail
output unit was recorded on every trial and transformed into
likelihood provides us with a simple w a y of assessing
Luce ratios to normalize the responses. For the purpose of
whether subjects are sensitive to the regularities contained in
comparing simulated and observed responses, w e assumed
the material. Indeed, any difference in the reactions times
(1) that the normalized activations of the output tmits
elicited by likely vs. unlikely tails would clearly indicate
represent response tendencies, and (2) that there is a linear
that participants have encoded information about the head
reduction in R T proportional to the relative strength of the
element, because only the head provides information about
unit corresponding to the correct response. The network's
the distribution of tails.
responses were subtracted from I.O to m a k e increases in
A s Figure 2 illustrates, heads and tails were always
response strength compatible with reduction in R T , and were
separated by an embedding. The embedding was instantiated
fmally transformed into zscores for easy comparison with
by three different tokens (not representd in Figure 2): the himian data.
labels 'X'.'Y', and 'Z'. The grammar was designed so that
The results are illustrated in the left panels of Figure 4.
one element w a s mandatory. Subsequent elements of the
The data represent differences in the response strengths
embedding were chosen at random with the constraint that
associated to either likely or unlikely tails of sequences
direct repetitions of any element were forbidden. Embedded
containing up to three embedded elements, for the Flat
elements are therefore totally irrelevant with respect to the condition (top panel) or the Incremental condition (bottom
task of predicting the tail. A random number of additional
panel). The figure makes it clear that the S R N is incapable
embedded elements could appear with probability / on each
of learning even the shortest contingencies in the Flat
of the three loops of the grammar. In the Flat condition, / condition: There are no differences between its responses to
was set to 0.666 during the entu-e experiment. This means
likely and imlikely tails regardless of the lengtii of the
that each embedded element had a 0.666 chance of being
embedding. The network simply fails to learn.
followed by another embedded element. In the Incremental
In contrast, the model appears capable of successfully
condition, b y contrast, the probability to stay in the loop
predicting the tail element of sequences containing a single
increased from 0.22 to 0.66 in steps of 0.11 every four
embedded element in the Incremental condition, producing
sessions. Figure 3 shows the initial frequency distribution of
responses that are about 5 % stronger w h e n the tail is likely
embeddings u p to length 4. O n e can see that short
to occur (given the head) vs. w h e n it is not, at the end of
embeddings are m u c h more frequent in the Incremental
training.
condition than in the Flat condition, and that this
A s predicted, the model is therefore quite sensitive to the
distribution reverses for embeddings of length 3 and higher.
difference between the training regimens used to present the
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Figure 4: Human and simulated data (i.e., average difference scores between responses to likely and unlikely tail
elements) for the S R N model (left panels), h u m a n subjects (middle panels) and for the A A R N (right panels),
plotted separately for embeddings of length 1 (LI, squares), 2 (L2, circles), and 3 (L3, triangles). Top panels: Flat
condition. Bottom panels: Incremental condition. All data have been separately transformed into zscores based on
the data obtained for each source over the two conditions. See the text for additional details.
stimulus material. Are h u m a n participants similarly
sensitive to this difference? This is the focus of the next
section.
H u m a n performance
The human data are illustrated in the middle panels of Figure
4. One can see that subjects appear to learn in both the Flat
condition and the Incremental condition. T o determine h o w
well participants were able to discriminate between likely
and unlikely tails after embeddings of different lengths, w e
conducted an A N O V A on the data obtained over the last two
sessions of the experiment. These data are represented in
Figure 5. The figure indicates (1) that participants appear to
be sensitive to the likelihood of tails occurring after
embeddings up to length 2, and (2) that performance spears
to be quite similar in the two conditions. Averaging over
both conditions, likely tails had a 52 msec advantage over
unlikely tails when the embedding had a length of 1, and a
28 msec advantage when the embedding was of length 2.
These impressions were confirmed by the results of a
mixed-measures A N O V A with condition as a betweensubjects factor [Flat vs. Incremental condition) and session
[2 levels], embedding length [4 levels], and tail probability
[likely vs. unlikely], as repeated measures factors. Condition
and session both failed to reach significance. The analysis
revealed a significant effect of tail probability, F(l, 10) =
10.37, M s e = 2560.62, p < 0.01, thereby indicating tiiat

participants indeed tended to produce faster responses when
reacting to a likely tail as compared with their responses to
unlikely tails. A s suggested by the data shown in Figure 4,
however, this sensitivity to tail likelihood interacted
significantly with embedding length, F(3, 30) = 8.81, M s e =
624.03, p < .001. Contrasts conducted separately for the
different levels of embedding length showed that participants
exhibited significant differences between their responses to
likely and unlikely tails after embeddings up to length 2, but
not for embeddings involving 3 or more elements.
Overall then, m contrast with the S R N data, participants
appear to learn the material equally well in both conditions.
Discussion
H o w do w e learn about disjoint temporal contingencies? Is
such learning influenced by the training regimen? In this
paper, w e addressed these issues by exploring h u m a n and
simulated performance in an experiment meant to test
whether a specific prediction of the S R N model of sequence
processing was borne out empirically. T h e experiment
involved assessing reaction time performance on complex
sequential material containing center-embedded elements and
presented either incrementally or not. Following up on
Ehnan's (1993) work, w efirstshowed that the S R N could
only learn the material when its more complex instances
were introduced progressively during training. In contrast,
the human data showed that participants could learn the
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R T difference
60
Flat
Incremental

Embedding Length
Figure 5: Reaction time differences between responses
to likely and unlikely tails averaged over the last two
sessions of the experiment, and for sequences containing
embeddings of length 1 to 3.

information in addition to predicting the next element of the
sequence. This requirement forces the network to maintain
information about the previously presented sequence
elements that would tend to be "forgotten" by a standard
S R N performing only the prediction task. Maskara and
Noetzel showed that the A A R N is capable of mastering
languages that the S R N cannot master. W h e n applied to our
data, the A A R N produces the pattern of results shown in the
right panels of Figure 5. O n e can see that the network is
successful in reproducing the most important aspect of
human performance, that is, to learn in both conditions,
albeit the model does not learn as well as human participants
do. Likewise, when applied to the experiment involving
symmetrical vs. asymmetrical embeddings (Cleeremans,
1993) described in the introduction, the A A R N also learns
where the S R N fails. Thus, even though further research is
clearly necessary, such results encourage us to continue to
explore the properties of the A A R N as a model of sequence
learning in choice reaction time tasks. Importantly, this
model, just as the S R N , only involves elementary
associative learning mechanisms.

material in both conditions, up to instances containing two
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Abstract

other areas of cognitive psychology (e.g., memory, perception,
problem solving, etc.), where issues of process and represenThe majority of work in the field of human judgement and decitation are routinely considered, to bear on decision making,
sion making under uncertainty is based on the use and developthus bridging the gap which exists between J D M and m u c h of
ment of algebraic approaches, in which judgement is modelled
the rest of the discipline.
in terms of mathematical choice functions. Such approaches
The account of J D M adopted here takes an information
provide no account of the mental processes underiying decision
processing perspective, and assumes that decision making
making. In this paper we explore a cognitive model (implecan be understood in terms of general purpose (knowledgemented within COGENT) of decision making developed in order
lean) rules acting on domain-specific knowledge. Given this
to account for subject performance on a simulated medical
view (support for which follows), one step in developing a
diagnosis task. Our primary concern is with learning, and empirical results on human leaming in the modelled task are also
fully explicit account of J D M is to provide an account of
reported. Leaming in the computational model shares many
expert (i.e., knowledge-rich) performance. Such an account,
qualitative features with the human data. The results provide
however, only addresses the question of what domain-specific
ftirther support for cognitive (i.e., non-algebraic) approaches to knowledge is acquired. It does not address the questions of
decision making under uncertainty.
h o w and when that domain-specific knowledge is acquired.
For this, a processing account must include an account of
Introduction
learning.
Mainstream approaches to Judgement and Decision Making
A concrete foundation for the current work is provided by
(JDM) aim to predict h o w the decisions that people make are
a simulated medical diagnosis task. In this task subjects are
affected by different conditions. Normative algebraic techrequired to diagnose a hypothetical patient. Subjects are preniques (e.g., Expected Utility Theory: Lindley, 1985) have
sented with an initial symptom (e.g., the patient is vomiting)
long been dominant in the field. These approaches generand allowed to query the presence of certain other symptoms
ally describe decision making in terms of conditional probbefore giving a diagnosis. Feedback is given on thefinaldiabilities of outcomes and their associated expected utilities.
agnosis allowing subjects to learn the task. Performance is
However, many features of real human decision making are
measured in terms of diagnostic accuracy (i.e., the percentage
non-normative. Such features have been accounted for by the
of trials on which the diagnosis offered by a subject is the
introduction of a variety of heuristics and biases (e.g., Tverdisease used to generate the symptom pattern) and in terms
sky & Kahneman's (1974) availability and representativeness
of the number and order of symptoms queried in coming to a
heuristics). The resultant approaches are (arguably) adequate
diagnosis. Leaming is seen in both an increase in diagnostic
for predicting statistical regularities across human decision
accuracy and a decrease in the number of symptoms queried
making.
before a diagnosis is offered. The task, though considerably
However, because algebraic techniques do not address decisimpler than real-world medical diagnosis, offers a number
sion making from an information processing perspective, they
of complexities not seen in m a n y standard learning and rule
cannot take account of situational factors (e.g., specific task
induction tasks (e.g., Wason's (1960) 2-4-6 task).
requirements) and cognitive factors (e.g., m e m o r y limitations
In the following section w e summarise our previous empirand specific subject strategies). Consequently, such theories
ical and computational work using the above diagnosis task.
are restricted in their ability to account for the detailed strucW e then present empirical results on learning the task, folture of the decision making process. This situation is further
lowed by a computational model of an idealised learner. The
exacerbated by the reduction of individual subject knowledge
idealised learner's behaviour shares many qualitative features
and experience to conditional probabilities.
with the subject data, providing strong support for both the
In order to address these shortcomings several authors have
rule-based account of decision making and the symbolic acargued for the development of models and theories of the
count of learning. W e conclude with a discussion of some
processes underlying J D M (e.g.. Fox, 1980; Beach, 1990;
issues raised by the learning model and directions for future
Busemeyer, Hastie, & Medin, 1995; Fox & Cooper, 1997). In research.
addition to addressing the above difficulties, such approaches
are able to bring the results and techniques of research in
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Background

terministic and it does not explicitly manipulate probabilities.
Despite the success of this work in modelling "expert" perThe diagnosis task used to carry tlic current work was tirst
formance on the diagnosis task, neither the empirical work nor
introduced by Fox (1980) in an attempt to explore hypotheses
the modelling work address the issue of learning. From the
about the interaction of knowledge and memory processes in
empirical
side, the subjects, being medical students, were
decision making under uncertainty. The task is based loosely
clearly
not
learning the domain-knowledge from scratch.
on clinical diagnosis. O n each trial the subject is presented
From the modelling side, the computational tools available
with one offivesymptoms. This symptom is understood to be
when the work was originally performed lacked sufficient
the presenting symptom of a patient. The subject knows that
power to enable additional progress.
the patient is suffering from one offivediseases. After being
Computational modelling tools and techniques have adtold about the presenting symptom, the subject can ask about
vanced
considerably since the information processing model
the presence or absence of any of the other symptoms, in any
of diagnosis wasfirstdeveloped, and Fox & Cooper (1997)
order, and can offer a diagnosis at any point. The selection
present a reconstruction of the model within the COGENT modof the presenting symptom, and the answers to any questions
elling
environment. C O G E N T is a tool designed for the develasked, are determined by reference to a set of conditional
opment
of functionally modular models in the box and arrow
probabilities (cf. table 1).
style (cf. Cooper & Fox, 1997). C O G E N T allows models to
In the experiment reported by Fox (1980), the subjects were
first-year medical students and the diseases were real medical be specified in terms of interacting processes and buffers, so
that, in the diagnosis model for example, working memory
conditions. The conditional probabilities of symptoms given
can
be modelled more clearly as a distinct information store
diseases, however, were chosen for experimental convenience.
(see Fox & Cooper, 1997; Cooper, 1996; Cooper & Franks,
Subjects were able to learn the task surprisingly well, achiev1996, for examples and further details).
ing a diagnostic accuracy of over 8 0 % on the fourth block of
Within the reconstruction, the features of memory retrieval
25 trials. (Chance performance on this task is 2 0 % and perfect
claimed
to be critical by Fox (1980) (i.e., that more deteraccuracy is not reliably possible due to the inherently probaminate disease/symptom associations will be accessed before
bilistic nature of the symptom/disease associations.) Subjects
less determinate disease/symptom associations) are captured
achieved this accuracy by asking, on average, 2.12 (out of a
possible 4) questions. In addition, clear preferences for initial by buffer access functions provided by COGENT. Significantly,
manipulation of the retrieval functions supports the original
question selection were found.
conclusion: thefitbetween model and subject performance
The primary aim of the study was to provide data with which
disappears with alternate retrieval assumptions.
to compare a family of algebraic models of the subjects' perFox & Cooper (1997) present two further models based
formance with an information processing, knowledge-based
on the COGENT reimplementation which demonstrate that asaccount. Within the information processing account, rules
sumptions about the specific knowledge representation are
are used to infer suspected diseases from presenting sympcritical. These models show that the same behaviour can
not
toms, and then to infer from suspected diseases what further
be obtained from a simple prepositional rule system (as used
symptoms might be expected. The symptom to be queried
by Fox (1980)), afirst-orderdiagnosis system, or a generic
is determined from this set, according to either a discrimdecision
procedure.
inating strategy (i.e., choose a symptom which one would
The
first-order
diagnosis system and generic decision proexpect to be present given one suspected disease but absent
cedure abstract the domain-specific knowledge of the diagnogiven another suspected disease) or a verifying strategy (i.e.,
sis task from the rules employed in making specific decision.
focus on one disease and check that each of its typical sympA
n important residual issue remains, however. H o w do people
toms are present). The order of recall of symptom/disease
actually
acquire domain-specific knowledge? Until an answer
associations (which is critical to the order of questioning
can be given to this question, thefirst-orderand generic modand hence thefinaldiagnosis) was determined from a m e m els are caste into doubt.
ory task which was interleaved with blocks of the diagnosis
task. Symptom/disease associations which were more quickly
A Learning Study
confirmed/disconfirmed were assumed to be recalled before
In order to investigate learning within the diagnosis task a
symptom/disease associations which were less quickly confurther previously unpublished study was performed by Fox
firmed.
when the original model was developed. In contrast to the
Computer simulations of both the algebraic models and the
original study, hypothetical diseases — deptinnitis, malengiinformation processing model were performed. The algebraic
tis, ritengitis, tepittitis and parontitis — were employed, thus
models provided a reasonablefitto the subject data, but the
fit between the information processing model and the sub- preventing any biases from subjects' previous experience.
T w o conditions were investigated. In thefirstcondition the
ject data, on both diagnostic accuracy and patterns of initial
relationship between diseases and symptoms was "sparse", in
question selection, was found to be superior.
that relatively few symptoms were associated with each disThis work provides evidence for the sufficiency of qualiease.
In the second condition the relationship was "dense"; on
tative reasoning in decision making under uncertainty. Alaverage more symptoms were associated with each disease.
though probabilistic/frequentistic information is implicit in
The matrices of the conditional probabilities for each condithe model via the availability of knowledge in memory, the
tion are given in table I. (Thus, from table la, it can be seen
model differs from algebraic accounts in that it is purely de-
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Stiffness
Vomiting
Headache
Earache
Pyrexia

Deptinnitis
1.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
1.00

Ritengitis
0.00
0.50
1.00
0.50
1.00

Malengitis
1.00
0.00
0.25
0.00
0.25

Tepittitis
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.25

Parontitis
0.00
0.00
0.25
1.00
0.00

a) Probability of symptoms given a disease (sparse condition)
Stiffness
Vomiting
Headache
Earache
Pyrexia

Deptinnitis
0.00
1.00
0.00
1.00
0.00

Ritengitis
1.00
0.50
0.00
0.50
0.00

Malengitis
0.00
1.00
0.75
1.00
0.75

Tepittitis
1.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
0.75

Parontitis
1.00
1.00
0.75
0.00
1.00

b) Probability of symptoms given a disease (dense condition)
Table 1: The conditional probabilities of each symptom (given a disease) used to generate hypothetical cases.

that the probability of a "patient" having headache given that
the patient has malengitis is, in the sparse condition, 0.25.)
Note that the dense and sparse conditions are symmetrical in
that the conditional probability of a symptom given a disease
in one condition plus the corresponding conditional probability in the other condition is always 1.00. The two conditions
are therefore logically equivalent: the probability of a patient
having disease D with symptoms V, H', and X , but not Y
and Z in the sparse condition is the same as the probability
of a patient having disease D without symptoms V, W , and
X , but with Y and Z in the dense condition. This manipulation was performed in order to investigate the general finding
that people tend to focus on positive data. It was anticipated
that, despite the symmetry of the conditions, the manipulation
would affect the learning speed and accuracy.
The task consisted of three blocks each of twentyfivetrials.
On each trial, a disease was chosen at random (subject to the
constraint that each disease appearfivetimes in each block).
Once a disease was selected for a particular trial, a presenting symptom was generated with reference to the conditional
probability matrix. The probability of a symptom being selected as a presenting symptom for a disease was proportional
to probability of the symptom given the disease. Subjects
were then able to query the presence or absence of further
symptoms until offering a diagnosis.
Eight subjects took part in each condition. (16 subjects
in total.) Their diagnostic accuracy and mean number of
questions asked over each block were recorded. Summary
statistics are shown in table 2.
Lookingfirstat the results of the sparse condition, it can be
seen that there is a substantial increase in diagnostic accuracy
between thefirstand second blocks, but no change between
the second and third blocks. The increase between blocks
1 and 2 is significant (Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank
test, T = 4, n = 8, p < 0.05). In contrast, the number of
symptoms queried shows a continued decrease over all blocks.
The decrease between blocks 1 and 2 approaches significance
(Wilcoxon, T = 6, n = 8, p « 0.055), while the decrease

Accuracy
Queries

Block 1
4 4 % (16%)
3.18(0.40)

Block 2
7 0 % (28%)
2.48(1.54)

Block 3
7 0 % (16%)
2.04 (0.86)

a) Subject Learning Data (sparse condition)
Accuracy
Queries

Block 1
4 4 % (20%)
3.66 (0.72)

Block 2
7 6 % (28%)
3.36 (0.60)

Block 3
7 0 % (20%)
2.82 (0.48)

b) Subject Learning Data (dense condition)
Table 2: Subject learning data in both conditions. Data is
given as median (interquartile range).
between blocks 2 and 3 is significant (Wilcoxon, T — 3,
n = 8,p<0.02).
Similar comments apply to the results from the dense condition. Again diagnostic accuracy is significantly greater
on block 2 than on block 1 (Wilcoxon, T = 0, n = 7
p < 0.01), and the number of symptoms queried decreases
between blocks 1 and 2 and blocks 2 and 3 (though the decreases are not significant — more data would seem to be
required: Wilcoxon, T = 3, n = 6, p < 0.08, and Wilcoxon,
T = 1, n = 4, p < 0.10, respectively).
Interestingly, diagnostic accuracy is not affected by the
sparse/dense manipulation, but the number of symptoms
queried is, being significantly fewer in the sparse condition across corresponding blocks (Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney:
Block I: w, = 36.5, m = nz = 8, p < 0.001; Block 2:
w , = 50.5, m = n2 = 8, p < 0.05; Block 3: w , = 48,
m = n2 = 8 , p < 0.025)
A Model of Learning
The model of learning which w e have developed builds additively on the existing COGENT model of "expert" performance
on the diagnosis task. It was developed in order to test both
the original model — Is it consistent with processes required
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for learning? — and the COGENT modelling environment —
Does it provide sufficient additional modelling power, beyond
the tools available when the initial production system model
of the task was developed, to account for the learning data?
The Basic Model
Figure 1 shows the functional modules (as they appear in the
COGENT specification) of the diagnosis model with learning.
The diagrammatic representation of the model of expert performance is the same except that it lacks Learning Mechanism
and its associated arrows.
Task
Environment
1^

\Inpul/Outputy

5:
5:
5:
4:
4:
3:

k\
Working
Memory

/ Learning
\ Mechanism

CZD = buffer
C ^ = process

information of symptom/disease associations based on subjects' responses to the interleaved memory task in the original
study (Fox, 1980), ordered according to response times, such
that symptom/disease associations which are more quickly
confirmed/disconfirmed are accessed before those which are
less quickly confirmed/disconfirmed.
Processing in the expert model is initiated when a presenting
symptom is received by Input/Output from Task Environment.
The corresponding information (e.g., t o l d (vomiting,
p r e s e n t ) ) is immediately added to Working Memory. This
triggers a ru\e in Decision Procedure which augments Working
Memory with the set of diseases which the presenting symptom suggests (ordered according to accessibility in Knowledge
Store). The presence of suspected diseases in Working Memory prompts recall of their associated symptoms (through a
second Decision Procedure rule). At this stage of processing Working Memory might contain the following elements
(where the left column shows the cycle number on which the
element appeared in the buffer):

- / Decision
-\ Procedure

expected(tepittitis, pyrexia, present).
e x p e c t e d ( t e p i t t i t i s , v o m i t i n g , present)
e x p e c t e d ( r i t e n g i t i s , v o m i t i n g , present)
diseases(tepittitis, suspected).
diseases(ritengitis, suspected).
told(vomiting, p r e s e n t ) .

If at this (or any) stage, there exists a symptom which
is explicitly expected to be p r e s e n t given one disease but
absent given another, then a discrimination rule will trigger
a query over that symptoms' value (present/absent). This
is not the case in the situation shown above. Instead a more
general rule queries thefirstsymptom (that has not previously
been queried) retrieved from the knowledge base, in this case
pyrexia. The prompt for Input/Output to ask the question
appears in Working Memory on cycle 6:

Knowledge
Base
Legend
A * B = A sends/writes to B

Figure 1: Box/Arrow diagram of the model with learning

6: q u e r y ( p y r e x i a , p r e s e n t ) .

The function of each of the boxes is as follows. Task Environment (the detail of which is not shown) generates subject
data, presents it to the rest of the model, answers queries
concerning the presence/absence of symptoms, and records
all protocols. It is not part of the cognitive model but is
implemented within C O G E N T so as to automate the data presentation and analysis. Input/Output models the subject's
perceptual/articulatory processes. Messages from Task Environment trigger additions to Working M e m o r y (e.g., adding
information about the presence of a symptom), and the existence of appropriate elements in Working M e m o r y trigger
generation of articulatory output (e.g., a query about a symptom). Working M e m o r y is a passive data store in which information about the current case is stored and manipulated.
There is no decay of, or limit on, the information stored here.
Decision Procedure is a set of inference rules which modify
Working M e m o r y , implementing the basic diagnostic strategy.
The rules are generic andfirst-order,but instantiated for the
particular task by the subject's beliefs about symptoms and
diseases (which are stored in Knowledge Base). In the model
of "expert" performance. Knowledge Base is initialised with
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Several cycles later the response to this query appears in Working Memory (via Input/Output):
9: t o l d ( p y r e x i a , a b s e n t ) .
This counts against t e p i t t i t i s , but, more importantly, the
subject has (incorrectly) inferred from previous experience
that the presence of v o m i t i n g and the absence of pyrexia
imply that the patient has ritengitis. This is thus the
diagnosis suggested;
10: diagnosis-is (ritengitis) .
Adding Learning
One advantage of afirstorder model (over a purely propositional one) is that it separates task knowledge (of which subjects start with none) from strategic knowledge. If w e assume
that subjects' strategic knowledge does not change throughout
the task (not in itself an unproblematic assumption), then the
improvement in subjects' performance across blocks can be
attributed entirely to the accumulation/modification of taskspecific knowledge. The separation therefore makes clear
what the subject must learn during the task.
Thefirst-orderknowledge store contains information in
three forms:

s u g g e s t s (Symptom, D i s e a s e ) : This is used to determine which diseases should be suspected given the presence
of a specific symptom. If S y m p t o m is known to be present
then D i s e a s e will be suspected.
a s s o c i a t i o n ( D i s e a s e , S y m p t o m , V a l u e ) : This is
used to determine which symptoms to expect when considering the possibility that the patient has a given disease.
V a l u e is either p r e s e n t or a b s e n t .
p a t t e r n (Disease, S y m p t o m L i s t ) : This is used in actually making a diagnosis. If D i s e a s e is suspected and
the symptom configuration specified in S y m p t o m L i s t is
known to hold then D i s e a s e will be offered as the diagnosis.
Learning Mechanism contains rules which specify h o w each
form of information is learnt.
Learning triggering symptoms The model uses two rules
to learn s u g g e s t s clauses, both triggered by feedback on a
diagnosis appearing in Working Memory:

has the largest effect on the model's performance (both in
terms of diagnostic accuracy and number of queries before a
diagnosis). Initially, there is no p a t t e r n information, and
diagnoses are based purely on a guessing strategy. O n receiving feedback of the correct diagnosis, all known symptoms
are collected into a list which is merged with any existing
patterns for the disease. If no patterns are present, the list is
added as a possible symptom configuration for the disease.
Otherwise, if some other pattern exists for the disease, and
that pattern differs from the new pattern by just one symptom
(which is known to be present in one pattern and absent in
the other), then that symptom is removed from the existing
pattern, yielding a shorter, generalised, pattern. If the model
makes an incorrect diagnosis, and that diagnosis was based on
an existing pattern (i.e., it wasn't a guess), then the incorrect
pattern is removed from Knowledge Base.
Results

A s noted above. Task Environment simulated the generation
and presentation of stimuli and responses to the model, using
I. s u g g e s t s clauses corresponding to symptoms known to
the same procedure as was used in the initial study. Usbe present for the actual disease are added;
ing this, the model was run eight times for each condition
2. s u g g e s t s clauses corresponding to symptoms known to
(sparse/dense). Each run consisted of 3 blocks of 25 trials (as
be absent for the actual disease are deleted.
in the initial study) and on each block the mean number of
In order to force the model to initially consider all diseases, it is symptoms queried and diagnostic accuracy were recorded (as
initially assumed that all symptoms suggest all diseases. This in the initial study). S u m m a r y statistics are shown in table 3.
is reflected in the initial state of Knowledge Base. A s learning
proceeds, many symptom/disease pairs are deleted from the
Block 1
Block 2
Block 3
knowledge base, and the ones that remain are reordered such
Accuracy
5 6 % (0%) 7 4 % (12%) 7 8 % (8%)
that the most recently observed associations are retrieved first.
Queries
2.92 (0.84) 1.72(0.28) 1.64(0.24)
This reordering, which is performed automatically through
a) Model Learning Data (sparse condition)
properties specified on the COGENT buffer that implements
Knowledge Base, is consistent with the results of Fox (1980).
Block 2
Block 3
Block 1
Learning expected s y m p t o m s
nosis is received:

W h e n feedback on a diag-

1. if the symptom is present a p r e s e n t association is
recorded;
2. ifthesymptomisabsentan a b s e n t association is recorded;
3. if the symptom is unknown then any existing association is
deleted.
These rules are naive in that they do not merge existing knowledge with knowledge which may be inferred from the current
case. Logically, it might be more correct, for example, to infer
no association between a disease and a symptom only when
w e have seen the disease both with and without the symptom.
However, it appears that such intelligent rules are not required
in order to simulate subject performance.
It is assumed initially that all diseases and symptoms are
positively associated. There is little motivation for this assumption, except that some associations need to be present in
order for the model to function. A n alternate approach would
be to include further special purpose rules. However, w e believe that the assumption is not critical, as the above learning
rules ensure that it only has an effect on thefirstfew trials.
Learning s y m p t o m configurations It is information about
disease/symptom configurations (i.e., p a t t e r n clauses) that
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Accuracy
Queries

6 8 % (8%)
3.96 (0.08)

96% (4%)

96% (8%)

3.88 (0.04)

3.82 (0.08)

b) Model Learning Data (dense condition)
Table 3: Model learning data in both conditions. Data is given
as median (interquartile range).
The data were analysed using the same non-parametric tests
as were used to analyse the subject data. In the sparse condition, the increase in diagnostic accuracy between blocks 1
and 2 is significant (Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test,
T = 1, n = 6, p < 0.05), as is the decrease in symptoms
queried (Wilcoxon, T = 0, n = 8, p < 0.005). This fits
with the subject data. However, unlike the subject data there
is no significant difference between diagnostic accuracy and
symptoms queried between blocks 2 and 3. In the dense condition the pattern of significance follows exactly that of the
subject data. Diagnostic accuracy increases between blocks 1
and 2 (Wilcoxon, T = 0, n = 8, p < 0.005) but not between
blocks 2 and 3 (Wilcoxon, T = 10.5, n = 7, p > 0.05),
whereas symptoms queried decreases significantly across all
blocks (Blocks 1 and 2: Wilcoxon, T = 3, n = 7, p < 0.05;
Blocks 2 and 3: Wilcoxon, T = 4, n = 8, p < 0.05). Both
diagnostic accuracy and symptoms queried are significantly

less in the sparse condition than in the dense condition.
Discussion
Although the simulation data differs quantitatively from the
subject data, the model exhibits a number of qualitative similarities to the subjects. Firstly, both subjects and the model
are affected by the dense/sparse manipulation. Recall that the
there is no logical difference between the tasks. The diagnosis
model treats positively and negatively information differently,
however, and this has a very significant impact upon learning.
Data from the sparse condition closely reflect subject performance, although the reduction in symptoms queried over
the second and third blocks was not significant. Learning
is, if anything, slightly too effective, with the model tending
to query fewer symptoms than the subjects. However, the
model's fit with some subjects is impressive: subject 6, for
example, was 6 8 % accurate in thefinalblock, querying on
average 1.70 symptoms.
With regard to the dense condition, the number of symptoms
queried decreases across blocks, but not as sharply as in the
subject data, and diagnostic accuracy increases to ceiling by
the second block. B y querying most symptoms the model
is able to perform almost perfectly. Closer inspection of the
subject data reveals that this pattern of performance did occur:
subject 4 was 9 2 % accurate in thefinalblock, querying on
average 3.24 symptoms.
There are m a n y aspects of the model which raise further
questions. Alternatives exist for many of the learning rules,
for example. It remains to be seen how sensitive learning
is to modification of these rules. Could similar behaviour
result from different rules? If so, are there "critical" features
of the learning rules which lead to performance similar to
that of our subjects? There was considerable inter-subject
variability. Can individual differences be accounted for in
terms of different learning strategies?
In a first attempt to look at some of these issues w e have
considered one variation on the pattern learning rule: this rule,
on receiving feedback, finds the largest subset of symptoms
shared between the current instanceofthediseaseand any previous instance, and uses that as the basis for future diagnoses.
Although superficially sensible, this rule yields particularly
bad learning performance, with the model's accuracy being
reduced to little more than chance, and with the number of
symptoms queried being reduced to near zero. Curiously, this
pattern of performance was also observed in several subjects.
Were such subjects adopting poor learning strategies, or were
motivational factors influencing their performance?
It m a y also be possible to account for more of the variance
in the subject data by the introduction of performance factors.
The model as it stands is a competence model. All buffers,
for example, are assumed to be perfect storage devices. In the
light of this fact it is not surprising that the model generally
does slightly better than subjects. (What is perhaps surprising
is h o w well some subjects are able to do the task.) H o w ever, a second line of current work is examining the effect of
decreasing the efficiency of learning (both by adding probabilistic firing to the learning rules, such that not all rules fire
in all situations, and by adding decay to Knowledge Base).
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Although this appears promising in accounting for many of
the more average subjects, w e are aware that such an approach
needs methodological care in order to avoid charges of data
fitting.
Conclusion
Our initial concern was with the development of cognitive,
rather than algebraic, models of decision making under uncertainty. W e have reported data on learning in a diagnosis
task and presented a model of learning in the domain (developed as an extension to an existing model of the task). The
resultant model is very encouraging, demonstrating many of
the learning effects seen in the subject data. The inclusion of
learning further supports the cognitive claims of the original
model, and strengthens our argument for the role of cognitive
models within thefieldof judgement and decision making. In
addition, the model provides a further demonstration of the
power of the COGENT modelling environment, without which
the current work would have been vastly more difficult.
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Abstract

Scheduling (CS). Non-routine action, on the other hand,
makes use of an attentionally demanding central process, the
Several authors have distinguished automatic behaviour of rouSupervisory Attentional System (SAS). In non-routine situtine or well-leamt action sequences from controlled behaviour
ations the S A S controls behaviour by modulating the actiof novel actions. In this paper w e present an interactive activavations of schemas in C S , but in routine situations C S m a y
tion model of routine action selection based on the Contention
function autonomously.
Scheduling theory of Norman & Shallice (1986). The model,
Routine and non-routine action are further differentiated
developed in the specific domain of coffee preparation, proby the types of errors which characterise the domains. Ervides a good account of normal behaviour in a complex yet
ror types in routine action include: omission and anticipation
routine task. In addition, w e report lesioning studies which
errors (i.e., neglecting to perform a sub-action, or performshow breakdown of action selection qualitatively similar to that
seen in a variety of neurological patients (action disorganisaing one sub-action too early, such as adding boiling water
tion syndrome, utilisation behaviour, and Parkinson's disease).
to an empty teapot, having neglected tofirstadd tea); capThese lesioning studies are based on the systematic variation of
ture errors and utilisation behaviour (in which behaviour is
critical system parameters. Such parameters, which are impUcit
"captured" by the environment and diverted from s o m e iniin all interactive activation models, raise complex methodologtially intended action to s o m e other environmentally relevant
ical issues relating to the criticality of their values. W e address
behaviour); object and place substitutions (in which an approthese issues by reporting results of a detailed exploration of the
priate action is performed with inappropriate arguments (e.g.,
parameter space.
having prepared a m u g of coffee, putting the coffee, instead of
the milk, in the fridge); and perseverations (i.e., performing
Introduction
one sub-action multiple times, even after the sub-action's goal
Within the psychological literature on action there is a frehas been achieved). These types of error, or lapses, are not
quent distinction between two qualitatively different types of
observed in the controlled execution of non-routine action.
action. Schneider & Shiffrin (1977), for example, distinguish
The domain of action differs from a number of other cognibetween automatic and controlled action, whereas N o r m a n &
tive domains which have been modelled in that it necessarily
Shallice (1986) distinguish between routine and non-routine
involves scquentiality. Domains such as visual processing,
action. The distinction essentially concerns the degree to
object recognition, and reading, can be viewed in terms of
which an action complex can be carried out in the absence
essentially static mappings. Action, in contrast, requires that
of intentional control, and is seen most clearly within dualissues of sequentiality be addressed, both in terms of contask situations. Thus, it is frequently possible to carry out a
straints imposed by task structure (some actions, e.g., stirring
routine or well-practiced task (e.g., driving) whilst simultane- the coffee, m a y only be possible once certain preconditions
ously performing an attentionally more demanding task (e.g.,
have been satisfied, e.g., picking up a spoon or stirrer) and
having a complex conversation), with little or no interference
physical limitations imposed by resource constraints (e.g., the
between the tasks. W h e n the two tasks are both attentionally
number of limbs available).
demanding, however, (e.g., negotiating a new set of roadO n e consequence of the inherent sequentiality of the acworks whilst having a complex conversation) simultaneous
tion domain is that m a n y standard modelling techniques (e.g.,
performance becomes very difficult.
multi-layer feedforward networks) are unsuitable. Data on
N o r m a n & Shallice (1986) and Shallice (1988) argue that
lapses in routineaction (as described above) also argue against
distinct cognitive systems are responsible for the control of
approaches in which each action acts as a cue for its followroutine and non-routine action, and that the different propering action so yielding an action sequence (cf. Houghton &
ties of these two forms of action result from differences in the
Hartley, 1996), such as recurrent network approaches (e.g.,
systems underlying their performance.
Jordon, 1986; Elman, 1990). Indeed, action lapses in normals
According to the N o r m a n & Shallice theory, routine acand patients, such as those described above, were a fundamention is controlled by selection mechanisms operating on an
tal consideration in the development of the C S theory in terms
activation-based network of action schemas, with the selected
of interactive activation. The model reported here is therefore
schema controlling action. They term this system Contention
based on a number of interactive activation networks (cf. M c -
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Clelland & Rumelhart. 1981), in which action is controlled
via an activation-based selection mechanism. The model is
reported in more detail elsewhere (Cooper. Shallice, & Farringdon, 1995). In this paper w e 1) present an updated version
of the model; 2) provide n e w results of lesioning studies; and
3) provide a detailed analysis of the model's parameter space.

The Model
The central component of the C S theory is the schema network. In formal terms, this is a directed acyclic graph in
which nodes correspond either to action schemas (partially
order sequences of actions) or goals. Edges from the schema
nodes point to goal nodes, and vice versa, so the network m a y
be thought of as consisting of alternate "layers" of schema
and goal nodes. The schema nodes pointed to by a goal node
correspond to distinct methods of achieving that goal, and the
goal nodes pointed to by a schema node represent the subgoals
which must be achieved in order to execute the schema. Thus,
the goal of preparing a m u g of coffee might be achieved in
a variety of ways (e.g., either by preparing instant coffee or
by preparing percolated coffee), and the schema for preparing
instant coffee will include a number of subgoals (e.g., boil
water, add coffee grinds, add cream, etc.). It is assumed that
in reality a person's schema network will contain nodes for all
of that person's routine activities, and that the routinisation of
activities involves the addition of new nodes to the network.
Each schema node has a state and a numerical activation
value (which, in the simulations described here, can range
from 0.0 to 1.0). The state is either selected or not selected,
and affects the flow of activation throughout the schema network. W h e n selected, schemas pass activation to their subschemas (i.e., those schemas which m a y achieve the schema's
subgoals). This tends to excite subschemas, causing them to
become selected, and hence to activate their subschemas in
turn. This top-down flow of activation is tempered by three
further activation sources. Firstly, all schemas have triggering conditions. These are conditions which, when satisfied by
the external world, cause the schema's activation to increase.
Thus, the triggering conditions for a pick-up schema might
include the existence of a suitable pickup-able object within
reach. The existence of such an object would then tend to
activate the pick-up schema. Evidence for this source of excitation comes from capture errors, in which behaviour can
be diverted by aspects of the environment into familiar, but
unintended, action sequences (e.g., William James' (James,
1890) example of changing into his pyjamas when moments
before he had been intending to dress for dinner).
The two remaining sources of excitation/inhibition act to
stabilise the network and prevent all schemas from becoming simultaneously active. Lateral inhibition acts between
schemas which either correspond to alternate means of achieving the same goal (e.g., preparing instant versus percolated
coffee), or which share resource or subschema requirements
(which is assumed to amount to sharing a c o m m o n subgoal). Lateral inhibition tends to inhibit activation values,
but acts differentially across competing schemas, such that
more highly activated schemas are inhibited less. Acting
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against lateral inhibition is self activation, which is a further
excitatory source of activation applying to all schemas. In the
absence of top-down and environmental activation sources,
lateral inhibition and self activation act to yield a network that
is in an unstable equilibrium. Top-down and environmental
activation force the system from this state into local minima
in which at most one schema from each competing subset is
highly active.
A s noted above, the schema/goal network is layered. Nodes
at the bottom layer correspond to primitive actions. These are
assumed to correspond to low-level units of action which are
non-decomposable at the cognitive level. For the purposes
of the current simulations, this level includes schemas for,
for example, pick-up (though w e recognise that such schemas
could be further decomposed into rotate-forearm, grasp, etc.).
Selection of a primitive action triggers the corresponding m o tor action, which will generally result in the schema's goal
being achieved.
W h e n a schema's goal is achieved, the schema is temporarily inhibited. This reduces the lateral inhibition on competing
schema, pushing the system out of its local m i n i m u m and
allowing competing schemas the opportunity to control behaviour.
Schema selection is threshold based. If a schema's activation exceeds the selection threshold (0.6 on a scale of 0.0 to
1.0 in the simulations reported here) the schema is selected
(unless a competing schema is even more active). Selected
schemas remain selected until their activation is exceeded by
that of a competitor (even if their activation falls below the
selection threshold).
The most critical part of the model that remains to be described concerns the nature of object representations and the
relationship between these and the schema network. The
original verbal descriptions of C S did not specify h o w objects
were selected by schemas in order to produce complete action specifications (e.g., if pick-up is selected, h o w does the
effector system k n o w what should be picked up?). It was
found necessary to extend the C S theory in order to produce
a complete simulation.
W e therefore assume that, parallel to the schema network,
there exists a network of object representations. These representations compete through the effects of lateral inhibition
and self activation. W h e n a primitive schema is selected, the
objects corresponding to the most active appropriate representations are used tofillthe argument roles of the corresponding
primitive action.
The triggering of schemas by the external world is mediated by the activation values of object representations (such
that highly active representations are more effective triggers).
Object representations are also activated by schemas in which
the corresponding objects m a y participate. Thus, the representation of a cup on a table will tend to excite the pick-up
schema, and vice versa. In the absence of sufficient top-down
activation, such positive feedback loops can lead to utilisation
behaviour and capture errors.
The above system would be sufficient if all schemas had at
most one argument. However, some schemas require multiple

arguments (e.g., empty the spoon into the coffee mug). Such
schemas require multiple objects to be active at the moment of
argument selection. In the current implementation w e solve
this problem by introducing multiple activations for object
representations. Each representation has a separate activation
for each functional role that the corresponding object can
serve. Thus, a m u g containing a partially made cup of coffee
can act as either a source or a target for the movement of
coffee-making ingredients. Given this, a successful attempt
at emptying a specific spoon into a specific coffee m u g will
require that, when the empty schema is selected, the spoon is
active as an implement and the m u g is active as a target.
Processing within the system, as in most interactive activation networks, is cyclic. O n each cycle the activations of
all schema nodes are recalculated, based on their activation at
the beginning of the cycle (modulated by a persistence/decay
factor) and their net excitation or inhibition (which is blurred
through the addition of normally distributed random noise).
The selection mechanism then adjusts the state of all nodes
based on the new activation values.
The precise behaviour of the complete simulation is determined by eight parameters which specify the levels of, and
relationships between, the various activation sources. These
are:
S/L A factor which controls the relative proportions of self
activation and lateral inhibition within all interactive activation networks.
I/E(s) A factor which controls the relative proportions of internal or top-down activation and external or environmental
activation of all schema nodes in the schema interactive activation network.
I/E(o) A factor used to scale the external or schema-based
activation of all object representation nodes in the object
interactive activation network.
C o m p / N o n C o m p A factor which controls the relative proportionsof competitive (i.e., self activation -I- lateral inhibition) and non-competitive (i.e., top-down or schema-based
+ environmental) activations which contribute to a node's
net excitation/inhibition.
Persistence The degree to which all activations persist from
one cycle to the next.
Noise The standard deviation of normally distributed random
noise added to all net influences.
Selection Threshold The activation which must be exceeded
before a schema can be selected.
Rest Activation The activation level to which schema nodes
and object representations with no net input tend.
Each of these parameters m a y range in value from 0.0 to 1.0.
The large number of parameters is due to our insistence on
being explicit about all numerical factors which m a y influence
the simulation's behaviour. W e discuss our methodology for
exploring this parameter space below.
General Behaviour
The C S model as described here is intended to model action
control in complex but well-leamed tasks, such as cleaning
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one's teeth, starting a car and dressing. The complexity of
such activities makes them relatively unattractive for investigation by standard experimental psychology methods and,
apart from natural history studies of lapses in their execution
(e.g., Reason, 1979,1984), w e k n o w of no such investigations.
It is therefore not possible to provide a detailed quantitative
comparison of the model's behaviour with that of subjects
on some appropriate task. There are, however, detailed neuropsychological studies relevant to the domain. The most
detailed of these have been carried out on the Action Disorganisation Syndrome (Schwartz, Reed, Montgomery, Palmer,
& Mayer, 1991; Schwartz, Mayer, Fitzpatrick-De Salme, &
Montgomery, 1993). These studies have examined the behaviour of patients performing routine daily activities (such
as preparing their breakfast from the objects provided on a
hospital breakfast tray). W e have therefore attempted to simulate one such task, that of preparing the morning coffee, with
evaluation being based on the ability to simulate normal behaviour and, after lesioning, the ability to produce the types
of errors shown by patients performing the task.
Normal Behaviour
With appropriate values for the parameters, the system is able
to correctly perform the complex task of coffee preparation.
This task involves adding coffee granules, sugar and milk to
an existing m u g of hot water. A transcript of the behaviour is
shown infigure1. In thisfigure,schemas are shown in italics,
with selection being indicated by a '+' prefix and deselection
indicated by a '-' prefix. Primitive actions are shown in
roman font. The level of indentation shows the degree of
embedding of subschemas within parent schemas.
Note that this protocol was generated with a situation containing a number of coffee and sugar sources. O n e effect of
random noise is to yield different choices of which sugar and
coffee sources to use.
Lesioning Studies
In order to evaluate the behaviour of the model after damage,
w e conducted a number of simulations in which key parameters were varied. W e suggest that parameters m a y be related
to neurophysiological damage or disruption in two possible
ways. Firstly, certain parameters m a y reflect neurotransmitter
concentration or sensitivity. For example, w e believe there to
be a relationship between the effectiveness of the dopamine
system and the S/L parameter. Secondly, parameters based
on relative proportions of excitation between different subsystems (e.g., I/E(s) and I/E(o)) m a y reflect relative connectivity
within and between those subsystems. It can be argued that
variation of these parameters corresponds to physical damage
to such connectivity.
Our lesioning studies have focussed on the variation of two
parameters. Firstly, w e have investigated the behaviour of the
model whilst systematically varying the I/E(s) parameter over
its entire range (from 0.00 to 1.00, at 0.01 intervals, with 20
simulations at each value). This parameter was considered
in order to test the hypothesis that action disorganisation can
be understood in terms of insufficient top-down or intentional

•^coffee
-\-coffee-from-pack
-\-pick-up-schema
Picking up coffee-packetl with left-hand
—pick-up-schema
-i-tear-schema
Tearing coSfee-packetl (with right-hand)
—lear-schema
•hpour-schema
Pouring coffee-packetl into coffee-mugl
—pour-schema
-^put-down-schema
Putting coffee-packetl down
—put-down-schema
—coffee-from-pack
-k-sugar-from-bowl
-^pick-up-schema
Picking up spoon 1 with left-hand
—pick-up-schema
-\-dip-spoon-schema
Dipping spoon 1 into sugar-bowl I
—dip-spoon-schema
-^empty-spoon -schema
Emptying spoon! into coffee-mugl
—empty-spoon-schema
-\-put-down-schema
Putting spoon 1 down
—put-down-schema
—sugar-from-bowl
-\-milk-from-carton
-{-pick-up-schema
Picking up milk-cartonl with right-hand
—pick-up-schema
-\-tear-schema
Tearing milk-cartonl (with left-hand)
-tear-schema
-\-pour-schema
Pouring milk-cartonl into coffee-mugl
—pour-schema
-\-put-down-schema
Putting milk-cartonl down
—pul-down-schema
—milk-from-carton
—coffee

the initial hypothesis, in that all these forms of behaviour
were observed to varying degrees in the studies reported by
Schwartz ct al. (1991,1993). There are difficulties, however,
in interpreting the data. In particular, m a n y attempted action
sequences include physically impossible subsequences (e.g.,
attempting to pour the contents from a container without first
opening the container, or attempting to stir the coffee without
first picking up a stirring implement). It is not clear that such
errors do not invoke supervisory attention. If this is the case,
then it will be necessary to model at least s o m e S A S functions
before the behaviour of the model after error can be compared
with that of patients.
A further set of lesioning studies examined the dependence
of the model's behaviour on the parameter governing the ratio
of self activation and lateral inhibition (S/L). These studies
were motivated by the arguments of Robbins & Sahakian
(1983) that activation of the striatal dopamine system corresponds to increased activation of schemas within the C S
model. These arguments suggest that decreasing S/L should
result in behaviour similar to that shown by Parkinson's disease patients, in w h o m striatal dopamine is k n o w n to be deficient (Robbins, 1991). O n e feature of the behaviour of
Parkinson's patients is that action initiation is typically greatly
slowed, but once action has been initiated, it m a y proceed relatively normally. This behaviour was indeed exhibited by
the simulation. T h e coffee preparation task was performed
accurately over a wide range of the S/L parameter's values
(from 0.20 to 0.65), but at lower values within that range action initiation was disproportionately slowed, with the onset
of action being delayed by as m u c h as the time required for
the "normal" simulation to complete the entire task.
Parameter Criticality

A s noted above, the current model has a large number of parameters. In order to fully understand the model's behaviour,
and avoid charges of parameterfitting,w e have conducted
extensive explorations of the parameter space.
Thefirstissue to be addressed concerns finding a set of
parameter values that yields qualitatively normal behaviour.
The model is sufficiently well-behaved to allow a systematic
approach to finding such a parameter set. Thefirststage is
tofixthe parameters which govern global network behaviour.
Figure 1: Action selection in the coffee preparation domain
The relevant parameters are persistence and rest activation,
and the relevant global behaviour is smoothness of activation
profiles. This is done by setting noise to be very low and
the selection threshold very high. T h e various weighting
control within the C S system (cf. Schwartz et al., 1991).
(S/L, C o m p / N o n C o m p , I/E(s), and I/E(o)) can be
parameters
Decreasing the parameter from the value required for normal
set to any value in their range (zero to one) as alterations
behaviour (approximately 0.95), is equivalent to decreasing
to these parameters do not affect the gross activation flow
the top-down control within the schema subsystem whilst sithroughout
the network.' Rest activation and persistence can
multaneously increasing the environmental influence within
n
o
w
be
counterbalanced
in order to achieve smooth activation
the subsystem. A s the parameter was varied, qualitatively
profiles.
This
amounts
to
searching a two-dimensional space
different forms of behaviour were observed. Occasional utilwith
one
degree
of
freedom,
and presents no difficulties.
isation and object substitution errors arose with very slight
reductions (with I/E(s) « 0.90). With moderate reductions
'These parameters were engineered precisely to have this prop(I/E(s) « 0.60), utilisation errors dominated, and with large
erty: altering any one of them will affect the relative weighting of
reductions (I/E(s) « 0.20), utilisation errors were mixed wilh
activation sources, but not the total activation flow over a suitably
perseverative errors. These results provide some support for
long time interval.
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Once smooth activation profiles have been achieved, attention can be focussed on competitive effects. With the
C o m p / N o n C o m p parameter set to 1.0 (so that there are only
competitive influences within the networks), Ihe SA- parameter can be adjusted to yield appropriate competitive behaviour.
Similarly, with C o m p / N o n C o m p set to 0.0, the parameters
governing non-competitive activation flow (I/E(s) and I/E(o))
can be adjusted. I/E(s) must be set so as to get appropriate action selection (with no utilisation behaviour, but with
some environmental triggering). I/E(o) must be set to ensure
that appropriate arguments are active when low-level schemas
are selected. C o m p / N o n C o m p can then be adjusted to yield a
suitable balance between the competitive and non-competitive
activation sources.
This approach is not guaranteed to yield a configuration of
parameters leading to error-free behaviour, and adjustments
may be required at each step to maintain the properties obtained at the previous step, but it does provide a reliable means
of producing a point in the eight-dimensional parameter space
that is sufficiently close to a well-behaved parameter setting
to allowfinetuning. Four rather different parameter settings
found by the above approach, all of which yield well-formed
(i.e., virtually error free) behaviour, are given in table 1. The
first two columns of this table show h o w modifications to
persistence can be counterbalanced by adjustments to rest activation, independently of other parameter values, whilst the
last two columns demonstrate h o w the other parameters can
be adjusted once persistence and rest activation have been set.

Parameter

S/L
I/E(s)
I/E(o)
Comp/NonComp
Persistence
Noise
Sel. Threshold
Rest Activation

Standard

Stable Range

0.50
0.95
0.10
0.65
0.80
10-^
0.60
0.10

0.50-0.65
0.94-0.96
0.06-0.14
0.50-0.65
0.79-0.81
7^ - 1 0 0.50 - 0.95
0.09-0.11

Table 2: Parameters and their values for coffee preparation

this investigation by varying a range of parameters simultaneously. This was intended to examine stability over a larger,
multidimensional region of the parameter space. A range of
values was chosen for each offiveparameters (S/L (3 values),
I/E(s) (3 values), C o m p / N o n C o m p (5 values). Noise (3 values)
and Selection Threshold (6 values)). 20 simulations were conducted at each point on thefive-dimensionalgrid defined by
these parameter values (a total of 20 x .3 x 3 x ,5 x .3 x 6 = 16200
simulations). The resulting action sequences were automatically categorised as correct (if they each comprised a sequence
of 12 error-free actions leading to "correctly" prepared coffee
similar to that infigure1) or incorrect.^ The outcome of this
analysis is summarised in table 3, in which each entry consists of a parameter value and the total percentage of correct
attempts at the task for that value, whilst the other four parameters
range over all their possible values in the parameter
S/L
0.50
0.60
0.60
0.50
subspace.
Thus, thefirstentry states that 6 0 % of attempts at
0.95
0.95
0.95
1/E(s)
0.95
coffee preparation were successful when S/L wasfixedat 0.50
0.07
0.05
0.10
I/E(o)
0.10
and the other four parameters varied over all tested values.
Comp/NonComp
0.80
0.65
0.80
0.65
Table 3 shows that behaviour was disproportionately bad in
0.88
0.80
0.88
Persistence
0.80
two conditions: when C o m p / N o n C o m p was very low (only
Noise
10-^ 10-^ lo--" 10-"
2 4 % correct at 0.45); and when noise was high (only 2 6 %
Sel. Threshold
0.60
0.50
0.60
0.70
correct at 0.0025). A further analysis was therefore carried out
0.10
Rest Activation
0.05
0.10
0.05
to factor out the effects of these parameters. Table 4 shows that
when noise is very low, and C o m p / N o n C o m p is between 0.55
Table 1: Four parameter configurations yielding well-formed
and 0.65, the model is stable in 9 4 % of the region of parameter
behaviour
space investigated. W e believe this demonstrates remarkable
stability across a significant region of the parameter space.
A substantive test of parameter criticality consists of showing that behaviour remains qualitatively normal in a sizable
region surrounding some "standard" parameter values. In
1
Comp/NonComp
order to investigate parameter criticality in this sense w e per0.45 0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65
formed a number of simulations in which each of the eight
0.0001
37% 78% 94% 93% 94%
parameters was varied whilst all other parameters were held
Noise 0.0005 30%
69% 83% 72% 78%
fixed at standard values.^ This yielded, for each parameter, a
0.0025
7%
6%
33% 54% 31%
range of stable behaviour, as shown in table 2.
Table 2 shows that considerable variation in some parameters (most notably S/L and C o m p / N o n C o m p ) m a y be tolerated
without qualitatively affecting performance of the task. In order to further investigate parameter criticality w e extended

Table 4: The effects of C o m p / N o n C o m p and Noise

^The standard values were those given in thefirstcolumn of
table 1. No attempt was made to generate standard parameter values
which were particularly robust to change.
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^ Note the strictness of this criterion: just one action slip in the 240
actions required to prepare 20 mugs of coffee resulted in parameter
settings being classed as incorrect.

Parameter

S/L
I/E(s)
Comp/NonComp
Noise
Sel. Threshold

Value => % Correct
0.50 => 6 0 %
0.55 => 6 0 %
0.60 =» 5 1 %
0.94 => 6 0 %
0.96 =j> 5 5 %
0.95 =i^ 5 7 %
0.45 => 2 4 %
0.55 =• 7 7 % 0.60 => 6 5 %
0.50 => 5 7 %
0.0001 =:^ 7 9 % 0.0005 => 6 6 % 0.0025 =!• 2 6 %
0.40 =;• 3 0 %
0.60 =• 6 4 % 0.70 => 7 5 %
0.50 =>• 5 0 %

0.65 => 5 7 %
0.80 => 7 2 %

0.90 =^ 5 3 %

Table 3: The effects of parameter variation

Malapani, C , Pillon, B., Dubois, B., & Agid, Y. (1994).
G e n e r a l Discussion
Impaired simultaneous cognitive task performance in
The C S model as presented here is a refinement of a previously
Parkinson's
disease: A dopamine-related dysfunction.
presented model (Cooper et al., 1995). The most important
Neurology,44,?il9-?,26.
difference concerns the way parameters are incorporated into
McClelland, J. L., & Rumelhart, D. E. (1981). A n interactive
the model. In particular, the current model employs single
activation model of context effects in letter perception:
L/S, C o m p / N o n C o m p , and persistence parameters across all
part 1. A n account of basic findings. Psychological Reinteractive activation networks, reducing the parameter space
view, 88(5), 3 7 5 ^ 0 7 .
from twelve to eight dimensions. This reduction was achieved
by normalising all sources of excitation and inhibition, so that Norman, D. A., & Shallice, T. (1986). Attention to action:
the activations within all networks are within similar bounds.
Willed and automatic control of behavior. In Davidson,
The reduction in parameters enabled the detailed examination
R., Schwartz, G., & Shapiro, D. (Eds.), Consciousness
of the parameter space presented above.
and Self Regulation: Advances in Research andTheory,
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Volume 4, pp. 1-18. Plenum, N e w York, N Y .
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lando, FL.
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Abstract

Table 1: Interpretations for bed pencil

Most novel noun-noun combinations are polysemous in that
(I) a pencil that you put beside your bed for
they tend to suggest several possible meanings, k finger cup
writing some messages
can be a cup in whichfingersare washed, a cup shaped like a
(2)
a pencil used to draw patterns on bedfinger, a narrow cup and so on. In this paper, we present a
clothes
new theory of concept combination, the constraint theory, that
(3) a bed made out of pencils
accounts for the polysemy of noun-noun combinations.
(4) a pencil shaped like a bed
Constraint theory, which uses three constraints (of inclusion,
plausibility and informativeness) acting over a unitary
(5) a thin bed
mechanism that generates candidate interpretations, makes
(6) a big, flat pencil that is a bed for a doll
certain predictions about the polysemy of different
(7) a pencil case
combinations. In particular, it predicts that combinations
involving artifact terms should be more polysemous than
those involving natural kinds because the former have
So, typically, w e present subjects with novel noun-noun
functional models that promote multiple interpretations. In a
concept combinations and note the frequency and variety of
single experiment, this prediction is confirmed along with
interpretations they produce to each combination. Table 1
other predictions about the types of interpretation that tend to
shows just some of the interpretations produced to the novel
be produced.
combination bed pencil.
The present research is motivated by several aims. First,
Introduction
to examine several little-investigated factors that affect
Research on concept combination lies at the heart of our polysemy. Second, to determine whether the results from
single-interpretation paradigms extend to this multipleunderstanding of natural language and concepts (see
interpretation one. Third, to learn about the structure of our
Gleitman & Gleitman, 1970; Murphy & Medin, 1985;
conceptual
systems. Fourth, to determine the baseline
Osherson & Smith, 1981). Most previous research has
ambiguity in combinations that is resolved by context (see
concentrated on h o w people arrive at a single interpretation
e.g.. Murphy, 1990). In the following sections, w e review
for a modifier-head combination like car repair or plastic
some of the empirical and theoretical work in this area
dog (see Murphy, 1988, 1990; Wisniewski, 1995; but see
before presenting a new theory of combination and a test of
Kay & Zimmer, 1976). This research has tended to
this
theory.
underplay the creativity and inventiveness of conceptual
combination. For concept combination can be viewed, like
analogy, as a method for creating n e w knowledge from
previous experience (see e.g., Keane, in press; Keane,
Ledgeway & Duff, 1994). Taking this perspective, w e look
at the polysemy of conceptual combination, at the multiple
interpretations an individual can produce to a single novel
noun-noun combination ^

Some Empirical Findings in Concept Combination
Single-interpretation research has established several
regularities about the content of interpretations (see e.g.,
Hampton, 1987; Murphy, 1988; Smith, Osherson, Rips &
Keane, 1988; Wisniewski & Centner, 1991). Three main
categories of interpretation have been studied (typical
percentages based on single-interpretation studies by
Wisniewski and colleagues are indicated):

' W e assume that ambiguous words in combination will affect
polysemy (e.g., bat ball); so, our concern is with how the
conceptual representation of two normally unambiguous words
affects polysemy (in Wisniewski & Centner's, 1991, terms we
examine the relational ambiguity not lexical ambiguity of
combinations).

• Relational interpretations (30%-50%) establish some
relationship between the modifier concept and the head
concept (e.g., 1, 2 and 3 in Table 1)
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Both of these theories concentrate on explaining h o w a
single, acceptable meaning for a compound is produced. In
contrast, a theory of polysemy must account for the variety
of meanings that are produced to a given compound and
h o w these interpretations might vary in their relative
acceptability. W e propose a new constraint theory of
concept combination that explicitly deals with polysemy
using a unitary mechanism to explain all the interpretationtypes, which makes specific predictions about the nature of
reversals.

• Property-mapping interpretations ( 3 0 % - 5 0 % ) assert a
proper(y ot one concept as true of the other concept (e.g.,
4 and 5 in Table 1)
• Hybrid interpretations (0-10%) which are both the
modifier-concept and the head-concept (e.g., "a colorful
fish that is kept as a pet" for petfish.;closest example in
Table 1 is 6)
To these we add a fourth category that has not been
closely examined before:

Constraint Theory of Concept Combination

• Known-concept interpretations (?%) where the
interpretation is a known concept (e.g., 7 in Table 1)

Constraint theory has three components: (i) three constraints
— inclusion, plausibility and informativeness — that decide
The second main empirical regularity is that the referent
the acceptability of interpretations (ii) a generative
of the interpretation (what it is about) is typically the 2nd
mechanism that produces interpretations which satisfy those
noun or linguistic-head of the combination, following the
constraints (iii) a set of knowledge assumptions about the
pragmatics of English noun-noun phrases (Gleitman &
types of concepts used in the combination.
Gleitman, 1970; e.g., see 1, 2, 4 and 6 in Table 1).
However, in some cases, reversals occur in which the 1st
The Three Constraints
noun or linguistic-modifier is the referent (e.g., 3 and 5 in
At the heart of the theory, three constraints of inclusion,
Table 1). Wisniewski and Gentner (1991) found such
plausibility and informativeness decide the acceptability of
reversals in substance-count phases (e.g., a plastic dog is a
compound phrase interpretations. These constraints can
piece of plastic shaped like a dog). Finally, some
reject some interpretations and/or promote some as being
interpretations (termed exocentric in linguistics; Cannon,
more acceptable than others; hence, dealing directly with
1987) can have as referent a concept other than those
the issue of relative acceptability. The choice of the
mentioned in the combination (e.g., 7 in Table 1). It
constraints is motivated by the pragmatics of compound
remains to be seen whether these empirical regularities hold
interpretation and use. There are a number of pragmatic
when w e consider the multiple interpretations produced by a
requirements which a compound phrase interpretation
single individual to a given combination.
should meet: each constraint implements one of these
general requirements in a specific way. The first
Some Theories of Combination
requirement is that an interpretation should in some way
T w o main theories have concerned themselves with the
include both constituent concepts of the phrase being
above empirical regularities; concept-specialisation theory
interpreted: any interpretation of a novel compound such as
(e.g., C o h e n & Murphy, 1984; Murphy, 1988) and
"bed pencil" should involve both the concept bed and the
alignment theory (e.g., Wisniewski & M a r k m a n , 1993;
concept pencil. This requirement is carried in our theory by
M a r k m a n & Wisniewski, in press).
the constraint of inclusion, which specifies a particular way
Concept-specialisation theory maintains that the
in which concepts are included in interpretations: through
combination process specialises a slot of the head concept
the presence of their diagnostic properties.
with the modifier concept. So, "a pencil used in bed"
A second requirement is that compound interpretations
specialises the function-slot of b e d with pencil (see
should describe something which is consistent with
Table 1). This theory expects relational interpretations with
background knowledge: interpreting bed pencil as "a bed
linguistic-head referents. However, it does not easily
you can pick up and write with" would be unacceptable in
predict the other interpretation-types or reversals (i.e., it is
most contexts. In constraint theory this requirement is
not clear whether they could emerge from the theory's illcarried by the constraint of plausibility, which states that
specified elaboration process).
consistent interpretations are those which contain elements
Alignment theory maintains that combination involves an
which are aready k n o w n to co-occur in background
alignment process, in which the concepts' slots are aligned
knowledge.
to find commonalties (matching slot-value pairs) and
Finally, a third requirement is that compound phrase
alignable differences (matching slots with different values).
interpretations should convey some new information (e.g.,
These alignable differences are then used to identify
Grice, 1975). Interpreting bed pencil as "just an ordinary
properties to m a p (e.g., in elephant bird the size-slot
pencil; you could use it in bed if you wanted" is clearly
matches but the values differ, allowing B I G to be mapped
incorrect: the speaker chose the modifier bed to specify a
from elephant onto bird). O n its own, this theory expects
particular type of pencil and a good interpretation should
property-mapping and hybrid interpretations to be produced
take that into account. In constraint theory this requirement
and seems to allow some types of reversals to occur (in
is carried by the constraint of informativeness, which states
substance-count phrases; see Wisniewski & Gentner, 1991).
that a good interpretation will contain properties which
However, it is silent on known-concept interpretations and
could not be conveyed by either the modifier or the head
requires a specialisation mechanism to deal with relational
concept alone.
interpretations.
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The inclusion constraint requires interpretations to
contain diagnostic predicates of both concepts. In our
terms, a diagnostic predicate is one that strongly
distinguishes the concept from other known, related
concepts (similar to Rosch's, 1978, cue validity idea).
Inclusion makes the second interpretation more acceptable
than the first:

diagnostic and plausibly co-occuring predicates. In its
search for the best interpretation for a given phrase the
mechanism iteratively builds multiple interpretations,
slopping when better interpretations can no longer be
constructed (see Costello, 1996 for a detailed description).
This unitary mechanism can generate a wide range of
interpretations of different types, having a variety of
referents. Note that even though this mechanism can
produce relational and property-mapping interpretations, it
does so without using specialisation or alignment
mechanisms.

• a cactus fish is a green fish
• a cactusfishis a prickly fish
because PRICKLY is more diagnostic of cactus than
G R E E N . The inclusion constraint also requires that the
referent of the interpretation possess diagnostic predicates
of the linguistic-head (i.e., the 2nd noun). This does not
disallow reversals but requires these linguistic-modifier
referents to have the diagnostic predicates of the linguistichead. Usually, this will mean that diagnostic properties of
the linguistic-head will be asserted of the linguisticmodifier. For example, Wisniewski & Centner (1991)
report a reversal interpretation for chair ladder of "a chair
that is by necessity used as a ladder" where the diagnostic
function of ladder is asserted of the chair. Thus, the theory
makes the novel prediction that reversals should tend to be
property-mapping interpretations (a prediction w e test later).
The plausibility constraint requires that interpretations
describe an object (or collection of objects) which could
plausibly exist. Plausibility makes the second interpretation
more acceptable than the first:

Types of Knowledge

Constraint theory also has assumptions about the types of
concepts used in combinations. A s in the above theories, w e
assume that concepts have complex representational,
predicate structure (consisting of attributes, objects and
relations). In this paper, w e examine an assumption about
the basic ontological distinction between artifacts and
natural kinds (see e.g., Keil, 1986).
Artifact concepts (guns, buildings, and cups) differ in
several ways from natural kinds {birds, trees, and snails);
predominantly, in that artifacts are functionally-related to
other concepts. These functional models should facilitate
polysemy because they typically have several possible roles
(e.g., agent, object, recipient, instrument). For example, an
elephant gun can be a gun used by an elephant to shoot
things (agent role) or a gun used to shoot elephants (object
role). Natural kinds do not normally have associated
• an angel pig is a pig with wings on its tail
functional models and therefore should support less
an angel pig is a pig with wings on its torso
polysemy. Furthermore, the relational roles in artifacts tend
because prior experience dictates that wings are typically to have a wider scope than those of natural kinds, in the
attached to the centre of gravity of an object (excepting
sense that a wide range of objects can be used tofillthem
Hermes). Plausibility is computed from the degree to which
(see Wisniewski & Centner, 1991). A gun can be used to
the semantic elements of an interpretation have occurred
shoot almost anything but a snail can only eat vegetative
together in known concepts. Plausibility predicts that
matter.
known-concept interpretations should occur because, being
Both of these factors, along with the inclusion constraint's
known concepts, they have the highest possible plausibility
requirement that the referent of an interpretation possess
score.
diagnostic properties of the linguistic-head, suggest that
The informativeness constraint requires interpretations to
combinations with an artifact head should manifest
communicate something new (satisfying Grice's M a x i m of
significantly more polysemy than those with a natural-kind
Quantity; Grice, 1975,). Informativeness excludes feasible
head.
interpretations that do not communicate anything new
relative to either constituent concept. So, it would predict
Concept-Type & Polysemy
that people should not produce the following:
This experiment tested three main predictions of constraint
• A bed pencil is a pencil made of wood
theory. First, the prediction that all four types of
interpretations should occur (notably the known-concept
because MADE-OF-WOOD does not convey any new
interpretations predicted by plausibility). Second, that when
information about either beds or pencils. It also accounts
reversals occur they should tend to be property-mappings
for Downing's (1977)findingthat people find combinations
(based on inclusion). Third, that concept-type should affect
with redundant modifiers unacceptable; for example, pig
the polysemy of combinations; specifically, that artifactpork. Informativeness plays an important role in deciding
head combinations should generate more interpretations
between interpretations which tie on inclusion and
than natural-kind head ones (based on more functional
plausibility.
interpretations).
The Generative Mechanism
Subjects were given four sets of six combinations from
the following categories: artifact-artifact (e.g., "pencil
The generative mechanism constructs compound phrase
bed"), natural-kind-artifact (e.g., "river chair"),
interpretations incrementally under guidance from the
artifact-natural-kind (e.g., "chair river") or naturalconstraints proposed by theory. For a given phrase this
kind-natural-kind combinations (e.g., "oak dog").
mechanism forms interpretations by selecting subsets of
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mechanism used in the constraint theory and its proposed
constraints.

Method
Subjects & Design. Twenty undergraduates at Trinity
College Dublin took part voluntarily in the experiment (one
was excluded prior to data analysis). The design was a 2
(head-category) x 2 (modifier-category) one, both being
within-subjects variables. Combinations
were
counterbalanced for the order of the specific words used
(e.g., each subject got bed pencil and pencil bed). This
variable which is not reported here does not change the
effects found (see Costello, 1996, for details).
Materials. Twenty-four basic-level words (12 artifact
words and 12 natural-kind words) were used to construct the
24 combinations (see Appendix). Frequency of occurrence
of the words in each set determined using the Oxford
Psycholinguistic Database (Quinlan, 1992). A t-test
comparing artifact and natural-kind word frequency showed
no reliable difference between the categories (f(22) =.84, p
>.4).
Procedure. The instructions asked subjects to say "what
the phrase could plausibly mean and if you can think of
more than one possible meaning for a phrase then report
them in the order in which they occur to you", for the novel
combinations they were shown. The combinations were
presented individually on cards and subjects' responses were
audio recorded. Subjects were tested individually.

Polysemy. On average each subject produced about two
interpretations per combination ( M = 2.24), although the
frequency ranged from 1 to 6. The 2 head-category (artifact
or natural-kind) x 2 modifier-category (artifact or naturalkind) repeated-measures A N O V A revealed a main effect of
head-category; with artifact-head combinations producing
reliably more interpretations { M - 2.36) than natural-kindhead ones ( M = 2.12,; F(l,17) = 7.89, p =.01, M S e = .78).
N o other reliable effects or interactions were found. A n
item analysis revealed similar effects of head-category
(F(l,22) =5.71,p<.05, A/5e= 1.12).
A n analysis of the proportion of functional interpretations
produced to a given phrase showed that there was a higher
proportion of functional interpretations produced to artifacthead ( M = .40) than to natural-kind-head combinations ( M
=.\2-F{\,n) = 12.96, M S e = .122, p < .0001). A similar,
but lesser, difference was found between artifact-modifier
( M = .33) and natural-kind-modifier combinations (A/=.19;
F(1,17)= 18.23, M S e = .115,p < .0005).
Both of these results support the core assumptions of the
constraint theory. In particular, they show that artifacts are
much more polysemous than natural kinds, especially when
they are in the head position. Furthermore, it shows that
this extra polysemy is based on their associated functional
models.

Referents & Reversals. As expected, most of the referents
Scoring. Subjects' interpretations were classified by both of interpretations were to the linguistic-head of the
experimenters into the four interpretation-types^: relational,
combination (68%), but reversals using the linguisticproperty-mapping, hybrid and known-concept. They were
modifier as the referent were relatively c o m m o n (9%), with
also classified by referent: head, reversal or other. Finally,
the remainder having some other concept as the referent
the frequency of functional interpretations were noted.
(23%). This result confirms that such reversals are not
Differences were resolved by discussion (agreement was
limited to combinations of a substance-object form but
97%).
occur more generally, albeit not as frequently (Wisniewski
& Centner, 1991, found rates as high as 3 8 % ) .
Results & Discussion
The inclusion constraint predicts that when reversals
occur they should tend to be property mappings (of the
The results confirmed the main predictions of the constraint
head's diagnostic predicates) rather than another
theory in finding that head-artifact combinations were more
interpretation-type. This prediction is confirmed by an
polysemous than head-natural kind ones, based on increased
analysis of interpretation types in the different referent
numbers of functional interpretations being produced in the
categories. In the head-referent category, the interpretations
former. The results also confirmed the predicted tendency
produced tend to be relational (51%) rather then propertyfor reversals to be property-mapping interpretations, with
mappings (36%; a similar pattern is found in the otherproperty-mappings dominating the reversals category while
referent category). In contrast, in the reversals category
relational interpretations dominated the head- and otherinterpretations tend to be property mappings (54%) rather
referent categories.
than relational ones (31%). All these differences are
statistically reliable.
Types of Interpretation. Each of the four types of
interpretation were found a m o n g the 1019 produced:
Significance of Findings. With any new paradigm the
relational 4 6 % (468), property-mapping 3 3 % (337), hybrid
issue of the relevance of the findings always arises. Does
0.3%' (3), and known-concept 1 5 % (157), with 6 % (57) in
the
process by which people produce multiple
the other category. These results are in line with previous
interpretations have anything to do with people's normal
findings on the first three categories and confirm that
comprehension of novel compounds? In particular, do
known-concept interpretations are a commonly produced
contextual
influences normally banish the possibility of
type. T h e findings support the flexible generative
polysemy in novel combinations? W e would like to argue
that the combination process used to produce multiple
2 Operational definitions of thefirstthree of these categories were interpretations is the same as that which produces a single
similar to Wisniewski's (1996).
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interpretation, with contextual influences acting to highlight
the single interpretation selected.
In support of this position it may be noted that the types
of interpretations produced in the present study and ihc
relative frequencies of these interpretation-types closely
parallel those found in traditional, single-inlerprctalion
studies. This is strong evidence for the proposition that the
same process is being tapped in this and previous studies.
Granted, people may not normally entertain all the
possible meanings reported by our subjects when a novel
combination is presented in context (Murphy, 1990). For
example, a pencil bed could be a narrow bed, a container for
pencils, a bed that is pencil-shaped and so on. If you are
told that "the pencil bed is in the bedroom upstairs" you are
likely to assume that a narrow bed is upstairs, whereas if
you are told that "the pencil bed is in the middle of the exam
hall" you are more likely to think that it is some receptacle
for pencils. However, not all contexts will necessarily
disambiguate a novel combination; if you are told "he
moved the pencil bed last week" either of the above two
meanings could still hold (Mulligan, 1997). So, context will
not necessarily banish all ambiguity.
Indeed, we believe that polysemy should be studied to tell
us more about contextual influences in normal
comprehension. At present we have little knowledge about
the baseline ambiguity of novel combinations, and thus do
not know what problems of ambiguity are resolved by
context (see Mulligan, 1997).
General Discussion
The present paper reports a new theory of conceptual
combination that aims to explain specific aspects of the
multiple interpretations produced by people to novel nounnoun combinations. Using this theory, we have shown that
different types of concepts differentially affect polysemy;
that combinations with artifact heads are more polysemous
than those with natural-kind heads (similar results have
been found for the superordinate/basic-level distinction).
Furthermore, we have confirmed the generality of these
findings in other experiments using several hundred
different combinations (see Costello, 1996). W e have also
simulated these results in a model of the theory called C^
(the Constraint Model of Concept Combination).
In constraint theory, we have tried to deal with the
creative contents of interpretations produced by people to a
single combination. At present, w e have not concerned
ourselves with more traditional concerns like typicality
ratings (although ultimately we plan to extend the theory in
this direction). In doing this we have tried to open up a new
area of research on the factors that affect polysemy that
appears to be very fruitful. In the course of this we have
confirmed several ideas about the structure of the human
conceptual system. Theoretically, we have been driven by
parsimony to develop a single unitary mechanism and a few
simple explanatory constraints to account for these effects.
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C o m b i n a t i o n s U s e d in the E x p e r i m e n t

artifact head

artifact modifier

Bed Pencil
Train Hat
Bus Shirt
Shirt Bus
Pencil Bed
Hat Train

Apple Knife
Potato Ball
natural-kind modifier Rose Hammer
River Chair
Herring Shoe
Gun Horse

natural-kind head
Chair River
Knife Apple
Hammer Rose
Horse Gun
Shoe Herring
Ball Potato
Boulder Grass
Tulip Eagle
Oak Dog
Grass Boulder
Eagle Tulip
Dog Oak
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Abstract

subject viewed the tape with the expectation of having to
remember something about it?
W e studied m e m o r y for videotaped event sequences as a
The separability of spatial and sequential mental representations
was examined through the use of sketch-maps and ordered
compromise between considerations of ecological vahdity and
event-lists generated by subjects following the viewing of a
stimulus control. The static spatial tasks often used in spatial
videotape depicting movement through a natural space. Prior
cognition studies, such as m e m o r y for m a p s (Liben & D o w n s ,
to viewing, subjects were instructed that they would either a)
1991; T h o m d y k e & Golding, 1981; C o h e n & Schuepfer,
draw a map of the region depicted and place events on the map
1980) and descriptions of computer images (Hayward & Tarr,
(map group), b) make a list of the events they saw in the order
1995) afford good stimulus control but have restricted
they saw them (list group), or c) answer some unspecified set of
ecological validity and w e a k generality relative to spatial
questions following the video (control group). In fact, subjects
cognition in everyday life. Naturalistic situations, such as
did all of the above. Although most measures of spatial and
studies of way-fmding and direction-giving (Morse, 1987;
sequential accuracy were unaffected by the instructional
Chase & Chi, 1981; Lynch, 1960), afford greater ecological
manipulation, subjects who expected to draw maps were more
validity and generality, but at the cost of uncertain conclusions
likely to correctly indicate that the camera had negotiated the
due to uncontrolled stimulus variables. Our videotape w a s
space in afigure-eightpath, while subjects in the other groups
fihned in a large-scale environment that contained both m a n predominantly indicated circular path shapes. None of our
m a d e elements (buildings, roads, etc.) and natural elements
analyses provide any strong evidence that an independent
(trees, bushes, etc.) as salient landmarks. Viewers s a w
spatial representation exists prior to map-drawing. In fact, the
strategically placed characters, each engaged in an activity
similarity between groups suggests that all subjects utilized
such as juggling, clowning, jumping rope, etc. T h e camera
similar encoding strategies, but that m a p subjects specifically
traversed afigure-eightpath twice through the space. S o m e
attended to features of the film which constrain the overall
of the events occurred at the same location both times around,
layout of the space. This research raises specific questions
and others changed their location between the first and the
about the mechanisms which allow path segments to be
second pass. This design was employed to allow spatial and
integrated into coherent spatial reference frames.
temporal aspects of subjects' m e m o r y performance to be
Introduction
dissociated.
The goal of the present research is to understand the spatial
T h e theoretical position developed b y Siegel & White
and temporal structure of people's internal representations of
(1975) to explain the construction of spatial representation
naturalistic events in a large-scale environment. W e studied
posits a stage-like model where people acquire more abstract,
the effects of uistmctional manipulations on spatial and procedural knowledgefi^om,declarative knowledge of specific
temporal m e m o r y for a sequence of videotaped events. O n e landmarks and routes. Specifically, they proposed that people
group of subjects was told that they would draw a m a p of the
first remember landmarks and organize them sequentially into
area shovwi in the video, another that they would list the
knowledge of routes. With further experience, landmarks and
events they saw in order, and a third that they would simply
routes are partially coordinated and only later integrated into
answer some questions. After viewing the videotape, all
map-like, global configurations (Millar, 1994). However,
subjects performed both a map-drawing and an event-listing
additional evidence exists that several factors can influence
task. W e were particularly interested in the degree of
h o w spatial information is encoded, including semantic and
independence between the two kinds of information and the
physical features of the m a p (Holding, 1994) and the goals of
possibility of trade-offs: would better spatial m e m o r y c o m e at
the expense of worse temporal m e m o r y (and vice versa), or
would both be fiiUy and automatically encoded as long as the
Authors names are listed alphabetically in two groups: Chris Stecker and Alex Cuthbert were primarily responsible for the text, while the
design, execution, analysis, and interpretation are jointly due to a collaborative effort involving all authors equally. Requests for reprints or
further information should be addressed to Alex Cuthbert, a l x S s o c r a t e s . b e r k l e y . edu.
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the learner (Magliano, 1995; Taylor & Tverksy, 1992; Cohen
& Cohen, 1982; Gauvain and Rogoff, 1986).
Magliano et al. (1995) tested the stage-based model of
Seigel and White (1975) against a hypothesis that instructional
emphasis on a particular level of space encoding (i.e.,
landmarks, routes, or global configuration) can disrupt the
hierarchical learning. In its strong form, this hypothesis
postulates that space encoding is goal-constrained and does
not conform to the strict hierarchy from individual landmarks
through routes to global overview. Theirfindingsindicated
that subjects were indeed capable of learning a new
environment according to a goal, but leaming was constrained
by stage-based processes. In odier words, a hierarchical localto-global structure underlies space encoding, but could be to
some degree modified by the instructions, providing evidence
for a dissociation between encoding stages.
In a similar vein, w e set out to determine if a similar
dissociation can be achieved between spatial and sequential
information encoded during naturalistic viewing of a space.
W e hypothesized that subjects expecting to draw maps after
viewing would demonstrate enhanced spatial memory, while
subjects expecting to generate ordered lists of events would
show better sequential memory, at a possible cost of disrupted
spatial memory, and that this differential biasing towards
spatial or sequential coding would indicate separable
mechanisms for spatial and sequential encoding.
Methods
Subjects
The subjects were 39 undergraduate students from the
Psychology subject pool at U.C. Berkeley w h o volunteered to
participate in the study in order to fiilfill a course requirement.
Materials
The subjects viewed a videotape of approximately ten
minutes. The resulting data set included a) ordered lists of
icons representing characters in thefilm,b) drawings of the
region seen in thefilm,c) a set of characters placed on the
maps, d) traces of the perceived path through the space, e)
responses to imagistic and verbal memory tasks, and f)
questioimaires about navigational capabilities.
Each video consisted of two passes along afigure-8path
through a space that consisted of natural and man-made
featiu-es. From the first to second pass through the space, half
of the events moved locations. The fihn condition involved
two films where the moving versus stationary events were
interchanged in an attempt to control for the salience of
different events. The films included moving versus stationary
events to permit assessment of the effect of task focus (map
versus list) on the representation of events linked to or
independent of a specific location
Figure 1 provides a schematic representation of the area
along with the position of the events. The numbered circles
stand for the position and sequence of different events. The
events that end in an "A" or "B" represent moving events. The
events that end in an "A" appear during thefirstpass through
thefigure-8and those ending in "B" appear during the second
pass. The other events are stationary events.

The space was separated by a road with a large building on
one side of the street and a park on the other. W e purposely
chose a combination of man-made and naturalistic settings so
as not to bias the results in favor of subjects that had a
disposition to structured versus unstructured or manmade/naturalistic settings.

Figure 1: Layout of region, events, & camera path.
Design and Procedure
A 3x2x2 factorial design was used with cells representing
instructional condition, task-sequence (list-map versus maplist) condition, and film condition. The three instructional
groups (map, list, or control) are determined by the written
instractions given prior to viewing the video. The instructions
for the m a p condition state that subjects be asked to draw a
m a p of the space depicted in thefilm.The instructions for the
list condition state that they will be asked to make a list of
events depicted in the order they appear in the fihn. The
control condition received instructions stating that they would
be asked some questions following the film. The tasksequence condition is based on the order in which the tasks are
completed following the video (i.e., list-map versus map-list).
This control was included to deal with possible order effects
of the tasks upon each other.
Experimental sessions lasted one-hour. The subjects were
seated in front of a video monitor where they received one of
three instruction sheets. After reading it, they viewed the tenminute video that included eight salient characters (a clown,
a juggler, etc.) each of w h o m appeared twice in thefilm.The
subjects completed several tasks following the video including
a) ordering icons representing characters in the fihn in the
order they appeared (the list task), b) drawing the region seen
in the fihn and tracing the path through which the camera
traveled (the map-drawing task), c) placing icons representing
characters in thefilmon the map, d) performing imagistic and
verbal memory tasks, and e) answering questionnaires about
navigational capabilities.
T w o copies of the icons
representing the characters are provided for both the list task
(item a) and the m a p task (items b and c).
Half of the groups, split uniformly across instructional and
film segment conditions, completed the list sequence task
followed by the map sequence task or vice versa to control for
priming effects.
The image memory task consisted of showing nine images
on an overhead projector for thirty seconds. Following a
distractor task, subjects had to determine which images they
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had seen from a larger set of images. This larger set included
similar images to the ones they had seen but depicted from
different perspectives. Subjects were scored on the number of
correctly identified images minus the number of incorrectly
identified images. The word m e m o r y task consisted of thirty
words read aloud by an experimenter atfivesecond intervals,
followed by a test offreerecall.

association score were assigned for each event to permit the
calculation of correlations for stationary versus moving
events. Following Rovine & Weisman's methodology (1989),
w e have not scored items that were not present or not
explicitly linked to a landmark. Though w e k n o w that sketch
maps are a good approximation of way-fmding skills (Blades,
1990), it is difficult to assesses mental representations without
verbal protocol analyses and records of the sequence of
Data Coding & Analyses The topological structure of camera actions (see section on Future Research.) Knowing the order
path depicted by subjects (i.e., hne,figure-8,circle, other) was in which events were placed on the m a p would allow us to say
coded as an outcome measure along with a metric for the
more about the primacy of spatial or temporal representations.
temporal and spatial ordering tasks. The number of landmarks
present in the m a p was also analyzed.
Results & Discussion
In order to examine the degree of separation between
The order of presentation of fihn segments did not have a
subjects' spatial and sequential representations, two
significant effect (p > .05) on any of the dependent variables
comparable dependent measures were generated from the
reported here, nor did the order of experimental tasks (mapordered event lists and the hand-drawn maps. First, the
drawing and event-listing). With this in mind, w e collapsed
temporal sequence score reflects the number of transpositions
the data over these two variables for the ensuing analyses.
necessary to transform a subject's event list into the actual
M e m o r y tests of word-hst recall and image recognition were
sequence of events that appears in the film. Second, the path
included in the design as potential independent predictors of
indicated on each subject's m a p was followed, beginning at the performance. W o r d recall was not significantly correlated
indicated starting point, and each event was Usted, in the order with performance on the temporal sequence (R^= 0.001, p >
it appeared along the path, to generate a m a p sequence. This .05) or m a p sequence (R^ = 0.029, p > .05) performance
sequence, in turn, was converted into a score indicating the
measures (see below), and so was kept out of the remaining
number of transpositions necessary to transform the m a p
analyses. Similarly, image recognition m e m o r y was not found
sequence into the correct m a p sequence, as would have been
to correlate significantly with either temporal sequence (R^ =
generated by following the same procedure using a veridical
0.005) or m a p sequence (R^< 0.001, p > .05) accuracy, and
m a p of the space.
was also kept out of later statistical analyses.
The sequencing tasks were scored by the number of
transpositions needed to convert the given sequence to the
Temporal & Map Sequences No significant effect of
correct sequence. They were calculated using a sorting
instructional condition on the accuracy of the temporal
algorithm that w e devised such that:
sequence was observed (F(2,38) = 2.76, p > .05), although
subjects in the Ust condition performed highest overall, while
correct: 1,2,3,4,5
control (no instmction) subjects made the most errors (see fig.
subject A: 2,1,3,4,5
2). The effect of instructional condition on m a p sequence
subjects: 4,1,2,3,5
accuracy was also not significant. (F(2 jg, = 0.99, p > .05) M a p
sequence accuracy displayed the same pattern of results as
would produce values of "1" for both subject A and subject temporal
B.
sequence accuracy (seefig.3). Since most subjects
Subject A had one transposition while subject B had one
m a d e few errors overall on these measures, the lack of
shifted event. If w e merely counted the number wrong, the
score would be 2 for subject A and 4 for subject B based on
number of items not in the correct cells. The sorting algorithm
provides a better indication of performance because it gives
credit for shifted but correct sequences of events.
Note that, since half of the events in the film actually
changed locations on the second pass through the space, the
correct temporal and m a p sequences differ markedly.
Complete independence of spatial and sequential encoding
predicts that the ideal spatial subject (the subject w h o encodes
spatial information perfectly, but ignores sequential
information completely) would produce an accurate m a p
sequence, but an inaccurate temporal sequence, with errors
due to inability to differentiate items from the two passes
through the space. The ideal sequential subject would produce
the accurate temporal sequence, with the associated cost of
more errors in the m a p sequence. It was the intention of our
Control
List
Mop
primary experimental manipulation to bias subjects to act in
Instructional Condition
one of these two ways.
In addition to temporal and m a p sequence scores, both an
Figure 2: Temporal sequence scores per instructional
adjacency score (Rovine & Weisman, 1989) and a landmark
condition.
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Llsl
Instructional Condition
Figure 3: M a p
condition.

Mop

sequence scores by instructional

significant differences may be reflective of performanceceiling effects. H o w e v e r , while trends towards small
differences between the instructional conditions were
observed, n o differential effects due to instructional condition
w e r e observed, as w o u l d have been seen if sequential or
spatial biasing were actually taking place. These results
indicate that both the m a p sequence and temporal sequence
measures reflect the results of a single process or
representation.

' - m - ' -

^]m--

i.

Figure 4: Examples of hand-drawn m a p s with
various path topologies. Clockwise from top left:
figure-8, circular, linear, and other.

Path Topology One difference that does arise between
subjects in different instructional conditions is seen in the
distribution of path topologies indicated o n subjects' m a p s (see
fig. 5). M o s t subjects in the m a p condition indicated the path
as traversing a figure-eight, while subjects in the list and
control conditions predominantly d r e w circular paths (x^(i) =
5.81 *, p < .05). This finding indicates that subjects in the m a p
condition w e r e m o r e accurate in reproducing large-scale
aspects of the scene layout. Interestingly, this difference is not
accompanied b y a difference in the n u m b e r of landmarks
displayed o n the m a p s (F^-^jgy = 0.09, p > .05), nor were m a p
subjects m o r e successful at correctly linking events with
salient landmarks (F(2j8) = 0.06, p > .05). In addition, control
subjects, w h o were not instructed as to the type of information
to encode, produced path shapes which resembled that of the
list subjects, suggesting that control subjects m a y have, b y
default, utilized an encoding strategy similar to that of list
subjects. This m a y reflect a bias toward sequential encoding
of video sequences, perhaps due to greater difficulty in
encoding spatial representations.
T h e enhanced global spatial accuracy indicated b y the large
n u m b e r of figure-eight paths a m o n g m a p subjects raises the
question of h o w that accuracy is achieved. T w o possibilities
exist for this difference: (1) subjects in the m a p condition are
encoding configurational information separately from
sequential information, and are using this configurational
information at the time of map-drawing, while list subjects
m u s t attempt to construct a spatial representation from the
sequential information used for the ordered event listing,
which ultimately leads to m a p s which preserve sequential
order but distort the overall geometry of the space; (2)
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subjectsfocus primarily o n sequential information while
encoding the film, and construct spatial representations only
at map-drawing time. M a p subjects specifically attend to
aspects of the scene, such as shared landmarks, path-crossings,
and metric relationships, which other subjects miss, and that
these pieces of information act to critically constrain the
overall path topology. For instance, attending specifically to
the point at which the path crosses itself from a n e w direction
m a y provide subjects with the information that the path has a
figure-eight shape, without requiring the use of a separate
spatial representation.

Poth Topology
Fig^^t Eiflhl
Cr-culor
Other

m
Control
Instructtonol Condition
F i g u r e 5 : Path topologies differ b a s e d o n instructional
condition.

subjects should represent n o differently from stationary
events. O u r results, however, indicate n o significant
difference between instructional conditions for adjacency
scores of either stationary (Fjjjg, = 0.78, p > .05) or m o v i n g
events (Fjjjg, = 0.27, p > .05). Non-significant trends exist, in
fact, in the w r o n g direction: m a p subjects performed worse
*~ 0.8
Stolionory Events

Control

List
Mop
Instructional Condition

Figure 6: Frequency o f landmark transpositions
doesn't vary with instructional condition.
Error Analysis: Landmark Transpositions To differentiate
between these t w o explanations of the result, w e looked at t w o
other aspects o f the h a n d - d r a w n m a p s : errors w h i c h
simultaneously distort the placement o f landmarks and coded
events, and differences b e t w e e n adjacency scores for m o v i n g
and stationary events. B o t h of these analyses are based u p o n
adjacency scores (Rovine & W e i s m a n , 1989), w h i c h indicate
whether or not an event has been placed in the correct location
relative to its immediate neighbors along the path. In addition,
a landmark association score w a s coded for each event,
indicating whether or not a salient landmark is placed near an
event to which it is proximal in the actual scene. W e used
these t w o measures to look for particular types o f errors,
landmark transpositions, in w h i c h an event has b e e n placed
incorrectly, in terms o f its adjacency score, but is correctly
associated with a salient lanchnark. This indicates that the
landmark has b e e n displaced along with the erroneous event,
and provides evidence against a representation o f the space
(including landmarks) w h i c h is independent o f the event
representation. If subjects in the m a p condition are
maintaining such a n independent representation, then they
should display fewer landrnark transpositions than subjects in
the list condition, w h o presumably are not utilizing a n
independent spatial representation. T h e results (see fig. 6 )
indicate n o significant difference in the n u m b e r of landmark
transpositions between the groups, (F,2 35) = 0.20, p > .05) and
any trends are in the w r o n g direction, with m a p subjects
displaying m o r e landmark transpositions than eitiier o f the
other groups.
Accuracy for Stationary & Moving Events Another measure
which might provide evidence for or against m a p subjects
using an independent spatial representation would be a
difference in the accurate placement of moving and stationary
events. T h e presence of an independent spatial representation
would imply an advantage for stationary events, which appear
twice in the same location, over moving events, which appear
in different locations o n each pass through the space. M a p
subjects, therefore, should b e m o r e acciu-ate (adjacency
scores) than list subjects for stationary events, and this
difference should be smaller for m o v i n g events, which list
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Control

Mop
List
Instructional Condition
Moving Events

Control

t^op
List
Instructionol Condition

Figure 7: Adjacency scores don't differ between
instructional conditions.
than list or control subjects for stationary events, but
performed slightiy better than either Ust or control subjects for
m o v i n g events (seefig.7 ) .

Summary & Conclusions
O n e s o m e w h a t surprising finding of this study is the ability o f
subjects to develop global spatial k n o w l e d g e o f a region from
brief views of a n area presented through the two-dimensional
video display. Independent o f condition, subjects w e r e able
to pick u p information about the structure a n d layout of the
environment, implying that space is either e n c o d e d
incidentally, along with sequential information, or that it can
b e reconstructed from sequential k n o w l e d g e with a fairly high
degree o f accuracy.
T a k e n together, our findings s e e m to indicate the lack o f a n
independent spatial representation in subjects that w e r e aware,
during fibn viewing,tiiatthey w o u l d b e required to construct
m a p s o f the depicted space. T h e finding that m a p subjects

were more likely to correctly draw the camera's path in a
figure-eight layout, while list and control subjects
predominantly drew circular paths is interesting and somewhat
unexpected. This finding seems contradictory to the
commonly held view that survey knowledge emerges from
route knowledge, and that this process is mediated by
landmarks. Instead, focusing on the sequence of events seems
to interfere with the higher-level structural representation of
space: in this case resulting in circular diagrams rather than
the veridicalfigure-8shape traversed by the camera, without
affecting the number of encoded landmarks. This finding
seems to indicate, then, that m a p subjects had access to more
accurate spatial representations; however, the simplest
explanation m a y be that they were able to notice aspects of the
film which helped constrain their efforts at constructing an
accurate spatial representation at the time of map-drawing.
N o n e of our analyses provide any strong evidence that an
independent spatial representation exists prior to map-drawing
in our subjects. O n e interpretation of these fmdings can be
m a d e based on current theories of route and configiu-ation
knowledge (Siegel & White, 1975; Millar, 1994). The
integration of procedural route knowledge, which is necessary
for the development of accurate configurational knowledge,
normally occurs over extended periods of interaction with a
space. In this study, w e have forced subjects to generate
configiirational representations of a space, in the form of
hand-drawn maps, after a very short, as well as degraded (i,e.
passive viewing of videotape), exposure. It m a y be that all
subjects are compiling route knowledge based on what they
see, and that the procedural nature of this route knowledge
enables subjects to accurately relate information about the fibn
in terms of sequence, adjacency, and local relationships
between events and landmarks. Modifying the goals of the
m a p subjects by informing them of the upcoming mapdrawing task causes them to specifically attend to aspects of
the scene which would normally (after prolonged exposure) be
used to integrate information from several independent routes
into a configurational representation. The premature
integration of configurational knowledge is assisted by the
extra attentional processing applied to the critical junctionpoints of the routes.
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Abstract

Theoretical F r a m e w o r l t

Decisions are being made by groups with increasing frequency,Reasoning processes within the individual have been
extensively studied. It has become increasingly clear that,
requiring that individuals collaborate within teams. In order to
while the contribution by the individual is critical (Salomon,
do so, the team must create a shared mental model of its goals
1993), there is more involved in the process than that which
and processes. Communication has been shown to play a
occurs within the cognitive capabilities of the individual.
fundamental role in the development and evolution of this
Cognitive processes are supported through identification of
model as well as in the achievement of team goals. Previous
patterns in the environment or situation, manipulating these
research has established that roles within teams are well-defined
patterns when possible to provide scaffolding for the thought
and that each team member is familiar with them, that
communication is most frequent among those whose tasks are
processes of the individual (Perkins, 1993). This has been
most interdependent and interrelated, and that communication
extensively described in cockpit crews carrying out a m e m o r y
centers around attaining team goals. This study addresses the
task necessary to land an airliner (Hutchins, 1995), where it
structure of team collaboration and the role of communication
was found that the cognitive processes of the individual were
in maintaining the structure of an out-patient primary care unit
inadequate to explain the overall process. Examination of the
at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston,
representations that are external to the pilots found that flight
Massachusetts. A work and activity analysis showed that
crews use gauges, instruments, a booklet, and verbal
individual roles are clear and distinct and part of the shared
exchanges to provide situational scaffolds, recruiting other
mental model of the team, reducing redundancy and omission of
individuals and groups as well as objects. These external
goal-directed tasks. Communication was found to be more
representations support the internal representations and
frequent among team members with related tasks and with more
processes of the individual pilots.
similar models of practice. Communication topics were found
The grouping of individuals to accomplish complex
to be related to team goals. The importance of the shared mental
cognitive tasks has become the focus of study, and
model and of communication in the collaborative process is
characterizations of such groups have been developed.
emphasized. Different domain experts working together in a
Orasanu & Salas (1993) differentiate between groups of
collaborative way complement each other through this shared
people, tending to consist of homogeneous and
understanding, maximizing the efficiency and the effectiveness
interchangeable members, versus teams, generally m a d e up of
of the process and outcome.
highly differentiated and interdependent members. T h e goal
Introduction
of a team is to accomplish a task or set of tasks of which
Over the past decades, knowledge and technological abilitiesdecision making is a component. T e a m m e m b e r s have
have expanded beyond the mastery of any one individual. In developed the knowledge and skill bases required to
order to achieve c o m m o n goals in an increasingly complex
accomplish the tasks or a parts of the tasks. They describe the
environment, individuals with expertise in specific domains
development of shared mental models in the formation of the
have found it expedient to combine their skills, knowledge,
team, defined as models of shared understanding of the issues
expertise, and resources. Through collaborative processes,
determining team functioning, of goals, of information cues, of
mechanisms are then developed by the participants so that
strategies, and of m e m b e r roles. Development of this structure
c o m m o n goals are achieved with a m i n i m u m of overlap and
involves consolidation of information, assessment of the
redundancy.
structure for inconsistencies between information parcels, and
rectification of these inconsistencies. Through this process.
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c o m m o n understanding develops among the members of (he
group, resulting in a whole that is greater than the sum of the
parts (Grosz, 1996). This results in the evolution of the group
of individuals into a team, characterized by c o m m o n goals,
defined roles and responsibilities, coordination and
interdependence a m o n g members, task relevant knowledge,
and management of resources (Orasanu & Salas, 1993). These
are characteristics of individuals w h o collaborate effectively to
form teams.
Collaboration involves the commitment of individuals to the
joint activities needed to achieve the goals, assuring that each
m e m b e r will support goal-directed action. They must agree on
goals, develop a plan as to h o w they are to be achieved,
identify component activities, and determine w h o will be
responsible for them (Grosz, 1996).
T h e fundamental pathway through which this shared
understanding is formulated is that of communication between
collaborating team members (Grosz, 1996; Orasanu & Salas,
1993). Individual representations are revealed and assessed,
with adjustments m a d e as needed to reduce redundancy as well
as to resolve inconsistencies and conflict. The communication
of cockpit crews in computer simulations of emergency
situations revealed different patterns of communication in
high-performing crews compared with low-performing crews.
Exf>ert crews gathered more information related to the
situation, discussed a greater number of solution options, made
more plans, and elaborated with more explanations (Orasanu,
1990). A similar pattern was observed in the health care
setting of operating room teams, in which expert anesthetists
were found to be more assertive in communicating their
concerns to the team leader, the surgeon, compared with less
experienced practitioners (Gaba, 1992).
A n expert health care team of an Intensive Care Unit was
examined, analyzing the roles of the team of professionals
involved and their communication (Patel, Kaufman, &
Magder, 1996).
Well-defined and differentiated
responsibilities and tasks for each role were discovered, as
well as formalized methods for the disu-ibution of relevant
information. Mechanisms were also in place to support team
problem solving which centered on the senior staff physician.
T h e ability to communicate and collaborate with other
members of the team is a characteristic of the expert, thereby
maximizing the utility of the varying skills and capabilities of
other team members. This reflects collaborative processes,
illustrating that expertise in the work area includes expert skills
in collaboration. Expert teams are distinguishablefi-omless
expert teams by evidence of the development of complex
shared mental models.
In a different approach, the processes of collaboration by
five institutions working in the area of the development and
dissemination of medical informatics was explored (Patel,
Kaufman, Poole, & Shortliffe, 1996). It was discovered that
participation during discussions of particular issues was
modified based on the strengths of the different m e m b e r
institutions and the goals and requirements of the interactions
at that time. This highlights the efficiency of the processes
developed, with involvement of individual member institutions
being determined based on the relevance of their expertise to
the goals and issues of the particular communication episode.
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Processes and mechanisms through which individuals of these
varying domains could collaborate evolved to maximize the
effectiveness of the problem solving skills of the team.
There are several c o m m o n threads to be drawn from these
characterizations of teams and collaboration. Teams are based
on groups of individuals with well-defined areas of expertise,
knowledge, and skills, all of which c o m e together to achieve
a c o m m o n goal through completion of interrelated tasks. A
shared mental model must be refined and maintained so that
team members have a clear understanding of each role within
the team and the goals to be accomplished. Communication is
fundamental to the development and maintenance of the shared
mental models necessary for team evolution and functioning.
It is also fundamental to the execution of team responsibilities
and goals. Communication itself is a collaborative skill, at
which expert collaborators excel.
This suggests certain characteristics of expert teams. Firstly,
roles within teams are well-defined so that each team member
is aware of the knowledge, skills, and responsibilities of the
others, facilitating collaboration and avoiding redundancy and
duplication. Secondly, communication is mostfrequentamong
those whose tasks are most interdependent. Thirdly,
communication centers around attaining the team goals.
In this study, these hypotheses were explored through an
examination of individual roles as the framework on which
group processes are developed (Patel, Kaufman, & Magder,
1996; Patel, Kaufman, Poole, & Shortliffe, 1996). This was
followed by an analysis of group communication processes to
determine expert individual functioning as it is supported by
maintenance of co-ordination, avoidance of redundancy of
effort, and achievement of c o m m o n goals. The setting was an
expert health care team of an out-patient primary care unit
of Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston,
Massachusetts.

Method
The focus of this analysis is the work activity of the health care
teams of the HealthCare Associates ( H C A ) of the Division of
General Medicine and Primary Care at the Beth Israel
Deaconess Medical Center in Boston, Massachusetts, a
Harvard Medical School teaching hospital. T e a m members
include Primary Care (Faculty) Physicians, Psychiatrists,
Medical Residents, Nurse Practitioners, Clinical Nurses (triage
for all patients concerns and issues, usually by telephone call).
Psychiatric Social Workers, H I V Case Managers (initiates and
coordinates community and hospital resources for patients who
are H T V positive). Community Resource Specialists (organizes
resources for other patients), and administrators. Key
practitioners were followed as they went about their daily
activities, generating a picture of a typical day in the lives of
individuals in the unit. Data collection involvedfieldnotes
and audio taping of patient appointments with providers.
Interactions through voice mail and email were analyzed in a
similar manner. Audio taptes were transcribed verbatim. These
observations were supplemented with semi-structured
interviews. Probes in the semi-structured interviews centred on
evaluating w h o the team member would consult when requiring
assistance, reported lines of accountability, and conflict
resolution.

Table 1: Content Categories of Health Care Provider Interactions.
Category
Patient Data
Assessment
Plan
Intervention
Evaluation
Assistance with Procedure
Patient R o w
Administration
Monitoring T e a m Activity

Description
Information describing the patient's condition: patients' reports, observations, tests.
Identification of problem or issue. Eg: medical diagnosis.
Treatment plan for identified issue, what is to be done.
Actions taken with respect to identified issue, determined by the plan.
Determination of outcome of plan and intervention. W a s desired outcome attained?
O n e staff m e m b e r assisting another with a procedure.
Issues related to the movement of patients through the unit and the hospital.
Issues related to the functioning of the unit.
Determining observations, assessments, plans, and interventions of other providers.

Further analysis of observations and interviews shows that
each individual was aware of the responsibilities of each team
member, including their ovm, based on their shared knowledge
of the tasks and responsibilities. With this shared knowledge,
they were less likely to cross over into the areas of expertise of
other team members. In this way, overlap of responsibility
was reduced and redundancy of effort avoided, increasing the
Content of Interactions Interactions were identified betweenprobability that team members would accomplish their o w n
responsibilities. Further, it facilitated the collaborative effort
providers or between providers, support staff, and patients
from the time of initiation of the contact to its conclusion.
in that each team m e m b e r was aware of where the constituent
Individual episodes of communication were identified in field
types of expertise lay and thereby knew w h o could best meet
notes and audio tape transcripts. Content categories for this
the goals of the team, i.e. the needs of the patient.
The presence of the preceptor role illustrates the importance
analysis were developed based on deep conceptual structure of
the statements m a d e rather than their literal surface structure
of accessibility to the expertise of the physician, w h o was
(Patel, Evans, & Kaufman, 1989). These categories are
available only intermittently in the clinic setting. It also
described in Table 1. Statements made during the interactions
illustrates a weakness in the structure of this team, however, in
were evaluated for references to the content categories and
that this role required duplication in order to provide the
tabulated.
preceptor with patient data, information of which the primary
Data were collected at the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical
care physician was already aware or would need to be m a d e
aware of W h e n a preceptor was consulted, hefirsthad to be
Center in Boston, Massachusetts by the first author and
m a d e aware of the relevant information, a summary of the
analyzed at Cognitive Studies in Medicine, McGill University.
patient and the relevant problems. Other team members, such
as nurses, were observed to seek out the Primary Care
Results
Physician rather than create the redundancy of communication
Work and Activity Analysis The observations of the unit and with the preceptor.
of the results of the semi-structured interviews were subjected
The preceptor role also illustrates the importance of the
to a work and activity analysis. The roles of health care
shared mental model. Other team members were observed to
providers within the out-patient unit are described in Table 2.
seek out the physician with w h o m they usually worked and
Each role focuses on a specific aspect of health care delivery,
with w h o m they shared a c o m m o n mental model of care rather
with a minimum of overlap of functions. Both doctors and
than approaching a preceptor w h o might have the necessary
nurses collected data from patients regarding their level of
knowledge and expertise but not the same view of patient care.
health or illness. However physicians were more concerned
It is not sufficient, to simply have the knowledge. This
with diagnosis of illness and developing treatment plans while
knowledge has to be communicated in an effective way for
nurses focused more on monitoring patients' status and
redundancy to be avoided and efficiency maintained.
detection of changes, with a more health related orientation.
Communication too is necessary but not sufficient for
The roles of team members were differentiated on three
successful team functioning.
dimensions: 1) domain knowledge, expertise, and
responsibilities, 2) availability on the unit, and 3) the area of
Communication Patterns and the Nature of Interaction
focus (individual versus group, health versus illness). Within
The frequency of health care providers' interactions is shown
each profession there were further subdivisions based on
in a m a p in Figure 1. There was a tendency for nurses and
education, training, and experience. For example, physicians
doctors to interact with each other, with the heaviest
included Medical Students, Interns, Residents, and Faculty
concentration of interaction, as shown by the thickness of the
Physicians. Nursing roles included both Nurse Practitioners
lines, seen between the Faculty Physicians, Residents, Nurse
and Clinical Nurses.
Practitioners, and Clinical Nurses. Expert Primary Care

W o r k and Activity Analysis A work domain analysis was
carried out, identifying objectives, functions, and within the
unit (Rasmussen, 1993; Rasmussen, Pejtersen, & Goodstein,
1994). A n activity analysis was then carried out in which
individual roles were identified, specifying goals, tasks, and
responsibilities accomplished within the roles.
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Tabic 2: The Roles of Personnel of HealthCare Associates.
Participants
Medical Care:
Faculty Physician,
Fellow
Resident, Intern
Nursing Care:
Nurse Practitioner
Clinical Nurse
Mental Health Care:
Psychiatrist
Psychiatric Resident
Psychiatric Social
Worker
H I V Case Manager,
Community Resource
Specialist
Support Staff:
Practice Assistant,
Secretary
Administrative,
Teachina Roles

Responsibilities
Collect patient data, formulate diagnoses, and plan
interventions.

Unit of Focus
Patient
Disease

Collect patient data, formulate diagnoses and develop
treatment plans in conjunction with the physician.
Monitor patient status and provide continuity of care.
Collect patient data related to mental health, diagnosis,
plan and implementation of interventions, including
psychopharmacological care.
Collect patient data, identify level of functioning related
to psychosocial issues, develop and implement plan.
Initiate and co-ordinate hospital and community
resources.

Continuous

Patient

Intermittent

Health
Patient

Continuous

Disorder
Patient/Family
Health
Community

Assist provider with patient flow, procedures.

Continuous

H C A Unit

Assure the provision of a high quality of care in their
areas through supervision and teaching.

Intermittent

H C A Unit

Physicians were seen to communicate more than the Residents,
w h o communicated more than the Interns. The Nurse
Practitioners similarly were more involved in communication
than the Clinical Nurses. This was partly due to the awareness
of the Physicians and Nurse Practitioners of the expertise and
resources available in the team and their greater skills at
communicating widiin the team, as discussed earlier. It was
also the result of the expert physician being a team leader and
therefore a center hub of communication and interaction, as
was seen in the examination of the Intensive Care Unit
discussed earlier (Patel, Kaufman, & Magder, 1996).

Faculty
Pbvsician
Resident

Nursfi
Practitioner
ainical
Nurse )
Psychialnc
Resitteni)

Psychiatrist
PKychiMTK
Social
\ WoAer

Presence
Intermittent

Community
HIV Case
Manager

Specialist

Figure 1: Pattern of Interactions of Health C a r e Providers.
T h e thickness of the lines s h o w s frequency of interactions.
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Continuous

C o m m u n i c a t i o n is heaviest a m o n g individuals w h o share the
greatest overlap of accountability in the area related to patient
care, i.e. doctors and nurses. T h e responsibilities of these t w o
groups are similarly m o r e intimately intertwined a n d
c o m p l e m e n t a r y , with the tasks of each requiring the assistance
of the other. Participants providing mental health care
interacted with the team, h o w e v e r their responsibilities w e r e
m o r e disparate a n d independent o f medicine a n d nursing
(Table 2). The Community
Resource Specialists
communicated with the Physicians and Nurse Practitioners
because of the interdependency of their tasks. The doctors and
nurses identified patient needs that were best met by the
community resources, requiring the expertise of the
Community Resource Specialists. This suggests that the degree
of interdependence of tasks is a major factor in determining the
degree of communication.
There was an egalitarian character to the interaction pattern
between the providers of the HealthCare Associates.
Communication centered on the goals of the interactions. The
players, content, and direction were determined by the nature
of the expertise required and the care giver w h o possessed it,
be that Community Resource Specialist or Faculty Physician.
Interactions among health care providers were based on
individual levels and domains of expertise rather than on
hierarchical positions, creating this egalitarian pattern.
The analysis of the nature of the patient problems that were
seen in the health care unit shows that the composition of the
team changed as a function of the patient problem. Table 3
illustrates the consultants involved with patients with the most
c o m m o n problems in the sample. Every patient required
coordination of care as provided by Faculty Physicians O n e
third of these patients required the Nurse Practitioners. A s the

Table 3: Frequency of Recruitment of Expert T e a m M e m b e r s Related to Patient Diagnosis.
Provider

Number of Patients
Physician
Nurse Practitioner
Cardiologist
Gynecologist
Gastro-Enterologist
Urologist
Nutritionist
Infectious Diseases

Heart or
Circulatory
Problem

Gynecologic
Problem

7
7
6
2

5
5
1

Diagnosis
Stomach or
Urinary Tract
Problem
Intestinal
Problem

4
4
0

4
4
1

Weight

Auto
Immune
Deficiency
Syndrome

4
4
0

3
3
2

4
2
3
1
1

patient problem evolved, experts were consulted. These
consultants were specialists in their area and were called in as
the needs of the patients changed. T e a m members were
included related to those specific, individual needs. The
frequency of consultation requested from expert team members
was a function of the patient problem. The consultants
provided feedback to the team m e m b e r w h o requested their
counsel through several methods, including face-to-face
contact, telephone, email, voice mail, the on-line medical
record, and the paper record (which was not usually seen by
the Primary Care Physician unless specifically requested). This
ad hoc method was usually effective, but was far from
infallible.
Content of Provider Communication The result of the
analysis of communication episodes is shown in Figure 2. The
plans for the patients' care was the topic most frequently
discussed (29%) among providers. Symptoms, or data leading
to the plan, were the next most frequently discussed (21%).
This suggests that the focus was on the information available
and on the most appropriate action to take. Discussion of

Communication Content Categories
Figure 2: Percent Frequency of Categories Used
During Communication by Providers.
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interventions was also seen (16%), but consisted largely of
nurses asking physicians to sign prescriptions. Diagnosis
(11%) was seen as well, though it was usually implicit, based
on shared knowledge, and therefore stated lessfrequently.The
issues of patient flow ( 8 % ) and adminisfration ( 9 % ) were also
discussed by providers. Questions about actions of other
providers, monitoring activity of other team members ( 5 % )
arose as well. Evaluation of the effectiveness of earlier plans
was part of the ongoing cycle of assessment, monitoring, and
treatment, however it was rarely explicitly addressed (0.6%).
T o summarize, providers discussed h o w the patients were
doing and what should be done for them. The content of
communication between team members was directed toward
the resolution of the patient problem, centering on evaluation
of patient data and specific actions to be taken based on the
data.
Discussion
Communication has been identified as a critical factor in the
development and functioning of a collaborating team (Patel,
Kaufman, & Magder, 1996; Orasanu & Salas, 1993; Grosz,
1996). Previous research on team structure and processes has
identified three features: (I) clear roles and responsibilities
which are understood by all team members, (2) frequent
communication among team members whose responsibilities
and tasks are interrelated, and (3) communication which
centers around team goals. In this study, the collaborative
nature of an expert health care team was examined, identifying
patterns of work activity and communication in the delivery of
health care.
The work and activity analysis revealed that roles were well
defined, with specific tasks and responsibilities matching
specific skills of the team members. Most foreseeable tasks
and responsibilities were distributed over the team members so
that duplication of effort was avoided. Each team member was
aware of each other team member's areas of expertise, having
developed a shared mental model of the functioning of the
team, and called upon the individual w h o could provide the
expertise required based on the specific goals of the situation.
Communication focused on achieving the goals of the team.
Half of the interactions between team members were related

to gathering data about the patient problem and planning for its
resolution. Expert team members functioned independently,
bringing other team members and consultants in to the decision
making process when additional expertise, knowledge, or skills
were required in order to achieve the goal of attending to the
patient problem.
Collaboration of independent yet interdependent experts in
this manner requires communication in order to co-ordinate the
activities necessary to achieve the goal of the team. It is
therefore not surprising that the communication necessary to
maintain this shared representation of the team and to
accomplish the goals of the team was found to be most
frequent among team members whose tasks were most similar
or most interrelated, requiring ongoing co-ordination and
feedback. In this way, it was assured that the plan of action
developed by the team was indeed carried out without any
tasks being overlooked. At the same time, communication
between team members assured that redundancy and
duplication of effort were avoided.
Historically, models of task attainment have emphasized the
skills of the individual. Individual domain expertise remains
critical in the team situation as well, since each role is
incorporated within the team based on the ability of individuals
with the required expertise tofillthe role, contributing to goal
attainment. Experts must also develop expertise in working
within a collaboratory, developing communication skills at a
level that might not have been required of an individual
functioning independently. For example, expert reasoning
does not always involve evaluation of all available alternatives
in search of the best possibility (Simon, 1989), often relying on
pattern recognition (Klein, 1993). Yet, in the process of
collaborative negotiation, it might be necessary to supply an
explanation to other team members involving issues that the
expert had not overtly considered in the decision making
process.
With the support of team members with a spectrum of
spheres of expertise, it can also be argued that it is no longer
necessary for experts in one area to maintain expertise in
others. A n example might be a physician who, up until now,
was required to be an expert physician as well as an expert
communicator. Working as part of a team, a physician could
be free to focus on medical expertise while other team
members, better skilled in communication techniques, might
focus on interacting with patients. This is not to suggest that
physicians need not communicate with their patients. A
sensitivity to the needs of others and to communication with
them remains fundamental. However, tasks such as teaching
and explaining concepts or techniques to patients might be
better left to others who have received more training in these
areas. Through adjustments such as these, teams can combine
the expertise of team members in a complementary fashion,
maximizing their abilities, knowledge, and skills.
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Abstract

species, had acquired a flock of sheep and learned to recognize the individuals from their markings. In a test with unA considerable body of evidence from prosopagnosia, a deficit familiar sheep of a breed unfamiliar to W.J., a control group
in face recognition dissociable from nonface object recogniperformed significantly better on recognifion of h u m a n faces
tion, indicates that the visual system devotes a specialized
fiian of the sheep faces, indicafing the advantages h u m a n s
functional area to mechanisms appropriate for face processnormally
have in identifying h u m a n faces. But W.J. pering. W e present a modular neural network composed of two
formed significanfiy better on the sheep face task tha.n on the
"expert" networks and one mediating "gate" network with the
h u m a n face task. T h e unfamiliar sheep face recognifion task
ta.sk of learning to recognize the faces of 12 individuals and
classifying 36 nonface objects as members of one of three
was in m a n y ways as difficult in terms of complexity and conclasses. While learning the task, the network tends to divide
fusabiUty as face recognifion, yet W.J. performed well.
labor between the two expert modules, with one expert specialMartha Farah and her colleagues have performed two imizing in face processing and the other specializing in nonface
portant experiments providing further evidence of a specialobject processing. After training, we observe the network's
izafion for face processing. In thefirst,they consfiiicted a
performance on a test set as one of the experts is progreswithin-class discriminafion task involving faces and visually
sively damaged. The results roughly agree with data reported
similar eyeglasses (Farah, Levinson, & Klein, 1995a). Norfor prosopagnosic patients: as damage to the "face" expert increases, the network's face recognition performance decreases
mal subjects were significanfiy better at discriminafing the
dramatically while its object classification performance drops
facesfiianfiieeyeglasses, but the prosopagnosic pafient L.H.
slowly. W e conclude that data-driven competitive learning bedid not show this effect. His face discriminafion performance
tween two unbiased functional units can giveriseto localized
was significanfiy lowerflianfiiatof the control group, but
face processing, and that selective damage in such a system
his eyeglass discriminafion performance w a s comparable to
could underlie prosopagnosia.
Uiat offilecontrols. In the other experiment, the researchers
Introduction
compared L.H.'s performance in recognizing inverted faces
For years, researchers attempting to deduce the functional
tofiiatof normals (Farah, Wilson, Drain, & Tanaka, 1995b).
architecture of the visual system have debated whether face
T h e surprising result was that whereas normal subjects were
recognition occurs in a speciahzed "module" not used for
significantly better at recognizing upright facesttianinverted
recognition of nonface objects. A considerable body of evones, L.H. performed normally on the inverted faces but was
idence from prosopagnosia seems to indicate that faces are
actually worse at recognizing \ht upright facesflianfiieinprocessed by a more or less independent system. Prosopagverted ones. This sfiidy indicates that normal face recogninosia is a rare condition in which brain damage reduces a
tion not only ufiHzes some form of specialized processing,
person's ability to recognize faces. Although the condition is
but alsofiiatfiieface processing pathway is mandatory, even
almost always accompanied by other visual impairments, the
after damage.
deficit can be remarkably specific to faces.
O nfileother hand, studies of several pafients have shown
O n e possible explanation is that face recognition is in some
that
visual object recognifion can be impaired while face
way more difficult than other types of recognition, so mild
recognifion
is spared. Feinberg et al. (1994), on the basis
damage to a general-purpose recognition system could afof neuroanatomical assessment of such pafients, argue that
fect face recognifion more than nonface object recognifion
complex object recognifion largely depends on visual decom(Damasio, Damasio, & Van Hoesen, 1982; Humphreys &
posifion
into parts, for which the left hemisphere is superior,
Riddoch, 1987). However, recent experiments showing a
whereas
face sfimuli do not require such decomposifion. This
double dissociation between face and nonface object recognidouble dissociafion between face and object recognifion protion provide evidence that s o m e separable mechanism serves
vides a sfi-ong argument thatttievisual system contains elface recognifion better than object recognition and vice versa.
ements
specialized for face processing, although it does not
McNeil and Warrington (1993) report that W.J., a pafient
necessarily
imply a disfinct face "module" (Plaut, 1995).
with severe prosopagnosia but apparenfly normal recognifion of famous buildings, dog breeds, car makes, and flower
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In light offiledouble dissociafion, w e propose a simple

visual system m o d e l
Face
Recognitiou
Stimulus

iction

Object
Recognition

Mediator

- Decision

Recognition of face-like stimuli and non-face-like stimuli is accomplished b y specialized but possibly overlapping
m e c h a n i s m s . A mediator, o n the basis of a representation of
the stimulus itself, m i x e s the output of the t w o systems to
generate a final decision o n the identity or class of the stimulus.
For the current study, w e implemented the model with the
mixture of experts neural network architecture (Jordan & Jacobs, 1995), trained the network to perform a combined face
identification and object classification task, and found that
competitive learning between two identical "expert" modules
can result in a division of labor in which one expert dominates in face pattern processing and the other dominates in
nonface object pattern processing. Furthermore, damage to
the "face" expert disproportionately ablates the model's face
recognition performance, indicating that data-driven specialization of separate processors and the fact that faces require
fine within-class discrimination might play an important role
in the type of dissociation observed in prosopagnosia. After
describing the experiment and its results, w e discuss the possible implications of thesefindingsand directions for further
research.

T h e G a b o r Jet Feature Detector W efirsttransformed the
input image set by extracting Gabor "jet" features. The
wavelet resembles a sinusoid restricted by a Gaussian function, m a y be tuned to a particular orientation and frequency,
and is similar to the observed receptivefieldsof simple cells
in primary visual cortex (Jones & Palmer, 1987). A "jet" is
formed by combining the response of severalfilterswith different orientations. A s an image feature detector, the jet exhibits some invariance to background, translation, distorfion,
and size (Buhmann, Lades, & von der Malsburg, 1990).
The basic wavelet is:

G{k, x) = exp {ik • x) exp
(-

k^x_x\
2ct2

where
k = k{cos<j>,sin<l>)
and k = \k\ controls the wavelength or "scale" of the filter
function G, x is a point in the plane relative the wavelet's
origin, cp is the angular orientation of thefilter,and ct is a
constant. A s in Buhmann et al. (1990), w e let a = n, let (f>
range over {0, f, f, ^ , f, ^ , ^ , ^ } , and w e let
ki = -^2', withi 6 {1,...,6}.
Since the input image size is 64x64, N = 64.
Again as in B u h m a n n et al. (1990), for each ofjhe eight
orientations and six wavelengths, w e convolve G{k,x) with
the input image /(x):
iWI)ik,x-h) = J G^ix-o - x)I{x)d^x

Experimental Methods
then normalize the response values across scales:

Face a n d Object D a t a
This study ufiUzed static images of 12 individuals' faces, 12
different cups, 12 different books, and 12 different soda cans.
See Figure 1 for examples from each class.
For the faces, w e collected 5 images of each of 12 individuals from the Cottrell and Metcalfe database (1991). In these
images, the subjects attempt to display various emotions,
while the hghting and camera viewT)oint is held constant. W e
then capuired 5 images of each of the 36 objects with a C C D
camera and video frame grabber. For these images, w e performed minor, pseudorandom perturbations of each object's
position and orientation while lighting and camera viewpoint
remained constant. After capturing the 640x480 grayscale
images, w e cropped and scaled them to 64x64, the same size
as the face images.
Image Preprocessing
In order to transform raw 64x64 8-bit grayscale images into a
representation more appropriate for a neural network classifier, w e preprocessed the images with a Gabor wavelet-based
feature detector and principal components analysis (PCA).
These preprocessing steps qualitatively resemble some of the
preprocessing done in early stages of the visual system.
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{TI){k,xh) =

\{WI){k,x'o)
J\{WI)ik,x)\d^xd4>

With eight orientations and six scale factors, the process results in a vector of 48 complex values at each point of an
image (see Figure 2 for an example). W e subsampled an 8x8
grid of these vectors and computed the magnitude of the complex values to get a 3072-element vector representing the image.
Dimensionality Reduction with Principal Components
Analysis The feature extraction method described above
produced 240 input patterns of 3072 elements. To reduce the
dimensionality of the input patterns, w efirstdivided them
into a training set composed of four examples for each individual face or object (192 patterns total) and a test set composed of one example of each individual (48 patterns total).
Using the technique described by Turk and Pentland (1991),
w e projected each pattern onto the basis formed by the 192
most-significant eigenvectors of the training set's covariance
matrix, resulting in 192 coefficients for each pattern. A s a
final step, w e normalized each pattern by dividing each of

Figure 1: E x a m p l e face, cup, book, and can images
' 'T,, -y^,--/
'•wM

Figure 2: Original i m a g e and G a b o r jets at six scales. E a c h pixel's intensity in the processed i m a g e s represents the log of the
s u m of the magnitudes of the filter responses in each of the eight directions.

ofparameters^j.
W e assume that each expert specializes in a different area
of the input space. The gating network assigns a weight gi to
each of the experts' outputs O^. The gating network determines the Qi as a function of the input vector x and a set of
parameters w . The g^ can be interpreted as estimates of the
prior probability that expert i can generate the desired output
y, or P(i|x, w ) . The gating network is a single-layer linear
network with a softmax nonlinearity at its output. That is, the
linear network computes

Gating
Network

~~l
Network

Expert
Network

iWu
^^ = E - i
Figure 3: Modular mixture of experts network
then applies the softmax function to get
its coefficients by its m a x i m u m coefficient magnitude so all
coefficients fell in the range [-1,1].
With the resulting representation, our networks exhibited
good training set accuracy and adequate generalization, so w e
did not further reduce the pattern dimensionality or normalize
the variance of the coefficients. Note that with 192 patterns
and 192 dimensions, the gaining set is almost certainly Hnearly separable.

^
^'

expte)
E,exp(^,)

Clearly, then, the gi are nonnegative and sum to 1. The final,
mixed output of the network is
O = ^giOi.

i
Adaptation by M a x i m u m Likelihood Gradient Ascent
For adapting the network's estimates of the parameters w and
Mixture of Experts Network Architecture
di, w e used the gradient ascent algorithm for maximizing the
log
likelihood described by Jordan & Jacobs. Assuming the
We modeled the face and object recognition task with the
probability
density associated with each expert is Gaussian
"mixture of experts" architecture (Jordan & Jacobs, 1995).
with identity covariance matrix, they obtain the online learnFigure 3 shows a simple modular network. Each expert
ing algorithms
network i is a single-layer linear network that computes an
output vector O j as a function of the input vector x and a set
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"Face expert" specialization

After removing one example of each face and object (48
patterns) from the training set for use as a validation set to
stop training, w e used the following training procedure:

35
30

_

25

,

1. Initialize network weights to small random values.

20

•

2. Train each expert network on 10 randomly-chosen patterns
from the (reduced) training set. Without this step, both networks would perform equally well on every pattern and the
gating network would not learn to differentiate between
their abilities, because the gate weight update rule is insensitive to small differences between the experts' performance.

IS

1
1

10

•

5

.
Faces

Books
Cups
Stimulus type

Cans
3. Repeat 10 times:
(a) Randomize the training set's presentation order.

Figure 4: Weights assigned to the face-dominant expert netw o r k for each stimulus class. Error bars denote standard er-

(b) Train the network for one epoch.

ror.

4. Test the network's performance on the validation set.
5. If mean squared error over the validation set has not increased two consecutive times, go to 3.

and
Awi=r)g{hi-gi)x.'^
where rje and rjg are learning rates for the expert networks
and the gating network, respectively, and hi is an estimate of
the posterior probability that expert i can generate the desired
output y:

6. Test the network's performance on the test set.

The training regimen was sufficient to achieve near-perfect
performance on the test set (see Figure 5 results for 0 % damage), but w e found that the a priori estimates (gi and 32)
learned by the gate network were extremely sensitive to the
9iexp{-^{y-Oi)'^{y-Oi))
hi =
learning parameters r]g,T}e,ag, and ag. If the gate network
learns too slowly relative to the experts, they generally receive
the same amount of error feedback and thegj never deviate far
This is essentially a softmax function computed on the inverse
from 0.5. If the gate network learns too quickly relative to the
of the s u m squared error of each expert's output, smoothed by
experts,
it tends to assign all of the input patterns to one of the
the gating network's current estimate of the prior probability
experts. To address this problem, w e performed a search for
that the input pattern was drawn from expert i's area of speparameter settings that partition the training set effectively.
cialization.
For 270 points in the four-dimensional parameter space, w e
A s the network learns, the expert networks "compete" for
computed
the variance of one of the gate network outputs over
each input pattern, while the gate network rewards the winthe
training
set, averaged over ten runs. This variance meaner of each competition with stronger error feedback signals.
sure
was
maximal
when rje = 0.05, rig = 0.15, ag = 0.4, and
Thus, over time, the gate partitions the input space in reag = 0 . 6 .
sponse to the experts' performance. W e found that adding
Maximizing the gate output variance is a reasonable stratm o m e n t u m terms to the update rules enabled the network to
egy for selecting the model's learning parameters. It encourlearn more quickly and the gate network to partition the input
space more reliably. With this change, if c is a weight change ages a fairly sharp partition between the experts' areas of specialization without favoring one partition over another. O n
computed as above, the update rule for an individual weight
the other hand, it would have been preferable to include a
becomes Awi{t) = c + a A w i { t - 1). The next section determ penalizing low gate value variance in the network's obscribes h o w w e chose the learning parameters T)g,rie,ag, and
jective function, since this would eliminate the need for a paae during the training process.
In these experiments, the network's task was to recog- rameter search.
nize the faces as individuals and the objects as members
Results
of their class. Thus the network had 15 outputs, correFigure 4 summarizes the division of labor performed by the
sponding to cup, book, can, face 1, face 2, etc. For exgate network over 10 runs with rje = 0.05, rjg = 0.15, Oe =
ample, the desired output vector for the cup patterns and
0.4, and ag = 0.6. T h e bars denote the weights the
the face 5 patterns were [1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]^
gate network assigned to whichever expert emerged as faceand [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]^, respectively.
dominant, broken down by stimulus class, and the error bars
Network Training
denote standard error. Figure 5 illustrates the performance
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Figure 5: (a) Face identification classification errors increase as damage to the face-dominating expert module increases, (b)
Object categorization classification errors increase as damage to the non-face-dominating expert module increases.
effects of damaging one expert by randomly removing connections between its input and output units. Damaging the
face-specializing network resulted in a dramatic decrease in
performance on the face patterns. W h e n the network not specializing in faces was damaged, however, the opposite effect was present but less severe. Clearly, the face specialist
learned enough about the object classes during early stages
of training (when the gating network esfimates all prior probabiJifies at about 0.5) to correctly classify some of the object
patterns.
Discussion
The simulation results show that the network is a good model
of the prosopagnosic effect: as damage to the "face" module
increases, the network's ability to recognize faces decreases
dramatically. F r o m this w e conclude that it is possible for
competitive learning between two unbiased functional units
to give rise to a specialized face processor. Since faces form
a fairly homogeneous class, it is reasonable to expect that a
unit good at identifying one face will also be good at processing others. However, since the degree of separation between
face and nonface patterns in the model is not clean and is sensitive to training parameters, additional constraints would be
necessary to achieve a face/nonface division reliably. Indeed,
such constraints, such as the prevalence of face stimuU in the
newborn's environment, different maturation rates in different areas of the brain, and a possibly innate preference for
tracking faces, m a y well be at work during infant development (Johnson & Morton, 1991).
Despite the lack of a strong face/nonface separation in the
network, damaging the "face expert" affects face recognition
accuracy disproportionately, compared with h o w damage to
the nonface expert affects object recognition accuracy. Although w e have not yet run the appropriate control experiments, w e hypothesize that requiring the network to perform
fine discrimination between members of a homogeneous class
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and gross classification of the other classes leads to the difference in damage effects.
Although w e were not directly attempting to model visual
object agnosia, it is interesting to consider h o w object classification performance degrades in Figure 5 (b). Even with 1 0 0 %
damage to the "object expert," the "face expert" alone is able
to correctly classify 6 2 % of the object patterns in the test set,
compared with the object expert correctly classifying 1 9 % of
the face patterns when the face expert no longer contributes.
This effect is most likely due to the fact that the face expert
receives some error feedback on the object patterns early in
training, when the gate network's prior probability estimates
are close to 0.5 for all patterns, and that the classification task
is relatively simple, involving only three classes. T h e face
expert's performance would most likely decrease markedly
on objects if the object classification task was more realistic,
involving more classes or within-class discrimination. But in
an interesting way, these results concur with the neuropsychological data on prosopagnosia. O n the basis of a review of the
literature on agnosia, Farah (1991) observes that visual object
agnosia without prosopagnosia nearly always coincides with
alexia (an inability to recognize words), and concludes that
face recognition depends strongly on processing complex objects as a whole, word recognition depends strongly on breaking complex objects into parts, and nonface object recognition depends more on a mixture of the two mechanisms. Thus
selective damage to a "part decomposition" mechanism can
affect the processing of some object types more than others.
For our model, this hypothesis predicts that objects amenable
to processing as wholes will be more easily recognized by a
face specialist that objects in which discrimination requires
decomposition into parts.
Future Work
Building on this experiment, w e will investigate several avenues of fiirther research. The network's behavior indicates

that competitive learning is most lilcely not the sole factor in
development of a face specialist, de Schonen and Mancini
(1995) argue that innate organizational constraints play a role
in biasing the brain toward a functional specialization in face
recognition. W e will investigate the types of constraints that
bias our model toward face specialization; one possibility is
that a low-resolution pathway involving units with large receptive fields will be better able to accomplish the discrimination required in the face recognition task, whereas a highresolution pathway involving units with small receptive fields
will be better able to accomplish the object recognition task.
Jacobs and Kosslyn (1994) have successfully applied this approach within the mixture of experts paradigm.
The hypothesis that face processing primarily depends on
holistic or configural information, whereas processing other
object types depends more on analyzing an object's subparts,
is also testable in our model. W e plan to explore the hypothesis by constructing more realistic object recognition tasks
using a broader variety of objects and involving both withinclass discrimination and gross classification of objects (such
as words) requiring some level of "parts analysis" for recognition. W e predict that these changes to the object recognition task will cause a clearer dissociation of object recognition from face recognition when damaging so-called object
experts.
W o r k on "covert" face recognition in prosopagnosics measuring skin conductance during face recognition tasks (e.g.
Tranel & Damasio, 1988) and evidence for the mandatory
nature of the face processing system (Farah et al, 1995b)
seem to argue that the process of mediating between the face
and nonface object systems actually occurs before recognition. W e plan to investigate ways to account for this data in
future models.
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Abstract
This paper reviews woA in computational scientific
discovery. After a brief discussion of its history, the focus will
be on work since 1990. The second half of the paper discusses
the author's use of three methods for studying reasoning
strategies in scientific change: historical-philosophical vs.
live-in-the-lab vs. computational, pointing out advantages and
disadvantages of the computational method.
Introduction
T h o B are a numbCT of apjxoaches to the study of reasoning
in scientific discovery. In addition to computational
approaches, work continues in cognitive science (e.g.,
Schunn & Dunbar, 1996), in laboratory studies (e.g., Daiden
& Cook, 1994; Dunbar, 1995) and in philosophy of science
(e.g., Bechtel & Richardson, 1993; Darden, 1991; Kleiner.
1993; Nersessian, 1992; Nickles, 1994; Schaffner, 1993;
Spines, Glymour & Scheines, 1993). Unfortunately, of the
over 200 papers and abstracts submitted for the Philosophy
of Science Association meeting in 1996, none were on the
topic of reasoning in scientific discovery (Darden, Ed., 1 9 % ;
1997). Most philosophers of science do not view discovery
as a central topic in thefield,de^ite continuing work by
those of us called "friends of discovery" (Nickles, E d 1980).
It is encouraging that the Cognitive Science Society is
sponsoring this Symposium on Scientific Discovery.
This paper will briefly review the history of
computational scientific d i s c o v ^ that uses methods from
artificial intelligence. (Non-cognitive, non-AI computational
work is outside the scope of this paper.) The first part of the
p^)er will concentrate on the w w k since 1990 (Shrager &
Langley, Eds.). The extensive refwence list provides a guide
for further reading. The second half of the paper will
compare three methods used in m y o w n work on reasoning
strategies in scientific change. Finally, I will point out
advantages and disadvantages of the computational apisoach
from m y perspective as a philosopher of science.
Pioneering Work
The study of computational scientific discovery emerged
from the view that science is a problem solving activity,
that heuristics for problem solving can be ^jplied to the
study of scientific discovery in either historical or
contempn^ry cases, and that methods in artificial
intelligence provide techniques for building computational
systems. Pioneers in this work are Bruce Buchanan (e.g.,
1982) and Herbert Simon (e.g., 1977). Buchanan was trained
as a philosopher of science at a time when the profession
was dominated by Popper's ( 1 % 5 ) view that there is no
logic of discov^. Buchanan stated the new research
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program: "The traditional problem of fmding an rffective
method for formulating true hypotheses that best explain
phenomena has been transformed into finding heiuistic
methods that generate plausible explanations. The problem
of giving rules for [H-oducing true scientific statements has
been rq)laced by the problem of finding efficient heuristic
rules fn- culling the reasonable candidates for an explanation
from an qjpropriate set of possible candidates" [and fmding
methods for constructing the candidates] (Buchanan 198S,
110-111). DiscovCTy as heuristic search in a search space
enabled AI methods to be applied to d i s c o v ^ tasks.
The first expert system, D E N D R A L , was a scientific
discovery system. It fcffmed hypotheses about chemical
compounds, given mass-spectrographic data (Lindsay.
Buchanan. Feigenbaum, & Ledeiberg. 1980;1993). This was
followed by M e t a - D E N D R A L . which discovered n e w rules
in mass q)ectrogr^hic analysis, so as to by-pass the
problem of getting rules from experts (Buchanan &
Feigenbaum, 1978). Although its original algorithm was a
computational reaUzation of Lederberg's systematic scan
strategy (Ledeiberg, 1965), D E N D R A L was built to cany
out a contempcH-ary, difficult scientific task rather than as a
model of human cognition.
A more historical-cognitive approach was the aim of the
v/otk on B A C O N , which rediscovered various scientific laws
by fmding pattans in numerical data (Langley. Simon.
Bradshaw & Zytkow, 1987). Simon's early work on finding
patterns in sequences (Simon & Kotovsky, 1963) was
extended in B A C O N to heuristic search for patterns in
numerical data. The most creative of B A C O N ' s abilities was
the decompositicM) ofrelationaldata to conjecture intrinsic
properties in one or more of the objects engaging in the
relations. This step went beyond curve-fitting and was based
on the met£4>hysical assumption that an entity's relational
prq)erties are caused by its intrinsic properties. In additkxi
to the data-driven tasks modeled in B A C O N , the group also
investigated thcOTy-driven discovery in S T A H L . O n e
wonders to what extent these programs model actual
cognitive processes of historical scientists, as o i ^ s e d to
finding strategies which are sufficient to iqxoduce the
historicalresults.A s with most simulations, they piovide
"how possibly" accounts. Using studies of notebook
evidence, the K E K A D A system (Kulkari & Simon. 1988)
modeled reasoning pattaus in some discovaies of the
biochemist Hans Krebs and focused on responses to
surprising experimental results, helping to dispel the
mystery of SCTendipity in discovery.
A seminal conf^ence on computational methods for
scientific discov^. whose proceedings were published in
1990 (Shrager & Langley, Eds.) is a useful source for the
state to thefieldat that time.

Recent W o r k

The extensive protein sequence database has provided a
challenge for those seeking to find computational medxxls
Some of the pioneers in scientific discovery, e.g., Buchanan,
to predict h o w the linear amino acids will fold into the
Simon, and Zytkow, push ahead with their research
secondary and tertiary structures in proteins. The H u m a n
programs. Others w h o contributed to the 1990 volume are
G e n o m e Project, which is nqiidly producing millions of
still working on discoveiy. T h e American Association for
bases of sequence information about both human and model
Artificial Intelligence sponsored a Spring Symposium on
CH-ganism genomes, presents a challenge for computational
Systematic Methods of Scientific Discovery in March,
appoaches. Good jHograms are needed for discovering genes,
1995. A special issue of Artificial Intelligence on
both coding regions and regulatory regions, in these linear
computational discovery is about to ^pear, although fewer
sequences. Current programs are not good at fmding introns,
papers were received than the editors wished (Simon. Vaklesintervening sequences between the coding regions of genes.
Peiez & Sleeman, forthcoming). Data-mining in scientiflc
Since the genetic system has some means of detecting
databases is an active area of research, as are other
introns, one can expect computational systems to be able to
computational ap[HX)aches applied to individual sciences,
discover the signal(s). Knowledge discovery in scientific
e.g., intelligent systems in molecular biology. It is
databases (e.g., Fayyad, Haussler & Sloloiz, 1996) promises
becoming m a e difficult to locate computational discovery
to be an important area in coming years.
work because m u c h of it is published in scientific joumalsRaul VaWes-Percz's (1994) work in chemistry shows the
a good sign that the methods of producing results of interest
power of computational systems in doing a systematic
to practicing scientists.
search of a hypothesis space, given certain constraints.
Buchanan (e.g., Lee et al., 1996) continues woik on rule
M E C H E M is able to find reaction pathways that chemists
induction applied to various scientific databases. Simon is
have missed.
studying the difficult problems of constructing diagrammatic
Buchanan's work on rule discovery in scientific databases
rqjresentations (Laridn & Simon, 1987; Qin & Simon,
and Valdes-Perez's work on systematically conjecturing
1995) and of modeling relations between diagrammatic and
chemical reaction pathways illustrate the power of design AI
verbal reasoning (Tabachneck-Schijf, Leonardo, & Simon,
systems that aim, not at realistically modeling human
1996). Zytkow continues to work on various aspects of
cognitive capacities, but using computational methods to
discovCTy, including analyzing the components needed for an
circumvent human limitations. H u m a n s are not good at
autonomous discov«y agent (e.g.. Zytkow, 1995/96) and
searching massive databases and manipulating sets of rules
knowledge discovery in databases (e.g.. Zytkow &
with m a n y features to make predictions. Cognitive science
Zembowicz, 1996).
research has showntiiathumans have a tendency to focus
M u c h of the current work in computational discovery is
too rapidly on one hypothesis before doing a systematic
occurring within applications to particular sciences.
search of a hypothesis space. Discovoy programs Uiat are
According to PetCT Karp. the whole field of bioinfcHinatics is
m o K systematic and more thoroughtiianhumans are an aid
doing computational scientific discovoy but there is a
to scientists.
gradient firom computational discovmes that are not based
on A I methods, to computational discoveries that are based
Computational Discovery: Pros and Cons
on A I methods, to methods with a "cognitive flavw." Not
M y o w n w w k on reasoning in scientific change focuses
m u c h of the bioinformatics work falls into the last categoy.
on an cyclic process: discovery, assessment, revision. Given
HowevCT. Karp (et al., 1996) ^plied reasoning by analogy
a good revision procedure, one's discovery methods can be
to predict metabolic pathways in the bacterium. H .
weaker. Strategies for these processes include: strategies f a
ir^uenzae, based on the extensive knowledge base that he
producing n e w ideas, e.g.. analogies, abstraction
and Monica Riley, a bacterial geneticist, have devekqied ioc
instantiation, interfield relations; strategies for theory
E. coli.
assessment,
e.g., p-ediction-testing,relationslo theories in
Larry Hunter, a frequoit editor of publications in A I and
o t h ^fields;and strategies for anomaly resolution (Daiden
molecular biology (e.g.. Hunter 1993), recently informed m e
1991, C h . 15). AftCT extensive historical study (rf the
that there is a clear success is the application of AI
development of Mendelian genetics, I p n ^ s e d hypothetical
technology to molecular biology: hidden Markov models
strategies of the three types. T h e historical evidence was
( H M M s ) for molecular sequence analysis. They are being
inadequate to show that Uiey are descriptive cognitive
applied to automatically build models of families of
strategies actually used by geneticists. Instead, they are
nucleotide and amino acid sequences. These models are
hypothetical strategies that could have been used in the
useful as extremely sensitive classifio^ of novel sequences,
historical development of the theory of the gene to produce
and also generate multiple sequence alignments of large
the changes that < M occur (Darden. 1991). O n e needs to
numbers of sequences in a computationally efficient way.
Tools based on this approach are n o w in wide use in the show that these strategies are effective problem-strfving
strategies, instances of useful "compiled hindsight" (EJarden,
biological community. A review article is Eddy (1996).
1987), ai^licable to additional cases, worthy of being used
Also, Al-based qualitative reasoning technologies have
by
contemporary scientists ot to build AI discovery systems.
produced sevoal good 2q}plications in reasoning about
I visited in Joshua Lederfoerg's Laboratcxy for Molecular
metabolism. Perhaps somewhat surprising is that the work
Genetics and Informatics and participated in episodes of
in intelligent systems in molecular biology, for the most
part, does not employ discovwy methods discussed at the anomaly resolution that exemplified some oftiierevision
strategies I had proposed (Daden & C o o k 1994). O n e
ShragCT and Langley (Eds. 1990) confCTence.
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difficulty with the live-in-the lab approach is that little may
happen while you are there; fortunately, I was able to
observe some anomaly resolution strategies in use.
Although I have attempted to implement some of the
strategies in AI programs in order to demonstrate ihcir
efficacy (e.g.. Darden & Rada, 1988; Kettler & Dardcn 1993;
Darden, 1997), I have returned to historical-philosophical
work, testing whether strategies from the Mendelian case
apply to molecular biology QDarden, 1995).
Computational discovery work has advantages and
disadvantages. Finding an adequate knowledge representation
for a scientific case is difficult Early wo-k attempted to
represent the relations between genes and chromosomes in
part-whole hiaarchies and to implement reasoning via
inhoitance and tpwaid propagation of properties (Darden &
Rada, 1988). A much more fruitful method for knowledge
re{xesentadon in genetics was the functional reinesentation
(Josq)hsons, Eds., 1994) for genetic processes (Datden
1997). Furthermore, when one is designing a computational
system to rediscover a historical hypothesis, one must
navigate between designing a system that trivially
rqroduces exactly what one is sedcing versus designing a
system that is unable to accomplish the task at all. Analogy
systems often suffo' these problems: either the analog is
represented in such a way that the system easilyfindsit a
there are so many analogs that the task becomes impossible
(fw attempts to navigate between these problems, see
KetUer & Darden, 1993; Holyoak & Thagard, 1995).
An advantage of computational methods is the precision
and completeness that is required to build a working system.
The philosopher-historian may neglect aspects that the
programmer must specify in detail if the system is to run. A
computational iq)proach forces one to reexamine aspects that
may be oth^wise neglected. Howevo-, this advantage is
purchased at the price of much time and effort to implement
even small parts of a historical case. Various aspects of
human discovery, such as the use of pictorial models (e.g.,
the beads on a string model for genes on chromosomes),
provide substantial difficulties when designing an
implementation. O n the plus side, once one has invested the
effort in building a running system, then there is the fun of
running exp^ments, doing "what-iT analyses, testing
altOTiative strategies.
The ^jproach in our T R A N S G E N E system (Darden,
Moberg, Thadani & Josephson, 1992; Darden, 1997) was
also used by Kaip (1990) in his G E N S I M and H Y P G E N
systems and points to a fruitful way to design a
computational discovery system. A qualitative simulator of
biological (or other) processes is built and used to make
predictions. Data is siq)plied to test the predictions and
another component of the system compares the prediction
with data, detects anomalies, and uses diagnosis^edesign
strategies to localize the fault in the simulator and redesign a
module to remove the anomaly. Perhaps this architecture
may be of use in building future AI systems or perii^
more traditional simulation models might be coupled with a
revision system to do diagnosis/redesign for anomaly
resolution and model improvement
It will be exciting to see what computational scientific
discovery produces in the coming years.
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probabilities (Hayes and Clark, 1970; Cairns et al., 1994)
and prosodic boundaries (Nakatani and Schaffer, 1978)
Earlier research has suggested that left embedded words (e.g. However, these cues do not reliably mark all word
boimdaries and therefore caimot be relied upon to segment
cat in catalog) present a problem for spoken word
speech. Consequently, the second class of account of
recognition since it is potentially unclear whether there is a
segmentation focuses on the role of the recognition process
word boundary at the offset of cat. Models of spoken word
in dividing the speech stream in to words. For example, in
recognition have incorporated processes of competition so
models like T R A C E (McClelland and Elman, 1986),
that the identification of embedded words can be delayed
competition between lexical hypotheses that span potential
until longer interpretations have been ruled out. However,
word boundaries ensures that only words making u p a
evidence from acoustic phonetics has previously shown that
consistent segmentation of the speech stream are activated.
there are differences in acoustic duration between the
syllables of embedded words and the onsets of longer
Recognizing Embedded Words
competitors. The research reported here used gating and
cross-modal priming to investigate the recognition of
O n e case in which lexical competition has been argued to be
embedded words. Results indicate that subjects use these
especially valuable is in the identification of words that are
acoustic differences to discriminate between monosyllabic
embedded at the onset of longer words. These leftwords and the onset of longer words. W e therefore suggest
embedded words (e.g. cat embedded in catalogue) m a y
that on-line processes of lexical segmentation and word
present a particular problem to models of spoken word
recognition are sensitive to acoustic information, such as
recognition since at the offset of a syllable like cat it is
syllable duration, that may only be contrastive with reference
unclear whether what has been heard is a short word or the
to prior spoken context.
start of a longer word.
Introduction
Corpus searches have shown that these onset-embeddings
This paper is concerned with the recognition of words in
are c o m m o n in English. Luce (1986) showed that 4 1 % of
connected speech. A substantial part of this problem for
words in a 20 000 word dictionary are non-unique at their
both h u m a n and machine recognition is the identification of
offset, similarly M c Q u e e n et al. (1995) have s h o w n that
boundaries between words. Coimected speech is continuous,
5 8 % of polysyllabic words contain a shorter word
there are no gaps between words equivalent to those in
embedded at their onset. Consequently it has been suggested
written text (Lehiste, 1972), nor are there acoustic cues that
that models of spoken word recognition must provide an
reliably mark the position of boundaries between words
account of the recognition of embedded words.
(Nakatani and Dukes, 1977).
In models such as T R A C E , it is competition between
Accounts of h o w the speech stream comes to be
lexical hypotheses that allows the resolution of this potential
segmented into lexical items' can be divided into two main
ambiguity. Mutually inhibitory coimections between lexical
classes. T h efirsttype of account describes 'pre-lexical' units spanning word boundaries allows the identification of
segmentation strategies based on cues that can be used to
embedded words to be delayed until following context can
identify boundaries prior to, or in the absence of, lexical
be used to rule out longer interpretations. Similar results
access to words in the speech stream. Examples of prehave been obtained in recurrent networks trained to preserve
lexical cues that have been suggested in the literature
lexical activation until following context becomes available
include metrical stress (Cutler and Norris, 1988),
(Content and Stemon, 1994). The use of followmg context
phonotactic
information
provided
by transitional
to identify embedded words will delay recognition until
after their acoustic offset, as has been confirmed in gating
experiments (Grosjean, 1985; Bard et al., 1988).
• Accounts of segmentation have almost exclusively assumed
that the unit of lexical representation is a dictionary word. For an
alternative suggestion see Marslen-Wilson (1996).
Abstract
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Acoustic Phonetics
The emphasis on the use of following context and delayed
recognition is based on an assumption that there is
ambiguity between tokens of words like cat and the first
syllable of longer words like catalogue. This is despite
evidence from acoustic phonetics suggesting that there are
consistent differences between the acoustic realization of
syllables in monosyllabic and bisyllabic words.
Lehiste (1972), for example, reports significant
differences in the acoustic duration of the syllable [slip] in
words such as sleep, sleepy and sleepiness. This was further
quantified by Klatt (1976), showing that syllables were 1 5 %
shorter in polysyllabic words than w h e n the equivalent
syllable was produced as a monosyllable".
The goal of the current research was to take a fresh look
at the recognition of embedded words such as cat in
catalogue. In particular w e were investigating listeners
sensitivity to the acoustic cues that differentiate between
syllables in short and long words. Models of spoken word
recognition such as T R A C E don't provide any mechanism
for using these acoustic cues, and would therefore predict
no differences between the processing of embedded words
and phonetically identical onsets of longer competitors.
Consequently any differences in the processing of syllables
from short and long words would present a challenge to
current models.
W e were also looking for evidence of competition
between short and long word hypotheses. Either such that
the recognition of embedded words is delayed by activation
of longer competitors or such that short words are activated
during the identification of these longer words. In
investigating these issues w e used two different methods for
tapping into the activation of words in the speech stream gating and cross-modal priming of lexical decision.
Experimental Stimuli
Since w e were interested in tapping into lexical level
processes in the segmentation of connected speech,
experimental stimuli were created with the intention of
creating the m a x i m u m amount of ambiguity in the position
of word boundaries. A n automated search of the C E L E X
database (Baayen et al., 1995) was therefore carried out to
fmd an appropriate set of embedded words.
Forty pairs of words such as cap and captain were
selected. All of the pairs were monosyllabic words
embedded at the onset of stress-initial bisyllables, with the
syllable boundary of the longer word being at the offset of
the embedded word (i.e. the syllable boundary in captain is
at the offset of cap). The short and long words were
morphologically unrelated as well as being matched for
syntactic class and frequency of occurrence'
2 Other non-phonemic variables listed by Klatt that alter
syllable duration include speech rate, discourse focus and phrase
snoicture
3 Since monosyllables generally occur more frequently in the
language than bisyllables, pair-wise matching of frequency was
not possible. However, across the set of stimulus pairs, these
differences were not significant, t(39)=I .07, p>0.1
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In order to investigate the recognition of these words in
connected speech, non-biasing sentence contexts were
generated for each pair of words. A multiple-cloze test was
carried out on these contexts, to ensure that none of the test
words were predictable from the context. A n 'ease-ofcompletion' rating task was also carried out to ensure that
the target words didn't differ in the ease with which they
could be interpreted in the sentence context.
In all the sentences w e ensured that there was no clause
boundary directly following the embedded word, and that
the onset of the following word matched the second syllable
of the longer word. In this way, even allowing for coarticulation, the acoustic realization of the embedded
syllable should be as similar as possible to the onset of the
longer word. A n example pair of sentences is shown below.
Short Word: The soldier saluted the flag with his
cap tucked under his arm.
Long Word: The soldier saluted the flag with his
captain looking on.

Acoustic Analysis a n d A l i g n m e n t Points
The aim of these experiments was to compare subjects'
interpretations of the paired sentences at different points in
the speech stream. However w e needed to ensure that these
comparisons were m a d e between stimuli containing a
matched amount of acoustic information. Since w e expected
the duration of the target syllables to differ in our stimuli, it
was necessary to create alignment points at phonemically
equivalent positions in each sentence.
The furst alignment point {alpl) was chosen to be at the
offset of the first syllable (e.g. following /kaep/), a point at
which the speech should be as ambiguous as possible. A s
expected, there were significant differences in the duration
of the syllable prior to this alignment point, with syllables
taken from short words being approximately 50ms longer
than the equivalent syllable from a bisyllable". Differences
in responses to the paired stimuli at this point would
therefore suggest that listeners are sensitive to acoustic
differences between syllables from short and long words.
The second alignment point {alp2) was placed following
the onset of the second syllable (/kaept/). There were no
differences in the duration of this section {alp2-alpl) in the
two sets of stimuli. The third alignment point {alp3) was
placed a fixed number of pitch periods into the vowel of the
second syllable (/kasptu:/ or /kaepti/), with again no
differences in the length of the section of speech between
alp3 and alp2. It is only at alp3 that there is a phonemic
difference between the two stimuli. Accounts of recognition
which rely on mismatch between embedded words and
longer competitors would
therefore predict that
identification of the short words be delayed until this point.

^ syllable duration (monosyllables) = 291ms, syllable duration
(bisyllables) = 242ms, t(39)=9.35, p<O.OOOI

E x p e r i m e n t 1: Gating
In the gating task, speech is presented to subjects in
fragments (gates) of progressively increasing duration.
Following each gate, subjects write down the word or words
that they can hear. This allows us to investigate listeners'
responses to increasing amounts of acoustic information. In
the experiment, gates were set up at the three alignment
points described earlier, with additional gates placed at
50ms intervals before alpl and after alp3.
Since we are looking for effects of differences in duration
that may be contrastive only by reference to prior speech
rate and phrase structure, subjects heard the complete onset
of the sentence at each gate. Subjects were provided with an
answer book containing the onset of each sentence up to the
target word, their task being to identify the continuation of
the sentence based on the speech they heard at each gate.
The 40 pairs of stimulus sentences were randomly divided
into two versions so that subjects heard only one of each
stimulus pair. Twenty two subjects were tested on the two
versions of the experiment.
Results and Discussion
The proportions of responses at different gates matching
the short and long target words are shown in Figure 1. At
early gates up to and including the offset of thefirstsyllable
{alpl), the majority of responses match the short target (e.g.
CAP). Even at the first gate, 100ms before alpl, subjects
hear enough speech to identify thefirstsyllable.
However, there were significant differences in the
proportion of short word responses depending on which of
the pair of stimuli subjects were hearing. Across the three

gates up to alpl, subjects made significantly more short
word responses to short word stimuli than to long word
stimuh
(Fl[l,20]=84.08, p<0.001; F2[l,36]=26.58,
p<0.001]. The reverse pattern was also true, with
significantly more long word responses being given to long
word stimuli across the earliest three gates (Fl[l,20]=6.55,
p<0.05; F2[l,36j=4.50, p<0.05]. This difference in
responses to the two sets of stimuli suggests that subjects
are sensitive to the acoustic cues that differentiate between
the syllables of short and long words.
Despite this difference, the recognition of embedded
words still appears to be delayed relative to the
identification of the longer words that they are embedded in.
It is not until gate eight that subjects give as many correct
responses to the short stimuli as to the long stimuli.
This delayed recognition appears to be caused by
competition from longer word hypotheses, since at alpl (the
onset of the second syllable) subjects gave many more long
word responses to short word stimuli than at the previous
gate. It is only when there is clear mismatch between the
short word stimuli and the long target words (i.e. mismatch
between cap tucked and captain) at alp3 that subjects are
able to reject the long word hypothesis. This suggests that
the identification of monosyllabic words may be delayed
until longer interpretations can be ruled out (cf. Grosjean,
1985), as simulated by T R A C E .
However, it is unclear whether this result merely reflects
a bias in the gating task. Since subjects must generate a
response at each gate, it seems likely that they will try to
produce a single word that encompasses all of the speech
they can hear, instead of guessing the identity of speech
they have yet to hear. So, at gates up to alpl where subjects
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Figure 1: Experiment 1 Gating. Proportion of responses matching the target words (CAP/CAPTAIN) for short and long
word stimuli (cap tucked/captain). Error bars are 1 standard error.
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are hearing speech from a single syllable, they will tend to
produce monosyllabic words in response. This accounts for
the large proportion of short word responses observed at
these early gates. At alp2 (onset of the second syllable)
instead of continuing to produce a monosyllabic response
and guessing at the following word, subjects would tend to
interpret the continuation as belonging to the same word,
even where the following syllable is actually the onset of a
n e w word. Such a bias towards giving a single word in
response would increase the number of long word responses
to short word stimuli. B y reducing the number of short word
responses that subjects give at alp2 this single word bias
coiild exaggerate the delayed recognition of embedded
words.

were included in each version (so that similarity between
prime and target wasn't paired with a 'yes' response). W o r d
and non-word fillers were also added to produce
experimental versions in which 1 6 % of all trials had a word
target related to the auditory prime.
Experiment 2(a) - alpl
The initial experiment run using this method used
sentence primes cut off at alpl
the offset of the first
syllable of the target words. Measures of priming were
taken by comparing RTs to targets following test and
control primes. The amount of facilitation for each of the
prime and target conditions is shown in Figure 2.

40

E x p e r i m e n t 2 : C r o s s - m o d a l Repetition
Priming
The goal of Experiment 2 was to investigate the recognition
of the target words in our test stimuli using a task less
susceptible to the biases suggested for gating. Instead w e
used a lexical decision task where subjects respond to a
visual target following an auditory prime. Comparing
reaction times following related and unrelated primes
provides a measure of priming, the magnitude of which can
be used to indicate the activation of different word
hypotheses at a particular point in the speech stream (cf
Zwitserlood, 1989).
The same set of 40 paired test sentences from Experiment
1 were used as primes in this experiment, along with a third
sentence in which the target words were replaced by an
unrelated (although contextually viable), frequencymatched control prime. The prime sentences were cut off at
probe positions equivalent to the gates used in the previous
experiments, at which point one of the target words was
visually presented, with subjects making a lexical decision
response on a button box. The three prime conditions and
two target conditions are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Example primes and targets for Experiment 2 Cross-modal priming. Primes and continuations following
the sentence: "The soldier saluted the flag with his... "
Prime
Type

Prime W o r d
(continuation)

Short
Target

Long
Target

Short
Test

cap
(tucked under his arm)

CAP

CAPTAIN

Long
Test

captain
(looking on)

CAP

CAPTAIN

Control

palm
(facing forwards)

CAP

CAPTAIN

The prime and target conditions were rotated into a 6
version experiment, such that subjects were only presented
with one condition for each item. In addition to the 40 test
sentences, a set of phonologically-related non-word foils
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Figure 2: Experiment 2(a) - Magnitude of priming at alpl
for short and long prime words (cap [tucked]/cap[tain]) and
targets ( C A P / C A P T A I N ) . * p<0.05; ** p<0.01 (controltest)
This pattern of results is very different to that observed in
Experiment 1. Unlike in gating, there was no evidence of an
overall bias towards short word interpretations at alp]. A n
A N O V A on the control-test differences showed no main
effects of either prime or target type (i.e. no greater priming
of C A P than of C A P T A I N ) suggesting that the cross-modal
priming task is less susceptible to the biases observed in
gating. This m a y result from several differences between the
two experiments;firstlyin priming subjects are no longer
required to explicitly identify the test stimuli, secondly in an
on-line task subjects m a y be less inclined to interpret silence
following the probe position as a word boundary.
Furthermore, the significant interaction between prime
and target type (Fl[l,57]=9.14, p<0.01; F2[l,31]=5.03,
p<0.05) suggests that acoustic differences between stimuli
containing short and long words, have a significant effect on
subjects' interpretations before the stimuli diverge
phonemically. This is confirmed by planned comparisons
showing that priming is only significant where the word
being heard at the probe position is identical to the visually
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presented target (i.e. the first syllable from captain primes
C A P T A I N but not C A P and vice- versa).
From the results of this experiment, it seems that the
claim made by M c Q u e e n et al. (1995), that lexical
competition is necessary to account for the recognition of
embedded words such as cap is premature. Priming results
suggest that at the offset of an embedded monosyllable,
listeners already have acoustic evidence to allow
discrimination of syllables from short and long words.
Such results suggest a sensitivity to information in the
speech stream that, although not phonemically contrastive,
does differentiate between lexical items. W e therefore use
this as evidence that the processes of lexical segmentation
and lexical access use sources of information, such as
syllable duration, that m a y only be contrastive by reference
to prior spoken context.
Experiment 2(b/c/d) - alp2/alp3/gate7
Despite the apparent utility of acoustic differences
between the syllables of short and long words, on the basis
of Experiment 2(a) w e are unable to rule out the role of
post-offset mismatch (and hence lexical competition) in the
recognition of embedded words. In order to investigate h o w
information that arrives after the offset of an embedded
word affects recognition w e decided to carry out further
priming experiments using later probe positions. The
positions chosen were the remaining alignment points from
the gating experiment {alp2 and alp3) as well as a probe
point 100ms after alp3 (equivalent to gate 7). Three separate
priming experiments were carried out, one for each probe
position, using the conditions shown in table 1.
As can be seen in Figure 3, the general pattem of priming
effects in Experiment 2(a) were confirmed in all four
experiments. A n A N O V A on the control-test difference
scores showed a highly significant interaction between
prime and target type across all of the probe positions tested
(F2[l,37]=28.95, p<0.001). However the exact pattem of
60

priming effects observed in each experiment was not
homogeneous, as suggested by a marginally significant 3
way interaction between prime, target and probe position
(F2[3,l 13]=2.46, p=0.067) in the difference scores analysis.
O n e change in the priming effects is for short word
targets at alp2, where subjects hear the onset of a syllable
that continues to match the long target. At this probe
position, priming of long word targets by long word primes
IS increased, whereas facilitation of short word primes by
short word targets is reduced. This can be seen in the
difference scores A N O V A at alp2, where in addition to the
previously discussed interaction between prime and target
type, there is also a significant main effect of prime type
(Fl[l,43]=5.73, p<0.05; F2[l,33]=5.77, p<0.05) and a
marginally significant effect of target type (Fl[l,43]=3.54,
p=0.067; F2[l,33]=3.49, p=0.071). This difference in the
priming effects is reminiscent of the results found in the
gating experiment, where subjects produced m a n y more
long word responses to both types of stimuli at alp2.
Since w e have aheady suggested, based on Experiment
2a, that cross-modal priming is less susceptible to the single
word bias that was a potential confound in gating, this result
suggests that post-offset information does indeed affect the
activation of embedded words such as cap. M o r e
specifically, w e have some evidence that the activation of
the short word hypothesis m this experiment m a y be
impaired by the continuing match between the onset of the
following word and a longer competitor. This m a y also be
responsible for the marginally greater priming for long
targets observed in the A N O V A across all four experiments
(F2[l,37]=3.71,p=0.062).
The effect of delayed mismatch between short word
stimuli and long targets is also apparent in the results at later
probe positions. It is only at gate 7 (100 m s after alp3) that
responses to both target words are significantly primed, not
only by comparison with control primes, but also by
comparison with related but mismatching primes. This
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Figure 3: Experiment 2 Magnitude of priming for short and long primes (cap/captain) with short and long targets
( C A P / C A P T A I N ) across 4 probe positions. * p[subject/item]<0.05; **p [subject/item]<0.01. (control-test).
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pattern is similar to that observed in gating, where
phonemic differences following alp3 aids the rejection of
alternative interpretations and allows the recognition of the
short target words.
Discussion
The experiments w e report here have shown significant
differences in subjects' interpretations of syllables that
come from short words or longer words in which these
syllables are embedded. In particular, at the offset of an
embedded syllable, reliable priming is only observed where
the target matches the word from which the prime syllable
has been taken.
This result suggests that left-embedded words are not as
ambiguous as has previously been suggested in the
literature. Acoustic cues to word length are present in the
speech stream, and are used by listeners during the
recognition of connected speech. Although the exact nature
of these cues is still under investigation, it seems likely that
differences in syllable duration play an important role in the
recognition of embedded words.
However, given the wide variation in syllable duration
between different utterances and speakers, it is likely that
such cues can only be contrastive through comparison with
preceding spoken context. Models of lexical segmentation
and speech perception need to be constructed to investigate
the mechanisms by which listeners adapt to variations in
speech rate encountered in normal conversation (see AbuBakar and Chater, 1994, for some related work modeling
rate adaptation in phoneme categorization).
Despite the apparent utility of these acoustic cues to word
length, w e have also seen that following context does affect
the recognition of embedded words, as would be predicted
by T R A C E and other models. The experimental stimuli
used here where continuations match a longer competitor
m a y present particular problems for the recognition system.
Future work is investigating the role of continuations that
are either phonotactically or lexically non-viable in order to
determine whether the role of followmg context necessarily
entails lexical level competition or can be accounted for
within a system mapping directly from the speech stream to
a distributed representation of form and meaning (cf.
Gaskell and Marslen-Wilson, m press).
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Abstract
The central idea, which is not new for those who study
organizations but which is sometimes forgotten by computer
agent researchers, is that the design of coordination mechanisms cannot rely on the principled construction of the agents
alone, but must rely on the structure and other characteristics of the task environment. Such dependencies include the
structure of the environment (the particular kinds and patterns
of interrelationships that occur between tasks) and the uncertainty in the environment (both in the a priori structure of
any episode within an environment and in the outcomes of an
agent's actions). In this talk, I will briefly describe a modeling framework, T^tMS, for representing abstract task environments. T,€MS has been used both for environment modeling/simulation and as an internal representation for computer
agents to plan, schedule, and coordinate thier activities with
other agents (human or computer). I'll describe examples of
both of these uses. This written summary provides a background bibliography, and pointers to the work discussed in the
Introduction
talk.
The design of organizations or other coordination mechanisms for groups of agents depends in m a n y ways on the
agent's task environment. Just two of these dependencies are
on the structure of the tasks and on the uncertainty in the task
structures. The task structure includes the scope of the problems facing the agents, the complexity of the choices facing
the agents, and the the particular kinds and patterns of interrelationships that occur between tasks. A few examples
of environmental uncertainty include uncertainty in the a priori structure of any particular problem-solving episode, in the
actions of other agents, and in the outcomes of an agent's
o w n actions. These dependencies hold regardless of whether
the system comprises just people, just computational agents,
or a mixture of the two. For example, the presence of both
uncertainty and high variance in a task structure can lead
a system of agents to perform better by using coordination
algorithms that adapt dynamically to each problem-solving
episode (Decker & Lesser, 1993). Designing organizational
coordination mechanisms also depends on non-task characteristics of the environment such as communication costs, and
properties of the agents themselves. Representing and reasoning about the task environment must be part of any computational theory of coordination.
T;CMS (Task Analysis, Environment Modeling, and Simulation) was developed as a framework with which to model

and simulate complex, computationally intensive task environments at multiple levels of abstraction and from multiple
human
viewpoints. It is a tool for building and testing computational
theories of coordination. T/EMS is compatible with both
formal computational agent-centered approaches and experimental approaches. T h e framework allows us to both mathematically analyze (when possible) and quantitatively simulate the behavior of multi-agent systems with respect to interesting characteristics of the computational task environments
of which they are part. W e believe that it provides the correct level of abstraction for meaningfully evaluating centralized, parallel, and distributed control algorithms, negotiation
strategies, and organizational designs.
The use of TiCMS to model external environments has led
to its use by computer agents as an internal, subjective model
of the external environment. A s part of an agent's internal
representation of its environment, a T/CMS model allows an
agent to reason about h o w multiple, interacting decision criteria change in response to actual and possible local and nonlocal agent actions. T h e most significant internal-agent work
using T / C M S — w h i c h I will not discuss—has been the development of an agent local activity scheduler (Garvey & Lesser,
1993; Garvey, Humphrey, & Lesser, 1993; Wagner, Garvey,
& Lesser, 1997).
Background
Artificial Intelligence, growing as it has from the goal of modeling individual intelligence, or at least replicating or augmenting it, has focused primarily on representations of individual choice and action. A large effort has gone into describing the principled construction of agents that act rationally
and predictably based on their beliefs, desires, intentions, and
goals (Wooldridge & Jennings, 1995). Fairly recently, researchers concerned with real-world performance have also
realized that Simon's criticisms and suggestions about economics (March & Simon, 1958) also hold for m a n y realistically situated individual agents—perfect rationality is not
possible with bounded computation (e.g., (Boddy & Dean,
1989)). Distributed A J has too often kept the individualistic character of its roots, and focused on the principled construction of individual agents. It hasn't even, so far, really
concerned itself with the questions of bounded rationality in
real-time problem solving w h e n it comes to the principled
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construction of individual agents'. Worst of all, it has failed
yet to bring the environment to center stage in building and
analyzing distributed problem solving systems.
In contrast, the organizational science community has
since the 60's (e.g. (Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967)) regarded the
task environment as a crucial, central variable in explaining
complex systems, and a whole branch of research has grown
up around it (contingency theory). Representations in this
community are rarely mathematically formal in nature but
rather try to present very rich descriptions using terms such
as uncertainty, decomposability, stability, etc.
T/EMS, as a framework to represent coordination problems
in a formal, domain-independent way, is unlike any existing
computational representation that is focussed on coordination issues. The form of the framework is more detailed in
structure than m a n y organizational-theoretic models of organizational environments, such as Thompson's notions of
pooled, sequential, and reciprocal processes (1967), Burton
and Obel's linear programs (1984), or Malone's queueing
models (1987), but is influenced by them, and by the importance of environmental uncertainty and dependency that
appear in contingency-theoretic and open systems views of
organizations (Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967; Galbraith, 1977;
Stinchcombe, 1990; Scott, 1987). A s a problem representation for computational tasks, it is richer and more expressive
than g a m e theory representations (Rosenschein & Zlotkin,
1994). For example, a typical g a m e or team theory problem statement is concerned with a single decision; a typical
T/EMS objective problem solving episode represents the possible outcomes of m a n y sequences of choices that are interrelated with one another (e.g., "schedules"). Ti€MS can represent a g a m e theoretic problem, and w e could boil d o w n a
single decision m a d e by an agent faced with a T/EMS task
structure into a g a m e theoretic problem.^ Because T/CMS is
more expressive, w e can use it to operationalize some of the
rich but informal concepts of organizational science, especially those that focus on various dependencies and uncertainties that are the basis of (for example) both contingency
theoretic and transaction cost economic (Williamson, 1975;
M o e , 1984) views of organizations. A n example of this is our
recreation of Burton and Obel's experiments on decomposability (Burton & Obel, 1984; Decker, 1997).
A s a tool for building and testing computational theories
of coordination, the T/EMS framework can, for example, support the construction of A C T S theory instances (Carley & Prietula, 1994). In A C T S theory organizations are viewed as collections of intelligent agents w h o are cognitively restricted,
task oriented, and socially situated. T ^ M S provides ways
to think about and represent environmental constraints (task
characteristics and social characteristics involving communication links and what information and what possible actions
'On the other hand, work on (mostly standalone) robotic agents
has wrestled with these questions, e.g., (Simmons at al, 1997)
^TjEMS does not say how agents make their decisions. It is perfectly reasonable for an (computer) agent to use game-theoretic reasoning processes.
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are available to what agents). While simple models can some
times be solved analytically (Decker & Lesser, 1993), many
complex models require simulation techniques. Compared to
other organizational simulations such as (Lin & Carley, 1993)
or (Levitt et al., 1994), T/tMS provides a m u c h more detailed
model of task structures, and does not provide anyfixedagent
model.
The contingency theory observation that no single organization or coordination mechanism is 'the best' across environments, problem-solving instances, or even particular situations is also c o m m o n in the study of multi-agent cooperative distributed problem solving (Fox, 1981; Durfee, Lesser,
& Corkill, 1987; Durfee & Montgomery, 1991; Decker &
Lesser, 1993). Key features of task environments demonstrated in both these threads of work that lead to different coordination mechanisms include those related to the structure
of the environment (what w e will call task interrelationships)
and environmental uncertainty.

Short Overview of T^MS
The principle purpose of a TyEMS model is to analyze, explain, or predict the performance of a system or some component. While T/EMS does not establish a particular performance criteria, it focuses on providing multi-criteria performance information such as the temporal intervals of task executions, and the quality of the execution or its result. Quality
is an intentionally vaguely-defined term that must be instantiated for a particular environment and performance criteria—
there could be a whole vector of result/state attributes, over
which an agent would presumably express its preferences.
Examples of quality vector attributes include the precision,
belief, or completeness of a task result. T/EMS models describe h o w several quantities—the quality vector produced
by executing a task, the time taken to perform that task, the
time when a task can be started, its deadline, and whether the
task is necessary at all—are affected by the execution of other
tasks.
A T/EMS model of environmental and task characteristics
has three levels: generative, objective, and subjective. The
generative level describes the statistical characteristics of objective problem instances (called episodes) in a domain. A
generative level model consists of a description of the generative processes or distributions from which the range of alternative problem instances can be derived, and is used to study
performance over a range of problems in an environment. The
objective level describes the essential, "real' task structure of
a particular problem-solving situation or instance over time.
Typically no agent ever has access to this complete and total
information in the model or simulation. Finally, the subjective level describes the agents' view of the situation. A subjective level model is essential for evaluating coordination algorithms, because while individual behavior and system performance can be measured objectively, agents must make decisions with only subjective information.' Obviously, when
^In organizational theoretic terms, subjective perception can be

TyCMS is used as an internal agent representation language in
the real, non-simulated world, only the subjective information
actually exists!
A problem instance (called an episode) is defined as a set
of task groups, each with a deadline. The task groups may arrive at different times. A task group consists of a set of tasks
related to one another by a subtask relationship that forms
an acyclic graph (usually a tree). The circles higher up in
the tree represent various subtasks involved in the task group,
and indicate precisely h o w quality will accrue depending on
what leaf tasks are executed and when. Tasks at the leaves
of the tree (without subtasks) represent basic actions or executable methods, which are the actual computations or actions
the agent will actually execute (in thefigure,these are shown
as boxes). The arrows between tasks and/or methods indicate other task interrelationships where the execution of some
method will have a positive or negative effect on the quality
or duration components of another method. This notation and
associated semantics are formally defined in (Decker, 1995).

physical resources and job shop characteristics of the ancillaries if necessary (Decker, 1995). Such detail is not necessary for us to analyze the protocols developed by ( O w et al.,
1989), w h o propose a primary unit-ancillary protocol and a
secondary ancillary-ancillary protocol.
W e use min ( A N D ) to represent quality accrual because in
general neither the nursing units nor ancillaries can change
the doctor's orders—all tests must be done as prescribed. W e
have added two new non-local effects: requires-delay and
inhibits. Thefirsteffect says that a certain amount S of time
must pass after executing one method before the second is
enabled. The second relationship, A inhibits B , means that B
will not produce any quality if executed in a certain window
of time relative to the execution of A, and can be defined in a
similar manner.
A Summary of T/EMS-related work

Analysis in T / E M S : The methodology w e have been building uses the T/EMS framework and other D A I formalisms
to build and chain together statistical models of coordinaHospital Patient Scheduling Example
tion behavior that focus on the sources of uncertainty or
variance in the environment and agents, and their effect on
Let's look at a brief example of a T^CMS task structure model
the
(potentially multi-criteria) performance of the agents.
in terms of its ability to reason about organizational decision
For example, w e have used this methodology to develop
making. The following description is from an actual case
expressions for the expected value of, and confidence instudy (Ow, Prietula, & Hsu, 1989):
tervals on, the time of termination of a set of agents in
any
arbitrary simple distributed sensor network environPatients in General Hospital reside in units that are orment
that has a static organizational structure and coordiganized by branches of medicine, such as orthopedics or
nation
algorithm (Decker & Lesser, 1993). W e have also
neurosurgery. Each day, physicians request certain tests
used this model to analyze a dynamic, one-shot reorganizaand/or therapy to be performed as a part of the diagnotion algorithm (and have shown when the extra overhead is
sis and treatment of a patient. {...J Tests are performed
worthwhile versus the static algorithm) (Decker, 1995). In
by separate, independent, and distally located ancillary
each
case w e can predict the effects of adding more agents,
departments in the hospital. The radiology department,
changing
the relative cost of communication and compufor example, provides X-ray services and may receive
tation, and changing h o w the agents are organized (in this
requests from a number of different units in the hospital.
case, by changing the range and overlap of their capabiliFurthermore, each test may interact with other tests in re-ties). These results were achieved by direct mathematical
analysis of the model and verified through simulation in
lationships such as enables, requires-delay (must be perT/EMS.
formed after), and inhibits (test A's performance invalidates
test B's result if A is performed during specified time period relative to B). Note that the unit secretaries (as scheduling agents) try to minimize the patients' stays in the hospital, while the ancillary secretaries (as scheduling agents) try
to maximize equipment use (throughput) and minimize setup
times.
Figure 1 shows an subjective T-CMS task structure corresponding to an episode in this domain, and the subjective views of the unit and ancillary scheduling agents after
four tests have been ordered. Note that quite a bit of detail can be captured in just the 'computational' aspects of the
environment—in this case, the tasks use peoples' time, not a
computer's. However, T/EMS can model in more detail the
used to predict agent actions or outputs, while unperceived, objective environmental characteristics affect performance (or outcomes)
(Scott, 1987).
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Agent Internal Architectures: We have used T.EMS as a
core element in the design of computational agent architectures ( D E C A F (Decker et al., 1995) and R E T S I N A (Sycara
et al., 1996; Decker et al., 1997a). These computer agents
may work only with other computer agents, or with people (see the examples below). A complete agent comprises seven parts (some of which can be omitted in certain
task environments). The central component is the belief
knowledge base, which stores a representation of the current agent objectives, the structure of the proposed tasks
to achieve those objectives, and annotations on these tasks
such as local and non-local commitments, using T^CMS
or a TyEMS-like language. The other components are an
agent communication component (using K Q M L , a standard agent communication language), a decision-making
component (that uses decision theory to choose what ob-
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Figure 1; High-level, subjective task structure for a typical hospital patient scheduling episode. The top task in each ancillary is really the
same objective entity as the unit task it is linked to in the diagram.
jectives to achieve), a planning component (that builds
or retrieves task structures to achieve objectives), a local
scheduling component (that orders and locates in time basic executable tasks), an execution monitoring component
(that can check task executions for progress and/or missed
deadlines), and a coordination component named G P G P
(that helps agents to coordinate their actions by communicating task structures and commitments to certain tasks).
Generalized Partial Global Planning: The important thing
to remember is that no one agent has a global picture of
what every other agent could do/is doing. The complete
task structure is broken up across potentially m a n y agents.
S o m e might have the big picture, but no details; others
might have all the details but only for some small portion
of the problem. The key observation is that whenever a coordination relationship (subtask, enables, facilitates, etc.)
extends between the part of a task structure known by one
agent and that known by another agent, that there exists an
opportunity (or perhaps a requirement) for coordination of
the activities of the two agents. The G P G P family of coordination mechanisms includes agent communication behaviors to tease out these spanning coordination relationships, and provides individual mechanisms to react and respond to each possible coordination relationship. Different
environments will require different subsets of coordination
mechanisms for good performance. Several of our papers
have dealt with specifying and analyzing these coordination mechanisms, and learning the situations and environments in which they are useful.
The G P G P algorithm family specifies three basic areas
of the agent's coordination behavior: h o w and when to
communicate and construct non-local, partial task struc-
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ture views of the current problem solving situation; how
and when to exchange the partial results of domain problem solving; h o w and when to m a k e and break commitments to other agents about what results will be available
and when. W e have experimented with 7 different coordination mechanisms, including a set meant to emulate the
orginal P G P algoritiim (Decker & Lesser, 1995), discovery
of the need for "sucessor-side" coordination mechanisms
in the distributed data processing domain (Prasad, Decker,
Garvey, & Lesser, 1996), and ongoing analysis and evaluation of mechanisms for the hospital patient scheduling
problem presented earlier.
WARREN: A multi-agent financial portfolio management
organization (Sycara et al., 1996; Decker et al., 1997a).
M a n y computational agents work together in a dynamically organized team in order to efficiently and robustiy
retrieve changing stock prices, news, and fundamental data
from various locations on the Internet, and to analyze that
data in various contexts in order to provide an up-to-date
financial picture. The W A R R E N system is open, meaning agents can c o m e and go at any time. A W A R R E N organization consists of a portfolio interface agent for each
user, two task agents for fundemental stock analysis and
price-news graphing, a news information agent for D o w Jones and Clarinet news, several different stocktickerinformation agents, and two E D G A R information agents assigned to the SEC's electi-onic archives for quarterly and
annual reports. Organizational information agents include
a "matchmaker" or yellow-pages agent that helps an information requestorfindthe appropriate information server
in the dynamic, open system. Other organizational agents
include "brokers" or middle-managers that can help bal-

ance workloads in some subsystems. O n e important requirement was robustness, so that when any W A R R E N
agent leaves the system (or crashes) the remaining agents
reorganize so as to carry on as effectively as possible.
W e have analyzed and experimentally verified some simple models of the performance of these simple alternate
organizational forms withe respect to characteristics such
as efficiency, adaptability, robustness, and privacy/security
(Decker, Sycara, & Williamson, 1997b).
MADEsmart: A project for coordinating mixed human- and
computational-agent systems in concurrent engineering design (Obrst et al., 1997). The initial domain problem is the
design of helicopter body panels using composite materials. M A D E s m a r t seeks to partially automate the integrated
product teams used to organize design engineers through
the use of multi-agent approaches. For example, associated
with each human engineer in an integrated product team is
a user assistant agent that can interact with that engineer.
Other agents wrap around existing computationally intensive resources such as compositefiberplacement simulations and the C O S T A D E design cost analysis tool, which
uses an existing FORTRAN-based model.
W e plan to eventually apply our scheduling technologies
to intelligent user interfaces. The user assisstant agent will
help a user to schedule his or her activities at the workstation and display that schedule in a meaningful and expressive form that can be queried and explained. O f course,
users will have significant freedom in the ordering of their
activities—the purpose of the Local Schedule Display is to
make sure that tasks are not forgotten, that time critical or
critical enabling tasks are identified to the user, and that
facilitating or other soft-related tasks are also identified.
Future Directions
TiCMS is a framework for describing complex task environments. W h e n combined with traditional D A I tools for describing coordination algorithms and agents, it provides a basis for analysis and/or simulation in any standard C o m m o n
Lisp environment. W h e n analyzing an existing or proposed
organizational design or coordination algorithm, w e advocate
an approach that focusesfirston behavior due to coordination relationships in certain situations and then expanding
this model to incorporate the sources of uncertainty that are
present. Such a process m a y iteratively refine the organization or algorithm—with a parameterized algorithm one might
approach this as a pure parameter optimization problem. O n
the other hand, when trying to design an organization or coordination algorithm for a given environment, one can also start
with both the coordination relationships and the uncertainties
present, and add features to deal with each explicitly (our implementation of the G P G P algorithm, which features several
independent 'plug-in' modules to deal with different classes
of interrelationships, is a case in point).
T/£MS is also a language that can be used internally
by agents to represent and reason about thier subjective
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views of the current problem-solving situation. Significant
work has been done on scheduling agent activities efficiently
when agent meta-knowledge and preferences are dynamically changing during the problem-solving process. H o w ever, m u c h work remains to be done in linking traditional
(or non-traditional) planning work to such architectures and
dynamic environments. Finally, w e need to build, model,
analyze, and thus better understand larger, more complex
multi-agent organizations—going beyond simple mdynamically atchmade teams and simple brokered hierarchies. This
work will progress both in the study of totally artificial
agent organizations (e.g. w a r r e n ) and mixed human- and
computational-agent organizations (e.g. M A D E s m a r t ) .
M a n y of these papers are available from the author's web
site, h t t p : / / w w w . c i s . u d e l .edu/~deck;er/, which
also contains pointers to the U M a s s and C M U agents web
sites.
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Abstract

lawyer" is inconsistent with the past tense/main verb interpretation of "examined." Trueswell et al. (1994) showed that
This paper proposes a new model for human sentence processpeople revealed G P effects at "by the lawyer" in (I) but not
ing which makes use of predictability of verbs from nouns for
in (2). They explained this difference in the following way.
ambiguity resolution. The main claim is that verb distribution
In (I), the N P "the defendant," that is Animate, is a typical
given a subject noun and an object noun varies depending on
Agent of the verb "examine." Thus, people prefer the past
the animacy of the object noun, and that this variance influtense/main verb interpretation, which allows "the defendant"
ences the G P effect in Japanese. First, we report experimental
to be the Agent of the verb. This results in a G P when the
results showing the asymmetry for the object-animacy in the
contradiction is found at "by the lawyer." O n the other hand,
G P effect, which cannot be explained in terms of semantic fitin (2), the N P "the evidence," that is Inanimate, is not a typness, that is essential in constraint-based models. Then, w e
ical Agent but a typical T h e m e of the verb "examine." Thus,
show, on the basis of a corpus analysis, that the difference of
people prefer the passive participial/reduced relative interprethe object-animacy is related not to semanticfitnessbetween
tation, which allows "the evidence" to be the T h e m e of the
nouns and verbs but to predictability of verbs from nouns. Fiverb. This does not conflict with "by the lawyer." Trueswell
nally, we propose our model of disambiguation using verbet al. (1994) also found that semanticfitnessbetween nouns
predictability, and, based on this model, explain the asymmetry
and verbs was correlated with the reading times of the senfor the object-animacy observed in our experiment.
tences.
Introduction
The above results show that people utilize semantic fitness
Language comprehension is one of the central issues in cognitive science. A number of models for human sentence probetween nouns and verbs in disambiguation. Such a model,
however, is difficult to apply to processing of head-final lancessing have been proposed in psycholinguistics and computational linguistics. Earlier models in psycholinguistics were
guages like Japanese. In Japanese, verbs are usually located
motivated by observations of h u m a n preferences in syntacat the ends of clauses. If w e assume those models that use
tic structure determination (Kimball, 1973; Frazier & Fodor,
lexical-semantic information of verbs for disambiguation, it
1978; Frazier & Rayner, 1982). In recent studies, m u c h atis concluded that people do not decide any preference a m o n g
tention has been paid to interactive models, or constraintcompeting interpretations until they encounter the clausebased models, which m a k e use of various sorts of informaends. This is unrealistic from the viewpoint of the limited
m e m o r y capacity of humans. For this reason, researchers on
tion from syntax, semantics, and discourse for ambiguity resolution (McClelland, St. John, & Taraban, 1989; M a c D o n Japanese sentence processing also assume that ambiguity is
ald, 1994; Trueswell, Tanenhaus, & Kello, 1993; Trueswell,
resolved on the spot while reading a sentence (Inoue & Fodor,
Tanenhaus, & Garnsey, 1994).
1995; M a z u k a & Itoh, 1995). It is, however, still unclear what
In a variant of constraint-based models, semantic fitness kinds of information are essential for resolving ambiguity in
between nouns and verbs plays an important role in disamJapanese.
biguating alternative interpretations of a sentence. Consider
In this paper, w e propose a n e w model for h u m a n sentence
the following example (Trueswell et al., 1994):
processing which makes use of predictability of verbs from
nouns for ambiguity resolution. The main claim is that verb
distribution given a subject noun and an object noun varies
depending on the animacy of the object noun, and that this
variance influences the G P effect in Japanese. First, w e re(2) The evidence examined by the lawyer turned out to be
port experimental results showing that, in Japanese, the A n unreliable.
imate/Inanimate asymmetry in the G P effect is not observed
Sentences with reduced relative clauses such as (1) and (2) for subject nouns but observed for object nouns. These results
can not be explained in terms of semanticfitness,which is esare temporarily ambiguous at the m o m e n t of the verb "examined" being read, since it can be interpreted as the past tense
sential in constraint-based models. Second, w e show, on the
form or as the passive participial form. This ambiguity m a y
basis of analysis of a corpus, that Animate- and Inanimatecause strong processing difficulty, or garden-path (GP) effect, object sentences are different not in semanticfitnessbetween
when an item inconsistent with favored interpretation will be
nouns and verbs but in predictability of verbs from nouns.
read. In the above example, the prepositional phrase "by the
Third, w e propose our model of disambiguation using verb(1) The defendant examined by the lawyer turned out to be
unreliable.
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predictability, and, based on this model, w e account for the
asymmetry for the object-animacy observed in our experiment. The application of the model is, of course, not limited
to Japanese.
Experiment
In Japanese, it is usual that more than one N P s precede a verb,
which results in a sentence like "Ni-ga N2-0 V ..." W h e n the
verb is followed by another N P , indicating the presence of a
relative clause, it is ambiguous whether "Nj-ga" and "N2-0"
belong to a single clause or two separate clauses, i.e., "Niga" to the main clause and "N2-0" to the relative clause. For
instance, in (3), there are two interpretations at the moment
of the verb "sagasita" being read, one that the N P "syoozyoga" and the N P "hahaoya-o" are incorporated into the single
clause, and the other that the N P "hahaoya-o" is incorporated
into the relative clause headed by the verb "sagasita" but the
N P "syoozyo-ga" is located in the external clause.

Table 1: M e a n co-occurrence ratings between nouns and
verbs
Ani-Subj Inani-Subj
Obj-hVerb
(iV = 16)
- Ani-Obj
(iV = 8)
Inani-Obj (TV = 8)

6.49
6.53
6.45

1.69
1.79
1.59

the verb, and a pair with Inanimate-subject, which does not,
were constructed.' A total of 45 subjects rated the probability of co-occurrence for these subject+object+verb pairs on a
7 point-scale (1 = very uncommon, 7= very common). The
mean ratings were significantly higher in the Animate-subject
pairs than in the Inanimate-subject pairs, as is shown in Table 1. O n e should note that the animacy of the object nouns
did not affect any rating scores.
Subjects. Sixteen students from Osaka University, all native speakers of Japanese.

(3) Syoozyo-ga hahaoya-o sagasita syoonen-o
girl-Nom-Ani mother-Acc-Ani looked for boy-Acc
mituketa
found
"The girl found the boy w h o looked for his mother.'

Target Sentences and Design. For each of the 32 subject+object-i-verb pairs used in the rating, an ambiguous sentence was generated. A s mentioned above, half of the ambiguous sentences included Animate objects, like (3) or (4),
and the other half included Inanimate objects, like (5) or (6).

(4) Hukoo-ga hahaoya-o sagasita
something bad-Nom-lnani mother-Acc-Ani looked for
syoonen-ni otozureta
boy-Dat
happened
'Something bad happened to the boy w h o looked for his
mother.'

(5) Gakusei-ga tabako-o sutta yuuzin-o
student-Nom-Ani tobacco-Acc-lnani smoked friend-Acc
tyuuisita
warned
•^The student warned his friend w h o smoked tobacco.'

The prediction of constraint-based models is as follows.
(3) causes a strong G P effect at the relativized N P "syooneno," since the Animate noun "syoozyo" is a typical subject
(Agent) of the verb "sagasita" and, thus, people prefer the
single-clause interpretation, which conflicts with the presence
of the relative clause. In contrast, (4) causes no G P effect,
since the Inanimate noun "hukoo" hardly appears as a subject (Agent) of the verb "sagasita" and, thus, people prefer
the separate-clauses interpretation. The model also predicts
that the G P effect is correlated with semantic fitness among
the subject noun, the object noun, and the verb.
In this experiment, w e examined h o w semantic fitness,
controlled by the animacy of nouns, influences the G P effect
in reading ambiguous Japanese sentences such as (3) and (4)
by means of a self-paced-reading technique.
Method
Semantic-fit Rating. W e carried out the semantic-fit rating
in advance of the experiment, asking the typicallity of the
subject relation for each nouns-Hverb pair. Our questions were
concerned with subject, instead of Agent, relation, since the
subject of a verb like "sagasita" is always Agent.
Sixteen transitive verbs which take Animate subjects were
selected, one half of them being paired with Animate objects
(e.g. "hahaoya-o sagasita (looked for one's mother)"), and
the other half with Inanimate objects (e.g. "tabako-o sutta
(smoked tobacco)"). For each of those object+verb pairs, a
pair with Animate-subject, which satisfies the requirement of
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(6) Genbatu-ga tabako-o
severe punishment-Nom-lnani tobacco-Acc-lnani
sutta
yuuzin-ni kudasareta
smoked friend-Dat was inflicted
'A severe punishment was inflicted on the friend w h o
smoked tobacco.'
Also, 32 unambiguous control sentences were constructed,
each of which was produced by reversing the order of the
subject and the object of the main clause in the corresponding ambiguous sentence, as "Hahaoya-o sagasita syooneno syoozyo-ga mituketa." These 64 sentences were used for
the target sentences. The factors of the experiment were the
subject-animacy (Animate vs. Inanimate) and the sentence
type (Ambiguous vs. Unambiguous). 16 test sentences for
each subject were chosen from the target sentences in such a
way that the same verb did not appear in more than one of
the four conditions. A total of the 16 test sentences, four per
condition, with 28 distractor sentences were presented to the
subject on a C R T .
Procedure. In this experiment, a moving-window selfpaced-reading technique was used. After a prompt was displayed, thefirstN P in the sentence appeared. With each press
of a key, the next phrase was displayed at the right position of
' Note that the object noun was always selected so as to satisfy
the requirement of the verb.

gl50
^ 100

Ani-Subj OInani-Subj

I 50
a 150 1*= 100 1-

M -50 h
J-iOO

Ani-Subj+Ani-Obj ^Ani-Subi+lnani-Obj
Inanj-SuDJ+Ani-Obj e Inani-Subj+lnani-Obj

Obj. NP

Verb in rel.
Region

Disambig. N P

Figure 1: M e a n ambiguity effects for subject condition

-100

the previous phrase. After reading each sentence, the subjects
were instructed to answer a yes/no question in order to induce
the subjects to pay attention to the experimental sentences.
The reading times for all individual phrases were collected.
Results and Discussion
Scoring Region. A target sentence was divided into three
scoring regions: (i) the object N P ("hahaoya-o"), (ii) the
verb in the relative clause ("sagasita"), and (iii) the disambiguating N P ("syoonen-o")- Since there were no significant
differences in reading times between the Animate- and the
Inanimate-subject sentences for the Unambiguous condition,
we used the ambiguity effects (the reading times for the A m biguous sentences minus those for the Unambiguous ones)
for the following analysis. Figure 1 shows the mean ambiguity effects for the three scoring regions. This data was used in
the separate A N O V A s presented below.
The Object N P . At the object N P , there was a significant
difference of the ambiguity effects between the Animate- and
the Inanimate-subject sentences in both of the subject analysis and the item analysis (Fl(l,15) = 5.68, p < .05;
f2(l,30) = 5.67,/)<.05).
The Verb in the Relative Clause. N o significant difference
was found for this region.
The Disambiguating N P . Unexpectedly, there was no significant difference of the ambiguity effects between the
Animate- and the Inanimate-subject sentences ( f 1(1,15) =
1.70, p = .21; f 2(1,30) = 0.92, p = .35). The mean reading times for the Ambiguous Animate-subject sentences were
longer than the Unambiguous controls, but this difference was
not significantly greater than that observed for the Inanimatesubject sentences, showing no clear G P effects. Moreover,
the ambiguity effects did not correlate with the rating scores
for the subject-Hobject-hverb pairs against the prediction of
constraint-based models (Animate: r = 0.28, p — .29; Inanimate: r = -0.17, p = .53). These results suggest that
semanticfitnessbetween nouns and verbs did not necessarily
determine the degree of the G P effect in Japanese.
Post-hoc Analysis
In considering the reason w h y clear G P effects were not found
for the Animate-subject sentences, w e next examined the effects of the animacy of the object nouns. W h e n the target
sentences were grouped in terms of the object-animacy, instead of the subject-animacy, a marginal correlation Ijetween

Obj. N P

Verb in rel.
Region

Disambig. N P

Figure 2: M e a n ambiguity effects for subject x object conditions
the rating scores and the ambiguity effects w a s found for the
Animate-object sentences (r = 0.43, p < .1). This suggested
that the G P effect could be observed only in the Animateobject sentences.
To see if our prediction was correct, w e conducted a
post-hoc analysis for the reading times data with the objectanimacy as a n e w factor Figure 2 shows the m e a n ambiguity
effects for the three scoring regions. Separate A N O V A s with
two factors (the subject-animacy and the object-animacy)
were performed on this data.
The Object NP and the Verb in the Relative Clause. No
significant differences were found for these regions.
The Disambiguating NP. There was a significant interaction between the subject-animacy and the object-animacy in
the subject analysis but not in the item analysis ( f 1(1,15) =
11.44, p < .01; f 2(1,14) = 2.12, p = .17). In the
subject analysis, the main effect of the object-animacy was
also significant (F( 1,15) = 4.59, p < .05). T h e effect of
the object animacy was carried by the Animate-subject sentences, in which the difference between the Animate- and
the Inanimate-object sentences was significant (F(l, 15) =
17.48, p < .01). In contrast, the Inanimate-subject sentences showed no difference between the Animate- and the
Inanimate-object conditions.
These results revealed that the processing difficulty appeared in the Animate-subject-t-Animate-object sentences like
(3), but not in the Animate-subject-i-Inanimate-object sentences like (5). In other words, there was Animate/Inanimate
asymmetry for object nouns despite of their irrelevance to the
semantic-fit scores (6.53 vs. 6.45, see Table 1). This a s y m m e try for the object-animacy can not be explained by constraintbased models, which have proposed a strong effect of semanticfitness.W e n o w turn to investigating what accounts for
this asymmetry.
A Corpus Analysis
In order to examine differences between Animate- and
Inanimate-object sentences, w e conducted a computationallinguistic analysis using a corpus. Such corpus-based analysis has been widely used in recent computational studies on
human sentence processing (Gibson & Pearlmutter, 1994; Ju-
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rafsky, 1996; Resnik, 1996).
As w e showed in the previous section, the difference between Animate- and Inanimate-object sentences was not observed in the semantic-fit scores. Here, w e suppose that those
two types of sentences are different in predictability of verbs
when subject and object nouns are given. To make clear what
the ~predictability' is, consider sentence (3). In (3), at the
moment of the N P "hahaoya-o" being read, w e can make a
prediction for the appearance of the following verb based on
the subject noun "syoozyo" and the object noun "hahaoya." If
the predicted verbs fall within a small class, the predictability
is high; otherwise, the predictability is low. Note that w e can
also make such a prediction based on the object noun alone.^
Our expectation is that Animate-subject+Inanimate-object
pairs like "gakusei-ga (student-Nom-AnI) tabako-o (tobaccoAcc-lnani)," with which (5) begins, show higher predictability
than Animate-subject-hAnimate-object pairs like "syoozyo-ga
(girl-Nom-Ani) hahaoya-o (mother-Acc-Ani)," with which (3)
begins. More precisely, w e predict that the difference between the SO-predictability and the O-predictability is greater
in Animate-object pairs than in Inanimate-object pairs, and
think that this explains the asymmetry for the object-animacy
in the G P effect.
In this analysis, w e examined whether such a difference in
verb-predictability is, in fact, observed among sentences from
a Japanese corpus.
Data
A total of 936 sentences matching with the following conditions were extracted from the E D R co-occurrence dictionary (Japan Electronic Dictionary Research Institute, 1996):^
(i) the sentence is of the form "N-ga/o N-o/ga V," (ii) the verb
has the active or stative form, (iii) the thematic-role of the
object is Patient or Theme, and (iv) the semantic class of the
object is H u m a n or Goods.
All the nouns and the verbs were associated with semantic classes using the Bunrui-Goi-Hyo thesaurus (The National
Language Research Institute, 1996). For those that have no
entries in the thesaurus, the classes for the synonyms were
used, and for those that have multiple entries, the most appropriate classes were selected by the first author's judgment.
Any sentence containing at least one word whose semantic
class was not uniquely determined by the above procedure
was excluded from the data.

Table 2: M e a n 0-, SO-, and relative entropies for the pairs in
the E D R corpus
Ho Hs o Ho — Ha o
Ani-Obj
{ N = 52)
Inani-Obj { N = 57)

3.53
2.86

1.17
0.96

2.36
1.90

P(v I *, o) is the conditional probability of the occurrence of
the verb v given the subject s and the object o, defined as
P(v\s,o) =

E„/(«.o,i;)'

(II)

where /(a, o, i) is the frequency of the co-occurrence data
"s-ga o-o f" in the corpus.
T h e SO-entropy H g o ^ given by (I), is small w h e n the distribution of the verbs co-occurring with s and o is biased.
Hence, the smaller the SO-entropy is, the higher the S O predictability is. T h e O-entropy H o of the verbs co-occurring
with object o, which corresponds to the O-predictability, can
be defined in a similar way.
In our corpus, the frequency / (s, o, t;) of the co-occurrence
data "s-ga o-o v" w a s generally very small. T h e small number
of co-occurrence data yielded very limited verb distributions
and, hence, the obtained entropies were within a very small
range. T o avoid this problem, w e constructed co-occurrence
data not by using lexical items but by using semantic classes.
That is, two lexical items associated with the same semantic
class (e.g., "wife" and "husband") were treated as the same
word.
Analysis I: Sentences in the EDR Corpus

For each of the Animate-subject-Hobject pairs in the corpus,
the following three entropies were calculated; (i) the Oentropy H o of the verbs co-occurring with object o, (ii) the
SO-entropy H g o of the verbs co-occurring with subject s
and object o, and (iii) the difference between H g and Hs,o,
the relative' entropy. Table 2 shows the means of the three
entropies for the Animate- and the Inanimate-object pairs.
(Those pairs that have only one co-occurrence data in the corpus were excluded from the analysis.)
There were significant differences of H o and H o - Hs,o
Method
between the Animate- and the Inanimate-object pairs (Ho'In order to numerically express the predictability, w e used the
t = 4.67, p < .001; H o - Hs.o'. t = 2.98, p < .01). The enentropy, an information-theoretic concept. The SO-entropy
tropies for the Inanimate-object pairs were smaller than those
H g o of the verbs co-occurring with subject s and object o is
for the Animate-object pairs. However, the difference of Hs,o
defined as follows:
was marginal (t = 1.75, p < .1).
W e also examined the co-occurrence probability P{s,o\v)
Hs,o = - J ] P{v I s, o) log2 P(r I s, o)
(I)
of subject 6 and object o given verb t', which is thought to
express the semanticfitnessamong s, o, and v. However, no
^The predictability from both the subject and the object nouns is significant difference was found between the Animate- and
the Inanimate-object pairs (0.1329 vs. 0.1328, p = .99).
referred to as the SO-predictability, whereas the predictability from
the object noun alone is referred to as the O-predictability.
These results showed that the difference between the
'The E D R corpus is not a so-called balanced corpus such as the
Animate- and the Inanimate-object sentences appeared not in
Brown corpus. Nevertheless, w e used it, since it is the only publicly the co-occurrence probability but in the entfopy, which repreavailable Japanese corpus with rich annotations, which are required
sents the predictability of verbs from nouns.
for our current purpose.
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Single-clause interpretation
(5)

Separate-clauses interpretation

[gakusei-ga tabako-o c]

(gakusei-ga [tabako-o r] ...]

//.,„

<

//.

(3) [syoozyo-ga hahaoya-o i<\ [syoo?yn;g3J.hihaug;0^'] •. • ]
//s,„

<C

Ho

pruned

Figure 3: Asymmetry between Animate- and Inanimate-object sentences

for the pruning is similar to one used in the beam search technique developed in the artificial intelligencefield;that is, every hypothesis falling within a certain percentage of the most
highly-ranked hypothesis is retained (Jurafsky, 1996).
In our model, predictability of verbs from nouns is used
for ranking hypotheses. Hypotheses with high predictability
are preferred. Moreover, a hypothesis with low predictability
is abandoned, when the lowness of the predictability exceeds
a threshold. If the correct interpretation of the sentence is
pruned in the midst of the sentence, the G P effect appears.

Table 3: M e a n 0-, SO-, and relative entropies for the pairs
used in the experiment

H„
Ani-Obj
Inani-Obj

( N = 7)
(jY = 4)

3.09
2.66

H
s,o

2.64
2.29

Hn — H,
0.45
0.38

Analysis II: Target Sentences of the E x p e r i m e n t
The above results only indicated a qualitative difference between Animate- and Inanimate-object sentences. W e n o w focus on the entropies for the 16 Animate-subject+object pairs
used in our experiment.
A m o n g the 8 pairs with Inanimate-objects, only four had
the object nouns classified as Goods in our thesaurus. For
these 4 Inanimate-object pairs and 7 out of the 8 Animateobject pairs, the co-occurrence data were found in the E D R
corpus. (We used rude semantic classes for this analysis.)
Table 3 shows the means of the three entropies for the 7
Animate- and the 4 Inanimate-object pairs.
Although the amount of data was too small to statistically
show the difference between the Animate- and the Inanimateobject pairs, numerically, the tendency observed in the analysis I was replicated. That is, the O- and relative entropies
for the Inanimate-object pairs were smaller than those for the
Animate-object pairs.

Asymmetry between Animate- and
Inanimate-Object Sentences

Disambiguation with Verb-Predictability
Following the results presented in the previous section,
we propose our model of disambiguation using verbpredictability, and, based on this model, w e explain the asymmetry for the object-animacy observed in our experiment.
The Model
The proposed model is based on bounded-ranked parallel
models (Gibson, 1991), though it does not imply any objection to other parsing architectures. The point here is not what
architecture, parallel or serial, is adequate for human parsing
models, but what kind of information is used for ambiguity
resolution in human sentence processing.
In a bounded-ranked-parallel model, all possible interpretations are computed in parallel. At any moment while
reading the sentence, those hypothesized interpretations are
ranked according to certain metrics brought from some resources. D u e to the memory limitation of humans, only those
hypotheses having relatively high ranking scores are retained
for the future process, the others being pruned. The criterion
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The Animate/Inanimate asymmetry in sentences like (3) and
(5) are explained by this model in the following way (see Figure 3).
In either case, there are two hypotheses at the m o m e n t
of the second N P ("hahaoya/tabako-o") being read, one that
thefirstN P ("syoozyo/gakusei-ga") and the second N P are
incorporated into the single clause (the left column in Figure 3), and the other that the second N P is incorporated into
the relative clause headed by the (unseen) following verb
but thefirstN P is located in the external clause (the right
column). For each hypothesis, the ranking score in terms
of verb-predictability, or entropy, is calculated. Note that,
in our model, ranking of the hypotheses is done before the
verb ("sagasita/sutta") is read. The difference between the
entropies of the two hypotheses, which is expressed by the
relative entropy defined in the previous section, would be
small in an Inanimate-object sentence like (5), but large in an
Animate-object sentence like (3).* (The actual values for (5)
and (3) estimated from the E D R corpus are 0.45 and 0.87, respectively.) In the latter case, then, the low-ranked, separateclauses hypothesis would be pruned due to the m e m o r y limitation, leading the sentence processor to a G P since only the
abandoned hypothesis is compatible with the rest of the sentence.
In general. Animate-object sentences reveal higher relative
entropies than Inanimate-object sentences, as shown in the
previous section. This implies that the possibility of being
led to G P s would also be higher in Animate-object sentences
than in Inanimate-object sentences. This is the reason w h y
the asymmetry for the object-animacy exists.
""We assume that the entropy relevant to a certain interpretation
is determined on the basis of all the nouns that are hypothesized to
co-occur with the following verb. Hence, the ranking score for the
first hypothesis is determined by the SO-entropy, whereas that for
the second hypothesis is determined by the O-entropy. Therefore,
their difference is expressed by the relative entropy.

C o m p a r i s o n with O t h e r M o d e l s
The constraint-based models (MacDonald, 1994; Trueswell
et al., 1994) proposed that semantic fitness between nouns
and verbs is essential for disambiguation. However, w e have
so far shown that semanticfitnessis not adequate for explaining our experimental results. Structural preferences such as
the Minimal Attachment Principle (Frazier & Fodor, 1978)
are also inadequate, since our target sentences did not involve any structural differences between the Animate- and the
Inanimate-object conditions.
In a computational model of lexical access proposed by
Jurafsky (1996), the accessibility of a word to be read next
is thought to be influenced by the prediction for the appearance of that word given the structure constructed so far. Although this model seems to resemble ours, an important difference exists. Jurafsky (1996) stated that, in disambiguation,
the ranking is determined according to the "probability of the
structure constructed so far.' Our model clearly differs in the
point that the prediction for the appearance of the next word'
is also used in disambiguation.
Concluding Remarks
The empirical evidences provided in this paper would not be
sufficient for defending our claims. For instance, since the
E D R corpus is not made up of carefully chosen sentences, the
results of our corpus analysis should be seen as only suggestive. Supplemental analysis using more natural data will be
needed. Also, precisely designed experiments to examine the
correlations between predictability and the reading times will
be indispensable. Leaving these things for the future studies,
w e conclude this paper with adding another psycholinguistic
finding brought by other authors as indirect, but convincing,
evidence for the proposed model.
Yamashita-Butler (1994) showed that, in reading Japanese
sentences, people temporarily decide the favored structure
when a sequence of arguments is given, and predict the type
of the following verb. She showed it by means of a lexical decision task, in which people revealed longer reaction
times for transitive verbs after subject-Klirect-object-i-indirectobject sequences than for dative verbs after the same sequences. (Miyamoto (personal communication) obtained
similar results by an online, self-paced reading task.) This result suggests that, before reading the verb, people abandon interpretations other than the single-clause interpretation. This
also cannot be explained by the semanticfitness.If similar results are found by using the animacy of nouns as conditions,
they will form a stronger evidence for our model.
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Abstract

the 's' being just a typo) or conclude that one does not k n o w
anything about the word's meaning. It is not possible to take
This paper investigates empirical predictions of a connectionist
the representation of the closest word's meaning (the concept
model of word learning. The model predicts that, although the
tiger) and modify it according to the perceived differences.
mapping between word form and meaning is arbitrary (thus
Nevertheless, w e argue, humans are not perfect in pure arrendering words as being symbols in the semiotic sense), novel
bitrary processing of symbols, but tend to associate meanings
pseudowords will be able to prime the concepts corresponding
the "natural" way, based on similarities to other stimuh. Thus,
to word forms that are orthographically similar. If, however,
when seeing the novel word 'tiser' the meaning of 'tiger' is
pseudowords acquire meaning through an arbitrary mapping,
activated to some extent, such that further processing (e.g.
this priming should be reduced. Two experiments support this
aspects concerning animals) are primed. This, however, does
hypothesis. Pseudowords, derived from and thus orthographnot apply to the same extent to words that exist in one's lanically similar to English words, primed a categorization task
guage and are equally similar. Responses to the word 'timer',
involving those similar words. After a subsequent learning
although not more different to 'tiger' than 'tiser', will not
phase, in which subjects are asked to learn meanings for the
activate
the concept tiger or prime the concept animal.
pseudowords, this priming disappears. This interplay between
This observation suggests the following hypothesis: noniconic and symbolic use of words is proposed to emerge from
words are treated according to their similarities to existing
connectionist learning procedures.
words, while k n o w n words are relatively i m m u n e to the influIntroduction
ence of words in their similarity neighborhood. This hypothThis work is concerned with h o w humans respond to novel
esis was motivated by work with a connectionist model for
words and h o w they learn meanings for them. According to
word learning (Dorffner, 1996; Dorffner et al., 1996). This
semiotics (Sebeok, 1994), words of any h u m a n language are
model consists of two components that categorize sensory
mostly symbolic in their nature of being signs. This refers
stimuli and one component which learns links between the
to the observation that the form of a word usually does not
two other components (see figure 1). The model can identireflect its meaning in any way. Language users implicitly
fies visually presented objects and visually (or acoustically)
know that phonological and orthographic similarity between
presented word tokens by categorizing them into classes and
words need not imply semantic similarity. ' Even a single
then builds a link to establish the word-meaning mapping.
differing letter (or phoneme) can m e a n an arbitrary difference
The links between words and their meaning implement the
in meaning. This abstraction from stimulus similarities m a y
arbitrary nature of the observed word-meaning mappings in
be at the heart of symbolic behavior.
humans. However, an arbitrary links of this type go against
Such abstraction from similarity runs against our usual
similarity-sensitive activation mechanisms which are the hallway of treating stimuli. W h e n facing a novel situation (e.g.
mark of connectionist networks. If not explicitly trained othattempting to get to downtown Boston by subway) one is
erwise, a neural network, such as a multilayer perceptron
trained to rely on similarities to other situations (e.g. taking
(Rumelhart et al., 1996) will treat each novel stimulus accordthe subway to downtown Vienna), but also to attend to slight
ing to its similarities to previously trained stimuli. Therefore,
differences (e.g. that one must buy tokens instead of tickets in to implement arbitrary word-meaning mappings, alternative
Boston) and modify one's behavior accordingly. W h e n facing
connectionist mechanisms are needed.
new words, this strategy is of no help. O n perceiving a n e w
In Dorffner's model, word-meaning mappings are impleword token (e.g. the written string 'tiser'), one can either de- mented via winner-take-all strategies and special learning alcide to view it as being identical to a k n o w n word (say, 'tiger', gorithms. These mechanisms can overwrite or suppress the
usual similarity-sensitive process. If these mechanisms are
'To be more precise, one should speak of morphemes instead of
not fully employed (for instance, at the beginning of learning
words, since different inflected or derived word forms do in fact show
or with noisy inputs) similarity sensitivity can enter the scene
meaningful overiap. Since in this paper we are mainly concerned
again.
with words consisting of just one morpheme, we will continue using
This duality between connectionist mechanisms in the
'word' synonymously to 'morpheme'
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visual categories
o
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72 units

169 units
(13x13)

graphemic categories
= word forms
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D
referential links
72 units

visual input

competition
72 units

32 units
acoustic input

Figure 1: A m o d e l for w o r d learning, consisting of t w o inputs,
t w o categorization layers and a layer linking t w o category
representations

w o r d learning m o d e l intuitively seems to reflect the abovementioned duality of h u m a n s treating environmental stimuli,
o n one hand, and treating language input, o n the other. T h e
fact that in connectionist networks, similarity-sensitivity is
the m o r e "natural", underlying mechanism, which has to be
suppressed w h e n it c o m e s to language, raises the hypothesis that h u m a n cognitive processes might be similar. With
respect to language, this w o u l d m e a n that h u m a n s tend to apply similarity-sensitive associations to novel language inputs,
unless or until they have explicidy learned not to. T o test
this hypothesis w e have designed a psycholinguistic experiment probing subjects' responses to novel (pseudo-) words
and changes in those responses w h e n those words acquire
meaning.
Experiment 1
Method
Subjects. 19 undergraduate students and volunteers from
Boston University participated in the experiment. The students participated in return for course credit. All subjects
were native EngUsh speakers or learned English before the
age of 11.
Apparatus. Stimuli were presented and responses recorded
using the P S Y S C O P E software (Cohen et al., 1993) on M a c intosh computers at Boston University and the University of
Vienna.

the target category (e.g. traim (from 'train') - bed; called an
unrelated pair). Prime-target pairs were presented in random
order.
Before the priming task in phase 1 subjects were asked to
familiarize themselves with the six categories. A n example
of a word for each category (not occurring in the list of target
words) was given. Subjects were further instructed to attend
to the pseudoword primes at each trial, letting them "sink in"
and perhaps imagine a possible meaning.
Subjects were told that reaction times were important and
that they should respond as quickly as possible. Reaction
times between the onset of each target and the uttering of the
category name by the subject were recorded. The following
trials were excluded from analysis:
• for each category, thefirsttrial that contained a target word
from that category; this w a s done to account for the problem
that initially subjects were not totally familiar with each
category.
• responses that were incorrectly recorded
• incorrect responses (although they occurred very rarely)
• statistical outliers
Phase 2 of the experiment consisted of a learning phase,
in which subjects should learn s o m e rough meaning of the
n e w words. T o m i m i c a "natural" w a y of learning word
meanings, the n e w words were presented in the context of
utterances in colloquial E n g h s h , presented visually o n the
screen as sentences in quotation marks. T h e learning phase
consisted of 8 4 trials. E a c h utterance or short dialog presented
) which substituted
at one trial contained a placeholder (
for one of the n e w words. T h e subjects' task w a s to guess the
correct w o r d that should befilledin instead of the placeholder.
For that, the list of the twelve possible words w a s always
visible o n the right part of the screen, in alphabetical order.
After picking a word, subjects were asked to say the w o r d out
aloud. Subsequently, the correct w o r d appeared o n the screen,
as well as the s a m e sentence, n o w with the w o r d instead of
the placeholder, in the lower left part of the screen. Subjects
were asked to read the sentence with the w o r d in it one m o r e
time. W h e n they were done, the next sentence would appear.
M e a n i n g s for the n e w words were created by assigning the
words to concepts in one of three categories:

1. concepts that directly cortespond to English words, such as
mistake, or liar; this is called the s y n o n y m condition.
Procedure. The experiment consisted of three phases.
2. concepts that are generally k n o w n to English native speakPhase 1 and 3 were identical and consisted of a priming
ers, but n o direct English words exist, such as stuff one has
and categorization task. O n e out of a list of 12 possible
to scrape off the wall orflatsurfaces to m a k e it smooth;
pseudowords^ was used as the prime and presented visually
this is called the k n o w n concept condition.
for 1500 ms. The target was an English word, which subjects
were asked to categorize as quickly as possible. The six pos3. concepts that exist in other languages (Rheingold, 1988),
sible categories were Animal, Body part. Clothing, Furniture,
but are usually not in the conceptual repertoire of English
Fruit, and Vehicle.
native speakers, such as things o n e is likely to forget w h e n
The priming phase consisted of 122 prime-target pairs. For
making u p a budget; this is called the u n k n o w n concept
half of the pairs, the prime originated in a word from the same
condition.
category as the target (e.g. arple (from 'apple') - banana;
For each concept, a total of seven sentences (or short dicalled a related pair). For the other half or the pairs, the
alogues) w a s created to lead to 8 4 different stimuli for the
category of the word the prime originated in was unrelated to
learning phase. E a c h of the sentences w a s presented exactly
once. Sentences were presented in r a n d o m order in seven
^Two of those 12 pseudowords had to be excluded from the
blocks, each block containing one sentence for each of the
analysis, since they showed unexpected interference with the catetwelve concepts. W o r d s were randomly assigned to meanings
gorization task, mainly due to strong sound symbolisms.
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to create a mapping which was held constant for each subject.
N o more than two subjects were confronted with the same
mapping.
For phase 2, subjects were told that they would learn the
meanings of the new pseudowords. Subjects were told (hat the
sentences they were about to see were utterances in colloquial
English, supposedly somebody said to somebody else. Subjects were told that in the beginning they would have to guess,
but that they should let their intuitions guide their answers.
Subjects were told that they should not try to turn this into an
elaborate guessing game, with taking notes or evaluating hypotheses, but respond by what intuitively came to their mind.
They were further told that there could be an English word
that corresponds to the meaning conveyed by the sentence,
but that there need not be one - thus they should not try hard
to guess which English word the new word substituted for.
Before phase 3 (the second priming phase, identical to
phase 1), subjects were asked to go over the list of all new
words and report what they thought they would mean. All
responses (e.g. "has something to do w i ^ pregnancy") were
written d o w n by the experimenter, including a mark for no
responses ("I have no idea what that word means").
Phase 3 was identical to phase 1. Subjects were again asked
to attend to the pseudoword and then categorize the English
word.
The entire experiment lasted between 45 and 60 minutes.

RT

Condition
before
before
after
after

related
unrelated
related
unrelated

Difference

(unrel.-rel.)
962
994
965
963

32
-2

Table 1: M e a n response time R T (in ms) in experiment 1

RT

Condition
before

after

related, learned
unrelated, learned
related, not-learned
unrelated, not-learned
related, learned
unrelated, learned
related, not-learned
unrelated, not-learned

(unrel.-rel.)
947
993
957
997
968
971
978
953

Difference
46
40
3
-25

Table 2: M e a n response time (in m s ) for the eight conditions
including word learned/not learned in experiment 1.

Table 1 Usts the resulting mean response times for the four
conditions
Before learning, categorization times were 32 m s faster in
Stimulus materials. For the priming phases, words were
the related condition, compared to the unrelated condition, a
chosen from the list used in Irwin and Lupker (1983), plus
statistically reliable difference, F=6.9, p < 0.02. After the
a few others, with the restriction that words should be no
learning phase, RTs in the unrelated and related conditions
longer than six characters. Pseudowords were constructed
differed
by only 2 ms. The difference in amount of priming
the following way. Twelve English words from the same six
categories (two per category) were taken, and one letter other before and after learning was statistically significant, F=6.9,
p < 0.02.
than the initial letter was altered such that the most likely
W e then investigated whether the lack of priming in the
pronunciation of the pseudoword would not differ by more
post-learning task varied depending on whether the subject
than one phoneme from the original English word. With
was able to retrieve a word meaning after the learning phase,
one exception, all pseudowords were five characters long.
as measured by responses to the question "Can you tell m e
Examples of the pseudowords appear in the appendix.
what this word means". For each subject, pseudowords were
Most sentences (or short dialogues) used to set the context
divided into two groups: pseudowords for which the subfor the meaning did not implicitly define all properties of the
ject had retrieved some meaning (irrespective of whether this
concept to be learned, but the whole of the seven sentences
meaning was the intended one), called the word learned conper concept did. Care was taken to avoid using cue words
dition; and words for which the subject gave no response,
(such as 'feeling' for concept "What one feels for someone
called the word not learned condition. T w o subjects had to
one once loved but no loner does") more than once (or in rare
be excluded, since they had learned a meaning for all ten
cases, twice). Placeholders did not always appear on the same
pseudowords. Thus the anova received 17 times 2 times 4
position, but were randomly placed at the beginning, in the
inputs.
middle, and at the end of sentences. The division of meanings
The resulting mean response times for the eight conditions
into three categories was done for further investigation into
are shown in table 2.
how quickly subjects learn the meaning for new words. For
the questions relevant in this paper, they were of no further
For the learned words, there is no priming after learning.
interest.
For the non-learned words, the facilitation tends to turn into
an inhibition (difference of -25 m s ) after the learning-phase.
Results
Furthermore, response times for related learned words are
higher after learning (968 m s ) than before learning (947 m s ) ,
For each of the 19 subjects, mean response times were calsuggesting a kind of inhibition due to learning. However,
culated for each of the 10 pseudowords in each of the four
these differences did not reach statistical significance.
conditions, before learning / related pairs, before learning /
Therefore, to further test the hypothesis that the decrease in
unrelated pairs, after learning / related pairs, diuA after learning / unrelated pairs. Data from one subject was excluded
priming for related stimuli is due to the learning of meanings
since there were missing trials for one of the pseudowords.
(and not due to some other reason, such as habituation with
Thus, 18 times 10 times 4 cases were input for the anova.
the stimuli), w e performed a second, control, experiment.
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RT

Condition

Discussion

Difference

(unrel.-rel.)
1031
1086
974
1014

The results from experiments 1 and 2 supported the predictions generated from Dorffner's (1996) word learning model.
55
The experimental subjects showed similarity priming to the
novel word stimuli. After meanings were acquired for the
40
new words, this priming was eliminated.
Psycholinguists have long noted that the initial stages of
Table 3: M e a n response time R T (in ms) in experiment 2
processing in non-words is similar to words. Reading a nonword appears to cause partial activation of the words in its
orthographic neighborhood, just as happens when real words
are read. The extent to which real words are influenced by
Experiment 2
their orthographic and phonological neighbors has also been
Method
shown to vary as a function of their frequency (Seidenberg
Subjects 14 undergraduate psychology students from
and McClelland, 1989). For example, pronunciation of the
Boston University participated for course credit. All of them
low frequency word 'sweat' is slow because its orthographic
were native English speakers.
neighbors are pronounced differently ('meat,' 'treat'). But irregularly spelled high frequency words like 'have' and 'done'
Procedure As in experiment 1, experiment 2 consisted of are not slowed by their many regularly spelled neighbors. If
w e accept the c o m m o n assumption that frequency indexes
three phases. Thefirstand the third phase were identical to
learning, then these effects of frequency are consistent with
the respective phases in experiment 1. Instead of presenting
predictions of Dorffner's (1996) model.
semantic contexts for the pseudowords, the second phase conPrevious studies have demonstrated similarity priming of
sisted of a letter completion task involving all pseudowords.
pseudowords in word identification tasks (Feustel et al., 1983;
The aim was to mimic as m u c h as possible the middle phase
Rueckl, 1990). However, little focus has been laid on the posof experiment 1 without giving subjects a chance to deduce
sible influence of pseudowords on semantic tasks. Rueckl
any meaning for the pseudowords.
Each trial in this task consisted of the presentation of a string and Olds (1993) investigated h o w repetition priming involving pseudowords can benefit when subjects are asked to learn
containing one to three letters of one of the pseudowords in
their correct positions and placeholders ' ' standing in for the meanings for the pseudowords. In their experiments, pseudowords were paired with English words and subjects were
missing letters (e.g. 'a e' for arple'). This string was pretold that they should learn these mappings in a vocabulary
sented in the upper half of the screen. A s in the corresponding
task of experiment 1, the list of all possible pseudowords was learning task. Each pair was presented up to three times. Results showed that pseudowords that acquired pseudomeanings
visible on therighthalf of the screen. Subjects were asked to
this way showed repetition priming in a word identification
pick the pseudoword from the list which would be a correct
task.
completion for the string, by saying out loud the word. There
Rueckl and Olds (1993) also gave a connectionist explawas always a unique solution. Whenever they picked a word,
the correct word was displayed on the screen. Subjects then
nation for their findings. They noted that during learning
associative mappings can support each other if their outputs
pressed a button to continue with the next string. For each
pseudoword, seven different strings existed, leading to a to- are similar, but can inhibit each other when outputs are dissimilar. Since word-meaning mappings are arbitrary, outputs
tal of 84 stimuli. Response time was recorded, although not
of these mappings are dissimilar, in general, and therefore infurther investigated.
hibition occurs leading to effects of repetition priming (since
The way this phase was designed, each pseudoword was
repeated stimuli reach asymptote only slowly). This inhibithe correct solution the same number of times as in the corretion is suggested by our results distinguishing between pseusponding phase of experiment 1, thus had to be pronounced
dowords which had apparently acquired meaning and those
the same number of times (on average), and was presented
that had not (table 2), although statistical significance could
on the screen the same number of times. Subjects, were not
not be shown. Since w e did not study repetition priming, we
told that this is a control experiment, but instead that this
cannot say whether a prime like 'arple' would prime the cateexperiment tested responses to novel words.
gorization of 'apple' after repeated presentation. Instead, we
Results
could demonstrate that similarity priming can also extend to
semantic tasks when a pseudoword does not have a meaning
Response times were evaluated for thefirstand second primattached.
ing task (condition before / after letter completion instead
of before / after learning) the same way as in experiment 1.
Whittlesea and Cantwell (1987) investigated the influence
Table 3 depicts the results.
of assigning meanings to pseudowords in word perception
A priming effect in the related pairs condition is again
(i.e., the facilitation of recognizing letters in known words).
clearly visible (difference in R T = 55 ms). This facilitation,
Their experimental setting with respect to learning meanings
however, is still present in the second priming task (condition is similar to ours, in that arbitrary meanings are assigned by
after letter completion; difference in R T = 40 ms). While the
definitions and sample sentences, and in a control experiment
overall difference due to facilitation is statistically significant
experience with the pseudowords was gained without meaning
(F=5.81, p < 0.05), the difference between the two priming
assignment. Subjects identified pseudowords more accurately
tasks is not.
when associated with meanings. Semantic priming was not
before
before
after
after

related
unrelated
related
unrelated
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investigated.
Dagenbach et al. (1990) investigated h o w much learning
is necessary to enter new lexical entries into semantic m e m ory, such as to produce automatic priming. They showed
that automatic episodic priming does not occur in a one-hour
experiment, where subjects were given definitions tor new
words. W e could show that within the time frame of our
experiment (up to 60 mins), a lasting effect of learning meaning with respect to semantic priming is visible - something
Dagenback et al. (1990) did no investigate.
Looking at the connectionist model briefly discussed above,
a possible explanation of the observed phenomena is the following. Basically, in any model of word learning presupposing a separation between orthographic, phonological and
semantic components (compare, for instance, Seidenberg and
McClelland, 1989; Grossberg and Stone, 1986) there would
be two pathways for activation toflowto explain the similarity
priming of pseudowords. Either the pseudoword orthographically primes the corresponding English word (e.g. 'apple' for
'arple'), which then activates its meaning, leading to the priming of the categorization offruit.Or the pseudoword directly
partially activates the meaning of the corresponding English
word, due to their similarities. The results of our experiments
point in favor of the second possibility. If priming happened
on the orthographical level, it would not be reduced when the
pseudoword acquires meaning.
Our model offers an even more intricate explanation. The
basic component for both sides of the model (semantic and orthographic) is a collection of categorization layers, operating
with a variant of competitive learning and adaptive resonance
theory (Grossberg, 1987). Heavy focus is put on inhibition
by competition. Dependent on context, each stimulus leads to
the activation of a small number of categories (compare, for
instance the interactive activation effects reported by Rumelhart and McClelland, 1981). Therefore, given orthographical
input, the units compete for the activation of a word form
category. If the context is such that an English word is expected, 'arple' is likely to activate the 'apple' category. If,
however, there is reason to believe that 'arple' is a separate
word, a new category unit is recruited, creating a new word
form category (a new lexical entry, so to speak). Competition
in our model is done in a "soft" way, exploiting interactive
activation and inhibition that is adaptive during learning. A
category will activate more than the winning unit, especially
in the beginning. In other words, category units corresponding to word forms that are orthographically similar (including
apple') will be activated. Links between word forms and
(for instance) visual categories are realized through a separate
layer of units. Weights to a link unit grow via repeated and
consistent presentations of word-meaning pairs. W h e n the activation of that link unit exceeds a threshold, winner-take-all is
triggered, erasing all similarities to other categories (a special
learning rule further assures that only weights emanating from
winning units can grow-see Dorffner, 1996). Before that, activation is spread in a regular associative manner, permitting
similarities on the word-form level to influence associations
on the meaning level (although much weaker).
In other words, through repeated pairings of word form and
meaning, the model learns to implement an arbitrary link, reflecting the symbolic nature of a word. Before sufficient learn-
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ing, however, word forms can preserve some iconic function
by activating meanings based on similarities to other words. If
a pseudoword is encountered it willfirstco-activate category
units corresponding to similar word forms, thus leading to the
observed priming. If that pseudoword becomes more familiar,
competition among word forms (the new lexical entry arple'
and the word 'apple') will increase, thus leading to decreased
priming as observed in experiment 2 (table 3). If the pseudoword acquires meaning, there is competition on both the
word form level and the meaning level, largely erasing the
priming due to word form similarity.
Conclusion
W e demonstrated that English speakers, when faced with
pseudowords, tend to have associations based on similarities between the pseudowords and similar English words.
This was shown in a priming experiment where pseudowords
primed a categorization task involving the semantic categories
of orthographically similar words. W h e n subsequently subjects learned meanings for the pseudowords, the priming disappeared. This iconic-symbolic duality in language stimuli
m a y be one of the properties of language which allow it to be
used with m a x i m u m efficiency for both novel and routinized
communicative tasks. W e argue that connectionist models
which capture both the iconic and symbolic aspects of language are to be preferred over those which emphasize only
similarity-based processing.
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Appendix
Examples of Pseudowords (listed with their corresponding
English original and category) used in the priming phases of
experiments 1 and 2:
arple (apple - fruit); chaim (chair - furniture); drest (dress clothing); horfe (horse - animal)
Examples of Concepts used as meanings in phase 2 of
experiment 1:
Synonyms: Excited, Liar, Mistake
K n o w n concepts:
• Unusual appetites during pregnancy
• Applying something cold to one's skin to cool off
U n k n o w n concepts:
• Little flaws that create an elegant whole
• Items one is likely to forget when making up a budget
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Abstract

been investigating. Thus, the real scientists and our
laboratory investigations of scientific thinking are beginning
"On-line" data of scientists thinking and reasoning in their
to converge on a c o m m o n set of mental operations and
laboratories were collected and analyzed, providing a rare
glimpse into the day-to-day use of induction by scientists
sequences of mental operations that are at the core of
at work. Analyses reveal that scientists use different types
scientific thinking. In this symposium, I will focus on our
of induction in specific orders and cycle through such types
analyses of induction in science.
in ways that are dictated by their current goal and context.
Further, the processes involved in major conceptual
changes are identical to those involved in minor
" O n - l i n e " I n d u c t i o n in S c i e n c e
conceptual changes. Finally, first time analyses of w o m e n
M a n y analyses of induction have focused on its central
and men scientists reasoning in laboratories show that
role in science and, paradoxically, on the inherent
women and men scientists reason in a virtually identical
limitations of using induction. T h e term induction has been
manner.
used in two senses (Thagard in Press). First, induction has
been used to describe any inference that involves uncertainty
N e w A p p r o a c h e s t o Scientific D i s c o v e r y
(i.e., inferences not based upon deduction). Second,
The goal of this research is to provide a model of how and induction has been used for specific types of inferences such
as Analogy, Causal Reasoning, Generalization, and
when scientists use different types of induction, and under
Categorization. Each of these types of induction has received
which circumstances one type of induction will be used
an enormous amount of research.
rather than another. W e have addressed these questions using
Using transcriptions of over 5 0 hours of video and
two approaches. O n e approach is to investigate scientists as audiotaped laboratory meetings, w e have analyzed, sentence
they reason "on-line" at weekly laboratory meetings (Dunbar
by sentence, the types of inductions that scientists use. W e
1995, 1996, 1997). Laboratory meetings provide a
first coded all instances of induction in the broad sense; any
microcosm of the different types of thinking and reasoning
non-deductive form of reasoning. W e then sub-divided all
strategies that scientists engage in. T h e meetings include
inductions into Classifications, Analogies, Causal
reasoning about the design of experiments, theory, the Reasoning, and Generalizations. W e also coded the goals of
the scientists, types of findings that they were reasoning
interpretation of data, and contain occasional scientific
discoveries. Using this novel approach, w e have investigated about, and other contextual information. W e then grouped
together the different types of inductions in terms of the
scientists at two major universities in 4 molecular biology
scientists' goals and co-occurring types of reasoning.
and 4 immunology laboratories. W e have adapted techniques
These analyses reveal that induction is used in a number
from protocol analysis, and used these techniques to analyze
of different ways in scientific reasoning, depending on the
transcripts of scientists talking, and reasoning "on-line." W e context and goals. In designing experiments, scientists
have been able to determine the types of reasoning that
frequently use induction-particularly in the form of analogyscientists engage in w h e n they are formulating theories,
-to pick specific designs and to formulate the precise
designing experiments and interpreting data.
conditions of experiments. This result is surprising, as
The second approach is to take real scientific problems,
m a n y theorists have described experimental design as a
mainly deductive process. In reasoning about data, the
bring them into the cognitive laboratory, and put subjects in
scientists use a number of different forms of induction, often
a similar state of knowledge as the scientists (e.g., Dunbar,
in a serial manner. First, scientists attempt to classify
1993, Rapus & Dunbar 1997). In Rapus & Dunbar, w e have
results in terms of k n o w n concepts. The scientists attempt
taken the discovery of "Prions" -the putative cause of madto classify their results and to link these classifications back
cow disease- into the psychological laboratory and
to their experimental design. Often these classifications
investigated the conditions under which subjects will and
allow the scientists to determine whether their experiments
will not discover Prions. The performance of the subjects is
were conducted correctly. Second, for any findings that are
surprisingly similar to that of the scientists w h o discovered
not immediately classifiable, usually unexpected findings,
Prions (cf Rhodes 1997) and to the scientists that w e have
the scientists attempt to build a causal chain that will tie the
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inductive reasoning that w o m e n and men scientists engage
in. Our analyses reveal that w o m e n and m e n scientists
reason in exactly the same ways. The only difference that we
have discovered is that w o m e n are somewhat more likely to
generate new hypotheses in response to unexpected findings
than men. W e have found that w o m e n and men's use of
specific types of inductions, such as classifications,
analogies, or causal reasoning to be identical.

findings to a known concept. This stage often involves
making an analogy to a known concept in another related
organism or domain. Third, if the scientists cannot account
for their findings, either through simple classification or
through analogy (thefirsttwo steps), they will then attempt
to formulate a new concept. The new concepts tend to be
generated either by taking c o m m o n properties of their
findings, or proposing a new concept based on features of
one finding. The new concept can then serve as input to a
new cycle of induction and evaluation as stated above in
steps one to three.
These analyses reveal that induction takes place in a
specific sequence starting with classification. Only when
classification does not account for the data will scientists
engage in more complex types of inductive processes such
as analogy and generalization. This particular sequence of
types of inductions is dynamic and can change as a function
of the knowledge state and goals of the scientists.
Furthermore, it is not u n c o m m o n for scientists to cycle
through the types of induction when they obtain unusual
findings .
D o scientists remember h o w they made a discovery? W e
have also found that m u c h of the reasoning that w e captured
was not remembered by the scientists, and that interviews
with the scientists, even two days after a meeting, or a
discovery, revealed that the scientists had forgotten key
components in their reasoning. The scientists were very
surprised when they saw trancripts of what happened.

Conclusion
Overall, the results of our different investigations of
induction are revealing a dynamic picture of the way that
different types of induction are used in science. These
analyses are making it possible both to build more detailed
models of induction and to propose new ways of training
future scientists (Dunbar, in press).
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Abstract

This approach amounts to a theory governing the construction and structure of semantic representations. Like other
We present a new account of category structure derived frommodels, our account predicts overall differences between living and non-living things. O f greater theoretical importance
neuropsychological and developmental data. The account
is that w e m a k e explicit the contributions of different types
places theoretical emphasis on functional information. W e
claim i) the distinctiveness of fiinctional features correlated
of semantic information to category-specific deficits, generwith perceptual features varies across semantic domains, ii)
ating detailed predictions about the kinds of information that
the perceptual features representing specific functional mechare relatively well and poorly preserved within different cateanisms are strongly corre ated with their function. The repregories following damage.
sentational assumptions which follow from these claims make
strong predictions about what types of semantic information
Functional Information
is preserved in patients showing category-specific deficits folIt has been suggested in the neuropsychological literature that
lowing brain damage. W e present a connectionist simulation
functional information is not of primary importance for the
which, when damaged, shows patterns of preservation of disrepresentations of living things, and that it is not strongly
tinctive and shared functional and percepMal information varycorrelated with perceptual properties (De Renzi & Lucchelli,
ing across semantic domains. The data model both classic
1994; Warrington & Shallice, 1984). Whereas artefacts have
dissociations between knowledge for artefacts and for living
generally been designed with one function in mind and crethings and recent neuropsychological evidence concerning the
ated to interact with the environment in a specific fashion,
robustness of functional information.
Introduction
living things were not.
Nevertheless, recent evidence suggests (Tyler & M o s s , in
H o w is semantic knowledge represented and structured such
press)
that the semantic representations of living things have
that brain damage can lead to specific patterns of preserved
at their core a type of functional information, which w e refer
and impaired knowledge, for example, deficits for living
to as biological functional information. This represents the
things versus artefacts (Warrington, 1975; Warrington &
m a n y ways in which living things interact with the environShallice, 1984). D o these deficits indicate the discrete loment (e.g., being able to m o v e ,fly,eat, drink, see, hear etc).'
calisation of different types of semantic information, or can
O f particular importance to our account is the proposal that
they be accounted for by more diffuse and distributed forms
the representations of living things b e c o m e correlated with
of neural representation?
information derived from the same cognitive processes which
In this paper w e present a model of conceptual represenascribe functional information to artefacts (J. Mandler, 1992).
tations in semantic m e m o r y that can account for categoryInfants
observe the events in which animals and vehicles take
specific deficits without necessarily assuming neuroanatomipart
and
base their interpretation of what kind of thing somecally distinct subsystems for living and non-living things, or
thing is on a general analysis of the movements and spatial
perceptual and functional features. Our model is similar in
relations that characterise the event. For example, the m o v e many respects to that of Devlin, Gonnerman, Andersen, &
ment of living things is generally unpredictable and not conSeidenberg (in press), in that distinctiveness (how reliably a
tingent on an external agent. In contrast, m o v e m e n t s associfeature picks out one item from others which are similar) and
ated with artefacts tend to be predictable and generally initicorrelatedness of properties (the extent to which properties
ated by an agent.
regularly occur together) are major determinants of concepSubsequent cognitive development permits a more sophistual structure. However, w e advance on this work in an imticated
form of perceptual analysis of events so that the
portant way. O u r theoretical emphasis is on functional inbroad
functional
characteristics of each domain (e.g., aniformation and its role in the cognitive system's resistance to
macy, inanimacy) b e c o m e differentiated into more specific
damage. W e claim that the robustness of perceptual informamodes of interaction.
tion following brain damage is determined by the extent to
The perceptual features of artefacts correlate with a m o d e
which it is associated with or entails functional information.
of
interaction in the environment initially characterised as
Functionally significant perceptual information (e.g., the serrated edge of a saw) will be more robust to damage than
perceptual information lacking functional significance (e.g.,
a lion's mane).

'Living things £ilso have non-biological functions as well (e.g.,
cats - are pets) but we do not believe that these are central to their
representations
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m o v e m e n t which is not self-initiated. Artefacts tend to be
acted upon rather than act upon (e.g., tools). The shared features of, for example, hand-held tools (e.g., is used in a certain context, is small, shiny and hard) initially correlate with
events where the artefact is held and m o v e d by an animate
agent. However, to fully understand the manner in which an
artefact is used requires knowledge of the features which permit its specific function. The semantic representation of an
artefact must therefore at some stage encode those perceptual
features which distinguish one category m e m b e r in a class of
similar artefacts from others. Distinctive perceptual features
therefore b e c o m e strongly correlated with an equally distinctive m o d e of interaction with the environment (e.g., the artefact's function). This is not necessarily the case for the shared
perceptual features which do not indicate, and are not correlated with, a specific function - rather they implicate the comm o n characteristics of events in which hand-held artefacts are
used.
Whereas the distinctive perceptual features of artefacts
tend to be correlated with an activity or function specific
to that artefact, the distinctive perceptual features of living
things (e.g., a tiger having stripes or a male lion having a
m a n e ) tend not to be correlated with a psychologically salient
function. Rather, it is the shared perceptual properties of living things which correlate with biological functional properties (e.g., having mouths, legs, eyes, ears). That is, shared
perceptual features of living things correlate with c o m m o n
m o d e s of interaction with the environment (e.g., eating, walking, seeing, hearing).
This predicts a tendency for artefact functional properties
to be more distinctive than the functional properties of living
things, which is borne out by analyses of property generation norms (Durrant-Peatfield, Tyler, M o s s & Levy, 1997).
Subjects provided three times as m a n y distinctive functional
properties for artefacts than for living things whereas the
number of distinctive and shared perceptual properties were
similar in both domains.

The model
W e used a connectionist system to investigate our representational claims in relation to the patterns of preservation of
semantic information following brain damage. A simple connectionist system learns statistical regularities in the environment. Through the repeated co-occurrence of different features it can learn that the appearance of one feature tends to
accompany the presence of another. A n interesting characteristic of a system which has learned correlations between
features is that such features are more robust to damage than
features not supported by correlations. The system tends to
determine the correct activation value for a damaged feature
on the basis of evidence contributed by the other feature.
This has profoundly important implications for the patterns
of preservation of perceptual and functional information following d a m a g e to a system which has recorded the functional
significance of perceptual information. Specifically, distinctive perceptual features for artefacts and shared perceptual
features for living things will be relatively robust to damage
because of correlational support from functional information.
T h e assumptions motivating the model are:

Distinctive

1 000
0100
0010
0001

0000
0000
0000
0000

0001
0010
0100
1000

0000
0000
0000
0000

0000
0000
0000
0000

1000
0100
0010
0001

0000
0000
0000
0000

0001
0010
0100
1000

Shared
Artefacts
1 0 1 0 0000
1 0 1 0 0000
1 0 1 0 0000
1 0 1 0 0000

Functional

1000
0100
0010
0001

0000
0000
0000
0000

0 1 0 1 0000
0 1 0 1 0000
0 1 0 1 0000
0 1 0 1 0000
Living things

0001
0010
0100
1000

0000
0000
0000
0000

0000
0000
0000
0000

1010
1010
1010
1010

0000
0000
0000
0000

1010
1010
1010
1010

0000
0000
0000
0000

0101
0101
0101
0101

0000
0000
0000
0000

0101
0101
0101
0101

Figure 1: T h e sixteen vectors used in the simulation representing two categories within each domain.

correlated with a specific activity) varies across semantic
domains. Artefact functional properties tend to be more
distinctive than biological functional properties.
• Each functional feature is correlated with the presence of a
perceptual feature. ^
• Functional information is always correlated with the presence of perceptual information but not necessarily viceversa (e.g., colors and textures have no specific functional
importance).
• Correlated and inter-correlated features ^ will be relatively
resistant to damage. The robustness of a feature is proportional to the number of features it is correlated or intercorrelated with.
A set of 16 vectors representing two categories from the
domains of living things and artefacts were constructed to encode our representational claims (see Figure 1). Each functional feature was correlated with the presence of a perceptual
feature. Similar artefacts were distinguished in terms of function so that the cortesponding perceptual information was as
distinctive as the functional information (e.g., saw: serrated
edge, sawing). Similar living things were distinguished in
terms of perceptual information which did not correlate with

^Living things perform many biological functions (e.g., eating,
walking,flying)and therefore have more perceptual features correlated with functional features than artefacts which are generally
designed to have one function. Put simply, living things 'do' more
than artefacts.
'We use the term correlated to indicate correlations between
• The distinctiveness of functional information (information properties of a different type and inter-correlated to refer to correlations between properties of the same type
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a function (e.g., tigers' stripes). Biological lunctional leatures which represent the shared activities c o m m o n to similar
living things were correlated with the presence of shared perceptual information.
A three layer feed-forward net was trained using hackpropagation to reproduce the input on the output layer. Three
hundred networks were trained for 500 epochs with dilTerent
initial random weights with a learning rate of 0.25 and m o m e n t u m 0.9 until individual pattern error was less than 0.01.
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Lesioning
The system was lesioned to simulate global brain damage
by randomly setting a proportion (initially 1 0 % ) of all connection weights to zero. The proportion was increased by
increments of 1 0 % until 80%: of the inter-layer connections
were set to zero. W e then determined the extent to which
each type of semantic information was affected by lesioning
at each level, examining in turn, distinctive and shared perceptual and functional features.
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Figure 2: M e a n absolute error for distinctive perceptual/
functional feature units for artefacts and distinctive perceptual knowledge for living things at different levels of lesioning severity over 300 simulations.

Distinctive features
W e predicted that the preservation of distinctive perceptual
and functional properties will vary depending on whether or
not they are inter-correlated or correlated with the presence
of functional properties. Distinctive perceptual properties of
artefacts should be more robust than the distinctive perceptual
properties of living things because they are correlated with
the presence of functional information. Thus, preserved distinctive perceptual information for artefacts (e.g., the serrated
edge of a saw) should always accompany equally distinctive
functional knowledge (e.g., used for sawing). Both types of
artefact knowledge should be better preserved than distinctive
perceptual knowledge for living things.
In behavioural terms, the importance of correlated artefact
functional and perceptual features is that if sufficient evidence
supports the existence of one feature, the other will tend to be
reinstated. If the serrated edge of a saw can be recovered
then so can its function, and vice-versa. That functional information can be derived from perceptual (and vice-versa) for
artefact concepts is suggested by de Renzi & Lucchelli (1994)
while Caramazza, Hillis, R a p p & Romani, (1990) argued that
the functions of objects can frequently be inferred from their
perceptual properties. In contrast, for living things a distinctive perceptual feature (e.g., tigers' stripes) does not consistently accompany an equally distinctive functional feature.
There is no additional evidence from correlations learned by
the network to reinstate a distinctive perceptual feature; thus
it will be less robust to lesioning.
Examination of the simulation data support these predictions. The distinctive correlated features, which in our model
represent artefact distinctive perceptual and functional properties, were contrasted with distinctive non-correlated features representing distinctive perceptual features for living
things. Figure 2 shows h o w feature error (the absolute difference between the target and the output activation level)
interacts with lesioning severity. Artefact distinctive perceptual and functional features are initially significantly more robust to damage than distinctive perceptual features for living
things (p < 0.001). The difference becomes non-significant
after 6 0 % of the connections have been lesioned.
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Figure 3: M e a n absolute error for shared perceptual/functional feature units for living things and artefact
shared perceptual features at different levels of lesioning
severity averaged over all 300 simulations.

S h a r e d features
Now we investigate how correlations between shared properties affects robustness to damage. W e claim that artefact
shared perceptual features are inter-correlated with other artefact shared perceptual features but not with functional information (e.g., being m a d e of metal and having a handle do
not imply a specific function). Shared perceptual features for
living things are correlated with other shared perceptual features and with functional features. T h e robustness of a feature
depends on the number of correlations it has with other features. In modelling terms, the effect of increasing the n u m b e r
of inter-correlations is that a damaged network needs less evidence to determine the correct activation values for a unit.
Shared perceptual properties of living things should therefore
be more robust to damage than shared perceptual properties
of artefacts. W e therefore predict that biological functional
information (e.g., walking, seeing) and shared perceptual fea-
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Figure 5: The model's identification performance averaged
over all 300 simulations.

Figure 4: M e a n absolute error for functional feature units
for artefacts and living things at different levels of lesioning
severity averaged over all 300 simulations.

tures for living things (e.g., legs, eyes) will be better preserved than the shared perceptual features of artefacts (e.g.,
is m a d e of metal).
A n examination of the error associated with each type of
shared feature in our simulation data supports this prediction.
Figure 3 shows that shared perceptual and functional features
for living things are consistently better preserved (lesioning
severity in the range 1 0 % to 8 0 % ) than shared artefact perceptual features (p < 0.001).
Distinctive vs Shared features
N o w w e contrast distinctive and shared correlated features
and address the robustness of functional information. Functional properties in both domains will be relatively robust to
d a m a g e because, as w e have claimed, functional information always accompanies perceptual properties. That is, functional features are consistently correlated with the presence
of perceptual features. However, biological functional properties are expected to be appreciably more robust than artefact functional properties because biological functional features are also inter-correlated. T h e simulation data in Figure 4
shows an interaction between functional property distinctiveness and lesioning severity which was not anticipated. Biological functional features are initially more robust to damage than artefact functional features as w e predicted (p <
0.001) but at more severe levels of lesioning, artefact functional information is consistently and significandy better preserved (p < 0.001). A s damage accumulates to the network
and correlational information is lost, the output activations of
all features tend to be greater than 0, regardless of the target. This baseline activation is proportional to the frequency
with which a feature has been encountered. A s shared features were encountered more frequently than distinctive, the
absolute error for biological functional features was correspondingly higher than for artefact functional features at severe levels of lesioning.
Pattern classification performance
T h e previous section examined h o w distinctiveness and correlatedness interacted with lesioning severity to affect fea-
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ture robustness. In the following section w e h o w see h o w
these variables affect performance on tasks whose behavioral
equivalents are item identification and categorisation.
The type of within-category information that is lost or
preserved following brain damage provides important information about the w a y in which categories are structured.
Most accounts of semantic impairments predict that damage will non-selectively affect all types of featural information while preserving higher-level knowledge (category and
super-ordinate), either because semantic information is organised hierarchically within a category (Warrington, 1975)
or because super-ordinate and category information can be
supported by partial semantic information in a distributed
model (Tippett, McAuliffe, & Farah, 1995).
In contrast, our account claims that strongly intercorrelated perceptual and functional features will be better
preserved following brain damage than those that are weakly
inter-correlated. This generates the following predictions
about the model's identification and categorisation performance.
a) Distinctive perceptual information is required to successfully discriminate between living things. Since this information is not strongly correlated with functional information,
it will not be robust to damage. W e therefore predict that the
damaged model will perform badly on identification of living things. However, for artefacts, this will not be a problem,
since distinctive form and function are most strongly correlated, and so will be preserved well enough to support discrimination a m o n g category members.
b) Categorisation depends on shared properties. Thus, categorising living things should be good because shared properties are preserved by the inter-correlations with functional
information. Artefacts, however, whose shared properties
are not supported by correlations with functional information
should be more vulnerable to damage.
To test these predictions, the lesioned network's output was
compared on a vector by vector basis with the complete target
set to establish the closest neighbour. A successful identification in this context means that the lesioned network reproduced a pattern of activation whose nearest neighbour was the
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other. Category information (e.g., shared perceptual features
and functional information) for living things is therefore more
robust to damage than artefact category information as Figure
3 shows''
The deficit for artefacts at the later stages of lesioning is
also due to the susceptibility of shared artefact perceptual features to damage as shown in Figure 5. A s more d a m a g e accumulates to the network, the information which locates an artefact category m e m b e r within a category becomes more degraded so that between-category errors become increasingly
frequent. If the damaged net is unreliable in accurately determining a category, the chances of determining the correct
category m e m b e r are also reduced.
These simulation data show that category-specific deficits
can be captured by damaging a distributed system. Neuroanatomically distinct subsystems for the storage of living
and non-hving things, or of perceptual and functional features are not necessary to produce category-specific deficit
behaviour (Farah & McClelland, 1991).
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Figure 6: Between and within-category errors averaged over
all 300 simulations.

target.
Figure 5 shows h o w lesioning affects the model's m e a n
performance over 300 simulations on accurately identifying
a target vector at progressively more severe levels of damage. Accuracy on identifying living things quickly falls off
from the first level of lesioning severity compared with artefact identification performance. Identification performance
for both then declines at a similar rate though performance for
artefacts is consistently better than for living things up until
half of the inter-layer connections have been lesioned. This
models the classic dissociation between knowledge for artefacts and living things widely reported in the neuropsychological literature (Warrington & McCarthy, 1987; Warrington
& Shallice, 1984; Saffran & Schwartz, 1992).
W h e n greater than 6 0 % of the connections between layers
have been lesioned the trend is reversed. Identification accuracy for artefact vectors is worse than for living things, a
pattern occasionally reported although m u c h less frequently
than the reverse dissociation (Hillis & Caramazza, 1991; Warrington & McCarthy, 1987).
The type of error m a d e by a patient provides a useful insight as to what type of semantic information has been lost
and what has been preserved. For example, purely withincategory errors (e.g., confusing dog and cat within the category of m a m m a l s ) indicate the degradation of distinctive features whereas between-category errors (e.g., confusing a bird
with a cat) indicate the loss of category information.
Figure 6 plots the type of error m a d e against lesioning severity. The network consistently makes more withincategory errors for living things than for artefacts. This reflects the difference in robustness of distinctive perceptual
features for artefacts and living things. Distinctive perceptual features for living things are not as robust to lesioning
as artefact distinctive features because they are not correlated
with functional information. In contrast, artefact betweencategory errors occur at an earlier stage of lesioning severity
than the first between-category errors for living things. This is
expected since the shared perceptual features for living things
which locate an item within a category are supported by correlations with functional features. Artefact shared perceptual
features are supported only by inter-correlations with each
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Discussion
In our model, general, non-focal damage produced a pattern
of performance with the following features:
• Distinctive perceptual information for artefacts better preserved than for living things.
• Shared perceptual properties for living things better preserved than artefact shared perceptual properties.
• Functional properties preserved although the relative robustness of artefact and biological functional information
interacts with lesioning severity.
These patterns of preservation predict a neuropsychological deficit characterised by difficulty in identifying living
things but relatively intact knowledge about artefact functional and biological functional information. Specific artefacts should therefore be identifiable and their function retrieved, but performance on tasks requiring the grouping of
artefacts in different categories should be relatively impaired
(e.g., sorting artefacts into categories on the basis of shared
features). The data therefore model the classic dissociation
between knowledge for artefacts and for living things (Warrington & Shallice, 1984) and more recent neuropsychological evidence concerning the robustness of functional information (Moss, Tyler, Patterson & Hodges, 1995; Tyler & Moss,
in press). For example, Moss, Tyler, Durrant-Peatfield, Levy,
& Morris, (1996), discuss R C , a H S E patient w h o had the typical category-specific deficit for living things. Across a range
of tests designed to probe semantic knowledge, R C had difficulties in discriminating between living things on the basis of
their distinctive properties, but was good at grouping them together on the basis of their similarities. In contrast, he had no
difficulty in discriminating a m o n g artefacts. This was d e m o n strated, for example, in a picture sorting task; R C had no difficulty sorting pictures of living things according to category
"Thisfindingis supported by a similar analysis w e conducted on
the Devlin et al. (in press) vector set which was derived from subject
property generation data. See also Hodges, Graham & Patterson,
(1995) for a discussion on between-category errors.

(e.g., identifying their shared properties) but was sHghtly impaired in sorting artefacts. In contrast, he had considerable
difficulty when asked to sort the pictures of Hving things according to specific properties (e.g. fierce vs non-fierce animals), with significantly poorer scores than for artefacts (e.g.
electrical vs non-electrical appliances). RC's definitions to
words reported in Tyler & Moss (in press) included both biological functional information and shared perceptual features, which are similarly preserved following damage (see
Figure 3), whereas distinctive perceptual knowledge is not
readily accessible. For example, bee was defined as: "... two
eyes of a see-through, or a hearing of two ears, of a mouth, of
an eating and drinking". In contrast, for artefacts, RC's definitions contain precise descriptions of distinctive functional
and perceptual properties: For example, desk was defined as:
"... O n the desk yeah, of an eating of a drinking of a working
or a making things for the house for an interest if a use of, for
whatever your interest...a desk, a desk is to, a wooden chair,
and four legged and, and has a ...shelf to, to do writing on, to
eat on, to build, to m a k e things on."
Conclusion
Our account considers the human cognitive apparatus as a
system adapted to encoding the functional significance and
statistical regularity of everything it perceives. Statistical
properties of the perceptual environment produce different
patterns of distinctiveness and correlatedness of features in
the system's internal representations. W e claim that it is the
accompanying differential robustness of perceptual and functional information which underlies category-specific deficit
behavior.
In conclusion, this research makes two important advances
on Warrington & Shallice (1984). First, like artefacts, the perceptual features of living things are correlated with a type of
information that represents the manner in which living things
interact with the environment. W e have referred to this information as biological functional. Second, the distinctiveness
of functional properties is an important variable when modelling category-specific deficits.
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Abstract

A case study: color space

Psychophysical findings accumulated over the past several
decades indicate that perceptual tasks such as similarity judgment tend to be performed on a low-dimensional representation
of the sensory data. L o w dimensionality is especially important
for learning, as the number of examples required for attaining
a given level of performance grows exponentially with the dimensionality of the underlying representation space. Because
of Ihis curse ofdimensionality,in shape categorization the high
initial dimensionality of the sensory data must be reduced by
a nontrivial computational process, which, ideally, should capture the intrinsic low-dimensional nature of families of visual
shapes. W e show how to make a connectionist system use class
labels to leam a representation that fulfills this requirement,
thereby facilitating shape categorization. Our results indicate
that low-dimensional representations are best extracted in a
learning task that combines discrimination and generalization
constraints.
Introduction
The sophisticated behavior of biological cognitive systems
is widely assumed to stem from their ability to learn from
the environment, which leads to the formation of an internal
representation of information pertinent to the task. Because
learned representations can be employed in shaping the behavior in similar, and thus potentially related situations in the
future (Shepard, 1987), similarity (Nosofsky, 1992; Medin
et al., 1993) and its representation (Edelman, 1997) are central concerns in cognitive science.
In this note, w e consider a core property of any representation of similarities a m o n g objects whose goal is efficient learning and generalization: low dimensionality. Because the link
between the issues of similarity and of low-dimensional representation ( L D R ) is readily apparent in visual psychophysics,
w e concentrate on this area, rather than on other potential applications in cognition, ranging from vision to language and
reasoning. Psychophysics, by definition, involves a relationship between the physical characteristics of a stimulus and the
perceptual event it evokes. N o w , for specific discrimination
tasks, a natural framework for a physical description of various relationships— a m o n g them similarities— between the
different possible stimuli is a low-dimensional metric space.
In those cases, it is reasonable to expect that the representational system reflect the dimensional structure, the topology,
and maybe even the metrics, of the stimulus space. W e start,
therefore, by examining the extent to which this expectation
is fulfilled in a typical perceptual task: color perception.

The central feature of the problem of computing the reflectance of a surface patch from measurements performed
on its retinal image is that the expected solution (i.e., the reflectance function of the surface) resides, in principle, in an
infinite-dimensional space: a potentially different value of
reflectance m a y have to be specified for each of the infinite
number of wavelengths of the incident light (D'Zmura and
Iverson, 1997). Computationally, the recovery of surface reflectance in the face of possible variations in the illumination
(itself a nominally infinite-dimensional quantity) is difficult
enough because of the need to pry apart two multiplicatively
combined functions, reflectance and illumination. T h e infinite
dimensionality of these functions seems to suggest, further,
that nofiniteset of measurements would suffice to support
the recovery of surface reflectance. Nevertheless, h u m a n
vision exhibits color constancy under a wide range of conditions (Beck, 1972), despite the small dimensionality of the
neural color coding space (De Valois and D e Valois, 1978);
moreover, the dimensionalityof the psychological (perceived)
color space is also small (Boynton, 1978). In fact, both these
color spaces are two-dimensional.'
Low-dimensional physiological color space. In h u m a n vision, there are only three kinds of different retinal cone types
(/?, G , B , in addition to the rods, whose spectral selectivity
resembles that of the R cones). T h e question arises, therefore, h o w is it possible to recover the potentially infinitedimensional spectral quantities using this measurement mechanism.
The solution to this paradox lies in the low dimensionality
of the space of the actual surface reflectances and daylight
illumination spectra.-^ This finding (Cohen, 1964; Judd et al.,
1964) helps one understand w h y a small number of independent color-selective channels suffice to represent internally the
rich world of color. The reason is simple: the internal representation space can be low-dimensional, because the distal
space happens to be low-dimensional.
' A n additional dimension in both cases is luminance. Color constancy requires simultaneous processing of several spatial locations,
making the effective dimensionality for this task somewhat higher
^Over 9 9 % of the variance of Munsell chip reflectance functions can be accounted for using three basis functions, coiresponding roughly to variations in intensity and in color-opponent R - G
and 5 - y channels (Cohen, 1964). Likewise, over 9 9 % of the
variance of daylight spectra can be accounted for by three principal
components (Judd etal., 1964).
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Low-dimensional psychological color space. A s the dimensionality of the physiological coding space for color
matches that of the universe of stimuli it is geared lo respond to, it should not be surprising that the representation
space fed by the color pathway is equally low-dimensional. A
data processing tool that has proved to be exceptionally useful in the characterization of internal representation spaces is
multidimensional scaling, or M D S . This technique is derived
from the observation that the knowledge of distances among
several points constrains the possible locations of the points
(relative to each other) to a sufficient degree as to allow the
recovery of the locations (i.e., the coordinates of the points) by
a numerical procedure (see Shepard, 1980, for a review). In
the processing of color perception data, the configuration derived by M D S is invariably found to be approximately circular
(placing violet close to red), and to reside in two dimensions,
one of which corresponds to the hue, and the other - to the
saturation of the color (Boynton, 1978).
The exploration of the metric and the dimensional structure of psychological spaces has been boosted by the improvement of the metric scaling techniques and by the development of non-metric multidimensional scaling (Shepard,
1966; Kruskal, 1964). B y 1980, a general pattern was emerging from a large variety of perceptual scaling experiments: the
subject's performance in tasks involving similarity judgment
or perception can be accounted for to a substantial degree
by postulating that the perceived similarity reflects the metric structure of an underlying perceptual space, in which the
various stimuli are represented as points (Shepard, 1980).''
Low-dimensional shape representation space
A series of psychophysical studies, originating with (Shepard
and Cermak, 1973), suggest that the low-dimensional similarity space framework can be extended from the representation
of basic perceptual qualities (such as colors) to that of complex
shapes. In these studies, low-dimensional similarity patterns
were imposed on families of stimuli, by exerting parametric
control over the shape of each object. The low-dimensional
similarity space has been recovered in each experiment by
applying M D S to the response data of human subjects (Shepard and Cermak, 1973; Cortese and Dyre, 1996; Edelman,
1995; Cutzu and Edelman, 1996). Moreover, the locations of
the stimuli in the MDS-derived space closely reflected their
arrangement in the parametrically defined pattern imposed in
each experiment. These two properties of the internal shape
representation space — low dimensionality and preservation
of distal similarity relationships — indicate that the human
visual system routinely solves a formidable computational
problem: massive dimensionality reduction.
Constraints on dimensionality reduction
Although empirical evidence for the low dimensionality of
the psychological representation spaces has been accumulating steadily for decades, there is still a widespread tendency in
psychology to overlook the computational problem presented
'Some qualifications to this view are discussed in (Gregson,
1975). In particular, the metric model must be modified (Krumhansi,
1978; Edelman et al., 1996) to account for asymmetry and lack of
transitivity of similarity judgments in some tasks (Tversky, 1977;
Tversky and Gati, 1982),
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by the derivation of low-dimensional representations from
perceptual data. The main reason behind this is the mistaken
assumption that the raw data available to the cognitive system
reside in an immediately accessible low-dimensional space.
For example, textbooks typically describe visual perception
as the extraction of information from the two-dimensional
retinal image, completely ignoring the fact that the immediate successor of the retinal space in the processing hierarchy
is, in primates, a million-dimensional space spanned by the
activities of the individual axons in the optic nerve.
Assuming that the information required by the system is
present in this raw measurement space, one may wonder why
the human visual system bothers to reduce dimensionality at
all. A crucial theoretical consideration here has to do with
learning. Specifically, learning from examples is computationally infeasible if it has to rely on high-dimensional representations. The reason for this is k n o w n as the curse of
dimensionality: the number of examples necessary for reliable generalization grows exponentially with the number of
dimensions (Bellman, 1961; Stone, 1982). Learnability thus
necessitates dimensionality reduction.
The choice of the computational approach to dimensionality
reduction is guided by two considerations. Thefirstis the
scale of the problem: shape representation in human vision
requires reduction from tens and hundreds of thousands tojust
a few dimensions. The second consideration is preservation
of a certain order of points corresponding to different objects,
as they are mapped from the high-dimensional measurement
space into the low-dimensional representation space: objects
that are geometrically similar should be mapped to nearby
locations (Edelman, 1997). Intuitively, then, the process of
dimensionality reduction must preserve the topology of the set
of stimuli (measurement-space points) pertinent to the task at
hand.
Topology-preserving methods are especially useful for
representing data k n o w n to reside in an intrinsically lowdimensional space (embedded in a high-dimensional measurement space). For instance, for color stimuli, there is a
natural low-dimensional pattern of similarities that must be
preserved (pink should be represented as closer to red than
to green); furthermore, the objective (distal) reflectance and
illuminant spaces are low-dimensional, as w e have seen in the
introduction. Likewise, in shape representation, the relevant
distal spaces are low-dimensional (in any smooth measurement space, views of an object undergoing a transformation
such as rotation, or a deformation such as morphing into another object, form low-dimensional manifolds).
In all these cases, objects to be represented may be visualized as points drawn on a sheet of rubber, which is then
crumpled into a (high-dimensional) ball, as illustrated in Figure I. The objective of a dimensionality-reducing mapping is
to unfold the sheet and to m a k e its low-dimensional structure
explicit. If the sheet is not torn in the process, the mapping is
topology-preserving; if, moreover, the rubber is not stretched
or compressed, the mapping preserves the metric structure
of the original space, and, hence, the original configuration
(similarity pattern) of points.
The requirement that the mapping be an isometry is very
restrictive: if it is to hold globally, the mapping must be linear.
For local approximate isometry, any smooth and regular map-

dimension to be
generalized over
dimension to be used
for the discrimination

dimensions to be ignored
Figure 1: A schematic illustration of a problem space whose
efficient representation requires nonlinear dimensionality reduction. The instances of the two classes cling to a lowdimensional manifold, embedded in a measurement space,
whose dimensionality m a y run in the tens of thousands. A s in
discriminant analysis, some dimensions are crucial for distinguishing between the categories, while other dimensions must
be downplayed, or collapsed. In the context of object recognition, the former m a y be the dimensions of object identity,
and the latter - of object orientation. Standard discriminant
analysis methods in multidimensional spaces are plagued by
the presence of irrelevant dimensions; in this paper, w e show
that training with a combined objective of (1) discrimination
among labeled categories known to reside within the manifold,
and (2) explicit collapse of dimensions over which discrimination is to be generalized, leads to a reliable recovery of
the target manifold, even when it is significantly curved (i.e.,
when the problem is highly nonlinear), and is embedded in a
measurement space of nearly a thousand dimensions.

ping is sufficient.'* Moreover, near linearity and smoothness
are also necessary for topology preservation. This is good
news, as far as the learnability of the mapping is concerned:
a smooth mapping implies a small number of parameters to
be learned. This, in turn, reduces the likelihood of overfitting
and of poor generalization, which plague learning algorithms
in high-dimensional spaces.
The oldest nonlinear method for topology-preserving dimensionality reduction is multidimensional scaling ( M D S ) ,
originally developed in psychometrics as a method for the
recovery of the coordinates of a set of points from measurements of the pairwise distances between those points. M D S
can serve to reduce dimensionality if the points are embedded
into a space of fewer dimensions than the original space in
which interpoint distances were measured. The main problem
with M D S , considered as a method for massive dimensionality reduction rather than for exploration of experimental data
in applied sciences, is its poor scaling with dimensionality
(Intratorand Edelman, 1996). The same problem arises in
the various attempts to extend a popular tool for linear dimensionality reduction, principal component analysis (PCA), to
handle nonlinear spaces.^
A number of learning methods for topology-preserving di-

mensionality reduction have been derived from the idea of a
self-supervised auto-associative network (Elman and Zipser,
1988; D e M e r s and Cottrell, 1993; Demartines and H^rault,
1996). Because these methods are unsupervised, they extract
representations that are not orthogonal to the irrelevant dimensions of the input space. A s a result, these methods are less
likelytofind the target manifold (Intratorand Edelman, 1997),
which is defined, to a large extent, by the measurement-space
directions to which it is orthogonal; see Figure 1. Supervised
approaches, based on joint optimization of discriminability
and of topology preservation, are described in (Koontz and
Fukunaga, 1972; W e b b , 1995); these methods, which resemble M D S , suffer from the same poor scaling with the dimensionality.
A scheme for the extraction of low-dimensional
representations
W e n o w proceed to show that training with a combined objective of (1) discrimination a m o n g labeled objects k n o w n to
reside within the target manifold, and (2) explicit collapse of
dimensions, orthogonal to the manifold, over which discrimination is to be generalized, leads to a reliable recovery of the
target manifold.
Solving the problem w e chose to address — learning to
recognize visual objects from examples — requires the ability tofindmeaningful patterns in series of images, or, in other
words, in spaces of very high dimensionality. A s mentioned
above, dimensionality reduction in this task is greatly assisted
by the realization that a low-dimensional solution, in fact,
exists. The mere knowledge of its existence does not, however, automatically provide a method for computing a lowdimensional solution. To do that, the learning system must be
biased towards solutions that possess the desirable properties
— a task that is highly nontrivial in a high-dimensional space,
because of the curse of dimensionality. Our method for dimensionality reduction effectively biases the learning system
by combining multiple constraints via the use of an extensive
set of class labels. The use of multiple class labels steers the
low-dimensional repiesentation to become invariant to those
directions of variation in the input space that are irrelevant
to classification; this is done merely by making class labels
independent of these directions.
The extraction of a low-dimensional representation
A s in the "bottleneck" approaches to dimensionality reduction
(Cottrell etal., 1987; Leen and Kambhatla, 1994), w e forced a
classifier^ to learn a set of class labels for input objects, while
constraining the dimensionality of the representation — e.g.,
the number of hidden units in a 3-layer network — used by
the classifier. Unlike in the standard methods, however, the
classifier had to produce only the labels, rather than reconstruct the input patterns. This approach, therefore, constitutes
a compromise between completely unsupervised and totally
supervised methods in that it uses a label that individuates
a given data item, but does not require information regarding the relationship between the different items, let alone the

•"A discussion of such quasiconformal mappings in the context of
shape representation can be found in (Edelman and Duvdevani-Bar,
1997).
'An example of such an approach is clustering followed by (local)
PCA (Leen and Kambhatla, 1994).
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''Experimentation with various architectures, including multilayer perceptrons and radial basis function networks, yielded similarly encouraging results; see (Intrator and Edelman, 1997) for
details.
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clas.ses seems to be especially amazing.* Moreover, the same
structure was apparent in the L D R produced by a network
that was trained on every second face class (faces 1, 3,
5, B , D, F, a, c, e), then tested on the full data set
(see Figure 3, right).

1

Figure 2: S o m e of the images from the Faces data set. Top:
the 18 heads obtained by placing a 3 x 6 grid in the space
of the two leading principal components of the original nine
heads. Bottom: the 7 \ iews of the rightmost head in the top
row above: the \ iews differ by 3° steps of rotation in depth,
summing up to a total difference of 18°. Prior to classification,
the images, originally of size 400 x 400, were reduced to 784
dimensions by cropping the background and by correlation
with a 49 x 16 bank of filters (the exact spatial profile of these
filters turned out to be unimportant: Gaussianfiltersdid just
as well as opponent center-surround ones).

complete reconstruction of the data as in the bottleneck autoencoder systems.
The ability of this method to discover simple structure embedded in a high-dimensional measurement space was demonstrated on a face data set, in which the extraction of the L D R
(low-dimensional representation) requires a highly nonlinear
transformation on the measurement space.^ At the basis of
this data set lies a two-dimensional parametric representation
space, in which 18 classes of faces are placed on a regular
3 x 6 grid; an additional parametric dimension, orthogonal to
thefirsttwo, models the within-class variation (see Figure 2).
To impose a distinctive low-dimensional structure on the set
of faces, w e followed the simple approach of c o m m o n parameterization by principal component analysis (PCA). This
was done by starting with a set of nine 3 D laser scans of hum a n heads, and by embedding the 3 x 6 grid in the 2 D space
spanned by the two leading "eigenheads" obtained from the
data by P C A . Each of the 18 heads derived by P C A from
the original scanned head data was piped through a graphics
program, which rendered the head from seven viewpoints, obtained by stepping the (simulated) camera in 3° rotation steps
around the midsagittal axis.
Results
The application of the label-based method led to a good recovery of the relevant low-dimensional description of the FACES
data set (see Figure 3). The performance of this method
in recovering the row/column parametric structure of the 18

The difficulty of L D R extraction in the present case is
demonstrated by a comparison to the results obtained by
more conventional neural network methods. First, w e asked
whether a self-supervised 3-layer autoencoder, which aims at
the best reconstruction of the inputs, can reveal the correct
low-dimensional structure in the present case. Although in
the linear case such networks do quite well, essentially by
extracting the principal components of the data (Elman and
Zipser, 1988), the performance on the FACES data was poor
(the network consistently converged to the mean of the data),
presumably due to the nonlinearity introduced by the imaging step. Second, w e experimented with a 5-layer nonlinear
bottleneck autoencoder (Leen and Kambhatla, 1994), which,
likewise, performed poorly. The outcome of this experiment
showed that self-supervised dimensionality reduction cannot
recover a good L D R in the present case, illustrating the importance of guidance provided by the class labels. Third, w e
tested a modified version of our method, in which the classifier
was not trained to ignore the direction orthogonal to the target
manifold (cf. Figure 1; this was done by training on the 72
face view labels, instead of the 18 face identity labels). Here,
too, the L D R was poor, underscoring the importance of guidance provided by an explicit specification of the dimension to
be collapsed.
Discussion
The research program which led to the results outlined above
is motivated by the notion that a good representation of the
visual world is,firstand foremost, a low-dimensional representation. W e described a family of methods that can map
a high-dimensional data set into a low-dimensional space,
which is topologically a good approximation of a nonlinear
manifold present in the original measurements. The property of topology preservation, shared by all the methods w e
considered, appears to be due to the smooth nature of the
mapping they realize (Intrator and Edelman, 1997; Edelman
and Duvdevani-Bar, 1997). This property alone, however, is
insufficient to ensure the extraction of the correct manifold:
control experiments indicate the importance both of the use of
class labels (which help define the tangent space to the manifold, as it is illustrated in Figure 1), and of the stipulation of
the generalization set for the stimuli (which defines the normal to the manifold). Moreover, the separate definition of the
normal for each class (i.e., the specification of the viewpointinduced variation for each of the 18 faces) is important for
the recovery of nonlinear (curving) manifolds, in which the
direction of the normal changes from point to point.
"To assess the quality of the LDR, we defined a dichotomy task,
in which nine of the 18 faces (labeled in Figure 2 as 2 , 1, A,
a, b, c, d, D, E) were attributed to one class, and the other
nine faces - to another class. In this task, the LDRs recovered by
our method consistently supported better performance than the raw
images.

^We tested this method also on another data set, consisting of
parameterized fractal images (Intrator and Edelman, 1996).
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Figure 3: FACES data set, dimensionality reduction by a bottleneck multilayer perceptron ( M L P ) ; the plots show the locations
of the 18 X 3 test stimuli in the space spanned by the activities of the units residing in a hidden layer (18 faces times 3
test orientations per face). Left: results obtained with a 3-layer M L P with 13 units in the middle hidden layer, trained for
20,000 epochs on the 18-way classification task. The low-dimensional representation proved to be a good substrate for solving
classification tasks on which the system has not been trained: the error rate on a nonlinear dichotomy involving the 18 classes
was 0.02, compared to 0.07 obtained by a system trained specifically on that dichotomy, but using the raw multidimensional
representation; see (Intrator and Edelman, 1997) for details. Middle: results for a 5-layer bottleneck M L P with 2 hidden units
in the middle hidden layer, trained on the 18-way classification task. The test dichotomy error rate was 0.1, compared to 0.29
on the raw data. Right: results obtained with a 3-layer M L P network with nine hidden units, trained on every second of the 18
classes that comprise the problem space (the nine classes used for training and the nine omitted classes formed a checkerboard
pattern). Note that all 18 classes - both familiar ones and those not seen by the system - are in a topology-preserving formation.
For this representation, the error rate on a nonlinear dichotomy involving the 18 classes was 0.14, compared to 0.28 obtained
by a system trained specifically on that dichotomy, but using the raw multidimensional representation. Remark: in the left
and the right plots, multidimensional scaling was used to visualize the representation spaces (which were, nominally, 13- and
9-dimensional, respectively); in the middle plot, the 2-dimensional hidden-unit space of the 5-layer network is plotted directly.

m a y be, is, therefore, a poor guide for behavior. In contrast, a
suitable (i.e., similarity-preserving) representation space can
The computational feasibility of learning a representation that
help the system deal with objects for which no m e m o r y traces
is both low-dimensional and similarity-preserving m a y be
are available (cf. Figure 3, right). In such a space, proximity
taken as further support for the attempts to make similarity a
is a reliable guide for generalization.^
central explanatory concept in psychology. O n e such attempt
The second important trait of the representation space comis described in Shepard's (1987) paper, which appeared on
m o n to a range of stimuli in a given task — its low dimenthe tri-centennial anniversary of the publication of Newton's
sionality — became gradually clear only recently, with the
Principia. In that paper, Shepard proposed a law of generemergence of formal approaches to the quantification of comalization that tied the likelihood of two stimuli evoking the
plexity of learning problems. Whereas in some perceptual
same response to the proximity of the stimuli in a psychologitasks (such as color vision) low dimensionality of the repcal representation space — the same space that so persistently
resentation stems naturally from the corresponding low diturned out to be low-dimensional in the dozens of experiments
mensionality of the stimulus space, in other tasks (notably, in
surveyed in (Shepard, 1980; Shepard, 1987), as well as in the
object shape recognition) a computationally convenient basis
more recent works on shape representation (Edelman, 1995;
for low-dimensional shape representation is yet to be develCortese and Dyre, 1996; Cutzu and Edelman, 1996).
oped. In the meanwhile, a useful c o m m o n low-dimensional
The significance of having a similarity-preserving lowparameterization of shapes belonging to certain categories can
dimensional space as a substrate for representation is twofold.
be achieved via principal component analysis, as it was done
First, the introduction of the notion of a similarity space puts
here for the h u m a n heads; cf. (Atick et al., 1996).
novel stimuli on an equal footing with familiar ones: a point
Summary
corresponding to a novel stimulus is always located somewhere in the representation space; all one has to do is characTo conclude, w e propose that the development of systems caterize its location with respect to the familiar points. The vipable of representing the world is governed by the following
sual system literally never encounters the same stimulus twice:
unifying principle: various aspects of the world are reprethere are always variations in the viewing conditions such
as illumination; objects look different from different view^Shepard's (1987) work shows that the vahdity of proximity as
points; articulated and flexible objects change their shape.
the basis for generalization is universal, and can be derived from first
Mere memory for past stimuli, faithful and extensive as it
principles.
Implications
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sented successfully insofar as they can be expressed in a lowdimensional space. Specifically, w e suggest that the possibility of effective representation stems from the low-dimensional
nature ofthe real-world classification tasks: an intelligent system would do well merely by reflecting the low-dimensional
distal space internally. This undertaking, however, is not as
straightforward as it sounds. Because the relevant dimensions
of the distal stimulus variation are neither k n o w n in advance
nor immediately available internally, the perceptual front end
to any sophisticated representational system must start with
a high-dimensional measurement stage, whose task is mainly
to assure that none of the relevant dimensions of stimulus
variation are lost in the process of encoding. The ultimate
performance of the system depends, therefore, on its capability to reduce the dimensionality ofthe measurement space
back to an acceptable level, which would be on par with that
of the original, presumably low-dimensional, distal stimulus
space.
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Abstract

with it yields a definition—a hypothesis about meaning. Subsequent encounters provide opportunities for unsupervised
As part of an interdisciplinary project to develop a compurevision of this hypothesis, with no (human) "trainers" or
tational cognitive model of a reader of narrative text, we are
"error-correction" techniques. T h e hypothesized definitions
developing a computational theory of how natural-languageare not guaranteed to converge to a "correct" meaning (if such
understanding systems can automatically expand their vocabexists)
but to one stable with respect to further encounters. Fiulary by determining from context the meaning of words that
nally, no domain-specific background information is required
are unknown, misunderstood, or used in a new sense. 'Confor developing the definition.
text' includes surrounding text, grammatical information, and
Evidence for this can be seen in the psychological literature
background knowledge, but no external sources. Our thesis
(below) and in informal protocols taken from subjects w h o
is that the meaning of such a word can be determined from
reasoned out loud about their definition-forming and revision
context, can be revised upon further encounters with the word,
procedures when shown passages containing unknown words
"converges" to a dictionary-like definition if enough context
(Ehrlich 1995). These same passages served as input to a
has been provided and there have been enough exposures to
computational system that develops and revises definitions in
the word, and eventually "settles down" to a "steady state"
that is always subject to revision upon further encounters with
ways similar to the h u m a n subjects.
the word. The system is being implemented in the SNePS
The vocabulary-expansion system is part of an interdisciknowledge-representation and reasoning system.
plinary project developing a computational cognitive model of
The Project and Its Significance
a reader of narrative text (Duchan et al. 1995). To fully model
a reader, it is important to model the ability to learn from
W e are developing a computational theory of h o w N L U sysreading, in particular, to expand one's vocabulary in a natural
tems (including humans) can automatically expand their voway while reading, without having to stop to ask someone or
cabulary by determining from context the meaning of words
to consult a dictionary. A complete lexicon cannot be manthat are unknown to the system, familiar but misunderstood,
ually
encoded, nor could it contain new words or n e w meanor used in a new sense (Ehrlich 1995). 'Context' includes
ings (Zernik & Dyer 1987). Text-understanding, messagesurrounding text, grammatical information, and background
processing, and information-extraction systems need to be
knowledge, but no access to a dictionary (Zadrozny & Jensen
robust in the presence of unknown expressions, especially
1991) or other external sources of information (including a
systems using unconstrained input text and operating indehuman).
of h u m a n intervention, such as "intelligent agents".
pendently
W e take the meaning of a word (as understood by a cognitive
agent) to be its position in a network of words, propositions, E.g., a system designed to locate "interesting" news items
and other concepts (Quillian 1968, 1969). In this (idiolectic) from an online information server should not be limited to
keyword searches—if the user is interested in news items
sense, the meaning of a word for a cognitive agent is deterabout dogs, and thefilterdetects items about "brachets" (a
mined by idiosyncratic experience with it. The contextual
term not in its lexicon), it should deliver those items as soon
meaning described above includes a word's relation to every
as itfiguresout that a brachet is a kind of dog.
concept in the agent's mind. Thus, the extreme interpretation
T w o features of our system mesh nicely with these desiderof "meaning as context" defines every word in terms of every
ata, summarized as the advantages of learning over being
other word an agent knows. This is circular and too unwieldy
for use. In another sense, the meaning of a word is its dictio- told: (1) Being told requires h u m a n intervention. O u r system
nary definition, usually containing less information. Thus, w e operates independently of a h u m a n teacher or trainer (with
one eliminable exception). (2) Learning is necessary, since
limit the connections used for the definition by selecting parone can't predict all information needed to understand unticular kinds of information. Not all concepts within a given
constrained, domain-independent text. O u r system does not
subnetwork are equally salient to a dictionary-style definition
constrain the subject matter ( "domain ") of the text. Although
of a word. People abstract certain conventional information
w e are primarily concerned with narrative text, our techniques
about words to use as a definition.
are general. Given an appropriate grammar, our algorithms
W e claim that a meaning for a word can be determined from
any context, can be revised and refined upon further encounproduce domain-independent definitions, albeit ones depenters with it, and "converges" to a dictionary-like definition
dent on the system's background knowledge: T h e more backgiven enough context and exposures to it. Each encounter
ground knowledge it has, the better its definitions will be, and
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showing that responses to questions about specific aspects of
a word's meaning c o m e faster following a priming sentence
that calls that aspect to mind than to questions where the preceding sentence uses the word, but does not call that aspect to
mind. The same speed-up occurs when the priming is a result
of factual inference about a word's referent as when it results
from selectional restriction on the word's sense.
Linguistic context has at least three effects on the interpretation of words. It can enable selection of an appropriate sense
of a truly ambiguous word. It can lead to inference of a more
specific referent than is strictly warranted by the meaning of
an unambiguous word. It can call to mind particular aspects
of a word's meaning at the expense of other aspects. In each
case, the mental representation of real or imaginary referents
is important to the understanding of the word as used.
S o m e aspects of a word's meaning are more salient to understanding its use than others. Since the evidence indicates
that w e do not retrieve definitions in their entirety when understanding sentences, w e m a y not notice gaps in our lexical
knowledge, so long as w e can retrieve the aspects of meaning
necessary to understanding the sentence. Such gaps point to
the importance of the acquisition process. O n e can learn a
word's meaning by being told that meaning, or one can infer
its meaning from encountering it in use.
Even fairly early in childhood, learning word meanings may
be as m u c h a matter of making inferences from linguistic context as of simple association. Johnson-Laird (1987) reports
on experiments in which 3- and 4-year-old children listened to
stories involving a novel verb. From hearing the verb used in
sentences that contained other words they already understood,
the children were able to perform selectional restriction on the
arguments to the new verb. Children have also been shown
to be able to learn aspects of the meanings of nonsense nouns
from hearing them used in the context of familiar verbs.
Johnson-Laird suggests that lexical learning involves a sort
of "bootstrapping" in which, once a fragment of language has
been mapped onto a child's internal representation of states of
affairs in the world, other words are acquired either indirectly
from context or directly from explicit definition. Words may
also be of mixed acquisition; different individuals will acquire
a given word differently. S o m e words can be completely
lexically specified; others (e.g., natural-kind terms) cannot,
but instead rely in part on a schema of default informafion
based on a prototypical exemplar.
Johnson-Laird (1987; 579) summarizes parts of his theory
of lexical meanings as follows: (1) Comprehension requires
the listener to construct a model of the state of affairs described by the discourse. (2) There is a mental dictionary that
contains entries in which the senses of words are represented.
Psychological Evidence
(But cf. Johnson-Laird 1987: 563.) (3) A lexical entry may
Psychological research on how humans store and access word be incomplete as a result of ignorance or because the word is
a theoretical term with an intrinsically incomplete sense. (4)
meanings and expand their vocabularies once the basics of
The senses of words can be acquired from definitions or from
language have been acquired informs and supports our theory.
encountering instances of the word in use. (5) Corresponding
Johnson-Laird's (1987) theory about the mental represento the method of acquisition, elements of a lexical representation of words asserts that understanding a word (and a sentation can consist of (a) relations to other words, which could
tence containing a word) does not imply that one has a readily
be represented by a mechanism akin to a semantic network,
accessible definition of that word stored in one's mind. Varand (b) ineffable primitives that are used in constructing and
ious aspects of a word's meaning m a y be called to mind by
manipulating mental models of the world.
sentences for which those aspects are relevant, without callCassie understands narrative input by building mental reping the entire definition to mind. H e describes experiments

the more quickly they will "converge". The system does not
develop "correct" definitions, but dictionary-like definitions
enabling her to continue understanding the text.
O u r system, "Cassie", consists of the SNePS-2.1
knowledge-representation and reasoning system (Shapiro
1979, Shapiro & Rapaport 1992), and a knowledge base ( K B )
representing Cassie's background knowledge. Currently, the
K B is hand-coded, since h o w she acquired this knowledge is
irrelevant. Although w e begin with a "toy" K B , each of our
tests includes all previous information, so the K B grows as w e
test more words. Cassie's input consists of (1) information
from the text being read and (2) questions (e.g., "What does
(word) mean?") that trigger a deductive search of the K B .
Output consists of a report of Cassie's current definition of
the word, or answers to other queries.
S N e P S has an English lexicon, morphological analyzer/synthesizer, and a generalized A T N parser-generator that
translates English input directly into a propositional semantic
network without building an intermediate parse tree (Shapiro
1982, 1989; Rapaport 1988; Shapiro & Rapaport 1995). All
information, including propositions, is represented by S N e P S
nodes; propositions about propositions can also be represented. Labeled arcs form the underlying syntactic structure
of S N e P S , embodied in the restriction that one cannot add
an arc between two existing nodes, which would be tantamount to a proposition not represented by a node. Arc-paths
can be defined for path-based inference, including property
inheritance. Nodes and represented concepts are in 1-1 correspondence; this uniqueness principle guarantees that nodes
are shared whenever possible and that nodes represent intensional objects (e.g., concepts, propositions, properties, and
objects of thought includingfictionalentities, non-existents,
and impossible objects; Shapiro & Rapaport 1991).
SNePS's inference package accepts rules for deductive and
default reasoning, allowing Cassie to infer "probable" conclusions in the absence of contrary information. W h e n combinations of asserted propositions lead to a contradiction, the
S N e B R belief-revision package allows Cassie to remove from
the inconsistent context one or more of those propositions
(Martins & Shapiro 1988). Once a premise is no longer
asserted, the conclusions that depended on it are no longer
asserted in that context. Cassie uses S N e B R to revise behefs about the meanings of words. W e have developed algorithms for partially automating the identification and removal
or modification of a premise, based on S N e P S w D , a default
belief-revision system that enables automatic revision (Cravo
& Martins 1993; Martins & Cravo 1991). W e are exploring
techniques for full automation.
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slots in the anticipated structure. T h e meaning of the new
resentations of the information contained in the narrative;
forming concepts of individuals, propositions, and events de- word is presumed to inherit aspects of meaning connected
with the model unless otherwise specified.
scribed; and connecting them with her prior knowledge. Her
understanding of a concept in narrative is precisely that conCassie uses her prior knowledge and the network that repcept's connections to the rest of the narrative, together with
resents her understanding of the story (up to and including
its connections (if any) to previously acquired knowledge.
the sentence containing that word) to establish a definitional
framework for the target word. This framework is not an
W e adopt the idea that lexical entries have aspects of meananalogical model in Elshout-Mohr & van Daalen-Kapteijns's
ing connected to them in a semantic network, but do not have
sense, but does provide a plan for knowledge retrieval and a
compiled, dictionary-style definitions permanently attached.
structure with certain slots tofill.The framework for nouns
Cassie selects salient features from her knowledge of a word
when asked to define it, but does not permanendy store those includes slots for synonyms and for h y p e m y m s from which
the target word can inherit aspects of meaning.
features as a definition. O u r semantic network, however, includes meaning postulates (represented as rules) that Cassie
Because w e wish our system to model an individual of high
can use as part (but not all) of her knowledge for producverbal ability (for general usefulness and specifically for use as
ing definitions. S o m e information (e.g., about natural kinds) a lexicographer's assistant), it does use its selected framework
is expressed as default information. Thus, our approach is
analytically, although new information m a y cause the system
compatible with Johnson-Laird's theory and experiments.
to select a different framework than that chosen after the first
Elshout-Mohr & van Daalen-Kapteijns (1987) treat ver- encounter with die target word.
bal comprehension as a mental skill involving procedural and
Elshout-Mohr & van Daalen-Kapteijns suggest that chilprepositional knowledge. They hold that it is useful to have
dren's verbal skills be developed by instruction in distinguisha "meaning unit" that is stable across contexts, so that new
ing between idiosyncratic experiences with a word and the
contexts m a y provide n e w information at the same time that
more general experiences associated therewith, and in conan established understanding of a word allows interpretation
straining the richness of individual experience by selecting a
in a new context.
limited number of aspects of meaning. Especially important is
the ability to select structural and functional aspects of a conIn one experiment, they chose students with high and low
cept that are "in c o m m o n with" and "in distinction of" other
verbal skills as measured by standard tests. Subjects were
known concepts. Developing theory and technique for such
asked to think aloud as they tried to determine from context
movement from idiosyncratic understanding to conventional
the meanings of invented words. The neologismsfilledlexdictionary definitions is a central portion of our research.
ical gaps, so that they would refer to things with which the
subjects were familiar, but would not have direct synonyms
Sternberg (1987) holds that three processes are applied in
that could be substituted for them. (E.g., 'kolper': a window acquiring words from context: (1) distinguishing irrelevant
that transmits little light because of something outside it.) A
from relevant information, (2) selectively combining relevant
series of sentences were presented, one per page, in which
clues, and (3) comparing what has been selected and comthe new word was used. Subjects were aware of the need to
bined with previous knowledge. These processes operate on a
construct a definition rather than search for a synonym. They
basis of several types of cues: (1) temporal cues regarding the
were asked to report on new information gained from each
duration or frequency of X, or when X can occur; (2) spatial
sentence without reviewing previous pages. It was thought
cues regarding the location of X or possible locations where X
that this would tax their working memory, which was considcan sometimes be found; (3) value cues regarding the worth or
ered important, because most words learned from context are
desirability of X, or the kinds of affects X arouses; (4) stative
not learned in situations where word acquisition is the primary descriptive cues regarding the properties of X (size, colour,
focus of cognition. Rather, one usually reads for the content
etc.); (5) functional descriptive cues regarding possible purof a text and acquires new vocabulary incidentally (if at all).
poses of X, actions X can perform, or potential uses of X ; (6)
cues regarding the possible causes of, or enabling conditions
Most subjects tried to compare the unknown word with at
for, X ; (7) cues regarding one or more classes to which X
least one familiar word. Those with high verbal skills used
belongs, or other members of one or more classes of which X
the model analytically, as a group of separable components
is a member; (8) equivalence cues regarding the meaning of
that could be individually compared with further information.
N e w information compatible with all facets of the model could X, or conU-ast (e.g., antonymy) to the meaning of X.
be added; conflicting facets of the model could be replaced
Sternberg's experiments show that readers w h o are trained
with new information. Those with lower verbal skills tended
in his three processes of recognizing relevant cues, combining
to use the model holistically, wiUi new compatible informacues, and comparing with k n o w n terms do better at defining
tion broadening or restricting the domain (Kiersey 1982) and
new words than those w h o receive training only in the eight
incompatible information causing the rejection of the model
types of cues available, although any training in cue types
(and perhaps the adoption of a different model).
produces better results than word memorization or no training.
Our system is designed to select certain information as most
According to the authors, in the task of word learning,
relevant, if it is present. For example, w e follow Johnsona model: (1) provides a plan for knowledge retrieval; all
aspects of the semantic unit of the model are accessible; (2) Laird and Elshout-Mohr & van Daalen-Kapteijns in emphaprovides a frame-like structure for the meaning to be acquired, sizing the structural and functional information about physical objects. If, however, such information is lacking, our
with certain slots tofill;(3) allows conventional aspects of
system uses such other cue types as m a y be available. W e
definitions to steer abstraction toward similar conventions in
the new definition; and (4) provides default information to fill also combine relevant information, and compare n e w words
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with k n o w n words in certain specific ways, such as possible
synonymy or hyponymy.
Algorithms
Our algorithms hypothesize and revise meanings for nouns
and verbs that are unknown, misunderstood, or being used
in a n e w way. Applying the principle that the meaning of a
term is its location in the network of background and story
information, our algorithms deductively search the network
for information appropriate to a dictionary-like definition, assuming our grammar has identified the unknown word as a
noun or a verb. The algorithms are presented in detail in
Ehrlich 1995, and are illustrated by example here.
Cassie was provided with background information for understanding King Arthur stories (Malory 1470). W h e n presented with a sequence of passages containing the unknown
noun 'brachet', Cassie developed a theory that a brachet was
a dog whose function is to hunt and that can bay and bite.
(Webster's (1937) defines it as "a hound that hunts by the
scent".) However, based on thefirstcontext in which the term
appeared ("... there c a m e a white hart running into the hail
with a white brachet next to him,..."), her initial hypothesis
was that a brachet was a physical object that m a y be white.
Each time 'brachet' appeared, Cassie was asked to define it.
T o do so, she deductively searched her background K B , together with the information she had read in the narrative to that
point, for information concerning (1) direct class inclusions
(especially in a basic-level category), (2) general functions of
brachets (in preference to those of individuals), (3) the general structure of brachets (if appropriate, and in preference
to those of individuals), (4) acts that brachets perform (partially ordered in terms of universality: probable actions in
preference to possible actions, actions attributed to brachets
in general in preference to actions of individuals, etc.), (5)
possible ownership of brachets, (6) part/whole relationships
to other objects, (7) other properties of brachets (when structural and functional description is possible, less salient "other
properties" of particular brachets are not reported, although
w e do report properties that apply to brachets in general), and
(8) possible synonyms for 'brachet' (based on similarity of
the above attributes). S o m e of these are based on the psycholinguistic studies of the sort of vocabulary expansion w e
are m o d e h n g (discussed above). In the absence of any of
this information, or in the presence of potentially inconsistent
information (e.g., if the text says that one brachet hunts and
another doesn't), Cassie either leaves certain "slots" in her
definitional framework empty, or includes information about
particular brachets. Such information isfilledin or replaced
upon further encounters with the term.
In another test, Cassie was told that 'to smite' meant "to
kill by hitting hard" (a mistaken belief held by the second
author before reading Malory 1470). Passages in which various characters were smitten but then continued to act triggered
S N e B R , which asks Cassie which of several possible "culprit"
propositions in the K B to remove in order to block inconsistencies. Ideally, Cassie then decides which belief to revise.
W h e n h u m a n s encounter a discrepancy between a word's use
and their previous understanding, they either assume the word
is used incorrectly or decide that their previous understanding
requires revision. W h e n Cassie encounters a contradiction
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derived from combining story information with background
knowledge, she must decide which premises leading to the
contradiction should be revised. To facilitate this, each assertion in the K B and story is tagged with a "knowledge category", ordered by certainty of belief. In case of contradiction,
Cassie selects, from a m o n g the conflicting propositions, a
proposition of greatest uncertainty as a candidate for revision.
A set of rules for replacing discarded definitions with revised
definitions is being developed. E.g., suppose the culprit were:
If X smites y, then x hits y & y is dead & x hitting y causes
y to be dead. O nfirstencountering a smitee w h o survives,
substitute these rules: (1) If .x smites y, then x hits y & possibly y is dead; (2) If x smites y and y is dead, then x hitting y
causes y to be dead. If asked for a definition of 'smite' now,
Cassie will report that the result of smiting is that x hits y
and possibly y is dead. The only human intervention is to tell
Cassie to order her beliefs (she does the ordering, based on the
knowledge categories, but has to be nudged to "do it now")
and to tell Cassie to assert the revised belief she has already
automatically generated from the lowest-ranked belief in the
conflict set.
A third case is exemplified by 'to dress', which Cassie
antecedently understood to mean "to put clothes on (something)", a well-entrenched meaning that should not be rejected. However, upon reading that King Arthur "dressed"
his sword, S N e B R detects an inconsistency. Rather than rejecting the prior definition, w e add to it. Cassie decides that
to dress is either to put clothes on or to prepare for battle.

An Example
Here, w e sketch Cassie's handling of 'smite', with this background information in the K B : There is a king named King
Arthur There is a king n a m e d King Lot. There is a sword
n a m e d Excalibur Excalibur is King Arthur's sword. Horses
are animals. Kings are persons. Knights are persons. Dukes
are persons. "Person" is a basic-level category. "Horse" is
a basic-level category. "Before" and "after" are transitive
relations. If x is dead at time t, x can perform no actions
at t or at any subsequent time. If x belongs to a subclass of
person, x is a person. If a person acts, the act performed is an
action. If an agent acts on an object, and there is an indirect
object of the action, then the action is bitransitive. If an agent
acts on an object, then the action is transitive. If an agent
acts on itself, then the action is reflexive. If\ is hurt at time t,
then X is not dead at I If x is not dead at time t, then x was
not dead at any prior time. Ifx smites y at time t, then x hits
y at t, and y is dead at t, and the hitting caused the death.
(Note that the last is the only information about 'smite' in the
knowledge base.)
Cassie is then given a sequence of passages containing
'smite' (adapted from Malory 1470: 13ff) interspersed with
questions and requests for definitions:
Passagel: King Arthur turned himself and his horse. He
smote before and behind. His horse was slain. King Lot
smote d o w n King Arthur.
Definitionl: A person can smite a person. If x smites y at
time t, then x hits y at t, and y is dead at t.
Questionl: W h a t properties does King Arthur have?
Replyl: King Arthur is dead.
Passage2: King Arthur's knights rescued him. They sat him

on a horse. H e drew Excalibur.
Questioii2: W h e n did King Arthur draw [Excahbur]?

given domain to infer a word's meaning. Hastings's approach
is like ours: The goal is to allow the system to read and
acquire word meanings without the intervention of a h u m a n
The inference required to reply to Question2 triggers SNcBR,
tutor. His approach differs, however, in the types of inforwhich reports that King Arthur's drawing (i.e., acting) is inmation sought as the meaning of a word, and in the nature
consistent with his being dead. Cassie automatically removes
of the K B . For each domain, the initial K B consisted of a
the proposition reporting her belief that smiting entails killing,
taxonomy of relevant objects and actions. Camille attempts
which is replaced with two beliefs: that although smiting ento place the unknown word appropriately in the domain hitails hitting, it only possibly entails killing, and that if smiting
erarchy. To this basic system, Hastings has added: a mutual
results in a death, then the hitting is the cause of death. These
exclusivity constraint; a script applier allowing Camille to
rules are not built in; they are inferred by revision rules.
match the unknown word with a known word that has filled
Deimition2: A person can smite a person. If x smites y at the same slot in a particular script, or, for a verb, with a known
word whose arguments match those of the target word; and
time t, then x hits y at f and possibly y is dead at t.
an ability to recognize the existence of multiple senses for
Passage3: T w o of King Claudas's knights rode toward a pasa word. In most instances, the meaning sought appears to
sage. Sir Ulfyas and Sir Brastias rode ahead. Sir Ulfyas
be synonymy with a known word, unlike Cassie, which can
smote down one of King Claudas's two knights. Sir Brastias
create new concepts (defined in terms of preexisting ones). In
smote down the other knight. Sir Ulfyas and Sir Brastias rode
one version, however, Camille is given the capacity to create
ahead. Sir Ulfyas fought and unhorsed another of Claudas's
a new node, and insert it into the domain hierarchy. This,
knights. Sir Brastias fought and unhorsed the last of Clauhowever, is only available for unknown nouns. Verbs can be
das's knights. Sir Ulfyas and Sir Brastias laid King Claudas's
"defined" only by mapping them to their closest synonyms.
last two knights on the ground. All of King Claudas's knights
Hastings's evaluation of Camille's performance is given in
were hurt and bruised.
terms of "correctness" of word meaning. His focus is on the
The information that the knights were hurt was added in
comparative precision and accuracy of the various versions of
forward-chaining m o d e to allow Cassie to notice that that they Camille as they attempt to m a p unknown terms onto k n o w n
were still alive at the time they were hurt and therefore could
nodes. For us, such a notion of "correctness" does not apply.
not have died earlier at the time they were smitten. Cassie has
Siskind's (1996) focus is onfirst-languageacquisition durnow heard of two cases in a row (King Arthur, and the two
ing childhood, whereas ours is on mature cognitive agents
knights) where a smitee has survived being smitten, with no
w h o already know a large part of their language and are
intervening cases of death by smiting, yielding:
(merely) expanding their vocabulary. Siskind takes as given
Definitions: A person can smite a person. If x smites y at (1) an utterance, (2) a simultaneous visual perception, (3)
a mental representation of the situation perceived, which is
time t, then x hits y at t.
caused by it, and (4) an assumption that the utterance means
Further encounters with 'smite' cause no further revisions.that mental representation. His algorithms assign parts of
The definition has stabilized ("converged") in a manner simithe mental-representation meaning to parts (words) of the utlar to our h u m a n protocols.
terance. Given "multiple situations," these algorithms "converge" to "correct word-to-meaning mappings". Although w e
Related Work
also assume an utterance and a mental representation that the
Classic work along these lines includes Granger 1977,
utterance means, Cassie does not use visual perception to proBerwick 1983, Haas & Hendrix 1983. Here, w e review more
duce the mental representation. In most cases of reading, any
recent work.
mental representation (including imagery) would be produced
Z e m i k & Dyer (1987) compile definitions of words and
by the text, so visual perception of a real-world situation does
figurative phrases from conversation into a hierarchical lexi- not arise, except for illustrated texts. Although Cassie does not
con, using a pattern constructor that analyzes parsing failures
use illustrations, she could in principle (Srihari 1991, Srihari
to modify its patterns and a concept constructor that selects a & Rapaport 1989). Siskind's system begins with a mapping
strategy according to background information about the goals
between a whole meaning and a whole utterance, and infers
and plans a person is likely to have in various situations. If
mappings between their parts. Cassie already has both of
thefirstinterpretation of a phrase is inconsistent with that
those mappings and seeks to infer definition-style relations
information, the system queries the user, suggesting various
between the unknown word and the rest of the K B . Moreinterpretations more consistent with the goals of persons in
over, it does not make sense in our theory to speak of "correct
the story until the user confirms that a correct interpretation
word-to-meaning mappings". Finally, Siskind claims that
has been reached. However, since w e focus on literary, not
his theory provides evidence for "semantic bootstrapping"—
conversational, discourse, Cassie is not informed by a human using semantics to aid in learning syntax. In contrast, Cassie
user when she misunderstands. A s long as the misunderstanduses syntactic bootstrapping (using syntax to aid in learning
ing is compatible with further encounters with the word and
semantics (Gleitman 1990,1994)), which seems more reasonwith her general knowledge, there is no reason for Cassie to
able for our situation.
revise her understanding. If further reading leads to the conclusion that a previous definition was wrong, Cassie revises
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Abstract
Simple belief-revision tasks were defined by a giving
subjects a conditional premise, (p—>q), a categorical
premise, (p, for a modus-ponens belief-set, or ~q, for a
modus tollens belief-set), and the associated inference (q
or ~p, respectively). "New" information contradicted the
initial inference (~ q or p, respectively). Subjects
indicated their degree of belief in the conditional premise
and the categorical premise, given the contradiction.
Results indicated that the choice was a function of the
knowledge type expressed in the conditional form; when
that knowledge type was causal, the choice was affected
by the number of disabling factors associated with the
causal relationship. A "possible worlds" interpretation of
the data is related to formal notions such as epistemic
entrenchment, used in normative models of belief
revision, and to reasoning from uncertain premises, from
the human deduction literature.
Introduction
Suppose you initially consider the following to be true:
Jeremy m o w s the Robinsons' lawn, they will pay him $15;
(b) H e m o w e d their lawn; and so, by inference, (c) The
Robinsons paid him $15. Y o u then discover that they did
not pay him $15. Which of your initial beliefs do you chose
to abandon? That he m o w e d the lawn? O r that they'd give
him$15ifhedidso?
This example illustrates a problem associated with belief
revision, the process by which a reasoner makes the
transition from one belief state to another. Sometimes n e w
information will conflict with beliefs currently held to be
true. Understanding the principles by which such a conflict
is resolved is relevant to certain formal efforts in A I as well
as to the psychological community that studies h u m a n
reasoning. From the A I perspective, there is m u c h work on
formalizing "rationality postulates" for belief revision (see
Alchourr6n, Gardenfors, & Makinson, 1985). Yet even that
community has acknowledged that "extra-logical pragmatic
principles are needed to guide the revision process" (Nebel,
1989). M u c h of the formal AI work on belief revision makes
an appeal to an idea called epistemic entrenchment
(Gardenfors, 1988) T h e rationale behind epistemic
entrenchment is that, practically, an agent m a y need to
choose a m o n g alternative ways to change its beliefs, and
intuitively put, some beliefs will be more "deserving" of

continued belief than other beliefs, in the face of
contradiction. While epistemic entrenchment is offered as a
formal concept, there seems to be little understanding about
what the principles for epistemic entrenchment actually are.
From the psychological perspective, h u m a n performance
on classical deductive problems has been extensively
studied. But there is a need for descriptive data and theories
on h o w people resolve inconsistency w h e n n e w information
(about a static world) is obtained. The studies presented in
this article are part of a larger research effort concerned
exactly with this issue: what principles are involved in h o w
people decide to resolve contradiction? Put another way,
which of several former beliefs is called into question w h e n
a valid inference that follows from them is subsequently
contradicted?
S o m e A I belief-revision theorists have argued that
conditional statements like p — > q m a y warrant, a priori, a
higher degree of entrenchment, not because there is
something to be preferred about material implications, but
because that form often signals "law-like" or predictive
relations that have explanatory power (e.g., Foo & Rao,
(a)1988).
If Elio and Pelletier (in press; 1994) did notfindany
evidence that people were more apt to retain conditional
over non-conditional premises, w h e n considering abstract
belief-revision problems. In fact, they found that
disbelieving a conditional statement w a s the preferred
belief-revision decision w h e n the same problems were
instantiated with natural-language concepts. Elio and
Pelletier applied a kind of theory formation account to their
finding that people preferred to disbelieve a conditional
( p — > q ) rather than categorical (p) statement, as a w a y of
reconciling the n e w contradictory information. Under this
account, a conditional can be viewed as expressing a
regularity about the world. If an inference that follows from
such a regularity is subsequently contradicted by some n e w
data, then (an inductive perspective might argue) the
regularity itself must be flawed. The idea that data enjoys a
priority over regularities has been offered as a belief
revision principle in other frameworks (e.g., Thagard, 1988)
particularly when regularities are (merely) hypotheses under
consideration to explain or systematize observed facts.
Elio and Pelletier (in press) identified, but did not address,
a broader question of epistemic entrenchment, namely
whether different types of regularities (expressed as a
conditional) might be differentially "entrenched" in the face
of contradictory evidence. This indeed seems plausible, for
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it has been long recognized (see Evans, Newstead, & Bryne,
1993) that the material implication view of conditionals has
proven inadequate from both a linguistic and psychological
viewpoint. Natural-language uses of the conditional include
definitions, promises, advice, threats, and causal
relationships. Within the realm of causal reasoning, the
work directly relevant to the present study's design is that
done by C u m m i n s and her colleagues (Cummins, Lubart,
Alksnis, & Wrist, 1991; C u m m i n s , 1995). They report that
deductive reasoning about causality is affected by the
number of alternative causes of the consequent and the
number of disabling conditions — factors that prevent
effects from occurring even in the presence of viable causes.
T h e possible import of this latter distinction for belief
revision, as defined here, seems clear: belief revision is
required exactly w h e n that which is expected to be true (or
false) is not. M o r e generally, the belief-revision
"problem"—defined here as reconciling contradictions to
deductively valid inferences—has a direct relevance to
theoretical accounts of reasoning from uncertain premises. I
consider this connection more fully in the Summary section.
T h e studies reported here examined whether beliefrevision decisions are influenced by (a) the type of
knowledge expressed in an initially-believed conditional and
(b) the type of inference rule (modus p o n e n s — M P — o r
modus tollens—MT) used to define the initial belief set. The
rationale for the former issue has already been outlined.
Concerning the M P v. M T question, Elio & Pelletier (1994;
in press) have reported that M P and M T belief sets are
revised differently. It is important to extend those results to
cases in which the kind of knowledge expressed in the
conditional is systematically manipulated.
Inference Rule and Knowledge Types
T h e Conditionals
A set of 65 conditionals was constructed to include (a) the
16 causal conditionals used by C u m m i n s et al. (1991) and
(b) other conditional statements that expressed familiar
definitions, unfamiliar definitions, and promises. T o ensure
that the experimenter's intuitions matched those of subjects,
a group of 4 0 subjects provided classification ratings for
each statement, presented as follows:

the car slowed d o w n ; (b) Causal-Many Alternative
Causes/Few Disablers: If read without his glasses, then he
got a headache; (c) Causal-Few Alternative Causes/Many
Disablers: If the trigger was pulled, then the gun fired; (d)
Causal-Few Alternative Causes/Few Disablers: If Joe cut
his finger, then it bled, (e) Promise: If Jeremy m o w s the
lawn, then the Robinsons will give him $15; (0 Unfamiliar
Definition: If an organism is, then it is a parasite of
vertebrate animals; (g) Familiar Definition: If a flower is an
annual, then it dies after one year of blooming. The causal
conditionals were taken from C u m m i n s (1995) and the full
set used for this study is given in Elio (1996). Due to space
constraints, details on the data collected for definition
belief-revision problems will not be presented here.
The Task
Table 1 shows an example belief revision problem. For the
modus ponens problems, the initial belief set consisted of a
conditional statement p — > q , the categorical statement p,
and a statement asserting q as a consequence that follows
from the other two statements. The update sentence, ~q,
contradicted the inference in the initial belief set. For the
modus tollens problem, the initial belief set was p — > q , ~q,
therefore -p. The update sentence was p. The terms "data
statement" and "categorical statement" are used
interchangeably to refer to the initial belief p in the M P case
and ~q in the M T case.
This is what you initially believe:
If water was poured on the campfire, then the campfire went out.
Water was poured on the campfire.
From this, you believe the campfire went out.
You do further investigation and discover:
The campfire did not go out.

Assuming the new information is true, what do you think the
degree of belief should be for
Water was poured on the campfire.
Disbelieve
Believe
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
Uncertain
and for....
If water was poured on the campfire, then the campfire went out.
"If a substance is nitroglycerin, then its molecular structure
is
Disbelieve
Believe
C3H5(N03)3."
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
I would classify what this sentence is expressing as ....
Uncertain
a. a promise
Table 1
b. a cause and effect
Example M P Belief Revision Problem
c. a prediction (not based on cause and effect)
d. a definition that I am familiar with
e. a definition that I am not familiar with

Two types of tasks were used with this material. In both
tasks, subjects were instructed to assume that the initial
(The choices included the category of "prediction" in case sentences were true. The results reported here concern a
subjects believed there was a temporal, but non-causal,
degree-of-belief rating task, for which subjects indicated a
contingency between a conditional's antecedent and
n e w degree-of-belief in the initial-belief sentences, given the
consequent.) From the ratings received, 34 statements were
contradiction introduced by the update sentence. The other
selected to be used in the belief revision problems.
type of task used was a forced-choice task, following Elio &
Examples of each type are: (a) Causal-Many Alternative
Pelletier (1994; in press), in which other subjects explicitly
Causes/Many Disablers: If the brake was depressed, then
indicated which of the initial beliefs they would retain and
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which they would abandon. Where relevant, I indicate h o w
the forced-choice results support interpretations based on
degree-of-belief results; see Elio (1996) for more detail on
the forced-choice data.
Design, Subjects, and Procedure
The complete problem set of 34 belief-revision was
considered too long for subjects to work through, without
risk of boredom. Thus, subjects were randomly assigned to
receive one of two booklets. In one booklet type, each of 34
subjects saw all 16 causal conditionals and all six promise
conditionals. In the other booklet type, each of 34 subjects
saw all 12 definitions and the six promise conditionals. This
allowed causal type and definition-type to serve as a
repeated factors, for these two groups, respectively.
Analyses of the promise problems used data firom both these
two groups combined, to increase the sample size. The order
of the problems and the order in which initial beliefs
appeared for rating was randomized for each subject.
Collecting Prior Belief Ratings
Subsequent to the study described above, 22 subjects rated
all 34 conditionals on a l-to-7 scale, where 7 was labeled
"Likely to be true" and 1 was labeled "Likely to be false."
Results
For the scale given in Table 1, the letters A through G were
mapped to numerical values 1 (disbelieve) through 7
(believe). The top portion of Table 2 gives, in parentheses,
the average belief-ratings to the conditionals rated in
isolation. The main body of the table presents the degreeof-belief ratings for conditional and categorical beliefs, after
the contradictory information was presented. A s I discuss
further in the summary, additional prior belief ratings are
needed in addition to the ratings for the conditionals in
isolation. However, these averages provide some baseline
that demonstrates that subjects' level of belief was affected
by the contradiction in the belief-revision task.
For purposes of the present study, the key metric is the
where the conditional and the categorical premise are placed
on the belief scale relative to each other, and the magnitude
of the difference between the ratings assigned to them.
These can be taken to indicate the degree to which one of
those beliefs is singled out over the other as "suspect", given
the contradiction.
Causal Conditionals. A 2 (inference rule:MP v. MT) X 2
(alternative causes) X 2(alternative disablers) X 2 (item
rated: conditional statement, data statement) analysis of
variance, with repeated measures on all three factors
revealed a main effect for inference rule, and interactions
between alternative-disablers and item-rated (F (1,33) =
14.63, p = .001), alternative-causes and item-rated (F(I,33)
= 10.30, p = .003), and inference-rule and item-rated
(F(l,33) = 7.42, p = .01). Although the patterns of responses
appear different for M P and M T problems as a function of
causal-knowledge type, the three-way interaction did not
approach significance.
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The key effect is the role of disabling factors. The focus is
on the direction of the differences between the degree-ofbelief in the conditional v. the categorical belief, given the
contradiction. W h e n the contradicted belief-set involved a
few-disabler conditional, subjects retained a higher degree
of belief the conditional than in the categorical belief; w h e n
the revision problem involved a many-disabler conditional,
the conditional was assigned somewhat lower rating than the
categorical belief. T h e clearest contrast is between the
many-disablers/many causes case (a -1.0 difference) v. the
few-disablers/few-causes case (a 1.8 difference) for the M P
problems.
The absolute values for the degree-of-belief ratings does
in m a n y cases hover around the "uncertain" mark; however,
m y interpretation that the disabler-factor iinfluences which
initial belief is called into question is supported by results I
found with the forced-choice task, in which subjects chose
among: (a) the believe the conditional and disbelieve the
categorical statement; (b) believe the categorical statement
and disbelieve the conditional; (c) be uncertain about both.
For many-disabler conditionals, 4 3 % of the subjects to
retain the conditional and 3 3 % chose to disbelieve it. But for
few-disabler conditionals, 5 4 % of subjects retained the
conditional and only 2 6 % chose to disbelieve it.
The effect of syntactic inference rule ( M P v. M T belief
sets) is consistent with results from previous studies on
these types of problems: when considering the contradiction,
subjects gave higher belief ratings to conditionals than to
data statements on the modus-ponens belief sets, and higher
ratings to data statements than to conditionals in the modustollens belief sets.
Modus Ponens Belief Set
Upon learning ~q, the new degree of belief in ...
P —><]
P Difference
Causals
Many Disablers of p — > q
(5.7) Few Causes of q
4.1
4.3
-0.2
(5.5) Many Causes of q
3.7
4.7
-1.0
Few Disablers of p — > q
(6.4) Few Causes of q
5.1
3.3
1.8
(5.6) Many Causes of q
4.7
3.9
0.7
Promises
(4.3)
3.3
4.8
-1.6
Modus Tollens Belief Set
Upon learning p, the new degree of belief in....
p—>q
~q Difference
Causals
Many Disablers of p — > q
Few Causes of q
4.0
5.0
-1.0
Many Causes of q
3.8
5.2
-1.4
Few Disablers of p — > q
Few Causes of q
4.4
4.0
.4
Many Causes of q
4.0
4.7
-.7
Promises 3.3
-2.1
5.4
Table 2: (Prior Belief Ratings) and N e w Belief Ratings
—Familiar Domains

Promises. The difference between the degree of behef in the
promise-conditionals v. the promise-data statement was
greater for modus-tollens behef sets (-2.1) than for modusponens belief sets (-1.6) (F(l,67) = 4.85, p =.031). What is
notable, however, is that for both M P and M T belief sets,
the direction of the effect is large and in the same direction.
The degree-of-belief ratings are consistent with the data on
the forced-choice task: only 2 5 % of subjects chose to
believe the promise conditional and disbelieve the nonconditional; 5 2 % of them opted to disbelieve the promise
conditional and retain belief in the non-conditional.
Conditionals expressing promises appear more corrigible—
i.e., "easier to disbelieve"—in the face of contradiction than
conditionals expressing other types of knowledge.
Discussion
Clearly, the conditional form itself is too crude to serve
even as a heuristic upon which to hang principles of
epistemic entrenchment. A n d so too is knowledge-type
distinction itself, given the influence of the few-disablers
distinction on h o w subjects revised belief sets involving
causal conditionals. These results offer some insight into
what the "extra-logical" preferences guiding belief revision
might be, and suggest that they can be formalized in a
somewhat domain independent fashion. They suggest a view
of epistemic entrenchment modeled as the result of
assessing the likelihood of the alternative possible worlds
that correspond to different ways of accounting for a
contradiction. W h e n there are few-disablers for p — > q, then
there are few(er) possible worlds in which a disabler could
be in effect. It is less likely, then, that current world (to be
modeled by a belief state) is one of those worlds in which a
disabler is also true. In this case, it m a y be a more plausible
belief-revision decision to retain belief in the conditional
statement and question the validity of the categorical
statement (what I a m call the "data statement"). Put another
way, the heuristic that "data has priority" m a y not always
lead to a plausible belief revision decision, given a
reasoner's background knowledge.
T h e few-alternative-causes/few-disablers case can be
interpreted as a m u c h tighter, almost definitional relation
between p and g: there are few other explanations for p
w h e n q is true, and few other explanations for w h y q would
fail to hold w h e n p is true. The pattern of data for fewcauses/few disabler causals in this study looked remarkably
similar to the pattern of data found for contradicted beliefsets involving familiar definitions (See Elio, 1996).
C u m m i n s (1995) also noted that the few-disablers causal
relations are quasi-definitional in nature.
It would be parsimonious to extend the notion of
disablers (and hence the possible-worlds account) to the
treatment of contradicted promises. For example, our
understanding of a promise "If you do x, then you will get y"
might include an understanding that m a n y factors outside
the control of the promiser might derail the promise. Thus,
promises might be subsumed under a "many-disabling
factors" category of relations. There is some support for this
idea from the present data: the degree-of-belief ratings for
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promise-conditionals and promise-categorical statements are
most similar to those given to causal-conditionals in the
many-disabler cases, at least for the M P case. The prior
degree-of-belief ratings also support this.
Knowledge Types in Unfamiliar Domains
Does the influence of knowledge-types on belief revision
require extensive domain knowledge? Or is there some
domain-independent appreciation for causal relationships v.
(merely) predictive relationships that m a y impact beliefrevision decisions? In previous studies, Elio and Pelletier
(1994; in press) used belief-revision problems with sciencefiction cover stories and found that subjects were more
likely to abandon the conditional on science-fiction
problems than on the same problems using nonsense
syllables. The study presented next offers a more deliberate
investigation of the hypothesis that a reasoner's
understanding of type of knowledge expressed in a
conditional can influence h o w contradictions are resolved,
even for unfamiliar domains.
The conditionals
A set offifteenconditional statements using anthropological
concepts w a s constructed. T h e same subjects w h o
categorized the conditionals used in the study described
above also categorized the anthro conditionals as expressing
a definition (the familiar v. unfamiliar distinction was
dropped), a promise, cause-and-effect, and prediction.
O f thefifteenconditionals, none were clearly identified as
promises and four had no clear majority votes for any
category. The remaining eleven were grouped into three
types: four causal statements, four statements that were
classed nearly equally often as predictions and definitions,
and three statements that were clearly classed as predictions.
While these classifications were not as consistent as I had
hoped, this small set of conditionals allowed a preliminary
study of h o w different knowledge-types might impact belief
revision decisions for unfamiliar domains. Example anthro
conditionals (with the number of classifications as causal,
grediction, definition, or promise) are: (a) Causal: If there is
a death in a Meorian tribe, then the tribe relocates its camp.
(c=25; p=10); (b) Prediction/Definition: If different families
speak the same dialect of S'wara, then they belong to the
same sharing camp. (p=15; d=21); (c) Prediction: If two
villages are meeting for food exchanges, then the hosting
village is represented by a female. (p=22; d=9; prom=9).
The full set is available in Elio (1996).
Subjects and Design
Thirty-nine subjects solved eleven problems based on the
entire set of anthro condifionals. Because of the awkward
number of conditionals of each type, the design of this
preliminary study was not ideal: in each problem set,
inference rule ( M T v. M P ) and knowledge type were
repeated factors on just the causal and predict/define
conditionals. T h e pure prediction condifionals appeared
either in m o d u s ponens or in m o d u s tollens form to a
particular subject.

Results
Table 3 gives the m e a n belief ratings for the anthro
conditional and data statements as a function of knowledge
type. First consider only the causal and prediction/definition
problems. The findings here are consistent with what Elio
and Pelletier previously found for an unfamiliar domain,
namely science-fiction problems: (a) belief in the
conditional was lower than belief in the data statement and
(b) this was more pronounced for M P belief sets than for
M T belief sets: O n modus-ponens belief sets, subjects
accorded conditionals a relatively lower belief than the data
statements for the prediction/definitional scenarios (-2.15)
than they did w h e n the conditionals involved causal
relationships (-.86).
The new result is that both these significant main effects
interacted with knowledge type, indicating that, even for
relatively unfamiliar domains, contradictions involving what
were classified as causal relationships are reasoned about
differently than those classified as non-causal relationships
(F(l,38)=6.79, p=.013). T h e Table 3 results are,
understandably, different than what was found for the
familiar topics (Table 2), for which the reasoner has more
information about the existence and relevance of other
factors that m a y influence the subjective likelihood
associated with a/)—>q statement.
Modus Ponens Belief Set
Upon learning ~q, the new degree of belief in ...
p —>q
p
Difference
Causal
Prediction/Definition
Pretli?ti<jn

3.9
3.2
3.5

4.7
5.3
5.7

-.8
-2.1
-2.2

Modus Tollens Belief Set
Upon learning p, the new degree of belief in...
p—>q
~q
Difference
Causal
4.2
4.7
-.5
PrediCtiQn/DefmitJQn
4.2
4.0
.2
PrgdictJQn
3.2
5.0
-1.8
Table 3: Belief Ratings—Anthropology Problems
A separate analysis was done on the belief ratings given
on the "pure prediction" problems (line 3 in Table 3), in
which inference rule ( M P v. M T ) was a between-subjects
factor. Following contradiction, these pure prediction
conditionals received a significantly lower degree-of-belief
rating than did the data statements, and this was more
pronounced for m o d u s ponens problems than for m o d u s
tollens problems (F(l,37)=26.85, p < .001). Comparing the
pattern of results for the pure-prediction conditionals with
the results for the causal conditionals, it again seems that
even for unfamiliar domains, the relationship understood to
hold between the antecedent and the consequent influences
whether the conditional or the categorical belief is called
into question, given a contradiction to a valid inference.
It can be argued that these anthro conditionals are not all
that unfamiliar: the domain concerned human behaviors and
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customs, and people have enough general knowledge about
such a domain to be able to conjecture whether a relation in
this domain was causal or prediction. But that is fine. T h e
understanding of a "merely" predictive relationship m a y
include the knowledge that there are m a n y possible worlds
in which consequent does not co-occur with
the antecedent; the reasoner m a y then consider it is possible
that the current world is one such world, as w a y to reconcile
the contradiction. W h a t is important, at this point at least, is
that people appear to be able to interpret sentences as
signifying one kind of relationship between the antecedent
and consequent, even w h e n the domain is unfamiliar, and
that distinction influences h o w a contradiction to a valid
inference impacts the belief set.

Summary
This task, the results reported here, and the possible-worlds
interpretation relate to and extend several themes that have
emerged in the deductive reasoning literature. T h e first
concerns the manner in which the belief state is m o d e l e d —
Elio & Pelletier (in press) discuss the parallels between the
syntactic v. model-theoretic perspectives of belief states in
the A I community with the mental logic v. mental model
approach to deduction in the psychological perspective. The
decision to adopt one approach or the other has implications
for h o w one can define and measure formal notions like
epistemic entrenchment or minimal change.
The second theme is the kind of inferences a reasoner
finds plausible to make, since this determines the content of
the belief state, even before contradictory information
arrives. W h a t is particularly relevant here is, on the one
hand, data on the so-called "suppression" of valid inferences
(e.g., Byrne, 1989) and, on the other hand, the surrounding
theoretical considerations s o m e researchers have put
forward on this topic on this data. For example, Stevenson
and Over (1995) discuss a role for weighted mental models
that reflect a reasoner's assessment of the plausibility of
alternative possible worlds. Earlier, Markovits (1984)
argued that a reasoner's ability to generate possible
alternative causes of an effect mediated the ability to reason
correctly (generate only valid inferences) given deductive
reasoning problems with conditional premises. T h e belief
revision tasks, by presenting a contradiction, m a y prime a
subject's consideration of possible worlds in which
additional factors c o m e into play. M o r e generally, beliefrevision and belief-update decisions (where "update" is an
extension of the belief set w h e n n e w information does not
contradict existing beliefs) m a y invite a kind "belief-based"
reasoning (George, 1995), in which subjects are not
assuming that the given premises are true. T h e results
presented here support the view that belief revisions are a
function of knowledge about the relation between the
antecedent and consequent. Thus, the m a n y v. few disabler
notion—as well as the "type of knowledge expressed"—may
reduce to an understanding of the frequency with the
consequent is entailed by the antecedent, in all the
(plausible) worlds a reasoner can generate. This view is

consistent with the expansion of mental-models theories to
include some aspect of uncertainty or subjective probability
(e.g., Stevenson & Over, 1995; Johnson-Laird. 1994).
The final matter here concerns the difference in h o w
belief-revision decisions are m a d e when the initial belief
state was defined with a modus ponens or a modus tollens
inference. For familiar content (i.e., the data in Table 1),
contradicted M P and M T belief sets were, by and large,
revised somewhat differently. Crudely put, subjects
considering contradictions to M P belief sets disbelieved the
data statement; subjects considering contradictions to M T
belief sets disbelieved the conditional statement. (The
anomaly is the uniform abandonment of promise
conditionals, regardless of the form of the initial belief set).
Elio & Pelletier (in press) note that the M P belief-revision
problem becomes something like an M T inference problem,
and vice versa. From that perspective, it is curious that
subjects do not merely opt for the "easy" M P inference
afforded by the new information (/?) with the old conditional
(j>—>^) to conclude q and hence disbelieve the old
categorical premise ~q. That lead Elio and Pelletier to argue
that this paradigm does not reduce to a deductive problem
consisting of the old conditional and the n e w categorical
statement. That said, it is possible that the relative subjective
probability associated the conditionals in the initial belief
sets is influenced by the categorical premise that cooccurred with them. Stevenson and Over (1995) speculate
that, for a given p — > q and ~q reasoning context, confidence
that p is true might be sufficiently high, such that it is more
plausible to lower the belief in the conditional than to draw
the modus tollens inference. Even though the M T inference
was provided for the subjects in these belief revision tasks,
there is this possibility that subjects had a lower initial belief
in the conditional in the context of ~ q , before the
contradictory information was even presented. The prior
belief ratings already collected on the conditionals need to
be augmented with belief ratings assigned in the context of
the categorical premise. That said, the influence of
alternative disablers and general knowledge-types on the
belief revision decision for modus ponens and modus tollens
problem sets still stands.
In summary, the belief revision "problem," (defined here
as choosing one of possibly several previously-held beliefs
to abandon or at least call into question, when faced with
contradiction) crystallizes several key issues of everyday
plausible reasoning. For normative models, epistemic
entrenchment seems better modeled as a function of the
plausibility of the alternative worlds the reasoner generates
to account for a contradiction. For descriptive models of
h u m a n reasoning, the "background knowledge" or
"interpretative procedures" that are typically referenced in
theoretical accounts of deductive reasoning take a central
role modeling h o w contradictions to valid inferences are
resolved.

Psychology for access to their subject pool, and Jeff
Pelletier and two reviewers w h o provided many useful
suggestions that improved its presentation.
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these pieces of evidence need to be selected in pairs. Thus
the subject should select either both pieces of information
about the fuel economy of X and Y cars or both pieces of
This paper considers the class of hypothesis testing tasks
information about their reliability. Doherty, Mynatt,
purporting to demonstrate pseudodiagnosticity. It argues
Tweney and Schiavo (1979) using a task structurally
that, as has recently been done with other hypothesis
analogous to the one above found that subjects tended not to
testing tasks, pseudodiagnosticity tasks may be re-analysed
in terms of people's background beliefs about the
select information in such pairs. Doherty et al termed their
probability of their evidential items and the utility of their
subjects' behaviour as pseudodiagnostic.
various test outcomes. A sample analysis of a simplified
W e agree with the Doherty et al and Mynatt et al analyses
task is presented along with the results of an experiment
of the task as it was used in the 1979, and subsequent (e.g.
which demonstrate that subjects' behaviour corresponds to
Kern and Doherty, 1982), studies. However, in recent years
the prescriptions of the analysis. H o w the sample analysis
there has been an explosion of alternative normative
might be applied to the standard pseudodiagnosticity task
analyses of standard cognitive tasks (e.g. Klayman and Ha,
is discussed as are the implications of the results for current
1987; Anderson, 1991). M a n y of these analyses rely on
accounts of the effects of subjective probability on human
subjects' legitimate expectations about these tasks in the
hypothesis testing.
light of their background knowledge about the world. G o o d
examples of such analyses are to be found in recent work on
Introduction
Wason's selection task (Oaksford and Chater, 1994; Kirby,
Traditional, Bayesian, prescriptions about what evidence
1994; Evans and Over, 1996b) where it is claimed that
should be selected to test some set of hypotheses are very
subjects use their background beliefs about the probability
straightforward: the selected evidence should allow for an
of events in their environment in order to decide which are
application of Bayes theorem. For example, consider the
the best cards to select for the purposes of testing the
following scenario presented to subjects by Mynatt,
experimental rule. W e believe that such recent insights lead
Doherty and Dragan (1993):
to an alternative normative analysis of certain hypothesis
Your sister has a car she bought a couple of years ago. testing tasks.
A s stated above, w e agree that when faced with a scenario
It's either a car X or a car Y, but you can't remember
such as the one concerning their sister's car and in the
which. You do remember that her car does over 25 miles
absence of any likelihood information, subjects should
per gallon and has had no major mechanical problems in
choose two pieces of information which, combined, form a
the two years she's owned it.
likelihood ratio. However, subjects in the Mynatt et al
(1993) study exposed to the sister's car scenario also
Embedded in this scenario are two hypotheses (one
received an initial piece of information concerning
concerning car X s and the other concerning car Ys) and two
P ( F 2 5 m p g / H x ) and were simply asked to choose one
features (doing over 25 m p g and having no major
further piece of information from amongst the remaining
mechanical problems in the previous two years). For ease of
three in order to help them decide whether their sister's car
exposition w e will refer to the hypothesis that the subject's
was a model X or a model Y. Despite this subtle procedural
sister owns a car X as H x ; to the hypothesis that she owns
variation, Mynatt et al claimed that the correct normative
a car Y as H y ; to doing over 25 miles per gallon as
choice for subjects was P(F25mpg/HY)- Once again, this
F25inpg; and to having no major mechanical problems as
was because such a choice allowed subjects to complete the
P n M M P - These hypotheses and features give rise to four
likelihood ratio for F25mpg- W e contend that what seems
pieces of information which are: P ( F 2 5 m p g / H x ) ;
like a simple procedural variation changes the normative
P(F25mpg/HY); P ( F N M M P / H x ) ; and P ( F n m M P / H y ) - In
analysis of the task which is appropriate. The difference of
order to apply Bayes theorem to Mynatt et al's problem.
Abstract
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course lies in whether subjects are given an initial piece of
information. If they are, then the task becomes one of
selecting the most informative of the remaining pieces of
evidence in the light of that initial piece of information. In
the absence of an initial piece of information the
normatively correct selections will always form a likelihood
ratio.

Next, the formula standardly used in decision theory (see
Equation 1 where sj refers to the ith possible outcome of a
choice, Ui represents the utility of that outcome, and where
i ranges over a finite set of mutually exclusive and
exhaustive outcomes) to calculate subjective expected utility
of any choice m a y be adapted for the task.
SEU = ^SiUi Equation 1

A Sample Analysis
W e will illustrate the above claim with a worked
example of a simplified version of the pseudodiagnosticity
task (a structurally similar version of which has also been
used by Doherty, Chadwick, Caravan, Barr and Mynatt,
1996 to investigate the extent to which subjects seek
information about the hypothesis about which they already
possess some information). This task is simpler because all
information is given in non-numerical form and subjects do
not receive conditional probabilities. Thus, given the car
scenario described earlier, subjects are initially told that
model X cars do 25 miles per gallon. The remaining
possible pieces of evidence are presented in terms of whether
instances of each hypothesis possess each of the features.
The structure of this version of the task is presented in
Table 1.
Table 1: T h e structure o f a siinplified version of th(
pseudodiagnosticity task
Initial
Evidence
A. Instances
of category X
possess
initial feature.

Possible
Results if Results if
Remaining
Outcomes
Outcome
YES Outcome
Evidence
B. Whether YES or N O
Uncertainty.
Certainty.N O
instances of
Both
The object
category Y
categories
must be an
possess the
possess the instance of X.
C.
Dependent
on Certainty.
initialWhether
feature. YES or N O
initial
feature.
instances of
inference
The object
about the must be an
category X
possess the
diagnosticity instance of Y.
of
second
the
D.
Whether YES or N O evidence.
Uncertainty. Certainty.
feature.
instances of
Each of the The object
must be an
category Y
categories
possesses at instance of X.
possess the
second
least one
feature
feature.
A s m a y b e seen from the structural
analysis of the task
presented in T a b l e 1 there is n o normatively correct
Bayesian piece of evidence to b e selected. H o w e v e r , because
of the structure of the task, there is a best choice - given the
assumption that s o m e piece of information will differentiate
b e t w e e n the hypotheses. Subjects choosing pieces o f
evidence B and D can only be certain which of the
hypotheses is the case if they obtain N O outcomes. O n the
other hand, they m a y be certain that hypothesis X is the
case regardless of the o u t c o m e arising from a C selection
(assuming of course that both model X and model Y cars d o
not possess both of the features).
T h e task presented in Table 1, however, m a y also be
analysed in decision theoretic terms. Such an analysis would
rest on the Expected Information Gain (Oaksford and Chater,
1994) or Epistemic Utility (Evans and Over, 1 9 9 6 a & b )
associated with each card and involves conceptualising the
task as one of deciding which piece of information to select.
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F r o m Table 1 w e can see the approximate utilities for
both a Y E S and a N O o u t c o m e for each possible
information selection. In all cases a N O outcome allows
subjects to differentiate between the hypotheses whereas
Y E S outcomes arising from B and D selection d o not reduce
uncertainty. T h e only Y E S outcome leading to a reduction
in subjects' uncertainty is that which follows C selection
(and this is dependent on the assumption that s o m e piece of
evidence does allow the hypotheses to be differentiated).
T h e probabilities associated with these various outcomes
have not yet been addressed however. In practice, these
probabilities will depend on problem content but for the
purposes of this worked example consider t w o features: a
rare feature with a probability of 0.3 in the relevant
population (for example, having a top speed of over 140
miles per hour in the car problem); and a c o m m o n feature
with a probability of 0.9 (for example, having a radio in the
car problem). T h e probabilities and utilities of each outcome
for each of the three remaining pieces of information are
given in Table 2. A s m a y be seen from this table the
information which any piece of evidence will yield is
dependent on the rarity of the feature which it concerns.
Table 2: The probabilities and utilities associated with each
possible outcome from the sample task
Initial
Feature

B - w hether
instances of Y
possess initial
YES
NO
feature
.1
m
0

C
whether
instances of X
possess second
YES
NO
feature
.9
.1
m
0^n£m

D - whether
instances of Y
possess second
YES
NO
feature
.0
.1
m
0

Common Prob
(D/H)
Utility
Rare
Prob
.3
.7
,9
.1
.9
.1
(D/H)
0
m
m
OSnfim
0
m
Utihiy
There are three utility values used in Table 2 - m , n and 0
w h i c h are sensitive to the structural analysis of the task
presented in Table 1. T h e y also reflect the fact that S E U
theory cannot fully capture the logic of that structural
analysis. A s s u m i n g that there exists s o m e piece of
information w h i c h differentiates b e t w e e n the hypotheses
then there are four possible o u t c o m e s w h i c h lead to
certainty. If the m e a s u r e of the utility of an o u t c o m e which
is used h a p p e n s to b e the absolute log likelihood ratio
(Equation 2 ) as is advised by both E v a n s and O v e r
(1996a&b) and L a m i n g (1996), problems start to arise w h e n
one talks of verification or falsification in absolute terms.
For example, if the probability of H given a N O outcome to
a B , C or D selection is 1 then the

Utility = ABS Log

Prob(E/H)
ProHE/not-H

descriptive accuracy of the analysis of the simplified task
presented here whilst the issue of generalising this analysis
to the probabilistic version of the task will be addressed in
the discussion.

Equation 2

probability of not-H m u s t b e 0. This m e a n s that llic
likelihood ratio b e c o m e s , very inconveniently, infinity.
Although S E U theory's inability to capture deductive
certainty m a y s e e m very inconvenient at first, it is
psychologically plausible. A s E v a n s a n d O v e r (1996b)
argue, it is unlikely to b e the case that n o uncertainty
remains concerning a set of hypotheses after an observation
or set of observations has been carried out. F o r these
reasons, m (the utility assigned to N O o u t c o m e s arising
from a n y of the information selections) should b e
understood as a n u m b e r tending towards infinity. F o r the
s a m e reasons, assigning a value of 0 to Y E S outcomes to B
and D selections is, strictly speaking, implausible. T h e s e
outcomes should h a v e utilities close, but not equal to, 0.
For ease of exposition, h o w e v e r , they will b e assigned
utilities of 0.
T h e only utility value remaining to b e discussed is the
utility of n assigned to a Y E S o u t c o m e arising from a C
selection. G i v e n the assumption that s o m e piece of
information will differentiate between the hypotheses, the
actual value of n should equal the value of m.. That is, if
instances governed b y only o n e of the hypotheses possess
both features, a Y E S o u t c o m e arising from a C selection
leads to almost complete certainty that hypothesis X is the
case. H o w e v e r , in recognition of the fact that such an
assumption m u s t b e m a d e , a utility of n has been assigned
which will decrease towards 0 as the differentiation
assumption is considered less safe.
Table 3: Expected information yield for each possible piece
of information dependent o n the rarity of the initial feature.

Tns

Initial Feature

Expected Information
Yield
-nn
.7m
.9n + Im
.9n + .Im
.Im
.Im

B - whether instances ot Common
Y possess the initial Rare
feature
C - whether instances of Common
X possess the second Rare
feature
D - whether instances of Common
Y The
possess
the second to
Rarebe gained from selecting each piece of
information
feature
information is shown in Table 3. O f most interest is the
fact that the expected information yield from a B selection is
greatly increased when the feature about which subjects
initially receive some information is rare. If the initial
feature is c o m m o n , however, the expected information yield
from a C selection will always exceed that of a B selection.
In order to conform to this analysis subjects should be more
likely to select C when the initial piece of information
concerns a c o m m o n feature than when it concerns a rare
feature.
Unfortunately, none of the studies using variants of the
pseudodiagnosticity task controlled for the probability of the
initial feature. Therefore, w e do not know the extent to
which subjects' behaviour will conform to the analysis
outlined above. The experiment to be presented will test the
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Experiment
The experiment to be described tests the descriptive
accuracy of the analysis presented in the pervious section. It
has two aims: firstly to see whether the effect of
manipulating the rarity of the feature about which subjects
initially receive some information is as predicted by the
analysis; and secondly to test whether subjects are making
the assumption that s o m e piece of information will
differentiate between the hypotheses.
Method
Subjects: O f the 96firstyear psychology students from
the University of Plymouth w h o participated in this
experiment 28 were male and 68 were female. Their mean
age was 21. The youngest subject was 18 whilst the oldest
was 36.
Materials: each subject received a handout which
comprised an instruction sheet and four problems. The
instructions given to half of the subjects were as follows:
Accompanying these instructions is a series of four
decision problems. Each consists of a description of a
situation. The following is an example of the type of
situation we have used:
Your friend has Just bought a n e w television.
You can't remember whether it's a model X or a
model Y but you do remember that it has
teletext and a remote control.
Next you will be given a piece of information about the
situation. These pieces of information are given in terms of
the question you would ask to receive the information and
answers which actually tell you what you want to know. For
the example situation above you might be told
Question A
whether model X televisions have remote
controls
Answer: Yes
N o w you know thai model X televisions do have remote
controls.
Following each piece of information you will be given a
list of the three further questions you could ask with their
possible answers. You will be asked to rate the potential
usefulness of each question in helping you to decide
between the X and Y alternatives present in the description
of the situation. If you feel that knowing the answer to a
particular question would be extremely helpful in deciding
between the two alternatives, you should place a mark at the
"OF G R E A T U S E " end of the rating scale. If you feel that
knowing the answer to a question would not be helpful in
deciding between the two alternatives you should place your
mark at the " O F L I T T L E U S E " end of the scale.
Remember! The more or less useful that you think a
question might be, the closer to the appropriate end of the
scale you should place your mark.
After you have filled in the rating scales you will be asked
to select the question which you think would be most
helpful in deciding between the X and Y alternatives. You

m a y feel that you would like to ask more than one question,
but please pick only one. W e are interested in which
question you think would be most useful in helping you
make a decision, even though ideally receiving the answer
to more than one question might be useful.
It is very important that you read the problems carefully and
think about them before filling in the rating scales or
picking the question you think would be most useful in
deciding between the two alternatives. Take your lime and
consider your choice before you respond.
If you have any questions at any time, please raise your
hand and the experimenter will help you.

Half of the subjects received problems such as the one
above. T h e other half were told that their sister's car
possessed four doors and a top speed of over 165 m p h . This
manipulation will be called the Rarity manipulation and has
two levels: the Rare level where subjects were given an
initial piece of information concerning a rare feature of the
class of object to be categorised; and the C o m m o n level
where subjects were given an initial piece of information
concerning a c o m m o n feature of the target object. T h e four
problem contents, and the features which were used, are
s h o w n in Table 4.

The problems used were similar in structure to those used
by Doherty et al (1996). In this experiment however,
subjects were asked, o n a line 100 m m long, to rate the
usefulness of each piece of information before making a
choice. B e l o w is an example of one of the problems used.

Table 4: Problem contents and features (expectations about
the features from pretest are given in the form of
percentages) used in the experiment

Your sister bought a new car in 1988. You can't remember
whether it's a model X or a model Y but you do remember
that it has four doors and a radio.
W e have already asked the following question for you and
have given you the answer:
Question A
whether model X cars bought in 1988 have a radio
Answer: YES
Three additional questions are possible which we have listed
below along with their possible answers:

OF LITTLE USE OF GREAT USE
Question C
whether model X cars bought in 1988 have four doors
Possible Answers: YES or N O
H o w useful would knowing the answer to this question
be in deciding between the alternatives?
OF G R E A T USE

Question D
whether model Y cars bought in 1988 have four doors
Possible Answers: YES or N O
H o w useful would knowing the answer to this question
be in deciding between the alternatives?
O F LITTLE U S E

OF G R E A T USE

B

Car
Spanish Villa

Feature Pairs
Rare

earns £25.000 per annum
drives
a company car
has a garden

earns over £60.000 pa.
drives
a companypool
car
has a swimming
has
a garage
lop speed
of 165 mph. +

has aa garage
has
radio
has
doors
has
doors
costsfour
£150
per week
costsfour
£1000
per week
built in the last twenty years built in the last twenty years

N.B. For each of the four problems there is at least one
question you can ask which, regardless of the answer to that
question, will allow you to be certain in your decision
between the alternatives.

Assigning that you could discover the answer to only one of
these questions (B, C, or D ) , which would you ask in order to
help you decide which model car your sister drives?
Please circle your choice

House

Cominon

These features were independently pre-tested (on 30
subjects for the engineer, house and car problems and on 2 4
subjects for the Spanish villa problem) for their rarity in the
problem context. For the engineer problem the c o m m o n
feature w a s perceived to be possessed by 4 9 % of engineers,
whereas the rare feature w a s perceived to be possessed by
1 2 % of engineers. T h e corresponding ratings for the other
materials are: 8 1 % and 3 % for the house problem; 9 2 % and
6 % for the car problem; and 5 1 % and 8 % for the Spanish
villa problem.
T h e initial piece of information which subjects received
always concerned the X alternative. In problems with two
c o m m o n features the initial information always concerned
the s a m e c o m m o n feature, whilst in problems with one rare
feature the initial piece of information always concerned that
rare feature.
O n e of the aims of this experiment w a s to test whether
subjects m a k e the assumption that s o m e piece of
information will differentiate between the hypotheses.
Accordingly, it w a s decided to include a Hint manipulation
in the study. This manipulation w a s intended to control for
the possible effects of subjects' pragmatic assumptions
about the overall informativeness of the evidence on their
pattern of information selections. Accordingly, half of the
subjects were told:

Question B
whether model Y cars bought in 1988 have a radio
Possible Answers: YES or N O
H o w useful would knowing the answer to this question
be in deciding between the alternatives?

O F LITTLE U S E

Problem
Content
Engineer

A Latin square design was used to control for the order in
which B, C , and D appeared (and hence, the order in which
their potential usefulness w a s rated). Four subjects in each
condition were presented with o n e of the six possible

D
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orderings of B, C, and D for each problem. The order in
which subjects received the problems was randomised.

problem content. The significant main effect for Item Rated
(F(2, 182)= 18.25, p<.001) was as expected and follow up
Tukey H S D s revealed significant differences between all
Results
three means. The mean usefulness rating for item B was 64
( S H = 22). For item C the mean rating was 71 (SD = 18),
T w o subjects in the no hint/rare condition failed to
and for item D the mean rating was 57 (SD = 18). O f most
complete at least one of their four problems. Accordingly,
they will not be included in the following analyses.
interest in this context was the absence of a significant
interaction between Rarity and Item Rated. Although
subjects in the Rare conditions were less likely to select
Evidence selections: The first dependent variable in this
experiment was the total number of C (i.e. a further piece of item C their ratings of the usefulness of item C did not
differ from those of subjects in the C o m m o n conditions.
information about instances of category X ) choices made by
subjects across the four problem contents. Before presenting
an analysis of the results on this measure, however, the Discussion
pattern of information selection across problem contents
Thefindingof a significant main effect for feature rarity
will be discussed. Across all conditions, the choice
in subjects' evidence selections suggests that their
frequencies for problem contents were very similar. O n the
behaviour conforms to the analysis presented in the earlier
engineer problem, 3 1 % of selections were of B, 5 3 % of C,
part of this paper. Subjects given an initial piece of
and 1 1 % of D. O n the house problem the equivalent
information concerning a c o m m o n feature were significantly
percentages were 3 4 % , 6 2 % , and 4 % . O n the car problem
more likely to chose further information relating to the
they were 33%, 6 1 % , and 6%, and on the villa problem they
hypothesis about which they already possessed some
were 39%, 5 2 % , and 9%. As expected, item C was the most
information than were subjects w h o received information
highly selected piece of information, followed by item B and
about a rare feature. According to our decision theoretic
then item C.
analysis, the information to be gained from further evidence
The numbers of item B, item C, and item D choices were
concerning the focal hypothesis m a y be exceeded by the
tabulated for each subject across the four problem contents.
information gained by choosing to discover whether
The mean numbers of item choices, broken down by the instances governed by the complementary hypothesis also
Rarity and Hint manipulations, are given in Table 5. A 2x2
possess the initial feature, but only when the initial feature
between subjects Anova was carried out on the mean
is rare. The results reported here suggests that subjects are
number of item C choices in all four between subjects
sensitive to feature rarity when selecting evidence with
conditions. A significant main effect was found for Rarity
which to test hypotheses.
(F(l, 90) = 4.31, E <- 05). Neither the main effect of the
Although subjects do seem to be sensitive to feature rarity
Hint manipulation (F(l, 90) = I.OO, g. > .3), nor the when selecting evidence, the absence of a significant
interaction between Item rated and Rarity amongst subjects'
interaction between Hint and Rarity (F(l, 90) = 2.01, g >
Usefulness
Ratings suggests that subjects are not aware that
.15) were found to be significant. These results are as
rarity affects their choice. The experiment's failure to
predicted by the normative analysis above.
produce such a significant interaction suggests that Rarity
subjects' information selections in a manner of
Table 5: Mean item selections (with standard deviationsaffected
in
which they were unconscious.
bold) broken d o w n by features and instructional
Such a suggestion begs the question of h o w important
manipulation
feature rarity is likely to be in accounting for general
patterns of information selection. There seem to be at least
COMMON
RARE
two schools of thought on this question. For example,
B
D
B
D
C
C
Klayman and H a (1987) argue that sensitivity to the
0.00
3.00
HINT 1.00
1.92
1.46
0.63
probabilistic
structure of the environment is manifested in a
1.44 1.44
1.28 1.61 0.77
general positive test strategy. This would seem to imply a
NO
2.25
1.42
0.33
1.73
2.05
0.23
general, all purpose, heuristic-like strategy. Oaksford and
HINT 1.50 1.42 0.56 1.64 1.53 0.53
Chater (1994), on the other hand, attribute a great deal of
0.17
1.21
0.44
2.63
1.59
1.98
processing about the subjective probability of the events
1.47 1.47 0.43
1.45 1.56 0.69
governed by the experimenter's rule to subjects participating
in experiments on Wason's selection task. Is our sensitivity
Usefulness ratings: The second dependent measure
to the probabilistic structure of our environment best
involved in this experiment was Usefulness Ratings.
characterised as rarity equals informativeness or do w e
Subjects' ratings were converted to scores on a 100 unit
engage in specific calculations in every situation in which
scale, running from 1 to 100, where each millimetre on the
w e must select information?
line corresponded to one unit on the scale. The higher a
One way of answering this question is to return to the
subject's score for a particular piece of information the more
standard version of the pseudodiagnosticity task (as promised
useful they rated that piece of information to be. A 2x2x3x4
in an earlier section of this paper). A re-analysis of the
mixed design Anova was used to analyse the results on this
standard task would differ from the sample analysis presented
measure. The between subjects factors were Rarity and Hint,
earlier in this paper. The simplicity of the task analysed in
whilst the within subjects factors were Item Rated and
this paper was due to the fact that subjects did not receive
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information in the form of conditional probabilities. O n the
standard version of the pseudodiagnosticity task where
subjects do receive information in the form of likelihoods,
the numerical likelihood would interact with the rarity of the
feature being quantified in determining the information
likely to be gained from any subsequent selection.
If, for example, in the car problem the initial piece of
information concerned the percentage of car Xs with a top
speed of over 165 m p h (P(Fi65niph/Hx)), it would be the
likelihood expression which determined the information
likely to be gained from selection of evidence concerning
P(Fl65mph/HY)- So, if the subject was inuially told that
9 5 % of car Xs had a top speed of 165 m p h then it would be
a good idea to select P(Fi65mph/HY). This is because
P ( F l 6 5 m p h / H x ) at .95 would be much higher than the
expected figure. It is unlikely that P(Fi65mph/HY) would
be as high and so information about P ( F i 6 5 m p h ^ Y ) would
be likely to discriminate between the hypotheses. However,
if P(Fi65mph/Hx) 's approximately equal to the perceived
base rate for that feature then it is probably not a good idea
to select information concerning PCFi^Smph/Hy). This is
because it is likely that P(Fi65mph/HY) will also equal the
base rate and the evidence will not discriminate between the
hypotheses.
The extent to which subjects behave in accordance with
the prescriptions of such an analysis would be indicative of
the degree to which they are sensitive to rarity information.
For example, the finding that rarity and likelihood acted
independently in affecting subjects' behaviour would suggest
the operation of a rarity equals informativeness heuristic. O n
the other hand, if these factors were found to interact so that
subjects' behaviour was in close agreement with that of the
informal model sketched above, then rarity information
could be inferred to have affected subjects' behaviour in a
relatively complex manner. Thefirsttwo of the present
authors have recently started to run a set of studies testing
subjects' adherence to the principles of the analysis just
presented. Initial results suggest that although rarity is an
important factor in subjects' pattern of information
selection, it operates independently of likelihood. It would
seem, therefore, that although rarity equals informativeness
may be a general purpose heuristic employed by subjects in
hypothesis testing, the amount of processing involving
specific subjective probabilities which subjects do in such
situations may be highly constrained.
Another interesting research question concerns the values
assigned by subjects to the utility parameters in the model.
These values are likely to depend on subjects' representation
of the task. For example, the value assigned to the nparameter (the utility assigned to the discovery that
instances of the focal category possess the second evidential
feature) will be high only when the subject infers that some
evidence will discriminate between the hypotheses. This
inference is more likely to be made by subjects who fail to
consider the potential impact of evidence relevant to the
complementary hypothesis. Subjects in the present
experiment appear to be making this inference but w e would
predict that any manipulation which caused subjects to
consider the complementary hypothesis would decrease the
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value which they assigned to n and therefore, reduce their
tendency to select further information relevant to the focal
hypothesis. In this sense, our model is one of constrained
rationality and is in accordance with recent proposals by
Johnson-Laird and Byrne (1993) and Evans and Over (1996b)
who claim that, in many cases, "irrational" inferences and
hypothesis testing performance are caused by subjects'
failure to consider all logical possibilities or the potential
impact of all the available evidence.
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Abstract

the two judgments. Gross and Graziano (1994) found
neural maps in the parietal cortex of monkeys that were
Performance in estimating the depth and shape of an centered on different body parts, such as the arm or eye.
elhpse on the basis of stereo, motion, and vergence anThey argued that different tasks place different demands
gle information was compared for three models of visual
on the monkey's sensorimotor system. These demands
depth cue combination. The three models were a weak
are met through the use of multiple neural m a p s repremodel (strict modularity, with no interaction between
senting objects in space using coordinate frames centered
motion and stereo cues), a modified weak model (reon different body parts.
stricted interaction allowed between motion and stereo
This paper examines a second motivation for multiple
cues), and a strong model (unconstrained interaction
representations of three-dimensional space, besides that
between all visual cues). Results are that the modified
suggested by Graziano and Gross. W e examined differweak model performed best overall indicating that its
ences in the weighting of motion and stereo in object
structure, which contains both modular and interactive
shape and object depth judgment tasks, and concluded
features, has advantages over both the extreme modular
that the need to weight the two depth cues differently for
organization of the weak model and the extreme interthe two tasks provides a motivation for having separate
active organization of the strong model. In addition,
the different weighting of motion and stereo cues by the
representations for the shape and depth of objects. It
modified weak model in the depth and shape judgment
is sensible to use different combinations of motion and
tasks provides a motivation for multiple visual represenstereo cues for shape and depth judgments. Motion sigtations of three-dimensional space.
nals provide a cue to shape that do not need to be scaled
with viewing distance, whereas stereo signals do need to
Introduction
be appropriately scaled (see below). Consequently, m o Recent years have seen a proliferation of new models of
tion signals should be weighted more heavily than stereo
visual cue combination, especially in the domain of depth
signals for all viewing distances when performing a shape
perception. This proliferation is due to a poor understanding of existing models, and to a lack of comparative judgment task. In contrast, both motion and stereo signals need to be scaled with viewing distance when judgstudies that reveal the strengths and weaknesses of coming the depth of an object. Therefore stereo should be
peting models. This paper studies how multiple visual
weighted
more heavily when making depth judgments
cues m a y be combined to provide information about the
than shape judgments. The fact that motion provides a
three-dimensional structure of the environment. W e are
scale-invariant cue for shape suggests that shape judgparticularly concerned with two related computational
ments should be easier to make than depth judgments.
issues.
The first issue concerns the relationship between representations of three-dimensional space and the task that
an observer performs. There is often an implicit assumption in the literature that people use a single representation of space. Such a view has been put forward explicitly by Gogel (1990), cind is often taken as a default
simplification by other investigators.
Psychophysical and physiological evidence suggests,
however, that different tasks m a y involve the use of different spatial representations. Philbeck and Loomis
(1997) found that observers were capable of accurately estimating the egocentric viewing distance to a point
when asked to walk to it blindfolded, but showed systematic biases that were dependent upon viewing distance
when tisked to verbally estimate the depth-to-width ratio
of a pair of perpendicular sticks. They suggested that
different representations of 3-D space were involved in

A second issue addressed in this paper is the question of how representations of 3-D space are constructed from the m a n y visual depth cues that are available.
W e focus on the trade-off between modularity and fusion. Investigators have long been aware that modular
systems have -veral advantages over non-modular systems. First, some components of modular systems operate relatively independently of other components, and
so modular designs tend to have fewer parameters than
non-modular designs. Their more parsimonious organization makes them more constrained, and simpler to
understand. Second, modular systems often learn faster
and recover from damage more quickly. Because the parameters associated with one module are relatively decoupled from the parameters associated with other modules, changes in one portion of the system do not necessitate changes in other portions. Lastly, some theorists
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have argued that modular designs m a k e more efficient
use of neural hardware than non-modular designs (e.g.,
Barlow, 1986; Cowey, 1981). For these reasons, m a n y researchers have favored cue combination models in which
modularity is preserved. These models typically possess
a separate processing module for each visual cue. Information gained from each cue processed in isolation is
only combined in the last stage of the system.
Unfortunately, highly modular systems tend to be
non-robust because visual cues considered in isolation
can be highly ambiguous. Consequently, other researchers have favored combination schemes that encourage interactive processing of multiple cues so that information based on one cue m a y be used to disambiguate
the interpretations of other cues. Interactive models allow the visual system to combine information based on a
range of cues in order to eliminate, or at least ameliorate,
the ambiguity inherent in the information carried by a
single cue. However, such models are difficult to study;
their highly nonlinceur nature makes them unconstrained
and difficult to ctnalyze. T h e choice of a model often involves a compromise between the competing advantages
of modularity and cue fusion. Ideally, one might wish
to characterize visual processing using a model that has
both interactive and modular features.
Landy, Maloney, Johnston, and Young (1995) defined
three classes of models for combining visual cues for
depth. Strong models estimate depth by combining the
information from different cues in an unrestricted m a n ner. Weak fusion models compute a separate estimate of
depth based on each cue considered in isolation. These
estimates are then linearly averaged to yield a composite
depth estimate. T h e coefficients of the linear weighting
of the different cues are proportional to each cue's reliability. Modified weak fusion models combine aspects of
interactive and modular processing. Constrained nonlinear interaction, described eis cue promotion, is permitted between different cues. Most cues are incapable of
providing absolute depth information when considered
in isolation; for example, occlusion only provides depth
order information, and motion parallax only provides
shape information. However, once the necessary missing parameters are specified, these cues become capable
of providing absolute depth information. Cue promotion
allows the determination of these missing parameter values through the use of other cues. For example, motion
parallax is an absolute depth cue only if the viewing distance is known. T w o ways this missing information could
be specified are through knowledge of the vergence angle,
or through a combination of stereo and motion parallcix
information. In a modified weak model, nonlinear cue
promotion, in which information from different cues is
combined in order to promote each cue so that it can
provide an absolute depth m a p , is followed by a linear
stage in which a weighted average is taken of the depth
m a p estimates of the different cues.
Landy et al. (1995) argued that the existing psychophysical literature was compatible with the class of
modified weak fusion models. However, this is an extremely broad class of models, and it is hard to evaluate

the compatibility of psychophysical data with this class
of models without selecting a particular instance from
this class, and studying it in detail. A motivation of
this paper is to investigate fully implemented versions of
weak, modified weak, and strong fusion models.
This paper reports the results of simulations of three
models for the combination of stereo, motion, and vergence angle cues for depth. T h e models were instances of
a strong fusion model, a weak fusion model, and a modified weak fusion model, and were implemented through
the use of artificial neural networks. The goal of the experiment wcis to compare the performances of the three
models so cis to evaluate their relative plausibility as
models of cue combination for both object depth and
object shape perception. A variety of noise conditions
such asflatnoise and Weber noise were simulated, as
the noise model might be expected to have a significant effect on performance. Results indicate that the
shape task was significantly easier than the object depth
task. T h e modified weak fusion model showed the best
performance on the absolute depth task, and both the
strong and the modified weak model performed equally
well at the shape task. T h e superior performance of the
modified weak model suggests that constrained nonlinear
interaction provides a good model of depth cue combination, combining good performance with parsimonious
design. It was also found that the relative weighting of
motion and stereo was strongly affected by the tcisk as
well as by the viewing distance and, to a lesser degree,
the noise condition.
General Methods
Stimulus
The simulated stimulus was a two-dimensional ellipse
whose width varied along the frontoparallel plane and
whose depth varied along the line of sight. Sixteen different ellipses were presented; the width and depth of each
ellipse varied independently and took values between 12
and 48 cm. T h e ellipse wcis positioned at one of eight
viewing distances from the simulated observer, ranging
between 72 and 408 cm. W e simulated a point traveling
around the perimeter of the ellipse at a constant velocity
instead of modeling the ellipse itself rotating. A n advantage of this stimulus is that it avoided artifactual depth
cues resulting from changes in retinal angle subtended
by the ellipse over time. For each of twenty time slices
of the point traveling around the perimeter of the ellipse
three sources of information were given to the simulated
observers: retinal motion, stereo disparity, and vergence
angle. These quantities were computed based on the relevant geometric equations.
T h e viewing distance wcis the distance from the observer to the ellipse's center. T h e observerfixatedthe
center of the ellipse and, therefore, the vergence angle
was inversely related to the viewing distance. Stereo
information consisted of the stereo disparity angle subtended by the point on the ellipse at each m o m e n t in
time. Motion information consisted of the monocular
retinal velocity, expressed in degrees of retinal angle, of
the point at each m o m e n t in time. T h e velocity of the
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point was proportional to the perimeter of the ellipse,
thereby removing artifactual distance cues bcised on the
overall magnitudes of the retinal velocities.
Three noise conditions were examined: a Weber noise
condition, a flat noise condition, and a velocity uncertainty noise condition. In the Weber noise condition, the
motion, stereo, and vergence angle cues were corrupted by additive Gaussian noise whose distribution had a
mean of zero and whose variance was proportional to the
magnitude of the signal (e.g., the disparity angle or the
retinal velocity). In theflatnoise condition, motion and
stereo cues were corrupted by additive Gaussian noise
with mean zero and constant variance. Note that in
the Weber andflatnoise conditions, motion uncertainty
was modeled as uncertainty about the retinal velocity.
A n alternative is to consider noise as arising from uncertainty about the velocity of the moving point in the
environment. In the velocity uncertainty condition, m o tion noise was modeled in this way, while stereo and vergence cues were corrupted by Weber noise. In both the
flat noise model and the velocity uncertainty model (as
well as the Weber noise model) vergence noise was modeled as being Weber noise. This Weis because a Weber
noise model is a conservative one, due to the vergence
angle being inversely related to viewing distance. In addition, a fourth condition was considered as a control.
In this no noise control condition, noise was not added
to any of the cues. This condition Wcis used as a check to
make sure that it was added noise that limited observers'
performances. In all conditions, motion and stereo noise
levels were equated to make the two cues approximately equally reliable for judging the depth of an ellipse.
Approximately equally reliable motion and stereo cues
is consistent with psychophysical data (Rogers and Graham, 1982; Turner, Braunstein, and Anderson, 1997).
Tasks
The depth of an ellipse is the distance from the point on
the ellipse closest to the observer to the point furthest
away; the width is the distance from the leftmost point to
the rightmost point. The shape of an ellipse, sometimes
referred to as the form ratio, is defined as the ratio of the
ellipse's depth to it's width. Cues from which shape can
be calculated independently of absolute depth, width, or
viewing distance are known as scale-invariant cues. Cues
from which shape cannot be computed independently
of such information are known as scale-dependent cues.
Motion is a scale-invariant cue because both width and
depth scale linearly with viewing distance. For example,
an object of 40 c m depth at a viewing distance of 240
c m produces the same retinal motion signal as an object
of 20 c m depth at half that viewing distance. Because
width from motion also scales linearly with viewing distance, shape can be directly computed without explicit knowledge of the viewing distance. However motion
alone only provides a shape cue; without information
about the viewing distance, size, or velocity of the object there is no way of inferring the absolute depth of the
object.
In contrast to motion, stereo is not a scale-invariant
cue. Though the width of an object indicated by reti-
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nal stereo disparities scales linearly, the depth indicated
by a given retinal signal scales with the square of the
viewing distance. Stereo disparities are therefore scaledependent cues; there is no way of inferring shape information independently of the viewing distance. Though
stereo disparities are occasionally described as absolute
depth cues, it is necessary to have an estimate of the
vergence angle or the viewing distance to provide either
object depth or shape information from disparities. This
need to scale disparities by the viewing distance is referred to as the stereo scaling problem.
Differences in the geometrical information provided
by the scale-invariant cue of motion and the scaledependent stereo cue motivated us to examine both an
object depth task and an object shape task.
Models of Cue Combination
A set of artificial neural networks trained using the backpropagation algorithm was used to simulate the different
models. Each network performed a regression, possibly
nonlinear, that m a p p e d inputs to outputs. T h e instances
of the strong fusion, weak fusion, and modified weak fusion models used in our simulations are illustrated in the
three panels of Figure 1. Each box in thestf panels represents an independent network, and the labeled lines
represent the flow of information between the networks.
Figure 1, Panel A illustrates the strong fusion model.
This model consisted of two networks. T h efirstnetwork
received an estimate of the vergence angle (7„) as input,
and calculated an estimate of viewing distance (du). T h e
second network received as input a set of twenty stereo
disparities {Si,i = 1,..., 20), a set of twenty retinal velocities {Mi, i — 1,..., 20), and the viewing distance estimate produced by the preceding network. T h e output
was an estimate of either the depth or the shape of the
ellipse (only the depth estimate is shown in the figure).
The model was relatively unconstrained and could form high-order nonlinear combinations of stereo, motion,
and vergence angle information.
The weak fusion model (Panel B ) consisted of four
networks. The first network, like the first network in
the strong model, received as input the vergence angle
(7v) and computed an estimate of the viewing distance
(du). The stereo computation network used the viewing distance computed by the initial network (d„) with
the set of stereo disparities (Si) to estimate either the
depth or the shape of the ellipse. T h e motion computation network used the viewing distance computed by
the initial network (d^) in conjunction with the set of
twenty retinal velocities (M,) to provide an independent
estimate of ellipse depth or shape. T h e weighting network was given the viewing distance computed by the
initial network (du) as input, and it computed the linear coefficients used to average the stereo and motion
components' outputs. For the object depth task, for example, the network computed the weights w , and W m as
a function of the vergence angle in the equation
depth = {w, X depth,) + {wm x depths)
where depth is the weak fusion model's estimate of object
depth, depth, is the output estimate of the underlying
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Figure 1: Strong, weak, and modified weak models.

stereo computation network, depthm is the output estimate of the underlying motion network, and w , and
W m are the weights used to average the output depth
estimates of the stereo and motion networks.
Four of the five underlying networks of the modified
weak fusion model (Panel C ) were nearly identical to the
weak fusion model. It differed from the weak model in
including one additional network that was used to m o d el an instance of cue promotion. Johnston (1991) found
that the combination of stereo and motion cues helped
solve the stereo scaling problem when h u m a n subjects
were eisked to choose which of a set of cylinders appeared
circular. W e modeled this combination of motion and
stereo by including a network that m a p p e d sets of stereo
disparities {Si) and retinal velocities {Mi) to an additional estimate of the viewing distance {d,m)- A s discussed
above, retinal velocities scale inversely with viewing distance whereas stereo disparities scale inversely with the
square of the viewing distance. Consequently, there is
only one object depth at one viewing distance that is
consistent with both motion and stereo retinal signals. B y combining motion and stereo disparity information, through this intersection of constraints, both object depth and viewing distance can be computed without
any additional information such as the vergence angle.
In the modified weak model, limited nonlinear interaction between motion and stereo Wcis used to compute
this additional estimate of the viewing distance, labeled
d,m- This viewing distance estimate was generally more
accurate than the vergence angle estimate {dy) under the
noise conditions studied. This improved viewing dis-

tance estimate was used as an additional input to the
motion, stereo, and weighting networks of the modified
weak fusion model.
Experiment
Figures 2 and 3 show the performances of the weak, modified weak, and strong models on the object shape and
object depth tasks, respectively. (Results reported in
this paper are based on test patterns that were not used
when training the models.) T h e four graphs in each figure correspond to the four noise conditions studied.
The first major result is that the models learned to
perform the shape task better than the object depth task
(compare Figures 2 and 3). T h e shape teisk was ejisier
for all three models suggesting that it weis not a specific property of a particular model that was responsible.
This result wcis also independent of the noise model used.
W e believe that this result can be understood by noting that motion is a scale-invariant cue to object shape,
but that there is no scale-invariant cue to object depth.
This provides a motivation for separate shape and depth
representations. Because object depth representations
are necessarily susceptible to uncertainty in the viewing
distance estimate, making shape judgments dependent
on object depth estimates would unnecessarily corrupt shape estimates. Separate representations could restrict the effects of uncertainty in viewing distance so
that representations of scale-invariant properties are not
needlessly corrupted.
The second main result is that the modified weak model showed the best performance in the object depth task
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and showed comparable performance to the strong model in the shape task. In theory the strong model should
always be able to perform at least as well as the modified
weak model, because it is less constrained. Interestingly,
the strong model did not perform best; it seems that the
complexity of the object depth task meant that the absence of built-in structure in the strong model allowed it
to frequently fall into relatively poor local minima of the
error surface in the presence of noise during training. It
should be emphasized that no strong conclusions can be
drawn concerning the superiority of the modified weak
model over the strong model. W e suggest, however, that
the good performance of the modified weak model provides evidence that the constraints imposed upon it are,
at least, not overly restrictive. The modified weak model performed significantly better than the weak model
in the object depth task. Constraints imposed upon the
weak model prevented any interaction between motion
and stereo cues. In the case of the modified weak model,
constrained interaction between motion and stereo signals provided a relatively accurate estimate of the viewing distance. This second source of information about
the viewing distance reduced susceptibility to vergence
angle noise, thereby giving the modified weak model a
significant advantage over the weak model in the depth
task. The superiority of the modified weak model suggests that the modularity constraints imposed upon it
(the model contains separate stereo and motion depth
computation networks) do not prevent it fromfindinga
relatively good solution. The architecture of the modified weak model provides an adequate compromise between modularity and the power to combine cues.
Figure 4 indicates the weighting of motion and stereo
as a function of viewing distance for both depth and
shape tasks for the modified weak model. The horizontal
axis represents the viewing distance, and the vertical axis
represents the relative weighting assigned to motion and
stereo (i.e. W m and w,).
In the case of the shape task (Panel A), motion information was weighted far more heavily than stereo information for all three noise conditions. This is consistent with the fact that retinal velocities, but not stereo
disparities, provide a scale-invariant cue to shape. Interestingly, the weight assigned to stereo increased with
viewing distance in all three noise conditions. In the
object depth task (Panel B), the opposite results were
found; stereo was weighted more heavily than motion for
all three noise conditions. Again, the weight assigned to
stereo increased with distance for all three noise models.
The relative weighting of motion and stereo was significantly different for shape and depth tasks. This difference provides a source of motivation for having separate
representations of object depth and object shape. Landy
et al. (1995) proposed the existence of a "depth m a p " to
which all cues were promoted. Our results motivate the
additional existence of a separate "shape map." Separate
representations for the depth and shape of an object permit independent cue weighting functions, allowing depth
and shape to be separately computed so as to minimize
the effects of noise for each judgment.
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Conclusion
W e evaluated the overall performance of strong, weak,
and modified weak models of depth cue integration and
found that overall the modified weak fusion model outperformed the other two models. Performance in this
domain therefore supports more general claims about
the advantages of modified weak fusion as a compromise
between modularity and fusion. Stereo and motion were
weighted diflferently for shape and depth tasks suggesting the need for separate representations for shape and
depth.
As can be seen from our results, neural nets provide
a good means of quantitatively modeling highly nonlinear problems such as depth cue combination to reveal hidden or underspecified properties of qualitativelydescribed theoretical models.
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domain-specific and task-specific methods. O u r goal here
is a domain-general account of h o w analogical inferences
are evaluated and integrated with other knowledge.
Analogical inference is a complex phenomena, involving interactions of analogical processing with a variety of
other cognitive processes. This paper provides another step
towards a computational model of analogical inference, by
extending Centner's (1983) structure-mapping theory in
two ways. First, w e describe a method for structural
evaluation of analogical inferences, which estimates h o w
promising an inference is based on its form and the m a p ping that generated it. There is evidence that people use
such estimates in deciding whether to pursue an analogy
and which inferences are worth exploring further. Second,
w e describe a logical form for expressing analogical inferences that enables them to be integrated with other reasoning processes.
Our model is intended as a cognitive model in two respects: (1) T h e structural evaluation method should give
answers that produce the same ordinal preferences in tasks
as h u m a n subjects. (2) T h e logic of candidate inferences
stands as an information-level model of the justifications
someone would give for an analogical inference. W e describe h o w this model is consistent with existing psychological evidence on analogical inference. W e also illustrate h o w a computer simulation of the model can combine
qualitative reasoning with analogical inferences to evaluate
a possible analog for a h o m e heating system, and h o w these
techniques are being used in a prototype case-based coach
for an intelligent learning environment.

Abstract
Reasoning by analogy is a central phenomena in cognition. Existing computational models of analogy provide accounts of how analogical inferences are generated, but do not
specify how they might be evaluated or integrated with other
methods of reasoning. This paper extends the model of
analogical inference in structure-mapping theory in two ways.
First, we propose techniques for the structural evaluation of
analogical inferences, to model one of the factors people appear to use in evaluating the plausibility of arguments based
on compansons. Second, w e propose an information-level
model of analogical inferences that supports reasonmg about
correspondences and mappings. W e describe how this model
fits with existing psychological evidence and illustrate its operation on several examples, using a computer simulation.
These examples include evaluating the validity of a qualitative mental model and a prototype case-based coach that is
being added to an already-fielded intelligent learning environment.
Introduction
Psychological results on analogical reasoning suggest
that there are core techniques of comparison and analogical
inference which, in concert with other processes, are used
in tasks ranging from perception to conceptual change
(Centner & M a r k m a n 1997). Yet there has been surprisingly little research on analogical inference. Existing computational models of analogy model the generation of candidate inferences (Centner, 1982, 1983; Holyoak, Novick,
& Melz, 1994; Keane, 1990), and particular simulations
have used candidate inferences in modeling analogical reasoning and learning in physical domains (Falkenhainer,
1987; Forbus, Ferguson, & Centner, 1994), but no models
of analogical inference with a level of generality on par
with models of mapping and retrieval have been proposed.
Within the case-based reasoning ( G B R ) community
analogical inference (or adaptation) has been one of the
least explored aspects. M a n y effective G B R systems only
act as retrieval systems, counting on h u m a n partners to
understand and apply the retrieved information (Kolodner
1994; Schank & Cleary 1994). Those which do adaptation
(c.f Carbonell et al 1991; Kass 1986; Leake 1996) rely on

Review of Structure-Mapping
According to structure-mapping theory, an analogy
match takes as input two structured representations (base
and target) and produces as output a set of mappings. Each
mapping consists of a set of correspondences that align
items in the base with items in the target and a set of candidate inferences, which are surmises about the target m a d e
on the basis of the base representation plus the correspondences. The constraints on the correspondences include
structural consistency, i.e., that each item in the base m a p s
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to at most one item m the target and vice-versa (the 1:1
constraint) and that if a correspondence between two
statements is included in a mapping, then so must correspondences between its arguments (the parallel connectivity constraint). Which mapping is chosen is governed
by the systematicity constraint: Preference is given to mappings that match systems of relations in the base and target.
Each of these theoretical constraints is motivated by the
role analogy plays in cognitive processing. T h e 1:1 and
parallel connectivity constraints ensure that the candidate
inferences of a mapping are well-defined. The systematicit> constraint reflects a (tacit) preference for inferential
power in analogical arguments.
The Structure-Mapping E n g m e ( S M E ) (Falkenhainer et
al 1986, 1989; Forbus et al 1994) is a cognitive simulation
of analogical matching. Given base and target descriptions,
S M E finds globally consistent interpretations via a local-toglobal match process. S M E begins by proposing correspondences, called match hypotheses, in parallel between
statements in the base and target. Then, S M E filters out
structurally inconsistent match hypotheses. Mutually consistent collections of match hypotheses are gathered into
global mappings using a greedy merge algorithm. A n
evaluation procedure based on the systematicity principle is
used to compute the structural evaluation for each match
hypothesis and mapping. These numerical estimates are
used both to guide the merge process and as one component
in the evaluation of an analogy.

E v a l u a t i n g a n d U s i n g A n a l o g i c a l Inferences
Structure-mapping theory defines analogical inferences
as projections from the base that are structurally supported
by the correspondences of a mapping. S M E provides algorithms for automatically generating them. However, this is
not enough: analogical inferences must be evaluated and
used. T w o central issues are: (1) H o w can the plausibility
of analogical inferences be estimated? In addition to domain and task constraints, structural properties of the
match are used by people as a factor in estimating plausibility. (2) W h a t is the logical/explanatory import of
analogical inferences? T o capture their use in h u m a n reasoning, w e must be able to couple analogical inference with
other forms of reasoning. W e address each issue in turn.
Structural evaluation of candidate inferences

/

C o

•a

b

c ^ :^ ^ 5 ' ^ > P

c " d

e l f

Figure 1 If propositions A-E and entities a-e are part ol a mapping, then {F,G,E,e,f} would be used to generate a candidate inference. {E,e} are the ""border" of the inference.
Candidate inferences for a mapping are generated by
examining h o w the base intersects the mapping. Let a root
of a description be a statement that is not the argument of
any other statement in the description. If a root participates
in the mapping, then it is part of the overlap between base
and target, and can provide no n e w information. If a root is
not part of the mapping, but has subexpressions that are
part of the mapping, then a candidate inference is computed. In Figure 1, a, d, and f are roots. Since a and d participate in the mapping, only f serves as a starting point for
a candidate inference. The form of the inference is the root
expression, with substitutions m a d e as necessary from the
correspondences, and with skolem functions introduced for
base constants that do not have correspondences (i.e., f in
Figure 1).
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The structural evaluation of a mapping provides an estimate of match quality, based on the nature of the overlap.
W e suggest that a similar strucmral evaluation occurs psychologically for candidate inferences. However, for candidate inferences w e postulate two distinct dimensions: (1)
Support: H o w m u c h structural support does an analogical
inference derive from the mapping that generated it? (2)
Extrapolation: H o w far does an analogical inference go
beyond the support lent by the mapping?
W e believe these two measures have significantly different functional roles. Support is like the structural
evaluation of mappings: M o r e is always better. Extrapolation is more complex: High extrapolation seems desirable
in tasks like brainstorming or theory generation, but low
extrapolation m a y be preferable for within-domain comparisons involving highly familiar situations.
The support and extrapolation structural evaluation algorithms are variations of the algorithm used for mappings.
The score of a mapping is the s u m of the scores of its correspondences. The scores of the correspondences are computed as follows: (1) each correspondence is given an initial
score wi and then (2) scores are incremented via a trickledown method to enforce the s>'Stematicity preference for
deep matching structures. That is, if wcmhj) is the score
associated with a match hypothesis mhi. mhj is a match hypothesis that applies to one of MH^'s arguments, and 5 is the
trickle-down factor, then wcmhj) is incremented as follows:
W(MH2) <- max<W(MH2) + 6W(MHi) ; 1.0}
T o compute the support score of a candidate inference,
this same algorithm is used on the correspondences that
support it in the mapping and adding up the results. Returning to Figure 1, the inference relies on the correspondences for E, d, and e, so the support score would be the
sum of the scores for their correspondences.
The extrapolation score of an analogical inference is.
roughly, the size of the n e w information over the total size
of the inference. Consider two limiting cases. If there were
no support (i e., a hallucination), all the information would
be new, so the extrapolation score would be 1. Lf there
were nothing n e w (everything was there already), then the
score would be 0. A n y real candidate inference will be
somewhere in between these two values.
The algorithm for computing extrapolation scores is

1. Apply the trickle-down algorithm used to score correspondences to the structure of the inference itself, i.e., as if
we were matching the inference to itself
2. The extrapolation score is
£W(outside)
Z W(outeide) + Z W(inaide)
where inside refers to the items in the candidate inference
that are part of the mapping and outside refers to the items
in the candidate inference that are being projected. Again
referring to Figure 1, the extrapolation score in this case
would be
W(F)+W(G)+W(f)
W(E) + W(d) + W(e) + W(F) + W(G) + W(f)
Using the trickle-down algorithm provides a more conservative score than simply counting items would, since the
existence of large structures outside the mapping will lead
to higher scores inside the mapping due to trickle-down.
A logic of candidate inferences
The second requirement for evaluating candidate inferences is the ability to express them in a form that can interact with other processes. Let c be a candidate inference.
W e require c to be a proposition. Intuitively, the validity
of c depends in part upon the validity of the correspondences that support it. W e reify correspondences as propositions as follows. Let MH(bi,ti) be the hypothesis that bi
m the base corresponds to, i.e., matches, ti in the target.
The semantics of mh statements reflect the consistency constraints on match hypotheses, e.g., MH(bi,ti) is inconsistent
withMH(bi,t2) and MH(b2, ti), forbi?tb2 and ti#t2.
Analogical inference is not deductively valid'. That is,
we may assume an analogical inference to be true in the
absence of evidence to the contrary, but stand ready to retract it if it results in a contradiction. Also, invalidating
one analogical inference does not necessarily rule out other
inferences of the same mapping^ Therefore w e must be
able to express belief in the plausibility of each candidate
inference independently. Let plausible-ci (o be the
proposition that candidate inference c is plausible, given
available knowledge, plausible-ci is nonmonotonic, in
the same sense of McCarthy's (1987) abnormal predicate or
Hobbs el al (1993) etc predicate. That is, in reasoning
plausible-ci statements are assumed to be true in the absence of information to the contrary, but will be viewed as
candidates for retraction if contradictions arise.
Given these definitions, w e can n o w express an analogical inference as follows:
MH(bi,ti)6...fiMH(bn,t„)SPLAUSIBLE-CI(C) => C
That is, the candidate inference is justified by the correspondences between the base and target, unless it is discovered to be invalid.

' See Falkenhainer (1990) for a discussion of the relationship
between analogy, deduction, abduction, and induction.
^ One prediction of the atom/solar system analogy is that electrons would have "moons" orbitmg them. The failure to fmd
these moons did not cause the analogy to be abandoned.
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A fiirthcr piece of vocabulary is needed to capture the
intuition that belief in a candidate inference is tied to belief
in the mapping that generated it. T h e importance of structufiil consistency in analogical reasoning suggests that people work with mappings rather than isolated correspondences. T h e predicate using-mapping serves as a control
assertion indicating belief in the set of correspondences
structurally entailed by a mapping. Each usihg-mapping
statement justifies mh statements concerning its correspondences, i.e., if mapping m pairs items bi, ti bp, tp, then
using-mapping (M) => MH(bi,ti)
using-mapping(M) =5 MH(bp,tp)
With this vocabulary the results of analogical matches
can be expressed in a form that captures our intuitions
about the structural dependencies of a candidate inference.
For purposes of simulation, this vocabulary can be used to
express the results of analogical processing in a form that
can be used by other processes. This facilitates the simulation of tasks that use analogical inferences in combination
with other reasoning processes.
Implementation
W e have extended S M E to compute the support and extrapolation scores for candidate inferences. W e integrated
S M E with the L T R E reasoning system from Forbus & de
Kleer (1993). Promising analogical inferences (based on
task-specific criteria) are installed in the L T R E according
to the logic described previously, and assuming the
PLAusiBLE-ci statement to be true by default.
Psychological Support for the Model
The ability to identify which inferences follow from a
given set of correspondences has been demonstrated experimentally (Clement & Centner 1991; Spellman &
Holyoak 1996). M a r k m a n (in preparation) has demonstrated that analogical inferences follow structural consistency, even when there are multiple possible mappings.
Our model for the logical form of analogical inference is
consistent with these results.
Our definition of support score is consistent with several
lines of evidence. Psychologically, matches involving larger
systems of statements are viewed by subjects as more sound
(Centner et al 1993). Clement & Centner (1991) showed
that subjects made predictions based on statements connected to a c o m m o n antecedent in the base, and that candidate inferences connected to systematic base structures are
preferred to those which are not.
Similarity has been suggested as a central process in induction tasks (Heit & Rubenstein, 1994; Lassaline 1996;
Osherson et al 1990), so it is useful to see h o w this model
fits with these studies. Lassaline (1996) asked subjects to
rate the similarity of pairs offictitiousanimals and the inductive strength of a property inference (i.e., if a has x, w,
and z, and b has x, y, and z, h o w likely is it that a has y?,
where a and b werefictitiousanimals and the rest of the
variables werefilledin with properties such as "dry flaky
skin" or "attacks of paranoia") . Adding a relation in the
base that explained the inferred property (i.e., telling the
subjects that in b, x causes y while leaving the description

of A unchanged) increased inductive strength, but adding a
relation that was not connected to the inference did not. A
simple model of this task is to treat it as analogical mapping, with animal b serving as base and animal a as the
target, and treating inductive strength as a function of the
candidate inference support score. Using these assumptions, a simulation of her experiments also yields this result-^
Heit and Rubenstein (1994) found that people make
stronger inferences about whether one animal has a propert\ based on another animal's having it w h e n the kind of
property to be inferred (anatomical or behavioral) matches
tlie kind of similarity between the animals (anatomical or
behavioral) For instance, people judge the likelihood that
whales travel shorter distances in extreme heat to be higher
w h e n told that tuna do, relative to w h e n they are told that
bears do, presumably because whales and tuna have more
behavioral overlap (both swim) while whales and bears
match anatomically (both mammals). If subjects are linking ne\\ properties with their existing knowledge about
these animals, then this result is consistent with our model
because the set of support for the analogical inference
would be higher.
Osherson et al (1990) investigated multi-premise inducti\e arguments, i.e., robins use serotonin as a neurotransmitter, bluejays use serotonin as a neurotransmitter,
therefore sparrows use serotonin as a neurotransmitter,
modeling them as category-based induction. They give
similarit) a central role in their model, but assume only
that a numerical value for the similarity of two objects
(again, ammals) can be computed. The structural evaluation of a mapping could serve this purpose. If w e further
assume a SEQL-like model of abstraction from multiple
comparisons (Skorstad, Centner, & Medin, 1988), analogical inference m a y also play a larger role in explaining some
of the same phenomena. For example, Osherson et al
found that an argument that a property held for a category
was stronger if the premises involved more typical m e m bers of a category. Structural descriptions for more typical
members of a category might have more overlap among
themselves than descriptions of a set of less-typical m e m bers, thus providing more support for candidate inferences.

faster

Examples
W e have tested our model of analogical inference on a
variety of examples. W e describe two examples next to
illustrate that it can operate on complex representations,
including automatically generated descriptions.
Evaluation of potential analogs

Kempton (1986) showed in interviews that this

Inference:
(Inplles
(and (continuous-settable-control thermostat)
(controls (setting thermostat) furnace))
(qprop (applied-heat furnace)
(setting thermostat)))
Support = 6.0
Extrapolation = 0.273607748184019
[...details omitted. ]
Contradiction found for
#<CANDIDATE-INFERENCE #Xl0799D8>
of <Mapping 32>;
1. Setting of THERMOSTAT controls FURNACE.
2. THERMOSTAT is a continuously settable control.
3. applied heat of FURNACE has no indirect
influences.
Retracting #<CAND1DATE-INFERENCE #xl0799D8>.
Figure 2: Mental model denied.
faulty mental model is often due to mistaken analogies,
such as a gas pedal analogy. Pushing the pedal down farther causes the car to reach the desired speed sooner because the engine will supply more power to the wheels.
Adopting this analogy typically leads to higher heating bills
without increased comfort, since the temperature will not
increase any faster, and eventually will overshoot and must
be turned down.
H o w might someone escape from this mistaken analogy? The ability to integrate analogical inference with
other forms of reasoning enables us to model the process of
evaluating such analogies. It is well-known that in c o m m o n
sense reasoning it is virtually impossible to have a complete
set of antecedents for conclusions (McCarthy 1987). Thus
in the gas pedal scenario, the control relationship between
the engine and the continuous nature of the gas pedal's
setting might be conjectured to be sufficient to provide
continuous control over the engine, which means that more
throttle leads to faster attainment of a desired speed. Using S M E to compare two representative descriptions, a single mapping is generated whose candidate inference is
shown in Figure 3. The h o m e heating scenario, with this
inference, is then analyzed using a qualitative physics system (Forbus, 1984) on the same description database that
S M E used. After instantiating a simple domain theorj',
finding what physical processes were acting, and resolving
influences to figure out the causal dependencies between
quantities, a contradiction was found because, according to
the domain theory, the applied heat of the furnace is an
independent parameter. (This explanation is also shown in
Figure 2)

A c o m m o n misconception about h o m e heating systems
is that, if your house is cold, setting your thermostat to a
higher setting than ultimately desired will cause it w a r m up

Case-based Coaching in Education

^ Lassaline also found that adding shared attributes increased
inductive strength, while adding shared relations did not. Our
model does not exhibit this behavior. However, other experiments have found, consistent with our model, that inductive
strength increases with similarity (Osherson et al 1990).

C B R systems are sometimes used in educational software as a coach, to support students doing a task (e.g..
Schank & Cleary 1994). W e are adding a software design
coach to (TyclePad (Forbus & Whalley, 1994), an intelligent
learning environment for engineering thermodynamics.
CyclePad is based on the idea of teaching principles by engaging students in design tasks, such as designing power
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case is 77 and the average number of entities is 19
plants, aircraft engines, and refrigerators. CyclePad is currently in experimental use by students at Northwestern
W e use the M A C / F A C retrieval model [Forbus et al
1995] to retrieve cases. M A C / F A C ' s output is further filUniversity, Oxford, and the U S Naval Academy. A recurtered by eliminaUng as irrelevant any candidate inference
nng problem is that students, being novice designers, lend
to get stuck. If their design fails to meet its requircinciits, that does not hypothesize a transformation. (There can be
al most one relevant inference per retrieved case, but someh o w might they improve it? Case-based coaching is a natural approach for this task, since basing advice o n interest- times there are one or two extra, irrelevant inferences, and
ing examples gives students additional motivation and
sometimes a retrieved case does not yield a usefiil inference.) For those remaining, the inference with the highest
context
support score is chosen as the advice to give to the student.
W e have used our analogical inference system to create
a prototype case-based coach module for CyclePad. T h e
In our experiments so far, w e have found that when
multiple cases were retrieved, choosing the analogical inidea is this: W h e n the student asks for help, the current
state of their design is augmented with a teleological deference with the highest support score always provides the
scription generated by C A R N O T (Everett, 1995), a prooptimal advice. This result should be viewed with caution,
gram that recognizes the intended purpose of the parts of since the number of problems tried has been small, the case
base is only about one-fourth of what w e believe is needed
the cycle and h o w they are relevant to the student's goals.
for broad coverage, and, most importantly, it has not been
This description is used to retrieve a case from a library of
field-tested with students. Even so, this does suggest that
designs that solves a similar problem. Using analogical
general-purpose cognitive simulation tools, operating on
inference to adapt this example to the student's particular
rich, automatically generated case libraries, can provide
problem, the coach will then offer concrete advice on h o w
accurate and efficient case-based coaching.
the student might improve their design, using the case as its
justification. (See Fig, 3) With the exception of automatic
linking of task-specific criteria and connecting it to the Related Work
existing CyclePad interface, this coach has been fully imIn addition to the case-based reasoning work mentioned
plemented.
earlier, there are a variety of cognitive models of analogical
The case library is directed at design problems students
mapping and retrieval. Existing models of general analogiare likely to have. Entries in the case library are created as
cal processing (such as Keane's (1990) I A M , Holyoak &
follows: T h e domain expert uses CyclePad to construct a
Thagard's (1989) A C M E , and H u m m e l & Holyoak's (in
cycle that illustrates a particular problem. In 'watch m e '
press) LISA) often provide methods for generating infermode, the expert then modifies the design in a w a y that
ences. However, they do not provide evaluation methods or
fixes the problem. Thus the structural description of the
integrate them with other reasoning systems. Furthermore,
cycle, C A R N O T ' s teleological analysis of what the cycle
A C M E does not guarantee to produce structurally consisdoes and h o w each part of the cycle contributes to this
tent mappings, which makes it difficult to get accurate
fiinction, and a formal representation of the expert's transanalogical inferences (Centner, 1982; Markman, in prepaformation are all automatically generated for the case. T h e
ration). It is not yet clear whether L I S A will avoid this
only hand-input part of the representation is the expert's
problem. Falkenhainer's (1990) P H I N E A S used S M E in a
specification of the exact nature of the problem, i.e., low
model of scientific discovery. Its techniques for using and
thermal efficiency or high operating cost, which has to be evaluating analogical inferences were specific to its task
stated in a tightly constrained formal representafion lanand domain.
guage and added to the case. T h e selection of 12 initial
cases was based on the likely needs of intermediate thermoDiscussion & Future Work
dynamics students. T h e test problems were generated in
Analogical inference is a complex phenomenon to
the same way. T h e average number of expressions in each
model because it involves the interaction of a number of
student Design
Case
cognitive processes. In this paper w e extended the structure-mapping notion of candidate inferences in two ways.
Transformation
First, w e proposed a method for the structural evaluation of
\
Turbinel
candidate inferences. This allows evaluating the goodness
Turbinel ' Turbine2
of the inference in terms of its relation to the mapping that
iBoiler ^ ^ 'v'k
generated it. Second, w e developed a vocabulary for logiCondensei
Reheater
cally expressing the relationship between a candidate inferL > P C'ump
ence and the structural correspondences that support it.
•Boiler
Condenser
These extensions appear compatible with the overall patTurbinel Turbine2
tern of psychological results on analogical inference.
'^Pump
Moreover, w e have demonstrated that they can be impleReheater'
V
mented effectively and used in systems that combine
iBoiler
analogical reasoning with other forms of reasoning and can
^
Condenser'
operate with complex, automatically generated representations. W e are incorporating the case-based coach for CyFigure 3' Case-based coaching provides design hints
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clePad described here into the next major release of the
s> stem forfield-testingwith students.
W e are exploring this model further in two ways: (1) w e
are designmg expermients to test the psychological plausibility of the extrapolation score and other predictions of the
model and (2) v\e are integratmg this model into a new
cognitive simulation of analogical problem solving and
reasoning. W e hope that these extensions bring us a step
closer towards a full computational model of analogical
inference.
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Abstract

O n e of the criticisms of work in inductive inference is that
the examples used are artificial, or in the case of the functions
The functions of finite support have played a ubiquitous of
role
in support, overly simplistic. T h e ubiquitous use of, and
finite
the study of inductive inference since its inception. In addition
the simplicity of the functions offinitesupport m a k e them
to providing a clear and simple example of a leamable class,
a candidate for being a "canonical" learning problem. R e the functions offinitesupport are employed in many proofs
cent results (Freivalds et al., 1995, Freivalds, Kinber & Smith,
that distinguish various types and features of learning. Recent
1995) concerning various notions of complexity for learning
results show that this ostensibly simple class requires as much
strongly suggest that the reason for the numerous appearance
space to leam as any other leamable set and, furthermore, is as
of the functions offinitesupport in the literature is because
intrinsically difficult as any other leamable set. This makes the
they play a role for learning analogous to the role played by
functions offinitesupport a candidate for being a canonical
learning problem. W e argue for this point in the paper and
the C N F satisfiability problem for general complexity theory
discuss the ramifications.
(Garey & Johnson, 1979).
In what follows, w e present the Gold model in greater deIntroduction
tail and then review the recent results alluded to above. In
The starting point for studies in inductive inference is the
an effort to minimize notation, formal definitions have been
model of learning by example introduced by Gold (1967).
placed in the appendix. W e conclude with a deeper analysis
This is a simple model of learning algorithms that input examof the functions offinitesupport with respect to learning.
ples of some function and produce programs that are intended
The Gold Model
to compute the function generating the examples. Learning
Virtually all learning by example models are enhancements
takes place as the "correct" program must be produced after
or restrictions of Gold's notion of learning in the limit (Gold,
the learning algorithm has seen onlyfinitelym a n y examples.
1967). In this model, an algorithmic device takes input exThe functions used as input are typically (partial) recursive
amples representing the graph of a function (or strings in a
functions. Using traditional encoding techniques, this class
language) and, from time to time, outputs programs. If the
of functions isrichenough to model a wide range of phenominput examples will exhaust the set of all possible examples
ena (Angluin & Smith, 1983). Similar models were used by
and there is a single program that is almost always the prophilosophers of science w h o were interested in understanding
gram produced by the device and this program computes the
the scientific method (Burks, 1958; C a m a p , 1952; C a m a p &
function represented by the input, then w e say that the deJeffrey, 1971; Popper, 1968; Putnam, 1975).
vice has learned the function. Clearly, s o m e type of learning
The mathematically rich study of inductive inference promust have taken place as the correct function is produced after
ceeds by defining variations of Gold's model and showing
that they give rise to a different class of learnable sets of the device has seen onlyfinitelym a n y of the infinitely m a n y
examples. In this way, each algorithmic device will leam a
functions. For example, the study of team inference (Smith,
certain (undecidable) set of recursive functions. T h e collec1994b) was started by the early result that there are two sets
of functions, each of which is leamable, but their union is not tion of all such sets, across all algorithms, gives rise to the
collection of all leamable sets of recursive functions.
(Blum & Blum, 1975). The functions offinitesupport were
This model is called "learning in the limit" as it is never
one of the two sets used. Subsequently, this example set was
known when the correct program has first appeared as an
used many times in the study of inductive inference to distinoutput of the learning algorithm. In real life situations, one
guish between two types of leamability.
frequently never knows when they have completely learned
'This work was facilitated by an international agreement under
something. For example, technology frequently introduces
NSF Grants 9119540 and 9421640
new words into the language. Is anyone willing to say they
^Supported by Latvian Science Council Grant No.93.599.
k n o w all of any natural language? While m a n y of us claim to
^Supported in part by N S F Grants 9020079 and 9301339 and
be expert drivers, relatively few drivers k n o w about such fine
the Fulbright Commision. Currently on leave at the University of
points as "heal-toe maneuvers" or "4 wheel drifts." In s o m e
Kaiserslautem.
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cases, such as learning single digit multiplication tables, it is
easy to determine when the learning is complete. Such cases
have been studied in the inductive inference community, and
they represent another example of a restriction of the basic
Gold model of learning in the limit.
If the inputs for the Gold model are drawn from some distribution, the learning device is constrained to operate within
some complexity bounds, and the program produced by the
device need not be correct on every input, but just often
enough with respect to the distribution of inputs and a function of the number of examples seen, then the P A C model
of learning (Valiant, 1984) results. Similarly, any model of
learning by example can be induced by restricting or augmenting the basic Gold model.
W e proceed with an example. Below, w e describe an algorithm that will learn all the functions offinitesupport. These
are the recursive functions that take the value zero on all but
finitely m a n y inputs. While the n a m e of this class of functions comes from the branch of Mathematics known as Analysis, thefirstuse in computer science of a recursive version of
the functions offinitesupport appears to be in (Meyer, 1972).
T h e algorithm A w e have in mind starts by initializing a
table T to be null and outputs a program for the everywhere
zero function. A then proceeds to perpetually execute the
following three steps:

they become the functions offinitesupport. A s mentioned
earlier, the functions offinitesupport were used to prove the
non union theorem of (Blum & Blum, 1975). The functions
offinitesupport have infinite V C dimension, so they cannot be P A C learned. However, using dynamic sampling, the
concept class of allfinitesubsets of the natural numbers (essentially the functions offinitesupport) can be P A C learned
(Linial, Mansour & Rivest, 1991).
Learning with a Limited Memory

The observation that humans learn without the benefit of a
perfect m e m o r y has stimulated researchers in m a n yfieldsto
consider some form of m e m o r y restricted learning. For example, in thefieldof neural modeling, it has been suggested that
one of the functions of rapid eye movement ( R E M ) sleep is to
discard some memories to keep from overloading our neural
networks (Crick & Mitchison, 1983). Independent simulations have verified that occasional "unlearning" aids in learning (Hopfield, Feinstein & Palmer, 1983). In a similar vein,
neural networks with a limitation on the type of the weight
in each node were considered in (Siegelmann and Sontag,
1992). The types considered are integer, rational and real.
Each successive type can, potentially, place higher demands
on m e m o r y utilization within each node. Each type also expands the inherent capabilities of the neural networks using
that type of node weights.
1. Read another input pair (x, J/),
Linguists have also considered the effect of m e m o r y for
learning.
2. Add (x, 3/) to T iff 2/ 7^ 0 (indicating that another "support" Braine (1971) suggested that human m e m o r y is organized as a cascading sequence of memories. The idea is
point has been located), and
that items to be remembered are initially entered in the first
3. Output a program p described below. If the table T has not
level of the m e m o r y and then later moved to successive levchanged, the program produced as output is identical to the
els,finallyreaching long term memory. In Braine's model,
most recent previously produced program.
each of the transitionary m e m o r y components are subject to
degradations. Consequently, items to be remembered that are
p has a copy of T and, on input x will output y such
not reinforced by subsequent inputs m a y be eliminated ft-om
that the pair (x, y) is in T and output 0 if there is no
some level of the m e m o r y before they become permanently
such pair in the current table T.
fixed in memory. Wexler and Culicover (1980) formalized
It remains to be verified that A works correctly on any
many notions of language learning, including one where the
learning algorithm was to have access to the most recently
function offinitesupport. Since A outputs a new program
received data and the machines' o w n most recent conjecture.
only when the table changes, and that happens only when a
nonzero range point of the function is found, convergence to a
Their model was generalized in Osherson, Stob & Weinstein,
1986) to allow the learning mechanism access to the last n
single program will be achieved. Furthermore, thisfinalprogram will have all the support points in the table, as otherwise conjectures as well as the most recently received data item.
it wouldn't be thefinalprogram. Finally, this last program is
This generalization was shown not to increase the potential
correct, as all the non zero points are in the table and this is of such mechanisms to learn languages.
Within the study of inductive inference, there have been
consulted first by every program that is produced by A. If
similar investigations of learning algorithms that do not rethe value is not found in the table, then the input cannot m a p
to a support point and a 0 is the value returned by the final m e m b e r all the data they have seen, nor remember all the
programs that they have produced as outputs (Jantke & Beprogram.
Gold was primarily interested in language learning. Via
ick, 1981; Miyahara, 1987; Wiehagen, 1976). Similar rea standard encoding of strings of symbols as natural numsults were obtained. A different approach to m e m o r y limbers, a language can be viewed as a function that maps enited learning was investigated in (Heath et al., 1991). The
codings of strings in the language to 1 and all other inputs
issue addressed in their work is to calculate h o w many passes
to 0. Gold (1967) proved that any class containing all the fi- through the data are needed in order to learn.
nite languages and one infinite language could not be learned.
All off the above mentioned formal approaches restrict the
O f course, w h e n thefinitelanguages are viewed as functions.
number of items to be retained in m e m o r y without addressing
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the size of those items. Since standard encoding techniques
can be used to represent m a n y items as a single integer, space
utilization is not accurately addressed by this work. Lin and
Vitter consider m e m o r y requirements for learning sufficiently
smooth distributions (Lin & Vitter, 1994). Since they assume
that the inputs are in some readable form, the issue of how
much space it takes to store a number never arises. A n attempt
to rectify this difficult was m a d e by researchers working with
the P A C (probably approximately correct) model of learning
(Valiant 1984). However, their results were not a true measure
of space complexity because they measured space utilization
as a function of the size of the smallest answer, not the size
of the input (Boucheron & Sallantin, 1988; Haussler, 1985).
P A C learning while remembering only a fixed number of examples, each of a bounded size is considered in (Ameur et al.,
1993; Hoyd, 1989; Helmbold, Sloan & Warmuth 1989). The
most general investigation on this line was the observation
in (Schapire, 1990) that the boosting algorithm can be m a d e
reasonably space efficient as well.
Sample complexity gives only a very crude accounting of
space utilization. Learning procedures m a y want to remember other information than just prior examples. For example,
all algorithms are based on some underlyingfinitestate device. The states of the underlyingfinitestate machine can
also be used as a form of long term memory. To see this
point, consider the standard example from automata theory
of thefinitestate automaton that accepts all strings of length
0 m o d 3. This machine has only three states, the start state
So and Si and S2- Every symbol read forces a change of state
from either sq to si, or from si to S2 or from S2 to sq. The
only accepting state is sq. In effect, state Si (i < 2) "remembers" that the input string seen so far is of length i m o d 3.
This technique can be applied to learning algorithms. To encode a single bit in the state space, just double the number
of states. The second copy of the original state set behaves
the same way as the original. If the machine is in the original
state space, then a " 0 " is being remembered. If the machine
is in the new state space, then a " 1 " is being remembered.
In this fashion, an arbitrary amount of information m a y be
remembered in the state space of an algorithm. The size of
the algorithm m a y become enormous, but the amount of storage used by the algorithm m a y still be miniscule as measured
by the techniques mentioned above. Hence, even the sample
complexity metric neglects to count some of the long term
storage employed by learning algorithms.

ble to back up and reread some input after another has been
read. This model eliminates the possibility of coding lots of
data into a single location as it is the number of bits of m e m ory that is counted. Furthermore, if the state space is used to
remember something, then this space is also counted as the
state information is also kept in the long term memory. Finally, this model is a true complexity theoretic accounting of
space utilization as the reckoning is done as a function of the
size of the input.
O n e of the results that was shown in (Freivalds, Kinber &
Smith, 1995a) is that if some set S is learnable, then it is
learnable by an algorithm that uses linear long storage. In
fact, the linear storage function that comes out of the proof is
c + {1 + e) • n, where n is the number of bits of input, c is a
constant large enough to accommodate the state information
of a universal simulator and e is arbitrarily small. Hence, the
space complexity world for learning is very compact. Everything lies between constant and linear space. T h e idea of the
proof is that the factor n storage is used to remember all the
data seen as input and the e • n factor is used by the universal
simulator to simulate that operation of the learning algorithm
that is purported to exist by the fact that S was learnable. A s
n grows large enough, the e - n factor is sufficient to run the
simulation.
Several lower bound results were proven in (Freivalds,
Kinber & Smith, 1995a). In particular, a linear lower bound
on long term m e m o r y was shown for learning the functions of
finite support. The idea of this proof is that if the input comes
as a bit string representing the range of an initial segment
of some function offinitesupport, then the entire bit string
must be remembered. If not, then there would be two different bit strings, representing initial segments of two different
functions offinitesupport, that would drive the learning algorithm into the same m e m o r y state. Hence, any algorithm
using less than linear long term m e m o r y would converge to
the same answer for two different functions offinitesupport.
Hence, this alleged learning procedure is erroneous.
Intrinsic Complexity

All of the above mentioned shortcomings of m e m o r y limit
learned were address in the model introduced in (Freivalds,
Kinber& Smith, 1995). There, m e m o r y utilization was measured as a function of the number of bits of input seen so far.
Both long and short term m e m o r y were considered. The short
term memory is erased every time the learning algorithm produces an output or reads another data item. All the state information, retained data, remembered outputs, and whatever is
kept in the long term memory. It is assumed that each learning
algorithm receives its input in such a way that it is impossi-
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The complexity of learning has been addressed in formally with the P A C model (Valiant 1984) and Angluin's
teacher/learner model (Angluin, 1988). These studies carefully counted the resources used by various learning algorithms. However, the complexity of learning algorithm is different from the complexity of the learning task.
To see this, consider the following example. W e will give
an algorithm to learn all the polynomial time computable
functions. The algorithm uses the enumeration technique of
(Gold 1967). A s a preliminary step, define an enumeration
of all and only the linear time computable functions. The i*'*
program in this enumeration interprets i as an ordered pair
(j, k), and runs the f ^ Turing machine (from some standard
list) on any input x f o r k - x + k steps. T h e learning algorithm
initially guesses thefirstprogram in its enumeration and then
starts reading data. W h e n some data is input that disagrees
with output of the current guess, the learning algorithm con-

siders the next program in its list that does not contradict the
input it has seen so far. A moments relkction is all that is
necessary to realize that, given input from some linear time
computable function, this procedure will, in the limit, converge to a correct program.
In contrast with the simple learning procedure described
above, consider learning the exponential time computable
functions. In fact, the same basic algorithm works. The
only modification necessary is to change the simulation time
bound to something like A:* -I- k. This trivial modification
leaves the essence of the algorithm unchanged. It is hard
to argue that the modified algorithm is more difficult to understand or create. T h e learning process represented by the
original algorithm and the modified one are essentially the
same. However, due to the cost of exponential simulations
compared with linear simulations, the complexity of the algorithm above for learning the exponential time computable
functions is m u c h greater than its complexity when learning
the linear time functions.
In (Freivalds, Kinber & Smith 1995) a natural notion of reductions between learning problems was presented. The basic
idea of the reduction is to m a p the examples from one concept into suitable examples to another concept that you k n o w
h o w to learn. Then, apply the k n o w n learning algorithm to
the transformed examples and m a p the conjectures produced
by the algorithm back to suitable conjectures for the original
concept domain. The formal definition is a bit more intricate
as "suitable" needs careful elaboration. Please refer to the
appendix for these details.
It turns out that the learning of the polynomial time computable functions and the learning of the exponential U m e
computable functions are reducible to each other (Freivalds,
Kinber & Smith, 1995b). So, by the notion of complexity
of learning problems induced by the natural notion of reduction, these two learning problems are equivalent. It is also the
case that the functions offinitesupport are complete with respect to the notion of reduction (Freivalds, Kinber & Smith,
1995b). This means that a set of recursive functions S is
leamable iff there are two mappings, one that transforms every function in S into a function offinitesupport, and one
that transforms the programs that result from giving the transformed function as input to an algorithm that learns the functions offinitesupport into suitable programs for functions in
S. Another view is that anything that makes learning difficult,
but not impossible, is s o m e h o w reflected in the functions of
finite support. This point is elaborated on in the next section.
The Functions of Finite Support Revisited
W e have seen in the previous sections that the functions of finite support are a surprisingly complex learning problem with
respect to space utilization and reductions from other learning problems. Since learning the functions offinitesupport
appears so simple, this must be a canonical learning problem. In this section w e attempt to analyze the learning of the
functions offinitesupport to see what all the components of
learning are.
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Recalling the algorithm to learn the functions offinitesupport, w e see that the algorithm has one large loop, the first
step of which is to request more data. After some new data
arrives, a decision must be m a d e as to whether or not it is
important and/or relevant. In the case of learning the functions offinitesupport, this decision is trivial, a simple test
for 0. In general, a relevancy decision m a y be more complicated. However, for any learning problem, if the problem is
solvable then there must be a computable algorithm to decide
relevance of new data.
The next component of the algorithm to learn the functions
offinitesupport is the production of another program conjectures to compute the function represented by the input. Here
again, what happens is very simple. A program is produced
that is correct assuming that all the support points have already occurred in the input. Briefly, if all the relevant data
is present, then the program produced is correct. In general,
there must be an effective way to generate a correct program
from all the relevant data. T h e algorithm to learn the functions offinitesupport is correct because, in part, all the correct
data will arrive by some point. Since all learning by example
takes place by generalizing from afiniteset of "relevant" examples, for learning to happen at all there must be some sub
algorithm that transforms the set of "all relevant data" into a
correct program.
The last observation to m a k e is that while learning the
functions offinitesupport, one is never quite sure if all the
relevant data (points of support) have been seen as input. N o
matter whatfiniteset of data has been observed, there are
infinitely m a n y different functions offinitesupport that are
consistent with that data. If it were not for this uncertainty,
all learning by example that was possible would be rote learning, or simple memorization.
In summary, there are three main points: 1. The relevance
of each data item must be effectively determined, 2. The correct answer must obtainable uniformly from the complete set
of relevant examples, and 3. There is no way to effectively
determine when the complete set of relevant examples has
been observed.
Without the first two points, there can be no learning
by computers. The third point about the indeterminacy of
completion separates rote learning from the more interesfing
learning scenarios. Learning of the self describing functions
provides an example matching the only thefirsttwo points.
This class of functions contains all those functions that, on
argument 0, evaluate to a complete description of a program
for the function. Atfirst,this class m a y sound very contrived.
However, since any learning requires the existence of a finite set of data that enables the learning, the self describing
functions are merely those functions where this data set is
concisely encoded in a single point. Furthermore, this example represents the minimal size set of relevant examples and
the most trivial uniform procedure to turn the set of relevant
examples into a correct program. In the Introduction, the existence of two learnable sets whose union was not leamable

was mentioned. The functions offinitesupport was one of the
two sets, the self describing functions are the other. Note that
since the relevant data set is a single point, it is very easy to
know when all the relevant data has been received. The scl o\
self describing functions is not complete (Freivalds, Kinber
& Smith, 1995b).
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Abstract
This paper presents two expenments providing strong
support for an interactive-activation interpretation of
bilingual memory. In both experiments French-English
interlexical noncognate homographs were used, i.e., words
like/in (= 'fend" in French), pain (= 'bread" in French), that
have a distinct meaning in each language. A n All-English
condition, in which participants saw only English items
(word and non-words) and a Mixed condition, with half
English and half French items, were used. For a set of
English target words that were strongly primed by the
homographs in the All-English condition (e.g., shark, primed
by the homograph yin), this priming was found to disappear
in the Mixed condition. W e suggest that this is because the
English 'tomponent" of the homograph is inhibited by the
French component which only becomes active in the Mixed
condition. Further, recognition times for these homographs
as words m English were sigmficantly longer in the Mixed
condition and the amount of this increase was related to the
relative strength (in terms of printed-wordfrequency)of the
French meaning of the homograph. W e see no reasonable
independent-access dual-lexicon explanation of these results,
whereas they fit easily into an interactive-activation
framework.

& Grainger, 1987; Beauvillain, 1992; Chen & Ng, 1989;
D e Groot & Nas, 1991; Hernandez, Bates, & Avila, 1995;
French & Ohnesorge, 1996; etc.). This body of research
would suggest that some type of interactive-activation
model is the most accurate model of bilingual memory.
In this paper w e will present two experiments that, in
our opinion, cannot be explained by any separate-access
dual-lexicon model of which w e are aware. W e believe that
these results are best interpreted as evidence for interactiveactivation between languages.

Introduction
In the last two decades numerous arguments have been
made for and against separate-access independent-lexicon
theories of bilingual memory organization. There are
essentially two opposing views in this debate. There are
those who believe that each of a bilingual's languages is, to
a large extent, •fcompartmentalized" in independent,
language-specific areas. Results from Macnamara &
Kushnir (1971), Grosjean & Scares (1986), Grosjean
(1989), Gerard & Scarborough (1989), etc. support this
view
Further, bilingual aphasia data (e.g., Albert &
Obler, 1978) and recent P E T studies (Klein et al., 1995)
give support to the independent, dual-lexicon model of
bilingual memory.
However, evidence has also been
mounting on a contradictory front — namely, that bilingual
memor>' may resemble the highly overlapping, densely
interconnected structure that characterizes monolingual
memory. These models are usually called interactiveactivation models (McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981).
Persuasive evidence for this latter point of view has
come from cross-lingual priming data (Kolers, 1966; Meyer
& Ruddy, 1974; Schwanenflugel & Rey, 1986; Beauvillain

Overview of the two experiments
The first experiment mvolves priming using
interlexical homographs — words that have an identical
spelling but a distinct meaning in each of two languages.
Some examples of French-English homographs are: f m (=
'fend" in French), pain (= 'bread" in French), champ (=
Tield" in French), etc. W e selected a certain number of
these homographs that strongly prime English target words
in a monolingual English context. For example, in an
English-only context, ride (which in French means
"Vvrinkle') primes horse, fin primes shark, and so on. W e
discovered that this priming disappears if French items
(words and nonwords) are mixed in with the English items
that are presented. Exactly w h y this priming disappears
will be discussed in detail later in tliis paper, but for now,
suffice it to say that this phenomenon has a fairly simple
explanation in the context of an interactive-activation
model. However, w e cannot imagine any explanation for it
in a separate-access dual-lexicon framework.
The second experiment, like the first, had two
conditions: an All-English condition in which participants
saw exclusively English items (words and nonwords) and a
Mixed condition where they saw an equal number of items
in French and in English, Their task was to determine
whether or not each item presented was (or was not) a word
in English. In the Mixed condition of thefirstexperiment,
w e observed a disappearance of priming by homographs of
English target words. W e reasoned that perhaps the French
component of the homograph — not active in the AllEnglish condition, but active in the Mixed condition — was
inhibiting the activation of the English component of the
homograph responsible for the priming of English target
words in the All-English condition. This would imply that
in the Mixed condition either the English component of the
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homograph was less acti\c than in the All-Enghsh
condition or its rise tunc to full activation was taking
longer In either case, this leads to a clear prediction about
h o w long it should take to recognize a homograph as a
word in English. The prediction is this:
If Ahom is the average increase in time required to
recognize an interlexical homograph in the
Mixed condition compared to the All-English
condition and
if AEnghsh-word is the average increase in time required
to recognize a normal (i.e., non-homograph)
English word in the Mixed condition
compared to the All-English condition,
then
^hom

^English-word

A separate-access dual-lexicon model — which would have
no place for specific inhibitory' effects from the "French
component" of a homograph — would presumably predict
an approximately constant increase in the amount of time
required to recognize an English word (any English word,
homograph or non-homograph) as a word in English when
going from the All-English to the Mixed condition. This
might be because of the additional amount of time required
to switch lexicons (for example, w h e n the word
immediately preceding the current word had been in
French) or to an overall slowing due to the increased load
of concurrently activating both English and French.
Our experimental data agreed with the prediction of
the interactive-activation model. In going from the AllEnglish to the Mixed condition, the increase in reaction
time is, in fact, significantly greater for homographs than
for non-homograph English words. This is evidence in
support of an interactive-activation interpretation of
bilingual memory. Furthermore, it is difficult to see h o w
any dual-lexicon model could explain this difference.
Further, as part of this second experiment, w e looked
at reaction times to a subset of the full set of homographs
used in the experiment This subset was made up of
unbalanced homographs — in other words, homographs
whose printed word frequency was higher in one language
than in the other
W e considered two types of these
unbalanced homographs — namely:
• H E - L F (High-English/Low-French): Those whose
pnnted-word frequency was high in English and low
in French, such as ride ('\vrinkle" in French) or //
("yew tree" in French);
• L E - H F (Low-English/High-French): Those whose
printed-word frequency was low in English and high
in French, such as fin ('fend" in French) or champ
("field" in French).
High frequency was defined for both languages as words
a m o n g the 1000 most c o m m o n words of the language; low
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frequency was defined as words whose rank was greater
than 3000 in both languages (Kucera & Francis, 1967;
Baudot, 1992). This was the definition used in French &
Ohnesorge(1995).
The two models w e are considering make different
predictions with respect to the interaction of Context (AllEnglish, Mixed) and Homograph type (LE-HF, HE-LF).
The separate-access dual-lexicon model predicts no
interaction whereas an interactive-activation model does
predict an interaction. This interaction is predicted for the
following reason: the presence of French in the Mixed
condition would produce greater activation in the 'French
half of L E - H F homographs than in the French half' of
H E - L F homographs. This, in turn, should produce greater
interference by the French half on the 'English half for
LF-HF homographs than for H E - L F homographs. Thus, in
the Mixed condition when comparing L E - H F and HE-LF
homographs, it should be comparatively harder to
recognize the former as words in English
Once again, what w c observed fits the latter prediction
for an interactive-activation model. It turns out that in the
Mixed condition compared to the All-English condition, it
is more difficult to recognize L E - H F homographs than H E L F homographs. A s before, an interactive-activation model
of bilingual memory has little trouble accommodating this
data; on the other hand, it is not in the least clear how an
separate-access dual-lexicon model would explain these
differences.

Experimental design
Experiment 1: Disappearance of Homograph Priming
Participants
Forty-eight members of the Middlebury community
participated: 18 faculty from the Middlebury French
department and summer French school, 19 students
identified by faculty as bilingual, 4 high school French
instructors and 7 local residents. All participants had
extensive experience with both French (average: 30 years)
and English (32 years).
Stimuli
The critical stimuli were 41 prime-target pairs. The prime
was a non-cognate English-French homograph and the
target was an English word (e.g. fin-shark). The pairs were
generated through a pilot procedure. The remaining stimuli
were filler items used to produce the All-English or Mixed
(i.e., French-English) context in which the size of the
priming effect could be assessed. In the All-English context
there were only English items (i.e., words and regular nonwords). In the Mixed condition, half of the context stimuli
were French items, half were English.

Procedure
Participants were randomly assigned to a condition of the
Context variable (Mixed or All-English). They were seated
approximately 500 m m in front of the computer monitor
A Power Macintosh 7100 running PsyScopc (Cohen,
M a c W h i n n e y , Flatt, & Provost, 1993) presented the stimuli
and collected the data Instructions for the lexical decision
task were presented on the screen in French for the mixed
context and English for the All English context 'Press the
Green button if the second stimulus is a word in either
French or English" Participants completed a brief practice
session. Each trial proceeded as follows. A 500 m s fixation
point, a p n m i n g stimulus for 100 m s , a 50 m s blank
interval, and finally the stimulus for lexical decision w a s
presented until response. Observers responded to 456
experimental trials with a rest period at the m i d w a y point.
Feedback in the form of a beep w a s provided for incorrect
responses Overall, 5 0 % of the stimuli for lexical decision
were words and 5 0 % were non-words. T h e data of interest
were the lexical decision times for the critical targets.
These could be preceded by three types of primes: FrenchUnrelated, English-Unrelated, Homograph-Related. T h e
current paper is concerned with the effect of language
context on semantic priming, in the interest of brevity w e
will only present the data for the latter two types of primes.
Results
Subject m e a n s for the English-Unrelated and
Homograph-Related conditions were calculated and
submitted to a mixed A N O V A . T h e interaction of Context
(All-English, M i x e d ) X Prime-Relatedness (EnglishUnrelated, Homograph-Related) w a s significant, Fi(l,46) =
7.52, p < .01; F2(l,40) = 3.95, p = .05. Inspection of the
results displayed in Figure 1 reveals a substantial priming
effect (62 ms.) in the All-English condition but almost no
facilitation (12 m s ) in the M i x e d condition. Analysis of the
derivative simple effects supports the conclusion that there
was a substantial semantic priming effect in the AllEnglish condition F(l,46) = 22.52 and F (1,40) = 24.18 by
subjects and items, respectively, but no priming in the
Mixed condition F (1,46) = .752'. F (1,40) = 1.503.
T o s u m m a n z e , w e considered a set of English target
words that pilot studies showed were strongly primed by the
homographs w e had chosen (e.g., fin primed the English
target word shark, ride primed horse, etc.). W e then
determined the amount of priming of the target words by
the homographs in an All-English condition by comparing
reaction times to the target words (e.g., shark) w h e n they
were preceded by unrelated words (e.g., cup) as opposed to
w h e n they were preceded by related homographs (e.g., fin).
In the All-English condition, w e recorded a substantial and
highly significant average priming effect of 62 m s .
(unpnmed targets; 693 m s vs. primed targets; 631 m s ) .
However, in the M i x e d condition (i.e., w h e n the s a m e
homograph-target pairs were seen in a context that
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included French words and regular nonwords), the priming
effect dropped to 12 m s (unprimed; 701, primed; 6 8 9 m s )
and w a s no longer significant In other words, in the M i x e d
condition, the strong priming observed in the All-English
condition essentially disappears.
RT(im) '
725
700
-AM-Englist
-Mixed

675
650
625

600 Unrelated

Related
Homograph

English
Prime type

Figure 1. Reaction times to the set of target words shows
disappearance of p n m i n g by h o m o g r a p h s in the M i x e d
condition.
Experiment No. 2: nomographic "self-inhibition"
Participants
Twenty m e m b e r s of the Middlebury community; 10 faculty
from the French department, 8 undergraduates and 2 local
residents participated. All had extensive experience with
both French (average; 2 4 years) and English (31 years).
Stimuli
T h e critical stimuli consisted of a set of 65 French-English
homographs. This set included the forty-one h o m o g r a p h s
that were used as primes in experiment one T h e filler
stimuli used to create the context (Mixed or All English)
were the s a m e as in Experiment 1.
Procedure
T h e computer hardware and software used were as in
Experiment 1. T h e experimental instructions were read
from the screen T h e participants were asked to classify the
stimuli they would see by pressing one key if the stimulus
w a s a word in English, and another key if the stimulus w a s
not a word in English. All participants were given the s a m e
instructions, printed in English, At the conclusion of a 40trial practice session, the participants initiated a series of
650 experimental trials. There were three rest periods at
equal intervals during the experimental trials Feedback in
the form of a beep w a s provided for incorrect responses
T h e experiment w a s conducted using a mixed factorial
design with two independent variables. Context w a s
between-subjects with two levels (All-English and Mixed).
W o r d T y p e w a s within-subjects with two levels (English
W o r d and French-English H o m o g r a p h ) . Participants were
randomly assigned to All-English or M i x e d conditions.

Results
F o r all h o m o g r a p h s Participants were asked to judge
whether the letter-string that appeared o n the computer
screen w a s a w o r d in English.
In the All-English
condition, the participants s a w only English items (words
and regular nonwords). In the M i x e d condition, half of the
items were French but the task w a s still to decide if the
letter-string that appeared w a s a real word in English. A s
above, a dual-lexicon model would predict increased
reaction times in the M i x e d condition due to the additional
time required to switch from one lexicon to another. But
this predicted increase should be the s a m e for all English
words, whether h o m o g r a p h s or normal (i.e., nonh o m o g r a p h ) English words However, as Figure 2 shows
there is a significantly greater average increase in
recognition reaction time for homographs.
RT (ms)

low printed-word frequency in French (designated HE-LF
homographs, words such as ride (= 'Wrinkle" in French), ;/
(= 'yew tree" in French), etc. There was a clear difference
in the increase in reaction time depending on the amount of
'dominance" (in terms of printed-word frequency) of the
French part of the homograph over the English part. The
greater the French frequency dominance," the slower the
recognition of the homograph as an English word in the
Mixed Condition. Specifically, for HE-LF homographs,
those in which there should be the least interference from
an activated French component, recognition times went
from 602 to 735 m s between the All-English and the Mixed
conditions (i.e., a difference of 133 ms) However, for LEH F homographs, those in which the most interference from
the French component could be expected, recognition times
went from 765 m s in the All-English condition to 1097 ms
in the Mixed condition, in other words, an increase of 332
ms. These results are shown in Figure 3.
RT (ms)
1100 -r
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800 -
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Figure 2. Significantly greater increase in reaction
time for h o m o g r a p h s in the M i x e d condition than for
non-homograph English words
This first analysis w a s a mixed factorial A N O V A with two
factors. Context (All English, M i x e d French-English) w a s
a between-subject variable; the within-subject variable w a s
Stimulus Type (English W o r d and English-French
H o m o g r a p h ) There w a s a m a i n effect of Context, F (1,18)
= 17 5, p < .001. T h e main effect of stimulus type w a s also
significant, F (1,18) = 108.9, p = .0000. Finally, the
interaction of Context a n d Stimulus T y p e w a s also
significant, F (1,18) = 5.6, p = .03. In order to examine the
inhibition effect with items as the unit of analysis, the
average response time for each of the 65 h o m o g r a p h s w a s
calculated for the All English condition and for the M i x e d
condition. A one-tailed dependent samples T-test revealed
a significant difference of 2 1 7 m s , T(64) = 7.74, p = .0001.
For H E - L F and L E - H F homographs W e then compared
two types of homographs within the full set of homographs
used. W e called these unbalanced homographs. They
consisted of two groups: those with a low printed-word
frequency in English and a high printed-word frequency in
French (designated L E - H F homographs, words such as fin
(= 'fend" in French), champ (= 'field" in French), etc. and
those with a high pnnted-word frequency in English and a

Mixed
English
Condition
Figure 3. A comparison of two types of oppositely
balanced homographs ( H E - L F vs. L E - H F ) and the
effect o n the time to recognize them as English
words in the t w o different test conditions.
T h e individual subject m e a n s for the two types of stimuli
were submitted to a mixed A N O V A . A s before, context
(All English or M i x e d ) w a s a between-subjects variable
with Stimulus T y p e (HE-LF, L E - H F ) a within-subjects
variable. T h e analysis w a s conducted o n the data from 19
participants, as one of the participants in the Mixed
condition responded incorrectly to all of the L E - H F stimuli.
T h e analysis revealed a main effect of Context, F(l,17) =
15.43, p <.01 T h e m a i n effect of Stimulus Type w a s
significant F (1,17) = 32.5, p < .001. Crucially, the
interaction of Context(All-English, M i x e d ) X Stimulus
T y p e ( L E - H F , H E - L F ) w a s significant, F(l,17)=4.6, p < .05.
A n independent-lexicon model predicts no interaction,
whereas, as w e will see, an interactive-activation model can
easily accommodate this interaction.
An interactive-activation explanation of the results
Interiexical h o m o g r a p h s bear m o r e than a passing
resemblance to their m o r e m u n d a n e monolingual cousins,
ambiguous words. In normal language use, the multiple
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meanings of ambiguous words, l\ke pants, bank, or fire do
not interfere with one another and cause problems of
understanding Generally, only one of the many possible
meamngs is perceived at all. The contextually irrelevant
meanings are usually suppressed before they lead to any
confusion (Gemsbacher, 1990)
Similarly, only one
meaning of interlexical homographs is perceived in a given
language context. In French & Ohnesorge (1995), w e
suggested that this argues for an interactive-activation
model in which the two language-dependent interpretations
of an interlexical homograph compete in a winner-takes-all
competition. W e will continue this reasoning to explain the
results of the above experiments in an interactive-activation
framework. The model that w e are suggesting is a standard
bilingual interactivation-model (BIA) of the type proposed
by Grainger (1992). O n e does not have to agree with all of
the assumptions of Grainger's model (for example, his use
of language" nodes is controversial), to accept the general
premises of this type of model as described in McClelland
&Rumelhart(1981).

shark

^

Figure 4. A section of an interactive-activation network
used to explain the results of Experiments Nos 1 and 2.
We will start by considering the second of the two
experiments and attempt to answer the following questions:
In the Mixed condition, w h y is it relatively harder to
recognize homographs as being words in English than it is
to recognize non-homograph (i.e., 'hormal") English words
as being words in English? And, specifically, w h y are L E H F homographs more adversely affected than H E - L F
homographs in this condition?
The easiest way to understand the explanation to these
questions is to refer to the drawing in Figure 4. Consider
the LE-HF homograph fin (= 'fend" in French). In the
winner-takes-all view of competition between ambiguous
words, we have "two" competing lexical items, which w e
will write asy?nENGLisH (the vertical appendage on a shark's
back) and y/wpRENCH (the word which appears at the end of
old French movies). The latter has a considerably higher
printed-word frequency in French than the former does in
English, even though the English word is by no means rare
W h e n bilingual participants are in an All-English situation

in which no French items appear and they see the letter
string FIN, there is virtually no competing activation from
/'"FRENCH The word is quickly perceived as an English
word and they press the appropriate key on the keyboard.
N o w consider the Mixed condition. W h e n a bilingual
participant in this condition sees the word FIN, both
yJ'iENGusH and finpuENCH will receive activation and will
compete for perceptual priority. But, of the two competing
inhibitions, the one emanating from the more highly active
component (in this case, T/wfrench, because of its higher
printed-word frequency than y?«ENGusH) is most likely to
win. Assuming that only a single interpretation of any
word is permitted at a given time, it follows that, before the
participant can perceive FIN as an English word, the
competing activation from y/npRENCH rnust be overcome.
The greater the competition from French, the longer the
model predicts it will take to recognize a homograph as an
English word. This is precisely what our data shows. For
homographs whose English component has a high printedword frequency and a French component with a low
printed-word frequency (HE-LF homographs), it takes 131
m s longer in the Mixed condition than in the All-English
condition to recognize that these homographs are words in
English. O n the other hand, for homographs with a lowfrequency English component and a high-frequency French
component (LE-HF), moving to the Mixed condition causes
an corresponding increase of 437 ms. In other words, the
interference from the French component, preventing the
recognition of the homograph as an English word, is
considerably more severe for L E - H F homographs than for
H E - L F ones. For medium-frequency English/mediumfrequency French homographs (not shown), the increase
(162 ms) falls between the increases found for H E - L F and
L E - H F homographs.
The explanation of the disappearance of priming also
follows in a relatively straightforward manner from the
interactive-activation model pictured in Figure 4. A n
example will clarify this. Consider the target word shark,
which, in the All-English condition is strongly primed by
fin. But in the Mixed condition, activation will also be sent
to y/«FRENCH, which will inhibit its homographic English
counterpart, y/«ENGLisH This is the same inhibitory efifect
that caused FIN to be recognized as an English word more
slowly in the Mixed condition than in the All-English
condition. A s a consequence of this inhibition from
finTKEtiCH,finmiGusHwill be less active in the Mixed
condition than in the All-English condition (or,
equivalently, itsrisetime to m a x i m u m activation will occur
more slowly). In both cases, the spread of activation to
shark in the Mixed condition will either be less (or later)
than in the All-English condition. T h e predicted result is
therefore that the priming of shark by fin will be
significantly reduced in the Mixed condition compared to
the All-English condition. A s before, this corresponds
precisely to our data.
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S u m m a r y and Conclusion
W e ha\ c presented the results of two experiments, one
involving the recognition of interlexical homographs and
the other invoKing the priming of target words by
interlexical homographs, whose results would seem to
strongly support an interactive-activation model of
bilingual memor>'. It would seem that any model that does
not incorporate, at the very least, mechanisms of spreading
activation, excitation and inhibition among its constituent
items would have a great deal of difficulty explaining the
results of these two experiments. W e believe that these
experiments help to establish the validity of interactiveactivation models of bilingual memory. At the same time.
these experiments cast serious doubt on any independentaccess, dual-lexicon approach of bilingual memory,
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Abstract
Local and distributed theories of representation make
different predictions regarding the simultaneous activation of
multiple lexical entries during speech perception. W e report
three experiments that use the cross-modal priming technique
with fragments of spoken words to explore competition
effects in the activation of multiple lexical representations.
The experiments suggest that lexical activation is inversely
related to the number of words being activated. This
competition effect is stronger at the semantic than the
phonological level of representation, supporting a model of
speech perception in which sensory information is mapped
directly onto distributed representations of both the form and
the meanings of words.
Introduction
Current models of cognitive functioning often describe
representations with respect to a local/distributed distinction.
A pure localist system uses a unique processing element for
each item to be represented. At the other extreme, a fully
distributed system uses each element to represent every
item. In m a n y situations, this distinction is more a matter of
perspective than a hard theoretical division. Indeed if the
items in an distributed system can be represented by
unbounded linearly independent vectors, the system is
isomorphic to a localist system (Smolensky, 1986).
However, w h e n this assumption does not hold, some
identifiable differences do occur.
Gaskell (1996) examined the combinatorial properties of
localist and distributed systems, with the specific intention
of modeling
simultaneous
activation
of lexical
representations during spoken word recognition. A number
of cross-modal priming studies have demonstrated that
lexical knowledge about more than one word is transiently
activated during the perception of a spoken word. For
example, Marslen-Wilson (1987) showed that the
presentation of a spoken word fragment such as capt...
facilitates the recognition of words associated with more
than one possible continuation (e.g., ship related to captain,
guard related to captive).
These, and other similar data, suggest that a model of
lexical access in speech perception must allow multiple
word representations to be activated simultaneously. This

finding is easily captured in a localist model, which simply
activates the nodes representing each of the words that
match the fragment so far. For a distributed model it is not
so simple, because overlapping patterns of activation will
create interference. Standard connectionist networks, w h e n
faced with this problem, will produce a "blend" pattern,
equivalent to the arithmetic m e an of the vectors representing
the patterns to be activated. Blending m a y be best
appreciated using a spatial analogy. Distributed patterns can
be represented by points in a multidimensional state space,
with each dimension of the space representing a single
element in the distributed pattern. T h e blend of a set of
patterns is simply their midpoint in this space. Blending is a
rather noisy solution to the problem of simultaneous
activation; as the number of patterns to be activated
increases, the similarity of the blend to each pattern
decreases and the blend m a y indeed turn out to be more
similar to s o m e other pattern. A behavioral analogy to this
problem would be creating a blend of the distributed
representations of captain and captive in response to the
fragment capt... and accessing the meaning o f say, banana,
which happens to be close to the blend in the state space.
Fortunately, this possibility recedes as the number of
dimensions in the representational space increases.
Nonetheless, the basic finding of Gaskell (1996) was that
distributed representations can only be activated
simultaneously at a cost, and that for s o m e critical number
of items multiple activation would b e c o m e noisy or even
break d o w n altogether.
A n extension to this basic finding indicates that the ability
to represent multiple items simultaneously in a distributed
system depends on the organization and distribution of the
items within the system. If the system is organized so that all
items that are likely to be activated together have similar
representations, then their blend is also likely to be similar
to the constituent items and thus represent those items more
successfully. In the case of spoken words, this is true if
lexical representations are organized in terms of their
phonology. If in some sub-area of lexical space,
representational dimensions correspond either explicitly or
implicitly to phonological features, then lexical blends of
words like captain and captive will be similar to those words
and relatively dissimilar to phonologically unrelated words.
O n the other hand, because words with similar onsets tend to
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be unrelated in meaning, this advantage would not hold lor a
distributed lexicon in which items are semantically
organized (see Figure 1). Gaskell and Marslen-Wilson
(1995, in press) proposed a model of lexical access in which
a featural representation of speech is mapped directly onto a
distributed representation incorporating both lexical form
and meaning. This model predicts that the ability to activate
words in parallel will vary for different areas of lexical
space. This variation should be observable by manipulating
the experimental task to focus on either semantic or
phonological organization of the mental lexicon.

Captain

^ Banana

Semantic
Blend

Captive •

Captain
\
\
Phonological
Blend

Banana

\
Captive

•

Figure 1. Blending of onset-matched word representations
for spaces organized in terms of meaning (upper box) and
phonology (lower box) The filled circles represent lexical
items and the filled squares represent the blend in each type
of space. The representations of unrelated words, such as
banana, are more likely to be similar to the blend in
semantic space than in phonological space.
Returning briefly to localist models of lexical
representation, in which a word is represented by the
activation of a single node, simultaneous representation can
occur with no cost in terms of reduced activation.
Regardless of the number of lexical matches to a fragment of
speech, the nodes representing each lexical item can be
independently fully activated (e.g., Marslen-Wilson &
Welsh, 1978). However, although localist models can have
this property, they do not have to. For example, the T R A C E
model of speech perception (McClelland & Elman, 1986)
builds in inhibitory links between localist word nodes in

order to capture competition between word candidates.
Localist models are less constrained in these terms, implying
thai it is easier to find evidence supporting localist over
distributed models than the converse. Nonetheless the
prediction of distributed models—that the organization of
words within the lexicon affects the ability to activate word
representations in parallel—is not shared by T R A C E or any
other localist model of lexical access in speech.
Previous Research
A number of studies (e.g., Marslen-Wilson, 1987;
Zwitserlood, 1989) have addressed multiple activation in
speech perception using associative priming, for which the
target is an associate of the prime (e.g., elbow-grease),
chosen from normative data (e.g.. Moss & Older, 1996).
Recent computational and experimental work has suggested
that this type of relationship m a y be influenced
predominantly by knowledge about the cooccurrence of
word forms and is thus less useful for assessing access to
stored lexical knowledge (Moss, Hare, Day & Tyler, 1994;
Plaut, 1995). More recently, similar questions have been
addressed using a non-associative semantic relationship
between prime and target (e.g.. Moss, McCormick & Tyler,
in press; Zwitserlood & Schriefers, 1994). These have
generally shown weak priming effects for fragments of
words cut off before uniqueness point, but have not direcdy
compared the levels of facilitation found for fragments of
speech matching different numbers of words.
Zwitserlood and Schriefers (1994) demonstrated the
importance of prime duration in the interpretation of priming
strength in terms of lexical activation. Their experiment
compared the priming effects of a short fragment of a word
to either a longer fragment of the same word or simply the
short fragment followed by an inter-stimulus interval
equivalent to the difference in duration between the short
and the long fragment (roughly 100 m s on average). The
short fragments did not facilitate recognition of semantically
related targets, but the other two prime types produced equal
amounts facilitation. This suggests that there is a delay
between information becoming available and the
observation of its effects at a lexical level. It also
demonstrates the problems involved in trying tofindeffects
of competition on activation by using different length
fragments of the same word as stimuli in a priming
experiment, because of the confound of processing time.
Instead, different sets of words, matched for fragment
duration and varying in competitor environment, must be
used.
Experimental Issues
Our current research examines the effects of competition on
the degree of activation of lexical candidates using the
priming technique. T w o sets of words were created, which
varied in the number of possible continuations at certain
points. For one group, the words were uniquely identifiable
before thefinalconsonant or consonants (e.g., /gomant/,
garment, where no other word matches the fragment
/goma/). W e shall label these words the early uniqueness
point (UP) group. For the second group (late U P ) , at least
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Table 1: Example primes for each condition, with phonemic transcription. The numbers of words that onset-match each
related prime phonemically (averaged across all items in that category) are given in brackets.
Related prime
Unrelated control
CVC(C)V
Complete
C V C ( C ) CVC(C)V
Complete
CVC(C)
garme(l)
chise
chis
chisel
garm (23)
Early U P
garment(l)
/gam/J
/gamMit/
/tJ"lZA/
/tJlZAl/
/gam/
/tjiz/
captai (3.5)
captain (1)
mountain
Late U P
capt (39)
mount
mountai
/kaspti/
/kaept/
/kaeptm/
/mawnti/ /mawnti/
/mawntin/
two possible continuations were possible at this point (e.g.,
/kaeptm/, captain, where the fragment /kaepti/ is consistent
with both captain and captive). According to distributed
models of lexical access, as well as localist models
incorporating competition, the complete activation of the
words in the late U P set should only occur once the final
consonants of the words are heard. Before this point, more
than one candidate should be partially activated. O n the
other hand, for the early U P group complete activation is
possible earlier on in the perception of the word. Localist
models that do not introduce direct competition between
word nodes (e.g.. Cohort; Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978)
predict no difference in activation between the two groups
before the final vowels, since they allow multiple word
candidates to be fully activated.
Distributed models further predict variation in activation
depending on the organization of the section of lexical space
under examination. Specifically, a distributed phonological
representation provides a better basis for parallel activation
than a distributed semantic representation, because the
lexical items that must be coactivated during speech
perception will be similar to each other phonologically, but
not semantically. T o explore this issue, w e varied the
relationship between prime and target between experiments.
For Experiment 1, the target was the orthographic form of
the prime and for Experiment 2, the target was a close
category coordinate of the prime. The issue of what levels of
representation these tasks tap into is not uncontroversial, but
it seems likely that cross-modal repetition priming will be
more influenced by lexical phonological form than semantic
priming.
Materials and Gating Pre-test
All experiments employed the same materials and design
(see Table 1). There were two within-item variables that
manipulated the form of the spoken prime; prime length (the
length of the fragment of speech used as prime) and primetarget relatedness (either related or unrelated). The three
levels of prime length involved the bisyllabic spoken prime
word being presented either with the final vowel and
consonant(s) spliced out, or with the final consonant(s)
spliced out, or as a complete word. Each related prime token
was matched with a similarly spliced unrelated control
prime. A third independent variable involved the
manipulation of competitor environment between items
(early vs late U P words) as discussed above. The prime
words were concrete nouns, matched on phonemic length,
temporal duration and fi^equency of usage. In all priming
experiments, the prime word was presented spoken, in
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isolation, and the visual target was presented at the offset of
the speech. T h e task of the participant was to make a timed
yes/no lexical decision to the target.
The initial estimate of competitor environment was made
by phonemic dictionary search using the M R C machine
readable dictionary. Discounting morphological variants, the
prime words were all uniquely identifiable when complete.
At the second level of prime length (i.e., with the final
consonant(s) of the word removed), the related primes in the
early U P condition were still uniquely identifiable, but the
late U P related primes were n o w consistent with at least 2
different word continuations. At the first level of prime
length (i.e., with thefinalvowel and consonant(s) removed)
there were generally more words consistent with the
fragments for both groups of fragments, with a range across
groups of 1 to 289. T h e mean number of possible
continuations for each related prime condition are given in
Table 1.
Although the phonemic dictionary searches were useful
for selecting stimuli, they tend to overestimate the number of
matches between a speech fragment and lexical items. This
is becausefirstlythey do not specify subtle information in
the speech signal (e.g., coarticulatory information) that
might be used to discriminate between lexical candidates,
and secondly they include rare words that m a y not be known
to the majority of language users. In order to obtain a
secondary measure of competitor environment, a reduced
form of the gating task (Grosjean, 1980) was used in which
participants were presented the related spoken primes in
order of prime length (e.g., /kaspt/, followed by /kaspti/,
followed by /kasptm/). Their task was to write d o w n what
they though the complete word was at each point and to rate
the confidence of their decision.
M e a n percentage identification rates and confidence
values (out of 10) are displayed in Figure 2. T h e pattern of
results agrees quite closely with the dictionary estimates of
competitor environment, although the percentage of correct
responses early in the word is greater than the dictionary
searches would suggest. For the complete words, both sets
of words are identified perfectly. However, for both the
spliced conditions, there is a strong effect of competitor
environment, with early U P words correctly identified more
often than the late U P words. T h e ratings data display this
competition effect more weakly, with a stronger overall
effect of gate position.

lexical item and the spoken prime mismatch to even a slight
extent. For example, under similar conditions, heap or heak
will not facilitate the recognition of heat (Marslen-Wilson,
Nix & Gaskell, 1995). The facilitation cannot be explained
simply on the basis of a general phonological overlap
between different lexical items. Instead, the results are
consistent with a model of lexical access in speech
perception in which multiple lexical items can be activated
in parallel based on their lexical form.

• Early U P n L a t e U P

100

o

lOOr

80CVC(C)

CVC(C)V
Gate Position

Complete

D Early U P
Late U P

60-

Figure 2. Results of the gating pre-test. The bars correspond
to the m e a n identification percentages (left hand scale) and
the lines correspond to the mean confidence ratings (right
hand scale).
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Experiment 1: Repetition Priming
Experiment 1 uses repetition priming to examine the effects
of competition on the activation of words during speech
perception. The model of Gaskell and Marslen-Wilson
(1995) predicts that there should be more evidence of
coactivation of multiple lexical entries using a task that
involves phonological as well as or instead of semantic
dimensions of lexical space. W e assume that repetition
priming is suitable in this respect.
The materials described above were used as primes in a
cross-modal priming experiment. O n each trial, an auditory
prime was presented followed immediately by a visual target
word, which for the test items was the complete
orthographic form of the related prime in capital letters (e.g.,
C A P T A I N or G A R M E N T ) . Participants were instructed to
m a k e a two alternative forced choice lexical decision on the
target word. Interspersed with the test items were a large
number of filler trials, which ensured that the ratio of word
to nonword targets was equal and reduced the prime-target
relatedness proportion to 2 9 % . Filler items with nonword
targets related in form to the prime (e.g., jecref-SECREN)
prevented form links between primes and targets being used
as cues to word targets.
The results of Experiment 1 are summarized in Figure 3 in
terms of the amount of priming found in each condition.
This is the difference between the mean response times to
the related and unrelated conditions for each combination of
prime length and competitor environment. A positive value
suggests that the related prime has facilitated the lexical
decision to the target word, and fiirther suggests that the
lexical representation of that word has been activated.
Modified Bonferroni planned comparisons showed that the
facilitatory effects of the primes were significant in all
conditions. This implies that even quite short fragments of
speech, which match the onsets of many words, will
facilitate the recognition of those words. Previous
experiments have shown that this effect disappears if the
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CVC(C)V

Complete

Prime Length
Figure 3. Repetition priming results
Despite the overall facilitation found in Experiment 1,
there is also evidence suggesting that the degree of
facilitation depends on the number of lexical items matching
the spoken prime. This is evident firstly in the general
increase in facilitation as more of a prime word is heard and
the number of matching lexical items drops (Fi[2, 96] = 9.5,
p < .001; F2[2, 138] = 9.2, p < .001), although an alternative
explanation of this finding could be that the increasing
duration of the primes accounts for the increased facilitation
(cf Zwitserlood & Schriefers, 1994). More crucially, the
difference between the amounts of facilitation for the early
and late U P items was significant for the C V C ( C ) V stimuli,
which were matched in terms of duration and number of
phonemes (F,[l, 48] = 7.7, p < .01; Fzll, 69] = 4.0, p < .05).
This is an advantage of tokens that match a unique lexical
item over tokens that match at least two items. If w e
interpret strength of facilitation as a measure of degree of
activation of the target word, then it seems that multiple
activation has a cost. Complete activation of a lexical form
representation relies on the deselection of all competitors,
whereas the simultaneous activation of more than one lexical
item implies a partial activation.
Experiment 2: Semantic Priming
Experiment 2 applies the design and prime materials of
Experiment 1 to a different set of target words, for which the
target was semantically, but not associatively, related to
prime. The targets were chosen from the WordNet database
(Miller, 1990) and were near synonyms or close category
coordinates of the primes (e.g., captain-commander). Our
intention in Experiment 2a was to examine h o w parallel
activation of multiple lexical items affects access to the

recognition of non-associated category coordinates of that
word (with the exception of late U P words immediately
followed by a semantically related word). These results
indicate that a unique match between speech and a lexical
form allows full activation of its representation and access to
stored knowledge about the word. This finding is
unsurprising and does not contradict any model of lexical
access.

meanings of those words. Apart from the replacement of
form-related nonword filler trials, which were no longer
required, the breakdown of experimental lists was identical
to that of Experiment 1, The results, in the form of priming
values are displayed in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Semantic priming results
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Compared to Experiment 1, priming in all conditions was
greatly reduced. In fact the priming levels only reached
significance for the complete and final consonant excised
conditions of the early U P words, when the prime word is
uniquely identifiable. For the late U P items, not even the
complete words produced significant priming of the related
targets. Thus there is no evidence from Experiment 2a for
parallel activation of lexical semantic representations. Like
Experiment 1, there is evidence of competition effects: there
was significantly more facilitation for the early than the late
U P words overall (Fi[l, 48] = 4.7, p < .05; FjLl, 69] = 3.6, p
- 0.06). However, the lack of priming even at the offset of
the late U P words is surprising. It is possible that the
strength of competition involved for these words delays
access to meaning until after the offset of the word. Such a
lag between speech information entering the perceptual
system and the resolution of competition was observed by
Zwitserlood and Schriefers (1994) and is predicted by
models such as T R A C E (McClelland & Elman, 1986),
which require repeated cycles of processing for mismatching
auditory information to take effect at the word level.
Experiment 2b, which replicated Experiment 2a with a
delay of 250 m s between the offset of the prime and the
onset of the target, confirmed this hypothesis (see Figure 5).
All conditions showed similar levels of priming to
Experiment 2a apart from the complete late U P condition,
which in Experiment 2b showed significant priming. There
is a detectable delay between auditory information entering
the perceptual system and the consequences of the new
information showing up at the semantic level.

CVC(C)V

Complete

Prime Length
Figure 5. Delayed semantic priming results
More importantly, when there is still ambiguity about the
identity of a spoken fragment w e find weaker facilitation and
in some cases no facilitation. The degree of facilitation (and
thus the degree of activation of the matching lexical entries)
seems to be inversely related to the number of word
matches. This contradicts localist models, such as the
original Cohort model (Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978),
that do not incorporate direct inhibition between lexical
candidates. The competition effect is explained either by
incorporating lateral inhibition in localist models (e.g.,
T R A C E ) or by "natural competition" (Smolensky, 1986) in
distributed models (e.g., Gaskell & Marslen-Wilson, 1995).
Finally, comparing the results across experiments w e find
greater evidence for parallel activation in a task exploiting
the forms of words than in one involving the meanings of
words. Facilitation by non-unique word fragments, although
partial, was reasonably strong in the repetition priming
experiment, but became weaker or disappeared altogether
when the targets were semantically related to the prime.'
This result was predicted by the distributed model of
Gaskell & Marslen-Wilson (1995, in press; see Gaskell,
1996, Figure 6). A blend of multiple distributed
representations is more likely to be informative if those
representations are similar to each other in the state space
spanned by the distributed vectors. This is true when all or
part of the distributed representations encode similarity of
' In our experiments, there was no significant semantic priming
before uniqueness point. However, it is possible that a more
powerful experimental design would pick up the weak effects (of
the order of 10 ms) in the anticipated direction. This null result
does not invalidate previous demonstrations of semantic priming
using ambiguous word fragments (e.g., Zwitseriood & Schriefers,
1995).

Discussion
In all three priming experiments w e find some effect of
competitor environment that modulates the strength of
facilitation of target words. Spoken word fragments that
match a single lexical item reliably facilitate the recognition
of the visual form of that word and also generally facilitate
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phonological form and the selected words share a c o m m o n
onset.
W e should note at this point that a variant of, say, T R A C E
that retained the localist word nodes and added a distributed
semantic layer could quite probably accommodate these
findings. Nonetheless the most parsimonious account of
these data requires simply that acoustic input is mapped
directly onto a single distributed space encompassing (at
least) lexical semantics and lexical phonology. The resulting
automatic and obligatory competition between distributed
lexical item then guarantees the pattern of facilitation found
in our experiments.
The development of models of lexical access in speech
over the past 20 years exemplifies the transition from the
computer to the brain metaphor. Earlier models (e.g.,
Forster, 1976) proposed a serial search through lexical
entries in order to determine a match with auditory speech
information. Stored knowledge about a word was not
available until the search process had selected a single
match. Later models (e.g., Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978;
McClelland & Elman, 1986) went to the opposite extreme,
stressing parallel activation of many localist word
representations, with recognition consisting of a process of
elimination as incoming speech mismatched lexical
candidates.
Our proposal, that speech is mapped directly onto a
distributed representation of word forms and meanings, is in
fact a compromise between these two positions. Parallel
activation of multiple distributed representations is
permitted in this type of model, with the proviso that
complete activation of a full representation can only occur
for a single lexical item. Lexical access proceeds as a
gradual emergence of signal from noise, as lexical
candidates are rejected and the blend of distributed patterns
is adjusted to eliminate the mismatching representations.
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inhibitory neurons that correspond to cortical columns
(Mountcastle, 1978). These columns are indicated by
We present computer simulations of a model of the brain groupings of neurons in the temporal association cortex and
prefrontal cortex in the figure. These columns are ijot
mechanisms operating in short-term memory tasks that are
necessarily adjacent to each other in each cortical area but
consistent with the anatomy and physiology of prefrontal
m a y be anatomically distributed. A s discussed in the next
cortex and associated subcortical structures. These
section, w e used a distributed representation over the input
simulations include dynamical processes in thalamocortical columns with cortico-cortical interconnections
cortical loops which are used to generate short-term
between columns formed through Hebbian learning to
persistent responses in prefrontal cortex. W e discuss this
encode stimulus words. In this representation, each column
model in terms of the representation of input stimuli in
denotes a feature. Within each column, each neuron denotes
cortical association areas and prefrontal short-term
a particular color or verb whose excitation is associated with
memory areas. W e report on interference phenomena that
that word.
result from the interaction of these dynamical processes
Activity in the sensory/language cortical modules located
and lateral projections within cortical columns. These
in the temporal lobe association areas is transferred to the
interference phenomena can be used to elucidate the
prefrontal cortical columns through direct projections. For
representational organization of short-term memory.
the verbal task modeled here this would correspond to the
Introduction
projection from verbal association areas, such as Wemike's
Short term persistent response of prefrontal cortex neurons
area, to dorsolateral prefrontal cortex ( D e m b et al., 1995;
has been postulated as a mechanism for short-term memory
Snyder, Abdullaev, Posner & Raichle, 1995; Wise et al.,
( S T M ) (Fuster, 1989; Goldman-Rakic, 1994). W e have
1991). Similarly, for a S T M task with visual stimuli, this
previously presented models of S T M based upon oscillations
would conespond to a projection from inferior temporal
in prefrontal thalamo-cortical loops (Gullapalli & Gelfand,
cortex to prefrontal cortex (Ungerleider, Gaffan & Pelak,
1995; Gullapalli & Gelfand, 1997; Gullapalli. Rohde &
1989).
Gelfand, 1995). In this paper w e present results for the
In addition to receiving projections from the
effect of lateral projections in prefrontal memory circuits on
sensory/language cortical modules, the frontal cortex also
interference phenomena in S T M . These mechanisms are
has highly specific reciprocal projections with the thalamus,
modeled for the specific task of word processing, but the
resulting in local cortico-thalamic loops. W h e n activated,
principles reviewed here are applicable to other cognitive
these loops can sustain activity infrontalcortex neurons
tasks. The results of this study suggest a particular
(Alexander, Crutcher & DeLong, 1990; Groenewegen &
representational organization for prefrontal S T M circuits.
Berendse, 1994; Houk, 1995; Selemon & Goldman-Rakic,
1985). These loops are activated through selective
disinhibition by the basal ganglia (Chevalier & Deniau,
Architecture O f S h o r t T e r m M e m o r y
1990). In this model the basal ganglia function as a patternrecognizer providing a contextual set for prefrontal cortex.
The overall architecture for the postulated prefrontal S T M
circuits is shown in Fig. 1. The prefrontal and association
cortical areas are organized as multiple groups of mutually
Abstract
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Representation

This design is similar to an archilcclure proposed by
Wallesch and Papagano (Wallesch & Papagno, 1988) as
described by Crosson (Crosson, 1992). Based on inputs
from the cortical modules and the task representation, the
basal ganglia selectively disinhibit the cortico-thalamic
loops corresponding to the word features appropriate for the
task. If the task is C O L O R and the input is A P P L E , for
example, the column associated with color features in the
prefrontal cortex would be disinhibited, and because of the
feedback connections, would be allowed to oscillate.
However, the specific color which would be sustained would
be determined by the neuronal excitation projected from
temporal association cortex to prefrontal cortex. Thus, these
prefrontal neurons could serve as a working memory where

of Inputs

Wc use a distributed representation over sensory and
language conical columnar arrays to encode stimuli. This
is inspired by the functional anatomy of the cortex
(Asanuma, 1975; Mountcastle, 1978; Penfield &
Rasmussen, 1950). The general organization of cortical
circuits is in the form of a distributed set of functionally
specific regions or columns interactively involved in the
representation of a given input or output. Each functionally
specific region extracts from its inputs higher level
information regarding a particular aspect of the task.
Cortical organization in columns with reciprocal projections
between columns has been observed, for example, in the

SENSORY INPUT
Task + Stimulus Word

TEMPORAL
ASSOCIATION CORTEX

PREFRONTAL
CORTEX

TASK Representational Cortical Columns
REPRESENTATION

m
Reciprocal
Monosynaptic
Connections
THALAMUS
Selective disinhibition
GLOBUS PALLIDUS
BASAL GANGLIA
STRIATAL SPINY CELLS
Figure 1: Architecture for association cortex and prefrontal short-term m e m o r y system. For clarity, only
projections to one striatal spiny cell are shown. Similar convergent projections go to each striatal neuron. AJso, the
latCTal inhibitory connections between neurons within each association cortex column are not shown.
task-relevant features of the stimulus are maintained for use
by other cognitive or motor areas involved in the execution
of the task.
Detailed descriptions of simulations using this architecture
particularly with respect to the role of the basal ganglia and
thalamus in task-based operation are given by Gullapalli and
Gelfand (Gullapalli & Gelfand, 1995; GullapaUi & Gelfand,
1997; Gullapalli et al., 1995). In this paper w e present the
results of simulations to study S T M interference phenomena
and suggest a representational organization for the prefrontal
cortical circuits involved in S T M for word stimuli.
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primary and secondary visual areas (Mountcastle, 1978), as
well as in the motor cortex (Asanuma, 1975).
M o d u l e s in the cortical c o l u m n array in our
implementation, shown in Figure 2, correspond to local
information processing regions of the cortex, with each
module concerned with the representation of a class of
feature of an input word. For example, neuronal excitation
in a module might represent a color or a verb associated with
the stimulus word. A s a result, each word is represented as a
distributed activation of a group of neurons, each encoding a
feature associated with that word. In this model w e employ
individual neurons to encode a particular feature. However,
one could use a single neuron or a distributed representation

(Cohen, Braver & O'Reilly, 1996). They propose a
distributed representation in posterior perceptual cortex
similar lo that described in the previous section and an
independent categorical representation in prefrontal S T M
areas. In this paper w e simulate a representational scheme
in S T M , which is similar to theirs, and s h o w that it is
consistent with proactive inhibition (PI) and release from
proactive inhibition phenomena.
PI is a well k n o w n p h e n o m e n a in which short-term
m e m o r y recall is decreased due to previous related items
(Wickins, 1970). In the case of words, this effect is
m a x i m u m within taxonomic categories, and within the
classes of stimuli such as words and numbers. That is, it is
more difficult for subjects to recall items from the category
Figure 2: Block diagram of the cortical column array used
toys if they have previously been asked to recall other toys
in our implementation to represent words. Lines ending in
in the recent past. T h e effect is least for words of the same
open circles denote reciprocal excitatory projections between
neurons in different modules, while those ending in filled part of speech or tense, and words with a similar number of
syllables or phonemes. A release phenomena occurs when
circles denote inhibitory projections between neurons within
the subject is exposed to stimuli that are not in the same
a module.
category. For example, if a subject is given a number of
For these experiments, we selected a list of 6 input words
trials, each consisting of 3 toys, recall will diminish over
to represent. For the purposes of this simulation, the input
trials. If a n e w stimulus set is presented immediately
words were represented by two cortical feature columns, one thereafter that is not in the same category, e.g., kitchen
for color and one for verbs. Each contained four feature
utensils, then performance will return to original levels.
elements as shown in Table 1, e.g., black is a color and buy
SIMILAR
is a verb. The table presents the activations of the features
CATEGORY
in each column when each of the stimulus words, e.g.,
apple, is presented. These activations were selected to give a
<
series of plausible responses in order to illustrate the
CATEGORY SmFT
dynamics of the system.
/
over a group of neurons in this process with no difference in
the results.

black
brown

red
yellow

buy
eat
faU
run

apple

banana

grape

0.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
0.9
0.5
0.8
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
0.9
0.2
0.8
0.0

0.0
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.9
0.0
0.7
0.0

cat
0.8
0.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.2
0.8

dOR
0.7
0.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.3
0.9

u
tc
Ed
a.

mouse

0.9
0.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.9

1 2

3

4

5

TRIAL NUMBER
Figure 3: A schematic representation of the general
phenomena of PI and release from PI

Table 1: Activations of cortical column neurons in
association cortex representing stimulus words.
Proactive Inhibition and the Organization
of S h o r t - T e r m M e m o r y Circuits
The organization of the brain systems simulated in this
paper is supported by considerable anatomical and
physiological evidence. W e do not, however, have much
guidance to specify the nature of the projection from
posterior perceptual areas to prefrontal cortex. There is also
little knowledge of the nature of representations in prefrontal
cortex. W e show in this paper that short-term m e m o r y
interference phenomena in h u m a n subjects suggest an
organization for prefrontal short-term m e m o r y circuits.
Cohen et al. propose that there is a difference in
representation in posterior association cortex and prefrontal
S T M circuits based upon the difference in their function
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The phenomenon of PI in STM suggests that prefrontal
short-term memory circuits would be made up of columns
which represent individual categories of stimuli and that
there are lateral inhibitory connections within those
columns. These lateral inhibitory connections would
provide inhibition to related concepts in a category from the
residual excitation of previously presented stimuli. It also
suggests that there are n o latoal projections a m o n g different
category columns. This independence of representation
results in a restoration of performance upon exposure to n e w
stimuli in a n e w class. Projections from posterior
association areas would then be a pattern classifier which
would transform the feature-based representation of the
posterior areas to the category-based concept representation
of the prefrontal short-term m e m o r y circuits.

P o s t e r i o r to A n t e r i o r P r o j e c t i o n s a n d
R e p r e s e n t a t i o n in S T M
Based upon the discussion in ihe last section, w e have
constructed an architecture for the projection from posterior
association cortex to the S T M area of prefrontal cortex and a
representational scheme for the cortical columns in
prefirontal cortex. This architecture is shown in Fig. 4. T h e
representational scheme in the posterior association cortex is
the same as that shown in Figure 2. There are two cortical

columns, one each for color and verbs. The projection from
the association cortex is a single layer perceptron whose
input layer is the association cortex projecting to an output
layer in prefrontal cortex. The single layer perceptron is a
pattern classifier that classifies features in the posterior
perceptual cortex and creates a representation in prefrontal
cortex based upon cells representing concepts in columns
organized as categories. There are two columns in prefrontal
cortex organized as categories of objects, one for fruits and
one for animals.

SENSORY
INPUT

PREFRONTAL
CORTEX

ASSOCIATION
CORTEX

THALAMUS

Figure 4: A schematic diagram of association cortex and prefrontal cortex and the projection between them. Lateral
connections within cortical modules are inhibitory. Lateral connections between cortical columns in association cortex are
excitatory. For clarity, not all intercolumn excitatory projections are shown.
Intracolumn lateral inhibitory connections and
intercolumn lateral excitatory connections are shown in
association cortex. Only lateral inhibitory connections are
postulated to exist within columns in prefrontal cortex. N o
lateral excitatory projections between columns exist. A s
mentioned earlier, the projections from the basal ganglia and
thalamus are not included in this simulation. Each neuron
in prefrontal cortex has a recurrent connection with itself
simulating the reciprocal connections wiUi thalamic neurons
in the full model.

neurons representing the component features of each
stimulus is excited in association cortex and decays rapidly
after the stimulus is terminated. The neurons in prefrontal
S T M m e m o r y cortex, however, continue tofireafter the
stimulus is removed due to thalamo-cortical oscillations.
The oscillations eventually decay because of the leaky
neurons used in the circuit. This captures the dynamics of
thalamo-cortical loops suggested by several researchers
(Alexander et al., 1990; Chevalier & Deniau, 1990; Fuster
& Alexander. 1973; Goldman-Rakic & Friedman, 1991;
W a n g , Rinzel & Rogawski, 1991).

Results
Persistence in Prefrontal Short-Term Memory
Circuits
In this section, w e present experimental results that
demonstrate the properties of the model architecture. T o
demonstrate oscillatory behavior in the cortico-thalamic
loops, w e presented three sequential stimuli to the input
circuit. The graph in Fig. 5 shows the activity of neurons
in association cortex and prefrontal cortex. The stimulus
interval for each sequential stimulus is shown above the
graph denoted by thefirstletter of banana, apple and grape,
respectively. In each case w e note that the activity of

Simulation of Proactive Inhibition in Short-Term
Memory
PI and release from PI in S T M w a s simulated by
presenting three sequential stimuli in the fruit category
followed immediately by three sequential stimuli in the
animal category. In each case the n e w stimulus was
presented when the level of activation of the previous
stimulus was at about 2 5 % of its peak level. The level of
activation for the neuron representing each stimulus is
shown in Fig. 6 compared to the level of activation of each
stimulus neuron if Uie stimulus was presented alone. The
tiiangular points denote activation that would result for
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separate trials where there is no intertrial interference. The
circles denote activation for trials presented in succession
where residual activity of previous stimuli through lateral
inhibitory connections causes a diminished response for
subsequent stimuli. W h e n there is a shift in the category of
stimulus from fruits to animals, the activity of the
prefrontal S T M neurons recovers to a level which is equal to
the activity of that neuron if the stimulus was presented
alone. This decrement and recovery in activity levels in
S T M would result in the shifts in recall performance shown

in Fig, 3. W e note a slight decrement of activity for
individual exposures to the animal stimuli in the cat, dog
mouse ordering shown in Fig. 6. W e found that this is due
to lowered activity in the association cortex because many
shared features in these stimuli result in greater total lateral
inhibition. This is due to the simple nature of lateral
projections in the model. W e found that the effects reported
here are not dependent upon the initial choice of stimuli or
their relationships.
-•- black

I—B-H

•t'
-e- brown
Banana

Hi- red
-A- yellow

C0.7
•B 0.6-

-w— buy
-•— eat

•t= 0.4^

-I— fall
-*— run
-*— banana
-m- apple
-•- grape

Trial

Figure 5. Examples of the activation of association cortex and prefrontal cortex neurons when various stimuli are presented.
The activity of the neurons labeled banana, apple and grape are in prefrontal cortex. The others are in association cortex.

•= 0.6-

Banana

Apple

Mouse

Figure 6: A graphical representation of the simulation of proactive inhibition and release from proactive inhibition. The
activation of neurons in prefrontal cortex is plotted as a function of time during the presentation of 6 stimuli as noted on the
graph. The triangular points denote activation that would result for separate trials where there is no intertrial interference.
The circles denote activation for trials presented in succession where residual activity of previous stimuli through lateral
inhibitory connections causes a diminished response for subsequent stimuli.

Discussion
Though the phenomenon of PI and release from PI could be
simulated quite readily with the postulated representational
organization of S T M , it is possible that these phenomena
could also resultfrx)ma representation in S T M based upon
features, as in the organization of association cortex in the
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model. PI and release from PI could be simply due to the
fact that objects in the same category share more features
than objects in other categories. Future simulations in
combination with studies of subjects' performance will be
directed at this issue.
The model used in the simulations reported here is quite
simple. The features of the model highlight the fact that

representational issues can be elucidated by simulations of
interference phenomena. W e did not include the role of the
basal ganglia in controlling thalamo-cortical oscillations by
disinhibiting specific thalamic neurons. This would lead to
an attentional phenomenon which m a y interact strongly
with the interference phenomena w e observed.
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Abstract
Trajectory Mapping (TM) was introduced in 1995 as a new
experimental paradigm and scaling technique. Because
only a manual heuristic for processing the data was
included, we offer an algorithm based on simulated
annealing that combines both a computational approach to
processing T M data and a model of the human heuristic used
by Richards and Koenderink (1995). W e briefly compare
the T M approach with M D S and clustering, and then
describe the details of the algorithm itself and present
relevant several diagnostic measures.
Introduction
Psychologists have often explored how people organize their
knowledge about different objects.
A variety of
experimental paradigms, such as M D S , or MultiDimensional Scaling (Shepard, 1962) and hierarchical
clustering (Duda & Hart, 1973; Corter, 1996), have been
used to try to elicit the features of stimuli that subjects find
important.
In 1995 Richards and Koenderink proposed a new scaling
technique called Trajectory Mapping (TM).
Broadly
speaking, T M is an experimental paradigm that asks
subjects for judgments about the features of stimuli and then
models the subjects' conceptual structure with a connected
graph. Richards and Koenderink describe the paradigm
generally and give several examples, but do not offer a
detailed algorithm for deriving the graphs from the subject
data. W e hope to offer a complete experimental T M
procedure by describing and analyzing such an algorithm.
The graphs resulting from this algorithm resemble those of
Richards & Koenderink previously made by hand using
various heuristics.

resulting quintuplet looks something like this: ( extrap. A - interp. - B - extrap ).
In some cases, extrapolating or interpolating m a y not be
appropriate. For these the subject also has the option to
choose "not feasible", meaning that the subject feels
uncomfortable choosing any feature that links the pair; "not
available", meaning that the subject can imagine the perfect
stimulus for a slot, but it is not available in the stimulus
set; or "dead end", meaning that A or B represent a limit for
feature extrapolation.
Using these quintuplets of subject data, w e use an
algorithm based on simulated annealing to generate a
connected graph or trajectory map. The links in the graph
reflect frequent connections found in the quintuplet data. By
further analyzing the trajectory m a p and the data that created
it, w e can note subgraphs that might represent features in
the data. These subgraphs offer a representation that
combines features of both metric scaling and clustering; the
subgraphs are ordered clusters.

Comparison with MDS and Clustering
To give an idea of the role that T M can play in relation to
traditional scaling techniques, w e offer an example
knowledge domain, analyzed using M D S , hierarchical
clustering, and T M . The domain is a set of 10 subway
stations in Boston. This domain is relatively abstract;
subway stations can be thought of in several contexts.
Where are the stops in relation to each other? Where are the
stops in relation to the city above them? Are the stops on
the same train line? W e will illustrate h o w each of these
questions is answered best by a different representation of
knowledge, and therefore by a different scaling technique.
The subway stations in this example are Boylston, Central,
Charles St., Copley, Downtown Crossing, Harvard,
Kendall, Park St.. Science Place, and South Station.
Figure 1 is an M D S plot that comes from asking a
Part I: Overview of the Approach
subject for the "geographic similarity" of each pair of
stations, e.g. " H o w near is this station to that station, on a
There are 3 stages to T M . Thefirstis the experimental
scale from 1 to 10?" M D S can turn these data into a metric
paradigm, i.e. collecting the data. The second is analyzing
the data, i.e. turning it into graphs. The third is interpreting space. The space illustrates quite well the geographic aspect
of subway station knowledge, where the stations are in
the data, i.e. deciding what the trajectories in the graphs
relation to each other. The dimensions of the space could be
imply about the subject's mental representations.
vaguely described as North-South and East-West, although
In each T M trial, a pair of stimuli are chosen and
they appear slightly skewed here, as predicted by Lynch
designated A and B. The subject is asked to note some
(1960).
feature that differs across the two and to choose from the
Note, however, that this plot tells us nothing about which
remaining stimuli a sample for each of the blank spaces, an
stops are connected to each other (the "routes"), or where
extrapolant in each direction and an interpolant. The
city boundaries lie (the "clusters").
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Figure 2: This hierarchical cluster tree of the subway
station data reveals clusters based on geographic region,
ranging from the core of downtown Boston (right most
cluster) to mid-Cambridge (left most cluster).

Figure 1: This M D S plot of the similarity data for the
subway stations illustrates quite well the geographic nature
of subway station knowledge. The dimensions are similar
to the North-South-East-West axes of a traditional m a p of
the Boston area.
Figure 2 is the tree of hierarchical clusters representing
same similarity data as Figure 1. Here, the stations can be
seen to be clustered by geographic region. The pair of
stations in lower right comer represent the core of downtown
Boston. The four right-most stations m a k e up a broader
downtown area; the five right-most stations are those in
main Boston area. The Kend-Char-Sci P cluster are those
along the Charles river, and the left-most two stops are
those deep in Cambridge. These are the groupings that this
particular subject makes when he thinks about the subway
stops. These clusters answer the question, "Where are the
stops in relation to the city?" Note that w e still don't know
about which stations are on the same lines.
Figure 3 shows the trajectory m a p of the subway data. B y
overlaying the orderings of subject data over the graph, we
can see which nodes form trajectories. In this case, there are
two trajectories that overlap at the Park station. This graph
reveals the subway lines themselves, something neither of
the other approaches could do. The nodes running from S.S.
to Harv are on Boston's Red Line, and Copl through SciP
are on the Green Line. The Park node, as it is indeed
shown, is an intersection point where riders m a y change
trains. Our clean division of clusters likely stems from the
subject mentally moving from station to station along
single train lines. If the subject lived at Copley, however,
and traveled to Charles St. for work, then the data would
have led us to see Park as a node where the paths "turn
comers", and w e m a y not have found the division of train
lines. Nevertheless, domains with stimuli that can be
thought of as varying along separate but overlapping
clusters, like subway stations, are very appropriate for T M .
For this domain, each scaling technique contributes a
different insight into the data. M D S illustrates where the
stops are in geographic relation to each other. The
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Figure 3: This trajectory m a p of the subway data reveals the
subway lines themselves, something neither of the other
approaches could do. The nodes running from S.S. to Harv
are on the Red Line, and Copl through SciP are on the
Green Line.
hierarchical clustering tree groups stops together that have
relevance to their area in the city. T M shows which stops
are connected to each other, and in which order. This
comparison illustrates that each method can plays a part in
the analysis and that T M complements the traditional
methods well.
It is worth noting that several researchers have proposed
using a connected graph representation of similarity data;
most prominent are Pathfinder (Cooke, Durso
&
Schvaneveldt, 1986), N E T S C A L (Hutchinson, 1989), and

M A P N E T (Klauer, 1989).
these methods b y modeling
orderings of data. B y doing
that are not well expressed
similarity.

T M distinguishes itself from
not similarities but clustered
so, T M can represent features
b y pairwise relations such as

Trajectory Map
(all links)

Quintuplets
87510- 81-49
14965
-578X4 X10X
13-56
-2 15 10 24196
941 87
41387
8142 - 24357
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PART II: The Algorithm
Finding the best graph given the quintuplet data is a
combinatorial optimization problem.
Richards and
Koenderink solve this problem through a manual heuristic
that involves systematic trial and error, resulting in what is
subsequently taken to be the "simplest" graph, given the
data, while allowing for s o m e inconsistent data. W e offer a
T M algorithm that m a k e this procedure objective, using a
simulated annealing paradigm.
T h e first step in the data analysis is breaking the
quintuplets into triples. O f a quintuplet A B - C - D E ,
for example, the triples w o u l d be A B - C , B C D , and
C D - E . T h e n u m b e r of times each triple occurs in the
quintuplet data is assigned as the weight o n that triple. T h e
weights are normalized b y the m a x i m u m possible weight (n
for n stimuli) so that the m a x i m u m weight is 1.0. See
Figure 4.
T h e triples are used to build graphs through overlaps. If
triple (1, 5, 3) occurs frequently (has a high weight), and
triple (5, 3, 4 ) occurs frequently, then w e connect them to
form the chain 1 - 5 - 3 - 4 . If w e could continue to connect
triples until w e formed a complete graph, then the process
would be simple. Often triples conflict, however. There are
two main ambiguities that m u s t be resolved in the triple
linking process. T h efirstconflict is called a "split-or-fit."
If our next heavily weighted triple is (5, 3, 2), for example,
w e aren't sure of the relationship of nodes 2 and 4. W e
could have each branch from 3 (splitting the chain), or w e
couldfitthem both into the s a m e straight chain, giving less
importance to the coherence of one of the triples, e.g. 1 - 5
3-4-2.
The other type of ambiguity is simply called a
"conflicting triple," i.e. w h e n two triples suggest different
ordering for the same three stimuli. In our example, (5, 4,
3) would be a conflicting triple since it contradicts (5, 3, 4).
Conflicting triples can indicate noisy subject data, since a
subject w h o does not behave consistently would generate
more conflicting triples, but they can also arise from two
stimuli close enough to each other in the feature space that
the subject considers the two orderings interchangeable.
Usually conflicting triples cannot both be satisfied in a
graph, although it sometimes makes sense to include them
both byfittingthem in a small triangular cycle.
The goal of the algorithm, as described above, is to find
the best possible graph as a model of the triples. W e begin
by constructing an initial unit-link graph with all the links
that would be necessary to satisfy all the triples. W e then
optimally adjust this graph for the given triples and for a
certain cost function. This optimization takes place by
carrying out simulated annealing using Gibbs sampling
(Press, et al, 1988). T h e state variable that w e optimize is a
binary link-matrix, stochastically adding and removing links
to minimize the cost function. After finding the optimal
unit-link graph according to the annealing process, w e then
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Figure 4: S u m m a r y of the Trajectory Mapping procedure.

adjust the parameters of the cost function and begin again.
After iterating this process over a large space of cost
function parameters, w e have a collection of unit-link graphs
that are each optimal for their particular parameter settings.
( W e discuss below h o w the various parameters affect the
optimal graphs.) T o calculate the final trajectory m a p , with
a range of weights on the links, w e average the optimal
unit-link graphs over the space of the cost function
parameters. See Figure 5 for an overview of the procedure.
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Figure 5: Overview of the simulated annealing portion of
the T M algorithm.

T h e C o s t Function
T h e cost function is a mathematical model that chooses h o w
to settle the various ambiguities that arise when trying to
link triples as described above. Our cost function also
represents an attempt to model the manual heuristic of
linking triples that Richards and Koendcrink (1995) suggest.
T h e cost function contains five costs, each of which is
based on an assumption about the constraining triples. T o
summarize the cost function, graphs can differ depending on
whether the cost parameters emphasize satisfying all the
triples (giving a more connected graph) or keeping the graph
structure simple (giving a graph with more linear chains and
fewer satisfied triples). T o break d o w n this issue, w e have
costs of three types, constraint costs, metric costs, and
topological costs.
Constraint C o s t s A constraint cost is based on the
degree to which the constraints in this optimization problem
(the triples) are satisfied. For example, if w e need to satisfy
the triple 1 5 - 3 but 3 is closer to 1 than 5 in the current
graph, that triple is not satisfied. W e have one term in the
cost function, called the FailedTriple cost, to penalize for
unsatisfied constraints. Because w e want to emphasize the
priority of satisfying triples with higher weights, the
FailedTriple cost is the s u m of the logs of the weights of
the triples that the graph left unsatisfied. This cost stems
from the initial idea that the graph should be a good
representation of the triples from the subject data.
Metric C o s t s There are two terms to penalize for metric
costs, the UnequalSpacing cost and the FarSpacing cost.
W e suggest the graph incurs metric costs if it includes a
triple within the graph, but it does not allow the nodes of
the triple to be adjacent. If the nodes of a triple are
unequally spaced or spaced quite far apart, e.g. 1 5 3 is
satisfied, but the graph distance between 1 and 5 is 1, while
the graph distance between 5 and 3 is 4, then the graph has
incurred an UnequalSpacing cost. If the nodes are spaced far
apart, but are equally spaced, then the graph has incurred a
FarSpacing cost. The UnequalSpacing cost for a given
triple is the difference between the number of nodes between
the three triple nodes, multiplied by the weight of the triple.
T h e FarSpacing cost for a given triple is the number of extra
nodes between the triple nodes, again multiplied by the
weight of the triple. These metric costs stem from our
assumption in T M that when the subject performs the
extrapolations and interpolation in the original quintuplet,
she would prefer to pick stimuli that result in close,
equidistant quintuplets.
Topological Costs There are also two terms to penalize
for topological costs within a given graph. The TotalLinks
cost is equivalent to a "price" per link; each additional link
has a cost. T h e MaxLinksPerNode cost encourages links to
be spread across nodes instead of stemming from just one or
two individual nodes by assigning a penalty proportionate to
the greatest number of links on any one node (see below).
T h e TotalLinks cost c o m e from the modeling assumption
that the simplest graph possible should be used to model the
data (Ockham's Razor). The MaxLinksPerNode cost stems
from the assumption that it would be rare for one stimulus
within a domain to have m a n y more features associated with
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it than the other stimuli. Thus, the cost function can be
expressed as:
cost = Wf,Xf, + H'„,;[„ + Wf^Xf, + w„x„ + w ^ x ^
where Xf, is the FailedTriple cost, x„ is the UnequalSpacing
cost, Xf, is the FarSpacing cost, ;t„ is the TotalLinks cost,
and x„, is the MaxLinksPerNode cost.
The Parameters of the Cost Function
Each of the five terms includes a parameter w which weights
that term in relation to the others.
Each vector of
parameters w defines a graph space in which w e can perfomi
simulated annealing. A good way to think about the
parameters is as a set of priorities about whether to satisfy
triples or cut d o w n on links. See Figure 6. The fewer links
there are, the fewer satisfied triples there can be. For
example, if the FailedTriple parameter is very low (allowing
triples to fail pell-mell) or if the TotalLink parameter is very
high (reducing the number of links drastically), then the
graph will likely have very few links at all, let alone chains
that could make meaningful trajectories. Likewise, if the
FailedTriple parameter is very high or the TotalLink
parameter is very low, then links will flourish and the graph
will be a dense, fully-connected mess.

Failed
Triple
cost

^
^
r

TotalLinks cost

contours
of graphs
with equal
number of
inks

O O
q O o -»

Figure 6: A schematic illustration of the trade-off between
satisfying triples and keeping graphs simple.
Thus we can cover a useful area of the parameter space by
exploring a three-dimensional subspace of the fivedimensional parameter space by using just the three
parameters for FailedTriples, TotalLinks, and FarSpacing.
Because graphs can vary so dramatically in this space, the
algorithm runs at a wide range of parameter settings and then
averages the resulting graphs. "Average" means that if link
(1
3) occurred in 5 0 % of the graphs in the sampled
parameter space, then the output graph has a weight of 5.0
(of 10.0) on link (1 - 3).
The question remains as to h o w to determine this range of
settings. The current sampling of settings has been
carefully chosen through trial and error on a variety of
different types of data. W e run the algorithm over a

sufficiently wide area of space that w e are assured that it
reaches extremes in all directions. The extrema can be
recognized when graphs are fully connected, or when there
are no connections at all. The sampling is not complclcly
uniform; at lower values of the parameters w e sample more
densely, because smaller changes in that range have a
significant effect on graphs. W e believe that the ideal
subspace within the parameter space varies slightly
depending on various attributes of the stimulus domain, but
our experiments in that area are not yet finished. Even if the
ideal subspace were found, results would not change
dramatically; all the stronger trajectories would emerge the
same. M o r e subtle paths might be able to be identified
more accurately, however.
Once w e have a graph, the experimenter can see h o w the
graph breaks into trajectories by iteratively thresholding the
graph (removing links below a certain weight) and by
plotting the data triples over the graph. Thresholding points
to the strongest trajectories within the graph, and plotting
the actual triples often helps disambiguate intersecting
trajectories. Because the graphs that appear through gradually
increasing the threshold approximate the graphs that one
finds in the weight space as one moves firom the areas of
very dense graphs to the areas of less dense graphs, the T M
output graph can be seen as a single representation of a set
of the graphs in the parameter space.
Our algorithm outputs the graph as a text file that is
structured to be read by the Dot and Neato graph-drawing
software of Bell Labs (Koutsofios & North, 1993; North,
1992).
PART III: Diagnostic measures
A s with any data collection and analysis procedure,
diagnostic measures are important for answering questions
like, " H o w well does m y model fit the data?", " H o w noisy
is the data to begin with?", and " H o w similar are these two
subjects' models?" Below w e describe three diagnostic
measures created for T M . The first is a simple test for
whether a set of triples is random or not. The second
measures the explanatory power of the resulting trajectory
map. The third provides a method of comparing different
trajectories maps of the same data.
Measure of Randomness
It is helpful to have a measure of randomness of the subject
data. W e measure randomness by comparing the distribution
of the triple weights from the subject's data with the
distribution of weights that would occur if data were created
arbitrarily, i.e. created by hundreds of Monte Carlo
simulations of subjects.. If the two distributions differ
significantly according to a chi-squared test, then w e can
conclude that the subject's data is worth examining.
If a T M subject ignored our instructions and answered
randomly, the weight distribution of the subject's triples
would match the Monte Carlo distribution closely. T o
measure the significance of the difference, w e calculate the zscores of the differences for each weight level (since the
threshold for significance falls exponentially with increasing
weight). Even the smallest difference in the distributions at
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high weight levels such as 7 or 8 results in an enormous zscore. For a Monte Carlo subject, for example, with
medium-sized N (N=15), the likelihood of generating a triple
with weight greater than 4 is very small (< 2.4 x 10'), so
any subject data that w e find with even one triple with a
weight of 4 or greater is already likely to be far from
random.
Measure of Trajectory Map Fit to the Data
Once w e are satisfied with input data, w e need a measure of
fit, a number which tells us h o w well the output of the T M
algorithm models the data. T o calculate measure of fit
between a set of triples from a subject and the resulting
trajectory m a p , w e m a k e a list of the triples held within the
model, and then w e compare the two lists. So that w e can
assign weights to the model-based triples, w e first assign
costs to the links of the graph that are inversely proportional
to the link weights. W e can then list the triples contained in
the graph with their costs. The cost of a triple consists of
the cost of all links traversed while moving from the first
node to the third node. Once w e order the model-triples, w e
can compare this list of triples with the original data
W e then use two different measures to assess fit, each
based on a comparison of these two lists of triples. The
first is simply the percentage of unmatched triples, i.e. the
percentage of the data triples that were not included in the
model. If a model contains 3 out of the 4 data triples, for
example, this measure is 2 5 % . This measure does not
penalize the model for containing additional triples beyond
the data, however, and thus aftilly-connectedmodel would
satisfy 1 0 0 % of the triples while offering little insight into
the domain. Also, this measure gives us no indication as to
whether the weightings on the satisfied triples are
appropriate.
Our second measure offitis based on ranking the triples in
the two lists, and then calculating the Kolmogorov-Smimov
statistic, D, (Press et al, 1988; Siegel, 1956) for the two
cumulative distributions of the two lists of ranks. D equals
the m a x i m u m difference between the two distributions. If
the model contained exactly the same triples as the data,
weighted in the same order, the statistic would be zero. A s
the model adds additional triples (as it often does just
because of the necessary topology of a graph that models
other triples), the distribution of model-triple ranks becomes
distorted in comparison to the ranks of the data triples.
Thus, this measure penalizes for the additional triples in a
model that the matched-triple measure does not take into
account.
Both of these measures are key for determining the level
of "noise" in the data. Because it is likely that lowerweighted triples contain more noise, w e threshold the triples
data, i.e. remove triples weighted below a certain threshold
before using them as input for the algorithm. T h e measures
of fit are used to determine the threshold. W e run the
algorithm on sets of triples based on all possible thresholds,
and then examine the various measures of matched triples
and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic. Note that w h e n w e
measure the number of matched triples, w e compare the
model-triples with all data triples, even if the model was
based on only triples of weight 3 and above, etc. Using

both measures, we can see at which threshold the model fits
best.
Measure of Similarity of Two Trajectory Maps
Because we have proposed a new model for representing
subject data, it is important that we also propose a measure
for rating the similarity of two different models. Given two
trajectory maps, we look at the lists of the weighted links
for both graphs, and reward for common links and punish for
distinctive links. T o differentiate between graphs with
identical topology but differently weighted links, we also
penalize for the difference between weights on the common
links. The range of this measure is [-1.0, 1.0], where 1.0
implies identical graphs. Using such a measure, we can
compare the trajectory maps of two subjects and decide
whether they might be using similar features to construct
their maps. It is important to note that our feature measure
focuses exphcitly on individual links, as opposed to overall
graph structure.

Summary & Conclusions
W e have described an algorithm designed to build U^jectory
maps from subject data objectively. Based on the simulated
annealing, the algorithm uses triples derived from subject
data as constraints that can be used to find an optimal
connected graph. W e have chosen parameters of the cost
function so that the algorithm models the manual heuristics
followed by Richards & Koenderink (1995). Lastly, we
introduced three diagnostic measures for trajectory maps: a
measure of subject data noise, a measure of fit for a
trajectory m a p its data, and a measure of similarity between
two trajectory maps. W e believe that this algorithm offers
an useful method of creating trajectory maps that closely
mimics the original intentions of Richards & Koenderink.
A more detailed explanation of the algorithm can be found
in Gilbert (1997). This work also includes Trajectory Maps
of a variety of data sets, including kinship terms, colors,
sound textures, musical intervals, Boston tourist attractions,
and knowledge representations.
The web page at
<http://www-bcs.mit.edu/~stephen/tma> allows the reader to
download source code for the algorithm.
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Abstract

This research represents an attempt to model the child's
acquisition of syntactic categories. A computational
model, based on the E P A M theory of perception and
learning, is developed. The basic assumptions are that (1)
syntactic categories are actively constructed by the child
using distributional learning abilities; and (2) cognitive
constraints in learning rate and memory capacity limit
these learning abilities. W e present simulations of the
syntax acquisition of a single subject, where the model
learns to build up multi-word utterances by scanning a
sample of the speech addressed to the subject by his
mother.
Introduction
This research represents an attempt to model the child's
acquisition of syntactic categories. A computational model,
based on the E P A M theory of perception and learning, is
developed. The basic assumptions are that (1) syntactic
categories are actively constructed by the child using
and (2) cognitive
distributional learning abilities;
constraints in learning rate and m e m o r y capacity limit these
learning abilities. T h e aim of the project is to build a
distributional learning mechanism that is not only capable
of constructing grammatical categories, but also of doing so
in a w a y that is consistent with recent findings in the
developmental literature on the sequencing of grammatical
category acquisition.
Shortcomings of Cognitive-Semantic Constructivist
Models
There has been a growing awareness in recent years of the
shortcomings of constructivist models of grammatical
development based on the gradual extension of broad
cognitive-semantic categories. First, there is the problem
that children's early grammatical knowledge does not appear
to be restricted in the way that such models would seem to
predict (e.g. Maratsos & Chalkley, 1980). For example,
children tend to apply morphological markers (e.g. -ed past
tense endings) to verbs whether those verbs refer to actions
or not, while failing to overgeneralise the same markers to
actional adjectives (e.g. 'Noisy', 'Naughty', etc.). Second,
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it can be shown that the kinds of broad cognitive categories
to which such models typically appeal are often only viable
as the semantic core of categories in a subset of the world's
languages. For example, use of the semantic-cognitive
category 'Agent' as a w a y of bootstrapping up to the
category of N P subject would represent a false step in the
acquisition of some ergative languages which carve up the
semantics of Agency in a different way from nominativeaccusative languages (e.g. Braine, 1988). Third, there is
n o w a wealth of evidence that children are capable of
acquiring linguistic distinctions which have little or no
semantic base from very early in development. This includes
evidence regarding the mass-count distinction in English
(Gathercole, 1985), noun/verb distinctions in Hebrew
(Levy, 1988), and linguistic gender in a variety of different
languages (e.g. Kanniloff-Smith, 1979); and suggests that
children m a y be sensitive to distributional properties of the
language they are learning from a very early age.
Shortcomings of Nativist Accounts
The demise of semantic models of grammatical development
has coincided with a resurgence of nativist accounts of
children's early multi-word speech (e.g. Pinker, 1984;
Valian, 1986; 1991). Such accounts typically use the
semantic heterogeneity of children's early multi-word speech
to argue for a more abstract level of analysis involving
adult-like syntactic categories. However, although coherent
in their o w n terms, these accounts do notfitthe
developmental data all that well and tend to have particular
difficulty accounting for the lexical-specificity of children's
early multi-word speech. Thus, as Braine (1988) points out,
Pinker's attribution of a S -> N P s u b + V P rule to young
language learning children ignores the fact that children
initially tend to order different N P s u b + V P sequences in
different ways. Similarly, Valian's attribution of a syntactic
determiner category to young language-learning children
hides lexical specificity in the contexts in which different
determiners are used (Pine & Martindale, 1996; Pine &
Lieven, in press); and her attribution of knowledge about
nominative case-marking ignores the fact that there is
typically no evidence for the conu-astive use of case-marked
pronouns in children's early multi-word speech (Lieven,
Pine & Baldwin, 1997).

Perhaps the strongest challenge to nativist accounts of
early multi-word speech, however, comes from Tomasello's
work on the development of the verb category. Tomasello
argues on the basis of evidence both from naturalistic multiword speech data (Tomasello, 1992) and from experimental
studies (Olguin & Tomasello, 1993; Tomasello & Olguin,
1993), that there is a developmental asynchrony in the
acquisition of the noun and verb categories in English.
Thus, whereas even very young children show great facility
in slotting novel noun-arguments into familiar verb
structures, their knowledge about S V O word order seems to
be lexically-specific in that they not only fail to generalise it
from one verb to another, but also seem unable to use it as a
cue for sentence comprehension, at least in the absence of
additional supporting cues such as animacy and/or pronoun
case-marking.
These findings are important for a number of reasons.
First, they cast doubt on the validity of strong nativist
accounts of children's early multi-word speech; second, they
are consistent with a more gradual category-formation
process which capitalises on the kind of distributional
learning abilities required by the child to acquire
semantically arbitrary categories such as linguistic gender;
and third, they provide information about the developmental
sequencing of early category acquisition which can guide the
modeller by serving as a target for simulation and hence as
a means of constraining the development of a viable
distributional learning mechanism.
Distributional Learning and Word Class
Acquisition

'best' features around which to build particular linguistic
categories. However, as Keil (1981) points out, there are far
too m a n y possible 'grammatical properties' in the input for
such an approach to be viable. Indeed, Pinker (1984) shows
that even using an impoverished criterion for 'grammatical
property' a seven-word sentence has about 9,000,000
possible "grammatical properties'.
This is, of course, a very powerful argument against
viewing language acquisition as a process of unconstrained
distributional analysis. However, it is not an argument
against a distributional approach to language acquisition per
se. Moreover, it is worth pointing out that arguments
against crediting the child with overly powerful
distributional learning mechanisms are not the exclusive
property of nativists and have actually been made on both
sides of the nativist-empiricist divide. Thus Braine (1987)
argues that one way of making progress in the area is to
identify the limits of h u m a n distributional learning abilities
and to use this knowledge as a constraint on the mechanisms
proposed for natural language acquisition. According to
Braine, experimental studies of artificial language-learning
show that, under serial presentation conditions, subjects
readily learn the positions of words or phrases with respect
to a marker. However, they have great difficulty in learning
arbitrary dependencies between classes of words. This,
together with the results of Elman's work, raises the
question of the extent to which it might be possible to use
such information processing constraints to avoid some of
the pitfalls faced by more powerful distributional learning
mechanisms.
Modelling the Developmental Sequencing
of W o r d Class Acquisition
Our modelling approach has several aims. First, w e want to
explore the effects of imposing constraints on a relatively
simple distributional learning mechanism. These include
constraints on learning rate and m e m o r y capacity (cf.
Elman's work). Second, w e want to build a learning
mechanism which can closely simulate at least some aspects
of the developmental data on word class acquisition,
including the developmental asynchrony in the acquisition of
noun and verb categories in English, and the verb-specific
nature of children's early knowledge about S V O word order.
Finally, w e want to use this model to generate predictions
about the precise shape of children's grammatical knowledge
at particular points in development. The intention here is to
use the predictions generated by the model to guide the
analysis of a very detailed corpus of early multi-word speech
data being collected in a parallel research project (Lieven &
Pine, 1995).
A s our computational framework, w e have chosen E P A M ,
a theory that has a long history of successful simulation of
h u m a n cognition, including: verbal learning behaviour
(Feigenbaum & Simon, 1984), learning, m e m o r y and
perception in chess (Simon & Gilmartin, 1973; Gobet
1993a,b; D e Groot & Gobet, 1996), the digit-span task
(Richman et al., 1995), and the context effect in letter
perception (Richman & Simon, 1989). (For alternative
approaches to modelling early language acquisition, see
Langley, 1987, Reeker, 1976, or Selfridge, 1981).

Distributional approaches to language have a long history in
both Psychology and Linguistics. Moreover, recent work in
this area has been quite successful in demonstrating just h o w
m u c h information is present in the statistical distribution of
words in large text-based and conversation-based corpora
(e.g. Finch & Chater. 1992). However, constructivist
models based on such approaches have tended to be given
rather short shrift in the language acquisition literature for a
number of reasons. First, they have been criticised on
logical grounds. Thus, certain formal properties of human
languages, such as the presence of long-distance
dependencies, have been seen as ruling out such accounts a
priori. However, as recent work by Elman (1993) has
shown, it is possible for a relatively simple distributional
learning mechanism to learn such dependencies, albeit in a
toy language, provided that analysis is initially restricted,
either by phasing the input or by constraining the size of the
mechanism's processing window. This suggests that such
logical arguments should be treated with a certain amount of
scepticism since they derive m u c h of their power from the
way in which they conceptualise language acquisition as a
single logical problem rather than as a complex
developmental process.
Second, distributional learning accounts have been
criticised for making unrealistic assumptions about the
child's processing abilities. Thus, Maratsos and Chalkley's
(1980) model assumes that the child tabulates all the
grammatical properties of all words and constituents in the
input, so that the distributional analyser can flexibly find the
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E P A M models learning as the construction of a
discrimination net. The basic mechanisms are as follows.
During perception, an object is sorted through a sequence of
tests, each related to some feature of the object. W h e n the
description of the object mismatches the internal
representation (the image) it has been sorted to, a new test is
added in the tree, a test that relates to the mismatched
feature. This mechanism is called discrimination. W h e n the
object is sorted to an internal representation that underrepresents it, new features are added to the image by
chunking. This mechanism is called familiarisation. E P A M
specifies learning parameters based on empirical data from
verbal learning experiments, such as 8 s to create a new
node, 10 m s to carry out a test, as well as parameters on the
size of short-term m e m o r y ( S T M ) , which is about 7 slots—
an important question w e are interested in in this research is
the effect of varying this parameter on learning.
Until now, E P A M has been explored mainly as a theory
modelling access to long-term m e m o r y ( L T M ) . Simon
(1989) has proposed that E P A M nets constitute an index to
procedural and declarative memories, but has not given any
details about h o w this should be implemented in a working
computational model. O n e of the goals of our research is to
show h o w procedural and declarative memories can be created
by linking the nodes of the discrimination net. In order to
give the system the capability of learning new concepts (in
our case, grammatical categories), w e will use both the
notion of template (Gobet & Simon, 1996), which has been
used to simulate experts' behaviour, and which is related to
Tomasello's notion of verb-island, and the idea of similarity
links created from the nodes of the discrimination net
(Gobet, 1996).

Learning Phase
During the learning phase, a corpus of utterances is
presented in sequence to the program. The program learns
the words and groups of words by discrimination and
familiarisation, noting only relations of proximity and order,
using the primitive "next." A s learning proceeds, nodes
grow tests for possible lexical items following them. W h e n
words (or groups of words) are recognised, the corresponding
symbols are activated. Note that m e m o r y capacity, and
therefore attention span, is counted in chunks, and not in
syntactic units. Therefore, as the program learns, it will be
able to augment the information contents of its activated
m e m o r y as more chunks are recognised. W e leave for future
research the question of whether this knowledge-based
increase will go in parallel with a "hardware" increase, with
the number of slots in activated m e m o r y increasing as a
function of time (see Ellis 1995, for similar ideas).
root-node

(the pear)
ball)

Common links
Description of the Model

Figure 2: Creation of similarity links.

Components of the Model
The model consists of a set of nodes accessible through a
discrimination net (sec Figure 1), which can be joined
together by similarity links (see below for a description of
the way in which these links are created). W h e n nodes are
accessed by recognition, they are activated. The duration of
activation depends on the total number of nodes currently
active, which is set by the parameter *maximum-number-ofactivated-symbols* (when few nodes are activated, they m a y
correspond to short-term m e m o r y slots). Another parameter,
*minimum-number-of-shared-links*, is used to test whether
a similarity link should be created between two symbols.

After a node is activated, the program tests whether there is
another activated node that shares a n u m b e r of similar testlinks equal to or greater than the parameter * m i n i m u m number-of-shared-links*. If this is the case, t w o similarity
links are created between the t w o nodes, one starting from
the first node to the second, the other starting from the
second node to thefirst(see Figure 2).
Thus, frequency and variety of occurrences play a key role
in the basic m e c h a n i s m s w e have outlined. W e propose that
lexically-specific 'Subject-Verb' chunks or 'Verb-Object'
chunks will be formed in this w a y . Let's take the VerbObject case as an example. In the first step,' the individual
words are learned. In the second step, nodes g r o w tests for
possible lexical items following them. Later (third step),
w h e n t w o verb-nodes are activated, a comparison is m a d e of
the attributes of each of these verb-nodes. If it is found that
the n u m b e r of test-links c o m m o n to both nodes is larger
than the *minimum-number-of-shared-links* parameter, a
similarity link is created between the t w o nodes. Testing for
similarity in the test-links ensures that similarity links are
generally created only between nodes representing words of

Test-link

Figure 1: Illustration of the concepts of nodes and test-links
in the discrimination net.

' Note that the individual steps overlap.
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the same syntactic class, even though the program itself
does not k n o w these classes. Finally, the third process is
repeated and leads to the creation of networks of links. These
networks, which m a y be knowledge islands isolated from
each other, can later be used by the program to generate
'verb+object' sequences (see "Performance phase"). Note that
m e m o r y capacity limits the probability of learning such
links.
Performance Phase
During the performance phase, the model produces utterances
in two ways: (a) by recognition: the model outputs the
image of a node and one of the test-links (this m a y be the
symbol NIL, indicating that nothing follows the image); or
(b) by generation: the model outputs the image of a nixle
and one of the test-links of a node linked by a similarity
link. Note that, if enough learning has taken place, the
output of the image m a y be a rather complex utterance, for
example: ( G O I N G T O P U T H I M IN T H E B O X ) .

3 % with liie total number of sentences generated in the six
next runs), w e consider only the results after thefirstrun
here.
Acquisition of Nodes and Similarity Links. The
acquisition of nodes by the discrimination and
familiarisation mechanisms is not affected by the two
parameters in question. In all cases, 7851 nodes were
learned. In the test phase, the program was able to recognise
all individual words from the mother's sample, but missed
1 0 % of the words from the child's sample. The utterances
containing any of these words were excluded from the
following analyses.
Figure 3 shows that the number of similarity links is
sensitive both to the m a x i m u m number of nodes activated
and the m i n i m u m number of shared links. The effects of the
two variables are additive. In the worst case (*maximumnumber-of-activated-symbols* = 10 and
*minimumnumber-of-shared-links* = 3) only 68 links are created.

Simulations
Methods
W e n o w present a simulation of the early syntactic
development of a single subject, Richard, between the ages
of 1;9 and 2;3 years. A s a simulation of the parental input,
w e use a sample of his mother's speech, coded
orthographically in C H I L D E S format,^ containing 5630
utterances (some utterances are duplicated in the sample),
recorded over a period of 16 months. For Richard's data, we
use a sample of 789 bigrams, coded as types (i.e. all the
bigrams occurring in Richard's corpus of 610 multi-word
utterances).
The program learns by scanning the maternal sample.
Each utterance is sorted through the discrimination net, and,
when parts of the utterance are recognised, the corresponding
symbol is activated. W h e n the number of symbols activated
is more than the *maximum-number-of-activated-symbols*
parameter, the symbol activated for the longest lime is
deactivated. After a n e w symbol is activated, the program
tests whether there is another activated symbol which shares
at least *minimum-number-of-shared-links* similar links
with it. W h e n this is the case, a link is created between the
two symbols. This link m a y be used later to generate
sentences, as described earlier.
Results
In these simulations, w e were interested in the role played
by
the *maximum-number-of-activated-symbols* and
*minimum-number-of-shared-links* parameters. Since the
performance of the program changes little after thefirstrun
through the sample (typically, the programs gains only 2^ For simplicity sake, we will assume that phonological
segmentation has already been done, as is common in many
current theories of syntax acquisition. In principle,
phonological segmentation can be obtained with the set of
mechanisms included in the model described here.
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Test with the Mother's S a m p l e (Teaching Set).
In all cases, 7 4 % of the utterances were recognised as such
by the program. Figure 4 illustrates the proportion of
utterances generated by the program. A s can be seen, both
parameters are important. There is no indication of an
interaction.
Test with the Child's S a m p l e (Testing Set). In
all cases, 3 4 % of the utterances were recognised by the
program. Figure 5 illustrates the proportion of utterances
generated by the program. The results are similar to those
observed with the mother's sample, with the qualification
that more utterances were recognised and less generated with
the latter sample.
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Figure 4: Proportion of the utterances from the mother's
sample that are generated by the program, as a function of
the m a x i m u m number of nodes activated and the m i n i m u m
number of shared test-hnks to create a similarity link.
Qualitative Analysis. A qualitative analysis of those of
Richard's bigrams generated by the program and those which
the program fails to generate illustrates the following
properties of the model. First, it is highly sensitive to
lexical patterns such as 'a + X ' (20 instances), 'where -i- X'
(16 instances) and 'X -i- gone' (13 instances); second, it is
able to generate instances of these patterns to which it has
not been previously exposed; and third, its performance on
these patterns is not an all-or-nothing affair. Thus, although
the model's generation of 'a -•- X' sequences suggests that it
has picked up something like a 'indefinite article + Noun'
pattern from the input, it actually fails to generate some of
the 'indefinite article + Noun' bigrams generated by Richard
himself While in one sense this failure is obviously a
weakness of the model, it does underline the fact that the
model is building syntactic knowledge in a piecemeal
fashion which is highly sensitive to the similarity sU^cture
of the input. This kind of piecemeal learning is consistent
with a number of recent studies that suggest that although
children are sensitive to the distributional properties of the
input, their distributional knowledge is m u c h more limited
in scope that would be assumed by a traditional syntactic
analysis (e.g., Braine, 1988; Tomasello, 1992; Pine &
Martindale, 1996). It also suggests that the model has the
potential to serve as a means of developing and testing
hypotheses about the nature of relation between the structure
of the input and the shape of the categories being learned.
What are the qualitative effects of the constraints imposed
by the two parameters w e have manipulated in our
simulations? A s shown earlier, using weak constraints (i.e.,
large number of activated nodes and small minimum number
of shared links) allows the program to reproduce up to 7 4 %
of the child's bigrams ( 3 4 % by recognition, and 4 0 % by
generation). The cost is that it generates a large quanUty of
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non-grammatical utterances. For examples, when given as
input "I" and asked to generate sentences, the model outputs
things like (I W R O N G ) or (I R O A D ) , a m o n g some correct
'I + verb' sentences. B y contrast, when the constraints are
high (*maximum-number-of-activated-symbols* - 10 and
*minimum-number-of-shared-links* = 3), the program
generates only correct 'I + verb' sentences. A s with Elman's
simulations, this suggests some benefits of having a highly
constrained cognitive system.
Conclusion
The computational approach to modelling syntax acquisition
outlined above has several advantages over other work in
this area: 1) Learning does not require feedback; 2) Nodes of
the discrimination net and the semantic links between them
are not defined in advance, but are dynamically created as a
function of the input and of the current state of the system;
3) Since large discrimination nets and semantic memories
can be developed, the model is not limited to "toy" domains;
4) All learning mechanisms are local, and respect
psychological constraints; 5) The model allows us to study
the role of m e m o r y capacity direcrty, a question that has
mainly been addressed experimentally until now. In addition,
the simulations described above suggest that constraints on
memory capacity and minimum number of shared links m a y
be necessary to ensure that the program is able both to
generate and to restrict itself to grammatical sentences.
Our intention is to develop this model further in the future
and use it not only to simulate multi-word speech data
which have already been collected, but also to generate
further hypotheses about the shape of children's grammatical
knowledge at particular points in development. These will
then be used to guide the analysis of a very detailed

multiword speech corpus currently being collected in a largescale project in Nottingham and Manchester.
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Abstract

predictions, on the other hand, are less definitive than those
regarding focus. W e show h o w differences in learning rates
Our goal is to develop a cognitive model of how humans acquire
on the task can be partially accounted for by variations on the
skills on complex cognitive tasks. W e are pursuing this goal by
type of sensory predictions.
designing computational architectures for the N R L Navigation
task, which requires competent sensorimotor coordination. In
The NRL Navigation and Mine Avoidance
this paper, we analyze the N R L Navigation task in depth. W e
Domain
then use data from experiments with human subjects learning
The N R L navigation and mine avoidance domain, developed
this task to guide us in constructing a cognitive model of skill
by Alan Schultz at the Naval Research Laboratory and hereacquisition for the task. Verbal protocol data augments the
after abbreviated the "Navigation task," is a simulation that
black box view provided by execution traces of inputs and
can be run either by humans through a graphical interface, or
outputs. Computational experiments allow us to explore a
by an automated agent. The task involves learning to navispace of alternative architectures for the task, guided by the
gate through obstacles in a two-dimensional world. A single
quality of fit to human performance data.
agent controls an autonomous underwater vehicle ( A U V ) that
Introduction
has to avoid mines and rendezvous with a stationary target
Our goal is to develop a cognitive model of how humans ac- (goal) before exhausting its fuel. The mines m a y be stationary, drifting, or seeking. Time is divided into episodes. A n
quire skills by explicit instruction and repeated practice on
episode begins with the agent on one side of the mine field,
complex cognitive tasks. W e are pursuing this goal by deand random target and mine locations; it ends with one of three
signing computational architectures for the N R L Navigation
possible
outcomes: the agent reaches the goal (success), hits
task, which requires sensorimotor coordination skill. O u r
a mine (failure), or exhausts its fuel (failure). Reinforcement,
model design is grounded in human performance data on the
task (both motor output and verbalizations). In this paper, w e in the form of a binary outcome, is received at the end of each
episode. A n episode is further subdivided into decision cycles
further develop and test the model reported in Gordon and
corresponding to actions (decisions) taken by the agent.
Subramanian (1996b), which is based on action models for
The agent has a limited capacity to observe the world it
actively learning visual-motor coordination. Action models
is in; in particular, it obtains information about its proximal
predict action consequences. The agent (our cognitive model)
environs through a set of seven consecutive sonar segments
actively interacts with its environment by gathering execution
that give it a 9 0 degree forward field of view for a short
traces, which are time-indexed streams of visual inputs and
distance. Obstacles in the field of view cause a reduction
motor outputs, and by learning a compact representation of
in sonar segment length; one mine m a y appear in multiple
an effective policy for action choice from such traces, guided
segments. The agent also has a range sensor that provides the
by action models.
current distance to the target, a bearing sensor that indicates
This paper begins with an analysis of the N R L Navigation
the direction in which the target lies, and a time sensor that
task and the requirements of an optimal controller for this
measures the remaining fuel. A human subject performing
task. W e then briefly describe the human experiments from
this task sees visual gauges corresponding to each of these
which our model (different from the optimal controller) was
sensors. The turn and speed actions are controlled by joystick
constructed, followed by an overview of our cognitive model
from Gordon and Subramanian (1996b). Our objective is motions. The turn and speed chosen on the previous decision
cycle are additionally available to the agent.
to construct the simplest model that accounts for essential
elements of performance c o m m o n to all individuals. T h e
following sections explore two main topics arising from the
verbal protocols: shift of attention between subtasks, and
the nature of sensory predictions in the action models. W e
conclude that human learners shift focus between two primary
subtasks of the task. This conclusion is clearly grounded in
supporting evidence: the verbal protocol data, results with
our cognitive model, and results using an alternative (control)
architecture. Results regarding the nature of human sensory

Evidence of Task Complexity: Building an
O p t i m a l Controller
Given its delayed reward structure and the fact that the world
is presented to the agent via sensors that are inadequate to
guarantee correct identification of the current state, the Navigation world is a partially observable Markov decision process ( P O M D P ) . The state space defined by the sensors for
the N R L Navigation task is about lO^"*; optimal controllers
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for P O M D P s have been constructed tabula rasa only for state
spaces on the order of 100 states (Cassandra, Littman, &
Kaelbling, 1994) because of the time (and therefore, sample)
complexity.'
Our motivation for building an optimal controller for the
task is two fold: first, it gives us an upper baseline for comparison with human performance; second, it allows us to independently analyze the complexity of learning the task without
considering constraints imposed by human learning. The task
analysis allows us to ask: (1) what is hard about learning the
task? (2) what is an appropriate decomposition of the task
to learn an optimal controller (3) what is an appropriate discretization for the task to learn an optimal controller with a
bounded amount of training? (4) what is the role of action
models in the learning process?^ (5) is an optimal controller
stochastic or deterministic? Answers to these questions help
us understand the task better and indirectly guide the design
of a suitable space of alternative architectures for modeling
human learning.
Since the focus of our present paper is the cognitive modeling of human performance on the task, w e provide a summary
of the answers to the above questions that are relevant to our
present goal. The theoretical and experimental details of our
investigation of the design of optimal controllers for this task
are in Subramanian and Gordon (1997).
A n optimal controller for this task achieves a performance
score of 1 0 0 % for the task configuration of 25 mines, small
mine drift and no sensor noise. This is also the task configuration for our human experiments on this task. The optimal
controller was created by reinforcement learning (Gordon &
Subramanian, 1996a). The learner was initialized with a controller with a specific task decomposition, a specific abstraction of the state space that significandy reduced the complexity
of learning, and with a correct but incomplete action choice
policy. These three aspects of the initial controller are described in detail below. It should be noted that tabula rasa
reinforcement learning failed to achieve over a 3 % success
rate even with training runs in excess of 10,000 episodes.
The structure of the optimal controller reflects the decomposition of the task into two subtasks: avoiding mines and
heading toward the target. A s w e shall show later, this decomposition is also the one adopted by humans. The partial
action policy states that when the sonars indicate proximity to
mines, the optimal action is chosen to achieve the avoidance
subgoal; when far from mines, the optimal action is based
on the bearing sensor and the target achievement subgoal.
This controller is tuned by reinforcement learning to acquire
the appropriate cutoffs on sonar values to switch between the
avoidance and target achievement subgoals. For this task configuration, w e show that a uniform discretization of all sensor
values into three qualitative ranges is sufficient to represent
the optimal controller; this causes a reduction in the state
space from 10^* to 729! Since the learning is very rapid, the
results on the utility of learning action models in this domain
are not very clear-cut. The fairly coarse discretization in both
the sensor and the action space forces the optimal controller

to be stochastic.
Our experiments with the construction of an optimal controller highlight what is difficult about this task: it is computationally infeasible to learn the task without an appropriate
task decomposition. The tabular rasa reinforcement learner
shows that acquiring the optimal strategy for this task based
purely on experience in interacting with the simulation is
nearly impossible. This is because each episode is up to 200
steps long and has a single binary reward at the end, which
makes credit assignment extremely difficult. H u m a n learners bring their experience in navigation to bear on this task
and are already equipped with the right task decomposition.
The optimal controller experiments also show the need for
building an appropriate discretization of the sensor values.^
The action choice policy (mapping from sensor state space to
action) needs a compact representation, and our experiments
show that a fairly coarse discretization suffices to represent it.
H o w humans discretize the task will be an important component of our cognitive model of learning performance on the
task. The optimal controller handles partial observability by
maintaining sensor history. Knowledge of action in the previous time step is all that is needed for this task configuration
involving 25 mines. Finally, the key strategic aspect in this
task appears to be learning when and h o w to shift attention
between the two subtasks.
Data from Human Subjects
In the experiments with humans, seven subjects were used,
and each ran for two or three 45-minute sessions with the
simulations. W e instrumented''the simulation (Gordon et. al.,
1994) to gather execution traces for subsequent analysis. W e
also obtained verbal protocols by recording subject utterances
during play and by collecting answers to questions posed at
the end of the individual sessions.
T w o striking results w e got from our data with the human
subjects were (1) the fundamental similarities in task decomposition (avoid mines; navigate to target) employed by subjects and (2) the remarkable differences in individual learning
and performance on this task. For example, see Figure 1,
with the best and worst learning curves of the subjects. The
verbal protocols, combined with the learning curves, suggest
the need for a core model that captures similarities in the conceptualization of the task, and parametric variations on the
core model that account for performance differences.

'The relationship between state space discretization and value
function approximation is in Moore and Atkeson (1995) values, while
methods of state aggregation are detailed in Singh, Jaakola, and Jordan (1995). Our own current work (Subramanian & Gordon, 1997)
explores this connection as well as algorithms for state aggregation
for very high dimensional discrete state spaces. This paper only
focuses on cognitive modeling and not on the automatic generation
of the optimal controller.
""Note that although human subjects use a Joystick for actions, we
do not model the joystick but instead model actions at the level of
discrete turns and speeds (e.g., turn 32 degrees to the left at speed 20).
Our navigation problem has different dynamics than the ones
Human joystick motions are ultimately translated to these turn and
faced by animals like rats and ants (Gallistel, 1990), which have a
speed values before being passed to the simulated task. Likewise,
richer sensor base and can use higher level features Uke landmarks. the learning agents we constmct do not "see" gauges but instead get
^We conjecture that it accelerates the rate of learning.
the numeric sensor values directly from the simulation (e.g., range
is 500).
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A Cognitive M o d e l
Our goal is to build the simplest model that accounts for human
subject data in learning performance. In particular, some
subjects become proficient at this task (no sensor noise, 25
mines) after only a few episodes. Modeling such an extremely
rapid learning rate presents a challenge. In developing our
learning methods, w e have drawn from both the machine
learning and cognitive science literature. In this section, w e
briefly describe our basic cognitive model, Mjocu,. previously
reported in Gordon and Subramanian (1996b).
O n e of the more striking aspects of the verbal protocols
w e collected was that subjects exhibited a tendency to build
internal models of actions and their consequences, \.e., forward models of the world. These expectations produced surprise, disappointment, or positive reinforcement, depending
on whether or not the predictions matched the actual results
of performing the action. For example, one subject had an
expectation of the results of a certain joystick motion: " W h y
a m I turning to the left when I don't feel like I a m moving the
joystick m u c h to the left?" Another expressed surprise: "It
feels strange to hit the target when the bearing is not directly
ahead." Yet a third subject developed a specific model of the
consequences of his movements: "One small movement right
or left seems to jump you over one box to the right or left,"
where each box refers to a visual depiction of a single sonar
segment in the graphical interface. Therefore, our cognitive
model uses action models to predict the consequences of actions. W e believe that even though the evidence for the use
of action models in the optimal controller is unclear, it is an
essential component for modeling human performance on this
time-critical task - i.e., humans compensate for their limited
processing speeds and memory on this task by anticipating
events at least one step into the future. Jordan and Rumelhart (1992) emphasize the critical roleof a forward, projective
element in cognitive models.
Our cognitive model Mfocus has four components:
Asonar, '• sensors X actions - sonars
^bearing'•SCnSOrS X aCtionS + bearing

Psonar, • sonars -^ 3?
Pbtaring : bearing — 5ft
The A mappings (action models) predict the next sonar and
bearing readings given all current sensor readings and the currently chosen action. The P mappings rate the desirability of
the sonar and bearing configurations. For sonars, high utilities are associated with large values (no or distant mines), and
for the bearing sensor high utilities are associated with values
closer to the target being straight ahead. Our cognitive model
factors the prediction of sonar and bearing values into A,onaTs
and Ahearing and the assessment of the desirabilities of sonar
and bearing configurations into Psonan and Pbearing- This
factorization reflects the task decomposition used by our subjects that is revealed consistently in the verbal protocols: mine
avoidance depends on sonar readings, and target achievement
relies on bearing readings. Currently, P,onar, and Pbearing,
which reflect background relevance knowledge about the task,
are supplied by us, while A,onar) and Ai^aring are learned
by direct interaction with the simulation.
The bearing predictions are discretized into 12 values
in clock notation; the sonar predictions (with 220 numeric
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possibilities) are discretized into five equi-spaced qualitative categories (no-mines, mine-far, mine-mid, mine-close,
mine-very-close) for the group of seven segments. The
action set consists of three turns: turn-right, turn-left,
or go-straight, at a fixed speed (20/40). At each time
step, a focus heuristic is used to pick one of the pairs
\Agonari% 'tonari) Or \Aiearingt Pbearing) tO SelCCt an action. The focus heuristic states that if all of the sonar values are below a certain empirically determined threshold
(150/220), the pair {A,onar>,P>onar>) picks the next turn;
else [Aiearing, Pbearing) 's choscn for picking the next turn.
Actions are selected by performing a one-step lookahead of
the current state using the appropriate A mapping, and by
picking the action that maximizes the corresponding P value
of the projected state.
W e next investigate two key architectural questions. First,
what impact does our task decomposition have on the learning
rate? Second, what is the nature of the sensory predictions:
are they sufficiently consistent to be a part of the core model,
or should they be a parameter that can vary? If the latter, what
are the performance tradeoffs between variations?
A Study of Focus of Attention
The verbal protocol data provides abundant evidence that subjects shift their focus of attention between avoiding mines and
navigating to the target. A s stated earlier, avoiding mines
involves reliance on the sonar gauge, whereas navigation generally employs the bearing gauge. All of our subjects ranked
the sonar gauge as the most important and bearing as the second most important.^ Subjects appeared to use the strategy:
" W h e n mines are close, avoid the mines. W h e n they are not,
navigate towards the goal." Evidence in the protocols for
the focus heuristic includes statements such as "I allow the
bearing to vary anywhere within view until there are no more
mines in front of m e - then I pay attention to the bearing of
the goal."
Arbib and Liaw (1995) note analogous arbitration between
approach and avoidance behaviors in frogs. The default perceptual schema recognizes "all moving objects" and activates
the accompanying motor schema of snapping. However, when
the pretectum detects a "large moving object," this perceptual
schema is activated, which then activates the accompanying
"avoid" motor schema, thereby overriding and suppressing
the default snapping schema.
To test the impact of our task decomposition (focus heuristic) upon the learning rate, w e have ablated this aspect of our
cognitive model by lumping the prediction of the next sensors
into a single m a p A, and the evaluation of the sonar and bearing readings into a single utility assessment P. This version
of our model, Mno/ocus, projects the composite next set of
sensors and chooses actions that optimize the composite P
value of the projected sensor set.
W e empirically test the following hypothesis:
• Hypothesis 1: The slope of M/oco»'s learning curve is
closer than Mnojocus s to the slope of subject I's learning
curve, for the Navigation task.
'Many of the subjects of Drs. Ron Sun and Edward Merrill at
University of Alabama also gave this gauges ranking on this task.

The justification for Hypothesis 1 is that subjects are using
this task decomposition (focus heuristic) because it improves
their learning and performance on the taslc. W e choose to
compare here, as well as throughout the experiments, with
subject 1 because out of all seven subjects, subject Ts verbal
protocols best reflect the decomposition and prediction issues
studied in this paper (e.g., subject 2 struggled a lot with speed
selection problems).
The experimental tests of our hypotheses are divided into a
training (learning) phase and a testing phase.* Training phase
length is varied at 25, 50, 75, and 100 episodes. For each
training length, all variants of the model see the same training
data. The testing phase remains fixed at 400 episodes.^ Each
episode can last a m a x i m u m of 200 time steps, i.e., decision
cycles. In all experiments, the number of mines is fixed
at 25, there is a small amount of mine drift, and no sensor
noise. These task settings match exactly those used in the
human subjects experiments. Performance is averaged over
10 experiments because the algorithms are stochastic during
training, and testing results depend upon the data seen during
training. In the graphs, curves show mean performance on
the task. Standard deviation bars are at each data point.
W e compare the variants of the model with subject T s learning curve. Note that w e cannot divide the human learning into
a training phase and a testing phase during which the human
stops learning. The curve of the human has performance
averaged over a sliding window of 10 previous episodes.
Figure 2 shows the results of testing Hypothesis 1. Mjocus^
which has the stated task decomposition and the focus heuristic, better models the subject's learning curve and statistically
significantly outperforms Mnofocua- Thus, our hypothesis is
confirmed and w e see the value of dividing the task into two
subtasks and modeling the shift of focus between subtasks.
Because there is indication that this task decomposition
(focus heuristic) is widely employed and can yield large benefits in performance, w e further test its value on an alternative
(reinforcement learning) architecture. W e use a standard qlearner (Watkins, 1989), that w e modified for this task to allow
for fair comparisons with variants of M . The details of the
g-learning architectures, called Qjocus ^ndQ„ofocus for with
and without the focus heuristic, are irrelevant here. Details
are in Gordon and Subramanian (1996a).
W e empirically test the following hypothesis:
• Hypothesis 2: The slope of Qfocus's learning curve is
closer than Qnofocua's to the slope of subject I's learning
curve, for the Navigation task.
The justification for Hypothesis 2 is that the task decomposition seems to be a good model for the task, independent of the
architectural choice.
Hypothesis 2 is also confirmed (see Figure 3). W e conclude
there is significant value in using our task decomposition.
W e note that both hypothesis 1 and 2 were tested using
a paired, two-tailed <-test with a = 0.05 (compensating for
unequal variances whenever indicated by the F-ratio). All
paired differences between learning curves of variants of the
model described in this section are statistically significant.

A S t u d y of S e n s o r Predictions
Our cognitive model A//OCUJ has two action models: A,onart<
which predicts the qualitative magnitudes of the sonar segments, and Abearing, which predicts the magnitude of the
bearing, on the next time step. W h e n using these action models, our cognitive model chooses the turn that would yield the
"best" next prediction, as evaluated by Pgonan or PbearingEvidence in the cognitive literature (Kent, 1981) suggests
people learn specific values, but over time these specifics are
chunked into relevant categories. For example, although people might memorize every size, color, and shape of birds they
have seen, over time they generalize to a prototypical bird.
Rarely did the verbal protocols refer to such specific expectations as "bearing will be slightly to the left." M o r e often the
subjects were using coarse categories in their expectations,
such as "left," "close," "further," or "larger." Nevertheless,
few subjects verbalized their expectations, and the evidence
on this topic is less clear than the evidence for the focus heuristic. S o m e verbal statements indicated magnitude (value) predictions, though the granularity of these predictions varied.
Other statements reflected predictions of change (derivative)
in sensor values. Variation occurred in both inter- and intrasubject protocols. To reflect such a mixture of responses, our
cognitive model will be parameterized in this respect.
W e compare the learning curves of differences of various versions of our model to better understand the performance tradeoffs. W efirstcompare two versions of our model:
Mfocus, as described earlier, and M/ocus+der.t/. a variant of
Mfocu) that predicts and evaluates sensor derivatives rather
than magnitudes. Derivative predictions are quantized into
three categories: increasing, decreasing and no change.
Adfonara '• scnsors X actions —»d(sonars)/dt
- d(bearing)/dt
Adtearing '• scnsors X actions •
Pd,ofxar, •• d(sonars)/dt -^ 3?
Pdbearing • d(bearing)/dt — ^

Because there is no clear evidence for subjects preferring
magnitude versus derivative predictions, w e do not have a
hypothesis about which will perform better. Figure 4 presents
the empirical comparison of the two versions of the model.
In retrospect, it is not surprising to find that M/ocus+deriv
outperforms M/ocus since the former captures the goal of
improving sensor values more explicitly and in a m u c h more
succinct form. However, what is quite surprising is the degree
to which Mfocus+deriv outpcrforms MfocusW e further test this performance advantage without the use
of the focus heuristic to be certain it is independent of this
heuristic. T o do this, w e compare M„ofocus, which makes
magnitude predictions, with Mnofocus+deriv^ which makes
derivative predictions.
Figure 5 shows the results of this comparison. The results
are quite surprising. Not only does M„ofocus-\-deriv outperform Mnofocusy but the performance of our model with the
derivative predictions is nearly the same regardless of whether
it does or does not use the focus heuristic (compare Figures
4 and 5)! '&o\hMfocu,+deriv and M„<,/ocua+der.v are excellent performers and appear to closely approximate the curve
'We used C4.5 (Quinlan, 1986), which learns the action models
in batch and has high noise tolerance - an advantage for a P O M D P . of subject 1. W e conjecture that although derivative predic'We experimented with the number of episodes and chose a set- tions are more effective than the task decomposition for this
ting where performance improvement leveled off for all algorithms. particular Navigation task, our subjects also used the task
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decomposition because people have evolved to solve a wide
range of tasks. Approach/avoidance is broadly applicable.
In a final experiment, w e test whether M/ocus+deriv did
better than Mjoeus because it had fewer categories, or if it
was because they were derivatives. To answer this, w e use a
version of Mfocus that makes magnitude predictions but the
magnitudes are divided into fewer (nominal) categories than in
Mfocu) • The categories chosen best reflect the verbal protocol
data. Bearing values are "ahead," "behind," "right," and "left."
Sonar values are "far," "mid," and "close." This version of
the model is abbreviated Mjocu^+jewcat- A comparison of
M/ocuj. A^/ocuj+deriv.and Mfocus+jewcat is in Figure 6.
Figure 6 suggests that the derivative predictions yield the
best performance. Apparently, there is a distinct advantage
in predicting the change in sensor values, rather than sensor
magnitudes on the next time step, to select a turn. H u m a n
vision is designed to notice changes, e.g., see Kent (1981),
and our results confirm the value of this design.
The differences between the curves for Mjocus+fewcat and
'"^ffocus are not statistically significant (a = 0.05). All other
paired differences between learning curves of variants of the
model in Figure 6, as well as all otherfiguresin this section,
are significant (a = 0.05).
Although the verbal protocol data indicates mixed usage of
prediction types, our results here show the tradeoffs between
the different types. To model human learners, the most accurate model is one that can be parameterized to reflect inter- and
intra-individua] choices. Future experiments will determine
the conditions under which each type of prediction is made so
that w e can parameterize our cognitive model in this respect.
Discussion and Future Work
The development of an optimal controller for this task, and
data collected from experiments with human subjects, have
taught us that the N R L Navigation task challenges human
learners because: (1) the states are only partially observable,
(2) the time-critical nature of the task requires the determination of what is relevant to focus on when, and (3) predictions
of the reward and/or sensor values are required for effective,
time-constrained learning.
In this paper, w e designed a cognitive model of skill acquisition on the N R L Navigation task that captures core similarities in task decomposition in our human subjects. W e
demonstrated the use of action models in human subjects and
constructed variations in the types of predictions supported
by these action models. The results from a systematic study
of the task decomposition confirm the goodness offitof our
core model to human performance data. The results from our
study of magnitude versus derivative predictions by the action
models accounts for substantial differences in learning rates.
In the future, w e plan to explore other design decisions in
our model. W e also plan to gather more detailed data about
predictions made by subjects, as well as focus of attention
(using an eyetracker) to sharpen our understanding of these
issues. Related work along these lines evaluates the scanning
behavior and mental workload of aircraft pilots, w h o also
make decisions based on gauges (e.g., see Itoh et al., 1990).
With more detailed human data, w e plan to model individual
subjects at a level that will enable us to predict the forms of
their trajectories.
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listings). Obviously, people can often use many more than
three levels in their interactions with objects. Berlioz, for
instance, w a s an artist, a human, a m a m m a l , a living
The goal of this paper is to introduce a new measure of
organism, a bunch of atoms, and so forth. However, basicbasic-level performance that w e will call the "category
level performance can only exist with respect to the other
attentional slip." The idea behind it is very simple: The
categorization levels that are probed. Hence, w e believe it is
attentional mechanisms of an ideally rational categorizer
are made to "slip" once in a while. W e provide a
more appropriate to speak of the hasic-levelness (which is a
formalization of attentional slip that specifies what an
measure of performance) of a level of categorization than to
"ideally rational categorizer" is and h o w its attention
consider the basic level as an absolute level of a
"slips." W e then compare its predictive capabilities with
categorization hierarchy (Murphy, 1991; Schyns, 1996).
those of two established basic-level measures: category
Even though the basic level is important in current
feature-possession (Jones, 1983) and category utility
theories of object categorization (Murphy, 1991; Murphy &
(Corter & Gluck, 1992). The empirical data used for the
Smith, 1982; Rosch et al., 1976; Tanaka & Taylor, 1991)
comparisons are drawn from eight classical experiments
and recognition (Biederman, 1987), no model of basic-level
from Murphy and Smith (1982), Murphy (1991), and
performance can account for all existing evidence of the
Tanaka and Taylor (1991).
basic-level effect. It is the purpose of this research to
propose
a new and better model of basic-levelness that w e
Real-world "things" may have a number of different
call "category attentional slip." T h e fundamental ideas
names. For example, Scully from the X-files television
series, is a medical doctor, an FBI agent, a redhead, a female, behind the attentional slip measure are quite simple. W e
begin with an "ideal" categorizer that performs series of tests
the partner of agent Mulder, a physician, a creation of Chris
on features to decide whether an object belongs to a
Carter, a character portrayed by Gillian Anderson, and so
category. Then, w e add noise to the attentional mechanism
forth. All these names refer to different categories which can
of this ideal categorizer so that it "slips" once in a while.
share a subset of their members, and so Scully is not the
W e compare the category attentional slip's ability to
only redheaded FBI agent, and not all F B I agents have red
account
for empirical data with the predictions of two
hair (e.g., agent Mulder has brown hair). In this paper, w e
established models: category feature-possession (Jones,
will not be concerned with all possible categorizations of a
1983) and category utility (Corter & Gluck, 1992).
single object. Instead, w e will concentrate on the idea that
categories can be hierarchically organized, so that Scully is a
Measures of Basic-Levelness
doctor and a h u m a n being. Embedded categories are said to
denote different levels of categorization.
In this section, w e first present a very simple category
In a seminal paper, Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson, and
structure (see Figure 1). W e then use this structure to
Boyes-Braem (1976) distinguished three of these levels: the explain category feature possession, category utility, and
subordinate {sparrow, B M W ) , the basic {bird, car) and the
category attentional slip, respectively.
superordinate {animal, vehicle). They showed that of these
levels, the basic was superior in many respects: People tend
hob
to designate an object with its basic-level category name;
throughout development, basic level names are learned
before those of other categorization levels; basic names tend
to be shorter and used more frequently than those of other
categories; people tend to many more features at the basic
com vad
lar zim warn
level than at the superordinate level, with only a slight
./•
.e ./
.e
increase at the subordinate level; people decide more rapidly
Figure 1: The category structure used to explain category
that an object belongs to a basic category than to all the
attentional shp, category feature possession, and category
other categories of a hierarchy (see also Murphy, 1991;
utility.
Murphy & Smith, 1982; Tanaka & Taylor, 1991).
Experiments on the basic level have typically probed three
Underneath the category names (e.g., som, pirn, zim), the
embedded categorization levels, using only one or two letters correspond to the features that define a level of
measures of performance (e.g., response times and feature
categorization. For example, a defines the superior level
Abstract
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hob, ac defines the middle level hot. ;uul ace define the lower
level c o m (the points correspond to the features inherited
from the related level[s] above the consideiied categorization
level). Objects are evenly distributed a m o n g categories
located at a given level of categorization. It is worth
mentioning at this stage that the category orgimization of
Figure 1 w a s chosen for its simplicity, but also to illustrate
a general aspect of category organizations that will b e c o m e
particularly important in attentional slip.

C a t e g o r y utility

Category feature-possession
Jones (1983) proposed that the basic level is the level of
categorization where the average category feature-possession
is maximal. T h e category feature-possession of a category f,
(B,) is defined—for a given set of objects c o m p o s e d of ti
features and for m categories--as the s u m of all thefc,y,i.e. B,
= 'Lbij o v e r the n features. If A'i,= max(KjjJ(2j-,...J(mj)> bijis
equal to w j (wy = 1, usually); elsefc,yis equal to zero. A n d
Kij, the collocation of a category c, and of a feature/y,
corresponds to K i j = Pici\f/)P{fj\c,). Finally, P{Ci\fj) a n d Pif^cd
are the probability that the object belongs to c, given that it
possesses / ) . and the probability that the object possesses
feature/} given that it belongs to i„ respectively.
Category feature possession is a four-step process.
Consider the category organization of Figure 1 to illustrate
the computations. First, w e must compute P(fj\ci) and Pici\fj)
for i,je{a,b,c,d,e,f}. For example, both P{d\hob) and
P { h o b \ d ) are equal to .5. Second, w e calculate all the
collocations. T h e collocation of category hob and feature d,
for instance, is equal to P(d\hob)P(hoh\d), that is .25 (see
Table 1 for a listing of all collocations). Third, w e locate the
largest collocation for every feature in the columns of Table
1. For example, the largest collocations for feature d, are
equal to .5 (see the underlined figures in Table 1). Finjilly, a
count of the n u m b e r of underlined figures provide the
category feature-possession measure (see the rightmost
c o l u m n of Table 1). For the category orgfinization of Figure
1, feature-possession predicts that reaction times ( R T )
should be fastest at the higher level of categorization, and
that they should be equally slow at the middle and lower
levels.
Table 1: Key computations for the numerical simulation of
the category feature-possession (Jones, 1983) with the
category organiz.'tlion of Figure 1.
hcaturc
Category
a
h
c
d
e
I
/

hob
som
hot
rel
pim
nop
com
vad
lar
zim

warn

tii
nut
fac

i
0
.5
.5
0
0
.25
.25
.25
.25
0
0
0
0

0
i
0
0
.5
.5
0
0
0
0
.25
.25
.25
.25

.25
.25
J.
0
A
0
.25
.25
0
0
.25
.25
0
0

.25
.25
0
J.
0
J
0
0
.25
.25
0
0
.25
.25

Jii
^

^
JA

.125
.125
.125
.125

.125
.125
.125
.125

•21
0
^
0
^
0
^
0

0
x21
0
^
0
^
0
^

Corter and Cluck's (1992) category utility measure has a
solid logic of con.siruction. For these authors, a category is
useful to the extent that it improves the capacity to correctly
predict the features of a m e m b e r of this category. Suppose m
features (/i) describe exemplars. K n o w i n g only P(fk) (the
probability that an object possesses feature ft) a raw,
uninformed prohabiliiy-malching strategy enables to guess
that a given object pos.sesses/* with a probability P(fk). The
probability that this guess is correct is P(fk)'^. However, the
prediction might be significuitly enhanced if one k n e w that
the object belonged to category c. Category utility measures
this gain between an informed and an uninformed prediction
of object features. W e have idrejidy seen what the uninformed
guess was, let us n o w turn to the informed guessing.
Formally, the P(ft\c) is the prior probability that an object
possesses feature f^ given that it belongs to category c. The
probability that this guess is correct is Pif^k)'^ Another
prior information, /'(c) is the probability that the considered
object effectively belongs to c. Thus, the expected increase
in predictive power that the object possesses feature/^ from
the knowledge that the input belongs to c is given by
f'{c){P{ft\c)'^-P{f^^. T h e s u m of this expected increase over
the m features describing the input object is the category
utility of c
P{c)l\p[f,\cf-P[ftf
The average of the category utilities should be maximal at
the basic level.
Category utility is also a four-step computation.
Consider, again, the category organization of Figure 1 to
illustrate the computations. W e start with a computation of
all /'(c)s, /'(/it)s, and /'(/ilt)s. T h e P{c)s are respectively equal
to .5, .25, and .125 for the higher, middle, and lower levels
of categorization. T h e /'(/i)s are all equal to .5. T h e P{fi\c)s
are easy to compute. For example, P(a\hob) is l,P(b\hob) is
0, and P(c\hoh) is .5. Next, w e subtract the squares of the
P{fi\c)s f r o m the squares o f the Pifids. [Pia\hob)^-P{a)^], for
instance, is equal to .75 (Table 2 summarizes all these
differences).
Table 2: Key computations for the numerical simulation of
the category utility measure (Corter & Gluck, 1992) with
the category organization of Figure 1.
f-catu re
Category
a
h
c
d
e
/
I
-.25
hoh
0
J)
U.5
0
-.25
0
0
som
.75
0
0
0.5
0
.75 -.25 .75 -.25
hot
0
0
.75 -.25 -.25 .75
rel
0
-.25
0
pim
.75
.75 -.25
0
-.25
0
nop
.75 -.25 .75
0
.75 -.25 ,75 -.25 .75 -.25 l.S
com
.75 -.25 .75 -.25 -.25 .75 1.5
vad
lar
.75 -.25 -.25 .75 .75 -.25 1.5
1.5
zim
.75 -.25 -.25 .75 -.25 .75
warn
-.25
.75
.75 -.25 .75 -.25 1.5
-.25
-.25
-.25
1.5
lis
.75 .75
.75
-.25
mul
.75 -.25 .75 .75 -.25 1.5
-.25
1.5
[ac
.75 -.25 .75 -.25 .75

i

T h e n , w e s u m all these differences across categories (i.e., the
rows in Table 2). These s u m s appear in the rightmost
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column of Table 2. Finally, w e obtain the category utilities
by weighting each s u m by the appropriate P(c). For the
higher and the middle level categories, category utility is
equal to 0.25; for the lower level categories, it is equ.il to
about 0.188. Thus, category utility predicts that the liighcst
and middle categorization levels .'^e the most basic in the
considered organization.
Category attentional slip
T o explain what w e believe to be thefirstdeterminant of
basic-levelness (cardinality), consider the typical category
organization that has elicited a basic-level advantage (see
Figure 2 from Murphy & Smith, 1982, Experiment 1). T o
place the featural description of an unknown object X in a
category of the hierarchy, people need to test whether the
features defining the category characterize the input. For
example, in Figure 2, "does X possess a?", is a test to check
that the object X is a hob, and "does X possess c T \ "does X
possess d T \ and "does X possess e T all test that the input is
a bot. It is important to note, however, that in Figure 2,
testing either c, d, ore is sufficient to detennine the category
membership of the object, the other tests are redundant.
More generally, for a given categorization level, two tests
are redundant iff one test can substitute for the other in every
possible identification tasks. In Figure 2, the category
structure is such that three redundant tests define each
middle-level category while a single test defines each higherlevel and lower-level categories. Henceforth, w e will call s
the set of all redundant tests associated with a categorization.
For example, ^i = {"does X possess aT'}, si = ("does X
possess c?," "doesX possess (/?," "does X possess el"), and
i3 = ("does X possess o?" 1 are three sets of redundant tests
associated with h o b , bot and c o m , respectively. T h e
cardinality of each of these sets is the number of redundant
tests it contains (e.g., the cardinality of 52 is 3).

hoh
pim
nop
A J m n
lar zim warn lis mui fac

com vad
o
p
Figure 2: Murphy & Smith's (1982, Experiment 1)
categorical suucture.
We believe that the second and last determinant of basiclevel performance is the length of the optimal strategy
required to reach a categorical decision. This has so far been
completly neglected in experiments on the basic level. T o
illustrate, consider the strategy (S) one could adopt to decide
that the input is a bot for the category structure of Figure 2.
One strategy could be: 5 = |ii = {"does X possess a?") and
S2 = {"does X possess c?," "does X possess dl," "does X
possess e'V]), where each si is a complete set of redundant
tests as defined earlier, and where the SjS are performed in a
specific order. However, this strategy is far firom being
optimal: a strategy including .^2 alone suffices to determine
that the input is a bot. Thus, the added features of only one
level of the hierarchy could be checked to decide whether the

object belongs to this level-in fact, this applies to all three
levels of Figure 2. W h e n only the added features of one level
of a category structure need to be checked to detennine a
categorization, the su-ategies are of length 1.
Most basic-level experiments had categories that requiered
only length 1 strategies (see, e.g.. M u r p h y & Smith, 1982;
Murphy, 1991; Tanaka & Taylor, 1991). Note, however.
that length 1 strategies are too constraining for m a n y real
world categorizations. Features do tend to overlap between
categories. For example, consider the following cars: a blue
Tercel, a blue 911, and an orange Tercel. T o identify a blue
Tercel, one needs to perform two tests: 5 = {^i = {"is the
input a TercelV] and ^2 = ("'s the input b l u e V ) ] . T h e
hierarchy of Figure 1 illustrates such situation of feature
overlap. Although a strategy of length I was sufficient to
determine that the input w a s a bot in Figure 2, a bot
categorization needs to test added features of two levels in
Figure 1: S = | S| = ("does X possess a?"} and ^2 = I "does X
possess (.?")}, in a specific order. However, in Figure 1, a
strategy of length 1 is still sufficient for the higher level
categories (e.g., S = {s = {"does X possess a?"}} to decide
that the input is a hob), but a strategy examining the added
features of all three levels (length 3) is required to decide that
the input is a c o m : 5 = {jj = {"does X possess a?"}, $2 =
{"doesXpossessc?"),and^3 = {"doesXpossess eT']].
W e n o w turn to an implementation, category attentional
slip, that integrates these two determinants of basiclevelness. Suppose an ideal categorizer: a formal model
which systematically uses an optimal strategy to decide
whether the input belongs to a category. T h e structure of
categories drives its behavior so that it excecutes the
smallest series of n sets of redundant tests to arrive at a
given categorization. Within each set of the series, only one
of the redundant features is tested. Suppose that response
time is proportional to the length of the optimal strategy.
Suppose further that the ideal categorizer has a perfectible
attention that "slips" off its rational track with a probability
p; it then selects randomly a feature and tests whether the
input possesses this feature. This slippage introduces noise
that should in principle affect the number of tests required to
reach a category decision. Note, however, that the slip does
not affect equally all categories. Everything being equal, low
cardinality categories (those with low feature redundancies
such as the low- and high-levels in Figure 2) have fewer
chances that attention randomly slips to a relevant feature
than high cardinality categories (such as the mid-level of
Figure 2).
T o be more specific, let usfirstconsider cardinality in the
simple case of an optimal strategy of length 1, as is needed
to decide whether an object is a bot in Figure 2. Category
attentional slip is related to the number of trials (/) required
to complete the strategy. Because the model is stochastic,
the measure is ijnean, the average number of trials needed
to complete the strategy. S o w e must derive the probability
distribution of /, and compute its mean. T o obtain the
probability distribution w e must address the question: "W^at
is the probability that one test of a single s is performed
after / trials?" Recall that p is the probability that attention
slips randomly to one feature. W h e n attention slips, it can
slip to a relevant feature and perform a relevant test with
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probability pq, where q is the probability that one relevant
test is performed by chance alone-it is the cardinality of the
complete set of redundant tests divided by the total number
of features of the category organization (for hot in Figure 2,
e.g.. q = 3/22). Hence, ip-pq) is the probability that an
irrelevant test is perfonned. The probability that a relevant
test is perfonned is simply 1 minus the probability that an
irrelevant test is perfonned. Thus, {p-pq)ll-{p-pq)] is the
probability that attention slips to an irrelevant feature on the
first trial and then performs a relevant test on the second
trial, in a length 1 strategy. Generalizing the probability to /
trials is now straightforward. W e combine the probability
that a relevant test has not been perfonned during thefirstt1 trials with the probability that it occurs on trial /: ip-pqY'
^[l-{p-pq)\. This defines independent probabilities because
two tests are never performed simultaneously. Moreover,
between t = 1 and i = +<« w e find all the possible
realizations of our critical tests. Thus, we can conceive this
fonnula as the frequency distribution of the trials l. This
implies that tjnean is equal to

I-l
I(p-Wi)'
1=1
{P-Pl2)'~'~^[^-{P-P<l2)
where qj is the probability that one of the tests of Sj\s
performed by chance alone, in a successfuU slip. By the
same reasoning as e:\rlier, we can compute tjnean
li'Lip-P'ii)' '[l-(p-P<7i)
(=2 i=\
(/'-P92)'"''[l-(P-W2)
Let us apply tliis equation to the middle level category hot
of the category structure of Figure 1. Again, the qjS are equal
to 1/6. Applying the last equation yields a tjnean of about
3.429, which is also the average of all mid-level categories
in Figure 1.
This previous fonnula can be generalized to any optimal
strategy of length n, but for the present purpose, we need to
generalize it only to length 3 strategies (which apply to the
lower-level categories of Figure 1):

Mp-pq)'-'[\-{p-pq)
I ' I J.{p-pq\)"\^-{p-pq\)
(=3 y=l 1=1

I(p-w)"'[i-(/'-m)
(=1
G^ote the factor t at the onset of the numerator.) However,

[p-pqiY '[i-(p-M2)
{p-PQ^T^'^^U-ip-pqi)

I(p-m)'~'[i-(a'-p?)] = 1(=1
Therefore tjnean is equal to

To illustrate, consider the application of this equation to
the lower level category com of the category structure of
Figure 1. Once more, all the q^s are equal to 1/6. It follows
that tjnean is equal to about 5.142. Because all the lower
level categories of the category structure of Figure 1 share
the same q the mean ijneans for lower level categories is
also equal to 5.142.
In sum, we have presented category attentional slip, a
measure which integrates two computational constraints on
basic-level performance: An object should be categorized
faster in category X than in category y if (1) the length of
the optimal strategy that identifies the object as X is
smaller-all other things being equal-than the length of the
optimal strategy that identifies the same object as Y, and if
(2) the cardinalities of the sets of redundant tests (or some of
them) is larger-all other things being equal-for category X
than for category Y.

Y.t{p-pq)'~\^-{p-pq) •
1=1
Let us apply this equation to the higher level category hoh
in Figure 1. From now on, we abitrarly set p = .5. q is equjd
to 1/6, the cardinality 1 of the s required to achieve a
decision divided by the total number of features, that is 6.
Thus, ip-pq) is equal to about .417, and applying the
equation with these parameters yields a tjnean of about
1.714 (i.e., [1 * .417° * (1 - .417)] + [2 * .417' * (1 .417)] + [3 * .417^ * (1 .417)] + ... = 1.714). This
signifies that the average number of trials needed to decide
that a stimulus is a hob is 1.714-in fact, this is true of all
higher level categories because they share the same q.
As explained earlier, many real-world categorizations will
involve optimal strategies of lengths longer than 1. W e now
turn to the formal expression of t_mean for optimal
Comparison of the Basic-Levelness
strategies of length 2 (e.g., hob, in Figure 1). W e start again
Measures
with the question: "What is the probability that a ii test and
W e now compare the performance of category attentional
a ^2 test are performed in that order after t trials (with t > slip, category feature-possession, and category utility using
2)?" By definition of a strategy (an ordered series of sets of
as benchmarks the results of eight categorization
redundant tests), one si test must occur at least once in the experiments drawn from Murphy and Smith (1982), Murphy
first f-1 trials if one S2 test occurs on trial t. During the (1991), and Tanaka and Taylor (1991). The results of these
interval between the completion of a critical ^i test on trial / experiments were gathered on minor variations of Murphy
and the crirical S2 test on trial t, no ^2 test occurs. Thus, the and Smith's generic procedure: Subjects were initially taught
probability that a length 2 strategy is completed Jtfter / trials the names of objects at three levels of categorization. In a
is
later testing phase, they were shown a picture of a stimulus
together with a category name. Subjects' task was to verify
that the stimulus was a member of the named category.
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M u r p h y & Smith (1982)
In their Experiment 1, Murphy and Smith (1982) used 16
artificial tools. Their tools were either pounders, or cutters
(higher level); they had non-overlapping handles, shafts, and
heads (which defined the middle level); and they had one
more non-overlapping feature like big or sm.'dl heJid, ;uid one
or two-parts handle (at the lower level). This category
structure mirrors the one of Figure 2. As shown in Table 3,
mid-level categories were the fastest with the high-level
categories being the slowest.
The category feature-possession and the attentional slip
me;isures correctly predicted the basic-levelness order of two
out of three levels of categorization. The category utility
measure did slightly worse: it correctly predicted only the
basic level (see underlinedfiguresin Table 3). (Recall that
both the category feature-possession and the category utility
scores should be inversely proportional to the RTs, and that
the attentional slip scores should be directly proportional to
the RTs.)
In their Experiment 3, Murphy and Smith (1982) used
eight of the tirtificitd tools of their Experiment 1, and added
eight new tools to produce a total of sixteen. Their artifici.d
tools were either large, or small (higher level); they were
either pounders, cutters, scraper, or stirrer (middle level); and
they had non-overlapping handles, shafts, and heads (lower
level). As shown in Table 3, the lower level categories were
the fastest with the middle level categories being the
slowest.
The category feature-possession and the attentional slip
measures correcUy predicted the speed order of two out of
three levels of categorization. The category utility measure
only predicted the rank of the level of categorization with the
second highest basic-levelness measure of performance.

Feature-possession
Category utility
Attentional slip
Tanaka & Taylor. Expert Observation
Feature-possession
Category utility
Attentional slip

u
7
2.387 3.898 12ii
1.890
1.875
m i j m 612, ms729 ms

112

2.526 3.803
1.8«3 iMl

8
3.870
1.889

M u r p h y (1991)
In Experiment 3, Murphy (1991) used 16 artificial abstract
objects of various colors, textures, types of edge, and sizes.
In fact, Murphy's categorical structure was identical to
Murphy and Smith's (1982, Experiment 1). A s shown in
Table 3, the middle level categories were the fastest with the
two other being about equally slow.
The category feature-possession and the attentional slip
measures correctly predicted the whole basic-levelness
sequence. The category utility measure did a bit worse,
predicting two out of three level of categorization basiclevelness order.
In Experiment 4, Simple Condition, M u r p h y (1991)
replicated Murphy and Smith (1982, Experiment 1). Again,
the middle level categories were the fastest with the higher
level categories being the slowest (see Table 3). Needless to
say, the respective merits of the three measures were the
same as before.
Murphy's (1991) Experiment 4, Enhanced condition, and
Experiment 5 both used enhanced versions of the 16
artificial tools of Murphy and Smith (1982, Experiment i ) .
In Experiment 4, Enhanced condition, eight non-overiappmg
features (i.e., either red dots, yellow circles, green stripes, or
blue solid color) were evenly added to the categories at the
middle level of categorization. The middle level categories
were the fastest with the lower level of categorization being
the slowest (see Table 3). In Experiment 5, 16 nonoverlapping features (colors and texture cues) were evenly
added to categories at the lower level of categorization. The
Table 3: Mean values of category utility, feature-possession,
higher level categories were the fastest with the lower level
and attentional slip score measures (with mean "true" trial
categories being the slowest (see Table 3).
identification reaction times) for various categorical
In Experiment 4, Enhanced Condition, the category utility
structures.
measures scored a perfect three (it is the only case where the
category utility measure does better than the two other
Lower
Higher
Model
Source
measures). Whereas the category feature-possession and the
71? ms
57lms
Murphy & Smith, txp. I Observation
1
Feature-possession I
attentional slip measures correctly predicted the order of two
Category utility 0.453 9,7?l 0.688
of the three levels of categorization basic-levelness. The
three measures correctly predicted the whole sequence of
Murphy & Smith, Exp. 3, Attentional slip 1.913 882 ms 1.913
666 ms
Observation
?74ni? 1
basic-levelness in Experiment 5.
Size
1
Feature-possession
1
Category utility 0.483 1.935 0.561
Tanaka & Taylor (1991)
Murphy, Exp. 3
Attentional slip L M A (Mjos. 1.935
So far w e have used the construction features of objects to
779 ms
1
Observation
776 ms
build the category structures.Janaka and Taylor (1991) used
1
JLlii
Feature-possession 1
natural objects in their experiments; no one knows the
Murphy, Exp. 4, Simple Category utility 0.453 L2&
0.688
"true" construction features of natural objects, but subjects
1.913
811
ms
Attentional slip 1.913
might very well have used the features they listed for the
980 ms
1
Observation
862 ms
categories. There is some empirical evidence for this. In
Murphy. Exp. 4, Featu re-possession 1
1
(UU
Experiment lA, Murphy (1991) asked some subjects to list
Enhanced
Category utility 0.453 L2£. 0.688
features for the artificial objects used in Murphy,
1.913
Attentional slip 1.913 8S4ms
Experiment 3. H e found a mean of 1 feature at the higher
955
ms
1
Observation 1,132 ms
Murphy, Exp. 5
level of categorization, a mean of 5.75 features added at the
1.714 1
Feature-possession
1
middle level of categorization, and a mean of 0.87 feature
0.938
881
ms
Category utility 0.640
added
at the lower level of categorization (most of them did
1.935
3
Tanaka & Taylor, Novice Attentional slip 1.935
not overlap with listed features of contrasting categories) (cf.
1.156
mms
Observation 1,072 ms
1.806
i.
Feature-possession 1
Category utihty 0.641 (i78 ms 1.438
281
Attentional slip 1.931
Lll
Observation
746 ms
778 ms

the "true" numbers of added features were 1, 3, and 1, at the
higher, middle, and lower levels of categorization.
respectively). It, thus, seems that w e could use such
estimates for our simulations.
Tanaka and Taylor's (1991) subjects were tought the
naiTies of 16 natural animals at three levels of categorization
(e.g.. animal, dog. Beagle). The subjects were either bird
experts and dog novices, or dog experts and bird novices. In
Experiment 1, Tan;ika and Taylor found that novices listed
approximately 8, 12, and 7 new features for the higher.
middle, and lower levels of categorization, respectively; and
that experts listed approximately 8, 10, and 10 new features
for the higher, middle, and lower levels of categorization,
respectively (we have rounded these figures). Most of the
listed features did not overlap with listed features of
contrasting categories. A s a simplifying assumption, w e
take it that no feature was listed in two contrasting
categories. In Experiment 3, Tanaka and Taylor found, for
the Novice condition, that mid-level categories were the
fastest, and that the lower level categories were the slowest,
and, for the Expert condition, that middle and lower level
categories were about equally fast and that the higher level
categories were the slowest (in Table 1 w e put the mean
R T s of bird novices and of dog novices, and the mean R T s
of bird experts and of dog experts).
The category feature-possession and the category
attentional slip measures scored a perfect three for both
conditions. Whereas the category utility measure correctly
identified the basic-levelness order of only one categorization
level out of six!
Discussion
This paper presented category attentional slip, a measure
of basic-level performance in which two constraints interact:
(1) the cardinality of the sets of tests that determine category
decision at each categorization level, and (2) the number of
different sets of tests necessary to reach a category decision.
W e then compared the performance of category attentional
slip with those of two established models of basic-level
performance: category feature-possession (Jones, 1983) and
category utility (Corter & Gluck, 1992). The empirical data
was drawn from eight classical experiments from Murphy
and Smith (1982), Murphy (1991), and Tanaka and Taylor
(1991).
Category utility appeared as the worst predictor of basiclevelness with a 12/24 hit rate. In particular, category utility
did not predict human performance very well for the category
sUTictures of Murphy and Smith (1982, Experiment 3) and
of Tanaka and Taylor (1991, Experiment 3). In these
experiments, the most basic categories are those at the
lowest categorization level. W e think this reveals a
fundamental problem with category utility: It is strongly
biased against lower levels categories. For example, to
properly model Tanaka and Taylor's results (1991,
Experiment 3, Experts), category utility would require the
addition of no less than 29 non-overlapping features to each
lower level category!
The category feature-possession and the attentional slip
measures are tie with a 20/24 hit rate. In the considered
experiments, the category organizations were all composed

of non-overlapping features which means that a single set of
redund'int tests was in each case sufficient to reach a category
decision. Thus, performance was in each experiment
critically dependent on thefirstdeterminant of attentional
slip: the redundancy of the sets of tests to detennine category
membership at ;dl categorization levels. In fact, w e can
easily demonstrate that, in this case, the cardinality (or the
level of redundancy) of a cU'iss of redundant test is strictly
equ<d to feature-pos.session.
However, if w e allow category organizations to be
composed of pju^tially overlapping features, optimal
strategies of length greater than 1 will be required (see
section Category attentional slip). And, the second
determinant of attentional slip could influence category
feature-possession and attentional slip in different ways. The
hierarchy of Figure 1 illustrates such situation of feature
overlap. Preliminary results using computer synthesized 3 D
objects indicated that the higher categorization levels of
Figure 1 (which require optimal stfategies of length 1) were
the fastest, and lower level categorizations (which requires
optimal stfategies of length 3) were the slowest. Category
attentional slip was then the only measure to score a perfect
three with this category structure; both the category featurepossession and the category utility scored a two (see the
simulations for every measure in section Measures of BasicLevelness).
In sum, w e believe that attentional slip is a new powerful
experimental and fonnal platform to study recognition and
categorization at the basic-level.
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Abstract

2) A small set of basic level operators. Our analyses
suggested 9 operators. Some of these may need to be
combined, whereas others may need to be subdivided.
Whatever the exact number, the functionality of these
9 operators must be maintained.
3) A subgoal level that, together with the operators, m a y
be regarded as the basic unit of A O expertise. These
subgoals are used with little modification in the two
main higher goals L O C A L I Z E - M E R C and L O C A U Z E SUB.
4) Relatively few operators per basic level goal. Our
mean was around four.
These conclusions have lead us to postiilate a large,
domain-specific schema structure (VanLehn, 1989) that
resides in long term memory. Assuming an ACT-FT"
(Anderson, 1993) type production rule architectiore, eadi
goal cycle must conclude by returning a change in value
for one or more schema slots. T h e schema is reevaluated
andtiieresults of this reevaluation are used to select the
next production rule thatfires.This requirement implies
that the reevaluation is subsymbolic and is not, typically,
a conscious process. In modeling terms, it directs the
selection of production rules but is not itself modeled by
production rules.
Having given our conclusions above, in the next
section w e inti-oduce the task. This is followed by a brief
discussion of the empirical and analytic methodology used
to collect and analyze the data. W e then summarize the
datatiiatsupports points 1-4. The schema representation
and its use in the control of cognition are hypotiieses
based upon interpreting our conclusions in the light of
existing cognitivetiieory.W e conclude this paper with a
short discussion of our plans for testing and verifying
fliese hypotheses.

Project Nemo examines the cognitive processes and
representational
structures used by submarine
Commanders while attempting to locate an enemy
submarine hiding in deep water. This report provides a
precis of the first phase of this effort. Protocol data,
collected from commanders with 20 years of submarine
experience, have been transcribed and analyzed. The data
suggest a shallow goal structure with a basic level of
subgoals that are used by all Commanders throughout the
task. Relatively few operators are required for each
subgoal. The results are congruent with a schema theory
interpretation in which the process of schema
instantiation provides the control of cognition.
Introduction/Significance
The submarine Approach Officer ( A O ) performs the role
of senior decision maker during an encounter with a
hostile target. His' job in identifying and locating enemy
submarines is difficult, interesfing, and important. It is
difficult because it requires locating an enemy w h o is
hidden in the vast and acoustically uncertain environment
of the ocean. It is interesting to cognitive scientists as the
expertise of A O s is similar to, but diffCTent from other,
better studied, types of expertise. Finally, whatever the
changing nature of warfare, locating hostile targets in an
uncertain ocean environment is an important jobfliatis
important to do well.
This short report focuses on our interests as cognitive
scientists in the A O s ' task. It is the pr6cis of a m u c h
longer report (Gray, Kirschenbaum & Ehret, 1997) tiiat
summarizes the protocol analysis phase of an attempt to
understand die A O s ' task by building computational
cognitive models. These analyses have led us to postulate
that a cognitively plausible simulation of A O bdiavior
must incorporate the following:
1) A relatively flat goal hierarchy. Our analyses suggests
2-3 levels, certainly whether it is two, three, or even
four levels it cannot be 7, 8, or 9 levels.

The Mission, Scenario, and Situation assessment
The part offliebattle Uiat w e have studied istiiesituation
assessment phase. Situation assessment is a part of a
scenario which, in turn, is a part of the A O ' s mission.
The mission defines w h y the submarine, and its crew, is
in the water intiiefirstplace. For example;

All crew and officers onboard submarines are men.
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A war has broken out between Russia and Ukraine over
control of the former Soviet Navy. Each nation is trying
to get the U.S. involved by attacking U.S. shipping with
submarines and then blaming the other. You are
patrolling in the eastern Caribbean sea. Your mission is
to protect U.S. shipping lanes. Your orders are to search
and destroy any enemy submarines. The month is April
and the sea state is 2.
A patrol defined by such a mission could take weeks or
even months to complete. Within this larger mission, we
have defined scenarios that begin when the A O assumes
control and receives a status report. For example;

Situation assessment requires the A O to intermix and
interplay these three sets of tools (sonar, changing O S ,
and statistically processed data) to determine a solution.
The interplay among these three changes over time as
noisy and uncertain data is transformed by the A O into
familiar and reasonable patterns.
Summary
Although the A O works in a unique environment, his
situation assessment task is a prime example of
informafion processing. The rationality principle applies
and much of his behavior can be characterized as search in
a problem space (Card, Moran & Newell, 1983; Newell &
Simon, 1972). Like most studied forms of experfise, the
A O knows h o w to apply the tools available to transform
the current state of the problem into a new state, until the
desired, or goal state is reached. However, unlike many
types of studied expertise, a large part of what the A O
does well, resides in his ability to recognize a solufion
when he has found one.
This characterizafion of the AO's task implies an
approach to analyzing the process of situation assessment
that looks at (1) the elementary information operators the
A O uses, (2) the constraints (goals and subgoals) undCT
which they are applied, and (3) the nature of the schemas
that guide the selection of goals and enable the A O to
recognize a well-formed solution.

STATUS REPORT. You hold a merchant bearing 300° but
no subsurface contacts. The broad-band range of the day
for a subsurface contact is 3-6 thousand yards.
Intelligence has indicated an Alfa-type formerly Soviet
Submarine is patrolling in the area. There are no friendly
submarines in your patrol area.
This scenario involves searching until the enemy is
detected, obtaining a solution on the enemy, and moving
to firing point procedures (i.e., ready to engage the
enemy). A scenario could take hours or even days to
complete.
Situation assessment is the part of the scenario w e have
studied. It begins after the enemy submarine is detected by
ownship (OS). It consists of determining a solution that
identifies h o w far the enemy is from O S (range in
thousands of yards), its course, bearing from O S , and
speed. W h e n the A O is confident of his solution, he enters
it in his computer and goes on to the next phase of the
exercise (firing point procedures). The situation
assessment phase lasts fi'om tens of minutes to several
hours.

Methodology and Empirical Data
The empirical data was collected from current or former
submarine A O s as they attempted tofinda solution to one
or more scenarios presented on the Combat Systems
Engineering and Analysis Laboratory (CSEAL), a
simulation residing at the Naval Undenvato- Weapons
Center Division New^jort ( N U W C D I V N P T ) in Newport,
RI.

Tools for Situation Assessment
The A O has a variety of tools to detect and locate the
enemy. First, there are a variety of passive sonar detectors
that can listen for different soundfi-equencies.Knowing
when to use what detector to search which frequency is an
important component of the AO's experfise. Second are
changes to O S speed, course, or depth. The action chosen
depends upon what problem the A O is trying to solve.
For example, if he believes that O S noise is masking the
signal from the enemy S U B , he may slow down. If he
believes that the sound transmission properties of the
water are better at a different depth, he may raise or lower
the depth of O S . If he believes that the data he has gotten
is as good as it is going to get, he m a y change course to
gain additional data by viewing the situation from a
different angle. The third set of tools involves stafisfical
processing of the data. Processed data is provided by
various algorithms. S o m e of these are analogous to
multivariate analysis. They generate parameters that
optimize the current bestfitof the data to variables such
as range, speed, bearing, etc. A s with any such analysis,
the algorithms will happily generate best-esfimates to any
set of data; however, the estimate for any given parameter
m a y be absurdly unrealistic or subtly wrong. A large part
of the AO's art involves comparing his estimates to those
generated by these algorithms.

Participants
All subjects used in the study w a e Naval Commanders
with the exception of one subject who was a Captain
(select). The avaage number of years in the Navy was
20.2 and the average number of years spent at sea was
11.4. The average number of months since subject's last
tour of duty prior totiiestudy was 10.3 months.
Scenarios
All A O s were given the mission statement discussed
above. This was followed by a status report for eadi
scenario. The A O was then provided information regarding
the course, speed, and depth of O S at the start of eadi
scenario; e.g., course 190°, speed 9 knots, and depth 400
feet. Thus, at the beginning of a scenario the A O s had
confirmed contact and bearing information on a merchant,
knew the course, speed, and depth of O S , and had not
detected, but had intelligence information regarding the
nearby presence of a hostile, "alpha" class submarine.
Four scenarios were developexl and usedtiiroughoutthe
two stages of the main study. In developing the scenarios,
the researchers solicited the advice and assistance of
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Operators

various N U W C D I V N P T personnel on issues relating to
submarines, oceanography, and C S E A L . The resulting
scenarios were tested and refined over the course of a pilot
study.

Each utterance and action made by the A O and OS-op was
encoded using three main categories of operators:
information, ship operations, and other. The information
category includes one operator involved in seeking and
two concerned with acquiring information about O S , the
merchant vessel, or the hostile submarine. Ship
operations includes four operators used by the A O to
manage target information or change the position of O S .
The otherOps category includes one operator related to the
usability of the displays, as well as one that encodes all
non-task related utterances. Neither of these otherOps
operators are related to the situation assessment task, per
se.

CSEAL Simulation
C S E A L is a high-fidelity simulation of the ocean
environment that was developed to facilitate the creation
of various algorithms and instrumentation relevant to the
detection of acoustic signals in the ocean (an acoustically
noisy environment).
C S E A L supports a dynamic O S whose speed, depth,
and course can be changed at any time. C S E A L keeps
U-ack of these changes and dynamically recomputes the
range, bearing, etc of the targets. In addition, the signalto-noise ratio (SNR) and path of the signal from the target
is continually updated to reflect the relative position of the
two vehicles in the simulated ocean. Hence, although w e
used a limited set of scenarios, after the first O S
maneuver, each A O had a functionally different scenario.

Goals
The AO's overall goal, as provided by the scenario
statement, is to destroy the hostile submarine. T o
accomplish this goal the A O must first detect the
submarine on sonar and then determine its bearing, range
and course. Although the A O w a s primarily focused on
locating the hostile submarine, an important component
of situation assessment entails considering the hostile
submarine in relation to the merchant. (Is the hostile
submarine approaching the merchant? Is the merchant in
the line of fu-e?) Also of importance is keeping track of
the status of O S instruments and O S position. W e have
found a three-level goal hierarchy to be sufficient to
characterize the basic situation assessment process. Our
five level-1 goals are: dettect-siib, localize-merc,
LOCALIZE-SUB, ENGAGE-SUB, and STATUS-OS. O f these,
LOCALIZE-MERC and LOCALIZE-SUB form the core of the
situation assessment phase, dbtect-sub occurs prior to
the start of situation assessment; engage-sub marks the
end of situation assessment; and status-os can be
performed at any time. There are thirteen level-2 subgoals
that fall into six major types (detailed definitions,
examples, and discussions of all goals and operators are
provided in Gray et al., 1997). The third level in our
hierarchy includes one subgoal related to software
usability issues in addition to the relatively rare instances
in which one of our 13 level-2 subgoals are encoded as a
subsubgoal for another.

Data Collection
All A O interactions with C S E A L were mediated through a
computer operator w h o w e refer to as own ship operator or
OS-op. This arrangement had three advantages. First, the
A O s did not have to learn to use the C S E A L interface.
Second, on board real submarines, A O s do not have a
workstation and all information they receive comes from
various crew members. The a e w members interact with
the instruments and feed data to the A O . Having the O S op use the computer mimicked these on board
anangements. N o A O objected to this arrangement and no
A O requested to use C S E A L himself. Third, since w e
were interested in what information the A O s wanted, when
they wanted it, and when they received it, going through
the OS-op meant that m u c h information seeking and
receiving was verbalized and therefore recordbd. Videotapes
recorded the screen and all A O and OS-op dialogue.
Procedures
Our study proceeded through two stages with 3 A O s at
each stage. The major difference between stages was the
use of four 30 min scenarios in stage 1 versus two 60 min
scenarios in stage 2. Once the scenario started, the A O
continued in free play m o d e until the time expired or until
he ended the situation assessment phase by beginning the
next phase, fmng point procedures. All sessions lasted
between 2 and 3 hours.

Pushing, Popping, and Successful Goal
A c c o m p l i s h m e n t . Our analysis presumes a simple
goal stack mechanism in which the currently active goals
are organized in a last-in,first-outbasis. W h e n the A O is
working on a level-2 subgoal, the goal stack consists of
two goals, with the level-1 goal on the bottom and the
subgoal on the top. Before another level-2 subgoal can be
pushed onto the goal stack, the first subgoal must be
popped off: only one level-2 subgoal can be on the goal
stack at any one time. Sequences of level-2 subgoals are
not obtained by pushing a predetermined series of
subgoals onto the goal stack. Rather, sequences emerge
from reevaluating the schema between the popping of one
subgoal and the selection (pushing) of the next. ( W e have
more to say on the topic of reevaluating the schema in the
discussion section.)

Protocol Encodings
For the 3 A O s in stage 1 (with four, 30 min scenarios),
we have encoded and analyzed their last 2 scenarios. For
the 3 A O s in stage 2 (with two, 60 min scenarios), w e
selected the one scenario in which w e had the least
technical problems (i.e., problems with C S E A L ) and/or in
which the A O achieved the best solution (closest to truth).
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In our encodings, a goal m a y be popped in one of two
circumstances. First, if it is interrupted by another goal
(e.g., while trying to get a more exact bearing rate on the
merchant, the A O notices another target being drawn on
the waterfall display). This is an event-driven intrusion
into the AO's goal-stack. Second, it m a y be popped if it
completes. However, a completed goal (or subgoal) is not
synonymous with the colloquial definition of a successful
goal.
A completed goal is one that returns some information
to the schema regarding the purposes of the goal. For
example, the level-1 goal, d e t e c t - s u b , m a y be pushed to
mark the A O ' s search through sonar displays for any trace
of the hostile submarine. If no trace is found, then
DETECT-SUB m a y be popped and, e.g., localize-merc
pushed. Although, detect-sub did not find a hostile
submarine, the search yielded the information that at the
present time, to the limits of the instrumentation (various
sonar detectors) there was no hostile submarine within
range. Although in the colloquial sense, the goal,
detect-sub, was not successful; in our sense it was
successfully completed.
The mission is successful if the enemy submarine is
detected and localized with a solution good enough for the
A O to m o v e into thefiringpoint procedures phase. A n y
goal pushed during this mission is either completed or
interrupted. A s in the DETECT-SUB example above, any
completed goal m a y be pushed again later, to obtain
updated information regarding the purposes of the goal.

encoders participated. Each encoder had worked on the
project for a m i n i m u m of 18 months and each had been
actively engaged in the transcription, segmentation, and
encoding of the operators for each trial. Before convening
these consensus sessions (sometimes refared to as delphi
sessions) for encoding the goals, w e estimate that each of
the three encoders had spent a m i n i m u m of 25 hours on
each of the 9 trials. During the consensus sessions, the
encoders had access to the videotape, truth files, the
transcribed and segmented protocols, as well as the
encoded operators.
Following the consensus encoding of the six trials, the
remaining three trials were independently encoded by two
encoders. The inter-rater reliabilities of those encodings
were significantly greater than chance (p < .001 or less).
However, as expected, the mean agreement for goals
(44%) was less than that for operators (75%).
Cleaning the encodings
After differences had been reconciled among encoders we
had 421 goals and 2,882 operators to encode the 9
scenarios from our six A O s . For operators the largest
category of encodings was OtherOps. These 1,445
operators represented half of the 2,882 total operators. A s
these operators do not contribute to the AO's situation
assessment process, w e have dropped them from fiirther
analysis. Likewise, non-task subgoals and their operators
have also been dropped (refer to Gray et al., 1997 for more
details). W e refer to the product of this effort as our ckan
set. This clean set consists of 397 goals and 1,269
operators. It is the set of encodings used in all subsequent
analyses.

Summary
Three types of data wo-e discussed in this section;
operators, goals and subgoals, and the information
returned to the A O ' s schema when a goal is completed.
These data are process data and as such differ from more
typical outcome data or accuracy data; that is, rather than
being content to provide some overall summary measure
of A O performance, these analyses attempt to provide an
explanation of the AO's obsCTved actions and overt
behavior in terms of more elementary information
processes.

Goals and Subgoals^
Our focus here is in making sense of the diffCTences
within and between AO-trials in the two main situation
assessment goals, localize-merc and localize-sub.
Our conclusions are that the data seem inconsistent and
random at the goal level, but consistent and meaningful at
the subgoal level. (In the S u m m a r y section, w e will try to
make sense of the entire pattern of data, goal as well as
subgoal, by appealing to a schema-based explanation of
the control of cognition.)
There is nothing consistent about the data when viewed
in terms of LOCALIZE-MERC vs. LOCALIZE-SUB goals.
For example, across all AO-trials there are 33 localizemerc goals vs. 44 localize-sub goals. Likewise, the
total duration per AO-trial (3:41 min vs 23:40 min), and
mean number of subgoals (see left-side of Figure 1) per
LOCALIZE-MERC v s . LOCALIZE-SUB goals differ, as does
the number of operators per goal (208 versus 906).
LOCALIZE-MERC and LOCALIZE-SUB also differ in h o w
they are used by individual A O s . For example, subject 5
in each of his two 30 min trials (s05tr3 and s05tr4),
pushed more localize-sub and localize-merc goals
(13 in each trial) than did subjects 8 (s08tr2), 9 (s09tr2),
and 10 (slOtrl) in their one 60 min trial (12, 5, and 8

Data Analysis and Results
Validation of encodings
After being transcribed and segmented, each protocol was
independently encoded by two individuals or teams, using
the operators described above. Cohen's Kappa corrects for
chance agreement and yields a z-score that estimates the
probability of getting such agreement by chance. The
Kappa scores for our matches ranged from 0.58 to 0.76
with z-scores that ranged from 16.5 to 30.0. These are
highly significant; e.g., a z of 16.5 would be expected by
chance, less than 0.1% of the fime (p < .001). After the
IRR was calculated, the two encoders met and resolved all
discrepancies.
Encoding the goals required greater domain knowledge
as well as greater complexity of encoding. Hence, six of
the nine trials were encoded during sessions in which three

^ For ease of exposition, level-1 goals will be referred to
simply as goals; level-2 subgoals as subgoals.
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environment, and (3) over half of the encoded utterances
had nothing to do with the task (OtherOps), the fact that
so much of the time to do a goal can be explained by the
number of subgoals involved seems astounding. This
suggests that expert performance in a complex
environment does yield to cognitive task analysis
techniques and that the subgoal level captures both the
consistency and differences between goals and experts.

respectively). Number was not correlated with time as,
e.g., s05 spent a total of 24:12 and 23:30 min working on
these goals; whereas s08, s09. and slO spent 44:04,
28:04, and 19:48 min respectively.
subgoal per goal
operators per subgoal
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Figure 1: Mean number of subgoals per goal (left two) and
mean number of operators per subgoal (right two) for
LOCALIZE-MERC and LOCALIZE-SUB. Also shown are the
9 5 % confidence intervals for the standard error of the mean.
Fortunately, the apparent instablity and randomness of
the data at the goal level disappears when viewed at the
subgoal level. For example, the number of operators pasubgoal does not differ for subgoals of localize-sub
versus LOCALIZE-MERC (seeright-sideof Figure 1). This
similarity at the subgoal level holds for individual
subgoals, as well as the overall duration of subgoals per
goal. Even more striking, as shown in Figure 2, within
AO-trials, the number of operators per subgoal does not
vary with goal (LOCALIZE-MERC vs LOCALIZE-SUB). (The
plot of duration of subgoals by AO-trial, not shown,
yields a similar overlap between goals.) Hence, the
number of operators per subgoal as well as the duration of
subgoals appears to be constant between W C A L I Z E - M E R C
vs LOCALiZE-stffi, both over all AO-trials (e.g., see
right-side of Figure 1), as well as within AO-trials (e.g.,
see Figure 2). A s would be expected by these analyses, the
correlation between time per LOCALIZE-MERC and number
of subgoals is high (r = 0.79); as is that between time per
LOCALIZE-SUB and number of subgoals (r = 0.82).
These data are consistent in suggesting that the
variability observed in the time to perform level 1 goals
can be attributed to systematic differences in the number
of subgoals used by each A O . Given that (1) these data
were collected via talk-aloud procedures while the A O s
used a free ranging simulation, (2) the task is a knowledge
intensive attempt to direct search in an uncertain and noisy

—•

AO-trial
Figure 2; For each goal, the figure shows the mean number of
operators per subgoal for each A O trial. The 9 5 % confidence
intervals for the standard error of the mean are shown for
LOCALIZE-SUB only. Tlie confidence intervals for
L O C A L I Z E - M E R C are not shown as they tend to be larger and,
for three AO-trials, would extend beyond the graph (primarily
due to the low number of subgoals, 2-3, per LOCALIZE-MERC
in those trials).

Summary
The protocol analysis has provided a rich source of data
that raises a number of interesting issues for the control of
cognition. First, the data show a m e a n of 1.5 subgoals per
each LOCALIZE-MERC versus 5.4 per each LOCALIZE-sub
goal (see left-hand side of Figure 1). W e do not interpret
these sequences as plans of 1.5 or 5.4 subgoals; rather w e
interpret them as an emergent property of reevaluating the
schema after popping one subgoal and before pushing the
next. The fact that such sequences are longer for
LOCALIZE-SUB than for localize-merc is seen as a
consequence of the greatCT importance of localize-sub .
Hence, deciding what subgoal to push to obtain
information about a goal can almost be considered a
situated response to the current state of the schema. Each
subsequent subgoal is not pushed to execute the next step
in some master plan but, more simply, to obtain the n o w
most important piece of missing information regarding
the goal. Congruent with this position, w e find no
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evidence of sequential dependencies between subgoals
(within goals).
Second, the data does show striking consistency at the
subgoal level. Within and between AO-trials, duration of
subgoals, and the number of operators per subgoal, is
constant. The relatively low number of operators per
subgoal (mean of 4.28), suggest the execution of wellknown methods (in the sense of Card, et al., 1983) rather
than a search through a problem-space.
The picture that emerges is one in which control of
cognition is orchestrated by the information needs of
schema instantiation. These information needs direct the
selection of the goal (localize-merc vs localize-sijb)
as well as the subgoal. Once a subgoal is launched
(pushed), a short, well-rehearsed (but adaptable) sequence
of operators is executed to obtain the information. Hence,
by returning information to the schema, the subgoals
change the schema; in turn, re-evaluation of the schema
leads to the selection of the next subgoal.

The next two steps in this research effort are clear. T w o
types of converging evidence are required to support our
protocol-based conclusions regarding the AG's possession
of schema and the role that schema instantiation plays in
the control of cognition. One type of evidence needs to
come from a sufficiency test of the postulated cognitive
processing. The most stringent of such sufficiency tests
comes from the development of computational cognitive
models of the A O . The second type of converging
evidence needs to come from empirical data that tests the
representational assumptions we have made. Who-eas
these two steps may appear relatively independent, in
reality there should be an intense cross-talk between them.
Even if the broad strokes w e have painted are correct, there
are many details to be worked out. In common with the
AOs' task, w e expect our work to be difficult, interesting,
and important.
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Conclusions & Current Status
Our long phase 1 has ended and it is fair to say that it was
longer and more difficult than w e had anticipated. The
rewards and excitement of analyzing a hitherto unstudied
form of expertise was paid for in the coin of hard work,
analysis, and reanalysis. Even with a well-explored
expertise, the costs of transcribing, segmenting, and
encoding six hours of multimedia protocol data would
have been considerable. That the AOs' task in many ways
appears simple and easy to explain was simply
misleading. Like much expertise, the apparent simplicity
was bought at the cost of 20+ years of hard work and
training. Just as the Olympic diver makes the perfect dive
appear effortless and graceful, so too did our A O s make
the mental calculus required for situation assessment. In
both cases, the sweat and years of hard work is concealed
from the spectator.
Thisfirstphase of Project N e m o (Gray et al., 1997)
tackled the task of studying an esoteric form of expertise
using an approach that treats expert performance as a type
of problem solving involving search in a problem space
(Ericsson & Smith, 1991). At present, w e believe that we
have approached the limits of our current data set; that,
although our AO-trial protocols have been very fruitful,
they have yielded about as many insights as they will.
Key issues for the next phase revolve around our use of
schemas as an explanatory construct. VanLehn (1989)
discusses three phases of schema use; selection,
instantiation, and execution. For our A O s , selection and
execution are straight forward; both are determined by
military doctrine and years of practice and experience.
Situation assessment seems to involve schema
instantiation. Equating schema instantiation with
situation assessment requires a variety of claims regarding
the processing and representation of knowledge.
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Abstract

Gibbs (1993) and Keysar (1994) for experimental support
of this claim). W e further supplement these discourse conWe challenge the commonly held view that the interpretation
straints by pragmatic criteria for metonymy interpretation.
of metonymies should proceed from a literal-meaning-first approach and argue for an equally balanced treatment of literal
• Unless expensive backtracking is granted, common LMF
andfigurativelanguage use. Resulting ambiguities are hanapproaches yield entirely inadequate results under incredled by a combination of two techniques. First, we incorporate
mental parsing conditions, i.e., perform counterintuitive
discourse constraints into metonymy resolution, reflecting the
when
applied to the usual m o d e of human parsing behavior.
systematic interaction patterns between the resolution of nominal anaphora and metonymies. We, second, impose constraints
on metonymies that are based on pragmatic criteria.

The Interaction of Metonymies and Anaphora

A n almost canonical definition considers an expression A a
metonymy, if A deviates from its literal denotation in that it
One of the hot natural language topics discussed in thefieldof stands for an entity B which is not expressed explicitly but
cognitive science is the skewed relation among literal and fig- is conceptually related to A via a metonymic relation r. Most
urative language such as metaphors, metonymies or irony (for studies on the processing of metonymies subscribe to an L M F
a survey, cf. Gibbs (1994)). The traditional literal-meaning- approach where metonymy resolution is triggered only when
first hypothesis (henceforth, L M F ) , which still prevails in a sortal conflict (or, deriving from that, a syntactic anomaly)
thefieldof (computational) linguistics and philosophy, sub- is detected in the course of the interpretation of an utterance.^
scribes to the view that thefigurativemeaning of an utterance Such an approach disregards the textual embedding of most
metonymies, which is reflected by the systematic interaction
is derived from its literal one. The ensuing approach to unpatterns
in the resolution of nominal anaphora and definite
derstandingfigurativelanguage is a two-stage serial model
metonymic
noun phrases. This is surprising, since metonymy
where thefigurativemeaning is computed only after the litis
generally
regarded as a phenomenon of reference. The suberal meaning of an utterance has been processed and considsequent discussion is intended to reveal various interaction
ered a violation of communicative norms (cf. Grice (1989)).
patterns for metonymies and anaphora and the impact they
There is, however, a growing body of experimental data
ft-om cognitive studies (Gibbs, 1989; Gerrig, 1989) that cast have on the validity of L M F . For a definite noun phrase A, w e
doubt on the legitimacy of L M F . In addition, Recanati (1995) may distinguish between the following usage patterns:
/. A is anaphoric and ...
has made a strong attack against L M F with convincing though
not experimentally backed up arguments concerning its philoI. A is not metonymic} Hence, the literal denotation of A
sophical underpinnings. Our contribution to this discussion
allows for anaphora resolution; in addition, A fulfils the
consists of a computational model for metonymy resolurequired sortal constraints.
tion. This model has grown out of our experiments in automatic text understanding (Strube & Hahn, 1996; Markert
2. A corresponds to a predicative metonymy.^
et al., 1996) and — after careful examination of the rela(i) Ten minutes before the notebook switches off, it starts beeping.
tions holding in written (expository) texts among anaphora
(ii) The clock frequency of the computer is reduced to 8 M H z .
and metonymies — is grounded on three major claims:
Introduction

par-' In the majority of L M F models, the violation of communicative norms is narrowed down to the violation of intrasentential wellformedness conditions. It is the latter understanding of L M F w e
refer to in the remainder of this paper.
^ W e resUictfigurativespeech in this paper to metonymies.
• Discourse context is a crucial determinant for selecting ^ Stallard (1993) and Nunberg (1995) discern cases of predicative
and referential metonymy depending on whether the literal or the
among competing literal andfigurativeinterpretations (cf.
intended referent is available for subsequent pronominal reference.

• Literal and figurative interpretations are computed in
allel. Specifically, the computation of afigurativeinterpretation of an utterance is not dependent on the previous
processing of a literal one. Hence, L M F is rejected.
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In (ii), a literal denotation is available for anaphora resolution in (i) ' "computer" resolves to "notebook". It
does not, however, fulfil all sortal constraints, as "clock
frequency" is a property attributed to a processor, not to
a computer as such. N o significant interaction between
anaphora and metonymy resolution need take place.

W e argue for an integrated model that accounts for the
systematic interdependencies between nominal anaphora and
metonymies. Metonymy resolution is not only crucial for
anaphora resolution. Discourse restrictions m a y even facilitate metonymy resolution and the resolution of corresponding ambiguities. In addition, evidence from preceding discourse elements may override L M F by referential constraints.
These interaction effects are highly rewarded for (though by
no means restricted to) incremental approaches to natural language analysis, as sortal conflicts m a y not be recognized at
the time when anaphora resolution is carried out.

3. A corresponds to a referential metonymy.
(i) W e also tested the printer Epson EPL-5600.*
(iifi) I liked the laser, as its printouts were excellent.
b) I liked the laser.
In both cases, anaphora resolution is fully dependent on
metonymy resolution. For case a), the resolution of the
part-for-whole metonymy, "laser" for "laser printer",
can be achieved without information about the possible
anaphoric antecedents of "the laser", as the analysis of
the sentence reveals a sortal conflict (the combination with
"itsprintouts" fails). Thus, in a syntax-first approach, after syntactic processing a (quite sophisticated) metonymy
resolution procedure had to precede anaphora resolution
to solve this case. Considering an incremental approach,
anaphora resolution for "the laser" would be triggered before the information about the sortal conflict were available so that the problem is reduced to case b). Example b) constitutes a counter-example to L M F approaches,
as the literal meaning of the sentence is not semantically
or syntactically deviant but a metonymic interpretation is
obviously intended. Only the information about possible
anaphoric antecedents of "the laser" can helpfindingthis
metonymic reading at all. In addition, this infomation m a y
help with choosing amongst several metonymic readings
— excluded are those readings, which do not allow for
anaphora resolution (e.g., the competing metonymic reading "laser" for "light").

Basic Conceptual and Semantic Constraints
The parser w e use establishes syntactic structures only if conceptual and semantic constraints between the lexical items
involved are met. Conceptual checks identify well-formed
role chains between the concepts denoted by the lexical
items; semantic checks determine whether these chains mirror metonymic relationships or literal ones. The representation structures to which these checks refer are grounded in
a hybrid terminological knowledge representation framework
(cf. W o o d s & Schmolze (1992) for a survey). The concept hierarchy consists of a set of concept names J^ = { C O M P U T E R S Y S T E M , Printer,...} and a subclass relation isajr =
{(Laser-Printer, Printer), (Notebook, ComputerSystem),...} c T x T . The set of relation names 71 = {/iflsphysical-part, has-laser, clock-frequency-of,...} contains the
labels of all conceptual roles. These are also organized into
a hierarchy by the relation isa-ji = {(has-laser, has-physicalpart), (clock-frequency-of, property-of),...} CTl'xTl- For every conceptual instance i its (direct conceptual) class is given
by class{i) = C or by i inst-ofC.
Conceptual Relatedness

B y definition, w e associate with a lexical item lex a standard
denotation in terms of a concept, LEX.C G 7^ (e.g., the lexical item "computer" denotes C o m p u t e r - S y s t e m ) . Fur1. i4 is not metonymic. W h e n the literal denotation of A fulthermore,
lex.r refers to the instance corresponding to lex.^
fils all sortal restrictions but does not allow for anaphora
If
a
syntactic
link between two lexical items, A and B, is to
resolution the necessary criteria for functional anaphora
be
allowed,
the
concepts A.C and B.C must be conceptually
(Markert et al., 1996) are fulfilled:
related. In order to determine conceptual relatedness, w e em(i) W e also tested the printer Epson EPL-5600.
ploy a pathfinder, which performs an extensive search in the
(ii) I did not like the paper-tray.
domain knowledge base looking for well-formed paths between two concepts. W e will not go into the formal details
The parallel structure of example l.3.(ii).b shows that these
of well-formedness criteria for a conceptual path (ri ... r„)
criteria can also be met by anaphoric noun phrases A which
(r,- G H ) linking two concepts x,y £ T (cf. Markert &
are referential metonymies. In order to distinguish beHahn (1997)). Rather, w e only briefly mention that complete
tween these two cases (functional anaphora vs. referential
connectivity (compatibility of domains and ranges of the inmetonymy) w e will incorporate additional pragmatic conrelations) and non-cyclicity (exclusions of inverses of
cluded
straints for metonymy resolution later on.
relations) are required for a conceptually well-formed path.^
2. A is metonymic. In this case, predicative and referential
^If lex is meant literally, lex.r € LEX.C holds, whereas for
metonymies are either marked by sortal conflicts or can
metonymies this need not be the case.
only be recognized by very sophisticated inferential mech®The non-cyclicity condition already limits the search space of
anisms which are not an issue here.
the path finder considerably. W e are currently going to extend the
•* Given the original discourse context of this text fragment, "Ep- path-finding algorithm by additionally incorporating discourse conson EPL-5600" is already known to be a laser printer.
straints from the very beginning of the search.
II. A is not anaphoric and ...
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be delected at a rather late stage of processing (cf. example l.3(ii).a). Hence, expensive backtracking becomes necEvery well-formed path between A.C and B.C is interpreted
essary, if information about possible anaphoric antecedents is
by the path evaluator. Certain predefined path patterns are
not taken into account early on. A s a consequence, w e prefer
used to distinguish between a subset C of all types of wellliteral over metonymic paths only in those cases when both
fonned paths, which is labeled "literal", another subset M
concepts are expressed by indefinite noun phrases, verbs or
labeled "metonymic", and all remaining paths. Hence, a litadjectives. If a definite noun phrase occurs, w e will incorpoeral path between A.C and B.C mirrors a literal interpretation
rate information about possible anaphoric antecedents.
of both A and B, whereas a metonymic path between A.C and
B.C mirrors a metonymic interpretation of A or B.
Discourse Constraints
Literal Paths. W e call a relation chain a literal one,
W h e n a definite noun phrase A in the utterance Ui can synif it can be treated as a single relation. All paths of unit
tactically be bound to an H with a conceptual correlate H.C
length I are included in £ , as they are "literal", by def(e.g., the main verb of the sentence), anaphora resolution for
inition (they refer to the conceptual roles directly associA is triggered. Based on a functional centering framework
ated with a concept definition). In addition, w e incorpo(Strube & Hahn, 1996) each utterance i7,_i is assigned a set
rate empirical observations about the transitivity of relaof forward-looking centers C/(C/,_i) containing the possible
tions. Chaffin (1992) distinguishes several subtypes oi partanaphoric antecedents for an anaphor in {/,. Thus, C/(?/,•_ i)
whole relations and claims that any of these jwirelations are
= [ci.r,..., c„.r] must be searched for potential referents of
transitive, while the general part-whole relation usually is
the expression A in [/,-, allowing for coercions of A.
not. Thus, a relation chain containing only relations of one
Anaphora and metonymy resolution proceed as follows.'^
of these subtypes is again a relation of the same subtype,
First, the path finder and evaluator are called with H.C and
whereas a relation chain containing several different types
A.C as their arguments. This returns a list of all well-formed
of part-whole relations does not constitute a part-whole repaths between H.C and A.C, which are marked for their litlation any more. Accordingly, w e have included the path
eralness orfigurativeness.A s shown above these paths are
patterns (has-physical-part*), (collection-member'), (masscomputed in parallel and independently of each other. In the
portion'), (process-phase*), (event-feature'), (area-place')
example I.3.(ii).b, anaphora resolution for "the laser" is trigand the corresponding inverses like (physical-part-of) in C.
gered when the syntactic link between "laser" and "liked"
Metonymic Paths. Following established classifications
is to be established. The pathfinderand evaluator are called
(Lakoff, 1987; Pass, 1991) w e incorporate whole-for-part,
with the corresponding concepts, LASER and LIKE, returning
part-for-whole, producer-for-product, container-for-contents
the following two paths:
and material-for-object mctonynues. W e will not go into any
1. (like-patient)^ is a literal path expressing that "laser" is
technical details h o w the path patterns for these metonymies
meant literally.
can be determined (cf. Markert et al. (1996)), and consider instead example I.2.(ii), where a syntactic link between 2. (like-patient has-laser) is a metonymic path expressing a
part-for-whole metonymy where "laser" stands for an in"clock frequency" and "computer" is checked by searching
stance of the class Laser-Printer =: B .
for a well-formed path between the corresponding concepts
Clock-Frequency and Computer-System. The path
W e then determine h o w these findings combine with
finder locates a single, metonymic path (clock-frequency-of anaphora resolution, i.e., whether a specific interpretation
cpu-of motherboard-of). W e may deduce by this path patleads to a referent c.r G C / {Ui-i) for A, thus integrating distern that "computer" denotes a whole-for-part metonymy
course constraints into the selection among competing figufor an instance of the concept class C P U (cpu-of as well as
rative and literal interpretations.
motherboard-of denote metonymic "part-of"-\\kt relations
W h e n A is literal and anaphoric, a literal path between A . C
which allow "computer' to stand for C P U , though the latter
and H.C exists and an element is in the centering list whose
is not expressed explicitly). Thus, although w e take the literal class is a subconcept of A.C.
denotation of the/exjca/i'few "co/w/7Mrcr" as the starting point
W h e n A is a metonymy for an instance of the concept B
for our analysis, the computation of the metonymic interprevia the relation r, there exists a metonymic path containing
tation of the utterance is in no way dependent on computing
r between A.C and H.C W h e n A is anaphoric w e have to
a deviant literal interpretation of the utterance first.
distinguish between the cases of a predicative metonymy and
Assuming a strict preference for literal over metonymic
a referential one. Whereas for a predicative metonymy A.C is
path patterns (as characteristic of L M F approaches) does
available for anaphora resolution, for a referential metonymy
not penalize metonymy resolution in this example, since
only B is.
only a metonymic path between C l o c k - F r e q u e n c y and
^ W e here give a short outline of our algorithm only. For technical
C o m p u t e r - S y s t e m is found. In contradistinction, examdetails and a more formal description see Markert & Hahn (1997).
ple I.3(ii).b demonstrates that this ranking can be overridden
*The Action part of the concept hierarchy carries case-roleby contextual information in the case of definite noun phrases. style specifications. For instance, like-patient characterizes the paFurthermore, in an incremental approach a sortal conflict m a y tient of a Like activity (in this case, the laser (printer)).
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functionalanaphor reading is intended. The interpretation of
"paper tray" as an anaphoric reference to "the printer Epson
EPL-5600" via a referential metonymy should be discarded.
The algorithm as proposed so far does not yield any criteria to prevent this kind of overgeneration. It is important to
note that this is neither an artificial problem created by our
algorithm in the first place nor one dependent on accepting
or rejecting L M F . Instead, it mirrors the fact that the resolution of metonymies is not fully constrained by discourse
and metonymic patterns like part-for-whole and that some
Table 1: Ranking Constraints
metonymies are more conventional than others. The question
literal(A) A anaphoric(y4)
which arises is w h y the relation has-laser between Laser>jtr predicative metonymy(/4) A anaphoric(A)
Printer and L A S E R can be easily exploited for a referen>jtr (referential metonymy (A) A anaphoric(i4))
tial metonymy, whereas given the relation has-paper-tray beV (literaI(A) A -> anaphoric(A))
tween Laser-Printer and Paper-Tray, this is not that
>jir metonymic(A) A -i anaphoric(A)
likely. W e investigated three heuristics to further constrain
Considering our example, w e encounter a case of ambigucoercion by pragmatic constraints.^"
ity as indicated in line 3 of Table 1. This results in instantiatSingular relationships. First, w e argue that a relation r
ing two separate readings of sentence l.3.(ii)b and discarding
linking the concept B to A is more likely to be used for
the predicative metonymy reading corresponding to the last
metonymic purposes, if it has the number restriction exactly
line in Table 1.
one, i.e., if r is a function from B to A. In the example
Metonymies marked by a sortal conflict are handled as in
I.3.(ii).b, "laser" is more likely to be a metonymy for "laser
L M F approaches, since no competing literal interpretation
printer" than "paper tray" (IlJ.(ii)), as a laser printer is
exists. Thus, "computer" in example I.2.(ii} is treated as a
normally supplied with exactly one laser, whereas it may
whole-for-part metonymy.^ A s the literal meaning of "comhave several paper trays. Thus, singularity often marks the
puter" allows for anaphora resolution, w e treat the metonymy
importance of certain relationships. Producer-for-product
as a predicative one (second line of Table 1). In contradistincmetonymies exploiting the relationship produced-by, e.g.,
tion to L M F approaches, our algorithm also allows for the
fulfil this criterion by definition, whereas part-for-whole rc\aresolution of anaphoric metonymies that are not marked by a
tionships do not. This might possibly explain w h y producersortal conflict as example 1.3.{ii}.b shows. In addition, w e do
for-product metonymies are m u c h more conventionalized.
not depend on information about sortal conflicts that m a y not
Typical relationships. Second, a relation r between B
be available at the time point when metonymy or anaphora
and A is more easily used for metonymic relationships, if
resolution is called for. A s a consequence, an incremental
it characterizes an instance of B as a typical member of its
approach to metonymy resolution is becoming more feasible.
class. A member of the class Laser-Printer receives its
Similarly, anaphora resolution proceeds as usual when a
typicality by having a L A S E R in contrast to other printers.
literal interpretation allows for anaphora resolution (first line
Therefore, the relation "has-laser" can be easily exploited
of Table I). Unlike L M F , nominal anaphora that are referfor metonymic references. W e approximate the notion of typential metonymies can be resolved incrementally without the
icality by characterizing a relationship between B and A as a
need for backtracking. So, in example 1.3.(ii).b "the laser"
"typical" one whenever it sets B apart from at least one of its
can be resolved to "Epson EPL-5600" in sentence (i) in at
direct superconcepts.
least one reading (third line of Table 1). Thus, different referFamiliar relationships. Our third heuristic concentrates
ential mechanisms are at work in the interpretation of definite
on the relationships between instances in the knowledge base
noun phrases — namely, anaphoric reference by using a more
already known from previous processing or from a priori
general expression (printer for laser printer) and anaphoric
knowledge. Let us assume that an expression A is a referenreference by using a metonymic expression (laser for laser
tial metonymy, i.e., class(A.r) — B where B isaj:* A.C does
printer) — and they are covered by the same algorithm.
not hold. B and A.C are related via a metonymic relation r.
W e found that this is more likely, if A.r (inst-ofSt) already has
Additional Pragmatic Constraints
afillerbelonging to A.C for the role r. So, if w e talk about a
A crucial problem with our approach lies in the disjunction
laser printer that already has afillerfor its role "has-laser",
in line 3 in Table 1, which is a continuous source of amthis role is more likely to be used metonymically later on as
biguity. Whereas it leads correctly to an ambiguity in exthe reader is already familiar with it. This criterion is almost
ample I.3.(ii).b as explained above, it also leads to the same
always fulfilled for producer-for-product metonymies, as the
kind of ambiguity in example II.L(ii) where only the literal
producer of a specific product is normally k n o w n either from
'Note that the processing of these metonymies is nevertheless
'°We here concentrate on referential metonymy, as predicative
different from L M F approaches, as we do not compute a deviant
metonymy is normally indicated by a sortal conflict.
literal interpretation of the utterance, first.
With regard to our example l.3.(ii).b, the literal interpretation of A and the one considering it a predicative
metonymy do not allow for anaphora resolution, as C / (L^,_ i)
= [Epson EPL-5600] with classiEpson EPL-5600) = L a s e r PriNTER holds. However, if w e regard A as a referential metonymy, anaphora resolution succeeds, as class(Epson
EPL-5600) = Laser-Printer isajr' B = Laser-Printer
holds. Choosing a m o n g these readings, w e propose a ranking
with respect to the ordering relation str as in Table 1.
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without a sortal conflict can be resolved by an incremental approach without backtracking - due to the timely consideration
of anaphoric constraints. L M F approaches are systematically
limited to account for only 4 2 anaphoric metonymies (72.4%)
marked by a sortal conflict (cf. Table 2, anaphors marked by
a direct (15) and indirect (27) sortal conflict, respectively).
Our resolution rates are considerably worse for definite
non-anaphoric noun phrases (50.0%) and indefinite noun
phrases (51.6%), the main reason being that metonymies
without a sortal conflict are not recognized, as anaphoric conEvaluation
straints are not applicable. Hence, L M F approaches are insufficient for non-anaphoric noun phrases as well. However, w e
The test set for our evaluation experiment was composed of
do not have a solution to this problem either
naturally occurring texts, viz. 26 German product reviews
A s shown in Table 2, 58 from 291 anaphors (19.9%)
from the information technology domain. The main part of
are metonymic. A s 4 7 of them are referential metonthe evaluation was carried out manually in order to circumymies, a 1 6 . 2 % increase of anaphora resolution capacity
vent error chaining in the anaphora resolution, while path
can
be achieved through the incorporation of m e t o n y m y
finding and evaluation was done automatically. The samresolution.^^
N o n e of the L M F approaches can resolve the
ple contained 103 metonymies, 291 nominal anaphors, 351
16
metonymic
anaphors (constituting 5 . 5 % of all anaphors),
functional anaphors, all occurring in 606 utterances. Tawhich are not marked by a sortal conflict.
ble 2 contains the quantitative distribution of occurrences of
Considering the impact of overgeneration, 351 cases of
metonymies in our test set. The columns indicate whether a
functional anaphora have to be considered (e.g., example
sortal conflict (s.c.) occurred directly (known at the time of
ll.l.(ii)). Without any pragmatic constraints, 2 8 . 8 % of them
anaphora resolution and, hence, resolvable in an incremental
framework), indirectly (not known at that time), or not at all. would incorrectly receive an ambiguous interpretation.^^ In
With 42.7%, direct sortal conflicts are below expectations, but 77 cases (21.9%) this would even lead to a permanent ambiguity, i.e., one which is not only due to incremental proL M F approaches face even more serious problems for 29.1 %
cessing. The pragmatic constraints previously discussed help
of the metonymies which are not marked by any sortal conflict at all. W e also want to point out the significant rate of reducing these rates to 10.3% (for ambiguous interpretations)
and 8.6% (for permanent ambiguities), respectively.
co-occurrences of metonymies and anaphors (56.3%). Thus,
anaphoric processes indeed seem to facilitate the occurrence
of metonymies, an observation that supports our claim to ac- Related Work
count for the systematic interaction of both processes.
Several cognitive studies have questioned the validity of
the L M F model. Reading time experiments (Gibbs, 1989;
Table 2: Distribution of Metonymic Noun Phrases
Gerrig, 1989) demonstrate that processing times to underdirect s.c. indirect s.c. no s.c.
E
standfigurativespeech are not necessarily higher than those
Anaphors
15 (14.6%) 27 (26.2%) 16 (15.5%) 58 (56.3%)
for literal language - these evidences are not yet conclusive,
Other def. MPs 7 (6.8%) 2 (1.9%) 5 (4.8%) 14 (13.6%)
(0%) 9 (8.7%) 31 (30.1%)
22 (21.4%) 0
Indef. NFS
however (Gibbs, 1990). Preliminary evidence has also been
44 (42.7%) 29 (28.2%) 30 (29.1%) 103 (100%)
E
gathered for the claim that reasonable non-literal interpretations emerge independently from deviant literal ones (Shinjo
Table 3: Resolution Rates for Metonymic Noun Phrases
& Myers, 1987) and that, in discourse contexts, metonymic
direct s.c. indirect s.c. no s.c. Overall Rate
utterances may receive higher literality ratings than without
93.3%
85.2%
87.5%
87.9%
Anaphors
a given context (Gibbs, 1993). This parallels our experience
Other def. NPs 100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
50.0%
which indicates thatfigurativereadings are not always deviant
Indef. NPs
72.7%
51.6%
0%
0%
as many expressions are not marked by an intrasentential
Overall Rate
84.1%
79.3%
46.7%
72.8%
anomaly, though they are clearly meant figuratively.
Table 3 depicts the resolution rates for our approach.^ ^ The
Our model can be considered an explicit reconstruction of
high proportion of correctly resolved anaphoric metonymies
an informal spreading activation model described by Recanati
(87.9%) lends some credit to our ranking in Table 1. Es(1995). First, the literal meaning of a constituent is activated
pecially importai^is the fact that 8 5 . 2 % of all anaphoric
(corresponding to our concept A.C). Then activationflowsto
metonymies marked by an indirect sortal conflict and 8 7 . 5 %
associatively related concepts in order to determine the po" W e cannot compare our results to those from other approaches, tential candidates for the semantic value of the constituent.
since none of them has been empirically tested, so far. We, therefore, This corresponds roughly to our path-finding process, which
incorporate general observations of the problems L M F approaches
'^The resolution of literal nominal anaphors is not affected by our
handling only metonymies with sortal conflicts are likely to face.
algorithm.
Syntactic irregularities played a decidedly noinor role in our test set
"Note that the correct interpretations are always preserved.
and are therefore excluded from the evaluation.
the name of the product or from previous knowledge.
Summing up, the ambiguity in line 3 of Table 1 is only
established when the metonymic interpretation fulfils at leii.st
two of the three criteria above. Otherwise, only the literal
interpretation is created. Hence, for example ].3.(ii).b, both
interpretations are created (as the metonymic relation "haslaser" fulfils criterion 1 and 2), whereas in example H.].(ii)
only the literal interpretation is, as the supposed metonymic
relation "has-paper-tray " fulfils none of the above criteria.
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Abstract

to apply -ed or irregular past tense to new verbal constructions (Pinker, 1991; Kim, Pinker, Prince & Prasada, 1991;
Marcus, Brinkmann, Clahsen, Wiese, & Pinker, 1995).
Indeed, the success of F G T in this arena has been touted as
emblematic of FGT's power to explain all of linguistic
behavior (Kim et al, 1991).
W e will begin by reviewing three types of situations
involving past-tense selection.

W h e n irregular verbs are semantically extended or
used in novel ways, speakers often find the -ed past
tense more natural than the irregular past tense, as in
Ross Perot thought he couldn't be sound-bited.
Speakers' preference for -ed with denominal verbs
like sound-bited is consistent with the predictions of
formal grammatical theory. M a n y theorists regard
this as support for the relevance of the constructs of
formal grammatical theory. W e present data from
two experiments supporting the predictions of an
alternative view, the Shared Meaning Hypothesis.
The data suggest that speakers' feelings of naturalness reflect h o w readily the t w o possible forms
(soundhitten, soundbited) can be connected to the
intended meaning. O u r approach doesn't require formal constructs, and helps illuminate speakers' sensitivity to factors which facilitate error-free
communication.

A. N e w verb is homophonous with an existing irregular:
(1) That astronaut out-Sally-Rided Sally Ride.
*That astronaut out-Sally-Rode Sally-Ride.
Pinker and Prince (1988) used (1) to make the point that
past-tense selection is insensitive to phonological regularities. W e agree that this example shows that irregular
forms are not generally productive in English, and that
speakers are applying a rule-like procedure by being able
to add -ed to any innovative verb. For those of us w h o
accept that the English past-tense selection is not based on
phonology, the Sally Ride examples are not informative.^

Introduction
Key goals in cognitive science are to identify different
cognitive domains, and to explain w h y different domains
exist and what principles constrain their operation. C h o m sky (1986 and elsewhere) has argued that grammar is governed by principles distinct from other aspects of cognition,
and that it is folly to seek constraints on syntactic form in
terms of human information processing abilities or the need
to minimize communicative errors.'
W e outline a cognitive/functionalist account of h o w
speakers select a past-tense form for nonce words (shive,
monk, pring) and for semantically extended words (such as
/'/)) writed-out for now). This is significant because Pinker
and colleagues have claimed that only the constructs of formal grammatical theory (FGT) can explain the otherwise
perplexing mystery of h o w English speakers choose whether
"...the fineness ol' details and precision and the richness of
knowledge [of language], again, transcends the evidence availahle and also completely transcends any imaginable functional
considciation. say. the exigencies of communication, or anything
of that sort..." Chomsky, address to the Boston University Conference on Language Development. 1986.
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B. N e w verb shares some meaning with an existing irregular, hut also conflicts in meaning.
There are two cases here:
Grammatical category change and/or argument
structure change:
(2) The batter fiied out to center field.
(3) H e grandstanded to the crowd.
(4) Vera costed the equipment requests.
(5) The navyfittedthe ship with new engines.
(6) I'm all writed-out for now.
N e w sense remains a verb and preserves conventional
argument structure; meaning change is a metaphorical
(or figurative language) extension.
(7) The m a d professor flew off the handle again.
(8) They blew it. (ruined it)
C. N e w verb is created out of compounding, with the new
meaning incorporating the meaning of the original verb:
(9) W e rethought the problem.
2. Our view is neutral regarding whether mles are implemented
via symbol concatenation or emerge from analogy to a corpus
of learned examples, as in conncctionisi models.

(10) T h e students redid their homework.
Figure 1

(11) Harry out-overslept everyone.
Pinker & Prince (1988) and K i m et al (1991) see the data
to be explained as the contrast between innovative verbs
derived from nouns, such as the examples in (l)-(4), called
denominals, and innovative verbs derived from verbs, examples in (5)-(l 1), called deverbals. They assert that denominals take regular past-tense regardless of their similarity to,
or association with an irregular verb, while deverbals automatically inherit the irregular marker.
A much-used example is the baseball phrase,^}' out. This
use is interesting because its derivational history appears to
be from irregular verb, to noun, to innovative denominal.
W e will note this path as V|->N->V2. The first semantic
extension created the nouny?y hall from the basic sense of fly
(to m o v e through the air). Balls which fly high through the
air are easily caught, making them an event worth naming
since caught balls make the batter "out". High-flying balls
came to be called //v halls or simp\yflies.W h e n a batter hits
a fly ball, causing an out, the two events came to be
described with the verb particle construction^y out.
O n e question is: W h y is inheritance allowed in deverbals,
but blocked w h e n meaning extensions happens in the
V|->N->V; sequence? Using intuitive terms, one could say
that the association with the past-tense form is weakened
w h e n a verb is m a d e into a noun (because the past-tense
form isn't practiced since nouns do not need a past tense).
W h e n the noun is then used as the basis for a new verb, the
former association with an irregular verb m a y have decayed
or have low saliency. The result is that the innovative verb is
treated similarly to a nonce term, or to a noun homophonic to
an irregular verb, making -ed the preferred past tense.
Williams (1981) used the constructs of formal grammatical theory to present what could be viewed as a formalization
of this intuitive description. H e proposed that derived words
have a constituent structure which reflects their derivational
history. For example, oversleep is formed from the constituents over and .sleep (Figure 1). The verb oversleep only
inherits the grammatical features of the constituent in head
position. (This is called percolation because the irregular
marker passively bubbles up from its head; Marcus et al,
1995.) In English, the constituents in the right-most position
are the head. So, sleep is the head constituent for oversleep.
Oversleep thus inherits all of sleep's grammatical features,
including its classification as a verb and its irregular pasttense morpheme. Oversleep is thus realized as a verb which
also takes irregular past tense.
Harris (1993) proposed that William's theory be regarded
as a descriptive formalism, not a specification of mental
operations. T h e descriptive formalism captures the intuitive
idea that inheritance of the irregular marker is blocked in
verb->N->verb derivations. O n e use for a formalism could
be aiding development of a processing model.
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y oversleep

V fly

•fiv V \
prefix

over

sleep +irreg

fly

+ irreg

In contrast to this view, Kim et al (1991) and Marcus et
al (1995) have claimed that elements in the formalism are
themselves the crucial mental operations. However, the
only evidence adduced for this was K i m et al's (1991)
demonstration that college students and the general population of Boston agreed with predictions of percolation
theory. Harris (1993) noted the hollowness of this finding,
since most of K i m et al's denominal verbs were of the
Sally Ride type, while the deverbals were simple concatenations such as re-flee (flee again).
T o determine if the crucial factor is whether an innovative verb is derived from a noun or a verb, materials need
to be constructed in which this factor is manipulated while
other factors are held constant. Harris (1993) took this
approach. The same innovative verb ("deep-sleep") was
eitherfirstintroduced as a verb or as a noun. In the noun
condition, deep-sleep wasfirstused as a noun, as in put
.someone in a deep sleep. In the verb condition, deep-sleep
wasfirstused as a verb, as in make someone sleep deeply.
The predictions of percolation theory failed: ratings did
not vary by noun/verb condition. But ratings did vary by
another variable Harris manipulated: degree of meaning
conflict between the innovative verb and the meaning of
the irregular verb. Meaning conflict was operationalized
as a change in argument structure. Sleep most frequently
appears as intransitive, and has no causative alternation in
the dictionary. So the innovation. Marge deep-sleeped the
whole office (by giving massages to everyone) necessitates
novel assignment of thematic roles. Raters judged -ed
more natural w h e n it occurred in an argument-structure
change condition, supporting the prediction that meaning
consistency and meaning conflict influence past-tense naturalness for innovative verbs.
The Shared Meaning Hypothesis
What psychological mechanisms could explain why
inheritance is blocked in meaning extensions of the
V|->N->V2 type? Let usfirstdiscuss what "inheritance" of
an irregular form could correspond to.
Inheritance seems to happen most reliably when concatenating the meanings of existing words, as in over + sleep,
and re + flee. The structure for the new word, oversleep,
probably contains pointers to parts of the lexical entries for
over and sleep. Via these pointers, the new word gains the
meaning and grammatical feature associations of the
structures it is built from. Inheritance is thus a by-product

of constructing a new word out of existing words.
This position predicts that, for V|->N->V2 meaning extensions, the longer a form exists in its noun state, the fewer
associations it has to the irregular form of V,, and the more
entrenched it becomes as a lexical entry independent from
V|. Assuming inheritance works through shared representational structure, minimizing these shared structures minimizes the opportunity for inheritance.
Other ideas about inheritance blocking comes from considering the cohort of similar words activated during comprehension. Tyler & Marslen-Wilson (1986) note that a base
form and its irregular inflection (such as break and broke)
have different initial cohort sets. This means that broke need
not be accessed (or partially activated) during lexical access
oi break. Segui & Zubizarreta (1985) have also suggested
that shared initial phonology between suffixed forms and
base forms means the base form is accessed during lexical
access of the suffixed form.
These lexical access factors predict that irregular forms
and suffixed forms differ in the type of meanings they make
readily available:
• Irregular forms activate the meaning of the irregular
verb more strongly than do suffixed forms, because the
irregular form activates only its meaning, while
verb+ed activates the meanings of all the words that
share the base form.
• Suffixed forms preserve the verb stem, and thus they
make readily available the meaning of nouns derived
from that stem.
Suffixed forms should thus be preferred when the speaker
wants to make the meaning of the noun accessible, so that
the intended meaning of the new verb can be readily computed (c.f. Clark & Clark, 1979). Irregular forms should be
preferred when the meaning of the existing irregular verb is
the most helpful clue for inferring the meaning of the innovative verb.
Drawing upon these ideas about shared representations
and lexical access, w e have developed the Shared Meaning
Hypothesis. Its predictions are the following:
• Irregular past-tense forms will sound most natural if
comprehension of the intended meaning is facilitated
by making a connection with an irregular verb.
• Suffixed forms will sound most natural if comprehension is facilitated by disavowing a connection with
irregular verb (and/or by facilitating a connection with
another word, such as a noun form).
The S M H explains the examples in (l)-(11) as follows. W e
call the cases in (9)-(ll) "full-inclusion" semantic extensions, because the new meaning includes the basic meaning
of the irregular verb. To understand the intended meaning of
a form like re-did, one needs to be able to access the meanings of re and do+past. Using redid makes the meaning of
dfl+past more accessible than using redoed for two reasons:
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• Redoed is a novel string and as such is vulnerable to
misperception (what, you said they vodooed their
homework?).
• Did is less polysemous than do. Redoed activates (at
least momentarily) not just the verb do, but the noun
do (as in hair do). Using regular past-tense for fullinclusion verbs is inefficient, since the stem form is
less efficient at activating the verb meaning than is
the irregular form.
Turning to the metaphorical cases, the explanation is
similar to the full-inclusion case: comprehension is
helped by guiding the listener to the meaning of the verb
which plays a key role in the metaphor.
W h a t about the denominals? Above w e explained h o w
suffixation preserves the form sound-bite, making its
meaning accessible to the listener. A n additional drawback of using irregulars for denominal verbs occurs
because m a n y denominal verbs use different argument
structure than the original irregular verb, as in baseball
sense of ^ v (3). The baseball sense of fly is a causative
alternation. Here the subject is an agent causing another
object to fly.
Linguists posit that argument structure relations are
stored with each verb (Grimshaw, 1990). Psycholinguists
have noted the rapidity and near-automaticity of particular
verb's activating candidates for argument structure roles
(Tanenhaus & Lucas, 1986). If w e take this data seriously,
then listeners will assign incorrect thematic roles on hearing Taylor flew out in thefirstinning.
Similar reasoning can be extended to the costed zni fitted examples (4-5).. The most frequent senses of cost and
fit construe the subject as a theme, not an agent. Using
irregular past tense in (4) and (5) invites one to see Vera as
having a cost, and the Navy as suiting the ships. Using
verb+ed can halt incorrect role assignment and prompt the
listener to infer non-canonical role assignments.
The Shared Meaning Hypothesis (henceforth, S M H ) has
an advantage over percolation theory in taking seriously
what is known about lexical activation and the automaticity of thematic role assignment.
Below w e present data from two experiments these 2
theories make different predictions.
Experiment 1
Speakers generally prefer -ed for nonce verbs, but have
some tolerance for irregular nonce verbs if they are phonologically similar to existing irregulars. For example, raters
find kled more natural as a past tense for kleed w h e n kleed
first appears in a basic verb context, compared to when
kleed was introduced as a noun (Kim et al, 1991).
(12) I borrowed m y neighbor's kleed. I went and
kleeded/kled several hard pieces of w o o d with it.
Nonce terms provide little opportunity for raters to
gauge extent of meaning conflict. Is K i m et al's finding

problematic for the S M U ? Not necessarily. The S M H
assumes raters are sensitive to the asymmetry in activation of
suffixed and irregular forms. That is, if the context contains
the noun kleed, then understanding the meaning of kleeded is
easier than understanding the meaning of kled, because kled
is phonologically less similar to kleed than kleeded (see discussion of cohort model above).
Experiment 1 attempts to replicate K i m el al's finding, and
additionally, to test a case in which the S M H and percolation
theory make different predictions. This is the case of argument structure change. A s noted earlier, regular!zations of
irregular verbs often involve a change in argument structure
(Vera costed the equipment. The tailorfittedJohn last week).
The S M H posits that suffixation is preferred when an innovative verb conflicts in argument structure from the original
verb. Percolation theory asserts that as long as innovative
verbs are derived from an irregular verb, the irregular pasttense will be inherited.
Materials and Procedure
Following the method in Kim et al, we created 24 passages
in which a nonce term was introduced as a either a basic
verb, a basic noun, or a light noun (potential deverbal). The
"light noun" is a noun which has semantics suggesting it is
derived from a verb. For example, plive in (13) could have
the meaning drink, ride, smoke, rest, snooze and so on.
(13) Last night. M a x had himself a nice, long plive.
W e also created a fourth passage-type in which a verb
appeared initially with one argument assignment, and then
with another. There were three types of argument-structure
changes, and two passages of each type (see Table 1).
Four versions of each passage were created, assigning different nonce forms to each of the four different versions.
Whether the regular or irregular form appearedfirstwas randomly assigned. T h e 24 nonce verbs w e used included the 7
verbs from K i m et al's (1991) study which people judged
most natural with an irregular past. W e created an additional
17 nonce verbs by choosing mono-syllabic forms which
rhymed with several irregular verbs, based on an analysis of
phonological sub-regularities.

Results a n d Discussion
Mean naturalness ratings did not vary significantly by
condition. W e then recoded the ratings for each passage
according to whether the subject had given the irregular
form a higher naturalness rating than the irregular, and
added in whether the regular or irregular past-tense form
was listedfirston the questionnaire (Table 2). M e a n preference did vary significantly by condition, with preference
for the irregular being higher in the basic verb condition
compared to each of the other three conditions, which
were not statistically different from each other.
W e replicated the aspect of K i m et al's findings where
percolation theory and the S M H make the same prediction: raters have a greater preference for irregular pasttense when a new word is introduced in a basic verb context, compared to when a new word isfirstintroduced as a
noun and then used as a verb.
The condition where percolation theory and S M H make
different predictions is the argument-structure change condition. Results here were consisted with the S M H : raters
considered the irregular past-tense to be equally bad in the
argument-structure change condition as in the basic noun
condition.
Recall that percolation theory predicts derivational status determines use of the irregular past-tense. In contrast,
the experimental results indicate that a semantic connection between the new and old verb is crucial for preserving
use of the irregular marker.
Experiment 2
Could the phrase, my friends sang me be used to mean
" m y friends celebrated m y success"? Our o w n intuitions
are yes, it could - perhaps helped along by the existing
saying, "they sang m y praises "
Could the phrase, write that house be used to mean
"make a decision to buy that house"? Perhaps, although
w e feel less certain than in the sing case above. Buying a
house usually requires making a commitment in writing.
A speech community might use the written commitment

Table 1: E x a m p l e Passages used in the argument-structure change condition (Experiment 1)
transitive -> intransitive + out
M y fi-iend Liza likes to go into the woods and tring weeds from around tree seedlings. But last week she spent the whole
weekend in the woods and confessed she is all tringed-out /trung-out.
intransitive -> resultative
W h e n people glink loudly to themselves it makes the rest of us want to get up and leave. Yesterday, on the subway, this
one m a n nearly glinked/glunk everyone off the train.
intransitive -> causative
It's awful w h e n the neighborhood plants smatch for no good reason. I still shudder to remember the year Jeremy's car
smatched/smaught the trees for a 2-block radius from our house.
A blank space appeared instead of nonce terms in the second sentence, followed by past tense forms and a rating scale.
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Table 2: Frequency O f Preference For Irregular
mean
stand, err
irregular first
regular first

0.73
0.57

.04
.04

Arg-struct Change irregular first
regular first

0.69
0.45

.03
.04

Basic Noun

irregular first
regular first

0.61
0.51

.04
.04

Deverbal Noun

irregular first
regular first

0.51
0.58

.04
.04

Basic Verb

Statistical Significance:
BN vs. BV:
AC vs. BV:
ACvs. BN:
LT vs. BN:

subj analysis
p<.005
p<.02
n.s.

item analysis
p<.07
n.s.
n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

aspect of house-buying to signal, via metonymy, the larger
act of deciding to buy the house.
Could the phrase, shake that house be used to mean "make
a decision to buy a house"? Here w e have a strong intuition
of meaning conflict. There are no obvious conceptual connections which could license a metonymy.
The S M H predicts that regular past tense will sound more
natural as meaning conflict increases. The greater the degree
of meaning conflict between the new use and standard use,
the more likely speakers are to perceive the new use as
requiring its o w n lexical entry. If a verb requires its o w n lexical entry, then the default -ed past tense applies, and speakers will feel that regular past tense sounds most natural. To
test the prediction of a continuum, w e constructed three levels of meaning conflict, and again used the story method.

Webster's dictionary includes two sub-entries which imply
being the agent of significant events:
write: vt 5. ordain; 8. to take part in or bring about
(something worth recording)
The verb shake has no meaning with this connotation
of agentive decision-making. Shake and write were thus
chosen to be opposite-sense pairs. Opposite-sense pairs
were used to design two versions of each passage, called A
and B. The A and B versions had different preambles but
identical target sentences. The preambles were designed
so that the irregular verb which created " m e d i u m meaning
conflict" for version A , could create a "high meaning conflict" passage when inserted in version B. This method
ensured that any effect of meaning conflict had to be due
to the conflict between passage meaning and irregular
verb, not h o w well a particular verbfita particular target
sentence (see Table 3).
In a paper-and-pencil questionnaire, raters saw either
the A or B version of each of the 12 passages. W e also
wrote an additional 6 passages (using 6 different irregular
verbs) to be in the "similar" condition (low meaning conflict). ("My friends .sang m e " is an example of a "similar"
condition.)
O n e obstacle in assigning new meanings to existing
words is that raters m a y be reluctant to treat the new use as
a different word from the c o m m o n l y k n o w n English verb.
In denominal verbs such as sound-bited orfiledout to centerfield,the compounding and particles help signal that a
new sense is intended. In our pilots and previous work
(Harris, 1993), raters generally preferred the irregular past
tense. Raters m a y be influenced by its familiarity and conventional legitimacy. To help raters resist the pull of the
irregular form, w e attached made-up prefixes to the verbs,
such as nar-huild, tre-catch, tar-weep.
Table 3: Example of how the same target sentence is
used in both m e d i u m and high conflict passages

Materials and Procedure
A dictionary was consulted to identify meaning components of the 45 most frequent English irregular verbs. W e
looked for peripheral senses, abstract senses and specialized
meaning components. A meaning in the dictionary entry
was judged to be peripheral if it was only present in a subset
of the word's sub-entries. A n example of an abstract sense is
verbal aspect, such as the durative aspect of the verb see. A n
example of a specialized meaning component is the concept
of invent, which is a more specific mental activity than the
activity specified by think. The assignment of irregular verbs
to new meanings was done with the help of 8 naive raters
w h o judged the similarity of the existing meaning of each
verb to the meaning implied by the paragraph.
Of the 45 irregular verbs investigated, w e identified 24
pairs of verbs that were opposite in terms of at least one
meaning component. For example, the entry for write in
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M e d i u m conflict: People w h o brag all the time, to anyone
w h o is around, w e say they tre-ring easily.
M y niece really
after college.
tre-ringed tre-rang
High conflict: People w h o brag all the time, to anyone w h o
is around, w e say they tre-catch easily.
M y niece really
after college.
tre-catched tre-caught
M e d i u m conflict: People w h o try really hard, all the time,
to get their dreams, w e say they tre-catch easily.
M y niece really
after college.
tre-caught tre-catched
High conflict: People w h o try really hard, all the time, to
get their dreams, w e say they tre-ring easily.
M y niece really
after college.
tre-ringed tre-rang

Table 4: Percent Preference for Irregular F o r m

ment 2)
W e developed the S M H to show how the linguistic data
which motivated percolation theory emerges from two
ideas about how language is produced and understood:

mean standard error
low conflict

0.94

.03

m e d i u m conflict 0.76

.04

high conflict

.06

0.60

diff. from medium, p < .01

•
diff. from medium, p < .05

Experiment 2 Results and Discussion
As predicted by the SMH, degree of preference varied as a
function of degree of meaning conflict between the standard
meaning of the irregular verb, and the meaning implied by
the passage. M e a n preferences are shown in Table 4.
Theorists such as Marcus et al (1995) might point out that
the high-conflict cases are sufficiently different in meaning
from the base verb that a new lexical entry must be created,
and hence regular past-tense applies. Our point exactly:
degree of semantic similarity to an existing irregular verb
matters. This is the same reason that out-Sally-Ride is
inflected as out-Sally-Rided. Presumably percolation theorists would explain preference for irregulars in the low-conflict condition as basic inheritance with deverbal derivation.
But Marcus et al (1995) would have to recruit extra-theoretical statements to explain past-tense selection in intermediary
degrees of meaning conflict.

R e a d y computability (Clark & Clark, 1979):
Speakers prefer to use forms that make their meaning
easily understood. "Easily understood" includes the
speaker's o w n understanding, because speakers monitor and note oddness in their o w n speech.

• Psycholinguists' theories of lexical access make predictions about the ease of computing the meaning of
a semantically extended verb. For example, use of
irregular past will activate the meaning of the verb
better than use of -ed. Use of -ed is expected to
cause less activation of the root verb's lexical entry,
because the root verb will be only one of many words
partially activated during lexical access (Tyler &
Marslen-Wilson, 1986).
To validate the autonomy of syntax hypothesis, its proponents need to find linguistic phenomena which are
immune to semantic factors. Contra Pinker's (1991)
claim, choosing the past tense for a new use of an irregular
verb is not one of these phenomena.
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Abstract
This paper reports an experiment which demonstrates the
emergence of group-specific sublanguages or 'expert-ese'
within groups engaged in a series of task-oriented
dialogues. Extending the findings of Garrod and Doherty
(1994), it is argued that neither simple appeal to task
expertise nor the collaborative establishment of mutual
beliefs can adequately account for these results. An
alternative proposal, that identifes repair as the critical
locus of semantic coordination is sketched.
Linguistic (Sub)Communities
One means of characterising sub-communities is by appeal to
what is taken as c o m m o n ground for its individual members. A
wide range of factors are of potential relevance. Clark (1996)
suggests, amongst others; folk psychological assumptions,
lexical and syntactic conventions, and (sub)cultural norms,
facts and procedures. Recognising what is held in c o m m o n in
a particular community is critical to determining what sorts of
utterances are likely to be understood and has clear
consequences for the conduct of communication amongst its
members. The linguistic conventions themselves form a
critical part of what characterises a community; dialects
provide perhaps the canonical example of communal c o m m o n
ground.
Intuitively, interlocutors m a y be sensitive to a range of
cues, e.g.; physical appearance, accent and the content of
utterances in making an initial judgment about what linguistic
(sub)community they m a y belong to (e.g.; Clark, 1996; Isaacs
& Clark, 1987; Sacks, 1992). Once the extent of the initial
c o m m o n ground is estimated, interlocutors can tailor their
utterances, using dialect or jargon terms accordingly.
The question addressed in this paper is what are the processes
by which the linguistic conventions specific to a particular
(sub)community become established? One, influential, answer
to this question is provided by the collaborative model of
dialogue, hereafter C M , developed by Clark and coworkers
(e.g., Clark and Schaefer, 1989; Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs,
1986). The central commitment of the C M is that, in orderfor
an utterance to accrue to c o m m o n ground, the parties to a
dalogue must establish the mutual-belief that it has been
understood as intended This is achieved through a cycle of
presentation and acceptance where both parties can explicitly
signal whether they accept an utterance as a contribution to the
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unfolding conversation. N e w elements can accrue to the
personal c o m m o n ground of the parties to the conversation
through this collaborative process of presentation and
acceptance, providing a means by which e.g., a novel n a m e for
an object m a y be added to the linguistic resources available to
interlocutors.
Prima facie, this account faces difficulties in accounting for
data reported by Garrod and Doherty (1994) w h o demonstrated
the emergence of a group-specific reference scheme in the maze
game, a cooperative dialogue task (further details below). The
general characteristics of the task are that in order to complete
each trial, participants, working in pairs (dyads) must produce
and exchange a series of spatial descriptions. A range of
alternative description types are possible. However, where
individuals perform the task over a number of trials they tend
to converge on a single description type. Moreover, this degree
of convergence is not achieved through explicit negotiation of
description schemes (Garrod & Anderson, 1987).
For cunent purposes, the important contrast from Garrod
and Doherty (1994) is between two conditions; a community
group and a control, non-community, group. In both these
conditions each dyad, on each trial, was made up of participants
w h o had not performed the task together before. In the
community group, the d^ads were composed of individuals
drawn from the same small pool or sub-group of participants.
That is, participants in the community condition would only
carry out the task with other participants from within the same
subgroup. This constraint was imposed in orderto ensure that,
over trials, a 'common interaction history' would develop in
the community group. Although all dyads were composed of
individuals w h o had not directly performed the task together
before, on later trials, the number of indirect links between
members of a dyad would increase. For example, on trial three
a dyad might be composed of participants w h o had both
previously been paired with a third participant during the
preceding trials (one on trial one, the other on trial two). In
contrast to this, the non-community group drew on a m u c h
larger pool of participants and cfyad compostition was
manipulated in order to ensure that no c o m m o n interaction
history developed over trials.
Garrod and Doherty (1994) found that, in contrast to the
non-community, control group, the community group
converge r^idly and strongly on a specific type of spatial
description scheme. Importantly, the observed convergence in
the community group occurs w h e n each of the participants in

that group have, on average, encountered less than half the
communitie's members. The emergence of a c o m m o n
description scheme in the community group is thus too rapid
for the pairwise, collaborative, establishment of mutual belief.
M o r e specifically, the use of a particular description scheme by
one pair in the community group also predicts it's use by other
pairs in the group but this prediction apparently cannot be
derived from a consideration of the mechanisms of the C M
alone.
Another possibility, also raised by Wilkes-Gibbs and Clark
(1992), is that c o m m u n a l c o m m o n ground m a y develop on the
basis of c o m m o n , but independently obtained, expertise with a
particular problem. Thus, if each m e m b e r of a community
independently arrives at a particular solution to a problem this
m a y become part of the initial c o m m o n ground for that
community.
This reasoning suggests two broad explanations for the
community group convergence reported by Garrod and Doherty
(1994):
a) 'Expertise': convergence is the result of independently
developed expertise at performing the task in a group
(any group), i.e., there is an (more or less) ideal
linguistic solution to the recurrent problem of
communicating maze locations to a range of different
individuals
b) 'Expertese': convergence is the result of a group-specific
mechanism of linguistic coordination.
W h a t distinguishes these possibilities is that in the case of a)
convergence is understood to derive from recurrent, general
features of the task whereas in b) it depends on the groupspecific emergence of linguistic subcommunities. With
respect to Gairod's and Doherty's (1994)findings,it might be
argued that the convergence observed within their community
group is the result of each member, independently arriving at
the same solution to the problem of communicting locations
in the M a z e task (possiblity a) rather than the emergence of a
group-dependent sub-language (possiblity b).

task experience is adequately controlled across groups then an
expertise based explanation predicts that there should be no
difference between the Mixed and Homogenous pairs; each
participant, in each condition has equivalent experience at the
task, performing the same number of trials with a new partner
on each occasion. Similarly, no differenceis predicted between
the two conditions solely on the basis of the need to establish
mutual-beliefs; this is identical in both conditions. However,
if there is a sub-group specific mechanism of linguistic
coordination then transfer outside the original subgroup, as in
the mixed condition, should interfere with performance. Thus,
in contrast to Garrod and Doherty (1994) this study employed
a number of 'community' or subgroups and compared
performance of the maze task within an established sub-group
with performance of the maze task between sub-groups.
In order to provide an adequate number of subgroups and to
provide equalnumbers of mixed and homogenous dyadsin trail
6, the resulting design used multiples of 24 participants,
randomly assigned into three sub-groups of eight. For the first
five trials each pair was composed of individuals drawn from a
single sub-group of eight. O n the sixth trial half the pairs were
composed of individuals drawn, as before, from within a single
sub-group and the other half were composed of individuals
drawn from different sub-groups. Composition of the Mixed
dyads was manipulated to ensure that all combinations of
sub-groups were equally represented Materials were assigned
to pairs according to a latin-square which ensured that no
individual participant encountered the same materials twice and
that the materials were also counterbalanced across subgroups
and conditions.
Materials
(C[F5t5lfl|»2

Methods
In order to provide a strong test of whether convergence on
description schemes reflects the emergence of group-specific
sublanguages, an experiment using a modified version of the
maze task was carried out.
(C[F5t5lfli»2

Design
The basic rationale for the stucfy was to encourage, over the
course of a number of trials at a collaborative task, the
emergence of a number of'community' groups similar to the
single community group in Garrod and Doherty (1994). Thus
for thefirstfivetrials, each participant performs the task with
a n e w partner drawn from the same pool or subgroup of
participants. Thisfirstphase provides the opportunity for each
sub-group to develop into a community of the kind reported in
Garrod and Doherty (1994). The second phase, in which the
experimental manipulation is made, occurs in an additional,
sixth trial. This time half the pairs are again composed of
individuals from the same subgroup (the Homogenous
condition) and half are composed of subjects drawn from
different sub-groups (the Mixed condtion). Assuming that
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Figure 1: Example Pair of M a z e Configurations
The orignal maze task was performed online (see Garrod &
Anderson, 1987 for a full description). In this experiment a

modified, paper version, of the maze task was employed which
was designed to preserve the requirement for generating spatial
descriptions.
Using screen dumps from the onginal task, a set of 168
different maze diagrams were generated, each based on a 6-by-4
grid, with different configurations of boxes and features (see
the example in Figure 1 ). These were made into pairs of 14
page booklets such that for any given page, the configuration
of boxes on those pages would be identical but one booklet
would also have a target location, marked by a thick circle, in
one of the boxes (see Figure 1).

T o summarise, although the decline in errors and increase in
number of items completed across trials provided reliable
measures of increasing expertise with the task, they were not
sensitive to the experimental manipulation of dyad
composition. Transfer outside a sub-group did not appear to
interfere with participants accumulated expertise with the task.
Transcripts
T w o measures of linguistic coordination were chosen; type of
description scheme used and incidence of repair of each
description. A total of 144 dialogues were transcribed and coded
for the occurrence of description scheme types.

Procedure
The experiment was run in two parts with a total of 48
participants. These were recruited from students studying a
secondary level psychology course at two colleges of further
education in Edinburgh. They consisted of 9 males and 39
females ranging in age from 16 to 54 years with an average age
of 33.
Participants were each randomly assigned a number that was
used on all six trials for pairing them into dyads. O n each trial,
dyads were seated opposite each other at a desk with a low
partition between them that obscured their view of each other's
booklets whilst permitting eye contact. Members of a dyad
each received one of a pair of matching booklets. The task was
that for each item (corresponding pair of pages) the participant
with the target location marked should communicate, without
pointing or showing, its location to their partner so that she/he
could mark where they thought it was on their o w n copy. Pairs
had two minutes, start and finish indicated by the
experimenter, in which to work through as m a n y items as
possible while preserving accuracy.
It was made clear that all the interactions would be recorded
and transcribed (anonymously) and that they were free to
withdraw if this presented any problem. N o indication was
given to participants, either in the instructions or the materials
that they were divided into sub-groups.
Results
T w o measures of task expertise were chosen; number of eiTors
(misidentifications of target location) and number of items
completed A n analysis of variance was performed on the
proportion of items that received incorrect identifications of
the target location by each dyad with trial number as a between
subjects factor. This showed a reliable decrease in the number
of errors across trials; Omnibus F(4,138)^1.057, p=0.386.
Linear trend t(138)=1.930, p(one-taile<^=0.027, falling from
approximately 3 0 % to 2 0 % . Conversely, an analysis of
variance on the average number of items completed by each
dyad showed a reliable increase across trials; Omnibus
f(4,138)=17.71, p=0.000. Linear trend t(138)=^.03, p(onetailed)=0.000, rising from 2.4 in trial one to 8.1 in trial six.
T w o analyses of variance were also performed using the
same dependent variables with the experimental manipulation
of group composition (Homogenous vs. Mixed) as a between
subjects factor. N o reliable dfference was found N u m b e r of
items attempted F(l,22)=0.04, p=0.843; Proportion of
Errors: F(l,22)=0.006, p=0.936.

Description Types: Garrod and Anderson (1987) identify
four broad categories of description type that are c o m m o n l y
used in the maze task to identify target locations; Figural,
Path, Line and Matrix. The basic characteristics of each
category are summarised below together with an example
description drawn from the corpus.
•Figural: relatively concrete and tied to specific elements of
the particular configuration of boxes and features e.g., "right
there's two double boxes on the right okay and they've both
got kind of two triangles"
•Path: describes a route traversed from s o m e origin through
the specific configuration of boxes and passages between them
e.g.; "take the bottom left hand comer, up one box, right one
box, up one box".
•Line: abstracts across specific instances of the maze to
impose an ordered set of rows or columns onto the underlying
grid. Positions are specified in terms of s o m e line, followed by
specification of a position on the line e.g., "Right, secondrow
d o w n and fourth from the left"
•Matrix: imposes an abstract coordinate system on
instances of the maze with a specified origin and numbers
and/or letters for each axis e.g., "two, four".
Overall the transcripts generated a corpus of 975 descriptions
each of which was classified into one of the above description
types following the criteria in Garrod and Anderson (1987)'.
In contrast to previous studies with the maze task, relatively
few Matrix description types were identified in the corpus;
1.2% (11/975) compared with 2 3 . 4 % in Garrod and Anderson
(1987) and approximately 4 0 % in Garrod and Doherty (1994).
Rather than dscard them from the analysis these were
combined with Line descriptions into a composite category:
Abstract. The rationale being that, relative to Path and Figural
descriptions, both effectively preserve invariant information
about the overall configuration of the mazes and rely less on
the specific layout of any given instance of the maze.
In the corpus as a whole, the proportions of description
types in each category were; Figural: 2 5 % , Path: 5 3 % and
Abstract: 2 2 % . Although the proportion of Path descriptions
remained relatively constant across trials, the relative
distribution of Figural and Abstract descriptions altered with a
fall in the proportion of Figural shadowed by a rise in the
proportion of Abstract. The distribution of the three
description types is illustrated in Figure 2 with trials 1 & 2, 3

' Garrod and Doherty (1994) report 9 3 % agreement between
two coders using this scheme.
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Figure 2: Proportion of Description Types Across Trials
Calculation of Pearson's product-moment correlation
showed a strong negative relationship between the Figural and
Abstract description types; r^O.9. The reliability of this
pattern was assessed firstly by calculating an omnibus Chi^ for
the raw frequencies of Figural and Abstract descriptions across
all six trials. This showed a reliable change in their relative
dstribuuon; Chi^(5)=13.28, p=0.020. Secondly, a focused
comparison of the frequencies of Figural and Abstract
descriptions on Trial 1 vs. Trial 6 also proved reliable;
Chi^(l>=10.66, p=0.001. The overall pattern with increasing
expCTience at the task was thus reflected by a shift from the
relatively concrete Figural descriptions to the more idealised
Abstract descriptions.
Comparison of the distribution of description types in the
Homogenous and Mixed dyads on trial six (illustrated in
Figure 3) suggested a substantia] difference between the two
conditions. This was analyzed by calculating Chi^ for the
frequencies of Figural and Abstract description types in the
Homogenous and Mixed dyads on trial 6. These were reliably
different; Chi'(l)=H.00, p=0.000.

A further comparison was made of thefrequenciesof Figural
and Abstract descriptions in the Mixed Dyads on Trial 6 and all
dyads on Trial 1. This indicated no reliable difference;
Chi^(l)=0.944,p=0.331.
Repair: Each description was additionally coded for
whether or not it wasrepairedbefore the members of a dyad
were satisfied they had completed the item; typically signaled
by an "okay" or "yeah" or by moving onto the next page.
Descriptions subject to either reformulation, where the
location would be described again in different terms, or
clarification, where a query such as "counting from the top or
the bottom?" occurred, were classified as repaired Simple
recycling due to utterance overlap was not counted as an
instance ofrepairfor these purposes nor were 'echoes' of the
original description that provoked no additional turns or
clarifications.^ Descriptions that were not repaired but led to
incorrect identifications of the target location (effectively false
positives) were not included in the analysis.
Across trials, the incidence of repair showed a steady decbne
illustrated in Figure 4. This pattern was reliable; Omnibus
F(5,137)=33.464, p=0.000. Linear trend, t(137)=3.669,
p(one-tailed>=0.0(K). Turning to the experimental comparison,
thefrequenciesof repair in the Mixed and Homogenous dyads
proved to be reliably different; Chi^(l)=4.449, p=0.034.
Homogenous dyads engaged in repair for only 2 1 % of their
descriptions whereas Mixed dyads repaired 5 1 % of their
descriptions.
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Figure 4: Fall in Incidence of Repair Across Trials
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Discussion
Consideringfirstthe simple measures of task expertise, as
individuals became more experienced at the task the number of
items completed per trial increased and the number of errors
identifying the target location decreased In this stucfy, no
reliable difference was observed on these simple measures of
task performance between the Mixed and Homogenous dyads.
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^ These commonly occured during participants attempts to
interpret the previous description. They were spoken with a
relatively reduced intensity and appeared to function as placeholders rather turns specifically directed at their partners (cf.
Clark's and Schaefer's, 1989, notion of a'display').

Figure 3: Distribution of Description Types in Homogenous
(H) and Mixed ( M ) Dyads
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The language-specific or 'expertese' measures also showed a
systematic change across trials. Increasing experience at the
task was reflected in a shift from the relatively concrete Figura!
description type to more abstract Line and Matrix description
types. OvCT trials, participants are exposed to increasing
numbers of maze configurations that all conform to a basic
undCTlying grid This pattern is consistent with an expertise
based explanation; Abstract description types effectively
preserve information about what is invariant across different
instances of the maze configuration. The proportion of
descriptions subject to repair also showed a reliable deaease
with expaience, indicating that dyads became increasingly
well coordinated in their production and interpretation of
descriptions across trials.
However, in contrast to the simple measures of task
expertise, the two measures of linguistic co-ordination were
clearly sensitive to the experimental manipulation of d^ad
composition. In particular, it seems that transfer outside a
subgroup interfer«i substantially with individuals' ability to
manage their linguistic coordination with a n e w partner.
Mixed dyads, composed of individuals fi^om different subgroups, both relied more on the relatively basic, Figural,
description scheme and engaged in repair or renegotiation of
descriptions approximately twice as often as Homogenous
dyads. In fact, on these measures. Mixed dyads were
comparable to the 'naive' cfyads performing the task for the
first time.
Consequently, the observed differences between the
Homogenous and Mixed dyads are not accounted for by simple
appeal to task expertise. In both condidons individials had
essentially equivalent experience; they had to contend with
new materials and a n e w partner on each trial. Furthamore,
neither the initial division into sub-groups nor the subsequent
crossing between sub-groups was indicated to participants and,
on debriefing, none of the them reported detecting diese aspects
of the design. It is also worth noting that, in both parts of the
experiment, each group of participants paformed each trial
synchronously in the same large r o o m and were consequently
exposed to identical treatment.
The difference between the subgroups also seems to elude
explanation in terms of the C M . In both conditions the need to
establish the relevant mutual beliefs about appropriate
referring expressions (description types) was the same. In
some sense, the observed difference resides in what initial
linguistic c o m m o n ground is available; dyads composed of
individuals drawn fi-om the same sub-group showing greato"
coordination than those from different sub-groups. However,
the C M does not predict the group-specific nature of this initial
c o m m o n ground T h e conditions for the establishment of
mutual-belief, through explicit cycles of presentation and
acceptance, are equivalent across all the sub-groups and both
conditions and therefore fail to discriminate between them.
More generally, the data reported here highlight the need for a
more adequate account of h o w the personal c o m m o n ground,
accrued through direct interaction between individuals, can
become established as part of the initial c o m m o n ground for a
particular community.
It appears that s o m e additional group-specific mechanism is
required to account for the emergence of task based sublanguages or dialects. In particular, one that predicts both the
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degree of convergence within a group and the interference that
results from transfer outside the group.
A full account of such a mechanism is beyond the scope of
this paper however it is possible to construct an outline
proposal. Following Lewis (1969), linguistic conventions are
assumed to be arbitrary solutions to recurrent problems of
coordination. The initial c o m m o n ground for participants in
this task can be idealised as the resources available to them
through the conventions developed for everyday coordination
problems. In the experimental setting, these resources are
recniited to the problem of dealing with the m a z e task and are
roughly characterised here by the Figural description type.
This utilises only very general, and largely ungeneralisable,
means of representing target locations which depend on the
relative salience of specific elements in each item andreferto
them in terms of familiar shapes or patterns such as "triangle",
"dog leg" or 'left-indicator". During the task, participants
attempt to coordinate their behaviour according to the criterion
of success set by the task; successful and timely identification
of target locations. Where problems arise in interpretation they
can engage in minimal, task-oriented repair until they are
mutually satisfied that an appropriate (although not
necessarily correct) resolution has been achieved.' W h a t terms
such as "row" or "column" m e a n in this context will become
progressively more specific each time a problem with their
interpretation is detected and repaired This provides a basic
mechanism by which the relatively vague linguistic
conventions available initially can alter and become more'
specialised during performance of the task.
Because a c o m m o n interaction history is progressively
building up across a sub-group, such recurrent pattems of
repair will, over trials, tend to promote a relative degree of
convergence or 'regression to the mean' within that group. The
experimental task itself places only very weak constraints on
the nature of the possible linguistic conventions that m a y
emerge in response to the coordination problems it poses.
T h o E is therefore no prior reason to expect that the
conventions that emerge in any two sub-groups will be
comparable. Put another way, there is no reason to expect that
any two groups will develop the same 'expertese'. Transfer
outside groups is therefore likely to interfere substantially
with whatever group-based linguistic resources have been built
up over trials.
A n explanation along these lines has several advantages. It
provides for the development of group-specific sub-languages
without recourse to explicit negotiation. A s noted, this
mechanism does not appear to be supported empirically and
ultimately faces a boot-strapping problem ("What do you
mean by 'what do you mean'?'). It also provides for the
switch, observed in the Mixed dyads from Abstract description
schemes to Figural description schemes. In principle, they
could have switched to an altemative but equally abstract
scheme, a suggestion consistent with the expectations of an
expertise based account. T h e direction of this switch is,
however, predicted by this account. Once the linguistic
' Note: this need not amount to explicit negotiation of the
meaning of particular terms or expressions. For example, it may
involve a refusal to accept one description followed by a
reformulation that is locally satisfactory.

conventions developed within, and specific to, their subgroup
i\re unavailable participants must switch to those of the
community they share with their new partner i.e., the same
conventions that were available on the first trial at the task.
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symbolization to translation from English to French, which
they said involved taking each French word, looking it up in
A person's ability to translate a mathematical problem into a French to English dictionary, and writing d o w n the
answers with some possible changes to inflections, and
symbols is an increasingly important skill as
rearrangements due to syntax rules. Paige & Simon's model
computational devices play an increasing role in academia
and the workplace. Thus it is important to better
included a limited use of schemata for problems like "age"
understand this "symbolization" skill and how it develops.
problems. These schemata, when recognized as appropriate
W e are working toward a model of the acquisition of skill at
for a problem, brought to bear certain assumptions about
symbolizing and scaffolding strategies for assisting that
what to expect as well as certain world knowledge that is
acquisition. W e are using a difficulties factors assessment
usually not stated in algebra story problems (e.g., that w e
as an efficient methodology for identifying the critical
all age at the same rate and ages are positive integers).
cognitive factors that distinguish competent from less
Mayer (1981) extended the study of schemata and classified a
competent symbolizers. The current study indicates there
large number of story problems into 9 0 different schemata
is more to symbolizing than translating individual phrases
and suggested w e might want to teach children to recognize
into symbols and using long-term schematic knowledge to
schemata. Mayer suggested that students first identify the
fill in implied information. In particular, students must be
general class of problem and then bring to bear schemata
able to compose these individual translation operations
that pull out of the situation s o m e of the numbers to fill
into a complete symbolic sentence. W e provide evidence
expected slots. Other research on arithmetic story problem
that in contrast to many prior models of word problem
solving has focused on the role of comprehension
solving which address story comprehension skills, a
(Cummins et. al., 1988, LeBlanc & Weber-Russell, 1996,
critical element of student competence is symbolic
Lewis & Mayer, 1987, and Stern, 1993). C u m m i n s et. al.
production skills.
'suggest that m u c h of the difficulty children experience with
Introduction
word problems can be attributed to difficulty in
comprehending abstract or ambiguous language." T h e
W h e n a student is presented with an algebra word problem
such as P O in Table 1 and asked to provide a symbolic
general conclusion from m u c h of the above research is that
expression (rather than a numerical answer) he is doing what
comprehension rules and schema detection skills are key
w e call symbolizing. For instance, the symbolic expression
knowledge components students must acquire to become
competent problem solvers.
for PO is "800-40*m". In studying symbolization skills w e
have focused on algebra story problems but our results m a y
M o r e recently Koedinger & Anderson (in press) found
be relevant more generally to symbolization skills needed in
evidence that acquiring such comprehension skills is not
using a calculator, programming a spreadsheet, or computer
sufficient for symbolization competence. They found that
programming. A s these computational devices take over
on 3 6 % of problems that students comprehended well
more of the symbol manipulation of algebra, symbolization
enough to find a numerical answer, they nevertheless failed
is becoming an increasingly central skill. A s part of an to correctly symbolize. This result suggests that in addition
effort to build computerized instructional support for
to comprehension difficulties, students have difficulty in
symbolizing, w e are trying to understand h o w students learn
"symbolic production." That students have substantial
to symbolize and test that understanding by developing a
difficulties on the symbolic side of the translation process is
further supported by Koedinger & Tabachneck's (1995)
cognitive model.
M u c h of the prior work on word problem solving has
results that show, contrary to m a n y algebra teachers'
focused on students' comprehension abilities. Paige &
predictions, that students are better at solving certain algebra
Simon(l979) proposed a model that included a direct
word problems than they are at solving the mathematically
Simon
took
translation component.
Paige &
equivalent problems given in algebra symbols. These t w o
Bobrow's(1968) computer program S T U D E N T , that did
results together suggest that a large amount of the difficulty
symbolization of certain classes of algebra story problems,
of symbolization can be explained by a "foreign language
hypothesis". If you ask a student to translate an English
as a foundation for their cognitive model. They compared
Abstract
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Table 1 A n example and four variants
PO: Ann is in a rowboat in a lake that is 2400 yards wide. She is 800 yards from the dock. She then rows for "m" minutes back
towards the dock. Ann rows at a speed of 40 yards per minute. Write an expression for Ann's distance from the dock.
P I : A)Ann is in a rowboat in a lake that is 2400 yards wide. She is 800 yards from the dock. She then rows "y" yards back towards
the dock. Write an expression for Ann's distance from the dock.
B)Ann is in a rowboat in a lake that is 2400 yards wide. She then rows for "m" minutes back towards the dock. Ann rows at
a speed of 40 yards per minute. Write an expression for the distance Ann has rowed.
P2:
Ann is in a rowboat in a lake that is 2400 yards wide. She is 800 yards from the dock. She then rows for "m" minutes
back towards the dock. Ann rows at a speed of 40 yards per minute. Write an expression for Ann's distance from the dock.
P3:
A n n is in a rowboat in a lake that is 2400 yards wide. She is 800 yards from the dock. She then rows for "m" minutes back
towards the dock. Ann rows at a speed of 40 yards per minute. Write an expression for Ann's distance from the dock.
Hint 1: Ann's distance from the dock is equal to the 800 yards she started out from the dock minus the distance she has
rowed in "m" minutes.
Hint 2: The distance she has rowed in "m" minutes is equal to the 40 yards she rows per minute multiplied by the "m"
minutes it takes her.
P4
Ann is in a rowboat in a lake that is 2400 yards wide. She is 800 yards from the dock. She then rows for 11 minutes back
towards the dock. Ann rows at a speed of 40 yards per minute. Write an expression for Ann's distance from the dock.
sentence into Greek and observe that the student fails, it is
not necessarily that they lack the comprehension skills of
English but m a y b e that they lack the production skills for
Greek. Similarly, students m a y fail in story problem
solving not because they lack English comprehension skills,
but rather because they cannot "speak algebra".
T o compensate for this lack of algebra language fluency,
students fall back on arithmetic knowledge. Figure I shows
a student w h o appears to have correctly described the
mathematical sequence needed to solve for a value if given
"h" but w h o fails to express that knowledge in the correct
algebraic form. Instead of writing 500/(h-2) the student has
indicated that first she would subtract 2 from " h " which
would result in a new u n k n o w n that she again calls "h".
Then she indicated that 500 should be divided by this new
number. She uses the non-algebraic notation for division
that is taught in elementary school.
This example
illustrates very well that a student can have an understanding
of the quantitative structure of a problem but not be able to
symbolize because they lack the correct knowledge for
producing algebraic sentences.
Figure 2 is another example that demonstrates
comprehension and quantitative understanding but not the
ability to correctly generate the algebraic symbols. Her
answer is similar to the answer in Figure 1 in that they both
indicate the process that should be used to solve for an
answer, but fail to output that answer in standard algebraic
form. T h e use of the equals sign in this example appears to
grow out of the w a y students use the equal sign as "gives"
in elementary arithmetic in which it is not u n c o m m o n to
see students chain together steps with equal sign like
3*4=12-5=7 (Sfard, et. al., 1993). Since 72-m can not be
simplified the student uses a new variable "n" to stand for

the result and then continues.
Our goal is to better understand what these symbol
production skills are and h o w students might better learn
them. W h a t capabilities do more competent students have
that poorer students do not? W h a t kinds of scaffolds might
w e provide to assist student learning? T o address these
questions, w e performed a difficulties factors assessment
whereby w e sampled student performance on a set of 128
problems created by systematically modifying 8 core
problem situations along 4 binary factor dimensions. These
4 factors represent specific hypotheses about what causes
students symbolization difficulties and h o w scaffolds might
ease the symbolization process.
Experimental Design
Again consider the problem PO from Table 1. This is a hard
problem for ninth grade beginning algebra students, with
only 1 3 % of the students in the experiment (described
below) answered it correctly. W h a t makes this problem hard?
M a y b e what makes this problem hard is 1) having to
compose the symbolic translation of parts of the problem
into a complete translation of the whole problem, 2) the
presence of the distractor phrase "2400 yards wide", 3)
comprehending the text well enough to translate the phases
into operators and numbers and knowing which numbers are
matched up with which operators, or 4) the presence of an
algebraic variable "m" as opposed to the numeric constants
students are abeady familiar with from arithmetic
instruction.
In the following sections w e provide
motivation for the consideration of each of these factors and
illustrate them as they modify problem P O (see Table 1).

Sue made 72 dollars by washing 6 cars to buy holiday
presents. She decided to spend "m" dollars on a present
for her m o m and then use the remainder to buy presents
for each of her 4 sisters. She will spend the same amount
on each sister. H o w much can she spend on each sister?

Bob drove 500 miles from Denver to Fargo to visit his
grandmother. Normally this trip takes him "h" hours, but
on Tuesday there was good weather and he saved 2 hours.
Write an expression for his driving speed?

72 - m = n / 4=

h - 2 - > h)500

Figure 2: A problem and a student's response

Figure 1: A problem and a student's response
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Consider the comprehension hints given in P3. Notice that
the hints identify what mathematical operator is to be used,
while the original problem statement did not. Also note
thai the form of the hint is in the simple form of
<Subject_Quantity> "is equal to" <Quantilyl> <Operator>
<Quantity2>, where <Subject_Quantity>,<Quantityl> and
<0uantity2> are replaced with a verba! description of a
quantity noun phrase, and <operator> is replaced by either
•plus", "minus", "multiplied by" or "divided by." This
simple form makes it possible for a left to right scan of the
problem to work efficiently. Also note that these verbal
recodings identify what number or variable is matched with
each quantity. Since these hints identify the operation to be
used, they eliminate the need for schemata or world
knowledge such as having to k n o w the distance-rate-time
formula.

Factor O n e : C o m p o s e d vs. d e c o m p o s e d
Singley, Anderson & Givens (1991) reported thai some
students fail to solve multi-step story problems even when
they can solve the individual parts that make them up. W e
desire to know whether or not this is simply the expected
effect of having to do multiple steps each of which results in
an accumulated chance of failure. Alternatively, the multistep problem m a y be even harder (or easier) than the
combined probability of the correct performance of the
individual steps separately. Consider PI, which is the two
sub-problems of P O , which w e call the decomposed version
of PO. O f course w e would expect that solving a single part
of this problem is easier than solving PO. The more
interesting question is "Is solving PO easier than solving
both parts of PI?" M a y b e if comprehension of the text is a
limiting factor then the more wordy PI will m a k e it harder.
Factor Two: Presence of Distractor Numbers
As Paige & Simon observed, less competent symbolizers
appear to sometimes rely exclusively on direct translation
and do not evoke any semantic processes to recognize, for
instance, that a negative board length is impossible. W e
have observed (Tabahneck, Koedinger, & Nathan, 1994) that
novice symbolizers exhibit other kinds of shallow
processing. In particular, students will often produce
"symbol soup" by guessing at the answer using the given
numbers and symbols but getting position or operations
wrong. T o the extent that novice symbolizers employ such
a guessing strategy (perhaps as a fall back when more
specific knowledge is lacking), w e should see more errors on
problems that involve an extra distractor quantity (such as
"2400 yards wide" in P2) than on problems that do not.
A second justification for including the distractor factor is
that it provides a way to test an alternative hypothesis for
why composed problems m a y be more difficult than
decomposed problems. If less competent students are, in
fact, sometimes guessing at answers using random sequences
of quantities and operators in the problem, then composed
problems should be more difficult than decomposed
problems because the possible combinations of the
quantities in the composed, no-distractor problems (these are
the total number of possible guesses) is greater than the
sequences of the two quantities and operator in the separate
parts of the decomposed no-distractor problem.
This
hypothesis suggests that decomposed distractor problems
should be more difficult than composed no-distractor
problems.
Factor Three: Comprehension Hints
Given the attention past research has given to the role of
comprehension in the symbolization process, our third factor
tests a possible scaffolding technique that attempts to help
students comprehend the problems more effectively. This
technique is to give the student a hint that reexpresses the
problem in a form that is more amenable to direct
translation to symbols. These hints are in a form that
would clearly facilitate performance of a computer model
like the S T U D E N T program Paige & Simon used.
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Factor Four: Presence of Variables
A s mentioned earlier, Koedinger & Anderson(in press) found
that for certain classes of problems students are better able to
find a numerical answer than write a symbolic expression for
the same problems. Koedinger & Anderson hypothesized
that asking students to compute concrete instances
(problems without a variable) of a general problem would
facilitate symbolization of that problem. T o test this
hypothesis, they designed a scaffolding technique called
inductive support and implemented it as part of an
intelligent tutor.
W e can illustrate the inductive support scaffolding
technique with our running example PO. The scaffolding
involved two questions that asked students to solve the
problem if the variable were replaced with a constant, for
instance, " H o w far is A n n from the dock in 4 minutes?".
After answering these concrete arithmetic problems, students
were asked to write the symbolic expression. Students in
this inductive support tutor were shown to learn more than
students using an alternative "textbook" tutor. The tutor's
design was adapted based on this study so that the current
tutor (Koedinger, Anderson, Hadley, Mark, 1995) has a
"Pattern Finder" component where, rather than just
answering these concrete questions, students are asked to
show h o w to get answers for successive small values of x,
namely, 2, 3, and 4. In the example above, students are
expected to answer "800 - 40 * 2", then "800 40 * 3" and
"800 - 40 * 4". Next, they are to induce the pattern to get
the abstract expression "800 40 * x". It has c o m e as
somewhat of a surprise that making this last step it not at
all difficult for students and that, in fact, it is only the first
step, writing the expression when x is 2, that students have
any difficulty with. W e began to wonder whether this first
step really is easier than the final goal of writing the abstract
expression. If not, the Pattern Finder m a y not be such a
good scaffolding technique. Thus, w e added the presence of
variable factor to this assessment to test whether writing a
concrete expression (e.g., "800 40 * 11" as in P4) is in
fact easier than writing an abstract expression (e.g., "800
40 * m "as in PI).
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Given the tour binary factors tiiat were studied there were sixteen
different possible combinations of the factors. These 16
different possible combinations were crossed with 8 different
cover stories and distributed in a latin square design among 1 6
test forms that balanced for each factor. Given that students
tend to perform worse on items near the end of a test, the order
of various problems was systematically varied on each (e.g., the
8 composed, distractor, no hint, no variable problems were in
the 8 different position on 8 different forms). However, because
the cover story factor was not a variable of critical interest, the
8 cover stories appeared in the same order on each form (to do
otherwise would have required many more forms). All eight
cover stories had two operators implicit in the story so that the
composed version required a two operator answer, while the
decomposed version required two separate answers that each had
one operator. The subjects were 79 ninth grade students in the
first month of a low-level algebra course from an affluent suburb
of Pittsburgh. Each student was randomly given one of the 16
different test forms and had 14 minutes to complete the test.
After two class periods of instruction on such problems,
students were again given a random form as a post test. Each
test was then graded and no partial credit was given. A
decomposed problem was considered correct only if both parts
were answered correctly.
Results and Discussion
T o test for effects of the four factors w e performed both an
item analysis and a subject analysis as recommended by
Clark (1973). W e performed an item analysis on students'
mean performance on the 128 different problems appearing
on the pre- and post-test forms. Separate item means were
computed for the pre- and post-tests. W e performed a four
factor (2*2*2*2) A N O V A on the item means.
Figure 3 illustrates the relative impact of the four factors.
The effect of the comprehension hints appears small at best
(3.1% difference in favor of hint problems) and this
difference is not statistically significant(F(l,238)=1.127,
p<.2894). Similarly, the presence of a variable is also
small at best (4.5% difference in favor of no variable
problems) and not statistically significant (F(l,238)=1.531,
p<.217). In contrast the distractor effect was considerably
larger (11.8% difference in favor of no distractor problems)
and statistically significant (F(l,238)=8.135, p<.0047). The
composition factor had by far the largest effect ( 2 2 %
difference in favor of the decomposed problems), and was
statistically significant (F(l,238)=37.048, p<.0001). N o
statistically significant interactions were found in the full
A N O V A model.
T o verify that these effects generalize across subjects as
well as across items, w e performed subject analysis as well.
W e performed four repeated measure A N O V A s with each
factor as a within-subjects variable. Again there were
for
distractor
statistically
significant
effects
(F( 1,66)= 14.018,
p=.0004)
and
composition
(F(l,66)=52.059, p=.0001) but again no statistically
significant effects of variables (F(l,66)=.739 p=.3932) or
hints (F(l,66)=1.306,p= 2573).
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Figure 3: Percent Correct for the Four Factors
The Composition Effect
These results show that a two operator problem is harder
than both of the parts that make it up put together. W e call
this the composition effect. What skills are many students
missing that prevent them from being able to deal with
composed problems even though they are able to deal with
the sub-problems individually? W e describe two alternative
models of the composition effect and the relative evidence in
support of them.
A r g u m e n t Generalization M o d e l W e hypothesize that
the whole is harder than the sum of its parts because there is
extra difficulty in putting the symbolic translations of the
parts together to form a symbolic translation of the whole.
W e hypothesize that m a n y students start their study of
algebra with knowledge components (e.g., A C T - R
production rules (Anderson 1993)) that enable them to
symbolize only one operator problems because their
production rules only allow for single numerals or variables
(e.g., 40 or m ) to be used as arguments to the mathematical
operators, as opposed to whole subexpressions (e.g., 40*m
or 800-x). Such students can answer 800-x but not 8004 0 * m because 4 0 * m is a subexpression and they don't know
h o w to substitute a subexpression into another expression.
A student at this stage might fall back on his arithmetic
rules and produce an answer like that shown in Figure 2
which appears to indicate an inability to compose
subexpressions. Such a student would probably be the sort
Koedinger & Anderson had identified as being able to solve
for numerical answers but unable to symbolize correctly.
A s students tackle multi-operator problems they must
generalize these rules to allow for symbolized
subexpressions to be used as arguments to other operators
enabling them to write 800-40*m. W e find support for this
explanation in Sfard & Linchevski (1993) w h o argue that
students gradually progress through a stage where their
conception of an expression changes from viewing an
expression as a recipe to viewing an expression as a first
class object. It might be that as a student makes this
transition in their understanding of an expression they also
can generalize their productions to perform subexpression
substitution.
A second
Combinatorial
Search(CS) M o d e l
hypothesis is that the composition effect can be explained
purely in terms of a combinatorial search model, in which a
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yields a total for one part of (l/3)(l/2)=l/6 and a total for
the two parts together of (l/6)( 1/6)= 1/36.
In summary the S C model predicts that the distractor
cffcct(l/36) will be larger than the composition effect (1/12).
However, the data shows that the composition effect is
larger (22%) than the distractor effect (11%).
The
composition effect was found to be statistically different
from the distractor effect when w e compared the means for
composed, non-distractor problems with decomposed,
distractor problems (F(l, 238) = 5.2, p < .05).

composed problem is harder because of the exponentially
increasing number of possible sequences of arguments and
operators. The large effect of distractors leads us to conclude
that many students engage in some form of guessing,
particularly as a fallback strategy when having difficulty.
The difficulty of guessing grows with the complexity of
problems, particularly as the number of possible
combinations of given quantities and inferred operators
grows. The composed, no distractor problems have three
quantities to choose from whereas there are only two
quantities to choose from in each of the two parts of the
decomposed, no distractor problems. Thus, it m a y be that
the composition effect is the result of this added complexity,
and not the result of a missing or over specialized skill as
hypothesized in the Argument Generalization model.
W e tried a number of ways of estimating complexity
depending on different assumptions. However, all of them
predicted, contrary to the data, that the distractor effect
should be bigger than the composition effect. W e present
one such estimation which has the following assumptions
about h o w a student m a y guess at an answer: 1) students can
pick out what numbers or variables are present in the
problem and which operators will be used, 2) students k n o w
the general syntactic form of a symbolic sentence,
particularly that operators need to be written between
quantities, and 3) students will not use the same argument
(variable or number) twice. T o simplify the calculation, w e
ignore the difficulty of knowing when to add parentheses and
assume that the operators in the problem are noncommutative so the student has to get the order of the
arguments correct. Essentially, this comes down to
assuming that to guess correctly, students must pick the
correct order for the arguments and operators. W e compare
the probability of doing so for various problem types.
Let us first calculate the probability of getting the correct
order for a composed problem, starting with the leftmost
argument and moving right. The probability of getting the
first argument correct is 1/3 since there are three possible
numbers to putfirst.Similarly, the student picks one of the
two inferred operators for thefirstoperator slot (1/2). Then
given our assumption of a non-replacement strategy, the
probability of choosing the next argument correct is 1/2
since there are two remaining arguments. The final operator
and arguments are then determined. So the combined
probability
of
getting
the
correct answer
is
(1/3)(1/2)(1/2)(1/1)(1/1)=1/12.
N o w w e calculate the probability of guessing the correct
answer for a decomposed non-distractor problem. Since
there are only two arguments present, the probability of
selecting thefirstargument is 1/2. The operator and the
second argument are then both determined. So to get one
part of a decomposed non-distractor problem correct is 1/2
and to get both parts correct is (l/2)(l/2)=l/4. Since 1/12 is
less than 1/4 w e see that this model does predict that there
will be a composition effect. But the model does not predict
the relative effect of distractors as w e will n o w show.
Finally, consider a decomposed distractor problem. The
probability of selecting the first argument is 1/3, since there
are n o w 3 arguments present in the problem statement. The
operator is determined, but the last operator is 1/2, which

Comprehension Hints
W e n o w consider an explanation for the surprising absence
of a statistically significant effect of the comprehension
hints. After all, these hints recoded the story problem into a
simpler form that is more amenable to direct translation.
The hints also identified what the operators should be, which
quantities to use with those operators and which order to put
the operators in. These results are consistent with the view
that the comprehension of these sentences is not that large a
stumbling block, particularly when compared with the
stumbling block of learning to deal with composed
problems. But despite the fact that hints were not
statistically significant there is evidence that the hints dki
help for the decomposed problems. The trend in favor of the
hint problems was m u c h larger (a 7 % difference) on the
decomposed problems than on the composed problems (
. 0 1 % difference). W e hypothesize that the students w h o
benefited from the hints were less able students and were the
students most likely not to have the skills to deal with
composed problems (as outlined in the Argument
Generalization Model). W e speculate that the hints might be
more helpful if they directly addressed composition.
A
single "composed" hint for P3 could be:
Hint : Ann's distance from the dock is equal to the
800 yards she started out from the dock minus the
40 yards she rows per minute multiplied by the " m "
minutes it takes her.
Variables Vs Constants
Although prior work (Koedinger & Anderson, in press) has
shown that solving a concrete problem for an u n k n o w n can
be easier than doing abstract symbolization (e.g., writing
"800
40 * x"), in this study w e found that concrete
symbolization (e.g., writing "800 - 4 0 * 2") is not m u c h
easier, if at all, than abstract symbolization (the small trend
in favor of concrete symbolization was not statistically
significant).
A s discussed above, this result has
implications for the design of the "Pattern Finder"
component of the P A T algebra tutor. The evidence from
Koedinger & Anderson provided s o m e support for the
hypothesis that solving concrete problems aids students in
symbolizing. The "Pattern Finder" is based on a further
hypothesis that making this solution process more explicit
through concrete symbolization would be an even better
scaffold. The results of the current study put this hypothesis
into question. At m i n i m u m , it suggests that the Pattern
Finder should require students to answer the concrete
problem before doing the concrete question (e.g., first, " H o w
far is A n n from the dock in 2 minutes?" and then "Write
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Ms. Lindquist is a malh teacher. Ms. Lindquist teaches 62
girls. Ms. Lindquist teaches "f fewer boys than girls.
Write an expression tor how many students Ms. Lindquist
leaches.
62 f = T , T + 62
Figure 3. Candidate for composition in symbols
down how you got that answer?"). Alternatively, since it
appears that composing rather than abstracting is the real
crux of the symbolization problem, w e should focus our
attention on developing a scaffolding technique that directly
addresses composition.
Conclusion
O n e possible scaffolding technique for composition would
be to tutor students to introduce variables for the
subexpression and symbolize just the parts as the student in
Figure 3 did spontaneously. Next, provide instruction on
doing symbolic substitution. Another possible scaffolding
technique would be to first ask students to symbolize any
needed subexpressions, before attempting to symbolize the
whole expression. For example, on PO, first ask students to
symbolize "the distance Anne has rowed back towards the
dock" and once they answer "40* 11" ask them to use that
subexpression to symbolize the final answer. The scaffold
might also prompt students to indicate what quantity name
represents the subexpression.
The large effect of the composition factor in this study,
relative to the small or absent effect of comprehension hints,
provides a strong case against the almost exclusive emphasis
in previous research on language comprehension as the
major stumbling block for students. A focus on language
comprehension m a y be appropriate for the younger students
learning arithmetic story problem solving. However, to
address the difficulties of older students learning the new
language of algebra, w e need greater focus on the language
production skills needed to "speak algebra"
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Abstract

W h y Learn By Design

Complex systems are commonly found in natural and
physical science. Understanding such systems is
often difficult because they may be viewed from
multiple perspectives and their analysis may conflict
with or extend beyond the range of everyday
experience. There are many complex structural,
behavioral, and functional (SBFO relationships to
understand as well. Design activities, which allow
exploration of the way a system works and which
eventually require deep understanding of that system
for success, can be an excellent way to help children
acquire a deeper, more systemic understanding of such
complex domains. W e report on a design experiment
in which sixth grade children learned about the human
respiratory system by designing and building artificial
lungs. Students were interviewed pre- and postinstruction. Results of these interviews were analyzed
using an S B F model for describing their understanding
of the respiratory system. W e consider the results in
light of the children's actual activity and discuss some
of the lessons learned.
A car engine. A n air conditioner. Weather patterns. A
biome. H u m a n respiration. All are complex systems.
W e need to learn about complex systems to satisfy
c o m m o n h u m a n needs and curiosities and to solve realworld problems: "When is it going to rain?" " H o w
could someone breathe without healthy lungs?" But
complex systems have m a n y characteristics that make
them difficult to understand. T h e whole is often greater
than the s u m of the parts. Understanding a system
involves considering the causal behavioral interactions
and functional relationships between parts and with
other systems. Such comprehensive understanding
typifies scientific analyses of complex systems, yet is
very difficult to learn (Feltovich et al., 1991). W e have
developed a methodology for learning about systems
through design activities. W e report on an (early)
experiment, where children learned about the respiratory
system by designing and building a subpart of an
artificial lung.

Design activities are particularly suited for helping
learners understand systems because of the emphasis on
functional specification. Design problems require a
designer to identify ways of accomplishing desired
functions and fit them together to create a system or
artifact. Often, there are several ways of accomplishing
each function, and the designer needs to consider each
and decide among them, requiring an understanding of
nuances in functions and the principles behind
accomplishing them. Designers also sequence and interrelate multiple functions. They continually evaluate
h o w completely functional requirements are satisfied.
Because of their emphasis on function and iterative
refinement, solving design problems has the potential
to afford exploration of issues important to
understanding science concepts.
Implementation of learning from design, however, is
complex. Schauble et al. (1991) report that when
children do experiments, they often focus on creating
outcomes rather than constructing understanding. This
is understandable because the outcome (some artifact
that works) is a concrete product, whereas understanding
the internal workings of a system is more abstract and
less tangible. Incorporating reflective activities is
important to encourage an understanding-oriented
approach .
W e are developing an approach to learning science
based on case-based reasoning (Kolodner, 1993),
cognitive apprenticeship (Collins et al., 1989), and
lessons learned by others working on learning from
design activities. W e call our approach Learning by
Design ( L B D ) (Kolodner, 1997). W e are developing
design problems that afford sustained thinking about
science and, using Problem-based Learning's ( P B L )
(Barrows, 1988) facilitation methodology as a base,
learning what practices are most effective at engaging
middle school students in learning from design
experiences (Kolodner et al, 1996).
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Methods
The setting for this study was two sixth grade life
science classrooms in suburban Atlanta. The L B D
teacher had participated in a workshop with us to learn
P B L and to design problems. H e had experimented with
P B L earlier, but this was hisfirstprolonged experience
doing P B L or L B D .
Participants There were 42 students in the two
experimental ( L B D ) classes. A subset of students («=20)
was randomly selected for pre- and post- instruction
interviews. A comparison classroom was from the same
school. Thirteen children from the comparison class
participated in the study.
Instruction Students in the comparison classroom
spent two weeks learning about the respiratory system
by reading their textbooks and participating in teacherdirected activities such as lectures. Students in the L B D
classroom learned about the respiratory system by
attempting to solve a design problem:
You have watched a C N N special about the lung and have
recently seen some newspaper articles on lung disease and
organ transplants. Organ transplants are hard to come by
and there is no guarantee that one will be available when
needed. You are a group of socially conscious
entrepreneurs, inventors, and scientists at a biomedical
engineering firm. You realize that you could save a lot of
human suffering if you designed an artificial lung.
Plan the design of a practical artificial lung and build a
model of some piece of your design.
Students worked on this project for 13 class periods
over two and a half weeks. The teacher acted as a
metacognitive coach, modeling the kinds of questions
that the students needed to ask. H e often began class by
reviewing the problem statement with the students and
helping them generate lists of facts (about the problem
and the respiratory system), ideas about solutions,
issues they needed to learn more about, and action
items. H e helped the students use these lists to
brainstorm and reflect on their progress, particularly in
the early stages. Student discussion often focused on
parts they needed to include in their designs and their
functions. The students k n e w that the lungs need to
bring in oxygen and remove carbon dioxide. They also
k n e w that w h e n they exercise they need more oxygen
and when they sleep they need less.
O n the third day, students began self-directed learning
based on the issues in their lists. They worked in small
groups using a variety of resources. The teacher moved
around the classroom to check on student progress and
used questioning techniques to help them m o v e forward,
locate resources, and use computer programs. The
students used a variety of computer resources, including
multimedia software (e.g.. H o w things work) and case
libraries (Hmelo et al., 1996). O n the fifth day, the
students did experiments to determine the volume of air
that the lungs needed to m o v e and h o w that changed

with exercise. A s the teacher asked the students to
explain the changes they observed with exercise,
students inferred that because the cells needed more
oxygen, they needed to breathe more w h e n they
exercised. The students were very enthusiastic about this
endeavor, but it is not clear that they understood the
relationship between this activity and functional
components of the lungs.
W o r k on design projects began the next day.
Students worked on their projects in small groups.
During this time, an engineer came in for two days to
give a benchmark lesson on design and to help the
children with their designs. The students continued to
generate lists as they had done earlier in the project;
although these lists were used to focus on what they
were thinking about that day. Students did not return to
earlier lists to see what they had addressed and what they
still needed to consider. They spent another week
building their projects. They often realized that there
were problems in the design when the teacher asked the
students to explain what they were doing. Students
presented their completed projects to the class and
fielded questions from the teacher and other students. At
the completion of the project, the students spent a class
period reflecting on what they had learned.
Data Collection Data were collected to examine the
students' pre- and post-instruction understandings of the
respiratory system. W e also observed in the classroom,
examined student projects, and kept logs of day-to-day
activities. Prior to instruction, the 20 target students
were interviewed regarding their knowledge of the
respiratory system and asked to draw diagrams of the
respiratory system. Students were asked open-ended
questions about breathing and then asked about each
component of the respiratory system, in a manner
similar to Chi et al. (1994). Inference questions were
posed to see h o w well students could use their
knowledge.
All the students in the L B D and
comparison classes were given a 12-item true-false test
that asked about dynamic processes and identified their
misconceptions. Comparison students were asked to
draw diagrams and interviewed, but due to an electronic
mishap, their interviews were not available for analysis.

Results
Student Projects Most of the designs that the
groups constructed were appearance-based. The
prototypical project was made out of a soda bottle to
represent the chest, balloons or sponges to represent the
lungs, and straws to represent the airways. S o m e of the
children included water to represent the blood-air barrier.
O n e group of students used a motor to drive the
movement of air and noted that, for their artificial lung
to work correctly, they would need sensors to determine
when there was enough air.
W h e n the students
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presented their projects, their classmates often pointed
out flaws in their designs. However, the limited time
available did not allow time for revision.
Conceptual Knowledge Test The children in the
L B D classroom increased their scores from pre- to
posttest (Pre Af=8.55 sd= 2.37; Post M = 9.45 sd
=1.50;F(1, 32)= 6.23 p < .05) whereas the comparison
students did not (Pre /Vf=8.64 sd= 1.82; Post M = 9.21
sd=\.S5- F (1, 32)= 1.76 /?>.15). These results are
encouraging but are only minimally informative in
understanding h o w the children's mental models
changed. Better information comes from examining the
children's drawings and their responses to clinical
interviews.
Diagrams A holistic coding scheme was developed to
analyze the diagrams. Five types of models were
identified from the diagrams that the children drew. The
models became increasingly systemic and sophisticated
from the lowest model to the highest.
At the lowest level was the "Lung as a bag" model.
This model indicates that there are some hollow
structures in the chest but there are no connections to
other systems. There is no evidence that that the lungs
do any processing. This is a very limited model with
only some superficial structural features.
Model T w o was the "It's all in the chest." In this
model the students drew pictures of the lung and with
dots that represented the air spaces and blood vessels. It
was not clear, that students holding this understanding
were aware of h o w the different parts of the system
were related to each other.
More sophisticated was Model Three. Here, students'
drawings included connections between the different
structures that they drew. It was clear that the air spaces
were an integral part of the lung.
Models Four and Five are increasingly global,
systemic models. They include connections to the rest
of the body such as the brain and peripheral blood
vessels. Model Four indicates some misconceptions,
most commonly that the abdominal organs were part of
the respiratory system (the children conflated the role of
air, food, and blood). Model Five is the most complete
and correct.
The pre- and post- test results for the L B D and
comparison students are shown in Table 1. At pretest,
the most c o m m o n model for the L B D group was Model
Two. This indicates that the students knew that the lung
is composed of parts, but they did not have a good
understanding of h o w the structures wererelatedto each
other. For the comparison students, Model O n e was the
modal model. It is not clear w h y the L B D and
comparison students differed at pretest. After
instruction, the L B D students had a reliable
improvement in their models (Sign Test, p<.005)
whereas the comparison students did not (p>.25).
Twelve of the L B D students showed more sophisticated
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models at posttest, and 5 showed no change (one student
got worse). For the comparison class, 9 students
improved and 4 had less sophisticated models at
posttest. These results indicate that the L B D students
constructed a better understanding of h o w the structures
were related to each other and viewed respiration more
systemically.
Table 1. Categories of Diagrams

Model

One
Two
Three
Four
Five

Comparison
Pre
Post

8
1
1
2
1

2
3
7
0
1

LBD
Pre
3
8
3
2
2

Post

0
5
8
1
4

S E E Analysis of Interview Protocols W e
further analyzed student understanding of the respiratory
system using a coding scheme based on structurebehavior-function (SBF) models (Chandrasekaran et al,
1996; Chi et al., 1994; Goel et al., 1996). S B F theory
posits that devices and complex systems can be
specified representationally in terms of their structures,
behaviors, and functions and the relationships between
them.
Table 2. SBF Model of Respiratory System
Structure
Lungs

Diaphragm
Brain

Behavior
Gas passes from high
concentration to low
across semi-permeable
membrane
Lower pressure in chest
by increasing volume
Send signals
to respiratory system.
Receive and process
signals regarding body
status

Function
Bring in
oxygen.
remove
waste
Move
lungs
Control
respiration

Structure refers to h o w a system is built, characterized
by the size, shape, and materials of objects. The main
respiratory system structures accessible from c o m m o n
experience are the superficial features: the mouth, the
nose, and the throat. At the cellular level, respiratory
structures include hemoglobin and cellular membranes.
Our focus was on student understanding at the
intermediate level of organ structures: the lungs, the
diaphragm, and the heart. Behavior encompasses the
dynamic elements, the mechanisms for changes in the
structural state of a system. The most accessible
behaviors are the visible ones, e.g., breathing.
Behavior includes causal mechanisms, and in general,
behavioral aspects of systems are least well understood
(Feltovich et al., 1991), and are often not thought about
until an anomaly in the normal behavior of a system

arises (Murayama, 1994). Function is the purpose of a
system, operationally defined by effects on a structure's
environment. The lungs' function is to supply oxygen
to the body and to remove waste. Novices in a domain
typically begin to understand a system at a superficial
structural level and only later begin to understand h o w
the structures are related to each other.
Experts
typically represent systems at the levels of function and
behavior (Chi et al., 1981). Table 2 presents our
analysis of the respiratory system in S B F terms.
Transcripts of students' clinical interviews were
analyzed to answer two questions:
1) Did students understand the respiratory system in
terms of structure, function, and behavior?
2) Did this understanding change as a consequence of
the design experience?
W efirstexamined student interviews for evidence that
students could identify particular structures and their
associated functions and behaviors. Table 3 presents an
example of the coding criteria for the alveoli. In
addition, w e coded whether the students identified
relationships and properties that contributed to behavior.
For example, alveoli are an integral part of the lung
and are semi-permeable. Because structures are most
perceptually salient (and often h o w knowledge is
represented by novices), w e predicted that these would
be mentioned most frequently. Second, w e expected to
see functions mentioned because function was so central
a subject of discussion during class. W e expected the
children to mention least of all the causal behaviors.
This understanding is more difficult to achieve because
it happens at an invisible level and involved
understanding dynamic relationships.

most likely to mention functions, followed by
behaviors (F( 1,17)= 197.4; p c O O l ; (F( 1,17)= 11.02;
p<.005). Students were least likely to mention relations
and properties.
The students had a small but significant increase in
the number of structures that they included at posttest
(F(l,17)= 6.25; p<.05). It is notable that the students
most often included the brain or blood vessels after
instruction, suggesting they took a more systemic
view. The number of behaviors mentioned increased as
well (F(1,I7)= 5.78; p<.05), due to an increase in the
number of both incorrect and correct behaviors.
Students' understanding also became more coherent, as
shown by an increase in the number of relations they
mentioned (F(I,I7)= 6.16; p<.05). These results
indicate that they were thinking more about h o w the
system worked. However, they also show that students
were not constructing a more correct understanding of
the dynamic behaviors.
Table 4. SBF Results
Category
Structures
Relations
Behaviors
Properties
Functions

Pre
7.00
0.33
0.94
0.44
5.17

(1.61)
(0.69)
(0.99)
(.62)
(1.25)

Post
7.61
1.17
1.8
0.72
5.22

(1.20)
(1.20)
(1.30)
(0,75)
(1.52)

Questions about diseases were used to examine the
flexibility of students' knowledge. For each of the
disease questions, the students were told something
about the disease and asked h o w
it would affect
breathing, e.g., "Muscular dystrophy is a disease that
Table 3. Example coding criteria for structure "Alveoli" weakens a person's muscles. H o w would that affect
their breathing?" T w o of the questions were related to
diseases that affected the alveoli: emphysema which
Alveoli
Structure
destroys the air sacs and pneumonia which fills them
Relations component-of lungs.
with fluid. The third question was about muscular
works-with capillaries
dystrophy. For the first two questions, the key
gas passes from high concentration to low
Behavior
behaviors were related to diffusion; for the last question,
across semi-permeable membrane
it was related to understanding the diaphragm as a
Properties elastic, semi permeable
gas exchange
Function
p u m p . Considering that the students' activity was
focused on h o w to get the air in and out of the lungs,
W e coded the protocols for two other kinds of
w e expected to see change on the muscular dystrophy
knowledge that seem to be at the border between
question but not on the others. The students were given
structure and behavior: relations and properties.
one point for mentioning that breathing is harder
Relations refer to the part-whole relationships and
(indeed, it is) without a justification. They were given
interactions between parts of the system. Properties ans
another point if they invoked a cause or consequence.
those features of the structure that afford the dynamic
All other responses were scored as a zero.
The
behaviors. Protocols were coded both for correct
frequency of one and two-point responses is show in
instances of the S B F categories as well as incorrect
Table 5.
instances. Because of student absences, 18 of the 20
A significant improvement was observed in students'
students interviewed were used for this analysis. Three
responses to the muscular dystrophy question (Sign
protocols were coded by an independent rater, with 9 1 %
test, p=.01). Students also demonstrated marginally
interrater agreement.
significant improvement on the emphysema question
A s predicted, the students were most likely to
(jx.Ol) but no improvement on the pneumonia
question. Although the emphysema question was
mention structures (F(l,17)=505; p<.OQ\\ see table 4
for means and standard deviafions). They were next
designed to probe the students' understanding of the
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relationship between diffusion and surface area, it m a y
have instead tapped their understanding of the relation of
the alveoli to the lungs. This alternative explanation is
consistent with the results of the diagram drawing ;uxl
their increased understanding of relations in the system.

between the functional subparts.
Dynamic Feedback The Artificial Lung project
helped students think about causal behaviors. However,
they had no opportunity for dynamic feedback, making
it difficult for them to recognize when their
understandings were incorrect and in need of revision.
Trial and feedback are critical to learning complex
concepts (e.g., White, 1993); the shallowness of our
students' learning, particularly at the cellular level,
illustrates just h o w important such feedback is.
Building and trying out working models, as suggested
above, would have helped here. Another way to provide
feedback opportunities would have been to give students
relevant devices to explore. For example, a bellows
p u m p might have provided an analogy to the
diaphragm. Experimenting with it might have helped
them understand the relationships between volume
increases and pressure decreases that are in play when w e
breathe.

Table 5. Frequencies for Disease questions
Question
Emphysema
Muscular Dystrophy
Pneumonia

Poi nts

Pre

1
2
1
2
1

9
8
9
6
14

Post
6
12
5
13
11

2

2

5

Discussion
Did children's views of a complex system became
deeper after an L B D experience? The answer to this
question is yes and no. Students did achieve a more
systemic understanding of the respiratory system. Even
given the severe time constraints and relatively crude
experiments and materials, students were able to
improve their mental models of respiration at the molar
level by thinking of the structures, behaviors, and
functions of breathing. W e are cautiously encouraged by
smdents' responses to the S B F and disease questions.
The design activities seemed to promote student
thinking about the internal workings of the respiratory
system But their understanding was often incomplete.
W e believe this is due to several factors related to the
way the design activity was carried out.

Cycles of Design, Reflection, and Revision
Earlier focus on design and an incremental approach
would have given the children a chance to try out ideas
that might not have been good ones, see them fail, and
from that, generate learning goals, revise their
understanding and their designs, and try again. T w o
important benefits would have accrued. First, they
might have made better connections between their
resource use and experimentation and their designs.
Second, it would have promoted analysis and reflective
discussion.
Because students did not get started on their designs
and have an understanding of what they needed to learn
before they accessed the information resources, m u c h of
the resource-use time at the beginning of the activity
was wasted. Children had fun looking through the
multimedia resources and probably learned some random
facts, but if they had begun their designing earlier, they
could have been more focused in their resource use, and
they might have gained better understanding of what
they were viewing due to their understanding of w h y
they needed to learn it. A similar argument can be made
for their experimentation.
Also important, without time to design, try things
out, analyze what happened, and revise, students did not
have enough opportunity for the focused exploratory
activity that is so important to learning. Design can be
powerful for promoting learning of complex ideas arxl
systems because it gives the opportunity to explore in a
focused way and with real feedback from the world.
Design without analysis and revision loses those
potentials. Managing design activities to m a k e them
iterative is essential for effectiveness. W h e n students
realized their models did not work, they should have had
opportunities to develop, test, and evaluate a new
understanding.
Starting design earlier would have encouraged more

Defining Problems Functionally Students
focused on building models that looked like lungs rather
than one^v that worked like lungs. Students developed a
deeper and more flexible understanding of those concepts
they actually dealt with. They spent a lot of effort
trying to understand h o w the diaphragm acted as a
pump. They were fascinated with a C D - R O M that had
many animated examples of different kinds of pumps.
They spent a lot of time examining the pressure
regulators that are used for Scuba diving and a manual
bellows that might be used to fan a fire. But they never
really understood the pumping action of the diaphragm
in terms of the underlying physics.
In retrospect, w e asked students to do too much in too
short a time. But more importantly, our problem
description and class activities did not emphasize
enough the building of working models. A full
working model of the lung might be too m u c h for a
middle school student to do, even in a longer amount of
time, but w e believe this can be countered by helping
students break problems down into functional
subsystems, asking them to build working models of
subsystems, then asking them to put some of those
subsystems together, focusing on the interactions
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Abstract
We address the question of memory mcdntencince in
a neuronal system whose synapses undergo continuous
metabolic turnover. Our solution is based on neuronal
regulation mechanisms. W e develop this concept cind
demonstrate it within the framework of a neural model
of associative memory. It operates in conjunction with
random activation of the memory system, cind is able to
coimterbalcince degradation of synaptic weights, and to
normcdize the bcisins of attraction of aH memories. Over
long time periods, when the veiricince of the degradation process becomes important, synapses are no longer
maintained at their original veilues. Nonetheless, memories can be maintained provided there exist appropriate bounds on synaptic growth. The remnant memory
system is obtciined by a dynamic process of synaptic selection cind growth driven by neuroncil regulatory mech-

act to maintain neuronal activity (see (van Ooyenl994)
for a comprehensive review). It is a generalization of a
previous work (Horn et a/. 1996a) where we have studied a similar mechanism for the extreme case of synaptic
deletion in the context of Alzheimer's Disease. A first
version of this model was presented in the Cogsci conference last year (Horn et o/. 1996b). T h e present work
extends the previous version significantly in two important ways: First, by incorporating dynamical synaptic
learning. Second, by introducing bounds on synaptic
weights. The latter turns out to be crucial for the embedding of long term memories, which can be maintained
with modified synaptic values.

The Model

Introduction
Memories can be maintained for very long periods of
time, even during our whole lifetime. A fundamental
dogma in the Neurosciences is that memories are engraved in the brain via specific, long-term, alterations in
synaptic efficacies. However, synaptic turnover is relatively widespread in the mature nervous system (Goelet
et a/.1986; Lismanl994; Wolff e^ a/.1995). H o w then
are memories maintained for very long periods? Clearly
memories can be maintained if synaptic weights can be
kept fixed, which is the purpose of several mechanisms
that were suggested in the literature. A n interesting
alternative, that we will explore below, is maintaining
memories with altered synaptic values, i.e., synapses
change dynamically and still encode the original m e m o ries (Kavanaul994).
Memory maintenance is carried out on the neuronal
level and compensates for synaptic degradation. It has
the interesting property of normaUzing basins of attraction, and prevents the formation of pathologic neural assemblies. To perform memory maintenance, the neurons
in our model regulate their overall level of synaptic inputs (i.e., average post-synaptic potential) by activating
neuronal regulatory (NR) processes that jointly modify
all the incoming synapses of the neuron by a c o m m o n
factor.
Our proposal is biologically motivated by the extensive
experimental evidence of homeostasis mechanisms that
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W e study N R in the framework of an excitatoryinhibitory associative memory network (Tsodyksl989).
M memory patterns are encoded on the N excitatory
neurons only, with sparse coding level p « 1. The inhibitory neurons are assumed to serve the role of inducing competition between the excitatory neurons. Their
effect is represented by a global term. T h e initial synaptic efficacy Jij{t = 0) between the jth (presynaptic) neuron and the ith (postsynaptic) neuron is chosen in the
Hebbian manner

M
(1)
^=1
where tj'' are the stored memory patterns. The updating
rule for the activity state VJ of the ith binary neuron is
given by
Vi{t' + At')=S(hi{t')-T)
(2)
where t' denotes the fast time scale of the updating of the
network in a single retrieval trial, and T is the threshold.
S{x) is a stochastic sigmoid function, getting the value
1 with probability (1 -|- e~^)~^ and 0 otherwise.
hi{t') = hnt')-iQit') + ii

(3)

is the localfield,or membrane potential. It includes
the excitatory Hebbian coupling of all other excitatory
neurons,
N
^^(0 = E-^'^^i(0
(4)

an external input A, and inhibition that is proportional
to the total activity of the excitatory neurons

(5)

e(0 = Np
T^E^.(0

g4-g50=1
As long as the inhibition strength obeys 7 > Mp"^ the
network performs well. Performance is measured by iissessing the average recall of all memories. The retrieval
quality at each trial is measured by the overlap function,
m'*, that denotes the similarity between the final state
V the network converges to and the memory pattern r;''
that is cued in each trial, defined by

m''(0 =

1
E('?^-p)v;(0
p(i-p)A^jet

(6)

Synaptic wezikening due to metabolic turnover, or
synaptic degradation, is modeled by

(7)

J,jit + At) = {l-Uj)JiAt)
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(b)

where the time t denotes the number of degradation and
maintenance steps, or epochs. The degradation parameters e,j are generated randomly with average e and standard deviation (7^. Synaptic strengthening resulting from
N R is represented by
Jij{t + At) = CiJij(t)

(8)

in which the regulation factors c, correct the values of
all excitatory synaptic connections projecting on neuron
c,- = 1 + rtanh

1-

{hU{t))\]

m

j\

(9)

where i/f = (/i^,(< = 0)) and k and r are rate constants.
This choice of c, maintains the average neuronal input
field at its baseline value, i/f, since it counterbalances
the effect of any shift in /if. The tank function limits
the effects of sudden large changes in thefield,thus increasing the stability of the resulting network dynamics.
In numerical simulations we use /c = 10 and r = 0.01.
In every simulation experiment described below, a sequence of synaptic degreidation and maintenance steps
is executed. Each such step (one time unit, or 'epoch',
in the results reported below) is composed of the following substeps: 1. Synaptic degradation is performed by
decrementing Jij following Eq. 7. 2. The average input
field of ecich neuron is measured by presenting random inputs to the network and letting itflowinto its attractors.
3. After averaging over many inputs the new c,'s are calculated via Eq. 9 and the synaptic weights are modified
accordingly. 4. The network's current performance level
is measured by Eq. 6, before another degradation step is
applied.
Results

Figure 1: (a) Size of basins of attraction as measured by
the percentage of retrievals of specific memories. This
simulation of an N = 1000 network has 50 memories
stored such that three have strengths of 3 = 4, 3 and 2,
and all the rest have 5 = 1 . (b) Shares of memory space
(relative sizes of basins of attraction) at the beginning
(upperfigure)and the end (lowerfigure)of the simulation. Random inputs lead either to encoded memories or
to the null attractor (gray shading) in which all activity
stops.

counteract the formation of pathologic attractors. The
latter are strongly embedded patterns, that dominate
This algorithm implements successfully, in a local manall other memory patterns. Suppose that at some point
ner, the global optimal synaptic regeneration strategy
described in (Horn et a/. 1993). Interestingly, it can also of time such pathologic attractors are formed, and the
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system finds itself with a synaptic efficacy matrix
1 ^
•^'i(^)=A^E5'''?''.V,

(10)

to the network via an external input and the synaptic
efficacies of co-active neurons are allowed to change in a
Hebbian fashion.

where some of the memories are encoded with weights ^''
larger than 1. W e find that if at this point the N R mechanism is applied, allowing the system to evolve through
degradation and maintenance cycles, such attractors are
trimmed down, as demonstrated in Figure 1. W e display
here the basins of attraction of our model, as measured
by a retrieval process which is initiated by random inputs. Whereas at the beginning the strong memories
•-"10'
dominate the scene, their weights are gradually reduced
by the maintenance method, until an almost homogeneous embedding is achieved.
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Figure 3: T h e collapse time tc of network performance
(logarithmic scale) as a function of the standard deviation of the synaptic degradation process a^. Both experimental (small circles) and analytic (solid curve) results
are shown. A^ = 1000, M = 50, p = 0.05.
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Figure 2: Alternating synaptic learning and maintenance. W e start out with a system of N = 1000 neurons
holding 30 memories. Every 15 epochs a new pattern is
stored during 5 epochs, followed by 10 epochs of regular
synaptic degradation and maintenance. T h e top figure
shows how the null attractor gradually vanishes. T h e
lower figure portrays the basins of attraction of the different memories (larger basins are darker) at subsequent
epochs. As evident, homogeneous m e m o r y retrieval is
maintained throughout the simulation.

By maintaining the mean of the neuron's local field,
the N R method prevents rapid m e m o r y loss that would
otherwise occur due to synaptic decay. Thus, with a
uniform degradation process, the network's performance
will be maintained forever. However, a non-uniform
degradation process will eventually lead to an imbalance
of synaptic weights, resulting in afinitenetwork life-time
tc- This is demonstrated in Figure 3 where w e compare
simulations with analytic results calculated by a meanfield approach (Sompolinskyl986; Tsodyksl989; Herr m a n n et aZ.1995). A s the variance of synaptic degradation increases, the network's life-time rapidly decreases.
Translating this result to the biological realm in a precise
quantitative manner is currently impossible, since data
about biological synaptic turnover rates are yet scarce
and inconclusive. Several studies suggest that synapses
undergo complete turnover in a period of several weeks
(Goelet et a/. 1986; Purves and Voyvodicl987; Wolff et
a/. 1995). If w e think of the degradation and maintenance cycle as occurring few times in 24 hours, ^ this
implies that e is of order 10~^. Taking cr^ to be roughly
the same, implies that the critical life time will be of
order lO"*, or about 100 months. But if ctj is larger,

Neuronal regulation works well also when it is combined with ongoing learning of new, unfamiliar, m e m o r y
patterns. This is demonstrated in Figure 2. Here every
few epochs the network acquires another m e m o r y in an
activity dependent manner. A new m e m o r y is presented

'Note that the degradation and mainteneince process is
assumed to proceed in small steps in our mechanism. In
principle, there exists an alternative, in which the synapse
undergoes major chcinges over only a small fraction of its (e.g.
monthly) life cycle. This seems to be the case for perforated
synapses.(Jones et a/.1991)
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the system will lose its homeostasis m u c h sooner. W e
conclude therefore that the N R mechanism m a y be insufficient to account for lifelong m e m o r y maintenance, if
synapses are unbounded.

Long Term Maintenance
Clearly deletion leads eventually to a breakdown of the
m e m o r y system. T h e compensation by Ci just postpones
the demise of the system. Nonetheless, we find that
our method can be altered in a way that will allow for
ongoing m e m o r y maintenance although the synapses no
longer maintain their original values. For this purpose
w e find that w e have to introduce afinitevariation span
for the synaptic weights. A s the synapses Jij undergo a
series of degradation and maintenance steps, their values are allowed to change in the interval [B~, S + ] . If the
dynamics lead to J,j < B ~ , the synapse is declared dead
and Jij is set to 0. If the dynamics lead to J,j > i?+
it is reset to S + , representing a limit on the strength a
synapse m a y attain in real biological networks.

N R mechanism will be higher than the minimal number
of synapses required to maintain m e m o r y performance.
This is the case for B"^ = Z/Np in the simulation presented in Figure 4. ^ By maintaining the neurons' average post-synaptic potentials, the N R mechanism preserves the number of large synapses practically forever,
even though the identity of these synapses m a y change
during the network's life-time. T h e existence of synaptic upiKT bounds prevents the formation ('runaway') of
synapses with very large values. T h e formation of the
latter would have deleterious effects on the network's
performance since, together with the concomitant action
of the N R mechanism, they m a y reduce the number of
large synapses beyond the threshold of m e m o r y capacity.
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Figure 4: T h e effect of synaptic bounds. T h e small
circles denote the performance of the network without
synaptic bounds, 5 + = oo. T h e '-|-' symbols denote the
performance of the network withfl"*"= 8/Np (i.e., 8
times the size of a synapse that stores one m e m o r y at
t = 0), while the '*' symbols correspond to the case of
5 + = Z/Np. T h e other parameters of the simulation
were N = 500, M = 25, p = 0.075, e = 0.005, <t, = 0.2.
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The normalization property and the ability to learn
new patterns are retained when bounded synapses are
employed. T h e difference is that now, for appropriate
synaptic upper bounds, the network m a y successfully
maintain its stored memories forever even in face of ongoing, continuous, synaptic turnover, as demonstrated
in Figure 4. T h e simple intuitive explanation is that
by letting the degradation-maintenance process continue
for a long time the synapses undergo a random walk
process with bounds. If the synaptic bound is sufficiently low, the number of large synapses retained by the
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10-

Figure 5: T h e fraction of remaining synapses in a neuron that undergoes a series of synaptic degradation a n d
N R steps, f = 0.01, (J( — 0.1. T h e simulated neuron
has 10'' synapses, w h o s e initial values follow the typical
distribution of synaptic values of a n e u r o n in a network
of N = 5 0 0 neurons storing 2 5 m e m o r i e s with p = 0.4.
T h e bounds are B + = lO/Np and 5 " = O.b/Np. The
small synapses traced here store a single memory pattern, while the large synapses store seven patterns each.
The possibility that the network can achieve stability, i.e. that it will continue to exhibit high retrieval
performance forever, is further enhanced when a 'viability' bound ( B ~ > 0) is incorporated. In this case,
synapses whose values decrease below B ~ die and their
values are set to zero. This selective synaptic death process helps preserve the network's performance because
synapses with large initial values (i.e., synapses that code
several memories) have greater chances to survive than
synapses with small initial values. ^
^Note that this corresponds to the amount needed to encode three memories in the original synaptic weights, whose
average value at t = 0 was . 14/Np.
'The intuition of retaining synapses with large initial values is clear, since these synapses encode a large number of

This synaptic selection process is depicted in Figure 5,
which demonstrates that a significantly greater fraction
of large synapses than small ones is retained through the
action of the N R algorithm as time evolves. These results
were obtained by studying numerically the evolution of a
single neuron whose synapses undergo a series of degradation and N R steps, assuming that the N R algorithm
maintains a fixed total s u m all synaptic weights. This
approximation of the dynamics of a network undergoing
synaptic degradation and N R enabled us to trace the
resulting synaptic values for very long periods of time.
Interestingly, the pattern of decrease in overall synaptic
counts as time evolves is remarkably reminiscent of that
observed experimentally in primates (Rakic et a/. 1986;
Rakic et a/. 1993). T h e level of the selection bias toward
synapses with large initial values depends on the pattern
of synaptic degradation employed.
Discussion
We have described a developmental, ongoing, process
of synaptic turnover including Hebbian changes, noisy
degradation and N R correction steps. Our maintenance
process has a temporal scale determined by the variance of synaptic degradation, as shown in Fig. 3. For
short times, t < tc , N R compensates for the loss of
synaptic efficacy. It also helps to normalize m e m o r y
retrieval, by equalizing the basins of attraction of the
stored memories, and preventing the formation of pathologic attractors. For long times, t > tc, a. network with
unbounded synapses cannot maintain its memory. H o w ever, N R can maintain m e m o r y forever in networks with
appropriately bounded synapses. During the N R process some synapses die while others approach the upper
synaptic bound and remain in its vicinity, realizing longterm m e m o r y maintenance. M e m o r y maintenance m a y
therefore be achieved even though the synapses are not
maintained at their original values.
The N R mechanism described in this paper provides a biological realization of synaptic 'clipping',
bearing similarity to a process described previously(Sompolinskyl986) in the context of a Hopfield
model. In the latter, the synaptic m e m o r y matrix is
clipped so that all synaptic weights whose absolute value
lies below some threshold vanish, while the values of all
other are set as plus or minus the threshold value. This
process (Sompolinskyl986) causes a surprisingly small
decrease in the capacity of the associative m e m o r y network. In our model, a subset of the surviving synapses
approaches the upper bound. T h e choice of these strong
synapses is stochastic and time-varying, but synapses
with large initial values have m u c h larger chances to survive than initially weak synapses. That is, the action
of the N R mechanism gradually transforms the network
from having continuous synapses to quasi-binary ones,
memories and hence jire more significant than synapses with
smcill initial values. This intuitive notion, supported by the
work of (Sompolinskyl986) on clipped synapses, has recently
been proven formally by (Chechick and Ruppinl996).
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in a computationally efficient manner. From a biological
point of view, analog networks m a y be a transitional,
developmental, stage of associative memories as their
synapses saturate and become quasi-binary. For a fixed
number of synapses per neuron, this process is computationally advantageous versus Willshaw-like networks
that are based on binary synapses to begin with, since
it leads to a more efficient synaptic matrix where only
synapses representing several memories are retained.
Our mechanism relies on activation of the m e m o r y
system by random inputs, thus testing all basins of attraction without resorting to a<:tivation by the memories
themselves. As such, it is reminiscent of previous suggestions (Crick and Mitchisonl983; Hopfield et a/.1983) that
utilize random activity to unlearn spurious attraictors in
the network. Such attractors are rare in the Tsodyks
model, and, therefore, were irrelevant in our study. Notice, though, that our N R mechanism does weaken the
memories that are frequently retrieved through random
activation, thus leading to the normalization exemplified in Fig. 2. R a n d o m activation of cortical m e m o r y
systems m a y be triggered by P G O waves (Hobson and
McCarleyl977) during R E M sleep. It is however still unclear whether this is indeed the appropriate and the only
period in which synaptic maintenance occurs. In any
case, it seems preferable to have a clear separation between the processes of m e m o r y consolidation and m e m ory maintenance since they require activation of different
(and complementary) mechanisms.
N R can be viewed as a particular realization of 'dynamic stabilization', a term that describes the idea that
during sleep there exist dynamic processes that maintain synaptic efficacies. Kavanau (Kavanaul994; Kavanaul996) has presented an extensive review of the
literature on this subject, including m a n y experimental
findings that bear on the possible roles of different stages
of sleep, and theoretical suggestions as to h o w these m a y
be beneficial to synaptic maintenance.
In summary, there are two natural time scales in our
model, defined by the effect of the variance of synaptic
degradation. O n short time scales N R performs synaptic
maintenance. Over long time periods it performs m e m ory maintenance provided synaptic sizes are appropriately bounded. In both cases it relies on random activation of the system, and, hence, is thefirstbiologically
plausible realization of dynamic m e m o r y maintenance.
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CfflLDES database (MacWhinney, 1990). They defined the
overregularization rate as the proportion of tokens of
irregular
past tense forms that are overregularizations:
Plunkett & Marchman (1993) showed that a neural
network
trained on an incrementally expanded training set was able
to master the past tense and show the U-shaped learning
# overregularization tokens
pattern characteristic of children. In Jackson, Constandse &
# overregularization tokens + correct irregular past
Cottrell (1996) w e argued that Plunkett & Marchman's
tokens
restriction of the training set was unrealistic and proposed a
model of selective attention that enabled our network to
They graphed 1 overregularization rate for 4 children
master the past tense without external restrictions on its
(Adam, Eve, Sarah and Abe). For all of the children but
training set. Analysis in the present paper shows that the
Abe, there was an initial period of n o overregularization
network in Jackson, Constandse & Cottrell (1996) does not
and the rate of overregularization w a s small throughout
exhibit appropriate U-shaped learning, however. W e propose
development (typically < 1 0 % ) . Figure 1 shows the
a modified model of selective attention that results in the
overregularization rate for A d a m . Note that the graph
mastery of the past tense as well as the kind of U-shaped
shows 1 - overregularization rate, so w h e n the graph is at
learning observed in children.
1 0 0 % , the overregularization rate is zero. Thus, the series
Introduction
of points at 1 0 0 % in the initial part of the graph indicate
In the process of learning the past tense, children typically
the initial period of no overregularization. W h e n the
show what has been called a "U-shaped" pattern of
denominator in the overregularization rate is zero, the point
development. T h e first past tense forms produced are
is not plotted in the graph.
generally correct, regardless of whether or not those forms
are regular. After this period of correct performance,
children go through a period of overregularization in which
irregular forms are inflected with the regular suffix (e.g.
goed). Finally, children seem to identify some forms as
exceptions to the general regular pattern, and the
overgeneralization errors decrease. This pattern of
acquisition has been called "U-shaped," for obvious
reasons—the performance starts off high, then goes d o w n
and finally comes back up again. Actually, this is
something of a misnomer because it implies that children
enter a period of development in which the regular rule is
consistently applied to all verbs. In fact, children produce
correct past tense irregulars at the same time as they
overregularize others, and sometimes alternate within a
short time between the correct and incorrect past tense form
of the same irregular verb (Kuczaj, 1977, 1978; Bybee &
Figure 1: (1-overregularization rate) for A d a m (reproduced
Slobin, 1982; Plunkett & M a r c h m a n , 1991). At all points
from Marcus era/. (1992)).
in development, overregularizations are a relatively small
proportion of children's total past tense production
Plunkett & Marchman (1991, 1993) (P&M hereafter)
(Marchman, 1988; Marcus, Pinker, Ullman, Hollander,
have shown that overregularization behavior can be
Rosen & X u , 1992). Marcus et al. (1992) investigated the
modeled using a single mechanism in the form of a
rate of overregularization shown by the children in the
Abstract
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conneclionist network. In response to criticism of the
discontinuous training set used in Rumelhart
&
McClelland's (1986) model of the acquisition of the past
tense (Pinker & Prince, 1988; Lachter & Bever, 1988;
Marcus et ai, 1992), P & M (1991) showed that a neural
network will m a k e overregularization errors without such
discontinuities in its training set. Unfortunately, their
network did not have the initial period of no
overregularization that is characteristic of children.
Furthermore, the final performance reported (after 50
epochs) was 1 0 0 % correct for the arbitrary and identity
mappings, but only 8 0 % for vowel change verbs and 8 5 %
for regulars. Since adult humans are capable of correctly
inflecting nearly 1 0 0 % of regulars, the network
performance left something to be desired.
P & M (1993) showed that networks can achieve
acceptable levels of performance and show the initial stage
of no overregularization that characterizes U-shaped
learning if their training set is expanded incrementally.
Trained on an incrementally expanded set of verbs, the
network described by P & M (1993) was able to master the
vocabulary (correctly inflecting 1 0 0 % of the irregular verbs
and 9 7 - 9 8 % of the regulars). T h e network was also able to
model U-shaped learning. In particular, it showed the kind
of overregularization behavior that Marcus et al. (1992)
found for children: an initial period where no
overregularization occurred, followed by a protracted
period where low rates of overregularization were observed,
followed by the correct production of both irregular and
regular past tense forms.
In Jackson, Constandse & Cottrell (1996) w e criticized
P & M (1993), claiming that their training regime was
unrealistic. At the outset of training, the network was given
20 verbs, on which it was trained to 1 0 0 % accuracy before
expansion began. After that, a n e w verb was introduced
every 5 epochs until the size of the training set was 100.
Then one n e w verb was introduced per epoch until the size
of the training set was 500. Children are exposed to the
entire adult language from the beginning of development,
so this restriction of the network's training set is
unjustified. W e developed a model of selective attention in
which the network trained on items which are most salient.
T h e most salient items were defined as sampled items for
which network error was highest. Networks with this
mechanism of selective attention learned to inflect 1 0 0 % of
the verbs correctly without any external manipulation of
their training set. Analysis in this paper, however, shows
that these networks do not show appropriate U-shaped
learning. They begin overregularizing at the beginning of
training and their overregularization rate is much higher
than is typical of children.
In the present work w e argue that the use of error alone
to define salience is unrealistic and leads to the model's
inability to show appropriate U-shaped learning. W e
implement a n e w selective attention model that
incorporates frequency information into the criterion for
salience. This model learns the entire training set and
shows U-shaped learning similar to what is seen in
children, without any restrictions on its training set.
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Selective Attention M o d e l
The selective attention model is based on the method of
active selection (Plutowski & White, 1993). This method
was originally used for incrementally growing a training set
by using a partially trained network to guide the selection
of new examples. Instead of using active selection for
incrementally growing the training set, w e use it to select
the training examples for each epoch.
In the selective attention model, the verb on which the
network will train is chosen from a set of W items
randomly sampled from the target language based on
frequency. This set of W items is called the "sample
window." T o select a new example for training, the items
from the sample window are compared with the verbs
currently being trained on. T h e N most "salient" of these
are selected for training. For each epoch, a new set of W
items are selected for the sample window, and the training
queue is updated. In this paper w e use N = l and W = 8. The
nature of "salience" in this model will be addressed below.
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Figure 2: Broadbent (1958) model of selective attention.
This model of selective attention is similar to the general
model proposed by Broadbent (1958). Broadbent's model
(somewhat simplified) is illustrated in Figure 2. Items are
sampled from the environment and held in a limited
capacity short term memory. The items from this short term
m e m o r y arefilteredfor further processing. The short term
m e m o r y m a y hold information beforefilteringas well as
retain information after it has passed through the selective
filter and been processed further. The sample window in
our selective attention model corresponds to the "short term
store," and the verb selected for training corresponds to the
item that has been selected for "further processing."
Salience
The notion of salience is central to the model described
above. Plutowski et al. (1993) introduced the idea of using
m a x i m u m error on an example as the criterion for selection
(cf. Baluja & Pomerleau (1994), whose network ignores
sections of the input with high predicfion error). In
Jackson, Constandse & Cottrell (1996), this criterion was
used for selecting examples for weight adjustment. W e
implemented the selective attention model described above,
with error used in place of "salience." Network error on a

particular verb m a y be thought of as a measure of the
"novelty" of that verb to the network.
The novelty of a stimulus is well established as a factor
influencing attentional response. Sokolov (1960, 1963,
1969) argued that the incongruity between an incoming
stimulus and existing neuronal templates is the basis for the
OTienting response. D u n h a m (1990) showed that infants
listening to temporal patterns show an increase in attention
to unpredictable patterns and a decrease in attention to
rhythmic, predictable patterns.
Given the interpretation of error as a measure of novelty,
it seems reasonable to use error for salience, as w e did in
Jackson, Constandse & Cottrell (1996). Using error as
salience, the networks mastered the training set without any
external manipulation of their training sets. They did not,
however, show the type of U-shaped learning discussed
above. A s w e show below, these networks begin
overregularizing early in development, contrary to
children's pattern of development. B y using error as its
criteria for what is salient, the network is reducing the
importance of frequency in the training set. At the
beginning, the network is more likely to train on irregular
verbs, because their frequency in the training set is higher.
As soon as the error on these examples starts to improve,
however, the network will begin training on regulars, for
which its error is worse. Thus, all verb types are kept on
approximately equal footing with respect to error, and the
frequency of the items in the training set is, in a sense,
"ignored." Children, on the other hand, do not ignore
frequency. Presumably, the failure of children to
overregularize early in development arises because they
initially memorize forms that are highly frequent (the
irregulars), and only later learn and overapply the majority,
regular mapping. T o the extent that our model eliminates
the effects of frequency in the training set, its early
overregularization is to be expected.
There is a large body of research showing that children
pay preferential attention to things that are more frequent
or more familiar. Jusczyk, Cutler & Redanz (1993) showed
that American 9-month-olds (but not 6-month-olds) listen
significantly longer to words that follow the predominant
stress pattern of English words. Jusczyk, Friederici,
Wessels, Svenkerud & Jusczyk (1993) showed that at 9
months (but not at 6 months) American infants listen
longer to lists of English words than lists of Dutch words.
Jusczyk, Luce & Charles-Luce (1994) showed that, a m o n g
words allowed by the constraints of English, 9 month olds
listen significantly longer to items with phonetic patterns
that occur frequently than items with infrequent (but still
allowable) phonetic patterns.
This m a y seem like a paradox: on the one hand, children
pay attention to what is novel, and on the other they pay
attention to what is familiar or frequent. These conflicting
findings m a y reflect different levels of processing. Novel
stimuli tend to provoke an orienting response, as Sokolov
showed. Ail other things being equal, more attention will
be paid to the stimulus that provoked the response. This
makes sense, because in the process of learning about one's
environment it is important to correct false expectations as
well as learn about stimuli that are occurring for the first
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time. Conversely, stimuli that are frequent in the
environment are also focused on. This also makes sense,
because mastering the appropriate responses to the most
frequent stimuli maximizes the likelihood of dealing
appropriately with the average stimulus.
In an effort to take both of these factors into account, w e
developed a variant of the selective attention model in
which the criteria for salience includes information about
both novelty (error) and familiarity (frequency). In this
model, the salience of a particular example is defined as the
product of the network's error on that example and the log
frequency' of the example. This salience measure can be
thought of as "moderate novelty" and/or "moderate
familiarity." Supplying the network with frequency
information is justified by the fact that children have
knowledge about the frequency of items in their language
before they start to learn the past tense. Sensitivity to the
frequency of phonetic patterns is already present in infants
of 9-months (Jusczyk, Luce & Charles-Luce, 1994), while
children do not typically start producing the past tense until
around 20 months of age (Cazden, 1968).
In the experiments described below, w e will test the
behavior of three types of networks: (a) networks without
selective attention (replicating P & M (1991)), (b) networks
with selective attention that use error for salience and (c)
networks with selective attention that use the product of
error and log frequency to determine what is salient.
Methods
Our input-output pairs were taken from the database of
artificial verbs used by P & M . T h e interested reader should
refer to P & M (1991, 1993) for details about the
representations. T h e network is given a verb stem as input
and must produce the inflected verb as its output. T h e
transformations from the stems to the past tense forms are
classified into four possible classes: arbitrary, identity,
vowel change, and regular. Each of these corresponds to a
possible English past tense transformation.
For the arbitraries, there is no relation between the stem
and the past tense form, e.g. 'go-^went.' For the identities,
the past tense form is identical to the verb stem. This
mapping requires that the verb stem end in a dental
consonant (l\J or /d/), e.g. 'hit-4hit.' For the vowel
changes, a vowel in the stem m a y be replaced by a different
vowel in the inflected form of the verb, depending on the
original vowel and the consonant that follows. W e had 7
different types of vowel changes in our vocabulary,
analogous to 'ring-^rang,' 'blow—)blew,' etc. Finally, for
the regulars, a suffix is appended to the verb stem. T h e
form of the suffix depends upon the final vowel/consonant
in the stem. If the stem ends in a dental (l\J or 161), then the

' Specifically, what was used was log2((token frequency) + 1).
The addition of one was made because the token frequency of
regulars is 1, and the log of 1 is 0. W e do not want to multiply by
zero, so a factor of one was added to all of the token frequencies.
The log of frequency is used because, as Marcus et al (1992) note,
"a frequency difference of 1 versus 10 would have a greater effect
than a frequency difference of 1,001 versus l,010(p. 118)."

suffix is /-id/, e.g. 'pat->pat-id.' It" the stem ends in a
voiced consonant or vowel, then the suffix is voiced /d/, e.g.
'dam^dam-d.' If the stem ending is unvoiced, the suffix is
unvoiced/ty, e.g. 'pak->pak-t.'
T h e type and token frequencies of each of these classes in
our vocabulary are shown in Table 1. W e calculated the
average frequencies reported in Kucera and Francis (1967)
for each of the past tense types, and created a data set that
mirrored the ratios of type frequencies w e found there. A s
Marcus et al. (1992) note, however, this database "should
predict children's behavior less well than parental
frequency counts, of course, because it is from written
English addressed to adults (p. 118)." They reported that
only slightly more than one-quarter of parental verb tokens
in the C H I L D E S database were regular (p. 80). In order to
m a k e our training set resemble the input children receive
more closely, w e increased the token frequencies of the
irregulars, keeping their relative proportions the same, so
that just over one-quarter of the total tokens available to the
network were regular.
Table 1 Frequency distribution of the training set.

T y p e Frequency
T o k e n Frequency

Arb
2
216

Reg
458
1

ID
8
9

VC
32
8

Results
T h e networks with selective attention were able to master
the past tense mappings completely. T h e network without
selective attention never reached 1 0 0 % correct on the
regular mapping (final performance was 9 7 % for regular
verbs, 1 0 0 % for irregulars). The overregularization
behavior of the network without selective attention is
shown in Figure 3. Like the simulation reported in P & M
(1991), this network began overregularizing early in
training and does not show the kind of U-shaped learning
seen in children (cf Figure 1). T h e overregularization
behavior of the selective attention network that used error
alone for salience is shown in Figure 4. This network
overregularizes too early and too much. Thus, using error
alone to define salience leads to learning behavior that is
unlike what has been observed in children, as noted above.
T h e selective attention network that used both error and
frequency information in its criterion for salience showed
overregularization behavior similar to what Marcus et al.
(1992) reported for children (shown in Figure 5). It had an
initial period with no overregularization errors, followed by
a prolonged period of low overregularization rates
(typically < 1 0 % ) , after which overregularization errors
ceased.

100
W e also trained all three types of network on two other
vocabularies—one which had the type and token
frequencies used in P & M ' s (1991) "Phone 3 4 " simulation,
and one with frequencies based directly on Kucera &
Francis (1967). In all of these simulations, only the
networks with selective attention, using both error and
frequency for salience, showed appropriate U-shaped
learning. Furthermore, as the training sets were m a d e more
similar to the input children receive, the networks'
overregularization behavior became more similar to what is
observed for children. Because of limitations on space, w e
will only report the results from the training set that
provides the closest approximation to the input to children.
Our networks were trained with the back propagation
algorithm. Each network was initialized with the same set
of random initial weights. Other simulations were run with
different sets of initial weights, and the results were
virtually identical to those reported here. The network
architecture consisted of 18 input units (each verb stem was
formed from 3 phonemes each requiring 6 units to
represent), 30 hidden units and 20 output units (2 suffix
units were needed in addition to the transformed stem). The
choice of 30 hidden units was m a d e to parallel the
architecture used by P & M (1993). The learning rate and
m o m e n t u m were also set according to the values used by
P & M (1993), namely a learning rate of 0.1 and a
m o m e n t u m of 0.0. T o evaluate network performance, the
output for each phoneme in the stem was mapped to the
closest legal p h o n e m e (using Euclidean distance). Then the
output was compared with the target.
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Figure 3: (1 - overregularization rate) for the network
without selective attention.
This network was also tested on its ability to generalize.
There were three types of novel stems: stems ending in a
dental (novel dental), stems from each of the vowel change
types (novel vowel change) and stems that did not fall into
either of thefirsttwo categories (novel indeterminates). By
the end of training, the majority of the novel indeterminate
verbs (ranging from 84-88%) were inflected as regulars,
showing that the network has learned that the regular
mapping is the default. The other responses at the end of
training were 2 - 4 % identity (the same stem as in the input
with no suffix), 4-6% wrong suffix, 2 % regular suffix
(appropriate for thefinalphoneme) accompanied by a bad
vowel change (one that did not correspond to any of the
seven legal vowel change types) and 4 % unclassified
(mostly changes to the consonants in the stem). Combining

the regular responses with those given the wrong suffix
gives us 9 0 - 9 2 % suffixation for novel indeterminates,
which is what P & M (1993) report for their simulations.
None of these novel indeterminate verbs were mapped with
a legal vowel change or the combination of a legal vowel
change and a regular suffix (blends). B y the end of
training, the network's responses to novel dental verbs were
2 0 % identity, 2 0 % regular, 1 0 % vowel change (these stems
fell into vowel change class 2, which ends in a dental), 2 0 %
wrong suffix, 2 0 % regular suffix accompanied by a bad
vowel change and 1 0 % unclassified. Obviously the network
has not learned the dental mapping as well as the regular
mapping. The fact that these novel verbs ended in a dental
did change the network's response to them, however,
increasing the likelihood that they would be inflected as
regulars or according to vowel change class 2, and also
increasing the likelihood of errors—inflections that do not
correspond to one of the canonical past tense mappings. At
the end of training the responses to novel vowel change
verbs were 2 1 % vowel change, 2 9 % regular, 9 % identity,
1 0 % blend, 4 % bad V C , 1 0 % bad V C with regular suffix
and 1 7 % unclassified. W h e n confronted with novel vowel
change stems, the network is more likely to inflect them as
vowel change verbs or blends than when it sees either novel
indeterminates or novel dentals. In fact, none of the novel
indeterminates or novel dentals were treated as blends. The
network's likelihood of making a response that does not
look like any of the normal inflections of English also
increases.

using a phonological attractor at the output (Plant,
McClelland, Seidenberg & Patterson, 1996). This is a
direction for future research.
Conclusion
Selective attention was shown to be a powerful aid to
learning in neural networks. Both types of selective
attention networks mastered the training set completely,
while the network without selective attention did not. T h e
mechanism of selective attention allows the network to
guide itself through a form of "incremental learning"
(Elman, 1993) so that difficult mappings can be learned
without the experimenter controlling the presentation of
training examples.
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Figure 5: (1 - overregularization rate) for the network with
selective attention, using both error and frequency for
salience.
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Figure 4: (1 - overregularization rate) for the network
selective attention, using error alone for salience.
These results resemble the behavior of humans when
faced with a "wug test" (Berko, 1958) where they are asked
to give the past tense form of nonsense words. Most words
are inflected as regulars, but words that are similar to
irregular English words m a y be inflected as irregulars.
Furthermore, words that are similar to irregulars take
longer to process. The fact that the network is more likely
to give responses that do not correspond to any of the
normal inflection types when confronted with words that
look like the irregulars it has learned m a y be seen as
analogous to this difficulty experienced by humans. The
unclassified responses m a y potenUally be eliminated by

W e also showed that using error alone as the criterion for
salience leads to learning behavior unlike what is found in
children. The networks that used error alone failed to go
through a process of U-shaped learning. Rather, they
produced overregularizations too soon and too often. W h e n
frequency information was added to the criterion for
salience, however, the network's learning behavior
provided a good model of what is seen in children. Both
novelty (which corresponds to error in the network) and
familiarity (or frequency) have been shown to play a role in
with
determining what children pay attention to, so the use of
both of these sources of information in the model of
selective attention is justified. O f course, other things m a y
play a role in determining what is salient as well. Although
only frequency and novelty were utilized here, w e do not
mean to imply that they are the only possible determinants
of attention.
These simulations also vindicate the claim, originally
m a d e by Rumelhart & McClelland (1986), and then
defended by P & M (1991, 1993), that a connectionist
network can provide an explanation for U-shaped learning
within a single-mechanism learning system. The network
with selective attention, using both error and ft-equency
informafion, masters the all of the past tense mappings.
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learns lo generalize to novel verbs, and shows U-shaped
learning behavior qualitatively similar to children. It is
important to reiterate that this is accomplished without
external manipulation of the training set. The mechanism
of selective attention, rather than external manipulation, is
responsible for the network's ability to learn the entire
training set and show U-shaped learning.
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Abstract

the markedness of its constituents. O n e problem with this approach is the lack of independent criteria for deciding what is
considered "marked."
A n alternative approach seeks to explain phonological patterns in terms of phonetic factors including ease of discrimination and precision of production (Ohala 1990). For example, the more easily a group of vowels are to discriminate
from each other, the more likely they are to make up an actual
vowel system. This theory has been explored using mathematical models based on acoustic properties of vowels to
predict the optimal sets for inventories of different sizes (Liljencrants & Lindblom 1972; Boe, Schwartz, & Valee 1994).
Because a vowel's quality is determined by the position of
its formants in the acoustic spectrum, such models calculate
two vowels' contrastiveness as the distance of their respective
formants.

Common vowel inventories of languages tend to be better
dispersed in the space of possible vowels than less comm o n or unattested inventories. The present research explored the hypothesis that functional factors underlie this
preference. Connectionist models were trained on different inventories of spoken vowels, taken from a naturalistic corpus. Thefirstexperiment showed that networks
trained on well-dispersed five-vowel sets like [i e a o u]
learned the inventory more quickly and generalized better to novel stimuli, compared to those trained on less
dispersed vowel sets. Experiments 2-3 examined how
effects due to ease of perception are modulated by factors related to production. Languages tend to prefer front
vowel contrasts over back vowels because the latter tend
to be produced with more variability. This caused networks trained on an [i e a u] inventory to perform better
than those trained on [i a o u]. Thus both acoustic separation of vowels and variability in how they are realized
in speech affect ease of learning and generalization. The
results suggest that acoustic and articulatory factors can
explain apparent phonological universals.
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Introduction
Universal tendencies in languages are often cited as evidence
that at least some of language's structure is innate, rather
than learned. O n e such pattern is the overwhelming tendency
for vowel inventories to be organized into acoustically welldispersed and symmetrical forms. For example, there are
many more three-vowel languages with a triangular [i a u]
inventory than the more lopsided [i a o], or worse [a e a] (see
Figure 1). This tendency holds for inventories with any number of vowels. Figure 1 represents prototypic realizations of
vowels; as w e will explore later, vowels deviate from these
prototypes to varying degrees in actual production.
Formal phonology attributes these phenomena to principles
of feature markedness (Chomsky & Halle 1968; Clements &
H u m e 1995): less marked vowels like /i/ and In! are c o m m o n
among the world's languages because their feature specifications are simpler than more highly marked vowels like hi or
lyl. The optimality of a phoneme inventory thus depends on

3

u/
x> 1

o/

aJ

800
2500

F2

800

Figure 1: Prototypical locations of vowels in formant space. T h e
dark line indicates the space of possible vowels, given articulatory
constraints. Frequencies are plotted in Hz.
The purpose of the present research was to use connectionist networks to explore the hypothesis that languages tend to
favor certain vowel sets because they are easier to perceive
and produce. Vowels that are m o r e distinct from one another
acoustically will be easier to discriminate, easier to learn, and
promote better generalization to novel items. Using connectionist networks, rather than the mathematical models used in
previous research, allowed us to investigate learning and generalization directly. T h efirstexperiment compared the performance of networks trained o n acoustically well-dispersed
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and poorly-dispersed inventories. Experiments 2 and 3 explored the role of variance in h o w vowels are produced in
speech, and h o w this biases the world's languages towards
front vowels.

Experiment 1
O f the m a n y languages of the world that usefivevowels, over
9 0 % of them form the familiar triangle of [i e a o u] (Maddieson 1984). Less c o m m o n inventories tend to differ from
this set by only one or two vowels. In contrast, no vowel
system is m a d e up of only back vowels, or only front vowels; such inventories fail to use the entire formant space of
vowels and as a result, vowels in these sets are more difficult
to distinguish. W e hypothesized that poor dispersion would
impair the rate with which a simple connectionist network
would learn the vowel sets and generalize to novel stimuli.

Method
All inventories used in this experiment have five vowels (Table 1). T h e first two sets were variations of the typical
[i e a o u] type: the aeiou set is the most c o m m o n one, with
58 reported cases (Maddieson 1984), while the n o r m S inventory represents a slightly less c o m m o n one, represented in
13 of the world's languages. T h e schwa set is very uncomm o n : only two languages use such an inventory. Finally, the
fronts and back5 inventories were m a d e up of eitherfivefront
or back vowels, and are completely unattested in the world's
languages.
Attested Sets
normS:

u

i
e

aeiou:

3

i
e

a
schwa
(less c o m m o n ) :

a
u

e
Unattested Sets
fronts:

u
o

9
a

i l e e ae

backS:

u u 03 a

Table 1: Vowel sets used in Experiment 1.
Between 20 and 64 instances of each vowel type were
extracted from the D A R P A T I M I T Acoustic-Phonetic Continuous Speech Corpus', m a d e up of waveforms of elicited
speech from different speakers of American English. Only
American English speakers from a single dialect region
('North Midland') were used. Each 180 ms. vowel waveform
was converted to a matrix of 2032 spectral coefficients, using a Fourier Transform. Each coefficient corresponded to
the amplitude of a narrow frequency band for a given point in
time. B y transforming these coefficients to the 0-1 scale, w e
obtained the coefficients for each vowel, which provided the
input activations of a feedforward network. The network's

output consisted of 11 nodes, each corresponding to a different possible vowel. All networks also had a hidden layer of
30 units.
Each of the five sets of vowels were trained on three networks, for a total of 12 networks. O n each training trial,
the network was presented with the spectral data from a randomly selected instance of a vowel. The probability of each
vowel type was held constant, so that the network received
an equal number of training trials for each type. The network
was trained to m a p the spectral matrix onto the correct output
vector, using the backpropagation algorithm to adjust connection strengths.^ O n e vowel was presented at each trial, and all
networks were trained on each inventory for 100,000 trials.
Results
To assess the rate at which vowel sets were learned, the proportion of correctly learned training vowels was examined at
each lOK training trials. Performance was assessed relative to
a criterion of 9 5 % correct on the training set, using a nearestneighbor scoring method. The n o r m S networks reached this
criterion by 3 0 K trials, while the aeiou and schwa networks
reached it by 4 0 K trials. The unattested/ro«r5 set took much
longer, 7 0 K trials, while the backS network never reached criterion: its asymptotic rate of 9 2 % correct vowels was attained
at 9 0 K trials.
W e also used a set of testing stimuli to assess each network's generalization to novel tokens. This set consisted of 6
instances of every vowel type in the network's training inventory, also taken from the T I M I T database. The novel vowels
were presented to the networks, and the difference between
the expected output and the actual output was calculated, using a sum squared error (SSE) formula. Figure 2 shows the
mean SSE's and standard errors of each network type on the
testing sets. Results show that the attested networks aeiou
and normS had faster learning rates, indicated by a steeper
initial slope, and settled into a lower overall error score when
fully trained. The unattested inventories backS and frontS, on
the other hand, had m u c h higher error values. The schwa set
had lower error than these unattested sets, though error was
not as low as the better-attested sets.
The higher SSE's in the unattested sets were due to both a
greater number of incorrectly identified vowels in the training
set, and the fact that these networks failed to learn one of
the training vowels altogether. A vowel-by-vowel analysis of
each network type's performance is plotted in Figure 3. The
height of each bar represents the number correct of 6 testing
vowels of each type. In the two unattested inventories, one
vowel is completely missing, indicating that a contrast has
been neutralized. Overall bar heights also tend to be lower,
indicating a higher overall rate of incorrect responses.
Discussion
The main finding from the simulations was that the attested
vowel sets were better learned and promoted better general-

^The learning rates and weight ranges for all networks in this paper were
'The TIMIT database does not contain an equal number of each type of
set at 0.01.
vowel, so all available instances of each vowel were used.
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Figure 2: Mean sum squared error on generalization sets for each
vowel set, over time. Data are averaged across 3 different simulations for each set.
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ples suggests that it developed prototype-like representations
that allowed accurate classification of novel stimuli that deviated from previous examples. H u m a n s also exhibit this capacity, as demonstrated by p h e n o m e n a such as categorical
perception (Liberman, Harris, H o f f m a n , & Griffith 1957).
T h e learning and generalization performance of these m o d els underscore the relationship between language acquisition
and language processing in h u m a n s . There is an intimate connection between factors influencing the ease with w h i c h children can acquire a hypothetical inventory, a n d the efficiency
with which it can be processed.
In this experiment, n o n e of the attested sets w e r e learned
perfectly, but it should b e noted that vowel acquisition and
recognition normally rely not only o n acoustic cues, but also
on local p h o n e m i c context, lexical knowledge, and discourse
information. T h e conditions under which the networks w e r e
trained were relatively impoverished insofar as n o n e of these
additional sources of top-down constraint were available.
In s u m m a r y , the results of thefirstsimulations are c o m p a t ible with linguistic data showing that vowel inventories that
are m o r e highly dispersed are m o r e c o m m o n than those that
are less highly dispersed. Unlike formal theories of markedness, however, our models did not rely o n explicit feature hierarchies to explain these facts; rather, they derive f r o m h o w
the models learn given the task they have been asked to perform and the nature of the input.

1
norms

Vowel Sets
Figure 3: N u m b e r of correct responses for each network type at
asymptote, broken d o w n by individual vowels in the testing sets.
ization than the unattested sets. Given the architecture that
was used, the unattested sets could b e not be learned; o n e
vowel in each set w a s unlearned and m e a n S S E w a s increasing rather than decreasing with additional training.
These results indicate that connectionist networks, like humans, s h o w a preference for vowel inventories that are acoustically well-dispersed. Moreover, the model's relative performance o n the 3 attested vowel sets corresponds to their
relative frequencies in the world's languages. Thus, the simulations accounted for both differences between possible and
impossible vowel inventories and differences within the possible sets in terms of relative learnability. T h e model's behavior w a s shaped by t w o main constraints. First, because
there is considerable variability in h o w vowels are realized
in speech, the m o d e l m u s t develop representations of v o w els that allow it to correctly classify m a n y different stimuli as
instances of the s a m e type. Second, the m o d e l must also b e
able to accurately differentiate between instances of different
types. T h e vowel inventories that are learnable are thus ones
that allow both of these d e m a n d s to b e m e t simultaneously.
T h e model's relatively accurate peiformance o n novel e x a m -
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Although models like Lindblom's (Liljencrants & L i n d b l o m
1972) stress acoustic distance between vowels, it is also i m portant to consider facts about h o w they are actually realized
in naturalistic speech. In particular, vowels are produced with
differing amounts of variability, which also affects learnability. Consider the 4-vowel inventories: the U P S I D database of
language inventory patterns (Maddieson 1984) lists 1 2 fourvowel languages with the vowels [i e a u] (the m o s t frequent
four-vowel inventory), but only t w o with [i a o u]; the difference between the t w o is the choice of a m i d vowel. T h e
greater n u m b e r of languages containing the [i e a u] inventory might imply that this set is better dispersed and therefore
easier to learn, but in fact, the t w o are equally dispersed; looking back at Figure 1 it is clear that the acoustic space between
l\l and I d is roughly the s a m e as between /u/ and lol.
Theories based o n acoustic differences between idealized
vowels provide n o basis for explaining the difference in the
distributions of these vowel inventories. H o w e v e r , differences
in the variability with which vowels are realized in speech
m a y b e what causes a preference towards front vowel contrasts. B e c k m a n et al. (1995) explain that precise articulation
of high front vowels is easier to obtain than for the equivalent
back vowels, resulting in a smaller a m o u n t of Fl variance in
vowels like /i/, c o m p a r e d to /u/. This is because high front
vowels like /i/ can b e produced with great precision b y stiffening the genioglossus muscle, and propping the tongue laterally against the dental ridge. This prevents it from falling into

the domain of Id, facilitating the contrast between the two.
T h e vowel /u/ cannot be produced similarly, since the dental ridge does not extend far back enough; as a result, tongue
height cannot be as accurately controlled. This means that
back vowels like /u/ or lol are more likely to overlap.
W e hypothesized that the increased variance in back vowels would affect discriminability, since /u/ and lol are more
likely to have overlapping distributions. Consequently, the
listener's ability to perceive them as different should also be
weaker than in front vowels. W e tested this by training simple
networks on two realistic four vowel inventories: [i e a u] and
[i a o u]. T h e prediction w a s that the greater variability of/u/
would yield poorer performance on this second set.

0.8
- front4 (attested)
• • back4 (less attested)

H

0.2

10
Training Trials (x 10,000)

Method
T w o new vowel sets were created using waveforms extracted
from the T I M I T database. Thefirstset, fmnt4, consisted of
different instances of the vowels [i e a u]. T h e second set,
back4, consisted of the vowels [i a o u]; thefirstinventory
is the more frequent one. T h e training method was similar
to the previous experiment, using the backpropagation algorithm to adjust weights after each presentation of a random
vowel from the input set. Because the number of vowels to
encode w a s smaller, and the anticipated effect is subtle, 20
hidden units were used for these simulations. Three networks
were trained on each inventory.
Results
T h e proportion of correctly learned training vowels was assessed at lOK-trial intervals. Criterion was set at 9 5 % correct
on training vowels. T h e networks trained on the front4 inventory took an average 3 0 K training trials to reach criterion.
Networks trained on the back4 inventory needed 4 0 K trials.
All networks attained perfect scores by 5 0 K trials.
To test the networks' ability to generalize to novel vowels,
a set of 10 vowels of each type (total = 40) was created for
each network type. Each testing vowel was presented to the
network at increments of lOK trials. The mean S S E across
three runs of each network and standard errors are plotted in
Figure 4. A s with the training set, performance for the front4
set was slightly better than the back4 set at some points, although this difference quickly disappeared. Asymptotic error
rates for the two networks were identical.

Figure 4: Mean Sum Squared Error scores (and standard errors) for
\\\cfront4 and back4 vowel sets, over the course of training.
type. This revealed an interesting pattern in the back vowels of American English speakers: rather than producing /u/
and lol with the very low F2's usually observed in languages,
T I M I T speakers produced back vowels that were relatively
unrounded and fronted, resulting in F2's that were quite high
(Figure 5). B y fronting and unrounding /u/ to a greater extent than /o/, the acoustic overlap of these two vowels was reduced (Figure 6), enhancing the mutual distinctiveness of/u/
and lol. A s a result, /u/ and lol had less overlap than expected
based on idealized representations of the vowels such as in
Figure 1. Thus, speakers apparently modified their speech to
avoid inventories of vowels that would otherwise be difficult
to discriminate.
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Figure 5: Comparison of typical vowel formant values and those
produced by speakers in the TIMIT database. Back vowels Inl and
lol differ greatly from their expected positions.

The results did not provide strong support for the hypothesis that the less attested back4 would be harder to learn because of the variability associated with vowel /u/. It is hard
to see h o w small differences observed between the vowel
sets would translate into large differences in the frequencies
with which they occur in languages. In considering these results, w e wondered h o w the vowel samples w e took from the
T I M I T database related to the idealized vowels illustrated in
Figure 1. Acoustic analyses were performed on the training
vowels, by calculating m e a n formant values for each vowel

W e have suggested that the back4 inventory used in the previous experiment contained /u/'s which did not overlap with
neighboring /o/'s and this increased the discriminability of
the two. This suggests a simple prediction: if the two vowels
were moved back to their canonical positions, the variability of the two should create sufficient overlap to significantiy
impede learning and generalization. To test this, simple feed-
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The/ron/5 network reached criterion by 7 0 K trials, whereas
the backs network needed lOOK trials to reach criterion.
To further assess each network's performance, five novel
vowels of each type in the training sets were generated. Each
was presented to the network every lOK training trials, and
the resulting S S E value was recorded. Figure 7 shows m e a n
error rates and standard errors for each vowel in the training
set over the course of training. These results show slower
learning of the backS set, compared to frontS set, though in
both cases the networks achieved near perfect training by
lOOK training trials.
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Figure 6: Schematization of the domains of typical back vowels and
their American English counterparts (darker ellipses). Overlap is
minimized by displacing /u/ to a greater extent than /o/.
forward networks were trained on synthetic vowels that allowed us to control the exact formant and variance parameters
of each vowel type.
Method
A set of Fl, F2 and F3 means for all five vowels [i e a o u]
was devised, based on cardinal vowel positions in Lindblom (1986). These formant values represented vowels' usual
positions in languages. Each vowel's standard deviation was
obtained from our o w n analyses of the T I M I T database, along
with data from Beckman et al.(1995). Thus, back vowels had
a Fl standard deviation that was greater than the corresponding front vowels, due to the effect of poor control over vowel
height. The result was a set of vowels with similarly spaced
/i/-/e/ and /u/-/o/, but with greater variance in the back vowels.
Using these parameters, 35 instances of each vowel type
were generated. Actual synthesis was performed using a
parallel-formant speech synthesizer to create 180 m s . waveforms for each vowel. These were then transformed into a
set of 2040 spectral coefficients using a Fourier Transform
algorithm, and then rescaled to the 0-1 range, and used as the
input vectors for our networks.
The synthetic stimuli constituted m u c h cleaner instances
of vowels than in previous experiments: length and loudness
were all identical, formant frequencies and bandwidths were
constant for the entire length of the vowel, and there were
no coarticulatory effects at the vowels' onsets and releases.
Learning was thus expected to be easier overall; for this reason, a hidden layer of 15 units was used for each network.
Each network was trained to associate each set of input vectors to a localist representation of the vowel it corresponded
to. Training proceeded as in the previous experiments: a randomly selected input vector was presented to the network at
each iteration, and error was computed using the backpropagation algorithm. Three networks of both types were trained,
for a total of six networks.
Results
Networks were trained to lOOK trials. The criterion of 9 5 %
correct on training items was again used to assess overall performance. Each network was tested at intervals of lOK trials.
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Figure 7: Mean SSE for the synthetic/ront4 and back4 vowel sets,
over time. Data are averaged across 3 different network runs for
each type.
Discussion
Results of this experiment support the hypothesis that variability in vowels affects learning and generalization in vowel
inventories. A s predicted, the performance of the front4 networks was superior to the back4 networks, in spite of the
fact that the relative dispersion of the two inventories was the
same. Because of the imprecision with which they tend to
be produced, back vowels formed weak and overlapping representations in the back4 networks. This was less likely to
occur in front vowels, since the distinctiveness of /i/ and Id
can be better maintained by the speaker. This would explain
w h y it is that fewer of the world's 4-vowel languages take the
form of [i a o u] than [i e a u].

Conclusion
The simulations w e have described examined h o w factors related to the distinctiveness of vowels could be related to facts
about about the distributions of vowels in languages. T h e
first experiment showed that greater dispersion of vowels in
a set promoted better learning and generalization, compared
to less dispersed inventories of the same size. These results
are consistent with the observation that, other factors being
equal, contrasts that are more dispersed will be easier for people to discriminate and produce. Given the architecture that
w e used, the unattested vowel sets were actually unlearnable;

the networks dropped one vowel from each set and also performed worse on the remaining vowels. The second experiment examined another source of constraint, variability in
how vowels are realized in speech. T w o inventories could
contain vowels whose canonical forms are equally distant
from each other but overlap in differing degrees because of
production variability. W e hypothesized that such variability
was related to differences in the frequencies of attested vowel
sets. This predicted that there would be differences between
two attested vowel sets in ease of learning and generalization, and while the effects in Experiment 2 were in the right
direction, they were rather small. W e then determined that
the vowels in the American English corpus that w e used exhibit a compensatory shift in the back vowels. Speakers in
the T I M T T database have minimized the overlap between the
two vowels' domains by fronting lal to a greater degree than
lol. This compensation is consistent with the view that vowel
inventories are determined by factors concerning perception
and production. Apparently, speakers will adapt their speech
in directions that avoid learnability problems. Experiment 3
showed that when back vowels were moved to their canonical
positions, the anticipated difference in training [i e a u] and
[i a o u] inventories was obtained.
These results must be treated cautiously because w e have
not explored the range of architectural factors that influence
performance, including the number of hidden units. Although
such factors are likely to affect ease of learning, our assumption is that the observed performance differences between
vowel sets will be preserved over a broad range of conditions;
this issue needs to be assessed in future work, however.

exclude from consideration. More recently, Optimality Theory (OT) has attempted to account for similar typological data
in terms of constraint ranking (Prince & Smolensky 1997).
O T is a powerful approach, and it should thus be possible to
describe ourfindingswithin its formalism. But unlike OT,
the research presented here represents a principled account
of where the relevant constraints come from, and how their
relative weightings are discovered.
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Hold-levels. 4 planes possible in each ol
3 levels. Ievel-1, level-2, level-3
People chose different strategies for performing tasks, and that
choice often plays a key role in performance. W e investigate the
-. «31 DCIO
use and evolution of strategic behavior in the Kanfer-Ackerman
269 747
Air Traffic Conu-oller© task, a fast-paced, dynamic task. W e
Iris
S55 prop
present strategies in two dimensions for one aspect of the task,
1:05
11,
747
a w/
examine how people use them and switch between them, and
1:20
how their use relates to final performance. W e also discuss the
implications that the observed variety of strategic behavior has
for cognitive modeling.
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Introduction

Queued planes indicated by ".'
Status infonnation
TIME 1:00
score : 1000
Landing pta: 110(
Flea I: Queue:
Bunwaya
DRY
wind . 10 - 20
Area where weather changes and
error messages appear

Problem-solving and learning in the real world often occur in
4 runways: 2 long, 2 short; 2 NS, 2 E W
dynamic situations. The teacher speaks at her o w n pace while
the student understands her words, decides what's important,
Figure 1: Startup screen o f the K A - A T C © task, reconstructed
and takes notes. The apprentice watches thefirechief assess
the course of a burning factory and direct teams of fire-fighters. from Study 2 on the Ackerman-Kanfer C D - R O M (1994), and
annotated to show the hold-levels, the runways, and areas
The nine-year old learns to play a seemingly manic new videowhere
information is given to the participants.
game in an afternoon.
Such domains have been studied in applied areas under
the names "naturalistic decision-making" (Klein et al., 1993),
Ackerman analyzed these data with respect to
"supervisory control" (Sheridan, 1987), and "highly-interative
independently-measured performance on a battery of cognitasks" (Bauer & John, 1995). O n the other hand, cognitive
tive, perceptual and psycho-motor tests in an effort to predict
psychology has predominantly studied static environments,
performance on this and other tasks (e.g., Ackerman, 1988).
where the world only changes in response to the actions of
Lee et al. (1995) looked at aggregate data of performance
a person, not of its o w n volition. However, the rich underand identified two efficient strategies that gradually increase
standing of problem-solving and learning attained in static
with experience. In this paper, w e look at the details of each
environments provides cognitive modelers with a firm founindividual's performance to identify several different stratedation for making contributions to mechanistic models of h o w
gies and strategy shifts which a cognitive model must be able
human perception, cognition, and action interact with a dyto emulate if it wishes to reflect mechanisms employed by
namic outside world allowing real-time performance of a task
humans.
as well as learning to improve performance.
Prior to modeling, the characteristics of behavior in dyTlie KA-ATC© Task
namic domains must be carefully laid out. Detailed perforThe KA-ATC© task is a dynamic task where participants are
mance data over time can give insights into what mechanisms
presented
with the start-up screen shown in Figure 1. Planes
are in play. A s discussed in (Lee et al., 1995), the Kanferin a hold-pattern in the upper left corner of the screen must
Ackerman Air Traffic Controller©' (ka-ATC© ) task is an ideal
be moved d o w n to runways in the lower-left corner before
vehicle for studying problem-solving and learning in a dythey run out of fuel. The planes are moved between adjacent
namic environment. A s well as the task environment itself,
hold-levels and from hold-level 1 to the runways using cursortimestamped keystroke data from over 3500 participants are
movement and function keys. A complex set of rules constrain
available on a C D - R O M (Ackerman & Kanfer, 1994). These
which planes can land on which runways depending on the
data are the basis for learning models that use different Al and
wind
direction, wind speed, and weather conditions.
cognitive architectures.
Once a plane is assigned to a runway, it takes 15 seconds to
m o v e across the runway before disappearing from the screen.
'The Kanfer-Ackerman Air Traffic Controller Task program is
A s time passes, the planes use up their fuel (indicated in the
copyrighted software b y Ruth Kanfer, Philip L. A c k e r m a n , and K i m
F U E L column, in minutes until crash), the wind and weather
A. Pearson, University of Minnesota
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show us just h o w these individual differences are manifest in
KA-ATC® performance.

cpoa
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Detailed behavior in queue acceptance
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People perform very differently in the KA-ATC® task, with
final scores ranging from 1860 to 4100. They improve substantially through the 18 trials from a mean of 176 to a mean
of 3351 (F = 1310, p=0.0001). In this section w e examine
the different strategies they use that m a y produce these differences, and h o w they switch strategies throughout the trials.
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Figure 2: M e a n hold 1 strategy a n d standard deviation
(reprinted f r o m L e e et al., 1995, with permission).

changes, a n d m o r e planes q u e u e u p to b e admitted to the holdpattern. Planes are accepted into an e m p t y hold-row f r o m the
q u e u e b y hitting the F l key. Points are awarded for landing
planes; points are substracted for crashing planes, landing
planes with l o w fuel, a n d attempting to m o v e planes to places
that violate the rules (e.g., to an already occupied hold-row or
to the w r o n g r u n w a y for the current weather conditions).
Anecdotally, in thefirstf e w minutes doing this task it feels
as though the system is driving you. There s e e m s to be a lot to
pay attention to, m a n y decisions to m a k e , a n d time-pressure
as y o u see the fuel counting d o w n to a crash. H o w e v e r , after
a f e w minutes, y o u gain control a n d s e e m to have time to plan
y o u r actions. In fact, very soon y o u find that y o u are always
waiting while the plane m o v e s slowly across the r u n w a y , so
you can land another plane on that runway. H o w does this
transition from system-driven performance to user-controlled
performance happen? H o w m u c h does simple speed-up of
the psychomotor responses contribute, versus the learning of
more efficient strategies? H o w can someone learn more efficient strategies while they are being driven by the system? To
begin to answer these questions, w e look at the performance
of individuals on this task and then discuss the implications
of their performance for cognitive modeling.
Previous Analyses
Lee et al. (1995) examined the performance of participants
in Ackerman's Study 2 on the KA-ATC© C D - R O M (1994;
reported in (Ackerman, 1988)). They looked at two different
aspects of performance: which hold-level the participants
used to bring planes in from the queue and h o w efficiently they
used the runways w h e n wind-direction changes occurred. W e
will look more closely at thefirstof these.
Lee et al. (1995) identified the "hold 1" strategy as the
percentage of planes brought directly from the queue into
hold level 1, bypassing levels 2 and 3 and saving 6 to 12
keystrokes, on average, to land each plane. Use of the hold-1
strategy increased over thefirstnine trials and then reached
asymptote (Figure 2). But the variance remained high, which
led Lee et al. to believe this to be an important source of
individual differences. Indeed, prior research in strategy use
in static tasks demonstrates that people use several different
strategies even in relatively simple tasks (e.g., Reder, 1982,
1988;Siegler, 1996). Looking at the individual data itself will
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Looking at the individual performance data of accepting
planes from the queue into the hold-pattern, Figure 3 shows
timelines with seconds since the start of the trial (x-axis) and
the 12 hold-rows (y-axis). The three hold-levels are separated
by dotted horizontal lines. Each time a plane is brought in
from the queue, a dot appears on the timeline at the hold-row
in which the plane was accepted. W e constructed timelines
for thefirst18 trials of 58 participants^ in Ackerman's 1988
study to examine the different queue-acceptance strategies
which contribute to the aggregate strategy shift reported by
Lee et al. (1995). W e have identified two dimensions of
queue-acceptance strategies: the level into which the planes
are brought (hereafter level), and the patterns offillingand
emptying the hold rows (hereafter pattern).
Strategies involving levels In the KA-ATC© task, there are 3
hold-levels with 4 hold-rows apiece. There are seven possible
combinationsof hold-levels (i.e., seven level strategies): level
1-only, 2-only, 3-only, 1 & 2 , 1&3, 2 & 3 , and A L L levels. W e
assigned each trial to a single-level category if more than 9 0 %
of its dots were in that specific hold-level (e.g., 1-only). If a
trial could not be assigned to a single-level category, if 9 0 %
of its dots were in two levels, it was assigned to a double-level
category (e.g., 1&2). Finally, if a trial could not meet any of
the previous criteria, it was assigned to the A L L category. For
analyses using quarter-trials (e.g.. Table 1), w e used the same
procedure and criteria at that smaller grainsize.
Strategies involving patterns We identified three patterndimension strategies: stacked, sequential, and opportunistic. Stacked indicates that the participant stacks u p a series
of planes o n e right after the other. This is evidenced by
straight, almost vertical, lines of dots in the timelines, separated b y blank areas indicating that the participant is landing
the stacked-up planes (Figure 3, top). Sequential indicates that
the participant is attending to o n e plane at a time, bringing it in
to a particular hold-row and then landing it, bringing another
o n e in a n d then landing it. This is evidenced b y horizontal
lines of dots (Figure 3, middle). Opportunistic indicates that
the participant manipulates several planes at a time, interleaving acceptance f r o m the q u e u e a n d landing planes. This
allows h i m or her to take advantage o f slack time (for example, w h e n the r u n w a y s are busy) to bring n e w planes into the
hold pattern. This is evidenced b y seemingly r a n d o m dots in
^65 participants were involved in that study, but 5 did not complete 18 10-minutes trials and 2 could not be reconstructed from the
K A - A T C © C D (Ackerman, 1994). This is the same data set used by
Lee et al. to produce the graph infigure2. These trials involve only
fair weather; trials 19-27 add foul weather to the task.
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Figure 3: Strategies: stacked in level 2 & 3 (top), sequential in
level 1 (middle), opportunistic in level 1 (bottom).

the timelines (Figure 3, b o t t o m ) as the participant alternates
between accepting s o m e planes and landing others.
T o label the pattern strategies, w e used a classifier based o n
the O C - 1 decision tree algorithm (Murthy et al., 1994). W e
trained this classifier with a set of 4 2 4 hand-labelled trials f r o m
another study ( A c k e r m a n & Kanfer, 1 9 9 4 ) in w h i c h participants performed the task in the s a m e conditions as ( A c k e r m a n ,
1988). T h e inter-rater reliability between the t w o authors for
the hand-labelling w a s 8 5 . 7 % .
T o label a n e w trial, the classifier first tried to label the
full trial, and, if n o strategy w a s identified, then tried to label
its t w o halves separately (the halves are measured f r o m the
time thefirstplane is brought into the hold pattern, not from
the start of the trial). T h e process repeats to the level of
quarter trials. If n o strategy w a s identified at that level, the
quarter trial w a s labelled n o n identifiable strategy (NIS). T h e
classifier used three sets of 5 0 trees (one set for w h o l e trials,
one set for half-trials and o n e set for quarter trials). E a c h tree
has been trained o n a r a n d o m subset of the training set (using
the bagging method (Breiman, 1994)). At each level, the 50
trees voted, providing a confidence rate for the decision.
The agreement rate between the classifier and the authors'
consensus on the 424 hand-labelled trials was 88.4% at the
level of quarter trials. The average confidence rate was 90.5%
for the agreement cases, and 6 8 % for the disagreement cases.
For confidence rates over 9 0 % , the agreement was over 9 0 % .

though these two dimensions could be orthogonal in theory,
in practice they are not. The stacked pattern is used predominantly with long stacks that stretch further than a single level;
9 1 % of all stacks are in levels 1&2, 2 & 3 or A L L levels. The
sequential pattern is used exclusively in the bottom level (level
1). The opportunistic pattern is predominantly in the lower
levels; 9 0 % in levels 1 or 1&2. In contrast, the quarter-trials
which do not fall into our identified pattern-strategies span all
possible level-strategies fairiy evenly.
These strategy combinations "make sense" in terms of the
task environment. The keystroke-pattern for stacking planes
involves repeating a series of three quick keystrokes for each
plane brought in from the queue and no perception to make
sure that the row is empty (because they are all empty when
stacking begins). Thus, it is easy to get into a rhythm that
produces long stacks. The level 1-only sequential strategy
may result from the fact that the system places the cursor
back on the hold-row from which the last plane was assigned
to a runway. Since this row is necessarily empty, it only takes
two keystrokes to accept a plane, and since planes can only
be landed from level-1, the easiest sequential acceptance is
always at level-1. It is not as obvious w h y the opportunistic
pattern concentrates in the lower levels, but lower levels require fewer keystrokes to land the plane, so any participant
rationally optimizing his or her score would gravitate to the
bottom levels. Thus, all of the identifiable strategy combinations observed seem to reflect bounded rationality, taking
advantage of the task environment to maximize score, while
minimizing resources like perception and motor-movement.
Strategies and performance

A 2-factor A N O V A , pattern by level, with score on the 18th
trial as the dependent variable, reveals a main effect of pattern (p < 0.05), but not level (p = 0.34), nor an interaction
effect (p = 0.19). Bonferroni/Dunn post-hoc analysis reveals
that the opportunistic strategy is significantly better than the
other pattern strategies (p < 0.01), but stacked, sequential
and not-identifiable are not significantly different from each
other. U p o n reflection, high scores are obtained by using both
runways as much as possible. This requires having planes
available to land on both the short and long runways. Sequential only has one plane available at a time, which m a y need
to wait for the long runway to be free. Stacked usaully has
several planes, of different types, available, except at the very
end of landing the stack. In contrast, opportunistic always
has several planes available and there is almost always a plane
Distribution of the strategies
suitable for the short runway.
All of the strategies described above, in both level and pattern,
The results also indicate that it is not simply the number of
were observed in the participants' performance (Table 1). Alkeystrokes required to accept and land planes that accounts
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for the score. Since it takes, on average, 6 more keystrokes
to land a plane from level-2 than from level-1 and 12 more
keystrokes to land from level-3 than from level-1, w e would
expect a difference of level. However, as can be seen in Figure 4, a poor choice of pattern-strategy (sequential), though
exclusively in level-1, scores poorly. Likewise, participants
using the stacked or no identifiable pattern-strategy in levels
1 & 2 score below those using opportunistic in the same levels.
This also provides a possible hint as to w h y the opportunistic
pattern tends to be in the lower levels. T h e participants using
this strategy have evolved to a very efficient pattern and have
placed it in the most efficient levels; perhaps they are considering other aspects of the task beyond minimizing keystrokes
and easy-to-find empty rows.
Strategy shifts
Although the variety of strategies observed in this simple task
is interesting in itself, the shift between strategies is even
m o r e challenging for cognitive modeling. Concentrating on
the pattern-strategies, w e observed that m a n y people shift
strategies in the course of 18 trials.
Figure 5 summarizes the of pattern-strategies observed in
the 58 participants along the 18 trials. Twenty-seven participants picked a constant identifiable strategy from the beginning, 25 needed several trials before adopting a constant identifiable strategy, and 6 never adopted any constant identifiable
strategy. (Periods of no constant identifiable strategy (ncis)
are represented in Figure 5 if they occurred at the beginning or
the end of the 18 trials. If such a period appeared between two
identifiable strategies, w e considered that part of a shift from
the previous strategy to the n e w one (see below).) A m o n g
the 51 eventually adopting a constant identifiable strategy, 31
shifted pattern 1 time, 6 shifted 2 times, and 1 shifted 3 times^.
^This participant switched from sequential to opportunistic to a
period where opportunistic was interspersed at fairly regular inter-
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Figure 5: Evolution of the pattern-strategies for the 58 participants between the first and the 18th trial. N u m b e r of
participants beginning in each pattern-strategy appears at the
left; number ending in each pattern-strategy appears at the
right. (The horizontal axis does not encode the shifting time,
which varies between the participants, but simply that a shift
occurred at s o m e time during the 18 trials).

O n e participant returned to no constant identifiable strategy
after 3 shifts. A s for the content of the shifts, of the 40 participants w h o shifted at all, 25 shifted to the opportunistic
pattern by the 18th trial. Only two persons w h o used the opportunistic pattern shifted away firom that pattern. Since the
opportunistic pattern is associated with the best score, again,
the participants seem rational in their approach to improving
their performance.
T^pes of strategy shifts W e have identified two types of
pattern strategy shifts: gradual and abrupt. Shifts are gradual
w h e n one strategy clearly appears in one portion of the timeline, a different strategy clearly appears in a later portion of the
timeline, but there is no clear demarcation between the two.
O n the other hand, shifts are called abrupt w h e n the onset of
the n e w strategy can be pointed to as being at a particular trial
and time. Out of the 5 0 strategy shifts, 39 are gradual and
vals with long stacks, and back to pure opportunistic. Although
not strictly within our original definitions, this unusual pattern (opp
w/stacks) appeared so regular in this participant's timeline that we
encoded it as 3 pattern-strategy shifts.
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Figure 6: M e a n score on the 18th trial vs. number of patternstrategies used throughout the 18 trials (with standard deviation error bars). The 6 participants never using an identifiable
pattern-strategy are excluded from this figure, although the
results do not change if they are included.
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Strategy shifts and performance Prior research in developmental tasks (Siegler, 1996) indicates that the more strategies children articulate about a task, the better they perform
on that task. Although there are too few participants in this
study to be confident, the analogous result (that the number of strategies used predicts end-performance) does not
seem to be the case. Figure 6 shows a slightly U-shaped
curve, and a 2-factor A N O V A (ending pattern-strategy by
number of pattern-strategies explored, with score in trial 18
as a dependent variable), indicates that the ending patternstrategy is highly significant (p<0.005) but the number of
pattern-strategies explored is not (p=0.18), nor is the interaction (p=0.999). That is, if the participant ended up using the
opportunistic strategy, he or she performed well, no matter
how many other strategies were tried first.

o •:
600

Figure 8: Abrupt shift within trial 13.

to produce both types of improvements. This is not to
say that cognitive architectures m u s t have several different
architecturally-supported learning m e c h a n i s m s , just that the
m e c h a n i s m s they d o have m u s t w o r k together to display these
different types of behavior. F o r instance, A C T - R (Anderson, 1 9 9 3 ) has three different architecturally-supported learning m e c h a n i s m s : strengthening of production and associative
links w h i c h produces simple speed-up, analogical reasoning
w h i c h can radically c h a n g e strategy, a n d bringing n e w k n o w l e d g e from the outside world into declarative m e m o r y , w h i c h
could also radically c h a n g e strategy. O n the other hand. Soar
Implications for cognitive modeling
(Newell, 1 9 9 0 ) has only o n e architecturally-supported learning m e c h a n i s m but that m e c h a n i s m can interact with different
The improvement in participants' performance, the variety of
k n o w l e d g e to produce different learning behavior (Rosenstrategies observed, and the shifts between strategies, have
b l o o m et al., 1993). Either solution is a n acceptable path to
many implications for cognitive modeling and raise many
an architecture of cognition, as long as attention is paid to
questions for future investigation.
producing the full range of h u m a n learning behavior.
Improved performance It is well documented that people
Variety
of strategies A l t h o u g h 2 8 combinations of pattern
speed up when they perform any task repeatedly (e.g., Newell,
and level strategies can theoretically appear, 71 % of the o b 1981). This speed-up happens as a function of practice, and
served behavior falls into 6 pattern/level strategies: stacked in
may be attributed to simple speed-up of cognitive, perceptual
levels 1 & 2 , 2 & 3 and A L L , sequential in level-1, and opporand motor actions, or to changes in strategy. The Ackerman
tunistic in levels 1 and 1 & 2 . Thus, a cognitive architecture
(1988) participants do both. For example, Figure 7 shows
which can model these six strategies will account for nearly
how a participant's stacking behavior got faster from trial 3
three-quarters of observed behavior.
(46 planes brought in from the queue) to trial 17 (68 planes
brought in). Figure 8 shows an abrupt shift from stacking in
Gradual vs. abrupt strategy shifts T h e existence of gradall-levels to opportunistic in level-1 in the middle of trial 13.
ual strategy-shifts implies than an architecture cannot have a
Any computational cognitive models of this task will need
dominant all-or-nothing learning algorithm that functions at
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the strategy level; it cannot display dogmatic behavior with
respect to strategies. Rather, it must have mechanisms for tuning existing strategies and experimenting with new ones. It
must be able to gain information about different strategies over
time to migrate to a new one. Also, once it has experimented
with, or been told, or otherwise discovered a new strategy, it
cannot thereafter always choose to use that strategy.
The existence of abrupt strategy changes puts other constraint on a cognitive architecture. Gradual changes point
towards tuning or experimentation mechanisms, but abrupt
changes in strategy (in the absence of changes in the task
environment) point towards reasoning mechanisms that do indeed discover that a new strategy is better (by some measure)
and replace the behavior associated with the old strategy.
Abrupt changes can happen between trials (6 changes) or
within trials (5 changes) and these have different implications
for a cognitive architecture. Intra-trial abrupt strategy changes
imply that the reasoning processes are happening while the
task is being done, perhaps in some cognitive "slack time"
(e.g., the 15 seconds while planes are moving across the runways). Thus, cognitive resources must be able to be applied
both to the task-at-hand and to reasoning about the task. This
implies simultaneity of thought, or rapid task-switching, or
some other mechanism that can display such behavior.
Furthermore, our think-aloud protocols in other dynamic
tasks indicate that some people have an awareness of the slack
time itself, that they deliberately use that time to think about
better ways to do the task. Thus, a cognitive architecture may
need the capability to perceive and reason about time itself to
fiilly model human behavior in dynamic tasks.
Inter-trial abrupt strategy changes implies reasoning about
the task when not in the task environment. W h e n strategy
changes happen after the 5-minute breaks between 30-minute
sessions, or on thefirsttrial of the second day of a two-day
experiment, it is plausible that the participant has been thinking about the task. If so, a cognitive architecture must have
the capability to learn enough about the task, the display, the
dynamics, etc. to do this reasoning without the environment
in front of it. This may be evidence for the existence of some
type of mental simulation in these participants.
Conclusions
This study of strategy use for the KA-ATC® task shows the
importance of the strategy choice for thefinalperformance
on the task: many participants (26) eventually picked the
pattern-strategy giving the best performance, but almost always (in 25 cases) after an exploratory phase involving the
use of other pattern-strategies, or no identifiable strategy at
all. W e also believe that the great variety in strategy use puts
some constraints on a cognitive architecture used to model
this task.
A s future work, w e intend to determine whether if the
strategy shifts are related to specific events arriving during the
task (e.g., a plane crash). W e also intend to explore further
h o w level strategies evolve, and h o w they are connected to
pattern strategies. Finally, w e will examine h o w the strategies
evolve during the subsequent 9 trials of the study, and other
KA-ATC© studies, when bad weather conditions come into
play and force the participants to deal with many more rules
about landing planes.
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This is not thefirsteffort to compare and evaluate Soar
and Act. Newell, Rosenbloom and Laird (1989) previously
This paper compares the Act-R and Soar cognitive architec-compared Soar to Act*, Act-R's precursor. Their goal, however, was more to use Soar and Act as two different examtures, focusing on their theories of control. Act-R treats conples of cognitive architectures, not to critically evaluate and
trol (conflict resolution) as an automatic process, whereas
compare them. The only serious effort to critically evaluate
Soar treats it as a potentially deliberate, knowledge-based
Soar is Cooper and Shallice's (1995) evaluation of Soar as
process. The comparison reveals that Soar can model exboth a psychological theory and an example of the methodtremely flexible control, but has difficulty accounting for
ology of unified theories of cognition. Their general concluprobabilistic operator selection and the independent effects of
sion
is that Soar fairs poorly as a psychological theory and
history and distance to goal on the likelihood of selecting an
that the unified theory methodology (at least as exemplified
operator. In contrast, Act-R's control is well supported by
by Soar research) does not offer any advantages over tradiempirical data, but has difficulty modeling task-switching,
tional psychological research methodology. In contrast to
multiple interleaved tasks, and dynamic abandoning of subthe Soar approach, Anderson and his colleagues have regugoals. The comparison also reveals that many of the justificalarly tested Act-R. M a n y of these results can help us distions for each architecture's control structure, such as some
forms offlexiblecontrol and satisficing, are just as easily
criminate between Soar and Act-R.
handled by both.
Theoretical Assumptions
Introduction
This section briefly reviews the theoretical assumptions for
The last decade has seen the emergence of a variety of cogAct-R and Soar. These assumptions are summarized in Tanitive architectures. This is good for cognitive modeling,
ble 1. D u e to space limitations, I only discuss those mechabecause architectures provide a ready-made set of tools and
nisms relevant to the comparison of control.
theoretical constraints that can assist the cognitive modeling
enterprise by constraining the possible models of a set of
Act-R
phenomena or even making the "right" model an obvious
consequence of the architectural constraints (Newell, 1990).
The mechanisms proposed in Act-R are based on two founHowever, these architectures m a k e many different theoretidational assumptions. The first is that "the implementation
cal distinctions, which can of course have a major influence
of Act-R should be in terms of neural-like computation"
on the nature of cognitive models supported by each. De(Anderson, 1993, p. 12). T h e second assumption is that
spite this, very little work has been done to compare alter"cognition is adapted to the structure of the environment"
native architectures. This paper attempts to rectify this by
(Anderson, 1993, p. 14). Consequently, m a n y of the mechaoffering an initial comparison of two of the most well known
nisms in Act-R are designed to reflect the statistical nature
cognitive architectures: Act-R (Anderson, 1993; Lebiere,
of the environment.
1996) and Soar (Laird, Rosenbloom & Newell, 1986; Laird,
Act-R is a parallel matching, serialfiringproduction sysNewell & Rosenbloom, 1987; Newell, 1990).
tem with a psychologically motivated conflict resolution
Thefirstgoal of this comparison is to identify the simistrategy. Act-R has a declarative m e m o r y containing a netlarities and differences between Act-R and Soar by listing
work of declarative m e m o r y elements ( D M E s ) ' and a proceeach architecture's fundamental theoretical distinctions. The
dural m e m o r y containing production rules. D M E s have actisecond goal is to assess the empirical support for the major
vation values and associative strengths with other D M E s .
differences in the architectures' control mechanisms. O n e The basic cognitive operation in Act-R is a production rule
caveat: since both architectures are products of active refiring. The actions of a production rule in Act-R modify
search efforts, they are always subject to change. This paper
declarative memory—productions cannot directly test or
compares the versions of Soar and Act-R available at the
modify procedural memory.
end of 1996. O n e should not assume that this comparison
will be accurate for all (or any) future versions of the architectures. However, the major theoretical distinctions in both
architectures have been stable for the past decade, so it is
Anderson calls declarative memory elements chunks. Since
likely that portions of this comparison will continue to hold
this conflicts with Soar's (nonstandard) usage of the term chunk, I
for some time to come.
will use the neutral term Declarative Memory Element (DME).
Abstract
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Act-R
Soar
Foundational Assumptions
H u m a n s approximate knowledge level systems
Mechanisms should be implemented in neural-like computation
H u m a n s are symbol systems
Cognition is adapted to the structure of the environment
Control
Single goal hierarchy *
Single goal hierarchy
Goals originate from task knowledge
Goals are created automatically by the architecture
Adaptive, satisficing conflict resolution
Knowledge-based, least-commitment conflict resolution
Long-Term M e m o r y ( L T M )
T w o forms of L T M : Declarative and Procedural
Uniform L T M : All L T M is in procedural form
Procedural m e m o r y is represented by production rules
Procedural m e m o r y is represented by production rules
Procedural L T M is opaque
L T M is opaque
L T M is permanent
L T M is permanent
Declarative m e m o r y is a network with activations and asso- Long-term declarative memory is represented by production
rules
ciative strengths
Working memory
Working memory is distinct from L T M
Working m e m o r y consists of the most active declarative
m e m o r y elements
Learning
The strength of declarative and procedural m e m o r y increase All long-term knowledge arises through chunking
as a power function of practice and decrease as a power
function of delay
Procedural knowledge is tuned based on experience
Procedural knowledge is acquired by analogy
Declarative knowledge is acquired through rules and perception
Activations and associative strengths are acquired through
experience
Latency Derivation
Latencies derive from the time needed to match rules, which Constant latency per decision cycle. Overall latency deis the s u m of the times needed to match each condition in
pends on the total number of decision cycles plus the time
the rule. The time to match a condition depends on the
for external actions.
strength of a rule and the strength of the m e m o r y elements it
matches.
Table 1: Theoretical distinctions in Act-R and Soar
Act-R repeatedly follows three steps: I) Instantiate productions whose conditions match D M E s ; 2) Select a single
instantiation to fire based on Act-R's conflict resolution
mechanism; and 3) Fire the selected rule.
Act-R assumes that cognitive behavior is goal-oriented
and that goals can give rise to subgoals. A goal in Act-R is a
D M E that has been pushed onto the architecturally supported goal stack. A s with any other D M E in Act-R, a goal
has a set of attributes (also called slots) and corresponding
values, which are just other D M E s . Goals in Act-R typically
contain slots that hold the goal's desired and current problem states. Act-R enforces goal-oriented behavior by requiring every rule to match a goal.
Act-R uses a single pushdown (last-in-first-out) goal stack
to track goals. The current goal (the one at the top of the
stack) is given an activation weight of 1, which is equally
divided among the declarative m e m o r y elements in the
goal's slots.
N e w goals are created by production rules that create a
D M E representing the goal and then push the D M E onto the
goal stack. Goal achievement is signaled by a production
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rule that pops the goal off the goal stack. In addition, only
rules that match the current goal can be instantiated. A s discussed later, this restriction leads to some difficulties in
modeling flexible control.
Act-R instantiates rules in parallel, but onlyfiresone rule
on a given cycle. The time needed to instantiate a production
is the sum of the times needed to instantiate each condition
in the production. The time to instantiate a condition is a
function of the production strength and the activation of the
D M E to which it matches. This means, that as time goes by
during the match process, more and more instantiations will
be available tofire.In addition, instantiations will be generated roughly in order of their likelihood of being needed,
because rule strength and D M E activation increase and decrease as a power law of practice and delay.
Throughout the instantiation process, Act-R must decide
whether to wait for additional instantiations orfirethe current best instantiation. T o determine this, as each instantiation becomes available it is assigned an expected utility P G C, where P is the probability that the goal will be achieved if
the production isfired,G is the expected utility of the goal.

procedural knowledge that inhibits further progress. W h e n ever Soar reaches an impasse it automatically generates a
subgoal to acquire the relevant knowledge.
Conflict resolution in Soar is concerned with the selection
of an operator, not a production rule. Soarfiresevery production rule that matches in a given cycle, however, only a
single operator can be applied to a state at any given time.
Unlike most rule-based systems, including Act-R, conflict
resolution in Soar is completely knowledge-based. Once
operators are proposed, other rules can register preferences
for (or against) them. A rule can reject an operator, mark it
as the best or worst operator, indicate that it is better or
worse than one or more other operators, or indicate that two
or more operators are equally good. After this preference
phase. Soar determines whether the preferences indicate a
single best operator. If so. Soar selects that operator for application to the state^. If not, or if there are contradictory
preferences, then Soar creates a subgoal to resolve the
problem. Like any subgoal, this subgoal is achieved by
searching a problem space. Thus, Soar represents the operator tie or contradiction event as declarative knowledge in
working memory, which enables Soar's procedural knowledge to detect the event and bring to bear the full problemsolving power of the agent.
Soar
All long-term knowledge in Soar arises through chunking,
Soar is based on two foundational assumptions. The first aislearning mechanism that compiles the results of subgoal
that humans are (at least to some approximation) knowledge
search into a production rule that can produce the result
level systems (Newell, 1990, p. 113-117). This means that
without subgoaling. This implies that Soar can only acquire
they apply their knowledge in some rational manner to
long-term declarative memory by learning a rule that enachieve their goals. The second is that humans are a symbol
codes the appropriate conditions in which the declarative
system (Newell, 1990, p. 113-117). Although Newell admits
memory will be needed.
that the underlying neural level might have substantive efSoar uses a constant latency per decision cycle, roughly
fects on the symbol level (Newell, 1990, pp. 113-119), Soar
estimated at 50 msec, based on the minimum amount of time
itself has always been based on a strong symbol level and
needed to make one deliberate cognitive action. Rules that
many of its theoretical distinctions reflect this fact.
specify external actions are assumed to take additional time
Soar is a parallel matching, parallel firing rule-based sysconsistent with initiating those actions.
tem. Soar's rules represent both procedural and declarative
knowledge. Soar's working memory contains only declaraComparison
tive knowledge. Rules cannot test other rules, so they can
only match declarative knowledge that other rules have alBoth Soar and Act-R organize control around a single goal
ready deposited into working memory. O n a given produchierarchy, but their similarities end there. Act-R's production rule cycle. Soarfiresevery rule that matches. Rule action rules are similar to Soar's operators: both are equivalent
tions can either propose problem solving operators, register
to a single operator in a problem space. The goal of conflict
a preference for one or more proposed operators, or make
resolution in Soar is to select an operator, whereas in Act-R
modifications to D M E s in working memory.
it is to select a rule. Goals in Act-R are created by rules,
All problem solving in Soar is viewed as search in a
whereas goals in Soar are created by the architecture in response to an impasse.
problem space. A problem space is defined by an initial
The distinction between task-initiated goals and architecstate, one or more goal states, and a set of operators for
transforming states. Soar solves problems by repeating the
turally initiated goals becomes important when w e consider
following steps until the problem is solved or abandoned: 1) the architectures' conflict resolution strategies, which are the
major theoretical difference between control in Soar and
Fire rules that propose operators to apply to the current
Act-R. Act-R uses an automatic conflict resolution strategy
state; 2) Fire rules that register a preference for one or more
operators; 3) Select an operator to apply to the current state, that selects an action (a rule) based on the match time of the
then apply it. If no operator can be selected, create an imavailable rules and the expected utility of each rule. Other
passe. All of these decisions can be either made by knowlthan the match time and expected utility, which depend on
edge that is directly encoded in rules or by knowledge genthe history of declarative and procedural memory, no other
erated by searching another problem space.
knowledge can influence conflict resolution. In contrast,
Soar has a single goal stack that is automatically created
and managed by the architecture. Goals arise automatically
^ If the preferences indicate a single set of equivalent operators,
from an impasse—an architecturally detected lack of direct
then Soar will choose one of those operators at random.
and C is the cost of achieving the goal by taking the move
specified by the instantiation. Act-R fires the best existing
instantiation when the expected improvement of the next
instantiation over the current best is less than the estimated
cost of the time needed to determine that instantiation.
The production parameters P and C are tuned based on
experience with each rule. The probabihty of a rule's eventual success P is estimated using a weighted average of the
prior probability and the empirical probability, which is the
experiential probability derived from a rule's history of success and failure. Rule cost reflects the average cost of eventually achieving the goal by way of the rule. It is estimated
using a weighted average of a prior cost and an empirical
cost. A rule's strength reflects its log odds of being needed,
based on its history of use.
Act-R's conflict resolution scheme is an adaptive satisficing process. It is adaptive because a rule's expected value
and the time to instantiate the rule depend on parameters that
are changed through the learning mechanisms discussed
below. It is satisficing because it stops instantiating rules
once it finds one that exceeds the acceptance threshold defined above.
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Soar uses an open, knowledge-based conflict resolution
strategy that selects an action (an operator) based on all
available knowledge.
W h a t kind of empirical support is there for these different
conflict resolution strategies? Soar's control scheme was
designed around two general characteristics of human cognition. First, is the observation that people behave flexibly.
Newell argues that problem-solving methods (such as the
w e a k methods) emerge during problem solving as a function
of available knowledge and task demands (Newell, 1990).
Soar's conflict resolution strategy is a least-commitment
control scheme that naturally supports this kind of behavior.
In fact, s o m e of the earliest work in Soar showed that m a n y
of the weak methods emerge by combining Soar's control
strategy, a few independent bits of general problem-solving
knowledge, and various kinds of knowledge of the task domain (Laird et al., 1986).
Research that is more recent explores the use of Soar for
modeling interleaved tasks and interaction with the external
world (Nelson, L e h m a n & John, 1994). Soar's ability to
respond to any goal in the goal hierarchy along with its ability to replace goals anywhere in its goal stack, m a k e it wellsuited for modeling interleaved tasks. Likewise, Soar can
respond to changes in its environment by immediately detecting the changes and switching to a different goal.
T h e second characteristic in support of Soar is that people
generally behave in a rational manner to achieve their goals.
According to Newell, intelligent systems behave according
to the principle of rationality, which states that "the system
takes actions to attain its goals, using all the knowledge that
it has." (Newell, 1990, p. 50) Soar's knowledge-based conflict resolution strategy with its automatic impasses supports
this kind of behavior.
W e must next consider whether Act-R can account for the
same phenomena. Atfirstglance, it seems that this might be
difficuh for Act-R. Since its conflict resolution strategy always picks an action regardless of the number of competing
actions and h o w closely those actions are ranked, only a
very limited amount of knowledge is used to select actions.
O n closer inspection, however, the situation for Act-R is
not as bleak. According to Act-R, cognitive skill acquisition
begins with the deliberate interpretation of instructions and
examples^, which are then proceduralized by the analogy
mechanism into production rules that directly specify appropriate actions. This means that Act-R must begin to solve a
task by placing declarative representations of actions into
working memory. Once these actions are in working m e m ory, any available knowledge can be brought to bear on
them, including knowledge generated by problem solving in
a subgoal. For Act-R to reason in this way, it must have a
general set of rules for recalling instructions about the task.
O n c e Act-R proceduralizes some of its knowledge, the general rules will compete with the newly formed rules, which
means that Act-R will reason deliberately on some trials and
automatically on others. However, if the task environment
changes such that the procedural knowledge is no longer
appropriate, Act-R will again fall back to deliberate reason-

' Soar adopts the same view.
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ing. Thus, it seems that Act-R is capable of displaying at
least some flexible, knowledge-based behavior.
Unlike Soar, Act-R's approach to flexible behavior is not
directly supported by the architecture. Soar's conflict resolution mechanism would essentially need to be programmed
into Act-R's rules. However, the implications of this difference arc unclear. B. Chandrasekaran (personal communication) has argued that the Soar architecture might emerge
from a lower level architecture because of the need to do
problem solving. It is possible that Act-R is one such lower
level architecture.
O n e potential source of difficulty for modeling flexible
behavior in Act-R, is that it instantiates only rules that match
the current goal. This severely limits Act-R'sflexibilityin
responding to dynamic internal or external changes, because
rules related to the current goal have complete control of
problem solving, including when to surrender control.
Next, w e must consider the evidence in support of Act-R
and consider h o w Soar might account for it. Several results
support the Act-R account. First, it is well known that people satisfice—we tend to set an acceptance threshold and
then pick thefirstaction that rates above that threshold. This
is modeled in Act-R by forcing a decision at each cycle
based on comparison a m o n g the expected utility of an action, the estimated cost of searching for additional actions,
and the estimated gain of the next action. For example, if
Act-R is given only a set of rules for making the moves in
the Tower of Hanoi along with a rule for detecting the goal
state, it will quickly select one of the moves and execute it,
without doing any internal lookahead search. In contrast,
given the same knowledge, Soar (along with its default
knowledge) will do exhaustive depth-first lookahead search
until itfindsa solution, at which point it will directly solve
the problem. Johnson, Zhang and W a n g (1994) have produced a modified set of Soar default rules that enables Soar
to solve problems with very limited lookahead search, however, the psychological validity of their approach has not
been adequately tested.
It is important to understand that Act-R's architectural
mechanism for producing satisficing behavior does not apply outside a single rule selection. It is also unclear whether
people actually satisfice at the rule matching level proposed
by Act-R. However, it is clear that people often satisfice at a
higher level by deliberately considering and evaluating options until, at some point, they decide to act rather than continue searching. A s with Soar, it is possible to model this
behavior in Act-R by deliberately evaluating declarative
representations of moves and taking thefirstm o v e that rises
above an acceptance threshold; however, this bypasses ActR's architectural support for satisficing.
Anderson has also argued that Act-R's conflict resolution
mechanism can be used to model speed-accuracy trade-offs
by altering the threshold that it uses to decide when to stop
matching additional rules. (Anderson, 1993, p. 62) H o w ever, this also applies only to the selecfion of a single rule,
not to more extended deliberate decisions. Thus, neither
Soar's nor Act-R's conflict resolution mechanisms directly
support satisficing during deliberate search. This does not
necessarily indicate a flaw with either architecture. Given
the computational importance of satisficing, it seems likely

that cognition developed to support satisficing behavior at
many different levels, using m a n y different mechanisms,
including ones that are more deliberate.
Although the source of satisficing behavior in Soar and
Act-R are somewhat different, at present, the evidence does
not appear to favor either one. This is in part a consequence
of the generality of the evidence supporting satisficing behavior. M o r e detailed quantitative evidence might discriminate between the two architectures.
A second body of evidence supports the use of expected
utility and instantiation time in Act-R's conflict resolution
strategy. Anderson, Kushmerick, and Lebiere (1993) showed
that the distribution of an individual's choices from among a
set of moves reflects the expected utility of those moves.
Act-R models probabilistic m o v e selection by adding a rand o m amount of noise to the expected utilities of each rule
instantiation. This is difficult to model in Soar because
Soar's control strategy is largely deterministic. The only
exception occurs when two or more operators are given indifference preferences (which is meant to indicate that those
operators are equally good), in which case Soar will randomly select from a m o n g the operators. It is possible to use
indifference preferences to implement probabilistic operator
selection. Suppose one wants to model a situation in which
operator A is twice as likely to be chosen as operator B. B y
proposing two A operators, one B operator, and making all
of them indifferent. Soar will have a 2/3 chance of selecting
an A operator, but only a 1/3 chance of selecting B.
There are four problems with the indifference technique.
First, it violates the semantics of Soar's indifference preference, which is supposed to mean that the operators are
equally good. Second, it requires one to avoid using m a n y of
Soar's preferences, such as those that indicate that one operator is better than another, because using such preferences
would automatically exclude one or more operators from
consideration. Third, since all operators are m a d e indifferent. Soar will never generate an operator tie impasse, effectively bypassing Soar's knowledge-based conflict resolution
strategy for selecting a m o n g operators. Finally, the technique must be augmented with a theory of learning that
shows h o w chunking can learn n e w rules that change the
distribution of operators in a way that reflects the operators'
expected utility. Given that Soar can (theoretically) learn
any production that a programmer can write, it seems likely
that such a learning theory is possible, but it is unclear h o w
natural or psychologically valid the theory will be.
Anderson, Kushmerick, and Lebiere (1993) also showed
that the time to select a rule correlates with instantiation
time, not the number of alternative rules. This implies that
subjects do not evaluate all available moves, but instead take
thefirstm o v e that exceeds some threshold of acceptability.
This is a direct prediction of Act-R's satisficing conflict
resolution strategy, which sequentially considers rules,
roughly in order of their likelihood of being needed, until it
finds an acceptable one.
Soar can produce similar behavior through use of a deliberate satisficing technique as described above. Since this
satisficing technique can select an operator without considering all operators, the selection time will depend on the
time needed to evaluate only those operators considered
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before one is selected. This is sufficient to reproduce the
general behavior, but it is unclear whether it can model the
detailed quantitative data. The predicted times from the Soar
and Act-R models stem from different sources. T h e Act-R
model depends on the instantiation time for each rule,
whereas the Soar model depends on the number of decision
cycles needed to evaluate each operator. If w e assume that
Soar uses a simple evaluation metric, then each evaluation
will take a constant number of decision cycles. In contrast,
rule instantiation latencies in Act-R are governed by the
number of conditions in each rule, and in the strength of
each rule and the matched m e m o r y elements.
Lovett and Anderson (1996) showed that the likelihood of
selecting a rule instantiation is sensitive to the rule's history
of success and distance to goal. In general, people prefer
moves that take them closer to the goal and have a higher
likelihood of success. In particular, they showed that history
and distance to goal independently affect the likelihood of
selecting a move. Once subjects gain experience with a rule,
their experience will affect their likelihood of selecting instantiations of that rule, regardless of the rule instantiation's
distance to goal. This supports Act-R's assumption that history is kept with each rule, without regard for the context in
which the rule fires.
Before considering Act-R 3.0's explanafion of these phenomena, w e must first look at Lovett and Anderson's experimental task in detail. Lovett and Anderson used the
building sticks task (BST) in which subjects had to build a
stick of a desired length by adding or subtracting sticks of
three different lengths. For instance, given building sticks of
length 1, 2, and 10, and a desired stick length of 5, a subject
could solve the problem by adding two sticks of length 2 and
one stick of length 1. Alternatively, the subject could solve
the problem by first selecting the stick of length 10, then
subtracting two sficks of length 2 and one of length 1. T h e
first solution (2 -h 2 -h 1 = 5) is called the undershoot strategy, because the initial stick selection is less than the desired
length. The second solution (10 - 2 - 2 - 1 = 5) is called the
overshoot strategy, because the initial stick selection is
longer than the desired length. In problems in which both
strategies are applicable, subjects tend to select the strategy
that gets them closer to the desired length. In the above example, subjects would tend to select undershoot because 5 is
closer to 2 than it is to 10. Lovett and Anderson also showed
that the likelihood of selecting a strategy was influenced by
the magnitude of a problem's bias, which they defined as the
difference between the distance to goal for the best undershoot m o v e and the distance to goal for the best overshoot
move. In the example above, the bias is 3 5 = -2. A negative bias indicates a bias toward undershoot, whereas a positive bias indicates overshoot. A s the absolute magnitude of
the bias increases, so does the likelihood of selecting the
corresponding strategy. Finally, the probability that a strategy will succeed (based on its history) affects its likelihood
of being selected regardless of problem bias. Although some
B S T problems can be solved by either undershoot or overshoot, some can only be solved by one of the strategies.
Furthermore, problems can be designed that are biased toward one strategy, but solved by the other.

T o model this data, Lovett and Anderson (personal communication) have proposed a model that contains both distance-specific rules, which include a test for distance in their
conditions, and general rules which apply regardless of distance. The model contains four production rules: closerovershoot, general-overshoot, closer-undershoot, and general-undershoot. The closer-x rules suggest x only when x
moves closer to the goal than the competing moves. The
general-x rules are identical to the rules used in the original
model: they propose overshoot or undershoot moves regardless of relative distance. In initial tests, this model appears to explain the phenomena. The computation of distance for B S T is assumed to be directly available from perception, so sensitivity to the magnitude of the bias is simulated by adding perceptual noise. The model will initially
tend to prefer moves according to the bias, because closer-x
rules are given a higher prior probability of success, reflecting subjects' past experience that similarity increases probability of success. The independence of history and distance
to goal is also achieved, because the model tends to use both
the general-x and closer-x rules, although initially, general-x
rules have a lower probability of being used. If on average,
the general-x rules have more success than the closer-x
rules, the general-x rules will have a higher probability of
being selected, regardless of distance to goal.
Modeling the independent influence of history and distance to goal presents a challenge to Soar. Soar can easily
make use of distance to goal information, however. Soar
does not automatically maintain history of success information for each operator. O n e could program Soar to remember
the number of successes and failures for overshoot and undershoot and then use an operator evaluation metric that
combines distance to goal with history information; however, it is unlikely that subjects deliberately keep such
counts. Another possibility is to use a model that attempts to
categorize each problem as an overshoot or undershoot
problem. Soar-based Symbolic Concept Acquisition (SCA)
can perform such a task and has been shown to produce
graded performance with respect to accuracy and response
time (Miller & Laird, 1996). S C A tends to respond faster
and more accurately to concepts that are similar to frequently encountered concepts. T o use S C A , one could use
each B S T problem and solution as a training example for
category learning. N e w problems are solved by categorizing
the current problem using the classification rules acquired
during previous attempts. Continued success with one strategy will result in a number of classification rules for that
strategy and relatively few rules for the alternative. Thus, the
system will be more Hkely to classify new examples in terms
of the successful strategy, although this depends on the
similarity to previously categorized examples. O f course,
one would need to construct a detailed S C A model of B S T
to adequately evaluate this solution.
Conclusions
This comparison of control reveals two problem areas for
Soar. It is difficult to see h o w Soar can account for probabilistic m o v e selection as well as the independent effects of
history and distance to goal on the likelihood of selecting a
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move. In contrast, Act-R's control mechanism appears to be
well supported by empirical data, but does not appear to
support the range of flexible control supported by Soar. The
comparison also reveals that many of the justifications for
each architecture's control structure, such as flexible control
and satisficing, are just as easily handled by both.
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represent only true possibilities; and they represent only the
true components of these true possibilities.
This paper presents a new theory of modal reasoning, i.e. Consider the following exclusive disjunction, for
reasoning about what may or may not be the case, and what
example:
must or must not be the case. A conclusion is possible if it
There is a not a circle or else there is a triangle, but both
holds in at least one mental model, whereas it is necessary
propositions cannot be true.
if it holds in all the models. The theory makes a crucial
The mental models of the disjunction represent only the true
prediction, which we corroborated experimentally. There
possibilities, and within them, they represent only their true
is a key interaction: it is easier to infer that a situation is
components:
possible as opposed to impossible, whereas it is easier to
->o
infer that a situation is not necessary as opposed to
A
necessary.
where '->' denotes negation, 'o' denotes a model of the circle,
Introduction
'A' denotes a model of the triangle, and each row denotes a
model of a separate possibility. Hence, thefirstmodel does
Consider the following inference: Given the diagnosis:
not represent explicitly that it is false that there is a triangle
The flaw is in the turbine or in the governor, or both.
in this case; and the second model does not represent
it follows that:
explicitly that it is false that there is not a circle in this
The flaw may be in both the turbine and the governor.
case. Reasoners make a 'mental footnote' to keep track of
This is an example of modal reasoning, that is, reasoning
this false information, but these footnotes are soon likely to
about what m a y or m a y not be the case, or what must or
be forgotten. Indeed, the failure to cope with falsity gives
must not be the case. Logicians from Aristotle onwards
rise to illusory inferences about modal conclusions, i.e.
have studied modal logic (Hughes & Cresswell, 1996); but
inferences that nearly everyone makes, but that are wrong
it has been neglected by psychologists (though cf. Osherson,
(Johnson-Laird & Goldvarg, 1997). Only fully explicit
1976). Our aim in the present paper is to make good the
models of what is possible given the exclusive disjunction
omission. W e will propose a theory of modal reasoning,
contrast it with another nascent approach to the topic, and represent the false components in each model:
-"O
-"A
show that the evidence supports our theory.
o
A
where a false affirmative proposition (e.g. there is a triangle)
The Mental Model Theory of Modal
is represented by a true negation, and a false negative
Reasoning
proposition (e.g. there is not a circle) is represented by a true
affirmative.
The mental model theory postulates that reasoning is a
Table 1 summarizes the mental models for each of the
semantic process, which depends on understanding the
major sentential connectives, and it also shows the fully
meaning of premises. In the case of verbal reasoning,
explicit models that represent the false components of true
models are constructed from a representation of the linguistic
propositions. It represents these false cases as true
meaning of the assertions and, where relevant, from general
negations. The relation between the fully explicit models
knowledge. Reasoners formulate an informative conclusion
and truth tables is transparent: they correspond one-to-one
from the models of the premises, and they assess its strength
with the true rows in the truth tables for connectives. T h e
from the proportion of models of the premises in which it is mental models are simpler: they correspond to the
true (Johnson-Laird, 1994).
component affirmative or negative propositions in the
premise that are true in the true rows.
A mental model is, by definition, a representation that
The model theory accounts for modal reasoning. Each
corresponds to a set of situations, and that has a structure
model represents a set of possibilities that have in c o m m o n
and content that captures what is c o m m o n to these
situations. A fundamental assumption of the theoiy is that, the structure and content of the model. Hence, a state of
affairs is possible - it m a y happen - if it occurs in at least
in order to minimize the load on working memory, people
one model of the premises. According to the theory,
normally take into account only what is true. This principle
reasoners represent what is true in a possibility, not what is
is subtle because it applies at two levels: individuals
false. A s an example, consider again the assertion:
Abstract
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.-.The flaw must be in the turbine.
Table 1: T h e mental models and ihe fully explicit mcxiels for
five sentential connectives: '->' denotes negation and '. . .' because it holds in all the models of the premises. They
also support the modal conclusion:
denotes a wholly implicit mcxiel.
.•. The flaw may be in the transformer.
Connective
because it holds in at least one model of the premises.
Fully Explicit models
Mental models
The previous example illustrates an important principle.
A
B
AandB:
A
B
The model theory predicts a key interaction between the
A
-iB
mcxlalily of a conclusion (whether it concerns a possibility
A or else B:
A
or a necessity) and the polarity of the conclusion (whether it
B
-.A
B
is affirmative or negative). A single model an example A or B, or both:: A
-.B
establishes a claim about what is possible, e.g. the flaw
A
may be in the transformer; but all models must be
B
B
-•A
counterexamples to refute such a claim, e.g. the flaw cannot
A
B
A
B
be in both the governor and the dynamo. In contrast, all
models must be examples to establish a claim about what is
If A then B:
B
A
B
A
B
-lA
necessary, e.g. the flaw must be in the turbine; but a single
model a counterexample suffices to refute such a claim,
-.B
-A
e.g. the flaw need not be in the governor. These principles
A
are, of course, closely related to the semantic interpretations
B
If, and only if, A
B
A then B:
invoked by logicians for the four sorts of modal
-.A
-•B
propositions, which relate the meaning of necessity to the
universal quantifier and the meaning of possibility to the
The flaw is in the turbine or in the governor, or both.
existential quantifier (Hughes & Cresswell, 1996). It
Reasoners should build the following set of models of this
follows that conclusions about what is possible should be
easier to draw faster and more accurate - than conclusions
assertion:
about what is not possible; whereas conclusions about what
turbine
is not necessary should be easier to draw than conclusions
governor
turbine
governor
about what is necessary. This interaction is the central
prediction of the model theory of modal reasoning. There
where 'turbine' denotes a model of a flaw in the turbine, and
'governor' denotes a model of a flaw in the governor. T h e
were no data in the literature concerning this prediction, and
third model yields the modal conclusion:
so w e carried out several experiments in order to test it.
The flaw m a y be in both the turbine and the governor.
Experiment 1:
This assertion is the most informative modal conclusion
T h e Interaction in V i s u a l R e a s o n i n g
given that reasoners do not represent false components of
possibilities because it concerns both of the constituent
propositions in the premise.
The first experiment examined the key interaction in the
Suppose that there is a flaw in only two of the following
domain of visual reasoning. The participants in the
components of a complex system:
experiment were asked questions about buildings along
If there's a flaw in the governor then there's a flaw in the
various routes in maps. The questions concerned either
possibilities, e.g.: Is it possible to go from the church to
turbine.
If there's a flaw in the dynamo then there is not a flaw in
the bank via a hotel? or else necessities, e.g.: Is it necessary
to go from the church to the bank via a hotel? The correct
the transformer.
The first assertion has the following mental models (see
answers to the questions, depending on the map, were either
Table 1):
'yes' or else 'no'. T h e predicted interaction is that the
governor
turbine
participants' affirmative answers should be faster than their
negative answers for what is possible, whereas their negative
where the ellipsis denotes a wholly implicit model, and
answers should be faster than their affirmative answer for
what is necessary. Only one route is needed to affirm a
reasoners should make a mental footnote that the explicit
model exhausts the models in which the flaw is in the possibility (or to deny a necessity), whereas all routes are
needed to deny a possibility (or to affirm a necessity).
governor. Likewise, the second assertion has the models:
Twenty Princeton and Rutgers students, with no training
-• transformer
dynamo
in logic, served as their o w n controls. They carried out four
problems in each of eight conditions based on the modality
Since the flaw can be in only two of the four components,
of the question ('possible' or 'necessary'), the polarity of its
the premises yield the following three possibilities:
correct answer ('yes' or 'no'), and the number of possible
governor
turbine
routes from the two landmarks referred to in the question
turbine
dynamo
(two or four). Each participant carried out the 32 trials in
turbine
transformer
one of two different random orders of 32 maps.
A n d these models support the modal conclusion:
Table 2 presents the latencies of the correct responses.
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1 he first premise elicits the models:
A
B

Table 2: The latencies (in seconds) of the correct responses
to the four sorts of problems in Experiment I (n = 20).
Possible
questions

Necefvsary
questions

Overall

Yes' responses
'No' responses

5.1
10.1

9.3
8.3

7.2
9.2

Overall

7.6

8.8

8.2

where 'A' denotes a model of Allan in the game, and 'B'
denotes a model of Betsy in the game, and reasoners make a
mental footnote that the explicit model exhausts the models
in which A occurs. T o answer the question, 'Can Betsy be
in?', reasoners need to verify only that the explicit model
above is consistent with the second premise, i.e. it is a
member of the set of models of both premises. The second
premise elicits the models:

C
Overall, the participants were faster to respond correctly to
questions about possibility (mean 7.6 seconds) than to
questions about necessity (mean 8.8 seconds; Wilcoxon
test, z = 2.65, p < .005). Likewise, they were faster to
respond affirmatively (mean 7.2 seconds) than to respond
negatively (mean 9.2 seconds; Wilcoxon test, z = 3.66, p
< .0005). But, there was no significant difference in
response times to the two-route and four-route problems.
More important than these effects, however, is the key
interaction between modality and polarity, which is evident
in the table. All 20 participants followed the predicted
interaction (p = .5^0, i.e. less than 1 in a million), that is,
they were faster to respond affirmatively than negatively to
questions about possibilities, whereas they were faster to
respond negatively than affirmatively to questions about
necessities.
The interaction between modality and polarity is almost
self-evident when individuals answer questions from maps.
Given a question about a possibility, they can answer
affirmatively as soon as they have found a route passing a
target, whereas they can answer negatively only after they
have checked all routes. Conversely, given a question about
a necessity, they can answer negatively as soon as they have
found a route that does not pass a target, whereas they can
answer affirmatively only after they have checked all the
routes.
The corroboration of the predicted interaction shows that
at least in one domain visual reasoning - an approach to
modal reasoning based on mental models is highly
plausible. A more stringent test of the model theory's key
interaction is provided by reasoning from verbal premises.
If the theory is correct, then reasoners will construct models
from their understanding of the premises, and so the
interaction should still occur. W e tested this prediction in
Experiment 2.
Experiment 2:
T h e Interaction in V e r b a l R e a s o n i n g
The participants read two premises about the players
game of one-on-one basketball, i.e. games in which there are
only two players, w h o play against each other. Thus, of the
four players referred to in the following premises, only two
can be in the game:
1.
If Allan is in then Betsy is in.
If Caria is in then David is out.
Can Betsy be in the game?

-.D

where "-"D' denotes a model of David out of the game, i.e.
not in the game. Reasoners w h o go no further will judge
that the model containing A and B is consistent with these
models, because these two players can occur in one of the
cases represented by the wholly implicit model of the second
premise (denoted by the ellipsis). In fact, they will be
correct, because if the second set of models is fleshed out
explicitly, they are:

C
--C
-•C

-D
D
-.D

Granted that two players must be in the game, the last of
these three models corresponds to the case where both A and
B are playing.
N o w , consider the same premises but coupled with the
question concerning necessity:
Must Betsy be in the game?
In this case, reasoners need to verify that all possible
models of the premises contain B. Given that the first
premise allows that B can play without A, B can be added to
each model of the second premise and to make up the team
of two players, A must be added to the third of these models.
In sum, the premises are consistent with three possible
games:

A

B
B
B

C
-'C
-.C

-.D
D
->D

It follows that B must be in the game. If reasoners
construct these models, then they can respond, 'Yes,' to the
question for therightreasons.
A n alternative strategy is to try to construct a model in
which B is out. Consider the second set of models:

C
-.C

-.D
D

-iC
-.D
In thefirstcase, if B is out, then A is the only player left
to be in. But, if A is in, then B should be too; and the
would be an illegal game with three players instead of
in result
a
two. Hence, B is in. The same argument applies mutatis
mutandis to the second model. And, as w e have seen, B and
A must complete the third model. Once again, reasoners
have to consider all three models in answering the question
using this strategy.
T o create a problem to which the correct answers to
the two modal questions are negative, one method is to
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construct the dija! of the previous problem 1, i.e. to change
'in' to 'out', and vice versa. The resulting dual is:
2.
If Allan is out then Betsy is out.
If Carla is out then David is in.
This problem has the following three fully explicit models:

-A

^B

A
A

-.B
-.B

C
-.C
C

Possible
questions

Necessary
questions

Overall

'Yes' responses
'No' responses

91 (18.0)
65 (22.3)

71 (25.6)
81 (22.7)

81(21.8)
73 (22.5)

Overall

78(20.1)

76(24.1)

77 (22.0)

D
D
-iD

It is therefore impossible for B to be in, and so both the
possible and necessary questions have negative answers.
Given the necessary question: 'Must B be in?' reasoners are
likely to construct the most salient model of the first
premise:

-lA

fable 3: The percentages of correct responses to the four
sorts of problems in Experiment 2 (n = 20) and in
parentheses the latencies of the correct responses in seconds.

-.B

and then to establish that the second premise allows both C
and D to be in. The answer to the question is accordingly,
'No'. In contrast, given the possible question: 'Can B be
in?' reasoners must now consider all three possible models
of the premises in order to answer 'No' correctly.
Problems I and 2, which are based on conditional
premises, can also be expressed using inclusive disjunctions,
because in this domain an assertion of the form:
If Allan is in then Betsy is in.
is equivalent to one of the form:
Allan is out and/or Betsy is in.
where 'and/or' expresses an inclusive disjunction. The
disjunctive equivalents of problems 1 and 2 are thus:
1'.
A is out and/or B is in.
C is out and/or D is out.
2'.
A is in and/or B is out.
C is in and/or D is in.
Different models are likely to be salient when the
problems are expressed using disjunctions. However, the
theory still predicts the key interaction: a possibility is
established by a single model and refuted only by all three
models, whereas a necessity is refuted by a single model and
established only by all three models.
Twenty Princeton undergraduates unU^ned in logic served
as their own controls for a total of 32 problems, which were
presented in either one random order or its opposite. They
carried out four versions of each of eight sorts of problems
which were based on whether the premises were conditionals
or disjunctions, the question was about a possibility or a
necessity, and the correct answer was affirmative or negative.
Each problem was presented twice (with different names on
the two occasions), once with a 'can' question about a
particular player and once with a 'must' question about the
equivalent player.
Table 3 presents the percentages of correct responses to
the four sorts of problems (affirmative possibility, negative
possibility, affirmative necessity, and negative necessity),
and the latencies of the correct responses (in seconds). There
was no reliable difference in accuracy or speed between the
conditional and disjunctive problems, and so we have pooled
their results. The participants were more accurate, however,
in responding 'yes' than in responding 'no' (Wilcoxon Test,
z = 1.993, p < 0.05), which presumably reflected the wellestablished difference between affirmatives and negatives (see
e.g. Wason, 1959; Clark, 1969).

The key interaction was corroborated by the pattern of
correct responses: the participants were correct more often
on affirmative possibilities than on negative possibilities,
but they were correct more often on negative necessities than
on affirmative necessities. Of the 20 participants, 14
followed the prediction, one went against it, and there were
five ties (Wilcoxon Test, n = 15, z = 3.304, p < 0.001).
A n analysis of the results by materials corroborated the
interaction: the analysis yielded the highest significance
possible for four items per condition (Wilcoxon Test, z =
1.826, p < 0.04). The key interaction was also reliable for
the response times: out of the 20 participants, 17 showed
the predicted interaction in their data (Wilcoxon Test, z =
2.912, p < 0.004). The participants were faster to respond
•yes' correctly to questions about possible players than to
respond 'no' correctly to such questions, but they were faster
to respond 'no' correctly to questions about necessary
players than to respond 'yes' correctly to such questions.
Ideally, they should have been faster to respond 'no' to
questions about necessary players than 'no' to questions
about possible players. In fact, their negative responses to
possible players were faster than expected, and did not differ
in latency from their negative responses to necessary
players. The pattern of errors, however, suggests that there
may have been a speed accuracy trade-off for these questions.
In general, the results bear out the model theory's
prediction of a key interaction. This robust pattern is only
to be expected if reasoners make inferences from verbal
premises in the same way that they make inferences from
maps - in both cases, they work from models of situations,
either of routes (in the previous experiment) or of games (in
the present experiment). They infer that a state of affairs is
possible by finding an example of it among the models of
the premises, but infer that state of affairs is impossible by
failing to find it in any of the models of the premises.
Similariy, they infer that a state of affairs is necessary by
finding it in all of the models of the premises, but infer that
it is not necessary by finding a counterexample to it among
the models.
Conclusions
The model theory of modal reasoning postulates that each
model of a set of premises represents a possibility, i.e. it
represents what is true given the content and structure of the
model in all the different ways in which the possibility
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might be realized. The theory predicts a key interaction in
modal reasoning: reasoners should be faster and more
accurate in establishing a possibility than in refuting it,
whereas they should be faster and more accurate in refuting a
necessity than in establishing it. The prediction derives
directly from the use of models: a single example
establishes a possibility, and only all models can refute it;
whereas all models establish a necessity, and a single model
refutes it. Experiment 1 corroborated the key interaction in
a domain in which participants used maps to answer
questions about routes, such as: 'Is it possible to go from
the church to the bank via a hotel?'. With maps and
diagrams, it is hard to imagine that reasoners would use any
other method than the one proposed by the model theory. A
more striking result is accordingly the corroboration of the
key interaction in Experiment 2 in which the participants
were given verbal premises about one-on-one games of
basketball.
Is there an alternative explanation for our results and, in
particular, an explanation based on formal rules of inference?
W e cannot answer this question decisively because no
existing psychological theory based on formal rules is
powerful enough for the inferences in the present studies
(e.g. Braine and O'Brien, 1991; Rips, 1994). Nevertheless,
we are skeptical that such a theory could be developed that
would provide an alternative account of the phenomena. The
difficulties are twofold. First, formal theories do not
distinguish between truth and falsity these concepts are
semantic, not syntactic and so it is hard to see how they
could accommodate the principle that individuals take into
account what is true, not what is false. Second, although
Osherson's (1976) pioneering theory provides guide-lines for
the development of a complete formal theory, it makes no
use of examples or counterexamples. Hence, it can give no
account of the key interaction, which depends on the contrast
between a single model (an example or counterexample) and
sets of models as a whole.
The model theory provides a unified account of deductive
reasoning, modal reasoning, and probabilistic reasoning. A
conclusion is deductively valid if it holds in all the models
of the premises; and it is probable if it holds in most models
of the premises. And, as our present results have shown, a
conclusion is possible if it holds in at least one model of the
premises, not possible if it fails to hold in any of the
models of the premises, necessary if it holds in all the
models of the premises, and not necessary if it fails to hold
in any models of the premises.
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Abstract

about what is possible and what is impossible.

The mental model theory postulates that reasoners build
models of the situations described in premises. A
conclusion is possible if it occurs in at least one model;
and it is impossible if it occurs in no models. According
to the theory, reasoners can cope with what is true, but not
with what is false. A computer implementation predicted
that certain inferences should yield cognitive illusions, i.e.
they have conclusions that should seem highly plausible
but that are in reality gross errors. Experiment 1 showed
that, as predicted, participants erroneously inferred that
impossible situations were possible, and that possible
situations were impossible, but they performed well with
control problems. Experiment 2 replicated these results,
using the same premises for both the illusory and the
control inferences: the participants were susceptible both
to illusions of possibility and to illusions of
impossibility, but they coped with the control problems.
Introduction

The Mental Model Theory of Reasoning

Consider the following problem:
Only one of the following premises is true:
There is a 9 in the hand or there is a 10, or both.
There is a Queen in the hand or there is a 10, or both.
There is a 6 in the hand or there is an Ace, or both.
Is it possible that there is a 10 in the hand?
Almost everyone answers, 'yes'. T h e inference is an
illusion of possibility, because in fact it is impossible
for there to be a 10 in the hand. (If there were, then two
of the premises would be true, but the problem specifies
that only one premise is true.) Such illusory inferences
are predicted by the theory of mental models. Previous
studies have corroborated the occurrence of illusions in
inferences leading to necessary conclusions and to
probable conclusions (see Johnson-Laird and Savary,
1996). However, an important sort of reasoning in daily
life concerns figuring out what is possible. Such
'modal' reasoning has been formalized by logicians in
m a n y different calculi (see Hughes and Cresswell, 1996)
but it has seldom been studied by psychologists (though
of. Osherson, 1976; Johnson-Laird and Bell 1997).
Hence, w e examined illusory inferences about
possibilities. O n e advantage of this domain is that the
same premises can be used to elicit both illusory
inferences and control inferences, and thereby eliminate
the hypothesis that illusory premises are s o m e h o w too
difficult for logically untrained individuals to
understand. Our plan in what follows is to outline the
theory of mental models, and then to report two studies
that confirmed the occurrence of illusions in inferences
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The theory of mental models (see e.g. Johnson-Laird and
Byrne, 1991) postulates that reasoning — deductive or
inductive - is a process in which reasoners represent the
truth conditions of premises, and then use this
representation together with their semantic and general
knowledge to construct mental models of the relevant
situations. These models m a y take the form of visual
images, but their critical feature is their structure. The
theory's fundamental representational principle concerns
truth:
People represent situations by constructing sets of mental
models in which each model represents what is true in a
true possibility.
In this way, they limit the load on their working memories.
The principle is subtle, however, because it applies at two
levels. First, individuals represent only true possibilities;
second, they represent those literal propositions in the
premises — affirmative or negative — that are true in the true
possibilities. For example, an exclusive disjunction:
There is a king or there is an ace, but not both
has two mental models that represent the true possibilities:
King
Ace
where each row denotes a model of an alternative possibility.
Each model represents only what is true in a particular
possibility. Hence, for the first alternative, the model
represents that it is true that there is a king. It is also false
that there is a ace, but models do not usually represent this
information explicitly. Similarly, for the second alternative,
the model represents that there is an ace, but it does not
represent that it is false that there is a king. The theory
postulates that reasoners m a k e 'mental footnotes' to keep
track of this information, but that these footnotes are soon
likely to be forgotten. Johnson-Laird and Byrne (1991) used
square brackets as a special notation to denote these mental
footnotes, but w e will forego this notation here.
In contrast to mental models, fully explicit models of the
exclusive disjunction represent the false components in each
possibility, using negations that are true:
King -> Ace
-> King Ace
where '-^' denotes negation. These two fully explicit models
match the two rows that are true in a truth table of the
assertion.

The theory gives an analogous account of all the other
major sentential connectives. Thus, a conditional:
If there is a king then there is an ace
has an explicit model of the possibility that both cards are in
the hand, but reasoners defer a detailed represenlaiion of ihe
case where the antecedent proposition is false, which they
represent in a wholly implicit model denoted here by an
ellipsis:
King
Ace
Reasoners should make a mental footnote that hands in
which a king occurs are exhaustively represented in the
explicit model, and so a king cannot occur in the hands
represented by the implicit model. Since hands containing an
ace are not exhausted in the explicit model, they may, or
may not, occur in the hands represented by the implicit
model. The mental models for a biconditional, e,g, 'If, and
only if, there is a king then there is an ace', are the same,
but the footnotes establish that neither kings nor aces can
occur in the possibilities represented by the implicit model.
Table 1 summarizes the mental models and the fully
explicit models for the major sentential connectives. The
fully explicit models correspond one-to-one with the true
entries in a truth table for a connective, but mental models
represent only those literal propositions in premises —
affirmative or negative — that are true. If a conclusion
holds in all the models of the premises, it is necessary: if
it holds in most of the models, it is probable: and if it holds
in at least one model, it is possible.
Previous studies have corroborated the predictions of the
model theory about inferences yielding both necessary and
probabilistic conclusions. In particular, they have shown
that the greater the number of models that have to be
constructed to draw a necessary conclusion, the harder the

task is - it takes longer and is more prone to error (see e.g.
Johnson-Laird and Byrne, 1991). They have corroborated the
model theory's prediction of an interaction in reasoning
about possibilities and necessities (Johnson-Laird and Bell,
1997): individuals are faster and more accurate in inferring
that a situation is possible (one model suffices) than that it
is necessary (all models must satisfy the conclusion), but
they are faster and more accurate in inferring that a situation
is not necessary (one model suffices) that that it is necessary
(all models must satisfy the conclusion).
Illusory Inferences About Possibilities
The computer program implementing the theory predicted
the occurrence of a novel category of inferences. Their
mental models support a conclusion that differs from the
correct conclusion supported by fully explicit models, e.g.:
Only one of the following premises is true:
There is a 9 in the hand or there is a 10, or both.
There is a Queen in the hand or there is a 10, or both.
There is a 6 in the hand or there is an Ace, or both.
Because mental models represent only what is true, the
mental models for the first premise are as follows:
9
10

9

10

The mental models for the second premise are:
Queen
10
Queen 10
And the mental models for the third premise are:
6
Ace
6
Ace
A n exclusive disjunction, as conveyed by 'Only one of the
following
Table 1: The mental models and the fully explicit models
for premises is true', calls for a list of all the true
possibilities
(see Table 1). Hence, the question:
the sentential connectives: the fully explicit models
Is it possible that there is a 10 in the hand?
represent the false components of the true possibilities by
using negations that are true: '->' denotes negation and '. . .' should be answered affirmatively, because there are four
models containing a 10. The response is an illusion of
denotes a wholly implicit model.
possibility, because the fully explicit models show it to be
false. They take into account that when one premise is true,
Cpnnective
Mental models Fully Explicit models
the other two premises are false. Hence, if thefirstpremise
AandB:
A
B
A
B
is true, there is only the following model:
9
-• Queen -> 10
-'6
-< Ace
A or else B:
A
A -.B
If the second premise is true, there is only the model:
B
•n A
B
-19
Queen -• 10
-•6
-i Ace
And if the third premise is true, there are the following
models:
A or B, or both:
A -B
A
9 -1 Queen ^ 10
-1 Ace
6
-. A
B
B
9 -> Queen - 10 -n6
Ace
B
A
A
B
9 -1 Queen -. 10
6
Ace
Hence, it is impossible for there to be a 10. A comparable
B
If A then B:
A
A
B
control problem is:
B
-) A
Only one of the following premises is true:
-.A -.B
There is a 9 in the hand or there is a Jack, or both.
There is a Queen in the hand or there is a 10, or both.
If, and only if, A
A
B
A
B
There is a 6 in the hand or there is an Ace, or both.
thenB
-.A -•B
Is it possible that there is a 10 in the hand?
The mental models again consist of a list of all the true
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possibilities. They include models containing a 10, and so
the question should be answered, "yes". The fully explicit
models support the same conclusion, and so it is correct.
T h e following problem should create an illusion of
impossibility:
Only one of the following premises is true:
There is an ace in the hand or there is not a 5, or both.
There is a king in the hand or there is not a 5, or both.
Is it possible that there is a 5 in the hand?
The mental models are as follows:
Ace
-> 5
-5
King
which yield the answer 'no'. But the fully explicit models
show that this response is an illusion:
Ace -> King
5
-I Ace
King
5
A comparable control problem is based on conjunctions:
Both of the following premises are true:
There is an ace in the hand and there is not a 5.
There is a king in the hand and there is not a 5.
Is it possible that there is a 5 in the hand?
Its mental models support the correct response, 'No'.
In Experiment 1, w e gave 2 0 Princeton students four
inferences of each of the four sorts: illusions of possibility
and their controls, and illusions of impossibility and their
controls. Half the illusory problems were based on
disjunctions, and half were based on conditionals, e.g.:
Only one of the following premises is true:
If there is a 9 in the hand then there is a 10.
If there is a Queen in the hand then there is a 10.
If there is a 6 in the hand then there is an Ace.
Is it possible that there is a 10 in the hand?
Likewise, half the controls for the illusions of possibility
were based on disjunctions and half were based on
conditionals. Half the control problems for illusions of
impossibility, however, were based on conjunctions and half
were based on conditionals. The 16 problems were presented
in a different random order to each participant, and each
problem was based on a different set of cards. Participants
rated their confidence in each of their answers on a five-point
scale (1 = totally unconfident, and 5 = totally confident).
Table 2 presents the results. The participants were correct
on 9 1 % of the control inferences, but only on 1 5 % of the
illusory inferences. All 2 0 of the participants were more
accurate with the control inferences than with the illusory
ones (p = .5^^, i.e. less than 1 in a million). There was no
reliable difference in the confidence ratings for the illusory
and control problems. O n e unexpected finding, however.
Table 2: The percentages of correct responses to the four
sorts of problems in Experiment 1. The figures in
parentheses are the participants' mean confidence in their
answers (on a five-point scale).

Illusions of possibility
Illusions of impossibility

Illusions
Controls
1 (4.17) 90 (4.13)
29 (4.23) 92 (4.35)
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was that the illusions of impossibility yielded correct
conclusion more often than illusions of possibility
(Wilcoxon test, z = 3.697, p < .001). O n e plausible
explanation is that the phrase 'or both' suggested to the
participants that both the cards mentioned in the premise
were present in the hand.
In general, the results corroborated the model theory.
Nearly everyone m a d e the same illusory responses, which
seemed obvious, and yet which were totally wrong. The
main weakness of the experiment is that the illusions and
control problems depended on different premises, and that
half the controls for the illusions of impossibility depended
on conjunctions, whereas the corresponding illusions
depended on disjunctions. Hence, skeptics could argue that
there was something especially difficult about the illusory
premises - that they s o m e h o w misled the participants in
ways that did not occur with the control premises. Our
second experiment was designed to correct these flaws.
In Experiment 2, w e used the same premises for the four
sorts of inferences: illusions of possibility, their controls
with the correct answer 'yes', illusions of impossibility, and
their controls with the correct answer 'no'. For example,
the following statement:
O n e of the following premises is true and one is false:
There is a king in the hand, or an ace, or both.
There is a queen in the hand and there is an ace.
was combined on separate trials (with different contents)
with the following questions:
Is it possible that there is a queen in the hand and an ace?
Is it possible that there is a king in the hand and an ace?
Is it possible that there is a queen in the hand and not an
ace?
Is it possible that there is not a king in the hand and not
an ace?
Table 3 summarizes all the problems in Experiment 2, and,
as it shows, the mental models of the premises above (see
item 3 in the Table) should yield an illusion of possibility
to the first question, i.e. the participants should respond
•yes", but the fully explicit models s h o w that it is
impossible for there to be both a queen and an ace in the
hand. The second question should also elicit the answer
'yes', but this response is supported by the fully explicit
models, and so it is correct. Likewise, the third question
should elicit an illusion of impossibility, and the fourth
question should elicit a correct 'no' answer.
W e gave 20 students the 16 inferences in a different
random order to each of them. Each problem (unlike the one
above) was based on a different set of cards. The participants
also rated their confidence in each of their answers.
The percentages of correct responses to each of the
problems are shown in Table 3, and the results are
summarized in Table 4. The participants were correct on
7 9 % of the control inferences, but only on 2 2 % of the
illusory inferences. 19 out of the 20 participants were more
accurate with the control inferences than with the illusory
ones, and one participant yielded the opposite results (Sign
test, p < .0005). There was no reliable difference in the
confidence ratings for the illusory and control problems. A s
in Experiment 1, the illusions of impossibility were less

Table 3: The problems in Experiment 2, their mental and
their fully explicit models. Each pair of premises was
prefaced by: 'One of the following premises is true and one
is false'. The questions concerned possibilities, and the lable
shows the percentage of correct answers to each of them.
Form of premises
and questions

Mental models

1. If king then ace
If queen then ace

K
Q

king and ace?
king and not queen?
king and not ace?
not queen and not king?
2. If king then not ace.
If queen then not ace.

5
75
25
80

A
A

Fully explicit
models
->K Q

K -Q

-A

^A

(Illusion of possibility)
(Control "yes' response)
(Illusion of impossibility)
(Control 'no' response)

K

nA
-A

nK Q A
K -.Q A

king and not ace?
0 (Illusion of possibility)
queen and not king?
95 (Control 'yes' response)
king and ace?
50 (Illusion of impossibility)
not king and not queen? 80 (Control 'no' response)
3. King or ace, or both.
Queen and ace.

K
K
Q

queen and ace?
king and ace?
queen and not ace?
not king and not ace?

30
95
40
95

A
A
A

K -nQ A
K Q -A
K -.Q -.A
-.K -Q A

(Illusion of possibility)
(Control 'yes' response)
(Illusion of impossibility)
(Control 'no' response)

people are more likely to infer that the situation is possible.
Conclusions
Our experiments have confirmed that illusory inferences
occur in modal reasoning, i.e. reasoning about possibilities.
Previous results have shown that illusions also occur in
inferences yielding logically necessary conclusions and
probabilistic conclusions (Johnson-Laird and Savary, 1996).
O n e skeptical reaction to these earlier studies was that the
premises eliciting illusions must be too complicated for
logically-untrained individuals to understand - even though,
as w e have argued, the participants were equally confident in
drawing correct conclusions to comparable control problems.
The results of Experiment 2 are a decisive refutation of the
skeptical view, because the s a m e premises were used to
elicit both the illusions and control inferences. All that
differs are the particular questions, and, as Table 3 shows,
there is no overall difference between the questions eliciting
illusions and those eliciting control responses.
Reasoners are susceptible to both illusions of possibility
and illusions of impossibility. These illusions are predicted
by the model theory, but they refute current theories of
reasoning based on formal rules of inference (see e.g.
Osherson, 1976; Rips, 1994), which contain only rules that
yield valid conclusions. These theories therefore have no
way to explain the fact that reasoners draw one and the same
invalid conclusion to certain premises. The illusions seem
to arise because reasoners can cope with truth, but not with
falsity. T o rely only on truth is a sensible adaptation to
limited processing capacity. In some cases, however, it
leads reasoners into the illusion that they grasp a set of
possibilities that is in fact beyond them.
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4. Not king or not ace,
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-.A
-A
--Q -nA
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Abstract

erating appropriate high-level behaviors is a very weak constraint on the design of the cognitive model.
The TacAir-Soar system is a computer program that generHowever, the design of TacAir-Soar embodies at least two
ates human-like behaviorflyingsimulated aircraft in tactical air
other types of constraints, involving the characteristics of
combat training scenarios. The design of the system has been
the air combat task and the characteristics of the system's
driven by functional concerns, allowing the system to generate
perceptual-motor
components. W e argue that these cona wide range of appropriate behaviors in severely time-limited
straints have been sufficient to force the design of TacAir-Soar
situations. The combination of constraints from the complextowards an accurate symbol-level model of h u m a n expert beity and dynamics of the domain with the overall goal of humanlike behavior led to a system that can be viewed as a model of
havior in air combat. Additionally, there is a third constraint
cognition for high-level, complex tasks. This paper analyzes
on the design of TacAir-Soar that has little to do with psychothe system in such a light, and describes how the functional delogical concerns. The TacAir-Soar system will be used in a
sign constraints map on to cognitively plausible representations
military exercise simulation, called S T O W , in late 1997. Curand mechanisms, sometimes in surprising ways.
rent plans are for the TacAir-Soar model to control over 200
different aircraft at the same time. Thus, a practical constraint
Introduction
on the system design is for it to be as efficient as possible, so
For the past few years, w e have been developing a computer
that fewer computers will be necessary and the exercise will
system, called TacAir-Soar, that "flies" aircraft in tactical air
be as cheap as possible. Our initial expectations were that w e
combat simulations (Tambe et al., 1995). The overall goal of
would have to compromise our desire to simulate human bethis work is for the system to generate behavior that looks like havior faithfully in order to meet the efficiency requirements.
it is being generated by an expert-level human. The evaluaHowever, w e have been surprised to discover that every time
tion of our system takes place at a very high level of behavw e m a k e a design change for efficiency, it appears to increase
ior. T o test TacAir-Soar, w e place it in a variety of different
the psychological plausibility of the model as well. This pasituations,flyingdifferent types of combat aircraft, with dif- per describes these constraints, as well as some specific details
ferent types of missions and different combat situations. W e
of h o w they influenced the design of the TacAir-Soar system.
then let the simulation run while military experts observe the
W e argue that because TacAir-Soar includes these constraints
behaviors exhibited by the system's aircraft. At this level of
in its design, the system can be used to m a k e claims about h o w
observation, the experts do not have access to the step-by-step
h u m a n pilots must be reasoning.
reasoning of the system. Rather, the experts observe aircraft
maneuvers (such as changes in altitude, heading, and speed), The Architecture of the Model
employment of weapons, and communication between difThe simulation of h u m a n pilot behavior consists of four major
ferent agents in semi-natural language. The experts interpret
components:
these observable operations in terms of h o w theyfitinto even
higher-level behaviors, such as specific weapons-employment 1. The external environment. In this domain the environment
tactics or progress toward achieving mission goals. If the beis a distributed simulation system that implements realistic
haviorsfita plausible overall plan that a h u m a n expert would
models of various aircraft, weapons, and sensors.
execute, they are judged to be correct.
In this paper, w e explore the ways in which TacAir-Soar
2. The input system. This is an interface that describes (a porcan be considered a psychological model. Given the high
tion of) the current state of the environment at some level
level of observable behavior, it could be argued that TacAirof representation.
Soar is at best a knowledge-level model of cognition (Newell,
1982). Just because the system exhibits appropriate behavior
3. The agent. The agent is a human or simulation model (in
at a gross level of observation, does not necessarily indicate
our case, TacAir-Soar), which receives information about
that the processing within the system is anything like what a
the environment from the input system, and uses some reah u m a n does on the same task. Thus, it can be argued that gensoning process to generate expert-level external behaviors.
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4. The output system. This is the interface through which the
agent can take action in the environment. All agent decisions must ultimately lead to output-system commands if
the agent is going to have any influence on the environmciK
A s with the input system, there are many possible levels of
representation for the output system.

current version of TacAir-Soar consists of over 4500 production rules, implementing more than 400 operators.
Additionally, the primary sources of information w e consult in building TacAir-Soar c o m e from the United States military. These sources (experts and documents) represent doctrine, missions, and tactics in terms of hierarchical goals. Because w e are trying to generate behavior similar to the miliGiven this structure, we can now more clearly define the
tary, this implies a constraint on the actual representation of
task of this research. Our goal is to understand h o w human
knowledge withing the agent model. This is especially true if
combat pilots reason and perform their tasks. To this end, the the agent model is going to interact with real humans (such as
model that implements the agent can be viewed as a dependent flying missions in groups).
variable. The external environment, input system, and outAside from the complexity and representation of knowlput system are the independent variables. The characteristics
edge, a key characteristic of air combat is that the situation
of each of these systems impose constraints on the design of
is always changing, and usually quite rapidly. Depending on
the agent model. If w e "clamp" the design of these three systhe situation, human pilots must m a k e decisions under severe
tems to simulate actual air combat as closely as possible, and
time constraints. Naturally, there is often an inverse relationif the agent model is able to generate human-like high-level
ship between the time available to m a k e a decision and the
behavior, then the reasoning processes in the agent provide a
quality of generated behavior. However, it is conceivable that
hypothetical model of the reasoning processes of a human picertain types of decisions that humans are slow to m a k e can be
lot. W e can use the agent model to make predictions about
computed quickly by computer simulations. Thus, as part of
human pilot behavior. In addition, w e can examine changes
our goal of mimicking h u m a n behavior, w e should watch for
to the input and output systems that lead to improved behavthe possibility of the agent model being "too good" in some
ior in the model, and use these to propose potentially benesituations. This is a further constraint imposed by the domain,
ficial changes in the interfaces used by human pilots. A s w e although it is tempered somewhat by the "meta-constraint" of
have mentioned above, m a n y of the changes w e have considdesigning as efficient a simulation system as possible.
ered and implemented arise from the additional consU-aint of
Additional constraints on reasoning c o m e from the simulabuilding as efficient a simulation system as possible. W e distion of the air combat arena. If the simulation of the world,
covered that changes that improve the efficiency of the overall aircraft, weapons, etc. is not realistic, it is unlikely that besimulation architecture generally also improved the simplicity
haviors that would be appropriate in the real world would
and quality of the agent model.
also be appropriate in the simulated world. Thus, if w e want
to be "forced" to design an accurate agent model, the simConstraints on Cognition
ulation platform must provide a realistic environment. The
W e are now in a position to examine the constraints on cogniTacAir-Soar system has been designed to run with the M o d tion in the tactical air combat domain. A s suggested above,
SAF(Calderetal., 1993) distributed simulation system. M o d w e can divide this discussion into three components. After
S A P provides air frames with realisticflightdynamics, and
w e have determined h o w to m a k e the environment, input sysm a n y of the sensor and weapon simulations are based on m o d tem, and output system as realistic as possible, w e can analyze els of real systems that have been validated by the United
their influence on the agent model. W e will also analyze the
States military. There is room for improvement in some of the
impact of intermediate versions of the agent model on subsesystems, but overall the M o d S A F simulator provides a quite
quent versions of the environment simulation, input system,
realistic simulation of the air combat environment.
and output system.
Input System Constraints
Environmental Constraints
A s mentioned in the previous section, if w e hope to end
The constraints arising from the simulation environment consist of characteristics of the task domain together with the
characteristics of the underlying simulation of the environment. A s w e have discussed, the task domain is tactical air
combat, with the general goal offlyingmissions in the same
way that expert humans do. Successfully flying air combat
missions requires a fair amount of knowledge and expertise,
and there are a number of complex concepts and tradeoffs that
must be taken into consideration at any given point during a
mission. This implies that the agent model must at least contain a large amount of knowledge, although it does not necessarily specify a particular representation for that knowledge.
As an indication of the amount of knowledge required, the
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up with a realistic agent model, it must receive its information from accurate simulations of different sensors. The sensor simulation determines when information should be m a d e
available to the agent and what the content of the information
should be. However, it does not necessarily dictate a particular representation for sensor information, which will also have
a significant impact on the agent model. Representation decisions are part of the design of the input system,
The choice of input representations relies a great deal on the
level of cognition w e want the agent model to simulate. For
example, a complete model of cognition would probably incorporate a realistic vision system, and the representation of
input would be very low-level visual primitives. Even with-

out a high-fidelity vision model, it might be desirable to model
the tracking of eye movements and focus of attention. For the
initial design of TacAir-Soar, however, w e m a d e the decision
to represent input at a relatively high level of symbolic concepts. TacAir-Soar is supposed to model expert-level behavior, and w e felt safe in assuming that expert pilots have well
rehearsed the routines for parsing visual cues, understanding
radar symbology, etc. Thus, the agent model does not focus
on behavior at that low a level. It should also be made explicit
that choosing a relatively high level of representation allowed
us to build a more computationally efficient system.
It is worth going over TacAir-Soar's input system in some
detail, to provide concrete examples of the input system representation. In the tactical air combat domain, there are three
general sources of information from the environment:

Soar. Each contact is represented by a symbol, and this symbol in turn has a set of associated symbols describing the contact. The associated symbols can include things like the contact's altitude, heading, and range, and the contact's aircraft
type. The initial implementation of the input system reported
a small number of quantities for every existing contact (i.e.,
every entity that could be seen out the canopy or that appeared
on the radar scope). However, as w e developed TacAir-Soar's
agent model, there were some interesting interactions between
design decisions for the agent and the input system. W e will
discuss some of these later.
Output System Constraints

A s with the input system, the initial design of the output system reflects as m u c h as possible the types of devices real humans use toflyair combat missions. This includes controls
1. Communicated information coming in over the radio.
forflyingthe aircraft, buttons and switches for controlling the
weapons systems, and buttons to control the radar display.
2. Various types of information from cockpit displays and
Also similar to the input system design is our choice to repgauges, such as altimeter readings, and radar contact inforresent output actions at a level consistent with the level of bemation.
havior w e are interested in modeling. Once again, because w e
are modeling expert humans, w e can assume that most control
3. Visual contacts acquired by looking out the cockpit canopy.
actions are well rehearsed, so w e do not have to model outThe first of these has the most simple representation in
put at the level of muscle control or physical movements. The
TacAir-Soar's input system. Radio messages consist of a list
output system design assumes, for example, that all it takes to
of symbols representing the words in the message, together
press thefirebutton is the explicit intention to press the button,
with a symbol representing which radio the message came in
as determined by the agent model for behavior.
on (there are typically two radios in afighteraircraft). Such
Likewise, our initial design assumed that the agent model
a representation requires the agent model to parse strings of
could control the maneuvers of the aircraft at a fairly high
words in semi-natural language, but not to worry about garlevel. The output system accepts c o m m a n d s from the agent
bled messages or faulty radios, etc.
to set a desired speed, heading, and altitude. The actual comAgain, the design of the input representation depends on the bination of aileron, elevator, and thrust parameters required to
level of behavior w e care to model. The version of TacAirsatisfy the desired maneuver are computed by the underlying
Soar w e discuss here does notflexiblyunderstand or generate
simulation platform for the aircraft. The design of the output
natural language, using a large set of semi-natural templates
system evolved quite a bit firom its initial conception to the
instead. However, a group at Carnegie Mellon University is
present. A s w e will discuss later, certain weaknesses in the
developing a realistic natural language processor to integrate
early agent model required us to add extra levels of functionalinto the system (Lehman, Van Dyke, & Rubinoff, 1995).
ity to the output system. These enhancements in turn imposed
It is interesting to note that the miUtary uses template-like
new constraints on the agent model, focusing it more closely
" c o m m brevity" codes in training their pilots, but no h u m a n
to an accurate model of human behavior.
ever sticks to the rules during a real combat situation. Thus,
The Agent Model
the current agent model is adequate for agent-to-agent simulated communication, but it breaks d o w n when communicat- With all of the above design decisions, w e were able to specify the task constraints, the details of the environmental siming with a human.
ulation, and the specifics of the input and output systems. At
The representation of input from most of the cockpit disthis point w e were ready to design the agent model. At the
plays is also relatively straightforward. For example, an alknowledge level, all the agent model needs to do is m a p intimeter in a real aircraft would consist of two hands pointing
at numerals on a dial. TacAir-Soar's input system simply repformation ft-om the input system to conunands issued to the
output system in order to generate appropriate high-level beresents this information with a numeral. Examples of other
haviors. However, as w e have suggested, all of the constraints
quantities represented with simple symbols include the aircraft's speed, heading, and roll, as well as the type of the cur- discussed above combine to specify in more detail what proprently selected weapon (which appears in the heads-up display
erties the agent model must have.
of a real aircraft).
The TacAir-Soar model is implemented within Soar, a
Visual contacts acquired through the cockpit canopy and
computational architecture for simulating cognition (Newell,
radar contacts appearing as blips on a radar display have simi1990), so all knowledge is specified in the form of conditionlar, and somewhat more complex, representations for Tac Air- action rules. The rules match against symbols from the input
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system as well as internally created symbols, andfireto create new interna! symbols (such as subgoals or conceptual interpretations of the environment) or to send c o m m a n d s to the
output system in order to generate external behavior.

Testing a n d L e a r n i n g f r o m the A g e n t M o d e l

Once the agent model was designed and implemented, w e
were in a position to do two things. First, w e needed to test the
model by putting it into various combat situations and getting
The design of the rule base was immediately influenced by feedback from expert military observers. Second, w e were
able to profile the execution of the agent model in order to deall of the constraints mentioned above. T o begin with, the
termine
which types of reasoning were leading to overwhelmrules must interface with input and output systems that match
of processing, suggesting areas that w e might iming
amounts
real cockpit interfaces very closely. In addition, output comprove
the
efficiency
of the simulation. W e used feedback from
mands control systems that are simulated to behave as realboth
of
these
processes
to refine the agent model, bringing it
istically as possible. This means that the rules must not only
generate the right behavior in the right situations (i.e., func- closer to our ideal model of expert behavior.
Perhaps more importantly, our experiences in testing the
tion at the knowledge level), they must m a p input symbols that
agent model led to quite a few changes in our design for the incorrespond roughly to an expert pilot's high-level perception
put and output systems. The following sections describe and
to symbols that correspond roughly to an expert pilot's highjustify
some of the design changes w e have m a d e as w e have
level action. Thus, the realistic design of the input and output
continued
development and testing of the system.
systems takes a large step in constraining the agent model to
be a symbol-level model of expert pilot behavior.
Automated Spatial Perception
Furthermore, the constraints of the task had a great influence on the representation of knowledge in the agent model.
As discussed previously, the tactical air combat domain requires theflexibleand often rapid generation of appropriate
behavior in a complex environment, as well as a general hierarchical representation of concepts. This led us to represent knowledge as a combination of a bottom-up hierarchy of
interrupt-driven rules together with a top-down goal hierarchy
that focuses the context of interrupt processing.

In our initial input system design, radar blips and visual contacts were described with just a few attributes, indicating altitude, heading, speed, and range. This design corresponded
to our impression of what information was immediately available to a h u m a n on the radar screen. However, when implementing high-level tactics, such as the intercept of a target, the
agent must have access to various higher-level types of spatial
and geometric information, such as the collision course to the
target, the amount of angle the target is facing away from the
agent, the separation between the agent and the target's flight
This is perhaps best illustrated with a simplified example.
path, and m a n y others. Each of these quantities are used for
Suppose the agent has decided to intercept and shoot d o w n
some part of tactical decision making.
a target denoted by a radar blip on the agent's screen. The
Because this level of information is necessary for each conagent might have active hierarchical goals of destroying the
tact,
the agent had to compute it from the information protarget, employing weapons against the target, and shooting a
vided
by the input system. This was a time-consuming prosidewinder missile at the target. N o w suppose the radar incess
that
required little "intelligence". Because this seemed
dicates a change in heading by the target. A bottom-up rule
like a behavior that could be easily automated, and because
might calculate a n e w attack heading for employing the misof our goal of having a very efficient simulation, w e m o v e d
sile. Another rule would combine this result with the goal of
using a sidewinder, to determine that the n e w geometry is out- the computation of these higher-level attributes from the agent
side the range of a sidewinder missile. This might lead another model into the input system.
The input system is written in the C programming lanrule to propose using a longer range sparrow missile instead.
guage, and is very efficient at these compulations because
The combination of top-down and bottom-up hierarchies
they merely involve various arithmetic operations and funcdirectly addresses the dual constraints of rapid behavior gention calls. Computing the quantities in the agent model ineration in a knowledge-rich domain. A s n e w information
curred significant overhead from matching rules against the
comes from the input system, it leads to changes in the
input system and then creating n e w m e m o r y elements w h e n
bottom-up hierarchy, but the hierarchy is designed so that
the rulesfire.This re-design of the input system led to large
changes only occur at the most operational level as defined by
improvements in performance. The fact that these enhancethe goal hierarchy. In the previous example, if the target radar ments reduce the cognitive load of the agent model predict
blip only changed heading by a little bit, it would not neces- that similar enhancements to real radar interfaces could prove
sarily demand a new computation of attack heading. Alternaquite beneficial to h u m a n pilots. In fact, after redesigning the
tively, a new attack heading might be necessary, but the tar- simulation, w e discovered that some of these capabilities do
get geometry will still allow a sidewinder missile shot. If the exist in a few very modern radar systems. This further valitarget changed heading enough to assume a highly defensive
dates the re-design of the input system and agent model.
posture, a larger portion of the bottom-up hierarchy might be
recomputed, leading to a change in higher-level goals. For ex- Focus of Attention
Even after moving computation from the agent model into the
ample, the agent m a y decide to employ some n e w tactic that
input system, there were still times w h e n the agents could get
takes advantage of the target's defensive posture.
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bogged d o w n processing input information. Another problem
w e encountered was that the system would slow d o w n as the
number of contacts an agent could see increase. This occurred
because the input system was computing all the input values
for every contact, regardless of whether the information was
actually useful. The design basically followed the principle,
"more information is better," without regard to the cost of acquiring that information.
There are m a n y different types of contacts in tactical air
combat, and one of the hardest tasks in the domain is sorting these types out. S o m e contacts represent friendly forces
coordinating with the agent. Others are friendly forces flying unrelated missions. S o m e contacts are hostile aircraft that
must be intercepted by the agent, and some are hostile aircraft
that someone else will take care of. Finally, most contacts are
initially of an u n k n o w n nature, until they can be identified as
friendly or hostile somehow.
Contacts of each type require different types of processing.
For example, an agent need not concern itself with detailed
position information of most other friendly forces. Only m o d erate attention must be paid to hostile forces that are far away
or assigned to someone else. O n the other hand, very careful attention must be focused on a target contact. It should
be clear that these different types of contacts provide an additional opportunity for improving the efficiency of the system.
W e built knowledge into the agent model to classify contacts into three broad categories, demanding low, medium,
and high levels of attention. W e then built n e w c o m m a n d s into
the output system, allowing the agent to designate an attention
level for any radar or visual contact. Finally, w e changed the
input system so that it would only compute as m u c h geometric
information for each contact as was required by the specified
attention level.
These changes incurred a small overhead in processing in
the agent model, but this was more than compensated by improvements in the efficiency of the input system. W h a t pleasantly surprised us about these changes was that they improve
the human-like qualities of the agent model, even though they
were driven mostly by the need for computational efficiency.
It is clear that humans use some kind of mechanism for focusing attention, although it probably has significant differences
from TacAir-Soar's focusing mechanism. However, this provides a solid computational argument for w h y focus of attention is so important to an intelligent system.
Wider Range of Aircraft Control
For most of the missions that TacAir-Soarflies,w e found the
initial model for aircraft control sufficient. Recall that this involves issuing c o m m a n d s to the output system to set the desired heading, speed, and altitude of the aircraft. The initial
design of the output system also allowed the agent to set a turn
rate for changes in heading. W e didfind,however, that some
tactical behaviors require afinerlevel of control.
For example, the initial control interface makes it easy to
line up missile shots in two dimensions. The agent simply
computes an appropriate attack heading, issues a c o m m a n d
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for the aircraft to come to that heading, waits for the desired
heading to be achieved, thenfiresthe missile. However, air
combat takes place in three dimensions. Especially for closerange shots, the agent must take altitude differences into account by setting an appropriate pitch for the aircraft.
Another case arises for aircraft delivering bombs to a
ground target. O n e tactic for delivering bombs is toflytoward
the target at low altitude, then "pop up" to acquire the target
visually, and then drop the bombs. Improved aircraft conU-ol
aids this tactic in a number of ways. First, when the agent initiates the pop-up maneuver, it must do so by specifying a particular pitch for the aircraft. Next, the agent can only acquire
visual targets through the simulated canopy, which is on the
top of the aircraft. This requires the agent to roll the aircraft
180 degrees. Finally, when dropping bombs, an aircraft will
have m u c h greater accuracy if it is diving toward the target
than if it isflyingstraight and level. This again requires control over the pitch of the aircraft.
N o n e of these special maneuvers can be executed by the
simple, initial control system provided by the M o d S A F flight
simulator Thus, w e needed not only to improve the output
system, but the underlying simulation as well, to allow these
maneuvers to be executed. This is an instance where certain
behaviors in the domain required us to m a k e the environmental simulation even more faithful to the real world. However,
from the cognitive perspective, our success with the simple
output system for m a n y tactics suggests the advantages of introducing n e w simplified interfaces to the control of real aircraft. A s it turns out, m a n y m o d e m commercial aircraft do
have such simplified, high-level interfaces. It is an empirical
question whether such interfaces would also benefitfighterpilots, or whether the low-level interfaces help them to stay alert
and to feel "in control".
Automated Memory Aid
Thefinalenhancement w e will discuss arises once again from
our concern for efficiency in the overall simulation. The initial
agent model had one other task that would sometimes overwhelm the cognitive processing. W h e n the agent acquires a
new visual or radar contact, it creates an internal representation of that contact. Then, if contact is lost, the agent will at
least remember that someone was out there, and the agent can
attempt to reacquire contact or take appropriate action. H o w ever, the lost contact is certainly still moving, and in addition the agent m a y need to keep track of higher-level attributes
(collision-course, target aspect, etc.) for the contact. The earlier agent model computed all of this "projected" information
itself, because it could not be provided by the input system
when the contact disappeared.
These computations became significant especially when a
number of current contacts would disappear at the same time,
for example, if the agent took its aircraft into a defensive maneuver. The agent's processing would suddenly grind down
while it updated geometric position information for each of
the missing contacts. The information computed by the agent
was exactly the same information that would be provided by

the input system's radar model, if the radar contact were active. Thus, w e decided once again to move this processing
from the agent model into the input system.
W e accomplished this by introducing a new command in
the output system. This c o m m a n d allows the agent lo create a "fake" radar blip with an initial speed, heading, altitude,bearing and range. The new input system then processes
this blip by updating its position periodically and then computing the same attributes (at the appropriate attention level)
it would compute for a normal radar contact. This ability
leads to vast improvements in efficiency in certain situations.
Once again, our success with building this capability into the
TacAir-Soar system suggests possible enhancements to the
radar interface of real combat aircraft.

of enhancements to the overall simulation design as development of the model progressed. Each enhancement maps quite
plausibly onto the real domain of air combat, and the model
thus makes reasonable predictions about human behavior and
the effects of modifications to some aircraft interfaces.
Future work with TacAir-Soar will expand and improve the
behaviors generated by the system, as well as continuing our
search for a more efficient simulation system. W e expect that
further efficiency enhancements will make even more suggestions about potential modifications to combat aircraft interfaces. In addition, w e hope to use the model to explore
how expert pilots think and reason about their domain, with
the hopes of identifying better representations and reasoning
processes. Further down the road, w e plan to use the existing expert model of behavior as a target for a system that acLearning from the Agent Model
quires expertise automatically. The learning model will be
even more constrained by human behavior, and will hopefully
There were also times when the agent model exposed gaps in
tell us more about how humans learn, reason, and interact with
our knowledge of the domain, and helped direct knowledge
the world.
acquisition efforts. A n example concerns the development of
behaviors for delivering bombs to a ground target. Our iniAcknowledgements
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Abstract
A recognition model which defines a measure of shape
similarity on the direct output of multiscale and
multiorientation Gaborfiltersdoes not manifest qualitative
aspects of human object recognition of contour-deleted
images in that: a) it recognizes recoverable and
nonrecoverable contour-deleted images equally well
whereas humans recognize recoverable images much better,
b) it distinguishes complementary feature-deleted images
whereas humans do not. Adding some of the known
connectivity pattern of the primary visual cortex to the
model in the form of extension fields (connections between
collinear and curvilinear units) amongfiltersincreased the
overall recognition performance of the model and: a)
boosted the recognition rate of the recoverable images far
more than the nonrecoverable ones, b) increased the
similarity of complementary feature-deleted images, but
not part-deleted ones, more closely corresponding to
human psychophysical results. Interestingly, performance
was approximately equivalent for narrow (±15') and broad
(±90") extension fields.
Introduction
A task that both biological and artificial vision systems
have to solve is to recover boundaries of objects from m a n y
times imperfect, noisy input. T h e Gestalt grouping
principles of co-curvilinearity, proximity, constancy of
curvature can help recovering meaningfiil information under
these circumstances. There is considerable evidence from
neuroscience (e. g. Gilbert & Wiesel, 1989) and
psychophysics (e. g. Field et al., 1993) that these grouping
principles are built into the mammalian visual system in the
form of connectivity patterns a m o n g processing units.
There is both anatomical and physiological evidence that
cells with approximately collinear orientation are
interconnected mainly by excitatory connections (Gilbert &
Wiesel, 1989). Psychophysical results seem to suggest a
broader field of connections between not only collinear
units, but also curvilinear ones (Field et al. 1993). For
either the narrow or the broad fields, the excitatory
connections reveal smoothly decreasing strength with
increasing distance and curvature differences (Field et al.
1993; Gilbert, 1992; Polat & Sagi, 1994). There is also
evidence for facilitation (increase in sensitivity for detecting
Gabor patches) w h e n local and global orientations are 90
degrees offset (the virtual line connecting two segments is
perpendicular to their orientation) which is not modeled here.

The smoothly decaying excitatory field around an oriented
segment is referred to as an extension field in this paper.
The terms 'associationfield'or 'stochastic completion field'
can be found in the literature to refer to similar constructs.
These terms are generally applied to fields considered to
manifest broad tuning. The term 'horizontal connections'
has been employed to refer to the more narrowly tuned
excitatory connections documented for neural units. T o
compare the effects of both narrow (collinear) and broad
(collinear and curvilinear) connectivity patterns a m o n g
processing units w e decided to implement two versions of
the extensionfield:a narrow and a broad one. In the absence
of precise neurophysiological data for the strength of
connections between collinear and curvilinear units w e
choose the algorithmic definition of narrow and broad
extensionfieldsto be an excitatory gradient +/-15 and +/-90
degrees respectively centered on an oriented segment.
The goal of the present study w a s to investigate the
consequences of adding extension fields to a recognition
m o d e l that computed shape similarity based on
representations of V 1 hypercolumn activity. Specifically,
w e studied whether the extensionfieldswould increase the
resemblance of the recognition performance of the model to
that shown by humans.
Brief comparison with previous work
Several previous computer vision models have used
extension field type algorithms to guide the grouping
process (Grossberg & Mingolla, 1985; Sha'ashua &
Ullman, 1988; Parent & Zucker, 1989; Heitger & von der
Heydt, 1993; G u y & Medioni, 1996; Williams & Jacobs,
1996). The main contribution in the present effort is the
implementation of such a scheme on a biologically
plausible multiscale and multiorientation filter
representation, roughly similar to that of a lattice of V I
hypercolumns. This representation allowed a measure of
shape similarity based on the combined activity produced by
both the input image and the grouping process (although
this does not necessarily m e a n that grouping results in
activity that is indistinguishable from that produced by the
original image). The previously cited efforts did not result
in a measure of shape similarity.
Other differences distinguishing the present effort fi-om
prior ones was that the latter studies used only one scale as
opposed to our multiscale approach. Since our test images
were line-drawings, only one scale size-chosen to be the
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width (frequency) of the lines-could have very well been
used, but a multiscale representation better resembles the
sampling properties of biological vision systems. M a n y of
the studies in the grouping literature (e. g., Parent &
Zucker, 1989; Sha'ashua & Ullman, 1988) used an iterative
relaxation algorithm as opposed to the more biologically
plausible one-pass operation which was implemented here.
A n additional feature of the current study is that it directly
compared the recognition performance of a grouping model
to that of humans on a large number of test images, which
is relatively rare in the literature. In the following w e will
describe two experiments on object recognition and compare
human data to the performance of our baseline model.
Human experimental results and comparison of
performance witli a baseline m o d e l
In a psychophysical experiment (Biederman, 1987) equal
amount of contour was deleted from line drawings in such a
way that the parts were either recoverable or nonrecoverable
as illustrated in Figure 1. Subjects were able to recognize
recoverable versions, but not nonrecoverable ones. A model
(Lades et. al., 1993) based on the direct output of a number
of columns of multiscale and multiorientation Gabor filters
(each column is roughly analogous to the simple cells in a
VI hypercolumn) was tested on the same images (this
recognition system was originally developed for face
recognition and it has achieved high accuracy in recognizing
faces from several face databases and continues to be a
success as a commercial application on the access control
market (Konen, 1995)). The model recognized the
nonrecoverable images as well as the recoverable ones, a
result that does not correspond to h u m a n data (see results
later).
In another task, subjects named briefly presented contourdeleted images (Biederman and Cooper, 1991). For each
image, two sets of complementary pairs were created by
deleting every other vertex and edge from each simple part in
thefirstset (feature-deleted) and by deleting approximately
half the componentsfi-omeach image in the second set (partdeleted) (Figure 2). If the members of the complementary
feature-deleted pair or the part-deleted pair were superimposed
they would provide an intact image without any overlap in
contour.
Members of a complementary feature-deleted image pair
(Figure 2. left) were equivalent to each other for h u m a n
subjects as tested with the priming paradigm (Biederman and
Cooper, 1991), but not for the model since the similarity of
members of a pair was markedly lower than similarity of
one of the images from the pair to itself Part-deleted
complementary images (Figure 2.right)were not equivalent
neither to humans nor to the model.
Figures 3 and 4 give a visual illustration of the activation
fields (the responses of the individual kernels in the model to
an image) created by convolving an image with the
differently oriented and scaled kernels in the baseline model
(the intact and recoverable 'boat' images are used as
examples). In the visual representation the activation values
of the model are normalized to integer values between 0-255
for 8-bit graphical display.
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Figure 1. Examples of intact (left), recoverable (middle) and
nonrecoverable (right) test images (Biederman, 1987).
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Figure 2. Examples of feature-deleted complementary image
pairs (left) and part-deleted complementary image pairs
(right). Each m e m b e r contains approximately half the parts
of the object.
A d d i t i o n s to t h e baseline m o d e l
tield is essentially a probability
The extension field
directional vector-field describing the contribution of a single
unit-length edge element to its neighborhood in terms of
direction and strength (Guy & Medioni, 1996). In other
words, it describes the preferred direction and the probability
of existence of every point in space to share a curve with the
original segment. The field direction at a given point in
space is chosen to be tangent to the osculating circle passing
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extension fields had zero values above and below the main
diagonals, as illustrated in Fig. 6. T h e narrow extension
field is a subset of the broad extension field in that it uses
the s a m e direction and strength fields except that the
excitation area is limited to ±15° orientation difference. The
absence of grouping activity in the regions outside of the
extension field merely m e a n s that additional information is
needed to reconstruct curves between such pairs.
T h e extension fields were incorporated into the baseline
model by allowing a field to operate on each of the 24
activation fields created by convolving the 2 4 kernels with
an image. Because there were 8 orientations for the
activation fields there w e r e also 8 orientations for the
extensionfields.T h e additional excitation as provided by the
extension field w a s distributed to the activation fields in
such a m a n n e r that only the corresponding orientations of
the activationfieldsand extension fields were convolved:
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Figure 3. Activation fields of the baseline m o d e l to the
intact 'boat' image. T h e three rows represent the three scale
sizes used in the experiment. T h efirstcolumn shows the 2 D
picture of the G a b o r kernels at the three different scales.
F r o m the second to the second to last column the normalized
activations of the differently oriented kernels to the intact
'boat' i m a g e are displayed starting with horizontal
orientation and incrementing by 22.5 degrees. T h e last
c o l u m n s h o w s the normalized cumulative activation of the
three different scales at all orientations.

{EFWI)(J,x,) = I EF.(x„ x)WI_ (x)d'x = EF_ * WI_ (2)
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where / gives the orientation of both the extension and
activation fields. For the broad extension field model the
activation fields not only get excitation from the extension
field with the s a m e orientation, but also from all the other
orientations. For computational ease the excitation fields
were divided into 8 subregions based on orientation and only
the corresponding range of orientations were applied to an
activation field with a given orientation. For the broad
extension field model the overall excitation applied to an
activation field is then given by s u m m i n g up the excitation
c o m i n g from: (a) the extension field with the preferred
orientation of the given activation field and (b) the excitation
from all the other extension fields. In the narrow extension
field model the activation field with a given orientation was
only convolved with the excitation field having the same
orientation.
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Figure 4. Activation fields of the baseline m o d e l to the
recoverable 'boat' image. T h e three rows represent the three
scale sizes used in the experiment. T h e first column shows
the 2 D picture of the G a b o r kernels at the three different
scales. F r o m the second to the second to last column the
normalized activations of the differently oriented kernels to
the recoverable 'boat' image are displayed starting with
horizontal orientation and incrementing by 22.5 degrees. T h e
last c o l u m n s h o w s the normalized cumulative activation of
the three different scales at all orientations.
through the edge element and that point, while its strength
is proportional to the radius of that circle (Figure 5.). Also,
the strength decays with distance from the origin (the edge
segment). T h e decay of extension field strength is set to be
Gaussian for both the proximity and curvature constraints:
EF{x,p) = e.-Ax\-Bp'

Chosen orientation is
tangent to circle
Osculating circle
Point in space

(1)

where x is the distance along the circular arc and p is the
curvature of the given arc. Recently, Williams and Jacobs
(1996) described a very similar type of prior probability
distribution of boundary completion based on computing the
probability that a particle following a random walk will pass
through a given position and orientation on a path joining
two edge segments.
F r o m each end of an edge segment, an extension field
expanded to define a triangular area as s h o w n in Fig. 6. T h e
m a x i m u m orientation difference spanned by the broad
extension field w a s ±90°, which were at the ±45° boundaries
of the extension field (Figure 6). B e y o n d those values, the
Gaussians for orientation were set to zero so the broad

Unit edge at origin
Figure 5. Field direction for every point in space is chosen
to be the tangent to the osculating circle passing through the
edge segment and the given point.
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Figure 6. Left panel: The brightness coded directional m a p
of the broad extensionfieldsgiven a horizontal edge element
in the middle. Within the butterfly shaped extension fields,
black refers to horizontal and white to vertical orientations.
The regions above and below the edge element have no
assigned orientation and are shown in black to clearly
deliniate the ±45° boundaries of the extension field. Right
panel: The strength m a p of the extensionfieldfor locations
and directions shown in the left figure. Strength declines
with increasing orientation differences and distancefi"omthe
edge element. There is no strength assigned above and
below the diagonals (right).

extension fields (from top nine image to bottom nine). In
each of the three nine image blocks thefirstrow represents
the cumulative activation patterns of the kernels at the
highest scale and at all 8 orientations. The second row
represents the cumulative response at the highest and
m e d i u m scale and the last row shows the 'total' of the
activation for all scales and all orientations as well
(similarly to the last columns of Figures 3, 4 and 7). This
visualization of model activation also shows that for the
second and third block of nine images (model with narrow
and broad extensionfields)the activation patterns for intact
and recoverable images are m u c h more similar than for the
baseline model (first block of nine images).

Simulations
In the recoverable-nonrecoverable experiment the
similarity of 36 intact images with the recoverable and
nonrecoverable versions (altogether 108 images) w a s
calculated and compared to each other.
In the feature-deleted vs. part-deleted experiment the
similarity of the feature-deleted complementary image pair
was compared to the similarity of the part deleted
complementary image pair for 18 images (altogether 72
Figure 7 shows the activation fields created by convolving used).
an image with the differently oriented and scaled kernels
(altogether 24 kernels were used) and with the narrowly
Result of the simulations
tuned extensionfield(again the 'boat' recoverable images is
The results of the simulations are displayed on Figures 9
used as an example). Again, for the visual representation
and 10. The addition of narrowly tuned extension fields
the activation values of the model are normalized to integer
between similarly oriented kernels increased the similarity of
values between 0-255 for 8-bit graphical display.
both the recoverable and nonrecoverable versions to the
original intact image, although it increased the similarity of
^
the recoverable version more. Whereas for the baseline
i
1 W. , \ ^
-M^
model there was no difference between the similarity of
•«.
recoverable and nonrecoverable images r(35) = .64, p = .52
. ^ ^ -r>H
1
^
v\>
''^
the addition of narrow extensionfieldssignificantly increased
<»
the difference between the similarity of recoverable and
•1 \ i - * N
^
• « ^ - ^ ".. 4
nonrecoverable types compared with the original images
t(35) = 4.8,/7 < .001. The addition of broad extension fields
Figure 7. Activation fields produced by narrowly tuned
further improved similarity for recoverable images, but did
extensionfieldsfor the recoverable 'boat' image (the model
not improve similarity for the nonrecoverable ones compared
with broad extensionfieldsgave similar results). The three
to the narrow extension fields. Consequently, the broad
rows represent the three scale sizes used in the experiment.
extensionfieldmodel further increased the difference between
Thefirstcolumn shows the 2 D picture of the Gabor kernels
the similarity of recoverable and nonrecoverable images
at the three different scales. From the second to the second
compared with the intact versions t{35) = 9.09, p < .001.
to last column the normalized activations of the differently
The addition of narrow and broad extension fields
oriented kernels to the recoverable 'boat' image are displayed
significantly increased the similarity of feature-deleted
starting with horizontal orientation and incrementing by
complementary images pairs, but did not improve the
22.5 degrees. The last column shows the normalized
similarity of the part-deleted pairs. The similarity of two
cumulative activation of the three different scales at all
complementary feature-deleted images w a s already
orientations.
significantly higher than of two complementary part-deleted
ones r(17) = 3.04, p < .01, but the addition of horizontal
connections further improved this difference r(17) = 8.54, p
Figure 8 provides a direct visual comparison of the
< .001, just as did the addition of extension fields r(17) =
workings of the three different model types. The top row
9.12, p < .001. The fact that similarity did not improve for
displays three versions of the 'boat' image from the set:
part-deleted image pairs was expected considering that there
intact, recoverable and nonrecoverable in left, middle and
was no any global knowledge provided that could relate the
right columns respectively. Below the 3 x 9 blocks of
two different part structures in the pair to each other.
images show the cumulative activation patterns induced by
However, the significant increase of similarity for the
the three images in the three examined models: baseline,
feature-deleted pairs was not an obvious outcome of the
with narrowly tuned extensionfields,with broadly tuned
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images. Thefirstrow in each three blocks represents the
cumulative activation of the highest frequency kernels at all
eight orientations to the three images. The second row in
each three blocks shows the cumulative activation of the
highest and medium frequency kernels at all orientations.
Finally, the third row in each blocks represents the
cumulative activation of all three kernel sizes at all
orientations (all 24 kernels).

simulation. T h e addition of the broad extension field did not
i m p r o v e similarity for feature-deleted i m a g e s c o m p a r e d to
the n a r r o w extension fields, w h i c h might b e d u e to the large
n u m b e r o f m a n - m a d e objects in the stimuli set with mostly
straight contours.
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Figure 9. A v e r a g e similarity values for m a t c h i n g the
original intact i m a g e s with the recoverable a n d
nonrecoverable versions in the three m o d e l types.
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Figure 10. Average similarity values for matching
complementary feauire-deleted pairs and complementary partdeleted pairs in the three m o d e l types.
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Conclusions
The addition of extension fields to a baseline model of
object recognition that operates on the output of multiscale
and multiorientation Gabor filters improves its overall
recognition performance (at minimum for the given set of
images) and brings its performance significantly and
qualitatively closer to that of human object recognition.
Interestingly, adding broad extensionfieldsto the original
model did not improve its performance significantly beyond
the improvement already achieved by narrow extension
fields.
A n obvious direction for future development of the model
is to incorporate inhibition and endstopping into the
connectivity pattern, both well known characteristics of
biological low level vision systems. W e might mention
though that even without these additions the model's
performance could significantly be improved just based on
the addition of excitatory connections. The extension field
model is currently being tested on 8-bit gray-scale images.
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Figure 8. The top row displays the intact, recoverable and
nonrecoverable versions of an image respectively. The 3 x 9
block of images below the top row display the activation
patterns of the three model types (Baseline, Narrow
Extension Fields, and Broad Extension Fields) to these
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Abstract

MacDonald and Just (1989) rightly pointed out, before investigating the processes of computing truth values, more should
This paper investigates the eflfects of negation in discourse be k n o w n about the representation of the meaning of such
comprehension. The paper is based on thefindingby Macsentences.
Donald and Just (1989) that after reading sentences such as
MacDonald and Just presented their subjects with senElizabeth bakes some bread but no cookies subjects are faster
tences such as
to respond to the probe bread than to the probe cooJcies. The
question arises whether this differential availability of the rel(3) Almost every weekend, Elizabeth bakes some bread but
evant concepts is due to negation, or whether it reflects the fact
no cookies for the children.
that a bread is present in the described situation, whereas cookies are not. In order to decide between these alternatives two
experiments were conducted. In Experiment 1 negated entiand immediately afterwards tested the availability of the relties that are absent from the described situation were compared
evant concepts (bread vs. cookies) by means of a probewith non-negated entities that are present, whereas in Experirecognition task or a naming task. Latencies were longer for
ment 2 negated entities that are present in the situation were
nouns that had been negated in the sentence. The authors
compared with non-negated entities that are absent. The reconclude that a negative particle decreases the activation level
sults of the two experiments indicate that both factors, namely
of the respective concept. Although not explicitly stated, the
'negation' and 'absence from situation', affect the availability
discourse-level
representation which the authors seem to have
of concepts during discourse processing.
in mind is of a propositional format similar to the Kintsch &
Introduction
van Dijk model (Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978). With proposiO n e of the prominent functions of verbal communication is
tional formats negation is extrinsically represented, i.e. by a
to inform readers / listeners about situations, events, or more
specific operator. This operator could be considered to act as
generally, states of affairs that the reader / listener did not
a kind of hitch making the access to those parts of the propoattend to or experience himself. For this, not only information
sition that are in the scope of the negation difficult. Such an
about what is the case is useful, but also information about
assumption is reasonable since it is well k n o w n that entities
what is not the case. Information about what is not the case is
introduced within a negated phrase are usually not available
usually conveyed by explicit or implicit negation (cf. (1) and
for pronominal reference (see D R T , K a m p & Reyle, 1993,
p.99ff). Assuming that retrieval in probe recognition tasks
(2)).
and naming tasks is basically similar to anaphor resolution,
(1) The demonstrator did not eat for a week.
the observed latency difference is in line with propositional
theories.
(2) The demonstrator refused to eat for a week.
However, within discourse-comprehension research, there
Whereas negation is a topic of much research in linguistics is an alternative to propositional theories, namely the theory
and philosophy (for a review, see Horn, 1989), experimenof mental models (Johnson-Laird, 1983), which can account
tal studies investigating the processing of negatives are relafor the data as well. The mental model theory posits that
during discourse comprehension, readers / listeners do not
tively rare. There is a number of experimental studies concerned with negation within research on deductive reasoning,
only construct text-based propositional representations but
focussing o n the specific difficulties that people have with
also non-linguistic representations of the state of affairs that
the text is about. These non-linguistic representations, called
drawing inferences from negative premises (for a review, see
mental models, are characterized as being structurally analoW a s o n & Johnson-Laird, 1972). In addition, psycholinguistic
studies conducted in the seventies investigated the impact of
gous to the states of affairs they represent. In fact numerous
psycholinguistic studies focussing on the representation of
negation on sentence verification (for a review, see Carpenter
spatial relations have provided clear evidence for this hypoth& Just, 1975). However, the hypotheses and models proposed
esis (e.g., Glenberg, Meyer & Lindem, 1987; Kelter, Kaup &
within this research context were directed at a rather late stage
of processing, namely the computation of truth values. A s
Habel, in press; Morrow, B o w e r & Greenspan, 1990; Rinck &
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Bower, 1994). If during text comprehension a mental model
is constructed that is analogous to the state of affairs it represents, the model should only contain tokens corresponding to
entities that are part of the situation described, moreover, the
model should only represent properties and relations that are
true for these entities. Thus, for example, the mental model
built for the sentence
(4) The old man did not wear a hat.

(5). The availability of the negated and non-negated concepts
was again assessed by means of a probe-recognition task.
Experiment 1
Method
Subjects. Thirty-two Hamburg University students took
part in the experiment. They were paid for their participation.

Material. The material consisted of 51 passages, each describing an event. 16 passages were used as experimental
should not contain a token corresponding to a hat, since there
items and 35 asfilleritems. Three passages each belonged
is no hat in the situation described. Assuming a mental model
together thematically and formed a coherent narrative text.
is tapped in word-recognition and word-naming tasks, thereThe experimental passages were constructed according to
suit of MacDonald and Just can easily be explained - sentence
the following schema (see example in Table ): After a short
(3) describes a situation in which there is bread but not a sinintroductory section, describing the protagonist's goals or
gle cookie.
motives, the critical sentence followed, always containing a
Although the two theoretical approaches in this particular
phrase like .... s/he V E R B - e d a N O U N i but not a N O U N 2 .
case lead to the same conclusions as to the relative availability
The verb denoted an action that brings an object into exisof the negated and non-negated concepts, this is not always
tence (e.g., to bake; to knit; to build). The two nouns named
the case. Take for instance text (5).
objects A and B that could each be conceived as the out(5) Elizabeth tidies out her drawers. She bums the old letters
come of the action equally well. For half of the subjects
but not the photographs. Afterwards she cleans up.
N O U N i named object A and N O U N 2 named object B , for
the other subjects the assignment was reversed. The subseIf the availability of letters and photographs is tested after
quent sentence described the completion of the action withthe last sentence different predictions emerge. The proposiout reference to one of the objects. T w o further embellishtional account outlined above predicts that photographs are
ing sentences followed with the second one involving an imless available than letters, because according to this account
plicit nominal anaphor referring to the newly created object.
the position of the negative particle is crucial, and it is phoThis implicit anaphor was such that the subjects could not detographs which is in the scope of the negation. In contrast, the
termine the intended referent if they had not understood the
mental model theory predicts letters to be less available than
critical sentence beforehand. All experimental passages were
photographs, because according to this account the situation
constructed in such a way that the negation in the critical sendescribed is crucial and the letters are no longer present in the
tence was pragmatically acceptable (Because he doesn't alsituation after the last sentence of the text.
ways want to build what his brother suggests, ..).
Along these lines of reasoning two experiments were conFiller passages varied in length and served to obscure the
ducted. The goal of Experiment 1 was simply to examine
construction principle.
whether the effect of negation observed by MacDonald and
Test words used in the probe-recognition task in experiJust (1989) for the processing of isolated sentences would
mental trials were the nouns ( N O U N i , N O U N 2 ) of the critialso emerge with reading longer texts, which can be considcal phrases. For 10fillertrials, test words were nouns (object
ered to come closer to natural reading conditions. This seems
names) which had been mentioned in the passage, whereas
especially important for investigating the processing of negfor the remaining 25fillertrials the test words had not been
atives, since the contexts for plausible negatives are very rementioned before.
strictive: the use of negation is adequate only if differences
with respect to expectations shall be communicated (Givon,
Design and Procedure. Subjects were tested individually.
1978; Wason, 1972; for a review see Horn, 1989, chap. 1).
Each subject was presented with all 51 (experimental and
In Experiment 1 subjects were presented with coherent narrafiller) passages. In 5 0 % of the experimental trials the probe
was presented immediately after the completion sentence
tive texts including sentences such as (3), and the availability
of negated and non-negated concepts was assessed by means
("early probe"), in the other 5 0 % the probe word was preof a probe recognition task. Since it is conceivable that it sented after thefinalsentence of the passage ("late probe").
takes some time to update a mental model, the availability
For each of these two conditions the probe was the name of
of the concepts was not only tested shortly after the negation
the negated concept in half of the trials and the name of the
but also after two sentences elaborating the situation. Expernon-negated concept in the other half. In thefillertrials the
probe was always presented after thefinalsentence of the pasiment 2 was designed to clarify whether the effect is indeed
a negation effect or, alternatively, should better be characsage. Texts and probe words were displayed on a video moniterized as a "content-effect", i.e. as being due to one entity
tor (15" ) with palatino-font 14 pt and 28 pt, respectively. Text
being present in the situation while the other one is absent. presentation was sentence by sentence, self-paced by the subSubjects were presented with texts including sections such as
ject pressing the "space"-key. Pressing the key after reading
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Table 2: M e a n latencies (in m s ) of correct responses and percentages of errors in Experiment 1.

Table 1: Sample Passage from Experiment 1

title

— John's ninth birthday —
Probed concept

passage 1 (exp)
non-negated
setting

negation

completion
early probe
filler 1

John is turning nine years old today. H e
has already got a lot of nice presents.
H e is totally thrilled by the Lego bricks,
which he got from his uncle. T h e
only problem is, however, that he is
never able to decide what to build next.
His older brother has already suggested
m a n y different things.
Because he doesn't always want to
build what his brother suggests, John is
n o w building a castle, but not a church.
Soon all his bricks will be used up.

Probe position

early
late

filler 2

late probe

CHURCH / CASTLE

RT

% error

RT

% error

1319
1570

5
12

1707
1800

11
21

Errors. Error rates were higher for probe words naming
the negated concept than for probe words naming the nonnegated concept, Fi(l,31) = 9.8, p < .01; F2(l,15) =
8.44, p < .05. 'Probe position' proved significant as well.
Participants made more errors with probe words appearing
late (after the anaphor sentence) than with probe words appearing early (after the completion sentence), Fi(l,31) =
7.7, p < .01; F2(l, 15) = 5.60, p < .05. The interaction of
the two factors was not significant, Fi, F2 < 1.

CHURCH / CASTLE
It's great, all these things you can do
with Lego bricks.
John's brother is totally impressed by
the construction that he sees when he
enters the room.

negated

Latencies. Response times to probes that named the negated concepts were slower than to those naming the nonnegated concepts, Fi(l,31) = 18.48, p < .01; ^2(1,15) =
31.88, p < .01. Participants responded slower to probes appearing late than to probe words appearing early, Fi (1,31) =
6.57, p < .05; ^2(1,15) = 3.55, p < .08. The two factors
did not interact, Fi (1,31) = 2.10,p> .15; F2 < 1.

passage 2 (fill)

passage 3 (exp)

Discussion
either the completion sentence or thefinalsentence (depending on whether it was the "early probe" or the "late probe"
condition) elicited the presentation of the probe word. Subjects were to decide whether or not the word had been mentioned in the text by pressing the appropriate key. They were
asked to respond as quickly and accurately as possible. Subjects were encouraged to read the material carefully for comprehension. The experimental session lasted approximately
6 0 minutes.

The results replicate the effect observed by MacDonald and
Just (1989) for isolated sentences. Negated concepts were
less available than non-negated concepts. It could be argued
that the non-negated concept was always mentioned before
the negated concept, and therefore the effect is possibly a sort
of primacy-effect. However, in the study by MacDonald and
Just (1989) order of mentioning was controlled and was found
to be of no relevance. Moreover, for our results it would be
difficult to defend the primacy-effect interpretation, considering that mentioning of concepts and the probe-recognition
Results
task were seperated by one sentence (early probe position) or
Mean latencies of correct responses and percentages of errors
even three sentences (late probe position).
in the probe recognition task are displayed in Table . LaExperiment 2 was designed to determine whether the diftencies and errors showed parallel trends across conditions
ferential availabilty between the negated and non-negated
which rules out a speed-accuracy tradeoff.
concepts found in Experiment 1 is to be attributed to inhibiIn what follows, Fi refers to tests against an error term that tion due to the negative particle (prepositional theories) or to
the particular situation described, i.e. the non-negated entity
was based on subject variability and F2 refers to tests against
an error term that was based on item variability.
being present whereas the negated entity is being absent.
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Experiment 2
Table 3: Sample Passage from Experiment 2
To distinguish between the different interpretations for the results of Experiment 1 (and for the results obtained by Mactitle
— Cleaning up the attic —
Donald and Just), subjects in this experiment were presented
with passages containing sections such as (5), i. e. with passages that describe a situation in which the entity named by
passage 1 (exp)
the negated noun is present whereas the entity named by the
non-negated noun is absent. If the position of the negative
Today is Peter's day off from work. Pesetting
particle is the crucial factor for the availability of the conter has decided to clean up the attic. For
cepts, the negated concept should be less available than the
years,
old furniture has been piling up
non-negated concept after reading these passages. In contrast,
in
there.
In order to create s o m e space
if the specific situation described in the text is crucial (mentalin the attic, Peter decides to chop up
model theory), the negated concept, which in this case is
s o m e of the furniture and burn it in the
present in the described situation, should be more available
garden.
than the non-negated concept, which in this case is absent.
critical
Peter burns the old bed, but not the big
From a mental-model-theory perspective, reading sections
cupboard.
such as (5) should lead to an updating of the current mental
completion
After coming back from the garden, Pemodel. A model in which letters and photographs are repreter goes to the attic and looks around
sented is transferred into a model in which photographs are
happily.
represented but no letters. However, if neither the letters nor
probe
BED/CUPBOARD
the photographs were mentioned before, the processes of updating might be different, i.e. might not involve a deletion of
entities. It is unclear whether or not the intermediate menpassage 2 (fill)
tal model (the one corresponding to the situation before the
burning, in which photographs as well as letters are represented) is constructed at all. In order to obtain more informapassage 3 (exp)
tion about this factor, the critical concepts (photographs and
letters) were mentioned in the setting section in half of the
texts. For the other half of the texts the critical concepts were
not mentioned earlier than in the negation sentence.

Results
Method
Subjects. Thirty-two Hamburg University students took
part in the experiment. They were paid for their participation.
Material. The material was similar to that used in Experiment 1, except that the critical phrases of the experimental
passages contained sentences of the form .... s/he V E R B - e d
t h e N O U N i b u t n o t t h e N O U N 2 , with the verb naming an action that causes an object to vanish (e.g., to b u m , to eat up). In
8 of the 16 experimental passages the critical objects (objects
named by N O U N i and N O U N 2 ) were already mentioned in
the setting section, whereas for the other 8 experimental passages the objects werefirstmentioned in the negation sentence (see example in Table ). For all experimental passages
the completion sentence was thefinalsentence of the passage.
Design and Procedure. Each subject was presented with
all 16 experimental passages and additionally with 35 filler
passages. For each subject the negated concept was the probe
in 8 experimental passages and the non-negated concept was
the probe in the other 8 passages. In contrast to Experiment 1,
the probe word was presented after the completion sentence
in all trials. In all other respects the procedure was identical
to Experiment 1.

Mean latencies of correct responses and percentages of errors
in the probe recognition task are displayed in Table . Latencies and errors showed parallel trends across conditions
which rules out a speed-accuracy tradeoff.
Errors. Error rates were insignificantly lower for probes
naming concepts introduced prior to the negation sentence
than for probes naming concepts not introduced prior to the
negation-sentence, Fi(l,31) = 3.06, p = .09; F2(l, 14) =
2.70, p > .10. Subjects m a d e more errors with probes naming the negated concepts than with probes naming the nonnegated concepts. This effect, however, was only marginal,
Fi(l,31) = 4 , 1 4 , p > .05;F2(1,14) = 1.69, p > .20. The
two factors did not interact, Fi, F2 < 1.
Latencies. The response times to probes naming the negated concepts were slightly slower than to those naming the
non-negated concepts. This effect, however, was not significantFi(l,31) = 2.74,p> .10;F2 < 1. The response times
to probes naming concepts introduced prior to the negation
sentence were nonsignificantly faster than to probes not introduced prior to the negation sentence, Fi(l,31) = 2.23,
p > .10; F2 < 1. The interaction between the two factors
was not significant, Fi, F2 < 1.
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Table 4: Mean latencies (in nis) of correct responses and percentages of errors in Experiment 2.
X absent
Probed concept

)600

1

/
1500

negated

non-negated

\ present
concepts

men. before
not men. before

RT

1317
1366

% error

1
2

RT

1367
1414

1400

/

1300

T

% error

i

^

1200

2
6

negated

non-negated
NEGATION

Figure 1: M e a n latencies (in m s ) of correct responses in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2
Since the general aim of this experiment w a s to decide between the propositional interpretation and the mental-model
interpretation, with the t w o crucial factors being varied orthogonally only across experiments, the data from this experiment were compared with the data from Experiment 1 within
a single analysis with the t w o factors 'negation' and 'absense
from situation'. In this analysis, in order to get comparable
data, only the response times for early probes were used from
Experiment 1 and only those for probes not mentioned prior
to the negation sentence from Experiment 2. T h e m e a n latencies are displayed in Figure There is a main effect of
negation, Fi(l,124) = 7.04, p < .01; F2(l,44) = 5.03,
p < .05, as well as a main effect of 'absence from situation',
Fi(l,124) = 4.17, p < .05; ^2(1,44) = 4.07, p < .05,
i.e. subjects respond significantly slower to negated probes
than to non-negated probes and subjects respond significantly
slower to probes that correspond to entities not present in
the described situation than to those corresponding to entities present in the situation. The effect of 'negation' is numerically stronger for the probes corresponding to entities
absent from the described situation than for those present
in the situation. However, this interaction is not significant,
Fi(l,124) = 2.23,p> .10;F2(l,44) = 2.49,p> .12.
Discussion
Experiment 2 was conducted in order to be able to decide between the two different interpretations for the effect observed
by MacDonald and Just (1989) which was replicated in Experiment 1 . However, the results of this experiment do not
really allow for a decision.
If the position of the negation marker is the crucial factor for the availability of the concepts, non-negated concepts
should in general be more available than negated concepts,
independent of whether or not the corresponding entities are
present in the described situation. Contrary to this prediction,
the factor 'negation' did not have a reliable impact on the latencies in Experiment 2.
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If, o n the other hand, the crucial factor for the availability
of concepts is whether or not the corresponding entities are
present in the described situation, entities present in the situation should in general b e m o r e available than entities not
present, independent of the linguistic form of the description.
T h e effect of negation should have been reversed in Experim e n t 2, because negated concepts here corresponded to entities present in the situation and therefore should have been
m o r e available than non-negated concepts.
T o summarize, it s e e m s as if both factors play a crucial
role for the availability o f concepts during text comprehension, i.e. availability of a concept is a function of whether
or not the concept is negated and of whether or not the corresponding entity is present in the described situation. T h e
specific differences in availability presented in figure 1 nicely
m a t c h this view.
General Discussion
The goal of this study was to obtain more information about
how negatives are processed during text comprehension. The
focus was on the kind of representation constructed during
the processing of negative sentences. More specifically, the
study adressed the question, whether thefindingthat bread is
more available than cookies after reading sentences such (3),
is better characterized as an effect of negation in propositional
representations or, alternatively, as an effect of the content of
representations at an extra-linguistic level, i.e. the representational level of mental models. For theories of propositional
format, the relevant factor for differential availability of cookies and bread after reading (3) is the position of the negation
marker - cookies is in the scope of negation and therefore
less available than bread. For the mental model theory this
effect is not due to the linguistic form of the sentence, but
is based on the content of the mental model available after
reading (3) - bread is represented, but no cookies. The results

of the two experiments indicate that neither the pure propositional interpretation nor the pure mental model interpretation can account for the differential availability of the relevant concepts. Both factors (position of negation and content
of mental model) seem to be relevant for the availability ol
the concepts.
However, some qualifications are in order.
1) The specific method used in the two experiments for
measuring the availability of concepts, namely the proberecognition task is not unproblematic in the context of negation. A s MacDonald and Just (1989) have pointed out, this
task introduces a potential confusion for the subjects, sometimes requiring them to make a positive response to a probe
word that had been mentioned within a negated phrase. It
could be argued that the differential availability between the
negated concepts and the non-negated concepts does not reflect a negation effect due to inhibition but rather an interference effect due to the specific task. However, in order to
eliminate the possibility of response confusions, MacDonald
and Just used a different task to measure availability in their
second experiment, namely the probe-naming task, which requires subjects merely to name the probe word aloud. The
negation effect was not relevantly influenced by this variation. Furthermore interference alone cannot account for the
different results obtained in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2
of the present paper. If the differences in response latencies
were due to interference alone, comparable effects should
have been obtained in the two experiments.
2) The critical sentences used in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 did not only differ with respect to whether or not the
negated concepts are present in the described situation. In
Experiment 1 the target concepts were mentioned within indefinite noun phrases (.... s/he VERB-ed a N O U N i but not
a NOUN-i) whereas in Experiment 2 they were mentioned
within definite noun phrases (s/he V E R B - e d the N O U N i but
not the N O U N 2 ) . Although not relevant to an account of the
results by prepositional theories of the van Dijk / Kintsch
type, this difference may play an important role in linguistically more sophisticated theories such as the Discourse Representation Theory (DRT) by K a m p (1981). D R T posits that
entities introduced via a negated verb phrase are represented
in a special substructure which is not accessible for reference
resolution. This can account for the results of Experiment 1.
However, a definite noun phrase does not introduce an entity, but refers to an entity. According to D R T this entity even if not mentioned before gets represented as if it had
been introduced in a non-negated phrase, i.e. in the accessible structure. Thus, D R T is consistent with thefindingof
Experiment 2 , that after reading passages such as (5), photographs is equally available as letters.
To summarize, in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 the impact of two factors on the availability of concepts mentioned
in texts was investigated, namely negation and 'absence from
the situation described' Both factors were found to affect
the availability of concepts. However D R T can also account
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for the differential results by treating definite and indefinite
noun phrases differently. Further investigations have to clarify whether in addition to negation definitness or presence in
the situation is crucial.
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lem, a set of multiple diagrams is designed to support a
wide range of problem solving activities. However, only a
few studies
In order to understand diagrammatic reasoning where
mul- have dealt with the cognitive processes involved in using multiple diagrams (Cheng, 1996). Even
tiple diagrams are involved, this study proposes a theoretithough multiple diagrams are extensively used in c o m m o n
cal framework that focuses on the cognitive process of perpractice, previous research on diagrammatic reasoning
ceptual and conceptual integration. The perceptual integrahave focused on diagrammatic representation within a sintion process involves establishing interdependencies begle diagram. Hence issues concerning the coordination of
tween the relevant data that have been dispersed across mulmultiple diagrams or problems concerning the extraction of
tiple diagrams, while the conceptual integration process ininformation from multiple diagrams have not yet been
volves generating and refining hypotheses by combining the
properly addressed (Woods, 1995).
individual data inferred from the diagrams. A n experiment
within the domain of business systems engineering was
The main objective of this study is to explore the cogniconducted where verbal protocols were collected. The retive processes of using multiple diagrams in diagnosing
sults of the experimental study reveal that understanding a
complex systems. This objective is pursued 1) by propossystem represented by multiple diagrams involves a tedious
ing a theoretical framework and design guidelines for mulprocess of visually searching for related information and of
tiple diagrams, and 2) by conducting an experiment that
conceptually developing hypotheses about the target system.
examines the cognitive process of utilizing multiple diaThe results also showed that these perceptual and concepgrams in the domain of business system engineering and
tual processes could be facilitated by providing visual cues
verifies the usability of the proposed design principles.
that indicate where elements in one diagram are related to
elements in other diagrams, and contextual information that
Diagrammatic Reasoning as Cognitive
indicates how the individual datum in one diagram is related
Integration o f M u l t i p l e D i a g r a m s
to the overall hypothesis about the entire system.
Diagrammatic Reasoning m a y be defined as the act of reaIntroduction
soning and problem solving using diagrams as external
A famous Chinese proverb, " A diagram is worth 10,000
representations (Narayanan, S u w a & Motoda, 1995). Prewords", indicates the powerful impact of diagram use in
vious research on diagrammatic reasoning have proposed a
everyday life (Larkin and Simon, 1987). The usefulness of
cognitive model consisting of two highly interrelated procthe diagram for understanding a system has been investiesses; the perceptual process and the conceptual process.
gated in various areas, such as qualitative reasoning
(Forbus, Nielson & Failings, 1991), geometric problem
Perceptual and Conceptual Processes
solving (Koedinger & Anderson, 1990), economics
The perceptual process of diagrammatic reasoning is a bot(Tabachneck & Simon, 1994), medical diagnosis (Rogers,
tom-up activity of sensing something and knowing its
1996), scientific discovery (Cheng & Simon, 1995), and meaning and value (Bolles, 1991). O n the other hand, the
understanding mechanical systems (Narayanan, S u w a &
conceptual process of diagrammatic reasoning is a topMotoda, 1995).
d o w n activity of generating and refining hypotheses
However, as the system to be understood becomes in(Simon & Lea, 1974) to solve the problem at hand. The
creasingly complex, so does the diagram depicting the syspowerful impact of the (single) diagram is due to its potentem, until it becomes practically no longer possible to reptial in the perceptual and conceptual processes (Rogers,
resent every detail of the complex system within a single
1995). In other words, a diagrammatic representation is
diagram. This leads to the need to divide the information
(sometimes) better than a sentential representation, because
presented in the single diagram into multiple diagrams in
the diagrammatic representation helps both the perceptual
which closely related entities are segmented and clustered.
and conceptual processes in problem solving (Larkin and
Each diagram represents a different aspect of the system
Simon, 1987). In terms of the perceptual process, the diaand plays a different functional role in problem solving
grammatic representation, by grouping all relevant infor(Cheng, 1996). Since a different representation of the sysmation together, helps to identify and recognize relevant
tem m a y be needed depending on the nature of the probitems which reduces the amount of search for the elements
Abstract
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needed for solving the problem. In terms of the conceptual
process, the diagrammatic representation, by providing a
large number of perceptual inference cues, helps generate
and test hypotheses which is the essence of reasoning
(Larkin & Simon, 1987).
Integration Processes with Multiple Diagrams
Multiple diagrams are designed to facilitate human understanding of each constituent diagram, because each individual diagram categorizes closely related entities and organizes them from a single consistent perspective. H o w ever, the ease in understanding individual parts of a target
system (e.g., one single diagram) does not guarantee the
same ease in understanding the entire target system as a
whole (e.g., the complete network of diagrams). As the
number of diagrams gets larger, the problem solver can
only see a small portion of the total system at a time or a
very small number of the potentially available displays
(Cook et al., 1991). This property is often referred to as the
keyhole effect (Woods, 1995). The keyhole effect makes it
difficult to understand the entire system because it adds
cognitive burdens on 1) remembering where to look next in
the entire set of diagrams available behind the currently
attended diagram, 2) extracting information across multiple
diagrams, and 3) merging the extracted information to
build up a coherent representation. Therefore, in order to
fully support the use of multiple diagrams, w e need to devise a better way to deal with such cognitive burdens
caused by the keyhole effect. Yet, the default tendency in
designing multiple diagrams is to leave out any cues that
indicate in cognitively economical ways whether something interesting m a y be going on in another one of the
multiple diagrams. Instead, the processes involved in overcoming the keyhole effect are forced on the problem solver
in a mentally effortful and high memory-load manner
(Woods, 1984).
W e hypothesize that the perceptual and conceptual processes in the case of the single diagram should also be expanded and applied to the case of multiple diagrams. As
we need to efficiently conduct both the perceptual and
conceptual processes in order to perform well with a single
diagram, w e should also be able to perform efficient perceptual and conceptual processes in integrating multiple
diagrams. In other words, both the perceptual integration
and the conceptual integration processes should be conducted well in order to reason properly with multiple diagrams. With multiple diagrams, the perceptual integration
process consists of linking the relevant visual items that are
dispersed across multiple diagrams. In order to perform
perceptual integration, w e need to locate the diagram to
look at next and need to recognize the relevant items in the
target diagram. Therefore, in order to facilitate the perceptual integration process, w e need to provide visual cues
that indicate h o w a visual item in one diagram is related to
other visual items in the other diagrams. The conceptual
integration process consists of generating and refining hypotheses by linking the information inferred from different
diagrams. In order to perform the conceptual integration,
we need to discern whether the data provided in the various
diagrams are important to the attending hypothesis. There-
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fore, in order to facilitate the conceptual integration process, w e need to provide a broader context that indicates
h o w the individual datum in one diagram is related to the
overall hypothesis about the entire system (Woods, 1995).
A n experiment was conducted to explore the perceptual
and conceptual integration processes, and to lest the effects
of the design principles of multiple diagrams on the integration processes.
Method
Subjects
The subjects were senior undergraduate students at Yonsei
University. They participated in the experiment at the end
of a semester-long business engineering class, by which
time they had completed several homework assignments.
None of the subjects had difficulties in understanding the
diagrams provided as the experimental material, because
the diagrams were of the same kind as practiced in their
assignments. The subjects were randomly divided into two
groups: control and experimental. Nine subjects were assigned to the control group (CTL), while eight subjects
were assigned to the experimental group (EXP). O n e subject in E X P was discarded from further analysis because of
the poor quality of his verbal protocols.
Task Materials
W e developed our experimental materials in the domain of
business engineering which analyzes an existing business
system to diagnose the fundamental source of problems
and subsequently designs n e w business systems
(Davenport, 1993). Most business engineering methodologies make use of multiple diagrams from diverse perspectives in order to deal with the inherent complexity of the
business system (Taylor, 1995). In order to develop our
experimental stimulus, a business system was selected
from real-world cases of business engineering projects. The
selected system had previously been analyzed by industry
gurus and two fundamental problems had been identified
(Davenport, 1993).
T w o sets of diagrams were constructed for the selected
system. The first set of diagrams, which were given to
C T L , were drawn according to the existing major methodology (Rumbaugh et al, 1991). Eleven diagrams were
drawn in total. T w o modifications were m a d e to the fu^st
set of diagrams in order to draw the second set of diagrams
that were given to E X P . O n e modification was m a d e to
provide visual cues that would help search related items
across different diagrams. This was done by restructuring
one class of diagrams so as to m a k e it visually similar to
another class of diagrams (Edelman, Cutzu & DuvdevaniBar, 1996). The original diagram whose purpose was to
show the flow of messages between objects represented
objects as vertical lines and messages exchanged between
the objects as arrows between the vertical lines. These diagrams were restructured to a node-arc structure (objects as
nodes and messages as arcs) which was visually similar to
the diagram that depicted the static structure of the system.
The visual similarity was expected to help easily relate
these diagrams. The second modification was made to pro-

vide a broader context through which the problem solver
would identify the relative importance of individual items
with regard to the attending hypotheses. This was achieved
by providing a diagram that represented die overall dynamics of the system. In the original set of diagrams each business process was represented in its respective diagram. The
modification merely grouped all the business processes
into a single diagram thus showing all the processes of the
entire business system at a high level of abstraction. The
high level grouping was expected to help the problem
solver reflect on the individual information inferred from
the other diagrams with an overall view of the entire system. A s a result of the two modifications, the second set of
diagrams consisted of a total of fourteen diagrams.
Even though the number of diagrams differed between
the two groups, the two sets of diagrams were drawn so
that they were informationally equivalent (Larkin and Sim o n , 1987). In order to verify the information equivalence,
the two sets of multiple diagrams were translated back to
natural language descriptions. Then, die two translated
natural language descriptions were compared and the diagrams were revised to resolve the discrepancies between
the two. These steps were iterated several times to m a k e
sure that the two sets of diagrams provided an equivalent
amount of information.
Experimental Procedure
The experimental sessions were divided into four sections.
First, the subjects were given instructions about the general
nature of the experiment and were told that verbal protocols would be collected. Subjects were trained to "thinkaloud" using two traditional tasks (Ericsson and Simon,
1993). The subjects were then given the task of diagnosing
the business system based on the given diagrams. The subjects were given ninety minutes to understand the given
diagrams and c o m e up with what they thought were the
fundamental problems in the business system.
Data Analysis
Protocol analysis (Ericsson & Simon, 1993) was used to
investigate the cognitive processes involved in using multiple diagrams. The data concerning the perceptual integration process were coded based on the action protocols. The
perceptual data were about the particular diagram the subjects were paying attention to during problem solving. The
subject's perceptual activity was coded as paying attention
to a certain diagram if he/she identified the tide of the diagram or if he/she located a certain visual item in the current diagram. T h e activity of deliberately switching between two diagrams in order to identify the relationships
between them was also coded as perceptual data. Each subject's perceptual data were summarized into a Diagram
Transition Graph ( D T G ) that depicts the trajectory of the
subject's transitions a m o n g the multiple diagrams during
the entire problem solving session.
The data concerning die conceptual integration process
were coded based on the subjects' concurrent verbal protocols. The conceptual data consisted of the hypoUieses about
the potential problems in the given business system. A n y
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verbal utterance that contained the subject's opinion about
die business system was coded as a hypodiesis. For example, a subject could direcUy c o m e up widi a problem ("it
takes four hours to prepare for the meals everyday. That's too much."). Or
ponder upon Uie basic rationale about die current process
("why does she have to input the order in such a way?"), Or infer COnsequences not given in the diagrams ("she must be pretty tired
after taking care of all that stuff"). The Subject could also refine
or nullify a hypothesis he/she had m a d e earlier. The conceptual data were summarized into a HypoUiesis Behavior
Graph ( H B G ) which is similar to die Problem Behavior
Graph proposed by Newell and Simon (1972) and which
indicates h o w subjects generated new hypotheses and later
refined or nullified diem. Examples of the D T G and H B G
are shown in die following section.
Results
Overall P e r f o r m a n c e
The overall performance was measured by counting die
number of correct problems die subjects had identified
during the diagnostic process. In C T L , only two subjects
were able to identify all of die two correct problems, diree
subjects identified only one of the two problems and four
subjects could not c o m e up widi any problem at all. In
E X P , six subjects came up widi die two correct problems
while one subject came up widi a single problem. These
results suggest diat die overall performance of E X P was
improved compared to die performance of C T L (Chisquare=6.86, p<0.05).
Detailed protocol analyses of die subjects in each group
were conducted to identify the possible differences in cognitive processes undergone, which would account for the
difference in performance. Aldiough comprehensive analysis of die verbal and action protocols most accurately shows
die dynamic nature of cognitive integration, it is impossible
to present all the data in detail for all die subjects because
of the space limit. Therefore, for each group, w e decided to
present die analysis of one subject in detail and dien compare die aggregate protocol results between the two groups.
The subject to be analyzed in detail for each group was selected because his/her cognitive processes were relatively
simple and representative of the behavior of die group.
Detailed Individual Process Data
The Perceptual Integration Process. The perceptual
process was analyzed based on die subject's D T G . Figures
1 and 2 show die D T G s of die representative C T L and E X P
subjects, respectively. The D T G indicates h o w die subjects' attention shifted during die experiment by showing
the sequence of transitions among the diagrams. The vertical axis represents die different diagrams provided to die
subject, while the horizontal axis represents die passage of
time.
Comparison of the two figures indicates that the perceptual behavior of the two subjects are radically different in
two aspects: die number of diagram transitions and number
of round-tiips. First, die lines between two dots in die figures stand for diagramti-ansitions.W e can see diat die E X P

each square. For example, the Hypothesis Behavior (jrraph
subject went through m a n y more diagram transitions than
in Figure 3 shows that the subject generated her fust hythe C T L subject (68 for C T L ; 438 for EXP). The difference
pothesis (Hl-1) while attending to the Class Diagram (CD).
is significant considering the same time limit assigned to
both groups. Second, the a and v shapes in the figures
stand for round-trips where the subjects refer to iuiotlier
diagram and return to the initial diagram of inlercsi. The
figures show that the E X P subject m a d e m a n y more roundtrips than the C T L subject (13 For C T L ; 204 for EXP).

Figure 3: H B G of a representative C T L subject

Figure 1: D T G of a representative C T L subject

uaxjODiACMaci
Figure 4: H B G of a representative E X P subject
We can see from the figures that the conceptual behavior
of two subjects were radically different in two aspects: the
The above analyses point to several interesting facts as number of hypothesis refinements and the number of different diagrams involved in developing the hypotheses.
to the nature of the perceptual integration process with
First, even though the number of hypotheses generated are
multiple diagrams. The larger number of diagram transisimilar to each odier (10 for C T L ; 13 for EXP),
the E X P
tions by the E X P subject implies that he could perform a
subject refined the generated hypotheses m u c h more often
more extensive search than the C T L subject. Moreover, the
than die C T L subject. In fact, the C T L subject never relarger number of round-trips by the E X P subject implies
fined hypotheses that had been generated earlier, while the
that his search is not just a random walk, but a purposeful
E X P subject m a d e 58 refinements in total, more than 4
endeavor to relate pairs of related diagrams. This m a y be
refinements per hypothesis on average. Second, w e can see
possible because visual cues in the diagram given to the
from the figures that the C T L subject mostly referred to
E X P subject allowed him to easily locate the related diaonly one diagram per hypoUiesis (except for her eighth
grams among the available diagrams.
hypothesis where four diagrams were involved), while for
the E X P subject the refinement of a previously generated
The Conceptual Integration Process. The conceptual
hypothesis was triggered by the examination of different
process was analyzed based on the subjects' H B G s that
diagrams from the one originally used in the initial generarepresent the hypotheses generated by a subject in order of
tion.
occurrence. Figures 3 and 4 show the H B G s of the repreSince information about a certain entity is dispersed over
sentative C T L and E X P subjects, respectively. Each recmultiple diagrams following the perspective of each diatangle represents a hypothesis generated by the subject.
gram, the refinement process of the hypotheses should conRefinement of a previously generated hypothesis is desist of integrating multiple perspectives of the system into
noted as one placed one step to the right, whereas an ena single, composite representation. Therefore, different
tirely new hypothesis is placed on a different row one step
diagrams came into play in the hypothesis refinement
below. The hypothesis number and the number of refineprocess of die E X P subjects. The contextual cues built into
ments for die particular hypothesis is denoted on the right
the diagrams given to the E X P subject are assumed to have
side of the square. The temporal sequence of occurrence of
allowed him to evaluate the various data dispersed over the
the hypotheses is represented by its spatial location on the
multiple diagrams from a consistent perspective of attendhorizontal axis, from left (early) to right (late). The diagrams involved in the generation (and refinement) of the
ing hypotheses.
hypotheses are represented by the diagram n a m e under
Figure 2: D T G of a representative E X P subject
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In summary, the findings of the detailed analyses suggest
that problem solving with multiple diagrams involves two
closely related cognitive processes : a perceptual integration process and a conceptual integration process. Success
in problem solving depends on the effective execution of
these two processes. In the next section, aggregate data are
analyzed to generalize these findings.
Aggregate Results
The Perceptual Integration Process. The results of the
perceptual integration process are summarized in Table 1.
First, comparison of the number of diagram transitions
between the two groups shows that the subjects in E X P
performed more diagram transitions than those in C T L
(98.89 for C T L vs. 345.71 for E X P ; t(14)=6.538, p<0.001).
Since the experimental material for E X P consisted of three
more diagrams than that of C T L , the number of transitions
were normalized per diagram and the results remained significant (8.24 for C T L vs. 23.05 for E X P group;
t(14)=5.783,p<0.001).
Next, w e examined the number of episodes where the
subjects performed round-trip transitions. The results show
that E X P m a d e significantly more round-trips than C T L
(26.44 for C T L vs. 136.14 for E X P ; t(14)=5.327, p<0.001).
Again, the difference was significant even when the results
were normalized per diagram (2.20 for C T L vs. 9.08 for
E X P ; t(14M.928, p<0.001).

CTL
EXP

Returning
Total
Transitions Episodes
98.89
26.44
136.14
345.71

Table 1: Perceptual Integration Process
The Conceptual Integration Process. The results of the
conceptual integration process are summarized in Table 2.
Fnst w e examined the number of hypothesis refinements.
The E X P subjects developed an average of 10 hypotheses
and these hypotheses were refined an average of 40.57
times, giving an average of 4.057 refinements per hypothesis. O n the other hand, the C T L subjects produced an average of 6.78 hypotheses and these hypotheses were refined
an average of 10.67 times, yielding an average of 1.574
refinements per hypothesis. Thus, the E X P subjects showed
significantly more refinements than the C T L subjects (t(14)
= 4.450, p < 0.001 ).
#of #of Ref/ Diagrams /
Hypotheses Refinements
CTL
10.67
6.78
EXP
10.00
40.57

Hyp
1.574
4.057

Hyp
1.787
4.671

Table 2: Conceptual Integration Process
Next, we examined the diagrams used in the hypothesisdevelopment process. Table 2 also shows the number of
diagrams used in the process. A n average of 4.671 dia-
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grams were involved in developing each hypothesis by the
E X P subjects, while the C T L subjects u.sed less than two
(1.787) diagrams per hypothesis. Therefore, the E X P subjects showed a more intensive usage of the diagrams for
generating and refining hypotheses about the target system
(t(14) = 6.343, p < 0.0001).
In summary, the aggregate results show similar patterns
of the cognitive integration behaviors as those observed in
the detailed process data of the representative subjects. In
terms of the perceptual integration process, E X P subjects
went through significantly more transitions than the C T L
subjects, which implies that a more extensive search was
performed by the E X P subjects. Moreover, E X P subjects
made significantly more round-trips than the C T L subjects,
which implies that the E X P subjects could relate pairs of
relevant diagrams more easily. In terms of the conceptual
integration process, E X P subjects made significantly more
refinements to their hypotheses than the C T L subjects.
Moreover, E X P subjects employed more diagrams in refining their hypotheses, which unplies that the E X P subjects
could integrate the relevant data across the multiple diagrams for their hypotheses.
Conclusion and Discussion
This paper provides a theoretical framework of the cognitive processes involved in reasoning with multiple diagrams. The cognitive integration process comprises the
perceptual and conceptual integration processes. This paper
also identifies useful design factors such as visual cues and
contextual information for designing multiple diagrams,
and applies them to the design of diagrams in business engineering. The results from the experimental study indicate
that the visual cues provided as in the diagrams facilitated
the perceptual integration process resulting in more transitions between the multiple diagrams and especially, more
transitions between pairs of two related diagrams in search
of further information. The contextual information also
turned out to facilitate tht conceptual integration process
resulting in a more thorough refinement on the generated
hypotheses and in a more versatile use of diverse diagrams
in the hypothesis refinement process.
The theoretical contribution of this paper is in its proposal of a framework for the cognitive integration process
in reasoning with multiple diagrams. This paper proposed
two dimensions of cognitive integration (i.e., the perceptual and conceptual integration process), analytical methods to investigate the dynamic process of the integration
(i.e., the data transition graph and hypothesis behavior
graph), and prescriptive ways to facilitate the integration
process in the two dunensions (i.e., visual cues and contextual information).
The practical contribution of this paper stems from the
prevalence of multiple diagrams in business systems engineering because when modeling complex systems the usage of multiple diagrams is the norm rather than an exception. At the same time, the current trends in business systems engineering place more emphasis on the design diagrams rather than on the final programming codes
(Winograd, 1995). However, more diagrams do not directly
increase the analysts' understanding of the target system

unless the diagrams contain enough visual cues and contextual information to assist the reasoning activity. Thus, the
increased role of diagrams in design documentation is expected to add more significance to the results of this paper
However, this study has limitations which need to be investigated in future research. First, w e need to idcnlily the
general features of the diagrammatic representation that are
most appropriate for the reasoning task and explore their
impact on diagrammatic reasoning. For example, what
kinds of visual cues and contextual information are more
appropriate for allowing people to relate the visual features
in the multiple diagrams or to compare various conceptual
hypotheses about the system. Second, features concerning
the reasoning task itself need to be investigated. In this
study the reasoning task was focused on integrating information dispersed around multiple diagrams. However, the
reasoning task may be extended to a broader range of diagram use. In addition to integrating multiple diagrams,
dividing a diagram into several partitions or omitting elements from a diagram in order to obtain a diagram that is
easier to understand are diagranmiatic reasoning tasks that
need to be examined. This would call for an Algebra of
Diagrams where problem solving consists of adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing diagrams. Future research is directed at identifying the key features in performing these tasks.
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Abstract

W e have been refining a cognitive model, written in ACT-R,
of student performance in early algebra problem solving.
"Early algebra" refers to a class of problems and
competencies at the boundary between arithmetic and algebra.
Our empirical studies in this domain establish a striking
contrast between students' difficulties with symbolic algebra
and their relative success with certain kinds of "intuitive"
algebraic reasoning. To better understand this contrast, w e
analyzed student solutions to identify the strategies and errors
exhibited and then set out to account for this detailed process
data with the utility-based choice mechanism of ACT-R. Our
first model contained production mles for explicitly selecting
strategies and for making certain systematic errors or bugs. It
provided a good quantitativefitto student performance data
(R^=.90), however, it had two quahtative shortcomings: 1) the
productions for strategy selection appeared to serve no
computational purpose and 2) the model systematically
underpredicted the frequency of non-trivial errors on more
complex problems. W e created a new model in which
explicit strategy selection was eliminated (strategic behavior
is emergent) and in which failure tofirea production (an
implicit, non-buggy error) is an option at every model choice
point. Compared to thefirstmodel, this model achieved an
equivalent quantitativefitwith fewer productions and without
the systematic deviations from the error data. W e consider
the implications of implicit strategies and errors for
instruction.
Introduction
A s part of a broader research effort to provide a scientific
basis for improved mathematics instruction (e.g., Koedinger
& Anderson, 1993; Koedinger, Anderson, Hadley, & Mark,
1995), w e have been performing detailed empirical and
theoretical investigations of students' developing
quantitative problem solving skills. W e have been
performing studies, called "difficulty factors assessments"
(Koedinger & Tabachneck, 1995), and are using the A C T - R
theory and software (Anderson, 1993) to create detailed
models of algebraic competence and its development. T h e
focus of the work described here is on early algebra problem
solving. "Early algebra" refers to a class of problems and
competencies at the boundary between arithmetic and
algebra.

Our empirical studies of early algebra have established a
striking contrast between students' difficulties with symbolic
algebra and their relative success with certain kinds of
"intuitive" algebraic reasoning. M u c h to the surprise of
most math teachers and educators (Nathan, Koedinger, &
Tabachneck, 1996), high school students at the end of an
algebra course are better able to solve certain algebra word
problems (e.g., " A waiter gets $4.50/hr and $20 in tips one
night. If he took h o m e $38, h o w m a n y hours did he work?")
than the corresponding algebra equation (e.g., "4.5x + 20 =
38").
Difficulty Factor Assessments of Problem Solving
A "Difficulty Factor Assessment" ( D F A ) involves the use of
a large set of test forms to systematically investigate what
problem factors affect student difficulties in problem
solving. D F A s aid in the "knowledge acquisition" process
of decomposing and codifying student problem solving
knowledge.
T h e two A C T - R models w e report on here attempt to
account for the affects of three factors in data from two
D F A studies. T w o of these factors are illustrated in Figure
1, u n k n o w n position and presentation type. The pair of
problems in each r o w of Figure 1 differ in where the
problem unknown is positioned. The problems in column 1
are called Result U n k n o w n Problems because the unknown
is the result of the process described. The problems in
column 2 are Start U n k n o w n Problems because the
unknown is the start of the process described. Problems in
the columns illustrate a second factor. They require the
same underlying arithmetic, but differ in the representation
in which they are presented. The "Story Problems" in the
first row are presented verbally and include reference to a
real world situation (e.g., wages). The "Word Equations" in
the second r o w are also presented verbally but do not
include a situation. The "Equations" in the third row^re
presented symbolically and have no situational information.
Other factors w e have looked at that are not illustrated in
Figure 1 include number difficulty (integers versus nonintegers) and the cover story used in different story
problems (e.g., the "waiter story" below, or purchasing a
basketball).
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Result U n k n o w n Problems
W h e n Ted got home from his waiter job, he
multiplied his hourly wage, $2.65, by the 6 hours
he worked that day and added the $66 he received
in tips. H o w much money did Ted make that day?

Start U n k n o w n Problems
W h e n Ted got home from his waiter job, he took
the amount he made that day and subtracted the $66
Story Problems
he made in tips. He divided the resulting amount
by the six hours he worked and got $2.65, his
hourly wage. H o w much did Ted make that day?
Word
If I multiply 2.65 by 6 and then add 66, I get a Starting with some number, if I subtract 66 and
number. What number do I get?
Equations
then divide by 6, I get 2.65. What number did I
start with?
2.65 * 6 + 66 = X
Equations
( X - 6 6 ) / 6 = 2.65
Figure 1: Examples Combinations of Difficulty Factors
T w o D F A studies of early algebra problem solving
(DFAl and D F A 2 ) were performed with students near the
end of a year-long high school algebra class. The studies
revealed large effects for unknown position, problem
presentation and number difficulty (integers vs. decimals).
Not surprisingly students are significantly better at resultunknown (arithmetic) problems than start-unknown
(algebra) problems and are significantly better at problems
with integer quantity values than problems with decimal
quantity values. However, it comes as a surprise to many,
that these algebra students had the greatest difficulty with
the equations which were significantly harder than the word
equations (p<.001 in both studies)which in turn were only
slightly harder than the story problems (p=.23 in D F A l and
p<.01 in D F A 2 ) . The effects of these three factors are for
the most part independent and additive. This fact is a good
indicator of the decomposability and modularity of
knowledge.
There was one interaction amongst the three factors and it
accounts for the small difference between word equations
and story problems. Only on the decimal number problems
(and not on the integer number problems) were story
problems easier than word equations. A s our modeling
work and further data analysis revealed, the difference was
accounted for by the fact that students were less likely to
make a decimal alignment error in doing arithmetic (e.g.,
15.90 -^ 66 = 16.56) in the context of a story than without a
story context. The story contexts involved money and thus
students better knew to add dollars to dollars instead of
dollars to cents. This example nicely illustrates the need for
if parts in A C T - R productions to represent how.the same
operation m a y be performed differently in different
contexts.
Two Cognitive Models of Early Algebra
P r o b l e m Solving
Prior models of algebra story problem solving (e.g., Bobrow
1968; Mayer 1982; Lewis 1981) have assumed a two-step
process. Story problems are converted into equations and
the equations are then solved using symbolic algebra. Such
a model predicts that performance on story problems must
be worse than performance on equations since equation
solving is a subgoal of story problem solving. Most
teachers and math educators appear to share this same
prediction (Nathan, Koedinger, Tabachneck, 1997).
Students' greater success on word problems in D F A l and
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D F A 2 indicates they must not be following this two step
process. They are often using alternative informal methods
forfindinganswers.
Students translated verbal problems to algebra equations
on only 1 3 % of problems and 5 3 % of these attempts led to
success. More often students attempted to solve verbal
start-unknowns using one of two informal strategies, "guessand-test" ^i-sd "unwind." In guess-and-test, a value for the
unknown is guessed at and that value is propagated through
the known constraints. The guess is then adjusted and the
process repeated until the correct answer is arrived at.
Guess and test was used about 2 0 % of the time on the verbal
start unknown problems. By far the most c o m m o n strategy,
the informal "unwind" strategy, was used almost 4 0 % of the
time. Unwind is a verbally mediated strategy, where
students work backwards from the given result value,
inverting operators along the way, to produce the unknown
start value.
Our modeling work has the following goals:
1) to characterize students' early algebra problem solving
strategies and c o m m o n errors,
2) to provide an explanation for students' surprising
success on word problems over equations, and
3) to capture the essential knowledge differences between
good and poor early algebra problem solvers,
4) to create a developmental model of the learning
U-ajectory and strategies that account for students' transition
to competence in early algebra problem solving
A Comparison of EAPSl and EAPS2
In MacLaren & Koedinger (1996), w e reported on our
initial A C T - R model of this data. W e will refer to that
model as E A P S l for "Early Algebra Problem Solver 1."
After exploring the limitations in that model (discussed
below), w e created E A P S 2 . In both models the general
sequence of events is 1) comprehend the problem
presentation (whether story, word, or equation) to extract
relevant arithmetic operators and their arguments, 2)
manipulate the operators as necessary (e.g., invert them),
and 3) solve any arithmetic subgoals that are produced.
Both models are also capable of two types of translations
between representations. A given verbal problem may be
translated into an equation and then the equation is solved
algebraically (the traditional two step process).
/!l^^«itively, a given equation problem m a y be interpreted

verbally and thus solved using an informal strategy like
guess-and-test or unwind.
E A P S l m a d e an initial decision about what strategy to
employ, using explicit strategy selection productions, which
constrained future matching. In contrast, E A P S 2 has no
explicit notion of strategy: it simply recognizes and
executes operations it can perform on a given
representation.
At the initial strategy selection choice point, E A P S l could
choose the give-up "strategy", a strategy students use that
has low benefit, but also low cost. E A P S 2 does not have an
explicit give-up strategy, but more generally at any choice
point if no production has a high enough utility then the
model gives up on the problem.
W e model two types of errors: arithmetic and conceptual.
Conceptual errors include things like forgetting to change
the sign w h e n removing an operator in the verbal
representation or confusing the order of operations in the
symbolic representation. For arithmetic errors, w e model
bugs (miss-alignment of decimal places in doing arithmetic)
and slips (e.g., 2 * 3 = 5). Bugs and slips are each modeled
by a single production (abstracting over detailed arithmetic
errors, such as carry errors and borrowing from zero). In the
n e w model, the give-up production results in different
errors, depending on w h e n it fires. Giving up at the
beginning of a problem or before "writing" the results of an
arithmetic operation results in No-Answer. Giving up an
arithmetic operation produces an arithmetic error. Giving
up at any other choice point produces a conceptual error.
Coding Student Solutions for Errors and Strategies.
Student solutions for result-unknown problems were coded
into 4 categories: correct, arithmetic error, conceptual error
and no-answer. For each of the six types of result-unknown
(arithmetic) problems (rows in Table 1) w e computed the
frequency of these codings in students' solutions. These

frequencies are shown as percentages in bold in the subcolumns labeled "data" in Table 1 (the sub-columns labeled
"dl" and "d2" are model prediction deviations for E A P S l
and E A P S 2 which will be described later). Note that the
sum of the data frequencies in each row of Table 1 add to
1 0 0 % since every solution gets coded into one of these
categories. Also note that the coding of all but the
conceptual error category is fairiy sU-aight-forward, thus this
category also includes all solutions which were otherwise
categorized.
For each of the six types of the more algebra-like startunknown problems, w e not only coded correctness and the
three broad error categories, but also did a broad strategy
coding identifying when solutions involved the use of the
formal algebraic equation solving strategy versus an
informal strategy, either guess-and-test or unwind. The
columns of Table 2 show the combined strategy-error
categories for the two strategy codes and four error codes
(correct, arithmetic error, and conceptual error codes are
separated into those occurring within an informal vs. formal
strategy). Again, the data frequencies in the rows of Table 2
sum to 100%.
Fitting the Models to the Data. After developing a
knowledge-level model that could be guided through the
space of decisions, w e set ACT-R's conflict resolution
parameters to stochastically select productions consistent
with the "average student" from D F A data. A C T - R includes
a rational control mechanism based on decision theory,
which uses parameters such as the likelihood that executing
a production will eventually satisfy the current goal and the
cost of executing a production. Also, A C T - R predicts that
Gaussian noise will sometimes cause a production to be
selected other than the one with the highest estimated utility.
These features enabled us to model the student data by
setting the noise and production parameters so that the
model would make choices that

Table 1: Data & model differences for result-unknown (arithmetic) problems.
Representation
Easy Story
Easy W o r d
Easy Equation
Hard Story
Hard W o r d
Hard Equation

data

N o Answer
1
Correct
Arithmetic Errors Conceptual Errors
din
dif2 data difl
dif2 data
difl
dif2 data difl dif2 |

3
-5
-1
6
7
2

77
84
65
63
42
33

1
5
7
17
36
24

-2
-6
-8
-1
5
3

3
2
-5
-5
-3
4

-1
-5
-7
-3
-4
1

-5
5
-6
1
-9
-1

17
5
12
11
21
9

5
7
16
9
0
33

-6
5
8
1
-11
6

0
-3
11
-2
7
-4

9
6
7
3
11
-8

Table 2: Data & model differences for start-unknown (algebra ) problems

Rep.
Easy St
EsyWd
EasyEq
HardSt
HrdWd
HardEq

Correct
data dl d2

Informal Strategy
Arith Error
Cone. Error
data dl
dJ data dt d2

64 -4 -3
70 -8 -11
35 -) -9
45 1 4
7
27 0
12 14 4

2
0
0
10
9
6

3
5
2
4
14
9

-2
0
0
2
19
3

14
19
19
24
30
18

-2
-7
-10
-10
-15
-12

6
3
8
-2
-5
8

Correct
data dl d2

6
0
19
4
6
6

384

0
6
0
-4
-3
6

Formal Strategy
Arith Error Cone. Error
data dl dl data dl d2

-3
6
-3
-1
-5
3

0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
3
9
2
7

0
0
0
2
2
8

2
1
2 2
9 -5
1 2
9 -8
15 -12

1
2
1
4
-7
-8

N o Answer
(Giveup)
data dl d2

14
1
9
3
19 10
15 -5
18 -6
42 -13

-2
1
2
-7
-9
-15

percentages for broad error categories (no error, arithmetic
errors, conceptual errors and no answer).
Each equation for a broad error category consisted of
sums of products, where each product corresponded to a
path through the model that resulted in that broad error
category. For example, one of the terms in the equation for
arithmetic errors for easy verbal arithmetic would be
V E * A R * V E * S L representing the path to perform the first
verbal extraction ( V E ) and arithmetic operation ( A R )
correctly but after the second correct verbal extraction (VE),
the model performs an arithmetic slip ( A R ) . W e then used
Excel's solver tool to find bestfittingutility parameters to fit
the D F A data, constraining the conceptual errors already
accounted for in E A P S l to remain the same, and inserted
the resulting parameters into A C T - R .
Table 3 shows the central productions in E A P S 2 that w e
tuned (in the left-most column) and for each problem type
(along the top), what productions apply for that type. For
example, for easy story arithmetic (Arth Easy Stry) there is
one argument extraction production, Verbal-Extract-Args.
Since no operator inversion is required for arithmetic, only
the arithmetic productions apply, and because the arithmetic
is easy, only the correct production Arith-Procedure and the
simple Arith-Proc*Slip applies. In contrast to the simplest
problem type, hard algebra equations on the far right have
several more productions that apply.
E A P S 2 has 11 parameters: two for argument extraction,
one for translating a verbal representation into an equation,
two for manipulating an equation, (one correct, one
incorrect), and four for arithmetic. E A P S l had 13
parameters: six for strategy selection, two for argument
extraction, one for give-ups resulting in incomplete, one for
operator inversion, and three for arithmetic (correct, correct
arithmetic on story problems, and arithmetic bugs).

correspond with the frequency of strategy and error codes in
the D F A data.
In fitting the inodel and data, w e categorized the problems
from D F A l and D F A 2 into 12 categories by crossing the
levels of the three difficulty factors: unknown position
(result-unknown vs. start-unknown), representation (story
vs. word vs. equation), and number difficulty (integer vs.
decimal arithmetic). The 12 problem categories are shown
in the column labels of Table 3 and the row labels of Tables
1 (just the six result-unknown problem categories) and 2
(just the six start-unknown categories).
Parameter setting in mathematical models is typically
done using an iterative gradient-descent algorithm and
depends on fast computations of model predictions given
any vector of parameter values. Parameter setting with an
A C T - R model is m a d e more challenging because 1)
computations of A C T - R model predictions are not as simple
as evaluating mathematical expressions. Rather, they
involve interpretation of production rules and, more
importantly, 2) the stochastic nature of A C T - R means the
model has to be run multiple times (e.g., 200) on each
problem category. Thus an iterative approach m a y not be
practically feasible in many cases.
In fitting parameters for E A P S l w e developed an
alternative "incremental complexity" strategy. W e started
by setting the parameters for the simplest group (resultunknown integer verbal arithmetic) that contains core
productions c o m m o n to every group. Then, w e fit
parameters for the new productions needed in each slightly
more complex group of problems as determined by
changing one difficulty factor at a time.
To set the parameters for the E A P S 2 , w e created a
mathematical model in an Excel spreadsheet that
corresponds with the behavior of the E A P S 2 A C T - R model.
Equations in the mathematical model corresponded to

Table 3: Summary of parameters and problems they apply to for E A P S 2

Productions

Expected
Gain

Arth Arth Arth
Easy Easy Easy
Stry Wrd
Eq

Argument Extraction
Vrb*Extrct-Args
Sy in*Extract-A rgs
Translate-Vrb-to-Sym
TransIate-Sym-to-Sym
Sy m * Order-of-ops-bug

6.2
5.6
4.9
4.8
0,0

X
-

Operator Interp/Inv
Vrb*Unwind-Correct
Vrb*lInwind-Error

6.4
4.0 >

-

Arithmetic
Arith-Procedure
Arith-Proc*Sit-Assist
Arith-Proc*SIip
Arith-Proc*Bug

18.6
18.8

4.0
17.9

X
X
-

X
-

X
X
-

Arth
Hrd
Stry

Arth
Hrd

Arth
Hrd

Wrd

Eq

X
X

X
-

X
-

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

-

-

-

-

X
X
-

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
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Alg Alg
Easy Easy
Stry Wrd

Alg
Easy

Alg
Hrd

Alg
Hrd

Eq

Alg
Hrd
Stry

Wrd

Eq

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
-

X
X
-

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

M o d e l - D a t a Fit
The results of our parameter tuning can be seen in Tables
1 and 2. The comparison is presented as sets of triples: first
the D F A data, then the E A P S l - D F A difference, and then
the E A P S 2 - D F A difference. Table 1 shows the results for
arithmetic (result unknown) problems. Table 2 shows the
results for algebra (start unknown) problems broken d o w n
into formal and informal strategies.
Both models do a good job of capturing the effects of the
three difficulty factors on student error and strategy
selection behavior. This is illustrated with the two model
predictions (shown as deviations from the data) for 66 data
points in Tables 1 and 2. 9 0 % of the data points for E A P S l
and 9 3 % of the data points for E A P S 2 deviate from the
D F A data by less than ten percentage points. The R ^ value
for E A P S l was 0.90 using 13 parameters; and for E A P S 2
0.92 using 11 parameters.
T h e major weakness of E A P S l was qualitative. It
underpredicted the frequency of conceptual errors on
algebra problems. Notice that for informal strategies in
Table 2, the conceptual errors for E A P S l were consistently
underpredicted (most were -10 or worse). The conceptual
errors on formal strategies also tended to be too low. The
problem is that E A P S l only makes conceptual errors
through buggy productions, but m a n y of students'
conceptual errors m a y result from lack of knowledge rather
than inappropriate knowledge. T o model this in E A P S 2 w e
modified the simulation so that it might give up at any
choice point in the solution. The results was that unlike
E A P S l , the predictions of E A P S 2 are not systematically
different from the data (see informal conceptual error
column in Table 2).
O n e limitation of both models is that students appear
m u c h more likely to give up on hard algebra equations ( 4 2 %
of the time) than the model predicts (29%). Neither model
considers number difficulty in the productions that begin the
processing of a problem, that is, strategy selection
productions in E A P S l and comprehension productions for
argument extraction in E A P S 2 . In contrast to both models,
students m a y be considering downstream arithmetic
difficulties up front and this anticipated difficulty combined
with a weak (low estimated utility) production for equation
comprehension leads to a greater frequency of providing no
answer. In principle, E A P S 2 could model this effect by
giving up at the first arithmetic subgoal, before performing
any written arithmetic. However, in practice w e found that
focusing the parameterfittingprocess on this data point
lowered the overallfitof E A P S 2 .
In summary, E A P S 2 achieved an equivalent quantitative
fit as E A P S l with fewer productions and without the
systematic deviations from the error data.
Conclusion
In E A P S l w e modeled student's informal solutions to
start-unknown algebra problems as strategies that were
explicitly selected and globally applied. Inspecting the
resulting model, w e noticed the productions doing strategy
selection were not achieving any significant computational
purpose. W e found w e could eliminate them without
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substantially changing the model's behavior or reducing it's
fit to the data. Rather than global strategy selection and
application, in E A P S 2 any production that applies to the
current task demand m a y fire - there is no global strategy
selection. What appears as strategic behavior on the surface
is emergent from individual local choices.
A second weakness of E A P S l was a qualitative deviation
from the data whereby it systematically underpredicted the
frequency of conceptual errors on start-unknown problems.
This deviation was the consequence of E A P S l having
explicit bugs (e.g., order of operations confusion) as its only
way of producing conceptual errors. In E A P S 2 , w e added
the possibility that the model might fail to find anything to
do at any particular choice point. In this way, it produced
conceptual errors not through explicit buggy knowledge but
implicitly through the failure to have any productions with a
sufficient estimated utility.
The notions of implicit strategies and errors emphasize
that m u c h of what w e learn is tacit knowledge. Such
knowledge is acquired in context and by doing. Trying to
directly communicate strategies m a y not be an effective
instructional method for such tacit procedural knowledge.
Similarly, trying to diagnose deep bugs to account for
student's errors is not always an effective approach. Rather,
what m a y be more critical is creating activities that
challenge students on just the knowledge they are in reach
of learning, in other words, activities that are within a
student's zone of proximal development (Vygotsky, 1978).
T h e E A P S model provides a principled w a y for
identifying students' developmental capabilities. W e have
begun tofitE A P S 2 to different subsets of the students that
participated in D F A l and D F A 2 that showed different levels
of competence. The utility parameters on the productions
within various competence levels illustrate the underlying
continuities in the learning process. Inspecting the
parameter fits for lower competence levels (e.g., students
w h o can only solve verbal result-unknown problems)
reveals that despite generally failing on more difficult
problems (e.g., verbal start-unknown problems) these
students have some level of competence, that is, non-zero
utility estimates, on productions relevant to those more
difficult problems (e.g., the Vrb*Unwind*Correct
production).
The difference between students at the same competence
level but with different zones of proximal development (i.e.,
the level that be achieved with assistance) can be
characterized in terms of differences in production utilities
on relevant but not yet mastered skills. While both students
are below some threshold on this skill, one student may
have a utility value that is m u c h closer to the threshold than
the other.
Our current research involves simulating the learning
process using A C T - R utility estimation algorithms. W e are
beginning to perform experiments to test h o w different
activity selections and other forms of assistance m a y effect
the rate or U-ajectory of skill development.
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Abstract

space information (PoUatsek & Rayner, 1982; Rayner,
1993; Rayner & PoUatsek, 1996). This view has been
recently challenged by Epelboim et al. (1994, p. 1735), w h o
Most research on reading has used Western languages,
stress that "words, not spaces, m a y serve as the perceptual
which have the property of being spaced. This paper
units
that guide the line of sight through the text."
examines how spacing and meaning affect reading in Thai,
The ratio of number of spaces to number of words varies
a modem, alphabetic and unspaced language. Results show
across Western languages. In particular, Dutch and German
that subjects were faster in reading and made less errors
tend to collapse syntactic units into long words, although
when spaces were added. Meaning facilitates reading as
spacing still plays an important role in these two languages
well, and does not interact with spacing. Finally, ability to
(for
example, articles or adverbs are never compounded).
read unspaced texts in Thai does not transfer to English.
Epelboim et al. (1994) report that one Dutch reader (CE)
The results support the hypothesis that spaces, when
showed little decrement in reading Dutch when the spaces
present at all, offer perceptual cues that facilitate reading.
were removed. They suggested that C E was relatively
Efficiency considerations raise the question of whether
unaffected by the removal of spaces when reading Dutch
Thai should follow the example of Western languages and
because, as other native German or Dutch speakers, C E
incorporate spaces and punctuation.
could use the strategies he had developed to cope with the
Introduction
long compound words in his language.
U p to now, research has focused on the removal of spaces
Western readers are so used to seeing spaces in texts that it
m a y c o m e as a surprise that spaces are a relatively late in spaced languages (e.g., the seminal work of Fisher,
feature of Western written languages. A s a matter of fact, it
1976). But what happens in the converse situation, where
spaces are added in unspaced languages? T w o competing
was not until late in the eighth century that written Latin
predictions can be generated from general considerations. O n
incorporated spaces and punctuation in order to improve the
the one hand, since spaces add information to a text, one
copying of texts (Boorstin, 1983). Even nowadays, quite a
few m o d e m written languages, such as Chinese, Japanese,
could expect that readers can use this information in order to
read faster and with less errors. This would support Rayner
and Thai, do not use spaces as a m e a n for separating lexical
and PoUatsek's (1996) contention that spaces play a key role
units.
in reading. O n the other hand, adult native speakers of an
Most research on reading in general and on the role of
spaces in particular has been carried out using spaced
unspaced language have probably tuned their reading
languages, mainly English (e.g., McConkie et al., 1988, mechanisms, including their oculomotor strategies and
1989; for experiments using Finnish, see Hyona, Niemi, &
lexical access processes, to the morphological characteristics
of their language. Addition of spaces should disrupt these
Underwood, 1989; for a review, see Underwood & Everatt,
mechanisms and, as a consequence, slow d o w n reading and
1992). It is k n o w n that removing spaces from normal,
increase the number of errors. This outcome would
meaningful texts reduces reading speed by about 30-50%
undermine Rayner and PoUatsek's theoretical position.
(Rayner & PoUatsek, 1996) with readers having little
practice with such material. In general, however, saccade size
and landing position in a word are similar in both types of The case for Thai
text (Epelboim, Booth, & Steinman, 1994). Finally, Booth,
Written Thai offers an ideal case for studying these
Epelboim and Steinman (1995) have shown that removing
competing hypotheses. Thai is a m o d e m , alphabetic
spaces has more effect with meaningless material than with
language, which has the peculiarity of not using spaces to
meaningful material.
segment syntactic units—spaces are used only to delinut
Classical accounts of reading in English assume that
sentences—and of rarely using punctuation signs. (Even
spaces are important cues, which readers use in planning
though words m n together, Thai native speakers do have the
where to m o v e their eyes; for example, word recognition and
notion of words, as can been seen in the word-bysaccade programming are both influenced by the removal of
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Figure 1: A n example of Thai text. This passage describes Thai student life in Japan.

word method used to teach Thai in primary school and in the
presence of dictionaries using lexical entries.) There are 4 4
consonants in Thai and 32 basic vowels which are used with
consonants to form words but which are not counted as part
of the 44-letter Thai alphabet. In the Thai alphabet
consonants and vowels are considered separately because they
are governed by different rules. Thai vowels are written in a
number of positions in relation to the consonant or
consonants (before, after, above or under), so the position of
a certain vowel is fixed and unchangeable (for more about
the Thai language, see, for example, Allison, 1994).
In Thai, spaces are used only for delimiting sentences and,
rarely, for emphasising words. Note that sometimes the lack
of spacing m a y lead to ambiguity, for example when the
same string of characters m a y be parsed into words in
different ways, which m a y result in different meanings. T o
distinguish the meaning of those words, Thai readers m a y
have to read all along the sentence until they find out what
those words really mean. In general, no punctuation mark is
used in Thai. (See Figure 1 for an example of Thai text).
W e were interested in three questions in relation to
spacing in a reading-aloud task. First, w e wanted to test the
two competing hypotheses mentioned above. Second, w e
wanted to see whether spacing and the degree of meaning of
the text interact in the same way in Thai readers as it does in
English readers (Booth et al., 1995). Third, w e wanted to see
whether Thai readers adapt easily to the situation where
spaces are removed in a spaced foreign language, in this
case, English.
Methods
Subjects
W e studied five female and three male Thai native speakers
studying at the University of Pittsburgh (mean age 26 years;
mean T O E F L 566 points), with educational background
ranging from undergraduate degree (5 subjects) to Masters'
degree (3 subjects).
Design
The within-subject design included three independent
variables: (1) Language: text in Thai (subjects' native
language) or in English; (2) Spacing: spaced or unspaced
texts; (3) Coherence: coherent or incoherent texts. Dependent
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variables were the time taken to read a paragraph, as well as
the type and number of errors in reading.
Material
Each cell (Language x Coherence x Spacing) consisted of 4
paragraphs of around 10 lines each. T w o different texts were
chosen, one in Thai, the other in English. Both texts dealt
with Japanese politics, were semi-technical and were judged
of roughly the same difficulty. Eight consecutive paragraphs
were selected for each language (sometimes changing the
way the original text was organized in paragraphs). For each
paragraph, w e tried to keep the average number of lines
(English = 10.4, Thai = 9.1), the number of words (English
= 86.9, Thai - 98.2), and the number of characters (English
= 602, Thai = 621) similar between the two languages. The
small differences are explained mainly by the presence of
accents in Thai but not in English and by the fact that Thai
words are on average smaller than English words (cf.
Allison, 1994).
Manipulation of spacing and creation of incoherent text
was carried out in a way similar to Booth et al. (1995), both
for the English and Thai texts. In the unspaced condition
with English, all spaces were simply removed. T o keep the
unspaced conditions consistent across languages, w e also
removed the spaces at the end of Thai sentences. In the
spaced condition with Thai, one space was added after each
word; thus, the end of a sentence was n o w delimited by two
spaces. Incoherent paragraphs were built by randomizing
coherent paragraphs, replacing randomly a word by a word of
the same size. For the English text, capital letters were
maintained at the beginning of a sentence and for proper
nouns. (Thai does not differentiate between uppercase and
lowercase letters). Words within a paragraph were
randomized differently for each subject. Both with coherent
and incoherent texts, the paragraphs were presented in the
same order as in the original document. Half the subjects
received the English texts first, and half the subjects received
the Thai texts first. Within each language, the presentation
of the 4 possible permutations spacing x coherence was
counterbalanced. Note that the length of the text varies
between the spaced and unspaced conditions. This is
necessary in order to keep the number of words in a line
constant between the conditions. Figure 2 illustrate, for Thai
and English, the eight experimental conditions.

Thai. Spaced. Coherent
UiJ m\.i^ ^ vi'i'i?\ \.e(H iJ-iiianBiJleiEJ 1p> ^qji^EJ btui^) mixjialni Iw fnws;
v^^-jpi fsiiici iflw c^w sjnriTjma>3 tjiJw n aa \m eimvi ti^ \,vitiA jJn l^ti
^aa^

finvi ^ iJ'snna iiw i'hij i^w a'l^ Pia •ws'Sfi ^iTlnannif ^a>j m i

Thai. Spaced. Incoherent

1^14 iJlfinEJ ivjisi \4 \m Ivi a£jS^ i^iJw n w^n iis^ sIsTej ii3w iSa^ iie\ viipi
ifiwa

l^ lias; anting latj m w bej iTu ^qa iewi ^TSiafiTS (?ia>3 m i

Thai. Unspaced. Coherent (normal text without end-of-sentence spaces)
mj(^>aii(in^W'3'5Fii??^iJ'5;i?fn5iJl(?i£jl(^^tui^£ianmi)mpiiali)*lw^^^
v^'3iifif5iinaiflij(nujjnrin^iSa>3t^iJwna£!'lwe^/inw£!>iiMa>33JnT^£j
«naa(?innv<^iJ^nna#wmui(nwa(nFiavi'j'3Pi?[n'5n2fnn'3<?ia>3m
Thai. Unspaced. Incoherent
ii«is;n'5s;in'5i>jmflwtin£jniJ'3s;an5iJl^£i^>3wJn^naiJpj\4fI^nan>j'lw^^>3
iti%n4T£iiJn£Ji^£)mjj'l'UQSi1a>j^ii'5a\4li)fii'iJjnmm?siiaiJi);;2ja-3
i2f'uT.viw<?in8Jiv!aa^iLiJaniflv!m4^'5n>ia£jn'3^>3i2i'uun*u
English. Spaced. Coherent (normal text)
In industrial democracies, governments differ with respect to
their welfare policies. In Europe, governments at times respond
directly to organized groups demanding changes in welfare
English. Spaced. Incoherent
A s a u t o n o m o u s bureaucrats, bureaucrats offers been despite to
seeks welfare specific. At policy, democracies is focus paradox
programs of dominance social emergence explain of explain
English. Unspaced. Coherent
Inindustrialdemocracies.governmentsdifferwithrespectto
theirwelfarepolicies.lnEurope.governmentsattimesrespond
directlytoorganizedgroupsdemandingchangesinwelfare
English. Unspaced. Incoherent
Toapproachesexplanation,responsibiesociallacl<welfareor
needsresolveresearch.Topolicy.bureaucratsispointwelfare
policiesof precede ntsocialelectoralWesterniswelf are

Figure 2: Examples of Thai and English texts used in the experiment, in the four spaced x coherent permutations.
(Actual texts were on average 10 lines long).
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The texts were presented on a Macintosh Quadra with a 13inch viewable diagonal screen, using a program written in
Hypertalk. The texts were in black font; the background
screen was light blue. Thai texts were presented with Ihc
Thonburi Font, 18 point, and English texts were presented
with the Times font, 18 point. Texts in both languages hi>d
roughly the same appearance, to the extent that this is
possible with alphabets so different.

With English texts, the two main effects were significant:
coherent texts [F(l, 7) = 14.65, p < .01] and spaced texts
|F(I, 7) = 50.75, p < .001] were read faster than incoherent
and unspaced texts, respectively. There was no interaction [F
(1,7) = 2.35, ns].
Subjects show then the same general pattern of results
with the two languages: they were faster with coherent texts
than with incoherent texts, and they were faster with spaced
texts than with unspaced texts. There are, however, two clear
differences between the languages. First, Subjects were faster
[t = 4.77, p < .001] to read texts in Thai, their native
language (52.95 sec, on average) than texts in English, their
second language (76.48 sec, on average). For the condition
English/Coherent/Spaced, it took .66 sec per word on
average (with a m i n i m u m average of .53 sec per word for the
faster Subject and a m a x i m u m average of .91 sec per word
for the slowest Subject), or 57.4 sec per paragraph. For the
condition Thai/CoherentAJnspaced, which approximates
written Thai, it took 0.47 sec per word on average (with a
m i n i m u m of .36 and a m a x i m u m of .61 sec per word), or
46.2 sec per paragraph. Second, the effect of spacing is
stronger with English (on average, a difference of 33.72 sec
between the spaced and unspaced conditions) than with Thai
(on average, a difference of 1.37 sec) texts [t = 6.76, p <
.001].

Procedure
In the introduction to the experiment, subjects were required
to speak loudly and clearly, so that they could be clearly
recorded. A single paragraph appeared on the screen. Subjects
pressed the space key to indicate that they had finished
reading a paragraph. There were two practice paragraphs (one
spaced and one unspaced) before each language x coherence
block. Within each such block, spaced and unspaced
paragraphs were presented in pairs. Before each paragraph,
subjects received a message (always in English), either
"Thenextparagraphwillbeunspaced", or "The next paragraph
will be spaced". Subjects were recorded when they read the
text. The experiment lasted on average about one hour and a
half.
Results
Results were analysed separately for each language using an
Analysis of Variance with repeated measures on Coherence
and Spacing. Except for planned comparisons, w e refrained
of carrying a three-way analysis of variance, because the
third independent variable (Thai vs. English) was not under
direct experimental control. The outcome of such a threeway analysis of variance would be hard to interpret, as
several variables would be confounded, mainly: language,
average length of words, differential experience with each
language.
W efirstpresent the analysis of reading times, and then the
analysis of reading errors. In both cases, w efirstdiscuss the
Thai condition, and then the English condition.
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Reading Time
Figure 3 shows the average reading times for the Thai and
English texts. ( W e have presented the results as the time to
read a paragraph instead of as the time to read a word,
because of the different average length of words in English
and in Thai). With Thai texts, subjects were slower to read
meaningless texts [F(l, 7) = 38.68, p < .001], while the
addition of spaces made reading faster (the effect is
marginally significant: F(l, 7) = 4,21, p < .08). With
coherent texts, 6 subjects out of 8 were faster when reading
spaced texts, and with incoherent texts, 7 subjects out of 8
were faster when reading spaced texts. There was no
interaction between Coherence and Spacing [F(l, 7) = 0.94,
ns.]. Subjects' restrospective reports indicate that, if
anything, they thought that spaces were making reading
harder. In addition, no Subject made comments on the
absence of spaces at the end of sentences. This suggests that
they were not negatively affected by this feature of our
material.

•o
re
a>

Thai

English

Language
Figure 3: Average time to read a paragraph, as a function of
language, coherence and spacing. The error bars indicate die
standard errors of the mean.
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Coherent
Spaced

Coherent
Unspaced

Incoherent
Spaced

Incoherent
Unspaced

Thai
W o r d pronounced incorrectly
W o r d repeated
W o r d skipped
Word added
Order of words reversed
Total errors

0.3
0.2
0.5
0.3
0.1
1.4

1.3
0.2
0.6
0.5
0.1

0.7
0.2
0.4
0.5
0.0
1.7

2.7

1.1
0.2
0.8
1.0
0.2
3.4

2.0
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.0
3.2

6.1
0.5
0.9
0.5
0.0
8.0

English
W o r d pronounced incorre:ctly
W o r d repeated
W o r d skipped
W a d added
Order of wonJs reversed
Total errors

1.8
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.0
2.4

4.3
0.4
0.5
0.4
0.0
5.6

Table 1: Average number of errors in reading a paragraph per language and per type of error.

E r r o r s in R e a d i n g
W e coded reading errors into five categories: 1. Woid
pronounced incorrecdy (e.g., "theories" read as "theory"); 2.
W o r d repeated (e.g., "in" read as "in in"); 3. Word skipped
(e.g., "sponsorship to a abandon" read as "sponsorship to
abandon"); 4. W o r d added (e.g., "one welfare" read as "one of
welfare"); 5. Words in wrong order (e.g. "to the" read as "the
to"). Table 1 gives the results for each language and each
type of error.
With Thai, all types of errors, except for "Word added" did
not show any main effect or interaction. With "Word added,"
spaced texts [F(l,7) = 6.44, p < .05] and coherent texts
[F(l,7) - 5.72, J2 < .05] showed less errors. There was no
interaction.
With English, there was no significant main effect nor
interaction for the following types of errors: Word repeated,
W o r d added, and W o r d in wrong order. With the type of error
"Word pronounced incorrectly," spaced texts [F(l,7) = 56.42,
P < .001) and coherent texts (the effect is marginally
significant: F(l,7) = 4.11, p = .082) had fewer errors. There
was no interaction. With the type of error "Skipped word",
both the effect of Coherence [F(l,7) = 5.46, p = .052] and of
Spacing [F(l,7) = 4.63, p = .068] were marginally
significant, and there was no interaction. In both cases, the
absence of meaning and spaces increased the number of
errors in reading.
O n average, subjects made more errors for English texts
than for Thai texts. Interestingly, the total number of errors
mirrors the reading time data in Figure 2 almost exactly.
Comparisons of the results for the two languages in Table 1
shows that the main source of errors lies in the number of
word pronounced incorrectly.
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Discussion
W e addressed three questions in this study. First, w e tested
two competing hypotheses: does adding spaces to Thai texts
slow down readers, because it interferes with the well tuned
mechanisms that these readers have developed over the years,
or does it help reading, because it adds information to the
text? Data on reading time and errors give support to the
latter hypothesis. Thai readers were able to use the visual
cues signalled by spaces to enhance their reading speed and
diminish errors even in Thai, although spaces were more
useful for them with English texts. A s proposed by Rayner
(1993), spaces, if present at all, seem to play a key,
universal role in reading.
With errors, w e found that Spacing and Coherence had a
reliable effect on the way subjects made errors of
pronunciation and skipped words with English, and on the
way they added words with Thai. Both the deletion of words
in the second language and the addition of words in the
native language m a y be explained by subjects' knowledge of
conditional probabilities for each language. With the second
language, such knowledge is weak, so subjects do not easily
access words in difficult (incoherent or/and unspaced) texts,
and therefore tend to skip words. With their native language,
such knowledge is strong, so subjects access easily words
suggested by the previous words (and sometimes by the next
words), and therefore, when reading difficult texts, tend to
add words likely to be present. Finally, the effect of Spacing
and Coherence on the errors of pronunciation in English, but
not in Thai, m a y be explained by the fact that the
mechanisms to generate a correct pronunciation are not
developed in English as well as in Thai. While subjects
could control pronunciation to some extent when reading
normal texts, their attention was used to other goals when
reading the unspaced and incoherent texts, which produced
more errors of pronunciation.

Second, we were interested in the interaction between
Coherence and Spacing. As mentioned earlier. Booth et al.
(1995) found such an interaction, and, based on this result,
concluded that semantics, rather than spaces, are the most
important determinants of reading speed and eiTors
(Incidently, this conclusion does not follow logically from
their data, nor do their data validate the prediction of a clearly
stated theoretical model). In our results, there was no such
interaction either for reading time or for errors in reading,
either with English texts or with Thai texts. Thus, the
effects of Coherence and Spacing were additive, which runs
against the prediction of Booth et al. (1995).
Third, we tested whether there is a transfer from reading a
native unspaced language to reading a second, spaced
language where spaces have been added. W e found that there
was no such transfer. With coherent texts, the proportion of
increased time in reading unspaced texts as compared to
spaced texts is even higher for our Thai native speaker
subjects (55 % ) than for English native speaker subjects
(from 3 0 % to 4 8 % , cf. Rayner & Pollatsek, 1996).
In their conclusion. Booth et al. (1995) proposed that
"reading slows down when spaces are removed because
removing spaces impairs word recognition when letter
groupings become ambiguous, and not because removing
spaces impairs saccadic programming." They used the
presence of an interaction between Coherence and Spacing as
evidence for their position. The lack of such an interaction
in our results raises doubts about the generality of this
conclusion. In general, w e believe that, instead of opposing
word recognition against saccadic programming, as was done
in a recent theoretical controversy (Epelboim et al. 1994,
1996; Rayner & Pollatsek, 1996), one should try to develop
a theory which explains how these two processes occur
together.
The lack of preference for non-spaced texts in reading
Thai, even though this is what the readers will have
encountered before, as well as the difficulty our Subjects had
with unspaced texts in English, run counter to the claims of
Epelboim et al. (1994). Similarly, the lack of an interaction
between spacing and coherence strongly suggest that readers
use reading strategies based on spaces independently from
strategies based on meaning.
Thai native speakers, although they are used to reading
unspaced text in their own language, can still use the
information provided by spaces to improve their reading,
both with respect to speed and errors. Presumably, this
information is used in addition to the automated processes
they have developed in learning how to read. Spacing seems
then to be a cue that is universal across languages, which
readers can use, in addition to cues specific to each language,
to know when words are likely to end. Whether these cues
are used to direct eye movements or to facilitate lexical
access and whether the advantage offered by spacing extends
to punctuation are questions for further research.
It is common knowledge that texts written in a cluttered
way tax short-term memory and slow down reading and
comprehension (e.g., Burnett, 1990). Taken together with
the result of our experiment, this suggests that adding spaces
in Thai would have an important impact on Thai education.
Should Thai, like Latin about thousand years ago.
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incorporate spaces to delimit words in order to make reading
(iind writing) easier? Assuming that our results are robust,
this decision depends on a trade-off between the cognitive
and educational gain of adding spaces and its cost—cultural,
social, and economic.
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Abstract

isochronous unit can be hypothesized behind speech production and perception (Lehiste, 1975), even though the actual
We examine five spontaneous dialogues conducted in Japanese speech materials do not manifest exact isochrony due to inand analyze the potential of speech rate change to signal the
tervening physiological, cognitive, and linguistic factors. It
structure of information being exchanged in dialogue. W e
has also been observed a m o n g speech engineers (Sagisaka
found (1) a bi-directional correlation between speech decelerand Tohkura, 1984; Fujisaki and Higuchi, 1980) that conations and the openings of new information, and (2) another
trol
of the temporal organization of synthetic speech greatly
bi-directional correlation between speech accelerations and the
contributes to its naturalness. Their interests have also been
absence of information openings. Our data show that the corfocused on physiological and cognitive mechanisms of human
relations hold not only in the case of a single speaker's speech,
speech production and perception, and their results are mostly
but also in the case of multiple speakers' sequential utterances,
based on read speech data of at most sentence length.
with or without m m shifts. W e also sUidy possible disnirIn contrast, our research focuses on the informational potenbances to these default correlations and identify the limitation
tial of speech rate changes observed in h u m a n spontaneous dion speakers' cognitive resources as one major constraint that
alogues. In actual conversations, w e notice that people change
interferes with the accurate signaling of information opening
their rates of speech from time totime,and these local modulaby decelerated speech.
tions in speech rate, together with insertion of pauses, provide
Introduction
hearers with various clues about the state of the speakers and
T h e research reported in this paper is an attempt to elucidate
the state of ongoing conversations, which will subsequently
the function of dynamic speech rate as contextualization cues
be exploited by hearers to steer their reasoning in interpreting
in conversational Japanese. W e claim that changes in speech
what they hear. Thus, deviations from an isochronous speech
rate in conversational Japanese have definite potential in cuing
rate in conversation have potential as contextualization cues.
the structure of information collaboratively constructed by the
Several researchers (Crystal and House, 1990; Koopmans-van
participants of a conversation.
Beinum and van Donzel, 1996) have recentiy started looking
W h e n people engage in conversation, they not only express, at their informational potential to indicate discourse related
by means of uttering words and sentences, what they intend to
information, such as the given/new distinction and the imporget across to other conversants about the topics of discourse,
tance of the information being expressed. In this paper, w e
but also express, both intentionally and unintentionally, mesfocus our attention to local changes of speech rate, namely,
sages concerned with the situation in which the conversation
accelerations and decelerations of speech over consecutive
is taking place. This second type of expression in m a n y ways
pau-s of utterances. Speech rate is particularly interesting for
directs h o w the first type of expression is to be interpreted by
conversations since it can be, and we've found that it is, colconversants. T h e second type of expression is usually carried
laboratively managed through synchronization and sharing of
out through non-referential and non-lexical means such as
speech rate across speakers.
prosody, gesture/posture, gaze and backchannels. G u m p e r z
T h e problems, then, are (a) exacdy what types of inforand other sociolinguists (Gimiperz, 1989; Gumperz, 1991; Er- mation are conveyed by local dynamic speech rate, and (b)
ickson and Schultz, 1982; Auer and Luzio, 1992) introduced
h o wtiiatinformation is exploited by conversational particithe notion of contextualization to capture these processes in
pants. The main focus of this paper is on thefirstproblem of
everyday language use, and called the signals involved in the
informational potential of speech rate, and w e examine corsecond type of expression "contextualization cues."
pus data of spontaneous interactive dialogues to validate our
There has not been m u c h research devoted to speech rate
hypothesis relating local dynamic speech rate to information
phenomena from the perspective of their potential as constructures.
textualization cues. TTiis is partly because primary interest
in speech rate phenomena has been directed toward apparHypothesis
ent rhythmicity in speech and its relationship with underInteractive dialogues manifest information structures at varlying physiological mechanisms of speech production and
ious levels: local coordinative structures (e.g., adjacency
perception. Speech researchers have been studying tempopairs),
dialogue topic structures, and higher level intentional
ral organization of h u m a n speech and have found that an
structures o n both discourse and task related plans. These
* Also with Nara Institute of Science and Technology.
structures form a hierarchy of information structures for dia-
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logue. Within a hierarchical structure, the simplest piece of
information to be signaled by contextualization cues is the
boundary/non-boundary between information units. With regard to sentence and phrase-final prosodic rise/fall patterns.
Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg (1990) and Hirschbcrg and
Grosz (1992) found that English prosody can signal the end
boundaries of information units at the end of prosodic segments. Similarly, w e consider that local changes in speech
rate can mark the start boundaries of information units at
the beginning of local speech segments. The hypothesis w e
examine in this paper can be stated as follows:
Local decelerations and accelerations in speech rate can
work as contextualization cues for the openings of n e w
information units and for the continuations of existing
information units, respectively.
Methods
Dialogue Data
W e examined live task-oriented dialogues conducted by different pairs of speakers to test our hypothesis. All of die dialogues were taken from the Chiba M a p Task Corpus (Aono et
al. 1994), a Japanese-language version of the Edinburgh M a p
Task Corpus (Anderson et al. 1991). In each dialogue, one
speaker (the "follower") tries to draw a route on a simple m a p
of landmarks, following the instructions of the other speaker
(the "giver"), w h o holds a similar m a p with the complete
route on it. The giver's m a p and the follower's are hidden
from each odier. Also, landmarks on one m a p m a y be labeled
differently, or even absent, fi-om the other map. This makes
the task reasonably difficult, and the average length of the
dialogues in the entire corpus is about 11 minutes. W e used
thefirst3 minutes of each dialogue for our analysis.
Speech Rate Measurement
The dialogue corpus data consist of speech data with their
transcriptions into Japanese. The speech data are sampled at
2 0 K H z and with 16-bit accuracy. Our measurement of speech
rate was based on the average mora durations of sub-utterance
units. A sub-utterance unit (SU) of a dialogue is a stretch of a
single speaker's speech bounded by silence, and the average
mora duration ( A M D ) of an S U is the duration of the S U
divided by the number of morae appearing in the SU'. Thus,
a smaller A M D of an S U means a greater speech rate over the
SU. Table ?? provides basic facts about our data, including
the mean and the standard deviation of the A M D s in each
dialogue.
W e compare the speech rates of a pair of temporally consecutive S U s and call a pair accelerating if the A M D of the
succeeding S U is smaller than that of the preceding S U ; a pair
is decelerating if the A M D of the succeeding S U is greater
than that of the preceding S U .
Information Units
W e intend to swdy whether the changes in speech rate can
function as a contextualization cue to the openings of information units in dialogue. For this purpose, w e classify the

Table 1; Characteristics of sub-utterance units(SUs) and average mora durations ( A M D s ) in dialogues from the Chiba
M a p Task Corpus.

AMD

SU
dialogue

number

1
2
3
4
5

109
93
134
132
137

mean duration
(ms)
836.11
873.03
781.58
612.02
777.04

mean
(ms)
125.33
122.22
121.34
128.50
122.98

std. dev.
(ms)
64.64
61.39
46.26
76.18
59.43

pairs of S U s in dialogue into opening pairs whose second
S U s start the expression of (typically n e w ) pieces of information and non-opening pairs whose second S U s do not start
such an expression. Our task is to study possible correlations
between the acceleration/deceleration properties of the pairs
of S U s and their opening/non-opening properties.
It should be noted that task-oriented dialogues are particularly suitable for our analysis because the structure of the task
itself makes it clear what information is to be exchanged in
what order, and thus it is relatively easy to reach an agreement
about w h e n a piece of information is introduced diuing the
dialogue. This is important because w e need an independent
characterization of iiiformation structures in studying the relationship between dynamic speech rate and information structures to avoid circular arguments. The task for the M a p Task
dialogues consists of subtasks for the identification of landmarks and die following of paths by cormecting landmarks.
W e determined openings of information units by referring to
the start of these subtasks. Exact points are located by identifying syntactic markings of sentence and phrase begiimings.^
T y p e s of Sub-utterance Unit Pairs

(a)
Speaker A: Ul W2

(c)
Speaker A:
B: U2

(b)
Speaker A:
B: U2 (backcharmel)
A: U3

(d)
Speaker A:
B: U2 (backchannel)

Figure 1: Types of S U pairs considered.
We classify pairs of SUs into four categories in terms of
conversational turn structures. The categories are:
^Our demarcations of information openings roughly coincide
with what Traum (1994) calls "initiations of discourse units." It
is, however, yet to be seen whether we can use Traum's notion of
"discourse unit" as a precise characterization of information units in
conversation.

'Crystal and House (1990) used the average syllable duration
(ASD) as the measure of speech rate in English. Our measure
replaces syllables with morae, which are the segmental units of
Japanese speech.
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Figure 2: Speech rate and information openings.
(a) the pairs of directly adjacent S U s m a d e by same
speakers,
(b) the pairs of S U s m a d e by same speakers flanking a
voiced backchannel,
(c) the pairs of S U s involving turn shifts across speakers,
and
(d) the pairs of S U s involving voiced back chatmels from
hearers but no turn shifts.
The temporal structure of pairs for each of these categories is
shown in Figiu-e 1.

classified as non-openings. Table 2 summarizes the results.

These figures clearly show that there are distributional differences between opening and non-opening S U pairs in local
dynamic speech rate changes. Openings of new information
units tend to co-occur with decelerations of speech, and nonopenings tend to co-occur with accelerations of speech. There
is a significant effect of information opening/non-opening
on dynamic speech rate: F(l,571) = 158.144,p < .001.
The same effect is found in each case of (a), (b), and (c):
i^(l,251) = 42.466,p < .001; F(l,177) = 136.367,p <
.001; .F(l,64) = 9.016,p < .01, respectively. Thus coResults
ocurrences are universal across S U pairs in different turn
Figures 2(a) to 2(d) respectively show the distributions ofstructures.
SU
pairs of categories (a) to (d), relative to their properties of
There are two points that need to be noted. First, from Figacceleration/deceleration and opening/non-opening of inforures 2(a) and 2(b), it is evident that insertion of backchannels
mation units. The abscissa of each figure marks the ranges of
local speech rate changes over the S U pairs. The black and
by other parties doesn't change the speech rate characteristics
the white column over a range represent the number of openwithin single speaker utterances. Secondly, a comparison of
ing pairs and the number of non-opening pairs, respectively, Figures 2(a)(b) with Figures 2(c)(d) shows that local speech
falling within the range. Since backchannels, by definition, do rate characteristics are universal across single-speaker utternot start n e w information units, all the data in Figure 2(d) are ances and cross-speaker utterances.
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Table 2: Speech rate change in dialogues.

num
mean
sul.dev.

Single-speaker
(a) adjacent
(b) flanking
open
non-open
open
non-open
50
203
15
51
55.63
-43.15
83.99
-5.57
105.81
124.29
59.78
93.78

Table 3: Accuracy and comprehensiveness.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
total

la

lb

na

Ub

non-open
/accel.
99.4%
97.4%
91.3%

accel.
/non-open
78.8%
74.5%
76.0%
90.7%
79.8%

open
/decel.
66.1%
52.6%
90.0%

decel.
/open
74.0%
66.7%
76.8%

96.8%

-

-

75.9%

74.8%

I n f o r m a t i o n a l Potentials
Observation of these clear correlations between local speech
rate dynamics and openings of information leads us to examine
the potential of local speech acceleration/deceleration to work
as contextualization cues for signaling information structures.
For a possible signal to work as a contextualization cue, w e
need to establish its signal accuracy and comprehensiveness.
The former is a measure of the correctness of information
signaled, whereas the latter is a measure of the coverage of
the signaling. Table 3 summarizes our analysis of speech rate
dynamics from the standpoint of these two factors.

cross-speaker
(c) turn-shift
(d) backchannel
open
non-open
non-open
75
82
97
-52.75
62.47
-21.35
45.45
65.61
33.56

are non-opening pairs. These numbers support the regularity
la, and indicate that accelerated speech is a fairly accurate
signal for non-openings of information.
Note also that in each of thefigures,most of the white
columns are to the left of the zero line. That is, a great majority
of the non-opening pairs of S U s are accelerating pairs. In fact,
Table 3 shows that 7 8 . 8 % of the non-opening pairs of type (a),
74.5% of the non-opening pairs of type (b), and 7 6 . 0 % of the
non-opening pairs of type (c) are accelerating pairs. A pair
of type (d) has a voiced backchannel as the second S U , and
by definition a backchannel opens no piece of information
in dialogue. So, if it is a general tendency that non-opening
pairs are accelerating pairs, then a great majority of the pairs
of S U s of type (d) must be accelerating. In fact, our data
shows that as m u c h as 9 0 . 7 % of die pairs of type (d) are
accelerating. Overall, 7 9 . 8 % of the non-opening pairs are
accelerating. These numbers support the regularity lb, and
indicate that accelerated speech is also a fairly comprehensive
signal for non-openings of information.
Deceleration
Parallel to the regularities in accelerations, the following
forms of regularities must hold in order for speech decelerations to be accurate and comprehensive signals for information
openings:

Acceleration
In order for accelerations in local speech to be accurate signals Ila: Accuracy of deceleration signals
for non-openings of information, there must be a regularity of If a pair of S U s is decelerating, it is an opening pair.
the form:
lib: Comprehensiveness of deceleration signals
la: Accuracy of acceleration signals
If a pair of S U s is opening, it is decelerating.
If a pair of S U s is accelerating, it is a non-opening pair.
The regularity Ila means that, at least potentially, speech
Correspondingly, in order for accelerations in local speechdecelerations
to
function as accurate markers of openings of
be comprehensive signals for non-openings of information,
information. O n the other hand, the regularity lib means that
there must be a regularity of the form:
all openings of information are potentially marked by speech
decelerations.
lb: Comprehensiveness of acceleration signals
Unlike the case of accelerations, however, our data suggest
If a pair of S U s is non-opening, it is accelerating.
that, as far as signaling regularities are concerned, a sizable
of slowdown between S U pairs is necessary to be
The regularity la means that, at least potentially, speech amount
accounted as a deceleration, especially for the accuracy regcelerations function as accurate markers of non-openings of
ularity Ila. From inspection of the data displayed on the
information. O n the other hand, the regularity lb means that
right-hand sides of Figures 2(a) to 2(c), w e choose -i-20ms for
all non-openings of information are potentially marked by
our examination of the deceleration regularities.
speech accelerations.
From Figure 2 w e see more (and longer) black colunms than
In each of the Figures 2(a) to 2(d), the area to the left of
white columns in the area to the right of the -i-20ms line, except
the zero line has much more (and longer) white columns than
for Figure 2(b). This means that for S U pairs of types (a) and
black columns. That is, a great majority of the accelerating
(c), a great majority of the pairs decelerating by more than
pairs of S U s are in fact non-opening pairs. M o r e specifi2 0 m s are opening pairs. M o r e specifically, 66.1 % and 9 0 . 0 %
cally. Table 3 shows that 99.4%, 97.4%, and 9 1 . 3 % of the
of the decelerating pairs of types (a) and (c), respectively,
accelerating pairs of types (a), (b), and (c), respectively, are
are opening pairs. These numbers support the regularity Ila,
non-opening pairs. Overall, 9 6 . 8 % of the accelerating pairs
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and indicate that decelerated speech is a fairly accurate signal
for openings of information, at least for pairs not involving
backchannels.
In each of the Figures 2(a) to 2(c), most of the black columns
are to the right of the + 2 0 m s line. Table 3 shows that 74.0%
of the opening pairs of type (a) decelerate by more than 20ms,
and the same holds for 6 6 . 7 % and 76.8% of opening pairs of
types (b) and (c), respectively. These numbers support the
regularity Ila, and indicate that decelerated speech is also a
fairly comprehensive signal for openings of information.
Thus, w e can conclude that speech rate changes in dialogue
have definite potential for signaling the structiu-e of information being expressed. Speech decelerations of more than 20ms
cue openings of information, while speech accelerations mark
the absence of information openings. Both types of signals
are highly accurate and comprehensive.^

F: hai
G: iki masu

B . 3 3 . 3 % have their second S U s followed b y silence
m o r e than 5 0 0 m s , w h i c h in turn is followed by the
same speaker's SU.
G: seklzo no alija w o
(Between the stone staniei)
(Go through)
G: totte <1408>
(Go around the stone statue)
G: sekizo w o gurutto
mawatte kudasai
C. 29.6% have second S U s that are exceptionally slow,
namely, their A M D s are 300ms or more.*
G:
G:

An Interfering Factor
It would be unrealistic to suppose that these cues are infallible
and totally comprehensive. A s Table 3 shows, the correlations
between dynamic speech rate and openings/non-openings of
information are only statistical, not logical. The regularities
la and Ila allow overall exceptions of 3.2% and 24.1%, respectively. Consequendy, there are cases in which speech
rate changes carry mwinformation: speech acceleration m a y
indicate the absence of an information opening where there
is one, and deceleration m a y indicate an information opening
where there is none. Also, the regularities lb and lib allow
overall exceptions of 20.2% and 25.2%, respectively. That is,
there are cases in which due signals of dynamic speech rate are
absent, there m a y be an information opening where there is
no speech deceleration that signals it, and some non-openings
m a y be unmarked by speech accelerations.
Table 3 shows that the greatest irregularities are to the accuracy of deceleration signals D a in single speaker speech:
of all type-(b) pairs that decelerate by more than 20ms, 4 7 . 4 %
are non-opening; of all type-(a) pairs with the same deceleration property, 33.9% are non-opening. Let us look at these
irregular pairs more closely tofindwhat kinds of extra factors
can interfere with the accurate signaling of openings/nonopenings of information by dynamic speech rate.
O n a closer examination of the inmiediate contexts of the
irregular pairs in question, w e find:
A. 48.1% have their second SUs preceded by silence of
more than 700ms.'* For example:^

G: ima iru tokoro kara
F: hai <4256>
G: nanameue n i |

(Vei)
(Proceed)

(From where you« enow)
(Yes)
(Obliquely above)

'Note that these findings are concerned with the potential of
signaling. T h e y are the basis for the study of the cognitive processes
in which such potential is exploited by conversants.
* A silence of 7 0 0 m s is m o r e significant than it m a yfirstappear.
T h e m o d e of silence duration of our data is 150ms, and silences of
7 0 0 m s or longer are less than 2 0 % of all silences.
'in the following, the pairs of S U s in question are enclosed in
boxes. " G " and " F ' stand for the giver and the follower in the
dialogue. T h e n u m b e r in < > placed after an S U represents the
length of silence between the S U and the succeeding S U . A n English
translation of each S U is s h o w n to its right.

sosite soko kara:
ettone
(AMD: 320ms)
G: h i d a r i : :
G: h i d a r i n a n a m e n i < 5 7 6 >

(And from there)
(Well)
(Theleft)
(ObUqueiy to the lefo

D . 1 1 . 1 % h a v e filled pauses, or "fillers," as their second
SUs.
G: hansen no::
G: n:
G: hidari no
yonsenti kurai

(Of the sailboat)
(Uhm)
(About four centimeters to the
left)

T h e r e are m a n y irregular pairs that h a v e t w o or m o r e of the
structural properties A - D . T h e following is a pair o f S U s that
has all four:

G: syuppatu titen
kara::
F: hai <864>

G: eetto:::

(From the starting point)
ores)

<1536>

(WeU)

(AMD: 331ms)

G: karuku migini
hukureru youna
kanji de

(As though you lightly deviate
to the right)

A plausible account o f these structural properties is that
since the cognitive load in producing the second S U or subsequent S U s is heavy, the speaker delays and slows down the
second S U (case A ) , or slows d o w n the second S U and delays
the third S U (case B ) , or makes the second S U exceptionally
slow (case C ) , or uses a slowed-downfillerbefore the third
S U (case D ) . Overall, 74.1% of the irregular pairs in question
have one or more of these structural properties, and dius can
be plausibly attributed to the cognitive load in producing the
second S U or its successors.^
*The A M D s of 300ms or longer are "exceptional" in the sense
that the value of 300ms is more than twice the standard deviation
away from the average A M D . See Table 1 for the average A M D and
the standard deviation of the A M D s .
^There are also other irregular pairs whose immediate contexts are
none of the above kinds, but whose global contexts can be considered
"stammering speech." Here we simply characterize the relevant
cognitive loads in this and other cases as those in producing second
or subsequent SUs, but this does not preclude the possibility that
other kinds of cognitive loads (say, in comprehending the partner's
speech, memorizing or inferring the configuration of her map) are
involved as remote causes.
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This suggests the following view on the cuing of informaidentified as the default cuing.
tion openings by speech decelerations. Generally, in the case
In this respect, however, w e need a more systematic charof a single speaker's sequential speech, decelerations of more
acterization of what those extra constraints are, when they
interfere, and h o w they m a k e the relevant cuing less accurate
than 20ms potentially signal openings of information. This
or comprehensive. It would also be an interesting extension
is perhaps also the case of a single speaker's non-sequential
speechflankinga voiced backchannel. With this "default" reg- of our work to investigate h o w other features of speech (e.g.
ularity, however, a cognitive constraint on the production of text, pitch, and power) interact with the dynamic speech rate
to make redundant, conflicting, or supplementing signals of
subsequent speech interferes with and slows d o w n the relevant
information opening/non-opening. These investigations will
utterance where there is no opening of information. Given
the default informational potential of decelerated speech, this be taken up in future work.
slowing down carries misinformation, indicating an opening
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Abstract

A n Overview of N A G

In order to argue effectively one must have a grasp of NAG is designed to analyze arguments and to compose its
o w n arguments intended to be persuasive for particular interboth the normative strength of the inferences that come
locutors. Given a user model, a context and a goal proposiinto play and the effect that the proposed inferences will
tion, N A G produces an argument supporting the goal which,
have on the audience. In this paper we describe a proaccording to its user model, will be effective in bringing the
gram, N A G (Nice Argument Generator), that attempts to
user to a degree of belief in the goal proposition within a target
generate arguments that are both persuasive and correct.
To do so N A G incorporates two models: a normative
range. W h e n presented with an argument by the user, N A G
model, forjudging the normative correctness of an arguwill respond either by agreeing or by presenting an effective
ment, and a user model, forjudging the persuasive effect
counterargument. The system is composed of the following
of the same argument upon the user The user model
modules: Argument Generator, Abduction Engine, Argument
incorporates some of the common errors humans make
Analyzer, and Argument Strategist (Figure I).'
when reasoning. In order to limit the scope of its reaThe Argument Strategist governs the argumentation prosoning during argument evaluation and generation N A G
cess. In thefirstinstance it either receives a goal proposition
exphcitly simulates attentional processes in both the user
or a user argument. Given a goal proposition it invokes the
and the normative models.
Generator to initiate the construction of an argument. The
Generator uses the argumentative context and the goal to conIntroduction
stiTict an Argument Skeleton. The Argument Skeleton forms
In order to argue well one must have a grasp of both the
the initial basis for the system's argument, which is representnormative strength of the inferences that come into play and
ed as a Bayesian network w e call an Argument Graph. The
the effect that the proposed inferences will have on the auStrategist passes this initial argument to the Analyzer, which
dience. O u r program N A G (Nice Argument Generator) is tests the effect of the argument on the goal proposition in both
intended to argue well — diat is, to present arguments that are the user and the normative models, using Bayesian network
persuasive for an intended audience and also are as close to
propagation in the submodels corresponding to the Argument
normatively correct as such persuasiveness allows. In order to
Graph (Pearl, 1988; Neapolitan, 1990), while taking into acdevelop such a system w e have had to incorporate two models
count the psychological mechanisms described below in ^The
within N A G : a normative model, for judging the normative
Psychology of Inference. In this way the Analyzer m a y discorrectness of an argument, and a user model, forjudging the
cover that some of the premises employed are insufficientiy
persuasive effect of the same argument upon the user. T h e
supported in either the user or the normative model, or that
user model should ideally reflect all of the human cognitive
an inference employed in the argument is weak. The Strateheuristics and weaknesses that cognitive psychologists m a y
gist uses the evaluation returned bytiieAnalyzer to determine
establish as widespread, such as the failure to use base rate
whether, and how, to strengthen the argument, for example by
information in inductive reasoning (Tversky and Kahneman,
providing a weak premise in the argument to the Generator as
1982a) and overconfidence (Lichtenstein et al., 1982). T h e
a n e w goal, so that a supporting subargument m a y be built.
normative model should ideally incorporate as m a n y items of
The iterative process of invoking Generator and Analyzer conknowledge as w e can muster and the best evaluative tools for
tinues until either some Argument Graph is generated which
judging their relationships. Neither the user being modeled
brings the original goal proposition into the target range for
by the system nor N A G itself are unlimited cognitive agents,
strength of belief, the Strategist is unable tofixa problem reof course. In order to limit the scope of what might be drawn
ported by the Analyzer, some operating constraint is violated
into consideration during argument evaluation and generation
which cannot be overcome (e.g., the overall complexity of the
w e explicitly simulate attentional processes in both the user
argument cannot be reduced to an acceptable level) or time
and the normative models.
runs out. Finally, the Strategist will report the argument to the
In this paper w efirstsketch the overall architecture of N A G .
user, if a suitable one has been produced.
W e then describe those design features specific to implementing the psychological mechanisms mentioned, some possible
'For a more detailed description of NAG's architecture, see Zukdirections for extending them, and the effects of such psychoerman, Korb and McConachy (1996) or McConachy, Zukerman and
logical modeling on N A G ' s argumentation.
Korb (1996).
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nism that is simple in its basic concept, but difficult in detail,
to cope with the combination of a large collection of beliefs
and a small slice of time within which to bring the beliefs to
Argument
bear upon some inferential task: namely, attention.
Goal
Analysis
The exact nature of attention is not yet well understood.
Proposition
Argument
Argument
Psychologists recognize that attention and cognition are closeGraph
Graph
ly related, but the nature of the relationship is far from being
Argument
established. Nevertheless, there is general agreement that
Goal
Strategist
Proposition
attention serves to apply limited cognitive capacities to problem solving by regulating the flow of information to cognitive
processes (e.g., Baars's functions of attention, 1988; cf. also
User Argument/Inquiry
Argument
Allport, 1989, and C o w e n , 1995). W e implement such an
attentional process through the following promising candiUSER
dates for features of cognition that contribute to determining
Figure 1: System Architecture
the focus of one's attention: salience, the extent to which a
cognitive object* is prominent within the set of objects beIf instead the user has initiated argumentation, the Strategist
ing processed by an agent at some time;' recency, the time
will invoke the Analyzer in order to uncoverflawsin the user's
elapsed since the cognitive object was last "touched" by a
reasoning. Since most (if not all) arguments are enthymematcognitive process; semantic distance, the degree of semantic
ic (suppressing one or more premises), apparent weaknesses
relationship between objects.* Additional cognitive features
are not necessarily treated as errors in the user's argument.
which w e expect to employ in the future include: vividness
Instead, the Strategist will invoke the Generator in an attempt
and concreteness, the association of the object with imagery
to extend the user argument via abductive processes,^ until the
or with a specific incident or example; availability, the ease
Analyzer reports an Argument Graph that is both normatively
with which the object can be recalled from m e m o r y and used
acceptable and acceptable to the user model. If this iterative
in the current context, potentially mediated by analogical reaprocess fails, the Strategist identifies s o m e proposition in the
soning, pragmatic reasoning schemata (Cheng and Holyoak,
Argument Graph where the two models differ in their assess1985), or mental models (Johnson-Laird, 1983).
ments as the basis for the construction of a counterargument.
The above list is hardly exhaustive, however it is ah-eady an
If the process offillingout the argument succeeds, N A G , of
ambitious list of features to tackle in an initial computational
course, accepts the user's argument.
model for argumentation. W h a t w e have done is to erect hiN A G , then, employs the model of the user's cognition and
erarchical semantic networks above the Bayesian networks in
the normative model to m a k e a trade-off during argument conour user and normative models (Figure 2). T h e semantic netstruction and analysis: the aim is not simply tofindarguments
works represent the semantic relatedness of items directly, in
which N A G considers to be the best possible normatively, but
terms of links between nodes and their association strengths.
to find arguments which are sufficiently effective given the
W e take the context in which an argument occurs to provide
user's cognitive apparatus (as represented in the user modthe salient cognitive objects for our system: for example, if
el) and also sufficiently correct given the normative model.
the user presents an argument to N A G , the propositions in the
The aim is to find what w e call nice arguments, in contrast
argument, and in the preceding discussion, will be marked
with strictly normatively correct (good) arguments, both for
as salient. W e use activation with decay (Anderson, 1983),
presenting to the user and for understanding what a user has
spreading from the salient objects (which are clamped), to
presented to N A G . H o w N A G should play this trade-off durdetermine the focus of attention: all items in the Bayesian
ing argument generation, for example whether to rely upon
networks which achieve a threshold activation level while
the user's reported cognitive weaknesses largely, moderately
or not at all, is determined by a user profile associated with the the spreading activation process is iteratively applied will be
brought into the span of attention. The spreading activation
user model and a system attitude parameter. The user profile
process passes activation through the pyramidal semanticinforms N A G to what weaknesses the user is susceptible and
Bayesian
networks, each node being activated to the degree
the system attitude tells N A G to what extent it is allowed to
implied by the activation levels of its neighbors, the strength
exploit such weaknesses.
of association to those neighbors, and its immediately prior
activation level (vitiated by a time-decay factor). This iteraThe Psychology of Inference
Argument
Generator

Abduction
Engine

Argument
Analyzer

Attention
If w e are to predict the effect of our arguments on others, clearly w e must have some understanding of h o w others reason.
Thefirstfact about cognition is that, unlike the presumptions
of some philosophers, no cognitive agent has access to infinite
reserves of time or inferential power. ^ W e propose a mecha^NAG's abductive mechanisms are described more fully in McConachy, Zukerman and Kerb (1997).
'See Chemiak (1986) for an interesting investigation of the difficulties with such philosophical commitments.
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""By cognitive object w e mean whatever representation is being
used in cognition. In the case of N A G , this means a node in an
argument graph, representing a proposition.
'Salience might be considered a quantitative measure of attention
itself, to be sure, rather than a determiner or component of attention.
In any case, we do not claim that the various determining features
we describe here are either ideal or orthogonal to each other.
*By labeling the relationship semantic w e do not mean to restrict
ourselves to relations that might be identified in a dictionary. Tweety
may be closely semantically related to Sylvester even though canary
and cat are not.

10.0,

Lower level
concepts like
'Grade Point Average'

Higher level
concepts like
'motivation' or
'ability'

Multiplier
Semantic
Network
2nd layer

Semantic
Network1st layer
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Figure 3: Logarithmic Belief Bias Curve
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Proposition, e.g, [publications authored by person-X cited >5 times]
Figure 2: Semantic and Bayesian Networks

Belief
tive process ceases when an activation cycle fails to activate
any n e w node. B y these m e a n s w e have a direct, and useful,
implementation of attention via salience, semantic relatedness
and recency.
T h e simulation of attention is clearly necessary w h e n m o d eling users, since, for example, their attention determines what
meanings they intend their sentences to have (disambiguation)
and the strengths which they attribute to various inferential
steps during argumentation. But, as mentioned above, attention is also necessary for modeling normatively correct
inference, since any such m o d e l necessarily will also cope
with finite resources and preferentially will cope with large
a m o u n t s of information. O n e consequence of an attentionbased m o d e l of cognition is that the cognition is inherently
incomplete: the system m u s t be prepared to deal with n e w
items of information s w i m m i n g into attentional focus at any
time. This allows us to represent in both the normative and
the user models w h a t Bayesian network propagation proper
does not acknowledge: that the import of evidence m a y not be
fully realized w h e n that evidence is acquired, that its impact
o n related propositions m a y be only partially resolved upon
its acquisition and then further a c c o m m o d a t e d as time and
circumstance allow (partial propagation has previously been
investigated b y Draper, 1995). H e n c e , our probability propagation s c h e m e is partial, and in consequence a user argument,
even by bringing into focus only propositions previously beUeved by N A G , m a y cause a change in h o w N A G normatively
assesses conclusions.
Error
W e suggest that the attentional process described above, or
s o m e other process fulfilling like functions, is necessary for
any complex cognitive agent. Since N A G needs also to model
specifically its h u m a n interlocutors, w e also provide mechanisms specific to N A G ' s user model to deal with some of the
cognitive errors or illusions that psychologists have found in
h u m a n reasoning. The phenomena of this kind are too diverse
and complex for us to attempt modeling m a n y of them in an
initial automated arguer (see Evans, 1989, for a useful review
of both deductive and inductive cognitive illusions). W h a t w e
currently model are beUef bias, overconfidence and the base
rate fallacy.

0.5
1.0
Frequency
Figure 4: Overconfidence Curve
Belief bias is the assessment of an inference as stronger
(weaker) than it is normatively because it supports (undermines) an existing belief (Evans et al., 1983). To model this
effect w e employ a function which converts the user's prior
degree of belief in a proposition into a multiplicative factor
used in any update to that belief.^ Figure 3 shows the multiplicative factor in the case of positive evidence, i.e., evidence
supporting the proposition in question, plotted against a logarithmic vertical axis. If the user's prior belief is 0.5, then the
multiplicative factor is 1, so that the belief is updated in the
normal way. A n extreme disbelief on the other hand suppresses the impact of evidence via a very low multiplier, whereas a
strong belief enhances that impact via a factor greater than 1.
A s a result, N A G tends to assume that users will require more
and better arguments to be persuaded to change their strongly
held beliefs than N A G holds to be normatively necessary.
Overconfidence is the attitude that people tend to adopt
towards very frequent, or very infrequent, phenomena: people tend to exaggerate the probabihty of likely events and the
improbability of unlikely events (Lichtenstein et al., 1982).
N A G uses this bias to select prior probabihties for propositions in the user model w h e n it has not been given explicit
information about the user's probabilities, but only frequency information. In particular, in a direct implementation of
overconfidence N A G applies an S-curve (Figure 4) to convert
frequencies into user probabihties. N A G does not use this
S-curve directly w h e n the base rate fallacy applies, since in
that case both errors are dealt with at once.
'The factor is multiplied into the likelihood ratio during belief
updates.
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R e m a r k s o n E r r o r a n d Attention
W e are not prepared to argue that our methods of modeling
either the cognitive errors described immediately above or attention are fully satisfactory; rather, they are admittedly simple and probably naive. O n e feature of cognitive errors that
has repeatedly surfaced in the experimental literature is that
such errors are situation-specific: it is often easy to enhance or
suppress such errors by relatively subtle manipulations of the
experimental context (e.g., Tversky and Kahneman, 1986).
Yet there is nothing very subtle about our implementation.
Jonathan St. B. T. Evans (1989) argues at length that most of
0.5
1.0
the cognitive illusions uncovered thus far are to be explained
Frequency
as selection biases: that is, the errors can often be explained
by a failure to pay attention to one or more relevant features
Figure 5: Base Rate Fallacy Curve (2 outcomes)
of the problem context. Thus, for example, Nisbett, Borgida,
The base rate fallacy is the tendency humans have to
Crandall and Reed (1976) argue that the base rate fallacy is
ignore objective prior probability information when it is given explained by the fact that palUd, imageless data tend to be
(Tversky and Kahneman, 1982a). A striking example of this
ignored, and the base rates in these cases are given as palhd
is the cab problem (Tversky and Kahneman, 1982b):
quantities. W h e n , by contrast, data are presented via vivid
examples they are better utilized in problem solving. Again,
A cab was involved in a hit and run accident at night.
when the cab story is changed to state that Green cabs cause
T w o cab companies, the Green and the Blue, operate in
8 5 % of accidents involving cabs (rather than merely that they
the city. You are given the following data:
m a k e up 8 5 % of the cabs in the city), then people do not
• 8 5 % of the cabs in the city are Green and 1 5 % are
ignore the information (Evans, 1989). Presumably, where the
Blue.
datafitnaturally into some causal schema or mental model,
they are utilized.
• A witness identified the cab as Blue. The court tested
the reliability of the witness under the same circumIn consequence, w e suppose that the more complex reasonstances that existed on the night of the accident and
ing structures and processes that w e have chosen to ignore in
concluded that the witness correctly identified each
our initial work — such as reasoning schemata, mental m o d one of the two colors 8 0 % of the time and failed 2 0 %
els and analogies — m a y be crucial to a full representation of
of the time.
h u m a n cognitive failures (and successes, of course). Furthermore, Evans' suggestion that selection is a dominant factor
By Bayes's theorem it is straightforward that the probabilin such errors implies that attention and biases are intimateity that the cab was Blue based on the evidence given is
ly bound up with one another, as opposed to being separate
0.41, because the prior probability being only 0.15 dominates
processes, as modeled by N A G . Since w e wish to keep the
the computation.^ Nevertheless, most people presented with
normative model asfreeas possible from merely h u m a n failthe story respond that the probability that the offending cab
ings, this suggests that the attentional mechanisms for the
was Blue is 0.8. Not coincidentally, that response would be
user and normative models in future versions of N A G will dicorrect if the prior probabilities were uniformly distributed
verge. For the time being, out of sheer complexity of the task
among the available options: this is characteristic of most
at hand, w e push these considerations ahead of us: whereas
people's response to m a n y situations involving uncertainty
all of these considerations are relevant, our initial simplified
— theyflattenall prior probabihties. This response (as with
model nevertheless shows promise in having produced a vamany other cognitive illusions) is suppressed in areas of reariety of plausible arguments and analyses of arguments, a few
soning where people are highly experienced or expert. A s
of which w e n o w illustrate.
mentioned earher, whether the base rate fallacy, or the other
cognitive illusions, are modeled and exploited for a given usSome Arguments Advanced by NAG
er is determined by that user's profile and the system attitude
Studies have shown that an individual's future research perparameter.'
formance (measured by the admittedly crude technique of
In order to accommodate the tendency toflattenpriors,
counting refereed publications) can be estimated by a number
when information about the user's priors is not directly given
but made available via frequency data (data that is indicated to of factors, including but not limited to: the ranking of the
institution where she or he completed a Ph.D.; the number of
be known to the user), N A G computes the user's prior probpublications produced prior to the Ph.D.; and the researcher's
ability using the function in Figure 5. This function incorpoability (as measured by standardized tests; see Rodgers and
rates overconfidencebyflatteningthe two ends corresponding
Maranto, 1989). Given a model describing the relationships
to extreme frequencies and incorporates the base rate fallacy
between propositions describing applicants, N A G can genbyflatteningmost of the rest in the middle, the result in a
erate arguments about whether they are likely to be highly
binary situation being two S-curves squashed together.
productive in the future. Below w e present some sample arguments of this type and show h o w modeling the cognitive
'The computation being 0.41 = (.8 x .15)/(.8 x .15-f-.2x .85).
'in the future we may tie such profile information to submodels, errors described in ^The Psychology of Inference leads N A G
so that arguments in different domains will be modeled differently. to construct different arguments in order to take their influence
Belief
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Figure 6: Normative A r g u m e n t G r a p h for D r A
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Figure 7: Argument Graph for D r A (with belief bias)

into account.
Suppose, for example, a research institution is looking to
hire n e w research staff. Professor H , w h o is on the hiring
committee, k n o w s a recent graduate. Dr. A , and suggests that
she should apply for the position. Dr. A has decent qualifications and has published previously. Prof. H has a positive
opinion of Dr. A , having k n o w n her for several years. D r A
is brought in for an interview, but unfortunately the interview
goes poorly. Given this information a normative argument for
w h y Dr. A will pubUsh frequently in the future would have
to be concessive:'° "While Dr. A interviewed poorly, she has
decent qualifications and has already published. Hence, she
is reasonably likely to publish often in the future." T h e normative A r g u m e n t G r a p h produced by N A G for this argument
is s h o w n in Figure 6."
W h e n Prof. H considers whether it is probable that Dr. A
will publish frequently in the future, it is likely that the professor will update his beliefs in a different w a y from that
suggested by Figure 6. In an example of belief bias. Prof. H
will over- or under-weigh the evidence, so that his final degree of belief that Dr. A will publish often in the future is
stronger than in the normative case. T o s h o w h o w N A G ' s
output changes depending on the modeling of belief bias,
consider what happens w h e n N A G tries to persuade Prof. H
that Dr. A is highly likely to publish frequently in the future
(i.e., increasing an already positive belief). N A G can take t w o
different approaches. If the system attitude parameter allows
it, N A G can use the existing positive belief about Dr. A and
the consequential belief bias (by applying the multiphcative
factors in Figure 3 to the link coefficients), in which case
N A G builds the simple A r g u m e n t Graph s h o w n in Figure 7.
If the system parameter does not allow such a departure from
the normative, N A G will be forced to build a larger Argum e n t G r a p h (not pictured due to space constraints), because
the smaller graph is not sufficient to generate a very strong
final belief in D r A's future productivity (note the strength
differences in the posterior probabilities of the double boxed
goal nodes in Figures 6 and 7). This situation is similar to that
which arises w h e n N A G is called upon to argue on behalf of
an applicant about w h o m Prof. H has no prior impressions.

Prof. J'^ is also on the selection committee. He is at present
sorting through the applications. H e opens an envelope from
an applicant, Dr. C , w h o m he has never heard of, andfindsthat
D r C completed his Ph.D. dissertation, and has since worked
in a post-doctoral position, at a university with a w e a k reputation. Prof. J, perhaps in a hurry to get through the pile
of applications, throws this applicant's package into the rejection bin, neglecting important facts further d o w n in the
application such as that D r C's dissertation has led to a book
contract, he has published a large n u m b e r of papers recently,
he scored highly on measures of ability and has excellent letters of recommendation. Plausibly, Prof. J has fallen into the
overconfidence frap: he has seen the initial two pieces of information and, knowing (let us suppose) that applicants from
rather ordinary academic institutions are unlikely to perform
at a high level, dismisses the remaining information. W h e n
given the task to argue in support of Dr. C with Prof J, bringing the latter's belief in the future high productivity of D r C
to 0.7, N A G produces the moderately elaborate argument of
Figure 8, which can be understood as: "Although the low
ranking of the institutions where D r C did his Ph.D. and postdoctoral work suggest that he will not be highly productive,
D r C's excellent ability, previous publications, book contract
and excellent letters of recommendation strongly support the
opposite. T h e overall assessment is in favor of Dr. C."
W h e n Prof J is not modeled as suffering from overconfidence (but starting from the s a m e limited initial information),
N A G requires only a subargument from Figure 8, namely:
"Although the low ranking of the institutions where Dr. C
did his Ph.D. and post-doctoral work suggest that he will not
be highly productive. Dr. C's record of previous publications
and excellent letters of recommendation strongly support the
opposite. T h e overall assessment is in favor of Dr. C."
T h e s a m e example m a y be used to illustrate what happens
to N A G w h e n its focus of attention is too restricted. W h e n
attempting to cope with the overconfident Prof. J., if N A G is
allowed a reasonably broad attentional focus, then it creates
the Argument Graph of Figure 8, as described. Given a very
tight span of attention, N A G will fail to discover a satisfactory
argument, since it will consider only very small Argument
Graphs.
'°At present N A G ' s output takes the form of an Argument Graph.
Space considerations preclude us from including an ArgThe text presented is an illustration of what N A G ' s output means in
ument Graph from N A G that demonstrates h o w the system
this case.
models the base rate fallacy. This cognitive error is m o d "in the Argument Graphs in thefiguresthe number next to each
eled analogously to the two other errors depicted above, with
inference link is a linear coefficient between the two nodes at each end N A G applying a suitable multiplicative factor (such as from
of that link. A n Argument Graph is actually a Bayesian network,
Figure 5) to the user's beliefs.
and as such has a conditional probablility matrix associated with
each node, which has more expressive power than a vector of linear
'^All those identified by single-character surnames are wholly
coefficients; however, the studies performed on research productivity
fictitious and any resemblance to actual people, alive or dead, is
have restricted themselves to linear models. The probabilities used
entirely coincidental:-).
in N A G ' s normative model are loosely based upon these studies.
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Evans, J.St.B.T. (1989). Bias in human reasoning: Causes
and consequences. Hillsdale, NJ: L E A .
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Memory and Cognition, II, 295-306.
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Cambridge University Press.
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Kahneman, D., Slovic, P, and Tversky, A. (Eds.). (1982).
Figure 8: NAG's Argument Graph for Dr. C
Judgment under uncertainty: Heuristics and biases. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
Conclusion
Lichtenstein, S., Fischhoff, B., and Phillips, L.D. (1982) CalTo argue well one must produce arguments that are supportibrations of probabilities: The state of the art to 1980. In
able both factually and within the interlocutor's mind. Using
Kahneman et al. (1982) (pp. 306-334).
both a normative model and a user model, with the latter reMcConachy,
R.S., Zukerman, I., and Korb, K.B. (1996). Conflecting the user's actual beliefs and inferential biases, in prinsulting
a
user
model while generating arguments. In Prociple allows an argument system to generate arguments that
ceedings of the Fifth International Conference on User
are effective while also being justified normatively. Modeling
Modeling, Kona, Hawaii (pp. 153-160).
the user's attentional focus enhances the accurate prediction
of the effect of a new argument and enhances the system's un- McConachy, R.S., Zukerman, I., and Korb, K.B. (1997). Abductive argument generation cmd understanding. Technical
derstanding of a user's argument. Employing an attentional
report 97/302. Department of Computer Science, Monash
mechanism in the normative model, on the other hand, allows
University.
the system to avoid the examination of large volumes of material unlikely to aid argument analysis and construction in a Neapolitan, R.E. (1990). Probabilistic reasoning in expert
systems: Theory and algorithms. N e w York: John Wiley
given context.
The evidence we have that the above is a true account of ar& Sons.
gumentation is, at present, indicative only. W e have built and Nisbett, R., Borgida, E., Crandall, R., and Reed, H. (1976).
run N A G in the ways reported herein, which demonstrate that
Popular induction: Information is not necessarily informathere is the possibility that NAG's future development along
tive. In J.S. Carroll and J.W. Payne (Eds.) Cognition and
the lines adumbrated earlier will lead to an effective argument
social behavior {^^. 113-133). Hillsdale, NJ: L E A .
system. Despite our original combination of Bayesian netNisbett, R., and Ross, L. (1980). H u m a n inference: Strategies
works, semantic networks with activation, cognitive biases
and shortcomings of social judgement. Prentice-Hall.
and attentional mechanisms and their application to argumenPearl, J. (1988). Probabilistic reasoning in intelligent systation, undoubtedly the greater part of the work involved in
tems: networks of plausible inference. Morgan Kaufmann
producing a complete and effective argument system lies aPublishers.
head of us. In addition, in order to evaluate our system w e will
Rodgers R.C. and Maranto C.L. (1989). Causal models of
require comparative results assessing the system's arguments
publishing productivity in psychology. Journal of Applied
against good and bad arguments produced otherwise.
Psychology, 74(4), 636-649.
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Abstract
The fundamental relations that underlie cognitive
comparisons ~ "same" and "different" - can be defined at
multiple levels of abstraction, which vary in relational
complexity. W e compared reaction times to decide whether
or not two sequentially-presented perceptual displays were
the same at three levels: perceptual, relational, and system
(higher-order relations). For both 150 msec and 5 sec interstimulus intervals, decision time increased with level of
abstraction. Sameness at lower complexity levels
contributed to decisions based on the higher levels.
Relations at multiple levels of complexity can be
abstracted and compared in working memory, with higher
complexity levels requiring more processing time.
Multiple levels can cooperate to reach a decision.
Introduction
Perhaps the most fundamental psychological relation is
sameness. T h e capacity to recognize that two objects,
situations, or events are the same with respect to a certain
criterion underlies object recognition, categorization, and
analogical reasoning. It is apparent that the concept of
sameness can vary enormously in abstraction. At an implicit
level, all vertebrates (and m a n y invertebrates as well) can
treat distinct but similar entities as the same (e.g., as prey).
M o r e complex comparisons can be m a d e by explicitly
identifying dimensions of variation, making it possible to
treat objects as the s a m e based on multiple criteria. A
monkey, for example, can select which object is the same as
another on the basis of shape (ignoring location) or on the
basis of location (ignoring shape). A n adult h u m a n is
capable of far m o r e abstract comparisons, such as
recognizing that West Side Story has the "same" relational
structure as R o m e o and Juliet, despite the considerable
surface differences. It has been suggested that h u m a n
capacity to recognize sameness at abstract levels is closely
linked to the evolution of prefrontal cortex (Holyoak &
Kroger, 1995). Increasing ability to detect sameness of
entities based o n similar relationships a m o n g their
components occurs as species' cortical development becomes
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more advanced, and as humans mature from childhood into
adulthood.
Defining the levels of abstraction at which sameness can
exist involves variations in relational complexity. A number
of theorists have proposed variants of a three-level taxonomy
of relational complexity based on the predicate-argument
structure of propositions (Centner, 1983; Halford, 1993;
Holyoak & Thagard, 1995; Premack, 1983). Centner
distinguished sameness at the levels of attributes (one-place
predicates),first-orderrelations (multi-place predicates with
objects as arguments), and higher-order relations (multi-place
predicates with at least one argument in the form of a
proposition). Halford (1993) linked relational complexity to
working-memory capacity. Premack (1983) proposed that a
more abstract level of sameness distinguishes the reasoning
ability of chimpanzees trained in manipulation of symbolic
tokens from that of their untrained conspecifics. Holyoak
and Thagard (1995) extended Premack's analysis to account
for the further gap that separates the reasoning ability of
symbol-trained chimpanzees from that of humans.
Consider a basic comparison task such as match-to-sample
(e.g., Fuster, 1989). If an apple is presented as the sample, a
m o n k e y can be trained to select an apple (rather than a
h a m m e r ) as the match; if the sample is then varied, the
animal will continue to select the alternative that is the
same shape as the sample. This task can be performed by
making a perceptual match between two objects.
Premack (1983) describes a pairwise version of the matchto-sample task, in which the sample is a pair of objects
(e.g., apple-apple), and the alternatives are also pairs (e.g.,
hammer-hammer versus shoe-flower). Only symbol-trained
chimpanzees are able to choose the "same" alternative in the
pairwise task. This task is more complex because the match
must be m a d e on a relation, rather than directly between
physical objects. That is, it is necessary to code apple-apple
as "same objects", or O-same, and to recognize that hammerh a m m e r is also O-same, whereas shoe-flower is 0-different.
The task thus requires a relational match.
Holyoak and Thagard (1995) observed that a further
increment in relational complexity is required to represent
sameness of relations so that analogical matches can be

recognized. The match-to-sample task can be further
generalized to items based on pairs of pairs. The relation
between apple-apple (O-same) and that between hammerhammer (0-same) are themselves the same relation, or Ksame (a higher-order relation between relations).
Recognizing this abstract sameness would allow a match lo
shoe-flower (0-different) and bottle-bell (0-different), as the
relation between the latter relations is again R-same, even
though there is no overlap either of objects or first-order
relations. This deeper level of sameness requires a system
match.
The present study introduces a speeded matching task
related to these variants of match-to-sample. W e compare the
time required to make matches between visual displays at
either the perceptual, relational, or system level, while
holding the physical characteristics of the displays as
constant as possible. W e hypothesized that higher
complexity levels would require more processing time. By
varying sameness at lower complexity levels, w e also
sought to determine whether each type of match is made
independently, or whether multiple levels of representation
can cooperatively contribute to a decision. W e examined the
impact of relational complexity on decision time at both
short (Experiment 1) and longer (Experiment 2) interstimulus intervals.
Experiment 1
Method
Participants Thirty-eight U C L A undergraduates
participated in the experiment as part of the requirements of
an introductory psychology course.
Materials, Design and Procedure The experiment
was controlled by an Apple Macintosh computer with a
color monitor. A computer program presented all
instructions and stimuli and recorded responses and reaction
times (RTs) for each trial. Stimuli consisted of a group of
four colored squares (blue, green, red, or gray) arranged as
shown in Figure 1, presented against a black background.
The overall figure was 1.6" high and 1.5" wide. Participants
sat approximately 30" from the screen, with their index
fingers resting on the computer keyboard.
Each stimulus remained on the screen until the subject
pressed a response key. Participants were instructed to
indicate for each figure whether it demonstrated the
"designated change" relative to the previousfigure(except
that no response was made for thefirstfigure).Responses
were indicated by pressing the "c" key (change) or "n" key
(no change) on the computer keyboard. T w o seconds after
the response, thefigurewas replaced by a black screen for
150 msec, after which the next stimulus appeared. One trial
consisted of a presentedfigureand the participant's response,
indicating whether or not each figure was changed in a
prescribed way from the previous figure. The stimuli were
presented in a continuous fashion, so that eachfigure(after
thefirst)wasfirstcompared to the precedingfigureon one
trial, and then served as the comparison figure for the next
trial.
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Figure 1. Examples of two trials. Either could occur in
any of the complexity conditions. In (a) the secondfigureis
the same as thefirstat all three levels of complexity. The
figures in (b) are different at the perceptual and relational
levels but are the same at the system level.
Three kinds of designated change were described to
participants, corresponding to three levels of relational
complexity. These three decision criteria were used in
separate blocks of trials. In the perceptual condition, a
"change" was defined as any change in the color of one or
more squares in the preceding figure (e.g., top left square
changing from red to green).
In the relational condition, a "change" was defined in
terms of the relations between the colors of the squares
within each of the two pairs (top and bottom). For
example, if both squares in a pair were red (O-same), then a
relational change would require that the corresponding pair in
the next figure be of different colors, or 0-different (e.g.,
green-blue would define a change, whereas green-green would
not). Similarly, if the initial pair were O-different (e.g., redgreen), then green-green (O-same) would count as a change,
but green-blue (O-different) would not.
In the system condition, a change was defined in terms of
the higher-order relation between the sameness relations for
the two pairs. For example, if the initialfigureconsisted of
red-red (O-same) above green-blue (O-different), then the
higher-order relation between these two relations would be
R-different. Accordingly, if the next figure presented
consisted of red-red (O-same) above green-green (O-same),
forming a higher-order relation of R-same, this would count
as a change. In contrast, if the nextfigurewere red-gray (Odifferent) above green-green (O-same), the higher-order
relation would remain R-different (i.e., no change).
The program presented animated instructions explaining
the designated change for the first condition (including two
examples), administered practice trials untilfiveconsecutive
correct responses were obtained, and executed a block of
trials for that condition. This was followed by instructions,
practice, and a trial block for each of the two remaining
level-of-complexity conditions. Six more blocks of trials

followed, each preceiled by a shorl paragraph indicating the
designated change tor that block. The nine twenty-trial
blocks (three for each level-of-complexity condition) formed
a Latin square design that controlled for order effects.
Successive trial blocks were separated by a rest period of
approximately 15 seconds.
A n equal number of Match (no change) and Mismatch
(change) trials were randomly ordered within each level-ofcomplexity condition. In the perceptual condition Match
trials, all four squares were the same color as in the previous
figure. In the Mismatch trials for the perceptual condition,
two randomly chosen squares were of different colors relative
to the previous trial. W h e n a square changed colors from one
trial to the next, the color was randomly chosen among the
other three colors.
Since judgments at the relational and system levels of
complexity did not depend directly on whether squares were
the same color as in the previousfigure,it would have been
possible to change all the squares' colors on any given trial.
However, w e wished to induce participants to perform the
desired comparisons at greater levels of complexity while
keeping the number of actual color changes among the four
squares generally consistent with the number of squares
changing color in the perceptual trials. Accordingly, a rather
complex scheme of color changes was adopted for the two
higher complexity conditions so as to implement the
designated changes for trials in the higher complexity
conditions in a way that counterbalanced the frequency of
changes among squares and pairs, while also minimizing the
number of squares changing colors on a given trial. The
effect of the scheme was to ensure that the number of
individual squares changing color from onefigureto the next
was approximately equated across all complexity levels.
Results and Discussion
A s depicted in Figure 2, m e a n correct R T s increased
monotonically with complexity level (means of 1095, 1340
and 1727 msec, respectively, for the perceptual, relational,
and system conditions), F (2, 74) = 63.86, M S E = 120556,
p < .()001. Errors rates also increased with complexity level
(9, 13 and 14 percent, respectively), indicating that the R T
pattern cannot be attributed to a speed-accuracy trade-off.
Overall, decisions were faster for Match than for Mismatch
trials (1282 versus 1493 msec), F (1, 37) = 48.70, M S E =
52034, p < .0001. Trial type interacted with level of
complexity, F (2, 74) = 8.83, M S E = 20720, p < . 0 0 \
(Figure 4), reflecting a smaller difference between Match and
Mismatch trials for the perceptual condition.
The increase in decision time as complexity level
increased supports the hypothesis that manipulating
representations at higher levels of relational complexity
places greater demands on processing capacity. It should be
noted that this pattern is actually opposite to that predicted
by the minimal number of cross-stimulus comparisons
required at each level. At the perceptual level a "match"
decision requires four comparisons (one for each individual
square). At the relational level a "match" decision requires
two comparisons (one for each pair, based on the relations
O-same or O-different). At the system level a "match"
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decision requires one comparison (for the overall higher-order
relation between pairs, R-same or R-differenl). Our results
indicate that any reduction in load due to the lesser number
of required cross-stimulus comparisons for higher
complexity levels is more than offset by the increase in the
time required to construct and manipulate more abstract
relations.
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Complexity Condition
Figure 2. Mean correct RTs for perceptual, relational, and
system conditions.
More detailed aspects of the results allow us to test
alternative processing accounts of h o w higher level decisions
are made. O n e possibility is that decisions at each level are
independent of one another. At each level, decisions could be
based solely on the most abstract relevant code, which in
effect summarizes all lower level information. For example,
a system decision could be made by deriving the higher-order
relation for thefirststimulus, doing the same for the second
stimulus, and then comparing the two higher-order relations.
Alternatively, decisions at the higher levels m a y be
interdependent with those at lower levels. Rather than
deciding solely on the basis of the most abstract relevant
code, a decision could be based on a mapping between full
representations at each level. For example, in an
interdependent processing model, a system decision could be
made by mapping multiple representational levels, with each
stimulus being encoded not only by a single higher-order
relation, but also by thefirst-orderrelations for each pair,
and the color attributes of each individual square.
The independent and interdependent processing models can
be distinguished by examining whether or not lower level
matches have any effect on the time to assess higher level
matches. Such cross-level effects would support an
interdependent model in which cooperative processing
occurs. For each of the two higher complexity levels, w e
examined R T s for types of trials that varied in the degree of
support provided by lower levels for the correct decision.
Note that if all four squares match across figures at the
perceptual level, then thefiguresare necessarily the same at
both the relational and the system level. Similarly, if both
pairs match at the relational level, then the figures must
match at the system level. (Neither converse holds.) Figure
3 presents mean correct RTs for the various item types. The
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Figure 3. M e a n correct R T s for relational condition and
system condition Match trials as a function of support from
matches at lower complexity levels.

System
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Figure 4. Mean correct RTS across complexity levels for
SSS trials, for which a "match" response might always be
generated at the perceptual level.

types are described by a three-letter code signifying whether
This serial self-terminating strategy predicts that RTs will
depend solely on the lowest complexity level that generates
the figures match (S, for "same") or mismatch (D, for
a decision. In particular, "match" responses for S S S trials
"different") at the perceptual, relational and system levels.
should be equal across complexity levels. But as Figure 4
For example, SSS trials yield a match at all three levels;
indicates, R T s for SSS trials increased monotonically with
D D S trials yield a mismatch at the perceptual and relational
complexity level (986, 1074 and 1194 msec, respectively),
levels, but a match at the system level.
F (2, 72) = 11.83, M S E = 33841, p < .0001). Thus,
The results (see Figure 3) provide clear support for
"match" decisions for perceptually identical stimuli varied
interdependent processing. At the relational level, R T was
with complexity level, even though it would have been
lower for SSS than for D S S trials (1088 versus 1726 msec),
possible in principle to always generate a "match" response
F (1, 31) = 38.80, M S E = 167430, p < .0001. In S S S
at the perceptual level. The combination of variations in
trials, but not D S S trials, a lower-level perceptual match
R T s for different trials types within complexity levels
supports the required relational match. Similarly, at the
system level R T increased across SSS, D S S , and D D S trials
(Figure 3) and variations in R T s for the same trial type
(1207, 1961 and 2371 msec, respectively), F (2, 70) =
across complexity levels (Figure 4) is uniquely accounted for
by a cooperative processing model.
71.36, M S E = 175928, p < .0001. Lower level matches led
to faster matches at the most abstract level; and when both
A n alternative explanation of increasing R T across
lower levels of complexity supported a match at the system
complexity conditions might focus on the total number
level, decisions were faster than when only the relational
across-stimulus plus within-stimulus comparisons necessary
level provided support. It appears that multiple levels of
for each trial, considered with subjects' opportunity to
representation operate cooperatively; decision efficiency at
respond in perceptual trials as soon as a difference is detected
the system level increases with the number of lower levels
(which would decrease the number of comparison performed
that support the higher level decision.
on average). In the SSS trials no such premature termination
A more serial processing model might be proposed as an
is possible, and the total number of within-stimulus plus
across-stimulus comparisons is four per trial in all three
alternative to cooperative processing. Perhaps participants
conditions. The increase in SSS R T s across conditions can
became aware of the conditional implications relating
be attributed only to increasing relational complexity of the
matches at lower levels to matches at higher levels, and
required comparisons.
adopted a strategy of serially checking for matches from the
least to most complex level, responding at the first level
that yielded a firm decision. This strategy could be applied
Experiment 2
for all three types of designated changes. For example, if a
It might be argued that the monotonic increase in R T s
match is found at the perceptual level (SSS trials), then a
across complexity levels observed in Experiment 1 could be
"match" response would be made immediately, regardless of
partly attributable to some sort of automatic "pop-out" that
the nominal complexity level. This strategy, rather than
facilitated detection of changes at the perceptual level. The
cooperative processing at multiple levels, could explain the
brief inter-stimulus interval (150 msec) might have allowed
reduction in R T s observed when a higher level match was
iconic m e m o r y for thefirstfigure to provide a basis for
supported by lower levels (Figure 3).
automatic change detection. A s our interest is in the
influence of complexity level on deliberate, attentional
processing, w e wished to rule out automatic change
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detection as an explanation for the fast decisions at the
perceptual level.

General

Discussion

Method

The capacity to form and manipulate representations of
complex relationships is a key element of the highly
Experiment 2 replicated Experiment 1 with a single
evolved cognitive abilities of humans. The experiments
change: the inter-stimulus interval was increased to 5 sec,
reported here establish a new method for investigating how
ensuring that even perceptual level decisions would have to
people process relational complexity. Decisions about
rely on representations being maintained in working
whether or not twofiguresmatched took increasingly more
memory, rather than direct visual traces. A 5-sec delay is
time as the "match" was defined at progressively higher
comparable to that typically used in match-to-sample studies
levels of complexity. At the same time, matches at lower
that have implicated prefrontal working memory (Fuster,
levels contributed to decisions at higher levels, providing
1989). Twenty-five U C L A undergraduates participated in the
evidence for an interdependent, cooperative mode of
experiment as part of the requirements for an introductory
processing. Such multi-level processing is consistent with
psychology course.
computational models of analogical mapping (e.g.,
Falkenhainer, Forbus & Centner, 1989; Holyoak &
Results and Discussion
Thagard, 1989; H u m m e l & Holyoak, 1997), as well as with
interactive models of similarity judgments (Goldstone &
The pattern of results observed in Experiment 1 was fully
Medin, 1994). Our results are broadly consistent with other
replicated in Experiment 2. Figure 5 (comparable to Figure
evidence from tasks based on unspeeded similarity
2 for Experiment 1) depicts the monotonic increase in R T s
judgments, which also have found evidence that people
as complexity level increased (1577, 1830, and 2054 msec
abstract and use higher-order relations derivable from
for the perceptual, relational, and system conditions,
perceptual displays (Goldstone, Medin & Centner, 1991;
respectively), F (2, 48) = 18.40, M S E = 44903, p < .0001.
Markman & Centner, 1993).
Error rates also increased across levels (12, 17, and 17
The overall pattern of relational processing was virtually
percent, respectively). Match trials were significantly faster
identical regardless of whether the inter-stimulus interval
than Mismatch trials, F (1. 24) = 27.69, M S E = 127183, /?
< .0001, and the two factors yielded an interaction, F (2, 48) was brief (150 msec in Experiment 1) or longer (5-sec in
Experiment 2). Responses were about 300 to 500 msec
= 3.55, M S E = 44903, p < .05, reflecting a smaller Match
longer when the interval was longer, and accuracy decreased
advantage at the perceptual level. W e also performed
slightly across conditions, consistent with previous findings
analyses of the various trial types across complexity levels
concerning the effect of delay in match-to-sample studies
as in Experiment I. These analyses yielded the same patterns
(e.g., Bodner, Kroger, & Fuster, 1996). Fuster (1989) has
as those depicted in Figures 3 and 4. The close replication
argued that humans' highly advanced frontal lobes permit
supports the robustness of thefindings.The use of a 5-sec
them to use symbolic representations of contingency
delay in Experiment 2 indicates that the relatively fast
relationships; the frontal lobes are brought progressively
decisions in the perceptual conditions are not attributable to
into play when such relationships become complex or must
automatic visual processes, but rather to deliberative
be retained across time in the absence of actual stimuli. It
processes applied to working-memory representations of low
complexity.
appears from our results that this generalization m a y be
extended to the processing of relational complexity.
2500
Relational complexity probably engages some of the same
Match
neural architecture that has been the object of match-to2300 sample research. Our findings suggests that frontal cortex
Mismatch
underlies the ability to manipulate relational information at
2100 a
level of complexity that sets human cognition apart from
H 1900 that of lower primates.
OS
t 1700 o
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Abstract

sufficient time and effort, be correctly construed in context
even if their internal word order were scrambled. And, given
enough effort, a h u m a n or machine might be able to
H o w much of the meaning of a naturally occurring English
properly rearrange or otherwise process disordered sentences.
passage is derivable from its combination of words without
O n e way to gain insight into this issue is to compare the
considering their order? A n exploratory approach to this
performance
of a computational method that does not use
question was provided by asking humans to judge the
word order with that of humans when both are posed with
quality and quantity of knowledge conveyed by short
the same comprehension-demanding problems. If the compstudent essays on scientific topics and comparing the
utational method can do as well as humans, its input must
inter-rater reliability and predictive accuracy of their
be sufficient. However, if it fails to equal humans, it could
estimates with the performance of a corpus-based
be only because its analysis or representations are defective.
statistical model that takes no account of word order within
Thus, the exploration requires the availability of a compan essay. There was surprisingly little difference between
utational method that does a reasonable job of mimicking
the human judges and the model.
human comprehension. A s outlined next, the recently devIn the studies reported here, experts were asked to read short
eloped Latent Semantic Analysis technique meets this
student essays about scientific topics with the goal of
requirement. In addition, such an exploration requires that
determining h o w m u c h knowledge was accurately reflected in
solutions to the problems posed to h u m a n and machine
a given essay. W e measured the readers' success by h o w well
depend on a significant level of discourse comprehension and
their ratings agreed with each other and h o w well they
that the measure of success be such that any source of better
predicted scores on an objective test on the same subject.
or more complete comprehension is reflected. W e believe
All current accounts of h u m a n discourse understanding
that estimates of the quantity and quality of knowledge
assume significant reliance on syntactic structure within
conveyed, and their correlations with other measures of
sentences and order-dependent relations between sentences.
knowledge satisfy this requirement adequately for the
Therefore, if the order of words in the input were randomly
purpose. Even if such estimates fail to reflect some products
scrambled the ability to judge h o w m u c h correct knowledge
of comprehension, for example aesthetic or emotional qualit expresses presumably would be significantly reduced.
ities, they pose a sufficient challenge to comprehension to
O n the other hand, even the best current methods in
provide an illuminating test of the sufficiency of the input.
automatic information retrieval (IR) use little or no syntactic
Latent Semantic Analysis ( L S A ) is a corpus-based
information in representing documents, relying primarily on
statistical method for inducing and representing aspects of
"bag-of-words" methods (Harman, 1994). O n e can conclude
the meaning of words and passages reflected in their usage
from this either that the success of IR proves that "bags-of(Berry, Dumais & O'Brien, 1995; Landauer and Dumais,
words" are ordinarily sufficient to characterize the content of
1996, 1997).! It is related to but different from some other
discourse or that the far from perfect performance of such
corpus-statistic methods (cf. Lund & Burgess, 1995, in
methods proves m u c h is lost by ignoring word order.
press; Schiitze, 1992). In L S A a representative sample of
O f course, it is obvious that processes that depend on
text is converted to a matrix of word-types by passages. Cell
word order and syntax often play important roles in the
entries are the frequency of a given word in a given passage.
comprehension of sentences, and that sentence order and
After a preliminary information-theoretic weighting of cell
inter-sentence coherence relations often have important
entries, the matrix is submitted to singular value
effects on discourse comprehension. However, it is difficult
decomposition ( S V D ) (see Berry, 1992) and a 100-1500
to k n o w just h o w m u c h people's extraction of information
in ordinary discourse for ordinary purposes depends on such
^LSA can also be construed as a theoretical model of human
processes over and above what is derived from the
acquisition and representation of knowledge (Landauer and
combination of lexical items alone. For example, in
Dumais, 1997) Its learning mechanism is equivalent to a
discourse about a focused semantic domain, speakers or
particular kind of linear neural network.
writers m a y create few sentences that could not, with
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dimensional abstract "semantic space" is constructed in
which each original word and each original (and any new)
passages are represented as vectors. LSA's representation of
a passage is just the average of the vectors of the words it
contains independent of their order.
It is essential to note that the similarities derived by L S A
are not simple co-occurrence statistics. The dimensionreduction step constitutes a form of induction that can
extract a great deal of added information from mutual
constraints among a large number of words occurring in a
large number of contexts. This is important because received
wisdom in the language sciences often holds that cooccurrence cannot explain meaning (e.g. Chomsky, 1965).
However, traditional arguments against statistical learning of
meaning have usually assumed the direct use of surface cooccurrence relations rather than their use as input data for a
method of global constraint satisfaction such as LSA.
L S A has proven able to closely mimic several properties
of human verbal meaning. Its first success was in improving
"bag-of-words" IR by allowing queries to correctly match
documents of similar meaning with which they shared no
words and to reject documents of the wrong meaning that did
contain some query words (see Deerwester, Dumais, Furnas,
Landauer & Harshman, 1990; Dumais, 1991, 1994). More
recent applications have addressed LSA's ability to represent
word and passage meaning more directly. For example,
Landauer and Dumais (1996, 1997) found that after training
on a student encyclopedia (or, more recently, a corpus of
newspaper text), L S A chose the same answers on a
standardized English synonym test as did successful foreign
candidates for U. S. Colleges. LSA's vocabulary growth per
paragraph of text was similar to that of grade-school
children, and its learning depended strongly on induction;
L S A with optimal dimension reduction was at least three
times as effective as ordinary co-occurrence measures.
LSA-based measures have also been found to reflect the
relations between individual words and overall passage meaning as evinced in semantic priming experiments (Landauer
and Dumais, 1997), and accurately mirrored the sentence-tosentence coherence of passages and their resulting
comprehensibility (Foltz, Kintsch and Landauer, 1993, in
press). In addition, L S A measures of the similarity between
student essays and instructional text have been found to predict how much the student will learn from the text (Wolfe,
Schreiner, Rehder, Laham, Foltz, Kintsch & Landauer in
press; Rehder, Shreiner, Wolfe, Laham, Landauer &
Kintsch, in press). These results show that L S A captures
significant portions of the meaning not only of individual
words but also of whole passages such as sentences,
paragraphs and short essays.
W e willfirstexpand somewhat on the description of L S A ,
then give details of the experiments and results. Finally,
some ancillary results that tend to substantiate and clarify
the results are presented.
Latent Semantic Analysis.
L S A relies on singular value decomposition ( S V D ) of the
matrix of words-by-contexts derived from a corpus of natural
text that expresses h u m a n knowledge in a domain of
interest. The advantage of S V D is that the linear
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factorization of which it consists can impose strong
constraints on fitting data to model, that the degree of
constraint—the number of dimensions u s e d — c a n be
conveniently varied, and that it is computationally feasible
lor the large datasets sometimes needed to emulate the
knowledge sources relied upon by human learners. S V D
also produces a natural measure of the similarity between
any two entities in its solution space as the cosine of the
angle between their vectors, and of the intensity of a single
entity as the length of its vector.

Example of text data: Titles of Technical M e m o s
c 1: Human machine interface for ABC computer applications
c2: A survey of user opinion of computer system response time
c3: The EPS user interface management system
c4: System and human system engineering testing of EPS
c5: Relation of user perceived response time to error measurement
ml: The generation of random, binary, ordered trees
m2: The intersection graph of paths in trees
m3: Graph minors IV: Widths of trees and well-quasi-ordering
m4: Graph minors: A survey
X =
human
interface
computer
user
system
response
time

EPS
survey
trees
graph
minors

cl

c2

c3

c4

c5

ml

m2

m3

m4

1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
1
0
0

0
I
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
2
0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1 1

Figure 1: A word by passage matrix, X, formed from the
titles offivearticles about human-computer interaction and
four about graph theory. Cell entries are the number of
times that a word (rows) appeared in a title (columns).

Figures 1 and 2 show a miniature example that gives the
flavor of the analysis and demonstrates what the technique
accomplishes. This example uses as text passages the titles
of nine technical memoranda, five about human computer
interaction, and four about mathematical graph theory,
rather disjoint topics. The original matrix has nine columns,
and w e have given it 12 rows, each corresponding to a
content word used in at least two of the titles. The titles,
with the extracted terms italicized, and the corresponding
word-by-title matrix is shown in Figure 1.
The linear decomposition of this matrix by S V D is
defined as X = W S C', where X is the original matrix, W
and C are orthonormal matrices with rows standing for
words and contexts respectively, and columns containing
derived linearly independent dimensions of representation. S

IS a diagonal matrix of singular scaling values. If there are
enough dimensions, pre-multiplication of the right-hand
matrices perfectly reconstructs the original data. However, if
some of the dimensions are omitted the reconstruction is a
least-squares best approximation. Because this minimization
requires the simultaneous accommodation of all the data it
constitutes a form of induction.
T o illustrate what dimension reduction does to
representations of passages, w e computed the intercorrelations (Spearman r) between each title and all the
others,firstbased on the raw co-occurrence data, then on the
corresponding vectors in the two-dimensional reconstruction;
see Figure 2. In the two dimensional reconstruction the
topical groupings are much clearer.

In the main experiment, 94 undergraduates at the University
of Colorado were asked to write essays of approximately 250
words on the anatomy, function and purpose of the human
heart. The essays were given to two professional readers at
Educational Testing Service, Inc., who after reading relevant
background material and discussing the knowledge that such
an essay should contain, independently read each essay and
assigned a quality score from 1 to 5 to reflect their estimate
of how much the student knew and correctly conveyed about
the subject. The students were also given a 40 point short
answer test on the same topic (Wolfe, et ai, in press).
L S A wasfirsttrained on a set of 27 articles relevant to the
heart and circulatory system taken from a version of
Grolier's Academic American Encyclopedia. This produced a
94-dimensional vector for each of 830 sentence-length
passages and 3034 unique words. Afiltering"stop list" was
used to exclude 439 common words from the analysis. Each
sentence of an article was considered a text passage for the
purpose of creating the semantic space. Next, a vector was
computed for each essay by averaging the vectors of all the
words contained in it that were represented in the semantic
space. L S A was then used to evaluate the essays by two
different methods.

0.44

Correlations in two-dimensional space
c2
c3
c4
c5 m l
ml m3
cl
c2 0.91
c3
1.00 0.91
c4
1.00 0.88 1.00
c5
0.85 0.99 0.85 0.81
m l -0.85 -0.56 -0.85 -0.88 -0.45
m 2 -0.85 -0.56 -0.85 -0.88 -0.44 1.00
m 3 -0.85 -0.56 -0.85 -0.88 -0.44 1.00 1.00
m 4 -0.81 -0.50 -0.81 -0.84 -0.37 1.00 1.00 1.00
0.92
-0.72

Experiments comparing LSA and humans
Experiment 1

Correlations between titles in raw data
c2
c3
c5
ml
ml m3
cl
c4
c2 -0.19
c3
0.00 0.00
c4
0.00 0.00 0.47
c5 -0.33 0.58 0.00 -0.31
m l -0.17 -0.30 -0.21 -0.16 -0.17
m 2 -0.26 -0.45 -0.32 -0.24 -0.26 0.67
m 3 -0.33 -0.58 -0.41 -0.31 -0.33 0.52 0.77
m 4 -0.33 -0.19 -0.41 -0.31 -0.33 -0.17 0.26 0.56
0.02
-0.30

with greater than optimal dimensionalities do not exploit
mutual constraints in the data in the way that humans must.
L S A extracts only a single global relation between words
and passages, that of similarity as defined by relative
position in high-dimensional space. However the vector of
a given word is decomposable, so varying components of its
meaning may project differentially onto the vectors of the
other words in different local contexts. (This is roughly a
continuous analog of feature based meaning combination.)
Thus, as w e will illustrate later, more specific
interpretations of similarity relations may emerge in local
contexts through recomputation.

1.00

Figure 2. Comparing intercorrelations among vectors
representing titles in the original full dimensional source
data and in a two-dimensional reconstruction illustrates how
L S A changes passage representations.

In all L S A simulations of human meaning relations
attempted so far, there has been a significant nonmonotonic
function of accuracy on the dimensionality of the space used
to represent the word and passage vectors. Our working
hypothesis is that a natural dimensionality is determined by
some combination of neural processing architecture and
statistical properties of the input corpus and that embedding
the data observations in spaces with too small
dimensionalities causes unnatural distortions, whereas spaces

Method 1. First the cosine was computed between a
target essay vector and each of the other essays. Then the
ten most similar essays to the target were identified.
Finally, the target essay was given the cosine weighted
average of the scores that the humans readers had assigned to
the closest ten. This provided the first of two components
of the L S A score, a component w e interpret as the semantic
direction or quality of the essay. The second component for
both methods was the vector length of the target essay,
which w e interpret as the amount of domain relevant
information it contains. Table 1 shows the results for the 94
undergraduate essays. A combined score based on both
quality and quantity predicted each of the two human readers
estimates as well as they predicted each other. The
correlation of the L S A assigned scores with the short-answer
test scores (external criterion) was somewhat better than the
average correlation between the human graders' scores and
the short-answer test scores.
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Method 2. Here instead of computing the quality of
content measure by similarity to essays scored by humans,
we computed the cosine between the target essay and a short
text on the topic written by an expert, a section on the heart
from a college biology textbook. A s shown in Table 1, the
results were just about as good as in Method 1. The
correlation of the external criterion with the L S A assigned
scores was again slightly better than the correlation between
the external criterion and the human graders assigned scores.

Correlation between
Method 1
T w o E T S reader scores:
L S A score and E T S reader 1 score:
L S A score and E T S reader 2 score:
L S A score and average E T S score:

.77
.68
.77
.77

Average E T S and external criterion:
L S A score and external criterion:

.70
.81

Method 2
L S A score and E T S reader 1 score:
L S A score and E T S reader 2 score:
L S A score and average E T S score:

.64
.71
.72

L S A score and external criterion:

.77

L S A bases its score in part on the human scores of those
essays nearest to it in the semantic space. The two readers
were especially unreliable on their scoring of the 'attachment
in children' essays.
These results show that what humans extracted by reading
essays in order to judge the knowledge of the authors was
not m u c h superior to what L S A extracted for the same
purpose. H u m a n understanding neither produced significantly
more agreement with another human nor better predicted an

Correlation between
All Essays (n = 273)
T w o reader scores:
L S A score and average reader score:

.65
.64

Attachment in children (n - 55)
T w o reader scores:
L S A score and average reader score:

. 19
.61

Aphasias (n = 109)
T w o reader scores:
L S A score and average reader score:

.75
.60

Operant conditiQning (n = 109)
T w o reader scores:
L S A score and average reader score:

.68
.71

Table 2: Psychology essay results.
Table 1: Heart essay results.

Experiment 2
In another test of the same kind, 273 introductory
psychology student essays were analyzed. The students were
given ten-minutes to write the essays on one of three topics
in psychology—attachment in children, aphasias, and
operant conditioning. Essays were read by two people, one
the professor or a graduate student teaching assistant, the
other one of two advanced undergraduate psychology majors
also serving as teaching assistants.
Method 1 was used to evaluate the essays with L S A ,
which was trained on the textbook used in the course to
yield the semantic space. This space was developed using
4904 paragraphs containing 19,153 unique terms. This
analysis did not use a stop list of c o m m o n words. The
analysis was repeated using from 2 to 2100 dimensions.
The correlation between the L S A Method 1 assigned grade
and the average of the 2 graders rose steadily with
dimensionality, leveled out around 400-500 dimensions, and
began to decline gradually after about 1,500. The results,
shown in Table 2 (at 1500 dimensions), are similar to those
for the heart essays; the correlation between the L S A
assigned score and the average human score was as good as
the agreement between the two human readers. The interrater reliability for the two graders in this case was not as
good as for the E T S graders. Using Method 1, the inter-rater
reliability puts a limit on h o w well L S A can do because
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external measure of students' knowledge. While this does
not prove that the human readers obtained no meaning from
the essays that L S A missed, it does show that they derived
little if any more total information relevant to one highly
meaning dependent task. Given the scientific nature of the
material, one might have supposed the extraction of this
much information to require consideration of word order and
syntax; it apparently did not.
Ancillary findings
The data from the heart essay experiments were analyzed
further. First the words in the student essays were divided
into technical and non-technical sets, and the method 2
procedure repeated on each. A s shown in Table 3, L S A
performance is not based solely on some sort of count of
relevant rare words: L S A cosine measures based on either
technical or c o m m o n general vocabulary terms were
significantly correlated with human estimates and objective
test results. However, as to be expected, because vector
length reflects the amount of domain specific knowledge,
and c o m m o n words come from a completely general domain
with no special relevance to the question, the only vector
length component that was useful was one that included
technical words. Combined cosine and vector length scores,
based on either technical words only (r = .72) or on all words
(r = .77) were as accurate predicting objective measures as
human estimates. Recall from Table 1 that on average the
human ratings correlated .70 with the objective test scores.

Second, the quantity measure was examined in more
detail. In addition to vector length, w e tried simply
counting the number of words in the essays, both before and
after c o m m o n words were removed by apply m g the stop list.
Table 3 shows that before stoplisting, there was no
correlation between essay word count and either the E T S
grades and the external criterion, and after stoplisting the
correlations were still quite weak. The vector length
however is highly correlated with the human grades and test
results. Thus, the preweighting and dimension reduction
steps performed by L S A are of crucial importance for
representing the human knowledge contained in an essay.
Third, the relations between vectors for all the essays
written by students were studied by a supplementary
analysis. Similarities (cosines) between every pair of essays
were computed and the result subjected to a one-dimension
multi-dimensional scaling. The resulting single dimension
(see Table 3) has a very clear interpretation as the goodness
or sophistication of the essay. Indeed, when position along
this dimension is taken as the L S A quality measure, the
predicuons of both h u m a n judgments and the short-answer
test scores are almost the same as the measures based on
cosines with a standard text. W e believe that the reason that
the single dimension reflects goodness of answer is simply
that the goal of the essay question writers was to pose a
problem that would cause essays to differ primarily in h o w
m u c h correct information they contained. The analysis thus
illustrates that the components of L S A vectors can carry
particular, contextually interpretable meaning.

Correlation with
External
Average
Criterion
E T S Score
Tech. vs. Nontech. Words
Cosine essaystandard
for tech words:
Cosine essay'standard
for nontech. words:
Cosine essaystandard
for all words:

.59

.65

.47

.53

.63

.68

Essav W o r d Count
Before stoplisting:
After stoplisting:
Vector length:

.03
.25
.65

-.01

Multidimensional Scaling
One-dimension score:
Cosine with expert text:

.59
.62

.66
.68

.16
.65

Table 3: Further analyses of heart essay measures.

Conclusions
This paper presents n e w evidence that a great deal of
information about the meaning of passages m a y be carried
by words independently of their order. Students were asked to

write short essays that would demonstrate their knowledge of
scientific topics. The amount and correctness of topicrelevant knowledge displayed in the essays was determined
either by judgments of two expert h u m a n readers or by
measures derived from the text by L S A . The principal
findings were (1) that LSA-based measures—which take no
account of word order—were as closely related to human
judgments as the latter were to each other, and (2) that the
L S A measures predicted external measures of the same
knowledge as well or better than did the human judgments.
These results and analyses demonstrate that most of the
meaning derived by people in reading the texts was also
extracted by the L S A learning method without recourse to
syntax. It is important to note that LSA's ability to do this
is not a simple matter of counting and weighting words or
co-occurrences, but depends on its derivation of a semantic
space of optimal dimensionality from the mutual constraints
reflected in the use of m a n y words in m a n y contexts. The
fact that L S A can capture as m u c h of meaning as it does
without using word order shows that the mere combination
of words in passages constrains overall meaning very
strongly.
H o w can this be? In addition to the contrary theoretical
presumptions mentioned earlier, various intuitive and
rational arguments suggest that such representations must
fall far short of extracting as m u c h meaning from text as do
human readers. For instance, the following two sentences
are identical for L S A , but have very different meanings for a
human reader: "It was not the sales manager w h o hit the
bottle that day, but the office worker with the serious
drinking problem."; "That day the office manager, w h o was
drinking, hit the problem sales worker with a bottle, but it
was not serious."
Nonetheless, what such examples prove is only that a
method that ignores word order cannot always render
completely correct comprehension. They tell us almost
nothing about the relative contribution of the combination
of words in an average utterance and that of their order to
what humans usually understand. Indeed, it is entirely
possible that humans could find scrambled word order
utterances unacceptable or incomprehensible even if the
underlying process by which they represent meaning is
mostly independent of order. That could happen, for
example, because an obligatory input parsing step acts as a
gate keeper that rejects ill-formed sentences even when order
is actually unimportant for meaning.
A hypothetical language example illustrates the issue in
a more general theoretical manner. There would be nothing
to prevent one from constructing a language in which all
significance is transmitted only by the order-free
combination of words in marked-off sets. A n infinite
number of different messages could be transmitted. N o w
suppose that for efficiency in processing the language, say
for looking up words in a code book, its users decide that
message sets should always be ordered alphabetically, and to
detect and avoid transmission errors, they decide to reject any
message that is not alphabetical. W e thus have a language
with a very strict and useful syntax in which the syntax has
no direct role in the representation of meaning.
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W e do not mean to imply that the syntax of Enghsh or
other natural language serves only such purposes. It is
obvious, for example, that word order has an important
function in representing and transmitting mathematical ideas
and those aspects of c o m m o n knowledge—such as who bit
whom—that involve non-commutative logical operators and
bracketing. Nonetheless, w e have no way of knowing to
what extent syntax is a matter of conventional ordering that
serves other purposes than meaning representation. A few
among many other roles that syntax may play might be: (a)
to reduce loads on the h u m a n working m e m o r y and
processes needed to extract meaning from word
combinations, or (b) to ease the construction of sequential
utterance production from unordered sets of words, or (c) to
subserve important matters of aesthetic or social style, or (d)
merely to mamtain functionless conventions generated by
the social equivalence of genetic drift.
Thus, while it is obvious that complex syntactic
regularity is well mastered and applied by human language
users, w e simply do not k n o w h o w m u c h of the
interpretation of differences in meaning between natural
utterances needs syntax and h o w much can be recovered
without it. The point is that it was and is premature to
conclude that the word constituency of passages cannot be an
important, or even usually sufficient, bearer of meaning.
The results reported here show that for at least one task
requiring a serious amount of discourse comprehension,
word order was not needed for performance equaling that of
humans. Apparently, then, the discourse involved did not
contain much task-relevant meaning that was in doubt
without syntactic interpretation. One reason that this could
be the case is that it is extremely difficult to construct
complex discourse in which component sentences express
correct knowledge, and the sequence of sentences expresses
proportionally more, without so constraining the mix of
specific and general words that no very different overall
meaning could be expressed with the same set of words. But
if this is so, then it also follows that a properly constructed
device could extract the meaning from the combination of
words alone.
Alternatively, it remains a theoretical possibility that
humans generate discourse from some abstract ideational
representation that is more like a bag or cloud of words than
a set of ordered sentences, and that much (but not all) of the
order in which words are produced serves other purposes than
meaning representation, for example that of choosing a
minimum path, m a x i m u m information, easily articulated
string of words to express the meaning in the original
representations, or to produce a string from which receivers
with particular processing systems and limitations can
conveniently unpack the original. Conceivably, for example,
L S A represents meaning in much the same way as humans,
but because it is not limited by the same data processing
constraints, it does not need word order to reconstruct
meaning from input.
In any event, the fact that highly meaning based
judgments can be accurately made without using word order
both provides promising possibilities for artificial
intelligence applications and suggests directions in which

important presumptions in theories of h u m a n knowledge
representation and processing ought to be reconsidered.
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In this paper, w e first outline a process by which task
instructions (encoded as declarative knowledge) are used
along with deliberative means-ends planning methods to
derive an initial suboptimal procedure for performing the
task.
In subsequent problem solving episodes, the
declarative trace of past problem solutions are then used to
develop procedures that are more optimal for rapidly reacting
to the environment. W e compare the predictions of our
model with the behavior of Ackerman's (1988)^.

Abstract
People become highly reactive when performing dynamic,
real-time tasks like driving a car, playing a video game, or
controlling air traffic. However, people also go through
more deliberate stages in which they spend time reasoning
about constraints and actions. In this paper, we argue that
these are the end points on a learning continuum, and we
discuss one potential mechanism for bridging these
endpoints within the A C T - R (Anderson, 1993) framework.

The Kanfer-Ackerman ATC Task

Keywords: Procedural skill optimization. Learning in
dynamic task environments. Cognitive models of problem
solving.

Description of the Task

Introduction
Performing dynamic tasks requires quick reaction to an everchanging, dynamic environment. While driving a car, for
instance, w e have neither the time nor the luxury to perform
deep-level planning and problem solving when another car
suddenly veers into our lane. Because of the narrow slice of
time within which people must perceive their situation and
act, some researchers (e.g. Agre & Chapman, 1988) have
argued against deliberative problem solving methods like
means-ends analysis (Newell & Simon, 1972) in dynamic
task domains. They claim that the time required for classical
planning methods like means-ends analysis is simply too
long for dynamic tasks, in which one must react quickly.
Yet it is also the case that when people are learning to
perform novel tasks, they use deliberative problem solving
methods like means-ends planning (Anderson, 1982; Newell
& Simon, 1972). This raises the following question: H o w
does this transition from deliberative to reactive problem
solving occur?
W e propose a potential mechanism that underlie this
transition within the A C T - R (Anderson, 1993) framework
using the Kanfer-Ackerman Air-Traffic Controller®' ( A T C )
Task. T h e Kanfer-Ackerman A T C Task is useful, because
Ackerman (1994) has collected data from over 3500 subjects
on the Kanfer-Ackerman A T C Task and has made them
available on a C D - R O M (Ackerman & Kanfer, 1994) to the
Office of Naval Research ( O N R ) .

'Kanfer-Ackerman Air Traffic Controller Task© program is
copyrighted software by Ruth Kanfer, Phillip L. Ackerman, and
Kim A. Pearson, University of Minnesota.

Although the ICanfer-Ackerman A T C Task is described in
detail in other places (e.g. Ackerman, 1988; Ackerman &
Kanfer, 1994), w e briefly go over the task here. The KanferAckerman A T C task display consists of the following
display elements (see Figure 1): (a) twelve hold pattern
positions, (b) four runways, (c) feedback information on
current score and penalty, conditions of the runways, wind
direction and speed, (d) a queue stack with planes waiting to
enter the hold pattern, and (e) two message windows (one for
notification of weather changes, shown, and one for
providing feedback on errors, not shown). The twelve hold
pattern positions are divided into three levels corresponding
to altitude, with hold level three being the highest and hold
level one being the lowest.
Six rules govern this task: (1) Planes must land into the
wind, (2) Planes can only land from hold level one, (3)
Planes can only m o v e one hold level at a time, but to any
open position on that level, (4) Ground conditions and wind
speed determine the runway length required by different plane
types (5) Planes with less than 3 minutes of fuel left must
be landed immediately, and (6) Only one plane at a time can
occupy a runway. A weather change occurs approximately
every 30 seconds, and planes enter into the queue
approximately every 7 seconds.
The Kanfer-Ackerman A T C task is composed of three unit
tasks: (1) accept planes from the queue into a hold pattern,
(2) m o v e planes within the three hold levels, and (3) land
planes on a runway. The T and -i keys m o v e the cursor up
and d o w n between the different hold positions and runways,
the F l key accepts the planes from the queue into a holding

^This data set is indexed as study #2 in Ackerman's C D - R O M
(Ackerman & Kanfer, 1994)
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Figure 1. The Kanfer-Ackerman Air Traffic Controller© Task.
pattern, and the J key selects a plane in the hold, places the
selected plane into an empty hold position, or lands a plane
on the runway. Cumulative score is calculated as follows:
a) 50 points for landing a plane, b) minus 100 points for
crashing a plane, c) minus 10 points for violating one of the
six rules that govern the task.
Task Instructions
Subjects are given sixty-one pages of computer-based
instructions on the A T C task. The instructions consists of
four sections: (1) how to move a plane between the hold
levels, (2) how to land a plane, (3) how to accept a plane
from the queue, and (4) the rules that govern the A T C task.
Thefirstthree sections can be viewed as descriptions of the
three unit tasks that underlie the A T C task. In the
instructions for these three unit tasks, subjects are first
presented with a single instruction page listing the subgoals
required to complete that particular unit task. This page is
followed by a series of pages describing a step-by-step
example of performance on that unit task. For instance, the
instruction page in Figure 2 is presented followed by an
example of landing a plane. After introduction to each unit
task, subjects are presented with the six rules that govern the
A T C task (see Figure 3 for example).
ACT-R Representation of the ATC Task
Declarative Representation of the Task Instructions
W e encoded the instructions for the three unit tasks as stepby-step declarative instructions in ACT-R. For example,
instructions on how to land a plane is encoded as a set of six
steps: (1)finda plane you want to land, (2) move to that
plane, (3) select that plane, (4)finda runway to land, (5)
move to that runway, and (6) select the runway. W e encoded
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To land a plane:
1) Press the T or -I key until the arrow
on the screen points to the plane you
want to land.
2) Press the J key to select the plane.
3) Press the T or i key until the arrow
on the screen points to the desired
runway.
4) Press the J key again to land the
plane.
PRESS <SPACE BAR> TO CONTINUE
Figure 2: An instrucUon page on how to land a plane

RULE 1: PLANES MUST LAND INTO THE WIND.
{That is, if the wind is from
the South, the plane must be
landed on a N-S runway.
[DIRECTION]
RULE 2: PLANES CAN ONLY LAND FROM LEVEL
1 [LEVEL]
RULE 3: PLANES IN THE HOLD PATTERN CAN
ONLY MOVE 1 LEVEL AT A TIME.
BUT TO ANY AVAILABLE POSITION
IN THAT LEVEL [HOLD]
PRESS <SPACE BAR> TO CONTINUE
Figure 3: An instruction page on task rules 1 3.

the knowledge of h o w to land a plane as six steps instead of
four (as shown in Figure 2), because two steps are iinplicit
in steps 1 and 3 in Figure 2. The first implicit step is
finding a desired object, e.g. plane and runway, and the
second implicit step is moving to that object. Furthermore,
w e encoded the rules of the task as declarative knowledge
specifying constraint information.

IF the goal is to select an object of a
particular category
and there is an object of that category
and the object has not been tried before
THEN set a subgoal to check if the object
satisfies all the constraints

Performing the Task Initially with Weak Methods
W h e n our model first attempts to perform the A T C task, it
does not have any procedures that it can use. This situation
is analogous to that faced by a subject w h o must perform
the A T C task for the first time, having just completed
reading the instructions. The model begins by searching in
its declarative memory for knowledge of h o w to perform the
A T C task.
The model retrieves from memory a declarative encoding
of the goal of the A T C task (i.e. to land planes). Then, the
model searches for relevant declarative knowledge on landing
planes. The model retrieves the encoding of the step-by-step
instructions on h o w to land planes. The model uses the
analogy mechanism (a built-in weak problem solving
method in A C T - R ) to proceduralize the declarative
knowledge for landing planes. This creates a production
rule^ of the form given in Figure 4. Once this production
rule is created, the model can n o w apply it to the current
goal of landing a plane.
After the production rule fires, the model must satisfy
several subgoals. First, the model must find a suitable
plane to land. Once again, the model lacks a ready method
that can satisfy this subgoal directly. The model uses a set
of domain general means-ends planning production rules. A n
example of a domain general planning production rule is
given in Figure 5. This production rule (and others
associated with it) encapsulates domain general knowledge to
which w e assume people have access. The production rule
basically states that if the goal is to select an object in a
category and w e know of an object that belongs to that
category, then check if it is O K to choose that object. For
example, if the goal is to select an object of the category
"plane", and w e know of an object of that category, e.g.
flight # 347, then set a subgoal to check if flight #347
satisfies all known constraints on planes. If flight #347
fails to satisfy a constraint, the production rule will continue
to try out different objects of the "plane" category until one
is found that satisfies all the constraints.

Figure 5: A general production rule for selecting an object.
After finding a suitable plane, the model subgoals to
m o v e to that plane and select it. This process repeats to
search for a suitable runway. Different runways are tried
until one is found that satisfies all the constraints (such as
rule 6, which states that the runway must be empty). After
finding a suitable runway, the model subgoals to move to
that runway and selects it.
Optimizing Procedures With Declarative Memory
T r a c e of Past P r o b l e m Solving Episodes
A key assumption of our model is that subjects have access
to the declarative trace of their problem solving episodes. If
a subject just landed a plane, it seems reasonable that she
can recall from memory the steps used to satisfy the
subgoals for landing that plane.
Our model uses declarative trace of past problem solving
episodes to build more efficient procedures. Specifically,
optimization of production rules occurs through the process
of replacing subgoals on the action side of the production
rule with pattern matching on the condition side of the
production rule. Figure 6(a) lists an example of an
inefficient production rule, and figure 6(b) lists an example
of an optimized production rule.

IF the goal is to land a plane
THEN set a
set
set
set
set
set

subgoal to
a subgoal
a subgoal
a subgoal
a subgoal
a subgoal

find a suitable plane
to move to the plane
to select the plane
to find a suitable runway
to move to the runway
to select the runway

(a)
IF the goal is to land a plane
and there is a plane in hold one
and there is an open runway

IF the goal is to land a plane
THEN set a
set
set
set
set
set

subgoal to
a subgoal
a subgoal
a subgoal
a subgoal
a subgoal

find a suitable plane
to move to the plane
to select the plane
to find a suitable runway
to move to the runway
to select the runway

THEN move to that plane
select that plane
move to that runway
select that runway
(b)
Figure 6: (a) An example of an inefficient rule, and (b) An
example of an optimized rule.

Figure 4: Initial production rule for landing a plane.
^ACT-R uses production rules to represent procedural skills.
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Figure 7: ACT-R Model's Latency Predictions for Landing a Plane.
Optimization is a process by which production rules
become task-specific through experience. It is similar in
spirit to Anderson's (1982) knowledge compilation process,
but the scope of the our optimization process is m u c h
smaller. The logic behind the optimization is that in the
process of landing the first plane, one must slowly reason
out what constitutes a ''suitable" plane and runway.
However, after having reasoned this out the first time, one
should be able to capitalize on this knowledge to narrow
down the search space in choosing a plane and a runway in
subsequent plane landings. In particular, one should only
consider planes in hold one and runways that are open, along
with other constraints.
To reiterate, the model initially performs the A T C task by
using deliberative, domain general planning methods. Later,
the model capitalizes on the knowledge gained through
deliberative planning methods to develop more specialized,
task-specific production rules. A s w e will show, this
process of procedural skill learning that w e are proposing
makes some specific predictions about the timing of plane
landing.
Predictions from the Model
W h e n a trial begins, the arrow starts at the highest slot,
"3n", in hold level three. The quickest way to land a plane
from this point is to m o v e to a plane in hold level one,
select it, move to a runway, and then land. W e can break up
the time to land thefirstplane into a sequence of six events.
First, the time between the beginning of the trial to the first
down arrow pressed, firstkey. Second, the mean time to
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press a d o w n arrow key when moving to a plane in hold
level one, interkey-1. Third, the time between the last down
arrow key pressed in moving to the plane and the enter key
pressed to select the plane, preselect. Fourth, the time
between the enter key pressed to select the plane to the first
d o w n arrow key pressed to m o v e to the runway, postselect.
Fifth, the mean time to press a d o w n arrow key when
moving to the runway, interkey-2. A n d finally, sixth, the
time between the last d o w n arrow key pressed in moving to
the runway and the enter key pressed to land the plane, land.
Thefirsttime the model attempts to land a plane, it uses
the deliberative production rule described in Figure 4. T o
land a second plane, the model uses the optimized production
rule described in Figure 6. Figure 7 plots the predicted
latency for the six events, for the deliberative production rule
used forfirstlanding and the optimized production rule used
for second landing. A s shown in the figure, the model
predicts that the deliberative production rule will take longer
for firstkey, where the deliberation for choosing a plane
takes place, and postselect, where the deliberation for
choosing a runway takes place. This is because the model
must reason out what are "suitable" planes and runways for
the first landing of a plane. However, for the second landing
of a plane, the model uses the constraint knowledge gained
from the first landing of the plane to construct a more taskspecific production rule that has the constraint information
built into the pattern matching side of the n e w rule and
thereby eliminating the need to perform the deliberate
problem solving.
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Figure 8: L a t e n c y data of subjects f r o m A c k e r m a n (1988).
In addition, shown in Figure 7, the model also predicts
that acceleration in learning will be concentrated at the two
points where long deliberation takes place during initial
problem solving. This is because in subsequent landings,
the model is able to build more task-specific production
rules with constraint information on the pattern matching
side of the production rule, thus eliminating the need to
perform deliberative planning.
In particular, while
attempting to identify what are "suitable" plane and runway,
the model realizes, for example, that all planes must be in
hold one before one can land it. T h e model uses this
knowledge to develop a n e w production rule in which this
knowledge is built into the pattern-matching side of the
production rule. Hence, the constraint knowledge gained
through long deliberation during the first problem solving
episode is used to build a production rule that automatically
selects planes in hold level one.
Analysis of Subject Data
W e used data from 58 of Ackerman's (1988) 6 4 subjects in
our analysis. W e excluded data from 5 subjects w h o did not
complete at least eighteen (10-minute) trials, and also data
from 2 subjects due to an error during their decompression
from the Kanfer-Ackerman C D - R O M (Ackerman & Kanfer,
1994).
Figure 8 plots the m e a n latency for the six key events for
those subjects w h o were able to successfully land the first
plane at the beginning of each trial with only a two key
deviations from the shortest key sequence necessary for the

landing (e.g. up-arrow key). T h e number enclosed in
parentheses next to the trial number shows the total number
of subjects meeting this criterion.
A s shown in Figure 8, the latency profile for the six
events in trial 1 is similar to that predicted by the first
landing latency profile in our model (Figure 7). The only
difference is that our model predicts a larger contrast between
latency time for preselect and postselect, whereas in the
subject data, these two events show a similar latency profile.
A reasonable explanation for this is that within our model,
the entire burden of deliberation for choosing a runway is
placed in the postselect event. In reality, however, it is
more likely that some subjects are choosing a runway before
they press the "enter" key. Since the data plotted for trial 1
in Figure 8 is aggregated over 2 0 subjects, this m a y reflect
an aggregation of two types of subjects: (1) subjects w h o
look for a runway before they press the "enter" key, and (2)
subjects w h o take the time to look for a runway after they
press the "enter" key. Hence, if w e average over preselect
and postselect latency time, the model predicts a little less
than six seconds of latency, which is consistent with the
subject data.
In addition, the prediction of our model that acceleration
in learning will be concentrated at the points of deliberation
is also borne in the subject data shown in Figure 8. A s can
be seen, the acceleration in learning is occurring precisely at
thefirstkeyevent, where the deliberation for finding a plane
takes place, and at the preselect and postselect events, where
the deliberation forfindinga runway takes place.
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However, while it is clear that thefirstlanding of the
model is comparable to the first landing of subjects in trial
1, the model is less capable of predicting second landing. In
particular we forced the model to use the optimized
production to land the second plane, in order to examine the
implications of the procedure optimization process that we
have posited. As for the subject data in Figure 8, which
indicates a gradual learning process, w e hypothesize at least
two types of processes at work. First, while the production
may be learned, it may not necessarily fire the next time.
Instead, it may take time for the procedure to gain enough
strength to fire. The second, the aggregation over subject
data may hide the differential rate at which subjects are
learning and using the optimal production rule. Individual
differences in the rate at which subjects acquire and use the
efficient production rule likely vary among different people.
The purpose of our modeling effort was to describe a
procedural optimization process which can account for the
qualitative acceleration in learning in dynamic tasks like the
A T C task.
Conclusion
The ideas elaborated in our model are consistent with past
research in acquisition of procedural skill from instructions.
Catrambone (1990, 1995) has examined how procedural
skills are acquired from instructional text. In particular, he
differentiates between specific and general knowledge. He
argued that general knowledge is more important, because it
transfers better to novel tasks. However, specific knowledge
is faster than general knowledge in its application
(Catrambone, 1990). Since speed is critical in performing
dynamic, time-consu-ained tasks (Agre & Chapman, 1987),
it is precisely the acquisition of such task-specific procedural
skills that becomes critical in dynamic tasks.
In addition, our use of a memory trace for past problem
solutions is also consistent with other research efforts like
Hammond's (1990) case-based planning. H a m m o n d (1990)
has argued that people retrieve past plans and modify it to
solve the current problem. However, our process differs
from case-based planning, because w e use the declarative
trace of past problem solutions to develop more efficient
procedures. Learning in case-based planning is fairly
limited, for example, to accumulation of plans in memory.
In the A T C task and other dynamic tasks, people become
highly reactive just as the situated theorists have argued.
However, we have shown that people actually go through a
more deliberative stage in which they sp)end considerable
time reasoning about constraints. Indeed, these two
situations are not mutually exclusive. They may instead
define two endpoints of a learning continuum in dynamic
tasks.
Our purpose, therefore, has been to try to provide a bridge
between deliberative problem solving methods (e.g. Newell
& Simon, 1972) that are necessary in initially performing in
a novel task domain, and the need to react quickly to the
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environment, as posited by theory of situated activity (e.g.
Agre & Chapman, 1987).
A C T - R is a model that is
capable of producing this transition from deliberation to
reaction (see John & Bauer, 1995 for an alternative model
within the Soar architecture for skill learning in dynamic
task). It does so by learning from declarative traces of its
initial problem solving efforts. Moreover, it is capable of
making predicdons about landing times and their speed-up
which are approximately in the ball park of the observed
times.
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Abstract
This study examined evidence for implicit rule-based
learning in the serial reaction time task and investigated
the efifect of explicit knowledge on performance.
Participants responded to visual stimuli appearing in one
of six locations. In each run, six stimuli were presented,
with a stimulus appearing in each and every position
exactly once in a random order. Participants implicitly
learned the pattern as indicated by better performance on
the sixth trials than on the first trials. Yet none of the three
measures of explicit knowledge - verbalization, free
generation, and recognition -- were able to detect
participants'awareness of the pattern. Explicit knowledge
of the pattern improved performance, whereas active search
for the pattern hurt performance if the pattern was not
found. A possible learning mechanism is proposed to
account for serial learning.
Introduction
In the serial reaction time task, participants have to respond
as quickly and accurately as possible to the occurrence of a
stimulus. T h e stimulus appears in one of several locations
in a display, each of which requires a different response.
Another stimulus appears shortly after the previous response
is completed. T h e sequence of the location in which the
stimulus appears either is random or follows a repeating
pattern. Learning the sequence is evidenced by a decrease in
reaction time while the repeating pattern is presented, as
compared to a random sequence.
Studies have demonstrated that participants are able to
learn the sequence, as indicated by reaction time decreasing
more quickly w h e n the same sequence is continuously
repeated than w h e n a random sequence is presented (Cohen,
Ivry, & Keele, 1990; Curran & Keele, 1993; Hartman,
K n o p m a n , & Nissen, 1989; Lewicki, 1986; Lewicki,
Czyzewska, & Hoffman, 1987; Lewicki, Hill, & Bizot,
1988; Nissen &
Bullemer, 1987; Stadler, 1989;
Willingham, Nissen, & Bullemer, 1989). These studies
suggest that the regularity imposed by the sequence
facilitates participants' performance on the task. More
importantly, some researchers claim that learning occurs
even though participants are not aware of the repeating
sequence. In other words, there m a y be a dissociation
between participants' performance on the serial reaction time
task and their explicit knowledge about the sequence (Cohen,
Ivry, & Keele, 1990; Nissen & Bullemer, 1987;
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Willingham, Nissen, & Bullemer, 1989). However, not all
investigators agree that such a dissociation occurs.
T w o important issues generate the debate over the
relationship between performance and explicit knowledge on
the serial reaction time task. T h efirstissue is h o w explicit
knowledge about the sequence should be measured. Different
methods of measuring explicit knowledge have led to
different conclusions about the relationship between explicit
Studies using either a
knowledge and performance.
postexperimental interview or a standard generation task
often conclude that participants are not aware of the sequence
(e.g., Cohen & Curran, 1993; Willingham, Nissen, &
Bullemer, 1989).
In a postexperimental interview,
participants are asked to report the sequence of stimuli after
training on the task. With a standard generation task,
participants are required to generate the next target rather
than to respond to the present target as they would during
training, and their responses are corrected trial-by-trial during
testing. In addition, participants are not explicidy instructed
to reproduce the prior sequence in a generation task,
resulting in testing instructions being given only indirectly.
D u e to the continuous distraction provided by corrective
feedback as well as the indirect instruction in the standard
generation task, Perruchet and his colleagues have questioned
the adequacy of this task for measuring explicit knowledge
(e.g., Perruchet & A m o r i m , 1992; Perruchet & Gallego,
1993). They have thus adopted a recognition test and a
different version of the generation task to measure explicit
knowledge (Perruchet & A m o r i m , 1992). In this revised
generation task, participants are directly instructed to
generate a sequence of trials that looks like the sequence they
encountered in the training phase, and participants are not
provided with any correction. Their results show a close
parallel between explicit knowledge of fragments of the
repeating sequence and performance. Participants revealed
reliable explicit knowledge of the sequences after training.
Willingham et al. (1993) also adopted a recognition test to
measure explicit knowledge, but they found a dissociation
between performance and explicit knowledge. However, this
study has been criticized because it is based on only two noknowledge participants (Shanks & St. John, 1994).
The second issue about the relationship between
performance and explicit knowledge involves defining the
nature of the knowledge that participants acquire in the serial
reaction task. Researchers supporting parallelism usually
suggest that learning/ragmenw of the training sequences is

sufficient to explain performance (e.g., Perruchet &
Amorim, 1992; Perruchet. 1994). O n the other hand,
investigators demonstrating dissociation (Lewicki et al.
1987 ; Stadler, 1989, 1992) tend to propose that learning
occurs because participants learn the rule that governs the
sequence of the stimulus.
The first purpose of the present study is to provide more
clear and convincing evidence about the nature of implicit
rule-based learning in the serial reaction time task. Instead
of arguing that the free generation and recognition tests do
not necessarily measure explicit knowledge, the present
study demonstrates that dissociation between performance
and explicit knowledge is found, even if these two tests are
used to detect participants' awareness of a sequence.
Secondly, this study aims to investigate systematically the
role of explicit knowledge in serial learning. Participants'
explicit Icnowledge about the sequence was directly
manipulated to examine the relationship between task
performance and explicit knowledge.
The Pattern of Sequences
The present study differs from previous serial reaction time
studies mainly in the rule determining the sequence of the
stimuli. In the present study, the stimulus appears in one of
six locations (from the first to the sixth position). Stimuli
are presented in runs, with each run consisting of a series of
6 successive trials. Within each run, a stimulus appears in
each and every position exactly once (i.e., in one trial). For
example, 1,2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 and 3, 5, 4, 6, 2, and I are
two possible runs that follow this pattern. Sequences like 1,
2, 3, 2, 4, 6, do not follow the pattern because one of the
locations (position 2) appears more than once, and thus
another location (position 5) does not appear at all within
this run of six trials. For the control sequence (the random
sequence), the only constraint is that the stimulus cannot
appear in the same location on any two consecutive trials.
Within each training block, the frequency of the occurrence
of each location is exactly the same for both the
experimental and control sequences.
The pattern used in the present study is simple and can be
easily verbalized, yet it is difficult for participants to figure
out. Thus, the chance that participants will become aware
of the pattern is minimized. M o r e importantly, if learning
occurs, participants must have acquired some knowledge
about the pattern itself Knowledge of either a fragment of
instances or of any particular instances would not be useful
for performing the task. There are two reasons for this.
First, knowledge of an incomplete sequence (i.e., a fragment
of the sequence, such as 2, 3, 4) is not useful, since the
sequence is randomly determined within every run of six
trials. Participants cannot m a k e use of this knowledge
because participants cannot k n o w which sequence is being
presented until all but the final stimulus is presented.
Secondly, to m a k e use of the knowledge of a particular
instance that follows the pattern, participants would be
required to remember all six positions of some instances.
Since there are m a n y instances (i.e., 6! = 720) that follow
the pattern, the probability that any of the instances appear
several times is very low. Therefore, the knowledge of
particular instances is not useful either. In short, the
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improvement in the task performance can not be accounted
for by participants' knowledge of any particular instances or
fragment of instances.
The Explicit Measures
T o demonstrate that participants were able to learn this task
without corresponding explicit knowledge, three tests of
explicit knowledge were used in the present study. There
were a postexperimental interview, a recognition test and
free generation. In all three explicit measures, participants
were clearly asked to retrieve what they had learned in the
training phase. In the postexperimental interview, if
participants k n o w the pattern, they should have no problem
reporting it, since the pattern is easy to verbalize. A s to the
recognition and Iree generation tests, as mentioned before,
most studies using these tests have found an association
between task performance and explicit knowledge. Even
though there are controversies over whether these two tests
are appropriate measures of explicit knowledge (e.g., Lee,
1995; Mathews, 1990; Reber et al 1985; Willingham,
Greeley & Bardone, 1993), to be conservative the present
study adopted a stricter criterion for demonstrating implicit
learning. The recognition and free generation tests were
added to the verbalization to measure explicit knowledge.
Based on the nature of the pattern used in the present
study, if learning occurs, participants' performance in terms
of reaction time and improvement in reaction time should be
in the following order, from the best to worst: the sixth,
fifth, fourth, third, second, and first trials. Since each
stimulus appears in each of the six locations exactly once
within each run, the location of thefirsttrial in each run is
randomly determined. A s the trial proceeds, the number of
possible positions decreases. For example, if thefirsttrials
is in position 3, then there will be 5 positions left for the
second trial. If the second position is 4, then the possible
positions for the third trial will be the rest of die four
positions (1, 2, 5, and 6). T h e same logic applies to the
rest of the trials. T h e locations of the sixth trial thus is
completely determined by the location of the previous 5
trials. If participants learn the pattern, they should respond
fastest to the sixth trial, and improvement should also
increase as training proceeds. O n the other hand, for the first
trial of each run, the decrease in reaction time should be
similar to all trials in the random sequence. In addition,
when a random sequence is presented, there should be no
difference in performance between any trials of each run.
The pattern of the sequence in the present study has the
following statistical structure (Stadler, 1992): the sixth trial
of each run has the highest level of statistical structure, and
the statistical consti-aint decreases from the sixth to the first
trial, in which the sequence is randomly determined.
The Purpose of This Study
The purpose this study w a s first to examine whether
participants were able to learn the pattern used in the present
study. Specifically, were there any differences in reaction
time between the first and sixth trials, w h e n participants
were presented with the patterned sequence as opposed to a
random sequence? Secondly, this study aimed to explore

syslematically the role of explicit knowledge in the serial
reaction time task.
Method
Participants and Design
Participants in this study were students from introductory
psychology courses at the Chinese University of H o n g
K o n g , participating voluntarily to fulfill part of their course
requirements. O n e hundred and four participants aged 19 to
22 took part in this experiment. They were randomly
assigned to one of the following groups: the control group,
the unaware group, the pattern-search group, or the patterntold group.
Apparatus and Display
The experiment w a s run on an I B M 486 computer. The
display consisted of six circles arranged in a horizontal line
on the center of the computer screen and separated by a
interval of 0.8 c m . Each circle was 3.5 c m in diameter.
The viewing distance was 58 c m , and the distance between
the centers of any two adjacent circles subtended a visual
angle of 4o. Each circle corresponded to a key on the
computer keyboard. The six corresponding keys were "s",
"d", "f', "j", "k", and "1". The spatial configuration of the
keys was entirely compatible with the screen position.
Stimulus presentation consisted of one of the six circles
becoming filled. Reaction time was measured as elapsed
time between the onset of the stimulus and the participant's
correct response.
Stimulus Sequence. In the experimental condition, the
stimulus appeared in each of the six positions only once
within each run of six trials. The sequence of these six
stimuli appeared randomly. However, since repeated stimuli
elicit shorter reaction times independently of their
probability of presentation, the sequence did not use the
same location on any two consecutive trials. For the
control condition, the sequence of the stimuli was random,
with the same constraint that there were no immediate
repetitions of a particular location. For both experimental
and control conditions, each participant received a different
random order of stimuli.
Procedure
Participantsfirstreceived instructions about the nature of the
experiment. They were told that the purpose of the
experiment was to discover more about h o w people learn
typing skills and effects of practice on such learning. They
were then instructed to place theirfingerson the keyboard in
a normal typing position. In other words, they were required
to put four fingers of each hand on the "a", "s", "d", "f, "j",
"k", "1", and ";" keys. T h e experiment was started when
participants pressed Uie space bar. Participants then pressed
the appropriate key in response to thefilledcircle as quickly
and accurately as possible. Once participants pressed the
correct key, the filled circle returned back to the original
color. Otherwise, the filled circle stayed in the same
location, and the timer kept running until the participants
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pressed the correct key. A warning tone sounded to alert
participants when they had made a mistake by pressing an
incorrect key.
All participants received a total of 7 training blocks, with
two extra blocks as practice trials before training. For the
experimental group, the sequence of the stimuli followed the
pattern, while for the control group, the sequences of the
stimuli were random. There were a total of 180 trials in
each block. Thus, for the experimental condition, the
pattern repeated 30 times. The frequency of occurrence of
each location was the same (i.e., 30 times) for both
experimental and control conditions. .
The unaware group was given the standard instructions.
Participants in the pattern-search group were told that there
was a pattern determining the sequence of the stimuli and
that they should search for this pattern while performing the
reaction time task.
They were also told that after
completing the training, they would be tested for the pattern.
For the pattern-told group, before training, the experimenter
explained the pattern to the participants and gave examples
that followed the pattern and examples that did not follow
the pattern. T o ensure that participants understood the
pattern, they were given 5 sequences on a piece of paper and
were asked to choose those sequences that followed the
pattern. The experimenter corrected them if they made
mistakes.
A s for the measures of explicit knowledge,firstof all, all
participants were asked to perform a recognition test. The
only difference between the recognition test and the training
task was that in the recognition test each time after
participants m a d e 6, 12, or 18 responses, they were asked to
judge if the sequence of these stimuli followed the pattem
appearing in training. N o feedback was given. A question
was completed after participants made a "yes" or "no"
decision. There were a total of 18 questions in the
recognition test.
After the recognition test, all participants were then
instructed to generate six stimuli in the sequence that they
thought followed the pattem appearing in training.
Participants looked at the six circles in the computer screen
while pressing the corresponding keys to indicate the
sequence of the six stimuli. With each key that was pressed,
the corresponding circle on the display becamefilled,and
then the circle returned to its usual appearance when the next
key was pressed. Once again, no feedback was given to
participants. Finally, all participants except for the patterntold group received a questionnaire containing questions
regarding the rules. Since the pattern-told participants were
told the pattem, they were not asked these three questions.
Results
Task Performance
O n e participant in the control group, three in the unaware
group, and one in the pattem-told group were excluded from
the data analysis, because they made too m a n y errors (more
than 1 0 % ) . O n e participant in the pattern-search group was
also excluded because he found the correct pattem. Both
mean error rates and m e a n reaction times of correct responses
were computed per participant and block. Figure 1 show

reaction times of the first and sixth trials across blocks
separately for the four groups of participants.

Measures of Explicit Icnowledge
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and pattern-told groups did better on the sixth trial than on
thefirsttrial.
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Figure 1: M e a n reaction times in thefirstand sixth trials as
a function of trial blocks for the control and three
experimental groups.
A 4 (4 groups of participants) x 2 (first vs. sixth trials) x
7 (block 1 to block 7 ) mixed-design A N O V A w a s carried
out. There were significant main effects of both trial, F( 1,
90) = 48.81, M S e = 4273.27, p < .001, and block, F(6,
More
540) = 25.28, M S e = 1677.88, p < .001.
importantly, there was an interaction between trial and
group, F(3, 90) = 6.12, M S e = 4273.27, p < .001.
Post hoc comparisons (Tukey H S D test) showed that there
was a significant decrease in reaction time from thefirstto
the sixth trials for both the unaware and the pattern-told
groups (p's < .001). N o such difference was found in either
the control or pattern-search group.
The average error rates were 4.00%, 4.34%, 4.40%, and
4.66% for the control, unaware, pattern-search, and patterntold groups, respectively. A 2 (control vs. experimental
groups) X 2 (first vs. sixth trials) x 7 (block 1 to block 7)
mixed-design A N O V A revealed that there was a significant
decrease in the error rate from thefirsttrial to the sixth trial,
F(l, 90) = 13.83, M S e = 14.29, u < 001.
More
importantly, there was an interaction between trial and
group, F(3, 90) = 5.75, M S e = 14.29, g < .001. Post hoc
comparisons (Tukey H S D test) showed that there were
significant decreases in the error rate from the first to the
sixth trials for both the unaware and the pattern-told groups
(C's < .01). N o such differences were found in either the
control or the pattern-search groups. Along with the
reaction time data, these results clearly indicate both unaware
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M e a n percentages of correct generation and recognition are
presented in Table 1. For correct generation, a one way
A N O V A showed a significant between groups effect, F(3,
90) = 12.60, M S e = .08, c < .001. A post hoc comparison
indicated that the pattern-told group generated more correct
responses than the other three groups (all p's < .001) and
that no differences were found between the other three
groups. A s for correct recognition, a one w a y A N O V A also
showed a significant between groups effect , F(3, 90) =
6.77, M S e = .02, p < .001. A post hoc comparison
indicated that the pattern-told group did better than the other
three groups (all g's < .01). The correct percentages of
recognition in the control, unaware, and pattern-search
groups were at the chance level, while the pattern-told group
performed significantly better than the chance level (g, <
.001). A s for the questionnaire data, only one participant in
the pattern-search group found the correct pattern.
In sum, the pattern-search participants' performance was
similar to the control participants insofar as there was no
difference between random trials (the first trials) and
structural trials (the sixth trials), whereas the unaware and
pattern-told groups learned the pattern. O n the other hand,
only participants in the pattern-told group were aware of the
pattern, as measured by both free-generation and recognition.
The unaware and pattern-search groups did not differ from the
control group in these two measures of explicit knowledge.
Experimental
Condition
Control
Unaware
Pattern-search
Pattern-told

Free Generation

47
46
54
89

Recognition

48
55
56
67

Table 1: M e a n Percentages of the Correct Generation and
Recognition as a Function of Experimental Conditions.
General Discussion
Participants learned the pattern without being aware that
there was a pattern. Search for the pattern hurt performance,
if the participant did not find the pattern. Secondly, explicit
knowledge of the pattern did facilitate performance. Finally,
both free-generation and recognition were valid measures of
explicit knowledge. W h e n participants were explicitly told
the pattern, they did better than others on these two
measures.
The percentage of correct recognition in the pattem-told
group was only 6 6 % , even though it was higher than the
other three groups. This result can not be fully explained by
the fact that participants did not understand the pattern, since
at the beginning of the experiment, they were all tested on
the pattern and corrected if they made errors. O n e possible
explanation is that recognition is not an easy test for
participants, even though they k n o w the pattern. T o

determine if the sequence follows the pattern, participants
needed to keep track of the beginning and the end of each run
and remember the position of each trial within the run. This
would place heavy demands on participants' short-term
m e m o r y and attention. Thus, their performance was not as
good as expected.
O n e of the criticisms about using verbalization to measure
explicit knowledge is that the pattern m a y for some reason
be difficult to verbalize. The fact that one participant in the
pattern-search group reported the correct pattern indicates
that it w a s possible to verbalize the pattern. This rules out
the possibility that participants were aware of the pattern,
but the pattern is too complex or difficult to be verbalized.
Dissociation between Explicit knowledge and
Performance
This study indicated that participants learned the pattern in
the serial reaction time task, yet without being aware of the
pattern. In none of three measures of explicit knowledge did
participants reveal awareness of the pattern. These results
are significant because studies using free generation and
recognition usually reveal an association between
performance and explicit knowledge (e.g., Perruchet &
A m o r i m , 1992; Perruchet & Gallego, 1993). According to
Perruchet and colleagues, free generation with direct test
instruction is a "genuine explicit m e m o r y test." In the freerecall test, participants were allowed to express
spontaneously what they had learned. T h e present study did
not find any difference infreegeneration between the control
and experimental groups, indicating that even the free
generation test could not detect participants' awareness of the
pattern.
A s for recognition, it w a s a more sensitive index of
explicit knowledge than either free generation or
verbalization (Perruchet & A m o r i m , 1992; Perruchet &
Gallego, 1993). Once again, there was no difference
between the control and experimental groups, with both
performing at the chance level. Along with the fact that
only one participant in the pattem-search group reported the
pattern on the questionnaire, the present study provides clear
evidence for the dissociation between performance and
explicit knowledge.
The Nature of Learning
The present study also suggests that participants learned the
pattern itself and not simply relative frequencies of stimulus
locations or any particular instances of sequences. Learning
the relative frequencies of each stimulus cannot explain
participants' performance on the task, since the frequencies
of each stimulus were exactly the same for both the
experimental and control groups.
Remembering any
particular instances could not account for the performance in
training either because the sequence within a run was
randomly determined. Thus, the learning system must
s o m e h o w detect the pattern determining the location of the
last stimulus.
W h a t is the nature of the system that underlies implicit
serial learning? There were no unique pairwise associations
within a cycle of six trials, thus a pure associative
mechanism cannot account for learning the pattern. The
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learning mechanism must not only be able to recognize
repetitions of the pattern, but also to register the responses
of all six trials. In other words, both parsing and short-term
m e m o r y mechanisms must be involved.
A s for the
representation of sequential structures, the present study also
provides evidence for an aggregate representation as opposed
Systems
to a verbatim representation (Stadler, 1992).
designed to represent repeating sequences cannot account for
the learning, since there is no repeating sequence to be
represented.
Participants did not acquire literal
representations of the sequences but instead they acquired a
representation of the occurrence of each stimulus.
A
computational model is under development to test this view
formally, and it is predicted that a simple recurrent network,
which is widely used to account for other types of serial
learning (e.g., Cleeremans & McClelland, 1991), m a y not
able to model the performance in the present study.
The Role of Explicit Knowledge
Explicit knowledge of the pattern not only was the result of
training, but also facilitated the performance in training.
W h e n the participants were explicitly told the pattern of the
sequence, they used this knowledge to form attentional
expectancies regarding the next locations in the sequence.
This effect is additive to the effects of training and thus
increases overall improvement with training.
O n the other hand, knowing that there was a pattern and
actively searching for the pattern did not facilitate learning.
This is in accord with several other studies that show that
explicit strategies played only a negligible role during
learning (Cleeremans & McClelland, 1991; Lee, 1995;
Reber, 1976). These results suggest that serial learning is
implicit not only in the sense that participants are not aware
of the pattern, but also in the sense that learning is
unaffected by intention. Furthermore, w h e n participants did
not find the pattern, an active search for the pattern actually
impaired periformance. Searching for the pattern was a task
secondary to the original serial learning task, and it interfered
with the training. This interference m a y result from the
limits of short-term m e m o r y , as suggested by Frensch,
Buchner & Lin (1994). Further studies are needed to specify
h o w this kind of distracter task affects performance.
Even though s o m e participants were told the pattern, their
performance was not necessarily based entirely on their
explicit knowledge of the pattern. If they relied only on the
knowledge of the pattern during training, then they needed to
keep track not only of the beginning and the end of each run,
but also of the position of all six trials within a run. This
would place m a n y demands on attention and memory. A
more plausible scenario is that performance was the result of
both implicit and explicit learning.
In conclusion, the present study provides evidence for
implicit rule-based learning in the serial reaction time task
and clarifies the role of explicit knowledge on performance.
Explicit knowledge of the pattern facilitated performance.
O n the other hand, the intentional search for the pattern hurt
performance if the pattern was not found.
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Abstract

w e shall show, neglecting the analysis of spatial representing
relations leads to serious misapprehensions about the effecResearchers currently seek to explain the observed tractability
tiveness of D R . In fact, w e shall be carefiil to distinguish two
of diagrammatic reasoning (DR) via the notions of "limited abtypes of efficacy of diagrammatic reasoning: representational
straction" and inexpressivity (Stenning and Oberlander, 1995;
efficacy (can the system represent all that it is required to?)
Stenning and Inder, 1995). W e point out that these explanaand computational efficacy (what is the complexity of infertions are inadequate, in that they assume that each structure
ence with the diagrams?)
to be represented (i.e. each model) has a corresponding diaIndeed, it is argued that current formal analyses fail on two
gram. W e show that inefficacy (in the sense of incorrectness)
arises in D R because some (logically possible) models fail to
counts (Lemon, 1997; Stenning and L e m o n , 1997);
have corresponding diagrams, due to non-trivial spatial con(a) to do justice to die rich representational behaviour of D R s
straints. Further, there are good explanations of why certain
(in particular, their exploitation of spatial and mereological
restricted languages are tractable, and w e look to complexrelations permitted by a mediimi of representation),
ity theory to establish such results. The idea is that graphi(b) to account for their efficacy in computational terms.
cal representation systems may be fruitfully analysed as certain restricted quantifierfragmentsoffirst-orderlogic, similar
We propose to remedy this situation as follows: first we
to modal logics and vivid knowledge bases (Levesque, 1986;
consider s o m e natural diagrammatic systems for logical reaLevesque, 1988). This focus raises some problems for the expressive power of graphical systems, related to their topologisoning, and s o m e topological restrictions on them. The recal and geometrical properties. A simple case study is carried
sulting lack of expressive power, and its potential computaout, which pinpoints the inexpressiveness of Euler's Circles
tional pay-offs, are then explored. All in all, w e shall conand its variants. W e conclude that there is little mUeage in
sider three classes of language and their inter-relationships:
spatial (i.e. diagrammatic) approaches to abstract reasoning,
the language S of set-inclusion and intersection statements,
except perhaps in relation to studies of human performance.
die diagrammatic system E C of Euler's Circles (and some
Moreover, these results have ramifications for certain claims
weaker variants), and relational fragments offirst-orda-logic.
about mental representations, and the recent trend in cognitive
semantics, where "meanings" and "concepts" are to be explicated spatially. W e show that there should be combinations of
"concepts" or "meanings" which are prohibited by the structure of the spaces they supposedly inhabit. The formal results
thus suggest an empirical programme.
Introduction
Recent years have seen m u c h effort in the expUcation
of h u m a n information processing whidi employs diagrammatic representations (see Glasgow, Narayanan and Chandrasekaran (1995) for example). T h e much-lauded efficacy
(Larkin and Simon, 1987) of reasoning with diagrammatic
representations (DRs) has been explored both experimentally
and theoretically (Stenning and OberlandCT, 1995; Stenning
and IndCT, 1995), but there are as yet few formal results concerning the efficiency and expressive power of diagranmiatic
represaitation schemes. Furthar, recent logical analyses of
diagrammatic representations, eg: ( H a m m e r , 1995), do not
account for the w a y s in which spatial relations are employed
in representation. For example, overlap between regions m a y
be used to represent set intersection, relative size of points
m a y rq)resait relative populations of cities, and so on. A s

Reasoning with convex regions
Suppose, then, that as in f C a reasoner solves logical problems in the monadic predicate calculus by drawing regions of
die plane representing the extaisions of various predicates.
For the present, let us suppose that these "blobs" representing
the atomic properties are convex, and hence connected (but
not necessarily circular). The idea istiiatn sudi blobs divide the plane m t o (at most 2") regions, andtiiateach region
represents a possible type of individual.
Determining whether a finite set of formulae in the
monadic predicate calculus is consistent (which is of course
equivalait to determining whether one formula follows from
afiniteset of formulae) can then be seen as a matter of determining whether diere is an arrangement of convex regions in
which all of these formulae c o m e out true. Drawing "blobs"
is a natural w a y to reason about combinations of properties.
But there is just one snag: it doesn't work, in general. To see
tills, consider die following reasoning task.
The examinations problem: A number of university stu-
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Rgure 1: The Helly constraint for two dimensions

dents have enrolled for end-of-term examinations in various combinations of subjects. There is no limit to the
nimiber of examinations a single student m a y enrol for.
Four of the examination subjects are A(lgebra), B(iology),
C(hemistry) and D(ivinity). S o m e students have enrolled
for (at least) A , B and C; some students have enrolled for
(at least) B, C and D; some students have enrolled for (at
least) A, C and D; and some students have enrolled for (at
least) A , B and D. (In other words, any trio of subjects is
taken by some students.) W h a t follows?

calculus^, even if that reasoning were restricted to relatively
simple problems involving up to four terms. (For three or
more dimensions, note that increasing the number of examinations leads to analogous errors.)
The important point to notice about the examinations problem is the extent to which it relies on the spatial nature of
the representations involved. Helly's theorem is non-trivial
where n > N + I. Tliat is. it identifies a constraint o n the
representational system of convex blobs which does not arise
from logic alone. That is w h y this representation scheme is
bound to yield incorrect inferences, because it cannot represent some logically possible situations. In othex words, as
w e have seen above, the spatial representation scheme m a y
"force" representations which are geometrically, radier than
logically, necessary. Tlie representation scheme is "overspecific" or "information enforcing" to use the terminology
of Shimojima (1996) or Stenning and Inder (1995). If people really reasoned by drawing something like "pictures m
their heads", the inference that some students take all examinations is just the sort of error one would expect. Far from
being merely an intuitive characterisation of representational
inefficacy (as is c o m m o n in the D R literature) w e can show
in this instance precisely wha-e "mistakes" with D R might
spring from. Before beginning an analysis of the expressive power and complexity of certain diagrammatic systems,
w e shall consider some other topological constraints o n diagrams.
Reasoning with connected (non-convex) regions

To obviate the problem described above, a spatial representation scheme for the monadic predicate calculus must use at
least non-convex blobs. Again, the system using non-convex
connected plane regions is a less constrained version of the
convex "EuIct regions" system presented above (which itself
is a less constrained version of Euler's Circles). Thus the results derived for non-drcular and non-convex plane regions
Theorem 1 (Helly's theorem) Let Xi,..., X^ be convex
certainly apply to the standard system £C.
regions in n-dimensional Euclidean space, N > n + I, such
Let us suppose that the blobs representing the atomic propthat any n + 1-membered collection of the Xi,..., X n has
erties are connected (i.e. "one piece" regions). Otherwise, let
a nonempty intersection. Then Xi,..., X ^ has a nonempty
their interpretation be as for the convex regions. But might
intersection.
not a similar problem arise here? Might there not be a nontrivial property of connected regions in 2 D which renders
For instance, let N = 4 (for the 4 regions A. B. C. D). and
since the regions are plane, n = 2. Then if every trio of the them similarly unsuitable as a representation scheme? Again,
the use of connected plane regions to reason about properties
regions has an intersection, all four of them must intersect
too. Seefigure1, where there is no way to add a n e w convex strikes one as quite natural. A n d agam. it doesn't work, in
region (eg: the dotted ellipse) overlapping each pairwise in- general. T o see this, consider the following reasoning task.
tersection (the regions denoted by "X") of the others, without
also producing a quadruple into-section (in the region marked The musicians problem: Nine musicians, A(Uson). B(rian),
C(omeha).... and I(an) play various pieces of music in all
"0"). Regarding the above examinations problem, then, no
sorts of combinations. S o m e pieces involve at least the folmatter h o w you draw the blobs, provided they are convex,
l
o w m g players (possibly others as well):
the intersection of A, B, C and D will unavoidably turn out
ABC,
DEF. Gffl, A D G , BEH, CF. CI. H.
non-empty. This forces any would-be diagrammatic reasoner
In addition, no pieces involve any two musicians not
to draw the unwarranted conclusion that some students take
grouped together in the above Ust. (For example, A and
all four examinations. The upshot of the examinations problem is that spatial rq)resentations isomorphic to convex blobs
^ There is a suggestion that an analogous result exists, due to Marwould be a bad idea for reasoning in the monadic predicate
tin Gardner, though as yet we have been unable to confirm it.

^swer: not much. Trivially, some students take A and B;
some students take A , and so on. But it should be clear that
aothing else of substance follows. However, that is not the
answer that you would get if you represented the state of affairs by drawing convex regions on papa. A n d the reason for
this is the following standard result:
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Indeed it is trivial to note that the system exhibits selfconsistency: every diagram may be interpreted as consistent
set of set-inclusion and intersection statements. This consistency is guaranteed simply by the properties of regions of the
plane; inclusion of regions is transitive (as is set inclusion),
overlap of regions is symmetric (as is set intersection), and
so on. However, altiiough die structural restrictions (transitivity, symmetry) on the set-theoretic operations are preserved in
the spatial restrictions on inclusion and overlap of connected
plane regions, it turns outtiiattiiisrelation of overlap obeys
more constraints than that of set intersection.

I are not grouped together, so no pieces involved both Alison and Ian.) W h a t follows?

Again, not much, apart from the trivial inferences that some
pieces involved both A h s o n and Brian, n o pieces involved Alison, Brian and Ian. and so on. But that is not the answer that
you would get if you represented the state of affairs by drawing coimected (but not necessarily convex) blobs on paper. It
turns out to be impossible to realize the above arrangement so
as to m a k e C. F and I overlap, corresponding to the conclusion that no piece involved Cornelia. Fiona and Ian. Again.
this conclusion is unwarranted, because there could have been
six trios A B C , D E F , G H I . A D G . B E H . C H . consistent with
Constraint mis-matching
the statement of the problem.
"Constraints", to use the terminology of Barwise and ShimoThe reason for this is that the situation describes a nonjima (1995) and Shimojima (1996). are the restrictions inherplanar graph (Kuratowski, 1930). if the relation of playingent in a class of structures (for example, that collections of
music-together is rqjresented as overlap of regions. W e shall
convex regions obey Kelly's theorem, or that set intersection
see this property of limited representability for overlap relais symmetric.) Problems of representational efficacy in D R
tion in the plane work out in detail in the proof of theorem 2
arise w h e n there is a mis-match between the constraints of
below.
the diagrammatic system, and those of the system it is supposed to represent.
Complexity of fragments of F O L
Consider die systems above. The set-inclusion relation forms
T h e primary motivation for investigating diagrammatic lana strict partial order. Similarly, the diagrammatic relation of
guages as spatially restricted logical languages, is computational. W e wish to establish the noted computational efficacy one region being inside anotiier also forms a strict partial
order. However, set intersection relations form a symmet(meaning tractabiUty) of D R s by way of the complexity propric structure, while overlap relations in E C form a symmetric
erties of the logics to which they correspond.
structure in the plane. Thus, in some cases, E C is more conIt is well k n o w n that certain fragments of F O L are decidstrained than S. In fact, w e m a y identify these problematic
able, and enjoy polynomial satisfiability. For example, satisfiability of the Horn fragment of F O L is in P (Papadimitriou, cases as those corresponding to the non-planar graphs, leading to the following result.
1994). Other interesting fragments include the purely universal fragment, the purely existentialfragment,the monadic
predicate fragment, and restricted quantifier fragments (corresponding to modal logics). In connection with spatial logics. Bennett's intuitionistic logic (Bennett, 1994) for qualitative spatial reasoning has been shown to be a polynomial
time fragment (Nebd. 1995) (actually, it is in N C ; efficientiy
solvable on parallel madiines). W e shall begin to ask similar
questions about logical fragments which correspond to diagrammatic systems.
Constraints and expressive power
Here w e consider the simple diagrammatic language of nonconvex connected regions of the plane for representing and
reasoning about S , the language of set inclusion and intersection. This example illustrates the proposed analysis of diagrammatic efficacy in terms of expressive power and complexity theory.
Consider the simple diagranmMtic language where connected regions of the plane are interpreted as sets. Set s properly includes set s' if and only if the connected region rgrepresenting set s' is entirely contained in the region Ts representing set s. Similarly, set s has a non-empty intersection
with set s' if and only if the region r,- representing set s'
overlaps the region r, representing set s. Thus, die diagrammatic system allows us to express facts about set inclusion
and intersection.

Limited representability of 5C: non-planarity
Let full representability of a diagrammatic language G with
respect to a set of models M be the property that every model
m G jM m a y be represented by a diagram oiQ. Thus, for the
fuh representability of E C . w e need to show that any logically possible collection of sets m a y be drawn as a diagram
of that system. Sadly, as w e shall show, this is not generally
true. Just as it is impossible to use E C to represent a contradiction, it turns out to be impossible for E C to represent some
logically possible models too.
Theorem 2 There are consistent sets of set intersection statements which cannot be represented by any diagram of EC.
Proof: Consider the system where sets are represented by
(non-convex) connected regions of die plane. Let there be 5
sets Hi... t;5. and 10 sets e^, 1 < i < j < 5. such that die
following constraints hold;
1. ViHeij ^9
2. Vj n e,j # 0
3. eijnei'j- =<Difi^i' or j ^ j'
4. ViDvj =9iSi^ j
5. Vjt n e.j = 0 if A: # i and fc 7^ j
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This situation is logically possible, but this is not the conclusion you would reach if you were to represent the sets by way
of connected regions of the plane. To see why, let the sets
be regions of the plane. Since regions v, are connected and
^j ^ i , Cij n u; ^ 0. w e can aeate nodes Vj e Vi and \ ',j l
Vi n d j , and edges {Vi,Vij) which intersect only at V,. N o w
add edges (Vij,Vji) for all 1 < i < j < 5. drawn entirely within Cij, since the Cjj are connected. The resulting
graph is Fs, which is non-planar (Kuratowski. 1930). Thus
the £ C rq)resentation forces there to be an overlap violating
the above constraints. A s regards the "musician's problem"
(stated above); it reUes on die fact that a similar construction
may be carried out for die non-planar graph Tsa, using 9 regions.
Obviously, if w e restrict the nimiber of sets which w e wish
to reason about, so that the planarity problems cannot arise,
then the (non-convex) diagrammatic system exhibits/i<// representability of the restricted problem domain. To summarize, the following restrictions apply, for full representability,
in the sense that (as far as w e know) spatial difficulties do not
arise if restricted to reasoning about die following numbers of
regions.

1. (Unique Names/Specificity)
all constants are non-identical (ie: regions are distinct).
Vcj, Cj e C o n s , if i ^ j, dien q ^ Cj
2. (Closed World Assumption)
For all consistent sets of sentences T C Ct,
T \/(j) => T h ^(j)
Note that these languages are similar to Levesque's notion of
a vivid knowledge base (Levesque, 1986; Levesque, 1988); a
first-order language which contains only ground atomic sentences, inequalities between all constants, universally quantified sentences over the domain, and whose predicates obey
the closed-world assumption. Determining entailment in such
knowledge bases is k n o w n to be tractable. Indeed, Levesque
speculates further tiiat,
" perhaps die main source of vividly represented knowledge is pictorial information^ (Levesque, 1986).
Similar claims may be found in literature on die logical form
of pictures as mental representations (Howell, 1976; Sober,
1976).

Complexity of spatial inference
Recall our motivation for investigating diagrammatic lanConvex 2D £C: 3 sets.
guages as spatially restricted logical languages. W e wish to
Convex 3 D £C: 4 sets.
establish the computational efficacy of D R s by way of the
Non-convex connected 2 D £ C : 8 sets.
complexity properties of die logics which diey embody. W e
Constraints for convex regions arise from the Helly prop- have seen diat reasoning widi £ C (and its variants) is oidy
correct for a small number of sets. W h e n restricted in this
erty, and those for connected plane regions arise from planarity considerations. A s far as w e know, there are no restric- way, reasoning widi £ C is clearly polynomial (it reduces to
tions on representabiUty for representation systems which table look-up).
employ 3 D non-convex rqiresentations, or for diose which
T w o cheers for D R ?
employ non-connected regions. However, such systems, alBut what of die complexity of the unrestricted systems (where
though perhaps nominally spatial, are so unconstrained as to
non-planar representations m a y occur)? W e k n o w diat this
fail to be diagrammatic in any contentful saise.
version of £ C is incorrect for set-theory, and worse still, that
Given diat effective diagrammatic systems exploit spatial
its complexity is diat of reasoning about overlap and incluproperties of the medium, h o w might a logical analysis prosion for connected regions of die plane - recently shown to
ceed? W e n o w describe a class offirst-ordo-languages which
be N P hard ((jfrigni et al., 1995). Furthermore, the use of
allow us to investigate diagrammatic systems more formally.
circles (as opposed to simply connected regions) m a y impose
even more geometrical constraints on die representations dian
Logics and Diagrammatic systems
diose which w e have considered.
We identify a certam class of languages, defined over £r = M o r e positively, note that although die spatial restrictions
{ A , ^ , = , C o n s , V } , who-e C o n s is a set of distinct conon possible diagrammatic representations lead to incorrect instants, P is a set of distinguished predicates, and negation
ferences in die cases presented here, they are effective in die
only appUes to atomic formulae. These fragments of F O L
representation of smularly constramed structures (most obviare further constrained to exhibit only restricted quantificaously, diose which diemselves obey spatial constraints). This
tion for their distinguished predicates (in the sense used in
fact, for example, makes cartography a successful venture.
correspondence theory for modal logics), are imphcation-free
Such considerations point to die conclusion diat there is
and disjimction-free, and thus avoid expressing indetermiUttie mileage in spatial (i.e. diagrammatic) approaches to abnacy. W e proposetiiatsome D R systems exhibit a formal
stract reasoning, imless one is fortunate enough to be able to
correspondence to certain of these language , where distinct prove that the problem domain obeys all the (topological and
geometrical) restrictions inherent in die chosen diagrammatic
constants stand for distinct connected regions of the plane,
system O f course,tiiisleaves open the possibility diat diaand relations between constants are constrained so as to capgrammatic reasoning is interesting from die point of view of
ture the structure of these plane regions. Further, the lana model of human performance.
guages in £r operate under die following conditions;
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Implications for spatial m o d e l l i n g
W e conclude with some wider considerations for cognitive
scientists generally, w h o might be tempted to use spatial
structures in their cognitive models.
S o m e mileage has been found, in recent years, in the claim
that there is a spatial structure to concepts and word meanings, eg: (Gardenfors, 1 9 % ; Gardenfors, 1995). Cognitive
semantics often employs the idea that meanings and conc^ts have a spatial nature; that our mechanisms for reasoning
about and representing space are also m a d e use of in our representations of other, more abstract, properties, entities, and
relations. Thus, categories or concepts, as well as word meanings, are supposed to have a spatial structure^. The spatial
version of the idea that meanings are mental entities holds that
they exist as positions or regions within "conceptual spaces".
In particular, it seems that an analysis of metaphor and of spatial prepositions have given rise to this view. For example:
" W h a t characterizes a metaphor is that it expresses a
similarity in topological or metrical structure between
different quality dimensions." (Gardenfors, 1995)
Thus a conceptual space is taken to be determined by a
number of quality dimensions. Regions of conceptual space
are then to be imderstood as spatial entities, with respect to
the topology and metric of that space. For example, w e might
talk of the "opposition" of colours red and green, or of poUtical parties, of "lengths" of time, and so on. These are not just
ways of speaking, it is claimed, but they rely on the structure
of "conceptual spaces" which really do have some particular
spatial strucdjre and properties.
A s w e have seen above, such spatial representational structures must be constrained in important ways (i.e. their topologies and metrics must be specified), or else they are structures
of s o m e odier sort, and "spatial" in n a m e only. If internal
rqjresentations are to be interestingly spatial they must satisfy s o m e particular structural properties. So w e ask h o w seriously this "spatial turn" in cognitive science can be taken.
T h e results presented above show that topology and geometry
must constrain possible spatial representations - diat "concq)mal spaces" caimot represent every combination of their
amstituoits. That means that certain combinations of conc^ts or meanings should be impossible in certain conceptual
spaces. These "impossible representations" should be empirically detectable. Perhaps this is the kind of evidence cognitive
semanticists should seek. Otherwise the claims of the "conceptual space" version of cognitive semantics are in danger
of being unfalsifiable.
An Empirical Programme
Regarding the formal results presented above, w e currendy
have only informal evidence that people typically do not
m a k e the kinds of infermtial mistakes that the results predict for the use of convex or connected 2 D regions. For instance, given the examinations problem, subjects typically do
^This structure is argued to support non-monotonicity and
metaphor.
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not make the inference that some student takes all four examinations, but this is the mistake that they would be forced
to m a k e (via Kelly's theorem) if they happened to represent
the problem by way of convex plane regions in £C. Similarly, w e found that subjects are not tempted to m a k e mistakes predicted by the planarity constraints in the musician's
problem. However, since 9 regions are involved in this problem, it seems unlikely that any would-be diagrammatic reasoner would attempt the problem without pencil and paper.
So it m a y be that "diagrams in-the-head" are only used where
small numbers of regions are required. Again, experimoital
work remains to be done on these issues.
The general empirical issue arising is that of to what extent the "spatial" structures posited in cognitive science meet
requirements on interestingly spatial representations. If they
do not obey contentful spatial constraints, w e claim that they
are merely structural descriptions, as "spatial" as any other
theory. The concern is that this spatial metaphor, as it stands
in cognitive science, m a y be an empty one. Our proposal is
that, empirically and formally, "spatial" hypotheses in cognitive science ought to be investigated by way of the structural
constraints imposed by the use of space as a representational
medium, and its potential computational payoffs.
For example, by the topological results applied above.
there ought to be configurations of regions in every "conceptual space" which are not possible within that space: that is,
combinations of representations ("concepts" or "meanings")
which are prohibited by the struchire of the space they m habit. There could be empirical studies exploring such phenomena, as well as formal results establishing the the computational properties of such spatially restricted representation
languages. But w e are unaware of any such studies to date.
Conclusion
The representational power of diagrammatic systems such as
Euler's Circles is investigated with respect to their use in solving simple logical conundrums in set theory. Topological results expressing constraints on possible diagrams are used to
show that certain logically possible configurations (models)
caimot be represented diagrammatically (or, in general, spatially). W e conclude that diagrammatic reasoning is only effective for a certain tightly constrained set of problems, and is
only interesting as a potential model of h u m a n performance.
Even there w e are unaware of any study which investigates
the Impact of spatial constraints on possible representation
and reasoning strategies.
It is proposed that the efficacy (representational and computational) of diagrammatic systems be explicated via the expressive power and computational properties of the restricted
languages of which they m a k e use. W e beUeve that the computational properties of language fragments m a y be used to
explain the efficiency of diagrammatic reasoning in more detail than the "limited abstraction" hypothesis of (Stenning
and Oberlander, 1995). W e identify an interesting class of
(restrictedfirst-order)languages in this regard. Thisfirstattempt to apply the concepts of complexity theory to systems

of diagrammatic rqjresentation is a necessity in the evaluaLemon. O. (19%). Semantical Foundations of Spatial Logtion of non-psychological claims about their tractability. Furics. In Aiello, L. C , Doyle. J., and Shapiro. S. C . editors. Principles of Knowledge Representation and Reathermore, ramifications of these results for a current "spatial"
soning: Proceedings of the Fifth International Confertrend in certain branches of cognitive science, are discussed.
ence (KR '96). pages 212 - 219. San Francisco, C A .
A potentiallyfruitfulground for collaboration has been
Morgan Kaufmann PubUshers.
prq)ared; that between spatial logic, formal semantics, complexity theory, and the analysis of diagrammatic representaLemon. O. (1997). Review of "Logic and Visual Information"
tion systems.
by E M . Hammer. Journal of Logic, Language, and
Information,
(forthcoming).
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Abstract
Four experiments are presented that demonstrate that
mediated priming (e.g., lion stripes) does not rely on
weak, although direct, semantic relationships or lexical
co-occurrence as suggested by M c K o o n and Ratcliff
(1992). A view of mediation in priming consistent with a
distributed view of memory is presented that relies on
shared contexts between the prime and target. Not all
mediated items appear to share contexts, and ones that do
not also do not show mediated priming. The focus on
contextual mediation is consistent with h o w word
meanings are acquired as modeled by the H A L memory
model.

Mediated priming ( M P ) is a reliable effect, but one that is
sensitive to a range of experimental conditions (Balota &
Lorch, 1986; M c K o o n & Ratcliff, 1992; M c N a m a r a ,
1992). Balota and Lorch (1986) were able to show a
mediated priming effect in a naming latency task, but had
difficulty finding the M P effect in a lexical decision task
when directly related prime-target pairs were present in the
list.
The M P effect has traditionally been explained within a
spreading activation framework of memory. Spreading
activation works within a semantic m e m o r y network of
interconnected nodes, each node representing a concept.
These concept nodes are more strongly connected if they
are related by prior association or if they share semantic
features. T o retrieve a concept from memory, a node must
be activated; this activation will spread to directly related
concepts. Therefore, when presented with the prime-target
pair, lion followed by stripes, priming will occur because
lion is closely related to tiger and tiger is closely related to
stripes. Thus, according to spreading activation, M P
occurs because of a multi-step activation from the prime
{lion) through the mediating concept (tiger) to the target
(stripes).
M c K o o n and Ratcliff (1992), using the compound cue
theory of retrieval, suggest an alternative explanation for
the M P effect. They argue that M P is not "mediated," but,
instead, any priming is due to weak (although direct)
relationships in memory. M c K o o n and Ratcliff propose
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that all priming (mediated and direct) is guided by two
factors, semantic relatedness and lexical co-occurrence.
These two factors should positively correlate with M P ;
closer semantic relatedness and increasing lexical cooccurrence should predict larger priming effects.
M c K o o n and Ratcliff's (1992) assertions raise a
theoretically important issue. Does true "mediated"
priming (multi-step activation) exist? In an effort to
address this question, w e first replicate the M P effect using
the lexical decision task. Following the replication study,
w e examined possible stimulus differences that m a y
contribute to the subtlety of this effect. Finally, and most
critically, w e investigated the explanations of M P , as
suggested by M c K o o n and Ratcliff, relying on the
Hyperspace Analogue to Language ( H A L ) model of
m e m o r y (Burgess & Lund, in press; Lund & Burgess,
1996) to generate semantic relatedness measures and lexical
co-occurrence frequencies.
Experiment 1 is a replication of the basic priming effect.
Experiment 2 addressed the issue of stimuh differences and
introduces the notion of contextual consistency that w e
will argue underlies the M P effect. T h e critical
manipulations are Experiment 3 and 4 which use the item
priming data from Experiment 1 to address the claims of
M c K o o n and Ratcliff concerning the weak, yet direct,
relatedness of mediated primes and targets. Experiment 3
directly tested the semantic relatedness issue, and
Experiment 4 addressed the issue of lexical co-occurrence
frequency.
Experiment 1:
R e p l i c a t i n g t h e M e d i a t e d P r i m i n g Effect
Balota and Lorch (1986) have shown that M P will not
occur in a lexical decision task when the lists contain both
directly related and mediated pairs, but it does occur in a
naming task with both types of prime-target pairs. They
account for this difference by hypothesizing that strategic
decision processes m a y occur during a lexical decision task
that will effect the outcome of the priming results. They
claim that the lexical decision task has two processes, a
spreading activation process and the post-access check of
the relationship between the prime and the target. The
second process will be influenced for a mediated prime-

target pair if there are directly related items present in the
list as well. Subjects might fail to detect a relation
between a mediated prime-target pair if there are very
strong, obvious relations between directly related items.
McNamara and Altarriba (1988) directly tested this list
problem. With lexical decision, they found M P in a list
with only mediated and unrelated trials but not with direct,
mediated, and unrelated trials. Therefore, in Experiment 1,
we have removed the directly related prime-target pairs to
reduce this problem.
A successful replication of McNamara and Altarriba
should show faster response times for mediated primetarget pairs in comparison to unrelated prime-target pairs.
Methods
Participants. Thirty-one University of California,
Riverside undergraduates participated as part of a course
requirement. All participants were right-handed, native
speakers of English with normal or corrected-to-normal
vision.
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Materials. Forty-eight prime-target pairs were taken
inconsistent
consistent
from Balota and Lorch (1986). Each test list consisted of
70 items, 16 mediated trials, 16 unrelated trials, 32
Contextual Consistency
nonword trials and 6 warmup trials. Unrelated prime-target
pairs were generated by quasi-randomly pairing targets with Figure 1. Priming (unrelated RT related RT) as a
primes from the 48 original pairs. For example, the prime
function of contextual consistency.
lion in the mediated pair lion-stripes was replaced with
breeze to form the unrelated pair breeze-stripes; breeze was
for both subject and item means. In the subject analysis,
originally paired with blow. Sixteen of the 32 nonword
lexical
decisions were made more quickly for the mediated
trials were generated by using the directly related primes
prime-target
pairs (538 ms) than for the unrelated primeand replacing the target word with a pronounceable
target
pairs
(560
ms), F (1, 28) = 11.36, p < .0022.
nonword (e.g., pledded, kivied). The other 16 nonword
However,
no
reliable
priming was found in the item
trials were generated by choosing 16 c o m m o n nouns as
analysis,
although
the
magnitude
of the M P effect was
primes and generating 16 nonword targets.
similar to the subject analysis (mediated items, 545 ms;
Prime words were counterbalanced. A target word
unrelated items, 569 ms; F (1, 92) = 2.42, /? < .123. The
preceded by mediated prime on one list would be preceded
difficulty
in obtaining the item priming led to an
by an unrelated item on another list, and on the third list
of the relationship between the prime and the
investigation
would be changed to a nonword, preceded by a directly
target
with
the
mediated priming items.
related prime.
Procedures. The stimuli were presented on a computer
monitor; participants' lexical decisions were made using a
button response box. Each trial began with afixationcross
presented for 500 ms. Following the fixation cross, a
prime word was presented for 350 ms, immediately
followed by a target word. The target word remained on the
screen until a participant responded (yes, a word, or no, a
nonword) or until 2500 m s had elapsed. Accuracy feedback
was provided, as well as time-out information.
Results and Discussion
A one-way analysis of variance ( A N O V A ) was performed
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E x p e r i m e n t 2:
T h e N a t u r e of the P r i m e - T a r g e t Pair
While examining the stimuli for Experiments 1, the
authors noticed that not all mediated prime-target pairs
were qualitatively the same. For example, the pair lionstripes seemed different from summer-snow. One way in
which these two pairs (and others) differ is their contextual
consistency. W e argue that, for example, lion-stripes,
while not directly related are contextually consistent, that
is, lion and stripes have in c o m m o n a context in which
they are likely both discussed (i.e., tigers). Conversely,

summer-snow appears to be contextually inconsistent, that
is, s u m m e r and snow are less likely to be discussed in the
same context. If this hypothetical distinction has some
cognitive reality, perhaps the M P effect is being carried by
only a subset of prime-target pairs. This is an important
distinction at a theoretical level because contextual
consistency involves representational mediation in our
model (discussed more below). It is also important
methodologically if there is s o m e systematic
representational reason behind the difficulty in obtaining
M P effects. Experiment 2 addressed this concern by
categorizing the mediated prime-target pairs into
contextually-consistent and contextually-inconsistent
stimuli groups and reanalyzing the priming effects for the
lexical decision experiment.
Methods
The authors categorized mediated prime-target pairs as
either contextually consistent or contextually inconsistent
using linguistic intuition. T h e authors separately
categorized each mediated prime-target pair and then
compared their decisions. There were only two items that
were not initially agreed upon; the raters then discussed
those two items and c a m e to an agreement on their
categorization. This procedure resulted in 25 consistent
pairs and 23 inconsistent pairs.
Results
New analyses were conducted using item means separating
the mediated pairs by the contextually-consistent
/inconsistent distinction and were performed for both the
lexical decision and naming results. Figure 1 illustrates the
differences in the magnitude of priming (direct and
mediated), separated by task (lexical decision or naming)
and by contextual consistency. For the contextuallyconsistent pairs in a lexical decision task, there was a M P
effect (54 ms); mediated pairs (539 m s ) were responded to
faster than unrelated pairs (593 ms), F (1, 47) = 6.13, p <
.017. H o w e v e r , no priming w a s found for the
contextually-inconsistent pairs, F < I.O.

priming effects should be explained using other measures
such as co-occurrence statistics or other relatedness
judgment..." (p. 178). According to their view, the socalled M P effect is actually due to weak semantic
relatedness or to lexical associations. W e test these
hypotheses in Experiments 3 and 4.
Experiment 3:
W e a k Semantic

Relatedness

Hypothesis

Ratcliff and McKoon (1994) suggest one dimension of
memory that could underlie M P is semantic relatedness.
Semantic relatedness gives rise to a measure of familiarity;
priming occurs for compounds that have a high degree of
familiarity in long-term m e m o r y . O n e method of
measuring semantic relatedness is to use a distance metric
in memory; items that are closer together in memory will
be more semantically related than those far apart. M c K o o n
and Ratcliff claim that "mediated" pairs are weakly,
although directly, related; therefore, mediated prime-target
pairs should be closer in memory than unrelated pairs.
H A L is a model of semantic similarity; items that are
similar in meaning will be close together in meaning
space because similar items occur in similar contexts
(Burgess & Lund, 1997; Lund & Burgess, 1996). Directly
related prime-target pairs should be close together in this
meaning space because they share a high degree of
semantic similarity (a naturally emergent property of the
contexts in which words are used). Like the localist
account, in our model, M P occurs because mediating
primes share contexts with related primes, which share
context with target items. H A L should provide a
reasonable test of the hypothesis that distributed
representations, such as HAL's, can provide an account of
M P that does not hinge on the mediated prime and its
target being close in m e m o r y space. If M c K o o n and
Ratcliff s claims are correct, w e should see context
distances for mediated prime-target pairs that are closer
together than unrelated prime-target pairs.
Methods

Semantic distances (RCU's: Riverside Context Units; see
Lund and Burgess, 1996) were computed for all word pairs
Mediated priming is a fragile effect. Reliably obtaining used in Experiments I (mediated - target, unrelated - target)
using the H A L m e m o r y model. Distances were also
M P seems to be highly dependent on the task and list
calculated for a condition not present in the experiments construction. This difficulty m a y be due, in part, to the
the mediated related items (e.g., lion-tiger). The pairs
differences in the nature of these "mediated" pairs.
were also separated by contextual consistency as in
Approximately half of the mediated items do not show a
Experiment
2.
relatedness effect. T h e methodological conclusion is
obvious any M P effect an investigator would hope to
Results
obtain is roughly halved by a subset of these items.
Ratcliff and M c K o o n (1994) claim that "...free association
Figure 2 contains the mean semantic distances for all word
is not a veridical measure of distance in memory, and so
pairings separated by contextual consistency (including the
Discussion
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result is important since it implies the presence of
meaningful relationships that underlie the M P effect in
cither a distributed or localist account.

Mediated

/

• /\

A
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Ratcliff and McKoon's hypothesis that weak semantic
relatedness underlies the M P effect was not supported by
these results at least not as H A L represents semantic
relatedness. A variety of semantic priming results have
655
\
\/
been simulated by using the H A L model. A series of
380
studies have shown that H A L replicates the basic semantic
\ \'"«.
>
priming effect (Lund & Burgess, 1996; Lund, Burgess, &
Atchley, 1995; Lund, Burgess, & Audet, 1996). These
garget
results are more consistent with the idea that M P occurs
.
\ \
because of shared contexts rather than a weak semantic
relationship.
One potential problem with this conclusion, however, is
Unrelated
Ratcliff and McKoon's other hypothesis regarding lexical
co-occurrence. Priming depends on the familiarity of the
compound to long-term memory, according to Ratcliff and
M c K o o n (1992). If familiarity with a compound depends
_
on ho w often a memory system has encountered two
Mediated
/ / \
^
particular items, lexical co-occurrence m a y be a direct
302 /
measure of familiarity. The semantic distance results using
H
A L did not support the weak semantic relatedness
'
630
^
Relat^
/
620
hypothesis. However, if lexical co-occurrence (first-order
association) is the mechanism underlying the M P effect,
semantic distance would not be sensitive to M P . Lund et
3(35
al. (1995) found that semantic distance as computed by the
Unrelated
H A L model does not reflect a word priming effect if the
i
^
AAA^^
nature of the word relationships is strictly associative, that
Qarget)
is, the prime-target pairs were not instances of the same
category. Furthermore, Lund et al. (1996) found a
complete dissociation between semantic relationships (as
computed by H A L ) and associative relationships (as
Figure 2: Two-dimensional Multidimensional
indexed by simple lexical co-occurrence).
scaling solution for semantic distances between
These earlier results provide further credibility to Ratcliff
word pairs for consistent (A) and inconsistent (B)
and McKoon's hypothesis about the possible relationship
categories.
lexical co-occurrence and mediated priming. It is this
hypothesis that is tested in Experiment 4.
word pairings not seen by participants - denoted by dashed
connection lines). As expected, the directly related primeExperiment 4:
target pairs in both the consistent and inconsistent
Lexical C o - o c c u r r e n c e H y p o t h e s i s
conditions are closer in high-dimensional meaning space
Priming, according to McKoon and Ratcliff (1992; Ratcliff
than are their respective unrelated prime-target pairs.
& M c K o o n , 1994), depends on the familiarity of the
However, contrary to the predictions of M c K o o n and
compound to long-term memory. Familiarity with a
Ratcliff, mediated prime-target pairs in both the
compound is based on ho w often a memory system has
contextually-consistent and inconsistent conditions are
further apart in the high-dimensional space than are the encountered those two particular items together. Therefore,
lexical co-occurrence should be a direct measure of
unrelated prime-target pairs.
familiarity. If lexical co-occurrence is, as M c K o o n and
It should be also noted that in both the contextconsistent and the context-inconsistent conditions, the Ratcliff suggest, a direct measure of familiarity, then there
mediated-to-related and the related-to-target items are closer should be a positive relationship between lexical cooccurrencefrequencyand priming magnitude.
to each other than are the unrelated-to-target items. This
/
Related.

/
625

^
\
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view supports the plausibility of a distributed view of
mediated effects which has not been articulated until now.
The H A L model provides a clear account of this
Lexical co-occurrence frequencies (the frequency of two
distinction. Words acquire meaning as a function of the
items occurring together in H A L ' s ten-word moving
contexts they appear in, not local co-occurrences (Lund et
window) for mediated prime-target pairs were extracted
al., 1995, 1996). Representations that evolve from similar
from the -300 million word text corpus used as the input
contexts have the potential for mediation. In a memory
for H A L and correlated with priming magnitude.
model like H A L , lion will prime stripes because lion has
shared contexts with tiger and tiger has shared contexts
Results and Discussion
with stripes. W e conclude that M P occurs as a function of
Correlations were calculated between the priming effect
the contexts shared (or mediated) by the prime, the
obtained for each mediated prime-target pair in Experiment
mediator, and the target. This context view (see Burgess &
1 and the lexical co-occurrence frequency of that word pair.
Lund, 1997) further stipulates that the local associations
The results did not support the lexical co-occurrence
are of minimal importance. Thus, from this point of view,
hypothesis suggested by M c K o o n and Ratcliff. There was
it was not surprising that M P and co-occurrence did not
no correlation between M P and co-occurrencefrequencyfor
correlate. Nor is it surprising that local co-occurrence did
(r = .013, p > .91). The nature of this correlation does
not predict direct priming (see Lund et al., 1996). M c K o o n
not change when the correlations are computed separately
and Ratcliff contend that true M P does not exist and
for the context-consistent and the context-inconsistent
suggest that direct, but weak, semantic relatedness and/or
items. The contextually consistent pairs did not correlate
lexical co-occurrence can explain the effect. In Experiments
with co-occurrence frequency {r= .013, p > .94), nor was
3 and 4, w e explicitly test these ideas using the H A L
there a correlation between the contextually-inconsistent
memory model and failed to support that direct, albeit
pairs and co-occurrencefrequency(r = -.27, p > .21).
weak, semantic relatedness and lexical co-occurrence can
Although lexical co-occurrence is a plausible constraint
explain the effect. W h e n examining semantic relatedness,
in m e m o r y organization, w e found that it does not appear
it was found that primes and targets in the directly related
to be the driving force behind the M P effect as suggested
conditions were closer than the prime-target pairs in the
by M c K o o n and Ratcliff.
unrelated conditions, which is required to motivate the M P
effect. However, contrary to M c K o o n and Ratcliffs
General Discussion
prediction, mediated-target pairs are actually further apart in
the high-dimensional semantic space than the unrelatedWe replicated the basic MP effect and uncovered a possible
target pairs. Thus, M P cannot be explained by directly,
peculiarity with the stimuli used in these experiments that
although weakly related, prime-target pairs.
might explain the fragility of this effect. The
What is mediated in M P ? T o the extent that the H A L
categorization of the mediated pairs into context-consistent
model
of representing meaning can be exploited here,
and context-inconsistent stimuli is important for both
meaning
arises as a function of the contexts in which
methodological and theoretical reasons. W e demonstrated
words appear. For mediated priming to occur, the two
that context-inconsistent pairs do not show mediated
otherwise unrelated words have to have some history of
priming. Functionally, this attenuates the priming effect
shared context. A distributed model like H A L offers an
by about half. The magnitude of the M P effect when
explicit
account of this process and representational
calculated using both the contextually-consistent and
structure.
inconsistent items was 24 m s . For the contextuallyMethods

consistent items only, the M P effects was 54 m s .
Theoretically, these items do not prime, our argument
goes, because the primes and targets do not share
mediating contexts (as do the context-consistent items).
Mediated priming from a localist perspective is
straightforward; however, w e believe a cautionary note is
in order. F r o m a localist perspective, the context
inconsistent items are as plausible for mediation as are the
context-consistent items. However, only the contextconsistent set shows the M P effect. This theoretical
dilemma is useful to those w h o would argue that
distributed representations are a more parsimonious
account of meaning in memory. The context-consistency
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Abstract

Various attempts have been m a d e to improve the capacity of
single-layer associative m e m o r y networks (see the Discussion
Our brains have an extraordinarily large capacity to store section).
and
The approach taken here is to devise a principled
recognize complex patterns after only one or a very few expoway to train a memorizing device with hidden units. Our
sures to each item. Existing computational learning algorithms
starting point is the Hopfield network. W e retain the crifical
fall short of accounting for these properties of human memory;
features of a Hopfield network: symmetric connections, symthey either require a great many learning iterations, or they can
metric Hebbian learning,' and Hopfield's activation dynamics
do one-shot learning but suffer from very poor capacity In
for networks with real-valued units (Hopfield, 1984). With
this paper, we explore one approach to improving the capacity
these features, the network will always settle into an attractor
of simple Hebbian pattern associators: adding hidden units.
state? Hopfield networks are popular a m o n g theoreUcians
W e propose a deterministic algorithm for choosing good target
because of their ease of analysis: they are n o w well understates for the hidden layer In assessing performance of the
stood with respect to their storage capacity and convergence
model, w e argue that it is critical to examine both increased
properties. They are also appealing to m a n y cognitive modstability and increased basin size of the attractor around each
ellers because of their apparent similarity to h u m a n episodic
stored pattern. Our algorithm achieves both, thereby improvm e m o r y : they can recall patterns after only a single exposure
ing the network's capacity to recall noisy patterns. Further,
using a Hebbian learning rule, and they are capable of retrieval
the hidden layer helps to cushion the network from interferfrom partial or noisy cues (pattern completion). However,
ence effects as the memory is overloaded. Another technique,
their capacity is extremely low. The number of patterns realmost as effective, is to "soft-clamp" the input layer during
called
nearly correctly as a proportion of the number of units
retrieval. Finally, w e discuss other approaches to improving
is about 0.15. Further, as the m e m o r y is loaded beyond this
memory capacity, as well the relation between our model and
point, performance deteriorates catastrophically. These are
extant models of the hippocampal system.
certainly not typical characteristics of h u m a n memory.
Introduction

The Model
Human episodic memory (Tulving, 1972) is a puzzling phen o m e n o n to m a n y modellers. Our brains have an extraordinarily large capacity to store and recognize patterns such
as pictures (Standing, 1973), for example. This remarkable
capacity must be reconciled with the fact that w e can learn a
complex item such as a picture or an association between a
pair of unrelated words after only a single exposure (one-shot
learning). H o w could w e model such a system? Existing computational learning algorithms appear to be inadequate. Connectionist learning procedures can be grouped into two broad
types: 1) those that have high capacity but require m a n y learning iterations, and 2) those that have low capacity but can do
one-shot learning. Models of thefirsttype are able to extract
statistical regularities or hidden variables gradually from the
input; these include back-propagation networks, Boltzmann
machines and competitive learning networks (for a review of
these and other connectionist learning procedures, see Hinton,
1989). Models of the second type rapidly memorize the input
without recoding it into hidden features; these include linear
pattern associators (e.g., Anderson, 1972; Kohonen, 1972),
Hopfield networks (Hopfield, 1982) and convolutional m e m ory models (e.g., Murdock, 1982; Eich, 1982; Humphries
et al., 1989).

The solution explored here is to add hidden units to a Hopfield
network, so that the network can encode hidden or latent
variables and thereby improve its capacity. T h e problem is
then h o w to adapt the weights to the hidden units. A n obvious
idea is to add a hidden layer with random initial weights,
allow the hidden layer units to settle to "random states", and
then simply apply one-shot Hebbian learning as in the usual
Hopfield network. If the hidden layer states are truly random
- or nearly so, this should improve the capacity because it
is equivalent to increasing the input dimensionality, while
making the input patterns more nearly orthogonal. However,
w e have found that this leads to even worse capacity. This is
likely because 1) the hidden layer states are not really random,
and 2) the Hebb-rule encourages them to encode features
'in symmetric Hebbian learning, the weight change on the connection from unit A to unit B, and also on that from unit B to A, is
proportional to the product of the two units' activations
^An attractor state has the desirable property that it is stable;
i.e., applying the state update rule to any unit leaves it's activation
unchanged. Moreover, if the network is close to an attractor state,
further state updates will tend to drive it into that attractor This
enables the network to perform error-correcting pattern retrieval.
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the network is evaluated, the entire network's states would be
updated at this point until they stabilize.) Next, their states are
threshoided at zero to produce binary states of 1 or -1. These
states are then refined as described below to produce the final
hidden layer target states.
Frustration minimization: Hopfield's state update equations
allow the network to settle to a stable state (an attractor), by
minimizing the following energy function:

Hidden Units
J

I n p u t units
E — -0.5 V] V] statei statcj weightij

0

If an input pattern is presented to the network but that state
is unstable, the network will m o v e away from that state and
External input
settle into the wrong attractor. W e therefore want the network to build attractor states out of the input patterns. Thus,
- ^ > - Fixed weights, one-to-one connections
our goal for the hidden layer is to form representations that
-^^- Adaptive weights, full intra-layer connectivity
compensate for instabilities in the input layer, and correct for
— > - Adaptive weights, sparse connectivity
potential coding errors. This motivates the following scheme
for adjusting the initial hidden layer states to produce the fiFigure 1: The network architecture. External input connections
nal hidden layer target states: W e minimize the input layer
implement "soft-clamping" (see text); all other connections are sym- frustration. A n input unit is in a "frustrated" state w h e n its
metric. Input-to-hidden connections are involved in modulating the
net input is of opposite sign to its external input. In this case,
plasticity in the hidden layer
the input unit sends a modulatory signal to its hidden units,
alerting each hidden unit that it is frustrated. Each hidden unit
can then evaluate whether it is contributing to the input layer's
c o m m o n to m a n y patterns, thereby leading to more incorrect
frustration, and reverse its o w n state if appropriate. Our alretrievals (i.e., spurious attractors or "blend states")gorithm for selecting hidden layer target states follows the
The idea behind our approach is that the hidden layer should gradient of the energy for frustrated input units. This energy
learn to correct for coding errors at the input layer. This should measure corresponds to the energy equation defined above,
help to create stable attractors out of the input patterns. Furwith i indexing over frustrated input units and j indexing over
ther, the attractors should be widened so that the network is
all units.
tolerant to noise in the input. W e n o w describe our network
Weight updates: O n c e the states of the hidden units have
architecture and training procedure. A key feature of our approach is a deterministic scheme for choosing the target states been determined, the one-shot, symmetric Hebbian learning
rule is then applied. This minimizes the energy in the entire
of the hidden layer by minimizing input frustration so that
network to m a k e an attractor out of the current global network
performance improves dramatically. Another critical feature
of our model is sparse hidden layer connectivity. W e first state (including both input and hidden layer units).
describe the network architecture (shown in Figure 1), and
Table 1. The Learning Phase
then the procedure for hidden state initialization and learning
(summarized in Table 1).
1. Initialize modulatory connection weights to 1.
2. Initialize all other connection weights to 0.
Sparse input-to-hidden-layer connectivity: Each hidden
3. For each of the N input patterns,
unit should be responsible for the cleanup of only one or
3.1 Clamp input layer states to external inputs.
a few input units' activities. The hidden layer is therefore
3.2 Set hidden layer states to zero.
randomly and sparsely connected to the input layer, and these
3.3 D o 1 synchronous update of hidden layer states.
connections initially have small uniform, positive weights.
3.4 Threshold hidden layer states to get -1,1 states.
Sparse hidden-to-hidden-layer connectivity: If each hid3.5 Improve hidden states to getfinaltarget states:
den unit were fully connected to every other hidden unit,
3.5.1 For each input unit i.
the learned associations within the hidden layer would simply
Compute total input, neU.from all layers.
mirror those of the input layer. Very little improvement in
If frustrated (i.e. statCi * neti < 0),
capacity would be expected in this case. O n the other hand, if
For each hidden unit j that input i projects to,
each hidden unit is connected to a small number of other ranSend a modulatory signal, rntj:
domly chosen hidden units, it should learn to predict the input
rriij = statCi * weight^j
from what is approximately a random feature of the input.
3.5.2
For
each
hidden unit j.
Hidden unit state initialization: Each time an input pattern
If hidden unit is frustrating the input
is presented to the network, the hidden unit states are first
(i.e. statCj * Y^^ rriij < 0),
initialized to zero, and then synchronously updated for a single
Reverse this hidden unit's state.
time step. Thus, their initial states depend only upon the input
3.6 Apply one Hebbian learning step to all weights:
layer activations, and not on other hidden unit activations.
Aweightj^ = 1/A^ statej state^
(Subsequent to learning, w h e n the m e m o r y performance of
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M e a s u r i n g the trained network's p e r f o r m a n c e
Soft-clamping the input layer: Once the network's weights
have been trained, it can then be tested on its ability to recall or recognize test patterns, presented as external input to
the network. Geoff Hinton (personal communication) suggested to us that one reason the Hopfield network recalls so
few patterns correctly m a y be that the input is only made
available for a single time step. A s the input units' states are
updated, they are free to forget completely their initial states.
Thus, thefinalstates of the units after settling m a y be very far
from the external input pattern. A quick fix for this problem
is to provide the external input to each unit as a constant input
source while the input unit states are updating. This scheme
been used elsewhere (e.g. the B S B model, Anderson, 1995,
Chapter 15) although, to our knowledge, its effect on capacity
has not been reported previously. It is sometimes referred
to as soft-clamping. To implement this idea, w e provided
each input unit with an extra incoming link with a positive
connection weight (see Figure 1).
Measures of Capacity: T w o capacity measures are commonly used in the literature: 1) The absolute capacity is the
proportion of patterns which can be recalled exactly, and 2)
the relative capacity is the proportion of the training patterns
which can be recalled nearly correctly. W e used the latter,
with a 9 8 % correctness criterion. W e tested the network on
both noise-firee patterns (identical to the training patterns) and
noisy versions of the training patterns. T h e former case is
analagous to a recognition m e m o r y test, while the latter is
analagous to cued recall. Table 2 summarizes the procedure
for testing the network. In the next section, w e summarize the
simulations w e have performed with this model.
Table 2. The Test Phase
For each input pattern,
1. Initialize input layer states and external
(soft-clamped) inputs according to the input pattern.
2. Initialize hidden layer states as in the learning
phase (steps 3.2 and 3.3 in Table 1).
3. Allow the entire network to settle to equilibrium.
4. Retrieval is counted as correct if at least
9 8 % of the input units are in correct states.
Simulations
Procedure

connected randomly via modulatory links to 1 0 % of the input
layer units, and also to 5 % of the hidden layer units. All the
connections just described were symmetric.
Further simulations with the 100-input network were performed which included runs with soft-clamping, noisy test
patterns, and variable connection probabilities within the hidden layer. Noisy versions of the testing patterns were created
byflippingthe sign of each pattern element with a probability
of 0.1 or 0.2. Finally, the probability of the random, symmetric interconnections within the hidden layer was varied from
.10 to .20.
W e used the hyperbolic tangent activation function:
statCi

=

1 - exp{-gain neti)
1 -I- cxp{-gain net,)

where nett is the weighted s u m m e d input to the ith unit. W e
used a large gain of 50.0 to speed up convergence. Lowering
the value of the gain did not seem to influence the recall
capabilities m u c h if at all.
Results and Discussion
Results with noise-free patterns
Some of the results for the 100-input network with noisefree data are presented in Figure 2. The bottom curve shows
the performance of networks with no hidden units and no
soft-clamping. The next-lowest curve shows the benefits of
soft-clamping with no hidden units. The remaining curves
show results for networks with soft-clamping and varying
numbers of hidden units. Although thisfiguresuggests that
the hidden layer is beneficial, it also illustrates that testing
with noise-free patterns can be rather deceptive. In fact, w e
could get perfect recall for any pattern set size (i.e., infinite
capacity) simply by setting the soft-clamping weights to be
sufficiently large. In doing so, input units would then ignore
the states of other units in the network, and simply copy the
states of their external input lines. However, these networks
would exhibit no tolerance to noise. In other words, the softclamping helps to m a k e stable attractors of the input patterns,
but it does not help to m a k e wide attractor basins. In fact, it
m a y lead to more spurious attractors because it helps to make
stable attractors of every possible state. For the remaining
simulations reported here, networks were tested with noisy
patterns.
Results with noisy patterns

All simulations were run on run on Silicon Graphics Indy
workstations. T h e training patterns were random vectors of
binary numbers that had an equal probability of being 1 or
-1. Five different random training sets were created for each
input layer size and training set size. Hence, simulations with
a given architecture consisted of running five independent
trials with each of the input training set sizes.
O u r initial simulations were run using networks with 50,
100, and 150 input layer units, without soft-clamping. W e
varied the number of hidden units from 0 to 500 at intervals
of 100 units. For each of these conditions, the connectivity
scheme was as follows. The input layer was fully interconnected (without self-connections). The hidden units were
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Figure 3 shows the results of 100-input networks tested
with noisy input patterns.
Effects of training set size: A s mentioned earlier, the simple Hopfield network with no hidden units and no softclamping has a relative capacity of about .15N, where N is
the number of units. If such a network is overloaded with
a number of patterns exceeding its capacity, its performance
rapidly deteriorates toward zero. Moreover, the capacity is
a great deal worse when measured with noisy test patterns.
These effects can be seen in the bottom curves of Figures
2 and 3 respectively. With soft-clamping and hidden units,
the network performs m u c h better in the presence of noise.
With increasing training set sizes, the network performance
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Figure
3: Plot of capacity versus training set size, averaged across
Figure 2: Plot of capacity versus training set size, averaged
across
five different runs using different random training sets (with standard five runs (with standard error bars), for networks with 100 input
units tested on noisy patterns. Results for three different networks
error bars), for networks with 100 input units tested on noise-free
patterns. Each curve shows the results for a network with a different are plotted: no soft-clamping and no hidden units (bottom curve),
number of hidden units (see legend). All networks had soft-clamping soft-clamping and no hidden units (midde curve), and soft-clamping
and 500 hidden units (top curve).
except the bottom one, labelled "0-noSC".
still deteriorates toward zero. Using an incremental learning
rule with weight decay m a y help to prevent this deterioration,
by allowing gradual replacement of old memories with n e w
ones. This should allow the capacity to remain relatively constant (in absolute numbers of patterns recalled, as opposed to
proportion of training set size) as the training set size grows.
Although our model does not yield the sort of capacity
increases one would see with a more powerful learning procedure such as back-propagation, in the league of Hopfield-style
networks with one-shot learning, it performs quite impressively.
Effects of hidden layer size and connectivity: Varying the
size of the hidden layer from 0 to 500 units produced smoothly
increasing gains in capacity for all input sizes and training
set sizes tested. Only the performance curve for the 500hidden-unit network is shown in Figure 3. With respect to the
connectivity of the hidden layer, more significant gains were
achieved when the probability of the interconnections a m o n g
the hidden units was increased from 0.1 to 0.2 (not shown in
Figure). This has the effect of widening the basins of attraction for the input patterns, since more units are involved in the
representation. However, there is a limited benefit in continuing to increase the connectivity in the hidden layer. In fact, if
the hidden layer is too strongly interconnected, performance
deteriorates - presumably because the hidden layer features
become correlated and m a y then lead to spurious attractors.
Effect of soft-clamping versus hidden units: B y adding
hidden units and soft-clamping, w e see more than a five-fold
improvement in capacity over the simple Hopfield network
without hidden units or soft-clamping. This estimate is derived from Figure 3 by equating performance at the .7 recall
level as a proportion of the training set size. This is the maxi-
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m u m achieved by the simple Hopfield network. At this point,
the original Hopfield network can store about 3.5 patterns in
a training set of 5 patterns, while the network with 500 hidden units and soft-clamping can store about 19 of 27 patterns.
Note that the network with 500 hidden units and 0.1 connection probability has only a four-fold increase in the number of
connections over a simple Hopfield network with 100 units.
To achieve this same improvement in a simple fully connected
Hopfield network would require increasing the network size
four- tofive-fold,hence, adding 16 to 25 times the number
of connections. Additionally, one would need to increase the
number of bits of information in the input pattern, whereas in
our networks with hidden units w e have not added any n e w
information to the input.
Hopfield networks with soft-clamping and hidden units outperformed those with soft-clamping and no hidden units by
factors of 2.0, 1.6 and 1.4 w h e n measured at the 1.0, 0.9 and
0.8 recall levels respectively (see Figure 3). Thus, the softclamping accounts for most of the performance improvement,
but the hidden layer enhances peroformance significantly beyond this.
General Discussion
We began by stating that one way to improve the capacity
of an associative m e m o r y model would be to create random
codes in the hidden layer. Our model uses random sparse
connectivity, rather than random initial weights, to achieve a
degree of randomness in the hidden layer features. M o r e importantly, however, our model uses a principled, deterministic
scheme for improving upon the hidden codes, by minimizing the amount of frustration in the input layer. O n e might

think thai simply assigning random initial stales to the hidden
units would be better still. However, this would be equivalent
to simply increasing the size of the input, and would require
adding new external information to augment the input pattern.
W e have also demonstrated the utility of using softclamping in a Hopfield network: soft-clamping turns out to
be at least as important as hidden units in improving the capacity. At low noise levels, in fact, the hidden units provide
little or no advantage beyond that of soft-clamping. At high
noise levels, however, the hidden layer becomes increasingly
beneficial in cleaning up the input states. A s discussed above,
increasing the connectivity in the hidden layer widens the
basin of attraction, leading to better performance with noisy
patterns.
Other Ways to Improve Capacity
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Figure 4: Morita's non-monotonic activation function.
A variety of other schemes have been proposed for improving
the capacity in associative m e m o r y models, while retaining
one-shot Hebbian learning. W e describe two here: the use of
based on Morita's dynamics that can discriminate a familiar
sparse activations, and non-monotonic activation functions.
stimulus, which brings the network to an attractor state, from a
novel stimulus, which does not. This suggests two intriguing
Sparse activations
possibilities for memory models: 1) The distinction between
attractor states and chaotic dynamics could be used to signal
Several investigators have demonstrated the utility of sparse
the memory system as to when it should encode something
activations in improving m e m o r y capacity (Amit et al., 1987;
new, rather than encoding every item that is presented to the
Tsodyks, 1988;Tsodyks&Feigel'man, 1988). That is, rather
network. 2) If the chaotic path through state space remains
than using equal bit probabilities in generating the input patsufficiently far from any stored patterns, it m a y be used to
terns, only a small number of the input units should be on. A n
select pseudo-random target states for the hidden layer when
intuitive way to understand the reason for this is to think of the
a new code is to be learned. In other words, the Morita dyprobabihty of any pair of units being on together. With rannamics could be used to advantage in our model to help select
d o m patterns, the pairwise probabilities are just equal to the
good hidden layer codes for novel patterns. W e are currently
product of the individual bit probabilities. Thus, with sparse
investigating the utility of combining both sparse codes and
patterns, any pair of units has a m u c h lower chance of being
Morita dynamics with the learning procedure described here.
on together. In this case, the connections encode associations
which occur relatively infrequently; thus, each association
m a y only represent a single m e m o r y episode. Large sparsely
Relation to Hippocampal Function
connected networks therefore seem to be well-suited as modIt is widely believed by both neuroscientists and memory reels of episodic memory. This analysis applies equally well
searchers that the seat of the episodic or explicit memory systo the hidden layer codes in our network. Thus, w e would
tem is the hippocampal area (including surrounding cortical
expect a comparable improvement in capacity for our multistructures). Early attempts to model hippocampal function
layer network if w e used sparse codes at both the input and
assumed that this brain region behaved like a simple Hebhidden layers.
bian pattern associator (Marr, 1971; McNaughton & Nadel,
1990). T w o more recent models have emphasized the need
Alternative activation functions
for a random recoding of the hippocampal inputs from the
dentate gyrus into a sparse code in the C A 3 region of the hipMorita has studied a version of the Hopfield network
pocampus (McClelland et al., 1995; Levy & W u , 1993; Levy
which uses a non-monotonic activation function (Morita,
& W u , 1996; Levy, 1997). The model proposed here is con1993; Yoshizawa et al., 1993) of the form shown in Figsistent with that interpretation, i.e., the dentate gyrus acts as
ure 4. Morita's network achieves approximately a three-fold
the input layer and C A 3 acts as the hidden layer. The mossy
improvement in capacity over Hopfield's dynamics. Interfiber projections from the dentate to C A 3 could play the role
estingly, when the Morita network is presented with a noisy
pattern that it fails to recognize, rather than settling to an incor- of sending plasticity-gating modulatory signals. This could
rect attractor, Morita claims that it instead wanders chaotically be accomplished via a frequency code (e.g., the hippocampal
through its state space. Recent estimates of the fractal dimen- theta rhythm), or by modulating the gain of the hidden units'
activation functions in combination with a plasticity threshold.
sion of Morita network dynamics by Thomas Trappenberg
(personal communication) confirm that they do indeed appear
Our model would need to be elaborated to account for the
to be chaotic.
detailed circuitry of the hippocampal structures. For example,
W h y would chaotic behavior be desirable in a m e m o r y
our model has symmetric feedback connections from the hidden to the input layer, whereas there do not appear to be direct
model? Steve Joordens (personal communication) has sugback-projections from C A 3 to the dentate gyrus. Instead, the
gested that one could build a recognition memory network
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a referent in a spatial context as soon as some distinctive attribute appears in the phrase that describes it, and this can ocIn incremental parsing, infinite local ambiguity occurs when
cur well before the appearance of the actual head (Eberhard
the input word can be combined with the syntactic structure
etal. 1995).
built so far in a infinite number of ways. A common example is left recursion (e.g. "'railway station clock" or "his sisParsing models and strong incrementality
ter's boyfriend's shirt"), where local information cannot tell us
the depth of embedding of the left descendent chain of nodes.
The necessity of keeping the syntactic structure fully conFrom the processing point of view, infinite local ambiguity
nected strongly constrains the form of the parsing model.
causes a technical problem, which a model must solve in orThere
are several algorithms, originating from computer scider to implement incrementality fully. This paper provides a
ence practice, which have been imported into psycholinguisgeneral solution to the problem of infinite local ambiguity, by
tics to provide the processing mechanisms for human parsing
introducing the concept of Minimal Recursive Structure. W e
give two examples of parsers in which the solution is used.
models.
Abney and Johnson (1991) evaluate the psycholinguistic
Introduction
relevance of three c o m m o n parsing schemas for context free
Strong Incrementality
grammar: top-down, bottom-up and left-corner. The evaluation is in terms of the requirements of working memory space
M a n y theories of h u m a n sentence processing assume that lanand the generation of local ambiguities. Roughly speaking,
guage comprehension is constrained by what w e will call
top-down parsing predicts the lower levels of the syntactic
strong incrementality. According to this constraint, the processor reads its input strictly from left to right, maintaining a tree by expanding the structure from the upper levels (starting from the root), and scans actual words by matching them
fully connected structure at each state (cf. the Left-to-Right
on preterminal symbols. The predictive component, if not imconstraint of Frazier and Rayner (1988), or the Incremental
mediately checked against the input data, can cause the exploLicensing principleof Gorrell (1995)). Constraining processration of useless analyses. Also, it suffers from the problem of
ing by strong incrementality gives at least two advantages to
left-embedding structures (such as N P -)• NP's N ) , which thethe h u m a n language processing system. First, assuming a seoretically cause non terminating computations, or unbounded
mantics which can be applied to the kind of partial structures
space requirements. Bottom-up parsing proceeds in the oppobuilt by an incremental parser, it allows for the interpretasite direction, by assembling constituents in larger and larger
tion of incomplete sentence fragments, which are c o m m o n in
units, starting from words: it is entirely data-driven and does
everyday speech. Secondly, the constraint avoids the comnot embody any predictive component. Bottom-up parsing
putational cost of maintaining large numbers of unstructured
requires a large (theoretically unbounded) space when dealitems in working memory. There is a great deal of psychologing with right-embedding constructions (like N P —^ art n P R
ical evidence in favour of the incremental structuring of input.
P P ->^ p N P ) , as it can assemble a connected syntactic strucExperiments conducted by Marslen-Wilson (1975) showed
ture only at the very end of the analysis. O n the other hand,
that humans could shadow and interpret speech at a delay
it parses left-embedding constructions easily. Finally, leftof only 250ms. Furthermore, despite proposals that structure
building is head-driven, a strategy which is not strongly incre- corner parsing is a bottom-up strategy which projects upper
levels of the tree as soon as the leftmost daughter has been
mental, (as is proposed, for example, by Abney (1989) and
parsed. Because of this, it outperforms bottom-up parsing,
Pritchett (1992)), there is an increasing body of experimenbecause the processor can build at least a partially connected
tal evidence, particularly concerning the processing of headfinal constructions, which suggests that the processor eagerly structure before the end of the constituent, thus reducing the
number of unstructured items.
assembles and attaches constituents before the head is processed (see, for example, Yamashita (1994), Bader and Lasser
Abney and Johnson evaluate psycholinguistic relevance
(1994), and Hemforth, Konieczny, and Scheepers (1994)).
with the capability of the parsing algorithm to reflect human
Further evidence comes from the h u m a n ability to identify
performances: the larger the m e m o r y space requirements and
Abstract
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b. John hates his sister's boyfriend.

the local ambiguities,^ the more difficult parsing becomes.
According to their analysis, the left-corner strategy exhibits
the best performance profile, as it can explain the human difficulty in parsing center-embedding constructions (requiring
a large memory space) in comparison with left and rightembedding constructions. In particular, top-down parsing has
large space requirements for left and center-embeddings, and
bottom-up parsing has large space requirements for center
and right-embedding, thus failing to reflect the differences indicated by psycholinguistic evidence.
O f the three strategies, only top-down parsing guarantees
the permanent connectedness of syntactic structure. Hence,
if w e reduce the unbounded space requirements of top-down
parsing with left-embedding constructions, w e have a parser
which is strongly incremental and psycholinguistically valid.
A n alternative solution which has been pursued in the literature to yield strong incrementality is to use a syntactic formalism other than context free grammar. For example, strong
incrementality holds for some approaches to categorial grammar, such as that of Mil ward (1995).
In this paper w e describe a general method for reducing the
space requirements and the perception of local ambiguities in
top-down parsing, the strategy that naturally realizes strong
incrementality. The method strongly relies on a lexicalized
version of context free grammar. Its generality consists in its
applicability to a series of parsing models. W e willfirstlydescribe the method in terms of a general parsing algorithm, and
subsequently see its application in a specific psycholingusitic
model.

Local information at "his" cannot determine the length of the
connection path (made of N P nodes) from "hates" (or rather,
its projection S) to "his"; that is, w e do not k n o w the level of
embedding of the left recursion.
Left-embedding structures represent a typical case of infinite local ambiguity, because of the left-to-right character of
incremental parsers; right-embedding structures can be easily
parsed incrementally without introducing infinite ambiguity.
N o w , as there is empirical evidence that left-embedding structures are fairly easy for humans (for example, Japanese speakers have little trouble interpreting the left recursive structures
c o m m o n in their language (Mazuka et al, 1989)), and are certainly easier than multiple centre embedding constructions,
a psycholinguistically valid parsing model must account for
this difference.
In the next section w e describe a solution to the problem
of parsing left-embedding structures, by introducing the notion of Minimal Recursive Structure. T h e M R S is a leftdescendent chain of nodes in which there are no two nodes
of the same category. Intuitively, it represents the minimal
unit of left recursion. To connect the current input word to
the syntactic structure, the parser builds a M R S (which only
needs afinitetime); if the subsequent input requires a further extension of the left recursive structure, it adjoins further
MRS's.

The problem of infinite local ambiguity

The notion of "Minimal Recursive Structure"

c. John hales his sister's boyfriend's shirt.
d. etc...

The solution that w e propose to the problem exemplified by
The task of a strongly incremental parser is to make a left-(1) relies on the notion of m i n i m u m effort, and is related
to-right pass of the input, and find a way of connecting each
to the well-known Minimal Attachment principle (Frazier,
word into the parse tree as it is encountered. W e call the chain 1978). The intuition behind this solution is already present
of nodes which need to be instantiated in order to connect the
in the literature in some forms. All authors w h o propose
input word to the structure built so far the "connection path".
strongly incremental parsers must provide some solution to
The problem of infinite local ambiguity is that there is no way the problem of infinite local ambiguity, and, as far as w e are
of knowing in advance h o w long the connection path must be.
aware, all solutions proposed rely on the notion of minimal
Imagine that the processor has received the sentence fragment
effort, either implicitly or explicitly, in a way which resem"John hates", and has processed it as a subject followed by an bles the proposal w e describe here. Our contribution is to
incomplete verb phrase.
define this notion, in terms of M R S , and show h o w it can be
implemented in working models.
The basic idea is the following: when the grammar permits
an unbounded left descendent chain of nodes, the reThis sequence of brackets and symbols represents the partial
sulting
structure does not have a random pattern, but rather
parse tree. The dot indicates the current position of analysis.
can be seen as a repetition of some specific pattern which w e
In the example, the parser expects the recognition of a NfP in
the rest of the sentence. Suppose the next input word is "his". call Minimal Recursive Structure ( M R S ) . The whole chain is
formed by a number of M R S ' s linked to each other.
There is an infinite number of ways in which this word can
To define M R S ' s formally, w efirstintroduce the more genbe combined with the structure built so far, as the following
eral
notion of Dotted Partial Structure (DPS). DPS's represent
continuations show:
an alternative view of grammar rules as partially instantiated
syntactic structures. In the remainder of this section, w e will
(l)a. John hates his sister.
show h o w DPS's can be used in the implementation of a topd
' As Abney and Johnson point out, given a single grammar, localo w n parser which is able to process structures which exhibit infinite local ambiguity. A similar idea was proposed
ambiguity varies according to the parsing strategy used.
[s [np John] [vp hates .NP] ]
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by Thompson et al. (1991), w h o implemented a strongly incremental parser with the rather different goal of improving
the cfticiency of parallel context-free parsing, also employing
a notion of M R S similar to the one w e propose here.
A D P S is a syntactic structure where:
a. the leftmost deepest symbol is a lexical item;
b. each branching is licensed by a grammar rule;
c. a dot precedes or follows some symbol of the structure.
For example, given the grammar:

S^NPVP
NP -> propn
VP -+ V NP
we have the following DPS's:
[5 [np .propn] VP]
[vp.vNP]
[np .propn]

Mary"
INITIALIZATION
[s [np .propn] V P ]
SCANNING
[s [np John.] VP]
COMPLETION
[5 [np John] .VP]
PREDICTION
[s [/VP John] [vp .vNP]]
SCANNING
[s [np John] [vp hates .NP]]
PREDICTION
[s [np John] [vp hates [np propn]]]
SCANNING
[5 [np John] [vp hates [np Mary.]]]
C O M P L E T I O N (x 3)
[s [np John] [vp hates [np Mary]]].

The dot in the initial position states that no part of the
In structhe case of a left recursive grammar, the top down expanture has been analyzed yet. The construction of the DPS's
sion of leftmost symbols never terminates. Thus, the D P S
of a given grammar is a straightforward process. From the
computation stops as soon as some symbol is repeated: the
start symbol rules, w e expand the leftmost symbol of the
D P S produced up to that moment represents a M R S and is
right hand side iteratively, until w e reach a preterminal cat- labelled with a unique identifier. These labels are then used
egory. This occurs for every possible path through the rules.
to mark the DPS's with the same top symbol. This means that
Of course, there is a problem with left recursion, which w e
they can be expanded to larger structures. Formally, a M R S
deal with below.
is a labelled DPS.
Once the grammar is written in D P S form, w e can write
an algorithm that keeps the structure permanently connected
Let us consider the following grammar, which contains both
during sentence parsing. For the sake of simplicity, the de- direct and indirect left recursion:
scription of the parser (which follows Barley's style (EarS-^NPVP
ley, 1970)) does not incorporate preferences for local ambiNP^Dn
guity. Instead, w e assume that each step is performed nonNP ^ NP PP
deterministically, and is the correct move. Here is the algoNP -> propn
rithm:
VP ^ v NP
INITIALIZATION: the parser takes a DPS of the form [s
D-^ art
...].
D ^^ NP 's
PP-+pNP
Then, for each input word:
The DPS's produced are the following:
PREDICTION: If the dot precedes a non terminal symbol X
w e replace it with a D P S of the form [x •••]•
[s[np[d .art]n]l,2VP]
[5 [np .propn] 1,2 VP]
SCANNING: If the dot precedes a preterminal symbol x and [np [d .art] n]l,2
the input word is of category x, then w e advance the dot.
[np .propn] 1,2
[d .art]
COMPLETION: If the dot precedes a closed bracket, then
[vp .V NP]
advance the dot after it.
[pp -P NP]
Finally,
l:[jvp[o.NP's]n]l,2
2:[NP.NPPP]1,2
TERMINATION: If we have a DPS of the form [5 ...] and
the dot is in the rightmost position, then exit with A C C E P T ;
otherwise REJECT.

Intuitively, the parser implements the following idea: when
it analyzes an input word and encounters a left recursive conLet us see how it works through an example, "John hates struction, it builds a M R S , that is a structure with only one
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level of recursion, to insert the word. Then, the parser leaves
a marker (label) to remember that this minimal structure can
be expanded with further MRS's.
The previous algorithm is accordingly augmented. In particular, the completion phase also non-deterministically executes the following code:
If the dot precedes a closed bracket which ends a D P S X
and X is marked with L, then the D P S L replaces X in the
larger D P S and X replaces the non terminal that follows the
dot in L;finally,the dot advances after X.
For example, take the following D P S , where non terminals
have subscripts to allow subsequent identification,
[npi [di the] child.]!
After completion it becomes
[np2 [d2 [npi Idi the] child] .'s] n]l,2
Let us see h o w the parser works on the example "Mary
hates the child's dog", starting from the input word "the".
[s [np Mary] [vp hates .NP]]
PREDICTION
[5 [np Mary] [vp hates [np [d .art] n]l,2 ]]
SCANNING
[5 [np Mary] [vp hates [np [d the.] n]l,2 ]]
COMPLETION
[s [np Mary] [vp hates [np [d the] .n]l,2 ]]
SCANNING
[s [np Mary] [vp hates [np [d the] child.] 1,2]]
COMPLETION
[5 Inp Mary]
[vp hates [np [d [np[d the] child] .'s] n]l,2 ]]
SCANNING
[s [np Mary]
[yp hates [np [d [np[d the] child] 's.] n]l,2 ]]
COMPLETION
[s [np Mary]
[yp hates [np [d [np[d the] child] 's] .n]l,2 ]]
SCANNING
[s [np Mary]
[vp hates [np [d [np[d the] child] 's] dog.] 1,2 ]]
C O M P L E T I O N (x 3)
[5 [np Mary]
[vp hates [np [d [np[d the] child] 's] dog]]].
The parser implements strong incrementality, as it keeps a
fully connected syntactic structure. The parser (and the example) executes non-deterministic steps, and goes straight to
the correct solution without taking care of local ambiguity
management. The D P S structures contribute to the reduction of local ambiguity due to the use of lexicalization, which
introduces a data-driven component into the basic top-down
character of the algorithm. Additionally, w e no longer have
unbounded space requirements in the case of left recursion,
since MRS's are instantiated as needed.
To use this basic schema in a parsing model w e need to account for local ambiguity management. Theories devised by
psycholinguists vary according to the extent to which the human language processing system maintains multiple syntactic
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analyses in parallel. For example, Fra/.ier (1978), argues that
a single analysis is computed, and revised if necessary. O n
the other hand, parallel models such as that of Gibson (1991)
and competitive activation models such as that sketched in
MacDonald, Pearlmutter, and Seidenberg (1994) allow the
processor to construct and maintain (or activate, respectively)
a number of alternative analyses in parallel. A serial architecture maintains only one analysis, which, assuming strong
incrementality, must be connected, at any one state. In a parallel architecture, strong incrementality could be interpreted
in a number of ways; for example, it could be interpreted as a
requirement that all analyses under consideration at any one
state should be connected. O n the other hand, a weaker interpretation could be that, of all the analyses under consideration
at any particular state, at least one should be fully connected.
The non-deterministic algorithm described above can be
easily extended to parallel models: it is sufficient to assume
that the single steps are executed on each possible analysis by
assuming a duplication of structures where local ambiguity
occurs. Lombardo (1995, 1996) describes a limited parallel
parsing model which also implements the sharing of c o m m o n
structures.
In the next section w e present a serial psycholinguistic
model, that implements an on-line notion of M R S , without
putting the grammar into D P S form.
A psycholinguistic model of parsing infinite
local a m b i g u i t y
In the previous section, w e described h o w the notion of minimal recursive structure can be used to add a lexical datadriven component to constrain a top-down parser, providing
a solution to the problem of infinite local ambiguity. This
was achieved by pre-compiling the grammar to produce the
full set of D P S structures necessary to connect an arbitrary
word with an arbitrary left context. W e believe that precompilation is useful for the construction of efficient algorithms, and that the derived structures give an intuitively clear
idea of the notion of minimal recursive structure. However,
pre-compilation is not a necessary condition for dealing with
infinite local ambiguity in incremental parsing. This is important, because many psycholinguists subscribe to the Type
Transparency Hypothesis of Berwick and Weinberg (1985),
which states that "grammatical representations are embedded
directly into parsers" (see, for example, Pritchett (1992), Gorrell (1995), for arguments in favour of this hypothesis).
The algorithm which w e sketch in this section does not employ grammar compilation. Instead, the parser uses the local
structures defined in the grammar to compute a connection
path from the current word to the left context on-line^. The
parser described in this section is an extended version of the
model described in Sturt and Crocker (1996), and further details can be found in Sturt (in preparation). The algorithm is
^See Konieczny and Hemforth (1994) for another example of a
parser that computes projection paths on-line, though the issue of
infinite local ambiguity is not addressed in that paper

a psycholinguislic model, which is used tor the investigation
ot syntactic reanalysis. W e will see that the processing of lelt
recursive structures is achieved through the application of a
reanalysis operation in this model.
T h e grammar is expressed as a set of lexically anchored
projection trees, which can be viewed as a generalization of
DPS's introduced in the previous section, except that each
projection tree in the grammar only represents the head projection of the anchor, and is only expanded on-line as required
by the processor.
The parser proceeds by taking each word, retrieving its projection tree, and attempting to combine the projection with
the current left context. The projection tree can be combined
with the left context by three basic methods:

//i///^.v does not select tor an NP, The parser attempts to extend
the projection tree one level further, by searching for a projection which can take an N P to its left. The parserfindsthat an
S projection can lake an N P (subject) on its left. Moreover, an
S category is selected by "thinks", so the parser hypothesises
both N P and S projections, attaches the determiner to the N P
projection, attaches the N P projection to the S projection, and
attaches the S projection to the V P of the left context. The
result is the following connected structure:
[s John [vp thinks [s [np [d his ][n ]] [vp [v]]]]]

Clearly, the process of extending the projection tree will run
into termination problems unless constrained in some way.
The parser therefore uses the Minimal Recursive Structure as
Left Combination The left context is attached as a left de- a ceiling for the height of any possible connection path. Thus,
each time a node is added to the connection path, a check is
pendent of the projection tree. For example, if the left context
made to ensure that its category has not yet appeared in the
is [np John], and the projection tree is [5 [vpIv hates]]],
connection path.
then Left Combination can combine the two to form a new
left context [s[np John] [vp[v hates]]].
Consider the following left recursive sentence:

Right Combination The projection tree is attached as
a right dependent of left context.
For example, if
the left context is [s[np John] [vp[v hates]]], and
the projection tree is [np Mary], then Right Combination can combine the two to form the new left context
[sInp John] [vpIv hates][jvp Mary]]]

(2) John hates his sister's boyfriend.
After "sister" has been incorporated, the left context will be
as follows:
Is [np John] [vp hates [np his sister]]]

Reanalysis The parser includes operations for reanalysing theWe assume that the particle 's projects to a determiner, taking
an obligatory N P on its left.
analysis. In this paper, w e will consider the tree lowering operation, in which a node N on the right frontier of the left con[d np 's]
text is detached, and left-combined with the projection tree.
The projection tree is then right combined with the left conThis means that the particle cannot combine with the left context in the position previously occupied by N . For example,
text through standard left or right combination. However, it
ifthe left context is [sInp John] [vp[v knows][yvp Mary]]],
can combine via the tree lowering reanalysis operation (deand the projection tree is [s [vp W smokes]]], then M a r y can
scribed above). The N P dominating "his sister" is detached
be left combined with the projection tree, and the projection
from its position as the argument of "hates",
tree can be right combined with the left context, as follows:
IsInp John] [vp[v knows][5[NP MaTy][vp [v smokes]]]]].
Is [np John] [vp hates .NP]] [np his sister] [p NP 's]
If the projection tree cannot be combined with the left con- and left-combined as the argument of the possessive particle.
text directly, it is extended to successively higher levels of
structure. A s an illustration, imagine the parser has built the
[s [np John] [vp hates .NP]] [d [np his sister] 's]
following left context:
The Det projection of the possessive particle cannot attach
directly to the left context, but by projecting to the level of
[s John [vp thinks]]
N P it can.
Let us say that the next word is "his". This word is projected
to the Det category. The parser cannot directly combine a
[s [np John] [vp hates .NP]] [np [d [np his sister] 's] .n]
determiner with the left context. For example, it cannot combine via right combination, because there is no position on the The resulting left context will then look like this:
right frontier of the left context which licenses a determiner.
[s [np John] [vp hates [np [d [np his sister] 's] .n]]]
So, the parser searches for a projection tree which selects a
determiner to its left, and attempts to combine this projecWhen "boyfriend" is read, it is attached as the head of the
tion with the left context. The N P projection tree allows a
newly created NP.
determiner as a left daughter, so n o w the parser attempts to
combine an N P with the left context. This also fails, because
[s [np John] [vp hates [np [q [np his sister] 's]
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Markman, 1986). Thus, development is taken to consist of
changes in symbolic structures, and not the emergence of the
We present a connectionist model of children's developing ability to use such structures (Carey, 1985; Murphy &
Medin, 1985). Whilst concepts are able to develop, the
reliance on object labels as opposed to superficial
appearance when making inductive inferences. The model
ability to modify abstract, symbolic representations is seen
learns to infer a fact about an object based on the object's
as a prerequisite throughout development.
label (and not percept) even though that fact has never been
Although Gelman and Markman (1986) found that
previously associated with the label. The shift in reliance
young children rely on object labels as opposed to
from perceptual to label information is found to depend on;
perceptual information when making inductions about
(a) the presence of a pre-linguistic ability to categorize
natural
kinds, studies with children younger their subjects
perceptual information, and (b) the greater variability of
are more equivocal. For example, McCarrell and Callanan's
percepts than labels The model predicts that children will
two year old subjects found perceptual information to be a
shift their inductive basis at different ages depending on
more robust basis for induction than object labels
the perceptual variability of the test categories. This
(McCarrell & Callanan, 1995). Other induction studies
prediction is discussed with respect to studies of children's
using different (though still natural kind) stimuli have found
induction and with particular reference to conflicting
a shift in the basis of induction across development, but that
results reported in the literature concerning the onset of
the onset of this shift depends on the concepts under
label use.
investigation (Keil, 1989).
Introduction
Abstract

This paper presents a connectionist model of the child's
developing reliance on object labels as opposed to
appearance when making inductive inferences. Early studies
of categorization and induction in young children have
suggested that judgements regarding an object's category
membership, or the likelihood of its sharing a property with
another object, are made on a different basis depending on
the child's age. Younger children apply a n e w fact to
perceptually similar objects, whilst older children or adults
utilise more profound conceptual information. This account
of the perceptual/conceptual shift can be found throughout
Piaget's work. T h e younger child is perceptually bound,
and only after entering a subsequent stage of development
can the child utilise abstract, categorical information
(Inhelder & Piaget, 1964).

To understand these diverse findings, we must know
w h y younger children are sometimes observed as being
more perceptually reliant. Either they have difficulty
comprehending label information, or (more likely) they
simply value perceptual information more than verbal
information in certain contexts and with certain concepts
(Freeman & Sera, 1996). Unfortunately this account does
not answer the question of h o w and w h y a child's bias
might change. Thus, w e are left with two issues. First,
h o w might w e account for the changing emphasis on
perceptual and symbolic information? A n d secondly, must
such an account presuppose an ability to manipulate
abstract symbolic information?

We developed a connectionist model to address the issue
of transition. The model makes spontaneous inferences, and
Since Piaget, this view of the perceptual/conceptual shift changes the basis of its inferences over the course of learning
from a reliance on perceptual information to a reliance on
has been undermined as younger and younger children have
object labels.
been shown to behave in ways that Piaget would not have
expected. Counter examples to Piaget are the induction
The rest of this paper unfolds as follows. First, we present
studies discussed below (Gelman & Markman, 1986; Carey,
in greater detail the inductive reasoning paradigm used to
1985; Keil, 1989). These authors have shown that children
explore children's conceptual knowledge. This paradigm will
as young as three and a half years old are able to make
form the basis of the training regime used to model the
inferences that Piaget would have considered to be
perceptual / label shift. Next, w e present the model
characteristic of m u c h older children.
architecture and training regime. The model's performance is
then reported in terms of its behavior when (a) the percept
The fact that children's induction behavior changes
and label information do not conflict, and (b) the percept and
earlier than Piaget expected has been used as support for the
label information are in conflict. The next section explores
view that conceptual development is ftmdamentally a formal
h o w the variability of the perceptual category impacts on the
process of the growth of theory-like structures (Gelman &
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onset of a percept to label shift. T h e effect of multiple
categories is also addressed. Finally, the results are discussed
in terms of the implications for theories of children's
concept acquisition.
The Inductive Reasoning Paradigm
The model presented in this paper focuses on an
experimental paradigm often used in exploring the
development of inductive inference (Gelman & Markman,
1986; Freeman & Sera, 1996). T h e paradigm is best
explained with reference to Gelman and M a r k m a n (1986).
Gelman and Markman presented four year olds and
adults with pairs of pictures of natural kind objects.
Underneath each picture was written a fact about the object.
The example given is the presentation of a flamingo, and a
bat. Written under the picture of the flamingo was, "This
bird's heart has a right aortic arch," whilst under the bat
was written "this bat's heart has a left aortic arch." Having
thus labeled the objects and provided a fact about them, a
third picture is presented. T h e third picture is of an object
which is perceptually similar to one of the objects already
presented, but shares its label with the other. Thus, in the
flamingo / bat example, thefinalpicture is of a blackbird,
labelled 'bird'. Perceptual and label information are in
conflict as predictors of the fact. The child must tell the
experimenter which fact is true of thefinalobject (blackbird),
and in so doing reveal whether he or she is relying on
perceptual similarity or shared identity in making such
inferences.

The Model
A successful model of this paradigm should begin by
demonstrating a reliance on perceptual information then, at
the end of training, demonstrate a reliance on label
information instead. W e start from the assumption that the
child is able to perceptually categorise objects before being
able to label them. It is n o w clear that even very young prelinguistic children (infants) have impressive perceptual
categorisation abilities (Quinn & Eimas, 1996). T o capture
this, w e begin our simulations at a point where perceptual
categorization abilities are already present (see Quinn &
Johnson, 1996 for an example of h o w these early abilities
can be modelled in connectionist networks). In contrast to
many contemporary accounts of children's inductive
reasoning (Gelman & M a r k m a n , 1986; Carey, 1985), our
model does not presuppose any prior abstract or symbolic
processing system.

Figure 1 shows a schematic outline of the model. It
consists of a fully connected back propagation network with
a single hidden layer. The input and output layers have been
split into 3 banks
Ht'r.<:r»1
-*c
-XI
representing perceptual
!••••••! n n
information,
label
- ••••
i iS
information, and a fact
associated
with
an
• • • U I B I ••••
/
Eiii
object. Note that figures
2 4 present simulation
results
using
a
diagramatic
form
equivalent to figure 1,
but
without
a
•iiii
representation of the
hidden units. A similar
approach has been used
Figure 1 S c h e m a of the model
to model early language
architecture
acquisidon. (Chauvin,
1989;
Plunkett,
Marchman, M o U e r & Stransby, 1992). This is a model of
cognitive processing and w e would not necessarily equate the
input to raw perceptual uptake and the output to observable
behavior.
There are 48 units in the percept and prototype banks,
and 16 units in each of the label and fact banks. T h e
number of hidden units used depends on the number of
patterns to be learned, and is kept as low as possible. In the
initial example, only a single hidden unit is required.
Learning rate and m o m e n t u m are set to 0.25 and 0.9
respectively. Unit activation varies within the range 0 — 1
and does not decay. Weights are unbounded, and are
initialised to random values in the range ±0.5.
The perceptual prototypes were defined as binary vectors,
constrained to be greater than a certain fixed distance apart
(i.e. m i n i m u m h a m m i n g distance = 36) with 5 0 % of all
values set to '1'. The percept inputs were generated on the
fly by adding Gaussian noise (mean = 0, variance = 0.6) to
each component of a prototype vector.
Different phases of training were used to model the
different steps in the inductive reasoning paradigm described
previously. First, the network is trained only on the percept
to prototype association. This phase of training stops when
the network is able to produce appropriate prototypes
regularly with an error less than a fbced criterion (SSE =
0.6). T h e training is meant to capture the feet that the
children in these studies arrive with the ability to categorise
complex perceptual information. Note that during this
phase, there is no training on either the label or fact
pathways. The label and fact inputs are set to 0.5. Since
activation ranges from 0-1, a value of 0.5 provides the
network with no information.
The second phase involves training the network on the
percept-and-label to prototype-and-label association. During
this phase there is no training on the fact pathway. This
phase offrainingis meant to capture the fact that older
children have had more opportunity to learn which labels go
with which percepts. Thus minimal fraining in this phase
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signifying an activation of 0.5. In this condition neither the
label nor the fact inputs are presented to the network.

(=1000 epochs) represents a child early in development,
whilst a m u c h longer period of training (=30,000 epochs)
represents a child later in development.

Figure 1 demonstrates that both early and late in
development, the network can produce the appropriate label
(a) and feet (a) when presented only with percept (A), as
well as label (b) and feet (P) when presented only with
percept (B). The networks successfully infers label and fact
information from percepts only.

The third phase involves training the percept-and-fact to
prototype-and-fact associations, but not the label. This
time, it is the label inputs that are set to 0.5 (no
information). Weight changes do not occur in that pathway.
This is meant to capture the experiment itself, in which the
child, coming to the task with the ability to perceptually
categorize plus s o m e ability with label information, is
taught to associate a feet with a particular object. T h e
amount of training required at this point is significantly less
than that required to model the development of percept/label
associations (typically =100 epochs).
Note that the networks are never trained on the label to
feet association. This association emerges by virtue of
learning about percepts + labels, and percepts + fects
separately. T h e network's inductive ability (i.e. its ability
to produce afeetw h e n presented with perceptual and label
information) is probed by presenting both percept and label
inputs and observing the fact response at the output. Since
the networks have always experienced the feet in association
with the percept and never in association with the label, one
might expect the fact "inductive inference" to be driven by
the percept input. A s will be shown in the results, this is
not always the case. W e report on 3 types of testing. T h e
first involves presenting the network with a n e w percept
only. T h e second involves presenting the network with a
label only. These tests are intended to model the first
statements of the experimental paradigm in which a n e w
exemplar of a familiar category (e.g. bird) is presented to the
child. This tests whether the network is able to make
"inductive inferences" based on either the percept or the
label. The third test involves presenting the network with
conflicting percept and label input and observing the feet
produced at the output. This test provides a measure of the
basis of the "inference"—i.e. a percept or label driven
"inference". This test corresponds to the third statement in
the paradigm used to evaluate the inferential basis of
children.
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Figure 2 Input/Output mappings demonstrating correct
induction performance w h e n given percept information
alone.Throughout development, a perceptual input leads to
recognition of the appropriate prototype, label and fact.
Label Only Inferences

Results

Figure 3 shows the network's performance when
presented with labels only at the inputs. The top row
shows performance w h e n presented with label (a) and the
bottom row when presented with label (b). Both early and
late in development, the network produces the appropriate
prototype and fact from the label only. Presentation of label
(b) results in prototype (B) and fact (P) while presentation of
label (a) results in prototype (A) and fact (a).

The feet that presenting any known percept or label
produces the appropriate prototype, label and fact output
Percept only Inferences
reveals h o w the model is working. The model only has a
Figure 2 shows the network's performance when
single internal representation that is required to encode
presented with perceptual information alone. The left side of
multiple mappings.
It does not have separate
the figure shows performance early in development whereas
representations of what an object looks like, what it is
the right side shows performance late in development. Each
called, and what is true about it. W h e n learning to
of the four sections of the figure shows the activation states
categorize perceptually, the model develops a representation
of the inputs and outputs w h e n a particular percept is
of distinct objects on the basis of perceptual information.
presented to the network. T h e top row corresponds to
W h e n subsequently trained on label and feet information,
performance w h e n percept (A) is presented and the bottom
this n e w information is incorporated into the existing
row corresponds to performance w h e n percept (B) is internal representation.
T h e result is an internal
presented. A s in figure 1, unit activations are represented by
representation that is constrained by both the perceptual and
small squares. Dark squares correspond to high activations
label information.
and light squares correspond to low activation. W h e n no
input is presented the squares are an intermediate shade,
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Figure 4 Input / Output mappings demonstrating a shift in
the basis of induction when presented with conflicting
percept / label information. Early in development the
output is determined by the perceptual input, but later on,
the output is determined by the category label.
This performance can be explained as a combination of
Percept and Label Conflict Inferences
two factors. First, the single hidden unit bank used to m a p
Figure 4 shows the crucial conflicting percept and label
multiple sets of information. This fact implies that a single
condition. The top of the figure shows percept (A)
internal representation will b e developed for any
presented alongside label (b) while the bottom of the figure
T h e prototype/label/fact combination, and all outputs will be
shows percept (B) presented alongside label (a).
principle guiding the network's induction in the conflict triggered by the same internal (hidden unit) representation.
condition shifts over the course of development from a
Second, perceptual input rarely corresponds perfectly to the
reliance on perceptual information to a reliance on label
prototype, whilst labels are invariant. A s the network seeks
information.
to reduce error, it will inevitably discover that the best
trigger of the appropriate internal representation is the label
Early in development, presentation of percept (A) and
label (b) results in the production of prototype (A), label (a)
input. Thus the weights between the perceptual input and
and fact (a). The presentation of percept (B) and label (a) the hidden representation should gradually reduce in
results in the production of prototype (B), label (b) and fact
magnitude whilst the weights between the label input and
(P). In both cases, the network is relying on the percept
the hidden representation should gradually increase during
information only to infer the object category, label, and fact.
The reader m a y wish to compare with figures 2 and 3 to development.
The Role of Perceptual Variability
verify what the expected ( A — a — a ) and ( B — ^ b — P ) perceptVariability across percepts seems to lead to a shift in
label-fact associations are.
reliance from percept to label w h e n performing induction.
A very different thing happens later in development.
W e constructed a smaller network to test the role of variable
The basis on which the network makes an inference has
percepts
more precisely. This network had 12 units for the
shifted. W h e n presented with percept (A) and label (b), the
percept
/
prototype representation, and 2 for each of the label
network n o w produces prototype (B), label (b) and fact (P).
and fact representations. The network showed the same shift
Similarly, when presented with percept (B) and label (a) the
in behaviour as the larger network w h e n given the same
network produces prototype (A), label (a) and fact (a).
Again, the reader m a y wish to verify this against
level of noise (Noise taken from a Gaussian distribution,
performance depicted in figures 2 and 3.
i'=0.6).
FfgMre 3 Input / Output mappings demonstrating
spontaneous induction when given label information alone.
Throughout development, a label input leads to recognition
of the appropriate prototype, label and fact.
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point to note is that as the variance level increases, so the
earlier the network shifts to label inferences. This is less
obvious at very high variability levels, since as noise
increases the number of epochs required for learning
perceptual categorization becomes less predictable and also
tends to increase. Hence, the model makes the strong
prediction that a shift from perceptual reliance to label
reliance will occur earlier for perceptually similar objects
with different labels.
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The Effect of Multiple Prototypes
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This section briefly focuses on the effects of multiple
prototype/label mappings.
Although the Gelman and
M a r k m a n studies focused on the use of two percepts and
facts, in the real world children have knowledge of many
more. All of these could interact with performance in the
simplified inductive reasoning task. T o explore possible
interaction effects, w e frained the full scale model (64 percept
units, 16 label units, 16 fact units) with 10 prototypes each
associated with its o w n fact and label. T o accommodate
this number of patterns, 4 hidden units were used. The
prototype patterns are all greater than a certain fixed
(hamming) distance apart T w o important fmdings emerge
from this work. First, the shift fi-om percept reliance to
object label reliance in induction does not occur at the same
point in training for all objects. Second, objects which are
perceptually more similar tend to shift earlier. The reason
for this is that the network will tend to shift patterns that
reduce more of the error earlier in training. The implication
of this for child development research is that perceptually
more similar patterns shift at a younger age.
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Discussion
W e present a connectionist model of the development of
1 <C ST Ji II ;3> no IX :i>iTC
a reliance on label information as opposed to perceptual
Figure 5 Plots of average absolute weights from percept
information when making inductive inferences. This model
input to hidden layer (thin), and label input to hidden
performs the shift without any ability to manipulate formal
layer (thick) averaged over 5 simulations
systems as is the suggestion of the 'concepts as theories'
view. Evidence that younger children rely on labels is often
The results of the previous section suggest that a reliance
taken as support for this view, however w e show that the
on percept or label depends on which set of units most
development of label reliance m a y be seen as a product of a
effectively triggers the appropriate internal representation.
confusing perceptual environment, as opposed to an innate
The reliance on percept vs. label can be measured by
need for structure. W e would not want to deny that such
comparing the average absolute size of the weights between
structures do develop. Rather, w e suggest that they emerge
the hidden layer and the percept inputs with the average
from simple systems such as the one described here. This
absolute size of the weights between the hidden layer and
work m a y be viewed within the context of the growing body
the label inputs. Figure 5 shows this as a function of
of work utilising connectionist principles to develop a new
epochs for different levels of variance.
understanding of ideas critical to developmental psychology
- particularly what it means for a behavior to be either
The two prototypes used in these simulations were the
learned or innate (e.g., Elman, Bates, Karmiloff-Smith,
inverses of each other (i.e. h a m m i n g distance between
Johnson, Parisi, & Plunkett, i996). Our model makes
patterns = 12). It is worth noting that the average of the
architectural assumptions which m a y reflect innate structure
label weights grows to exceed the average of the perceptual
- however such structure would be of a very different kind
weights for variances exceeding 0.5. At this point, the level
from what might be proposed outside a connectionist
of variability in percepts means that some will actually be
fi-amework.
more similar to the opposite prototype. The shift is not
driven by percepts that are slightly different from the
Our model predicts that differently labelled objects that
prototype, but by percepts that are more similar to another
are nevertheless perceptually confiisable will promote
prototype than to their o w n category prototype. A second
induction on the basis of label earlier than objects that are
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easier to distinguish perceptually. This prediction m a y
shed some light on the contrasting results of different
induction paradigms. The original studies by Gelman et al
(Gelman & M a r k m a n , 1986; Gelman & Markman, 1987)
did not find significant evidence of a percept / label shift in
subjects as young as 3.5 years old. Given their stimuli this
result is not surprising. Their studies rely on perceptually
confusable natural kind stimuli (for example, blackbirds and
bats). Our model predicts that these are the very cases that
are most likely to promote reasoning on the basis of labels
early on.
S o m e studies do not rely on perceptually confiisable
examples. Keil (1989) asked children older than Gelman's
subjects to say whether a Skunk that had been surgically
transformed to look exactly like a Racoon was in fact a
Racoon or not. In these studies, Keil found that young
children were 5//// reliant on perceptual information in
making inductions, and only later did they realise that the
truly salient characteristic for induction was the animal's
label. This is what our model would predict—the basis cf
induction will take longer to shift w h e n perceptual
categorization is more clear cut.
However, other studies involving still other stimuli do
not report the same findings (Keil, 1989). Even young
children rely on object kind (label) as opposed to perceptual
similarity w h e n presented with a toy dog and a real dog.
Note, however, that whilst in our study all stimuli were
presented equally often to the network, this is not true of
children's learning. W e might propose that toy dogs are
precisely the kinds of objects that young children would
have had a great deal of experience of- and thus the basis cf
induction with such objects would be more likely to have
shifted. Our work with multiple prototypes demonstrates
that the basis of induction for different objects will shift at
different times. A n alternative simple account of this is to
say that the stuffed dogs and real dogs are perceptually
similar and, therefore, will be differentiated by label use
early in development. Again, this is compatible with the
behaviour of our model.
The question arises as to whether this model might also
be applicable to novice/expert shifts in adult learning (e.g.
Slotta, Chi, & Joram, 1995). The data suggests that this
may be the case. In future, however, w e intend to extend
the model to cover a broader spectrum of the child data in
detail. W e expect the analogy between aduh learning and
child development to be strained by such progress.
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The principles embodied in this model are inadequate to
fully explain the richness of children's induction. However,
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Abstract
Individual differences in working memory are an important
source of information for refining theories of memory and
cognition. Computational modeling is an effective tool
for studying individual differences because it allows
researchers to maintain the basic structure of a theory while
perturbing a particular component. This paper presents a
computational model for a digit working memory task and
demonstrates that varying a single parameter captures
individual differences in that task. The model is developed
within the framework of the ACT-R theory (Anderson,
1993), and the continuous parameter manipulated
represents attentional capacity for the current goal.
Introduction
Working memory, or the information that people keep
active during processing, plays an important role in
cognitive processing and performance. Take, for instance,
the mental arithmetic problem 134 x 512. T o solve this
problem without paper and pencil, one must maintain
several intermediate results in memory (e.g., 134 x 2 = 268)
while continuing to solve the problem. A n important result
regarding working m e m o r y (that the reader m a y encounter in
solving this problem) is that working m e m o r y capacity is
limited (e.g., Baddeley, 1986). Thus, when a task places
extreme demands on working memory, people m a y have to
resort to different strategies for processing (e.g., rehearsal) or
they m a y exhibit performance decrements (e.g., errors).
Another important result in the area of working m e m o r y is
that limitations in working m e m o r y capacity vary from
individual to individual (e.g., Engle, 1994; Just &
Carpenter, 1992; Kyllonen & Christal, 1990). For this
reason, different people m a y experience differential
sensitivity to the working m e m o r y demands of a task and
hence m a y engage in different processing strategies and
exhibit different patterns of errors.
These two working m e m o r y phenomena—the limitations
and individual differences in working m e m o r y capacity—
place constraints on theories of working memory. They
consequently have important implications for computational
models of working memory. First, for a model to accurately
depict cognitive processing, it should not be endowed with
an unlimited working m e m o r y capacity. Second, to account
for differences across problems that vary in their working
m e m o r y demands, a model should incorporate a (functional)
limit on working m e m o r y that leads to the s a m e
performance effects people exhibit (i.e., it should be
similarly sensitive to the working m e m o r y demands of

various tasks). And, third, for a model to account for
differences in working m e m o r y capacity among individuals,
it should be adjustable to reflect different individuals'
responses to the same working memory demands.
Computational models have been developed that deal with
these issues to varying degrees. For example, several
models capture working m e m o r y effects aggregated across
subjects (e.g., Anderson, Reder, & Lebiere, 1996; Burgess
& Hitch, 1992; Lewandowsky & Li, 1994; Norris & Page,
1996). Other models are able to simulate working memory
differences between particular subpopulations of people (Just
& Carpenter, 1992).
The work presented in this paper goes beyond previous
research by modeling individual differences in working
m e m o r y directly. That is, w e develop a detailed model of a
task that exercises working m e m o r y and then quantitatively
explore h o w varying a particular component of the model
can account for subject-to-subject differences in performance.
W e fit the model to individual subjects' data, modeling the
processes involved in this m e m o r y task at an unprecedented
level of detail and avoiding the perils of averaging across
subjects. O u r approach thus addresses the following
questions: can an underlying "system parameter" in a
computational theory provide enough flexibility to capture
the variation in working m e m o r y from individual to
individual? Does a particular setting of that parameter
accurately depict a particular individual's performance? B y
focusing on individual differences, our approach offers (a) a
better understanding of the distribution of working memory
capacity across subjects, (b) a more detailed computational
account of working memory's relationship to processing and
performance, and (c) a framework for testing whether an
individual difference parameter can account for performance
patterns for the same individual across tasks. In particular,
w e show that incorporating individual differences in our
model not only enables it to capture the variability in the
data but to provide a better overallfitas well. In this way,
our work highlights several valuable benefits of
incorporating individual differences into computational
models.
In the sections below, w e begin by describing a task that
was designed to exercise working m e m o r y to varying degrees
while mimimizing the opportunity for people to adapt their
strategies to its working m e m o r y demands. Then, w e
describe our model of this task, developed within the A C T - R
architecture (Anderson, 1993) and demonstrate that the model
can simulate processing in this task at a detailed level.
Next, w e explore h o w varying a single, pre-existing
parameter in the A C T - R architecture modulates the
predictions of our model to account for individual subjects'
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Fourth, w e present the various trial types in a random order
instead of monotonically increasing the difficulty of trials.
This randomization eases the assumption that subjects come
to each trial with an equal allocation of resources.
The Task
Moreover, without randomly ordered trials, there m a y be
confounds between various time-based effects (e.g., learning,
The task we have devised to exercise working memory
is a boredom, fatigue) and trial type. Finally,
strategy changes,
variant of the digit working memory task developed by
we include strict recall instructions for our task: the goal is
Oakhill and her colleagues (Yuill & Oakhill, 1989). To
to recall both the identity and position of each memory
perform this task, subjects must read a sequence of digits
digit. Specifically, subjects are instructed to repeat in order
while maintaining in memory a selected subset of those
the digits they can recall; i.e., recall must proceed once
digits. Figure 1 shows the time-stepped presentation of a
through the memory list without corrections or backtracking
single trial. Digits of the first string are presented, one at a
but with the possibility of skipping an unknown digit.
time, in a row of boxes. Note that the current digit is This recall procedure reduces recall order variability as well
always erased before the next digit is presented; thus,
as potential differences in recall strategies.
subjects must keep apace with the presentation rate as they
read these digits aloud. Subsequent digit strings begin with
Empirical Results
a new digit in the leftmost box and continue digit
presentation in the same manner. After reading the digits, Aggregate performance on this task is depicted in Figure 2.
subjects are prompted to recall the rightmost digit of each
Here, the dependent measure is proportion of trials recalled
string in the order that the strings were presented. (In Figure
perfectly (i.e., all string-final digits were recalled in exact
1, these to-be-recalled digits are indicated by thick boxes; in order of presentation). The factors manipulated in collecting
the experiment, they were not visually highlighted but were
these data were (a) number of strings per trial or number of
presented for an extra 100ms of "memorizing" time.)
to-be-recalled digits (3, 4, 5, or 6), (b) number of digits per
Recalling the string-final digits in this task is analogous to
string (4 or 6), and (c) inter-digit presentation rate (0.5s or
recalling the sentence-final words in the Reading Span Task
0.7s). All were within-subjects factors; in particular, each
(Daneman & Carpenter, 1980).
of 22 subjects contributed 4 trials to each data point.
Our digit working memory task is distinguished from
All three factors show main effects in these data. The
related working memory tasks in several ways. First, w e most salient effect is a difference in recall performance for
maintain a precise digit-presentation rate via computer
the different number of strings, F(3, 63) = 125, M S E =
presentation. This reduces the variability from subjects
0.06, p < .001. This result was expected both because it
choosing different reading rates. Second, because our chosen
fits with the general finding of a gradual decrement in
presentation rate is quite fast, it reduces the variability due to aggregate performance with increasing memory load and
different rehearsal strategies. Such variability in less
because our dependent measure required perfect recall of all of
constrained tasks can confound "pure" working memory
differences. Third, w e vary the presentation rate to study its
6 Digits/String
4 Digits/String
inn —
100impact on memory performance. Note that a slower
•
presentation rate makes the reading task easier, but it also
80- •
80increases the difficulty of the memory task by elongating the
delay between storing and recalling the memory digits.
60"60data. Finally, w e discuss some of the implications of our
modeling work and make recommendations for modeling
individual differences in general.
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20-

the to-be-recalled digits. T h e effect of number of digits per
string suggested a slight m e m o r y advantage for four-digit
strings over six-digit strings, F(l, 21) = 6.6, M S E = 0.03,
p < .05. Note that this factor only affects the total number
of digits that must be read, not the number of digits that
must be recalled. T h e finding that reading more digits
m a k e s the task harder suggests that longer delays and/or
more interfering items lead to worse m e m o r y . Finally, the
effect of presentation rate w a s informative because it revealed
better m e m o r y performance with slower rather than faster
rates, F(l, 21) = 20.8, M S E = 0.04, p < .001. Finding the
effect in this direction suggests that the positive influence of
having more time to do the tasks outweighed the negative
influence of a longer delay until recall. T h e only significant
interaction w a s between number of strings and presentation
rate, F(3, 6 3 ) = 8.3, M S E = 0.03, p < .001. This
interaction appears to result from a negligible rate effect for
three-string trials, F(l,21) = 1.63, M S E = .02, n.s., but an
advantage for the slow rate on all others, F(l,21) = 42.6,
M S E = .03, p < . 0 0 1 .
W e also probed subjects, at the end of the experiment, to
describe their approach to the task. Subjects mentioned the
use of some strategies (e.g., imagery, using number
associations) but often commented that they did not find
these strategies useful and hence abandoned them.
Nevertheless, an interesting and fairly c o m m o n reported
strategy was the limited use of rehearsal (e.g., rehearsing
previous memory digits in the time available at the end of
each string).' W e incorporate this information into our
model.

Memory-1
trial

Bl

position value

current first

eight

Recall goal

Memory-2

trial position
current one

current second

trial

position /alue

Memory-j
trial

B2
five

Bj

position value

current jth

jne

Figure 3 Goal and m e m o r y units in our model

The goals and memory elements in our model are acted
upon by productions of the form "IF <conditions> T H E N
<actions>". Figure 4 presents a list of s o m e of the
processes implemented by separate productions in our
model. T h e "read" production fires whenever the goal is to
read the digits. After a digit has been read, if it is in the last
position, the "store" production will fire to create a n e w
m e m o r y element for that to-be-recalled digit. This gives the
n e w m e m o r y element an initial boost of activation. T h e
"store" production also sets a subgoal to rehearse previous
m e m o r y elements after the current digit is stored. Note that,
in our model, the production implementing rehearsal does
not need to take any outward action (such as saying the digit
out loud). Instead, by virtue of having retrieved a digit in
this production's conditions (i.e., the digit d must be recalled
The Model
in order to be identified as the digit in position p), A C T - R
naturally increases that m e m o r y element's activation and
The processes required to perform this task involve reading
hence its likelihood to be recalled later. Finally, the "recall"
digits and storing and recalling selected digits. In addition,
from subjects' reports, w e found a fairly uniform but limited production retrieves digits at the end of each trial. A s
described below, the m e m o r y element that is retrieved will
amount of rehearsing digits. W e designed our model of the
tend to (but does not necessarily) represent an exact match to
task to reflect all of these processes and to capture the stepthe element specified in the current recall goal.
by-step activity of subjects.
A s mentioned above, the model was developed within the
A C T - R architecture. In A C T - R , chunks represent
READ:
declarative knowledge (facts), and productions represent
IF goal is to read a digit & digit d is on screen
procedural knowledge (skills). These symbolic knowledge
T H E N say digit d
elements are strengthened and deployed according to
STORE:
subsymbolic learning and performance mechanisms specified
IF goal is to read a digit & digit d is on screen
by the A C T - R architecture. Below, w e describe the main
& d is in last column & d has been read
symbolic elements in our model and then sketch the A C T - R
T H E N store d & prepare to rehearse
mechanisms that operate on them.
REHEARSE:
Our model represents the two main goals of this task
IF goal is to read a digit & digit d is in the
separately: reading digits and recalling digits. Each goal is
position to be rehearsed
represented as a chunk structure with various pieces of
T H E N update position to be rehearsed
associated information (e.g., trial and position number).
The model uses a similar structure for the memory digits in
this task. (See Figure 3).

'This is consistent with the A N O V A results in that (a) an
advantage for the slow rate is consistent with some rehearsal but
(b) a disadvantage for longer strings suggests rehearsal did not
occur after each digit.
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RECALL:
IF goal is to recall digit in position p of trial t &
digit d "matches" but has not been recalled
T H E N say digit d
Figure 4 S o m e productions from our model

In A C T - R , activation is the main unit of "currency" for
processing. That is, learning and performance functions are
specified in terms of h o w various elements' activations
change and impact performance.
The A C T - R learning mechanism plays a role in our model
by specifying h o w each m e m o r y digit's activation is
increased. W h e n a m e m o r y digit is first stored, it is
endowed with an initial activation that decays with time.
Each time the m e m o r y digit is accessed, it receives an
additional activation "boost"; as time passes, however, these
activation "boosts" also decay as a power function of the
timelag since access. The sum of these decaying activations
produces the memory element's base-level activation, B\:
B , = log(Itj-d),
where tj is the time lag since the j'*^ access and d is the
decay rate.
For performance, the A C T - R theory posits that a m e m o r y
element to be retrieved by a particular production gets an
additional activation from the current goal. This source
activation, denoted W , can be conceptualized as the amount
of attention directed from the current goal: w e take W as the
individual difference parameter in our model based on the
work of Anderson et al. (1996) and on our o w n related work.
W affects performance by spreading its source activation
from the goal to the to-be-retrieved m e m o r y element,
increasing that element's total activation (Figure 3). A
memory element with higher total activation will be more
likely to be retrieved. Thus, the model will produce better
recall under higher values of W . There is one additional
constraint, however: the proportion of source activation that
reaches a given m e m o r y element, Sj, is reduced as more
memory elements are connected to the current goal. In the
case of our digit working m e m o r y task, this means that
source activation will be spread more thinly the more
memory digits in the current trial, Sj ~ -log(number of
memory elements). Thus, the total activation of m e m o r y
element i is:

digit is retrieved instead of the correct one) also occur in
systematic ways that need to be reflected in our model. T h e
A C T - R architecture provides a w a y to predict errors of
comission through its partial-matching mechanism. Once
the similarity between various items is specified (e.g., h o w
similar are the third and fourth positions in a list? h o w
similar are the first and fourth positions in a list?), this
mechanism lowers the total activation of a given m e m o r y
element with respect to h o w closely it matches the current
goal. Since elements with higher activation are more likely
to be retrieved, there is still a bias to retrieve the correct
m e m o r y digit (if it is above threshold). Nevertheless, with
partial matching, similar m e m o r y elements (e.g., those in
neighboring positions) also have s o m e chance of being
retrieved in place of the correct digit. Although it is not the
focus of this paper, our model is thus able to capture various
error patterns in the data.
Modeling Results
As a first exploration of the model described above, we
produced aggregate model predictions (Figure 5). These
predictions were based on the default parameter settings
prescribed by the A C T - R theory, e.g., the W parameter's
default setting is 1.0. T o obtain these predictions, w e ran
the same exact model through our task 22 times, to simulate
each of the 22 subjects.
Thisfirst-passfitdemonstrates that our model can produce
behavior in the range of that exhibited by subjects. T h e
best-fitting line between the data and predictions is observed
= 0.7]*predicted + 0.16, R ^ = .88. However, there are two
noticeable deficiencies in thisfirst-passmodelfit:it appears
that the model tends to overpredict for the four-digit strings
4,Digits/String
100- -B
80-1

A i = W • Si -H Bi + N ( 0 , a 2 ) ,
where N(0,o2) represents the Gaussian noise added to each
element's activation.
This total activation value is then transformed into a
performance measure according to:
P(retrieve i) = (eAi/s)/(ijeAj/s),

I 60-1

where s = V6a/7i and the denominator sums over the
competing m e m o r y elements.-^ This performance function
specifies the model's predictions in terms of retrieval
probability for a given item. The critical feature of this
function is that probability of recall is a nonlinear function
of activation and hence a nonlinear function of W .
Errors. T h e complement of the above retrieval
probability (i.e., l-P(retrieve)) gives the model's prediction
for errors of omission (i.e., when a m e m o r y digit is not
retrieved). Errors of commission (i.e., when an incorrect
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elements so that when a memory element's total activation is
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and underpredict for the six-digit strings, and the standard c
•c 0.4- S#20
error bars for the model's predictions are consistently smaller
than those for the data. T o address these deficiencies, w e
o
next moved to incorporating individual differences into our
O0.2- W-1.2
3
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5 6
3 4 5 6
Number of Strings
Figure 6 Aggregate data (•) and individual differences model
predictions (•) with standard error bars

model.
First, w e ran the model through 22 simulations of the
experiment as above, but this time, each simulation had a
different, randomly distributed value for W . W e kept the
same basic parameter values (i.e., no optimal parameter
fitting) but took the W parameter as normally distributed
with mean 1.0 and variance 0.0625. Figure 6 shows the
improved fit attained (best-fitting line: Observed =
0.95*Predicted + 0.02, r 2 = .92). Indeed, the error bars for
the model and data in Figure 6 overlap in every case except
one. Moreover, by incorporating individual differences in
our model, the standard error bars of the predictions n o w
appear more similar to those of the subjects.
While the above model fit suggests that varying W
parameter can lead to performance variability that is
consistent with the individual differences in our sample, it
still suffers from aggregating over subjects. In other words,
it is possible that a model (even one that takes into account
individual differences) can capture aggregate data but not be
able to fit data of individual subjects. Thus, w e next fit the
parameter W to the data for each subject individually. A s
Figure 7 shows, the model can account for individual
subject's recall performance and even matches the shape of
individual subject's data. Note that here w e only break down
by number of strings to maintain a sufficient number of
replications per data point. The six subjects' data presented
in Figure 7 were chosen to represent the range of W values;
the model provided a good fit for all of the 22 subjects.
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Indeed, this fitting procedure produced a bell-shaped
distribution of W values for our sample (See Figure 8): a
few subjects were best fit by high or low W , and most
subjects were fit by W ~ 1. Thus, these W estimates tell us
something about the subject-to-subject variability in the
quantity that W represents. Moreover, according to our
mcxlel, each participant's W value represents afixedquantity
of source activation for that individual, which should be
reflected in other tasks w e can also model.
Discussion
In the modeling work above, we have shown that a single,
continuous-valued parameter of the A C T - R theory can
produce individual differences similar to those displayed by a
sample of adults performing a digit working memory task.
This parameter ( W ) modulates the amount of source
activation spreading from the current goal to associated
m e m o r y elements and thereby affects their probability of
retrieval. While this parameter has been used in other A C T R models to represent a global attentional resource that is
c o m m o n across individuals, our model takes the parameter
asfixedfor a given individual but potentially varying across
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demonstrated above, one can then rigorously and
quantitatively explore how varying a particular component
of the model can account for individual differences, leading
to a better understanding of the phenomena at hand and
refinements of one's theory. This approach also provides a
framework for studying the impact of a single individual
difference parameter across tasks and for using computational
models to predict individuals' performance on a new task
based on the individualized parameter value estimated from
their performance on a previous task.
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References
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Figure 8 Histogram of number of participants with
estimated values for W , the atlentional capacity parameter.
individuals. This individual-differences approach
model to reflect the variability in an aggregated data set and
to capture the individual performance curves of each subject.
Moreover, our approach predicts that differences in this
parameter, as measured by our digit working memory task,
will produce systematic individual differences in a variety of
different tasks. W e are currently testing such across-task
predictions of our model.
Our modeling work also highlights the fact that
incorporating individual differences in a nonlinear model can
have important implications for the model's predictions.
First, adding variability to a single parameter in a nonlinear
model not only changes the variability of the model's
performance but its average predictions as well. This effect
was particularly evident in the two aggregate model fits
presented in this paper (Figures 5 & 6); here, changing the
W parameter from a constant to a random variable impacted
the standard errors of the model's predictions and the
predicted values themselves. Second, our approach suggests
that, in a nonlinear model, a single parameter can have
systematic effects on performance across tasks even while
performance across the different tasks does not show a strong
linear relationship. For instance, depending on the working
memory demands of different tasks, a particular individual's
performance may not look very similar across tasks. Thus,
linear-based analyses of performance may not be able to
uncover the common source of individual differences in a
nonlinear system. In contrast, our approach uses prespecified (nonlinear) functions to predict performance and
thus is able to estimate a common parameter setting for a
given individual and simulate performance across tasks.
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Conclusions
Computational models provide an effective tool for studying
individual differences in working memory capacity because
they allow researchers to maintain the basic structure of a
theory while perturbing any given component. As we have
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Abstract

hypertextually organized online help systems (Campagnoni
& Ehrlich, 1989). Recently, Dahlback, H o o k and Sjolinder
In this paper, we sketch a model of how people search for (1996)
infound that for people seeking answers in hypertextformation on the World Wide Web. Our interest lies in the cogbased online documentation, spatial ability for manipulating
nitive properties and internal representations used in the search
mental images—rather than spatial ability for navigating in
for information. W efirstcollected behavioral datafi-omindithe real world—correlates with ability to effectively find anviduals searching for answers to specific questions on the web,
swers online. Second, the familiar metaphor of information
and w e then analyzed these data to learn what searchers were
seekers navigating an information space (e.g., Nielsen, 1990)
doing and thinking. Onefindingwas that individuals focus
provides prima facie evidence that people conceptualize hyon key nodes when recalling their searches, and that these key
permedia, such as the web, similar to h o w they conceptualize
nodes help structure memory. A secondfindingwas that peophysical space. Moreover, even naive w e b users talk about
ple tend to use the same search patterns over and over, and that
they recall their searches in terms of their standard patterns—
using the w e b as if it is a kind of landscape over which they
regardless of what they actually did. Overall, our results sugm o v e to obtain information (Matlock & Maglio, 1996,1997).
gest that people form cognitive maps of web space in much the
In this paper, w e sketch an account of the cognitive prosame the way that they form cognitive maps of physical space.
cesses and representations people use w h e n searching for information on the web. W e base our accoimt on cognitive maps
Introduction
of information space. Cognitive maps of physical space are
W h e n trying to use the vast resources of the World Wide W e b
generally believed (e.g., Anderson, 1980) to incorporate landto answer specific questions, people often face problems lomark knowledge, route knowledge (procedures for h o w to get
cating information. O n e possible reason is that the w e b is
from one landmark to another), and survey knowledge (maporganized idiosyncratically rather than uniformly, and so inlike representations). B y observing the behavior of experiformation seekers caimot rely on a single strategy or tactic.
enced w e b users looking for specific information, w e found:
O n the web, there might not be any one correct query or path
(a) that people focus on key nodes (landmarks) when recallfor finding a particular piece of information—by its very naing searches, which suggests that such key nodes structure
ture, w e b searching requires browsing. In any event, idiosyn- m e m o r y for searches; and (b) that they repeat search patterns
cratic organization makes the w e b different from information(routes) and recall searches in terms of standard patterns, alseeking tasks that have been previously studied (e.g., Marmost regardless of what was actually done.
chionini, 1995). But to what extent is searching the w e b like
This paper is organized in three parts. First, w e detail the
searching a highly structured information resource such as an
method w e used to gather data. Next, w e describe the results.
online library or encyclopedia? C a n w e apply what is k n o w n
Finally, w e discuss implications of our findings.
about information-seeking behavior to the web? What influHow Data Were Collected
ences a searcher's success or failure? O r more basically, h o w
do people conceive of their searches? For instance, if people
To learn h o w people search for information, w e watched exnavigate hypertexts like they navigate in the physical world,
perienced users search the World Wide W e b for answers to
what role do cognitive maps and spatial abilities play?
specific questions. To identify key cognitive aspects of their
W e do not attempt to answer all these questions here. O u r activities, w efirstasked them about their plans, and then
work is only an initial step in this direction. W e start with
tracked their behavior while they searched. Then a day later
they were asked to recall the steps they had taken in each of
the assumption that people conceive of w e b space in m u c h
their searches the previous day, and finally to retrace their
the same w a y they conceive of physical space. There are several reasons to believe that spatial abilities and concepts play
steps. Participants were not warned on thefirstday that recall
a role in the w a y people understand and use online informawould be required on the second day. This method enabled
tion. First, spatial ability has been shown to influence the
us both to chart behavior to uncover search tactics (using the
use of both hierarchically organized computational environbehavioral traces) and to extract some of the structure of their
ments such asfilesystems (Vicente & Williges, 1988), and
internal representations (using the recall data). In this way.
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w e hoped to discover what people do when they search for
information.
Seven experienced w e b users,fivemales and two females,
each reporting more than two year years of almost daily web
use, participated in this study. They were instructed to find
the answers to three questions;

Searchers Rely o n A n c h o r Points

the verbal reports of search plans on thefirstday and the verbal recall of the searches on the second day corresponded to
what was actually done.

I went to AltaVista and looked for the California Green
Party and I wandered around and eventually I found it.

Our data showed that participants recalled only a few of the
sites they visited. Specifically, they remembered key nodes
that led to the target information. W e call these nodes anchor points by analogy to the notion of anchor points in the
cognitive m a p literature (Couclelis, GoUedge, Gale & Tobler,
1987; Ferguson & Hegarty, 1994). A cognitive m a p is an
1. Does the University of Western Ontario offer a Masinternal representation of physical space that can be used to
ter's degree in psychology?
make inferences about the space. W h e n an individual con2. What are three drugs currently being tested to help
structs a cognitive m a p by traversing a physical space, certain
Alzheimer's patients?
relationships among landmarks are represented more prominently than others. In particular, such a m a p is organized in
3. In h o w many U.S. states was Ralph Nader on the balterms of regions, each of which is identified with a special
lot for president in 1996?
landmark called an anchor point. Judgments about distance
These questions were chosen to represent three kinds of and orientation of landmarks within a region tends to be made
relative to the region's anchor point, and judgments of landsearches. Thefirstone has a reasonably well defined target
marks between regions tends to be made in terms of anchor
location: web page about the psychology program at the Unipoints rather than in terms of the landmarks themselves.
versity of Western Ontario. In this case, it is merely a matFor present purposes, w e define an anchor point as a node
ter offindingthat location. The second question is less well
along a search path from which there is an unbroken sequence
defined; answers might be found in recent news, in medical
information, or in Alzheimer's specific sites. Moreover, a full of links on successive pages that lead to the goal node (i.e.,
no U R L s need to be typed in or explicitly recalled). Once
answer might requirefindingseveral sites. The third question
traversed, anchor points are recognized as lying along the path
could be answered using U. S. election results, state by state
to the goal—even if the same path is not followed to the goal
results, federal election commission information, or Naderin every case. For our participants, searching on the second
specific web sites.
day
often meantfindinganchors encountered on the first day,
Questions were presented one at a time. The participant
rather thanfindingpaths found on the first day.
was then asked h o w he or she was going to obtain the inConsider Figure 1. A s shown, T's search for the number
formation from the web, that is, to verbally provide a rough
of states in which Ralph Nader was on the U. S. presidential
plan of attack. Next, the participant used the web to try to
find the information (for up to 15 minutes). Each participant ballot ultimately relied on a specific AltaVista query; namely,
one containing the keyword "results". In fact, T explicitly
returned the following day and was presented again with the
same three questions in the same order. In this case, however, mentioned this during verbal recall;
the task was tofirstverbally recall what he or she had done
and I finally decided ... I should just look under results
the previous day in searching for the answers to each ques... and then after, I went to a site that had the results, intion, and then to retrace the steps by performing the same
cluding h o w many states listed Ralph Nader on the balsearch using the web. Note that participants were not told on
lot.
thefirstday that recall of the details of their searches would
In this case, T's search depended on a anchor point created by
be required on the second day.
querying AltaVista. Participant W used the same approach,
W e analyzed the data by comparing each search path genrecalling only the top level query used in his search for the
erated by an individual participant on thefirstday with the
answer to the same question:
one generated on second day. In addition, w e examined h o w

How People Search the Web
Each of the seven participants completed at least one of the
searches on both days, but only two completed all three
searches. O f the possible 21 (7 x 3) searches, 15 were completed on both days. Three of these 15 were repeated identically on the second day. In what follows, w e consider only the
15 completed searches. W e sketch our data and analyses to
argue that (a) people remember only key nodes when recalling their searches, and (b) they conceptualize their searches
in terms of standard routines.
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For these two participants, AltaVista queries resulted in anchor points that defined information regions that contained
the target information.
In another case, T's search depended on getting to a w e b
page at the library of the University of Western Ontario
( U W O ) . A s shown in Figure 2, T retraced her steps to a w e b
page at U W O ' s library, but not to the same page she had visited the previous day. This method of retracing steps by anchors is also evident in h o w T verbally recalled the search:
... once I got there [AltaVista] ... I just looked for anything that had ... University of Western Ontario ... and
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F i g u r e 1: O n b o t h d a y s , participant T's search relied o n a specific AltaVista query. In this figure ( a n d in t h o s e that follow), the
n o d e s represent u n i q u e w e b p a g e s , a n d the arcs represent transitions b e t w e e n p a g e s .
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F i g u r e 2: T's search for the p s y c h o l o g y d e p a n m e n t at the University o f W e s t e r n O n t a r i o d e p e n d e d o n the U W O ' s library, but
n o t o n a specific location at the library.
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catalog instead. It turned out that Yahoo! did not provide easy
access to good candidates, and so T w o u n d up using AltaVista
in the end anyway. The next day, when asked what steps she
had followed for that search, she did not mention Yahoo!, and
when retracing her steps, she did not go to Yahoo! (refer back
to Figure 1). Yet at other times, T was very concerned with
This time, T recalled that an AltaVista query enabled her to
following as many of thefirstday's dead ends on the second
find the library at U W O , from which there was an unbroken day as she could find. In this case, T's use of Yahoo! was
series of links to the target. In this case, the library was the
forgotten, presumably because Yahoo! was not her standard
anchor, though the specific U R L at the library was different
pattern of behavior.
on the two days.
To take another example, participant D recalled one of his
Participant D had a similar experiencefindingthe psycholsearches asfittinghis standard routine w h e n in fact it had not.
ogy department at U W O . A s shown in Figure 3, D's anchor
For the Ralph Nader question, D carefully retraced hisfirst11
point was the homepage for the university, but his paths after steps on the second day, including several that took him d o w n
finding this point were completely different on the two days. a dead end path (see Figure 4). O n the second day, however,
His verbal report suggests thatfindingU W O was the priority:
D finished his search by using AltaVista—^which he stated
was
his standard routine, and which he used for the other two
I'll go to AltaVista again. I searched on University of
searches—though
he did not use AltaVista for this search on
Western Ontario ... and then take it from there.
thefirstday. Even D's verbal recall of thefirstday's search
Obviously, D believed the path would be clear once the UWO was inaccurate:
homepage was located. In a sense, the path that was followed
I started at the Mercury N e w s and I looked for election
thefirstday did not matter because some path could be found
information, and it was a dead end because ... they give
once he was in the region defined by his anchor point.
results and not ballot information. So then I went to YaW e found evidence in the behavioral data that each of the
hoo! for election information ...and then went to Alseven participants used anchor points in the ways w e just detaVista to search for Ralph Nader and Green.
scribed. That is, for one of the completed searches, each parThus, it was not merely that D could not find the same set of
ticipant either found a similar node on the second day from
links from Yahoo! that he found thefirstday (see Figure 4),
which the same path to the goal followed, or found the same
he remembered his search asfittinghis standard routine. U n node on the second day from which a different path to the goal
like the case previously described for participant T, in which
followed. Overall, the data suggest that m e m o r y for prior
non-standard paths were omitted during recall, in this case
searches was structured around important nodes that led to
participant D added his standard routine during recall.
the goal.
All participants relied on their o w n standard routines, such
Searchers Rely on Familiar Routes
as searching for starting points using AltaVista or using YaIn addition to the use of anchor points, a second observation
hoo! More importantly, on the second day,yzve of the seven
that emerged from the behavioral data is that individuals rely
added a routine or deleted a non-routine pattern in the ways
on personal routines when trying tofindinformation. For inw e have just illustrated. Thus, because personal routines play
stance, some participants routinely used a particular search
an important role in h o w people remember their searches, w e
engine, such as AltaVista, whereas others routinely used a
conjecture that such routines form the basis for h o w people
particular hierarchical catalog, such as Yahoo! The point is
conceptualize searching; that is, routines structure internal
not that our searchers merely preferred to use one approach
representations.
over another; rather, w e believe that they conceptualized their
Discussion
search tasks in terms of their favorite routines. W e believe
this because it often did not matter what was actually done on W h e n searching the web, people follow familiar routes to find
thefirstday, our searchers remembered searching as //their
anchor points that are close to the desired information. To
personal routines had been followed. O n the analogy to cogm a k e this case, w e have shown that searchers: (a) rely on
nitive maps of physical space, personal routines correspond
personal routines both tofindimportant nodes and tofindspecific information starting from these nodes, and (b) generate
to WiQ familiar routes that an individual uses to get from one
landmark (or anchor point) to another.
only a few of the important nodes they visited w h e n recalling
their searches (both verbally and behaviorally). It follows that
More precisely, our data show that (a) each individual has
a standard pattern of search behavior; and (b) when an indiw e b searchers do notfiillyplan in advance, but rely instead
vidual deviates from the standard pattern, he or she recalls the on heuristics (routines) and local context (anchor points) to
search asfittingthe standard pattern. For example, participant
find information (cf Georgeff & Lansky, 1987). Put another
T usually queried AltaVista to find likely starting points. She
way, w e b users interleave directed and structured behavior—
used AltaVista in all three of her searches thefirstday. For
searching—with opportunistic and unstructured behavior—
the Ralph Nader question, however, T began with the Yahoo!
browsing—tofindinformation (Bates, 1989).
one was the library ... so I got into the library and ... I
in fact didfinda link that took m e back ... [to] the University of Western Ontario, and then I went down to academic units ... and under there they have psychology,
and under psychology they had programs or degrees ...
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F i g u r e 4: Participant D faithfully retraced the first 11 steps o f this search, including d e a d ends, before switching to his usual
routine (i.e., using AltaVista), e v e n t h o u g h h e did not use AltaVista o n the first day.
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Related Studies of W e b U s e
Our results accord with other recent studies of how people use the web. Catledge and Pitkow (1995) and Tauschcr
and Greenberg (1997a, 1997b) analyzed several weeks worth
of normal web usage gathered from dozens of college students. Both studies found that web users do not often traverse the same long sequence of nodes more than once. As
we have shown in the present study, participants were unable
to recall—and therefore repeat—specific sequences of U R L s
even when explicitly asked to do so. Tauscher and Greenberg also foimd that web users have about a 6 0 % chance of
revisiting web pages they have previously visited; although
sequences of U R L s were rarely repeated, specific U R L s were
often repeated. As w e have shown, participants were more
apt to refind anchor points than to refind sequences. People
do not follow the same trails because they do not remember
their trails: they remember generic procedures and particular anchor points. Thus, although w e focused on details of
specific search behaviors observed in a few individuals, the
patterns we found are consistent with large body of quantitative data.
Cognitive Maps of Web Space
As mentioned, cognitive maps incorporate landmark knowledge, route knowledge, and survey knowledge. As shown,
the web searchers in our study recalled their searches in
terms of landmarks (anchor points) and routes (personal routines) for moving between them. Thomdyke and Hayes-Roth
(1982) found that route knowledge gained by traversing a
space becomes transformed by repeated experience into survey knowledge. Thus, one question ripe for investigation is
whether web searchers' route knowledge becomes more like
survey knowledge with increased experience. One potential
problem with this suggestion is that survey maps of such a
highly interconnected information space might be too complicated for people to remember and use. Just as route information provides better guidance than map information for a person driving a car in an unfamiliar region (Streeter, Vitello &
Wonsiewicz, 1985), anchors and routines might be the most
efficient way of representing the web's structure.
In summary, our study of how peoplefindinformation on
the World Wide W e b suggests that they conceive of the web's
information space like they conceive of physical space. Cognitive maps of the web are comprised of (a) regions of information defined by landmarks and anchor points, (b) and
familiar routes for moving among landmarks and anchors.
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Abstract
Models in cognitive science often postulate that
individuals maintain complex representations of their
environment when simpler explanations, based on simple
behaviors interacting with each other and environmental
constraints, would suffice. As an example, I consider
representational approaches to animal behavior (e.g.,
Gallistel, 1990; Myerson and Miezin, 1980), which posit
that complex group behavior results from complex
representations of events within the central nervous
systems of individual animals. For example, ducks feeding
from
two food
sources
distribute
themselves
proportionately to the density of food available at each
source. This phenomenon, probability matching, is
typically explained by attributing representations of the
density of food available at each source within the central
nervous system (CNS) of each duck. Are such complex
representations required to explain this phenomenon? I
will compare the results of two simulations of probability
matching in groups. In one, individuals maintain and
update representations of food available at each source.
Although probability matching emerges, the organisms
exhibit various unrealistic behaviors. In the second, each
individual follows simple behavioral rules but has n o
representation of the food density at each source.
Probability matching emerges and the behavior observed is
more realistic than that in thefirstsimulation. This adds to
demonstrations in other domains that complexity at one
level of analysis need not result from complexity at lower
levels (e.g., Resnick, 1994; Sigmund, 1993).
Centralized versus decentralized analysis
It used to be said that our ability to build arches
distinguished h u m a n s from lesser species — arches require
planning and engineering. It turns out that at least one
lesser species - termites - builds arches. In fact, it appears
that their arch building depends on highly organized
cooperation. Scores of them deposit excrement, eventually
forming several columns, which eventually join to form
arches. T h e arches form the foundation for their nests. H o w
is such an amazing joint activity organized? O n e possibility
is that each insect is acting as part of a team. At first blush,
it appears that each insect monitors and represents the
activities of the others and their collective progress. A s
Braitenberg (1984) points out, w e often prefer such
explanations, even for simpler systems, and are quite willing
to attribute complex representations and motivations when
simpler explanations would suffice. Another possibility is

that the complex group behavior emerges from the
interactions of large numbers of insects acting on the same
small behavioral repertoire. Indeed, this is the case. Each
termite develops a seasonal sensitivity to a particular
pheromone secreted in their waste. Where termites deposit
their waste is guided by gradients of pheromone
concentration.
Eventually, columns form where the
concentrations are strongest. Competition between adjacent
columns leads to their being joined into (see Kugler et al.,
1989, for a detailed analysis). Resnick (1994) describes
these two ways of analyzing problems as centralized and
decentralized thinking (for m a n y more examples of
decentralized analysis, see Resnick, 1994; Braitenberg,
1984; Sigmund, 1993; and Langton, 1989).
Decentralized thinking is not n e w in cognitive science.
Consider this list of demonstrations that decomposing a
system into simpler components can reduce the complexity
of representations required: Wiener's (1948) treatment of
self-organizing systems, Gibson's analysis of optic flow
(e.g., Gibson, O l u m , and Rosenblatt, 1955), the "active" or
"animate" approach to vision (e.g., Ballard, 1991),
Reynolds' (1987) treatment of flocking behavior, and the
literature cited above.
Despite these compelling
demonstrations, decentralized analysis has not received the
attention it warrants. M a n y models in cognitive science
start out "representation-heavy." I do not wish to imply that
there is no place for representation in models of behavior and
cognition. M y thesis is that as a starting point, models of
complex systems need not postulate complexity at the
lowest level. T o demonstrate this point, I will apply
decentralized analysis to the phenomenon of probability
matching in groups of foraging animals.
Probability matching
Various species adapt quickly to changes in the
probability of important stimuli in their environments. For
example, w h e n presented with multiple sources of food in an
environment, individuals quickly divide into groups with
sizes proportional to the density of food available from each
source (see Gallistel, 1990, chapter 11, for an overview). It
is important to note that the overall density of food is what
determines the size of the groups. Given two sources
dispersing morsels of equivalent magnitudes at equivalent
rates, the animals divide into two groups of approximately
equal numbers clustered around each of the sources. If the
amount of food available from one source increases, due to
an increase in either its rate of dispersal or the magnitude of
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the morsels of food, the sizes of the groups of animals
change proportionately. Gallistel (1990) and others (e.g.,
Myerson and Miezin, 1980) have explained such
"probability matching" behavior as the result of coinplox
and specific representations of the food source characlcnsiics
in the central nervous systems of individual organisms:
[Results suggest] that birds accurately represent
rates, that they accurately represent morsel
magnitudes, and that they can multiply the
representation of morsels per unit time by the
representation of morsel magnitude to compute the
internal variables that determine the relative
likelihood of their choosing one foraging patch
over the other, (p. 358)
Gallistel goes on to present this as a particular challenge
to nonrepresentational models:
The challenge for nonrepresentational theories ... is
to propound a nonrepresentational model of ... a
system that is altered by its past experiences in
such a way that it chooses patches in proportion to
their relative [densities] ... from ... observations
alone ... without the system's having any internal
variable[s] ... or a fortiori any operations that
appropriately
combine
these
nonexistent
representatives of number, time, and magnitude. Is
it possible to propound a model of the internal
causation of the duck's behavior that avoids
postulating an isomorphism between a system of
variables and operations inside the duck and the
corresponding system of number, time and
magnitude external to the duck? (p. 359)
Are the complex representations Gallistel and others
describe truly crucial for explaining probability matching
by, for example, groups of ducks? Could animals instead
follow simple rules, with the result that the probability of
food density would be represented in the distribution of the
group, rather than the C N S of each individual? Indeed, the
equations that describe a system do not necessarily reveal
causation. Reaction-diffusion equations (see Winfree, 1980)
predict patterns of diffusion in various systems (e.g., slime
molds), but those systems can be simulated in cellular
automata using simple, locally-defined rules (e.g., Resnick,
1994). In the next section, I consider a nonrepresentational
approach to probability matching that does not require
internal representations of environmental variables or past
experiences.
A nonrepresentational approach
From the decentralized perspective, the problem is not a
matter of constructing a model by which each organism can
represent the complexity of the environment. Rather, it is a
matter of determining the simplest possible representations
and behaviors, and constraints of the environment which,
when they interact, could result in the emergence of the
larger group phenomenon. The approach taken here is
influenced by the work cited in the first section, as well as
Simon's (1957) notions of ' satisficing" (rather than
optimizing or maximizing) algorithms, as expressed by
Gigerenzer and his colleagues (e.g., Gigerenzeret al., 1991).
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In the duck feeding example, rather than maintaining
complex representations, the ducks m a y follow a rule as
simple as 'go to the closest morsel of food."
Environmental constraints might also contribute to the
emergence of the complex behavior. For example, morsel
magnitude might be reflected in the size of the groups
formed simply because it takes longer to eat large morsels,
resulting in a larger number of visible morsels near a source
of larger food. Suppose the morsels at one food source are
larger than those at another source with an equal rate of
dispersal, and, at a given moment, there are equal numbers
of ducks at each food source. Soon, more food will be
available at the source with the larger magnitude, because
ducks at that source will require more time to consume each
morsel.
Simulations
The general simulator
The environment was a 30 by 30 grid (the "pond") with two
sources of food located at the top and bottom edges. Various
characteristics of the sources could be specified (and changed
interactively during a simulation — although no interactive
changes were made during the simulations reported here).
For example, the rate of dispersal from the source (actually
the interval between dispersals, so that a rate of "2" is
slower than a rate of "1"), and the magnitude of the
"morsels" of food could be specified.
Figure 1: The simulator. In all simulations reported, 30
ducks were placed in a 30 x 30 "pond," with a food source at
the top, and another at the bottom. Rate of dispersal and
morsel magnitude could be specified for each source.
In the simulations, when a duck made contact with a
morsel of food, the duck would remain stationary until it
was finished "eating." Eating time, in update cycles, was
defined as the magnitude of a morsel of food; given a
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morsel of magnitude 5, a duck eating that morsel would
remain stationary for 5 update cycles. At the beginning of a
simulation, a specified number of ducks was randomly
distributed throughout the pond. At each time step, or
cycle, food was distributed from a source (to a random,
unoccupied location within a specified distance from the
source) if the cycle number was divisible by its rate of
dispersal. Subsequently, the locations of the ducks were
updated in random order, in accordance with the constraints
described in the next section. Simple obstacle avoidance
procedures were implemented. If, for example, a duck en
route to a morsel encountered a stationary duck, it could
change direction to find an unimpeded path to the nearest
morsel of food. A n example simulator window is shown in
Figure 1.
Nonrepresentational implementation
In the nonrepresentational implementation, duck behavior
was determined by one rule and one explicit constraint of the
environment. The rule was simply to approach the nearest
morsel of food. The environmental constraint was that once
a duck contacted a morsel of food, it had to remain stationary
while it ate." A s mentioned in the previous section, a
morsel of food of magnitude 5 would require the duck to
remain stationary for 5 update cycles.
Certainly, other behaviors and constraints are possible.
However, these two were chosen as the simplest possible.
If others were used (e.g., ducks could maintain a
representation of h o w m u c h food they obtained at a source
and probabilistically decide to change sources when they
obtained too little), a behavior very m u c h like the one used
would still be needed to m o v e the ducks to their desired
source and tofindfood.
Representational approach
Gallistel (1990) presents a computational model (based on
Myerson and Miezin's 1980 model) that accurately predicts
the behavior of foraging animals. In the model, each duck
represents the rate of food distribution at each food source
and the magnitude of morsels being distributed. These
variables are then combined neurally to represent food
density at each source, yielding "relative patch affinities"
(equivalent to the proportion of food at each source).
Relative patch affinities multiplied by a "switchiness"
constant (how often the animal is willing to change sources)
are assumed to be equal to a Poisson process which predicts
h o w m u c h time a duck will spend at each food source.
In this implementation, each duck maintained an explicit
representation of each source's density. Relative patch
affinities were simply the proportion of food available at
each source. However, it is not clear exactly h o w or when
ducks should update their representations. This question
becomes crucial if one attempts to implement the model as a
simulation. If ducks constantly evaluate which source they
prefer in a probabilistic fashion, h o w will they ever swim
across the pond to the less dense source? If there is a
probability of .70 of choosing one source (due to relative
patch affinities), but the other source is 20 cells away
(requiring 20 update cycles' travel), a duck must choose the
less likely source for several cycles running — an unlikely
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event. Either complicated rules about when to update a
representation or some sort of switchiness factor is also
required, and one was implemented. For example, if
switchiness was set to 80, this would mean that if the
current preference (based on relative patch affinity) required
switching sources, a second decision was made with an 8 0 %
chance of changing sources.
With switchiness set to 100 (so that it would have no
effect), probability matching did not occur. Instead, all of
the ducks would seek the densest source, since it was so
unlikely that they would "choose" the less dense source
enough times in one period of time to actually m o v e there.
In fact, simply setting switchiness substantially below 100
was not sufficient. For probability matching to emerge, I
had to modify the switchiness factor to only come into play
when a decision was being made to change preferences from
least to most plentiful (i.e., it would never c o m e into play if
a duck decided to leave the more plentiful source). Trial and
error determined that the optimal switchiness factor was 80.
Finally, although Gallistel's model is supposedly one of
"internal causation," w e must consider exactly what it is it
causes ducks to do. "Choosing" a source is not enough.
W e must also consider h o w ducks implement their choice:
h o w they travel between sources and arrive at a morsel of
food. The model does not address this level. In order to
give the ducks behavior in this implementation, they
followed a slightly modified version of the behavior used in
the nonrepresentational implementation: seek the nearest
food at the preferred source.
General parameters
In every simulation, 30 ducks were used. A s mentioned
above, switchiness was set to 80 in all simulations run with
the representational implementation. All simulations were
run for 300 update cycles. The two implementations were
compared by running two sets of simulations.
First, 100 simulations were run with each implementation
with two food sources that differed in rate of dispersal. The
rate of one source was set to 2 (i.e., a morsel of food was
dispersed from that source every second cycle), and the rate
of the other was set to 10 (i.e., a morsel of food was
dispersed from that source every tenth cycle). Morsel
magnitude was set to 30 at both sources (therefore, any
morsel of food required 30 update cycles to consume). In
this case, the expected distribution ratio of ducks would be
5:1, since the rate of dispersal at the first source was five
times greater than that at the second source (i.e., the system
should settle with 25 ducks at the source with the faster
dispersal rate, and 5 at the other, slower source).
In the second set of simulations, rate was held constant,
but magnitude differed between the two sources. 100
simulations were run with each implementation. Rate of
dispersal was set to 5 at each source (i.e., a morsel of food
was dispersed from each source on everyfifthcycle). Morsel
magnitude was set to 80 at one source, and to 40 at the
other. Thus, the expected distribution ratio would be 2:1,
since the density at the source with larger morsel magnitude
was twice that of the other source (i.e., the system should
settle with 20 ducks at the denser source, and 10 at the other,
less dense source).
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Figure 2: Probability matching to differences in rate in the
Figure 3: Probability matching to differences in morsel
two implementations. Morsel magnitude was set to 30 for
magnitude in the two implementations. Dispersal rate was
both food sources. The dispersal rate of the denser source
set to 5 for both food sources. The magnitude of the denser
was set to 2. The dispersal rate of the other source was set to source was set to 80. The dispersal rate of the other source
10. With 30 ducks, the predicted number of ducks at the
was set to 40. With 30 ducks, the predicted number of ducks
denser source is 25.
at the denser source is 20.

Results
In general, the results of the both implementationsfitthe
reported data - that is, probability matching was observed.
Ducks divided into two groups proportional to the food
density at the two sources; they matched changes due to
differences in rate and magnitude.
However, not all
combinations of number of ducks, rates and magnitudes
resulted in probability matching. A n examination of the
environmental constraints -- the size of the pond, the
distance between the sources, the size of the area a source
disperses food into, the rate and magnitude values for the
sources, and the number of ducks — explains why.
For example, consider the relationship between magnitude
and rate of dispersal in the simpler, nonrepresentational
implementation. A change in magnitude will not have any
effect unless the magnitude is approximately a multiple of
the rate, since food dispersed at time t can be consumed by
time / + magnitude + I (the minimum time for a duck to
move to an adjacent morsel of food is one update cycle).
For a duck to change sources, the only food available in the
environment must be from a different source. This
condition must remain true until the duck is closer to the
new source's food than any new food from its original
source, since the duck will seek the closest food. Therefore,
for the system to converge on the distribution of ducks
predicted by food density, food can be neither too plentiful in which case ducks have no reason to change sources — nor
too scarce -- in which case food will be consumed by a duck
close to a source before other ducks can change sources
(Gallistel, 1990, notes that similar deviations from predicted
probability matching have been reported in the literature; he

explains them as a result of food being consumed before
other ducks can update their representations). However, by
varying only rate or magnitude, it is possible to observe
behavior which closely resembles probability matching.
Differences in Rate Both implementations match the
probability matching predictions for differences in rate.
With the two sources' morsel magnitudes set to 30, one
source with a rate of 2, and the other with a rate of 10 (5
times slower than thefirst),the group of 30 ducks split into
two groups of approximately 25 (near thefirstsource) and 5
(near the slower source) within 100 update cycles in both
implementations (see Figure 2).
Differences in Magnitude Both implementations
match the probability matching predictions for differences in
magnitude, although effects of magnitude are more difficult
to observe than those of rate. For the difference between
sources' magnitudes to affect the distribution of ducks, it
must be so large that food from the source with the larger
magnitude remains available long enough that ducks at the
opposite source can get closer to it before more food is
distributed from the opposite source. So the "swimming
speed" of the ducks and the distance between the sources also
come into play. If magnitudes are set sufficiently high,
however, the relative contributions of those secondary
factors decrease, and probability matching emerges. With the
two sources' dispersal rates set to 5, one source with a
morsel magnitude of 80, and the other with a morsel
magnitude of 40 (half the size of thefirst),the group of 30
ducks split into two groups of approximately 20 (near the
first source) and 10 (near the other source) within
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Figure 4: Examples of observed on-line differences
between the implementations during simulations when
magnitudes differed. The left panel is a snapshot of the
nonrepresentational implementation, and the right panel is a
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approximately 300 update cycles in both implementations
(see Figure 3).

Figure 6: The amount of food left uneaten at each cycle in
the two implementations when magnitude differed.

Discussion
Although it is not clear h o w to equate update cycles with
real time ~ with, e.g., the real swimming and eating rates of
ducks - the difference between convergence times for rate
and magnitude differences are similar, in general, to those
observed with real animals. Harper (1982) found that
distributions of real ducks matched differences in rate within
approximately 9 0 seconds. T h e same group of ducks
magnitude within
matched differences in morsel
approximately 300 seconds. Compare these numbers with
Figures 2 and 3: differences in rate were matched after
approximately 6 0 cycles, and the match to differences in
magnitude did not asymptote until nearly 200 cycles had
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Figure 5: The number of ducks changing sources at each
cycle in the two implementations when magnitude differed.

passed.
Both implementations provide similar simulations of the
phenomenon. However, there were two major differences
between them: the representational simulation was less
realistic and less stable than the nonrepresentational
simulation.
The difference in realism is illustrated in Figure 4.
Snapshots of both implementations of the simulator are
shown after approximately 150 update cycles when
magnitudes differed. In the representational implementation
(lower panel), there is m u c h more uneaten food and there are
several ducks that are not close to either source. During the
representational simulations, ducks would often ignore the
closest food - even immediately adjacent food - when their
source preference had changed from their current location.
Also, it was c o m m o n to observe several ducks "stuck" in
the region between sources for long periods, as their
preferences oscillated between sources.
These differences between implementations are quantified
in Figures 5 and 6. In Figure 5, the rate of source switching
is plotted for simulations in which magnitude differed. O n
average, there were m a n y more ducks changing sources at a
given time in the representational simulations. In Figure 6,
the amount of uneaten food available is plotted for
simulations when magnitude differed. (The cyclic pattern in
Figures 5 and 6 is due to new food being introduced every
fifth update cycle, as dispersal rate was set to 5 for both
sources in each implementation.) In the nonrepresentational
implementation, a relatively steady state was reached after
approximately 100 cycles, with approximately 1 uneaten
morsel available. O n average, in the representational
implementation, there was more than twice as much uneaten
food available after the nonrepresentational implementation
reached its steady state.
While it would be simple to add rules designed to prevent
the unrealistic behaviors in the representational
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implementation, the crucial point is that it becomes more
difficult to simulate probability matching when calculations
and representations are incorporated into the behavior of the
individual ducks. Simulating a model like Gaiiistel's will
require devising a set of behavioral rules in an ad hoc fashion
to control behavior when, for example, the closest food is
not at the denser source. In contrast, the simpler
nonrepresentational approach succeeds in fitting the data
with only one behavior and one environmental constraint.
Gaiiistel's (1990) model is an extension of a model of
individual probability matching, and is meant to serve as
model for both individual and group probability matching.
However, the results of the simulations indicate that while it
may account for individual data, it is not clear how to
implement it in order to account for group data. It may well
be that the two phenomena are not as directly related as is
typically assumed. Another possibility is that the individual
case could be modeled more simply. This is a question I
plan to pursue in the near future.
Conclusions
By considering simple, local rules and environmental
constraints, the nonrepresentational implementation
successfully simulates probability matching in groups of
foraging animals. This demonstrates that it is indeed
"possible to propound a model of the internal causation of
the duck's behavior that avoids postulating an isomorphism
between a system of variables and operations inside the duck
and the corresponding system of number, time and
magnitude external to the duck." In addition, implementing
the representational model reveals two critical weaknesses.
First, the necessity of making animals move around requires
that behavioral rules be added (in fact, the very rules that
allow the nonrepresentational implementation to fit the data
without complex representations). Second, relying on
"relative patch affinities" leads to unrealistic behaviors
which would require the ad-hoc addition of behavioral rules
to prevent them.
The current simulations add to demonstrations in other
domains that decomposing complex tasks into simple
components can reduce the complexity of the representations
required.
Optimal individual representations are not
necessary to explain complex
group behavior.
Quantitatively-equivalent, "satisficing" procedures, based on
interactions between individuals, allow us to attribute less
complexity at the individual level. While explanations
based on such models may not turn out to be accurate, they
should be considered along with more complex explanations.
Finally, the simulator itself is a useful tool for preliminary
tests of predictions about the behavior of real organisms, and
studying the interaction of experimental and environmental
variables.
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Abstract
The folk theory of behavior is a conceptual framework that
guides all of people's dealings with behavior, including
attention, explanation, and control. Philosophy of action
and developmental research into children's "theory of
niind" have relied heavily on plausible but speculative
assumptions about this folk theory. The present paper
describes empirical research on three key elements of the
theory, as found in the adult social perceiver: (a) h o w
people conceptuaUze intentionality and differentiate intentional from unintentional behavior; (b) which types of
behavior (intentional vs. unintentional, observable vs.
unobservable) they attend to and choose to explain; and (c)
h o w they explain these behaviors.
People's folk theory of behavior comprises concepts and
distinctions that hang together as a framework within which
h u m a n behavior can be described and explained. A s a
conceptual framework, it does not guarantee true beliefs
about specific behaviors; but it dictates h o w people
fundamentally think about h u m a n behavior. A s such, it
guides and critically influences h o w people perceive,
evaluate, and try to change behavior. T h e present paper
describes empirical research into the key elements of this
folk theory of behavior.
The Folk Concept of Intentionality
Intentionality is the core concept of people's folk theory
of behavior. With this concept, people classify behaviors
into t w o groups and treat them differently in attention,
Many
evaluation, explanation, prediction, and change.
writers in philosophy and psychology have recognized the
central role of intentionality, but they only speculated about
the components of this concept. Malle and Knobe (1997a)
explored empirically h o w people distinguish between
intentional and unintentional behaviors. They demonstrated
that people consider a behavior intentional if the actor has
•
a desire for an outcome,
•
beliefs about a behavior that leads to that outcome,
•
a resulting intention to perform that behavior,
•
the skill to perform the behavior, and
• awareness of performing it.
In a first study, the authors showed that people agree
substantially in their judgments of intentionality for 2 0
verbally described behaviors (inter-rater agreement, a =

0.99). Most importantly, whether or not the instructions
provided participants with an explicit definition of intentionality had no effect on average agreement, suggesting that
intentionality is not just a theoretical construct but a folk
concept that people spontaneously use to classify behavior.
In a second study people were asked to define directly what
it means to "do something intentionally," and they reliably
mentioned four components of intentionality: desire, belief,
intention, and awareness. Study 3 demonstrated that when
people m a k e actual judgments of intentionality, they also
require the presence of skill as afifthnecessary component
of intentionality. They judged an agent to have flipped a
penny to land on heads intentionally only if there was
sufficient evidence for his acquired skill to do so. More
important, people clearly distinguished between the agent's
intention to m a k e the penny land on heads and his doing it
intentionally (cf. Bratman, 1987). Appropriate beliefs and
desires are necessary conditions for inferring an agent's
intention to act. Inferring that the agent acted intentionally,
however, requires her skill to fulfill that intention.
T o our knowledge, all previous (psychological or
philosophical) models of intentionality omitted one or more
of the five empirically derived components, thus falling
short of reconstructing people's actual concept of intentionality. In particular, the distinction that people make
between an agent's intention and an actions' intentionality
has important implications for h o w people evaluate
behavior. That is, evaluations such as credit and blame rely
both on the agent's antecedent mental states and on the
action's skill-ful performance. This distinction has been
underappreciated in both psychological, philosophical, and
legal accounts of responsibility and blame.
Which Behaviors People Explain
The folk theory of behavior specifies what kinds of
behaviors exist and h o w they can be perceived, explained,
and controlled (cf. D'Andrade, 1987). Malle and Knobe
(1997b) proposed that people's folk theory of behavior
entails, on the most basic level, a 2 x 2 classification of
behavioral events, which results from crossing the concept
of intentionality (intentional vs. unintentional) with the
concept of observability (observable vs. unobservable), as
depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Classification of Behavioral Events
In five studies, Malle and Knobe (1997b) showed that
people wonder about and explain these behavioral events in
systematically different ways, depending on three factors: (a)
whether they are in the "actor" role (perceiving their own
behaviors) or in the "observer" role (perceiving other
people's behaviors); (b) whether they merely wonder-why or
actually explain why a behavior occurs; and (c) whether they
explain the behavior to themselves ("private" explanation) or
to a conversation partner ("communicative" explanation).
Malle and Knobe (1997b) assumed that explaining why an
event occurs requires a wondering why. They further
assumed that such wonderings-why occur if three conditions
are met: The person wondering is (1) aware of the event, (2)
is in a subjective state of nonunderstanding (i.e., does not
have an explanation available), and (3)findsthis nonunderstanding relevant so as to be motivated to remove it. Malle
and Kobe then showed that such wonderings can be about
any of the four behavioral events distinguished above (see
Figure 1), but the diree principles of wondering predict
reliable actor-observer differences in the selection of which
behaviors people wonder about. Actors know (or think they
know) the reasons for their intentional behaviors, so they do
not wonder why they occur because they are not in a state of
nonunderstanding; instead, they wonder about their own
unintentional behaviors, for which they are in a state of
nonunderstanding. Observers, by contrast, wonder about
other people's intentional behaviors because these are
diagnostic and socially consequential, but they wonder less
about unintentional behaviors because being in a state of
nonunderstanding with respect to them is seldom relevant.
Furthermore, because actors have more direct access to their
unobservable behaviors (e.g., feelings, thoughts) than to
their observable behaviors (e.g., facial expressions, body
language), they wonder more about unobservable behaviors
than about observable behaviors. By contrast, observers
have more access to other people's observable behaviors
than to their unobservable behaviors, so they wonder more
about observable behaviors. T w o studies that coded daily
thought protocols of college students and three 20th century
novels supported all of these predictions: Actors wondered
more about unintentional than intentional behaviors ( 7 3 % to
27%) and more about unobservable than observable
behaviors ( 6 7 % to 3 3 % ) , whereas observers wondered more
about intentional than unintentional behaviors ( 6 7 % to
33%) and more about observable than unobservable
behaviors ( 7 4 % to 2 6 % ) .
Folk explanations, it was suggested, can be either private
or communicative. A private explanation is a person's
answer to her own wondering why, so people should
privately explain the same behaviors that they wonder about.
T w o studies that coded college students' memory protocols
of past behavior explanations and seven personal diaries
showed indeed that actors privately explained more uninten-
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tional than intentional behaviors ( 7 4 % to 2 6 % ) and more
unobservable than observable behaviors ( 7 0 % to 3 0 % ) ,
whereas observers privately explained more intentional than
unintentional behaviors ( 6 5 % to 3 5 % ) and more observable
than unobservable behaviors ( 7 4 % to 2 6 % ) .
A communicative explanation, by contrast, is an answer
to another person's wondering, and this other person is
always in the observer role. So observers should still
explain the same types of behavior to other observers as
they explain to themselves, whereas actors n o w explain
those types of behavior to observers that the observers
typically wonder about, namely, intentional and observable
behaviors. T w o studies that coded m e m o r y protocols as
well as transcripts of conversations confirmed these predictions: In communicative contexts both actors and observers
explain more intentional than unintentional behaviors ( 6 2 %
to 3 8 % ) and more observable than unobservable behaviors
(70% to 3 0 % ) .
In an unpublished study, MacConnell (1996) found that
these actor-observer asymmetries regarding the types of
behaviors actors and observers explain also extend to the
types of behaviors they pay attention to. Pairs of undergraduate students were asked to have a getting-acquainted
conversation and afterwards filled out a questionnaire in
which they reported about that interaction. Specifically,
participants described the behavioral events "that were going
on" for themselves (actor role) and their partner (observer
role). These reports of behavioral events were then coded for
the intentionality and observability of each event mentioned.
The results showed that actors reported more unobservable
events ( M = 5.7) than observers did ( M = 3.5) and also
reported more unintentional events ( M = 5.9) than observers
did { M = 4.6), p's < .01. Conversely, observers reported
more observable events ( M = 4.6) than actors did ( M = 3.4)
and also reported more intentional events ( M = 3.6) than
actors did (A/ = 3.1), p's < .01. Control conditions ruled
out that these differences are due merely to differential
reporting biases: S o m e participants were encouraged to
report about experiences, others to report about behaviors,
but the actor-observer differences remained. It seems likely,
then, that the reports of different behavioral events are due to
differential attention to those events in the first place.
If actors and observers attend to and explain different
behavioral events, w e m a y hypothesize that certain interpersonal conflicts are difficult to resolve because the two
partners are actually arguing about different behavioral
events. For example, one person (the actor) m a y focus on
her experience of being angry and hurt, whereas her partner
(the observer) is focusing on the actor's overt action of
yelling. The conflict may persist as long as the two people
continue to talk about two different behavioral events.
How People Explain Behavior
W e have seen that people distinguish between different
types of behavior and that they explain some types more
firequently than others (Malle & Knobe, 1997b). But do
people explain all types of behavior the same way? According to the most widely used psychological theory of
behavior explanations, "attribution theory" (e.g., Kelley,
1967), people indeed explain all behaviors with causes—

observers tend to explain others' behaviors by (dispositional)
person factors. This asymmetry, however, applies only to
the causal explanation of unintentional behaviors (for
reasons are always "person factors"). T h i limitation of this
classic actor-observer asymmetry as well as the existence of
other, previously overlooked asymmetries can be derived
from the particular properties of reason explanations, as
described next.

either person causes or situation causes. B y contrast, many
philosophers have argued that people explain h u m a n action
with reasons (e.g., Audi, 1993; Dretske, 1988), which are
mental states (mostly beliefs, desires) in light of which the
agent decides to perform the action. This apparent contradiction vanishes once w e realize that people indeed use both
modes of explanation: They explain intentional behaviors
with reference to the agent's subjective reasons and
conscious decision making, whereas they explain unintentional behaviors unintentional behaviors with "mechanical"
causes that neither involve the agent's subjective reasoning
nor any decision making (and often not even awareness).
Malle (1997) has provided a detailed analysis of these two
m o d e s of explanation in a theoretical model of folk explanations. That model lays out the conceptual and linguistic
properties of folk behavior explanations and derives
numerous predictions about the role of these explanations in
social perception and social interaction.

Properties of Reason Explanations and Their
Implications

Modes of Explanation
T h e empirical study of naturally occurring behavior
explanations reveals two major modes of explanation: causal
explanations for unintentional behaviors and reason explanations for intentional behaviors. In addition, a less frequent
third type is occasionally used to explain the causal history
of an actor's reasons to perform an intentional behavior.
These causal history of reason explanations are themselves a
subtype of causal explanations because reasons (beliefs,
desires) are unintentional behavioral events that are explained
by causes.
T o test the basic assumption that a behavior's intentionality predicts its m o d e of explanation, Malle (1997)
presented 20 verbally described behaviors to one sample of
students and recorded their judgments of intentionality. The
same 2 0 behaviors were presented to a n e w sample w h o
explained each behavior. These explanations were then
reliably categorized as causal, reason, or causal history of
reason explanations by four coders.
The behaviors'
intentionality rated by one sample almost perfectly predicted
the probability of causal or reason explanations provided by
the second sample, r (20) = .93. (Causal history of reason
explanations occurred in only 1 0 % of all explanations for
intentional behaviors.)
In a second study, Malle (1997) reversed this logic by
selecting two behaviors whose intentionality
was
ambiguous ("Anne drove above the speed limit" and "Vince
interrupted his mother") and presenting each behavior with
either a causal or a reason explanation. Participants then
rated each behavior's intentionality. T h e results showed that
people considered behaviors explained by reasons intentional
but regarded the same behaviors explained by causes as
unintentional.
This relationship between intentionality and type of
explanation m a y be unsurprising to most philosophers, but
it falsifies the basic tenet of social psychology's attribution
theory and calls m a n y classic findings of this research
tradition into question. For example, a classic paper by
Jones and Nisbett (1972) described an asymmetry between
actors' and observers' explanations of behavior: Actors tend
to explain their o w n behaviors by situation factors, whereas
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Because reason explanations depict the actor's active
reasoning process, they invoke the social norm of rationality
(e.g., Bratman, 1987; Lennon, 1990; Pettit, 1993). Therefore, if the norm of rationality is made salient, people (as
actors) should alter their reason explanations for selfpresentational purposes. For example, they might provide
more reasons for each behavior (to explicate their reasoning
processes) and especially more belief reasons (which provide
the rational link between the desire and the behavior at
issue). In addition, under rationality pressures people might
more often claim intentionality for equivocal behaviors
(which could be interpreted as either intentional or unintentional) because only intentional behaviors allow a display of
rationality.
Second, because reason explanations refer to the actor's
o w n reasons, an explainer must fully take the actor's subjectivity into account. Only those reasons can c o m e to explain
intentional actions of which the actor is (at least dimly)
aware at the time of acting. Since actors are often presumed
to k n o w the reasons of their actions, whereas observers can
only infer them, actors are granted a sort of sovereignty over
their reasons. The default w a y of understanding other
people's intentional actions is therefore to ask them for their
reasons. Moreover, actors m a y use their sovereignty to
construct strategic reason explanations. The schoolboy's
explanation w h y he started afightm a y not reflect his actual
reasons but the reasons that are most likely to appease his
teachers. People cannot, however, freely invent reason
explanations, because their social community will often
scrutinize their reported reasons. For example, observers use
tests of consistency to examine reason explanations for their
truthfulness and coherence (Gustafson, 1986, ch. 5).
Because intentional actions are explained against a whole
background of beliefs and desires, reason explanations must
be consistent with that background. Specifically, people
examine the reported reasons for their consistency with other
facts about the actor, about the situation, and about the
culture they live in. Suppose Ben asks A n n e w h y she went
to the kitchen, and she claims, "To get water for your
plants." If Ben distrusts her explanation, he might ask,
"Since when do you care for m y plants?" (actor's
consistency) or, "But the plants aren't dry!" (situational
consistency), or, "At 4 o'clock in the morning?" (cultural
consistency).
Third, because intentional behaviors are caused by
intentions, which are based on the actor's reasons, people
will typically change an actor's intentional behavior by
changing her reasons—for example, by adding a desire that
overrides the previous desire or by changing a belief that

allows him to achieve the relevant desire via a different
course of action. Attempts to change others' intentional
behaviors will thus take the form of commands, persuasions, or negotiations (in which the norms of rationality and
consistency will be highlighted).
Fourth, on a more linguistic level, reason explanations
have at least three parameters: (1) they can be beliefs or
desires; (2) their prepositional content (what is desired or
what is bebeved) can mention either an aspect of the agent
or of the situation (re-invoking attribution theory's classic
person-situation dichotomy); and (3) the reasons can be
linguistically marked as mental states or not. For example,
in explaining w h y A n n e waters her plants twice a day, w e
may cite a desire reason that is marked ("because she wants
them to grow faster") or unmarked ("so they grow faster").
Similarly, w e m a y cite a belief reason that is marked
("because she thinks they'll grow faster") or unmarked
("because they'll grow faster").
These linguistic features of reason explanations, too,
show asymmetries between the actor and the observer role.
For example, belief reasons typically concern specifics of
the decision to act (e.g., perceived circumstances, anticipated
outcomes, considered alternatives), which m a y often be
known only to the actor. Desire reasons, by contrast, appear
to be relatively easy to infer from an observed action—at
least for anybody w h o knows the culture's folk psychology
(Bruner, 1990). Observers, w h o typically have less specific
information available and must resort to easily inferable
explanations, should therefore provide more desire reasons
than actors do. Indeed, initial analyses of a growing database
of naturally occurring explanations shows that observers
provide, on average, more desire reasons (and fewer belief
reasons) than actors do. A s argued above, this asymmetry
may also be due to actors' concern for presenting themselves
in a rational light. Future research must sort out these
varying functions of belief vs. desire explanations.
To provide another example for linguistic effects, mental
state markers can have powerful communicative functions.
For one, mental state markers m a y allow an observer to
distance himself from an actor's reasons by emphasizing the
actor's subjectivity ("She thought it was M o n d a y . . .").
This effect was tested in a further study reported in Malle
(1997). Undergraduate students read a vignette in which
Cliff asks Jerry at a party, " W h y did your girlfriend refiise
dessert?" Jerry responds with an explanation that either
contains a mental state marker (e.g., "She thinks she's been
gaining weight") or does not (e.g., "She's been gaining
weight"). After reading the vignette, participants rated h o w
happy Jerry was with his girlfriend's current weight and h o w
much they liked Jerry. If Jerry's use of a mental state
functions to distance himself from his girlfriend's belief
(that she has been gaining weight), Jerry should be seen as
happier with his girlfriend's weight w h e n he uses such a
marker than when he doesn't. Indeed, Jerry was seen as
significantly happier with her weight when he used the
marker ( M = 5.4) than w h e n he did not ( M = 2.6), F(l, 43)
= 20.6, p < .0001.
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Implications for Cognitive Process M o d e l s
The presented model of people's folk explanations targets
explanations qua private judgments and communicative
actions. The model does not specify the cognitive processes
that underhe those judgments and actions. However, the
model puts constraints on process theories by identifying
certain tasks that must be accomplished on the cognitive
process level.
T o explain a behavior, the h u m a n cognitive system must
determine the behavior's intentionality. In some cases, that
assessment is effortlessly made in the course of perceiving
or identifying the behavior. This occurs probably with the
help of perceptual cues (when observing a behavior) or
semantic cues (when hearing a behavior description) that a
process theory would need to specify. In other cases, the
perceiver collects and considers several pieces of information
before deciding whether the behavior w a s intentional (e.g.,
in a court case). Such deliberated judgments of intentionality are likely to consider the five components of intentionality (see Malle & Knobe, 1997a), and the perceived presence
or absence of each component determines the final
intentionality judgment. A process theory would need to
describe h o w these components are activated and combined
(e.g., through symbolic or connectionist operations) into a
judgment of intentionality.
If the behavior is judged unintentional, then the perceiver
will begin a search for causes of the behavior and sometimes
mechanisms that connect the causes with the behavior. This
search will be guided by such factors as information about
current situational forces impinging on the actor, general
knowledge about the kind of behavior observed, knowledge
about the actor, covariation information, and knowledge
about the audience to w h o m the explanation is given. This
task of searching through m a n y sources of information to
identify a cause for the behavior, and perhaps even a mechanism, requires multiple category activation and information
integration that would need to be described in connectionist,
probabilistic, or other terms.
If the behavior is judged intentional, perceivers need not
search for mechanisms because the intentionality mechanism
is always the same (reasons lead to an intention, which
causes the action in the presence of skill and awareness).
Thus, people need only search for reasons. T h e conditions
of subjectivity and rationality constrain this search
considerably: The perceiver looks for beliefs and desires (a)
that the agent held at the time of acting, (b) that would
provide rational grounds for acting that way, and (c), if the
explanation is communicative, that would be informative for
the explainer's audience. Such reasons will be inferred from
characteristics of the action itself, the contrast event ("She
did this rather than that"), the context, and relevant cultural
scripts. Most important, however, reasons will be inferred
from knowledge about the agent's mental states. In fact, the
constraints of subjectivity and culturally shared rationality
m a y invite perceivers to simulate (through empathy and
perspective taking) the agent's subjective reasoning process
(Goldman, 1989; Gordon, 1992).
These cognitive activities need to be described and
accounted for by process theories of causal reasoning.
Extant psychological theories of causal reasoning (e.g..

Cheng & Novick. 1990; Kelley. 1967; Kruglanski, 1989;
Read, 1987; Hilton & Slugoski. 1986) seem to have two
limitations: First, they leave out the process of judging
intentionality (which occupies significant cognitive
resources in everyday life); second, and more important, they
treat all explanatory reasoning as a search for causal explanations. The above analysis should make clear that a search
for reasons differs significantly from a search for causes—in
the concepts that are activated (e.g., rationality), the
information considered (e.g., the agent's subjective mental
states), and the cognitive heuristics used (e.g., mental
simulation).
D o m a i n - g e n e r a l or domain-specific? The previous
implications suggest that process theories of explanatory
reasoning m a y not be uniform and general because the
processes of causal search and reason search differ significantly. Along these lines, recent work in developmental
psychology has generated domain-specific models that deal
with the tasks of perception, explanation, and prediction of
h u m a n behavior (e.g., Baron-Cohen, 1995; Hirschfeld &
Gelman, 1994; Leslie, 1995; Premack & Premack, 1995;
Wellman, 1990). Repeatedly, the case of autism has been
cited to support this domain-specific view since autistic
children lack the folk conceptual framework for reasoning
about mental states but have average or above-average
capabilities in causal reasoning about physical events
(Baron-Cohen, Leslie, Frith, 1985, 1986; for reviews see
Baron-Cohen, 1995; Leslie, 1992). Even though there is
considerable consensus that this "theory of mind" module
exists on the functional-cognitive level, however, many
scholars remain skeptical about the evidence for a
corresponding specific brain substrate (e.g., Baldwin &
Moses, 1995).
The theory of mind module is typically contrasted with a
module that deals with "mechanical" causality in the natural
world (see Carey, 1995), which some argue is even
derivative of the social one (Premack & Premack, 1995).
The question arises, however, whether unintentional
behavior is processed by the theory of mind module or by
the mechanical module; or might there be three modules?
Criticizing this proliferation of domain-specific modules,
s o m e scholars have postulated a domain-general causal
reasoning framework that has a number of specialized and
partially modified appUcations (see Keil, 1995, for a
discussion). Sperber (1994) offered a compromise that
appears particularly attractive. In his discussion of different
levels of mental processes, he distinguishes between firstorder modules, which are domain-specific, and second-order
(metarepresentational) modules, which are domain-general.
Applying this distinction to the problem of explanations,
w e m a y speculate that reason explanations of behavior are
processed mainly by a first-order module for intentional
behavior, whereas causal explanations are processed by a
first-order module for unintentional behavior. The two
modules m a y be activated, respectively, by an intentionality
detector (cf. Baron-Cohen & Ring, 1994; Premack &
Premack, 1995). Thesefirst-ordermodules interact, then,
with a general causality processor (that also deals with
"mechanical" causality) and perhaps a general hypothesis
tester (cf. Kruglanski, 1989). These second-order modules
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would constrainfirst-orderprocesses by enforcing general
principles such as temporal order (causes must occur before
effects), probability relations, and logical consistency.
T o conclude, the present analysis of intentionality and
folk explanations of behavior entails several process implications that new causal reasoning models need to account
for. The question whether explanatory reasoning about
behavior is processed in a domain-general or in separate
domain-specific modules cannot be answered to date but is
likely to prompt interesting future research.
Folk explanations a n d science A final point of
discussion is the relation between folk explanations and
scientific explanations of behavior. Here a c o m m o n misunderstanding must be rectified. The adequacy of a socialpsychological theory of folk explanations, such as the one
presented, is independent of folk psychology's ultimate
validity (cf. Goldman, 1993). Whether or not folk psychology is flawed does not detract from the fact that it guides
social perception and behavior. Folk explanations of
behavior are social phenomena that are open to scientific
study just as other social phenomena are. A model of folk
explanations is thus successful if it describes, explains, and
predicts people's actual folk explanations. Whether those
folk explanations are "objectively" valid as accounts of
human action and whether they are founded on valid assumptions about the ontology of the h u m a n mind are entirely
different questions (cf. Christensen & Turner, 1993).
In the same vein, research on the objective phenomenon
of intentionality (e.g., G. Goldberg, 1985; Libet, 1985) and
on the distinction between automatic and controlled
processes (Posner & Snyder, 1975; Schneider & Shiffrin,
1975; Bargh, 1994) neither falsifies nor verifies research on
the folk concept of intentionality. The two approaches are
largely orthogonal: The phenomena under study are, in the
one approach, objective processes of the mind and, in the
other approach, people's theories about the mind. Of
course, people's acts of reasoning within their folk theories
are themselves cognitive processes, and they can be elucidated by objective process theories of the mind. But these
cognitive theories describe the mind that reasons, not the
mind reasoned about. In the end, a convergence between the
objective nature of the mind and people's folk theories about
the mind should c o m e as no surprise since folk psychology
presumably arose from people's dealings with the objective
regularities of other minds—that is, from social interactions
with other intentional beings (Brothers, 1985; Graham,
1987; Humphrey, 1984).
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Abstract

that provides a good account of adult performance, this
model underscores the continuity that exists between early
(pre-linguistic) memory and categorisation abilities and that
An unusual asymmetry has been observed in natural
category formation in infants (Quinn, Eimas, and
of mature adults.
Rosenkrantz, 1993). Infants who are initially exposed to a
Quinn and Eimas have shown an unexpected asymmetry
series of pictures of cats and then are shown a dog and a
in category learning in young infants, (e.g., Quinn, Eimas,
novel cat, show significantly more interest in the dog than
& Rosenkrantz, 1993; Eimas, Quinn, & Cown, 1994).
in the cat, However, when the order of presentation is
When 3- to 4-month-old infants are shown different
reversed — dogs are seenfirst,then a cat and a novel dog —
photographs of either cats or dogs they can form perceptual
the cat attracts no more attention than the dog. W e show
categories of either groups of pictures. Infants who are first
that a simple connectionist network can model this
shown a number of different photographs of cats and are then
unexpected learning asymmetry and propose that this
shown a picture of a dog along with a novel picture of a cat
asymmetry arises naturally from the asymmetric overlaps
will be much more attentive to the dog than the novel cat.
of the feature distributions of the two categories. The
This is interpreted as showing that the infants have formed a
values of the cat features are subsumed by those of dog
category of Cat that excludes dogs. In sharp contrast, infants
features, but not vice-versa. The autoencoder used for the
who arefirstshown different photographs of dogs and are
experiments presented in this paper also reproduces
then shown a picture of a cat along with a novel dog will
exclusivity effects in the two categories as well the
not be preferentially attentive to either picture. This is
reported effect of catastrophic interference of dogs on
interpreted
as showing that infants have formed a category of
previously learned cats, but not vice-versa. The results of
Dog
that
includes
cats. Hence infants show an exclusivity
the modeling suggest connectionist methods are ideal for
asymmetry in the development of some perceptual
exploring early infant knowledge acquisition.
categories. Here, the Dog category does not exclude cats
Introduction
whereas the Cat category excludes dogs.
Memory and categorisation lie so deeply at the heart of
Another unexpected finding has to do with infant memory.
human cognition that they are to be found in even very
Although infants clearly show long-term retention of visual
young infants. Newborns can remember visually presented
stimuli, under some conditions the presentation of
information over long retention intervals (Slater, 1995) Very
intervening material during the retention interval leads to
young infants can also be shown to separate complex
catastrophic interference with the original material
visually presented stimuli into distinct categories (Quinn &
completely eradicated (e.g., Cohen & Gelber, 1975;
Eimas, 1996). Categorisation is a means of reducing the
Deloache, 1976; McCall, Kennedy, & Dodds, 1978).
load on memory (Rosch, 1975). It remains intimately related
Interference effects decrease with age but continue well into
to memory at all ages. Although a number of connectionist
later infancy (Rovee-Collier & Boiler, 1995). This
models of adult memory and categorisation have been
corresponds to the period during which infants are improving
published (e.g., Shanks, 1991; Knapp & Anderson, 1984) their categorisation abilities (Quinn & Eimas, 1996). As a
no attempts have been made to extend these models (or to result of improved categorisation abilities one would expect
devise new models) in order to account for the particularities
the load on memory to decrease and, hence, that the
of both infant memory and categorisation. The one partial
developmental profiles of these two skills would appear
exception is Quinn & Johnson (1996) w h o model hierarchy
coupled. The model in this paper constitutes an explicit
effects in the acquisition of concepts during infancy.
proposal of how memory and categorization are linked in
In this paper, w e present a simple connectionist model of this domain.
memory and categorisation in early infancy that targets
The rest of this paper unfolds as follows. W e begin with a
behaviors specific to that age range. In particular, we focus
brief discussion of how infant preferential looking behaviors
on:(a) the ability to categorize complex visual stimuli, (b) can be mapped onto the perfonnance of a connectionist
the asymmetry effect in early categorisation, and (c)
network. This argument is based on Solokov's (1963)
interference effects in early memory. By using a mechanism
classic model of habituation of the orienting reflex in which
Both authors have contributed equally to the development of this paper.
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an internal representation of an external stimulus is
constructed and embellished each time the organism
encounters the same stimulus in the same context. Next, we
discuss the properties of the input stimuli. This is a critical
step since both infants (Younger, 1985) and conneclionist
networks (e.g., Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986) are known
to categorize based on the correlational structure of the input
features. Then, the model's performance is presented with
respect to the asymmetric categorisation and memory
interference effects. W e also describe a novel prediction of
the model: an asymmetric interference effect. Finally, these
results are discussed with respect to both infant cognition
and connectionist modeling.

The Model
Infant categorization tasks rely on preferential looking
techniques based on thefindingthat infants direct attention
more to unfamiliar or unexpected stimuli. The standard
interpretation of this behavior is that the infants are
comparing the input stimuli to an internal representation of
that stimulus (e.g., Solokov, 1963; Charlesworth, 1969;
Cohen, 1973). A s long as there is a discrepancy between the
information stored in the internal representation and the
visual input the infant continues to attend to the stimulus.
While attending to the stimulus the infant updates its
internal representation. W h e n the information in the internal
representation is no longer discrepant with the visual input,
attention is switched elsewhere. W h e n a familiar object is
presented there is little or no attending because the infant
already has a reliable internal representation of that object. In
contrast, when an unfamiliar or unexpected object is
presented, there is a lot of attending because an internal
representation has to be constructed or adjusted. The degree
to which the novel object differs from existing internal
representations determines the amount of adjusting that has
to be done, and hence the duration of attention.^
W e used an autoencoder to model this process. Learning in
an autoencoder consists of developing an internal
representation of the input (at the hidden unit level) that is
sufficiently reliable to reproduce all the information in the
original input (Cottrell, Munro, & Zipser, 1988).
Information is first compressed into an internal
representation and then expanded to reproduce the original
input. The successive cycles of training in the autoencoder
are an iterative process by which a reliable internal
representation of the input is developed. The reliability of
the representation is tested by expanding it and comparing
the resulting predictions to the actual stimulus being
encoded.
W e suggest that during the period of captured attention
infants are actively involved in an iterative process of
encoding the visual input into an internal representation and
then assessing that representation against the continuing
perceptual input. This is accomplished by using the internal
representation to predict what the properties of the stimulus
are. As long as the representation fails to predict the
This process can be interrupted at any point by the
intervention of a more salient event. See Hood (1995) for a
thorough review of what determines infant selective attention.
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stimulus properties, the infant continues to fixate the
stimulus and to update the internal representations. Similar
interpretations have been suggested elsewhere (Mareschal,
Plunkett, & Harris, 1995; Munakata, McClelland, Johnson,
& Siegler, 1994).
There are several implications to this modeling approach.
Looking time is monotonically related to the network error.
The greater the error, the longer the looking time. Stimuli
presented for a very short time will be encoded less well than
those presented for a longer period. However, prolonged
exposure after error (attention) has fallen off will not
improve memory of the stimulus. The degree to which error
(looking time) increases on presentation of a novel object
depends on the similarity between the novel object and the
familiar object. Presenting a series of similar objects leads
to a progressive error drop on future similar objects. A
prototype of the set of objects leads to lower error than
individual objects. All of this is true of both autoassociators
(where output error is the measurable quantity) and infants
(where looking time is the measurable quantity).
The results reported below are based on the performance of
a standard 10-8-10 feedforward backpropagation network. The
learning rate was set to 0.9 and momentum to 0.9. To speed
up learning, a Fahlman offset of 0.1 was also used
(Fahlman, 1988). Networks were trained for a m a x i m u m of
250 epochs or until all output bits were within 0.2 of their
targets. This was meant to reflect the fact that in the Quinn
and Eimas studies infants were shown pictiu^es for a fixed
duration of time rather than using a proportional looking
time criterion. Results are averaged over 50 replications.
Twelve items Irom one category were presented
sequentially to the network in groups of two (i.e., weights
were updated in batches of two). This was meant to c^ture
the fact that pairs of pictures were presented to the infants
during the habituation phase. After exposure to the twelve
patterns, the networks were tested on an item of the same
category and an item of the other (unseen) category.
The Data
The data were obtained from measurements of the original
Cat and Dog pictures used by Eimas and Quinn. There were
18 dogs and 18 cats classified according to the following ten
traits: head length, head width, eye separation, ear
separation, ear length, nose length, nose width, leg length
vertical extent, and horizontal extent. Although it is difficult
to say for certain which features the infants are using during
categorisation, it is well known that infants segregate items
into categories on the basis of clusters of correlated
attributes of different values (Younger, 1985; see Quinn and
Johnson, 1996 for a detailed justification these input
features). The feature values were normalized to be within 0
and 1.
Each feature is assumed to be normally distributed. Figure
1 shows thefittedgaussian frequency distributions of the 10
traits for both cats and dogs. Some of the traits are very

head length

head width

eye separation
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nose length
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leg length
vertical extent
horizontal extent
Figure I. Fitted gaussian frequency distributions of values of the ten defining traits for
both populations of 18 dogs and 18 cats. The dark line indicates the distribution for the
"dog" category.
similar in terms of their means and distribution of both cats
and dogs (e.g. head length and head width). Others,
especially nose length and nose width, are very different and
will provide the crucial explanation of the unexpected
attentional asymmetries reported by Quinn, Eimas, &
Rosenkrantz (1993) and Eimas, Quinn, & C o w n (1994).
Consider a single trait, for example, "nose width." Figure
2 shows the probability distributions for this trait for both
dogs and cats. The (normalized) mean nose width for the dog
population is 0.53 with a standard deviation (o) of 0.2,
whereas the mean for the cat population is 0.24 with a m u c h
smaller standard deviation of 0.07. Consequently, the nose
width of virtually all cats in the population will fall within
two standard deviations of the nose-width mean for dogs. O n
the other hand, the nose width of the majority of dogs does
not fall within 2 a of the nose-width mean for cats. The
result, in short, is that at least for this trait, all cats could be
exemplars of dogs, whereas most dogs could not be cats.

dogs but the reverse is not the case: most dogs are not
possible cats.
Specifically, when w e examine all of the members of the
two populations, w e see that the values of all ten traits for 9
(i.e., 5 0 % ) of the members of the Cat category fall withia a
2a cut-off for those traits for the D o g category. Fully half of
the cats in the population could be reasonably classified as
dogs. In contrast, the smaller means and lower variances of a
number of traits (especially, nose length and nose width) for
cats compared to dogs means that only 2 of the 18 dogs
could conceivably be classified as being members of the Cat
category.
Results
The Development of Cat and Dog Categories
Like infants, these networks form a category of
both Cat and Dog. Figure 3 shows the initial error score, the
error score after twelve presentations of either cats or dogs,
and the average error score (after training) for the 6
remaining exemplars in either the Cat or D o g category.
error

before learning
after learning
novel exemplars

cats category

Figure 2. The distributions of the "nose-width" trait for the
population of cats and dogs shown to infants by Quinn,
Eimas & Rosenkrantz, 1993.

dogs

igure 3. M e a n network error w h e n (a) presented with
exemplars before learning, (b) presented with exemplars after
Referring again to Figure 1, it is clear that in almost all learning, and (c) presented with novel exemplars after
learning.
cases the distribution for each D o g trait (represented by the
dark line) subsumes the distribution for corresponding trait
After learning, error is lower suggesting that the network
for cats. The narrower distributions for most Cat traits, on
has developed a reliable internal representation of cats or
the other hand, do not subsume the range of values for the
dogs. T h e generalization error rises slightly, s h o w i n g that
corresponding D o g traits. In other words, cats are possible
the networks recognize these exemplars as novel. Infants are
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also able to distinguish individual exemplars within the
category (Quinn, Eimas, & Rosenkrantz, 1993). However,
the generalization error remains below the initial error
suggesting that the n e w exemplars are indeed assimilated lo
the category formed by the networks.
The Exclusivity of the Cat and Dog Categories
Eimas and Quinn found that there was an asymmetry in
the exclusivity of the Cat and D o g categories developed by
infants. T o suiranarize the discussion at the beginning of
this paper, when infants are shown a series of photographs
of cats, the subsequent presentation of a dog produces a large
increase in attention (compared to the presentation of yet
another cat). The opposite is not true. In other words, when
an infant is shown a series of photographs of dogs, the
subsequent presentation of a cat is essentially of no greater
interest than the presentation of another dog. The modeUng
assumption that w e have made is that network error and
infant attention levels correlate: the higher the network error,
the longer the looking time of the infant (Mareschal,
Plunkett, & Harris, 1995; Munakata, McClelland, Johnson,
& Siegler, 1994).
Figure 4 shows what happens when networks trained on
cats are presented with a novel cat and a dog, and when
networks trained on dogs are tested with a novel dog and a
cat. W h e n the networks are initially trained on cats, the
presentation of a dog results in a large error score
(corresponding to the results observed with infants in terms
of a longer looking time). D o g s are not included within the
categorical representation of cats. In contrast, when the
networks are initially trained on dogs, the presentation of a
cat result only in small increase in error suggesting that the
cats have been included in the dog category.

T h e A s y m m e t r i c Interference Effect
This section examines the effect of learning a second
category during the retention interval. The network was
sequentially trained on twelve exemplars (6 pairs) of either
cats or dogs. It was then tested a first time (Tl) with a
novel exemplar of the same category, (i.e., w h e n trained
with cats it was tested with a novel cat; w h e n trained on
dogs the network was tested with a novel dog). Following
this, the network was trained on 4 exemplars (2 pairs) of the
complementary category. If the network had initially been
trained on cats it w a s presented with four dogs. If it had
originally learned dogs, the network was presented with 4
cats. Finally, the network was tested a second time (T2)
with the same novel exemplar as in the first test session.
The difference in the network's performance in T 2 as
compared to Tl is a measure of the amount of interference
(or forgetting) that has occurred as a consequence of learning
the intervening exemplars.
Figure 5 shows the difference between the network's
performance atT2 a n d T l , w h e n (a) the original category is
Cat and the intervening category is D o g , and (b) w h e n the
original category is D o g and the intervening category Cat.
Learning dogs during the intervening period has a large
detrimental effect on the prior learning of cats. In stark
contrast to this, learning cats during the intervening period
has little or no detrimental effect on the prior learning of
dogs. This finding echoes the category exclusivity
dissociation of the previous section and reflects the
distribution of means and variances of the input attributes.
Although these experiments have yet to be done on children,
the model makes the clear prediction that in infants learning
dogs after having first learned cats will cause far more
forgetting of the originally learned cats than vice-versa.
before interference!
after interference

error

error

05 T

0.4 ••

Q novel cat
novel dog

"cats"
learned
first

cats
interference
by dogs)
category

"dogs'
learned
first
condition

Figure 4. Asymmetric exclusivity of the Cat and D o g
categories. W h e n trainedfirston cats, a novel dog results in
a large increase in error (as compared to a novel cat) but
when trainedfirston dogs, a novel cat only produces a small
increase in error (as compared to a novel dog).
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dogs
(interference
by cats)

Figure 5. Network performance with novel exemplars before
and after learning an interference category.
The Effect of Learning Closely Related Animals
O n e possible explanation for the asymmetry effect is that
the Cat category is particularly susceptible to interference in
the presence of any new category. T o test this w e first had
the network sequentially learn 6 pairs of cats and then trained
the network on 4 examples (2 pairs) of lions. Although
lions are more similar to cats than are dogs, they

nonetheless form a distinguishable category and, as such,
could interfere with the prior learning of the cat category,
assuming this latter category did indeed turn out to be
exceptionally susceptible to interference.
This, however, did not turn out to be the case. A s Figure
6 shows, there is only a very slight increase in the error for
novel cats after the lions have been learned. This is due to
the fact that, in the lion and cat data used for the experiment,
all of the lions fall within the Cat category (i.e., the value
of each trait is within 2 a of the m e a n value of the s a m e trait
for the "lion" category) and vice-versa. This permits the
prediction of very little interference in the model. A s can be
seen in Figure 6, this is indeed the case.
error

0.5 T
I before learning lions
' after learning lions

0.4 • •

0.3 ••

02
cats
Figure 6. After learning an initial set of cats, being exposed
to a set of lions interferes only very slightly with the ability
of the network to recognize novel cats.
Discussion
In this paper w e have presented a simple connectionist
model of early infant m e m o r y and categorisation. A n
autoencoder was presented with data measured direcdy from
photographs of cats and dogs that had been presented to
infants. Like the infants, the networks categorized the
pictures appropriately into Cat or D o g categories. The
categories showed the same asymmetric exclusivity effect
found in infants. W h e n trained on dogs, the category formed
included cats, whereas when trained on cats, the category
formed excluded dogs. Learning sequential categories showed
asymmetric interference. Learning cats after having leamed
dogs did not interfere with the prior knowledge of dogs. In
contrast, learning dogs after having leamed cats resulted in
catastrophic interference with the knowledge of cats.
The asymmetry in both categorisation and interference in
the networks was found to arise from the distribution of
features describing the stimuli. Although the means of the
traits for the cats and the dogs were different, the variance of
the dog features was m u c h larger. Most, Cat features fell
within 2 standard deviations of the D o g features. In this
sense, the cats are subsumed by the D o g category. Learning
about cats does not disrupt the knowledge of dogs. However,
learning about dogs exposes the network to feature values
that are outside the range experienced by the network as it
leamed about cats. These new feature values lead to a change
in internal representation in order to accommodate the new
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information. Hence, learning about dogs disrupts the
representation of cats.
The model provides a more precise mechanistic account of
the categorisation asymmetry than that suggested by Quinn,
Eimas, and Rosenkrantz (1993). They suggested that the
failure to learn a D o g category that excluded cats was due to
the greater variability of the D o g category. W e suggest that
this asymmetry arises from the asymmetrical overlap of the
trait distributions and not just the variance of the
distribution itself. It is not just the fact the there is greater
variability in the D o g category, but also that the values of
the Cat features are subsumed by those of the D o g features
whereas the reverse is not true.
The work reported in this paper goes beyond simply
capturing a quirk of infant performance. It suggests a link
between performance in infant categorisation and memory
tasks. The same asymmetry observed in categorisation also
appears in interference tasks. This is a strong prediction of
novel infant behavior. Note that some indirect evidence
already exists, Cats have been found to interfere with lions,
but lions do not interfere with cats in categorization tasks
(Quinn, Eimas, & C o w a n , 1994).
N o mechanistic accounts of the interference effects in
infant visual m e m o r y have been proposed (Rovee-Collier &
BoUet, 1995). The only suggestion is that interference will
occur when the intervening stimulus is similar to the
original material and is encoded by the infant. The modeling
work w e present suggests that the interference effects arise
from the mechanisms involved in categorising multiple
stimuli in an associative system with distributed
representations. This proposal is corroborated by the fact
that techniques such as interleaving reminder examples
during the second (interference) learning phase reduces
interference both in connectionist networks (Robins, 1995)
and in infants (Quinn, Eimas, & C o w a n , 1994; RoveeCollier & Bollet, 1995).
Future modeling work needs to account for the
development of an immature system that is susceptible to
interference (such as infant m e m o r y ) to one that is not
susceptible to interference (such as adult memory). W e are
currently pursuing this avenue.
Finally, this model is an attempt to synthesize a range of
idiosyncratic infant behaviors under one mechanism. It is a
simple model but the principles accounting for the observed
phenomena are true of most distributed associative systems.
A more sophisticated model would produce the same
interference and asymmetry results.
In terms of connectionist modeling, this work suggests
that catastrophic interference is an integral part of early
cognition. Rather than brandishing it as a failure of
connectionist systems, it should be viewed as a necessary
feature of any system wishing to model h u m a n m e m o r y and
categorisation across the whole range of ages.
In summary, w e present a simple connectionist model of
m e m o r y and categorisation in early infancy. The model
underscores the continuity that underlies the development of
m e m o r y and categorisation by using mechanisms known to
model adult performance. The model makes a strong
prediction concerning asymmetric interference effects in
infancy, and suggests that catastrophic interference is a

necessary part of any model that intends to capture the whole
range of human memory and categorisation abilities
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Abstract
This paper argues for asymmetries in lexical
architecture and fVinction, based on a series of
repetition priming experiments examining the
representation and access of morphologically complex
forms in English. These results point to modality
differences in representation at the level of the lexical
entry, and to marked differences in accessfromspeech
and from text. W e argue that speech inputs can map
directly onto abstract morphemic representations,
while input from text seems to involve mediated
access, via intervening orthographic representations of
word form.
Introduction
In thinking about how the human language system is
organised to mediate the relationship between internally
represented knowledge and the input and output systems
dedicated to the access and use of this knowledge, it is
natural to assume that the system has a considerable
degree of functional and architectural symmetry. Current
models of the organisation of the mental lexicon (e.g.,
Miceli, 1994; Seidenberg, 1995) normally assume a
modality-independent store of lexical content, and
parallel sets of input lexica for the two principal
modalities (speech and vision).
There are two principal claims being made here. The
first is architectural: that the basic organisation of the
language system distinguishes modality-independent
representations (the c o m m o n core of word meaning) from
modality-specific but architecturally parallel access
systems. The second is functional: that there are basic
fimctional parallelisms between the two modalities, so
that lexical representations are accessed by qualitatively
similar procedures, irrespective of the modalities
involved.
W e believe both these claims are wrong, and that
access from the auditory, or phonological, route is neither
architecturally nor functionally equivalent to access from
the visual, or orthographic, route. There are three
components to our claims here:
(i) That central representations are not, strictly
speaking, modality independent. Rather, w e are dealing
here with a level of representation w e can call the lexical
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entry, where this is a triplet of abstract semantic, syntactic,
and phonological information.
(ii) That phonological inputs can map directly onto these
underlying, central representations, without the need for
intermediate access representations. In fact, as we will argue,
this involves direct access to decomposed morphemically
organised representations.
(iii) That orthographic inputs do not have the same kind of
direct access to the lexical entry, and access may well
involve some form oi mediating representation.
W e will organise the argument for this view around the
evidence for these last two claims, summarizing the evidence
for direct auditory lexical access, and then going on to
examine parallel sets of experiments in the visual domain,
revealing an input system with quite different properties. In
all of these experiments w e rely on morphologically complex
words. To make explicit the internal properties of the
English mental lexicon, as an abstract, combinatorial, and
morphemically organised system, it is necessary to use
stimulus materials that allow us to dissociate morphemes
from words, and surface form from underlying
representation.
Direct Access From Speech
The first part of our argument is that phonological inputs
can m a p directly onto morphemically organised
representations at the level of the lexical entry, where these
representations include an abstract specification of the
phonological properties of the words involved, and where the
term 'phonological input' refers to the acoustic-phonetic
analysis of the speech input stream, most likely delivered to
the lexical level in featural form (for a closer look at these
issues, see Marslen-Wilson & Warren, 1994). The evidence
for direct mapping comes, in the first instance, from
experiments involving morphologically related words where
the relationship between these words varies in its
phonological transparency.
In our original experiments (Marslen-Wilson, Tyler,
Waksler, and Older, 1994) w e used a cross-modal version of
the priming task, where a spoken prime word - for example,
friendly • is immediately followed by a visually presented
target word - for example,friend- to which the listener has
to make a speeded lexical decision response (that is, decide
as quickly as possible whether the target item is a word or
not). W e find in this task that response times are generally

faster when the target word is lexically related to the
prime word, allowing us to use the task as an index of
processing and representational relationships in the
mental lexicon.
Most significantly, w e found equally strong priming
between morphologically related pairs (+Morph),
irrespective of variations in the phonological
transparency of the relationship between the stem and the
derived form. Priming was no stronger for prime/target
pairs like friendly/friend, where the relationship is
transparent, than it was for pairs like elusive/elude or
decision/decide, where the relationship is more
phonologically opaque
Our preliminary interpretation of these results
(Marslen-Wilson et al., 1994) was in terms of abstract
underlying representations which were underspecified for
the feature dimension that was varying. In earlier work
(Lahiri & Marslen-Wilson, 1991) w e had m a d e proposals
of this sort to explain phonological variation in
morphologically simple words, focusing on the
perceptual consequences of feature-spreading processes
such as vowel nasalisation and place assimilation.
Subsequently w e expanded this kind of analysis to
explain cases of allomorphic variation, where the
phonological changes in the form of a stem are
morphologically triggered.
The cross-modal results on their own, however, are not
sufficient to exclude an alternative account in terms of a
mediated access system. In particular, since priming in
this task falls at the level of the lexical entry, w e cannot
exclude the possibility that inputs in different modalities
can access this level via modality-specific access
representations, in both visual and auditory input
domains. In subsequent research, therefore, w e tested the
same stimuli in an intra-modal, auditory/auditory version
of the task, where both prime and target are auditorily
presented (Marslen-Wilson & Zhou, 1993; 1996b). This
is again immediate repetition priming, where the target,
now spoken, follows the prime word with a minimal
interval of 150 msec.
If anything, the pattern of priming across conditions
varying in phonological transparency was stronger and
more stable than for the cross-modal study. Priming was
just as strong for phonologically opaque conditions
{decision/decide) as it was for the transparent conditions
{friendly/friend), whereas no priming was found between
prime/target pairs, such as bulletin/bullet or forty/fort,
where prime and target were phonologically but not
lexically related.
This is strong evidence both for an account of
repetition priming in terms of lexical relations between
primes and targets, and for a direct access account of
lexical access in the auditory domain, where forms like
sanity prime their stems because the underlying
morpheme, at the level of the lexical entry, abstracts
away from regular allomorphic variation in the surface
form of the stem. It is hard to see h o w alternative views,
where access is mediated via whole-word access
representations of allomorphic derived forms, could
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explain the equal strength of priming across the (+Morph)
conditions.
Sufllx-SufTix Interference and Direct Lexical
Access
A second kind of evidence for direct access in the auditory
domain comes from the phenomenon of suffix-suffix
interference. This is the finding, originally established in
cross-modal priming (Marslen-Wilson et al., 1994), that two
suffixed forms transparently derived from the same stem, as
in pairs like excitable/excitement, do not prime each other,
even though they are strongly semantically related, and
despite the facilitatory effects of sharing the same underlying
stem. W e explain this in terms of competitive interference
between suffixes attached to the same stem. W h e n a
particular combination of stem and suffix is heard - for
example, excitement - this seems to inhibit temporarily the
combination of this stem with any other derivational suffix.
Thus, w h e n a related suffixed form (such as excitable)
immediately follows, processing and recognition of this form
will be slowed.
This interference effect can be exploited as an index of the
architectural properties of underlying representations,
allowing a strong test of our claims about direct lexical
access and the processing and treatment of allomorphic
forms. W e argue that the effect is specifically due to
competition between suffixes locally attached to the same
underlying stem morpheme. O n the direct access model, this
is true not only for non-allomorphic stems (like
excitement/excitable), but also, crucially, for allomorphic
pairs like sanely/sanity or decide/decision. T h e derivational
suffixes {-ly} and {-ity} attach to the underlying m o r p h e m e
{sane}, despite the allomorphy in the phonetic expression of
Uiese forms. This predicts that w e should find reduced
priming for pairs like sanely/sanity, just as w e did for
transparent pairs like excitement/excitable. A s either sanely
or sanity is heard, this will activate the underlying
morpheme {sane} and the derivational suffixes attached to
it. The subsequent choice of one of these suffixes will inhibit
later processing of other derived suffixed forms sharing the
same stem, irrespective of their surface allomorphy.
A further experiment, therefore, directly tested this
prediction in an auditory-auditory priming task (MarslenWilson & Zhou, 1993; 1996b). T h e crucial comparisons here
were between non-allomorphic (e.g., abruptly/abruptness)
and allomorphic (e.g., sincerely/sincerity) derived/derived
pairs. W e compared these with other conditions where w e
expected priming to occur - derived/stem and stem/derived
pairs such as attractive/attract and calm/calmness - and
with matched phonological control conditions, containing
pairs like treaty/treatment and apartment/apart, where w e
expected no priming. The results were very clear. There was
strong priming in the two stem conditions, averaging 47
msec, no priming in the phonological control conditions
(averaging 8 msec), and no priming in either of the
derived/derived conditions. Priming averaged 2 msec in the
non-allophonic condition, and 14 msec in the allophonic
condition. This is despite the fact that the semantic
relatedness of the primes and targets is just as great for the

derived/derived pairs as it for the derived/stem and
stein/derived pairs.
These resuUs support our analysis of auditory lexical
access in two ways. First, the replication, for nonallomorphic pairs like abruptly/abruptness, of the suffix
interference effect previously found in cross-modal
priming (Marslen-Wilson et al, 1994), is renewed
evidence for the convergence of the two complex forms
onto the same underlying unit - unless the {abrupt} in
abruptly is the same as the {abrupt} in abruptness, there
is no reason to expect any interference. Secondly, the
presence of an interference effect for allomorphic pairs as
well is evidence for the more radical hypothesis that the
speech input projects directly onto a level of phonological
representation which abstracts away from surface
variation in phonetic form. Again, unless the same
underlying lexical unit is involved in processing of both
prime and target, there is no reason to expect
interference.
In a final sequence of experiments in the auditory
modality, w e used a delayed repetition priming task to
determine the time-course - and general robustness - of
the suffix interference effect (Marslen-Wilson & Zhou,
1996a). Delayed (as opposed to immediate) repetition is a
task where the stimulus words are not presented in
prime/target pairs, but individually in a series, with one
or more other word or nonword intervening between the
presentation of prime and target. The subject is required
to m a k e a lexical decision to every item heard. W e ran
two versions of the task, one with a short delay (one
intervening item) of about 6 seconds between prime and
target, and one with a longer delay (eight intervening
items) of about 25 seconds. If the interference effect was
the result of some sort of inhibitory influence between
competing lexical elements, then w e should expect it to
diminish over time, along with other transient effects in
lexical access.
The outcome was straightforward. Although there was
an overall drop in stem priming, to 30 msec in the eight
lag condition, the interference effect remained
remarkably constant over time. At zero lag the difference
between the stem and derived condition averaged 50
msec and at a lag of eight intervening items the
difference was unchanged, at 49 msec. These patterns are
reflected in the analyses of variance on these data, which
show no interactions of lag with stimulus type.
Mediated Access From Text?
We turn now to an examination of the properties of the
visual, orthographically based access system. W e do so
armed with two distinctive patterns of responses in the
auditory domain. T h e first is the insensitivity of
morphological priming to variation in the form similarity
of prime and target, and the second is the suffix-suffix
interference effect, which w e take as an index of
structural and processing relations in a decomposed
abstract lexicon. W e consider first h o w the system
responds to visually presented prime/target pairs that
vary along parallel lines to the materials used in earlier
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experiments to evaluate phonological overiap (MarslenWilson & Zhou, 1996a).
These new materials, as illustrated in Table 1, hold
phonological overlap constant and vary orthographic
deviation over three levels, for both morphologically related
[+Morph, +Sem] and unrelated [-Morph, -Sem] stimulus
sets. In the Zero [-KDrth] condition, the target is
orthographically completely contained in the target; in the
M i n i m u m [-Orth] condition it deviates by one letter only
(usually thefinale, as in pairs like criminal/crime), and in
the M a x i m u m [-Orth] condition it deviates by an average of
two letters.' These materials were run in a visual-visual
immediate repetition task, where the prime word, in lower
case letters, was exposed for 200 msec, followed by the target
(in upper case) for 500 msec. The subject's task was to make
a lexical decision response to the target word.

Condition

Prime

Target

l.[+M+0-P]

Zero

pressure

PRESS

2. [+M -0 -P]

Min

sincerity

SINCERE

3. [+M -0 -P]

Max

collision

COLLIDE

4. [-M + 0 -P]

Zero

mission

MISS

5. [-M-0-P] Min paradise PARADE
6 [-M -O -P] Max agitate AGILE

Table 1: Co-varying orthographic transparency (±0) and
morphological relatedness (±M): Sample stimuli.
The results show a marked sensitivity to variation in
surface form, with priming dropping off linearly across the
three divergence conditions, but only for the [+Morph]
stimuli. Priming is a non-significant 12 msec for the
[+Morph] M a x condition, increasing to a marginally
significant 27 msec for the M i n condition, and to a robust 47
msec in the Zero divergence condition. The [-Morph]
conditions, in contrast, show no priming in any condition,
even when the target is fully contained in the target, as in
mission/miss or flagrant/flag.
These findings clearly point to a different relationship
between the surface form of prime and target than w e saw in
the previous experiments. Auditory-visual and auditoryauditory repetition priming show quite different patterns,
with no effects of allomorphic variation on the effectiveness
of morphologically related primes. This suggests that the
representation of a visually presented prime has significantiy
different properties to those of an auditorily presented prime,
and that, furthermore, priming in the visual domain is not
' W e label this the "Maximum" condition because we could fmd
very few cases of derivationally related prime/target pairs where
the orthographic divergence was more than two letters.

dq)endent in the same way as priming in the auditory
domain on repeated access to the same abstract lexical
elements.
This is not to say that priming here does not involve
lexical representations. It clearly does, since it is only in
the [+Morph] conditions that w e get any priming. But to
explain why pressure primes press but collision does not
prime collide, w e have to assume that the level of
representation involved is specifically orthographic in
nature, and does not engage either the abstract
morphological or the phonological aspects of the words
involved. From both these perspectives the stimuli were
equivalent across the three conditions, and should have
primed equally well. The fact that they did not points, in
fact, towards some form of lexically structured
orthographic
mediating
representation,
possibly
corresponding to an orthographic "input lexicon" of the
classical sort. If so, w e can probe its properties by looking
at suffix-suffix interference in the visual domain. This
reflects, w e believe, the consequences of two affixes
trying to combine with the same stem. If the
interpretation of visually presented prime words involves
the same kinds of processes, then w e should see the same
interference effects here as well.
Condition

Prime

Target

STEM
delightful
[+Morph, +Sem, +Phon]

DELIGHT

DERIVED
abruptness
[+Morph, +Sem, +Phon]

ABRUPTLY

PHON
[+Morph, -Sem, +Phon]

organize

ORGAN

SEMANTIC
[-Morph, +Sem, -Phon]

cello

VIOLIN

Table 2: Sample stimuli for repetition priming
In a series of three experiments (Marslen-Wilson &
Zhou, 1996a) w e followed the same strategy as before,
running the stimuli from the earlier auditoiy-auditoiy
studies in immediate and delayed repetition visual-visual
priming tasks. A n example set of these stimuli is given in
Table 2. The critical comparison is between the S T E M
condition, with derived/stem pairs, and the D E R I V E D
condition, with derived/derived pairs. In addition, w e
include a phonological control condition (PHON), and a
S E M A N T I C condition, where prime/target pairs are
purely semantically (and associatively related). Again w e
contrasted a Zero lag condition, corresponding to the
immediate repetition study, with Lag 1 and Lag 8
conditions, reflecting short and long repetition delays.
The results were straightforward. There was no sign of
the interference effects that dominate responses in the
auditory domain. Stem priming was significant at each
lag, averaging 31 msec overall. But at no point did it
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differ from priming in the derived-derived condition, which
is significant at Lag 1 and Lag 8, and which averages 32
msec overall. Even the phonological control condition,
bumping along at an average effect of 14 msec, is significant
overall. The differences between performance here and
performance in auditory-auditory priming come through very
clearly in an overall analysis of the two sets of data, where
w e see a significant interaction between modality (auditory
vs. visual) and target type.

AUD/AUD

VISA

STEM

40.8

31.2

DERIVED

-14.7

32.5

3.2

14.5

Condition

PHON

Table 3: M e a n priming effects (collapsing across lags) for
Auditory-Auditory and Visual-Visual priming.
This interaction is illustrated in Table 3, which
summarises the suffix-suffix interference results for the two
series of auditory-auditory and visual-visual priming
experiments (we collapse here over lag, which proved not to
play a statistically significant role in either modality). The
two modalities are relatively similar in the derived/stem and
the phonological control conditions. But w e see no
interference between visually presented suffixed primes and
visually presented suffixed targets sharing the same stems.
The presence of this interference in auditory-visual and
auditory-auditory priming w e take as evidence of
combinatorial processes involving stem and affix
morphemes. The pronounced absence of these effects in the
visual domain suggests that repetition priming here is
tapping into a level of representation which is not
morphologically decomposed - a level of representation, in
fact, which might look very m u c h like the kind of wholeword access representation that is often argued to be the first
step in moving from visual input to lexical representation.
TiuTiing,finally,to the associative/semantic pairs that
were run both here and in auditory delayed repetition studies
described earlier, w e find renewed parallels with auditory
access processes. Associative priming, which does not
involve relations between stimuli with similar surface forms,
seems to behave the same way here as it did in auditoryauditory priming. At Lag 1 w e get a significant 27 msec
effect for pairs like month/year, comparable to the 31 msec
effect for the auditory studies. But at Lag 8, just as in the
auditory experiment (where priming for these pairs dropped
to a non-significant 1 msec), the priming between
semantic/associative pairs is no longer sigriificant, averaging
9 msec. The differences that are emerging, therefore,
between the auditory and the visual access route, are not
differences across the board. Under certain conditions
priming effects have the same direction and the same timecourse. H o w are w e best to characterize this pattern of
differences and similarities?

S y m m e t r i e s a n d A s y m m e t r i e s in Lexical
Organization
To approach these issues, in the context of the research
reviewed here, w e need to go back to thefirstof the three
claims w e m a d e at the outset of this paper. This was the
claim that central lexical representations are not modality
independent, and that the core level of representation, the
lexical entry, is a tightly linked complex of abstract
semantic, syntactic, and phonological properties.^ This is
a view of lexical representation that can be traced back to
Saussuhan concepts of the linguistic sign, and which
reflects more recent treatments where the "lexical sign" is
seen as a triplet of phonological, syntactic, and semantic
information organised in a hierarchical feature structure
(e.g.. Pollard &
Sag, 1987). In the current
psycholinguistic framework, the m o v e to this view of the
lexical entry reflects not only the phylogenetic and
ontogenetic facts of the matter - that language has
evolved, and is normally learnt, as a relation between
sound and meaning - but also the pattern of results w e
observe in auditory-auditory and auditory-visual priming
tasks.
W h a t is especially telling is that w e see the same
pattern, of indifference to allomorphic variation and of
sensitivity to competition a m o n g suffixes, in auditoryauditory as well as in auditory-visual priming. W e
originally chose to use the cross-modal auditory-visual
task to force the subjects to respond at a level of the
system that was supra-modal, and therefore, w e assumed,
modality independent. W e subsequently argued, on the
basis of these cross-modal data, that this level was the
appropriate domain for processes of morphological
parsing, where the syntactic and semantic properties of
individual m o r p h e m e s are available to constrain and
guide these processes (Marslen-Wilson et al., 1994).
W h a t the results for auditory-auditory priming n o w
suggest is that this level is not, strictly speaking,
modality independent, but includes abstract phonological
specifications as well.
F r o m this perspective, the significance of the auditoryvisual experiments is not that they enable us to tap into a
modality independent level of lexical representation, but
that they show that visually presented inputs - the visual
target words - also m a p onto this domain. Information
extracted from an orthographic input is also interpreted
at a level of representation with the abstract,
combinatorial properties revealed in the auditory-auditory
experiments. W h e n the prime word is auditorily
presented, the consequences for processing of subsequent
target words apply equally to visual as to auditory inputs.
Similarly, w h e n the relationship between prime and
target is semantically but not morphologically or
linguistically mediated, as in associative/semantic
priming, w e find equivalent patterns with auditory and
visual priming.

^Any genuinely modality-independent aspects of meaning
representation w e can assign to the domain of conceptual
representation. This is not the object of our enquiries here.

But does this m e a n that lexical access from visual inputs is
therefore as direct as access from auditory inputs? There are
two arguments that suggest it is not. Thefirstfollows fi'om
the assumption that the lexical entry - the representation of
lexical content - is phonologically specified. This implies
that access to lexical content from orthography will always
involve some sort of translation process; that learning to
read, at least in its initial stages, is learning to relate
orthographic form to phonological form, and this
transduction process remains an intrinsic part of lexical
access from text. But the strength of this argument is hard to
evaluate. T h e role of phonological factors in reading remains
a controversial and umesolved issue in the visual word
recognition literature (e.g., Seidenberg, 1995), compounded
by further uncertainties about the computational properties
of the systems involved (e.g.. V a n Orden, Pennington, &
Stone, 1990).
Stronger arguments for mediated access can be made on
the basis of the visual-visual priming effects w e report.
W h e n the prime word is visually presented, then subsequent
responses to a visually presented target word seem to engage
a stored representation of the prime that is not
morphologically decomposed and that is sensitive to
orthographic but not phonological overlap between prime
and target. This points to an asymmetric lexical architecture,
with direct access from speech to the lexical entry, but where
orthographic inputs are routed via orthographic access
representations, where these are undecomposed whole-word
representations, though sufficiently abstract to be indifferent
to variations in case.
This kind of arrangement can account straightforwardly
for the divergence between visual-visual priming and other
types of repetition priming. Because the access
representations are orthographic in character, any priming
effects based on repeated access to this layer will be affected
by orthographic similarities between morphologically related
primes and targets. Hence the dominance of orthographic
rather than phonological factors in responses to the
derived/stem pairs varying in stem allomorphy. A n d because
these are wholeword representations, with separate
representation of forms like excitable and excitement, there
are no shared morphological elements, and therefore no
basis for interference w h e n different suffixes compete for the
same stem.^
Conclusions
Our interim conclusion, in summary, is that there are
significant modality specificities in lexical architecture and
function; that representations at the level of the lexical entry
are not fiiUy modality independent, and that this has
consequences for the nature of the access routes from speech
and from text, with speech inputs being able to project
directly onto abstract, morphemically organised underlying
representations of the words involved.
W e should add two further riders. T h e first is that these
issues of modality specificity and asymmetry will by no
' For additional discussion of these issues, see Marslen-Wilson,
Zhou, & Ford (1996).
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means disappear if w e approach the problems of lexical
representation and processing from a more distributed,
connectionist jjerspective. These approaches may olTcr
quite different solutions to problems of allomorpiiy and
phonological variation (Gaskell, Hare, & MarslenWilson, 1995), and may require a reinterpretation of the
whole notion of lexical access and representation
(Gaskell & Marslen-Wilson, 1995; Seidenberg, 1995).
But they will still need to provide an account of how a
system which has developed in the context of a
phonology to semantics to phonology mapping learns to
superimpose on this an orthography to semantics
mapping, and to model appropriately the quantitative and
qualitative parallels and divergences between the two
domains.
Our second comment is that our arguments here should
be taken as language specific. Our data and our
interpretations are limited, unless proven otherwise, to
the English mental lexicon. It is plausible that similar
claims can be defended for languages with similar
writing systems, and similar relations between phonology
and orthography. But w e cannot assume that the same
asymmetries will hold true for languages with nonalphabetic writing systems, and, indeed, w e have some
evidence that for Chinese they do not (Zhou & MarslenWilson, 1996).
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Abstract
This paper describes a working, computational model
of word recognition that combines a letter classification
component with a component that segments the string
of classified letters into words and uses a dynamic progTcimming method for matching the words against a lexicon of over 2,800 words. The letter classification component is a neured network trained to classify, in pcu-cdlel, inputs corresponding to 20x188 pixel array images
of letter sequences, 14 or more letters long. Consistent
with humcin capabilities, the system can classify all 14
letters at a level above chance, and on average, classifies thefirst7 or 8 letters in the sequence correctly.
Dictionary lookup improves classification accuracy by
1 character per image. T h e model is robust, having
been trained and tested on the entire text of the book
The Wonderful Wizard of Oz, printed in multiple fonts
and in both mixed and upper-case letters. It provides
a computation-level understanding of word recognition
capabihties, in which errors are attributable to the theoretically inevitable difficulties associated with learning
to classify large input patterns. The model mimics hum a n capabilities for circumventing some of these difficulties by imposing constraints onfixationpositions that
reduce image variability.
Introduction
Marr (1982) proposed that cognitive processes can be
studied at multiple levels. A computation level stresses
the importance of understanding the nature of the task
to be accomplished before proposing algorithms, representations, or physical hardware for accomplishing the
task. Understanding the nature of the task involves,
a m o n g other things, specifying a computational theory
that defines the conditions under which it is possible
to perform the task. Understanding a cognitive process
at this level corresponds to specifying h o w these conditions are m e t w h e n people perform the task. A t the second level of analysis, the algorithm level, an algorithm
for accomplishing the task is specified. Understanding
a cognitive process in this case, corresponds to relating behaviors people exhibit w h e n performing the task
to behaviors exhibited by the m o r e explicitly-specified
algorithm. W h e n people and the algorithm exhibit similar errors, or similar skills, in performing the task, it
is often concluded that the h u m a n errors and skills are

caused by characteristics of the algorithm, rather than
the computation-level factors involved.
A n example of an algorithm-level analysis of word
recognition is McClelland & Rumelhart's (1981) Interactive Activation model. T h e model assumes that word
recognition requires both letter classification and dictionary lookup components. T h e model simulates the dictionary lookup component. It is assumed that when a
word is seen, a set of letter detectors is activated in parallel, continuously feeding letter and letter order information to a set of word detectors. W o r d familiarity is represented as learned associations between letter and word
detectors. W h e n the activation pattern arising from a
set of letter detectors is consistent with one or more of
these associations, activation is amplified, causing word
detectors tofiremore quickly, and through a backward
flow of activation, causing the letters to be identified
more quickly as well. Because the model exhibits m a n y
of the same p h e n o m e n a people exhibit when they recognize words, including word frequency efTects (Solomon k
Postman, 1952); word superiority effects (Reicher, 1969);
and pseudo-word superiority effects (Baron & Thurston,
1973) \ the model can be said to explain these h u m a n
phenomena in terms of the characteristics of the representations and algorithms of the model.
T h e present paper adopts a complementary, computation level understanding of word recognition that is
based on a computational theory of classification learning. F r o m this perspective, a classifier that converts the
image of a text string to an hypothesis about the letter sequence depicted in the image, is characterized as
a function that m a p s s o m e population of inputs onto a
corresponding population of outputs. People presumably acquire this function through a classification learning process. T h e computational theory of classification
learning characterizes this learning process as function
approximation. T h e learning system successively ap' Word frequency effects refer tofindingsthat people identify high frequency words more quickly than low frequency
words. Word superiority and pseudo-word superiority effects
refer findings that people identify a letter presented in the
context of a word or a wordhke letter string more quickly
than they identify a single letter in isolation, even when the
guessing advantage for words has been eliminated.
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proximates the function that underlies tlie population
of input-output pairs by using samples drawn from the
population to search through a space of candidate mapping functions, eliminating those functions that arc incompatible with the sampled pairs. It can be shown
that without any natural constraints on the population,
or biases in the function approximation process, the difficulty of classification learning increases exponentially
with the sizes of the input and output patterns (Denker,
et al, 1987; G e m a n , Bienenstock & Doursat, 1992). This
boundary condition on learning is commonly referred to
as the curse of dimensionality, and applies to all classification learning systems, h u m a n or machine. It arises
because the larger the inputs and outputs to the system,
the greater will be the potential number of candidate
functions in the search space, and hence the longer the
search, and the greater the number of input-output pairs
that would have to be sampled to sufficiently approximate the function. Because of the exponential relations
involved, the curse implies that tabula rasa (blank slate)
classification learning is impossible for large inputs and
outputs.
The curse would not necessarily be a problem relevant
to word recognition if people identified words, one letter
at a time, such that the input to the classifier was the
relatively low-dimensional image of a single letter. H o w ever, a variety of evidence suggests that when people
read, they classify a relatively long string of characters
in parallel. Eye movement studies indicate that people
can at least partially classify as m a n y as 14 letters per
fixation, and completely identify an average of 7 or 8
letters per fixation (McConkie & Rayner, 1975; Rayner,
Well & Pollatsek, 1980; Rayner, Well, Pollatsek & Bertera, 1982). W o r d superiority and related eff"ects indicate that letter classification occurs in parallel (Baron &
Thurston, 1973; Blanchard, McConkie, Sola & Wolverton, 1984; Reicher, 1969). There is also evidence that
the parallel nature of the process is not due to words
being read on the basis of word shape detectors, since
printing words in aLtErNaTiNg cases, which eliminates
the familiarity of a word's shape, has relatively small
effects on word recognition (McClelland, 1976).
These data indicate that the images input to the letter classification process that underlies h u m a n reading
are quite large, and that outputs of the process represent a long string of characters, usually corresponding
to multiple words. W h e n combined with the curse of
dimensionality principle, this implies that people would
not be able to learn to classify these images of letter sequences unless constraints exist to limit the variability
of the to-be-classified images images, and/or learning is
biased to exclude candidate mapping functions from the
search space on an a priori basis. This suggests that w e
m a y understand reading better by understanding the nature of these constraints that m a k e letter classification

learning possible. Toward this end, the present paper
develops a working computational model of word recognition that uses human-like natural constraints to learn
to classify images of long letter sequences.
Previous Work
In a previous paper (Martin, 1996) I supported this
computation-level perspective of letter classification by
training neural networks to classify images of letter sequences. T h e goal was to determine the impact on letter
classification learning of increasing the width of the input images, and the number of to-be-classified letters,
and to determine the corresponding impact of natural
constraints on the variability of these images. Note that
the point of this work was not to support a claim that
people and the networks were necessarily similar at an
algorithm level, but rather that both systems were governed by the same computation-level limitations on classification learning, and that both could benefit from the
same types of constraints. In other words, the neural
networks provide a measure of both the problems associated with high dimensional inputs and outputs, and the
potential utility of the constraints in overcoming these
problems.
The study produced a number of results. Consistent
with the curse, networks that were trained on images
of single characters had no difficulty at letter classification learning, but as the image width increased from
20 to 80 pixels and the number of to-be-classified characters increased from 1 to 4 characters, catastrophic effects
on learning occurred. O n e natural constraint that m a y
reduce such difficulties is the regularity infixationpositions that characterizes h u m a n reading. People fixate
most often at a preferred viewing /ocahon-slightly to the
left of the middle of a word (Rayner, 1979). It is also
the case that people identify a word more quickly when
the eyesfixatenear to this location (O'Regan & Jacobs,
1992). Such regularities m a y reduce image variability
sufficiently to overcome some of the problems associated
with the curse. T h e original nets did not have the benefit
of such constraints, as the input images were generated
by fixating at each character position within a word.
Simulating these regularities resulted in networks that
performed as well, or better than the networks trained to
classify single-letter images; thus overcoming the curse's
negative effects for this size of inputs and outputs.
A third set of simulations addressed the role played
by constraints on letter sequences, since words are composed of only a small subset of all possible letter sequences. This role was assessed by examining the extent
to which the trained networks exhibited word superiority effects, pseudo-word superiority effects, and word frequency effects similar to those exhibited by people. Such
a similarity would indicate that the nets had become specialized for classifying familiar letter sequences at the expense of all possible letter sequences. T h e nets exhibited
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these effects, thus supplying evidciice tliat constraints on
letter sequences also facilitate letter classification learning. Note that these results provide an explanation of
word frequency effects and word- and pseudo-word superiority effects that differs from the explanation provided
by McClelland i^- Rumelhart (1981) in their Interactive
Activation Model, both in the level of the explanation:
Computation vs algorithm, and in the source of the effect: Letter classification learning vs dictionary lookup.

Current Work
T h e current work extends this conception by exploring
(1) the extent to which increasing image variability to
more realistic levels hinders classification learning, and
(2) the extent to which applying post-processing constraints can m a k e up for such deficiencies in classification
learning. T h e model developed previously minimized the
variability of to-be-classified images relative to what people face w h e n they learn to read. T h e to-be-classified
images depicted sequences of about 4 letters, as compared to the sequences of 14 letters that people classify,
and a highly simplified model for generating eye fixation
positions was used. Adding new sources of variability
will increase the difficulty of classification learning, and
reduce classification accuracy. Such decreases in classification accuracy m a y not be fatal, however, if post
processing mechanisms, such as dictionary lookup, integration acrossfixations,and syntactic and semantic processing, provide sufficient constraints on classification to
correct errors. A more complete computation-level understanding of reading should describe the interplay of
these positive and negative influences on letter classification accuracy. T h e work described here takes a first
step in this direction by more accurately modeling the
image variability with which the h u m a n reading system
must contend, and by incorporating a dictionary lookup
component.
Image Variability
T h e variability of to-be-classified images was increased
by extending image width from that sufficient to cover
letter sequences containing about 4 letters to that sufficient to cover about 14 letters, and by more accurately approximating the fixation position regularities
that charax;terize reading. T h e original research (Martin,
1996) used a simplified simulation of these regularities,
positioning each input image with respect to the center of the 3rd letter in eax;h word containing 3 or more
letters. Actual fixation locations are likely to impose
greater image variability, and thus greater learning difficulties. Rather than positioning all images with respect
to a fixed location in all words, people tend to base fixation locations on word length, at a position slightly to
the left of the middle of a word, and fixations are better described as a probability distribution around this
location (Rayner, 1979).
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T w o networks were trained from scratcii, one using
the previous simplified simulation of fixation regularities that Wcis independent of word length, and the other
using the method based on word length ^ T h e impact
of having a probability distribution offixationpositions
around a given position was assessed by cloning the network trained with word-length-basedfixationpoints, and
then retraining it with images generated as follows. O n a
randomly-chosen one third of the exposures, the window
was shifted to the left or right one character. The result
of these endeavors led to the creation of three neural networks, trained on images of increasing variability. The
network that was trained with images generated with the
constant fixation position on the 3rd letter of a word,
presumably encountered the least image variability. The
network trained with the noisy, word-length-based fixations presumably encountered the greatest image variability.
Dictionary Lookup Component
In their Interactive Activation model, McC'lelland &
Rumelhart (1981) assumed that the string of letters
output from letter detectors corresponded to a single
word, so that dictionary lookup simply involved matching this string against the internal lexicon. However,
if the output of the letter classification task is an hypothesis about the identities and order of a sequence
of 14 letters, then dictionary lookup must also involve
segmenting the string into words. T h e present work integrated dictionary lookup and segmentation to explore
the interplay between letter classification and dictionary
lookup.
T h e dictionary lookup component was an extension of
one developed in previous work (Martin & Talley, 1995)
in which a two-tiered dynamic programming method was
used for word segmentation and dictionary lookup to improve the accuracy of a handwriting recognition system.
Dynamic programming refers to a general class of efficient search algorithms for use where the elements of
the problem have an inviolate order, as is the order of
letters within a word, and where it is possible to define a monotonically increasing decomposable objective
function that can be minimized over the length of the
sequence.
T h e present approach departs from this earlier work
with respect to the method used to identify word boundaries. T h e output of the letter classification system
is a sequence of vectors that can be divided into subsequences corresponding to words. Each vector consists
of the activation values of 27 output nodes. T h e present
^It was only possible to treiin two networks because each
net required 6 months to train, running on a relatively fast
sparclO machine. However, previous experience with large
nets and large training samples, has indicated little variability
across training and generalization. In addition, the initicil
random states of the two networks were identiccil.

approach used the activation values of the output nodes
corresponding to a between-word "space" to determine
a candidate set of possible word boundaries. The intent was to err on the side of proposing too many word
boundaries. If the output nodes for "space" had an activation value greater than . 1, a possible word segmentation point was recorded. A list of possible sub-sequences
corresponding to words was generated by starting at the
leftmost character position and ending at each possible
word boundary. Each of these sub-sequences was submitted to a dynamic programming function that generated the best match in the dictionary of about 2,800
words from the story. Then, the best match across all
of this list was chosen, and the corresponding word replaced thefirstn letters of the classified string, where n
is the number of letters in the word. A space replaced
the next letter in the classified string, and the process
was repeated again until all 14 character positions in the
classified string had been replaced.

field, shared weight architectures (see Figure 2) used successfully in a number of Optical Character Recognition
(OCR) systems (LeCun, et al, 1990; Martin & Pittman,
1991), and used in the previously mentioned (Martin,
1996) study. In all of these cases, the learning algorithm
was backpropagation (Rumelhart, Hinton & Williams,
1986).
ABCiilEFOHIJKLMNCPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefohijklmnBpqrstuvwxyz_
abcdefohijklmn?pqBstuvwxy2_
ABCDEFOHIJKLMNBlPQRSTUVWXYZ

Local, shared-weight receptive fields

Figure 2: Neural network architecture
Training and Testing Materials
The training and testing materials were the same as
those used in the previous study. They were generated from the b o o k T h e Wonderful Wizard of O z b y
L. Frank B a u m . Text line images were created from 120
pages of text, corresponding to about 160,000 characters,
over 30,000 total words a n d about 2,800 different words.
T o approach the real-world variability of text images in
reading, the text w a s printed in 3 different type fonts,
and in either all upper case letters or the original m i x of
lower a n d upper case letters (see Figure 1). T h e set of
text line images were equally divided into the six different font/case conditions, a n d each of these w a s equally
represented in separate training a n d test samples. T h e
test samples were sub-divided into t w o sets, referred to
as the test a n d validation sets. T h e first of these w a s
used to monitor generalization performance throughout
training; the validation set w a s only used in testing after
training h a d stopped. T h e training set contained about
13,600 distinct images of letter sequences comprised of
14 or m o r e letters. T h e test a n d validation sets each
contained about 1,200 such images.
Dorothy lived in the midst of the great Kansas Prairies.
DOROTHY LIVED IN THE MIDST OF THE GREAT KANSAS PRAIRIES.
Dorothy lived in the midst of the great Kansas Prairies.
DOROTHY LIVED IN THE MIDST OF THE GREAT KANSAS PRAIRIES,
Dorothy lived In the midst of the great Kansas Prairies.
DOROTHY LIVED IM THE MIDST OF THE GREAT KAHSAS PRAIRIES.
Figure 1: Samples of type font and case conditions

Neural Network Architecture
The neural network simulations all used a c o m m o n type
of architecture that was an extension of local receptive
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The inputs to these earlier versions of the architecture were images of single characters, but in the Martin
(1996) study, the input images depicted at least A; letters,
wherefc= 1, 2, 3, or 4, depending on the specific network, and the outputs corresponded to a vector of the
26 letters (A-Z) and a space, for each of the k possible
letter positions. Hidden nodes receive input from a local
region (for example, a 6x6 area) in the layer below. Hidden layers are visualized as cubes, made up of separate
planes. Hidden nodes within a plane share weights, in
the sense that corresponding weights in the nodes' receptivefieldsare randomly initialized to the same value
and updated by the same error, so that different hidden
nodes within a plane learn to detect the same feature
at different locations. Different feature detectors emerge
from hidden nodes within different planes, due to different random initializations of the weights. There are two
hidden layers of this type. Output nodes are connected
to all nodes in the previous layer, but not to each other.
The output vector consists of one set of 27 elements,
to represent the letters A-Z and a space, per character
position. The same basic architecture can be altered
to classify longer sequences by expanding the widths of
the inputs and outputs, so that the input window is wide
enough to cover the k widest characters ( " W W W W " ) for
fc = 4. The image of a string of narrow characters will
therefore depict additional characters to the right, which
the net must learn to ignore. Hidden layers are also expanded horizontally, increasing the number of feature
detectors, but not necessarily the number of different
types of features detected, which would require a vertical expansion of the cubes. As before, networks were
trained until training accuracy ceased to improve by at
least a tenth of a percent over 5 training epochs, or until
generalization performance began to consistently decline

over training epochs (indicating that the net had begun
to over-generahze).
T h e input images, output vectors, and the networks
were larger than in the previous study. Whereas previously, the large images containing at least 4 to-beclassified letters consisted of a 20x80 array (1600 pixels);
the present study used a 20x188 array (3760 pixels) depicting 14 or more letters. T h e output vector increased
from 108 elements (4 x 27) to 378 (14 x 27). T h e previous 4-letter nets had 8152 nodes, 581,904 connections
and 104,976 different weight values, with 18 unique features represented in each of the two hidden layers. T h e
current nets had 18,481 nodes, 2,399,760 connections,
and 1,231,020 different weight values, with 15 unique features represented in thefirsthidden layer and 24 unique
features in the second.
O n e of the things discovered during the course of this
study was that it was not possible to begin training
the nets to classify all 14 letters from scratch, because
they reached saturation activation levels early in training. Varying network initialization and learning parameters did not eliminate this problem. Training the network to atfirstonly classify thefirst(leftmost) letter in
the image, and then adding training on the other letters
successively over time, did eliminate the problem.

Performance of the Model
T h e results of these efforts demonstrate that it is possible to build a working m o d e l of w o r d recognition that
incorporates very wide input images, the types of constraints that characterize eye fixations during reading,
a n d integrated dictionary lookup a n d w o r d segmentation c o m p o n e n t s . Consistent with data o n h o w people
reewd, all three versions of the networks classify letters at
all 14 letter positions above the level of chance, and o n
average classify thefirst7 or 8 letters in a sequence.
Figure 3 illustrates the percentage of characters correctly identified, in the generalization test set, as a function of position a n d type of fixation constraint by the
three nets, before any w o r d matching w a s attempted
(lightest bars = constant fixation, black bars — fixation position based o n word-length, dark gray bars =
word-length + noise). Results were equivalent for the
validation test set. All of the networks s h o w a decline
in letter classification as one m o v e s to the right, as w e
m i g h t expect, since letter position variability increases
with increased distance from the fixation point. T h e increases in i m a g e variability caused by the reduced fixation constraints also take their toll o n classification accuraicy. Neither of these effects is so catastrophic however,
that the nets fail to exhibit performance comparable to
that of people w h e n they read.
Figure 4 illustrates the benefits a n d costs of applying
the d y n a m i c p r o g r a m m i n g based word dictionary lookup
procedures. It s h o w s that character position accuracy
rates for the network trained o n images with noisy word
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length fixation positions both before (gray bars) and after dictionary lookup (black bars). Although the overall
accuracy rates for this network are lower than for the
other t w o nets, the pattern of performance before and after dictionary lookup is the s a m e . S o m e t i m e s the dictionary lookup c o m p o n e n t helps and sometimes it hurts, on
a character by character basis. T h e effects are not dramatic except for the rightmost characters in the string,
where the dictionary lookup tends to hurt rather than
help performance. This c o m p o n e n t can probably be optimized further, though several different approaches were
tried, with the results from the best version of the system
reported here.
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Figure 4: Percent characters correct by position before(gray) and after(biack) dictionary lookup.
Table 1 describes the performance of the system from
the perspective of the first n letters correctly identified
on average. R e m e m b e r that the h u m a n data indicate
that people can identify the first 7 or 8 letters per fixation on average. These data s h o w that the dictionary
lookup improves the average n u m b e r of correctly classified consecutive characters by about 1 character. All
of these values for the different types of fixation position constraints are comparable to the average n u m b e r
of consecutive characters correctly identified by people,
as measured by the average size of forward saccades. Because the network trained o n images positioned with respect to word length with noise added, are m o s t reflective of the types of positioning constraints used by people
w h e n they read, a n d this network exhibits comparable
levels of performance to that of people w h e n they read,

it corresponds t o t h e best c o m p u t a t i o n a l m o d e l o f w o r d
recognition.

Marr, D. (1982) Vision Sa,n Francisco: W . H. Freeman
Martin, G. L. (1996) The impact of letter clas.sification
learning on reading. Proceedings of the Eighteenth
Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science Society,
Lawrence Erlbaum. 171-176

Table 1. Average number of leftmost chancteis conectly idcntiCed in sequence

Martin, G. L. k Pittman, J. A. (1991) Recognizing handFixation Location Type Before Didionaiy Loolcnp After Dictionary Looiaip
printed letters and digits using backpropagation learning. Neural Computation, 3, 258-267.
Constant
8.8
9.9
Martin, G. L., Rashid, M., k Pittman, J. A. (1993)
Word-Length-Based

8.1

9.5

Word-Length-Basedt Noise

7.0

8.0

Integrated segmentation and recognition through exhaustive scans or learned saccadic jumps. In Advances in Pattern Recognition Systems Using Neural
Network Technologies, I. Guyon and P. S. P. W a n g
(Eds). World Scientific.

Discussion
This model, and the accompanying computation level
understanding of word recognition are significant for at
least two reasons. First, the computation-level understanding provides a theoretically-driven basis for proposing one source of reading disabilities and developmental
stages. To the extent that poor readers have problems
learning to classify letters, they should not be able to
identify as many characters perfixation,and they should
exhibit irregularfixationpatterns. Empirical data support these expectations (Rayner, 1986; Rayner & Pollatsek, 1989). This suggests that we m a y gain a better
understanding of reading disabilities and developmental
differences in reading by examining whether or not the
source of some reading problems lies with problems in
letter classification learning. Second, the model paves
the way for building ever more accurate working models
of human reading, by incorporating components such as
foveal warping of the input images, integration across fixations, and automated generation of saccades (Martin,
Rashid & Pittman, 1993). The impact of such additions
can be evaluated via their impact on classification learning and accuracy.
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Abstract
Optic aphasic patients are selectively impaired at naming visually presented objects but demonstrate relative intact comprehension of those objects (e.g., by gesturing or categorization)
and are able to name them when presented in other modalities
(e.g., via tactile input). This and other modality-specific naming deficits have been taken as evidence that semantics is organized into distinct modality-specific subsystems. W e adopt
an alternative view in which semantics is a set of learned, internal representations within a parallel distributed processing
system that maps between multiple input and output modalities. W e account for the critical aspects of optic aphasia in
terms of the effects of damage to such a system, despite its
lack of modality-specific specialization. W e show that the robustness of a task in such a system depends critically on its
systematicity, and that modality-specific naming deficits can
arise because naming is an unsystematic task.
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Introduction
The lexical semantic system can be thought of as a set of representations which mediates between multiple input and output modalities. Perhaps the most immediately intuitive model
of semantics is what has been termed the unitary semantics model (e.g., Caramazza, HiUis, Rapp, & Romani, 1990;
Hillis, Rapp, Romani, & Caramazza, 1990). A generic version of this model is shown in Figure la. In such a model,
semantics takes input from any of several different modalities, and generates output in one or more other modalities.
Shallice (1987) claimed that certain aspects of neuropsychological data pose a serious challenge to unitary semantics approaches. O n e problem comes from modality-specific
naming deficits, such as optic aphasia. Optic aphasia is a relatively rare neuropsychological disorder, typically caused by
d a m a g e to the left medial occipital lobe (i.e., visual cortex
and the underlying white matter), in which patients exhibit
a selective impairment in naming visually presented objects
(see lorio, Falanga, Fragassi, & Grossi, 1992; Endo, M a k ishita, & Sugishita, 1996, for reviews of cases). For example,
patient JB (Riddoch & Humphreys, 1987) was substantially
impaired at naming visually presented objects, providing correct answers on only 4 6 % of test trials. However, he was
7 5 % correct on miming the uses of visually presented objects,
suggesting that his naming deficit could not be explained in
terms of a m o r e fundamental visual recognition impairment.
Furthermore, he was 7 5 % correct on naming objects from tactile presentation, ruhng out an explanation in term of a more
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t

t

Visual
Input

Verbal
Input

Tactile
Input

->- impaired in optic aphasia
(b) Multiple Semantics Model
Figure 1: Two general formulations of the organization of lexical
semantics.
general anomia. JB's performance is typical of optic aphasics; he shows impaired naming from vision, with relatively
preserved gesturing from visual input and naming from other
modalities.
Notice that there is no location of damage in a box-andarrow version of the unitary semantics model that will give
rise to this pattern of performance. D a m a g e between vision and semantics would result in visual agnosia, wherein
a visually presented object would not be recognized and so
its use could not be gestured. D a m a g e between semantics
and phonology would lead to a modality-independent naming deficit. Finally, damage to semantics itself would degrade
performance on tasks in all modalities.
Shallice (1987, also see Beauvois, 1982) solved this problem by dividing semantics into multiple, modality-specific
subsystems (see Figure lb). O n this view, optic aphasia results from a disconnection of visual and verbal semantics.
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Thus, access to the verbal semantic representations needed
for naming is prevented only for visual input, and all other
tasks are unimpaired.

by knowing the entire input. A highly predictive relationship, such as that between vision and action, corresponds to a
highly systematic mapping, whereas a relationship with little
predictive
value, such as that between vision and naming, can
While it might seem that this model provides an adequate
be
approximated
by a random mapping.
account of the data, there are major problems with it. First
If visual information is systematically related to acand foremost, it seems distinctly unparsimonious. The need
tion/function, then it m a y be possible to determine functional
to develop several relatively independent modules in which
properties (and, hence, gesture accurately) from partially deto store semantic information significantly increases the difficulty of learning about objects. Instead of forming a single, graded information. O n the other hand, such information
m a y be inadequate for supporting accurate naming given that
amodal representation for a particular object, the brain would
small
differences in input must produce completely different
have to learn a number of different representations. The prooutputs.
Thus, partial damage to the mapping between vicesses for maintaining consistency of these representations,
sion
and
semantics in a unitary-semantics model might be
and other implementational factors, are unclear.
expected to give rise to the overall pattern of performance
Moreover, while the multiple-semantics model provides a
in optic aphasia (also see Riddoch & Humphreys, 1987).
convenient explanation for the major aspects of optic aphasia,
This idea can be tested by implementing a system which
it does a poor job at accounting for other relevant factors. In
performs tasks similar to those performed by the semantic
particular, performance on miming and on non-visual naming
system, and then examining the performance of that system
are typically also impaired, although not to the same extent as
when it is damaged. W e chose to implement such a system
naming from vision. It is difficult to see h o w a single lesion to
using a parallel distributed processing (PDP) framework, for
the multiple-semantics model would result in minor impaira number of reasons. Primary a m o n g them is the fact that
ment of miming and tactile naming, and substantial impairthe type of computations performed by a P D P system, alment of visual naming. In fact, this would seem to require
though not perfectly faithful to those performed by neurons,
three separate lesions. Furthermore, optic aphasics' ability to
nonetheless share certain fundamental properties with them.
discriminate between visually similar objects in a semantic
A s a result, it is natural to damage a P D P system to varycategorization task m a y also be mildly impaired (Riddoch &
ing degrees. Moreover, such systems have been shown to be
Humphreys, 1987), suggesting difficulty in accessing semansensitive to relative degrees of systematicity within a single
tics from vision.
task, both in terms of rate of acquisition and in terms of the
In light of these problems, Caramazza and colleagues
effects of damage (Plaut, McClelland, Seidenberg, & Patter(Caramazza et al., 1990; Hillis & Caramazza, 1995; Hillis
son, 1996; Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989). In this paper,
et al., 1990) argue that the multiple-semantics model does not w e explore whether optic aphasia can be accounted for by the
provide an adequate explanation of the actual patient data.
effects of damage to a P D P network in which multiple inputMoreover, they argue that the unitary-semantics approach
output mappings of varying systematicity are mediated by the
can, in fact, account for optic aphasia if certain predictive
same internal (semantic) representations.
properties of the environment are taken into account. They
postulate that visual properties tend to be highly predictive
Simulation 1: Basic Effects
of functional properties. This is similar to Gibson's (1979)
A s afirststep to illustrate the basic effects of systematicity
notion of affordances—the fact that a cup has a handle and a
in P D P systems, w e trained a simple three-layer feedforward
concave shape is highly (although not perfectly) predictive of
network on either a systematic task or an unsystematic task,
its function; it affords holding liquid, and the particular physi- and compared its performance on these tasks over the course
cal manipulations involved in drinking. However, these same
of learning and following damage.
visual features provide no systematic information about the
Method
object's name. Thus, there are m a n y objects which w e could
call "cup" but only a few which afford drinking.
The network had 20 input units, 40 hidden units, and 20 output units. Each hidden unit received a connection from each
The predictiveness of a relationship can be recast in terms
input unit and sent one to each output unit. Weights on these
of the systematicity of a mapping. A mapping is systematic
connections were initialized to random values uniformly disto the extent that it preserves similarity; that is, similar inputs m a p to similar outputs. Thus, an identity mapping is
tributed between -0.5 and 0.5 and were unconstrained during
completely systematic in that it preserves similarity exactly,
learning. In addition, hidden and output units had bias conwhereas a random mapping is completely unsystematic in
nections whose weights were initialized between -0.5 and 0
and were constrained to remain nonpositive during learning.
that input similarity is entirely unrelated to output similarity. Another way to characterize systematicity is in terms of
All units used the standard logistic activation function with
activations ranging from 0 to 1.
how many input features are needed to predict each output
feature. In an identity mapping, each output feature is perThe input to the network consisted of 100 random patterns
fectly predicted by a single (corresponding) input feature; in
over the input units, such that each unit had a probability of
a random mapping, each output feature can be predicted only
0.5 of being active in each pattern. For the systematic task,
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Figure 3: The architecture of the network trained to map between
multiple input and output modalities in Simulation 2.
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Figure 2: Correct performance on the systematic and unsystematic
tasks as a function of the percent of input-to-hidden connections removed in Simulation 1.

the network was trained to regenerate the identical pattern
over the output units (i.e., an identity mapping). For the unsystematic task, a n e w set of 100 random patterns were generated and paired randomly with the input patterns (i.e., an arbitrary mapping). Note that these mappings were not intended
to correspond in any direct way to the actual mappings involved in visual naming and gesturing, but simply to capture
the basic distinction between a systematic versus unsystematic task.
T h e network was trained with back-propagation (Rumelhart, Hinton, & Williams, 1986) using the cross-entropy error
function (Hinton, 1989), a learning rate of 0.1 and no weight
decay or m o m e n t u m . If an output unit was within 0.1 of its
target, then it was counted as correct and no error was generated for that unit. Training was halted when, for each input
presented, all output units were within 0.1 of their targets.
After training, each version of the network was lesioned
by randomly selecting and removing a proportion of input-tohidden connections (ranging from 1 % to 3 0 % ) . At each level
of severity, 10 repetitions were run, wherein a new randomly
chosen set of connections was removed and the model's performance on all 20 patterns was determined (where, in this
context, an output was considered correct if all of the output
units had activations on the correct sides of 0.5).

tematic task remained at 8 7 % correct while the unsystematic
task was nearfloorat 3.7% correct. Even with 207o of inputto-hidden connections removed, correct performance on the
systematic task was better than 5 0 % .
In summary, although thisfirstsimulation is highly simplified it serves to illustrate the powerful effect that task systematicity has on the performance of P D P networks, both in
learning and following damage.
Simulation 2: Multiple Modalities
Simulation 1 was simplified both in the extreme form of systematicity it employed and in the fact that the systematic and
unsystematic mappings were learned separately. In the second simulation, w e trained a network to m a p from multiple
input modalities (vision and touch) to multiple output modalities (action and phonology), employing a more realistic formulation of systematicity for the vision-to-action mapping.
Method

The network, depicted in Figure 3, consisted offivegroups
of units: two input groups of 20 units each, named "Vision"
and "Touch"; one hidden layer of 500 units, named "Semantics"; and two output groups of 20 units each, named "Action"
and "Phonology." The large number of units in Semantics
is useful for helping the model learn multiple arbitrary mappings in a reasonable amount of time. (Qualitatively similar
results obtain witii fewer hidden units, e.g., 100.). Semantics received connections from both of the input groups, and
both of the output groups received connections from Semantics. Weights and biases were initialized and constrained as
in Simulation 1,
The training environment consisted of 100 objects, divided
into 10 categories of 10 objects each. Each object consisted
Results and Discussion
of patterns for Vision, Touch, Action, and Phonology.
Task systematicity had a dramatic effect both on rate of ac- Vision input patterns were m a d e to cluster into categories
quisition and on robustness to damage. The systematic task
using the following procedure. W efirstgenerated 10 random
was mastered after only 50 epochs of training. B y contrast,
prototype patterns, such that each of 20 features had a probathe unsystematic task was atflooruntil 100 epochs. It reached
bility of 0.5 of being present and all prototypes differed from
5 0 % correct at epoch 277 and only achieved perfect perforeach other by at least 5 features. For each prototype, w e then
mance at epoch 392.
generated 10 exemplars by choosing two features of the proSimilarly, performance on the systematic task was far more
totype and reversing them. W e constrained all exemplars to
robust to damage (see Figure 2). Removal of only 1 % of
differ from each other by at least two features. Each exemplar
input-to-hidden connections left the systematic task unafwas used as a Vision input pattern.
fected but reduced correct performance on the unsystematic
Action output patterns were generated in the same way as
task to 7 8 % . With a 1 0 % lesion, performance on the syswere Vision inputs, although different prototypes were used.
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Figure 5: The proportion of Action versus Phonology outputs correct given Visual input, as a function of training epoch.

Exemplars generated from a single prototype can be considered to form a category. In order to create a systematic mapping, w e assigned Vision inputs to Action outputs such that,
if two objects had input patterns from the same Vision category, then they would have output patterns from the same
Action category. Thus, membership in a visual category was
predictive of membership in an action category, but individual visual features were not perfectly predictive of individual
action features (see Figure 4).
Although these representations are by no means faithful to
actual visual and functional representations, they do capture
some basic aspects of their structure and relationship. People
categorize objects at least partially on the basis of visual features (Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson, & Boyes-Braem, 1976),
and there is evidence that our representations of actions have
a categorical structure (Klatzky, Pellegrino, McCloskey, &
Lederman, 1993). Thus, the use of an environment with visual and functional categories provides a sufficient setting in
which to test the implications of relative task systematicity.
Touch input patterns and Phonology output patterns were
generated by setting each feature of each pattern to 1 with
a probability of 0.5, with the additional constraint that no
two Touch patterns or Phonology patterns could be identical. This design results in a systematic relationship between
Vision and Action, and a random relationship between Vision and Phonology and between Touch and both of the output modalities. Note that, in addition to being unstructured,
the Touch modality had an entirely unsystematic relationship
with both Action and Vision. O f course, in actuality, the domain of touch has a high degree of structure that is closely
related to the structure a m o n g visual and functional representations. However, w e chose not to implement this structure
nor the relevant relationships because w e were primarily interested in the effects of the systematic relationship of vision
and action. In fact, by making all of the other relationships
random, w e ensured that the network can take advantage only
of those regularities in the mapping from Vision to Action.
The model was trained using the same learning procedure,

parameters, and stopping criteria as in Simulation 1.
Results
Acquisition. Figure 5 shows, as a function of training
epoch, the proportion of correct outputs in each modality for
Visual inputs. A n output pattern was considered correct in
this context if all of the output units were within 0.1 of their
targets. A s expected, the model learned the Vision-to-Action
mapping more quickly than the Vision-to-Phonology mapping, F(l,99)=l 12.0, p<.001, due to its greater systematicity.
Effects of D a m a g e : Visual N a m i n g versus Gesturing.
The trained network was lesioned by removing randomly selected connections from the Vision layer to the Semantics
layer. Levels of lesion severity ranged from 1 % to 3 0 % of
connections removed. At each level, ten repetitions were run,
wherein a new randomly chosen set of connections was removed. The model's performance on all mappings was then
determined. A n output in a particular modality was considered correct, for this task, if all of the output units were on
the correct side of 0.5. Average performance at each level of
severity is shown in Figure 6.
The model's abiUty to m a p from Vision to both Action and
Phonology was impaired by the lesions, and, as expected, performance decreased as lesion severity increased. However, at
low and intermediate severities, the model performed m u c h
better at visual gesturing than at visual naming. Overall,
the advantage for the Vision-to-Action mapping was significant, F(l,99)=963.2, p<.001, as was the interaction of output modality and lesion severity, F(13,1287)=64.76, p<.001.
Note that the model's performance on mapping from Touch
to either of the output modalities remained unimpaired. Since
the model was feedforward, it is unsurprising that the removal
of connections from Vision to Semantics had no effect on the
model's performance on Touch mappings.
Effects of D a m a g e : Semantic Categorization. O n e
source of evidence in support of the claim that optic aphasic patients have an impairment in accessing semantics from
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Figure 7: Correct performance at choosing which of three objects is
least semantically related to the other two when that object is in a
different category ("Between-Category") versus when all three objects are from the same category ("Within-Category"), as a function
of the percent of Vision-to-Semantics connections removed.

Figure 6: Correct performance on tactile naming, visual gesturing, and visual naming as a function of the percent of Vision-toSemantics connections removed.

vision rather than an impairment in semantics per se comes
from Riddoch and Humphreys (1987), w h o demonstrated
that their patient, JB, had difficulty performing categorization tasks w h e n fine-grained visual discrimination was required. Riddoch and Humphreys argued that, because the
semantic representation is formed from inaccurate and/or incomplete information, it is generally sufficient to drive tasks
which do not require a high level of detail, but inadequate for
harder tasks. Accordingly, w e examine the extent to which
our model exhibits similar behavior.
W e implemented a forced-choice task by presenting the
model with three objects and determining which two it considered most similar. Similarity was judged by computing the
normalized dot product of the model's Semantic representations generated by Visual presentation of two objects. The
larger the normalized dot product, the more similar the objects were considered to be.
W e examined the model's performance on two forcedchoice tasks. In the between-categories task, it was presented
with two objects from the same category and a third object
from a different category. In the within-category task, it was
presented with three objects from the same category. W h e n
testing a damaged model, w e defined the correct response for
each comparison to be the response generated by the undamaged model. For both tasks, w e presented the model with all
of the triples of objects relevant to that task. This resulted in
40,500 triples for the between-categories task (10 categories
X (^^) pairs in each category x 9 0 objects from outside the
category) and 3600 triples for the within-categories task (10
categories x {^^) triples in each category).
W e acquired performance data for the model at twelve levels of damage, ten ranging from one to ten percent of connections from Vision to Semantics lesioned, one at fifteen
percent lesioned, and one at twenty percent lesioned. Only
one repetition was performed at each level, largely because
of the computational difficulty of performing dot products on
thousands of 500 element vectors.
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Figure 7 shows the model's performance on each task for
each level of severity. At all levels, the model's performance
on the between-categories task was nearly perfect. At 2 0 %
of connections lesioned, the model still had a correct performance rate of nearly 99.5%. B y contrast, the model's performance on the within-categories task was very poor even
for extremely mild lesions. At a mere 1 % of connections lesioned, the model's correct performance was only about 5 8 % .
This dropped to slightly less than 1 0 % correct at 2 0 % of connections lesioned.
Our model, therefore, displays the expected behavior: it
performs m u c h more poorly on a task that requires finegrained visual discriminations. However, JB's error rate on
such a task was only about 8 % , whereas our model's error
rate starts at above 4 0 % . This extremely high error rate is
an effect of the structure of our Visual domain. Members of
a Vision category do not differ enough to give the model a
good chance at performing the within-categories task. With a
more realistically structured environment, one would expect
the within-category error rates to decrease substantially.
Discussion
The simulation demonstrates that the category-based systematicity of the Vision-to-Action mapping provides an advantage for both learning and performance under damage. A s
a result, when damaged, the model exhibits the central characteristics of optic aphasia: an impairment in visual naming
with relatively spared performance on visual gesturing and on
naming from other modalities (e.g., touch). The model also
accounts for preserved between-category discrimination with
impaired within-category discrimination.
The model even provides a fairly good quantitative match
to data from some specific optic aphasic patients. JB (Riddoch & Humphreys, 1987) was 7 5 % correct at miming the
use of visually presented objects but only 4 6 % correct at naming them. The graph indicates that the model matches this

fairly closely when 6 % of Vision-to-Semantics connections
are lesioned ( 7 7 % and 4 2 % correct, respectively). Jules F.
(Lhermitte & Beauvois, 1973) was 7 2 % and 7 7 % correct and
visual naming of pictures and words, respectively, and was
flawless at visual gesturing. The model approximates this
with a 4 % lesion: visual naming is 7 6 % correct and visual
gesturing is 9 3 % correct.
There are, however, some patients for w h o m the model
does not provide a good quantitative match. Coslett and Saffran's (1989) patient, for example, was 5 0 % correct at visual
gesturing but failed to produce a single correct naming response to the same objects. With a 1 0 % lesion, the model is
4 8 % correct at visual gesturing but remains 1 5 % correct at
visual naming; with a 2 0 % lesion, visual naming is reduced
to 3 % correct but visual gesturing reaches only 1 6 % correct.
Also note that, because it has a feedforward architecture,
the model does not account for cases in which tactile naming is less than perfect. Jules R, for instance, was only 9 1 %
correct on naming from touch. In a recurrent version of the
current model, interactions across damaged Vision-Semantics
connections might lead to some naming errors for stimuli presented to the undamaged modality. It m a y also be the case
that some optic aphasic patients have additional mild damage
to the semantic system itself; such damage would be expected
to lead to a mild deficit in naming from other modalities and
to exacerbate the visual naming deficits.
Despite its limitations, the simulation does provide support
for the central claim of the current work, that optic aphasia
and other modality-specific naming deficits are not incompatible with a unitary-semantics account if one takes into account the robustness of tasks of differing systematicity.
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domains such as problem solving and expert-novice
differences in m e m o r y for technical prose and action
planning for computing tasks (e.g., Doane, McNamara,
Kintsch, Poison, & Clawson. 1992; Kintsch, Welsch,
Schmalhofer, & Zimny, 1990).
According to the CI model, knowledge is represented as an
associative network, the nodes of which are concepts and
propositions. C^omprehension arises from an interaction and
fusion between the to-be-comprehended information and
knowledge activated by the comprehender according to
semantic or causal associations. Comprehension generally
consists of three levels of understanding: the surface level,
the textbase level, and the situation model. The surface level
of understanding primarily consists of the arguments
presented in the text. The textbase consists of the deeper
meaning of the sentence depicted by its propositional
representation. The situation model consists of the reader's
prior knowledge integrated with the textbase. Together, these
levels of understanding form the reader's mental
One important question raised by cognitive scientists is why
representation of the text. T h e process of forming this
individuals differ in their ability to comprehend texts or
mental representation is referred to as the construction phase.
discourse. Developing an imderstanding of w h y and h o w
T h e comprehender's mental representation is then
people differ in comprehension skill will help us to identify
the cognitive processes involved in comprehension, and integrated according to connectionist principles of constraint
satisfaction. Concepts compatible with the overall context
indicate interventions for less-skilled comprehenders. This
increase
in activation and concepts that are inappropriate or
article further explores findings regarding individual
irrelevant become deactivated. Although the deactivation of
differences in the comprehension of ambiguous words.
inappropriate concepts can occur as a result of direct
Specifically, Gernsbacher and her colleagues have shown
suppression
(e.g., Kintsch, 1988), it generally falls out
that the inappropriate meaning of an ambiguous word loses
activation for skilled comprehenders after a delay, but naturally from the architecture because concepts not
stimulated by other concepts in the network lose activation.
remains activated and slows comprehension for less-skilled
comprehenders (e.g., Gernsbacher & Faust, 1991; In contrast, activation is essentially funneled to concepts
linked to other concepts in the network. This latter aspect of
Gernsbacher, Vamer, & Faust, 1990). Gernsbacher contends
the model is critical to the outcome of these simultations.
that skilled and less-skilled comprehenders differ in the
abihty to suppress inappropriate or irrelevant information. I
The Structure Building Model
demonstrate here, through a computer simulation operating
within the framework of the Construction-Integration (CI)
Gernsbacher (e.g., 1990) proposes that comprehension
model (Kintsch, 1988), that there exists an alternative
consists of three primary processes: (a) laying a foundation
explanation of Gernsbacher's findings. This explanation is
for the text or discourse structure, (b) mapping information
based on the assumption that skilled comprehenders do not
onto that foundation, and (c) shifting to new structm-es when
suppress knowledge, but o n the contrary, m a k e m o r e
n e w information cannot m a p onto the existing structure
inferences while reading or comprehending.
because it is incongruent or a new idea. Enhancement, which
increases activation, and suppression, which decreases
The Construction-Integration Model
activation, are the two mechanisms that operate to determine
the strength of m e m o r y nodes.
The framework for this work is the CI model of
These basic characteristics of the structure building model
comprehension (Kintsch, 1988). This model is an extension
are
not highly distinguishable from certain assumptions of
of earlier formulations of reading and discourse
Kintsch's (1988) model of comprehension. Kintsch's model
comprehension (van Dijk & Kintsch; 1983) that includes a
assumes that an initial mental representation is formed and
more complete specification of the role of knowledge during
new information is linked to it according to the degree of
comprehension. The Q model has been applied to numerous
semantic or causal association (e.g., argument overlap). If
aspects of text comprehension (e.g., Kintsch & Welsch,
there is no overlap, a separate representation is formed for
1991) and has generalized successfully to more complex
Gernsbacher (e.g., 1990) has proposed that comprehension
skill is a function of the ability to suppress inappropriate
or irrelevant information. This hypothesis is based on the
finding that the inappropriate meaning of an ambiguous
word loses activation for skilled comprehenders after a
delay, but remains activated and slows comprehension for
less-skilled comprehenders. It is hypothesized here that
comprehension skill is not due to the suppression of
information, but rather is enhanced by the activation of
more knowledge. Simulations based on the ConstructionIntegration model of comprehension (Kintsch, 1988) show
that the activation of more knowledge leads to an initial
activation of an inappropriate meaning of a concept which
quickly decays Without the activation of the knowledge,
the inappropriate meaning remains activated. This account
thus predicts and explains Gernsbacher's empirical data.
Introduction
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the new information. However, the two models clearly part
ways regarding their respective assumptions of the primary
factors contributing to comprehension skill According to
Kintsch's model, many factors contribute to comprehension
skill, but prior knowledge and the building of a a)i)Licni
situation model are the central driving factors. In tonlrasl,
Gemsbacher's model assumes that comprehension skill is
pnmarily guided by the ability to suppress irrelevant
information. She assumes that there is a general
comprehension skill for both linguistic and nonlinguistic
information which is defined, not by the ability to enhance
relevant information, but by the ability to suppress
irrelevant information (e.g., Gemsbacher, 1990).
Gerasbacher has supported this hypothesis by comparing
the reaction times of skilled and less-skilled comprehenders
to recognize the appropriateness of ambiguous words to a
sentence context. For example, Gemsbacher et al. (1990)
presented participants with sentences such as H e dug with a
spade, followed by an inappropriate target word, A C E . It
was assumed that if the participant required more time to
reject this word following the experimental sentence
compared to a control sentence such as H e dug with a
shovel, then the inappropriate meaning's activation was
slowing down the response. The difference between the
experimental and control response times was used as a
measure of the activation for the ambiguous word's
inappropriate meaning. G e m s b a c h e r et al. (1990)
demonstrated that both skilled and less-skilled comprehenders
showed equivalently high activations of the inappropriate
meaning at an inunediate test. However, after a 1 second
delay, less-skilled comprehenders showed a high activation
of the inappropriate meaning, whereas skilled comprehenders
showed no activation. Gemsbacher and her colleagues
concluded that skilled comprehenders more efficiently
suppress inappropriate meanings of ambiguous words.
Knowledge and Comprehension Skill
The empirical evidence regarding comprehension skill and
leaming from text overwhelmingly weighs in favor of a
theory postulating a critical role of prior knowledge and
active inference processing during comprehension and
leaming. Although comprehension involves a complex
interplay of linguistic and syntactic processes, generating
inferences based on prior knowledge is a critical component
of comprehension skill. Previous research indicated that
prior knowledge was a driving factor in text comprehension
(e.g., Bransford & Johnson, 1972; Chiesi, Spilich, & Voss,
1979). More recent research further shows that the active use
of knowledge provides a critical distinction between good
and poor comprehenders. For example, Oakhill and her
colleagues have consistently found that less skilled
comprehenders perform poorly on tasks requiring inferential
ability (e.g., Oakhill, 1984; Oakhill & Yuill, 1996;
Oakhill, Yuill, & Donaldson, 1990). Oakhill (1984) found
that poor comprehenders (who do not have word decoding
deficits) differed primarily in the ability to answer inference
questions as compared to literal questions. Long and her
colleagues have c o m e to the same conclusions. They have
demonstrated that skilled readers are more likely to m a k e
early global text inferences (Long & Golding, 1993), and are
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more likely to m a k e on-line knowledge-based inferences
(Long, Oppy, & Seely, 1994). These researchers have also
provided compelling evidence mling out basic linguistic
|)r()ccsses as a source of less skilled comprehenders'
(icficicndes.
If less skilled comprehenders differ pnmarily in the their
ability to generate inferences during reading, remediation
focusing on this skill should result in greater improvement
in contrast to other remedial techniques. Indeed, Yuill and
Oakhill (1988) found that less skilled comprehenders
benefited more from inference training than from word
decoding training, and skilled comprehenders showed only
minimal gains from inference training. This latter finding
indicates that the skilled comprehenders already used active
inferencing strategies prior to training (see also, Dewitz,
Carr, & Patberg, 1987; Hansen & Pearson, 1983).
Indeed, many methods used to improve reading skill focus
on inducing the reader to more actively process the text and
to use prior knowledge to understand the text. For example,
prompting subjects to explain the text while reading, or self
explanation, is one methodology that has been found to
eiihance comprehension (e.g., Chi, de L e e u w , Chiu, &
LaVancher, 1994). In addition, when readers are induced by
the text stmcture to activate and use their prior knowledge
while reading, they understand and remember the text better
and at a deeper level (e.g., M a n n e s & Kintsch, 1987;
M c N a m a r a , Kintsch, Songer, & Kintsch, 1996; McNamara
& Kintsch, 1996; O'Brien & Myers, 1985; Rauenbusch &
Bereiter, 1991).
O n e the other hand, few instructional techniques focus on
teaching the reader to suppress information. Intuitively, the
reason for not attempting this approach seems evident. If I
instmct you, "whatever you do, D O N O T think of a white
elephant," your thoughts have little choice but to tum to a
white elephant. If, on the other hand, I instmct you to
concentrate on a black rather than the white elephant, you
would find it an easier task to ignore the white elephant.
This ease comes from focusing on and enhancing alternative
information - in this case, m y black elephant. W e can, and
do, learn to ignore irrelevant information. I propose,
however, that this is not a process of suppression, but rather
a process of focusing on the relevant information.
Simulations
Research on comprehension skill and leaming from text does
not suggest that comprehension or reading skill is function
of the ability to suppression information. Rather, it implies
that a skilled comprehender more actively integrates world
knowledge and incoming information T h e following
simulations are based on the assumption that a critical factor
leading to better comprehension skills is not the suppression
of concepts, but the activation and integration of more
concepts.
The CI Model (Mross & Roberts, 1992) was used as a
framework for these simulations (see, e.g., Kintsch, 1988,
or Kintsch & Welsch, 1991, for detailed explanations of the
model). The goal here is not to provide exact estimates for
the reaction time data originally reported (Gemsbacher et
al.,1990; Gemsbacher & Faust, 1991), but rather, to provide
a qualitative fit to the data as an altemative theoretical

cxphuiation. Note ihat exact estimates coiild be provided by
this uuxlel by changing certain parameters such as initial
ncxle iuid hnk strength. This type of parameter estimation
would, ho\ve\ cr, reduce the parsimony iu\d generality of the
nKxlel, which is in this case a clear advantage.
I ha> e proposed here that knowledge activation underlies
comprehension skill and the ability to ignore irrelevant
information. It should be noted that an increase in the
knowledge available or activated during the comprehension
process m a y be a function of two factors: (a) the reader
possesses more knowledge about the topic or dom^iin, or (b)
the reader engages in more active or strategic comprehension
processes which result in a greater likelihood that related
information is activated.
Identifying the relative
contnbutions of these two sources is an empirical question.
Ambiguous Words
Gemsbacheret al. (1990) presented skilled and less-skilled
comprehenders with sentences such as H e dug with a spade,
followed by a target word, ,\CE. The participant was to
decide if A C E was related to the preceding sentence.
Gemsbacher et al. demonstrated that both skilled and lessskilled comprehenders showed high activations of the
inappropriate meaning of the ambiguous word (e.g., spade)
at an immediate test, but only less-skilled comprehenders
showed high activation of the inappropriate meaning after a
1 second delay. Gemsbacher and her colleagues concluded
that skilled comprehenders suppress the inappropriate
meanings of ambiguous words.
T o estimate the acti\ ation of the inappropriate meaning of
spade, Gemsbacher et al. (1990) compared the reaction times
to reject A C E following the experimental sentence to the
same decision following a control sentence. For the present
simulations this estimate of activation corresponds to a
value of the decision regarding the word's relatedness which
is output following the construction and integration of the
sentence and decision task.
This simulauon consists of two cycles, the first cycle
refwesents the comprehension of the sentence, and the second
cycle, the processing of the target word and the decision
task. T h e comprehension of each sentence includes a surface
stmcture, a textbase, and a situation model. For H e dug with
a spade, the surface structure consists of the arguments H E
and S P A D E , and the textbase consists of the propositional
representation of the sentence, D I G ( H E , S P A D E , W I T H ) . The
situation model consists of knowledge related to the
information presented in the sentence. Three networks were
constructed to represent three levels of active sentence
processing, low, medium, and high (see Figure 1). These
networks differ only in the amount of prior knowledge
available in the situation model -skilled comprehenders are
assumed to have activated the greatest amount of prior
knowledge during sentence comprehension. Although
Gemsbacher et al. (1990) include only two levels of skill,
high and low, m y goal here is to show a linear relationship
between knowledge activation and "comprehension skill"
Therefore, three levels are simulated.
The initial activation values of the surface and textbase
nodes were set at the default value of 1.0, and the initial
activation values of situation model nodes were set at 0.0.
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Concepts in the situation model are given no initial
activation because they are concepts that are not presented to
tlic reader, but must be activated by the concepts presented in
the text. All hnks were set at the default value of 1.0.
The mental representation of the sentence, consisting of
the surface structure, textbase, and situation model, was
integrated in parallel, yielding a final activation value for
each of the concepts included in the representation. All three
networks settled to a m a x i m u m criterion change of 0,001
after 10 iterations. T h e predicted activation of
I S A ( S P A D F . G A R D l i N T O O L ) was 0,987, 1.00, and 0,974
for the skilled, medium-skilled, and less-skilled
comprehenders, respectively. The high activation of the
appropriate interpretation predicts that readers of all skill
levels will correcdy interpret the sentence. The predicted
activation of the inappropriate interpretation,
I S A ( S P A D E , C A R D ) . was 0 198, 0.268, and 0,491 for the
skilled, medium-skilled, and less-skilled comprehenders,
respectively, A higher activation of the inappropriate
interpretation indicates that this interpretation would be
more likely to infer with and slow the subsequent decision
task Thus, the degree to which the inappropriate
interpretation interfers with die subsequent task is predicted
to be a function of skill level.
Less-Skilled Comprehender
Senlenoe comprehension
Sarface level Textbase level
SitualjoD Model levd
lACE]
(ISAISPADECARD))
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Figure 1 Comprehenders' representations of H e dug with a
spade and the decision task for whether A C E was related.
The second cycle of the simulation was the processing of
the target word and the decision task. Included in the network
are the textbase (i.e., D 1 G ( H E , S P A D E , W I T H ) , the siUiation
model, the target word (i.e., A C E ) , and the two decisions
(i.e., related, not related). T h e activation levels for the
textbase and situation model were those values output from

dropped quickly In contrast, for the medium-skilled
comprehenders, the activation level of the incorrect decision
was high early in the process but decreased more slowly. For
ihc less-skilled comprehenders, the incorrect decision that
ACli w a s related w a s 1.00 across 11 iterations and dropped
slowly to 0 041 only after 7 0 iterations.
This simulation thus correctly predicts that skilled
comprehenders will have slow responses for an immediate
test, but s h o w n o interference from the inappropriate
meaning of an ambiguous w o r d after a delay, and that
medium-skilled, a n d e v e n m o r e so, less-skilled
comprehenders will have slower responses for both the
immediate and delayed tests.

the sentence comprehension cycle, the initial activation of
the target word presented to the participant was re-set at 1.0
(i.e., because it is presented to the reader); and the initial
activations of the two possible decisions were set at 0.0. All
links between concepts are set at the default value of I 0
The crucial outcome of this simulation concerns the relative
activation values for the two decisions. T h e time course of
these activation levels, as indicated by the outcome after
each iteration of the simulation, is plotted in Figure 2 for
the decision that A C E is not related, and in Figure 3 for the
decision that A C E is related.
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Homophones

Gemsbacherand Faust (1991, Experiment 1) demonstrated
with homophones the same type of effects found with
I
06 ambiguous words. They presented sentences such as H e had
S
a
More-Ski lied
lots of patients, followed by a target word, C A L M . They
I
^--- Medium-Skilled
demonstrated that both skilled and less-skilled cxamprehenders
04 ....^.... Less-Skilled
showed high activations of the inappropriate meaning of the
homophone at the immediate test, whereas after 1 second,
less-skilled comprehenders showed a high activation of the
<»< 02
inappropriate m e a n i n g c o m p a r e d to the skilled
comprehenders w h o showed little to no activation.
In diis simulation, only two levels of skill level will be
I I I I I I II
-|—I—I—r
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30
compared, relatively more- and less-skilled comprehenders.
The networks constructed to represent the processing of the
Iterations
task by skilled and less-skilled comprehenders are shown in
Figure 2. Predicted activation levels of the correct decision
Figure 4. These networks differs from the previous ones
that A C E was not related to H e dug with a spade.
(Figure 1) in that direct links from the textbase to the
inappropriate interpretation are included. These links are
included because a purely phonetic interpretation of the
More-Skilled
sentence could not discriminate between H e has lots of
1 -| •(.oooo-oo-ooo,^
Medium-Skilled
patience and H e has lots of patients. This aspect is expected
Less-Skilled
to increase interference from the incorrect interpretation.
08 For the processing of the sentence, the skilled
comprehender network settled after 12 iterations, and the
less-skilled comprehender network after 10 iterations. T h e
06 simulation accurately predicted that both groups of
participants would correctly interpret the sentence. T h e
predicted activation of H A S ( H E , C L I E N T S ) w a s 0.796 for
04 skilled c o m p r e h e n d e r s , a n d 0.589 for less-skiUed
comprehenders. T h e activation of the inappropriate
02 interpretation, I S ( H E , C A L M ) , w a s 0.388 for skilled
comprehenders, and0.446 for less-skilled comprehenders. In
this case, the activation of the appropriate interpretation for
the less-skilled comprehenders is relatively low (0.589), and
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 34 as 28 30
the activation of the inappropriate response is relatively high
Iterations
(0.446) and thus the difference between the t w o is small
compared to that for skilled comprehenders. Therefore, the
Figure 3. Predicted activation levels of the incorrect
model predicts greater competition between the t w o interdecision that A C E was related to H e dug with a spade.
pretations for less-skilled than for skilled comprehenders.
T h e second cycle of the simulation is the processing of
The network settled after 16, 26, and 70 iterations for the
the target word and the decision task (see Figure 5). The
skilled, medium-skilled, and less-skilled comprehendCTs,
network settled after 17 iterations for the skilled
respectively. There w a s relatively equivalent activation of
comprehenders, and after 2 0 iterations for the less-skilled
the decision that A C E was not related for the three groups.
comprehenders. For skilled comprehenders, the activation
The activation of the incorrect decision that A C E was related
level of the incorrect response is high early in the process,
(which would cause interference and slow response time) was
but drops relatively quickly to a final activation value of
high early in the process for the skilled comprehenders, but
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0.118. in contrast, for Icss-skiUed c o m p r e h e n d e r s , the
activation level o f the incorrect response is also high early
in the process but decreases m o r e slowly to a value of
0.261. This simulation correctly predicts that both skilled
a n d less-skilled c o m p r e h e n d e r s will h a v e slow responses for
a n i m m e d i a t e test, but that only less-skilled comprehenders
w ill s h o w interference f r o m the inappropriate m e a n i n g at the
delayed test.
L^ss-Skilled Comprehender
Sentence comprehension
Suhce kvd Tcxtbaie level
SiluUen Model level

Decision Task

aaHECALKfl
rcUBNTS)!
IHAaHEPATlENTS)] >
(LOTSORPATHNT^l (HAS(HEajENT3]

I HaCALMRELATEDl
I nSNCmCALJARELATEDl

More-Skilled Comprehender
Sentence comprehension
Sarhce level Teitfcmse level
Sitsitiea Medel level
(CALMl

Decision Task

(ISHECAUfl
(SICKOJENrai
[DOCTCR]

PS(CALM.RELATED1
a SNOTI CALNtREIAIH))

ILOraORPAUBsT^]

ILCtTSO«CUE^ns» BaHEBUSYl

Figure 4. Comprehenders' representations of H e h a d lots
of patients and the decision task for whether C A L M was
rdated.
...j.... More-Skilled
" o — - Less-Skilled
0.9 -I
•

?^±ftS2±a
not related

related

T—I—I—I—I—I—I
8 10 12 14 16 18 20
Iterations
Figure 5. Predicted activation levels of the decision that
C A L M w a s related or not related to H e h a d lots of
patients.
Discussion
Two simulations based on the CI model of comprehension
(Kintsch, 1988) demonstrated that the activation of more
knowledge leads to an initial activation of an inappropriate
meaning of a concept which quickly decays. Without the
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activation of associative or causal knowledge, the
inappropriate meaning of an ambiguous word either remains
activated or loses its activation more slowly. These
simulation results correctly predict findings by Gemsbacher
and colleagues (Gemsbacher & Faust; 1991; Gemsbacher et
al., 1990) showing that the inappropriate meaning of a word
quickly decays for skilled comprehenders, but remains active
in m e m o r y for at least 1 second for less-skilled
comprehenders. T h e networks used for these simulations
differed only in the amount of prior knowledge available m
the situation model skilled comprehenders were assumed to
have activated a greater amount of prior knowledge during
sentence comprehension. Therefore, only the enhancement d
the appropriate mcaiung of the sentence and target word had
an effect on the response time for the decision. Essentially,
nodes with numerous connections in a network are funneled
more activation, while nodes with fewer links lose their
activation. There was no suppression mechanism used, or
needed, to affect the outcome of these simulations.
Research on comprehension skill and learning from text
has indicated that making inferences based on prior
knowledge is a critical component of comprehension, and
that the active use of knowledge m a y provide a critical
distinction between skilled and less-skilled comprehenders
(e.g.. Long et al., 1994; Oakhill & Yuill, 1996). These
simulations indicate that the assumption of additional
knowledge activation by skilled comprehenders is also
sufficient to explain results reported by Gemsbacher and her
colleagues.
Just and Carpenter (1992) have proposed that reading skill
is a function of working-memory capacity and that good
readers have a large capacity whereas poor readers have a
smaller capacity. O n the surface it m a y seem that the present
knowledge-based explanarion of Gemsbacher's results is
compatible with a working-memory capacity explanation
because the skilled comprehenders activated more
information-perhaps this is because they simply had more
capacity to do so. However, for the present simulation
model, if a capacity limitation were set on the less-skilled
comprehenders'networks, it could not correctly predict both
the high activation levels of the appropriate meanings of the
target words and the high activation levels of the
inappropriate meanings. That is, the present simulation
results depended on the less-skilled comprehenders' 'less
strategic" use of their "equally" limited capacity. O n the
other hand, the skilled comprehenders' generation of
additional inferences must have some cost in terms of the
processing demands. Indeed, skilled comprehenders may be
capable of engaging in additional inference processes because
the fundamental task of reading itself does not require as
m u c h capacity allocation as for less-skilled readers. Thus,
while a working-memory limitation per se m a y not accoimt
for these simulation results, processing capacity, and
capacity allocation more generally m a y be important
considerations. However, as mentioned earlier, determining
the source or causes of increased knowledge activation during
the comprehension process remains an empirical question.
O n e important vehicle of knowledge acquisition is texts.
W e depend on texts for a variety of information, and
moreover, they are an integral component to the process of

educating ourselves and others. One important question that
we ask as cognitive scientists is why some individuals are
able to learn more from texts while others learn less
Identifying the critical components of this skill is
important, not only so that w e can better understaml human
cognition, but also so that w e can potentially enhance
comprehension skill in less-skilled readers. The present work
at least questions the hypothesis that less-skilled readers or
comprehenders should be trained to suppress information. At
best, it lends additional support to the hypothesis that prior
knowledge is a critical component for comprehension and
learning, and that encouraging learners to actively use prior
knowledge should play an important role in any educational
or training program.
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Abstract

will be reviewed. S C A is a process model that performs a supervised category learning task. Already it has been demonThis paper presents ongoing work that demonstrates how a
strated that S C A produces appropriate graded performance
discrete rule-based model may appropriately manifest graded
as a function of learning experience, instance typicality, and
performance and investigates the source contributing to graded
other similarity-dependent properties. However, these previperformance of a particular rule-based model called SCA. Preous results depended on gradient metrics for feature attention
viousresultshave demonstrated that S C A produces appropriand selection and thus raised the concern as to whether any
ate graded performance as a function of learning experience,
of the graded performance should be attributed to the gradiinstance typicality, and other similarity-dependent properties.
ent components. Here, I present and evaluate two alternate
However, the source of its graded behavior has been somewhat
approaches to feature selection that have no continuous eleobscured by the presence of continuous components in some
ments. T h efirstapproach uses a simple random selection.
aspects of the model. Fully symbohc altemates are presented
here and the qualitative predictions from previous work is repli- The second approach uses a simple strategy for identifying
cated, thereby suggesting that explicit gradient representations a possibly relevant feature. While neither approach is intended as a computationally intensive method for optimizing
are not necessary for producing graded behavior In addition
performance, they will serve in ruling out continuous repretoreplicatingpreviousresults,theresultspresented here clarsentations as being necessary for SCA's graded performance.
ify a peculiar character of the model, namely, that the model's
In addition, the results presented here clarify an interesting
typicality differences disappear after extended learning.
property of the model, which predicts that s o m e performance
Introduction
differences disappear with sufficient learning.
Over the last several decades, it has become increasingly evident that category membership is not a strict binary function.
Description of model
In particular, a preponderance of empirical evidence suggests
S C A performs a supervised learning task. The system is prethat membership lies on a continuum as manifested by such
sented with training examples, described in terms of symbolic
metrics as h u m a n response times and accuracy rates. W h a t is
features, and a category label. The task is then to predict the
the source (or set of sources) of this graded performance? A n d
category for future examples that do not have the label. For
what are appropriate methodologies for investigating these
example, the following series of training examples m a y be
sources?
presented to the system:
O n e approach to identifying a possible source is through
{spherical, blue, smooth, small; cat:ball)
the design and analysis of computational cognitive models.
cat:ball)
{oblong, red, smooth, mediiom;
T o the extent that a computational model manifests corre{spherical, blue, smooth, large; cat:globe}
sponding graded performance, w e can offer the model as an
approximate analog of the categorization process, and thus
A s training examples, they include both the description
identify a candidate source for the human process. At this
and the category. With these examples, the system learns to
time, the leading candidates for modeling graded performance
predict categories when given only a description, such as
are those built upon gradient, probabilistic representations,
(spherical, green, smooth, m e d i u m )
such as neural nets (Rumelhart et al., 1986; Gluck & Bower,
Here
the system might respond with the category 'ball'.
1988; Kruschke, 1992) and probabilistic declarative structures (Fisher, 1988; Anderson, 1991). With the appropriate
In general terms, S C A is a symbolic rule-based system that
interpretation, the gradient levels implied by the representaincrementally acquires prediction rules as it is trained. B y
a symbolic rule-based system, w e mean that rule activation
tion can derive graded predictions along the dimensions of
accuracy and response times.
is a discrete "all or none" match. That is, a rule matches
if and only if the rule's conditions are fully consistent with
In conjunction with previous work (Miller & Laird, 1996),
the internal representation of the example's description. A s a
this paper suggests an alternate source for graded performance, where graded performance is not so much a funcconsequence, the source of SCA's graded performance does
tion of gradient representations but rather of the process that
not occur at the level of rule match but with the sequence of
acquires and accesses representations. For locating and exiterations that ultimately lead to matching a rule.
plaining a possible source of graded performance, a symbolic
A s S C A starts learning, itfirstlearns very general rules
rule-based model called S C A (symbolic concept acquisition)
that test only a few features of an example, but as learning
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progresses, more specific rules are acquired that test more
features. Thus, there may be many rules at different levels
of specificity (and correctness) that predict the same category.
In trying to predict the category of an example, SCA's search
process favors specific rules.
SCA's rules test for features and predict categories. S o m e
rules are very general:
[spherical] --> predict category:ball
[spherical] --> predict category:globe
Others are more specific:
[spherical, red] --> predict category:ball
[spherical, blue] --> predict category:globe
[spherical, red, smooth]
--> predict category:ball
As would be expected, the more specific prediction rules
are more likely to make correct predictions, and thus, the
S C A search process favors more specific rules for matching
the example description. In particular, the process takes the
example description and then checks if there are any rules
that match all of its features. If none exist, it then removes a
feature from the example description and checks if there are
any matches on all of the remaining features. A s w e will see,
it is this varying sequence of feature removals that accounts
for SCA's graded performance.
In the example, the description might be modified by removing s m o o t h :
[spherical, blue, small]
This process of removing a feature and then checking for
a match continues until either at least one prediction rule
matches or until there are no features left. If no rules match,
then no prediction can be made until more prediction rules
are learned. If a single rule matches, then its prediction is
made. Given the previous set of rules and our example, the
system would predict c a t e g o r y : g l o b e , after removing
sma 11. If several competing rules match at the same time, the
system arbitrarily chooses from among one of the competing
predictions.
W h e n learning rules, S C A accepts an example description
that includes the correct category label. Its goal is to integrate
the knowledge implicit in the training example with its existing rule-based knowledge. During learning S C A searches not
for thefirst-matchedrule, but for a matching prediction rule
that makes the correct prediction. With a match and a correct
prediction, the system has thus discovered prior experience
that supports the current training example. The training example now serves as new knowledge for adding an additional
rule.
S C A follows a simple strategy for learning a new rule that
is a compromise between previously acquired knowledge and
the knowledge implicit in the training example. In particular,
it acquires a new rule whose conditions include all of the features that matched (or no features if no match occurred) plus
the feature that was last removed before the search stopped.
The prediction of the new rule is the correct category given by
the training example, which also had been confirmed by the
matching rule. A s new rules are constructed from features in
old rules, the most specific rules will ultimately consist of the
most frequent combinations of features. In the next section.
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w e will see that this bias towards frequent feature combinations produces superior performance for examples with these
combinations.
Initially, S C A will frequently fail to match pre-existing
rules that produce the correct prediction. For each of these
cases, S C A must create a new rule at the most general level.
This can be accomplished by creating a new rule whose condition consists of the feature that was last removed from the
description.
Let us use the training example b a l l : { s p h e r i c a l ,
b l u e , f u z z y , s m a l l } as an example of h o w a new rule
is acquired. First, the description [ s p h e r i c a l , b l u e ,
f u z z y , s m a l l ] is processed in search of a category prediction. Since no match occurs for all four features, let us assume that 'small' is removed. Again no match occurs. Then,
with the removal of 'fuzzy', the description [ s p h e r i c a l ,
b l u e ] matches a prediction rule. However, this rule predicts 'globe'—the wrong category. Search continues by
removing 'blue'. Finally, the description [ s p h e r i c a l ]
matches a correct rule and search stops. A n e w rule is constructed and added to memory:
[spherical, blue] --> predict category:ball
With the acquisition of this new rule, there are now two
competing rules with these features at this level of specificity.
Should both of these rules match during performance, a guess
is required in order to make a prediction. The acquisition
of this new rule m a y be merely an intermediate step towards
the acquisition of still more specific ones. Subsequent training examples will result in still more specific rules, thereby
reducing the number of conflicts.
Simulations of tiie model
S C A produces graded performance, both in terms of accuracy
and response time. With each classification, S C A probes
for a matching prediction rule, starting with an attempt to
match a maximally specific rule followed by incrementally
less specific attempts. The time for achieving a match thus
depends on the availability of specific rules. Likewise, since
more specific rules are more likely to contain relevant features
in their conditions, the accuracy of the resulting prediction
depends on the availability of specific rules.
The availability of specific rules depends on the learning
process. Since new, more specific rules are derived from the
successful match of less specific rules, the availability of specific rules depends on the frequency of training examples that
share coimnon combinations of features within the same category. A s a consequence, performance will vary as a function
of two factors:
• The amount of experience.
• The extent to which examples within the same category
share frequent combinations of features.
The degree to which an example shares frequent combinations of features with other examples of the same category is
often referred to as the example's typicality. Rosch, Simpson
and Miller (1976) show in several experiments h o w response
times and errors vary in accordance to this metric. In particular they report that humans categorize more typical examples
with faster response times and fewer errors.

Table 1: Training and testing data for typicality effects
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(a) A c c u r a c y as a function of typicality

O u r analysis of S C A likewise suggests that examples of
high typicality will have a performance advantage in terms of
response time as well as accuracy. Empirically, this has been
previously demonstrated (Miller & Laird, 1996), but with a
feature selection method that relied on continuous metrics. In
order to appropriately attribute the source of graded performance to the retrieval and learning algorithm, 1 n o w present
empirical results with two purely symbolic feature selection
methods.
T h e first method uses a simple random method where at
each step in the search process a feature is randomly chosen
and removed from the feature description before probing for
a matching rule at the next level of generality. The second
method seeks to identify one relevant feature by noticing what
happens after each feature removal. If an incorrect prediction
(indicated by the given classification of a training example)
immediately follows the removal of a particular feature, then
that feature is identified as being relevant. This feature is
subsequently given a favored status by retaining it in the description. TTiis status continues until another incorrect prediction results, at which point the most recently removed feature
becomes favored.
TTie random selection strategy has little functional value
other than its simplicity, whereas the favored-feature strategy
aims to keep a relevant feature within the description and
thus acquire rules with it in their conditions. Performing
simulations using both strategies should help determine the
generality of the performance properties.
Table 1 shows a set of stimuli useful for testing performance
as a function of an example's typicality. For these data, there
are two categories: A and B. For each category there are six
examples, each with five attributes. Each of the attributes
can have only two values: 0 or 1. These values serve as
symbolic representations of features (e.g. color, shape, size,
etc.) that h u m a n s perceive when undergoing a categorization
experiment. A given example has a similarity score that is the
s u m of h o w m a n y features the example shares with the other
examples in the same category. This is the same definition of
typicality as in the Rosch et al. study. Based on this score, the
typicality is rated as low, middle, or high.
In testing the model, the examples were presented for ten
training cycles, where one cycle consists of each example
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NumtMr of training <YdM
(b) R e s p o n s e time as a function of typicality
Figure 1: Performance for random selection

presented once. The presentation order was separately randomized for each cycle. Performance trials (predicting the
category name) followed each training cycle in order to assess
performance. Repeating this process 1000 times and taking
the resulting aggregate ensured tight confidence intervals for
each data point. This large number was able to compensate for
the two sources of variation between individual runs, namely
the randomization of the example presentation order and the
random feature selection.
Figures 1 and 2 show the performance results averaged over
the 1000 runs for the random su^ategy and the favored-feature
strategy, respectively. For all four graphs, independent data
points are given for each level of typicality after each training
cycle (indicated by the x-axis). Figures la and 2a show performance in terms of accuracy, where the y-axis indicates the
fraction of correct responses. A response is considered correct
if it is consistent with the training example's categorization.
Figures 1 b and 2b show performance in terms of a response
time metric. In particular, the y-axis indicates the number of
feature-removal iterations. With 1000 runs, the largest of the
9 5 % confidence intervals for accuracy was ±.015. For response time, the largest of the 9 5 % confidence intervals was
±.065.
Qualitatively speaking, all graphs reveal an incremental improvement in performance, which is consistent with human
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presented here does suggest that the source of graded performance need not arise from explicit gradient representations.
S C A presents a process-oriented (i.e. algorithmic) interpretation of typicality. That S C A manifests appropriate typicality differences with fully symbolic representations rules out
the possibility that the source of its typicality effects originates from gradient representations. Rather, its performance
variation comes from iterative attempts to activate rules. Depending on the specificity of the rules, the amount of iteration
varies from example to example.
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O n e consequence of emphasizing the process instead of the
representation is that the model, when evaluated as an analog to the human process, delivers performance predictions
along two distinct dimensions: accuracy and response time.
While these two dimensions are strongly related (as revealed
by the model's results as well as most experimental data),
they are separately measured in h u m a n experiments and thus
offer us two separate variables with which w e can evaluate
a process-oriented model. For qualitative comparisons, little
interpretation of the SCA's response time performance is required if w e assume that each feature-removal iteration takes
an approximately constant amount of time. Focussing on
feature-removal iterations as a measure of process time helps
us then identify a possible source of response time variation,
which appears to depend on the learning and retrieval process.
This conclusion is further supported by the observation that
the qualitative performance relationships are identical across
three feature selection strategies, two of which use purely
symbolic methods.

Low B •
(a) Accuracy as a function of typicality

(b) Response time as a function of typicality
Figure 2: Performance for favored selection

data—Estes (1994) generally notes that reaction time for categorization steadily decreases over a series of trials. Across
typicality levels, relative performance was consistent between
the two strategies, as well as with h u m a n behavior. For both
accuracy and response time, the model's performance varied
as a function of typicality, responding faster and more accurately to examples of higher typicality. The model's behavior
also suggests that while the performance differences occur
during the course of learning, these differences gradually disappear as learning approaches its asymptote. Interestingly,
the two selection strategies present different stories as to when
these differences disappear. T h e random strategy maintains
its performance differences throughout the ten learning cycles whereas the favored-feature strategy, by more quickly
and consistently selecting features, approached its learning
asymptote by the tenth learning cycle. Nevertheless, despite
their differences, the qualitative similarities between the two
discrete selection strategies suggest that the graded performance observed during the course of learning need not arise
from explicit gradient representations.
Discussion
S C A is not intended as a comprehensive model of category
learning, nor is its source of graded behavior necessarily the
same as evidenced with humans. Nevertheless, the work
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If taken as a model of category learning, S C A makes a
novel prediction. A s already noted, the model suggests that
typicality differences are ephemeral: with sufficient learning,
performance across different typicality levels becomes indistinguishable. This behavior is particularly evident in Figure 2,
which shows almost no performance differences across typicality levels by the tenth training cycle. At this point, S C A
has encoded maximally specific rules. Rules matching typical examples cannot become any more specific. Meanwhile,
the model continues to acquire rules matching less typical
examples to the point where these rules also reach maximal
specificity.
The rate at which performance differences disappear can
vary. Figure 1 illustrates performance differences that continue past the tenth learning cycle. W e also see that the differences increase before they start decreasing. Furthermore,
it is likely that more complex descriptions, noise, and varying
contextual features can also prolong the model's performance
differences.
Whether the model's ephemeral performance differences
are consistent with human behavior has yet to be determined.
Comparing results with data from psychological experiments
will ultimately determine the extent to which the model serves
as a useful analog to human strategies. Regardless of future
comparisons, the model is nevertheless useful for demonstrating some graded performance and thus indicates that gradient
representations are not necessary for producing graded performance. This suggests particular relevance to fully symbolic rule-based architectures such as Soar (Newell, 1990) in
which both the random selection and the relevant-feature se-

lection versions of S C A have been implemented.' Presenting
a symbolic model that appropriately produces some graded
behavior takes a step in demonstrating the viability of this
class of architectures towards handling graded phenomena.
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Abstract
When words containing an orthographically similar segment
(rock, shock) are rapidly displayed in word lists and
immediately reported by subjects, the second critical word
(W2) is frequently omitted, a deficit known as repetition
blindness (Kanwisher, 1987). Three experiments used an
illusory words paradigm to demonstrate a sublexical locus for
repetition blindness in orthographically overlapping words.
In Experiment 1, we constructed R S V P streams of words and
word fragments which would allow the W2's unique letter
clusters to combine with a word fragment to create a word, as
in rock shock ell. The illusory word shell was produced 3 6 %
of the time in the R B condition, compared to 1 6 % of the time
for letter migration control trials (rock shoeu ell) and 1 6 % of
trials containing sequential presentation of the illusory word's
fragments (rock sh ell). Experiment 2 demonstrated the same
superiority for the R B condition over a letter migration
control using nonword stimuli (riwu shiwu ell). Experiment 3
showed that the unique letters left-over after R B are marked
for position. Implications for models of repetition blindness
are discussed.
Introduction
Repetition Blindness ( R B ) is the failure to detect a
repetition of a visual event, when the two events are rapidly
and briefly displayed (usually for durations of less than 150
msec; Kanwisher, 1987). The most c o m m o n technique for
eliciting R B is via rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP).
R B occurs for diverse visual stimuli including words in lists
and in sentences, phonologically similar items (Bavelier &
Potter, 1992), pictures, and even between words and
pictures (such as a picture of the sun and the word sun;
Bavelier, 1994). Demonstrations of R B in sentences are
striking; for a sentence such as W h e n she spilled the ink
there was ink all over, readers report. W h e n she spilled the
ink there was all over (Kanwisher, 1987). The subjective
experience of viewers is not that they forgot the second
event or were confused about what appeared, but that they
saw one occurrence of the event rather than two.
Kanwisher's explanation for R B is that the visual system
fails to individuate the two stimuli as distinct events
(Kanwisher, 1987; Kanwisher & Potter, 1990). She refers to
this as "type activation without token individuation". T h e
current paper focuses on R B in words, and so it is helpful to
translate Kanwisher's general theoretical statement into one
specific for words. A word's type is what word recognition

researchers have called its logogen (Morton, 1969), node, or
word-level representation (McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981).
Kanwisher's "token individuation hypothesis" therefore
implies that a word's recognition node is activated twice, but
only one of these activations can be bound to an episodic
visual token, or event representation (Park & Kanwisher,
1994).
M a n y questions in cognitive science revolve around the
nature of the representational units which mediate perceptual
processing and recognition. Studies of R B using words in
lists and sentences would appear on the surface to suggest
that the locus of R B is at the word level. But the picture
becomes more complicated when the repeating events are
non-identical words. Kanwisher and Potter (1990) found
R B for orthographically similar words, such as cap and
cape. Misreading cap as cape could potentially result in
word-level R B ; however, a letter-level locus for R B could
also account for these results. Kanwisher and Potter failed
to find R B for words such as fault and heart, where removal
of the shared letter from heart would create another word,
hear. They therefore argue that R B is not the s u m of
independent letter-level effects. Kanwisher and Potter were
unable to differentiate whether R B occurs at the whole word
or letter cluster level; however, they did suggest that the
locus of R B is partly determined by which visual unit is
"most relevant" to the task. Thus, when subjects are
viewing and reporting single letters, R B occurs at the letter
level; when subjects are viewing and reporting words, R B
operates at the word level.
Bavelier, Prasada, and Segui (1994), on the other hand, in
their investigations of R B between orthographic neighbors,
(e.g. m a d e and fade) suggest that R B effects are located at
the level of abstract letter clusters. Specifying letter clusters
as the orthographic representation that is activated, but not
individuated, in R B would appear to account for a wide
range of observed R B phenomena. However, these authors
did not explicitly test this hypothesis.
Experiments in our laboratory using orthographically
overlapping words (models...modest; income...comet;
sister...blister) in R S V P sentence displays have provided
some additional clues to the locus of R B (Harris & Morris,
1996). A typical result in our experiments was that subjects
reported thefirstcritical word ( W 1 ) and omitted the second
(W2).
However, w e also observed that subjects
occasionally reported the non-shared letters in the W 2 , in
the form of a guess at a real word containing these letters.
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A second control condition, the Split condition, displayed
the two components of the target illusory word separated in
time (3). This condition controls for activation of an
illusory word based on cohort activation from either or both
of its two components.

This sometimes resulted in amusing reconstructions of the
R S V P stream. T h e following are examples of stimulus
sentences (S) and instances of their serial reports (R):
S: /'// take a chance the chancellor will do us good.
R: /'// take a chance the counsellor will do us good.

(3) filler pain gr avy filler

S: M y sister was unhappy because her blister was hurting
R: M y sister w a s unhappy because of the blinding??
S: I can 'tface m y fate back home.
R: / can 'tface m y — [pause] plate back h o m e ? ?
Subjects frequently indicated with uncertain tone (marked
above by ??) that they were unsure of their reading of the
sentence. In the above examples, the letters preserved in the
misreading are the W 2 ' s unique letters. In the sister...blister
example, it is if the shared ister segment has disappeared
from blister, leaving a _bl cluster behind. W o r d recognition
theories (Carr, 1986; Grainger and Jacobs, 1994) specify
that letter clusters activated by visual features send
activation to words containing them (ate activates plate,
rate, activate, and so on). Our analysis of subjects'
misreading errors suggests that the non-shared letters in a
word affected by R B are detected and available for
activating words, but normally fail to do so, and decay
without being consciously perceived by subjects. If the nonshared letters in a W 2 are not affected by R B , then R B must
be operating at a sub-lexical (absu-act letter cluster) level.
O n e way of testing the hypothesis that the W 2 ' s unique
letters are activated would be to observe whether placing a
word fragment in the R S V P stream would result in subjects'
combining the left-over letters with the fragment to produce
an "illusory" word. This idea was explored in Experiment 1.
Experiment 1
Subjects were shown RSVP lists of words of the form in
(1) (items marked filler were unrelated words serving to
make the perceptual task more difficult). If the letters gr are
"left-over" from R B affecting grain, readers m a y perceive
and report gravy.
(1) filler pain grain avy filler
In a pilot experiment, subjects did produce illusory words
under these conditions. However, experiments on reading
rapidly presented word pairs have shown that a c o m m o n
type of error is letter migration. Mozer (1983) found that
subjects produced line and lace when presented with lane
and lice. T o support our theory that the W 2 ' s nonshared
letters are activated in R B , w e needed to show that more
illusory words are reported in an R B condition than would
be expected from letter migration.' W e also needed to
control for the possibility that avy alone m a y sometimes
activate gravy. T o create conditions which would promote
letter migration, w e replaced the W 2 ' s with nonwords
containing low frequency, difficult-to pronounce trigrams,
such as uiw and uen, creating a Letter migration condition,
as in (2).
(2) filler pain grusu avy filler
1. W e thank Daphne Bavelier for pointing out the problem of letter
migrations.
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Our prediction was that more illusory words would be
reported for the R B condition than would be expected if
letter clusters were simply present in the R S V P stream (the
Split condition: gr avy) or from letter migration (the Letter
migration condition: grusu avy).
Materials and Procedure
Subjects were 12 Boston University students who
participated in exchange for course credit. All subjects
acquired English in the h o m e before age 5 (four subjects
acquired English simultaneously with another language).
Three versions of each stimulus item were created: an R B
condition, a Split condition, and a Letter migration condition.
For the R B condition, the critical items were two
orthographically similar words ( W l and W 2 ) which differed
only in their initial consonant cluster (kill, chill), plus a word
fragment. Fragments were selected such that an illusory word
would result if the fragment combined with the initial
consonant cluster from the W 2 {sleep creep azy — > crazy;
fair chair ild — > child). In the Split condition, the W 1 was
followed by two successive fragments which formed the
illusory word {sleep cr azy). In the Letter migration
condition, the W 2 was similar in length to the target illusory
word, and contained the same initial 1-2 letters, but its body
consisted of low frequency trigrams (usually beginning with
M, creating nonwords such as grusu, chuas, shoeu).
Sequences of 5 items for all conditions were then created by
addingfillerwords as the beginning and ending item (the
samefillerwords were used in all three versions of each word
list.)
The three versions of each word list were
counterbalanced across subjects.
Each trial began with a row of asterisks appearing in the
center of the computer monitor. W h e n the subject pressed
the space bar, the word list appeared one word at a time in the
same location as the asterisks. Each word was centered on
the display. Subjects were warned that R S V P is a difficult
perceptual task in which they would not be able to see every
word, but that they should report what words they saw
without trying to fix up orfillin words they thought they
might have missed. Subjects were additionally instructed to
report word fragments they may have noted. Experimenters
recorded via keypresses whether subjects reported the target
illusory word; keypresses also recorded whether subjects
reported both critical items, the W l only, the W 2 only, or
none of the critical items. Exposure duration for the 42
experimental trials was set individually for each subject based
on 3 sets of 5 practice word lists. The average duration per
word for the experimental trials across the 12 subjects was
120 msec. The stimuli were presented on a Macintosh Ilci,
controlled by PsyScope (Cohen, MacWhinney, Flatt, &
Provost, 1993). T h e font was 48 pt. Chicago. Subjects sat 20
inches from the screen.

Results and Discussion

words reported when the W 2 was omitted (as in R B ) vs.
when it was reported (no R B ) . Illusory words were reported
Table 1 shows frequency of report of W1 and W2 for the
on 5 2 % of R B condition trials when the W 2 was omitted;
RB, Letter migration, and Split conditions. The low W 2
when the W 2 was reported (no R B ) illusory words were only
report in the Letter migration condition likely reflects the
reported 7 % of the time.
difficulty in reporting nonwords with low frequency trigrams
Experiment 1 provides strong evidence for a sublexicai
such as grusu and shoeu.
locus for R B . Only the shared letters of the W 2 are lost,
leaving the non-shared letters attempting to activate words.
Table 1: Frequency of Report for Critical Words (Exp. 1)
But generally, parts of words are not enough by themselves
Stimulus
to activate a word, so the fragment decays and is not
Wl
Example
Condition
W2
consciously perceived. W h y do the "left-over" letters of the
W 2 combine with the subsequent fragment so much more
RB
beer sneer ake
92
38
effectively than the same letters in the Letter migration and
Letter migration
beer snooa ake
95
11
Split conditions? W e could speculate that the left-over
Split
beer sn
ake
95
31
letters in the W 2 are marked for word position. The sh
fragment in the Split condition, because it is ambiguous for
Table 2 shows frequency of report of illusory words in all
word position, is therefore at a disadvantage for activating
conditions.
Analysis of variance revealed a highly
words. In the Letter migration condition, there is some
significant effect of condition, F(2, 22) = 12.5, p < .001,
competition from the nonword (.shoeu competes with shell).
with more illusory words being reported in the R B
W e will address the issue of position marking of the leftcondition. The Letter migration and Split conditions were
over letters in Experiment 3.
not significantly different from each other. Illusory words
If, as w e claim, R B occurs at the level of shared
were generally reported in lieu of the W 2 in all conditions; orthographic segments rather than words, we should be able
in other words, it was quite rare for a subject to report both
to produce illusory words via R B using orthographically
the W 2 and the illusory word.
overlapping nonword stimuli as well as word stimuli.^ This
question is investigated in Experiment 2.
Table 2: Frequency of Report for Illusory Words (Exp. 1)
Stimulus
Condition
RB
Letter Migration
Split

Experiment 2
mean
.36
.16
.16

stand.err.
.05
.03
.05

Experiment 1 tested the prediction that illusory words
could be produced by combining the letters left-over from
orthographic R B with a subsequent fragment in the R S V P
stream. To attribute the illusory word production to the
effects of R B , we needed to find more illusory words in the
R B condition compared to control conditions designed to
evoke illusory words via activation from the word's
components (Split condition) or letter migration (Letter
migration condition). This is exactly what we found. Even
though all items in the R B condition were pooled for analysis,
(including those where both the W l and W 2 were reported,
thus no R B actually could have occurred) subjects still
produced over twice as many illusory words in the R B
condition compared to the control conditions. The effect also
had a compelling phenomenology; when an illusory word
was "perceived" during an R B trial, the trial appeared to be a
normal four word list. W h e n illusory words were perceived
during the Split and Letter migration conditions, subjects
more frequently remarked that the visual input looked odd
(usually because they saw some of the odd letters in the
Letter migration condition, or the gap in the Split condition).
It is important to note that our illusory words were not
simply the result of letter "copies" as in most previous letter
migration experiments (Mozer, 1983). Usually, if the W 2
was reported, the illusory word was not. W e receded the
R B condition trials to determine the percentage of illusory

Experiment 2 tested the effectiveness of overlapping
nonwords (muvu, chuvu) in producing illusory words.
Nonwords are not often used in R B experiments because of
the difficulties in perceiving nonwords given the brief
exposures required to obtain R B . W e used nonwords that
had no orthographic neighbors, but that were pronounceable,
in order to make the task somewhat easier for subjects.
Subjects were excluded firom analysis if they were unable to
report either critical word on more than 5 0 % of trials (four
subjects were excluded under these criteria).
Methods and Procedure
Subjects were 16 Boston University students who
participated in exchange for course credit. All subjects
acquired English in the home before age 5 (three subjects
acquired English simultaneously with another language).
Stimuli were derived from 24 of the items used in
Experiment 1. For each stimulus item, a low frequency
letter cluster was substituted for the shared letters from the
W l and W 2 of the R B condition, as in (4)
(4) filler peki greki avy filler
The letter migration condition from Experiment I was
used as a control condition, with the W l modified to match
the W l from the R B condition:
(5) filler peki grusu avy filler
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2. W e thank Wayne Podrouzek for suggesting the nonwords
experiment.

Each subject viewed 12 stimuli, half from the R B
condition and half from the Letter migration condition, plus
12 filler trials designed to test another hypothesis. All
stimuli were counterbalanced across subjects.
Procedure was identical to that of Experiment 1, except
subjects were informed that they would be viewing both
words and pronounceable nonwords. M e a n exposure
duration was also longer, at 150 msec, to accommodate the
difficulties of reading nonwords in R S V P .

cluster than sh_. W e have also speculated that the "leftover", non-shared letters in orthographic R B are positionspecific. Experiment 3a was designed to investigate this
question, by determining whether illusory word production
is constrained by a letter cluster's position in the W 2 .
Studies of letter migration have shown that migrating letters
maintain their positions (McClelland & Mozer, 1986). If
letter clusters in a W 2 affected by R B are marked for
position, then we should not be able to create an illusory
word by moving a cluster at the end of a W 2 to the
beginning of an illusory word.
Materials and Procedure

Results and Discussion
Table 3 shows frequency of report of W 1 and W 2 for the
R B and Letter migration conditions. The lower report for
both critical words in the R B condition in Experiment 2
compared to Experiment 1 reflects the difficulties in
perceiving nonwords, even at increased exposure times.
Table 3: Frequency of Report for Critical Words (Exp. 2)
Stimulus
Example
Wl W2
Condition
RB
Letter migration

buhasnuhaake
buha snooa ake

.48
.57

.19
.08

Table 4 shows frequency of report of illusory words for
the R B and Letter migration conditions. A s in the previous
experiment, report of illusory words was significantly
greater in the R B condition compared to the Letter migration
condition, f(15) = 2.9, p < .05.

Our stimuli used letter clusters which are orthographically
legal at both beginnings and ends of words (ch, st). The
main manipulation was whether or not letter cluster position
was consistent from the W 2 to the illusory word. For the
Match stimuli, the cluster at the end of the W 2 formed the
end of the illusory word. For the MisMatch stimuli, the
cluster at the end of the W 2 formed the beginning of the
illusory word. Our control condition, the Split condition, is
ambiguous with regard to position of the "migrating" letter
cluster. Examples of stimuli are provided in Table 5.
Table 5: Examples of Stimuli (Exp. 3)
Match type
R B filler road roast blafiller— > filler road blast filler
Splitfillerroad st blafiller— > filler road blast filler

Table 4: Frequency of Report for Illusory Words (Exp. 2) MisMatch type
Stimulus
Condition
RB
Letter migration

mean
.21
.09

R B filler leave leash ellfiller— >fillerleave shell filler
Split filler leave sh ellfiller— >fillerleave shell filler

stand.err.
.05
.03

Note that, in the Match stimuli, the fragments creating the
illusory word are presented in a different temporal order
than those for the MisMatch stimuli {st bla vs. sh ell). To
The R B condition again produced twice as many illusory
control for any potential differences in illusory word
words as the control condition. Our finding that illusory
production arising from this temporal order difference, we
words can be produced by orthographic R B with nonword
actually presented all Split condition stimuli in both orders,
stimuli provides further evidence that the locus of R B is at counterbalanced across subjects. So, some subjects would
the level of contiguous letter clusters.
view road st bla, while others viewed road bla st. Subjects
A n alternative explanation for our results must be
viewed a total of 30 items from experiments 3a and 3b
considered. W e have argued that R B prevents processing of
combined.
the shared letters of the W 2 , leaving the non-shared letters
A total of 28 subjects participated in experiments 3a and
left-over, usually to decay without being perceived. It is
3b. Subjects were drawn from the same pool as for the
remotely possible, however, that the formation of the
previous experiments. Procedures and exposure times were
illusory word is the process which disrupts processing of the similar to those described in Experiment 1.
W 2 in our stimuli, by co-opting the nonshared letters. W e
Results and Discussion
examined this question, as well as the question of whether
Table 6 shows frequency of report of Wl and W2 for the
the left-over letters are marked for position, in experiments
R B and Split condifions. There were no significant
3a and 3b. These experiments were run as one experiment,
differences in report of either W l or W 2 between conditions
but are presented separately here for ease of explanation.
or stimulus types. Since in the Split condition, there can be
Experiment 3a
no R B , the low report for W 2 in this condition is attributed
In our discussion of letter clusters, we have assumed thatto the difficulties in perceiving small word fragments.
they are marked for position; that is, _sh is a different letter
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Table 6: Frequency of Report for Critical Words (Exp. 3a)
Stimulus
Condition
RB

Match

RB

MisMatch

Split
Split

Match
MisMatch

Wl

W2

.89
.95
.94
.95

.30
.25
.22
.18

where a pronounceable nonword would result from such a
combination.
The two versions of the stimuli were
counterbalanced across subjects.
Results and Discussion
Since no illusory words were created in the MisMatch RB
condition, W e examined only the Match type items for this
analysis. Table 8 shows frequency of report of W 2 for word
vs. nonword stimulus types:

Percent of illusory words for each condition is shown in
Table 7. Since w e found no effects of presentation order
{bla St vs. St bla) on illusory word production in the Split
condition, all Split items were pooled within type for further
analysis. There were no significant main effects of condition
(RB vs. Split) or stimulus type (Match vs. MisMatch),
however, the condition x type interaction was significant,
f(l, 18) = 18.1 , /7 < 0.001. Note that, although w e show
that illusory words can be created by attaching the left-over
letters from the end of a W 2 to the end of a subsequent
fragment, (Match type) no illusory words were created in
the R B condition by changing the position of the letter
cluster from the end of the W 2 to the beginning of the
illusory word (MisMatch type). For the Match stimuli, the
percent of illusory words was significantly greater for the
R B condition compared to the Split condition, f(9) = 3.49,

p<m.

Table 8: Frequency of Report of W2 (Exp. 3b)
Illusory
Type
word
nonword

report of W 2
.30
.36

W 2 report for word vs nonword illusories was not
significantly different, t{21) = 1.48, p = .15. Since subjects
never once reported a nonword illusory (even though all
would be easily pronounceable) yet the impact on W 2 was
similar, the explanation for the frequent failure to report the
W 2 , compared to good report of W l , cannot be explained
by simple letter "stealing" by the illusory word.
General Discussion

Repetition Blindness has been the focus of considerable
Table 7: Frequency of Report for Illusory Words (Exp. 3a) investigation since Kanwisher's initial description of the
phenomenon (Kanwisher, 1987). R B is surprising, and
Stimulus Stimulus type
interesting, because it presents such a strong conflict
Condition
Match
MisMatch
between stimulus and perception.
The present study used an RSVP-illusory words paradigm
mean stand.err.
mean stand.err.
to investigate the locus of orthographic repetition blindness
RB
0.00 0.00
0.20 0.05
effects. Kanwisher and Potter (1990) suggested the locus
for R B depends on the level of unit being attended to. Thus,
Split
0.06 0.03
0.10 0.04
although R B can occur for single letters in single-letter
displays, when the displays are words, R B will not show
Experiment 3a demonstrates that the left-over letters of a
independent letter-level effects. But Kanwisher and Potter's
word affected by R B do not change positions in creating
reasoning and conclusions were premature. W e show that
illusory words. This provides support for our assertion that
the phenomenon is robustly sublexical. In orthographic R B
these letters are marked for position.
between rock and shock, if rock is perceived, only the
shared ock segment will be lost from shock. The _sh will
Experiment 3b
be "left-over" and available for activating words. In
Experiment 1, subjects created illusory words by combining
Experiment 3b, run concurrently with experiment 3a, was
such left-over letters with a subsequent word fragment. It is
designed to investigate whether the apparent "loss" of the
tempting to regard the report of illusory words in the R B
W 2 in the R B condition could be due not to R B , but to letter
condition as just simple letter migration; however, our
"stealing" by the illusory word. If this were true, then the
subjects created illusory words in the R B condition (rock
amount of R B affecting the W 2 (as indexed by report of
shock ell) more than twice as frequently as in a Letter
W 2 ) should be greater when the combination of the leftover
migration control condition {rock shoeu ell). Could it be that
letters with the subsequentfi-agmentproduces a word, rather
the advantage of the R B condition over the letter migration
than a nonword.
condition was simply that the migrating letters in the R B
condition were copied from a word, as opposed to a
Materials and Procedure
nonword in the control condition? But the illusory words in
We created two versions of each RB stimulus: a "word"
the R B condition were not the result of copying the letters
version, {road roast bla — > blast) where the left-over
from the W 2 . In fact, when the illusory word was reported,
letters combining with the subsequent fragment formed a
the W 2 was rarely reported. W h y would shock so readily
word; and a "nonword" version, {road roast pri — > prist)
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give up its _sh cluster to the illusory word shell, unless
processing of shock had already been disrupted?
Our finding in Experiment 2 that w e could also create the
illusory word shell out of the nonword sequence riwu shiwu
ell provides further evidence for a letter cluster locus for
R B . This finding with nonword stimuli also nullifies the
possible argument that, in Experiment 1, illusory words were
more prevalent in the R B condition because the W 2 in the
R B condition was a word, and the W 2 in the control
condition was a nonword (because in Experiment 2, both
W2's were nonwords).
The superiority of the R B condition over the control
conditions in Experiment 1 is even more striking when
considering only those trials where a W 2 was not reported
(as would occur in R B ) . Illusory words were reported on
5 2 % of those trials. In addition, subjects' subjective reports
indicated that these illusory words looked normal, where the
illusory words created from Split {sh ell) or Letter migration
conditions did not. Experiment 3a demonstrated that the
letters left-over after R B are marked for position. W e can
therefore speculate that what is encoded in an R B trial of
rock shock is something like rock _ s h — , and when ell
immediately follows, a fully integrated word shell is easily
perceived. Whether subjects encode information about the
length of the W 2 is an open question for future research.
Our finding that the processing of only part of a word can
be disrupted in R B makes it difficult to defend claims by
various investigators that the effects of R B can be attributed
to postperceptual processes (Armstrong & Mewhort, 1995;
Fagot & Pashler, 1995; Whittlesea, Dorken, & Podrouzek,
1995). The results of our experiments cannot be explained
by response biases. These results provide additional
evidence that R B is a true perceptual effect.
In the ten years since R B was "discovered", it has been
well studied within experimental psychology, but hasn't
become a topic of interest to mainstream cognitive science.
This neglect is puzzling, since R B is nearly as
"interdisciplinary" as a cognitive phenomenon can be. R B
involves perception, attention, and the transfer from visual
memory to working memory. It is found for almost any type
of visual materials, creating a c o m m o n problem for those
studying word recognition and picture perception. R B is
relevant for the study of awareness and phenomenology, and
seems to be most compatible with a multiple drafts model of
consciousness. Finally, because R B appears to operate at a
lower level than the tokens recorded into S T M , R B is
relevant to subsymbolic approaches to cognition, and could
thus illuminate distributed models of visual information
processing.
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Abstract
Two studies investigated the existence and properties of the detecting lower body differences. N o analogous effects were
found for detecting differences in Lego structures. In a task
body schema, people's mental representation of the space
requiring participants to shift their attention from one
ot their twdies. Participants verified whether a named and a
stimulated
body part to another, Lakatos and Shepard (1997)
depicted body part were the same or different either when
also found faster responses to the upper body than to the
presented a picture of a whole body or when presented the
lower body. In addition, Lakatos and Shepard found that
body part alone.
Part significance accounted for
responses were faster w h e n body parts were closer in real
verification times better than part size or part
space suggesting that the body schema is keeping track of
discontinuity, suggesting that mental representations of
current spatial positions.
the body reflect proprioceptive as well as visual
S o m e neuropsychological research also supports the
knowledge.
existence of a separate body schema.
Guariglia and
Introduction
Antonucci (1992) studied the body schema of a m a n with an
internal capsular lesion in the right hemisphere which
In 1935 in Image and Appearance of the H u m a n Body,
involved the basal nuclei. This patient suffered from severe
Schilder wrote that "The image of the h u m a n body means
personal neglect of the left side of his body. His schema of
the picture of our o w n body which w e form in our mind,
the space beyond his body was unimpaired, implying that
that is to say the w a y in which the body appears to
only the body schema was damaged by the lesion.
ourselves" (p. II). Although researchers have long been
There is evidence, then, that mental representations of the
interested in what comprises the body schema, many
body m a y include proprioceptive knowledge of the body in
questions remain unanswered. W h a t characterizes mental
tasks where information about position and orientation of
representations of the body? Like objects, bodies are visual
body parts is needed or where there is actual m o v e m e n t or
stimuli.
Unlike objects, bodies are also experienced
stimulation. Would proprioceptive knowledge be reflected
proprioceptively from within as people act on the worid.
in a purely visual task, such as verifying whether a named
Body schemas, then, should reflect sensorimotor knowledge
body part is the part cued in a picture of the body? There are
in addition to visual knowledge.
two theories from the object recognition literature that make
Several lines of evidence indicate that body kinematics
predictions about which body parts will be most rapidly
affect mental representations of bodies. Parsons (1994) put
verified. According to the image size theory, larger body
forth that the body schema is based on both perception and
parts should be verified faster than smaller ones. Kosslyn
action and represents the spatial orientation of the body and
(1976) reported that when asked to verify whether an imaged
its parts. H e found that the time to judge whether a depicted
animal, such as a rabbit, had a named part, such as a back or
hand was a right or a left hand correlated with the time to
ears, participants were faster to verify large parts when they
move o n e s hand into the depicted position. This suggests
verified from their images. O n the basis of the image size
that people perform mental kinematic transformations in
theory,
parts like back and leg should be verified more
order to make the judgments. P E T images from such a task
quickly than parts like hand and foot. According to the part
yielded activation in the posterior and inferior parietal cortex
discontinuity theory, parts that have greater discontinuity
(Parsons et al.. 1995), areas k n o w to be involved in
from the object contour should be verified more quickly.
planning body action (R.A. Anderson, 1995; Stein, 1991;
Several theorists have proposed that objects are recognized
Stein, 1992).
when w e decompose them into their parts and recognize their
Reed and Farah (1995) hypothesized that body movement
parts (Hoffman & Richards, 1984; Biederman, 1987). These
would engage the body schema when judging whether pairs
theories propose that part decomposition occurs at inflection
of photos of complex body positions taken from different
points or points of greater discontinuity along the object
angles were of the same pose or of different poses. They
contour. O n the basis of the part discontinuity theory, parts
found that upper body m o v e m e n t facilitated detecting upper
like head and foot should be verified faster than parts like
body differences and lower body movements facilitated
chest and back.
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A third theory, the p a n significance theory, incoiporaies
knowledge about behavior and function as well as knowledge
about appearance. Tversky and H e m e n w a y (1984) found that
when panicipants rated the "goodness" of various parts of
objects, animate and inanimate, those parts with the highest
ratings had both functional significance and perceptual
salience. Part significance would predict that those body
parts that iire the highest in these two qualities, functional
significance and perceptual salience, would be responded to
more rapidly than those with less functional significance and
perceptual salience. More significant body parts, then,
would be expected to have greater sensory and motor
enervation underlying greater motor agility and greater
sensory sensitivity. T h e index of part significance w e
adopted was relative size in the sensorimotor cortical m a p
and cutaneous sensitivity, which are correlated. The often
depicted "homunculi" in the postcentral gyrus for
somatosensory information and in the precentral gyrus for
motor information show some relatively smaller body parts,
such as hand, with relatively larger cortical representation
than some larger parts, such as back (Penfield &
Rasmussen, 1950), These findings correspond with findings
on two-point skin thresholds which are m u c h lower for body
parts like head, hand, and foot than for relatively larger parts
like leg and back (Weinstein, 1968). O n the basis of the
part significance theory, highly significant parts like head
and hand should have faster verification times than less
significant parts like back and leg. Note that because part
significance is also affected by perceptual salience, the three
theories m a y m a k e similar predictions. However, the
theories differ in predicting verification times among specific
combinations of parts. For example, hand is smaller than
foot but is more significant, and chest has less contour
discontinuity than leg or foot but has greater significance.

Experiment 1: Whole Body Part
Verification
In this experiment, participants saw the name of a txxly part
followed by a picture of a body with a part cued. Their task
was to respond "same" if the named and cued body parts were
the same, and to respond "different" otherwise. The body
parts selected were those that are most c o m m o n l y named
across cultures (E.S. Andersen, 1978; Brown, 1976; Burton
& Kirk, 1979) and those that are more or less in the same
size scale.

counterbalanced across poses. The poses were created to
maximize the amount and types of body part comparisons as
well as to maximize the possible distance between various
body parts. Each body was shown in three orientations: 0°.
90°, and 180°. Seven body parts were highlighted on each
body using a uniform sized white dot placed approximately
in the center of the body part. The seven highlighted parts
were the head, arm, hand, chest, back, leg, and foot.

Figure 1: Four Testing Poses
Design. Fourteen questions were asked of each body at
each orientation, seven "same" questions and seven
"different." Four random orders of the testing stimuli were
created with the constraint that the same pose, the same
named part, or the same highlighted part could not appear
more than three times in a row. N o orientation appeared
more than four consecutive times. There was a training
block of 20 trials followed by 10 blocks of test trials with
42 trials per block yielding 420 trials per participant.
Equipment. This study was run on the Apple Power
Macintosh 7200/75 using PsyScope (1994) software.
Reactions times were measured using the PsyScope "Button
B o x " to millisecond accuracy.

Method
Participants. Twenty-four
Stanford
University
undergraduates participated for course credit. The data from
four participants were discarded; one due to a computer error
during testing, and three due to error rates greater than 1 0 % .
The results from 11 w o m e n and 9 m e n were analyzed.
Stimuli. Twelve different poses of realistic-looking human
bodies were created using the software Fractal Design Poser
(1995), two for training and ten for testing (See Figure 1).
Poses were selected to represent a broad set of human
postures. All poses were in profile to eliminate left/right
judgments, with direction the body was facing

Procedure. Participants sat before the Apple Macintosh
computer and they were told that they would see a series of
trials; first the name of a body part for one second, then an
asterisk fixation point for half a second, then an image of a
body with a part cued. Their task was to respond as quickly
and as accurately as possible to whether the named body part
was the same as or different from the cued body part by
pressing the appropriate keys on the button box. The image
would remain on the screen until the participant responded.
T o initiate a n e w trial, the participant was instructed to press
the third key on the button box. Once the instructions were
given, the participants completed the twenty-trial training
session after which they were informed that the testing
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would begin.
Following the training, participants
completed the experiment at iheir o w n pace.
Results and Discussion
Errors and reaction times greater than two standard deviations
from the participant's mean were removed from the data.
\l\ Responses. An alpha level of .05 was used tor the
remaining statistical analyses. D u e to limitations imposed
by the coding of the data, four one-way analyses of variance
( A N O V A s ) were employed in the analysis of the following
independent variables: answer, sex, testing version, and
pose. Participants were faster to correctly respond "same"
( M = 797 ms) than "different" ( M = 863 m s ; F (1,19) =
22.68, g < .001), suggesting that an extra verification
process is performed before responding "different." This
process most likely includes checicing both the named
position on the body and looking to see where the dot
actually is located before responding. Neither sex, F (1,18)
= 0.046, iLS^, nor testing version, F (3,36) = 0.096, n.s..
differentially affected the results. The body pose factor was
significant (£ (9.171) = 2.84, p =.004) indicating that some
poses were responded to faster than others. The ordering was
uninterpretable as other respondents' groupings of the poses
did not correlate with the reaction time ordering. The body
pose factor was not included in further analyses since
including it had no differential effects on the outcome of the
other analyses.
The next two sets of analyses were conducted on "same"
and "different" responses separately because the theoretical
questions of interest differed.
Same Responses. The effects of orientation (0°, 90°,
180°) and named body part (arm, back, chest, foot, hand,
head, leg) were investigated in a two-way A N O V A .
Participants responded most quickly to the 0° orientation ( M
= 776 ms) followed by the 90° orientation ( M = 806 m s )
and the 180° orientation ( M = 810 m s ; F (2,38) = 9.07, e
<.00l). Unlike earlier studies, this study did not use small
increments of rotation (Cooper, 1975; Cooper & Shepard,
1973) and the poses were repeatedly shown which could
account for the lack of meaningful orientation effects in both
the same and different conditions.
Figure 2 depicts participants' significantly faster responses
to some body parts as compared to others (F (6,114) =
10.21, p<.001). Tukey's W Procedure revealed two points
where one body part significantly differed from the next in
terms of reaction time ordering: between head and chest and
between arm and leg. The orientation x named body part
interaction was not significant, F (12,228) = 1.11, ils.
Table 1 portrays the actual ranking of body parts by
reaction times and the predictions from each of the three
theories. For the data, the seven parts were divided at the
points where two sequential body parts differed significantly.
For image size, the largest body parts, chest, back, leg, aiid
arm, were grouped separately from the smallest parts, head,
hand, and foot. For contour discontinuity, those parts with
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Figure 2: Body Part Verification Times
a similar degree of discontinuity were grouped together.
Thus, head, hand, and foot were placed in Group 1, arm and
leg in Group 2, and chest and back in Group 3. For the part
significance groupings, using as an index relative size in the
sensorimotor cortical m a p and cutaneous sensitivity. Group
1 consisted of head, hand, and foot. Group 2 of chest, and
Group 3 of arm, leg, and back.
Body
Part
Head
Chest
Hand
Foot

Arm
l^g
Back

Data

Image
Size

Contour
Discontinuity

Part
Significance

1
2
2
2
2
3
3

2
1
2
2
1
1
1

1
3
1
1
2
2
3

1
2
1
1
3
3
3

Table 1: Data Rankings and Theoretical Rankings for
Body Part Verification
When the Spearman Rank-Order Correlation was
conducted on these rankings of body part, the data correlated
most highly with part significance (i = .732, g < 09). The
data did not significantly correlate with contour discontinuity
(r = .590, n.s.). A negative correlation was found between
the data and image size (r = -.644, n.s.); yet, this correlation
did not reach significance. It is important to keep in mind
that having only seven body parts, and thus only seven data
points, creates difficulty when trying to find significance
through correlational analysis. However, the correlational
evidence does suggest that the body schema differs in terms
of part significance, rather than by contour discontinuity or
by image size.
Different Responses. Orientation did not have a
significant effect on different responses, E (2,38) = 0.34,
n.s.

E x p e r i m e n t 2: D i s e m b o d i e d
Verification

Part

The first experiment showed that in a purely visual task
tnxiy part veritlcalion times are better predicted by part
significance, which reflects behavior and function, than by
part discontinuity or part size, which reflects purely visual
factors. Perhaps this is due to configurational effects of the
body. In this experiment, w e present disembodied parts to
remove configurational effects.
Method
Participants.
Twenty-six
Stanford
University
undergraduates participated for course credit. Six participants
were removed for error rates over 1 0 % leaving the data of 10
w o m e n and 10 men.
Stimuli. The 12 poses used in Experiment 1 were
modified to include the presentation of a single body part at
a time (See Figure 3). Each of the 12 poses was divided
into its component parts (head, hand, arm, foot, and leg)
preserving the location and position of each individual part.
Chest and back were eliminated due to the difficulties of
recognizing them in isolation.

All Responses. A n alpha level of OS was used during
the following analyses.
Similar to Experiment 1,
participants responded more quickly to "same" ( M = 768 ms)
than to "different" ( M = 857 m s ; £ ( M 9 ) = 55.36, p <
.001). W o m e n were faster ( M = 727 ms) than m e n ( M =
877 m s ; E (1.18) = 5.23, p < .035). Testing version, £
(3,16) = 1.32, n.s.. was not significant.
Since orientation differences did not yield interesting
results in Experiment 1 and since it was difficult to ascribe
orientation to the body parts alone, the effect of orientation
was not analyzed for either the same responses or the
different responses.
Same Responses. A one-way ANOVA was used to
investigate the effects of named body part (ami, foot, hand,
head, leg).
Reaction times to identify body parts
significantly differed (£ (4,76) = 17.85, p < .001) and the
ordering nearly replicated that found in the first experiment
(see Figure 4). Tukey's W Procedure showed significant
differences between the grouping of head and hand and the
grouping of arm, foot, and leg. These data support the
earlier conclusion that the body schema is structured in
terms of part significance, rather than by size of body parts
or contour discontinuity. Error rates for the various parts
were ordered almost the same as the R T s and ranged from
2.0% for head to 6.5% for arm.
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Figure 3: Disembodied Parts
Design. The design was identical to that of the first
experiment except that ten questions were asked about each
set of body parts, participants only performed one block of
fifteen trials for training, and only performed ten blocks of
25 trials each for the testing session.
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Figure 4: Disembodied Part Verification Times
General Discussion
People experience the human body both from the inside and
from the outside. Previous research, both behavioral and
neuropsychological,
has
suggested
that
mental
representations of the body reflect both the outsides, that is
the appearance, and the insides, that is, proprioceptive
knowledge, of the body. The prior research derived from
tasks that specifically invoked proprioceptive knowledge.
Here, w e investigated mental representations of the body in a
purely visual task, one in which participants were asked to
verify whether a named body part was the same as a depicted

Equipment and Procedure. The equipment and
procedure were identical to that used in Experiment I.
Results and Discussion
Errors and reaction times greater than two standard deviations
from the participant's mean were removed prior to data
analysis as they were in Experiment I.
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(ine The body pans probed were those that are most
commonly named across languages.
Three theories making different predictions about
verification times for the various body parts were presented.
According to the image size theory, larger parts should be
more readily detected than smaller ones. According to the
contour discontinuity theory, parts with greater contour
discontinuity should be detected faster. Both these theories
rely only on visual information. The third theory, the part
significance theory, also takes into account the behavior or
function of body parts. A n index to part significance is the
relative area of projection in sensorimotor cortex or the
correlated cutaneous sensitivity of the various parts.
Of the three theories investigated, the part significance
theory best predicted the speed of verifying body parts.
Verification times were also positively (but insignificantly)
related to part discontinuity, but negatively (and
insignificantly) related to part size. Though the ordering of
verification times was consistent with the part significance
theory, with so few data points the correlaUon did not reach
significance. Qualitatively, the results are consistent only
with the part significance theory. The facts that hand was
significantly faster than leg and back, arm was significantly
faster than leg, and foot was significantly faster than leg and
back refute the image size theory. The contour discontinuity
theory cannot account for the finding that chest had faster
verification times than arm, foot, and leg, all parts with
greater discontinuifies of contour.
Part significance accounted for part verification times both
for body parts presented in the context of a body and for
di.sembodied body parts, indicating that the configurational
information provided by the body is not essential. People's
knowledge about function and behavior of body parts seems
to be invoked in verifying body parts in a purely visual task,
suggesting that sensorimotor knowledge as well as visual
knowledge is inherent in mental representations of the body.
There remains the intriguing possibility that part
significance would predict part verification times in objects
as well as in bodies, a possibility w e are currently
investigating. For most c o m m o n objects, part significance
and part size are correlated (Tversky & Hemenway, 1984) so
only highly selected objects can be studied. Nevertheless, if
part significance dominates size and discontinuity in objects
as well as bodies our account may need to be modified.
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period of time so as to be used in the interpretation of the
present stimulus. In this modelling approach w e explore
such mechanisms.

Abstract
Cognition of an object depends not only upon the sensory
information of the object but also upon the context in which
it occurs, as demonstrated in many psychology experiments.
Although there has been considerable amount of research in
cognitive science that demonstrates the importance of
context, seldom has this research concerned specific
computational mechanisms for learning and encoding of
context. As context is largely an integration of the past up to
the present, some form of information about the past stimuli
must be abstracted and stored for a certain period of time so
as to be used in the interpretation of the present stimulus. In
this modelling approach w e explore such mechanisms. In
particular, we describe an unsupervised, sparsely connected,
recurrent network that creates its o w n codings of input
stimuli on ensembles of network units. Moreover, it also selforganizes itself into a short-term memory system that stores
such codings.
Simulations demonstrate the contextdependent recognition performance of the network.
Introduction

Hebbian Learning and Assembly Coding
According to the H e b b rule (Hebb, 1949), two neurons that
tend tofirerepeatedly in close temporal proximity are likely
to develop an excitatory synaptic connection between them
so that w h e n one of the pair gets excited later by an input,
the other will also get excited through the connection. A
congregation of such interconnected, mutually excitatory
neurons, all induced by the same input, is called a cell
assembly which itself is a distributed internal representation
of the input. W e might then view the activation pattern of
the cell assembly as the neural code for the input stimulus.
O n the other hand, in psychology of perception, what an
observer perceives internally for an externally presented
input is called a percept. T o the observer the percept is
his/her mental interpretation or meaning of the input. H o w

The study of context-dependent recognition has long been a
focus of cognitive psychology, for example, in visual and
auditory perception (e.g., Labov, 1973), speech perception
(Maslen-Wilson, 1975), word recognition and recall
(Sweeney, 1979), and sentence processing (Tyler &
Maslen-Wilson, 1977). The top panel of Figure 1 shows
examples of context-dependent recognition. Here the
surrounding letters (numbers) determine the interpretation
of the middle letter (number) (Hunt & Ellis, 1974). The
bottom panel illustrates yet another context effect, which w e
might call a "mental hysterisis" effect. In this figure
ambiguous pictures in the middle of the series are perceived
differently, as a man's face or as a w o m a n , depending upon
whether the series is viewed from left to right, or in the
opposite order, respectively (Fisher, 1967). These examples
demonstrate that the same sensory stimulus gives rise to
multiple, internally evoked interpretations of that stimulus,
depending upon the context in which it occurs. In contrast
to such numerous demonstrations of the importance of
context, specific computational mechanisms for learning
and encoding of context has yet to be well understood. A s
context is largely an integration of the past up to the present,
a minimal condition for a system to exhibit contextdependent recognition is that some form of information
about the past stimuli be abstracted and preserved for a
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Figure 1. Examples of context-dependent recognition
(After Hunt & Ellis, 1975; Fisher, 1967).

might percepts then be represented in the cognitive system?
W e make the standard and relevant assumption, as other
researchers (Anderson & Murphy, 1986; Elman, 1990), that
for a given sensory input, the percept is an activation pattern
that has arisen in the cognitive system as a result of the
input, that is, the neural code of that input.
In this paper w e describe a neural network that finds its
o w n neural codes for input stimuli without external teaching
signals or internal error-correcting signals but rather, selforganizes itself into a short-term m e m o r y system that
maintains internal representations of inputs in the network
for a short-period of time. In other words, our network
seems to meet the forementioned condition necessary for
context-dependent recognition performance.'
The
following simulations bear out this hypothesis, showing that
the network indeed exhibits such performance, in particular,
context-dependent recognition of ambiguous objects and a
mental hysterisis effect.
Simulations
The Network
The network, similar to the one in Levy, W u and Baxter
(1995), is a McCulloch-Pitts based recurrent network with
asymmetric, sparse random connections. Network
connectivity, which is defined as the probability of any two
neurons being connected, is 0.05. A portion of the network
units called "external" units is used to encode input stimuli.
The rest called "internal" units receive no inputs directly but
instead, they are activated through their connections to the
external units as well as recurrent connections a m o n g
themselves. The activation pattern over the internal units
that has arisen as a response to an input is interpreted as the
internal representation or percept of the input stimulus. The
external units are also recurrently activated, but they are not
counted during decoding. The firing (Zj = 0 or 1) of any
given unit at time t is determined by
^wjt-l)z,(t-l)
z/t)= 1 if either
>9
lL^vJt-l)z,(t-l)+K,lLz,(t-l)+K,Y,x,(t)

or

x/t)=l

and Zj(t) = 0 otherwise. In the equation Wy (0 < w,j < 1) is
the connection weight between units i and j, 6 (0 < G < 1) is
a threshold, K, (=0.007) and K r (=0.0032) are delayed- and
feedforward-inhibition constants, respectively, and x, (= 0

or 1) is the activation of input unit i. The connection
weight is modified according to a Hebbian-type, associative
rule (Levy, 1982)

wjt + 1) = (l-e)wjt) + e z,{t) (z,(t - \)-wJt))
where e (=0.02) is a learning rate.
Context-dependent Recognition of Ambiguous
Objects
Methods. The network consisted of 90 external units and
710 internal units, and two categories of artificial stimuli
were used as training inputs. A total of nine input vectors
of size 90 were generated as follows. Each input vector was
m a d e up with 10 O N units (Xi=l) and 80 O F F units (Xi=0).
N o overlap was allowed between any two of the nine
"orthogonal" vectors. Four of these inputs were designated
as category A stimuli indicating A I , ..., A 4 , and another
four as category B stimuli indicating Bl, ..., B 4 . The
remaining input denoted as W was the ambiguous stimulus
that was included in both categories. In other words,
category A consists of five stimuli, {Al,..., A 4 , W {= A5)}
and category B consists of five stimuli, {Bl,..., B 4 , W {=
B5)}. Note that because of the non-overlapping coding
scheme, all nine stimuli were equally dissimilar or similar to
one another and consequently, the present distinction
between the two categories w a s completely arbitrary. The
network was trained in blocks of 50 stimuli that belonged to
the same category, either A or B, and that were randomly
selected with equal probability (0.2) from the five category
stimuli. The network received 100 blocks of training, of
which a half was category A blocks and the other half was
category B blocks. The two types of blocks were randomly
mixed. The idea behind this training procedure was that
during training, stimuli from the same category would be
associated with one another so "learned" similarities
between them would be developed and represented in the
internal units. The neural code for a given input stimulus
was defined as the pattern of activations over the 710
internal units arising in response to the input during
training. A s activation patterns varied across repeated
presentations of the same input, the neural code was
computed as an average activation across the last five
presentations of that input. At the end of the 100th block,
the connection weights were fixed and network
performance was evaluated.
Results. To test network performance, a test stimulus in a
given context was presented as an input to the network, and
then the resulting activation pattern over the internal units
was compared to the forementioned neural codes. T o obtain
recognition probability, an ensemble of 100 independently
trained networks was created, and each network received
100 training blocks with different initial weights and

' Here w e distinguish between temporal context and spatial
context. The present study primarily concerns modeling of
temporal context. A n example of modeling of spatial context
is Anderson and Murphy's (1986) brain-state-in-a-box model
of context-dependent classification.
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randomization of input stimuli. Performance of each
network was tested separately as follows. A test input was
deemed to be recognized as one of the nine stimulus
members whose neural code had the greatest pattern
similarity- to the activation pattern over the internal units
responding to the test input. Using this definition,
recognition probability was estimated as a proportion of the
100 networks in which the test input was recognized as a
particular stimulus member.
Context-dependent recognition performance of the
network is shown in Figure 2. The lightness of each
rectangle represents recognition probability of a test input
(ordinate) as a stimulus m e m b e r (abscissa). The simulation
included three conditions: without-context, with-context,
and mixed-context. The left panel shows the result from the
without-context condition in which the ambiguous stimulus
( W ) was presented to the network for recognition in the
absence of any context. That is to say, because stimulus W
was the first item of the input sequence, it could be a
m e m b e r of category A (A5) or category B (B5). A s
expected, the network was undecided between the two
stimulus members, specifically, recognition probabilities
being estimated as 0.52 and 0.48 for A 5 and 8 5 ,
respectively.
The panel also shows that for the
unambiguous stimuli in the input sequence such as A 4 and
A3, the network had no difficulty recognizing them
correctly. A key demonstration of context-dependent
recognition is shown in the middle panel for the withcontext condition. Here, the ambiguous stimulus W was
presented following four category A stimuli, A l through
A4.
In this case, about two thirds of the time (i.e.,
probability of 0.67), the network recognized W as a m e m b e r
of the category of the preceding stimuli, that is, A 5 . The
right panel shows the result from the mixed-context
condition. Here, a random mixture of category A and B
stimuli was presented followed by stimulus W (so context
information was inconclusive). A s expected, recognition of
the ambiguous stimulus was blurred, with recognition
probabilities of 0.54 and 0.46 for A 5 and B 5 , respectively.
T o summarize, these results together confirm that the
network can learn and use context to interpret ambiguous
stimuli.

Without Context

With Context

A4 A3 A?
Input Sequence

A A? A3 A4 W
Input Sequence

Mixed Context

A2 B2 b4 Al
Input Sequence

Recognition Probability

1.0
Figure 2. Simulation of context-dependent recognition of
ambiguous objects. Recognition probabilities for the two
critical cells in each condition are as follows:
P(A5|W)=0.52 and P(B5|W)=0.48 for Without-context;
P(A5|W)=0.67 and P(B5|W)=0.33 for With-context;
P(A5|W)=0.54 and P(B5|W)=0.46 for Mixed-context.

Analysis of Firing Patterns. To gain further insight into
the underlying mechanisms of context learning in the
network, w e performed a detailed analysis offiringpatterns.
Recall that under Hebbian associative learning, "cell"
assemblies are to be formed during training in the network.
Indeed this prediction was confirmed. A n analysis of
between-unit correlations of firing activities of the 710
internal units can be summarized into the following three
^ Pattern similarity between two vectors, a and b, is defined
as s,m(a,b)= I.a^b, / . I . a f L b ^ , ( 0 < a „ 6 , < l ) .
1=1
V/=i (=1
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observations.
First, w e identified twenty-nine such assemblies. These
mutually exclusive assemblies, whose sizes varied from a
m a x i m u m 49 to a m i n i m u m 7, account for about 9 1 % of all
internal units. Cellfiringof the units belonging to the same
assembly is highly correlated with mean correlations
ranging from 0.74 to 0.93. In other words, network units
within an assembly tend tofirein unison.
Second, the analysis shows that each of the twenty nine
assembles has its o w n firing selectivity, responding
exclusively to a particular input stimulus, but never to other
stimuli. In this sense then, w e might view these assemblies
as internal representations of the input stimuli. Whenever a
particular stimulus is presented as an input to the network,
the corresponding assembly of internal units would respond
by turning themselves on — in unison — thus recognizing
the stimulus.
Third, the analysis also reveals that there are three to four
assemblies responding to a given input stimulus and, most
interestingly, that each of the assemblies was bestowed with
its o w n temporal selectivity. In other words, these
assembliesfireat different time lags, one following another,
after the input is presented to the network. T o illustrate,
suppose that stimulus A l is presented to the network at time
t. Then, assembly A S l would fire at time (t+1), assembly
A S 2 at time (t+2), and assembly A S 3 at time (t+3). This
allows the network to maintain an internal representation of
that stimulus for a few time steps by keeping it circulating
a m o n g the assemblies. A n important implication of this
observation is that the self-organizing dynamics of the
network s o m e h o w rendered itself into the creation of a
time-delayed circuit that mimics short-term memory!
Figure 3 shows network firing during testing, that

External
Units

Internal Units
A3 A4 U* W

B4

B3

B2

81

U*

Network Unit (Sorted)

Figure 3. A n example of networkfiring.Network units are sorted according to their assembly membership.

illustrates the above observations. In the figure each dot
denotesfiringof a particular network unit at a given time.
Shown in the left-most block is firing of the 90 external
units encoding the nine input stimuli. For example, the
figure indicates the fu-st seven inputs being A 1 -> A 3 -> A 2
^ A l ^ A 2 ^ W -)• A 4 . Firing of the 710 internal units,
grouped according to their assembly membership, is shown
in the right blocks of the figure. The dark horizontal lines
indicate fu^ing of assemblies of different sizes. Also note the
stimulus-specific selectivity of these assemblies. For
example, the three assemblies in the block denoted by A l
respond exclusively to stimulus A l , the next four to A 2 , the
next three to A 3 , etc. The block U ' includes the units that
apparently belong to none of the assemblies.
Figure 3 also illustrates the short-term m e m o r y
characteristic of the network, for example, by the successive
firing pattern of the three assemblies associated with
stimulus A l . Note that every time this stimulus is presented
as an input to the network and then removed, these
assemblies continue to fire for a few more time steps,
meaning that information about that stimulus remains in the
network for a while. The significance of this mechanism for
context learning is obvious. That is, at any given time, firing
activities of the network include not only the activity that
has arisen as a response to the present stimulus but also

activities pertaining to the past few stimuli. It is this
mechanism that enables the network to interpret the present
stimulus in the context o/the past stimuli, thus exhibiting
context-dependent recognition.
Mental Hysterisis Effect
In this section we describe results ft'om another simulation
of the mental hysterisis effect using a network similar to the
one used above.
Methods. The network consisted of 84 external units and
616 internal units. A total of twenty input vectors that
mimic the kind of stimuli used in studies of the mental
hysterisis effect were generated as follows. The first input
vector of size 84 was m a d e up with eight O N units (X|=l,
i=l,...,8) and 76 O F F units (Xi=0 , i=9,...,84). The second
input vector of the same size was created from the first
vector by shifting its eight O N units to the right by four
units (i.e., Xi=l, i=5,...,12; x, = 0, i = 1,...,4, 13,...,84).
Similarly, the remaining eighteen vectors were created by
successively shifting the eight O N units to the right by four
units. This overlapping-coding scheme means that a pair of
successive input stimuli would be more similar to each other
than to other stimuli, thus mimicking the face-women
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m e m b e r when the stimulus was preceded by category C
members (sequence 1). In contrast, when the same stimulus
was preceded by category D members (sequence 2), n o w it
was recognized more often as a category D member ( 6 0 %
time) than as a category C member.
Discussion and Conclusion
Perhaps the most important aspect of our network that
deserves comment and distinguishes ours from previous
network models of context learning is the self-organizing
creation of a short-term m e m o r y system. A s discussed
earlier, short-term memory is central to modeling of
a2H
temporal contexts. A n y recurrent network with asymmetric
' • Sequenoel
connections would exhibit short-term m e m o r y as the
recurrency lets the network retain information about a few
C4 C5 06 a C D l C O e C C B C W C D S C D B D ? D6 D5 W
past stimuli (see Hertz, Krogh, & Palmer, 1991, for a review
StimiiE
of recurrent networks). A popular way to model temporal
Figure 4. Simulation of the mental h\sterisis effect. The contexts has been to set up what are called context units in a
recurrent network. Such units receive time-delayed
error bars represent 95°o confidence intervals.
feedback signals from other part of the network or from an
pictures in Figure 1. The first seven inputs indicating CI,external source such as the experimenter. Therefore, the
..., C 7 were designated as category C stimuli; the next six
function of these context units, and even their connectivity
inputs indicating CDl,..., C D 6 as both categories C and D;
to other units of the network, are explicitly defined or
and finally, the remaining seven inputs indicating D 7 , ...,
manually imposed by the experimenter. Examples of
D l as category D stimuli. In other words, category C
network models based on this approach are Jordan's
contained thirteen stimuli, and six of them were also
network (1989), Elman's recurrent network of speech
members of category D, and vice versa. The network was
perception (1990), McClelland and Rumelhart's (1981)
trained in blocks of 65 stimuli of either category C or D.
interactive activation models of letter perception (Rumelhart
Each block was made up with five repeated presentations of
& McClelland, 1982; McClelland, 1991), and W a n g and
the same sequence of 13 inputs, that is, either {C1,...,C7,
Arbib's (1990) sequence learning network, that uses a dualCD1,..,CD6} for category C blocks or {CD1,...,CD6, D7,...,
neuron oscillator design for short-term memory, rather than
D l } for category D blocks. The network received 100
a delayed feedback circuit. In contrast, our network creates
training blocks. The neural code for each input stimulus was
its o w n context units, which preserve information about the
defmed using the 616 internal units similarly as in the
recent past stimuli, through the locally adaptive process
previous simulation.
without any external mediation. Note the self-organizing
nature of the network: the specific function and roles of the
Results. Network performance was evaluated by presenting context units are not given a priori, but instead, w e let the
to the network a test stimulus embedded in one of two
network develop its o w n representation of context.
sequences and then comparing the resulting activation
Another aspect of our network that deserves comment is
pattern over the internal neurons to the neural code of that
sparse connectivity. Because each unit is connected to a
stimulus. Sequence 1 consisted of 20 stimuli {CI -> ...-^
very small portion (5%) of the network, the unit would
C 7 -^ C D l -^ ...-> C D 6 -> D 7 -^...^ D l } , and sequence 2
develop a representation of local events, reflecting only the
was the reverse of sequence 1. Recognition probability was
activities of the units which it is connected to. Furthermore,
estimated, again as in the previous simulation, using an
if a subgroup of these interconnected units happens tofirein
ensemble of 100 independently trained networks. For each
close temporal proximity, then Hebbian associative learning
of these networks, an input stimulus was assumed to be
assures that this group of units will form an ensemble,
recognized as a category C m e m b e r if the activation pattern
through the reinforced, mutually excitatory connections.
over the internal units was more similar to the neural code
This way, the network produces ensembles that are locally
of the prototypic stimulus of category C (i.e., C 4 ) than the
sensitive but largely independent of one another. A s
neural code of the prototypic stimulus of category D (i.e.,
discussed earlier, such ensembles were crucial to contextD4).
Figure 4 shows recognition probability curves
dependent recognition in our network. Recently, similar
obtained for each sequence. The non-overlapping feamre of
networks to this one have been successfully applied to
the two curves reveals a mental hysterisis effect. That is,
simulations of other context-dependent phenomena,
note that stimulus C D 4 was recognized more often as a
including sequence disambiguation (Minai, Barrows &
category C m e m b e r ( 6 0 % time) than as a category D
Levy, 1994), sequence prediction (Levy & W u , 1996), and
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short cut finding (Levy, W u & Baxter, 1995).
In conclusion, the main contribution of the present study
is its demonstration that a self-organizing recurrent network
based on Hebbian associative learning can create its own
context units bestowed with short-term memory, that is
central to modeling of context-dependent recognition.
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Abstract
Newly b o m infants are able tofinelydiscriminate almost all
human speech contrasts and their phonemic category boundaries are initially identical, even for phonemes outside their
target language, A connectionist model is described which accounts for this ability. The approach taken has been to develop a model of innately guided learning in which an artificial neural network ( A N N ) is stored in a "genome" which
encodes its architecture and learning rules. The space of possible A N N s is searched with a genetic algorithm for networks
that can learn to discriminate human speech sounds. These
networks perform equally well having been trained on speech
spectra from any human language so far tested (English, Cantonese, Swahih, Farsi, Czech, Hindi, Hungarian, Korean, Polish, Russian, Slovak. Spanish, Ukranian and Urdu). Training
the feature detectors requires exposure to just one minute of
speech in any of these languages. Categorisation of speech
sounds based on the network representations showed the hallmarks of categorical perception, as found in human infants and
adults.
Introduction

the problem of acoustic variability and makes the task of acquisition considerably easier. Such models would be more
convincing if it could be demonstrated that suitable features
could be rapidly learned well before word comprehension begins.
Description of the Model
The model builds on interactive activation models, with three
major modifications:
Learning Each network learns using many different, unsupervised learning rules. These use only local information,
and so are biologically plausible.
Flexible Architecture Every network is split into a number
of separate subnetworks. This allows exploration of different neuronal architectures, and it becomes possible to use
different learning rules to connect subnetworks. Subnetworks differ in their time-constants, and therefore respond
to information over a range of time-scales.

Genetic Selection Networks are evolved using a technique
called genetic connectionism. Using a genetic algorithm
Precocious abilities in newborn infants are frequently taken allows great flexibility in the type of neural network that
as evidence of "hard-wired microcircuitry" that is innately
can be used. All the attributes of the neural network can
specified. O n e such ability is that of newborn infants to be
be simultaneously optimised rather than just the connecuniversal listeners, able to discriminate speech contrasts of
tions. In this model the architecture, learning rules and
all languages. This is all the more remarkable since the lowtime-constants are all optimised together.
pass filtered speech sounds that foetuses hear in utero vary
Genome Design and Sexual Reproduction
widely between different languages.
Eimas et al. (1971) showed that 1-4 month old infants disThe genome has been designed to have two chromosomes
played categorical perception of the syllables /ba/ and /pa/.
stored as arrays of numbers. O n e chromosome stores the atThat is to say, infants carve up the phonetic space into a set
tributes of each subnetwork, such as the number of units in
of categories with sharp boundaries. Variants of phoneme,
the subnetwork, the subnetwork time constant and the indices
such as /b/, are not discriminable, even though they differ
of the other subnetworks to which the subnetwork projects.
acoustically by the same amount as /p/ and /b/. M o r e reThe other chromosome stores learning rules which are used
cent research has shown that the categories are universal,
to modify connections between individual units.
so that English-learning infants can discriminate non-native
During sexual reproduction of two networks the two chrocontrasts in Czech (Trehub, 1973), Hindi (Werker, Gilbert,
m o s o m e s from each parent are independently recombined. In
Humphrey, & Tees, 1981), Nthlakampx (Werker & Tees,
recombination, a point within a chromosome array is ran1984), Spanish (Aslin, Pisoni, Hennessy, & Perey, 1981) and domly chosen, and all the information up to that point is
Zulu (Best, McRoberts, & Sithole, 1988). This suggests that copied from the paternal chromosome and the rest of the
infants develop an initial representation of speech that is unichromosome is copied from the maternal chromosome creatversal and largely insensitive to the particular language to
ing a hybrid chromosome with information from both parents.
which they are exposed.
Clearly, the subnetwork and learning rule chromosomes must
M a n y connectionist models of language acquisition take
be the same length for sexual recombination to occur, so not
a fully developed featural or phonemic representation of the
all pairs of parents can reproduce. Parents must be sexually
speech signal as their input rather than spectra (Christiansen,
compatible i.e. must have the same number of subnetworks
Allen, & Seidenberg, In press; Elman, 1990). This side-steps
and learning rules.
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Dynamics
The dynamics of all units in the network are governed by the
first order equation

:i)
Where t^ is the time constant for subnetwork n, aj is the
activity of the j'h unit in subnetwork s, a^ is the activity of
the jth unit in subnetwork n, w'J*" is the synaptic strength
between the j^^ unit in subnetwork s and the ith unit in subnetwork n. In other words, the rate of change in the activation
of a unit is a weighted sum of the activity of the units which
are connected to the unit i, minus a decay term. If there is
no input to the unit its activity dies away exponentially with
time constant Tn- The activity of a unit will be steady when
the activity of the unit is equal to its net input. Activities were
constrained to lie in the range 0.0 < a < 1.0. Network activity for all the units was updated in a synchronous fashion with
afixedtime-step of 10 m s using a fourth order Runge-Kutta
integration scheme adapted from Numerical Recipes (Press,
Flannery, Teukolsky, & Vetterling, 1988).
Architecture
The architecture has to be stored in a "genome" to allow it to
evolve with a genetic algorithm, and one very flexible method
of encoding the architecture is to create a subnetwork connectivity matrix. If there are n subnetworks in the network,
then the subnetwork connectivity matrix will be an n by n
matrix. The column number indicates the subnetwork/rom
which connections project, and the row number indicates the
subnetworks to which connections project.
Complex architectures can be represented using a subnetwork connectivity matrix. The matrix allows diagonal elements to be non-zero, allowing a subnetwork to be fully connected to itself. In addition, the subnetwork connectivity matrix is used to determine which learning rule will be used
for the connections between any pair of subnetworks. If an
element is zero there are no connections between two subnetworks. A positive integer element indicates that subnetworks are fully connected and the value of the integer specifies which one of the m a n y learning rules to use for that set
of connections. A simple architecture is shown in Figure 1
alongside its corresponding subnetwork connectivity mau-ix.
Learning Rules
Learning rules are of the general form shown in equation 2.
They are stored in the network genome in groups of seven
coefficients fco to fee following the representation used by
Chalmers (1990).
Awij = l{ko + kiai+ k2aj + fcsajttj -Ik4Wij + k^UiWij + keajWij)

(2)

time step to avoid undesirably rapid weight changes. The
coefficients in this equation determine which learning rule
is used. For example, a Hebbian learning rule would be
represented in this scheme with /ca > 0 and fco < 0 and
ki - k2 — ki = k^ — k^ = 0. Connections between units
using this learning rule would be strengthened if both units
were simultaneously active. A network has several learning rules in its genome stored as a set of these coefficients.
Weight values are clipped to avoid extremely large values
developing over long training periods. The range used was
-1.0 < A w i j < +1.0.
Training and Evaluation of Fitness
Networks were trained and evaluated using digitised speech
files taken from the D A R P A T I M I T Acoustic-Phonetic Continuous Speech Corpus (TIMIT) as described in Garofolo et
al. (1990). All networks were constrained to have 64 input units because speech sounds were represented as power
spectra with 64 values. This was an artificial constraint imposed by the format of the spectra. The power spectra were
calculated with a modified version of the O G I speech tools
program M A K E D F T with a window size of 10 m s and with
successive windows adjacent to one another. For these simulations 8 output subnetworks were used to represent features
because this is roughly the number claimed to be necessary
for distinguishing all h u m a n speech sounds by some phoneticians (Jakobson & W a u g h , 1979).
All the connections, both within and between subnetworks,
were initially randomised to values between -1.0 and +1.0.
Networks were then exposed to a fixed number of different,
randomly selected training sentences (usually 30). O n each
time-step activity was propagated through the network of subnetworks to produce a response activity on the output units.
All connections were then modified according to the learning
rules specified in the genome. O n the next time-step a new input pattern corresponding to the next time-slice of the speech
signal was presented and the process of activity propagation
and weight modification repeated. The process of integrating
activities and weight updates was repeated until the network
had worked its way through all the time-slices of each sentence.
In the testing phase activation was propagated through the
network without weight changes. The weights were frozen
at the values they attained at the end of the training phase.
Testing sentences were always different from training sentences. W h e n a time-slice corresponded with the mid-point of
a phoneme, as defined in the T I M I T phonological transcriptionfile,the output unit activities were stored alongside the
correct identity of the phoneme. Networkfitnesswas calculated using the stored output unit activities after the network
had been exposed to all the testing sentences. The fitness
function / was

,^ T,^ T,'i'=i+idist{oi,Oj) •
' ~
N{N - 1)

(3)

In Equation 2, Awij is the change in synaptic strength between units j and z, / is the learning rate, a^ is the activity
Where s = -1-1 if i and j are different phonemes and
of unit i, Qj is the activity of unit j and Wij is the current
s = - 1 if i and j are the identical phonemes, 61 and Oj were
the output unit activities at the midpoint of all TV phonemes
synaptic strength between units j and i. The learning rate
/ is used to scale weight changes to small values for each
and s was either +1 or -1 depending on whether phonemes i
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Figure 1: A network with 9 subnetworks. Subnetwork 1 and 2 are the input and output subnetworks, respectively. Arrows
represent sets of connections and the type of learning rule employed by those sets of connections. There are three learning
rules used; solid arrow (learning rule 1), dashed arrow (learning rule 2) and dotted arrow (learning rule 3). S o m e subnetworks
are fully connected to themselves, such as subnetwork 8 (since Cgg = 1), while others are information way-stations, such as
subnetwork 5 (C55 — 0).

and j were different and dist was euclidean distance. This fitness function favoured networks that represented occurrences
of the same p h o n e m e as similarly as possible and different
phonemes as differently as possible. A perfect network would
have all instances of a given phoneme type mapping onto the
same point in the output unit space and different phonemes as
far apart as possible. Note that constant output unit activities
would result in afitnessof 0.0. A n ideal learning rule would
be able tofindan appropriate set of weights whatever the initial starting point in weight space. Each network was trained
and tested three times from completely different random initial weights on completely different sentences. This reduced
randomfitnessvariations caused by the varying difficulty of
training/testing sentences and the choice of initial weights.
Evolution was carried out with a population of 50 networks. G e n o m e s were initially generated with certain limits on the variables. All genomes had 16 input subnetworks
and 8 output subnetworks with time constants randomly distributed in the range 100 m s to 4 0 0 ms. T h e input subnetworks had 4 units each and the output subnetworks had 1 unit
each. Each network started with 10 different learning rules
with integer coefficients randomly distributed in the range -2
to +2. Subnetwork connectivity matrices were generated with
a probability of any element being non-zero of 0.3. If an element was non-zero, the learning rule used for the connections
between the subnetworks was randomly selected from the 10
learning rules defined for the network. T h e networks were
also constrained to be feed-forward.

tant part in the functioning of the feature detectors. The feature unit responses did not seem to correlate directly with any
other standard acoustic features (e.g. nasal, compact, grave,
flat etc.). A n analysis of the frequency response of the eight
feature detectors (see Figure 3) showed that each unit had excitatory projections from several frequency bands. Generally,
the frequency responses were mutually exclusive so that each
unit responded to slightly different sounds, as one would expect.
Feature Unit 8

•

Feature Unit 7
Feature Unit 6
Feature Unit 5 III
Feature Unit 4 11
Feature Unit 3
Feature Unit 2

•

n

Feature Unit 1
0 2 4 6
Frequency / kHz

Results

Figure 3: Complex frequency response of all eight feature
units to pure tones. Feature units 2 and 3 receive strong excitatory inputs from low frequencies (below 4 kHz) and are
therefore activated by voicing.

AH results shown are from the best network evolved (fitness=0.45) after it had been u-ained on 30 English sentences
corresponding to about 2 minutes of continuous speech. Figure 2 shows the response of this network to one of the T I M I T
testing sentences. F r o m the response of the feature units to
speech sounds (see Figure 2) it was clear that some units were
switched off by fricatives, and some units were switched on
by voicing, so both excitation and inhibition play an impor-

In order to determine the cross-linguistic performance of
the "innate" features evolved on English speech, sound files
of the news in several languages were obtained from the Voice
of America F T P site ( f t p . v o a . g o v ) . Since phonological transcriptionfileswere not available for thesefilesthey
could not be used to test the network, because the times of the
phoneme mid-points were unknown. All the V G A broadcast
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Figure 2: N e t w o r k response to the sentence "Agricultural products are unevenly distributed" ( T I M I T speech file
test/dr3/fkms0/sxl40). Input units are fed with sound spectra and activate the feature units. Activity is s h o w n as a grey scale
( m a x i m u m activity is portrayed as black) with time o n the horizontal axis. P h o n e and w o r d start a n d e n d times as listed in
TIMIT are shown in the bottom two panels. This is the same network as shown in Figure 3.

languages' were used as trainingfiles,and the network was
tested on 30 American English sentences found in the TIMIT
speechfiles.The time-course of development for four languages are shown in Figure 4. Maximumfitnesswas reached
after training on any language for roughly 20 sentences (each
lasting about 3 seconds).
All of the human languages tested seemed to be equally effective for training the network to represent English speech
sounds. To see whether any sounds could be used for training, the network was trained on white noise. This resulted in
slower learning and a lowerfitness.Thefitnessfor a network
U-ained on white noise never reached that of the same network trained on human speech. A n even worse impediment
to learning was to train on low-passfilteredhuman speech.
Categorical perception of some phonemes is a robust phenomenon observed in both infants and adults. W e tested
the network on a speech continuum ranging between two
phonemes and calculated the change in the representation of
the speech tokens along this continuum. Note that this model
simply creates a representation of speech on which identification judgements are based. It does not identify phonemes
itself. All that the model can provide is distances between its
internal representations of different sounds. Categorical perception can be exhibited by this network if the internal representation exhibits non-linear shifts with gradual changes in
the input i.e. a small change in the input spectrum can cause
a large change in the activity of the output units.
Using a pair of real /J/ and /s/ specu-a from a male speaker,
a series of eleven specU-a were created which formed a lin-
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Figure 4: N e t w o r k performance increases to its final value
after presentation of just 2 0 sentences regardless of the lang u a g e used to train the network. T h e six curves s h o w the
learning curves for a network tested o n 3 0 sentences of E n glish having been trained o n English, Cantonese, Swahili,
Farsi, white noise and low-pass filtered English.

'English, Cantonese, Swahili, Farsi, Czech, Hindi, Hungarian,
Korean, Polish, Russian, Slovak, Spanish, Ukranian and Urdu.
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ear continuum from a pure /// to a pure /s/. This was done
by linearly interpolating between the two spectra, so the second spectrum in the continuum was a linear s u m of 0.9 times
the /// spectrum plus 0.1 times the /s/ spectrum. The next
spectrum was a linear s u m of 0.8 times the /// spectrum plus
0.2 times the /s/ spectrum, and so on for all nine intermediate
spectra up to the pure /s/. Each of the eleven spectra in the
continuum were individually fed into the input of a network
that had been trained on 30 sentences of continuous speech
in English. T h e output feature responses were stored for each
spectrum in the continuum. The distances of these feature
vectors from the pure /J"/ and pure /s/ are shown in Figure 5.

/sh/
Inpul Spcclrum

Figure 5: Response of the network to input on a /// - /s/ continuum. Circles show the distance from a pure /// and triangles show the distance from a pure /s/.
Clearly, the distance of the pure /J/ from itself is zero,
moving along the continuum, the distance from the pure ///
increases steadily until it reaches a m a x i m u m for the pure
/s/ (distances were scaled such that the m a x i m u m distance
was 1). It is clear from Figure 5 that the representation is
non-linear. That is, linear variations in the input spectrum
do not result in linear changes in the activity of the feature
units. Compared to the spectral representation of the ///
/s/ continuum, the network re-represents the distances in the
following ways:
• There is a discontinuity in the distances which occurs
closer to the /// than the Isl.

Discussion
B y developing an appropriate architecture, time-constants
and learning rules over many generations, the task of learning to represent speech sounds is m a d e more rapid over the
course of development of an individual network. Evolution
does all the hard work and gives the network a developmental "leg-up". However, having the correct innate architecture
and learning rules is not sufficient for creating good representations. Weights are not inherited between generations so the
network is dependent on the environment for learning the correct representation. If deprived of sound input or fed acousticallyfilteredspeech input, the model cannot form meaningful
representations because each network starts life with a rand o m set of weights. But given the sort of auditory input heard
by an infant the model rapidly creates the same set of universal features, whether or not it is in a noisy environment and
whatever the language it hears.
W e envisage that this method of creating a quick and dirty
initial representation of sounds by innately guided learning is
not specific to humans. Clearly, humans and other animals
have not been selected for their ability to discriminate the
phonemes of English. But w e would expect results similar to
those presented here if the selection criterion were the ability
to discriminate a wide range of spectrally dissimilar sounds in
the environment from only limited exposure to their patterns
of regularity e.g. discrimination of the maternal call from
other conspecific calls, and the sound of predators from everyday environmental noises. It is therefore unsurprising that
animals have been found, after suitable training, to discriminate some phonemes in similar ways as do humans (Kuhl &
Miller, 1975).
The advantages of innately guided learning over other selforganising networks are that it is m u c h faster and is less dependent on the "correct" environmental statistics. It also offers an account of h o w infants from different linguistic environments can c o m e up with the same featural representation so soon after birth. In this sense innately guided learning as implemented in this model shows h o w genes and the
environment could interact to ensure rapid development of a
but
featural representation of speech on which further linguistic
development depends. In terms of the taxonomy of "ways
to be innate" offered by Elman et al. (1996), this model is
lacking in any form of representational innateness — there
is no hard-wiring of the microcircuitry. O n the other hand,
the model exemplifies what Elman et al. call "architectural/computational innateness" — innate processing biases
in the network m a k e it ideally suited to extracting structural
information from speech input when the opportunity presents
itself. Speech offers the network a nutritious environment in
which to grow.
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(3) John walked to the barber's
entails 'John was at the barber's'
This paper argues that the basic modes of spatial cognition
(4) John walked across the street to the barber's
can be best identified in terms of argument/participant
entails 'John was on the street'
location, and shows that natural language uses "simple"
Fillmore's (1968, 1971) case-theoretic approach is also
types of semantic denotations to encode spatial cognition.
far from solving this problem: Fillmore's (1968) "Locative"
First w e review event-based approaches to spatial location,
case (Source/Goal/Path introduced later in Fillmore (1971))
and point out that spatial expressions should be interpreted
was defined as identifying the location or spatial orientation
not as locating an event/state as a whole but as locating
of the "state" or "action" identified by the verb. Again, his
arguments/participants of the sentence/event. Section 2
interpretation of spatial expressions does not account for the
identifies the ways of locating events/states in terms
entailment of (3-4).
"argument orientation", which indicates the ways of
Sondheimer (1978) gives a strong lexicalist account of
interpreting locative expressions. W e identify four
the entailment pattern. Sondheimer interprets locative
patterns of argument orientation which reveal substantial
prepositions not as a property of events but as a property of
modes of spatial cognition—spatial properties and
individuals, so he gets the following interpretation:
relations. Section 3 illustrates various classes of English
(5)
John stumbled in the park.
transitive verbs with which spatial expressions induce
= (3e)(3p)Stumbling(e) & 0(e, John) & P(e, p)
argument orientation. W e consider four types of locative
& IN(p, the park)
prepositional phrases and show that the argument
The case indicated by "O(bject)" is a neutral case referring to
orientation pattern of a sentence is not determined by the
the entity that is affected or discussed. Sondheimer, further,
type of spatial expressions but mostly by the type of the
gives meaning postulates to account for (3-4). The meaning
verb, i.e., the event type of the sentence. Section 4
postulates are claimed to be detenmined by the event type.
concludes that semantic denotations of locative
For example, w e have a meaning postulate of (7) to interpret
prepositional phrases are restricted to the "intersecting"
the sentence (6)
functions mapping relations to relations, which are "basic
(6) O n the bus, Mary thought of John
and familiar" semantic objects out of the "heterogeneous"
(7) Meaning postulate:
field of functions from relations to relations.
(Vx)Thinking(x)
E v e n t a n d Location
- > Oy)(3q)BEING-AT(y) & 0(y, (ta)A(x,a))
& P(x, q) & P(x, q) & (qe (ip)P(x, p))
There have been proposals which take "events" as primitive Since the event involved in (6) is "Thinking", Sondheimer
entities and introduce locational properties for events.
claims, the location of the event says something only about
Davidson (1967, 1970), Fillmore (1968, 1971), Sondheimer
the location of the agent. H e does not examine various event
(1978), and Parsons (1990) a m o n g others. Davidson (1967,
types, nor gives any generalization over the patterns of
1970) interprets spatial reference adverbs as locating an event
locating events. Sondheimer's approach is important in that
in space as illustrated below.
his lexical treatment reduces the location of event to the
(1) John walked to the barber's
location of participants of the event. Similar approaches
= (3e)Walking(John, e) & To(e, the barber's)
have been proposed in Geis (1975) and Cresswell (1978):
(2) John walked across the street to the barber's
The former is about some stative locational expressions as
= (3e)Walking(John, e) & Across(e, the street)
in (8) and the latter about directional ones as in (9).
& To(e, the barber's)
(8) John stumbled in the park.
Davidson's semantics, however, does not tell us what the
= 'John stumbled while he was in the park'
properties of events really mean. That is, what does it mean
(9) a. Arabella ran across the yard from Bill.
for an event to have the property "To the barber's" or
b. Arabella stands across the yard from Bill.
"Across the street". Thus the meaning representations in (1Recently, Parsons (1990) extends such approach in a
2) cannot account for a simple and basic entailment pattern
form of generalized meaning postulate, which is heavily
illustrated in (3-4).
based on the assumption that "every verb takes a ThemeAbstract
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argument". The generalized meaning postulates arc
determined by the type of locative expression. For example,
the meaning postulate for prepositional phrases with "onto"
is stated as follows: "Any event that is onto something
results in a state of being on that thing. The Themes of the
event and the state are the same." Parsons claims that this
postulate, which is independent of any choice of verb, yeilds
all of the following inferences when applied to the logical
forms of the sentences:
(10) Mary will throw the ball onto the roof.
--> The ball will be on the roof.
(11) Mary will push the c o w into the bam.
--> The cow will be in the bam.
Parson's generalization, in short, is that locative expressions
always determines the location of the theme-argument. This
generalization, however, is both too strong and too weak:
As w e will see shortly, not every theme-argument is
assigned a location by a locative expression, and locative
adverbs can determine the locations of non-theme arguments.
Further, w e will see cases where a locative determines the
location(s) of multiple arguments as in (12-13), and w e find
some constraints on coordination of locative expressions
illustrated in (14):
(12) John escorted Mary into the theater.
(13) John watched Mary through the window.
(14) a. *John saw Mary either in the garden or from the
rooftop.
b. John saw Mary in the garden from the rooftop.
c. ?John saw Mary from the rooftop in the garden.

(15) Definition: For all functions f€ [ r 2 ^ r 2 ] , f is
subject-oriented (SO) iff for all binary relations
S,T6R2, if Si=Ti then (f(S))i=(f(T))i.
where R ] =df. {al3p. <a,(J>eR}, i.e.,
Rl = the domain of R.
In other words, subject-oriented functions treat sets of first
coordinates of binary relations uniformly. For instance, if at
a particular instance 'those w h o criticized someone' and
'those w h o mentioned someone' are identical, 'those w h o
criticized someone at the meeting' and 'those w h o mentioned
someone at the meeting' are identical. The locative PPs in
(16a,b) are interpreted by subject oriented functions. Thus,
(16a,b) entails (17a) but not (17b).
(16) a. John criticized the teacher at the meeting
b. John mentioned the teacher at the meeting.
(17) a. John was at the meeting
b. the teacher was at the meeting
Object Orientation
The second pattern is object-orientation where locative PPs
refer to the location or trajectory of an object argument.
Thus formally,
(18) Definition: For all functions fe [R2->r2], f is o
bject-oriented ( O O ) iff for all binary relations
S,T6 r 2 , if S 2 = T 2 then (f(S))2=(f(T))2,
where R 2 =df (Pl 3a. < a , P > € R } .
In other words, object-oriented functions treat sets of second
coordinates of binary relations uniformly. For instance, if at
a particular instance, 'those w h o were kicked by someone'
and 'those w h o were thrown by someone' are identical, 'those
w h o were kicked by someone into the box' and 'those w h o
were thrown by someone into the box' are identical. The
locative PPs in (19) are object oriented, and (19a,b) entail
(20).
(19) a. John threw the ball into the box
b. John kicked the ball into the box
(20) The ball moved into the box

Argument Orientation of Locative PPs
Now we characterize how natural language uses locative
expressions to locate events or states. This paper identifies
the ways of locating events in terms of 'argument
orientation", which indicates the ways of interpreting
locative expressions. The patterns of argument orientation
reveal substantial modes of spatial cognition - spatial
properties and relations. For example, one of the patterns
identifies itself in a sentence such as John saw Mary in the
garden, where the P P in the garden refers to the location of
the object argument 'Mary' and so the P P is said to be
object-oriented. Restricting ourselves to the sentences built
from transitive verbs, w e illustrate four types of argument
orientation. W e interpret locative adverbs as predicate
modifiers, i.e., functions mapping n-ary relations into n-ary
relations for n>l.
Subject-Orientation
The first pattern is subject-orientation where locative
refer to the location of a subject argument. A general
definition of subject-oriented predicate modifiers is given by
in (15). Here w e write R ^ for the set of binary relations over
a given universe.

Subject and Object Orientation
The third pattem is subject and object-orientation where
locative PPs refer to the location or trajectory of a subject
and an object argument independently. The definition goes:
(21) Definition: For all functions fe [ R 2 ^ r 2 ] , f is
subject and object-oriented (S+O) iff f is
both subject-oriented and object-oriented.
(22) entails both (23a) and (23b), and (24) entails both (25a)
and (25b), so the PPs are oriented to both of the subject and
the object.
PPs(22) John met Mary in the office
(23) a. John was in the office
b. Mary was in the office
(24) John escorted Mary into the room
(25) a. John m o v e d into the room
b. Mary moved into the room
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(23) and (24) use a single spatial property to locate
arguments, so 'being in the office' is used in (23), and
'moving into the room' in (24). But, the sentences in (26)
illustrate that a locative P P can refer to the locations of
subject and object arguments with a pair of different spatial
properties which are complement to each other, i.e., 'be-inthe-control-towei' and '-•be-in-the-control-towei'. Thus both
(26a) and (26b) entail (27).
(26) a. John spied on Mary from the control tower
b. John saw Mary from the control tower
(27) John was in the control tower and Mary was not
in the control tower

A r g u m e n t Orientations with
Transitive V e r b s

Various

This section illustrates various classes of trasitive
verbs with which locative PPs induce argument orientations.
Here w e consider four types of locative PPs:
(31) a. Stative Locatives: PPs with in, on, under, above,
in front of, behind
b. Asymmetric Path Locatives: PPs with into, out
of, onto, off, up, down
c. Symmetric Path Locatives: PPs with across,
through, over, past, around
d. Source Locatives: PPs with from
The four types show different syntactic and semantic
Subject-Object Orientation
characteristics (Nam 1985). In the following, w e give
The last pattern is subject-object orientation where locative
examples of combination of two place predicates and
PPs refer to a spatial dependency between the subject and the
locative PPs. T o the right of each example, w e noted the
object arguments. For example, (28) entails (29), which
argument orientation pattern of the locative P P in it. For
simplicity, the following abbreviation is used: 0(objectimposes a unique spatial relation between the two
arguments. The definition is given as (30) below:
orientation), S(subject-orientation), S+0(subject and object
(28) John saw Mary through the window
orientation), SxO(subject-object orientation).
(32) Motion-Causative verbs: draw, drag, pull, push,
(29) John and Mary were on the opposite sides of
the window
throw, hit, knock, run, walk, jump
(30) Definition: For all functions f€ [ r 2 ^ r 2 ] , f is
Verbs of'Sending/Carrying': mail, convey, deliver,
pass, return, carry, take, bring
subject-object-oriented (SxO) iff for all S€ R^,
if <x,y>e f(S) then <x,y>€ Rf,
a. John drew the box in/into the room
[O]
b. K i m pushed Mary off the bed
[O]
where R f is a spatial relation determined by f.
c. Sue threw the ball across the
field
[O]
This pattern is different from subject and object
d. Sue passed the book across the table [O]
orientation(S+0) in that the functions in (SxO) cannot be
e. T o m took the kids from their school [O]
reduced to a boolean compound of a subject oriented function
(33) Verbs of Placement: place, arrange, install, position,
and an object oriented function, while the latter functions in
set, situate, put
(S+0) can. Symmetric path locatives (PPs headed by
Verbs of 'Hunting': dig, hunt, mine, shop, watch
across, through, over, past,and around) induce this pattern
a. John installed the machine in the office
[O]
(SxO), and refer to a spatial dependency between subject and
b. K i m dug a fork into/out of the pie
[O]
object arguments.
c. Sarah watched the m a n across the street
[O]
W e note, without proof, relations among the argument
d. *Sarah put the book from the bag.
oriented functions: First, if a function is subject and object
A s (33d) shows, verbs of 'placement' or 'hunting' do
oriented(S+0), then it is subject oriented(SO) and object
not go with a source type locative like from the bag. (33c)
oriented(OO). Second, if a function is S O or O O , then it is
is ambiguous that the reference point for the P P can be
subject-object oriented(SxO), so S O c S x O and O O e S x O .
interpreted deictically (e.g., 'from here') or as given by the
Argument oriented functions take a binary relation R
location of Sarah (i.e., 'from Sarah'). Both of the readings
as a pair of sets, i.e., <Ri,R2>, where R i and R 2 refer to
the set offirstcoordinates and that of the second coordinates,
induce object-orientation of across the street.
(34) Verbs of 'Combining/Attaching': mix, whip, tape
respectively, and restrict one or both of the sets. In other
Verbs of'Housing': house, contain,fit,hold, seat,
words, a locative P P modifying a binary relation R uniquely
sleep, store, serve
determines a function to restrict R ] or/and R 2 . W e will
a. John mixed water andflouron the plate
[O]
show that such functions are restricting, increasing, and
b. They sleep four people in each room[0]
additive, and thus intersecting. Further w e will prove that
c. The captain housed the soldiers into
the set of possible denotations of unary/binary locative PPs
the big hotels
[O]
is isomorphic to the set of properties/relations.
(35) Verbs of 'Perception': see, touch, feel, hear, sence,
For instance, into the room induces the property P=
'move from outside to inside of the room' to restrict Ri
observe, examine, discover, watch
or/and R 2 . Thus x pushed y into the room is true iff x
Verbs of'Communication': call, wire, cable
pushed y' and 'y moved from outside to inside of the room',
Verbs of 'Contact':roMc/i, pat
a. John saw Mary in the garden
[O]
i.e., into the iDom(pushXyXx) = (i)iish)(yXx)AP(y>
b. *John saw Mi^iy into the garden
c. John touched Mary across the table
[SxO]
d. John watched Mary from the rooftop
[S+O]
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The verbs of perception exibit three different types of
argument orientation: (35a) is an example of object
orientation; (35c) subject-object orientation so the PP across
the table refers to a spatial dependency between John iuid
Mary, i.e., 'John and Mary are on the opposite sides of the
table'. (35d) is another example of mutiple orientation but a
different one from (35c): (35d) entails 'John was on/at the
rooftop' and 'Mary was not on/at the rooftop', so the P P
from the rooftop involves the locations of John and Mary
but independently. This type of argument orientation (S+0)
is illustrated by other transitive verbs below.
(36) Verbs of'Co-movement': escort, accompny, chase,
follow, tail, lead, guide
a. John escorted Mary in/into the m u s e u m
[S+0]
b. The dog chased the cat across the garden
[S+0]
c. The teacher led the kids from the playground [S+0]
(37) Verbs of 'Social Interaction': meet, date, hug, marry,
fight, visit, quarrel
a. John met Mary at the meeting
[S+0]
b. *John visited Mary into her office
The lexical meaning of each verb in (36-37) naturally
implies the subject and the object are located in the same
place and locative PPs refer to it. Finally, w e illustrate
verbs which only induce subject orientation of locative PPs.
(38) Verbs of 'Judgement': criticize, compliment, honor,
thank, insult, ridicule
Psych-verbs: adore, idolize, miss, worship, despise
Intensional verbs: search, look for, seek, mention
a. John criticized Mary at the meeting
[S]
b. John was looking for a knife in the kitchen [S]
c. John mentioned Mary at the meeting [S]
Table-1: Argument Orientation Patterns of Locative PPs
with Transitive Verbs
StaiveLoc AsynxPahlxc SymPahLoc SoukeLoc
Motion-Causatives, Verbs of 'Sending/Carrying'
G
O
O
O
Verbs of Placement, Verbs of 'Hunting'
G
O
G

*

Verbs of 'Combining/Attaching', Verbs of 'Housing'

G

G

*

*

Verbs of 'Perception', Verbs of 'Communication',
Verbs of 'Contact'

O

*

SxG

S+G

S+G

S+ G

*

*

Verbs of 'Co-movement'

S+G

S+G

Verbs of 'Social Interaction'

S+G

*

Verbs of 'Judgement', Psych-verbs, Intensional verbs
S
*
*
*
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(Table-1) above summarizes the facts w e have seen in
this section. The stars (*) in the table indicate the relevant
combinations are not acceptable. W e note the following
facts from the table: (i) If a non-stative locative combines
with a transitive verb, it is always oriented to the object
argument. That is, it can be either O , S + O , or S x O ; (ii) if a
transitive verb can combine with a non-stative locative, then
stative locatives are object-oriented with the transitive verb,
i.e., either O or S + O ; (iii) only symmetric path locatives
can be S x O , i.e., other locatives are all reducible; (iv) verbs
of judgement', psych-verbs, and intensional verbs only
induce subject orientation (S) with stative locatives, which
suggests that object orientation is more prevailing than
subject orientation.

Constraints o n the S e m a n t i c D e n o t a t i o n s
of Locative P P s
This section characterizes three denotational contraints
on the interpretation of locative PPs in English. W e claim:
English locative PPs are interpreted as denoting (i)
restricting functions, (ii) monotone increasing functions, and
(iii) additive functions. D u e to the constraint of (iv)
argument-orientation discussed in the preceding sections,
these bring us a highly restrictive class of functions the
locative PPs can denote, namely intersecting functions. In
the following, w e illustrate that locative PPs should satisfy
the constraints. The four constraints (i-iv) are nearly
independent from each other, so none of the constraints
implies any one of the others but (iii) additivity implies (ii)
monotone increasing.
First, locative PPs denote restricting functions (the
definition repeated in (39)). Thus (40a) entails (40b), i.e., inthe-gaiden(see) is a subset of the binary relation see.
(39) Definition: Let B be a boolean algebra, and let
fe [B->B] be arbitrary.
Then f is restricting iff for each xe B, f(x)<x.
(40) a. John saw Mary in the garden
b. John saw Mary
Second, locative PPs denote monotone increasing
functions defined as in (41). (a)-sentences in (42-44) entail
(b)-sentences, respectively. These illustrate locative PPs
denote increasing functions mapping binary relations to
binary relations.
(41) Definition: Let B be a boolean algebra, and let
fe [ B ^ B ] be arbitrary.
Then f is monotone increasing iff
for all x,y€ B, if x<y, then f(x)<f(y).
(42) a. John roughly pushed M a r y into the bus
b. John pushed Mary into the bus
(43) a. John returned the book from L A to San Jose
b. John sent the book from L A to San Jose
(44) a. John saw and touched Mary through the window
b. John saw Mary through the window and
John touched Mary through the window

N o w we show locative PPs denote additive functions.
Thus (a)-sentences of (46-47) entail (b)-sentences,
resp)eclively, and vice versa.
(45) Definition: Let B be a boolean algebra, and let
f€[B-*B] be arbitrary.
Then f is additive iff for all x,y€ B,
f(xvy) = f(x)vf(y).
(46) a. John kicked or pushed the ball into the room
b. John kicked the ball into the room or John
pushed the ball into the room
(47) a. John walked or jogged in the park
b. John walked in the park or John jogged
in the park
The fourth constraint is argument orientation of
locative PPs. The following just repeats the definitions of
subject orientation and object orientation given in the
previous section. W e claim that locative PPs denote
argument oriented functions.
(48) Definition: For all functions fe [r2-4r2]
where R ^ is the set of binary relations,
f is argument-oriented iff f is subject oriented or
object oriented.
Argument oriented functions take a binary relation R as a
pair of sets, i.e., <Ri,R2>, and each function affects R j
or/and R 2 depending on whether it is S O or/and O O . Thus,
if f is object-oriented, f determines a unique function
f*:P^P such that f*(R2) = (f(R))2 for all R e r2.
N o w to draw out a general claim of intersectivity
constraint, we show that the function (P) determined by an
argument oriented function (f) inherits the properties of f
illustrated in (39), (42) and (45): Thus for all object-oriented
functions f € [ R 2 ^ R 2 ] , f*6 [P-^P] such that f*(R2) =
(f(R))2, and for all R e R^, we show:
(49) If fe [r2->r2] is restricting, f(R)<R, then (f(R))2 =
f*(R2) ^R2- Thus f* is restricting, too.
(50) If fe [ r 2 ^ r 2 ] is increasing, i.e., if S<T, f(S)<f(T),
then if S2<T2 then (f(S))2<(f(T))2,
i.e., f*(S2)<f*(T2). Thus f* is increasing.
(51) If fe [ R 2 ^ r 2 ] is additive, i.e., f(SvT) = f(S) v f(T),
then
(f(SvT))2 = (f(S) V f(T))2 = (f(S))2 v (f(T))2, and so
f*((SvT)2) = f^(S2vT2) = f*(S2) v f*(T2).
Thus f* is also additive.
In the same way, we can prove that subject-oriented
functions also inherit these properties. That is, for all
subject oriented functions fe [r2—>r2], there is a unique
function f»e [P->P] such that f*(Ri) = (f(R))i for all
R e r 2 Let us define the set of such functions as follows:
(52) S O * =df. {f*e [P^P]I f*(Ri) = (f(R))i for all
R e r 2 and all subject-oriented fiinctions
fe[R2^R2]}
(53) 0 0 * =df. {f*e [P^P]I f*(R2) = (f(R))2 for all
R e r 2 and all object-oriented functions
f€[R2-^R2]}
Then, from the previous discussion in (49-51), we see all
functions in S O * and O O * are intersecting, increasing, and
additive functions. W e also note the following:
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(54) Theorem-1: S O * = 0 0 *
(55) Theorem-2: S 0 * / 0 0 * is identical to W7Ip-*P],
the set of intersecting functions in [P-»P].
(Proof included in Appendix)
N o w by the theorem (51) from Keenan and Faltz (1985) we
get (57) Theorem-3.
(56) Theorem ( K & F 1985:147): Let B be a boolean
algebra, and let the function u: [B^[B-4B]] be defined
as follows: given /? e B, u(fc) is that
function from B into B such that for each ce B,
(u(fc))(c) = c/\b. Then u is an isomorphism of B onto
WTTb—>B]. 'he set of intersecting functions from B
into B.
(57) Theorem-3: S0*/00* are isomorphic to the set of
properties P.
(56) and (57) state a main result on the denotational
constraints for unary locative PPs. This result also applies
to binary locative PPs: Each binary locative PP (Symmetric
Path locatives) uniquely determines a function which refers
to a spatial dependency between two arguments. And, as we
showed for unary locatives, such functions are restricting,
increasing, and additive, and the set of their denotations is
isomorphic to the set of binary relations (R2), and so
isomorphic to the set of intersecting functions from r 2 into
r2. Formally, with the definition in (58), we get (59) and
(60):
(58) S x O * = d f {f*e[R2^R2]|f*(S) = S&Rfforall
Se r 2 and all fe S x O , and Rf is a spatial
relation determined by f}
(59) Theorem-4: S x O * is identical to I N T \ R ^ ^ R \
the set of intersecting functions in [r2^r2].
(60) Theorem-5: S x O * is isomorphic to the set of binary
relations r2.
Finally, let us consider a sentence with a three place
predicate and a binary locative PP:
(61) John showed the picture to Mary through
the window
(61) contains a three place predicate show and a symmetric
path locative through the window. The PP is oriented to the
second and third arguments, and the sentence entails 'the
picture and Mary were on the opposite sides of the window'.
Thus, the PP determines a spatial dependency between the
two arguments 'the picture' and 'Mary', which is inherently
binary.
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Appendix
(55) Theorem-2: S0*/00* is identical to W7Tp->p],
the set of intersecting functions in [P-»P].
Proof:
(1) For all fe SO*IQO*, f is restricting, increasing, and
additive, w e show f is intersecting, i.e., f(a) = f(l)Aa, for
all a e P.
By the definition of boolean complement, a v a - 1, and
aAa'= 0. Since f is addtive, f(l) = f(ava') = f(a)vf(a'),
where a' is the boolean complement of a.
Thus, f(l)Aa
= (f(a)vf(a'))Aa
= (f(a)Aa) V (f(a')Aa)
Distributive law in P
Since f is restricting,
= f(a) V (f(a')Aa)
i.e., f(a)<a
= f(a)
The last equation comes from this: Since f is restricting,
f(a)<a, f(a')<a', and aAa'= 0, so f(a)Af(a') = 0, and
f(a')Aa = 0.
Therefore, f(a) = f(l)Aa, which proves f is intersecting.
(2) N o w w e show that intersecting functions are
restricting, increasing, and additive: i.e., INTp/p
cSO*/00*.
From the above K&F's theorem, each intersecting function
is restricting. Let a<P, then f(a)= f(l)Aa < f(l)AP = f(P).
So, f is increasing.
Let a,pe P, then
f(avP) = f(l)A(avP)
f is intersecting
= (f(l)Aa)v(f(l)Ap)
Distributive law in P
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= f(a)vf((3)
f is intersecting
Thus f is additive.
(1) and (2) prove that INTp/p = S0*/00*.###
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Abstract
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I describe an implemented computationeJ model of verbal aspect that supports the proposition that the semantics of aspect is grounded in sensory-motor primitives.
In this theory, aspectual expressions refer to schematized piocesses that recur in sensory-motor control (such
as goal, periodicity, iteration,finalstate, duration, and
parameters such as force and effort). This active model
of aspect grounded in sensory-motor primitives is able
to model cross-linguistic variation in aspectual expressions while avoiding some paradoxes and problems in
model-theoretic and other traditional accounts.

Basic Result
This paper describes a computer simulation that provides evidence to support the following proposition.
Aspectual expressions are linguistic
Proposition 1
devices referring to schematized processes that recur
in sensory-motor control (such as inception, interruption termination, iteration, enabling, completion, force,
and effort).

W e describe a computational model of such schematized
perceptuo-motor processes called X-schemas. The model
Introduction
is inspired by knowledge of what is known about the
The study of aspect pertains to the study of linguistic cortical representation of high-level motor control and
satisfies general computational constraints on modeling
devices that enable a speaker to direct the hearer's attenneural activity. In the implemented model, the semantion to the internal temporal character of a situation.^
tics of individual verbs are active and primarily involve
M a n y languages have grammatical aspectual modifiers
salient features of behavior control. Inherent aspect natsuch as English progressive construction ( X -ing) which
urally falls out of the representation of verbal semantics.
focuses on the ongoing nature of an underlying process
I propose a second active structure called the conwhile allowing for inferences that the process has started
troller, that captures a control generalization over many
and that it has not yet completed. Similarly, the use of
individual X-schemas. T h e controller is itself an Xthe perfect construction (has X -ed) allows a speaker to
schema and models important regularities that are reldirect the attention of the hearer to the consequences
evant in the evolution of processes (enabling, inception,
of the described situation. Languages also have a variin-process, completion, suspension, resumption, etc.).
ety of other means to express aspect including aspectual
T h e semantics of Aspect arise from the bi-directional
verbs like start, end, cease, continue, and stop and reinteraction of the generalized controller with the spelated grammatical forms.
cific underlying X-schema for the verb in question. This
T h e frequency with which languages refer to events
active model of aspect grounded in sensory-motor primand the universality of such expressions has m a d e aspect
itives is able to model cross-linguistic variation in asan object of study since Aristotle. Aspect is a particupectual expressions while resolving paradoxes and problarly interesting phenomenon because in all languages
lems in model-theoretic and other traditional accounts.
studied, the natural or inherent verb semantics combine
Current work is extending the framework to include
with and modify the interpretations and entailments of
metaphoric expressions of aspect.
the grammatical marker system. This makes a composiI begin by briefly outlining motor control primitives
tional account of the semantics of aspect difficult giving
relevant to the modeling of Verbal Aspect through an
rise to m a n y paradoxes and problems (Dowty 1979).
example which will serve to use to illustrate the basic
This paper demonstrates that a compositional semantics of Aspect can be constructed if w e take the em- ideas.
bodiment of action in a neural system seriously. In this
Relevant Features of Perceptuo-motor
context, this work is part of ongoing research in the Lo
control
project exploring issues in Embodied Language (FeldConsider what is required for a high-level controller that
monitors and controls the walking behavior. T h e con' Aspects differ from Tenses in that whereas tenses deal
troller has to be active until the destination is reached.
with the temporal relations between situations (such as past,
This includes monitoring and controlling both concurpresent and future), aspects enable focus on the composirent and sequential execution of sub-actions. S o m e of
tional attributes of a situation.
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dinating sensory and motor inputs to a state of readiness
as well as be able to know about the successful completion of a program.

these 8ub-zu:tions m a y be primitive (corresponding to
motor synergies in biological control). Others m a y be
further refined (shown as shaded nodes in Figure 1).
Figure 1 shows thefirstlevel refinement of the walk behavior. Subsequent refinements would include the constituent synergies that m a k e up a step (the various s w m g
and stance phases and their temporal arrangement).
At d£»anaaion'.
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Figure 2: T h e Schema controller is a generic structure
that captures relevant features of behavior control.
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Figure 1: A simplified w a l k s c h e m a

T h e actual execution trajectory is conditional o n the
results of perceptual tests a n d / o r world inputs. For exa m p l e the basic cycle of ready =;• test footing => take
step of the W a l k X - s c h e m a m a y b e interrupted if the result of test footing fails. T h e basic cycle repeats (at a rate
specified b y the rate input p a r a m e t e r ) until the agent
receives information (asynchronously f r o m a perceptual
process) of being at the destination. A t this point the
walking process is completed. Thus an X-schema has to
be capable of event-based interruption and should be capable of monitoring and controlling the state of resources
(such as energy levels).
In summary, to monitor and control the execution
of motor programs and their effects in a dynamic environment, X-schemas need to control both periodic
and aperiodic actions with real durations (to monitor, timeout, initiate error-recovery procedures) and to
be able to check and monitor conditions and resource
usage. These include monitoring resource consumption
(energy level), as well as respecting mutual exclusion
constraints (can't hold two blocks at the same time)),
and enabling and disabling conditions (can't walk if the
ground is slippery) They should be capable of goal based
enabling and should be able to monitor and remain active until achievement of the goal. Together, I will refer
to these abstracted primitives (duration, periodicity,
resources, goals and conditions) as the process primitives.
The Schema Controller
The controller is a control generalization over different
X-schemas. Thus whether our simulated robot controller
controls the execution of a push or walk schema, it monitors the enabling, inception, or ongoing a n d termination
of the m o t o r p r o g r a m . It should also b e capable of coor-

Crucially, the generic controller is itself an active
structure or X-schema. T h e controller sends signals to
individual motor schemas and m a y transition based on
signals from the underlying schema. Thus nodes in the
controller bind to process states in the underlying behavior. Directed arcs constrain behavior execution trajectories. The controller is stateful and the control graph
encodes possible process evolution trajectories. Thus if
the ongoing node is active, the controller can conclude
that the activity in question has already started and that
the next interesting transition is to the termination.
Links To Verb Semantics
W e hypothesize that such sensory-motor controllers m a y
be directly coded in our neural circuitry and be available
to other cognitive processes such as language interpretation, and more relevantly m a y ground the semantic and
grammatical structure of the well known linguistic notions mentioned above.
W h e n composed with the process primitives, the
controller forms the basis for grounding verbal aspect.
T h e process primitives characterize the inherent semantics of the verb. A n y individual verb m a y have some or
all of these parameters set to specific values.'^
The important thing to note is that both the controller
and the process primitives that characterize the underlying verb are X-schemas. In this way, the semantics of
the verb is grounded in the execution of the action itself.
Figure 3 shows the same schema as the one in Figure 1
but now redrawn to include the controller abstraction.
Aspect Modifiers or other grammatical devices are like
knobs which when set activate the corresponding controller node, sanctioning which inferences can be m a d e
^ These parameters inspired by sensory motor primitives
generalize Talmy's aspectual primitives (TaJmy 1985) and can
easily derive the Vendler-Taylor-Dowty classification V D T
(Dowty 1979).
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tINDINGSI

Arcs connect Transitions to Places. T h e bi-partite nature of the X-schema naturally captures the well known
state/event distinction that pervades linguistic analysis (Langacker 1987). In X-schemas, both states and
events are distributed over the entire net. A specific
state of the schema corresponds to a m a r k i n g . Formally a marking is a function that assigns either 0 or a
positive integer to each place. The state of the X-schema
is thus described by an M-t)ec<or, where the ith element
of the vector is M { i ) , denoting the number of tokens in
the ith Place. Clearly, the M -vector ranges over the
number of Places in the net.

HI DINGS

Figure 3: Grammatical devices activate states in the
controller S c h e m a which bind to process states or dynamic sub-processes generating interpretations and allowing for inferences.

by the hearer, given the s a m e underlying schema (verb
form). Languages m a y differ in which knob settings they
allow, and hence m a y vary which aspects and h o w m u c h
bandwidth they allow the speaker.
In Figure 3, w e see h o w the English Perfect construction essentially activates the result state of the underlying verb (X-schema). In this case, what is relevant are
the characteristics of the process that bind to the result
stage of the controller. In the case of Jack has walked to
the store, this implies that the speaker directs the hearer's attention to the fact that Jack is at the store, probably a little tired. In contrast, Jack is walking to the store
activates the process node of the controller thus calling
the hearer's attention to facts such as Jack is not at the
store, but actively walking towards it, expending energy,
etc.
Thus, meaning arises from the d y n a m i c binding of
a specific activation state of the controller X-schema to
a specific activation state of the verb X-schema. T h e
structure of the controller and the relevant set of features that characterize the verb jointly control the compositional possibilities.
Computational Model
The computational model of X-schemas is based on an
extension to Petri nets (Murata 1989).
Definition 1 . X-schema
An X-schema consists of places{ P ) and Transitions ( T ) connected by weighted directed arcs
A { A € { V x r ) U { T xV)).
Each arc a,j € ^ has
weight Wij ( Wij e^f). Input Arcs *T {*T £ { V x T ) )
connect Input Places to Transitions. Output Arcs T *
i T * € { T x V ) ) connect Transitions to Output Places.
Places are typed as enable places S , inhibitory places
I , or resource places Tl.
T h e underlying model of an X-schema is a weighted,
bipartite graph that consists of Places and Transitions. Input Arcs connect Places to Transitions, Output

Definition 2 . Execution Semantics
X-schemas have a well specified real-time execution
semantics where the next state function is specified by
the firing rule. In order to simulate the dynamic behavior of a system, a Marking of the X-schema is changed
according to the following firing rule.^
1. A transition t is said to be enabled if n o inhibitory
input place J G I of t is m a r k e d a n d if each enable
place e £ S of t is m a r k e d and all other input places
p e V. have at least Wpt tokens, where Wpt is the
weight of the arc from p to t.
2. A n instantaneous transition fires as soon as it is enabled. A timed transitionfiresafter a fixed delay or
at an exponentially distributed rate.
3. T h efiringof an enabled transition t, removes Wpt
tokens from each non-inhibitory, non-enabled input
place p and places u',p tokens in each output place
oft.
T h e following theorem is stated here without proof.''
T h e o r e m 1 . A n X-schema is formally equivalent to
a b o u n d e d Generalized Stochastic Petri Net ( G S P N ) .
The reachability graph of a marked X-schema is thus isomorphic to a continuous time semi-markov process.
T h e theorem is important to our effort since Petri nets
are one of the most popular and well studied Computer
Science formalisms for specifying, modeling, and analyzing highly distributed and concurrent systems (Murata
1989). Algorithms and analysis techniques from that literature can directly be brought in to our work. For instance, to model hierarchical action sets with variables
and parameters, w e extend the basic model to allow tokens to carry variable binding information (i.e. they are
individuated and typed). T h e expressive power remains
unchanged since it is well known in Petri net theory that
a net with afiniteset of colors can be unfolded into one
with a single color.
^ While the firing rule semantics allows enabled Transitions
tofirein a distributed manner using local clocks, our sequential simulation adjusts step size to be able tofiremultiple
enabled transitions.
*The proof can be found in (Narayanan 1997). Intuitively,
the idea of the proof should be obvious to readers familiar
with Petri nets, especially since I have used Petri net terminology in the definitions. The non-trivial issues are proving
the boundedness of X-schemas and converting the various
place and arc types to their equivalent Petri net primitives
without decreasing decision power.
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graphically.^
A n example is shown in Figure 4. T h e Perfect perAspectued modifiers such as {-ing, has X-ed), and other spective that results from the has walked to the store
techniques (such as verbs and adverbs like start, stop
results in a specific activation to the result stage of the
etc.) provide an initial marking to the controller
controller X-schema resulting in a specific binding to the
schema. The initial marking consists of placing tokens
walk situation. Here the hearer is sanctioned the inferin selected place(s) preferentially selecting one or more
ence that Jack is at the store and possibly tired. More
transitions. T h e inherent semantics of a verb form inimportantly, using the perfect aspect the speaker sets
teracts with the controller by enabling or disabling spethe context that inferences relevant for future discourse
cific transitions. Our model allows any of the controller
are the world conditions and agent state as a consequence
nodes to be decomposed further. For instance the beof having walked to the store.
ginning of an activity m a y involve a limited number of
Imperfective Paradox
sub-processes (the starting process). T h e process transition is usually decomposed to an appropriate subnet.
T h e Imperfective Paradox (Dowty 1979) comes from trying to separate verbs of accomplishment from verbs of
Figure 4 shows the implemented computational model
activity. O n e diagnostic test comes from the diflferent
of that corresponds to Figure 3. In the graphical repreentailments of the two verb classes when used in the
sentation of X-schemas, Places are drawn as circles, and
Progressive Aspect.
Transitions as boxes. If a Place p is marked with the
integer ifc , we say that the ''Place p is marked with k
tokens." Graphically, this is illustrated by the presence
of a black dot with the integer it alongside the relevant
ready
•
I
I
I
Place p .
The top half (enclosed by the broken line rectangle)
vis_ok
corresponds to the controller abstraction. In the model,
I
I
I
every verb has and interacts with an instance of the constep
troller X-schema. T h e specific interactions come from
• •
^ H
^ H
the inherent semantics of the verb through its process
features. For example, walking involves specific enabling
result
1
conditions (such as a proper upright posture, a visual
test indicating a steady ground, etc.) specific resources
energy
like energy, and m a y have a specific goal such as being
p ^
^ _
at the store. These features interact with the controller
preferentially enabling or disabling transitions.
Figure 5: Interpretation of walking as a trace of a portion
of the M a r k i n g vector
Profraulvr
Results of t h e A s p e c t

Model

CONTROLLER

Consider the difference between Jack was walking and
Jack was walking to the store. T h e first sentence sanctions the inference that Jack walked, whereas the second
does not sanction the inference that Jack walked to the
store. This creates what is referred to as the imperfective paradox, and model theoretic accounts are forced
to invent new unanalyzed primitives such as the inertia! world primitive Inr (Dowty 1979) (set of predictable
world futures) to establish truth conditions that satisfy
this test.
Figure 6 and Figure 5 graphically depict the relevant portion of the Marking vector for the situations
described by the two sentences. In our model, the difference comes from the constraint that in one case the
result is obtained only if the goal (reaching the store)
obtains.® In the case of walking, no such constraint exists
and the result obtains after every two steps (taken from

fmuh ^
n lus
Lotemipt
c rc_up

ffep fraie. p^aLjl)
Figure 4: Interpreting the sentence Jack has walked to
the store. The generic controller X-schema binds to the
process X-schema, in the context of activation to the
generic controller provided by the perfect aspect.

Interactions also come from the grammatical devices,
which typically supply an initial activation (marking)
to the controJier. For instance, consider the situation
faced by our interpreter upon hearing the utterance Jack
has walked into the store. Figure 4 shows this situation
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*For exposition purposes, the teat-foot branch is not
shown.
*Goal attainment can be asynchronously asserted by a
scheduled or unscheduled perceptual process (or can be time
based (I saw Jack walking to the store yesterday)), and the
X-schema reacts appropriately.

ready

I

I

Traditional accounts are forced to a b a n d o n compositionality (Comrie 1976) a n d invent a n e w class of situations,
which once started cannot be prevented. In our model
(assuming Comrie's reading) this is simply done through
preferential inhibition of the iterate a n d interrupt transitions of the controller s h o w n in Figure 8.

I

vis_ok
1

1

1

step

I•

•

^

at store

IUr.le Q

^RMdy j Jsurt V

1

Result

Process

result
1

->/ C»IK«I j

Figure 6: Interpretation of walking to the store as a trace
of the relevant portion of the M a r k i n g vector

[bindings

P'^-^Suspend

BINDINCSi

BINDINGS

/^terminal ^
Dowty's definition (Dowty 1979)). Technically the resolution of the paradox relies on whether the reachability
graph of the active X-schema contains the result as a submarking, a question that can be answered by activation
propagation over the X-schema. In general the active,
action-based representation including the ability of our
model to dynamically model the effects of resources and
voluntary or involuntary suspensions seems to be essential to capture the issues involved.
C o m p o s i t i o n a l Issues
/^

fUrate
FlnWi

>* Result

health worsens
Figure 8: Inherent Semantics m a y preferentially constrain possible evolutions

Perfectivizing O p e r a t o r s
Figure 9 shows one possible abstraction from the controller where the process is not monitored, only starts
and finishes are. In this case, through a well defined
net transformation (Murata 1989), we get a a simplified controller that (see Figure 9) corresponds to the the
perfective perspective present in m a n y languages (Langacker 1987). Note that a perfective allows iteration but
not interruption since there is no internal structure.

llnterr
^
INDINCS

BINDING^

BINDINGS\

Iterate

^

^Readyj_/st.rt j --/Finish ) /Re«Jlj
Imperfectlvize

pftlmopcn
iuntc palm-motioD while
nuinuiniag a>nuct
Figure 7: Interaction of Lexical Semantics with G r a m matical Aspect

^
^Readyj—J Start V > { p r
—=/ Canceij

Often, the inherent semantics can m a k e generating
the m e a n i n g of aspectual expressions non-compositional.
For e x a m p l e in the cases H e is rubbing ointment or H e
is coughing, the normal reading is inherently iterative.
( T a l m y 1985) points out that this has to d o with the
inherently iterative nature of certain activities. Figure 7
shows h o w the inherently iterative nature of certain activities can preferentially enable the iterate transition of
the controller, generating the desired interpretation.
Another example of a problem with the V D T classification c o m e s from trying to classify verbs like die.
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Perfectlvlie

Finish
Intemj

Suspen

Figure 9: Perfectiving and Imperfectivizing operators

Other W a y s T o Express Aspect
While most languages have grammatically obligated
structures for expressing aspect, there are m a n y optional
devices used as well. In the model proposed here, these
correspond to activating specific states (trajectories) of

In the Lo project, we hypothesize that "much" of
what is grammaticalized in a language is grounded in
patterns generated by our sensory and motor systems
as we interact in the world. W e conjecture that perceptual and motor control generalizations similar to and
interacting with the controller can model tense, conditionals, and modals. Preliminary work in this regard
has been promising but much remains to be done.

the controller. Figure 10 shows some examples of this
phenomenon. One interesting result of our design is that
many lexical items code for specific types of interrupts
in the controller (for example stumble codes interrupting
a walk schema through a bumpy ground). Secondly, we
note that metaphors from different source domains map
onto the controller (ex. set out (journey metaphor) and
enter (container) m a p to the start state). These provide independent evidence that the controller abstraction seems to capture the inherent temporal structure
of events. An X-schema based model that can interpret metaphoric expressions about events is described in
(Narayanan 1997).
iltnite

^

Q

h

^
/c.ncelj\
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:•' Iterative
Finish

->/Result J

^/"^"""^^uspend)^

lnceptlve(start,
Completive
InuninenUready,
shuru (hind!))
•l)OUt-IO, ^^^^^^ -^^^ ^^^ code for transitions
th«yar<hlndl))
ffz. stumble, fall interrupt the walk schema)
Figure 10: Other ways of Expressing aspect

Conclusion
The main focus of this paper was to provide evidence
for the proposition that the semantics of verbal aspect
is grounded in primitives of sensory- motor control. To
this end, we outlined a novel computational representation and simulation, inspired by well known perceptuomotor process features, that captures interesting distinctions made by aspectual expressions while avoiding some
paradoxes in standard accounts. Recent work has shown
that the representation can deal with particle constructions (such as eat up, back off) and temporal adverbials.
The active, dynamic, highly-responsive nature of Xschemas enables them to model real-time, defeasible inferences. This novel feature of our model distinguishes it
from previous attempts to model Aspect (Moens 1988;
Scheler 1996), and allows for a natural solution to the attendant issues of context-sensitivity and inference. W e
note that (Steedman 1995) proposes the use of dynamic
logic to represent the semantics of Tense and Aspect. In
this context, we are exploring the connection between
X-schemas and a dynamic version of situation calculus.
Other related work shows an equivalence between the
multiplicative fragment of linear logic (Girard 1987) and
X-schemas. Furthermore, there are similarities between
X-schemas and connectionist models of general purpose
reasoning (Grannes et al. 1997). W e hope that such links
may provide some answers regarding the interaction between deliberative and reactive cognitive processes.
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attributed to teachers' predictions and to students'
performances appear to be the cause for poor predictions.

Abstract
Mathematics teachers and mathematics educational
researchers were asked to rank order arithmetic and algebra
problems for their predicted problem-solving difficulty for
students. It was discovered that these predictions matched
closely the view presented implicitly by c o m m o n
mathematics textbooks, but they deviated systematically
from actual algebra students' performances in important
ways. The Textbook view of early algebra development was
contrasted with the Verbal Precedence (VP) model of
development. The latter was found to provide a betterfitof
students' performance data. Implications for student and
teacher cognition are discussed in light of these findings.

Theoretical Framework: Difficulty Factors

Introduction
O u r current investigation explores the relationship of
teachers' predictions of the development of early algebra
reasoning, and students' actual performances. Early algebra
is that area of math learning that builds upon and extends
young people's arithmetic thinking to include unknown
quantities and general patterns. This research advances our
understanding of the development of children's quantitative
reasoning.
A s students shift from an arithmetic view of problem
solving to an algebraic perspective, teachers must also shift
their practice. T h e single greatest influence on teachers'
decisions is their perceptions of students' academic abilities
(Borko & Shavelson, 1990). A n y gains in understanding
about teachers' perceptions and misperceptions of students'
reasoning abilities strengthens our programs of teacher
preparation and instructional practices in the classroom. This
work extends models of teacher cognition, and h o w
professional practitioners' knowledge shapes their practice.
This study examines teachers' and researchers' beUefs
about the factors that m a k e mathematics problems difficult
for early algebra students. T h e accuracy of teachers'
predictions is compared to problem-solving performance data
of students' obtained elsewhere (Koedinger, Nathan, &
Tabachneck, 1996; Tabachneck, Koedinger, & Nathan,
1994), and discrepancies between teachers' predictions and
students' performances are identified, and examined within a
model-comparison approach that extends c o m m o n views of
algebraic reasoning. Differences between the models

The body of work on arithmetic story problem solving of
younger children (e.g.. Carpenter et al., 1994; D e Corte,
Greer, & Verschaffel, in press; Shalin & Bee, 1985)
provides firm methodological and theoretical bases for this
study of high school students' algebraic reasoning and its
development and impediments.
U n k n o w n values Problem difficulty is strongly affected
by die role (or position) of the unknown quantity within the
problem statement. Result-unknown problems (P6, Table 1)
in which the unknown quantity is the result of the events
being described, tend to be significantly easier than Startunknown problems (P3, Table 1) where the unknown value
refers to a quantity needed to specify a relationship
(Carpenter et al., 1994; Riley & Greeno, 1988).
Riley and Greeno (1988) found that while 1st grade
students were 1 0 0 % correct on result-unknown problems,
they were 3 3 % correct on start-unknown problems.
Differences like this have also been found at the college
level (Koedinger & Tabachneck, 1995). Result-unknown
problems lend themselves to direct modeling and arithmetic
calculations, and tend to be referred to as "arithmetic
problems." Start-unknown problems tend to subvert simple
modeling and direct calculation and often require algebraic
methods, or sophisticated, modeling (cf Hall et al., 1989).
Presentation
f o r m a t T h e format in which a
mathematical problem is presented also bears on problem
difficulty. Story problems (PI, P4) are in a verbal format
and contain contextual information about the problem
situation which can be used by the solver as a source of
problem elaboration, reframing, and solution constraints (cf
Baranes, Perry, & Stigler, 1989). The observed performance
differences between start-unknown and result-unknown
problems apply to symbolically presented problems as well
as those presented linguistically (Tabachneck et al., 1995).
Symbolic arithmetic problems (P6) are typically described as
number sentences. There is also a presentation format
intermediate to the story problem and symbolic equation
format. This word equation format (P2, P5) is verbal in

' Some of the data discussed were presented at the American Educational Research Association ( A E R A ) annual meeting, 1996.
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presentation and describes the relationship among pure
quantities (both known and unknown) with no story context.
Table 1: Sample problems.
PI) When Ted got home from his waiter job, he
multiplied his hourly wage by the 6 hours he worked that
day. Then he added the $66 he made in tips and found he
earned $81.90. H o w much per hour did Ted make?
P2) Starting with some number, if I multiply it by 6
and then add 66 I get 81.9. What did I start with?
P3) Solve for X: X * 6 + 66 = 81.90
P4) When Ted got home from his waiter job, he took
the $81.90 he earned that day and subtracted the $66 he
received in tips. Then he divided the remaining money by
the 6 hours he worked and found his hourly wage. H o w
much per hour does Ted make?
P5) Starting with 81.9, if I subtract 66 and then divide
by 6,1 get a number. What is it?
P6) Solve for X: (81.90 - 66) / 6 = X
Experiment 1: Teachers' Predictions

Results and Discussion
The average rank ordering produced by the mathematics
teachers in our sample is presented in thefirstcolumn of
Table 3. Teachers' rank ordering of the six problem types
was analyzed using a 2-way, repeated-measures A N O V A
with position unknown (result v. start) and presentation
format (story v. word-equation v. symbol) as within-subjects
factors, and difficulty rank (1-6) as the dependent measure.
U n k n o w n values Across all problem types, 8 4 % of the
teachers ranked result-unknown (P4,P5,P6) problems
(arithmetic) as easier than start-unknown problems. This
resulted in a significant main effect for the unknown value
factor, F(l,134)=5.9,p<.02. Arithmetic equations (P6) were
favored over arithmetic word-equations (P5), and word
equations favored slightly over arithmetic story problems
(P4). Six percent viewed start-unknown problems as easier
than result-unknown problems, and 1 0 % were inconsistent.
Presentation format The data show 4 2 % of teachers
ranking symbol equation (P3,P6) problems (ignoring the
unknown value factor) as consistently more difficult than
word-equations on average, and 4 9 % ranking equations as
consistently more difficult than story problems (PI, P4) on
average. Fewer than 3 0 % ranked verbal algebra problems
(story and word equation combined) as being as easy to solve
as symbolically presented arithmetic problems.

Subjects and Procedure
Participants were mathematics teachers (n=68) in the
Table 3: Difficulty rank of teachers' and
southeastern United States from a wide range of settings and
researchers and student performances.
socio-economic communities, including predominantly
minority-based inner city schools, rural communities, aiKl
Teachers Researchers Students Textbook
suburban areas. They were recruited from a teacher workshop
view
(n=68)
(n=35)
aggregated
during the summer, and included 7th through 12th grades.
mean rank mean rank (n=76+171)
The teachers were asked to rank order problems of the six
[% correct]
different types shown in Table 1, from easiest to most
difficult, based on the criterion, "How hard do I think these
P4 [78%]
P5
P6
P6
Easy*
problems are for m y students?" without discussion .
P5 [72%]
P5
P4
P5
Teachers also provided information about the student grade
P4
P4
P6
level that the teacher considered in developing the ranking,
Med.*
P3
PI [59%]
P3
P3
and whether they assumed calculator use.
P6
[55%]
PI
The problems can be mapped on to the factors discussed
P2[51%1
and presented in Table 2 using the number entries in the
Haid*
P2
P2
P3 [31%]
P2
table (e.g., PI) as an index to the problems of Table 1. Note
that the underlying mathematical relationships are the same
PI
PI
across the problems. This underlying structure was not
* Difficulty divisions (Easy, Med, Hard) show significant
discussed with the participants.
differences (p<.05) in mean ranking or performance levels.
Table 2: Sample problems organized by
unknown value and presentation type.

Unknown
Result-unk
Start-unk

Verbal problems
Story
Woni
P4
P5
PI
P2

Symbol

P6
P3

The authors recommend that the reader take a few minutes to
perform this rank ordering task before reading further.
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Start-unknown problems were ranked as most difficult by
teachers based on a post hoc comparison, p=.05. Within
this, verbally presented problems are considered particularly
difficult. Over 7 6 % of the teachers ranked story and wori
equation start-unknown problems as more difficult than all
other problem types. A post hoc comparison among all six
problems revealed that teachers (70%) ranked start-unknown
(i.e., algebra) word-equation problems as the most difficult
problem type given, p=.05.
Teachers showed a strong tendency to rank algebra
problems as more difficult than matched arithmetic
problems, regardless of the presentation format. In
comparing formats, teachers tended to rank verbally

1995; Koedingeret al., 1996) solved problems based on the
six problem types shown in Tables 1 and 2. Koedinger and
his colleagues term their investigation a difficulty factors
assessment (DFA) because it seeks to systematically identify
the factors affecting students' problem-solving difficulties.
In the two studies, 76 and 117 ninth grade students,
respectfully, completed quizzes in their math classes. All
students were either currently enrolled in a high school
Algebra I class, or had completed it the previous year.
Student performance The initial set of student
performance data (n=76) showed highly significant effects of
unknown value and presentation format. As predicted by
teachers, students scored much lower on start-unknown
(algebra) problems than on result-unknown problems,
F(l,75) = 48.9,p<.0001. Contrary to teachers' expectations,
however, students' experienced greater difficulties when
solving symbol equation problems than verbally presented
problems, F(2,75) = 12.6,/7<.0001. Also, in contrast to the
view proffered by teachers or by textbooks, students' do not
find algebra story and word problems to be most difficult.
Algebra equation problems were significantly less likely to
be correctly solved than either story problems or wordequation problems (p<.0\ in a post hoc test). Algebra story
and algebra word-equation problems were actually found to
be equal in difficulty to arithmetic symbol problems, a
result predicted by only 4.5% of the teachers in the sample.
A replication of these results was made the following
year, and largely parallel the originalfindings.Students
(n=171) showed a greater tendency to accurately solve resultExperiment 2: Researchers' Predictions
unknown than start-unknown problems, F(l,170)=138,
/7<.0001. The effect of presentation format was largely
Subjects and Procedure
replicated in this study as well, (F(2,170)=38.4, p<.000l).
Participants were mathematics educational researchers (n=35) Symbolic equations were significantly more difficult than
dispersed throughout the US, and were recruited via an
either story problems or word equation problems, p<.Ol.
Internet discussion group on algebraic thinking and teaching. However, these data found that result-unknown wordResearchers received the same problems and task
equation problems (P5) were significantly more difficult
instructions as the teachers (Experiment 1). The materials
than result-unknown story problems (P4), p<.Ol.
were distributed and collected electronically over e-mail.
The pattern of resultsft^omboth student samples are so
similar that the combined results are representative of each
Results
group. The relative difficulty ordering of the problems for
The mathematics researchers showed strong agreement
the combined data sets are shown in Table 3.
with teachers and the textbook view. About 66% of the
Three generalizations can be drawn from the student data:
respondents consistently ranked start-unknown problems as
(a) Start-unknown problems are harder for these students
harder than result-unknown problems across the 3
than result-unknown (p < .001); (b) Symbolic equation
presentation forms, while 3 4 % ranked result-unknown
problems are harder than both word equation problems and
problems as more difficult in some but not all cases. About story problems (p < .001). The latter two verbal problem
3 1 % of the respondents consistently ranked equations as
types are about equal in difficulty in the original study
easiest. Only 2 3 % of the respondents consistently ranked
(n=76), while word equation problems were more difficult
equations as harder Uian word and story problems within
for story problems in the replication (n=171); and (c) the
each of the two levels of the position unknown factor. These relative amount of difficulty attributed to symbolism (b,
data indicate that researchers view story problems as haidCT above) is as large as the amount of difficulty due to startthan equations for start-unknown (i.e., algebra) problems, unknown (algebraic) problems (a, above).
and see all forms of start-unknown problems as harder than
Teachers predicted much of what makes problems difficult
all result-unknown problems (Table 3).
for students. A Kendall's Rank Correlation (Tau) yields a
significant relationship between teachers' ratings and
Student Performance versus Teacher
students' performances, T(12)=.61, p=.03 (see Table 3).
Expectations: A M o d e l Comparison
However, some significant systematic discrepancies with
W e discuss the abovefindingsof teachers' and researchers' students' performances are also apparent.
Students' solution strategies Tabachneck et al.
predictions of problem difficulty in relation to student
performance data. Students in two studies (Tabachneck et al., (1994) observedfivemajor types of solution strategies used

presented problems (i.e., story and word-equation) as more
difficult for students than symbolic equation problems in
algebra and arithmetic. There was no significant interaction
between presentation format and position unknown.
Textbook view In an attempt to determine the source
of teachers' predictions, two prominent mathematics
textbook series were analyzed for their treatment of
arithmetic and early algebra concepts. The textbook series
first presented arithmetic computations in symbol form,
followed by the application of these procedures to stories and
scenarios. The algebraic formalism was introduced next
along with rules of symbol manipulation. Start-unknown
problems (and translation methods) were then introduced as
applications of the formalism. The chapter organizations
followed the general pattern showed in Table 3.
Kendall's rank correlation revealed a highly significant
agreement between teachers' rankings (Table 3) and the
ordering offered by the mathematics textbook series,
ttl2)=.867, p=.0\5. Teachers ranked start-unknown
(algebra) problems as significantly more difficult than resultunknown (arithmetic) problems. They also ranked verbally
presented problems within each category as more difficult
than the corresponding symbol-equation problem. From
this, it seems apparent that teachers' decisions regarding
problem difficulty are influenced by the order of topics in
textbooks. Teachers seem to use the textbook view as a
basis for their predictions of problem difficulty for students.
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by the high school students to solve the 6 classes of
problems in Table 2. The first two groups — arithmetic and
algebraic methods — are school taught. The other three —
diagrams (direct modehng), guess-and-test, and unwindinj:! —
are informally adopted and invented strategies. In addition to
these, students' m a y have provided no response, or provided
insufficient information to allow coding a strategy. Guessand-test refers to the class of model-based methods used for
iterative analysis or "hand simulations" of the events of the
problem (e.g.. Hall et al., 1989). Unwinding methods allow
the student to work backwards from the givens of the
problem and "unwind" or undo the quantitative constraints
imposed, in order to isolate the unknown (cf. Kieran &
Chalouh, 1990; Polya, 1957).Unwinding often parallels the
steps referred to in the scenario of a story problem, or the
order of mathematical constraints provided. Unlike an
algebraic approach, unwinding makes no use of equations or
symbolic place-holders for unknown quantities. Unwinding
may be done mentally by the solver (Koedinger &
Tabachneck, 1995), or through the solver's written work.
These strategies supported students' problem-solving
processes, and appeared to allow students to solve problems
which would otherwise be beyond their reach, and avoid
school-taught methods that are error-prone.
A n analysis of the strategies from original student data
(n=76) was conducted. Arithmetic strategies, not
surprisingly, were used overwhelmingly in solving resultunknown problems. For start-unknown problems nonstandard solution approaches were preferred, and were more
successful than standard methods. Story problems tended to
elicit the unwinding strategy from students 5 6 % of the time.
Story problems seldom elicited the symbol manipulation
methods associated with algebra (only 6 % of the time).
Situation-less word equation problems tended to elicit either
a guess-and-test approach (31 % of the time) or unwinding
(26%). Symbolic equations resulted in no response from
these algebra students an alarming 3 0 % of the time, more
than twice as often as the other problem types. W h e n
students did respond to equations, they tended to stay within
the mathematical formalism and apply symbol manipulation
methods (26%), or opt for iterative guess-and-test (20%).
The informally acquired unwinding and guess-and-test
(GT) methods showed the highest likelihood of success.
This is because these methods rely on more familiar and
practied representations. (Tabachneck etal, 1994). Both G T
and Unwind ( U W ) rely on a verbally mediated arithmetic.
G T makes the problem arithmetic by guessing at a start
value and propogating. U W operates in two modes. For
story problems, the solver uses the situated nature of the
values gleaned from the problem scenario (e.g., maintain the
units as one says or writes the values). This minimizes the
likelihood of producing absurd values. W h e n used with
problems with no context or in the translation form of a
story problem, unwinding essentially transforms the algebra
problem into a set of arithmetic problems that are then more
readily solved. The findings that equate student performance
on arithmetic equation problems to that of algebra story and
word problems are evidence for this.
T w o developmental models Teachers and researchers
do not seem to place sufficient weight on the power of
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students' alternative solution strategies. Rather, students'
problem-solving abilities are largely thought of within the
textbook view of algebra development (Table 2), where
arithmetic symbolic skill is followed by application of that
reasoning to verbal problems, and start-unknown problems
necessarily rely on translation into symbolic form. Thus,
teachers and researchers, examining a problem for its level of
relative difficulty, m a k e their decisions based on the
question, "how far along the developmental trajectory from
symbolic arithmetic to algebra story problem solving has a
student progressed?" The analyses of students' problemsolving process data suggests an alternativefrajectoryfor the
development of one's early algebra reasoning ability that
circumvents some of the difficulties of symbolic algebra.
From this, one can frame students' performances and
teachers expectations in the form of two competing models
of early algebra development. The textbook and verbal
precedence models of students' early algebra development are
compared in Figure 1. Each square in the figure depicts the
level of problem-solving competency that the student can
achieve unaided (cf. Vygotsky, 1978). All sixteen possible
levels are shown in Figure 1 with a descriptive label. The
number in each level indicates the total number of students
from the initial study, n=76) that have progressed to that
level but not beyond, as determined by their problemsolving performance. These numbers are used to compare the
predictive power of the two models based on student data.
Figure 1 illustrates two different pathways through this
space of all competency levels, one which is consistent with
the Textbook model (dashed lines) of development and
another (heavy lines) which corresponds to our alternative
Verbal Precedence (VP) model of development. The Verbal
Precedence model (left of center) suggested by our research
favors the early development of verbal problem-solving
abilities over symbolic problem solving (Koedinger &
Tabachneck, 1995). The model that follows from the
Textbook view (right of center) favors development of
arithmetic before algebra, and symbolic problem solving
abilities over verbal reasoning.
The V P model predicts that students enter where verbal
arithmetic problem solving is a level of competence by
itself. The Textbook model predicts that verbal arithmetic
problem solving is not acquired as an initial competency,
but is acquired after competency in symbolic arithmetic.
Three levels — the Null level at the top of the figure, the
All Arithmetic level, and level where all problems in our
problem space — are c o m m o n to both models.
Quantitative m o d e l comparison Using the patterns
of student performance in the original study (n=76), it is
possible to classify each student into a competency level
showing their development. Students classified as competent
in either none or all of the problem categories fit both
models trivially. A student's performance does not fit the
model when it demonstrates one competency but lacks
another that is presumed to be earlier in the sequence
predicted by a particular developmental model. For example,
if a student's competency reaches symbolic arithmetic but
no further, and the student cannot also solve verbal
arithmetic problems, then that student fits the Textbook
model but not the V P model. This is because the normative

model predicts that competency in symbolic arithmetic
problem solving precedes competency in iirithmetic verbal
problem solving. O n the other hand, if a student's
competency level reaches verbal arithmetic problem solving
but no further, and includes no symbolic arithmetic problem
solving, she fits the V P but not the Textbook model.
Alternatively, a student's competence m a y follow a
trajectory different than that predicted by either
developmental model. For example, a lone subject is shown
to have competency at solving verbal arithmetic and
symbolic algebra, but no other areas. Performance of this
subject is outside of both models, reducing dieir predictive
power. There are seven such levels (thin solid lines)
accounting for 2 of the 76 subjects in the initial study.
A s a quantitative measure of the predictive power of each
of the two models, the percentage of students w h o follow
each of the proposed trajectories is compared. O f the 76
participants in the original study, 69 (or about 9 1 % ) of the
students follow the V P model, while 41 (62%) follow the
Textbook model. Most of thosefittingthe Textbook model
are the 42 (55%) students in the three levels c o m m o n to
both models (the central column). Only 5 students (7%)
uniquely fit the Textbook model, while 27 (36%) uniquely
fit the V P model. T w o students (3%) remain outside both.
F r o m the original student data, the Verbal Precedence
model provides a superiorfitover the Textbook model. A s a
further test, the V P model is also applied to the data from
the 171 students in the replication study. Here, 151 students
( 8 8 % )fitthe V P model. In contrast, only 79 students (46%)
fit the Textbook model. A s before, most of those students
w h o fall along the developmental trajectory of the normative
model are the 65 students (38%) w h o are in the three
competency levels c o m m o n to both models. Only 10
students ( 6 % ) uniquely fit the Textbook model, while 86
students (50%) uniquely fit the V P model, and 7 students
(4%) remain outside of either model. This is added support
that the Verbal Precedence model better reflects students'
problem-solving performance than does the Textbook model.
Furthermore, the V P accounts for a high percentage of
students on an absolute scale, suggesting it captures
something basic to students' early algebra development.
Conclusions
Students' problem-solving behaviors differ in systematic
ways from those suggested by textbooks, and from the
expectations of teachers and mathematics education
researchers. Start-unknown (algebra-level) problems, those
with an initial unknown quantity, are accurately predicted by
teachers to be more difficult overall than arithmetic (resultunknown) problems. However, the impact of verbal
presentation formats on students' problem-solving processes
is misunderstood. These formats tend to trigger strategies
that fall outside of the standard view, and consequently lead
to a very different pattern of performance. Students'
alternative strategies are general and fairly robust, providing,
in m a n y instances, ways for the solver to verify the accuracy
of the solution produced. A s is evident from the advantages
gained from the contextless word-equations, these alternative
strategies are not limited to contextually rich problem
situations, but extend over a range of verbal presentations.
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While many teachers appear to be influenced by the
Textbook view in their decisions concerning problem
difficulty, the student performance data suggest an alternative
development of algebraic reasoning. This places greater
emphasis on students' ability to reason about verbal
problems. Alternate forms of quantitative reasoning m a y
developmentally precede symbol manipulation ability for
many students — as suggested by the V P model of early
algebra development. The use of these methods by college
students w h o have been away from algebra for a while has
also been observed (Tabachneck et al., 1994), suggesting
they are relatively resistant to extinction — unlike algebraic
symbol manipulation skills, which were poorly executed by
students of Algebra I (Tabachneck et al., 1995).
Implications for Research on Student Cognition
The relative difficulty of start-unknown problems is wellestablished in the elementary school word problem-solving
literature with single operator problems (e.g., DeCorte,
Greer, & Verschaffel, in press). The symbol disadvantages
apparent in our student data challenges the oft-cited view that
story problems are inherently harder than symbolic ones
(e.g., C u m m i n s et al., 1988; Mayer, 1982). A number of
more recent studies, mostly at the lower grade levels, have
shown positive effects of situational context (e.g., Baranes
et al., 1989; C T G V , 1993). The relatively high performance
on situation-less word equations shown here suggests that
the general advantage associated with verbal problems
involves more than an advantage of context. Students at this
stage can solve situation-less word-equations far more readily
(by some 1 7 % ) than they can reason about symbols. Of
course, thisfindingis certainly developmentally rooted — as
symbolic skill develops and students attack harder problems
more often, advantages of symbolism are likely to appear.
The student data also show that students can do as well on
simple algebra problems as they do on arithmetic problems.
This occurs when the arithmetic problems are presented
symbolically while the algebra problems are presented
verbally (with or without a context) and thus elicit powerful
alternative strategies such as Guess-and-Test and Unwinding.
B y building on students' informally acquired knowledgebased strategies, such as Unwinding and Guess-and-test, it
m a y be possible to enhance acquisition, retention, and scope
of algebraic reasoning, provide a richer conceptual basis for
symbol manipulation, and develop in the student, a stronger
sense of agency as a problem solver and mathematician.
Implications for Research on Teacher Cognition
B y relying on the Textbook view, teachers tend to make
inaccurate predictions of h o w students will perform and
develop. This is of great interest since these beliefs of
problem difficulty affect teachers' instructional planning and
the development of their assessments (cf. Borko &
Shavelson, 1990). The Textbook view is quite popular, and
has held the attention of educational researchers, cognitive
scientists, and educators for some time (e.g., Mayer, 1982).
Beliefs do not easily change. If w e want to ultimately bring
teachers' views into closer alignment with the empirical
findings, it is imperative that teachers are made aware that
they hold these views, that the views are explicitly

characterized for them, and that their strengths are
acknowledged while the limitations are exposed.
Math educators need to be made aware of the power and
flexibility of students' alternative reasoning siiatcgics
Findings from this study suggests, however, that any
attempts to address this, will need tofirstaddress the beliefs
held by teachers, principally those in math textbooks.
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Abstract
KIS (knowledge and intentions in social dilemmas) is a process model of a cognitive-motivational theory of acting in
a three person commons dilemma. The model provides an
experimental tool to study how ecologically harmful actions
evolve in commons problems by having differently parameterized variants of KIS interact with each other and with human
subjects. KIS models the application and acquisition of ecological, social, and practical knowledge using a motive-driven
decision procedure. To test this model, 42 subjects played a
commons dilemma game in an unselfish or greedy social environment. Both environments were realized by pairs of appropriately configured KIS variants. Subjects did not recognize
these co-players as being artificial and judged their motives accurately. Subjects' behavior in the unselfish environment was
well predicted, however, in the greedy environment subjects
based their decisions more on the state of the resource than
was expected. To further test the model, we constructed a KIS
variant for each subject with respect to the assessed individual motive structure and knowledge. These variants played the
game in the same environments. Their actions were compared
to the subjects' on both an aggregate and individual level. W e
obtained goodfitsin the unselfish environment. Systematic
deviations in the greedy environment revealed that under this
condition behavior was more determined by ecological aspects
than by social comparison.
Introduction
KIS (knowledge and intentions in social dilemmas; Ernst &
Spada, 1993; Ernst, 1994) is a model that integrates assumptions about problem solving, motivation, social cognition,
and learning into a cognitive-motivational model of an agent
involved in a c o m m o n s dilemma. A c o m m o n s (or resource)
dilemma is a specific type of a social dilemma (Dawes, 1980).
It refers to a situation in which a group shares a c o m m o n resource (e.g.,fish,water, forest, or clean air) from which the
individual m e m b e r can harvest. If too m a n y members take
too m u c h from the c o m m o n source, it is exhausted. Thus,
the group interest requires moderate harvests, but personal interests m a y induce the individual members to harvest excessively (Van Lange, Liebrand, Messick, & Wilke, 1992). The
classical example of a c o m m o n s dilemma is where herdsmen
involuntarily ruin a shared pasturage by adding animals to
their individual herds (Hardin, 1968). T w o traps are characteristic of such a dilemma situation. Thefirstis a social trap:
Gain of an action for one, losses to all. The second is a temporal trap: Gain of the action now, losses later. A s a general
rule, the immediate gain for individuals exceeds their share in
the damage, which affects everybody in the community on a
long term basis. T h e group as a whole would be better off if
everybody restricted his/her resource use.

C o m m o n s dilemmas are typical for a variety of critical environmental problems—such as resource depletion or pollution. Agents m a y be individual persons, organizations, or
countries as the quotation illustrates:
The main reason for over-fishing is one familiar to economists.
If allfishermenrestrained themselves, each would benefit from
enlarged stocks in the future. But no individual boat or fleet
sees any gain from holding back unless it knows competitors
are doing the same. (The Economist, 18 March 1995, p. 74)
The benefits of having a computational process model of a
social agent involved in such a dilemma are twofold, (a) Artificial social environments consisting of these agents can be
created enabling the controlled variation of social conditions
in experimental work, (b) These artificial social environments
can also be used to test the theoretical assumptions underlying
the model, i.e., the model is able to assist its o w n evaluation
in a non-trivial way, as will be shown later.
Related Work and Desiderata
M u c h work in the area of social dilemmas is based on a
very restricted ntinimalistic action scenario. A minimalistic
scenario is defined by two ( N ) parties, two mutually exclusive actions (defect, cooperate), and four (2^) possible outcomes (pay-offs) linked to these actions. Usually, outcomes
are held constant in iterated games. Subjects' decisions (defect or cooperate) are often analyzed in the framework of
classical g a m e theory (Dawes, 1980). Another venue of research uses Monte-Carlo simulations (Axelrod, 1984; Danielson, 1992; Glance & Huberman, 1994; Macy, 1995; M e s sick & Liebrand, 1995), where two or more artificial players
employ simple decision strategies (e.g., tit-for-tat, win-staylose-change, win-cooperate-lose-defect) or statistical decision rules in iterated games.
In laying d o w n cognitive prerequisites for adversarial problem solving and social problem solving in general, Thagard
(1992) complains about the neglect of social inferences (e.g.,
understanding intentions and traits, anticipating the action of
the opponent) in these approaches leading to two severe deficiencies: (a) the theoretical narrowness does not provide
a sufficient explanation for behavior, nor (b) does the minimalistic scenario realistically account for the broad variety of
possible h u m a n behavior in social conflict situations. These
shortcomings enormously restrict the validity of generalizations based on minimalistic action scenarios.
In the following sections, w e introduce a more complex
and realistic instantiation of a specific social dilemma (a comm o n s dilemma), the Fishing Conflict G a m e , and present a
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cognitive process model of the behavior in such a conflict situation, which allows to predict and explain behavior.
The Fishing Conflict Game
One instance of a commons dilemma is the Fishing Conflict G a m e , the stock offishbeing the resource, the harvesting the conflict partners' actions (Spada, Opwis, Donnen,
Schwiersch, & Ernst, 1987). In the setting of this game,
three players act as fishermen at a simulated lake. They are
instructed to pursue the goal of achieving a m a x i m u m gain
from fishing. A g a m e consists of two phases, but the number of rounds is unknown to the players beforehand. The
first phase of the g a m e starts with the simulated resource
(i.e., thefishpopulation) in the range of optimum propagation, whereas in the second phase the simulated resource is
in the range of suboptimum propagation. The players are not
allowed to communicate with each other, but throughout the
game each player is informed about the other players' harvesting decisions. The fish propagation rate is a non-linear
function, which is not imparted to the players. Overharvesting reduces thefishpopulation, thus its propagation, and subsequently, the possible long term gain. In the extreme, it m a y
lead to the extinction of the resource. From a psychological point of view, the setting that is simulated by the Fishing
Conflict G a m e , can be characterized by: (a) multiple agents;
(b) a dynamically changing environment; (c) inter-individual
conflicts: The participants compete over the resource; (d)
intra-individual conflicts: Given a particular state of knowledge and motives, cognitive-motivational conflicts are likely
to result (e.g., maximizing one's gain or protecting the resource?); (e) incomplete knowledge about the robustness of
the resource; (0 incomplete knowledge about the behavior of
the other participants; and (g) knowledge acquisition through
participation in the game.

The Model'
KIS (Ernst & Spada, 1993; Ernst, 1994) models the behavior of an agent participating in the Fishmg Conflict G a m e . In
the model, w e spell out what types of knowledge and which
motives c o m e into play in determining people's behavior in
this particular multi-agent situation, in which an agent has to
balance multiple ecological, economic, and social short-term
and long-term goals. Furthermore, following the desiderata
outlined above, w e have to be specific about h o w people understand, anticipate and adapt to the behavior of others in
these situations.
Motives
In the KIS model, motives define a set of individual preferences, that are relatively constant over time. This interpretation of motives is in line with the conceptualization of social
values orientation (cf. Liebrand, 1984), according to which
subjects' preferred social orientations remain invariant over
time.
In the KIS model, three motives are postulated that correspond with psychological findings (e.g.. Van Lange, et al.,
1992), economic theories (e.g., Etzioni, 1988), and philosophical considerations (e.g., Danielson, 1992): (a) greed, a
utilitaristic ' get as m u c h as possible', (b) resource orientation, the interest or moral obligation to stabilize the resource
at the state of m a x i m u m sustainable yield, and (c) social fairness, which aims to minimize the differences between the
o w n gain and those of the other players. In the KIS model,
the strengths of the motives—graded as strong, moderate, and
w e a k — m a k e up the so called motive structure of a simulated
player; different motive structures lead to different types of
players. A s three motives are postulated, K I S allows to construct six different patterns of motive structures. The motive
structure influences the decisions of a player and determines
the evaluation of a situation as being more or less desirable.
Knowledge, Actions, and Decisions

Empirical Findings

In a c o m m o n s dilemma three sources of knowledge play a
major role: ecological knowledge, social knowledge, and
The empirical results point to the importance of several facpractical knowledge (Spada et al, 1987). Ecological knowltors that influence behavior in a resource dilemma situation
edge refers to detecting the regularities about the resource
(e.g., Dawes. 1980; Van Lange et al., 1992). (a) A ubiquipropagation. It improves with experience and is implemented
tousfindingis that behavior is tied to the individual motives
by a simple learning mechanism. Social knowledge permits
of the participants, (b) Domain knowledge and experience
the ascriptions of others' intentions, motives, and trustworwith the problem are generally considered important deterthiness and allows to predict their future actions. Practical
minants of the behavior. Domain knowledge in the present
knowledge (Ohlsson, 1995) is represented by action schemas
case means ecological knowledge, (c) Findings concerning
and a decision procedure.
interpersonal trust highlight the role of social knowledge in
forming an estimate of the other participants' intentions and
Actions An action schema in the KIS model reflects the
predicting their future behavior. At our laboratory, a series
knowledge of h o w to generate behavior necessary to achieve
offiveexperiments was conducted with the Fishing Conflict
a short-term goal. Furthermore, an action schema in the KIS
G a m e (Spada et al., 1987). The findings can be summarized
model represents the experiences about its past and/or hyas follows: Participants of groups with high individual gains
pothesized future success with regard to the different m o can be characterized by less destructive motives. They show a
tives in the form of motive-specific schema strength paramebetter ecological and social knowledge. A tit-for-tat strategy
ters. Thus, an action schema comprises a (short-term) goal,
(i.e., repay overharvesting by overharvesting) of an instructed a method h o w to achieve that goal, and an evaluation h o w
participant is misunderstood as unpredictable and exploiting.
this short-term goal might satisfy the different motives (see
O n the other hand, a confederate of the experimenter using
Table 1).
a resource adapted equal share strategy brings about positive
effects: cooperation a m o n g co-players and a stable resource
'KIS was implemented using K E E and C o m m o n LISP on a
at the state of a m a x i m u m sustainable yield.
U N I X workstation.
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Table 1: Action schemas within the KIS model.
schema strength parameters
actions (methods lor specifying the catch quota)
greed fairness resource
^ x (catchQuota*[playerl] + catchQuota*[player2])
-1
+1
0
+1
-1
0
| x (catchQuola*[playerl] + catchQuota*[player2]) x w i
-1
| x optimumQuota*
+1
+1
I X optimumQuota* x W 2
+1
-1
-1
Note, wi and W2 are greater 1. Schema strength parameters are motive-specific and change through learning; higher values mean the
action schema is evaluated as more useful to the motive. '*' indicates that this value has to be estimated by the model based on its
social and ecological knowledge. All methods are state dependent and are specified for a game with three players.

short-term goals
(a) equal share
(b) relative gain
(c) res. adapted, equal share
(d) overharvest

applies a primitive theory of mind to understand other people's actions. This approach, often called 'theory-theory', is
at odds with simulation theory' which states that w e understand others' actions in the absence of any theory of mind, by
using the resource of our o w n minds to simulate the beliefs
and intentions of others (Goldman, 1993).
Recently, Barnes and Thagard (in press) have argued that
these alternatives are not mutually exclusive. In presenting a
computational account for empathy they concluded that empathy always involves simulation, but m a y simultaneously
include theory application. They present a computational
model in which the observer tries to construe correspondences between prior o w n experiences and the action of the
other person by analogical mapping. Close analogies appear
to involve little or no theoretical work. Long-distance analogies inevitably require the application of a theory to compensate for disparate situations and goals. A similar view is taken
in the KIS model.
Because in the Fishing Conflict G a m e all players are in
an identical ecological situation, the KIS model interprets the
catch quota of another player by applying all its o w n action
schemas, which get instantiated by the model's o w n ecological
knowledge. The model then compares the outputs with
Decisions A decision in the KIS model consists of selecting
the
observed
catch quota. The action schema whose result
the (subjectively) best action schema in a given situation. The
comes
closest
to the observed behavior is attributed as being
decision procedure integrates the action schema parameters
the short-term goal of that person. Note that as a consequence
and the motive structure into one single value by simply sumof this process, poor ecological knowledge will lead to subming up the products of the motive-specific action schema
stantial mis-interpretation of the observed behavior.
parameters multiplied by the strength of the corresponding
In a similar vein, the guiding motive of another player is
motives. For instance, a KIS agent with high resource and
determined.
The situation and the already ascribed action
moderate fairness orientation using the schema strength paschema are fed into the model and this action schema then is
rameters presented in Table 1 would decide for the resource
evaluated for each motive. Again, this simulation is done usadapted equal share action schema.
ing the o w n subjective knowledge (in this case, the o w n action
Social Knowledge Implementing the two social action
schema strength parameters). The motive that best explains
schemas (equal share, relative gain) and predicting future de- the decision to use this particular action schema is considered
velopments of the resource requires anticipating the actions
the momentarily guiding motive of the fellow player.
of the fellow players. Prediction implies understanding. But
Since motives are assumed to be relatively constant over
for an observer, the overt behavior in the KIS framework is
time, the overall motive ascription is conservative. Applying
ambiguous, because it is determined by an action schema and its naive theory about motives and short-term goals, the model
by ecological and/or social knowledge (see method part of Taascribes that motive as stable and trait-like for a fellow player
ble 1). Understanding an actor thus essentially consists of diswhich it had determined most often as his or her momentarily
ambiguating possible explanations for the observed actions.
guiding motive during the whole game.
Here, social knowledge comes into play. Social knowledge
Learning
allows an observer to attribute short-term goals and motives
to other people's actions.
The KIS model behaves adaptively through instantiating acAccording to the predominating view in social psychology,
tion schemas to each given situation. In addition, knowlan observer acts in this situation like a naive scientist and
edge acquisition mechanisms are provided. In KIS. all learnFour action schemas are implemented in the KIS model:
(a) The equal share action schema yields a catch quota which
is as close as possible to the predicted quotas of the other
players. Predicting others' catch quotas is accomplished by
bringing social knowledge to bear, (b) Similarly, the relative
gain maximization action schema is social in nature and uses
predictions of the others' quotas as well, but the result will
be a quota exceeding the others' quotas, (c) Integrating both
fairness and ecological concern, the resource adapted equal
share action schema uses the equality principle, but takes into
account the (estimated) optimal resource propagation at the
same time, (d) In contrast, the ecological-social overharvesting action schema generates a catch quota markedly above
the latter one (see again Table 1).
Based on a player's knowledge about the current state of
the resource and/or the catch quotas to be expected by the
other players, the selected and instantiated action schema
specifies the player's catch quota. Thus, there are three steps
taken for goal-directed action: (a) Selecting a schema (build
a short-term goal), (b) instantiating it (adapt to the situation),
and (c) executing its procedural part (act). The selection procedure is described next.
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ing of practical knowledge results in decreasing or increasing
schema strength parameters.
Learning by Doing This mechanism is based on the evaluation of the consequences of one's o w n actions. Learning by
doing is considered to occur with every action taken, ll only
affects the dominant action schema, i.e., the one that was chosen for action.
Learning by Mental Simulation Learning by mental simulation is U-iggered by impasses (Rosenbloom, Laird, Newell,
& McCarl. 1991; VanLehn, 1988). In KIS, an impasse results
from the detection of an inconsistency between the expected
and the observed behavior of a co-player, or when a tie between the evaluation of action schemas exists. The outcomes
of mental evaluations of possible future states are then integrated into the strength parameters of the action schemas,
thus possibly leading to new rankings. Possible future states
are simulated using o w n ecological knowledge and by anticipating actions of the co-players. Mental simulation is restricted to a look-ahead depth of two g a m e rounds.

resource
5

7
9
Rounds
(a) Fish population
•a—
^—

resource oriented
greedy
jreedy
fai
airness oriented

Performance of the Model
Figure 1 shows as an illustrative example the development
of the resource in a Fishing Conflict G a m e with three artificial players. A resource oriented artificial player with very
poor ecological knowledge interacts with a greedy and a fairness oriented artificial player with good ecological knowledge. While the greedy player decides on high catch quotas
for several rounds—based on the action schemas relative gain
and overharvesting—and then reduces its catch quotas drastically due to a negative evaluation of these action schemas
in the light of a rapidly diminishing resource, the resource
oriented player takes too high harvests according to its poor
ecological knowledge. With the negative experience of the
third round, this player decides to select the equal share action
schema. Thus, the poor ecological knowledge is overridden
by a socially oriented action schema, namely the equal share
schema. This leads to a recovery of the simulated resource.
Evaluation
The aim of our study imposes three empirical demands on the
model: (a) The different artificial social environments defined
by KIS models should be useful as experimental settings. O n e
point is that artificial agents should be believable, (b) The
effects of different social environments should be in line with
previous findings in this domain, (c) H u m a n and artificial
subjects confronted with the same social environments should
behave in the same way.

•> 10 •

Rounds
(b) Catch quotas
Figure 1: Development of the resource (a) and individual
catch quotas of three artificial players (b). M S Y denotes the
range of m a x i m u m sustainable yield. A resource oriented
player with poor ecological knowledge (•) acts in a greedy
social environment (D, A).

i.e., a modeled KIS counterpart. For each subject, w e assessed in each round the estimation of the optimum total catch
quota, the actual catch quota, and the ascription of short-term
goals of the co-players.
Forty-two students took part in the experiments in single
sessions, distributed equally between both experimental environments. Participants were told that their co-players were
seated in adjacent rooms with networked computers.

Method

Results and Discussion

T w o experimental environments were built differing only in
the motive structure of one of their two artificial players.
In the unselfish environment, this player had a dominant resource orientation accompanied by a moderate fairness orientation. In the greedy environment, this player had a high
greed orientation and a moderate resource orientation. The
other artificial player had an identical motive structure in both
environments being highly fair and moderately greedy. Both
artificial players had good ecological knowledge. The third
player was either the human or a matched artificial subject.

(a) Authenticity of Artificial Social Environments Did
human subjects consider the artificial environments realistic?
In a short, open debriefing session after the experiment, no
subject conjectured that the co-players were artificial. Moreover, in a questionnaire following the g a m e the frequency of
correct estimations of the co-players' dominant motives was
quite high with 6 7 % and 6 9 % correct estimations for the resource oriented and gain oriented player, respectively. Thus,
the model succeeded in a kind of Social Turing Test as proposed by Carley and Newell (1994).
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(b) Effects of Differing Social E n v i r o n m e n t s In line with
previous studies (Spada et al., 1987; V a n Lange et al., 1992)
w e hypothesized that the greedy environment would lead subjects to harvest too m u c h in reaction to the catches of the
greedy artificial player. A s a consequence, bad overall ecological performance should result. T h e unselfish environment
in turn w a s expected to lead to a g o o d resource m a n a g e m e n t ,
i.e., ecologically adapted catches and a good overall yield
(joint gain) from the resource.

attempt to compensate a meagre yield during thefirstphase in
which the greed oriented simulated player had overexploited
the resource dramatically.
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Figure 2: Catch quotas (a) and tons offish (b) in both environments. R o u n d s are pooled into groups of three starting with
the third round. Data represent averaged values (A'^ = 42).
According to predictions and reflecting the very dilemma
structure of the g a m e , the joint gain of all three players w a s
higher in the unselfish environment ( M = 432.0) than in the
greedy environment ( M = 302.9), /(40) = 8.38, p < .0001.
For further statistical analysis, catch quotas and the a m o u n t of
fish in the resource were pooled into groups of three starting
with the third round. Using these pooled variables, A N O V A s
containing the between-subject variable of social environm e n t (unselfish or greedy) and the within-subject variable
of rounds (3-5, 6-8, 9-11, or 12-14) were computed. For
both variables (catch quotas and a m o u n t offishin resource),
the A N O V A s revealed significant (all ps < .05) main effects
for environment (Fs(l,40) — 4.38 and 70.43) and for rounds
(Fs(l,I20) = 3.06 and 11.18), and a significant interaction
between environment and rounds (Fs(l,120) = 11.23 and
13.31). Figure 2 shows the respective means.
W h e r e a s in the unselfish environment the resource remained stable during thefirstphase and recovered rapidly in
the second phase, the resource w a s twice exploited nearly to
extinction in the greedy environment (Figure 2b). A s predicted, subjects in the unselfish environment behaved sensitively to the size of the resource throughout the entire g a m e —
taking m o r e w h e n the fish population w a s high and vice
v e r s a — a n d exhibited positive transfer of their acquired ecological k n o w l e d g e from thefirstphase to the second phase.
Subjects in the greedy environment showed a notable deviation from this principle. A t the beginning of the second
phase, which started for both environments with a n e w fish
population of 7 0 tons, they exhibited, on the average, catch
quotas far above the corresponding quotas in the unselfish environment. B u t beside this exception and contrary to predictions, subjects in the greedy environment showed relatively
low catch quotas, w h e n the resource w a s on the w a y to extinction. Because subjects should have acquired almost identical
ecological k n o w l e d g e in thefistphase of the g a m e , w e interpret the high quotas in the greedy environment at the beginning of the second phase as retaliation in conjunction with an
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Figure 3: Subjects (solid lines) and their artificial counterparts (dashed lines): Catch quotas (a) and tons of fish (b) in
both environments. R o u n d s are pooled into groups of three
starting with the third round. Data represent averaged values
( N = 42).
(c) Comparison between Human and Artificial Subjects
O n the basis of their behavior in the second round of the
game, w e categorized our subjects as more resource, fairness,
or greed oriented. Then w e built the motive structure of the
KIS model according to our diagnosis to match each subject
by a twin. Similarly, w e adjusted the ecological knowledge of
the artificial subjects. The aim of this design was to compare
the behavior of human and artificial subjects from Round 3
onward.
O n an aggregated level, w e replicated the effects concerning the fish population for both environments (Figure 3b).
Although the environments (i.e., the experimental manipulations) themselves contribute to thisfinding,it is nevertheless
important for an unbiased comparison of catch quotas.
For the m e a n catch quotas of the artificial subjects, w e obtained a goodfitfor the unselfish environment. In the greedy
environment, the artificial subjects showed m u c h higher catch

quotas in thefirstphase compared to our subjects. In fact this
is in line with earlier empiricalfindings(Spada et al., 1987).
But we also got different trends in both phases (Figure .^a).
Contrary to human subjects in the greedy environment, the
artificial subjects took in reaction to the overharvcsiing of
the other players even more although thefishpopulation was
decreasing. O n an individual level, w e could model about
one third of our human subjects exactly, mainly due to good
fits between pairs within the unselfish environment. For the
greedy environment, this analysis revealed major disparities.
Most notably, the modeled subjects harvested more than human subjects in thefirstphase and consequently did not show
compensation or retaliation behavior at the beginning of the
second phase.
These mismatches suggest an important shortcoming of the
KIS model. KIS assumes the existence of stable motives that
guide behavior. In the Fishing Conflict Game, motives themselves can be affected by situational factors (e.g., when the
state of the resource diminishes dramatically) and by emotional reactions (retaliation).

Ernst, A. M . (1994). Soziales Wissen als Grundlage des Handelns in Konfliktsituationen (Social knowledge as a basis
for acting in conflict situations). Frankfurt/M.; Peter Lang.
Ernst, A. M., & Spada, H. (1993). Modeling agents in a
resource dilemma: A computerized social learning environment. In D. Towne, T. de Jong, & H. Spada (Eds.),
Simulation-Based Experiential Learning (pp. 105-120).
Berlin: Springer.
Etzioni, A. (1988). The moral dimension: Toward a new
economy. N e w York: The free Press.
Glance, N. S. & Huberman, B. A. (1994). Social dilemmas
andfluidorganizations. In K. M . Carley & M . J. Prietula
(Eds.), Computational organization theory (pp. 217-239).
Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Eribaum Associates.
Goldman, A. (1993). Philosophical applications of cognitive
science. Boulder: Westview Press.
Hardin, G. R. (1968). The tragedy of the commons. Science,
162, 1243-1248.

Conclusions
A major contribution of this research consists in using a process model for defining plausible, realistic, and believable
agents in artificial social environments. The validity of the
model was tested in a study that was designed by means of
these environments. Our priorfinding,that a resource adapted
equal share strategy has positive influence on the co-players
by producing predictable and ecologically sensible behavior,
was confirmed and could be explained by the model. In a
greedy social environment, the model did not account appropriately for the influence of situational and emotional aspects.
But despite this shortcoming, the model allows to create reactive and sufficiently realistic social learning environments
based on a broad range of different artificial agents. A n advantage of such a procedure is that one can define standardized sequences of learning opportunities, for which the effects
can be deduced on the basis of the model.
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Abstract
A computational approach to the simulation of cognitive
modelling of children learning elementary physics is presented.
Goal of the simulation is to support the cognitive scientist's
investigation of learning in humans. The Machine Learning
system W H Y , able to handle domain knowledge (including a
causal model of the domain), has been chosen as tool for the
simulation of the cognitive development. In this paper the focus
will be on knowledge representation schemes, useful to support
further modelling of conceptual change.
Introduction
Conceptual Change is a well known phenomenon in
developmental psychology and educational science [Carey,
1983; Tiberghien, 1989, 1994; Vosniadou & Brewer, 1992,
1994; Smith et al., 1992; Caravita & Halld^n, 1994; Chi et
al., 1994; Vosniadou, 1994, 1995; Slotta & Chi, 1996].
Even though a quite large body of experimentalfindingshas
been collected over the years, still no single definition of
conceptual change is universally accepted. In fact, a sound
explication of this notion would presuppose a precise
definition of "concepts", a plausible hypothesis about their
internal representation, and an (at least approximate)
understanding of h u m a n learning mechanisms. In addition,
the strong interpersonal, intercultural and interdomain
differentiations, emerged in all the above aspects, suggest a
multifaced and complex network of underlying interrelated
phenomena, difficult to capture into a general theory.
T o model h u m a n learning. Machine Learning ( M L )
methods and systems are natural candidates to provide
computational modeling tools. In recent years, they have
been used so far in two contexts: either building student
models in a ITS environment [Sleeman et al., 1990; Baffes
& Mooney, 1996], or describing knowledge acquisition and
evolution [Klahr & Siegler, 1978; Sage & Langley, 1983;
Hardiman et al., 1984; Anderson et al., 1990; Shultz et al.,
1994; Schmidt & Ling, 1996]. Works in thefirstgroup try
to build up a picture of what a student knows on a specific
subject at a given moment, whereas works in the second
group take explicitly into account

A n d r d e Tiberghien
Equipe COAST de I'UMR GRIG
C N R S - University Lyon 2
Ecole Normale Supdrieure de Lyon
46, A116e d'ltalie
69364 L Y O N Cedex 07 (France)
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conceptual change and/or h u m a n learning mechanisms.
Further works that are of direct relevance concern
Qualitative Physics [Forbus & Gentner, 1986].
Most models of human learning presented so far in the
M L literature are based on excessively simplifying
assumptions. Basically, learning is reduced to a simple
classification task, performed on the basis of knowledge
consisting in a set of rules or a neural net. In fact, in the first
place, the heuristic knowledge that a person possesses in a
specific domain (substantially the one modelled in the M L
systems) is neither acquired nor used in isolation, but it is
embedded into, and biased by, a pre-existing deeper
knowledge structure [Murphy & Medin, 1985; Tiberghien,
1994; Vosniadou, 1994], which gives it its meaning. Several
education and cognitive scientists have clearly pointed out
that misconceptions and errors can be traced back to
conflicts between taught concepts and this deeper layer. The
deep knowledge, in fact, plays a substantial role in learning,
specifically in the understanding of concepts. This layer is
not necessarily modified by acquiring skill in solving
problems. For this reason, w e keep, in our model, the two
layers separate, i.e., the heuristic knowledge and the
explanatory framework; this last, ignored in most M L
models of h u m a n learning, is the basis for supplying
explanations of phenomena
In this paper a new approach to model human conceptual
change is presented. The modeling tool is the M L system
W H Y , which acquires and revises a First Order Logic
theory by exploiting a causal model of the domain and a set
of examples [Saitta et al, 1993; BarogUo et al., 1994]. The
overoall goal of the research is to model conceptual change
occurring in young students, acquiring basic concept in
Physics, specifically Heat and Temperature concepts
[Tiberghien, 1989, 1994]. In this paper w e will concentrate
on the knowledge representation schemes, as details on
modelling changes in the knowledge can be found
elsewhere [Neri et al., 1996]. O n e of the main novelties,
with respect to previous models, is the differentiation
between the knowledge a student uses to answer questions
and to interpret experimental results, and an explanatory
framework, based on the notion of simple linear causality.
T h e computational model is grounded on an

This work has been performed within the project "Learning in H u m a n s and Machines", supported by the European
Science Foundation
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epistemological framework and previous experiments by
Tiberghien [1989, 1994].
W e would like to underline that in no way w e advocate
the presented logical knowledge representation scheme as
being the actual one used by humans. The representation is
only intended to be a description too! both understandable
by the experimenters and implementable as a program.
With particular reference to learn Physics, an
Epistemology of Physics is proposed by diSessa [1993]. The
main claim is that humans gradually acquire knowledge
elements, called phenomenological primitives (p-prims),
which constitute a large and complex knowledge system,
and for which diSessa advocates a connectionist
representation.
Vosniadou and co-workers (see, for instance, [Vosniadou,
1994, 1995; Vosniadou & Brewer, 1992, 1994]) present a
theoretical framework that hypothesizes that acquisition of
knowledge about the physical world is biased by a set of
fundamental constraints, called entrenched presuppositions.
A n attempt to build a computational model of the day/night
cycle has been done in [Morik & Vosniadou, 1995].
A n interesting theoretical framework for interpreting
Physics learning is Forbus and Centner's Qualitative
Process and Structural Mapping theory [Forbus & Centner,
1986]. The main claim of the proposal is about the centrality
of the notion of process, as a fundamental representation
construct.
In a number of papers, Chi and co-workers have tried to
explain w h y certain conceptual changes in Physics are so
difficult to induce whereas others are not (see, for instance,
[Chi et al., 1994; Slotta & Chi, 1996]). They hypothesize
that the learner has a cognitive model based on disjoint
(ontological) category trees. Chi brings evidence that
restructuring the interior of an ontology tree is more easily
accomplished than moving a concept across trees.
Finally, in [Tiberghien, 1994] a theoretical framework for
interpreting such difficulties has been proposed. The
framework has its foundation both m pedagogical studies
and in the epistemology of science and claims that, in
experimental sciences, questions are strongly linked to three
main factors; the theoretical background, the experimental
facts considered, and the explanations produced. In the
proposed theoretical framework, interpretation and
prediction in Physics imply a modeling process articulated
on three levels: "theory", "model" and "experimental field"
of reference.

Individual interviews before and after the set of teaching
sessions and an experimental task have been performed
with two students of each class. Written questionaries,
before and after teaching, have been filled by each student.
In this paper w e want to describe h o w to model the
process of learning in individual students. A basic
assumption is that explanation of the observed phenomena
consists in finding causes and causal chains. Causality has
been acknowledged before as playing a crucial role in naive
Physics learning. [White & Frederiksen, 1987; Rozier,
1988]. Taking into account the age of the learner (12-13
years), Aristotelian causalities are used as reference. In
particular, material causality (used w h e n students, for
instance, consider that wool heats "because it is wool") and
efficient causality (involved when there is a change, for
example, when a battery lights a bulb) are considered here.
The Learning System WHY

WHY is a system that learns and revises a knowledge
base for classification problems using domain knowledge
and examples [Saitta et al., 1993; Baroglio et al., 1994]. The
domain knowledge consists of a causal model of the
domain, and a body of phenomenological theory, describing
the links between abstract concepts and their possible
manifestations in the world. A complex inference engine,
combining induction, deduction, abduction and prediction,
is the core of the system.
The causal model C provides explanations in terms of
causal chains among events, originating from "first" causes.
The phenomenological theory P contains the semantics of
the vocabulary terms, structural information about the
objects in the domain, ontologies, taxonomies, domainindependent background knowledge, and, more importantly,
a set of rules aimed at describing the manifestations of
abstractly defined concepts in terms of properties, objects
and events in the specific domain of application. All the
knowledge structures share, in W H Y , a First Order Logic
based language, whose atomic predicates are partitioned
into operational and nonoperational Operational predicates
are observable, whereas nonoperational predicates are only
deducible.
The causal model C is represented as a directed, labelled
graph, as the one reported in Figure 2. T h e
phenomenological theory P is represented as a set of Horn
clauses, and the examples are represented as ground logical
formulas.
The goal of W H Y is to acquire a knowledge base K B of
The Learning Context
heuristic rules, sufficient to solve a set of problems in the
The specific learning context considered in this paper is chosen domain. Moreover, the system gives causal
the following: in three classes of the first and second year of explanations of its decisions. It is important to clarify the
relations between the causal model C and the heuristic
secondary school (12-13 year old students, 6-5th grades),
knowledge base K B . The causal model could be used
Physics teaching took place under controlled conditions, in
directly to obtain answers/solutions to questions, as it is
the sense that the teachers agreed to propose the same
teaching materials, experimentations and questions. Content done in diagnostic systems working from first principles
[Reiter, 1984]. However, causal reasoning is slow, and the
of the course were basic concepts and qualitative relations in
rules in K B act as shortcuts, compiled from C. O n the other
the domain of heat and temperature, including change of
hand, the fact that the rules are justified by C (being derived
state and heat transfer in everyday life situations.
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from it according to the method described in [Saitta et al.,
1993]) guarantees their vahdity and correcteness (obviously
with respect to that of C ) and also allows explanations of the
given classification in terms of the deep knowledge. O n the
other hand, K B and C m a y not be related at all, for instance
in the case that K B is not derived from C but is directly
"taught" by a teacher or acquired by the learner on a pure
empirical inductive basis. In this case, K B will give
unjustified classifications (correct or not), for which no
explanations exist with respect to C. Exploiting these
different types of relations between K B and C, all the
findings emerged in the experimentation with children
learning Physics can be modeled. In the interplay between
K B and C, the knowledge in P supplies the links between
the general principles stated in C and the concrete
experiments.
The heuristic knowledge base K B corresponds to the
compiled rules David normally uses to answer questions and
solve problems, w h e n no explanation of his answers is
required; to give explanations, David shall exploit the causal
model. The heuristic rules, then, can be considered as the
predictors of the answers, when David is questioned about
possible outcomes of experiments. The causal model C is
used by David w h e n an explanation is requested or when he
does not have yet a heuristic rule to answer a question.
An Example of Model Construction
In this section we will go through an example of using
W H Y to model the knowledge of "David", a 12 year old
student of 6th grade, exposed to the teaching course on heat
and temperature mentioned in Section 3. At this grade, the
specific content of teaching was mostly directed toward the
notion of change of state in Physics.
The data available from David's history, used to build up
the model, are the answers to two questionnaires and an
interview both before and after teaching. Moreover, the
answers to questions, the predictions of outcomes from
practical manipulations, and the given explanations during
each teaching session are available as well.
In order to use W H Y to hypothesize David's mental
models, the task of answering a question or predicting an
experiment's outcome has to be mapped on a discrimination
task, w h o s e possible answers have been a-priori
individuated by the teacher. Moreover, each experiment or
question is represented as an example, conisting of two
parts: a description of the experimental setting, from the
point of view of the teacher, and a question. The correct
answer labels the example. According to the teaching
protocol, it is assumed that the students understand the
example descriptions. For the sake of exemplification, let us
consider a question, occurring in a questionnaire, reported in
Figure 1.
The first step in the modelling process is to set up the
vocabulary used in teaching. B y analysing the whole
questionnaires and interviews, all the words relevant to the
specific Physics domain have been extracted and
transformed into atomic predicates of the language. S o m e of
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the predicates derived from the question in Figure 1 are
reported:
amount(x,u,t), different(u,v), gas-stove(x),
inside(x,y), not-boiling(x,t), on(x,y),
person(z), same-features(x,y), water(x), temp(x,T),...
The complete vocabulary contains 95 words. For what
concerns the semantics of the predicates, 69 of them are
operational, i.e., their evaluation can be made directly on the
experimental setting. For instance, person(z) and temp(x,T)
are operational. Other predicates (precisely 26) are nonoperational, i.e. their truth value can be determined by
deduction. For instance, the rule
gas-stove(x) a ignited(x) => F L A M E ( x )
states that the predicate F L A M E ( x ) can be asserted true on
X if X is an ignited gas-stove.
Professor Tournesol makes the following experiment: He
takes two saucepans A and B, pours water from a faucet
into them, and he also puts a thermometer inside each of
them.
The saucepans A and B are equal.
The thermometers are equal.
The two flames are equal and the saucepans are put on the
gas stoves at the same time.
The quantities of water in A and B are different.
After 3 minutes, the water in A and B does not boil yet.
Tintin reads the indication on the thermometers inside A: it
shows 50°C.
(1) Does the thermometer in B show a reading:
- Greater than 50°C _
- Equal to 50°C
_
- Less than 50°C
_
(2) W h y ?
Figure 1 - Example of questions occurring in the
questionnaires.
Notice that for non-operational predicates, the semantics of
the same term for the teacher and for David can be different.
For instance, the two following rules:
TEMP(x,T) A greater(T,0i) ^ H O T ( x )
(Teacher)
feel-hot(x) => H O T ( x )
(David)
show that the teacher evaluates the hotness of an object x
according to its temperature, whereas David relies on his
tactile perception.
The second step consists in transforming all the questions
in examples for W H Y . For instance, the question in Figure 1
is described as follows:
Example # 2 : Description
person(Toumesol) a person(Tintin) a saucepan(A) a
water(a) a on(A,ga) a thermometer(ha) a gas-stove(ga) a
ignited(ga) a to-put-inside(Toumesol,ha,A) a
to-put-inside(Toumesol,a,A) a amount(a,small) a
temp(a, 20,initial) a not-boiling(a, initial) a
time-elapsed(a, short) a saucepan(B) a
... A time-elapsed(gb, short) a same-features(ha ,hb) a

thermom-reading(ha, 50, final)
Example # 2 : Decisions
{GREATER-THERMOM-READING(hb, h^, final).
S A M E - T H E R M O M - R E A D I N G ( h b . ha, final),
L O W E R - T H E R M O M - R E A D I N G ( h b , h a , final))
In the description of the example w e may notice that the
quantities have been rendered in qualitative form, such as
"small" and "large" amounts of water, a "short" time period
(for 3 minutes), "initial" and "final" for the beginning and
ending times of the experimentation. Moreover, some
background information, which David and the teacher do
not need to say explicitly, are added for the system's sake,
such as the fact that the room temperature is 20°C. The
predicate "same-feature(x,y)" denotes functional equality
between x and y without object identity.
In the decision part of the example the "classes" are
defined according to the alternative possible answers.
After building up the dictionary and describing the
examples, w e have encoded, for reference, the teacher's
phenomenological and causal theories. These bodies of
knowledge are not meant to describe all the knowledge the
teacher has in thefield,but only the part that he/she decides
is relevant for teaching. S o m e rules belonging to the
teacher's phenomenological theory P* are the following (the
complete theory contains 121 rules):

m, c
T h e teacher's k n o w l e d g e remains the s a m e along the
whole teaching course. It is useful to m o d e l it both as a
reference for representing the teaching goal, and as a m e a n
to evaluate David's progess toward a correct understanding
of the p h e n o m e n a to which he is exposed.
T h e teacher's knowledge can be considered "correct",
from his/her point of view; in fact, the teacher him/herself
can validate it. O n the contrary, David is unable to articulate
his models of the world, and his knowledge can then be only
guessed from his answer and explanations. For this reason,
it needs to be validated experimentally. F r o m the data
available before teaching, an initial content can b e
attributed to David's Cq, Pq and K B q .

(jmiEAT(x)^

boiling-temp(x,T|,)Aless(T|,T(,)^
time-elapsed(x, short) vliine-elapsed(x, long) v
tiiTie-£lapsed(x, very-long)]

aluminum(x) => M E T A L ( x )
M E T A L ( x ) => M A T E R I A L ( x )
TEMP(x,T) A greater(T,ei) => H O T ( x )
gas-stove(x) a ignited(x) => F L A M E ( x )
electric-plate(x) a tumed-on(x) =j. H E A T - S O U R C E ( x )
OBJ(x) a H E A T - S O U R C E ( y ) a C O N T A C T ( x , y ) =*
=> TO-HEAT(x,y)
SAME-TEMP(x,y)=>THERMAL-EQUILIBRIUM(x,y)
full-of(x,y) => INSIDE(y,x)
CONTACT(x,y) <=> C O N T A C T ( y , x )
A part of David's causal model is reported in Figure 2.
The graph explains that the temperature of an object
increases if it is heated and its initial temperature is below
its boiling threshold. A s w e m a y notice, the model m a y be
critizised under many respects with respect to a complete
theory of heat transfer. However, it represents what the
teacher wants David to understand in this preliminary
course.
The Matter ontology of the teacher is reported in Figure
3. W e notice that the teacher knows that an object has a
temperature value associated to it, and that a material has
characteristic temperatures associated to changes of state.
The teacher also uses a heuristic knowledge base K B * ,
containing 23 rules, one of which is the following:
M A T E R I A L ( x ) a SOLID(x) a T O - H E A T ( x ) =>
=> M E L T I N G ( x )
Morever, the teacher knows the relations among all the
quantities appearing in the following heating process:

TEMP(x,T,,t,)

TEMP(x
TEMP-INCREASE(x

H0T(x,t2)

Figure 2 - Part of the teacher's causal model. Three
kinds of nodes occur in the graphs: causal nodes,
corresponding to processes or states related by causeeffect relations, constraint nodes, attached to edges
and representing physical or structural properties of
objects, and context nodes, associated to causal nodes,
representing contextual condirions (concomitant
causes) referring to the environment.
The phenomenological theory Pq contains 94 rules, and is
not very different from the teacher's one, except for the
semantics of s o m e predicates, based o n direct perception
instead of an objective measurement. For the sake of
comparison, in Figure 4 David's Matter ontology tree is
reported. A s w e can see, David attributes to the objects the
properties of being cold, w a r m or hot, but he does not relate
them, at the beginning, with the object's temperature.
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M o r e o v e r , D a v i d attributes the Constance of temperature
during a change of state to a m a x i m u m allowed temperature
for the substance.

TOHEAT(x,y)

)

OBJ(x)
I HEAT-SbuRCE(y)

Maner
TEMP-INCREASE(
watertx) A-' iion(x)A
-• gold(x) A -ileacKx)

Inanimate
\
sigaKx

TaBOIL(
/HasName
Is made of Malcnal
HasTemperalure
Has State
Has Amount
^tndsowrTime
(Has
Melting TemfKralin; |

(pasonY-/^lasName
Is Sensible 10
Hot objects

CARAME

HOTTx)

I Has Boiling Temperalure I
V^layOiange Sale
J
Figure 3 - Teacher's ontology for Matter.

Matter

Inanimale

lbs Same
IsSaisfclelo
Hot obi ea s

Figure 5 - David's initial causal model.
For what concerns validation of the models, w e have to
specify,firstof all, that our aim is not that of making claims
about average or most c o m m o n behaviours among childrens
that age, but to model the individual evolution of a single
student. That means that w e do not need to apply the same
model to a statistically significant set of students, but, rather
w e have to apply the same modelling process (possibly
yealding different models) to various students. In fact, with
respect to this modelling procedure, a model is "good" if it
is able to predict the answers of the modelled student to the
questions he/she is presented with. Then, if this match is
verified for a number of cases, there is suggested evidence
that the hypotheses underlying the modelling methodology
m a y be adequate for tracing individual
knowledge
evolution, in this specific Physics' area. In the analysed
cases, satisfying results have been obtained.

fHisNam
Has funcfon
Is made of Maerial
Can \x Gill \\'ari)i or Hci
HusAmounl
Exists in Time
May have MtL\niiuni
Te irjx ml UK
^hbs M d ling Temperature J

Conclusion
Figure 4 - David's ontology tree for Matter
In Figure 5, David's causal model Cq is reported. The
m o d e l is substantially different from the teacher's one,
because it is mostly oriented to deducing effects on the basis
of the properties of the involved substances. T h e n , material
causation is underlying David's explanations.
Also the heuristic k n o w l e d g e base K B q is rather different,
because David, in order to answer the questions, seems to
apply rules that can b e paraphrased as follows:
" W h a t is hot heats"
" W h a t is cold cools"
" A greater cause has a greater effect"
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We have introduced a new way of interpreting learning
from the point of view of the learner's knowledge
acquisition in relation with teaching, in the domain of
Physics. The framework of our analysis is a specific type of
knowledge processing that w e term "modelling". It is a
relevant framework for analysis with respect to both the
learner's personal knowledge of a learner and the content of
Physics teaching. This approach allows two main types of
knowledge to be distinguished, in particular, the pragmatic
knowledge (heurisitc), put into play during problem solving,
and a deeper explanatory knowledge structure (causal), used
to give explanations and, in general, to get a better grasp of
the phenomena.
The eventual goal of the investigation is to come up with
a method for designing more effective teaching strategies.
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Abstract

change (genotypes and genotypic distributions over time). In
our linguistic cUisUogy, which is nearly exact, initial individual linguistic (or "grammatical") knowledge corresponds to
genotypes, andfinalattained states of linguistic knowledge to
phenotypes; the distribution over final states characterizes the
linguistic properties of the population as a whole. Programmatically, this analogy has often been drawn in diachronic
linguistic research, but in the main the corresponding computational analysis, which might then be drawn almost directly
from results in mathematical and computational population
biology, has been lacking.'
There are three logical distributional possibilities: distributions of languages over monolingual speakers; distributions
of languages within non-monolingual speakers; and combinations of these two. For example, consider a population of
monolingual speakers; each speaks only one language. W h a t
of the population? If all speakers speak the same language,
then one might say that the community speaks that language.
However, there can still be mixtures of monolingual speakers.
The other possibility is that a single speaker could internalize
more than one language (grammar), that is, the possibility of
non-monolingual (bi-, tri-lingual, etc. speakers). In the remainder of this paper, w e focus on just thefirsttwo cases, that
is, distributions of languages over monolingual speakers; as it
turns out, the mathematics for the remaining possibility (bilingualism) can be captured by our assumption, though space
prohibits a complete demonstration of this property here. W e
proceed to outline the basic model, and then a particular cognitive case of language learning and language change, namely,
Portuguese.

We present new results of a novel computational approach
to the interaction of two important cognitive-linguistic phenomena: (1) language learning, long regarded as central to
m o d e m synchronic linguistics; and (2) language change over
time, diachronic linguistics. W e exploit the insight that while
language learning takes place at the level of the individual,
language change is more properly regarded as an ensemble
property that takes place at the level of populations of language learners — while the former has been the subject of
much explicit computer modeling, the latter been less extensively treated. W e show by analytical and computer simulation
methods that language learning can be regarded as the driving
force behind a dynamical systems account of language change.
W e apply this model to the specific (and cognitively relevant)
case of the historical change from Classical Portuguese (CP)
to European Portuguese (EP). demonstrating how a particular
language learning model (for instance, a maximum-likelihood
model akin to many statistically-based language approaches),
coupled with data on the differences between C P and EP, leads
to specific predictions for possible language-change envelopes,
as well as delimiting the class of possible language-learning
mechanisms and linguistic theories compatible with a given
class of changes. The main investigative message of this paper
is to show how this methodology can be applied to a specific
case, that of Portuguese. The main moral underscores the individual/population difference, and demonstrates the potential
subtlety of language change: we show that simply because an
individual child will, with high probability, choose a particular
grammar (European Portuguese) does not mean that all other
grammars (e.g.. Classical Portuguese) will come to be elimiThe Logical Basis of Language Change
nated; rather, contrary to surface intuition, that is property of
the dynamical system and the population ensemble itself.
In our model the logical basis of change is language learning:
Language Change: the Population Approach
the possibility of mwleaming a particular target gratrunar of
This paper presents a computational approach to the interac- one's caretakers. Note that if children always converged on
tion of two important cognitive phenomena: language learning and language change. The first, language learning, occurs
' Here there are two chief exceptions: the general work on cultural
at the level of the individual — children acquire the language
transmission and evolution by CavalU-Sforza and Feldman (1981)
(grammar) of their caretakers, a cognitive ability that has been and the more narrowly drawn work of Kroch (1990). These previous works have complementary strengths and weaknesses: CavaUibroadly investigated via a range of computational and experiSforza and Feldman (1981), while providing arichermathematical
mental methodologies. W e note that language change occurs
model explicitly connected to population biology, do not actually
at the level of a population: it is individual language learners
pursue specific cognitive predictions or linguistic implications. In
whose collective, ensemble properties constitute a distribucontrast. Kroch (1990) focuses on specific language changes, like
tion of linguistic knowledge. This is, of course, the c o m m o n
the well-known Enghsh Verb-second change, but does not consider
biological view used to bridge between suriicial properties
a dynamical system model, and in fact posits only the possibiUty
of individual organisms (their phenotypes) and the distribuof different language distributions within a single speaker, rather
tion of those properties over time (phenotypic evolutionary
than over a population of speakers, thus avoiding a true population
change), as underlain by internal, individual constitutional
approach to the problem.
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Ihe language of their parents, then their language would be the
same as that of their parents, from each generation to the next. p„(p) = Probability[Leamer hypothesizes g after n examples]
Consequently, for languages to change from one generation
(1)
to the next it must be the case that children aitiun a huiguagc
Eq. 1 characterizes the probability with which an individual
different from that of their parents. W e next show how to
child internalizes each of the possible grammars (languages)
model this computationally.
after n examples. Naturally, if the data were aJl drawn from
some target language corresponding to grammar h (say) then
The Computational Framework
realistic language learning requires that the corresponding
The procedure for mapping language learning to language
probability (p„(/i) to be high, i.e., the learner attains the target
change has been developed in a series of previous works
grammar with high probability.
(Niyogi and Berwick, 1996) and is reviewed here for conLet us now consider the population as a whole. The popvenience.
ulation is composed of (i) a collection of individual adults
The three main components of a language learning framethat are the source of example sentences to the generation
work are:
of children; and (ii) a collection of individual children w h o
attempt to acquire the grammar of the parental generation on
1. ^: a class of grammars (languages) from which the child
the basis of example sentences. If w e niake the population the
chooses one on the basis of example sentences.
object of our study, then w e would characterize the linguistic
2. A: a learning algorithm used by the language learner to
composition of the population (what percentage speaks what
choose a grammar g £Q.(ln what follows w e will systemlanguage) and h o w it evolves from generation to generation.
atically interchange the use of "grammar" and "language"
Since the population is an aggregate of individuals, if w e take
when there is no possibility of confusion or difference in
ensemble averages, w e would arrive at the behavior of the
the resulting model results.)
population.
3. V: a probability distribution with which sentences are preFor the purposes of this paper w e make the following idealsented to the learner.
izations for population modeling; however, all of these can be
systematically dropped and their consequences explored: (1)
Once each of items (I), (2), and (3) are well-specified w e
non-overlapping generations, i.e., adults and children and the
have a complete description of language learning for a single
linguistic composition of a particular generation is comprised
generation. This has been dealt with in a variety of situations under a number of different assumptions about the class of its adult speakers, rather than a mix of children and adults;
(2) no neighborhood effects, i.e., the mix of adults determines
of languages, learning algorithms, and the like, from Gold
the source of sentences and this distributional source is iden(1967) to more recent work. A s one can see, our framework is general enough to encompass even more recent learn- tical for all children (clearly not the case for geographical
boundary conditions, but as mentioned, easily modeled by a
ing methods such as M i n i m u m Description Length criteria or
other statistical methods; in fact, in our example below w e use extension using conventional population biology methods);
(3) adults do not change their grammar/language over their
a M a x i m u m Likelihood search method, but any well-defined
lifetime, i.e,. a monolingual maturation hypothesis^ (4) chilprocedure would do. A complete analysis of the behavior of
dren
have afinitetime to acquire the grammar, i.e., a learning
the individual learner will allow us to analyze the behavior of
maturation hypothesis.
the population as w e see in the next section.
Given the general model and these assumptions, one can
now characterize the evolution of a population of speakers
Individuals versus Populations of Learners
The language learning problem focuses on the individual child from generation to generation as a dynamical system. Let
the state of the population in generation i be defined by a
and attempts to characterize how it updates its hypothesis
from example sentence to example sentence over its lifetime. probability distribution Sp(j) on the set of grammars ^. Thus
Sp{i)[g] denotes the proportion of the population that speak a
Computational models of this phenomenon typically require
language corresponding to grammar g e Q . Children are exthe learner's hypothesis get closer and closer to the target
posed
to data that are a mix of the languages of the adult popugrammar as more and more data becomes available — this is
lation
— in this way one can model very sunple geographical
as true of the classic Gold "identification in the limit" model
effects (not detailed areal distributions, however). Suppose
as it is of more recently statistically-based methods that work
w e are able to characterize the behavior of the individual avon corpuses. The Gold success criterion requires the learner
to converge to the target as the data goes to infinity; a more erage child, as in eq. 1. Assuming that maturation occurs after
n examples, when the current generation of children mature
psychologically plausible criterion requires the learner to be
into adulthood, the composition of their population would be
at the target with high probability after a psychologically realgiven by p„. Thus the update rule for the entire system, deteristic number of examples have been received. Let us assume
mining the language mix of the next generation, is given by
that we are able to completely characterize the behavior of the
the equation:
individual leaner after receiving afinitenumber of examples
(positive or negative), i.e., w e are able to solve the following
Sp{i+ 1) -Pn
problem:
Suppose n examples are drawn according to P on I' and
^In contradistinction to a bi-lingual assumption; however, as
presented to the child. Then, for every grammar ginQ, what is noted, the mathematics for mixnires of languages within an indithe probability that the child will have attained that grammar? vidual is approximately the same as that of mixtures of languages
Let:
between individuals, at least for our initial purposes here.
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where Pn clearly depends upon (1) the composition of tlie previous generation Sp(j); (2) the learning algorithm that children
use to learning languages (grammars); ;uid (3) Uie probability distnbulions with which speakers of a particular language
produce example sentences. In tlie remainder of this paper
w e show h o w to develop the form of the update rule for a
concrete learning/language change situation, n;imely that of
Portuguese, and how to use the resulting dynamical system to
test whether the assumptions of the model are cognitive plausible, e.g., whether the observed time course of the dynamical
system actually follows the observed linguistic change from
classical to m o d e m European Portuguese, while manipulating
iissumptions about the learning algorithm, and the like.
Portuguese: A Case Study
The main investigative message of this paper is to show
h o w this methodology can be applied to a specific case,
that of Portuguese. The main moral underscores the individual/population difference, and demonstrates the potential
subllely of language change: w e show that simply because an
individual child will, with high probability, choose a particular
grammar (European Portuguese) does not mean that all other
grammars (e.g.. Classical Portuguese) will come to be eliminated; rather, contrary to surface intuition, that is property of
the dynamical system and the population ensemble itself.
The Facts of Portuguese Language Change
In this p^3er, w e focus on a particular change in phonological
and syntactic Portuguese recently discussed by Galves and
Galves (1995). Roughly, over a period of 200 years, starting
from 1800, "classical" Portuguese (CP) underwent a change
in clitic placement. From the 16th century or before until
the beginning of the 19th century, both proclitics and enclitics were possible in root declarative sentences (nonquantified
subjects), as given by G & G ' s examples (1) and (2), and in
quantified subjects (3), which w e will refer to henceforth via
their reference numbers:
(1) Pauloaama.
E»aulo her loves
'Paulo loves her'
(proclitic)
(2) Paulo ama-a
Paulo loves-her
'Paulo loves her' (enclitic)
(3) Q u e m a a m a ?
W h o her loves?
' W h o loves her?'
(proclitic)
G & G summarize the relevant historical facts as follows:
"During the 19"" century a change affecting the syntax
of clitic-placement occurred in the language spoken in
Portugal... A s a result, sentences like (1) became agrammatical and (2) remained as the only option for root affirmative
sentences with non-quantified subjects. This change, however, did not concern sentences like (3) with quantified or
W/i-subjects in which proclisis was, and continues to be, the
only option."
G & G offer an explanation of this change, proposing a link
between phonology and syntax. Roughly speaking, Galves
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has argued that phonological changes in Portuguese altered
the stress awilours, and consequently the probabilities with
which sentence types occurred; this difference is stress is
what learning hinges on, and so the historical change. While
this explanation is arguable, w e will accept it to illustrate h o w
different learning algorithms might have different evolutionary consequences for historical prediction, ignoring for the
m o m e n t the linguistic implications of the various algorithms
and concentrating only on their computational properties. To
each sentence w e will assign (a) a morphological word sequence; (b) a stress contour; and (c) a syntactic structure. For
example, again following G & G ' s analysis, sentence type (2)
will remain only in CP, while the two sentences (2)-(3) above
will have different stress patterns for C P and EP. W e omit
a detailed description of the stress assignment and syntactic
properties, as they are not necessary for our analysis. All w e
need to know is that G & G assume that the stress contours
corresponding to sentence types (1), (2), and (3), which w e
denote simply as ci,C2,C3, follow a Markov chain description and, more importantly, govern the probability with which
sentences are produced.' Thus, if two sentences have the
same stress contour, then they will be produced with the same
probability (given by the probability of the stress sequence
according to Markov production rules). In short, for the purpose of this paper, it is sufficient to assume that there are two
simply two grammars (in accordance with Galves' assumptions): G c p , denoting the grammar of Classical Portuguese
(earlier) and G e p , denoting the grammar of European Portuguese. Furthermore, the only data that is relevant (ignoring
other aspects of the granunar) is as follows:
Classical Portuguese
(CP-1) ci : produced with probability p; (CP-2) cj produced
with probability 1 - 2p; and (CP-3) C3 produced with probability p.
European Portuguese
(EP-1) ci: not produced; (2) (EP-2) C2 produced with probability 1 - 9; and (EP-3) cj produced with probability q.
A n y (historically changing) population will n o w by assumption contain a mix of speakers of Classical and European
Portuguese. The Classical Portuguese speakers produce the
sentence types shown above with the probabilities (parameterized by p). The European Portuguese speakers produce the
sentence types shown above with the probabilities (parameterized by q).
Thus w e have defined (1) the class of grammars (1)
g - { G e p , G c p } ; (2) Probabilities with which speakers
of G e p and G c p produce sentences (parameterized by p and
q. W e therefore can derive the evolutionary consequences
on the population for a variety of learning algorithms. W e
first consider a probabilistic, m a x i m u m likelihood method:
to choose between C P and E P given some input sentences
(conditioned on stress patterns), pick the language (grammar)
that maximizes the probability of generating the available data
(surface forms). This is probably the simplest probabilistic
learning algorithm and leads to:
'We are of course aware that this assumption of G & G may also
be questioned; one might substitute for it any other more plausible
relation between stress and sentence types — if any; this assumption
is simply designed as a bridge to get the child from a presumably
observable surface fact to a sentence type.

Galves Batch Algorithm
The learning algorithm for grammatical acquisition proceeds
as follows:
1. Draw A^ examples (sentences).
2. Compute likelihoods, i.e., P i S „ \ C c p ) and F{S„\(Ji.:p).
3. Use the Maximum Likelihood principle to choose between
the grammars.

k-0 ^
^
Case 3. p < 2p < 9.
Decision Rule: The maximum likelihood decision rule reduces to: choose G e p if and only //"(I) a = 0; and b > ny

-. Otherwise, choose G c p .
"'^^^^^-•o.CfH!?^^)Analysis of Individual Learning Algorithm As discussed
Equation 1 and Population Update:
earlier, to calculate the historical dynamics we must be able
As usual, let q, be the proportion of the previous generation
to analyze the behavior of the learning algorithm, i.e., char- speaking G c p - It can be shown that the update rule has the
acterize eq. 1. For the analysis of the algorithm, w e assume
following form:
that sentences are drawn in i.i.d. fashion according to a distribution dictated by their stress contours as indicated in the
earlier section.
P*Q(n-ik)
First, consider the form of the likelihoods. Let the example
sentences be 5n = {si,S2, Sn }• Due to the i.i.d. assump- where P and Q are as in case 2.
tion P(Sn|Gcp) isgivenby nr^i P{si\Gcp)- Suppose that
the set of n examples consists of a draws of cj, 6 draws of cj System Evolution We have shown above how the behavior
and n — a — b draws of C2. Then the following is immediately of the population can be characterized as a dynamical system
and have derived the update rules for such a system for a
clear:
maximum likelihood learning algorithm The dynamical system captures the evolutionary consequences of this particular
PiS„\Gcp)=P%l-2py"-''-''V
learning
algorithm. In this section w e describe its evolutionand
ary properties, and see how they mesh with observed cognitive
(historical) trends.
P{Sn\GEp) = iOni-q)^"-''-'^q'
Case 1.
ConsequenUy, the individual child, following the likelihood
principle will choose the grammar E P { G e p ) only if (1) no 1. a = 0 is afixedpoint, i.e., if the initial population consists
instances of ci occur in its sample; and (2) C2 and cj, occur in entirely of European Portuguese speakers, it will always
remain that way. Furthermore, if np < 1, then this is a
numbers so that ^''(1-9)^""'^ > (1-2p)("-')p^ There are
stablefixedpoint. It is also the onlyfixedpoint between
three cases to consider:
0 and 1. Thus in this case a population speaking entirely
Case I. p < q < 2p.
Classical Portuguese would gradually be converted to one
Decision Rule: For this case, it is possible to show that the
speaking entirely European Portuguese.
child (following the maximum likelihood rule) always chooses
2.
If
np > 1, then a = 0 remains afixedpoint but now beG e p if no instances of c\ occur. This is simply because
comes
unstable. For this case, an additionalfixedpoint
\ - q > \ - 2 p and q > p.
(stable) is now created between 0 and 1. All initial popuEquation 1 and Population Update: Suppose that the proportion of speakers of G c p in the i\h generation is q, . Then the lation compositions will tend to this particular mix of G c p
and G e p speakers. Figure I shows thefixed(equilibrium)
probability of drawing ci is given by o,p. Consequently, the
point as a function of n and p.
probability of drawing a set of n examples without a single
draw of ci is (1 - aip)". This is of course the probability
Case 2.
with which the individual child chooses the grammar of Euro- 1. Unlike case 1, the dynamical evolution depends now depean Portuguese, G e p Thus the update rule has the following
pends upon both p and q in addition to n.
form:
2. It is easily seen that a = 0 is no longer afixed(equilibrium)
point (unless p = q). Consequently, populations, irrespectti+i = l-(l-a.p)"
tive of their initial composition, will always contain some
Case 2. q < p < 2p.
speakers of Classical Portuguese.
Decision Rule: In this case, the maximum likelihood decision 3. It is possible to show that there is exactly onefixed(stable)
rule reduces to the following. Choose G e p if and only if (I)
point and all initial populations will tend to this value.
a - Q, i.e., no instances of C] occur; and (2) b < n j where
Shown infig.2 is plot of thefixedpoint as a function of q
M i ^ ) -. For all other data sets, choose Gcp •
and p for afixedvalue of n. Notice the multipleridgesin
^ log(i^) + log(f}the profile suggesting sensitivity to the value of q around
Equation 1 and Population Update: As usual, let there be a;
some critical points. Shown infig.3 is a plot of the fixed
proportion of the previous generation speaking G c p • It can
point as a function of p for various choices of n keeping q
be shown that events (1) and (2) above occur with probability
fixed at 0.1.
TUlo (l) P'Q^n - k) where P = a,p + (1 - a,)q and
Case 3.

1. Like case 2, the dynamical evolution depends upon both p
Q = Qiil - 2p) + (I - ai){l -g). Thus the update rule has
and q in addition to n.
the following form:
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Figure 3: The fixed point of the dynamical system as a function of p (on the X axis) for various values of n. Here q was
heldfixedat 0.1 and p was allowed to vary from 0.1 to 0.5.
Figure 1: The fixed point of the dynamical system (on the Z
axis) as a function of n (on the A' axis) and ^ (on the Y axis).

2. Again, it is easily seen that a = 0 is no longer afixedpoint.
Therefore, the speakers of Classical Portuguese can never
be eliminated altogether for p and g in this range.
W e can again plot thefixedpoints of the resulting dynamical system as a function of the q and p where n is held fixed
at 5 or for various values of n, keeping p fixed. W e omit
thefiguresfor reasons of space. The results are: again the
ridges in the landscape suggest a great sensitivity of the final equilibrium point to slight changes in the values of p and
q. Classical Portuguese speakers are never completely eliminated, although their frequency can get quite low in certain
regions.
W h a t are the important conclusions from this analysis? In
short, children using the m a x i m u m likelihood rule will choose
G e p over G c p - However, a dynamical systems analysis must
be carried out to see if that will suffice to "wipe out" Classical
Portuguese. Only in case 1 will Classical Portuguese be lost
completely (provided p < 1/n). In all other cases, there will
always remain some speakers of Classical Portuguese within
the community. In fact, the evolutionary properties can be
quite subtle.'' Consider the following three example cases.

Figure 2: The fixed point of the dynamical system (on the Z
axis) as a function of q (on the X axis) and p (on the Y axis).
The value of n was held fixed at 5.

Example 1 Let p = 0.05, g = 0.02 and n - 4. In this
case, if the parental generation were all speaking Classical
Portuguese(a = I) then a simple computation shows that the
probability with which the child would pick G e p (European
Portuguese) is 0.66, i.e., it is greater than one-half. Thus,
in spite of the fact that the majority of children choose the
g r a m m a r of European Portuguese, the speakers of Classical
Portuguese will never die out completely. In fad. the fixed
point is O.U. Roughly 11 percent of the population will
continue to speak Classical Portuguese.
''The same dynamical properties would hold of a "bi-lingual"
model where the distribution oflanguages was over single individuals
— like that advocated by Kroch (1990). Here too the dynamical
properties and resulting cognitive changes are simply too subtle to
pick out by intuition alone; that is the key result of this paper.
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Example 2 Let p = 0.05, q = 0.06 a n d n - S. If this were
the case, and the parental generation all spoke Classical Portuguese, it turns out that the probability with which the individual child would pick G e p would again be 0.66. However.
now the speakers ofclassical Portuguese wouldallbe lost and
the population would move to its stable, fixed point containing
only speakers of European Portuguese.
Example 3 I f p = 0.05, q - 0.06 and n = 21 however, it is
easily seen that Classical Portuguese speakers can never be
completely lost.

where a, and a,.(. j are the proportion of the population speaking Classical Portuguese in generation i and i -i-1 respectively.
As usual, n is the number of examples drawn. Here, note that
C P speakers can never be eliminated to less than ^ of the population. Consequently, one is able to see immediately that the
T L A does not have therightevolutionary properties to explain
the change from Classical to European Portuguese. Second,
it is possible to show that there is exactly one (stable) fixed
point (between 1/2 and 1) to which such a system evolves,
for various values of n and p.

Batch Subset Algorithm

Conclusions: Letters from the Portuguese

Most importantly, w e see that the above learning algorithm
makes specific predictions about the change of the linguistic
composition of the population as a whole. For purposes of
exploration, let us turn our attention to a simple modification of the previous learning algorithm that w e call the Batch
Subset Algoridim because all the data is processed "at once."
Our aim is to demonstrate how readily one may carry out
changes in the learning algorithm and investigate their model
consequences.

As the case of Portuguese language change shows, individual
language change need not be the same as ensemble language
change. Differences in language learning strategies can lead
to differences in language change over time. The dynamical
systems mathematics is essential because intuitions can lead
one astray. To probe more deeply requires a new, more sophisticated approach like the one adopted by evolutionary population biologists. Mathematical modeling may be required to
tease out subtle differences between language-learning driven
language change — so much so that, to our minds, diachronic
language analysis now demands the same armamentarium ^plied to "cognitive" genotypes and phenotypes that population
biologists have brought to bear on the study of genotypic and
phenotypic change over time.

1. Draw n examples.
2. If c\ occurs even once, choose G c p , otherwise choose

GepSince European Portuguese is a subset of Classical Portuguese for the data at hand, such a learner would choose the
grammar of European Portuguese G e p as its default grammar
unless it received contradictory data (in this case ci: which
informs it that the target is not G e p but G c p - Of course,
such a learning algorithm is guaranteed to converge to the
correct target as the data goes to infinity. A natural question
to ask is whether it makes a different prediction about how
the population would evolve. As it turns out, it is possible to
prove:
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Abstract
According to the comparison view, preexisting similarities
between the constituent terms of a metaphorical sentence
are an important source of information for generating a
figurative meaning. The interaction approach, by contrast,
claims that similarity is not an antecedent but a product of
comprehension. W e shall argue, however, that each of
these approaches is too narrow to provide a complete and
exhaustive account of metaphor comprehension. Instead,
both theories point out to two different but complementary
cognitive processes. W e present three experiments that
support the theoretical distinction between ana/>'5/5-based
vs. synthesis-biscd processes in the comprehension of
metaphor.
Introduction
W h a t information do people use to generate metaphorical
meanings? In recent years, several psychological models
have been proposed to provide an answer to this question
(Ortony, 1979, Malgady & Johnson, 1980; Tourangeau &
Sternberg, 1982; Centner, 1988; Glucksberg & Keysar,
1990). Despite this theoretical abundance, only few empirical studies have been carried out. Therefore, the very question which of the proposed comprehension models is correct
and which have to be abandoned is still a matter of debate.
The oldest and hitherto most influential approach to the
comprehension of metaphor is provided by the similarity or
comparison view (Ortony, 1979, Malgady & Johnson,
1980). According to this theory, metaphors are implicit
comparisons. In order to generate an interpretation, a metaphorical sentence such as 'the F A M I L Y is a N E S T ' first has
to be translated into an explicit comparison statement: 'the
F A M I L Y is like a NEST'. Then, a feature-matching process
is applied to the representations of the noun concepts involved in the metaphor. T h e features of the vehicle-concept
N E S T are compared to the features of the renor-concept
F A M I L F V in order to identify c o m m o n features. In the example mentioned, possible candidates for the interpretation
m a y be features such as "security', "warmth', or 'wellbeing'. Usually, only few such matching features can be
identified whereas most of the features are exclusively part
either of the vehicle- or the tenor-concept (Malgady & Johnson, 1980). Comparison models of metaphor comprehension
mainly differ over the additional constraints they require for

the matching features to be used in the interpretation. From
Centner's systematicity principle, e.g., follows that the
matching features have to be relations, i.e., higher-order
predicates rather than object attributes (Centner, 1988). In
Ortony's salience imbalance model (Ortony, 1979) metaphorical comparisons are distinguished from literal comparion
statements according to differential feature salience. In literal
comparisons, the matching features of tenor and vehicle are
equally salient. B y contrast, in metaphorical comparisons,
the matching features are highly salient for the vehicle but
show only low salience for the tenor-concept. Regardless of
the specific constraints placed on matching features by different comparison models, the same assumption is underlying
these accounts. There are semantic similarities antecedently
existing between the representions of the tenor- and vehicleconcept on which the interpretation is based (Indurkhya,
1992).
The position that the interpretation of metaphors is based
on preexisting similarities has been been questioned by the
so-called interaction approach (Black, 1979; Tourangeau &
Sternberg, 1982; Indurkhya, 1992). A s Tourangeau &
Sternberg (1982) argue, often a feature apparently shared by
tenor and vehicle can be shared only metaphorically. Consider the metaphor ' M A N is a W O L F ' In the context of the
vehicle-concept W O L F , a feature such as "predator' refers to
h o w wolfes behave toward other animals. However, when
this feature is applied to the tenor it assumes a slightly
different meaning. Here, 'predator' m a y be referred to men's
beahvior toward other men. Hence, in order to generate an
interpretation, the feature has to be reinstantiated in the
semantic domain of the tenor. A s a result of such a reinstantiation process, the meaning of the feature is transformed.
O n e might infer, e.g., that m e n are 'insidious' and
'competitive' in their dealings with other men. Such features, however, are unlikely to be considered as part of the
conventional representations of M A N and W O L F . Therefore,
the interaction account predicts that metaphors are not interpreted on the grounds of shared features. Rather than this,
metaphorical meanings are constructed by means of emergent features , i.e., features which emerge w h e n the representations of tenor and vehicle as well as their corresponding
domains are brought into interaction during comprehension.
T o put it in Black's words: "It would be more illuminating...to say that metaphor creates the similarity than to say
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that it formulates some similarity antecendently existing"
(Black, 1979, p. 37).
Though the comparison and interaction approach have stimulated interesting theoretical speculations, few empirical
studies have been carried out to exmanine both approaches.
Comparison theorists typically present correlational data as a
support of their position. For example, Johnson & Malgady
(1979) had subjects rate the semantic similarity of tenorvehicle pairs taken from a sample of poetic metaphors.
Independent ratings of aptness were collected for the same
metaphors. Johnson & Malgady found high positive correlations between the similarity ratings and metaphor aptness,
irrespective of whether the tenor- and vehicle-concepts had
been rated in the context of the metaphor sentences or in
isolation. A s support for the interaction approach, very often
a lexical decision experiment by C a m a c & Glucksberg
(1984) is cited in the literature. In this experiment, no semantic priming was found for word pairs made up by the
tenor and the vehicle of apt and comprehensible metaphors.
From this negative result, C a m a c & Glucksberg concluded
that the tenor and the vehicle need not be semantically similar. Consequently, if no such similarities exist, then they
cannot be used either for the interpretation process. Hence,
the comparison theory must be wrong. Rather than being a
prerequisite for comprehension, similarity might be its
product. There are certainly more empirical data than the
studies just repjorted. However, taken all available evidence
together, it is impossible to decide which of the two theoretical approaches should be accepted and which rejected.
A closer examination of these approaches reveals that both
the comparison and interaction view cannot adequately meet
the complexity of the topic. Even on a descriptive level,
they fail to provide a systematic and complete account of the
different semantic effects that occur when interpreting metaphors. While the comparison view is limited to the investigation of features shared by tenor and vehicle, the interaction
view focusses on the explanation of emergent features.
However, asTourangeau & Rips (1991) have recently argued, it is reasonable to assume that there are more semantic
effects in metaphor interpretation than only shared and emergent features. According to Figure 1 there are at least four
types of effects to be distinguished. In our schema, a particular semantic effect is operationally defined by the category of
semantic feature (segments 1-4, cf. Figure 1) that contributes to the ground of interpretation (Tourangeau & Rips,
1991). For the following, 'ground' refers to the features that
are central to the interpretation. Consider the example
' H E R C U L E S is a LION'. The interpretation of this metaGround

Tenor \

•^^^

- ^ Vehicle

Figure 1: Semantic effects in metaphor interpretation
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phor m a y in part be based on features shared by the tenor and
the vehicle {convergent features, 1, e.g., living organism).
In addition, the ground m a y incorporate features that belong
to the vehicle but not to the tenor (transferred features, 2,
e.g., brave). A n d also featiu-es of the tenor m a y be used once
more to characterize the tenor within the metaphorical sentence (redundantfeatures, 3, e.g., divine). Finally, the ground of interpretation m a y consist of features that are neither
characteristic of the tenor nor of the vehicle but surface only
in the interpretation (.emergent features, 4, e.g., mythical
figure). The classification schema of Figure I shows that
metaphorical meanings can adequately be described as patterns to which all four types of semantic effects contribute.
From this perspective, the controversy between the comparison and interaction approach appears as somewhat misleading. W e should not ask, is comprehension either based on a
feature matching process or rather on a construction of
emergent features. But the crucial question is under which
conditions do people primarily resort to a feature matching
process to identify convergents and under which conditions
do they preferably construct emergents. T o give an answer to
this question, w e have set up three studies.
In Study I, w e will demonstrate that the grounds of metaphors can adequately be conceived of as patterns made up of
different semantic effects. W e will describe and analyze these
patterns of effects and thereby elaborate on Tourangeau &
Rips' results (1991). Another object of this study was to
distinguish between two groups of metaphors according to
the degree of semantic similarity between tenor and vehicle.
This distinction between high similarity and low similarity
metaphors will then be used to predict differences in reaction
times in a lexical decision experiment (see Study 3). In
Study 2 w e collected independent ratings of comprehensibility, propositional aptness and metaphoricity for the metaphor
sample used in Study L This study was set up to extend and
evaluate the results of thefirststudy. In Study 3 w e tested
the prediction that faster lexical decisions would result for
tenor-vehicle pairs taken from high similarity metaphors
than for tenor-vehicle pairs from low similarity metaphors.
The aim of this experiment was to provide evidence against
C a m a c & Glucksberg's conclusions. At the same time, if
our distinction between high and low similarity metaphors
was confirmed by such an independent test, this would enable us to shed new light on the controversy between the
comparison and interaction approach.
Study 1: Feature Analysis of
M e t a p h o r Interpretations a n d C o n c e p t
Descriptions
In this study, w e examined interpretations of metaphors and
compared them to independent descriptions of the tenor- and
vehicle-concepts involved. Also, the concept of semantic
similarity between the tenor and the vehicle will be introduced to empirically distinguish between high- and lowsimilarity metaphors.
Subjects, Materials a n d Procedure. 19 lOth-grade
highschool pupils (mean age = 16) participated in this study.
All were native speakers of German. The study used 18
nominal metaphors of the form 'the T E N O R is a V E HICLE'. The stimuli were selected from an item pool of

200 nominal metaphors. In a preliminary study, additional
five subjects had been asked to produce nominal metaphors
according to the instructions of a metaphor invention inventory, specifically designed for this purpose. The 18 metaphors selected for experimental investigation were perfectly
interpretable even if no discourse context was provided to aid
interpretation. This was established by collecting ratings of
comprehensibility and propositional adequacy in another
preliminary study. Besides these 18 nominal metaphors, also
their tenors and vehicles served as stimuli. Subjects were
asked to write extended interpretations of the selected 18
metaphors. They were also requested to produce descriptions
of both the tenor and the vehicle concept of each metaphor.
Each idea had to be expressed in a simple sentence or phrase.
Metaphors and concepts were presented in separate blocks in
a booklet so that the metaphors did not accompany the tenors or vehicles in the concept description task. Within the
block of metaphors and the block of concepts, the order of
items was randomized for each subject.
Results. Metaphor interpretations and concept descriptions
were subjected to a content analysis to determine the proportions of different categories of semantic features in the interpretation. T o this purpose, w e compared the concept descriptions with the interpretations, classifying each feature in the
interpretation on whether it characterized the tenor of the
metaphor {redundant feature), the vehicle {transferred feature),
both (convergent feature), or neither {emergent feature). W e
also calculated an estimate of the semantic similarity of the
tenor and the vehicle for each metaphor (see below). Figure
2 presents the proportions of the four categories of semantic
features in the interpretations of the 18 metaphors. The

proportions of comparable size. Apparently, the relatively
small percentage of convergent features (10.6%) is considered relevant by m a n y subjects (30%), while, on the other
hand, emergent features obviously lack such a good stability
(40.5% types vs. 2 3 . 4 % tokens). O n average, a convergent
feature was elicited with a frequency of 7.2. Conversely,
occurrence of a single emergent feature was 1.5 on average.
The semantic similarity of the tenor and the vehicle of a
given metaphor was determined by computing a coefficient
that basically expresses the percentage of features c o m m o n
to both concepts (cf. Jenkins & Cofer, 1957). That is, we
determined the extent to which the representations of a given
tenor- and vehicle-concept are semantically similar independent o/their co-occurrence in the metaphor. Here, it was our
intention to explore whether such bottom-up similarity
would influence subjects' choices a m o n g feature categories
when generating metaphor interpretations. T o examine this
possibility, w e correlated tenor-vehicle similarity with the
proportions of feature categories in the interpretations. There
was a substantial positive correlation between the proportion
of convergent features in the interpretation and tenor-vehicle
similarity [types: r = .62, p < .002; tokens: r = .69, p <
.001]. At the same time, the proportion of emergent features
and tenor-vehicle similarity proved to be inversely related
[types: r = -.58, p < .005; tokens: r = -.46, p < .024].
Furthermore, there was also a substantial correlation between tenor-vehicle similarity and the proportion of transferred
features, when analysis concentrated on tokens [r = -.45, p <
.025], but not w h e n types were concerned [r = -.23, p <
.176].

D i s c u s s i o n . In some respects, our results are similar to
those obtained by Tourangeau & Rips (1991, Ex. 1). This
holds in particular for the proportions of emergent and conTypes
Tokens
vergent features as well as for the changes from types to
21,9%
24,7%
26.9%,
tokens. However, Tourangeau & Rips did not discuss these
changes in proportions and they did not analyze interindividual agreement on feature categories either. The fact that few
10,6%
types of convergent features are considered relevant by a
large number of subjetcs is perfectly in line with theoretical
23.2%'^HggSgSS9^ 30,0%
40.5
assumptions about the role of tenor-vehicle similarity in
metaphor interpretation (Johnson & Malgady, 1979). Usualtransferred
^|
redundant
emergent K H convergent
ly, outside the metaphorical context, the tenor and the vehicle are similar to each other only in few respects. But
Figure 2: Proportions of categories of semantic features in
these partial similarities increase in salience when both
the interpretations
terms are perceived together in the metaphor. Therefore, it is
plausible that subjects applied only a few types of converresults are presented in two different ways, with each featuregent features in their interpretations. However, because of
the increased salience of these features, they resorted to them
counted once regardless of the number of subjects w h o listed
more often than to other feature categories. In conu-ast to the
it as part of their interpretation (types) and with each feature
high stability of convergent features, agreement a m o n g
counted as m a n y times as it was mentioned by different
subjects on emergent features was very low although subsubjects (tokens). A ]-dimensional X^-test revealed highly
jects produced a large number of different types of emersignificant differences across categories in types [X^(3) =
gents. This result can be explained if w e assume that in
81.26, p < .001] and also when tokens were analyzed [X^(3)
order to generate an emergent feature a comprehender has to
= 16.47, p < .001]. O n types-level, convergent features are
the smallest proportion compared to other categories [X^( 1 ) resort to knowledge external to the lexical meanings of tenor
and vehicle (Murphy, 1988). Since this knowledge presuma= 40.363, p < .001]. Emergent features, however, represenbly varies m u c h between individuals, the probability that
ted the largest proportion [X^(l) = 31.015, p < .0001]. W h e n
different subjects infer the same emergent feature should
tokens were analyzed, this picture was converted. Then,
indeed be low. Another important conclusion refers to the
convergent features held the largest share [X^(l) = 9.359, p <
positive cortelation of tenor-vehicle similarity with the
.002], while the other kinds of semantic categories showed
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metaphoricity [r=-.46,p< .023]. Our findings partly differ
number of convergent features and its negative correlation
from Tourangeau & Rips' results (1991, Ex. 1). These
with the number of emergent features. The more semantic
similarities exist between the tenor and the vehicle, indepen- authors also found a reliable positive correlation between the
proportion of convergent features and metaphor aptness, i.e.,
dent of any metaphorical context, the more these similarities
propositional adequacy. But in contrast to our results, the
are exploited for generating an interpretation. O n the other
hand, the less a tenor and a vehicle are similar, the more it is proportion of emergent features was positively related to
likely that the interpretation is based on emergent features.
aptness ratings though it was admitted that this correlation
Though our results remain somewhat ambiguous concerning
remained below statistical significance. Together, the results
of both studies support the claim that features shared by the
the transferred features, w e m a y nonetheless speculate that
tenor and the vehicle are particularly relevant for developing
features from the vehicle are likely to be tranferred onto the
an interpretation. Especially such metaphors with a large
tenor when the similarity between these concepts is low.
percentage of convergent features received high ratings for
propositional adequacy. Obviously, it it not only their inStudy 2: Assessment of Metaphors
creased salience which raises the probability of convergent
Study 2 was set up to obtain assessments of metaphors on
features to be used in the interpretation. Rather, convergents
several dimensions. Additional data were required to answer
seem to contribute to the plausibility of the proposition a
questions still open when analyzing the results of Study 1.
communicates. O n the other hand, our data show
metaphor
More specifically, the finding requires further analysis that
that if the commonalities between tenor and vehicle decrease
the majority of subjects produces divergent emergent features
the scores for propositional adequacy also decrease. The
but at the same time shows good agreement on convergent
interpretation is then based on emergent features. However,
features. Does the hypothesis hold that emergent features
there is no indication that such metaphors are particularly
surface only when making sense out of difficult metaphors?
difficult to understand. O n e might speculate that the conIs the good agreement on convergent features merely a construction of new relafions between the domains of tenor and
sequence of their increased salience during metaphor comprevehicle is encouraged when processing metaphors which
hension?
show low values for tenor-vehicle similarity and propositioSubjects, Materials and Procedure. 29 undergraduate
nal adequacy but at the same time are markedly perceived as
students in psychology participated in Study 2. All of them
metaphorical.
were native German speakers. The metaphors of Study 1
were rated on several dimensions: E.g., comprehensibility
Study 3: Semantic Priming of
was described as ease of interpretation, prepositional adeTenor-Veliicle P a i r s in a D o u b l e L e x i c a l
quacy denoted the aptness of the proposition a metaphor
Decision T a s k
communicates and metaphoricity referred to the perception of
The object of this experiment was to provide evidence
incongruence between the tenor and the vehicle. Subjects
against C a m a c & Glucksberg's conclusions (1984). In their
were asked to assess each metaphor with respect to these
lexical decision task, word pairs that formed the tenor and
criteria on a unidimensional 7-point scale.
the vehicle of good metaphors were not decided faster than
Results and Discussion. The ratings from each of the
randomly combined pairs of words. C a m a c & Glucksberg
scales were averaged across subjects. Then rank-order correlaconluded that there are no semantic similarities between
tions were calculated between the results from the rating
tenor and vehicle that could be used to aid the interpretation.
study and thefrequenciesof different feature categories that
If w e succeeded in demonstrating semantic priming for at
occurred in the interpretations of metaphors. The proposileast one particular set of metaphors this would seriously
tional adequacy of a metaphor was negatively related to the
question Camac & Glucksberg's claim. At the same time,
number of emergent features in the interpretation. This
such a result would limit the explanatory scope of the intercorrelation was on the level of types [r - -.53, p < .01]
action approach. Based on our grouping in Study 1, w e
more clearly expressed than on the level of tokens [r= -.38,
predicted that subjects would m a k e faster lexical decisions
p < .052]. However, the correlation between comprehensibiabout tenor-vehicle pairs with high semantic similarity than
lity and the number of emergent features remained below the
about tenor-vehicle pairs with a low degree of similarity.
level of significance [types: r = - .08, p > .1; tokens: r = - And w e further expected that tenor-vehicle pairs would gene.30, p < .106]. Obviously, a metaphor that made a point
rally be responded to more quickly than word pairs formed
subjects found difficult to accept provoked more emergent
by random combination. Such differences in reaction times
features than propositionally adequate metaphors. This relashould result from semantic priming which is a function of
tion was independent of the metaphor's comprehensibility.
the similarity of prime and target.
W h e n taking a look at the convergent features, an inverted
Subjects
and Materials. 27 undergraduate students
picture emerged. The number of those features correlated
served as subjects in the experiment. All of them were natipositively with propositional adequacy [types: r = .44, p <
ve German speakers. Subjects performed a lexical decision
.031; tokens: r = .39, p < .048]. Again, the correlation with
task in which they were to judge two strings of letters sicomprehensibility remained below the level of significance
multaneously presented on a screen. Subjects responded
[types: r = .37, p < .06; tokens: r = .30, p < .103]. These
"yes" to three types of word-word pairs (a-c) and "no" to
results are complemented by theftirtherfindingsof a positithree types of nonword pairs (d-f). The 54-item test list
ve correlation of tenor-vehicle similarity with propositional
contained (a) 9 tenor-vehicle pairs with high semantic simiadequacy [r= .5\,p< .013] and a negative correlation with
larities (HS-pairs), (b) 9 tenor-vehicle pairs with low seman-
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tic similarities (LS-pairs), (c) 9 semantically unrelated pairs
(UR-pairs), (d) 9 nonword-nonword pairs, (e) 9 wordnonword pairs, and (0 9 nonword-word pairs. The last three
types of pairs (d-f) were included to prevent subjects from
using a strategy of looking at either the left or the right
m e m b e r of a pair to m a k e quick nonword decisions. For
these pair types merely served as fillers, they were not in the
data-analysis.
Design, A p p a r a t u s a n d Procedure. Every subject saw
every stimulus pair of each pair type, but no subject would
see any string of letters more than once. Consequently, all
treatments were within subjects. Types of stimulus pairs
was treated as the independent measure, and response time
was used as the dependent measure. Hence, w e obtained a
one-factorial design with types of stimulus pairs as a threelevel fixed factor. Subjects were run individually during one
session involving a series of discrete reaction time trials.
Subjects were told that they would see pairs of letter strings,
presented one above the other in the centre of a computer
screen, and that half the pairs would both be words, while
the other half would contain at least one non-word. The task
was to decide as quickly and accurately as possible, whether
or not both strings were words. If both strings were words,
subjects pressed the 1-key on the right side of the computer
keyboard to indicate "yes" and otherwise the 2-key to indicate "no".
Results a n d D i s c u s s i o n . In this experiment, w e are
only interested in the effect on lexical decision time which
can be attributed to the degree of semantic similarity between the words to be decided. However, w e suspected that the
tenor-vehicle pairs from the previous studies which w e used
as experimental stimuli would systematically differ with
regard to psycholinguistic variables such as word length,
frequency of occurrence, concreteness etc. T o control for
such possible influences on lexical decision time, w e collected additional lexical decision latencies for every single
word occurring in the present experiment. In the dataanalysis, these single word decision latencies were treated as
acovariate of the dependent variable, i.e., response time for
the word pairs. A one-factorial A N C O V A based on item
means was conducted for this dependent measure with item
means of single word decision latencies as a covariate. The
item analysis (F2) revealed a significant main effect for
types of stimulus pairs [F(2, 23) = 7, 75, p < .003]. Orthogonal a-priori contrasts were calculated for the difference
between H S - and LS-pairs and also for the difference between
the whole set of tenor-vehicle pairs and UR-pairs. In A N C O V A models, such contrast tests are usually conducted for
adjusted means, such that possible differences in the effect of
the covariate for different levels of the factor are accounted
for. The prediction that H S - and LS-pairs together should be
faster than UR-pairs could be confirmed [f(l, 23) = 13, 04,
p < .002]. However, the difference between H S - and LSpairs just failed to reach statistical significance [F(l, 23) =
3.13, p < .09]. Rather than applying also a factorial design,
analysis of subjects (Fl) was carried out by using a multiple
regression approach (Lorch & Myers, 1990). M o r e specifically, seperate multiple regressions were conducted for each
of the 27 subjects. The two theoretically interesting contrasts constituted two dummy-variables treated as nominally
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Table: Results of the lexical decision task (F2)
(Reaction time in msec)
Pairtype

HS
LS
UR

M e a n (ac^.)

Std. Dev. (acj.)

753.505

51.074

795.207

49.369

851.929

51.544

scaled predictors. Furthermore, item means of the single
word decision latencies were a continuous predictor. The
resulting regression coefficients for each predictor were averaged across subjects and tested for significance. In this subject analysis, both of our predictions were confirmed. Again,
the difference between the whole set of tenor-vehicle pairs
and UR-pairs proved to be reliable [/(I, 26) - 2.53, p <
.018]. But also the prediction that HS-pairs should be decided faster than LS-pairs was statistically significant [r( 1, 26)
= -2.13, p < .042). Taken together, these results show that
subjects reliably responded faster to word pairs derived from
metaphors than to random pairs of words (80,3 m s ) . At the
same time, subjects' lexical decisions were faster to semantically similar tenor-vehicle pairs compared to more semantically dissimilar tenor-vehicle pairs (42,5 m s ) . Certainly,
there remain some caveats regarding the generality of the
latter conclusion with respect to stimulus material other
than the present one. Nevertheless, our results are straightforward with regard to our main contention. C a m a c &
Glucksberg's claim (1984) that there are no relevant similarities between the tenor-and vehicle-concepts of apt metaphors has successfully rebutted. Therefore, the theoretical
assumption that similarity is fundamentally a product rather
than a prerequisite of comprehension should be treated with
some more caution.
General Discussion
The first study showed that metaphor interpretations were
based to a large extent on emergent features. O n the other
hand, features shared by tenor and vehicle represented the
smallest proportion compared to other feature categories.
However, subjects agreed very well on these relatively few
convergents whereas interindividual agreement was low on
the emergents. Study 1 further showed that the production of
emergent features is encouraged especially when the similarity between tenor and vehicle is low. In contrast, if tenorvehicle similarity was high then the ground of interpretation
contained m a n y convergent features. Study 2 provided additional support for these conclusions. In particular, features
shared by tenor and vehicle enhanced the plausibility of the
proposition a metaphor communicates. O n the other hand,
metaphors that made a point subjects found difficult to accept (i.e., low ratings of prepositional adequacy) provoked
significantly more emergent features. In Study 3 the prediction was confirmed that tenor-vehicle pairs with high
similarities would produce shorter lexical decision latencies
than tenor-vehicle pairs with low similarities.
W h a t can be concluded from these results? Contrary to
C a m a c & Glucksberg's claim at least one particular subset
of nominal metaphors can be distinguished the tenor- and
vehicle-concepts of which share significant semantic simila-

rities. And as can be concluded from the feature analysis and reading is created (cf. the three-stage model of metaphor
rating study, these similarities are also exploited in order to comprehension, Searle, 1979). In contrast, it is our contengenerate a coherent and plausible interpretation. However,
tion that analysis and synthesis refer to complementary
Camac & Glucksberg are not completely wrong because
cognitive processes controlling the generation of metaphorithere are also metaphors with relatively low tcnor-vehiciccal meanings. Furthermore, the parallel between Gerrig's and
similarity. Such metaphors are predominantly interpreted via our work indeed suggests that the principle of dual processes
a construction of emergent features. Concerning the debate
in meaning construction may even hold across the literalbetween the comparison and the interaction approach to
figurative distinction. However, much work has yet to be
metaphor, our results offer a clear answer. None of these
done to fully explore these issues.
approaches is broad enough to provide an exhaustive explanation of metaphor comprehension. Instead, both these
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Because the power law phenomenon is quantitatively
precise, it appears to be a particularly powerful test of
models of learning. Indeed, it "has been accepted as a nearly
The power law of learning has frequently been used as a
universal description of skill acquisition to such an extent
benchmark against which models of skill acquisition
that it is treated as a law, a benchmark prediction that
should be measured. However, in this paper we show that
comparisons between model behavior and the power law
theories of skill acquisition must make to be serious
phenomenon are uninformative. Qualitatively different
contenders" (Logan, 1988, p. 495).
assumptions about learning can yield equally goodfitto
Attempts to use the power law of learning to evaluate a
the power law. Also, parameter variations can transform a
learning model usually takes the following simple form:
model with very good fit into a model with bad fit.
The model is run and its learning curve plotted in log-log
Empirical tests of learning theories require both
space; if the resulting curve is a power law, i.e., if it appears
comparative evaluation of alternative theories and
as a su-aight line, the model is considered validated.
sensitivity analyses, simulation experiments designed to
In this paper, w e argue that this methodology is too weak
reveal the region of parameter space within which the
to be informative, for two reasons. First, goodness of fit
model successfully reproduces the empirical phenomenon.
between a theory and an empirical phenomenon is not in and
Abstract simulation models are better suited for these
of itself particularly revealing. N o theory ever accounts for
purposes than either symbolic or connectionist models.
data completely or precisely. The issue is thus not whether a
Evaluating Models of Learning
theory can account for a phenomenon but whether it
accounts for the phenomenon better or worse than another
Since the seminal papers by Anderson, Kline and Beasley
theory. Empirical validation must take the form of a
(1979) and Anzai and Simon (1979), the study of complex
comparative evaluation in which multiple models ate
learning has seen an unprecedented explosion of theory
compared with respect to h o w well they account for the
(Klahr, Langley & Neches, 1987; Chipman & Meyrowitz,
relevant data (Cooper, Fox, Farringdon & Shallice, 1996).
1993). A large number of computational processes with the
Second, any learning model has parameters (e. g.,
power to change and improve a knowledge base have been
capacities, constants, thresholds). The possible values of all
proposed, covering a range of learning scenarios from skill
the relevant parameters define a quantitative space called the
acquisition (Anderson, 1993; Ohisson, 1996) to conceptual
space (for that model). N o model accounts for an
parameter
change (Giere, 1992; Thagard, 1992).
empirical regularity (with equal precision) at every point in
The ratio of theory to data is n o w so high in thisfieldthat
its parameter space. It is always possible to assign values to
further progress is dependent upon finding systematic
the
relevant parameters in such a w a y as to deflect the
methodologies for evaluating the various theoretical models.
model's behavior away fi-om the empirical regularity that is
Because quantitative regularities are rare in psychology, the
field has followed Newell and Rosenbloom's (1981) lead in the target of the modeling effort. Empirical validation
attempts should provide information about h o w sensitive the
using the so-called power law of learning as an explanatory
model is to such parameter variations, i.e., within which
target for learning models.
region
of parameter space the model accounts for the target
The power law phenomenon consists in the fact that when
phenomenon.
a learner's performance (measured in terms of the time to
The results of such sensitivity analyses (Schneider, 1988)
complete a practice task or the numbers of errors made per
are interesting from two points of view. First, because the
trial) is plotted as a function of trials, the result is a
parameters might themselves be interpretable in
negatively accelerated curve which, moreover, conforms to
psychological
terms, their values might be testable against
the shape described by a power law equation. The diagnostic
data. Second, the width of the relevant region is an indicator
hallmark of a power law curve is that it appears as a straight
of robustness. If the region within which the model is
line w h e n plotted with logarithmic coordinates (as opposed
successful
is narrow, the model's explanation for the
to other types of negatively accelerated curves, e. g.,
phenomenon is not robust. If the empirical phenomenon is
exponential curves, which do not have this feature).
robust, this outcome ought to count against ^ e model.
Abstract
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In the following, the need for comparative evaluation and
sensitive analyses is illustrated in a series of simulations of
the power law of learning. It turns out that both successdriven and failure-driven learning can account for the power
law of learning, and so can a mixed model. Explorations of
the parameter space show that the degree of fit is sensitive to
some parameters but not to others. These results required
extensive simulation experiments that would have been
difficult to carry out with either a symbolic or a
connectionist model, but were relatively easy to do with the
abstract computer model that we used. W e conclude that
strict adherence to the sufficiency criterion originally
proposed by Newell, Shaw and Simon (1958) can be an
obstacle to cognitive modeling.

function of trials. In simulating the learning curve, this
procedure should be followed as closely as possible
All simulations reported in this paper were run in the
following way. Each simulated subject was run until a
criterion of three consecutive error-free trials was met. Each
simulation experiment consists of 20 simulated subjects.
Time to complete the task is the most commonly used
empirical measure in research on skill acquisifion. The
number of steps to solution is reported here as the closest
model equivalent.
Comparative evaluations were accomplished by adding or
deleting learning mechanisms to the basic model.
Sensitivity experiments were done by varying parameters.

Comparative Evaluation
Basic M o d e l a n d M e t h o d
All simulations were done with one and the same basic
model. Each simulation experiment conformed closely to the
procedure used in empirical studies of skill acquisition.
Basic Model
The basic model has two components: The task environment
and the performance module.
Task environment The task environment was a modified
tree structure with a depth of 20 and a branching factor of
10. The root node is the initial problem state and an
arbitrarily chosen terminal node is designated the goal node.
Nodes not on the path between the root and goal nodes are
labeled as errors. The tree was modified to allow more than
one path to the goal by the addition of extra links between
branches in the tree. This situation tree captures the
structural features of a 20-step task with multiple correct
solutions and 10 alternatives in each step. This level of
complexity is at or above the complexity of most tasks used
in learning experiments with human subjects. The main
simplification is the constant branching factor.
Performance module To perform the task represented by
the situation tree is to traverse the tree once, starting in the
root node and ending in the goal node. The performance
module processes each node by (a) retrieving all outgoing
links, (b) deciding probabilistically which link to traverse,
and (c) traversing the selected link to the next node.
All links have strengths. Strengths are initially set to
unity. The probability p of choosing link L is a function of
the current strength s of L. The decision rule is that p is
proportional to s. This rule was implemented with an
algorithm that multiplies s with a random number between
0 and 1 and chooses the link with the highest product.

We compared success-driven and failure-driven learning with
each other and with a mixed model that learns both from
success and failure.
Success-Driven Learning
The basic model is initialized with a strength of 1.0 on all
options. This is equivalent to saying that the model does not
know what to do in any of the problem states. Successdriven learning was implemented by incrementing the
strength 5 of a link L with a constant amount ds if traversal
of L does not encounter an error signal.
Figure 1 shows the result of success-driven learning when
the ds parameter is (arbitrarily) set to .20. The results are
plotted with logarithmic coordinates. The data points
represent the output from the simulation and the line is the
best-fitting straight line through those points.
As a simulation of the power law of learning, the
correspondence to human data is good. The fit to a power
law is near-perfect and the learning parameter is 1.027,
which is close to the values observed in empirical studies
(Lane, 1987; Newell & Rosenbloom, 1981).

Method
The power law of learning is not a behavior. It is a
statistical entity constructed by applying operations on raw
data. In particular, empirical learning curves are typically
constructed by (a) letting several human subjects learn the
target task until some criterion of mastery has been reached,
(b) averaging performance measures across subjects but
within trials, and (c) plotting the resulting averages as a
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Figure 1. Learning curve for success-driven learning.

In the standard methodology for comparing models to
data, the outcome exhibited in Figure 1 would score as a
success in accounting for the power law of learning.

y = I04.526X -I 0.16

= 0.988

Failure-Driven Learning
Our failure-driven learning mechanism decrements the
strength of a link L by multiplying it with a constant
proportion/i if traversal of L encounters an error signal.
Figure 2 shows the result of failure-driven learning when
the fs parameter is (arbitrarily) set to .50, plotted with
logarithmic coordinates. The data points represent the output
of the simulation and the line is the best-fitting straight line
through those points.

IIKX)
v = 101.071x0'" r2 = 0.974
Trials
Figure 3. Learning curve for mixed model.
The mixed model also produces a good fit to the power
law phenomenon, both in terms of the shape of the curve
and the value of the learning rate parameter. Hence, the
interaction between success-driven and failure-driven learning
is as good an explanation for the observed regularity as
either type of learning by itself.
Sensitivity Analyses
In which regions of the parameter space do the above results
hold? A n exhaustive answer would require a large number of
simulation experiments. The four experiments reported
below varied the ds parameter in the success-driven model,
the efficiency of learning, task complexity and the
decrementing algorithm in the failure-driven model.
Varying the ds parameter Figure 4 shows the result
of running the success-driven model with d s = .0\ instead of
.20. The result is clear: Thefitto the power law goes away.
The data points no longer cluster along a straight line and
instead show a distinct curvature.
Additional experiments showed that increasing the ds
parameter to absurdly large values (e.g., ds = 3.0) has a
similar effect, bending the scatter plot away from power law
fit in the opposite direction. The region in parameter space
for which success-driven learning produces power law
learning is narrow. Because ds is a likely individual
difference parameter, thisfindingimplies that degree offitto
a power law ought to vary across individuals in learning
environments that provide positive feedback. This is a novel
prediction.
Varying probability of learning People are not
always alert and learners do not always have the ability to
react correctly to feedback (positive or negative) during
learning. W e can model these facts to afirstapproximation
by adding a parameter Ip that stands for the probability that a
learner will learn, given the opportunity. Figure 5 shows the
result of running the success-driven model with pi = .50, i.
e., with the assumption that the learner makes effective use
of feedback on half the occasions on which it is available.

Trials
Figure 2. Learning curve for failure-driven learning.
The correspondence to the empirical phenomenon is once
again good. The points cluster along a straight line and the
learning parameter is .788, which is well within the range of
values observed in empirical studies (Lane, 1987; Newell &
Rosenbloom, 1981). A s a comparison between Figures 1
and 2 shows, the r^ measure of fit is very similar for
success-driven and failure-driven learning (.978 versus .974).
Interaction Between Two Types of Learning
It is reasonable to assume that h u m a n beings learn from
both success and failure, from both positive and negative
feedback. A mixed model was implemented with a successdriven learning mechanism that was identical to the one
described above. The failure-driven learning mechanism
decremented the strength 5 of a link L by subtracting a
constant amount fs from s if traversal of L encounters an
error signal.
Figure 3 shows the result of the mixed model when the ds
parameter is (arbitrarily) set to .20 and the fs parameter is
(arbitrarily) set to the same number. Once again, logarithmic
coordinates are used. A s before, the data points represent the
output of the simulation and the curve is the best-fitting
straight line through those points.
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both problems, but the solution path was 10 steps long in
one problem and 40 steps in the other. A s Figure 6 shows,
length of the solution path had no effect on the shape of the
learning curve, although it did cause a downward
displacement of the curve. Variations in task complexity
does not affect the model's ability to account for the power
law of learning. This is a strength, because empirical power
laws have been obtained in tasks of such widely varying
cognitive complexity as pattern recognition (Seibel, 1963)
and book writing (Ohlsson, 1992).

y = 187.29lx-0494 p^ = 0.898
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Trials
Figure 4. Success-driven learning with ds=.Ol.
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Figure 6. Effect of path length on success-driven learning.
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Figure 5. Success-driven learning with Ip = .50.

A s Figure 5 shows, thefitto the power law is unaffected
by halving the learning efficiency parameter. Our
explorations have shown that success-driven learning
produces power law learning curves across a wide range of
values for this parameter. Thus, not every parameter affects
power law fit.
Varying task complexity It has been suggested that
power law learning is exponential learning slowed down by
some type of "mental ftiction' (Newell & Rosenbloom,
1981). For example, one might expect an increase in task
complexity to slow down learning. Figure 6 shows the
result of running the success-driven model on two problems
with different complexity. The branching factor was 17 in
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Varying the decrementing mechanism Theoretical
principles such as success-driven and failure-driven learning
do not uniquely specify the models that w e use to test them.
A s Cooper et al. (1996) have argued, to evaluate the theory
underpinning a model w e need to vary not only quantitative
parameters but also those components of the model that ate
underspecified by the theory. For example, failure-driven
learning can be implemented in different ways. Figure 7
shows the result of running the failure-driven model with an
additive instead of multiplicative decrementing mechanism.
A fixed amount/s was subtracted from the strength of a link
when an error signal was encountered.
Once again, thefitto a power law goes away. Notice that
in Figure 7, the simulation results have been plotted in a
log-linear plot instead of the log-log plot used in the Figures
1-6. The results conform closely to a straight line in loglinear space, the hall mark of an exponential curve (as
opposed to power law). Hence, the success of failure-driven
learning in accounting for the power law phenomenon is
essentially dependent on an implementation detail (the exact
decrementing rule) that is not specified by the theoretical
principle (failure-driven learning) supposedly being tested.
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Figure 7. Failure-driven learning with additive decrement.

Conclusions

and

Discussion

O u r results show that the power law of learning is not, in
and of itself, particularly useful in discriminating between
alternative theories of learning. Indeed, it cannot discriminate
between success-driven learning, failure-driven learning and
learning that draws upon both success and failure.
It has been k n o w n for some time that alternative models,
build on qualitatively different assumptions can succeed in
accounting for the power law of learning (Anderson, 1993;
Logan, 1988; Newell & Rosenbloom, 1981; Shrager, H o g g
& Huberman, 1988). However, comparisons between past
models were obscured by the fact that the models differ in
m a n y respects other than their assumptions about learning.
The comparisons presented here are more decisive, because
the models are exactly alike-indeed, identical-in all other
respects than their learning assumptions.
The results of the sensitivity analyses go further. They
show that implementation details (quantitative values of
parameters, exact algorithms used) that are not specified or
determined by the psychological hypotheses underpinning a
model can determine whether a model succeeds or fails in
accounting for an empirical regularity like the learning
curve. In other words, whether a theory is regarded as true or
false-as accountmg for, or not accounting for, the relevant
data-can depend on technical decisions that have little to do
with the content of the theory, a long-standing concern with
computer simulation (Ohlsson, 1988) recently emphasized
by Cooper et al. (1996).
The implication is that successful tests of simulation
models against the power law of learning are meaningless,
unless appended with information about the parameter region
within which the positive outcome holds. In general, the
standard procedure of running (some version of) a cognitive
model and comparing its behavior with human behavior
generates little information about the psychological validity
of the assumptions and hypotheses that informed the design
of the model.
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For a model to be considered supported by data, it must be
demonstrated that (a) it accounts for the phenomenon as well
as, or better than, alternative models, and (b) it generates the
target phenomenon within the same region of parameter
space as do human subjects. If human subjects are affected or
unaffected, as the case might be, by variations in a
psychologically interpretable model parameter (e. g.,
strengthening increment, efficiency of learning), then the
model must be shown to exhibit a similar level of
robustness. In addition, if the theoretical assumptions behind
the model underspecify certain components, then the model
must be shown to generate the target phenomenon across
different implementations of those components.
Cooper et al. (1996) have recently performed such
component variations on an implementation of the Soar
model. Consistent with the results presented here, they
found that alternative implementations of supposedly
innocent model components can alter the quantitative
predictions of Soar (and hence its validity as a psychological
model, according to the standard canon of model testing).
This extension of the simulation methodology imposes
unfamiliar and perhaps unwelcome requirements on
cognitive modeling. The amount of work involved in
validating a simulation model increases. In principle, a
simulation experiment is required for each point in the
relevant parameter space. Even if the space is explored
selectively, a large number of experiments might be needed
to test a model.
M o r e importantly, the requirements that w e vary
parameters and implement alternative versions of
underspecified components require a robust simulation
technology. Brittle models are difficult to vary and
brittleness is an inherent feature of the programming
methodologies that cognitive psychology has inherited from
Artificial Intelligence (A. I.). For example, it is unclear
whether a success-driven learning model like A C T
(Anderson, 1993) would work if it were augmented with a
mechanism for learning from failure. It is equally unclear
h o w a failure-driven model like H S (Ohlsson, 1996;
Ohlsson & Rees, 1991) would fare if augmented with a
success-driven learning mechanism. In general, comparative
evaluations,
sensitivity
analyses
and
multiple
implementations of underspecified components are difficult
and cumbersome to carry out with the standard A. I.
programming techniques that until recently were the main
tools for computer simulation of h u m a n cognition.
Cooper et al. (1996) have responded to this situation by
proposing that cognitive models should be stated in
executable specification languages. Such a language is
characterized by a high level of abstraction in the statement
of a model. In addition, the particular specification language
they describe, called Sceptic, allows the user to syntactically
distinguish
between
theoretical
principles
and
implementation details.
Although Cooper et al. convincingly demonstrate that an
executable specification language like Sceptic is a useful
tool, w e believe that their response does not go far enough.
The problem of distinguishing between theoretical principles
and implementation details hides a deeper point. The reason
w h y psychologists have this problem in the first place is

that they have adopted the so-called sufficiency criterion as
the standard for computer simulation. The original
formulation of this criterion stated that "an explanation of an
observed behavior of the organism is provided by a program
... that generates this behavior" (Newell, Shaw & Simon,
1958, p. 151). In order to constitute an explanation for
behavior X, a model has to be sufficient to mimic or
reproduce X. That is, a model of problem solving must be
able to solve problems; a model of learning must be able to
learn; and so on. This is the explanatory standard that has
governed cognitive modeling to date.
Although connectionist models are often contrasted with
symbolic models, the former also adopt the sufficiency
criterion. Some of the strongest arguments in favor of
connectionist models are their ability to perform certain
complex tasks (e. g., speech recognition, typing).
Connectionists strive to produce intelligent programs. In
this respect, connectionist modeling does not differ from
symbolic modeling.
However, the sufficiency criterion is not followed in other
sciences. Models in meteorology do not produce rain;
cosmological models do duplicate the Big Bang; simulations
of the economy do not perform monetary transactions; and
so on. Such examples suggest that the sufficiency criterion
confuses medium and message. A map is not a territory, so
why must a model of mind be a mind?
The models discussed in this paper are useful tools for
comparative evaluation and sensitivity analyses precisely
because they do not attempt to duphcate the processes they
model. These abstract models are not A. I. programs; they
have no knowledge base and no intelligence. These models
do what models in other sciences do: They capture as simply
as possible general properties of certain formally defined
classes of systems (success-driven and failure-driven adaptive
agents), and they generate the quantitative implications of
those assumptions with respect to observable events and
variables; that is all.
Three observations are pertinent here: First, abstract
models should be distinguished from the so-called minimal
models of the past, i. e., models that attempt to explain
behavior in particular experimental paradigms. A unified
theory of cognition can be implemented as an abstract
model. Second, our models are abstract in a different sense
than models stated in the specification languages advocated
by Cooper et al. (1996). In our case, low level
implementation details are missing, precisely because the
models do not carry out the processes they model. Third, we
are not arguing that sufficiency models should be abandoned.
The more tools we have in our tool kit, the better we can
perform the job of researching human cognition.
In conclusion, our experience indicates that abstract
models might reveal properties of cognition that are unlikely
to be uncovered by models that attempt to satisfy the
sufficiency criterion, whether the latter be connectionist or
symbolic.
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Abstract

features it shares with verbs from otherfieldsis not as large
as it is for concrete nouns. In short, certain important
Two different views of the organization of verbs in the mental
features of verb meaning (semanticfield,manner, intention,
lexicon have been formulated in recent years: the matrix view
and number and type of arguments) are relatively
and the cluster view. The matrix view suggests that a verb
uncorrected, resulting in a matrix-like organization of
shares as many features with verbs from other clusters as it
unordered meaning elements.". (Huttenlocher & Lui, 1979,
shares with verbs from its own cluster. Thus, instead of being
p. 155). Similar assertions were put forth by researchers
organized, like concrete nouns into well-defined hierarchies,
studying the acquisition of the role argument structure and
verbs in the mental lexicon form a matrix like structure.
the semantics of interpersonal verbs (Au, 1986).
While admitting differences between the organization of verb
In contrast, the hierarchical view states that verbs are
and noun lexicons, the cluster view claims that verbs form
indeed organized into hierarchies but that, compared to noun
hierarchically organized clusters that resemble noun
hierarchies, these hierarchies "tend to have a m u c h more
hierarchies in many ways. W e report one study that extends
shallow, bushy structure; in most cases, the number of
research on similarity of nouns to verbs in order to shed light
hierarchical levels does not exceed four." (Miller &
on these accounts. Subjects were presented with pairs of verbs
Fellbaum, 1991, p. 217). O n this view, a major organizing
and asked to list their commonalities or differences. The
principle underlying verb hierarchies is troponymy - a
obtained patterns of commonalities, alignable and
special kind of hyponymy. In noun hierarchies individual
nonalignable differences are similar to the patterns obtained
nouns are connected via hyponymy, an asymmetric and
for hierarchies of nouns and are consistent with the cluster
transitive relation, familiarly known as the ISA relation. That
view of verb organization.
is, noun x is a hyponym of noun y if the statement 'An x is a
y' is true (e.g., A robin is a hyponym of a bird because the
Recent years have witnessed an increase in interest in the
development and organization of the mental lexicon for sentence 'A robin is a bird' is true.). However, this test
sentence for hyponymy is awkward w h e n applied to verbs
verbs. Issues that have drawn considerable attention include
(or even gerunds formed from verbs). For example, the
the w a y early verbs are acquired,(Tomasello & Merriman,
sentence 'To stroll is a kind of to walk.' is awkward,
1995), the degeneration caused by neurological trauma
suggesting that the sentence frame for testing hyponymy
(McCarthy & Warrington, 1994), and the organization of
between verbs must be modified. O n e modification that has
verbs in the lexicon (Cruse, 1986; Talmy, 1985).
been used is to recast the relation between verbs in terms of
In this paper w e address the issue of the semantic
another aspect of the verbs like manner (e.g., 'To V I is to
organization of verbs in the mental lexicon. It has been
V 2 in some manner.' as in 'To stroll is to walk slowly.').
k n o w n for more than two decades that verbs, unlike nouns
This kind of hyponymy is called troponymy. It can be based
do not appear to be organized into elaborate, tree-like
on a variety of semantic components of a verb including
hierarchies, but rather seem to form clusters of semantically
manner, cause, speed, medium, degree of force and so on
close items (Miller, 1972). H o w e v e r , the individual
(Miller & Fellbaum, 1991).
m e m b e r s of a particular cluster can have connections not
only with other members of the same cluster, but also with
Similarity within and across Hierarchies
m e m b e r s from relatively distant clusters, thus forming weblike structures. These two aspects of verbs have led to two
In this paper, we suggest that research on the similarity of
distinct proposals about the structure of the verb lexicon: the
nouns in taxonomic hierarchies can be extended to examine
matrix view and the hierarchical view
the matrix and cluster views of verb organization. In order
T h e matrix view claims that verbs have so m a n y
to m a k e this proposal, w e must first briefly describe
connections to verbs from clusters other than their own, that
research on the structural alignment view of similarity, and
it is better to conceptualize verbs as being organized in a
its application to taxonomic hierarchies in nouns.
matrix, rather than in a hierarchy (Huttenlocher & Lui,
T h e structural alignment view of similarity, which is
1979). According to this view, "the ratio of features a verb
derived from research on analogical reasoning (Centner,
shares with other verbs within its field in relation to the
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1983, 1989; Holyoak & Thagard, 1989), suggests that
similarity comparisons are well characterized as the
alignment of structured relational representations. This view
suggests that comparisons of pairs of items yield
commonalities and two types of differences - those that are
related to commonalities (called alignable differences), and
those unrelated to commonalities (called nonalignable
differences) ( M a r k m a n & Centner, 1993, 1996). For
example, in the comparison of a car and a motorcycle, the
fact that both have wheels is a commonality, the fact that
each has different numbers of wheels is an alignable
difference, and the fact that a car has windshield wipers but
a motorcycle does not is a nonalignable difference.
The structural alignment approach was applied to the well
known finding that the middle level of taxonomic
hierarchies (e.g., car) is privileged over more abstract
categories (i.e., superordinates) and more specific categories
(i.e., subordinates) in a variety of tasks. A c o m m o n
explanation of basic level superiority is the differentiation
view, which suggests that basic level categories have both a
high level of within-category similarity and a high level of
between-category dissimilarity. F r o m the perspective of
structural alignment, this explanation is underspecified,
because it does not state whether the high degree of
dissimilarity between categories is a function of pairs of
contrasting basic level categories having few commonalities
or pairs of contrasting basic level categories having many
alignable differences.
Markman and Wisniewski (1997) examined this issue by
having people list the commonalities and differences of
pairs of basic level categories from the same superordinate,
as well as pairs of basic level categories from different
superordinates and pairs of superordinates. They found that
people can list m a n y commonalities and alignable
differences for basic level categories from the same
superordinate, but few commonalities or alignable
differences for pairs of basic level categories from different
superordinates or from different superordinates. This finding
suggests that pairs of contrasting categories from within a
superordinate exhibit a qualitatively different pattern of
dissimilarity than do pairs of categories from different
superordinates.
This approach can be profitably applied to comparisons of
verb pairs in order to distinguish between the matrix and
cluster views of verb organization. A n extreme matrix-based
view of verb organization suggests that a verb shares as
many features with verbs within its semantic cluster as it
does with verbs from other clusters. In contrast, a
hierarchical view suggests that two verbs that are troponyms
of the same superordinate will yield m a n y commonalities
and alignable differences, just like pairs of basic level
categories that are hyponyms of the same superordinate. O n
this view, a verb has m u c h more in c o m m o n with verbs
from the same cluster (both from the same level and from
different hierarchical levels) than with verbs from other
clusters (hierarchies).
In the study w e present here, participants listed the
commonalities or differences of a variety of verb pairs. The
verbs were drawn from different hierarchically organized
clusters generated from troponymic hierarchies in WordNet
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(Miller, 1990). In this study, w e used superordinate verbs as
well as midlevel verbs that are troponyms of the
superordinates. In a design analogous to the one used by
M a r k m a n and Wisniewski (1997), participants saw five
different types of verb pairs: Pairs of superordinates, pairs of
midlevel verbs that are troponyms of the s a m e
superordinate, pairs of midlevel verbs that are troponyms of
different superordinates, a superordinate and one of its
troponyms, and a superordinate paired with a troponym of a
different superordinate.
If the matrix view is correct then there will be no
significant differences in the pattern of commonalities,
alignable and nonalignable differences listed as a function of
the type of pair. In contrast, on the hierarchical view there
should be a pattern of results analogous to that obtained by
M a r k m a n and Wisniewski (1997). In particular, pairs of
superordinates, pairs of midlevel categories that are
troponyms of different superordinates and superordinates
paired with troponyms of different superordinates should
yield few commonalities, few alignable differences and
relatively many nonalignable differences. In contrast, pairs
of midlevel categories that are troponyms of one
superordinate, and superordinates paired with their o w n
troponyms should yield m a n y commonalities, m a n y
alignable differences and few nonalignable differences.
Experiment
Method
Participants. Participants were 72 m e m b e r s of the
Columbia University community. Seventy one people were
paid for their participation, and one person received course
credit.
Materials. The stimuli were composed from 12
superordinate verb categories and 2 midlevel categories that
were troponyms of each superordinate, for a total of 24
midlevel verbs. These superordinates and troponyms were
taken from W o r d N e t (Miller, 1990). Table 1 shows the
verbs that were used in this experiment.
Table 1: Superordinate categories and their troponyms
Superordinates
to communicate
to damage
to decrease
to destroy
to feel
to grow
to ingest
to m o v e
to protect
to remove
to strike
to transport

Troponyms
to talk, to write
to break, to b u m
to shorten, to shrink
to raze, to wipe out
to look, to see
to develop, to rise
to drink, to eat
to run, to walk
to cover, to guard
to peel, to take off
to hit, to slap
to bring, to carry

Each subject saw 18 pairs of verbs. The pairs were
constructed in the following way. Six of the superordinate
verbs were paired together yielding 3 Super-Super pairs.
Three of the remaining six superordinates were paired with
one of their troponyms yielding 3 Super-Midlevel (same)
pairs. T h e last three superordinates were paired with
troponyms from other superordinates yielding 3 SuperT r o p o n y m (different) pairs. The remaining midlevel verbs
were paired a m o n g themselves in the following fashion.
Three troponyms of a superordinate were paired with the
other three troponyms from the same superordinate yielding
3 Midlevel-Midlevel (same) pairs. The remaining 12
midlevel verbs were randomly paired yielding 6 MidlevelMidlevel (different) pairs. This procedure was repeated
three times resulting in 3 different sets of stimuli.'. Each set
was given to 24 subjects. For any given pair of stimuli, half
of the participants listed commonalities and half listed
differences.
A booklet containing one complete set of stimuli was
constructed for every subject. O n e stimulus pair was placed
on the top of each booklet page along with instructions to
list commonalities or differences for that pair. Half of the
tasks in each booklet required listing commonalities and half
required listing differences. Thus, two subjects were needed
for one complete run - one to list commonalities of a pair,
and the other to list differences. The order of pages was
randomized for each subject.

O n e association was counted for every instance in which
subjects made up a sentence stating some causal, or other,
relation between the verbs without actually saying anything
about their semantic relations (e.g., for the verbs to run and
to damage, 'If you run too m u c h you can damage your
joints.')
T o assess reliability of the scoring, a representative subset
of the data was scored by a naive rater. The interrater
agreement was 8 3 % . Most of the disagreements involved
alignable differences that were mistakenly called
commonalities by one of the raters.
Results

Procedure. Subjects were given booklets and were
instructed to write d o w n either the commonalities or the
differences of each pair. They were allowed to proceed at
their o w n pace. T h e task took approximately 30 minutes to
complete.
Scoring. The data were scored by the first author using a
procedure and operational definitions similar to those used
by M a r k m a n and Wisniewski (1997) and M a r k m a n and
Centner (1993).
Each characteristic that subjects listed as true of both
verbs was counted as one commonality (e.g., for verbs to
walk and to run 'Both are active.' or 'Both are forms of
m o v e m e n t . ' ) . H o w e v e r , commonalities reflecting
grammatical (e.g., 'Both are sometimes transitive.') or
lexical characteristics (e.g., 'Both begin with a consonant.')
were not counted.
O n e alignable difference w a s counted for every instance
where a subject attributed different values along a c o m m o n
aspect to verbs from one pair (e.g., 'To run is faster than to
walk.' or 'To run is fast and to walk is slow.' or 'To run is
fast and to walk is not [fast].'). However, 'To run is fast.'
without any reference to the other verb was considered a
nonalignable difference, as was any other difference that
could not be classified as alignable.

Item analyses were done on the data. The results are
consistent with the proposal that verbs are organized into
hierarchies. Figure 1 shows the mean listed commonalities
( C O M M ) , alignable differences ( A D ) and nonalignable
differences ( N A D ) as a function of comparison type.
Lookingfirstat the commonalities, a one way A N O V A
revealed significant differences between conditions,
F(4, 49) = 7.34, p<.0\. Consistent with the hierarchical
view, Super-Midlevel (same) pairs yielded significantly
more commonalities than Super-Super pairs, f(16) = 3.38,
p<.05p- more than Super-Midlevel (different) pairs,
/(16) = 5.51, /7<.01, and more than Midlevel-Midlevel
(different) pairs, f(25) = 3.96, /?<.05. Similarly, MidlevelMidlevel (same) pairs elicited significantly more
commonalities than Super-Midlevel (different) pairs,
r(16) = 3.36,/7<.05.
Surprisingly, a one way A N O V A for the mean number of
listed alignable differences w a s not significant,
F(4, 49) = 1.59, /7>.10. However, the contrast that is most
relevant from the structural alignment point of view yielded
a significant difference. Midlevel-Midlevel (same) pairs
elicited significantly more alignable differences than SuperSuper pairs, r(16) = 2.01, p<.Q5. This finding is important
because it corroborates the claim that the representational
structures of verbs from within the same hierarchy have
m u c h more in c o m m o n than the representational structures
of verbs from different hierarchies.^
Significant differences were found in the mean number of
nonalignable differences listed for the comparisons in this
study, F(4, 49) = 3.82, ;7<.01. Overall, the pattern of listed
nonalignable differences was the opposite of that obtained

^The alpha levels for all post-hoc tests are corrected using the
Bonferroni adjustment.
•^At the more general level, the structural alignment view is
supported by the patterns of correlations that we obtained. There
was a significant positive correlation between the number of listed
commonalities and the number of alignable differences
(r(52) = 0.41, /?<.01) and a significant negative correlation between
commonalities and nonalignable differences (r(52) = -0.39, p<.01).
' However, the composition of the subsequent sets was partially
In addition, there was a significant negative correlation between
determined by the composition of thefirstset. If, for example, a commonalities and associations (r(52) =-0.57, p<.Q\). and a
verb was in a Super-Super pair in thefirstset, it was in the Super- significant negative correlation between alignable differences and
Midlevel (same) pair in the second, and in the Super-Midlevel
associations (r{51) = -0.27, p<.05). In contrast correlations
(different) in the third. The same approach was used for pairs of between nonalignable differences with either alignable differences
midlevel verbs as well.
or associations were nonsignificant.
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elicited more nonalignable differences than Super-Midlevel
(same) pairs, t(\6) = 2.91, /j<.05. Both findings suggest that
the mental representations of verbs from different clusters
have very little in common, making it very difficult for them
to be compared in a way that gives rise to commonalities
and alignable differences. This finding is analogous to the
one obtained for noun hierarchies (Markman & Wisniewski,
1997), further supporting a cluster view of verb
organization.
The relative importance of alignable and nonalignable
differences for comparisons within and between hierarchies
can be seen in an analysis of the proportion of listed
differences that were alignable differences. This analysis is
shown in Table 2. A one way A N O V A on these data
revealed significant differences between conditions,
F(4,49) = 4.43, p<.05. Post-hoc analyses revealed that
subjects listed significantly more alignable differences for
Super-Midlevel (same) pairs than for Super-Super pairs,
/(16) = 2.89, p<.05, and more alignable differences for
Midlevel-Midlevel (same) pairs than for Super-Super pairs,
f(16) = 2.99,p<.05.

for the commonalities and alignable differences - SuperSuper pairs elicited significantly more nonalignable
differences than did Super-Midlevel (same) pairs,
r(16) = 3.02,/7<.05, and Super-Midlevel (different) piiir.s

2.5

T

Table 2: The means and standard deviations of, associations
and proportions of alignable differences listed in the
experiment.
Condition

Super-Super

CO

0.42
(0.25)
Super-Midlevel
0.48
(different)
(0.31)
Midlevel-Midlevel
0.34
(different)
(0.26)
Super-Midlevel (same) 0.08
(0.11)
Midlevel-Midlevel
0.19
(same)
(0.28)

CO
Pair T y p e

.

.

.

u

U
O
M
M
s

^

Associations

.

1

Proportion of
Alignable
Differences
0.70
(0.14)
0.74
(0.10)
0.72
(0.15)
0.86
(0.10)
0.87
(0.10)

Previous research on similarity has suggested that people
often confuse similarity and association. (Bassok & Medin,
1997). Consistent with that finding, people often listed
associations between verbs. A s shown in Table 2 that
tendency was particularly prevalent for the pairs from
different hierarchies.
The distribution of associations closely resembled the
distribution of nonalignable differences. Subject listed
significantly more associations for Super-Super pairs than
for Super-Midlevel (same) pairs, f(16) = 3.69, p<.0\, and
more associations for Super-Midlevel (different) pairs than
Figure 1: Graph of mean number of Commonalities,
for Super-Midlevel (same) pairs, r(16) = 3.60,p<.01.
Alignable Differences and Nonalignable Differences listed
In summary, pairs of verbs from the same hierarchy yield
in Experiment 1. In Pair Type, S stands for Superordinate
significantly more commonalities than verbs from different
and M stands for Midlevel.^
hierarchies. The same pattern of data was evident for
alignable differences, but the differences between conditions
were not as large as they were for commonalities (a pattem
'^For sticklers, this graph should be a bar graph, because pair that is also true of nouns). Finally, the opposite pattern was
type is not continuous. However, the pattem of data is easier to see obtained for nonalignable differences and associations—few
this way, and so we have used a line graph here.

A
D
s

•

N
A
D
s
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of relationship between a pair, favoring commonalities and
differences over other relationships. In the absence of any
good commonalities and alignable differences (or in the
presence of particularly strong associations) associations
m a y come to play a strong role in perceived similarity.
So far, w e have interpreted that data as support for a
hierarchically organized lexicon for verbs. However, w e
cannot rule out the possibility that verbs are not organized
into strict hierarchies, but rather form clusters or semantic
fields. Both views predict that more commonalities and
alignable differences will be listed for within-cluster
comparisons than for between-cluster comparisons. Further,
both views predict more nonalignable differences for
between-cluster comparisons than for within-cluster
comparisons. S o m e indication that verbs are organized into
clusters rather than hierarchies comes from a dissimilarity
between the present results and those from previous research
on taxonomic hierarchies in nouns ( M a r k m a n
&
Wisniewski, 1997). In one study with noun pairs, people
found it awkward and difficult to list the differences
between nouns and their superordinates (e.g., to list the
differences between a robin and a bird). In contrast, the
participants in our study had no difficulty listing the
differences of superordinates and their troponyms. Indeed,
the results for these pairs were about the same as for
comparisons of two troponyms of the same superordinate.
There is another difference between nouns and verbs that
is evident from these data. O n average, subjects listed only
half as m a n y commonalities and differences for verbs,
compared to the results from M a r k m a n and Wisniewski
(1997) study on nouns (see also M a r k m a n & Gentner,
1993). This finding is in agreement with the claim that
nouns have a dense internal structure, whereas verbs have a
relatively sparse one (Gentner, 1981). This proposal agrees
with the finding that commonality and difference listings of
abstract concepts (like honesty and trust), which probably
have sparse internal representations, also give rise to few
listed properties (Markman & Gentner, 1993).
Given that the commonality and difference listings on
verbs did not yield m a n y properties relative to what is
obtained for comparisons of nouns, it is worth speculating
about the role of comparison in verb acquisition and
processing. For nouns, comparison seems to be an important
operation. N e w nouns m a y be compared to existing nouns
during acquisition. In contrast, comparison m a y be less
central in the processing of verbs. The function of a verb in
a sentence is to bind together the objects via external
relational connections rather than focusing on relations that
hold between properties of the verb itself. In contrast, nouns
manifest m a n y internal relational connections and few
external relational connections (see also Gentner, 1981).
Nonetheless, comparison is not irrelevant for verbs. Verbs
often provide semantic contrasts with other verbs that could
have been used in the same sentence. For example, the
meaning of to jog is to run slowly. The contrasts suggested
by these verbs m a y involve implicit comparisons.
In conclusion the methodology used in this study allowed
us to gain insight into the structure of mental representations
for verbs. This study supports the claim that verbs are
organized into semantic clusters in which verbs within a

were listed for pairs from the same hierarchy, and m a n y
were listed for pairs from different hierarchies.
Discussion
The results of this study are consistent with the idea that
verbs are organized into hierarchies by troponymic relations.
T h e large n u m b e r of commonalities and alignable
differences that subjects listed for within hierarchy pairs
indicate that those verbs share a c o m m o n representational
structure. In contrast, the large number of nonalignable
differences and associations that subjects listed for between
hierarchy comparisons, suggests that verbs from different
hierarchies do not have a c o m m o n representational
structure, but rather that the representations of verbs from
different hierarchies have structures that are not alignable.
These results are consistent with data from nouns suggesting
that nouns that are hyponyms of a c o m m o n superordinate
have similar representational structures and that nouns that
c o m e from different superordinates have nonalignable
representational structures.
T o demonstrate the strong consistency of the data with the
predictions of the hierarchical view of verb organization, w e
examined the differences between conditions for which the
hierarchical view m a d e predictions. In particular, the
hierarchical view predicts that every condition that involves
two troponyms of die same superordinate or a superordinate
and one of its troponyms should have (on average) more
listed commonalities and alignable differences and fewer
nonalignable differences than any condition involving verbs
from different superordinates. There are six such
comparisons for each dependent variable (commonalities,
alignable differences and nonalignable differences) making
a total of 18 comparisons. Consistent with the hierarchical
view, all 18 of these comparisons are in the predicted
direction. This pattern of data is inconsistent with what
would be expected on a matrix view, which would predict
no consistent differences between the within and across
hierarchy pairs.
Further support for this conclusion comes from the results
of another study in which w e asked subjects to give
similarity ratings for pairs of verbs. There, Super-Midlevel
(same) pairs and Midlevel-Midlevel (same) pairs received
significantly higher similarity ratings than Super-Super,
Super-Midlevel (different), and Midlevel-Midlevel
(different), pairs. Moreover, Super-Midlevel (same) were
rated as significantly more similar than Midlevel-Midlevel
(same) pairs, suggesting that Superordinate verbs m a y
occupy more central positions within verb clusters. This
finding is in agreement with results of research on semantic
distance and semantic relations of concrete nouns (Rips,
Shoben & Smith, 1973).
In addition to providing support for a hierarchical
organization of verbs, data from the current study provided
evidence that associations between words often enter into
similarity tasks. Previous research has shown that similarity
judgments can be affected by the presence of strong
associations between words (Bassok & Medin, 1997). The
results of the present studies suggest that associations are
most likely to be listed for dissimilar pairs that have few
commonalities. It is possible that similarity seeks some kind
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cluster have comparable representational structures. More
work is required to determine whether verb organization is
better described by a cluster view or a hierarchical view.
This work must focus on tasks that are more sensitive to the
dynamic aspects of lexical organization like sentence
verification.
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treatment, resulting in preserved quality of life and reduced
financial burden to family and health care providers.
In previous research, w e have shown that a variety of
Large databases are routinely being collected in science,
machine learning and statistical methods can acquire models
business and medicine. A variety of techniques from statistics,
signal processing, pattern recognition, machine learning, and neural that have accuracy, specificity and sensitivity that exceed the
average practitioner at screening for early stages of
networks have been proposed to understand the data by discovering
dementia. However, it is unlikely that the description of
useful categories. However, to date research in data mining has not
patients with early dementia created by any of the models so
paid attention to the cognitive factors that make learned categories
far would be widely adopted in practice. T h e decision
comprehensible. W e show that one factor which influences the
procedure implied by some models (e.g., logistic regression)
comprehensibility of learned models is consistency with existing
is too complex to follow, while the decision criteria
knowledge and describe a learning algorithm that creates concepts
explicidy stated in learned rules or decision trees m a k e little
with this goal in mind.
sense to the neurologist or the practitioner since it differs
drastically from the current practice.
Introduction
In this paper, w e concentrate on knowledge discovery
Knowledge-discovery in databases is afieldwhose goal is
from an electronic patient database containing data on the
to extract usable knowledge from a collection of data. It
dementia status of each patient and the results of two
draws upon methods in statistics, signal processing, pattern
commonly used cognitive tests for dementia screening, the
recognition, information theory, machine learning, and
Blessed Orientation, M e m o r y and Concentration test
neural networks to produce models that provide insight into
data. Such models are expected to be accurate and are ( B O M C - Fillenbaum et al., 1987) and the Mini-Mental
further expected to be comprehensible to experts in the field. Status E x a m ( M M S E - Folstein et al., 1975). T o understand
w h y the results of current knowledge-discovery algorithms
For example, knowledge acquired through such methods on
m a k e little sense, it is necessary to describe h o w the tests are
a medical database might be published in scientific journals.
currently used for screening. In each test, the patient answers
Knowledge acquired from analyzing a financial database
might be taught in a management school. While it is questions that assess orientation for time and place,
registration, attention, short-term recall, language skills, and
important that such knowledge be an accurate summary of
drawing ability. For example, the patient isfirstasked to
the data, it is equally important that the knowledge be
comprehensible to experts in the domain. O n e factor that remember a name and address ("John Brown, 4 2 Market
Street, Chicago") and later asked to recall these items. T h e
influences comprehensibility is being integrated with other
patient
receives a score for each item in the test. For
knowledge in the domain.
example,
the number of times that the test giver repeats the
In this paper, w e concentrate on analyzing a database
n a m e and address before the patient is able to repeat it
collected by the Consortium to Establish a Registry for
immediately is recorded. Similarly, the number of errors in
Alzheimer's Disease ( C E R A D ) . The particular problem of
recalling the name and address several minutes later is
interest is to identify patients with early signs of dementia.
Most demented patients do not see a physician for the recorded. A n overall score is given to each patient by
summing the score on each question. The tests are used in
problem of m e m o r y loss until four years after symptom
practice for screening for dementia by the use of a simple
onset (Ernst and Hay, 1994). Community physicians
c o m m o n l y d o not detect dementia or misidentify it in its threshold on the total score.
The score on each question of the test plus the patient's
earliest stages w h e n patients are seeing them for other
age, sex, and years of education were used in our earlier
reasons (O'Connor, et al., 1989). A simple, unobtrusive
method for detecting dementia early in the disease's course
would encourage patients to seek early evaluation and
Abstract
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work to predict whether a patient was "normal" or "mildly
impaired" by the knowledge-discovery m database methods.'
W e suspected that such methods would be more cffcciive
than a simple threshold on the aggregate score because some
questions seemed more important than others. All of the
methods were tried, including decision trees, rules, logistic
regression, neural networks, and a simple Bayesian classifier
more accurate than the simple threshold and none of the
methods were substantially more accurate than the others.
In such a case, one might prefer to make decisions based
upon rules or decision trees since such representations are
easy to follow by a practitioner. Furthermore, following
guidelines similar to decision trees or rules is becoming
commonplace in health care management organizations
where a patient first sees a "gatekeeper" w h o determines
whether the patient should be seen by a specialist.
However, neither the trees produced by C4.5 (Quinlan,
1993) nor the rules produced by rule learners such as C4.5
rules or F O C L (Pazzani & Kibler, 1992) produced rules that
would be acceptable in practice. In particular, some items
which should be viewed as signs of being impaired are used
as signs of being normal and vice versa. This does not
match the original intent of B O M C and M M S E tests, does
not agree with the currently used procedure of totaling the
number of errors, and reduces the comprehensibility of the
rules to the layperson and the trained neurologist. Table 1
shows an example of one such rule that was produced by
F O C L when training on 300 patient records. Similar
problems occur with other rule learners such as C4.5 rules
and C N 2 (Clark & Niblett, 1989).
If such violations of expectations were necessary to obtain
accurate results, they could be tolerated. Such violations
might even lead to new insights by focusing future research
on explaining them. However, w e shall show that on this
problem, the same diagnostic performance can be achieved
without these violations.
In the remainder of this paper, w e first describe rule
learning algorithms in detail using F O C L as an example to
describe one source of incomprehensible rules. W e describe
a simple extension to F O C L that prevents it from learning
rules that violate the expectations of a domain expert and
show that this extension does not hurt the diagnostic value of
the concepts that are learned. W e present preliminary
evidence that rules without these violations are preferred.
W e conclude by describing related work and commenting on
directions for future research.
Background: Rule Learners
F O C L is derived from Quinlan's (1991) F O I L system.
FOIL is designed to learn a set of clauses that distinguish
positive examples of a concept from negative examples.
Each clause consists of a conjunction of tests. For example,
in the dementia domain a test might check to see whether the

Table I: Sample rule with questionable tests underlined.
IF the years of education o£ the patient is > 5
AND the patient does not kjiow the date
AND the patient does not )cnow the name
of a nearby street
THEN The patient is NORMAL
OTHERWISE IF the number of repetitions before
correctly reciting the address is > 2
AND the age of the patient is > 86
THEN The patient is NORMAL
OTHERWISE IF the years of education of the
patient is > 9
AND the mistakes recalling the address is < 2
THEN The patient is NORMAL
OTHERWISE The patient is IMPAIRED
patient's age is less than a certain value, or whether the
patient knows the day of the week.
F O I L operates by trying to find a clause that is true of as
many positive examples as possible and no (or few) negative
examples.^ It then removes the positive examples explained
by that clause from consideration and finds another clause to
account for other positive examples. It repeats this clause
learning process until all (or nearly all) of the positive
examples are explained by some clause. Each clause can be
viewed as a description of some subgroup of examples.
T o learn a clause, F O I L first considers all possible
clauses consisting of a single test. It selects the best of these
according to an information-gain heuristic which essentially
favors a test that is true of m a n y positive examples and few
negative examples. Next, F O I L specializes the rule using
the same search procedure and information-based heuristic,
considering h o w conjoining a test to the current clause
would improve it by excluding m a n y negative examples and
few positives. This specialization process continues until the
clause is not true of any negative examples, resulting in a
single clause that is a conjunction of tests.
F O C L follows the same procedure as F O I L to learn a set
of clauses. However, it learns a set of clauses for each class
(such as normal and impaired) enabling it to also deal with
problems that have more than two classes. The clause
learning algorithm is run once for each class, treating the
examples of that class as positive examples and the
examples of all other classes as negative examples. This
results in a set of clauses for each class.
F O C L has two methods for converting a set of clauses
for each class into a single decision list such as that shown in
Table I. Thefirstmethod simply orders the learned clauses
by an estimate of accuracy and uses the most frequent class

^ FOIL uses the minimum description length principle to tradeoff the complexity of a rule with the number of examples covered
' There are no severely impaired patients in this sample of data
since it is easy to distinguish severely impaired patients from others and excluded. This is intended to prevent it from learning an overly
without the use of such tests.
complex rule to explain just a few exceptions.
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as a default to be used if no clause applies. Using the same
examples to learn the initial set of clauses and to create the
ordered decision list can cause a problem since the learned
rules rarely m a k e errors on the data used to learn the rules.
In our experiments, w e always divide the training data into a
learning set consisting of 2/3 of the training data for learning
clauses and an ordering set consisting of the remaining 1/3
of the training data for creating the decision list.
T h e second method for creating a decision list is an
optimization procedure that selects an ordered subset of the
original clauses. The algorithm initializes the decision list to
a default clause that predicts the most frequent class. Next,
it iteratively tries to improve upon the current decision list
with an operator that replaces the default rule with a learned
clause and a n e w default clause. The impact is calculated of
adding each remaining clause to the end of the current
decision list and assigning the examples that match no clause
to the most frequent class of the unmatched examples. The
change that yields the highest impact in accuracy is made
and the process is repeated until no change results in an
improvement. Typically, only a few clauses are selected by
this process resulting in a relatively short decision
procedure.
O n e further detail is needed to understand h o w F O C L
arrives at a decision list using rule optimization. W h e n
adding clauses to the decision list, F O C L also has the option
to choose a prefix of a learned clause. That is, if a clause
such as X & Y & Z was learned, F O C L considers using X or
X & Y in addition to X & Y & Z as a clause in the decision list.'
This can result in shorter, more general clauses. Such a
clause optimization step has been shown to significantly
simplify the learned concepts (e.g., Cohen, 1995). The
decision list shown in Table 1 was learned using this
optimization procedure.
Table 2 shows the accuracy of C4.5, C4.5 rules, F O C L
with rules ordered by accuracy, and F O C L with optimized
rules on the C E R A D data. The accuracy is averaged over 50
trials of dividing the data into a training set of size 210 and a
test set of size 105. The test set does not contain any
examples from the training set.
Table 2: Accuracy at identifying impaired patients.
Algorithm
Accuracy
C4.5
86.7
C4.5 rules
82.6
F O C L (Accuracy order)
86.0
F O C L (Optimized order)
90.6

' Prefixes of learned clauses are selected rather than subsets for
efficiency reasons. There are only N prefixes of a clause of length
N, while there are 2"* subsets. The tests at the end of a clause are
more likely to cause problems since they are leamed after more
examples have been excluded, increasing the chances of
"coincidental" regularities.
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The results show that F O C L ' s optimized rule orde
substantially more accurate than the other learr
algorithms. This result is significant at least at the 01 l<
using two-tailed t-tests.
W e n o w turn our attentior
improving the comprehensibility of F O C L ' s output.
Monotonicity Relationships
S o m e clauses in the learned category descriptions vio
the intent of the B O M C and M M S E examinations.
particular, getting some questions right is used as evide
that one is impaired and getting s o m e questions wronj
used as evidence that one is not impaired. A relati\
simple change to F O C L eliminates such tests fi
consideration. For variables with numeric relationships,
user declares whether the variable has a known monotc
relationships with each class." A monotonic relationshi]
one in which increasing the value of the variable alw
increases or decreases the likelihood category members!
W h e n considering tests to add to a clause, the tests i
violate these relationships are removed from considerati
For example, when learning a description of the nori
patients, F O C L with monotonicity constraints only check
see if the number of errors recalling the address is less t
some number. W h e n learning clauses describing
impaired category, it only tests to see if this variable
above some threshold.
These constraints on tests m a y also be used on Bool
and nominal variables. In this case, the user specifies wh
values are possibly indicative of membership in a class.
example, a value of true for the variable "knows the di
m a y be used as a sign for normal, while the value false r
be used as a sign for impaired.
For the C E R A D data, and for m a n y medical data s
the data is coded such that an increase in a variables valui
an incorrect response to a question increases the chance i
one has a particular disease or syndrome. W e encoded
knowledge as monotonicity relationships to F O C L . W e ;
added constraints indicating that the likelihood that on(
impaired increases with age and decreases with educatic
level. Table 3 shows an example of a rule learned with th
constraints.

Some variables may be left unconstrained, in which case
tests with that variable are considered.

W e ran 50 trials of F O C L using rule optimization with
and without monotonicity constraints. There is not a
substantial or significant difference in accuracy using the
consU"aints.
F O C L is 9 0 . 7 % accurate when using
monotonicity constraint and 9 0 . 6 % accurate when
unconstrained.' O n average, a decision list formed without
constraints contains a total of 4.65 tests and 2.13 violations
of the monotonicity constraints. With the constraints, an
average of 4.30 tests are used in a decision list, none of
which violate the constraints. This raises two questions that
w e will address below:
1. Why does a learning algorithm create tests that
violate these constraints?
2.
Are rules that do not violate monotonicity
constraints to be preferred in practice?

Table 3: A rule learned with monotonicity constraints.
IF the years of education of the patient is > 5
AND the mistakes recalling the address is < 2
THEN The patient is NORMAL
OTHERWISE
IF the years of education of the patient is > 11
AND the errors made saying the months backward
is < 2
THEN The patient is NORMAL
OTHERWISE
IF the years of education of the patient is > 17
THEN The patient is NORMAL
OTHERWISE The patient is IMPAIRED

If we assume that the constraints are correct, then there
are two factors which contribute to a test that violate these
constraints being used in a rule. First, while the test
appeared best according to an information-based selection
procedure, this procedure detected a "'spurious correlation"
in the data due to sampling biases, noise in category label
(i.e., a patient m a y be misdiagnosed) or noise in a variable's
value (i.e., a question m a y have been recorded or scored
improperly or a patient m a y have guessed the correct answer
to a question such as guessing the day of the week). Such
problems are more likely to occur near the end of a clause or
the leaves of a decision tree. In these cases, the sample of
data used by the information-based heuristic is reduced to
those examples that are true of the conditions in the initial
portion of the clause. A smaller sample is more likely to
have a test that is uninformative appear to be informative.
Pruning algorithms such as the FOIL'S M D L method,
FOCL's rule optimization procedure, and various decision
tree pruning algorithms mitigate this problem. However,
they are only a partial solution at best. For example, the
rules produced by accuracy ordering in unconstrained F O C L
contain an average of 18.63 tests and 12.13 monotonicity
constraint violations. The rule optimization procedure
reduces this to 4.65 tests and 2.13 violations.
The second factor that accounts for the selection of tests
that violate the monotonicity constraints is that the selection
procedure selects a single best test. It is often the case that
several tests are equally or statistically indistinguishably
informative. Under these circumstances, a decision
procedure could be found that is both accurate and
comprehensible to an expert by eliminating from
consideration tests that violate these constraints.
Note that the goal of knowledge-discovery in databases is
sometimes viewed as finding "the model" of the data, while
in reality there are often m a n y possible models of the data
that are not significantly different according to any statistical
procedure on the training example. For example. Murphy
and Pazzani (1994) used a massively parallel computer to

' W e also inverted all of the monotonicity constraints (e.g., by
stating that increasing age decreases the likelihood of dementia)
and this significantly decreased the accuracy of F O C L to 88.1%.
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find all decision trees consistent with a set of 20 training
examples. A total of over 25,000 trees were found. M a n y
of these trees were very complex. However, on average
there were 20 trees with 5 or fewer tests. W e advocate
imposing other constraints, such as monotonicity constraints
on the model selection process so that accurate and
comprehensible models are produced.
Monotonicity Constraints
a n d t h e A d o p t i o n o f Clinical G u i d e l i n e s
W e have conducted surveys of two neurologists to
determine whether monotonicity constraints influence the
willingness to follow guidelines. W e generated 16 decision
lists such as that shown in Table 1 by using unconstrained
F O C L and 16 decision lists such as that shown in Table 3 by
using F O C L with monotonicity constraints on 16 randomly
selected subsets containing 200 examples from the C E R A D
database. In both cases, the rule optimization procedure of
F O C L was used to ensure that concise descriptions were
learned. Each rule was printed on a separate sheet of paper
and presented in a random order to each neurologist. W e
asked each neurologist to rate on a scale of 0-10 " H o w
willing would you be to follow the decision rule in screening
for cognitively impaired patients". W e hypothesized that the
neurologists would be more willing to use rules that were
generated by F O C L when it used monotonicity constraints.
Neurologist 1 has been involved in this project for
approximately one year and is aware that the focus of the
research is to create comprehensible rules. Neurologist 2 is
not affiliated with this project and is unaware of its goals.
For Neurologist 1, the average score of rules generated by
F O C L without the monotonicity constraints was 3.25, while
the average score of rules generated with the monotonicity
constraints was significantly higher 5.56 t(15) = 6.60, p <
.001. For Neurologist 2, these scores were 0.25 and 2.38
t(15) = 5.09, p < .001. Although it is clear that the
neurologists were using different scales, in each case higher
average ratings were given to the category descriptions
generated with these constraints in mind. W e also show the
correlation between the number of monotonicity constraint
violations and the willingness to follow the rule. Table 4

shows the correlation between these variables for each
neurologist. For comparison purposes, w e also show the
correlation between the willingness to follow a rule and the
number of tests and number of clauses in the rule, two
commonly used measures of rule complexity. W e did not
attempt to balance for the size of the rules in the two
conditions, but the average number of tests and clauses was
within 1 0 % between the two conditions.

A variety of techniques to constrain the coefficients of
linear regression are summarized in Leblanc and Tibshirani
(1993). Although the focus of the research on methods to
regularize weights is to increase the predictive inference
capabilities of the models, they m a y also m a k e the models
easier to interpret. For example, constraining the coefficients
of each variable to be positive or negative could simulate the
effect of declaring there to be a monotonic relationship
between a variable and a class.

Table 4: Correlations between properties of learned
models and neurologists' willingness to use the models.
Correlation
Violations
N u m b e r of tests
N u m b e r of clauses

Neurologist 1 Neurologist 2
.623
.433
.020
.208
.011
.278

These results show that both neurologists were sensitive to
the violations of monotonicity constraints and these
violations affect the willingness to follow the rule. The size
of the rules did affect the judgment of one of the
neurologists but to a lesser extent than the number of
constraint violations.
Related Work
Most work in producing understandable rules has focused
on syntactic properties of the rules, particularly the size of
rules.
Such
work simply equates size with
comprehensibility and seeks to minimize the size of learned
(1996) paper,
relationships. For example, Karalic's
"Producing more comprehensible models while retaining
their performance" might just as well be entitled "Producing
smaller models while retaining their performance" since it
describes the use of the m i n i m u m decription length
principle to learn shorter rules. Craven's (1996) research on
extracting comprehensible models from neural networks has
focused on creating concise representations such as short
rules. In contrast, w e have focused on h o w the relationship
between learned knowledge and existing knowledge affects
comprehensibility and have shown that there are differences
other than size that affect the willingness of experts to use
rules.
Pazzani (1991) introduced the notion of influence theories
that affect the causal induction process. This earlier research
focused on the direct causes of a state change, showing that
some aspects of the causal induction process could be
explained by the fact that people have knowledge of
potential causes but must learn which combinations of these
causes are necessary and sufficient (cf. Kelley, 1971). While
the current work differs in that the factors of interest are
effects rather than causes of the phenomenon of interest, the
general idea is similar in that the learning algorithm is
constrained by knowledge of potential influences.
Clark and Matwin (1993) show h o w learning m a y be
constrained by a qualitative model of a physical
phenomenon. Although it would be difficult to represent
knowledge of the causes of dementia as a qualitative model,
Clark and Matwin's work does show that rule learning can
be constrained to be consistent with prior knowledge.
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Future Directions
Our future plans include collecting feedback from
additional practitioners w h o use the M M S E and B O M C on
the comprehensibility of learned category descriptions in this
domain and further psychological investigation on the
factors that influence the willingness of experts to use
learned models.
In the current implementation, there is no way to add a
condition that violates a monotonicity constraint to a
category description regardless of the amount of statistical
support for that condition. In the future w e plan on
softening such constraints by preferring conditions that do
not violate constraints but permitting a condition with a
violation if there are no sufficiently informative conditions
that do not violate constraints. W e will also investigate
methods for learning monotonicity constraints so that the
knowledge required by this system m a y automatically be
acquired from the data.
Conclusions
W e have argued that to be truly useful, the knowledge
discovered in databases must both be accurate and
comprehensible. W e have further argued that one factor that
influences the comprehensibility of learned knowledge is the
use of conditions as evidence for belonging to some category
when prior knowledge indicates that these conditions are
evidence that an example does not belong to that category.
W e have shown that existing knowledge discovery systems
learn rules with such conditions and created an enhancement
to one algorithm that prevents these conditions from being
added to learned models. Finally, w e have presented
preliminary evidence that experts prefer rules that do not
contain violations of prior knowledge.
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Abstract
We present a model of enumeration that demonstrates one
possible explanation for the limited capacity of subitizing.
This analytical approach can be contrasted with most
previous research on subitizing which has been primarily
descriptive in nature, and which has tended to assume a
structural limitation on the phenomenon. Our simulation
results suggest instead that the limitation may arise from the
functional constraints of learning to optimize among
enumeration strategies for a space whose combinatorics
increase greatly with number.
Introduction
The subitizing phenomenon has been a topic of interest and
debate a m o n g psychologists for well over 100 years (e.g.
Jevons, 1871). Kaufman, Lord, Reese, and Volkman (1949)
coined the term subitizing to refer to the ability of adult
h u m a n subjects to rapidly and accurately enumerate up to 3
or 4 discrete entities. T h e most typical characterization of
subitizing is in terms of a shallow slope, of about 5 0
ms/item, in the aggregate reaction time data of subjects
enumerating these small sets. This is contrasted with a far
steeper 250 300 ms/item slope for enumeration of larger
sets. T h e larger slope is taken to indicate the deployment of
more complex processes such as counting. Therefore, the
subitizing limit appears as a sharp discontinuity in reaction
time measures at around 3 or 4 items (Atkinson, Campbell,
& Francis, 1976; Chi & Klahr, 1975; Svenson & Sjoberg,
1983).
In recent years, researchers have become interested in
developing a qualitative information processing account to
explain the quantitative characterization described above
(Dehaene & Cohen, 1994; Simon & Vaishnavi, 1996; Trick
& Pylyshyn, 1993, 1994). A s Simon & Cabrera (1995)
point out, an adequate theory of subitizing must include an
explanation for both the subijizing slope and the range of
numerosities to which subitizing can be applied. There is
n o w some consensus that the subitizing slope is in part due
to rapid individuation of small, simple displays through
processes associated with visual attention (Simon &
Vaishnavi, 1996, Trick & Pylyshyn, 1993, 1994).
However, there has been a notable absence of explanations
of w h y the subitizing range is limited to 3 4 entities as
opposed to 6 or even 2. Most attempts to explain the
subitizing range thus far have appealed to structural

limitations of the h u m a n information processing system.
These are explanations typically involving some fixed
capacity mechanism.
For example, Trick and Pylyshyn (1993) argued that
subitizing is enabled by the assignment of a limited number
of attentional tags, called FINSTs, to items in a visual
display. They claim that since h u m a n adults have a
m a x i m u m of 4 FINSTs, the number of items that can be
subitized is also 4. Previous computational models of
subitizing have also employed structural limitations. Klahr
and Wallace's (1976) model contained productions
specifically written to recognize collections of 1 through 3
items. Anderson, Matessa, and Douglass' (1995) A C T - R
model of subitizing also used special productions to
recognize small collections of one, two, and three items. A n
additional production allowed for one-by-one counting of
items exceeding an initially recognized three. In that
model, latencies were directly assigned to the three pattern
recognition productions to produce the typical 5 0 m s slope
within the subitizing range while a steeper slope w a s
obtained outside the subitizing range due to firing of the
item-by-item counting production. Thus, the subitizing limit
as well as the slopes within and outside the subitizing range
were pre-specified, or built-in to the model.
A n alternative approach, which w e present in this paper,
is to explore the possibility diat the subitizing range m a y
reflect afunctional rather than structural capacity limit. B y
a functional capacity limit w e mean one that arises out of
the interaction between processing characteristics attributed,
without predetermined limits, to the agent, and the nature of
the information being processed. In other words, an
emergent rather than pre-specified property of the system.
T o explore this functional hypothesis w e have developed
a computational model that simulates the emergence of the
subitizing phenomenon as a result of learning to select
optimal candidate enumeration strategies. A s Siegler (e.g.,
Siegler & Shipley, 1995) has shown, children can optimize
in this w a y by learning, not from the failure of candidate
strategies, but by computing the relative accuracy and
efficiency of each one with respect to given tasks. In a
similar way, our model learns to select between two
enumeration strategies depending on the numerosity it is
presented with. T h e candidates w e have implemented thus
far will be referred to as recognition and counting. T h e
recognition strategy roughly corresponds to subitizing and
involves execution of a simple pattern-matching procedure
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that matches a newly presented pattern to a previously
stored one whose numerosity is known. The counting
strategy involves execution of item-by-item processing
where, at each step, a unit within the pattern is "visited" and
a running total is incremented. Through extensive training,
our model learns to separate the problem space into two
regions: O n e contains patterns that can be recognized, while
the other contains patterns that must be counted.

A s a starting point, w e have programmed our model to
incorporate the enumeration knowledge of a 3- or 4-year old
child w h o has two available enumeration strategies
recognition, and counting (see Fuson, 1988 and Siegler,
1991 for reviews of the enumeration capabilities of
preschoolers). The recognition strategy is modeled through
a single production which matches a n e w pattern to a
previously stored pattern from which the numerosity can be
directly retrieved. The counting strategy is modeled by a
small set of productions that sequentially visit unprocessed
An ACT-R Model of Enumeration
objects in a pattern and accumulate the total. Counting facts
We developed our model using the ACT-R (Anderson,
are provided to allow for sequential assignment of number
1993) production system. A C T - R is a general theory of
names to objects. Each pattern represents one possible
human cognition which assumes that cognitive processing is
configuration of up to 6 objects on a 4 x 4 grid of locations.
carried out through production rules operating on
T h e model operates as follows. For each training pattern,
declarative memory. Our model takes advantage of two
the recognition and counting strategies participate in a
important features of the A C T - R system: conflict resolution
competition to produce an enumeration. Early in training,
and base level learning. Conflict resolution is a mechanism
activations on the stored patterns are low. This represents
that determines which of a set of matched productions to
the assumption that children will have low confidence in
select for execution. Candidate production instantiations
their ability to recognize the numerical value of any given
are evaluated in terms of their expected values. T h e
pattern until some learning has taken place. Thus, early in
expected value of a production instantiation is, roughly, the
training, the counting strategy dominates, leading to
value of the goal that can be achieved by firing the
predominant use of counting for all patterns.
production minus the cost of firing it. The production
Training serves to increase activations of the stored
instantiation with the highest expected value wins. Ties are
patterns. Whenever the counting strategy is applied to
resolved in favor of the production instantiation that can
enumerate a training pattern, the final step is to increase the
match its condition most quickly to declarative memory.
activation of the corresponding stored pattern in declarative
Learning in A C T - R can be accomplished in a variety of
memory. This represents increasing familiarity with one of
ways. For the present model w e have chosen to focus solely
a set of possible patterns for that numerosity. After a
on learning base level activations of the stored patterns in
sufficient number of exposures to a particular training
declarative memory. Base level activations are values
pattern, the corresponding stored pattern becomes active
associated with declarative m e m o r y elements indicating
enough that the recognition strategy will win the strategy
how "active" they are. In other words, base level activation
competition.
Successful recognition, like successful
is a measure of the strength of an item's m e m o r y trace based
counting also generates an increase of activation, or
on recent processing. In general, higher activation implies
familiarity, for the enumerated pattern. T h e number of
faster retrieval. The effect of base level learning is to
stored patterns in declarative m e m o r y for each numerosity
produce increases in activation of declarative m e m o r y
is shown in Figure 1. This represents all possible patterns
elements as they are matched or retrieved. There is also a
on a 4 x 4 grid.
general decrease, or decay over time of these values. The
rate at which this decay occurs is controlled by a global
10,000
parameter in the A C T - R system which w e have set to the
value O.I, representing a relatively low rate of decay. In
8,008
combination with the conflict resolution mechanism
^ 8,000 H
described above, base level learning allows for a scenario in
c
which strategy choice is mediated by activation levels of
I
6,000 H
declarative m e m o r y elements. That is, one strategy applies
when activation is below a certain threshold and another
applies when activation is above that threshold. In our
S 4,000model, the recognition strategy requires that the base level
E
activation of a stored pattern exceeds a certain threshold
Z
2,000value. Once this threshold is reached, conflict resolution
selects recognition over counting because the patternmatching production can match more quickly to declarative
memory than can the counting production. Repeated
execution of the counting strategy serves to increase base
level activations of the counted patterns to the point where
recognition can take over. However, the combinatorics of
the domain has the effect that only a subset of presented
numerosities have patterns that can maintain the threshold
level of activation over a period of time.

16
1

120
2

3

4

5

6

Numerosity
Figure I: Number of stored patterns for each numerosity.
'The 16 cell grid was employed due to current limitations in
computing resources, and is not theoretically motivated.
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Figure 2: Percentage use of the recognition strategy for each numerosity as a function of the number of training trials.

T h e Simulation
With extensive training, the small numerosities (N = 1-3)
as a whole become active enough such that the recognition
strategy is generally used for all of their patterns. Large
numerosities (N = 4-6), on the other hand, fail to reach this
level of activation because of the relatively large number of
possible patterns. For example, given our 4 x 4 grid for
patterns, there are 560 possible patterns of 3 objects, but
1820 possible patterns of 4 objects. Thus, the number of
training patterns required to achieve an overall increase in
activation level for numerosity 4 is at least three times
larger than the number required for numerosity 3.
Furthermore, decay of activations becomes an increasingly
important factor as the number of possible patterns grows.
This is because the increasing numJDer of patterns leads to a
greater time delay between sufccessive occurrences of each
individual pattern. For m a n y of the larger numerosity
patterns, decay will decrease activation such that the
recognition threshold is never reached. Thus, use of the
counting strategy dominates for larger numbers. This
behavior of the model after extensive training is consistent
with empirical data suggesting that 5-year olds subitize
small collections and count larger ones (Chi & Klahr,
1975).

Training and Testing
W e conducted several simulation runs, each consisting 9f a
training phase and a test phase. The length of the training
phase was varied across the different simulation runs, from
200 to 50,000 training trials. T h e purpose of this training
was to demonstrate the effects of increasing amounts of
training on stored pattern activations, enumeration strategy
choices, and enumeration latencies.
During the simulation, execution of each training trial
proceeds as follows. First, a random numerosity between 1
and 6 is selected and a random pattern for that numerosity is
generated. The pattern is then presented to the model to be
enumerated by either the recognition or counting strategy.
Either type of enumeration results in a strengthening of the
activation for the stored pattern corresponding with the
enumerated test pattern. Stronger activation of the stored
pattern increases the likelihood that an identical test pattern
will be recognized on s o m e later trial. Currently, each test
pattern must be presented at least twice before it will be
recognized. M o r e than two presentations m a y be required,
however, depending on the time (number of trials) between
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presentations, since every stored pattern is subject to
decaying activation during trials where it is not presented.
The last 120 trials of each modeling run constituted the
test phase. During this phase, 20 random patterns lor each
of the six numerosities were presented to the model.
jtrategy choice and enumeration latency data (as computed
by A C T - R ) were collected during each test u-iai. After the
completion of the test phase, the average activation level
was computed for each numerosity.
Results
Figure 2 shows the effects of training on strategy selection.
After very little training, patterns for numerosity 1 are
enumerated using the recognition strategy exclusively.
Patterns for numerosities 2 and 3 require somewhat longer
training periods, but eventually are also enumerated
exclusively by the recognition strategy.
Patterns
representing numerosities 5 and 6 continue to be primarily
counted, even after thousands of training trials
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A s described above, this is a result of the greater number of
stored patterns for larger numerosities, and the decay which
occurs because each individual pattern is presented less
often.
For numerosities 5 and 6, counting continues to be the
primary strategy, with recognition occurring intermittently
and only for those relatively few patterns that happen by
chance to be presented several times. Our simulation runs so
far have indicated that the recognition rate for numerosity 4
appears to reach a m a x i m u m somewhere near 6 5 % . T h e
fact that this numerosity is neither conclusively counted nor
recognized is consistent with experimental results. For
example, Svenson & Sjoberg (1983) produced regressions
for their 1 3 range and 5 8 range but were unsure with
which range to associate N = 4.
Figure 4 shows the average latencies for a set of test trials
(40 random patterns for each numerosity) before and after
50,000 training trials
Before training, the counting
strategy is used exclusively, resulting in a linear increase in
latency of about 1 second from one numerosity to the next
throughout the entire range of numerosities. It takes nearly
3 seconds to enumerate one object and about 8 seconds to
enumerate 6.
After training, recognition is used almost exclusively for
numerosities 1 3, resulting in a small increase in latency as
numerosity increases in this range. In contrast, a relatively
large slope, similar in magnitude to the pre-training slope, is
obtained for numerosities 4 6, reflecting extensive use of
the counting strategy for these numerosities. T h e difference
in slopes for the two ranges of numerosities is at least
qualitatively consistent with experimental response timedata. Improvement of the quantitative fit will be addressed
in a future version of the model as discussed below.

5
Discussion and Conclusion
1

1

^

,

10,000

20,000

30,000
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50,000

N u m b e r of Trials
Figure 3: Average stored pattern activation for each
numerosity as a function of the number of training trials.
The effect of training on the average activation level for
the stored patterns of each numerosity is shown in Figure 3.
All stored patterns begin with a base level activation of
close to zero (i.e. 0.038). During training, activations of
stored patterns for numerosities 1 3 quickly increase (on
average) to a level above the threshold (depicted as a dashed
line at 0.405 in Figure 3) req\jired for exclusive use of the
recognition strategy. Therefore, recognition becomes the
primary su-ategy used for these numbers. The stored pattern
activations for the larger numbers, however, do not reach a
sufficiently high level for recognition to occur consistently.
'The values shown in this graph, as well as in Figure 4, represent
averages of two simulation runs at each level of training. Each
simulation run has some variability due to random generation of
training patterns.
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These results suggest a functional explanation for the origin
of the subitizing limit. While most previous models of
subitizing have simply assumed a limit of 3 or 4 (e.g. Klahr
& Wallace, 1976; Trick & Pylyshyn, 1993, 1994) w e have
demonstrated one w a y that this limit might emerge as a
function of the combinatorics of the space of patterns
interacting with a simple learning and decay mechanism.
Repeated counting of the same pattern serves to increase its
activation to the extent that, at s o m e point, that pattern is
familiar enough for the child to confidently employ the
recognition strategy. For small numerosities, the number of
possible patterns is sufficiently small that all patterns get
seen enough times to raise their activations above threshold.
Since the number of possible patterns increases dramatically
for larger numerosities (as shown in Figure 1), it is not
surprising that even rather large amounts of training are not
sufficient to raise activations above the recognition
threshold. Furthermore, decay becomes a factor for the
The latency associated with each training trial is analogous to
response time for an experimental trial. However, the actual
latency values generated by the model are not intended to replicate
experimental values since the pattern matching and counting
processes have not been closely modeled.

8--X- — Before Training
7 --

-o— After 50,000 Trials

-X

o
o
c

,x

1 -

=9=
2

3

4
Numerosity

Figure 4: Average latency for each numerosity.
larger numerosities because more possible patterns also
means more time between exposures to the same one.
In addition to this explanation for the limited subitizing
range, our results also suggest a potential explanation for
the origin of the subitizing slope. According to the A C T - R
theory, response latency is composed of production
matching latency and production action latency. Therefore,
as matching latency increases, so does response time.
Further, activations of declarative m e m o r y elements have a
direct influence on production matching latency; the higher
the activation, the shorter the matching latency. Thus,
patterns with high activations will match faster than patterns
with low activations, and therefore will result in shorter
response latencies. This suggests that the subitizing slope
m a y arise from differences in the average level of activation
across numerosities.
Thus, w e have been able to create a model which
generates an explanation of the subitizing limit, and which
m a y also be able to explain the slope. Unlike the previous
models of Klahr and Wallace (1976) and Anderson, et al.
(1995), our model is able to do this without pre-specifying
either the subitizing limit or the subitizing slope. Rather,
both emerge as by-product^ of learning along with the
increases and decay in the activations associated with
individual patterns.
Despite the promise of our results, w e would like to
mention some of the limitations of this model and suggest
s o m e possible future research directions. First, w e have not
attempted to address the mechanics of the recognition and
counting processes in terms of detailed information
processing specifications. Therefore, although w e have
qualitatively replicated the standard discontinuity in
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enumeration performance, the quantitative results produced
by the model (such as the actual latency and slope values)
do not match very well to empirical data at present. Future
work will concentrate on trying to close this quantitative
gap between simulation and empirical results. Second, this
model does not address the issue of generalization. It must
certainly be the case that children develop somewhat
abstract representations of patterns so that recognition is not
necessarily based on an exact match to a previously seen
pattern. Perhaps matching a pattern to an abstract pattern
representation is a third strategy that could be added to a
future version of the model. Another possible solution
might be to utilize the partial matching capability of the
A C T - R system to allow inexact matching which is sensitive
to the similarities between patterns. A further finding to be
simulated, which would be a good test for the model, is the
transition from counting to recognition of consistently
presented large displays. There is clear evidence (e.g.
Mandler & Shebo, 1982; Wolters, van K e m p e n , &
Wilhuizen, 1987) that repeated presentations enable subjects
to m o v e from deliberate enumeration of individual items to
recognition of entire patterns. W e believe that the present
model should be able to simulate that result. The principles
upon which it would do so are consistent with automaticity
theories based on consistent versus varied mapping (Shiffrin
& Schneider, 1977) or the retrieval of familiar instances
(Logan, 1988). In a future version of the model w e would
also like to examine the effect of increasing our assumed
pattern grid size, e.g., from 4 x 4 to 6 x 6. Our expectation
is that the same qualitative behavior patterns will emerge,
although more training will be required due to the increased
number of possible patterns for each numerosity.
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that some larger patterns are just more "memorable" than
others. However, the result is more interesting because not
all human subjects subitize the same number of items, and
there is no strict consensus on what the absolute limit of
subitizing is, if indeed there is one. Since our model
represents a functional rather than a structural explanation
of the limit, w e may be able to use other functional
parameters to explain individual differences. For example,
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have both been implicated as functional limitations on
processing. Varying approximations of these in future
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true nature of subitizing by modeling individual data, rather
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tion specific for the learning episode (the "context'). This
kind of test depends upon the formation of n e w associations
A connectionist model incorporating activation and elabora- (elaboration learning) resulting either from active attentional
processing or as an automatic consequence of the novelty of
tion learning was investigated infivesimulations of dissociastimulus combinations. Probably elements from these three
tion effects between implicit and explicit memory tasks. The
accounts
have to be combined to get a full explanation.
first rwo simulations concerned the wordfi-equencyeffect, reA network model ( E L A N : ELaboration and Activation
vealing a high-fi-equency advantage in free recall and a lowNetwork) implementing a version of the activation/elaborafi"equency advantage in word completion. The third and
tion account was constructed by Phaf (1994; see also Racfourth simulations were of the interference effect, which apcuglia & Wolters, 1996). The simplest version of the model
peared to depend upon the amount of overlap between ex( E L A N - 1 ) is formed by two C A L M modules (Categorizaperimental material and intervening material. The last simution A n d Learning Module; see Murre, Phaf, & Wolters,
lation addressed the focused vs. divided attention dissociation
effect. Free recall performance was primarily affected by di1992). A C A L M is a competitive learning module that is
vided attention, but under conditions of high load word
able to categorize and learn arbitrary input patterns without
completion performance was also reduced. It is argued that a
supervision. In C A L M the elaboration process depends on
full model will probably not only implement activathe amount of competition in the module. W h e n a novel
tion/elaboration learning, but will also incorporate elements
pattern is presented there will be m u c h competition, wiiich
of the two other accounts available.
will be reduced w h e n the pattern becomes well established.
Elaboration results in an increased learning rate and an inIntroduction
creased amplitude of (imiformly distributed) random activaExplicit (direct) m e m o r y tests, such as free recall, recognitions to representation nodes relative to activation learning.
tion, and cued recall, m a k e a reference to the learning epiThe random activations serve to break symmetry and to
sode, v^ereas implicit (indirect) m e m o r y test, such as word
solve competition by randomly selecting a node for the n e w
completion and perceptual identification, do not necessarily
representation. A baseline level of Hebbian type activation
direct the subject to the fact that m e m o r y is being tested.
learning is always present in C A L M , irrespective of the
Dissociation effects between these two types of m e m o r y
amount of elaboration learning.
testing (see Richardson-Klavehn & Bjork, 1988; Schacter,
O n e C A L M module in the model served to represent
1987) indicate that different mechanisms or neural structures
words and the other represented environmental contexts in
m a y underlie both types of performance. O n e explanation
which words m a y be learned. The word patterns and context
assumes two separate m e m o r y systems that are functionally
patterns were presented through separate input modules. A n
different (e.g., Tulving & Schacter, 1990). Another explaoutput module selected single words at a time for output.
nation assumes different processes in a unitary m e m o r y sysThis simple model afready showed results comparable to
tem. Compatibility between processes at storage and testing
experimental fmdings, such as a reversed wordfrequencyefmay, for instance, explain dissociations between explicit and
fect in word completion relative to free recall. Anterograde
implicit m e m o r y performance (e.g., Roediger & Blaxton,
amnesia could also be simulated by artificially lesioning the
1987). Graf and Mandler (1984), on the other hand, m a d e a
model, so that elaboration learning was eliminated.
distinction between two different learning processes, activaA problem with this model was that it was not very well
tion and elaboration learning. The two processes strengthen
suited to separate strongly correlated patterns. Words are
different components of a distributed m e m o r y representastrongly correlated because they have letters and other (e.g.,
tion. Activation learning represents a kind of Hebbian
semantic) components in c o m m o n . Contexts are probably
learning in w W c h pre-existuag associations are strengthened
also correlated, because they m a y have overlapping features.
after presentation. A n implicit m e m o r y task requires the
The words in the model, however, only had a weak correlapartial or complete reinstatement of a stimulus-representation and the contexts were orthogonal. The model m a y not
tion by using the associations that constitute the representabe very well suited to deal vA\h more realistic input patterns
tion. Implicit m e m o r y performance is enhanced w h e n a prior
because the building blocks of the model, the C A L M modstimulus presentation has strengthened the pre-existing inule, only has a limited ability to separate correlated input
ternal associations. Explicit m e m o r y tasks require access to
patterns. This ability is improved in the C A L M M a p (Phaf,
a stimulus-representation via retrieval routes that address
Tijsseling, & Lebert, Submitted), vsiiich implements toponewly formed links between the representation and informaAbstract
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logical self-organization in C A L M modules by introducing a
(Gaussian) gradient in the lateral inhibition. C A L M Maps
may improve on Kohonen's self-organizing feature m a p
(Kohonen, 1982), because they are able to inlcmally regulate its learning parameters and activity bubble, which is a
natural by-product of the novelty dependent elaboration
mechanism. In this smdy, w e examined whether an E L A N - 1
model with C A L M M a p s could perform the same simulations as the old model vsiien more correlated input patterns
were presented. A second aim was to simulate more dissociation effects than with the old model.

outplit module
OOO 25nod.s OOO

word-CALM Map
OOO 25no<l« OOO

word-part-1

O
Architecture of the Model
The core of the n e w model (see Figure 1) was formed by
two C A L M Maps with ring topology (see Phaf et al., Submitted), one for representing words and one for representing
contexts. Six additional modules figure in the model,fiveto
provide input to the network and one to produce output from
the network. Words were presented to the network through
four input modules which consisted of 10 input-nodes each.
They were linked to the word-module by uni-directional
connections from all input-nodes to all R-nodes of the wordmodule. During learning, input-nodes became associated to
a winning bubble (a wiiming R-node with activated neighborhood) in the word-module (representing the word). The
context-input module (6 nodes) was similarly connected to
the context-CALM M a p . A n input pattern in the contextinput module represented an environmental context in which
words may be presented. The w o r d - C A L M M a p (25
R-nodes) and the context-CALM M a p (9 R-nodes) were
linked by bi-directional (but not symmetrical) connections
between all R-nodes of both modules. These weights were
independently modifiable in both directions.
Retrieval of a word took place in this model along two
different routes, by presenting either a context or a word part
as a cue. The output module, which can only output one
word at a time was coupled to the w o r d - C A L M Map. Only
after resolution of competition in the C A L M M a p , the activation of the winning node is passed to the output module,
because only then is the veto-node in the output module no
longer activated from the C A L M M a p . Subsequently, the
activation of one of the nodes in the output module irihibits
(and resets) the activations through veto-nodes in both
C A L M Maps. After the output activation has decayed, the
process of f m d m g a word response starts again. This can repeat itself indefmitely, as long as input activations are provided (for more detailed discussion of E L A N - 1 and the output module see Phaf, 1994; V a n Immerzeel, 1996; for parameters and weight values see Appendix).
General Description of Simulations
All simulations of experiments with E L A N - 1 proceeded in
three stages, a pre-experimental learning stage, an experimental learning stage, and an experimental testmg stage.
According to the activation/elaboration view, implicit m e m ory performance is for a large part caused by the strengthening of existing associations. Therefore, before the simulation
of the memory experiments could begin, the 'empty' networks had to be filled with a basic lexicon. This fu-st
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Figure 1; The E L A N - 1 model with schematic wiring pattern
stage corresponds to pre-experimental learning and simulates the acquisition of knowledge by a subject before taking
part in an experiment. Because in C A L M M a p s the formation of associations is driven by a stochastic process, each
presentation of the same series of words in contexts m a y
lead to a different network. These differences m a y in some
way reflect individual variations between real subjects. For
every simulation 25 different artificial subjects were created
by exposing similar networks to the same stunulus set.
Each of the twenty words had two word parts in c o m m o n
with each of its two neighboring words. The ten word part
consisted of two activations of 0.5, whereas the other nodes
in the input module had zero activation (e.g., 0.5, 0.5, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0). The input patterns for six contexts sunilarly
consisted of two activations of 0.5 and four others with zero
activation (e.g., 0, 0, 0.5, 0.5, 0, 0). Before pre-experimental
learning, all learning cormections were initialized to 0.5
(maximum 1.0, minimum 0.0). Before every presentation, all
activations (but not the weights) were initialized to zero. In
order to prevent premature response production, the vetonode in the output module was pre-activated. This can be
compared to the pre-response verbal activity which has to be
replaced by verbal responses.
In the second stage, a subset of the words (experimental
list) learned pre-experimentally was presented under the experimental context. The experimental context pattern (0, 0.5,
0, 0.5, 0, 0.5) formed a balanced combinadon of all six
context patterns from the first stage. A single presentation of
a word lasted 5000 iterations (i.e., a cycle of calculating the
n e w activations of all nodes and the n e w weight values of
the modifiable weights). Before presentation of the experimental list, the experimental context was presented 500
times for 25 iterations without word input, resulting in a
stable representation for the experimental context. This can
be seen as the time spent in the experimental context before
presentation of the experimental words.
Both before and after experimental learning the m e m o r y
for the experimental words was tested either implicitly (a
word completion task) or explicitly (a cued recall task or a
free recall task). Because all tests were done on copied networks, performance on tests m a y be treated as a withinsubjects factor. In the word completion task only the wordpart-Is without context were presented in random order as a
cue for 100 iterations. In the cued recall task the experimental context was pre-presented for 100 iterations. This simu-

lated a situation where the experimental context w a s the first
presented cue. After pre-presenting the experimental contexts, one word part (word-part-1) or two word parts (wordpart-1 and word-part-3) and the experimental context were
presented for 100 iterations without initializing the activations. In the free recall task only the experimental context
w a s presented as a cue for 10,000 iterations, which w a s sufficient to reach asymptofic levels of recall.
A response consisted of the activation of a particular node
(word) in the output module. D u e to the resetting mechanism
in the output module, m a n y words could be produced during
a free recall period. Correctness of the responses w a s scored
against the nodes that were activated in the output module
during experimental learning. All results were averaged over
25 artificial subjects. Base rate performance w a s determined
on the s a m e (copied) artificial subjects by counting the production of critical words before experimental presentation.
Word Frequency
It has been hypothesized (e.g., Phaf, 1994; Tulving & Kroll,
1995) that low-frequency (LF) words are more novel and
would, therefore, elicit more elaboration learning than highfrequency (HF) words. Intra-item associations may also
benefit from such elaboration. L F words could, therefore,
also show a larger facilitation in an implicit memory task
than H F words. MacLeod and K a m p e (1996) and Phaf and
Wolters (1996) indeed found a higher word completion performance for LF words than for H F words. The new itemcontext associations are not affected by this additional
elaboration. H F words are, however, assumed to be accessible through a larger range of contexts than L F words. Consequently, H F words have the highest chance of being selected duringfreerecall.
Simulation 1
Procedure. First a lexicon of H F words and L F words had to
be created. Ten H F words (word 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16,
18, and 20) were presented (for 25 iterations) under four
contexts (context 1, 3, 4, and 6) and ten L F words (word 1,
3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, and 19) under two other contexts
(context 2 and 5). The presentation of all word/context
combinations was repeated 200 times in random order,
which resulted in 400 presentations of a L F word and 800
presentations of a H F word. In the second stage all artificial
subjects were copied for the two frequency conditions, so
that word frequency would be a within-subjects manipulation. After pre-presentation of the experimental context, the
groups received their word set once in random order under
the experimental context.
Results and discussion. W o r d completion performance
(see Table 1) for both L F words as H F words showed facilitation after experimental presentation. The average increase
(above base rate) for L F words was higher than for H F
words. A similar result was found in the simulation of Phaf
(1994). Free recall performance (see Table 1) was somewhat
higher for H F words than for L F words. Phaf (1994) found a
similar effect, but absolute free recall performance was
lower (HF words 0.28, L F words 0.23). L F words benefited
more from the higher level of elaboration during learning
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than HF-words, but this advantage was overridden by the
larger access of H F words infreerecall.
Although cued recall is supposed to be an explicit m e m ory task, the average increase on both cued recall tasks was
higher for L F words than for H F words. The influence of the
context-cue is probably less strong than the influence of the
word part-cue(s). Performance, therefore, ahnost completely
reflected word completion performance, but cued recall performance appeared to be lower. The context-cue m a y have
interfered with retrieval through the word part-cue by activating other nodes in the (competitive) w o r d - C A L M M a p .
The simulation of cued recall clearly needs to be improved.
High-frequency words Low-frequency
FR CR1 CR2
WC
Base rate
0.53 0.00 0.48 0.52
(sd)
(0.13) (0.00) (0.16) (0.15)
Experiment 0.73 0.70 0.46 0.62
(sd)
(0.14) (0.32) (0.21) (0.17)
Increase
(sd)

words
W C FR
0.26 0.00
(0.15) (0.00)
0.68 0.65
(0.12) (0.30)

CR1 CR2
0.27 0.24
(0.15) (0.13)
0.43 0.60
(0.19) (0.15)

0.20 0.70 -0.02 0.10 0.42 0.65 0.16 0.36
(0.12) (0,32) (0.20) (0.16) (0.121 (0.30) (0,16) (0.13)

Table 1: Proportions correct (standard deviations)
free recall (FR), word completion ( W C ) , cued recall with
one word part ( C R l ) , and with two word parts (CR2),
averaged over 25 artificial subjects.
Simulation 2
Procedure. The procedure was the same as in Simulation 1,
except that anterograde amnesia was simulated by artificially
lesioning the model after pre-experimental learning. This resulted in eliminating elaboration learning. Consequently,
there was only base rate learning and no random activation
spread. This artificial lesioning m a y be s o m e h o w analogous
to the hippocampus and amygdala damage responsible for
anterograde amnesia (e.g., Mishkin, 1978). During testing
the random activation spread was restored (but not the increased learning rate), so that different words could be produced forfreerecall.
Results and discussion. Performance on ahnost all tasks
was reduced by the lesion (see Table 2). Phaf (1994) found a
reduction on free recall of both H F words and L F words, but
no reduction on word completion performance. L F words,
moreover, n o w showed a higher level of free recall than
H F words. These differences m a y be explained by the
fact that after resolution of competition in C A L M M a p a
High-frequency words Low-frequency words
WC
FR CRl CR2 W C
FR
Base rate
0.53 0.00 0.48 0.52 0.26 0.00
(sd)
(0.13) (0.00) (0.16) (0.15) (0.15) (0.00)
Experiment 0.61 0.26 0.54 0.62 0.44 0.34
(sd)
(0.11) (0.21) (0.13) (0.12) (0.08) (0.19)
Increase
(sd)

CRl CR2
0.27 0.24
(0.15) (0,13)
0.43 0.48
(0.13) (0.091

0.08 0.26 0.06 0.10 0.18 0.34 0.16 0.24
(0.14) (0.21) (0.18) (0.16) (0.17) (0.19) (0.15) (0.13)

Table 2: Proportions correct (sd) free recall (FR), word
completion ( W C ) , cued recall with one word part (CRl),
and two word parts ( C R 2 ) of the amnesic artificial subjects.

neighborhood of nodes remains active, whereas in C A L M
only one node remains active. The proportion of elaboration/activation learning, therefore, changed in C A L M M a p ,
so that, even in non-amnesic learning, storage would rely
more on activation learning than in C A L M . Eliminating
elaboration learning in C A L M Maps, therefore, had smaller
effects than in C A L M modules.
Retroactive Interference
Forgetting is often seen as the result of interference by intervening material. Graf and Schacter (1987), however, found
that interference affected cued recall and free recall performance, but did not affect the performance on word completion. In a study by Tulving, Schacter, and Stark (1982)
the priming effect in a word-fragment completion task was
still present after one week, but recognition performance
dropped sharply over the one week delay.
Intervening material m a y particularly affect item-context
associations, because there m a y be m u c h overlap between
the contexts of the stored material and the intervening material. It is as if more words are subsumed under the same
context. W o r d completion is less affected, because intraitem associations have less overlap with the intervening
material. Item-context associations in the model, moreover,
are more subject to elaboration learning than intra-item associations, so that the dissociation resulting from interference m a y be sharpened.
In the first simulation (Simulation 3) a set of nonpresented
words was presented as intervening material. In the second
simulation (Simulation 4), random intervening material was
presented between experimental learning and testing.
Simulation 3
Procedure. Because this simulation did not require distinction between high- and low-frequency words, the number of
presentations during pre-experimental learning was equal for
all twenty words (600 times in random order under all six
contexts for 25 iterations). In the second stage the artificial
subjects received (after pre-presentation of the experimental
context) a list often words (word 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16,
18, and 20) once in random order under the experimental
context. The interference manipulation consisted of presenting the ten words (word 1, 3, 5, 7,9, 11, 13, 15, 17, and 19)
not presented in the second stage eight times in every nonexperimental context in random order for 25 iterations. Five
interference conditions were created by repeating the presentation of 480 intervening words to simulate increasing
amounts of interference.
Results and discussion. Interference resulted in a decline
of both free recall and word completion performance
(Table 3). W o r d completion even decreased below base rate.
This problem was caused by the limited number of words
available in the lexicon. All ten intervening words had word
parts (in particular, also the cue in word completion) in
c o m m o n with the experimental words. After sufficient presentation the association of the intervening words with wordpart-1 had become stronger than of the experimental words
with that word part. In general, both word completion and
free recall showed retroactive mterference, because there
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was overlap between experimental and intervening material
both in the item-context and the intra-item associations. In
Simulation 4 this overlap was reduced by presenting random
patterns as intervening material.

Base
Experiment
Interference 1
Interference 2
Interference 3
Interference 4
Interference 5

Free recall
Test isdi Increase isdi
0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00)
0.57 (0.32) 0.57 (0.32)
0.39 (0.24) 0.39 (0.24)
0.20(0.15) 0.20(0.15)
0.09 (0.08) 0.09 (0.08)
0.04 (0,06) 0.04 (0.06)
0.02 10.05) 0.02 (0.05)

Word completion
Test isd) Increase isd)
0.39 (0.12) 0.00 (0.00)
0.67(0.11) 0.28(0.11)
0.40(0.13) 0.02 (0.10)
0.25(0.14) -0.14(0.10)
0.14(0.10) -0.25 (0.09)
0.0910.08) -0.30 (0.14)
0.04 (0.06) -0.34(0.13)

Table 3: Proportions correct (sd)freerecall and word completion as a function of repetition of intervening material
(presenting the ten not experimentally presented words).
Simulation 4
Procedure. The first and second stage were the same as in
Simulation 3. N e w intervening material was created by randomly presenting word input in each input module. From the
10,000 word parts combinations possible, 480 words were
randomly selected and presented without a context for 25 iterations each. Again five conditions of increasing interference were tested by presenting more intervening material.
Results and discussion. Only free recall performance (see
Table 4) n o w showed a decline and word completion performance remained constant. The simulation results appear
to be more similar to experimental results (e.g., Tulving,
Schacter, & Stark, 1982). This simulation m a y be more realistic than the previous one, because in general intervening
material does not share large numbers of word parts with
experimental material. W h e n there is such overlap, however,
also word completion shows retroactive interference effects
(Wolters, personal communication). The overlap in itemcontext association is caused by the reinstatement of the experimental context during presentation of the intervening
material. Immediately after presentation of the experimental
list, the experimental context has a high change of being activated, through the (bi-directional) connections from the
word-CALM Map.
The foregoing two simulations (and the experimental
results) actually stress the importance of compatibility

Base
Experiment
Interference 1
Interference 2
Interference 3
Interference 4
Interference 5

Free recall
Test Isd) Increase (sd)
0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00)
0.57 (0.32) 0.57 (0.32)
0.53 (0.32) 0.53 (0.32)
0.54 (0.31) 0.54 (0.31)
0.54 (0.33) 0.54 (0.33)
0.48 (0.33) 0.48 (0.33)
0.45 10.30) 0.45 (0.30)

Word completion
Test (sd) Increase (sd)
0.39 (0.12) 0.00 (0.00)
0.67(0.11) 0.28 10.12)
0.67(0.11) 0.28 (0.12)
0.68(0.11) 0.30 (0.13)
0.69(0.13) 0.30 (0.09)
0.67(0.13) 0.28 (0.08)
0.64(0.13) 0.25(0.13)

Table 4: Proportions correct (sd)freerecall and word completion as a fimction of intervening material. Interference
consisted of presenting random word patterns.

between learning (and interference) and testing. If there is
little overlap between the connections strengthened by the
intervening material and the connections addressed at testing, there will be little interference. W h e n there is m u c h
overlap there will be m u c h interference, irrespective of
whether it concerns an implicit or an explicit test. The
E L A N - 1 model thus also implements a particular type of
study-test compatibility account and already combines two
different accounts for the m e m o r y dissociations.
Focused vs. Divided Attention
Divided attention during learning is expected to mainly affect explicit m e m o r y performance and not implicit m e m o r y
performance, because the formation of n e w item-context associations m a y be hindered by concurrent activity. The
strengthening of old intra-item associations is not hindered
by this activity. Similar to the interference simulation the
number of items subsumed under the context-cue will get
larger due to dividing attention, but the associations within
items will not be weakened as long as the representational
components of the concurrent activity do not overlap with
those of the items. Elaboration learning, which primarily
works on item-context associations, will again sharpen the
contrast between implicit and explicit m e m o r y performance
in this task. Such differential effects of divided attention
were obtained in a dichotic listening task by Eich (1984) and
by Phaf (1994) with visual presentation of words. Wolters
and Prinsen (1997), however, also found an effect on divided attention during learning on word completion, only
w h e n the concurrent load was very high.
Simulation 5
Procedure. Thefirststage was the same as in Simulation 3.
In the second stage, there were three conditions: one focused
attention condition, and two divided attention conditions. In
one divided attention condition there was a low simultaneous load, in the other a high simultaneous load. T o simulate
the three conditions, the artificial subjects were copied
twice. After pre-presentation of the experimental context, all
groups received afistoften words (word 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11,
13, 15, 17, and 19) in random order under the experimental
context. In the focused attenfion condition all word part input-nodes that did not belong to these words had zero activation. In the first divided attention condition these nodes
had a (uniformly distributed) random activation between 0.0
and 0.2, in the second between 0.0 and 0.4.
Results and discussion. In principle, the simulation
showed the expected dissociation. Free recall performance
decreased with the load in the divided attention conditions
(see Table 5). W o r d completion performance even increased
in thefirstdivided attention condition relative to the focused
attention condition, whereas it strongly decreased m the second divided attention condition. This m a y be an elaboration
effect due to the concurrent activity in the model. For low
loads elaboration is increased, so that existing intra-item associations m a y be strengthened additionally. For stronger
concurrent activity the increased random activations m a y
tend to disrupt existing associations, so that n e w representations m a y be formed for the old words. Free recall m a y then
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be reduced by divided attention, not because of the
formation of item-context associations is hindered but
because m a n y item-context associations are made to
nonrelevant material.
Focused attention

Divided attention 1 Divided attention II

WC

FR

WC

FR

WC

FR

Base rate
Isdl
Experiment
(sdl

0.42
10.101
0.70
10.131

0.00
(0.001
0.59
(0.321

0.36
(0.131
0.77
(0.131

0.00
(0.001
0.39
(0.21)

0.24
(0.12)
0.14
(0.12)

0.00
(0.00)
0.07
(0.09)

Increase
(sd)

0.29
(0.12)

0.59
(0.321

0.42
(0.16)

0.39
(0.21)

-0.10
(0.15)

0.07
(0.09)

Table 5: Average proportions correct (sd)fi-eerecall (FR)
and word completion ( W C ) in the three attention conditions.
General Discussion
Even in this very simple model, the possibilities for simulating actual m e m o r y experiments have not been exhausted.
Further simulations with this model have, for instance, been
performed of massed vs. spaced repetition effects and of
read vs. generate effects. D u e to space considerations these
simulations were not reported here. The massed vs. spaced
effect could be simulated reasonably well wiien massed and
spaced conditions were presented in different lists. For word
completion after generation no suitable operationalization
could be found. Free recall after generation of words was,
however, clearly higher than after reading the words in the
model, which mirrors experimental findings.
The n e w E L A N - 1 model with C A L M M a p s improves on
the old model with C A L M modules not so m u c h in the number of simulation possible, but in the more fine-grained and
subtie representations allowed by the topological ordering
mechanism. Small shifts in context, which are sometimes
postulated to play a role in forgetting, m a y in principle be
simulated in this type of model. Very detailed input of
words, for instance on the letter level, can more easily be
accommodated in such a model. The C A L M M a p has one
ftirther advantage over C A L M modules for actual simulations of experiments. The topological m a p tends to stretch
its representations as far apart as possible, thus creating representations on the intervening nodes which actually interpolate between the neighboring representations (Phaf et al..
Submitted). Representations m a y be created for patterns that
have not actually been presented. This property may, for instance, be useful in simulations of memory experiments
where there are semantical relations between words. Such a
network m a y be able to organize material according to
meaning when only a limited number of examples is given.
Although the model m a y be very limited as a model for
real subjects and the simulations differ in many details from
real experiments, the present model was able to produce results that were similar to human findings in many respects.
Full quantitative simulations can, of course, not be obtained
in this framework. A more complicated model would
probably do better and be able to simulate still more tasks.
But even with the present model it is already possible to
simulate, for instance, threshold identification tasks and

probably only small extensions would be required to simulate recognition tasks. It should also be noted that even when
quantitativefitswere obtained with the model, this would
have little theoretical significance. The model uses so many
shortcuts and simplifications, such as the type of input, the
nature of representations etc., that this could only be based
on an empirical fit and would not reflect the theoretical
value of the model. The strategy used for these sunulations
was different. After some preliminary simulations to check
for global behavior of the model, the parameters were fixed
and remained constant for all further simulations. N o effort
was spent to improve the sunulation results by further adjusting the parameters. It cannot be excluded that a parameter set can be found that yields even better results.
Even when the model simulates the experiments successfully, this does not mean that the human system does these
tasks in the same manner. Simulations with this model, primarily implementing activation/elaboration learning, merely
adds weight to this position when comparing it to the other
two positions. It is entirely possible that a model implementing multiple memory systems could also simulate these types
of tasks successfully. In our opinion, however, such a model
would also have to take recourse to different processes in the
different systems, thus actually combining multiple memory
systems and multi-process approaches. Also in our model
the two types of memory tests are performed partly in different regions of the network. The modules in our model are,
however, heavily intercormected and caimot be seen as anatomically separate or as functioning independently. Elements of a study-test compatibility account can also be
found in the model. Retrieval through a particular path in the
network is facilitated when the connections in this path have
been strengthened initially during learning. The implementation of a computational model for implicit and explicit
memory tasks thus leads to the finding that it is very hard to
make a strict and exclusive distinction between the three altemative accounts.
The three positionsfi-ommemory psychology are merely
conceptual models which offer no guarantee that they actually produce the phenomena they purport to be able to explain. Computational models may be one step closer to establishing clear links between theory and experimental results. For their construction they require specification of
many details which may have been overseen in the conceptual models. The further specification of processes required
by computational models may not only be useful for memory psychology but may also lead to optimalization of artificial learning methods.
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Appendix
Weights and parameters of the ELAN-1 model: up, 0.5; flat,
-1.0; high, -2.0; low, 0.4; A E , 1.0; strange, 0.25; inter, 0.5;
A V , 1.0; V A , 3.0; reset, 2.0; V V , 0.4; output, 2.0; k, 0.25; L,
2.0; K, 1.0; d, 0.0001; w^^, 0.0005; ct, 0.05; c,, 0.005; A, 8.8;
B, 10.0; (7 in word-CALM Map, 5.0; (7 in context-CALM
Map, 3.0 (for description of parameters see Murre et al,
1992; Phaf era/.. Submitted; Van hrmierzeel, 1996).
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Abstract

At issue here is not whether an architecture can ultimately exhibit all the observed stimulus-response beAt root, the systematicity debate over classical verhaviours, but h o w these behaviours are distributed over
sus connectionist explanations for cognitive architecture
their available resources (e.g., learning trials). For examturns on quantifying the degree to which human cogniple, an architecture based on simple associations requires
tion is systematic. W e introduce into the debate recent
two association steps (e.g., 1: A — » B ; 2: B — • A ) to suppsychological data that provides strong support for the
port a bidirectional link between events A and B. B y
purely structure-b2ised generalizations claimed by Fodor
contrast, a relation based architecture only requires one
and Pylyshyn (1988). W e then show, via simulation,
step (e.g., R(A,B)), since bi(omni)directionality is built
that two widely used connectionist models (feedforward
into relational operators (Phillips, Halford, k Wilson,
and simple recurrent networks) do not capture the same
1995). T h e two architectures, although supporting the
degree of generalization as human subjects. However,
same functionality, distribute that functionality differwe show that this limitation is overcome by tensor netently. T h e relevant difference is that there are states of
works that support relational processing.
associative based architectures for which representations
of events are accessible in one direction, but not the other
Distribution of cognitive behaviour
(e.g., after step 1, but before step 2). If one only ever
In the search for the essential components of cognitive
observes bidirectional behaviour then such observations
architecture researchers have looked for concepts, phewould be support for the relation based architecture, and
n o m e n a and principles that help reduce potential candinot the association based architecture, although the fordates to, ultimately, a single architecture that explains
mer could be implemented by the latter^
cognitive behaviour. Systematicity is one such concept.
Clearly, then, the root of the systematicity argument
Systematicity is the property whereby cognitive caover
cognitive architecture rests on the degree to which
pacities are grouped on the basis of c o m m o n structure.
h u m a n cognition is systematic. Fodor and Pylyshyn take
For example, the ability to infer that "John went to the
systematicity to be self-evident. Without recourse to
store" given that "John and Mary went to the store",
specific data they claim, for example, that one can make
extends to other structurally related inferences such as
inferences of the form P —• Q , P h Q , if and only if one
"Mary went to the store" given that "Mary and John
can
m a k e inferences of the form Q —> P , Q \- P Subwent to the store". These two inferences share the comsequently, Hadley (1994) characterized systematicity as
m o n structure "P and Q implies P".
generalization to novel syntactic position, based on a
T h e concept of systematicity was introduced by Fodor
review of language learning. Researchers have demonand Pylyshyn (1988) to differentiate two candidate cogstrated networks supporting this definition of systemnitive architectures: classical (symbol based) and conaticity to various degrees (Christiansen & Chater, 1994;
nectionist (vector based) on the basis of their distribuHadley & Hayward, 1994; Niklasson & van Gelder, 1994;
tion of behaviours. In brief, their argument is that:
Phillips, 1994). However, others^ question whether the
• H u m a n cognitive behaviour is grouped on the basis
empirical evidence supports this definition either way,
of c o m m o n structure (e.g., from above, it is not the given the difficulty of controlling subjects' background
case that one can do thefirstinference, but not the knowledge and observing what knowledge they have acsecond).
quired in the course of an experiment. Furthermore,
• Classical architectures capture this grouping of behaviours by positing structure sensitive processes.
' Analogously, whereas the architectural components of a
database system are typically provided by fourth-generation
• Connectionist architectures, by specifying contextlanguages such as SQL, such languages may be implemented
sensitive (structure insensitive processes), distribute
in third-generation languages such as C, or Pascal. The point
behaviour irrespective of structure.
• Therefore, classical (symbol) systems are a better ex- is, of course, that the sorts of behaviours exhibit by "paperbased" information processing systems are better captured
planation for cognitive architecture, although connec(modelled) by relational languages like SQL, rather than protionist architectures m a y provide suitable implemencedural languages like C.
tations of classical ones.
^Anonymous reviewer of Phillips (submitted).
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in the domain of reasoning, van Gelder and Niklasson
(1994) argue that the empirical evidence on logical inference (specifically, modus tollen^) does not support
the Fodor and Pylyshyn's claim that h u m a n cognition
is systematic. W h e n thematic information is supplied in
the premises, most subjects successfully perform the inference. Yet, when abstract information is supplied performance drops dramatically. A purely structure-based
architecture would not predict this difference since the
structure is the same in both cases.
The context-sensitive nature of cognition and its dependence on background knowledge m a k e it difficult to
quantify levels of generalization. Is it the case, for example, that no aspect of cognition is purely structure-based,
in which case a classical picture is entirely wrong? Or, is
it the interaction of two underlying factors (familiarity,
and structure-sensitivity) that is being observed?
W e point to recent psychological experiments by Halford, Bain, and Maybery (submitted) as evidence for
the degree of systematicity consistent with the original
claims of Fodor and Pylyshyn. W h e n contextural and
background information are controlled (by using materials of equally low association value and devoid of semantic content), subjects consistently m a k e generalizations
on the basis of the structural relationships between m a terials. W e show that this purely structure-based generalization is difficult to achieve for two standard connectionists networks. Even though these networks demonstrate generalization, the degree of generalization is not
the same as h u m a n subjects. However, w e provide one
alternative to the lack of generalization in terms of tensor
networks that support relational processing.
Evidence: Relational schema induction
Recent psychological experiments by Halford et al. (submitted) demonstrated rapid induction and transfer of relational schemas by h u m a n subjects on a series of tasks
sharing a c o m m o n structure. In Experiment 1, fourtask series were generated from the Klein 4-group using two operators: horizontal and vertical (see below).
The task consists of four states and two operators, which
m a p each state to a next state. W h e n the states are depicted as vertices of a square, the two operators can be
interpreted as horizontal and vertical transitions (Figure
1(a)). Each task instance consists of four randomly generated strings, and two shapes (corresponding to the horizontal and vertical transitions). Subjects are presented
with a string and a shape, and asked to predict the response string. For example, in Figure 1(b), P E J and
A predict B I P In each trial, all eight possible stringshape pairs are presented one at a time in random order.
After making a prediction, subjects are informed of the
correct response. N o reference is m a d e to the structure
and underlying meaning of the task. Learning within a
task instance continues until all eight pairs are correctly
predicted within a single trial, or to a m a x i m u m of six
trials. After the intra-task learning criterion is reached,
or after six trials, the next task instance is presented,
until four task instances have been completed.
^The inference: if p implies q and not q then not p.

a -•

H

-to> K
^ D
ii

V

V
H
*- c
(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Klein 4-group (a) and task instance (b).

O n e of the most pertinent results to this paper is that
first trial error rate on the fourth task w a s 2.00 for a
group of 12 participants. Halford et al. considered two
possible explanations for correct prediction on novel patterns. O n e can m a k e correct predictions by interpreting
elements of the new task as elements of a c o m m o n task
structure, or a previous task. For example, given stimulus pairs and their target responses (from Figure 1):
(PEJ, A )
(SIY, O )

BIP; and
PEJ,

one can make the following interpretations^:
(PEJ, a); (A, H);
(BIP,b);
(SIY, d);
(JAS, c).

(0,V);
and

A third stimulus pair (BIP, O) can be predicted as JAS
via the aligned elements and task structure. The three
steps are:
1. BIP - b and O -* V;
2. (b, V ) -^ c; and

3. c ^ J A S .
An alternative, non-structure based explanation is to
observe that (1) a string never predicted itself, and (2)
no string was paired with a shape more than once. Using this statistical knowledge the expected error is 3.34.
However, the observed error rate was significantly lower
than this value t(23) = 1.89, p < .05 (Halford et al.,
submitted).
These results are strong evidence for the sort of
structure-based generalization claimed by Fodor and
Pylyshyn. W h e n materials are controlled for association value and semantic content (by using pronounceable, but otherwise meaningless three letter strings and
shapes), subjects consistently reached the point (4th
task instance) of making correct inferences on new tasks
conforming to the same structure, independent of the
materials used. W h a t then is the support for the same
degree of structure-based generalization in connectionist
networks? W e address this question by examining feedforward networks on the Klein 4-group task used to test
h u m a n subjects.
*The last interpretation (JAS, c) comes from the knowledge that they are the only remaining uninterpreted elements.
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C o n n e c t i o n i s t properties
A c o m m o n method for demonstrating generalization is to
partition data into training and testing sets, where the
inputs and outputs range over the same vector space.
However, in the schema induction typically the stimulus cind response materials do not appear in more than
one task. Therefore, particular attention must be given
to the way input and target vectors are represented in
the network. O n e way is to use a different group of
input/output units for each task, with learning transfer on the basis on c o m m o n connections between hidden units (Figure 2(a)). Hinton (1990) used this style
of network to demonstrate generalization between two
isomorphic family trees. However, this approach is cumbersome for a longer series of tasks since it adds many
additional weights and units that are only updated during one of the tasks. The approach we adopted was to
use the same units and weights for each task, but to
reset the input-to-hidden and hidden-to-output connections. This approach simulates the use of novel materials
across tasks, while allowing knowledge transfer by not
resetting the hidden-to-hidden unit connections (Figure
2(b)). Dashed arrows indicate the actual weights reset
during simulations (see Method).

Task 2

Taskl
"*\

O O O

^ ^
hidden 2

O

i

(a)

O

1,
hidden 1

.-^"^^
Taskl
Task

O

'

^

^

^

,.V''"

2

C3 O O 0 O

O

(b)

Figure 2: Feedforward network with different (a) and
same (b) input/output units for each task.
Another consideration is the number of hidden layers (at least two) and the number of units within each
layer. Importantly, the number of weights (free parameters) must be small enough to facilitate generalization,
but large enough to support a solution. Preliminary simulations suggested a 6-3-2-4 network, where the 6 input
units (4 states plus two operators) are connected to the
first hidden layer of 3 units, connected to the second hidden layer of 2 units, connected to the 4 output units. For
units with activation functions that form hyperplanes, it
can be shown that 2 is the minimum number of units
for the second hidden layer, and that 2 is a lower bound
for the first hidden layer, under the condition of local
input/output vectors (i.e., a single unit with activation
1 and the rest 0). Preliminary simulations with a 6-22-4 failed to learn all patterns, so the 6-3-2-4 network
was used. Use of more hidden units only decreases the
likelihood of generalization as it introduces more free parameters for the same number of examples.

Method
Preliminary simulations showed that the network failed
to learn many of the patterns in the second task despite
successfully learning all patterns in the first task. This,
despite the fact that one of the solutions to the second
task is the same set of weights learnt from the first task,
some of which were already specified. The inability to
learn the second task introduces a methodological problem: how to examine generalization when the network
cannot find any of the available solutions to the training
set. There are several ways to overcome this problem, for
example: use more trainable weights;fixfewer weights
c o m m o n to both tasks; or, use more powerful learning
methods. However, a failure to demonstrate generalization under these circumstances is always subject to the
"what if you tried " response. Alternatively, one can
take a upper bound approach by identifying the degree
of generalization capable by the network given the most
amount of information. If the network fails to meet the
generalization criterion under this condition we can say
that it cannot support systematicity as there is no further information available to the network.
Accordingly, we adopted the following procedure: (1)
train the network to correct prediction on all patterns
in thefirsttask; (2) reset only those weights connected
from the input unit corresponding to the test pattern
for the second task; and (3) retrain the network with all
other patterns, and all other weights and biases fixed.
Figure 2(b) shows the weights (dashed arrows) reset for
learning the second task. The networks were randomly
initialized from a 0 mean 0.5 variance normal distribution, and updated using the standard backpropagation
algorithm (Rumelhart, Hinton, h Williams, 1986) with
squared difference between output and target patterns as
the error function, and a learning rate of 0.1. Training
continued until the average squared error for each output unit and pattern reached 0.01 training^. Networks
were examined for transfer in the cases where 1, 2 and
3 weights from the input unit representing the missing
stimulus pattern were reset. Since local representations
(i.e., a single unit with activation 1, the rest 0) were
used, this corresponds to retraining on all patterns for
the new task except the single test pattern containing
the input string represented by that unit. Results are
reported for the second task instance.
Results
The network demonstrated generalization to the test
pattern in 7 of 10 trials when only one weight was reset. There was no evidence of generalization when all 3
weights were reset. In 2 trials (with 3 weights reset) the
output unit with the m a x i m u m activation corresponded
to the target string. This rate of success is not better
than chance (2.5), and the difference between the largest
two activated units, in each trial, was only marginal
(< 0.02). In both trials, the network only learnt 6 of
the 7 training patterns. In the 4 trials where all 7 training patterns for the second task were learnt, there was
no generalization to the test pattern.
^Sufficient for correct prediction on all training patterns.
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Discussion
The most pertinent result is the 4 trials where all 7 training patterns were learnt without generalization to the
single test pattern: since the region of weight space that
is a solution to the 7 training patterns is larger than
the region of space for all 8 patterns, there is no necessity that training will generalize to the test pattern. O n e
way to reduce the difference between the two regions is to
eliminate hidden units to reduce the number of weights
(free parameters). However, as w e have seen, further reduction in hidden units leaves the task unrepresentable.
Therefore, the feedforward network in its standard form
cannot be said to capture the property of systematicity
as characterized by the empirical data.
The results do not preclude the feedforward network
from demonstrating some degree of generalization across
structurally isomorphic tasks. For example, Hinton
(1990) showed the same type of network (with different
numbers of hidden layers and units) exhibiting prediction on isomorphic family trees. However, the degree
of generalization was extremely limited (after training
on 100 of a possible 104 patterns, the network correctly
predicted the remaining 4 test patterns), and in light of
evidence discussed here, different to that of humans.
The limitation of the feedforward network on Klein 4group tasks also extends to the simple recurrent network
(Elman, 1990), which others (Christiansen & Chater,
1994; Niklasson & van Gelder, 1994) have shown exhibits
(to some degree) the definition of systematicity put forth
by Hadley (1994). A simple recurrent network applied to
the Klein 4-group task includes all the weights and units
of the feedforward network, plus additional weights for
mapping the context (hidden unit vector from the previous time step) to the hidden units. Since the additional
weights in the simple recurrent network m a k e the solution even less constrained than the feedforward network
it is highly unlikely to exhibit generalization for the Klein
4-group task.
Extensions
As well as connectivity, activation and error functions
also determine the shape of the error surface. Given
the possibly infinite variations one can m a k e in terms
of these architectural components it is not feasible to
canvas all possibilities. However, we can identify specific properties and examine their capacity to support
systematicity.
The effective weight space of the network can be restricted by enforcing fewer activation states for its units
(e.g., binary, rather than real valued). In the extreme
case, the smallest number of identifiable states for the
second hidden layer is 4 (i.e., one state for each possible response). Fewer states means that at least one
state must be mapped to two different responses. Suppose, also, that these 4 states are supported by a single
hidden unit. This condition requires nonmonotonic activation functions (e.g., gaussian, pulse) at the output
layer, since as mentioned above it is not possible to partition 4 points on a line into using single threshold functions. However, gaussian functions for example have two
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thresholds permitting each point to be separated from
every other point.
Under these conditions, h o w m a n y patterns are required to learn a new task? T h e lower bound is 4 (i.e.,
one pattern for each possible response), since each output unit requires training on at least one pattern for
which the correct response corresponds to that unit. Assuming w e have the appropriate architectural elements
(e.g., connectivity, activation and error functions) to enforce such a representation are these components sufficient to support systematicity? W e must conclude No,
since subject response rate is 2.00 (over 12 subjects),
which is significantly less than 4. Therefore, such extensions do not support systematicity as defined by the
empirical evidence.
O n e limiting property of the feedforward network
is the unidirectional nature of its flow of information.
Learning the links between internal representations of
the task structure and current task elements proceeds in
one direction only: from stimulus to internal representation and then from internal representation to response.
These two directions are independent. T h e consequence
is that learning to m a p a task element as a stimulus to a
suitable internal representation (i.e., alignment) does not
permit the related generalization of mapping the aligned
internal representation to the same task element, but
treated as a response.
A n obvious extension to the feedforward network is
to introduce bidirectional weights and linear units so
that the interpretation and its inverse are learnt concurrently. However, Experiment 5 (Halford et al., submitted) showed that subjects also have the ability to predict the missing operator (shape) given the initial and
final states (strings). Simple bidirectional links would
not support this kind of generalization, since each state
is equally associated with both operators.
In general, omnidirectionality between related elements is supported by tensor networks. W e can characterize a branching point in the evolution of connectionist
networks; one which turns on the property of directionality, which we consider as an additional requirement for
systematicity. In the next section, w e outline an alternative approach to capturing systematicity: the use of
tensor networks that support relational processing.
Support for relational processing
A n alternative approach to the continued extensions to
the feedforward network is to e m b o d y the properties of
relations into connectionist networks. Our purpose here
is not to provide a complete model of the data from the
relational schema induction experiments, but to show
how connectionist (tensor) networks capture some essential properties pertaining to systematicity.
Relational architecture
T h e Klein 4-group task can be supported by a relationbased architecture that assumes relational data structures (i.e., sets of ordered tuples) and processes for accessing relational elements. A relation, as the concept
has been adopted for cognition (Halford, Wilson, &

Thus, a tensor based network captures the same degree of generalization as subjects at the 4th task by
embodying some of the properties of relational systems.
Those properties are omnidirectional access to relational
elements, and representation of the relational structure
via groups of units dedicated to particular relational arguments (roles).
The omnidirectional property observed in Experiment
5 is supported in relational systems by the project
and select operators. For example, having learnt the
'^{l=a),{0=H)^k —• l>, where o is the composition of two stimulus-response pair (PEJ, A ) —» B I P from a sinoperators. That is select the instances from the Klein regle presentation, subjects consistently inferred that A is
lation such that the elements in the initial state (I) and the missing shape resulting in the transition from string
operator ( O ) positions are a and H (respectively), and
P E J to string B I P . In a relational system, the sinproject out the element m thefinalstate ( F ) position of
gle stimulus-response pair is added as the triple (PEJ,
A , B I P ) to the relation Rt(I,0,F). Each of the
the selected instance. Since the project and select operators often appear in pairs, w e simplify the notation to:
three elements are accessed as: R t { P E J , A , - ) —• B I P ;
R t { P E 3 , -, B I P ) ^ A ; andfl,(-.A , B I P ) ^ P E J .
Rtia,H,-)^b.
The corresponding tensor operations supporting omSuppose relations Rk{I,0,F) and Rt{I,0,F), representing the Klein 4-group structure and current task
nidirectionahty are: P E J ® ^ Q T i — 5 7 P ; P E J Q T t Q
(respectively); and Ri{T,S), representing the interpreBIP -^ A; and T , Q A ® BIP -^ PEJ.
tation between task and structure elements. From the
example pertaining to Figure 1, where thefirsttwo preWhere do we stand now?
sented patterns are: ( P E J , A ) -^ B I P , and (SIY, Q ) -^
This paper was motivated by comments from an anonyP E J , the response to the third stimulus pair: ( B I P , 0 )
mous reviewer of Phillips (submitted), w h o questioned
is predicted as follows:
whether it is possible to determine the systematic na1. i?,.(BIP,-)-b, i ? , ( 0 , - ) - V ;
ture of h u m a n cognition given the difficulty of observing
2. /?fc(b,V,-)^c; and
a subject's internal (representational) state, and their
3. Ri{-,c)-^JAS.
sensitivity to contextual information. Our response has
Although, elements c and J A S do not appear in the first been to point to psychological experiments showing evitwo patterns it is assumed that they are added to the dence of generalization on the basis of c o m m o n relations
interpretation relation Ri as they are the only remaining
between the stimulus materials, not on the basis of the
uninterpreted elements.
contents of those materials.
Our subsidiary points concern the connectionist propTensor architecture
erties that do/don't support the same degree of systemBased on the work of Smolensky (1990), Halford, Wilaticity as h u m a n subjects. T h e degree of generalization
son, G u o , Gayler, Wiles, and Stewart (1994) showed how exhibited by h u m a n subjects places strong requirements
tensor networks can support relations as the s u m of the
on (connectionist) models of cognition. Those requiretensor outer products of vectors representing each tuple
ments are not captured by specifying standard feedforelement. A rank n tensor (T") is constructed by taking
ward or recurrent networks, despite the fact that these
the outer product® of vectors representing each tuple elnetworks demonstrate generalization in other domains.
ement of an n-ary relational instance. For example, the W e point to tensor networks that support relational proternary relational instance (b, V , c) is represented by the cessing as one property that supports systematicity as
measured by one set of empirical studies.
rank 3 tensor T^ = b^V<S)c.
W e do not claim that all of cognition is as equally
In addition, the relational operator pair project-select
systematic, only that at least one (significant) part is.
(tt o a), as w e have used them, corresponds to the tenFurthermore, the negative results with respect to feedsor inner product^ (Halford et al., submitted; Phillips
forward and recurrent networks do not rule out these aretal., 1995). For example, /2i(7,0, F ) = {(b, V,c),...}
chitectures as interesting candidates for other aspects of
corresponds to the tensor T* — b ® V ® c + ..., uncognition. For example, McClelland (1995) has demonder the assumption that element vectors are mutually
strated that the feedforward network captures the imorthonormal. Therefore, assuming tensors Tk and Ti,
portant torque difference effect in the development of
corresponding to relations Rk and Ri (respectively), the
balance-scale. However, w e do stress that in light of
third stimulus pair is predicted as follows:
other evidence, such models will not provide the whole
1. BIPQfi^b,6Qfi^V;
story (at least not without significant extensions).
2. b<S)VQfk^c;a.nd
N o w that w e have separated out two factors influencing the distribution of cognitive behaviour (i.e., struc3. TiQc-^JAS.
ture based, as pointed out here, and familiarity based,
as pointed out by van Gelder k Niklasson, 1994), the
question remains as to how to put the two back together
Phillips, submitted; Phillips et al., 1995), consists of a
schema (symbol that identifies the name of the relation
and its arguments, or roles) and a set of ordered tuples
(instances of the relation). In addition, there are the
operators: select: (TcR —• W , which returns the relation
R' containing all tuples from R satisfying condition c;
and project: TtaR —* R', which returns all tuple elements
from R at argument position a.
For example, given the Klein 4-group as the relation: Rk{I,0,F) = {{a,H,b),ia,V,d),...}, then np o
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under a single architecture. W e have briefly outhned two
directions: (1) continue the extension of existing models by including additional structural constraints (e.g.,
bidirectionality, etc), and (2) start with conneclionist
networks (e.g., tensors) with properties isomorphic to
classical (e.g., relational) systems and progressively integrate the context-sensitive properties of other networks.
Some work is being done in this direction (Phillips, submitted), although further work is required.
Finally, it should also be noted that the tensor network (as we have presented it here) is not, specifically,
a claim for connectionism as an alternative to classicism
as a theoretical basis for cognitive behaviour. In fact,
as our use of the tensor network was designed to support relational processes, it can be regarded as an implementation of a classical (relational) system. Whether,
in fact, connectionism does provide an alternative theoretical basis is still debated (Fodor, 1997; Smolensky,
1995), and given the extensive literature on this issue
(see Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1988; Smolensky, 1988; Fodor
k McLaughUn, 1990; van Gelder, 1990, among others),
it would be inappropriate to address it here. Nevertheless, alternative or not, the problem of determining what
connectionist properties support systematicity remains.
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Abstract

properties of the learning mechanism. For example,
exemplar models of categorization assume that category
structure is given by similarity comparisons to the
According to prototype theories of categorization, the
exemplars encountered. Therefore, the choice of similarity
cognitive system makes the default assumption that a
measure, and h o w it is used to determine the region of
category, C, is a roughly convex region in an internal
generalization, embody the bias in favor of a particular
space. This suggests that the default assumption for the
generalization (e.g., Nosofsky, 1988; Nosofsky, 1989).
"negative" category, not-C, should be the complement of
Intermediate between these two extremes, and the focus of
this region—i.e., the internal space, minus a convex
this paper, is the view that the cognitive system makes prior
"hole." These different prior assumptions suggest
assumptions about the "shape" of categories in some
potentially radically different patterns of generalization in
internal space. Most notably, prototype accounts assume
category learning. W e show experimentally that such
that categories correspond to roughly convex regions of
effects do occur. These results are compatible with
space, whereas according to exemplar models categories can
prototype accounts of categorization, but seem
have arbiu-ary shapes depending on the locations of the
incompatible with exemplar accounts. W e consider
examples encountered in the internal space (more formally,
potential empirical extensions of this research, and its
exemplar models are non-parametric category boundary
wider theoretical implications.
estimators; see Ashby & Alfonso-Reese 1995). That
prototype theories require convexity can be readily seen by
Introduction
noting that a convex category structure will necessarily
Category learning firom examples appears to be of
include all measures of central tendency that might be of
fundamental psychological importance, both in learning the
interest, whereas this would not typically the case for
structure of the world, and learning the meanings of words
concave category structures. In this paper, w e consider the
which refer to that structure. Learning categories from
evidence that such general assumptions about category
examples is a type of inductive inference. That is, the
"shape" are involved in learning categories from exemplars.
cognitive system must m a k e the leap from thefiniteset of
A n y such effects present considerable difficulties for
particular examples to a general characterization which
exemplar theories of categorization.
applies to limitless numbers of future examples. But
The prototype assumption that a category, C, corresponds
inductive inference is problematic because there are infinitely
to convex regions in an internal space isrepresentedby the
m a n y general characterizations (corresponding to all the
filled circle in Figure 1. It follows that a category not-C
different ways of classifying the unseen items) that are
should be assumed to have the shape of the complementary
compatible with the set of examples that have been
region, shown in Figure 2. This appears to lead immediately
encountered (e.g., G o o d m a n , 1954, Watanabe, 1985). H o w
to a paradox. If w e relabel not-C as D, then C becomes notdoes the cognitive system choose from this infinite range of
D. But switching to these terms appears to reverse the prior
alternatives?
assumptions about category structure—now D (i.e., not-Q
All solutions to this problem involve proposing some
is assumed to have a convex shape, and not-D (i.e., C ) the
"bias" in the cognitive system to favor certain
complementary shape. But, as noted before, any
generalizations rather than others. Such biases can take
representation of a centra! tendency within a category
various forms ranging from strong nativism to strong
structure requires convexity so that, in this view of
empiricism. A t the nativist extreme, the bias m a y take the
categorization, C would be a possible category while D
form of a finite innate repertoire of prestored categories—
would not. Based on this observaUon, it seems reasonable to
then the problem of category induction reduces to the
further suggest that the categorization system assumes
problem of deciding which innate categories are consistent
natural language terms correspond to convex categories, and
with the examples encountered so far (see Fodor, 1980;
Piatelli-Palmerini, 1989). A t the empiricist extreme, the thus while C is a plausible natural language predicate, D is
not. S o the apparent symmetry between descriptions in
bias might be viewed as imposed merely by general
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terms of C s to D s is illusory, if one is to maintain a
prototype- driven view of categorization'.
So suppose that under s o m e circumstances, the
categorization system will adopt the prototype assumptions
about category structure. Then, describing a set of items as
members or non-members of a category should affect the
direction of generaUzation. This is because part of a
prototype-based categorization process is the presupposition
that categories have a convex spatial structure. Therefore,
when the exemplars are presented as m e m b e r s of some
category, generalization would extent to the convex space
within the boundary defined by these exemplars. Crucially,
when the same items are described as non-members of s o m e
category, the region they belong to would be assumed to be
concave, so that the direction of generalization would be
reversed.
Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6 illustrate the above points. Figures
3 and 4 show the same set of exemplars, arranged in a circle.
In Figure 3, the items are labeled as " C h o m p s " and therefore
the category would be perceived as positive; in Figure 4, the
items are labeled as " N o n - C h o m p s " and the category would
be assumed to be negative. Figures 3 and 4 schematically
represent the two conditions of the experiment that w e report
below. Crucially, generalization to the two test items, one
inside the circle and one outside the circle, is predicted to be
reversed.
Figures 5 and 6 s h o w the direction of generalization that
corresponds to the two different ways of understanding the
category. If the category is assumed to be positive, the
region of generalization will be convex, enclosing this circle
of exemplars. Thus, the center of the circle will be
considered a m e m b e r of the category but not a point far away
from the circle (see Figure 3). Conversely, if the category is
perceived to be negative, then the most natural assumption
is that the circle of points lie just outside the boundary of
the complementary positive category (see Figure 4)^. This

' Notice that prototype structure plausibly applies only to
categories which include a small proportion of objects that a
person may consider. This is because a category including many
things will necessarily include objects which are so diverse that
they cannot meaningfully be associated with the same
prototype representation. Indeed, almost all lexical categories,
such as dog, table and plant apply to a small proportion of
objects; for instance, there are many more non-dogs than dogs.
Thus, aside from the "shape" of a category, there is a related
assumption concerning the "size" of that category. This
corresponds to the rarity assumption that has proved important
in reasoning research (e.g., Oaksford & Chater, 1994).
^ Of course, the cognitive system might also assume that the
complementary positive category lies somewhere outside the
circle of negative exemplars. If the participants believe that
exemplars are being chosen in order to help teach them the
category, there may, however, be a presumption in favor of the
assumption that the positive category is inside the circle of
examples, because only on this viewpoint are the exemplars
useful in constraining the boundaries of the category. W e show
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reverses the pattern of generalization on the previous
assumption: T h e center of the circle will be rejected as a
category m e m b e r , and a point far away from the circle will
be assumed to be a m e m b e r .

Figure 1. Prior assumption about the shape of a "positive"
category.

Figure 2: Prior assumption about the shape of a "negative"
category.

ft

chomps

Figure 3: Training examples for a "positive" category. T h e
exemplars, represented byfilledblobs, are labeled "chomps".
W e assume that this lexically simple label allows the default
assumption that the category is positive, and thus has a
convex structure. The two squares correspond to two crucial
test items. Thefilledsquare has the same category as the
filled blobs; the unfilled square has the opposite category.

below that, under some circumstances at least, people do make
this assumption.

appears to be beyond the scope of an exemplar-based account
of categorization. This is because exemplar accounts do not
m a k e assumptions about category structure—they simple
generalize according to the similarity of test items to the
exemplars already presented. Therefore, whether the category
is considered to be positive or negative should have no effect
on generalization, according to an exemplar account.
Figure 4: Training examples for a "negative" category. The
exemplars, represented by filled blobs, are labelled "nonchomps." W e assume that this label triggers the cognitive
system to assume that the category is the complement of a
convex category. A s in Figure 3, the two squares correspond
to two crucial test items. The filled square has the same
category as the filled blobs; the unfilled square has the
opposite category. T h e predictions about generalization from
this category are the opposite of those predicted if the
category is assumed to be positive (see Figure 3).

Experimental Test
W e presented an imaginary category in a way which we
hoped would encourage the cognitive system towards
assuming a prototype structure for that category. W e tried to
bias subjects towards presupposing an abstract representation
of the category by using a simple category label and other
experimental manipulations. O n these assumptions, we
expected that the direction of generalization would depend on
whether the training exemplars were described as being
members or non-members of the category: According to our
theory, in the former case generalization would extend to a
convex region in s o m e spatial representation of the items,
whereas in the latter case the direction of generalization
would be reversed.
Subjects
Participants were University of Oxford students w h o either
volunteered to participate or were paid one pound. Paid
subjects participated in another completely unrelated
experiment. They were all naive regarding the theory behind
this experiment.

non-chomps
Figure 5: Induction using the prior assumption associated
with a positive category. Thefilledblobs represent
exemplars. T h e shaded area represents the region which is
generalized from the examples. The unfilled square represents
the inferred prototype for the category.

Design
A between subjects randomized design was employed where
in one condition subjects were told that the items they saw
in the training part were not members of an imaginary
category (referred to as the category of C h o m p s ) while in the
other condition the items in the training part were described
as members of that category. Ten participants were tested in
each condition-'
Materials

Figure 6: Induction using the prior assumption associated
with a negative category. Thefilledblobs represent the same
exemplars as before. The shaded area represents the region
which is generalized from the examples. The unfilled square
represents the inferred prototype for the negation of the
category. Notice that the square is therefore not a m e m b e r of
the same category as the exemplars.

The stimuli used were arrangements of little black squares in
a ten by ten imaginary grid so that about half the grid was in
black. A line dividing the grid into two halves was an axis
of symmetry for the symmetrical stimuli (but this was not
pointed out to the subjects). The items used in the training
part, referred to as near symmetric patterns {NS), were all
nearly symmetric but for one defect (that is, moving one
black square in one of its nearest neighbor positions would
m a k e the pattern perfectly symmetric about its axis of
symmetry). Figure 7 shows a typical A'^ pattern. Care was
taken to ensure that the defects were randomly distributed in

So the prototype account of category structure raises the
possibility that there that m a y be a reversal in
generalization, depending on whether a category is assumed
to be positive or negative. Notice that any such effect

3 The data of one subject were replaced; her generalization
set included exemplars from all the types of patterns w e used
so that her results do not bear on the questions addressed in
this experiment.
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the four quadrants of the grid. In the test part, there were
three kinds of stimuli: Symmetric patterns (CS) that
corresponded to the N S patterns of the training part,
additional symmetric patterns (5) that were not related to the
N S patterns, and also random patterns (/?), which were
created by randomizing the distribution of black squares. The
stimuli were printed individually on A 4 paper in black ink.
The size of the grid was about 6.4 x 6.4 cm^ and the size of
the little squares 0.65 x 0.65 c m ^

items they thought were C h o m p s and non-Chomps. All
subjects were tested individually and the experiment lasted
for approximately ten minutes.

Figure 7: A n exemplar in the training phase of the
experiment.
Procedure
At the beginning of each experimental session subjects were
given one sheet of printed instructions where they were
simply told they were about to receive a folder with a set of
items, and that they would have to examine these items as
carefully as possible. It was noted that there was no time
limit for going through the items. They were also told
orally, after going through the instructions, that there was
no particular order in which they had to study the items and
that they were free to review items they had already studied.
Finally, it was noted that these items would be available to
them in the second part of the study as well, but no further
information was given about the test part. There were eight
N S patterns in the training part, seven of which were
unique. Once subjects reported that they had seen the items,
they were then presented with a second sheet of printed
instructions where they were told in one condition (the NonChomps condition) that: "There is a category to which w e
shall be referring as the category of C h o m p s . T h e items you
have just seen are all non-Chomps. that is they were all not
members of that category. Y o u will shortly receive another
folder with items. Please sort the n e w items into two piles,
one for C h o m p s and another for non-Chomps." In the other
condition (the C h o m p s one) the instructions were modified
so that the training items were described as C h o m p s . It was
again emphasised that there was no time limit, that they
could sort the items in whichever order they liked, and that
they were allowed to m a k e corrections (that is, they could
change their mind about which items would be classified as
Chomps and which ones as non-Chomps). T h e training
items were also available to them in case subjects wanted to
consult them. In the test part, there were the eight C S
patterns, another eight S ones and also eight R patterns.
Once subjects had sorted the items but before actually
identifying either pile, they were reminded which category
the training items belonged to, and were asked to indicate the
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Results
W e wanted to investigate the hypothesis that there are
situations where classification is based on s o m e prototype
representation of the category and that this leads the
cognitive system to m a k e specific presuppositions about the
shape of the category. The only assumption w e made about
the arrangement in some internal psychological space of the
items w e used was that symmetric patterns occupied s o m e
convex region (as the category "symmetric patterns" can
clearly have a prototype structure), while non-symmetric
patterns are represented in the surrounding concave areas.
Therefore, the prediction of our hypothesis was that subjects
would be selecting S and C S patterns as C h o m p s in the
C h o m p s condition (category of training exemplars assumed
to be positive so that generalization would occur within the
convex space of symmetric patterns) and that they would be
selecting the S patterns as C h o m p s in the N o n - C h o m p s
condition as well (category of training items assumed to be
negative; generalization extends to the concave region
surrounding the S patterns). A s can be seen from Figure 8,
the pattern of classification was completely reversed across
the two conditions, thus confirming our expectations. The
chi-square test w e used to assess qualitatively these
differences was found highly significant (on one degree of
freedom, x^=9-9, p<0.005). Figures 9 and 10 ftirther
illustrate the observed pattern of generalization.

>i»l Condtllon
Figure 8: Generalization patterns in the C h o m p s a n d N o n C h o m p s experimental conditions'*.

''Generalization to Random Patterns means that all the R
patterns were selected as consistent with the training items and,
likewise, Generalization to Symmetric Patterns means that ail
the S and C S patterns were selected (except in the C h o m p s
condition where in some cases only a subset of the S and C S
patterns was selected; however, this does not affect our results
qualitatively since we are interested in the direction of
generalization).

exemplar

background beliefs etc. (e.g. Pylyshyn, 1980). O f relevance
here is our demonstration that the logical structure of
category labels affects prior expectations of category
structure. This raises the question of the extent to which
classification learning periformance m a y be potentially
affected by other sources of knowledge, such as background
knowledge of the category domain. Perhaps classification
research has been so tractable to exemplar-based and other
formal models precisely because the stimuli used are
"meaningless" (as are their labels) so that such knowledge
cannot be brought to bear (see Pickering & Chater, 1995 for
related discussion). Further demonstrating the cognitive
penetrability of categorization mechanisms would raise
questions concerning the generality of current formal
accounts.

generalization

"chomp"

Figure 9: Generalization when exemplars are labelled as
"chomps", suggesting a positive category.

Future Work
^•P W F
exemplar

1

1
te5t

i
H

1

generalization

"non-chomp"

Figure 10: Generalization when exemplars are labelled as
"non-chomps", suggesting a negative category. This gives
the reverse pattern of generalization to that shown in Figure
9.
Cognitive Penetrability of the
Categorization

System

The advent of the cognitive school of psychology has been
partly associated with the realization that computational
modeling, that is explanations based on rules and mental
representations, is a fruitful way to describe m u c h of our
cognition. However, as Pylyshyn (1981a) noted, among
others, if left unconstrained computational models have
simply too m a n y free parameters; potentially they can be
modified to fit any set of data (refer also to Anderson's
mimicry theorem, Anderson, 1978). T o resolve the issue,
Pylyshyn suggested that "The coherence of such a view [a
computational view of cognition] depends on there being a
principled distinction between functions whose explanation
requires that w e posit internal representations and those that
w e can appropriately describe as merely instantiating causal
physical or biological laws" (Pylyshyn, 1980) so that the
latter processes would provide the fixed points, the
"cognitive constants" (Pylyshyn, 1981b) in computational
models. Cognitive penetrability was put forward as the
criterion according to which w e are to distinguish between
the two types of processes, where a cognitively penetrable
mechanism is one that is affected by tacit knowledge.
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This research suggests that categorization m a y be influenced
by linguistic information about the prior structure of
categories. A n interesting question is to consider whether
such effects occur more generally. For example, consider the
case of disjunction. Suppose that exemplars form two
distinct groups (as in Figures 11 and 12). If the category is
given a lexically simple label, w e would expect that the
default prototype structure is assumed (see Figure 11). Thus,
a test item, that lies outside the two clusters of exemplars,
but between them, will be judged to be a member of the
category (indeed, it m a y be judged a particularly good
m e m b e r of the category, because it is near the central
tendency of the category). B y contrast, suppose that a person
is cued that the category has a disjunctive structure, e.g., by
being given a verbal label such as "chomps or blibs". This
m a y cue the assumption that the category shape corresponds
to two convex regions in an internal category space. Using
this prior assumption leads to the generalization shown in
Figure 11, where the test item, which was previously
prototypical, is n o w not considered to be a member of the
category at all. This suggests that, whether a test item is
classified as a m e m b e r of the same category as the
exemplars, m a y depend on the prior structure that is
assumed. Whether this result is observed is an interesting
direction for future research. In a more general context,
following Murphy and Medin (1985), the question of what
makes categories coherent m a y be partly answered by
discovering that the cognitive system makes default
assumptions about category structure, under different
circumstances.
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Figure 11: Generalization assuming that the category
corresponds to a single convex region.

Figure 12: Generalization assuming that the category
corresponds to two convex regions—i.e., assuming that the
category has a disjunctive structure.
Conclusions
W e have outlined a novel methodology for studying human
categorization, where prior assumptions concerning category
"shape" may be manipulated by changing the logical
structure of the category to be learned. W e have shown that
this method of manipulating prior assumptions about
category structure, using negation, can reverse generalization
behavior. This result creates considerable difficulties for
theories of categorization which do not allow prior
assumptions to influence classification learning, such as
exemplar models. Further study of the manipulation of prior
expectations, using a variety of methods, therefore appears
to be an exciting direction for future research on
categorization.
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relationship of the two end terms to one another in a w a y
that is necessarily true given that the premises are true); or
(2) evaluate the validity of presented conclusions.
An experiment is reported in which participants wereelse
asked
Traditionally,
four different quantifiers are featured
to record how confident they felt about the correctness of
within the premises and conclusions of English-language
their responses as they assessed the validity of deductive
syllogisms. These are: all, n o (or none), some, and
arguments whose conclusions varied in prior believability.
some...are not. Conventionally these quantifiers are referred
The results showed that participants were more confident of
to by letters of the alphabet: all = A , n o = E, some = I,
their responses to valid problems than invalid problems
some...are not = O . It should be noted that a logician's
irrespective of believability status, providing support for the
defmition of the quantifier some is: 'At least one and
idea that invalid problems are more demanding to process
possibly air.
than valid problems. Effects of belief, logic on conclusion
The main aim of research into syllogistic reasoning has
acceptance rates and a logicxbelief interaction are also
been to identify the factors that contribute to the variations
demonstrated, and evidence is provided to suggest that belief
bias principally reflects a tendency to reject unbelievable
in difficulty between different problem types. It has been
arguments. A theory is proposed in which belief bias effects
found that logical errors m a d e by participants carrying out
are accounted for by the variations in the processing demands
syllogistic reasoning tasks are not random (see Evans et al.
of valid and invalid syllogisms.
1993 for a recent review). Instead, the difficulty of abstract
has been found to vary according to two main
syllogisms
General Introduction
factors: (1) the arrangement of the three terms within the
First devised by Aristotle, the syllogism is one of several
two premises - this factor is termed figure; and (2) the
reasoning problems used by psychologists
when
different combinations of quantifiers that m a y be featured
investigating deductive reasoning performance. Although it
within syllogisms - this factor is termed mood.
w a s once believed that syllogistic reasoning formed the
In addition to the effects of m o o d and figure, the effect of
basis of all rational thought (see Evans, Newstead & Byrne,
thematic content upon syllogistic inferences has been a key
1993), real-world examples of reasoning problems whose
focus of interest. Studies have revealed that people are
underlying structures resemble the syllogism are hard to
affected by beliefs and prior knowledge w h e n they judge
find. Instead, the syllogism is perhaps best characterized as
whether a putative conclusion follows from presented
a useful tool for use in the experimental study of deduction.
premises (see, for example, G a m h a m & Oakhill, 1994, for a
T h e following is an example of the type of syllogism
review). There are in fact three basic findings that derive
typically used in reasoning experiments:
from studies of'belief bias' which manipulate the validity of
presented arguments alongside the believability of given
No politicians are drinkers
conclusions (cf Evans et al., 1993). First, believable
All drinkers are judges
conclusions are more readily accepted than unbelievable
Therefore,
ones. Second, logically valid conclusions are more readily
S o m e judges are not politicians
accepted than invalid ones. Third, there is an interaction
between logical validity and believability such that the
As can be seen, a syllogism has two premises and a
effects of believability are stronger on syllogisms leading to
conclusion. T h e premises feature three terms (politicians,
invalid conclusions than on those leading to valid
drinkers, and judges in the above example). There are two
conclusions. In essence, people seem greatly more inclined
"end terms' (judges and politicians) and a 'middle term'
to reject invalid-unbelievable arguments than invalid(drinkers). T h e items featured within a syllogism can be
believable ones. A good illustration of this interaction and
letters of the alphabet (abstract content) or any words that
the basic belief bias effect is shown in Table 1 from data
refer to sets of individuals or objects (realistic or thematic
produced by Evans, Barston and Pollard (1983).
content). Participants in syllogistic reasoning experiments
The findings of belief bias research suggest that in realare required either: (1) to produce their o w n valid
world situations w e m a y not always draw conclusions or
conclusions (ones that link together and describe the logical
base our decisions upon valid logical arguments, but instead
Abstract
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Table 1: Overall M e a n Percentage Frequency of Acceptance
of Conclusions as a Function of Logical Validity and
Believability in the Study of Evans et al. (1983)
(taken from Evans et al 1993, p.245)

Believable Unbelievable

Valid
Invalid

89
71

56
10

Mean

80

33

Mean

72
40

upon the a priori believability of the information available
to us. It is not difficult to comprehend h o w such a behavior
might have developed in humans for reasons of cognitive
economy, and h o w it might be an effective strategy most of
the time (see Evans & Over, 1996, for relevant arguments).
However, the possibility that this behavior m a y result in the
drawing of erroneous and seemingly irrational conclusions
raises a number of interesting and important questions
which have formed the focus of research into belief bias.
For example, under what conditions do w e reason logically
and apparently ignore believability, and under what
conditions do w e not? Also, does the believability of a
putative conclusion determine whether w e test a logical
argument, or does success in evaluating a logical argument
determine whether w e respond in accordance with belief?
This paper will proceed with a brief review and
evaluation of three current theoretical explanations for
belief bias effects. From this review it will be concluded
that the account offered by the mental models theory (e.g.,
Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 1991) has the greatest amount of
empirical support, although this explanation falls d o w n with
the addition of a d hoc assumptions that have been proposed
to explain unpredicted findings. It will be argued that there
is scope for alternative mental models accounts of belief
bias which explicitly consider the notion of working
memory capacity limitations. Although central to the mental
models explanation of deductive competence, this notion is
curiously overlooked in the existing mental models account
of belief bias.
Next, an experiment will be reported in which subjective
confidence in the correctness of syllogistic inferences was
measured in order to test the idea of a processing distinction
between valid and invalid arguments. The data presented
show h o w participants were more confident of the
correctness of their responses to valid problems than invalid
problems, thus providing support for this distinction. A n
example of the three main findings of belief bias research is
also provided, as well as evidence to suggest that belief bias
principally reflects a tendency to reject unbelievable
arguments rather than a tendency to accept believable ones
(cf Evans & Pollard, 1990). Based upon the suggested
valid-invalid processing distinction, plus the empirical
support gained for this notion in the reported experiment, a
new theory of belief bias will then be proposed.
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Over the past decade, three main theories have been
proposed in order to account for the belief bias effect and
the interaction between belief and logical validity: (1) the
selective scrutiny model (Barston, 1986; Evans, 1989); (2)
the misinterpreted necessity model (Evans et al., 1983;
Evans, 1989); and (3) the mental models account (e.g.,
Oakhill & Johnson-Laird, 1985; Oakhill & G a m h a m ,
1993).
Each of the three accounts places the locus of the belief
bias effect at a different point in the reasoning process. The
selective scrutiny model places belief bias at a point before
any logical reasoning takes place. According to this model,
reasoners accept believable conclusions and only go on to
reason logically with unbelievable ones. The misinterpreted
necessity model is based on the assumption that reasoners
have a fragile understanding of the principle of logical
necessity, and places the locus of the belief bias effect at a
point after an attempt at logical reasoning has failed. In this
model, people attempt to reason, but w h e n a conclusion is
indeterminately invalid, i.e. the conclusion might possibly
be true but is not necessarily true, they base their response
on the believability of the conclusion. The mental models
account places the locus of the belief bias effect
immediately after an initial mental model of a syllogism's
premises has been constructed. At this pomt, reasoners are
motivated to accept believable conclusions, and only go on
to construct alternative (and potentially falsifying) models
of the premises if a conclusion is unbelievable.
The three accounts of belief bias vary in terms of what
aspects of the belief bias effect they successftilly explain
and what predictions they make. The selective scrutiny
model explains the effect of belief and the logicxbelief
interaction, but cannot explain the effect of logical validity
on believable conclusions. The misinterpreted necessity
model readily explains the logicxbelief interaction. This
theory also explains h o w the interaction is exhibited with
indeterminately invalid syllogisms, but disappears w h e n
determinately invalid conclusions are presented (Newstead,
Pollard, Evans & Allen, 1992). However, this model does
not explain h o w the effect of belief is exhibited with
syllogisms other than those which lead to indeterminately
invalid conclusions.
A number of systematic manipulations have lead to a
good degree of support for the mental models account (cf.,
Evans & Over, 1996). Still, a number of unsatisfactory
elements remain within this account (e.g., the notion of
'conclusionfiltering'as an explanation of belief effects on
one-model syllogisms). It is maintained that whilst the
framework offered by the mental models theory is a
valuable one, there is scope for alternative mental models
accounts of belief bias.
A Processing Distinction Between Valid and
Invalid Multiple-Model Syllogisms
The notion of limited working m e m o r y capacity and h o w
this factor impacts upon our ability to construct adequate
problem representations that show a putative conclusion to
be true or untrue is cenfral to the mental models theory of

syllogistic reasoning (e.g. see Johnson-Laird & Byrne,
1991), This theory states that people begin reasoning with
syllogisms by constructing a mental model in which the
m i n i m u m amount of information concerning the logical
relationships between the terms in the premises is made
explicit. Putative conclusions that are true in this model are
tested against 'fleshed out' mental models that m a k e more of
this information explicit. If a falsifying model cannot be
constructed, then the conclusion is valid, otherwise, the
conclusion is invalid. Syllogisms that require the
consideration of more than one mental model in order to test
a conclusion ('multiple-model' syllogisms) place great
demands on working m e m o r y resources. These syllogisms,
therefore, are more difficult than syllogisms requiring a
single model to be considered ('one-model' syllogisms)(see
Johnson-Laird & Bara, 1984).
The mental models account of belief bias distinguishes
between the w a y in which one-model syllogisms and
multiple-model syllogisms are mentally processed, making
different belief bias predictions for each. However, this
theory does not consider the varying processing demands
that different multiple-model syllogisms place upon working
m e m o r y resources and h o w this factor might contribute to
the belief bias effect and the widely reported logicxbelief
interaction. It is argued that a clear distinction exists between
the processing demands of valid and invalid multiple-model
syllogisms, and that this distinction m a y be the cause of
belief bias effects and the logicxbelief interaction. The
argument hinges on the observation that with valid multiplemodel syllogisms correct responses can be given after the
construction of a single mental model (cf, Hardman &
Payne, 1995). A s the second term in a valid conclusion to a
multiple-model syllogism is represented exhaustively in all
accurate mental models, the relationship between the endterms in the model that shows the conclusion to be true
remains unchanged w h e n the model is 'fleshed out' (see
below).

syllogism is not represented exhaustively in any accurate
mental model, it will typically be necessary to flesh out
initial models before a response can be given with certainty
(see below).

N o A are B
S o m e B are C
Therefore,
S o m e A are not C

[a]
[a]

[a]
[a]
[b]
[b]

c
c

[b]
[b]

c
c
c

[a]
[a]
[b]
[b]

c
c
c
c

D u e to working m e m o r y constraints this process m a y be
unsuccessful, and participants will be uncertain of whether
to accept or to reject a conclusion.
The Experiment

It has been discussed h o w the differing processing demands
of valid and invalid syllogisms might cause feelings of
certainty to vary between these problem types. A n
experiment was carried out to test this idea by asking
participants to record h o w confident they felt about the
correctness of the responses they gave in a syllogistic
conclusion evaluation task. Syllogisms were presented with
thematic contents designed to produce believable,
unbelievable, and belief-neutral conclusions. It was
predicted that there would be an effect of logic upon
confidence ratings such that participants would be more
confident in their responses w h e n evaluating valid
conclusions than invalid conclusions. Also, based upon the
findings of earlier studies of the belief bias effect (e.g.,
Evans et a!., 1983; Newstead et al., 1992) it was predicted
Valid three-model syllogism:
that there would be standard effects of belief and logic, and
a logicxbelief interaction such that the effect of belief would
S o m e A are B
be greater on the evaluation of invalid arguments than valid
N o B are C
ones.
Therefore,
It was difficult to predict whether making a response
S o m e A are not C
based upon the believability of a conclusion would affect
feelings of confidence. It m a y be that rejecting an
a [b]
a [b]
a [b]
unbelievable conclusion or accepting a believable
a [b]
a [b]
a [b]
conclusion would s o m e h o w boost or reduce confidence
a
[c]
a
[c]
[c]
levels. Alternatively, confidence levels m a y be unaffected
a
[c]
[c]
[c]
by the application of a belief heuristic such that confidence
levels would be low with invalid problems and high with
valid problems irrespective of believability. The idea that
(The exhaustive representation of a term is signified in
feelings of certainty/confidence determine the extent to
mental models notation by square brackets (see above and
which participants will respond in accordance with belief
Johnson-Laird and Byrne, 1991, pp. 107-110)).
does not allow a prediction to be m a d e on this matter.
However, the selective scrutiny model - in which it is
Hence, participants may be aware that the consideration of assumed that no consideration is given to the premises of
more than one model is unnecessary. With valid problems,
syllogisms leading to believable conclusions - clearly
therefore, participants m a y feel certain of the correctness of
predicts that there will be no effect of logic upon confidence
their responses. However, as the second term in an
ratings given for syllogisms with believable conclusions.
indeterminately invalid conclusion to a multiple-model
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Similarly, the mental models account also predicts that there
will be no effect of logic upon confidence ratings given for
believable syllogisms, as conclusions to these problems arc
simply accepted after the construction of an initial menial
model of the premises. B y recording confidence ratings
with the believable and unbelievable problems as well as the
belief-neutral problems it was possible to test these
predictions.
At this point it would be useful to discuss briefly the
nature and distinction between believable, unbelievable and
belief-neutral statements of the type typically used as
conclusions in studies of belief bias. Oakhill and JohnsonLaird used the terms "rich people" and "millionaires" in
believable and unbelievable conclusions. The term
"millionaires" is a sub-category of the term "rich people".
This relationship is a necessary function of the defmitions of
these terms, i.e., people k n o w that rich people exist that are
not millionaires, and that millionaires are rich people. A s a
consequence of this knowledge, the statement " S o m e
millionaires are not rich people" is unbelievable and the
statement " S o m e rich people are not millionaires" is
believable. In the present study, the statement " S o m e
teachers are not poets" will be used as a belief-neutral
conclusion. Although "teachers" m a y belong to the category
of "poets", and "poets" m a y belong to the category of
"teachers", these relationships are not necessary functions
of the definitions of these words. Therefore, the statement
"Some teachers are not poets" should be neither particularly
believable nor particularly unbelievable.
Evans and Pollard (1990) also used believable,
unbelievable and belief-neutral materials. In thefirstof two
experiments, the thematic materials used were subjects of
study and leisure interests, e.g., " O n e of the leisure
activities of mechanical engineering students is car
maintenance" (believable), "One of the leisure activities of
Social W o r k students is h o m e electronics" (unbelievable),
"One of the leisure activities of physical science students is
sailing" (neutral). A s can be seen, these statements concern
student stereotypes and are, therefore, empirically rather
than definitionally true or false. In the second experiment
definitionally as well as empirically true and false
statements were used, e.g. "All crocodiles are reptiles"
(believable), "All cats are birds" (unbelievable), "All horses
are traxites" (the neutral statements used invented nonsense
categories). In both experiments participants were required
to rate conclusions on a five point scale ranging from
"Definitely False" through to "Definitely True" Evans and
Pollard found significant evidence only for a tendency to
reject unbelievable
conclusions, i.e., unbelievable
conclusions were given lower 'truth' ratings than believable
and neutral conclusions, whilst the difference in ratings
between believable and neutral statements was not
significant. It was concluded from this finding that belief
bias reflects a tendency to reject unbelievable conclusions
rather than a tendency to accept believable conclusions, i.e.,
belief bias is a predominantly negative effect. A n d so, in
addition to testing the predictions detailed above, the use of
equivalent materials provided an opportunity to replicate
Evans and Pollard's findings.
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Method
Participants. Sixty participants took part in the experiment.
The participants were all undergraduate psychology
students at the University of Derby. N o n e of the participants
had taken formal instruction in logic. The participants were
tested together in one group.
Materials. Two forms of three-model syllogism were used.
Both syllogisms had the same B-A, C-B figure and both
yield valid conclusions. The same " S o m e C are not A " form
of conclusion was presented with both syllogisms. For one
syllogism (in the EI m o o d ) this conclusion is logically valid,
but for the other syllogism (in the IE m o o d ) this conclusion
is indeterminately invalid.
A set of potential conclusions which were false by
definition, (e.g. " S o m e kings are not m e n " ) were chosen,
together with a set of believable conclusions, e.g., " S o m e
animals are not cats". The conclusions were devised so as to
appear believable w h e n the terms were presented in one
order, but unbelievable w h e n the terms were reversed. In
order to assess believability, the potential conclusions were
rated by a group of 30 participants on a seven point scale
ranging from "totally unbelievable" (-3) to "totally
believable" (+3). Those conclusions which received the
most extreme and consistent ratings were used in this study.
A set of potential conclusions that were neither particularly
believable nor unbelievable were also chosen, (e.g., " S o m e
artists or not beekeepers").
The valid and invalid syllogisms were presented with
three different sets of thematic contents leading to
conclusions that were; (1) believable; (2) unbelievable by
definition; and (3) belief-neutral. In addition to these six
three-model syllogisms there were sixfillerproblems (i.e.,
valid, one-model syllogisms featuring arbitrary thematic
content). These were used to distract the participants from
the form of the syllogisms of interest.
Design. A within participants design was used. All of the
participants received the six three-model syllogisms
together with the six one-model filler syllogisms (12
syllogisms in total). The syllogisms were presented one to a
page, together with their potential conclusions, and stapled
together in booklets. The order of the problem types was
varied using a 6x6 balanced Latin square design; with the
restriction that thefilleritems appeared in the same position
in each booklet: in 1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th and 11th places.
The thematic contents of the syllogisms were rotated over
the different problem types, producing six different sets of
materials. The six sets of materials were distributed evenly
and randomly amongst the participants.
Procedure. The following instructions were presented on
the second page of the test booklets and were also read
aloud to each participant:
"This is an experiment to test people's reasoning ability.
Y o u will be given twelve problems. O n each page, you will
be shown two statements and you are asked if certain
conclusions (given below the statements) m a y be logically
deduced from them. Y o u should answer this question on the

assumption that the two statements are, in fact, true. If, and
only if, you judge that the conclusion necessarily follows
from the statements, you should tick the "yes" box,
otherwise the "no" box.
Beneath the yes/no response boxes there is a scale
ranging from 1 (not at all confident) to 6 (very confident).
Please indicate h o w confident you feel about each answer
you give by circling a number on the scale.
Please take your time and be sure that you have the right
answer before moving on to the next problem. Y o u must not
m a k e notes or draw diagrams to help you in this task. Thank
you very m u c h for participating."
The participants were allowed as m u c h time as they
required to complete the book of syllogisms.

Table 3: M e a n Confidence Ratings as a Function of Logic
and Believability Status.

Believable

Confidence Ratings. Participants were generally confident
in the responses they gave in the evaluation task (see Table
3). The confidence ratings data were subjected to a multifactorial analysis of variance. The factors were Logic (two
levels) and Believability (three levels). The Logic factor
was significant (F = 3.38; p < .05, 1-tailed) with
participants giving higher confidence ratings to valid
Table 2: Overall Mean Percentage Frequency of Acceptance
of Conclusions as a Function of Logic and Believability
Status.

Believable

Neutral

Unbelievable

Valid
Invalid

72
65

80
58

63
32

Mean

68

69

48

Mean

72
52

Unbelievable

Valid
Invalid

4.15
3.90

4.27
4.07

4.32
4.05

Mean

4.03

4.17

4.19

Mean

4.24
4.01

syllogisms than to invalid syllogisms. Despite a slight
tendency to be more confident in responses to unbelievable
and neutral problems than believable problems the
Believability factor was not significant. The interaction
between the Logic and Believability factors was not
significant.

Results
Conclusion Acceptances. The mean percentage frequencies
of participants accepting conclusions (i.e. deciding that a
conclusion w a s logically valid) are presented in Table 2 for
each type of syllogism. In order to test for negative and
positive aspects of belief bias, acceptances for each of the
three problem types were compared with each of the others
in turn using sign tests. The difference in acceptances
between believable and neutral conclusions was not
significant. Acceptances of unbelievable conclusions were
significantly lower than acceptances of believable
conclusions (p<.01; one-tailed sign test) and neutral
conclusions (p<.001; one-tailed sign test). There was a
significant effect of logic (p<.01; one-tailed sign test) with
participants accepting more valid conclusions than invalid
conclusions. There was also a significant interaction
between logic and belief such that the effects of belief
(believable or unbelievable - excluding neutral conclusions)
were stronger on syllogisms leading to invalid conclusions
than on syllogisms leading to valid conclusions (p<.05).

Neutral

Discussion
Conclusion Acceptances. The observed effect of logic
provides fiirther evidence for deductive competence in
syllogistic reasoning. However, the generally high
acceptance rates for both valid and invalid arguments
support the idea that participants are often unable to flesh
out initial mental models in which invalid conclusions are
true, and so accept the result of an incomplete evaluation.
The three basic effects observed in previous studies of
belief bias are also evident in the data: (1) an effect of logic;
(2) an effect of belief; and (3) an interaction between logic
and belief The use of belief-neutral conclusions in addition
to believable and unbelievable conclusions has allowed the
investigation of whether belief bias is, in fact, a tendency to
accept believable conclusions or to reject unbelievable
conclusions. Acceptances of believable conclusions were
not significantly different from acceptances of neutral
conclusions, whilst significantly lower levels of acceptance
were observed with unbelievable conclusions than with
believable and neutral conclusions. Although it is
acknowledged that caution should be applied when drawing
conclusions from negative results, these observations
suggest that belief bias reflects a tendency to reject
unbelievable conclusions rather than a tendency to accept
believable conclusions. This is consistent with the earlier
findings of Evans and Pollard (1990) w h o argue that such a
finding casts doubt upon the validity of the selective
scrutiny model. In this model it is assumed that belief bias
reflects a tendency to accept believable conclusions and to
subject only unbelievable conclusion to tests of logical
validity. They suggest that changing thefirstquestion in the
model from "Is the conclusion believable?" to "Is the
conclusion unbelievable?" can account for the equivalent
treatment of believable and neutral conclusions. However,
this alteration would m e a n that n o effect of logic would be
expected with syllogisms that lead to belief-neutral
conclusions. Clearly, an effect of logic is observed with
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such problems - both in the present experiment and in
others.

misinterpret the notion of logical necessity - although the
theory does not rule out this possibility. Also unlike the
misinterpreted necessity model, the uncertainty theory shows
Confidence Ratings. The confidence ratings data show that h o w belief m a y bias responses with all types of syllogism,
participants were more confident in their evaluations ol
and not just those with indeterminately invalid conclusions.
valid conclusions than invalid conclusions. The relationship
In this w a y the n e w theory overcomes the faults that also
between confidence ratings and levels of belief bias
exist with the selective scrutiny model (which cannot
observed
provides
strong
support
for
the
account for the effect of logic on believable problems) and
the mental models account (which, without a d hoc
uncertainty/confidence hypothesis, i.e., low confidence
levels and high belief bias were observed with invalid
modifications, cannot account for the effect of belief on oneproblems, whilst high confidence levels and low belief bias
model syllogisms).
were observed with valid problems. Interestingly, the effect
of logic upon confidence ratings was present irrespective of
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In this discussion, w e wish to examine the perspective our
particular view of the categorisation / analogy divide, and
Ramscar & Pain (1996) argued that the analogical process canthe results of our experiments using analogical modeling to
not be easily distinguished from the categorisation process at
explore
categorisation, can bring to theoretical approaches to
a cognitive level. In light of the absence of any distinction
analogy (and by implication,existing models of analogy). The
between analogy and categorisation, w e have argued that analremoval of neatly bounded 'concept domains' with which varogy is supervenient upon an important part of the classification
ious aspects of the analogical process can interact produces a
process, and that as such 'analogical' models are capable of
illuminating some categorisation tasks, for instance, the way
changed circumstance that seems likely to have repercussions
in which structural systematicity can detennine not only anafor theories based on just such assumptions: in particular, w e
logical judgements, but also category decisions. Our scepwish to examine the implications of our approach to the kinds
ticism regarding the cognitive distinction between these two
of similarity constraints — structural, pragmatic and semantic
processes has implications for both analogy and categorisa— which are variously included in, or excluded from, theories
tion research: in this paper we consider two leading analogical
and models of the analogical process.
theories. Centner's Structure Mapping Theory and Holyoak's
A number of 'competing' theories of analogy exist:
Multi-Constraint Theory, and argue that results from our use
Holyoak & Thagard (1995); Centner (1983; Forbus, Cenof analogical modeling techniques in categorisation tasks offer
tner & Law. 1995); Keane (Keane, Ledgeway & Duff, 1994);
some important insights into exactly which elements should be
Hofstadter
(1995). In this paper w e examine in detail the
included in a theory of analogical mapping.
effects of our blurred distinction perspective on the vexed
question of 'semantics' in thefirsttwo of these. Centner's
Introduction
'Structure Mapping' theory and Holyoak & Thagard's 'MultiRamscar & Pain (1996) argue for a position that rejects any
Constraint' theory. These constitute the most explicit theosimple distinction between analogy and categorisation at the
ries, whose supporting evidence and accompanying process
cognitive process level (see Ramscar, Pain & Lee, 1997 for
models have been widely disseminated and accepted.
more evidence). T h e argument runs as follows: definitions of
analogy (e.g. Holyoak & Thagard, 1995; Clement & Centner,
Mapping Without The Distinction
1991) rely on making a distinction between 'straight' cateCentner's Structure M a p p i n g T h e o r y
gorical judgements on the one hand, and analogical, 'extraCentner
(Centner, 1983; Clement & Centner, 1991) proposed
categorical' judgements on the other; with no convincing acthe
Structure
Mapping Theory as an attempt to explain how
count of just what constitutes a 'straight' categorical judgment, this amounts to little more than hand waving,attempting it is that two domains can be considered analogous, and in
particular h o w it is that correspondences between analogues
to characterise one ill-defined process by contrasting it with
from two domains can be mapped.
another ill-defined process. In the absence of any compelling
Structure mapping proposes that the mapping and inference
reason to believe in distinct cognitive processes of analogy
between
two domains can be achieved by assigning correand categorisation, there is m u c h utility in viewing h u m a n
spondences between objects and attributes and then mapping
analogical and categorical behaviour as manifestations of the
predicates with identical names. In order to do this. Centner
same process: research into analogy has yielded a number of
assumes a predicate like representation (figure 1), distinguishplausible models of the analogical process (Forbus, Centner
ing between objects, object-attributes and relations. Object& L a w 1995; Holyoak & Thagard. 1995), in sharp contrast
attributes are those predicates that have one argument and
to categorisation research, where process models, to the exdescribe object properties, e.g. YELLOW(sun). Relations are
tent that they feature at all, tend to be more conjectural in
divided into a hierarchy of orders, with those predicates with
nature (e.g. Medin & Ortony, 1989). A companion paper to
two or more arguments which are used to describe relations bethis (Ramscar, Pain & Lee, 1997) presents further evidence
tween objects, for example ATTRACTS(sun, planet) forming the
of the benefits and insights that this approach can bring to
lowest order, and those predicates describing different levels
investigations into the nature of categorisation decisions.
of relationships between relations e.g. CAUSE(ATrRACTS(sun,
Abstract
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planet), REVOLVES.AROUND(planet, sun)) forming the higher
orders.
Solar System
YELLOW(sun)
M A S S I V E (sun)
HOT(sun)
ATTRACTS(sun, planet)
ATTRACTS(planet, sun)
MORE_MASSIVE-THAN(sun. planet)
R E V O L V E S jSiROUNfDCplanet, sun)
HOTTER-THAN(sun, plane!)

lem. A system which uses no goal or domain information,
and which relies purely on structural inferences, might appear 10 have trouble when, given a number of networks of
higher-order relations between domains (i.e. several causal
networks), giving an account as to w h y it selected the one that
was relevant to making the desired analogy.
Holyoak and Thagard's Multi-Constraint Theory

Holyoak's theory (Holyoak, 1985; Holyoak & Thagard, 1989;
Holyoak & Thagard, 1995) is concerned primarily with problem solving. It attempts to capture the intuition held by some
researchers that goals play some part in the analogical process, particularly in mapping. (Centner's theory precludes
Hydrogen Atom
any
such influence.) The scope and ambition of this theory
ATTRACTS(nucleus, electron)
has
changed
considerably over time: what is presented here
ATTRACTS(electron, nucleus)
is a sketch of its general nature.
MORE_MASSIVE.THAN(nucleus, electron)
Holyoak el al advocate an explanation of analogy in terms
R E V O L V E S JiiROUND(electron, nucleus)
of a goal-driven processing system — mappings are controlled
Figure 1: Predicate representations of the solar system andbya the system's goals. The analogical mapping problem is
hydrogen atom
seen as one of explaining h o w the large number of possible
mappings between domains can be evaluated and a subset of
these used for the transfer of information between domains.
The theory itself comprises two parts: mapping rules, and
They suggest that this subset emerges from an attempt to
the systematicity principle. Mapping rules state that attributes balance the different influences upon the mapping process.
of objects are not mapped; but relations between objects are
More specifically they regard the process as an attempt to sipreserved. The systematicity principle requires that complex
multaneously satisfy several constraints. The first group of
higher order relations (e.g. CAUSE above) are mapped preferthese (logical compatibility, role identity, uniqueness and reentially, followed by relations that constitute the higher order lational consistency) are structural, and therefore compatible
arguments. This is intended to capture the notion that analwith the overall thrust of Centner's theory. However, Holyoak
ogy conveys a system of connected knowledge, rather than an
et al also consider constraints of pragmatic centrality and seassortment of independent facts:
mantic similarity to be integral to the mapping process. These
non-structural constraints rely on information other than that
•'structure mapping stems in part from the observation that
found in the basic domain representations.
useful analogies, such as those used in science or education,
involverich,interconstraining systems of mappings between
Structural Constraints Logical compatibility ensures that
two domains, rather than a set of independent correspondences"
mappings are only considered if they are between entities
(Clement & Centner, 1991, pp. 91-92)
of the same 'type'. Thus, in the Solar System / Hydrogen
Centner's structure mapping theory has been implemented as
a computer simulation model S M E (Falkenhainer, Forbus &
Centner, 1989).
One criticism that has been made of structure mapping
theory is that the representations it uses are arbitrary. The
primitives used in the examples are chosen selectively. The
example would fail if revolveS-AROUND in the Solar System
domain was replaced with ORBITS. Furthermore, the inclusion of a larger range of domain relations would result in the
matches appearing far less sound than they do. Moreover,
Holyoak (1985) claims that Centner can give no account as to
why HOTTER.THAN infigure1 should not be mapped onto the
Hydrogen Atom domain. Holyoak argues that expanding the
representation in order to utilise the systematicity principle
will be of little help, since on another expansion the relation
HOTTER-THAN will form part of a higher order system (involving the warming of planets, conditions for the existence
of life, etc.). The structure mapping theory seems to give no
explanation as to w h y this relation is not mapped.
To some researchers this has appeared to be a major prob-
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Atom analogy the predicate morejviassive_than cannot be
matched with the object electron. Similarly, a mapping between the predicates h o t and revolveS-AROUND will not be
considered as they take different numbers of arguments. This
primarily syntactic constraint is intended to ensure that mappings between different levels of description are not attempted.
For example single-argument predicates, such as HOT, tend to
be purely descriptive, specifying a particular attribute of an
object. Multi-argument predicates describe relationships between objects, and so can be considered to represent a higher
level of description. The argument is that mappings between
different levels of description are not productive and this constraint serves to eliminate any potential mappings of this kind.
A further hurdle potential mappings must overcome in this
model is the role identity constraint. This assumes that the
base and target domains can be divided at a higher level of
description than that at which the mapping takes place. In
the use of analogy in problem solving, upon which the authors focus predominantly, this means the domains m a y be
redescribed in terms of a start state, the problem goals, and

the operators that can be used to try and achieve these goals.
Role identity then limits mapping to relations and objects that
appear in the same part of the domain definition. This provides a weak pragmatic influence in that elements can only
be considered for mapping if they play a similar role in both
domains.
Holyoak et at assume that each element in the base domain
will ultimately m a p onto only one element in the target domain, and vice versa. Thus there is a competition between
members of the set of potential mappings between one base
element and a number of possible target elements. For example, if HOTTER_THAN in the base maps onto HOTTER.than in
the target then it cannot m a p onto less.massive.than in the
target. Accordingly any factor which serves to increase the
level of support for the former mapping will consequently act
to decrease support for the latter.
A final structural constraint is relational consistency, which
acts to ensure that mappings between the base and target domains are consistent. If mappings between structural elements
receive support, mappings between the structures themselves,
and any other elements, are also supported.
Pragmatic Centrality The importance of an element (object or relation), whether in the base or target domain, is
another consideration in the mapping process. A n element's
importance is defined in terms of h o w useful the element is
in satisfying the current goal (or subgoal) of the 'analogiser'.
Thus any mappings involving useful' elements receive more
support than mappings involving less useful elements. W h e n
our example analogy is used to explain the relative motion of
sub-atomic particles, mappings involving Y E L L O W and HOTTER_THAN are going to be less favourably considered than
those involving REVOLVES_AROUND, since the former are not
utilised in satisfying any explanatory goals.
Semantic Similarity Holyoak et al suggest that the most
useful mappings are likely to c o m e from elements which are
semantically similar. In the Solar System / Hydrogen A t o m
analogy, predicates with identical names can be regarded as
more similar than those with different names. In more complex examples the method of determining relative similarity is
more difficult. Holyoak et al make no claim as to any particular model of semantics. The semantic similarity constraint
is regarded more as a heuristic than a firm rule, and can be
applied in differing strengths at various stages of the mapping
process.
Holyoak & Thagard (1989) emphasise that the logical compatibility and role identity constraints are restrictions on the
building of the mapping network, and these restrictions are
regarded as less important than the three principal constraints
of isomorphism (uniqueness and relational consistency), semantic similarity and pragmatic centrality.
The theory has been implemented as a computer simulation
A C M E , which is a constraint satisfaction network incorporation these considerations.
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C o m p a r i n g T h e T w o Theories
Structure Holyoak & Thagard (1995) argue that the similarities and differences between their theory and structure
mapping theory can best be illustrated by comparing Centner's theory with the three main constraints posited by multiconstraint theory. They claim that multi-constraint theory captures Centner's insight regarding the importance of systematic
structure (in A C M E , interconnected systems will have more
mutually supporting links than an isolated relation), but in a
moreflexiblemanner. A s implemented in S M E , Centner's
theory rigidly enforces one-to-one mappings and structural
consistency — potential mappings which violate these constraints are not made. In contrast, A C M E , whilst preferring
one-to-one mappings (by using inhibitory links to discourage
many-to-one mappings) nevertheless will allow violations.
Pragmatic Constraints Centner's theory (and SME) does
not incorporate or recognise the influence of pragmatic — goal
driven — constraints on the mapping process. According to
structure mapping theory, the operation of goals is external
to the actual mapping process, constraining the evaluation of
mapping outcomes, rather than actual mappings (although IS M E (Forbus, Ferguson & Centner, 1994) does incorporate
pragmatic influences in mapping). However, whilst the evidence that goals can influence what is mapped in analogy is
clear (Spellman & Holyoak, 1992), it is less clear that goals
directly influence or constrain the mapping process.
W e noted two criticism of structure mapping earlier: the
neatness of the representations used in S M E (this applies
equally to A C M E ) , and that if an analog offers up two competing possible modes of transfer with a similar level of systematicity, then the systematicity principle cannot act as a
constraint in the selection of one or the other. N o n e of this
need militate against structure mapping in principle: an analogue which allows two equal mappings m a y be a poor choice
of an analogue; the systematicity principle's yielding of two
equally valid mappings may be a psychologically valid resolution of the initially poor choice of analogy. To return to
the earlier objection to Centner's structure mapping theory
(Holyoak, 1985), it might well turn out that an expansion
of the representations of the Solar System and the Hydrogen
A t o m will simply lead to a situation in which the two examples
are no longer seen to be analogous. Civen that the success of
any analogy is contingent upon the way in which the putative
analogues are represented (Centner, 1989), it is not a failing of
a theory that it cannot provide accurate mappings in situations
where candidate analogues are presented in such a way as to
obscure any analogous similarity between them.
A major criticism of all analogical theories is that they
do not consider the considerable psychological evidence that
the choice of representation is crucial to analogy (Hofstadter,
1995). If categorisation research tends to ignore processes
and overconcentrate on representation, the opposite is true of
analogy. Yet, in fact some of the best evidence of the influence
of goals (Spellman & Holyoak, 1992) seems to support the
view that goals influence representation rather than mapping.

rhese "results suggest one way in which analogies can be
ised systematically to influence jjeople's inferences — (the
•epresentation of) the source [analogue] can itself be m.-issaged
JO encourage a desired mapping" (Holyoak & Thagard, 1995).

tasks, and in this instance, no discernible difference could be
found between analogical and categorical behaviour.
This suggests that the process of classifying two terms together (mapping SMALLER.THAN to L£SS.MASS_THAN) iS no
different to the process of determining the analogy between
Semantic Constraints With regard to the semantic simil;if
SOLAR.SYSTEM and H Y D R O G E N j^TOM. Thus the process of
ity constraint, the main focus of this discussion, the respective
mapping SMALLER.THAN to LESS.MASS.THAN seems to be
positions are as follows: S M E only matches predicates with
less a sub-process of the process of determining the analogy
identical names, thus if planets (seefigure1) were represented
between solar_system and h y d r o g e n ^ t o m and more like
as SMAiXER-THAN the sun. and electrons as i^ess.mass.than
the same process functioning in parallel.
i nucleus, then structure mapping would not allow, and S M E
would not make, a mapping between the two relations. O n
Prototype Schemas? One possible objection to the above
the other hand, whilst A C M E again prefers to m a p idenwould be that our characterisation of categorisation is incomtical relations, weights on the network can be adjusted to
plete. It might be argued that analogical judgements m a y
capture the semantic similarity between SMAliER.THAN and
not be easily distinguished from classification judgements,
LESS.MASS_THAN. Holyoak & Thagard argue that this shows
but categorisation judgements can be. This claim relies on
a significant weakness in Centner's theory:
the idea that categorisation doesn't involve that same mapping
process because it makes use of generalized 'prototyp"with its emphasis on structure to the exclusion of all other conical'
schemas (Holyoak & Thagard advocate such a view
straints, S M E does not simply discourage mappings between
of
categories
in Holland et al, 1984). If smaller_than
non-identical but semantically similar items; it does not even
and less_mass_than share the same prototypical schema,
permit them." (Holyoak & Thagard, 1995, p. 258)
then there will be no need to compute the similarity between
Holyoak and Thagard's criticism of the lack of semansmalleR-THAN and less_mass.than, since such similarity
tic considerations in Centner's theory carries a lot of intucan be confirmed merely by reference to the prototype^ and
itive weight. It does seem a perverse, restrictive analogical
it is this confirmatory reference-to-prototype that is modeled
theory that rejects mappings between smaller.than and
by the semantic links in Holyoak and Thagard's theory.
LESS_MASS_THAN in the course of an analogical mapping.
There are a number of objections to such an account. PracHowever, it is not necessarily so, and from the perspective
tically, there is the problem of providing a convincing account
of a blurred distinction between analogy and categorisation, it of what a prototype category is (Medin & Ortony, 1989; R a m might actually be that rejecting such a mapping is necessary
scar & Pain, 1996). Propositional schematic models of repreper se, rather than necessarily perverse.
sentation (some variety of which is assumed in the majority of
One reason for so-arguing stems from the results of our incognitive theories) have the power to store a combination of
vestigations into the effects of systematic structure upon catboth schemas and the exemplars from which such schemas are
egorisation judgements. Ramscar & Pain (1996) addressed
constructed. Moreover, what is actually stored is the subject
the question of whether analogy can be distinguished from
of much debate: are just schemas stored? Fodor & Lepore
categorisation by contrasting categorisational and analogical
(1996) give many good reasons for doubting such a 'pure'
processes by presenting subjects with Centner et a/'s analprototype schema theory. If both are stored, then h o w do
ogy materials and asking them to categorise them. Civen
exemplars contribute to schemas? S o m e have advocated a
that Centner et al define the analogical mechanism in terms
rejection of schemas altogether (e.g. Nosofsky, 1988), arguof structure mapping, and given our hypothesis that this proing that only exemplars are stored, and that new objects are
cess was not distinct from a basic categorisation process, w e
classified by comparison with stored exemplars, and the calexpected structure mapping to determine categorisation. Cenculation of some kind offit.A further experiment (Ramscar,
tner el al seem to implicitly assume that match items with only Pain & Lee, 1997) was designed to see whether analogical
sUTJCtural similarities (i.e. analogues) belong to different cate- theory could shed any light on the nature of subjects' stored
gories. W e predicted that they would be categorised together.
representations.
W e found that 79.5% of the groupings formed by our subjects
In their analogical recall experiments. Centner et al (Cenhad only shared systematic structure (traditionally defined as
tner, Ratterman & Forbus, 1993) showed that analogical acanalogy) as a c o m m o n feature amongst members of the catcess relied primarily upon surface attribute (object) matches:
egories formed. In contrast, only 5 % of groupings produced
'Curiously, a footnote to Centner, Ratterman & Forbus (1993)
had c o m m o n object descriptions as the c o m m o n similarity
states "SME's constraint of matching identical predicates assumes
across categories (i.e. the attribute matches often thought to
canonical cowcep/Mfl/representations, not lexical strings. Two conbe determinate of categorisation). To the 7 9 . 5 % of structural
cepts
that are similar but not identical (such as "bestow" and "becongruity groupings could be added a further 8 % of classifications where structural additions to otherwise structurally con- queath") are assumed to be decomposed into a canonical representation language so that their similarity is expressed as a partial identity
gruent representations caused them to be classed singularly.
(... "give")", which suggests that this idea has widespread appeal; a
Thus w e concluded that that mechanisms normally considversion of it has bieen advocated by the authors in the past (Ramscar,
ered to be analogical could also in fact support categorisation
Lee & Pain, 1996).
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stories with shared attributes were recalled from m e m o r y r;ir
more readily than objects with shared structure, even though
subjects adjudged some of these stories to be less similar, and
inferences generated from them to be less sound with regards
to a base than the stories which possessed only shared structure. W e decided that this phenomenon might be useful in
exploring representation. In the course of the classification
experiment, subjects were asked to give their classes "a simple descriptive name", which they could then associate with
their classification. B y examining what attributes they could
recall that were associated with that name, w e used Centner
et aVs findings about structure versus attribute to shed some
light on the mental representation associated with the name.
If subjects stored some kind of abstracted prototype, then our
hypothesis was that attributes associated with the most prototypical stories would be most readily retrieved from memory,
with other attributes recalled insofar as they were shared with
the prototypical story. O n the other hand, if subjects stored
only exemplars, then the lack of context provided by a simple class n a m e should m a k e it equally likely that attributes
associated with any given (or all) exemplar might be recalled.

Semantic
Link

"HYDROGEN
ATOM"
Parallel
"SOLAR
SYSTEM

with that name, and then use that exemplar as the stimulus
for recalling other class members; overall, only 1 0 % of recall
tasks favour the former analysis, wheras some 71 % support
the latter. Thus as well as finding no evidence to support
stored prototypes. Ramscar, Pain & Lee (1997) provide evidence that only exemplars (instances) of categories are stored
(which strengthens the argument for not strongly distinguishing analogy and categorisation). It would seem that schemas
can't supply the necessary theoretical justification for semantic links.
Discussion
If w e consider the schematic representation of the mapping
process infigure2, Holyoak & Thagard model the mapping
of F onto G in analogy X -> Y by means of a semantic
link, whereas the evidence points towards a similar parallel
process for F -> G and X -> Y. W e feel that this is an important
distinction: whereas Holyoak & Thagard model the semantic
similarity between SMALLER.THAN and LESS_MASS_THAN as a
sub-process of analogy, it seems more likely that this similarity
is computed by the same process, in parallel^. This can be
seen most clearly via afine-grainedanalysis of the predicates
as infigure3.
SMALLER.THAN
RELATION(sinaller_than)
NO.OFJiJiGUMENTS(smalIer.than, 2)
COMPARmVE(smaUer-than)
NONREFLEXIVE(smaller-than)
ASYMETRIC(smaller.than)
TRANSrnVE(smaller-than)
CONCERNS(smaller Jhan, size)

Analogical Mapping
LESS_MASS-THAN
RELATION(lessjnass.than)
NO.OFJiiRGUMENTS(lessjnassJhan, 2)
COMPARrnVE(lessjnassjthan)
NONREFLEXIVE(lessjnassJhan)
ASYMETRIC(lessjnassJhan)
TRANSmVE(lessjtiassJhan)
CONCERNS(lessjTiassJhan, weight)

LESS MASS THAN

Figure 3: Predicate representations of SMALLER.THAN and
LESS-MASS-THAN

SMALLER THAN"

Figure 2: T w o views of the mapping process

The experiment yielded little evidence to support the hypothesis that subjects had abstracted and stored schemas from
the groups they had classified, despite the fact that it appeared
to be a shared structural schema that was the basis of subjects'
original classification decisions (Ramscar & Pain, 1996). Instead, when Gentner, Ratterman & Forbus (1993)'s analysis
was applied to subjects' behaviour, it appeared that being presented with a class n a m e in no particular context caused the
subjects to randomly recall one of the exemplars associated
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Since from our perspective, this mapping process is what
w e mean when w e talk about the 'analogical' process, it follows that there is no room for a semantic similarity constraint
in a cognitive theory of analogy (or at least, it follows that
before one can posit such a constraint, one will have to successfully distinguish "analogy' from 'categorisation'). None
of which means that w e rule out the use of semantic links in
mapping networks — rather, w e suggests that they should be
^We are not saying that all similarities are calculated this way;
what is true for relational predicates may not be true for others. It
seems unlikely that structure m a p p i n g will feature in red vs. crimson.

seen as implementational details within a model, rather than
embodiments of psychological theory.
One possible benefit to be gained from removing the semantic and pragmatic constraints^ from Holyoak and Tha^ard's
model is that it can allow a straightforward comparison between the structural elements in both theories to be made.
Isomorphic mapping in multi-constraint theory differs from
Centner's structure mapping in a number of details; our next
step is to evaluate the significance of these details by specifying both theories in a c o m m o n , executable, specification
language. Similarities and differences between the theories
are currently blurred by the ambiguities of the language (English) in which they are stated. Whilst computational implementations of both theories exists, those implementations do
not fully clarify either theory because they make no distinction between theoretical claims and implementational details.
This is part of a broader issue: cognitive science is in need
of tools and techniques in which to precisely state theoretical proposals so that their assumptions and implications are
clear and comparison is possible (c.f. Cooper, Fox, Farringdon & Shallice, 1996). W e are currently using the COGENT
modelling environment (Cooper & Fox, 1997) to develop executable specifications of both structure-mapping theory and
multi-constraint theory. It is our strong belief that this work
will demonstrate that, modulo semantic similarity, the theories
differ mainly in implemenation details.
The COGENT models will also provide a framework in which
to explore more thoroughly issues of represention. W e noted
above the lack of focus on representation in analogical models (a point made frequently by Hofstadter, 1995). W e have
demonstrated that analogical process models can yield interesting results when applied to categorisation tasks (where
perhaps too much focus is given to representation, c.f. Fodor
& Lepore, 1996). Is it too much to hope that a similar crossfertilisation might ultimately flesh out analogy's decidedly
anorexic picture of representation?
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Abstract

tive models of the premises are constructed to determine
whether a model exists which contradicts a putative concluThis article studies spatial relational inference within the
sion.
In the domain of spatial relational inference, these three
framework of mental model theory. It focuses on the phase of
phases are called model construction, model inspection, and
model construction for which two cognitive modelings curmodel variation (Rauh, Schlieder & Knauff, 1997). In this
rently exist (Berendt, 1996; Schlieder, 1995). Both refer to the
aggregated results of a former experiment (Knauff, Rauh &
article, w e concentrate on investigating thefirstphase—the
Schlieder, 1995). However, conflicting evidence exists with
phase of model construction.
respect to symmeUy properties of model construction that
makes the assessment of the cognitive adequacy of certain
Investigating Model Construction Using a Sysexplanations impossible. W e therefore conducted an experit e m o f Spatial Relations f r o m A I R e s e a r c h
ment using computational tools provided by AI research on
QuaUtative Spatial Reasoning (QSR) to investigate whether
One-dimensional spatial relational inference is usually studthe model construction process works the same from left to
ied for the following systems of relations: left-right, beforeright and vice versa (symmetry of reorientation), and whether
the processing of spatial relations depends on what was
behlnd, east-west, north-south (e.g. Byrne & Johnsonalready processed (symmetry of transposition). Experimental
Laird, 1989; Ehrlich & Johnson-Laird, 1982; Johnson-Laird
results clearly indicate that the symmetry of transposition can& Byrne, 1991; Maki, 1981; Mani & Johnson-Laird, 1982).
not be found in subjects' answers to indeterminate spatial
A s in our former experiments (Knauff, Rauh & Schlieder,
four-term series problems and that the degree of reorientation
1995; Rauh, Schlieder & Knauff, 1997), w e use the system
symmetry is not perfect. The latter, however, can be entirely
of
interval relations introduced by Allen (1983) providing
attributed to performance variation, since the responses of
the methodological advantages described below. Its 13
retested subjects to the same problems were only concordant
jointly exhaustive and pairwise disjoint relations describe the
to the same degree.
relative position of two intervals on a line. Originally, Allen
Introduction
(1983) proposed the system in order to represent relations
Relational inferences are said to be very common, frequent between time intervals. Soon, however, the relations and the
and ubiquitous (Evans, Newstead & Byrne, 1993, chap. 6). calculus based on them were applied to the spatial domain
(e.g. Freksa, 1991). They have since been widely used in AI
A n important subclass of these inferences concerns spatial
research on Qualitative Spatial Reasoning (QSR), and their
relations. Consider the following example of a spatial relacomputational properties have been thoroughly analyzed.
tional inference about the (one-dimensional) position of two
Table 1 shows the 13 interval relations listing for each the
intervals on a line:
relation's symbol, the natural language description of the
Interval A overlaps interval B from the left.
relation used in our experiment, a graphical realization, and
Interval B is completely in interval C.
the ordering of the interval's startpoints and endpoints which
H o w could interval A lie with respect to interval C ?
defines the relation.
In the psychology of reasoning, several proposals were made
A n example of a three-term series based on interval relato explain h o w h u m a n reasoners solve such three-term series
tions was given in the introduction. Four-term series probproblems (the three terms are the intervals A, B, and Q .
lems can be formulated in a similar manner. A four-term
According to Evans, Newstead and Byrne (1993), the most
series concerns the positioning of four intervals A, B, C, D,
successful framework for describing spatial relational inferand consists of three premises A rj B, B r2 C, and C r^ D,
ence—and possibly also reasoning in general—is the mental
each of which specifies a relation between two intervals. The
model theory.
three remaining relations A r^ C, B r^ D, and A r^D are conThe mental model theory (Johnson-Laird, 1983; Johnsonstrained by the premises. W e call them the conclusions of the
Laird & Byrne, 1991) postulates that reasoning is a process
four-term series problem (strictly speaking, an abuse of logiduring which reasonersfirstbuild an integrated representacal terminology). In a reasoning task the premises are given
tion of the situation described in the premises—the mental
and the subject is asked to provide the conclusions. W e write
m o d e l — a n d then inspect this model for new, unstated inforthis as (A ry B, B r2C,C r^ D) 0 (A r^ C, Br5D,A r^ D).
mation. In certain reasoning tasks such as deduction, alterna-
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Table 1: The 13 qualitative interval relations, associated natural language expressions, graphical realization, and ordering of
startpoints and endpoints (adapted and augmented according to Allen, 1983).
Relation
symbol

Natural language description

X <Y

X lies to the left of Y

Graphical realization
I

3

Point ordering
(s=startpoint, e=endpoint)
Sx < ex < Sy < ey

X m Y X touches Y at the left

Sx < ex = Sy < ey

X 0 Y X overlaps Y from the left

Sx < Sy < ex < ey

X s Y X lies left-justified in Y

Sy = Sx<ex<ey

X d Y X is completely in Y

Sy < Sx < ex < ey

X f Y X lies right-justified in Y

Sy < Sx < ex = ey

X = Y X equals Y

Sx = Sy < ey = ex

X fi Y X contains Y right-justified

Sx < Sy < ey = ex

X di Y X surrounds Y

Sx < Sy < ey < ex

X si Y X contains Y left-justified

Sx = Sy < ey < ex

X oi Y X overlaps Y from the right

Sy < Sx < ey < ex

X mi Y X touches Y at the right
X>Y X lies to the right of Y

Sy < ey = Sx < ex

{'•'^•'i\umr
tt^,wi.;,;jjj-.,] I

I

Sy < ey < Sx < ex

Being able to distinguish between correct and model-consistent solutions constitutes an important methodological
A conclusion is correct if it is consistent with the premises,
advantage. In investigating spatial relational inference, it is
i.e. if an interval configuration exists in which the premises
usually assumed that if a problem is correctly solved, the
and the conclusion in question hold. Three conclusions form
construction of the mental model succeeded. With four-term
a correct solution of the four-term series if each conclusion
series based on interval relations, however, correct solutions
is correct. In general, there are several correct solutions to a
can be identified for which model construction must either
four-term series. For instance, each of the following, (A di B,
have failed or never been attempted (e.g. through the appliB>C,CmD) > iAmC.BdD,A=D)2Ln(i(A di B, B > C, cation of a different reasoning strategy). Such solutions are
C m D ) > { A > C, B f D . A = D ) i s correctly solved. A comnot model-consistent. Computational tools for this new type
puter-based analysis reveals that there are 275 correct soluof control for model construction have been provided by the
tions to this task; however, the correct solutions fall into two
AI community in the form of efficient algorithms for comfundamentally different classes: Those which are model-conputing the correct as well as the model-consistent solutions.
sistent and those which are not. For a model-consistent solution, a single interval configuration exists in which all three
Symmetry Analysis of Solutions
conclusions are correct. Thefirstsolution given above is of
this type. A correct solution must not be model-consistent as Computational analysis of the interval relations has shown
that a group of symmetry transformations plays an important
correctness requires only that each conclusion be consistent
role (Ligozat, 1990). A symmetry transformation relates one
with the premises, but not with the other two conclusions.
four-term series problem (premises and conclusions) to
The second solution, for example, is correct but not modelconsistent. In fact, only 35 out of the 275 correct solutions to another. T w o fundamental symmetry transformations, called
transposition and reorientation, generate the whole group.
this problem are model-consistent.
Both have a simple geometrical interpretation as is illusCorrect and Model-Consistent Solutions
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transposition

3

reorientation

X

(A<B,BfC,CdiD)[>
(A 0 C, B oi D, A m D)

r

A
B
C
D

working from left to right as it does working from right to
left. Similarly, a complete absence of violations of transposition symmetry indicates that the positioning of intervals in
the mental model does not depend on the order in which previous intervals were integrated into the mental model.

^
Conflicting Evidence Concerning Symmetries

z\

n_

The presence or absence of one or both of these symmetry
properties can lead to the discarding of numerous explana(A d B, B ti C, C > D) >
tions and provides minimal restrictions that must be fulfilled
(A 0 C, B oi D. A mi D )
by cognitive modelings of the model construction process.
Subsequent symmetry analyses of the aggregated data of
I
1
preferred mental models in Knauff et al. (1995) revealed 4
X I
V
J
I
reorientation asymmetries but 13 transposition asymmetries,
(A d B, B si C, C < D ) i>
reorientation
out of a possible 28 for each. This gave rise to the conclusion
transposition
(A oi C, B o D, A 111 D )
that accounts demanding strictly transposition symmetries
are
empirically not tenable, and that the number of reorientaFigure 1: Symmetry transformations on Allen-based fourtion
symmetries is low enough that a cognitive modeling
term series problems constituting an orbii of 4 inference
need
not account for them (Schlieder, 1995).
tasks.
Based on this data, Schlieder (1995) proposed a cognitive
modeling in which model construction works identically
from
left to right and right to left (it constructs preferred
trated in Figure 1, in which four tasks with related solutions
mental
models that are symmetrical with respect to reorienare shown, each having an interval configuration in which
tation).
It is however also able to account for asymmetries
the premises and the conclusions are correct and model-conwith
respect
to transposition. The same—reorientation symsistent. A set of four tasks related by symmetries is called an
metry, transposition asymmetry—is true of the imageryorbit. Reorientation of a task is achieved by reflecting the
based cognitive modeling of the model construction process
interval configuration around the vertical axis. The transposiproposed by Berendt (1996).
tion of a task is obtained by reflecting the interval configuraIn a replication of this experiment (KuB, Rauh & Strube,
tion around the horizontal axis. Solutions given to four-term
1996),
the number of reorientation symmetries was the same,
series problems can be analyzed in order to determine
but
the
occurrence of transposition asymmeu-ies decreased to
whether they respect or violate the symmetries. If, for
the
absolute
number of 4. The question of whether model
instance, the problem (A < B, B f C , C di D ) is answered
construction is sensitive to the information already processed
with { A o C, B oi D, A m D ) then there is only one solution to
was thus re-opened.
the problem { A > B. B s C, C di D ) which respects reorientaIn the following, w e describe an experiment which was
tion symmetry, namely (A oi C, B o D, A mi D ) . Valuable
planned
to resolve this issue. Being not just another replicainformation about the reasoning process can be obtained by
tion
of
the
former two, it was tailored to answer the quesanalyzing symmetry violations.
tions (i) whether model construction is necessarily
symmetric with respect to transposition, and (ii) whether
The Construction of Preferred Mental Models
model construction shows the same degree of symmetry with
Investigating the phase of model construction, Knauff, Rauh respect to reorientation and transposition. To avoid the possiand Schlieder (1995) were able to show that a significant
bility of an artifact of aggregation where a pattern of effects
majority of people constructed identical first solutions to
can arise that never occurs on the individual level because of
spatial three-term series problems that have multiple soluchanging majorities, symmetry analysis was conducted on
tions. T h e solutions most frequently constructed were
an individual level.
termed preferred mental models. From a logical perspective,
there is no reason in preferring one solution to another. T h e
reason for model preference is psychological, and lies in the
cognitive process that constructs the preferred mental model.
O n e way of gaining further insight into this process is to look
at violations of reorientation symmetry and transposition
symmetry. Both symmetry transformations possess a functional interpretation in terms of model construction. A complete absence of violations of reorientation symmetry means
that model construction follows the same layout strategy

t:

X

(A>B, B s C . CdiD)[>
(A oi C, B o D, A mi D)
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whether her/his choices were correct or false. If they were
false, additional information about the correct answer was
Preferred M e n t a l M o d e l s
given, i.e. displaying verbal descriptions of the ordering of
Each subject read referentially continuous four-term .vcriV.v
startpoints and endpoints of the intervals. Trials were preproblems (Ehrlich & Johnson-Laird, 1982) according to the
sented in blocks of all 13 relations in random order. The
separated-slages paradigm (Potts & Scholz, 1975), and had
learning criterion for one relation was accomplished if the
to then determine one possible relation between thefirstand
subject gave correct answers in 3 consecutive blocks of the
fourth,firstand third, and second and fourth interval sepacorresponding relation. The learning phase stopped as soon
rately.
as the subject reached the learning criterion for the last
remaining relation. Subjects required between 15 and 30
Subjects:
minutes to accomplish the learning phase.
In the inference phase, subjects had to solve 61 (5 + 56)
20 paid students, 10 female and 10 male, of the University of
spal\a.\ four-term series generation problems. Premises were
Freiburg participated in the experiment which took approxipresented successively in a self-paced manner, each on an
mately two hours.
extra screen as shown in Figure 2.
O n the next screen, subjects had to specify one possible
Materials:
relation between the red and the blue intervals, on the folAs described in Schlieder (1995), the group of symmetry
lowing screen between the red and the green, and finally
transformation decomposes the set of all 12x12 three-term
between the yellow and the blue intervals by applying mouse
series (omitting the "=" relation) into 14 orbits. O n e m e m b e r clicks. Each time, they specified the startpoints and endof each orbit was chosen randomly, augmented by one addipoints of both intervals in lightly colored rectangular
tional interval relation yielding a four-term series problem.
regions, as they had done in the learning phase (see Figure 2
To obtain the other three corresponding symmclnc four-term
for details of the experimental display).
series problems, the symmetry operations of reorientation,
O f the recorded dependent measures of premise processtransposition, and reorientation together with transposition
ing times, error rates, and type of constructed interval relawere applied to the original problem. O n e such orbit with
tions, w e will report only on the latter, excluding practice
four four-term series problems can be seen in Figure 1. The
trials from subsequent statistical analyses. A level of signififour members of one orbit were compiled in four different
cance of 5 % will be adopted in case of reporting on inferenblocks, yielding blocks of 14 referentially continuous fourtial statistics.
term series problems plus one practice block in the beginSCREEN I
ning consisting of 5 other simple four-term series problems.
The red interval lies to the left of the yellow interval.
The sequence of experimental blocks was counterbalanced
across subjects according to a sequentially balanced Latin
SCREEN 2
square.
The yellow interval lies right-justified in the green interval.
E x p e r i m e n t a l Investigation o f S y m m e t r i e s o f

SCREEN 3
The green interval surrounds the blue interval.

Procedure:
The computer-aided experiment was separated into three
phases. To refer the obtained results to the inferential aspects
(see Evans, 1972; Knauff, Rauh & Schlieder, 1995), w e
attempted to keep constant pre-experimental differences with
respect to linguistic and/or conceptual aspects of Allen's
relations by applying a definition phase and a criterion-based
learning phase before the actual inference phase.
In the definition phase, subjects read descriptions of the
spatial relation of a red and a blue interval using the 13 qualitative interval relations. Each verbal description was presented with a short commentary about the location of the
startpoint and endpoint of the red and the blue interval and a
pictorial example.
The learning phase consisted of trial blocks during which
subjects were presented with a one-sentence description of
the red and blue intervals. They had to then determine the
startpoints and endpoints of a red and a blue interval using
mouse clicks (analogous to " S C R E E N 4" in Figure 2). After
having confirmed her/hisfinalchoices, the subject was told

SCREEN 4
Which relationship can hold between the red and blue interval?

:^
SCREEN 5
Which relationship can hold between the red and green interval?

:^
SCREEN (.
_
___
Which relationship can hold between the yellow and blue interval?

Figure 2: Successive verbal presentation of referentially continuous/oMr-rerm series problems (screen 1 to 3), and three
separate screens for generation of solutions (screen 4 to 6), as
displayed to the subjects in the inference phase.
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Results
All 20 subjects successfully passed the learning phase.
Therefore, all data collected in the inference phase could be
further analyzed. Individual performance showed considerable variation, ranging from 2 3 . 2 % to 9 2 . 9 % correct answer
triples. A s outlined above, symmetry analysis is only meaningful for model-consistent answers. From the overall number of observations of 1120 answer triples, 648 (= 57.9%)
were correct. O f these 648 correct answer triples, a total of
484 (= 74.7%) were model-consistent and could be analyzed
with respect to symmetries.
Looking for model-consistent pairs of four-term series
problems belonging to the same orbit, there were 135 pairs
left for analysis of reorientation and 130 pairs for analysis of
transposition. 52 of the 135 (= 38.5%) reorientation pairs
matched the reoriented answer triple of the other, whereas
only 14 of the 130 (= 10.8%) transposition pairs matched
each other (see Table 2 for an overview).
Table 2: Degree of symmetries in solving related four-term
series problems.
n absolute %
Symmetry
Reorientation

135

52

38.5

Transposition

130

14

10.8

To test the hypothesis that the number of reorientation asymmetries is less than the number of transposition asymmetries,
a chi-square test was conducted, based on the H q that there is
no difference. Based on this Hq, a chi-square value of
X^ij = 27.26, p < .00005 was obtained. Thus, the H q can be
rejected and the hypothesis adopted that there are more
transposition asymmetries than reorientation asymmetries.
This also justifies the conclusion that model construction is
necessarily asymmetrical at least in s o m e particular cases of
u-ansposition.
Discussion
Concerning the conflicting evidence found in the data in
Knauff et al. (1995) compared to the data in K u B et al.
(1996), a clear decision can n o w be m a d e in favor of the
hypothesis that there are more transposition asymmetries
than reorientation asymmetries, and that there are massive
order effects in spatial relational inference. This rules out all
explanations that necessarily demand transposition s y m m e try of model construction.
With respect to the symmetry of reorientation, however,
results are less decisive. Since the percentage of reorientation asymmetries is far from zero, this would, atfirstglance.

create problems for all accounts that necessarily demand
reorientation symmetry in model construction, like the cognitive modelings of Schlieder (1995) and Berendt (1996).
Referring to the competence-performance distinction, however, one could argue that other factors, extrinsic to model
construction, led to the considerable amount of reorientation
asymmetries, especially in such demanding reasoning tasks
like indeterminate four-term series problems.
In fact, evidence exists which indicates that no "perfect"
reorientation symmetry could be found in empirical data.
The within-subject concordance of constructed relations of
two subjects that had previously participated in two versions
of the same experiment with indeterminate Allen-based
three-term series problems was not perfect, and reached only
8 3 . 0 % and 5 8 . 3 % respectively. Since these results on the
robustness of solutions to indeterminate three-term series
problems cannot serve as an adequate estimate of the robustness of solutions to the far more demanding four-term series
problems, w e re-tested those subjects (n=7) with the highest
number of correct answer triples some weeks later again.
The outcome should give an adequate estimate on the
amount of reorientation symmetries one can expect if one
subject solves four-term series problems and their symmetrical problems.
The results of the re-test compared to thefirsttest showed
an overall concordance of 17.1%, i.e. the percentage of identical answer triples given the same four-term series problems'. Restricting the analysis on those 3 subjects^ that
showed nearly perfect model-consistency in their answer triples (percentage of model-consistent answer triples within
correct answer triples: > 94.0%), the concordance rose to
28.6%.
These results show that the outcome of solving four-term
series problems and specifying three answers to implicit
relations between intervals as in our experiment is very brittle, probably because of putting a heavy load on working
m e m o r y resources. But, far more importantly, the number of
reorientation asymmetries can n o w be explained solely by
performance variation. Based on the outcome of these
robustness analyses, a justified answer can n o w be given to
the question of whether accounts strictly demanding reorientation symmetry are tenable or have to be revised in order to
account for reorientation asymmetries as well. Since the percentage of reorientation symmetries is about as high (or
descriptively even higher) as the test-retest robustness of
answer triples of identical four-term series problems, this
corroborates the assumption that model construction works
the same from left to right and right to left.
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Interestingly enough, nearly all concordant answer triples were
also model-consistent (89.6%).
^hose were also the subjects that had the highest percentage of
correct answer triples, i.e. higher than 89.2%.
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Abstract
Words of varying pre-experimental frequency were
presented up to 10 times each. O n each presentation, three
responses were allowed—new, remember, and know—the
last for words that seem familiar, but give no conscious
recollection of an earlier presentation. A novel pattern of
results was predicted by the S A C memory model. S A C used
the same parameter values used in fits to other tasks and
provided goodfitsto the participants' remember and k n o w
responses.
Introduction
A dominant goal in cognitive science is to develop a theory
of cognitive behavior within a unified framework that can
explain a broad spectrum of h u m a n behavior without the
necessity of postulating a n e w theory denovo each time a
n e w task is to be explained. In this paper w e describe a
theory that has such a goal: to account for individual subject
performance at a very detailed level of analysis for a wide
variety of cognitive phenomena. The model is restricted to
trying to account for phenomena associated with declarative
memory (e.g., Anderson, 1976, 1983; Cohen & Squire,
1980). W e have tested the S A C {Source of Activation
Confusion) model of m e m o r y in a variety of research
paradigms, and have obtained precise fits of theory to data
without needing to postulate n e w variables for each new
task/data set. W e have recently reported our efforts to use
this model to explain feeling of knowing and strategy
selection decisions (Reder & Schunn, 1996; Schunn et ai,
1997). In this paper w e describe a more recent test of the
model's generality by extending the model to a n e w domain
and testing the model's novel theoretical predictions with
n e w empirical data. This empirical test of novel predictions
enables us to examine our model both at the conceptual
level and at the level of specific parameter values from
previous model fits.
The domain that w e have chosen to explore is called the
Mirror Effect (Glanzer, A d a m s , Iverson & K i m , 1993),
using the R e m e m b e r / K n o w Paradigm (Tulving, 1985) as a
magnifying glass to enable finer-grained predictions. T h e
Mirror Eflfect refers to the phenomenon that two distinct
classes of items (e.g., high and low frequency words)
produce opposite orderings in likelihood to respond "old"
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in recognition tests, depending on whether the item had
actually been studied. That is, the proportion of responses
that are "hits" (correct recognition judgments for presented
items) is greater for low frequency than high frequency
words, while the proportion of "false alarms" (spurious
recognition judgments for items not studied) is greater fahigh frequency than low frequency words. W h e n these
results are plotted as two functions, one for hits and one for
false alarms, with frequency on the abscissa, they are mirror
images—whence the name. O n e reason this effect has
interested m e m o r y theorists is that, to the extent that
psychology aspires to provide mechanistic explanations cf
phenomena, this pattern of data oflFers a clear set cf
constraints that any theoretical account must satisfy.
The Remember/Know Paradigm was first developed by
Tulving (1985) to explore the recoUective component of
m e m o r y and has become a popular paradigm among
researchers w h o subscribe to the view that there are two
processes for recognition judgments (e.g., Jacoby & Dallas,
1981; Mandler, 1980) or that there exist multiple memory
systems (e.g., Knowlton & Squire, 1995; Schacter &
Tulving, 1982; Squire, 1987; Tulving, 1985). In this
paradigm, participants study a list of words and are asked to
make old/new judgments as in standard recognition tests.
The difference is that after participants respond "old" (i.e.,
they believe the word had been on the list), they are then
also asked to decide whether this "old" judgment is based
on a recoUective experience in which they can actually recall
having seen the word presented on the list (in their "mind's
eye") or whether they are basing this "old" decision on a
sense of familiarity (i.e., they do not really remember seeing
the word on the list, but just "know" it must have been
presented because it seems so familiar). Although one might
question the validity of participant self-reports, the pattern cf
data suggest that participants are not responding randomly.
W e were drawn to investigating the Mirror Eflfect in the
context of a Remember/Know paradigm because our theory
of m e m o r y provided an explanation for the Mirror Eflfect that
m a d e clear predictions for h o w the Mirror Effect would relate
to Remember/Know distinctions. The first prediction is
there will be more "remember" judgments for low frequency
words that are old (i.e., hits). Tlie second prediction is that
there will be more " k n o w " responses for high frequency
words than low frequency words, regardless of whether or

activation from the word node to the node that encoded the
episodic study event, leading to fewer correct recognitions cf
highfrequencywords (fewer hits), the mirror result of the
r hotel ^ greater false alarms.
The advent of the Remember/Know paradigm has made it
possible to bring evidence to bear on these predictions.
experiment
context
Words whose concept nodes have greater strength should
elicit more "know" judgments, i.e., higherfrequencywords
should elicit more "know" responses regardless cf
torpedo
torpedo
presentation on the study list. S A C also predicts more
study event
"remember" responses for lowfrequencywords than for high
/
frequency words, provided that the word had actually been
Figure 1: A n example semantic network representation of
studied. While previous experiments in the literature have
found the predicted effect for "remember" judgments, they
nodes involved in a word recognition experiment.
have not found the predicted effect for "know" judgments
not the word had actually been studied (i.e., hits and (Gardiner
false
& Java, 1990; Strack & Forster, 1995). W e
alanns). In other words, low frequency words are more
designed a new experiment designed to replicate the
memorable, but highfrequencywords are more familiar. The previous fmdings for "remember" judgments and to
details of these prediction are outlined below.
establish whether our predictions for "know" judgments
It is not difficult to generate theories that explain how a
would actually occur in an experiment with greater power
person correctly identifies that a word was studied or explain than that of the previous studies.
how a person correctly rejects a lure as not studied. Of more
Additionally, to provide a more rigorous test of our
theoretical interest is to explain, without making additional model, w e modified the traditional experimental paradigm.
assumptions, why people incorrectly accept some not
Specifically, w e crossed pre-experimental word frequency
presented items as studied (false alarms) and why they fail to with experimentalfrequencybecause our model also allows
recognize some items that were studied. Like other dual
us to predict how much sfrengthening and forgetting there
process models of memory, w e assume that there are two
should be as afimctionof number of presentations of a word
ways to make a recognition judgment, one based on
and the delay since it was last seen. Thus, w e used a
familiarity of the word and one based on retrieval of the
continuous recognition paradigm in which participants were
study event. Our S A C model postulates two kinds of nodes:
required to make a remember /know/new judgment each
a node to represent the concept of the studied word and
time a word was presented. Each participant received a
another node to represent the study episode. Figure 1
unique sequence of words and the same sequence was given
illusfrates the memory representation that w e assume. The
to the computer simulation. This enabled us to compare the
familiarity of the word/concept node is affected by recent
observed proportion of each type of judgment for each word
study but it is also affected by howfrequentlyit has been
on each appearance of a given word with the predicted
seen in previous contexts (i.e., pre-experimental word
proportion generated by the simulation. More details of the
frequency will affect this feeling of familiarity). W e expect model and how the precise model fits were generated are
that an accurate recognition judgment is based on the
described after the experimental results are reported.
retrieval of the study event node, while responses based on
the word node are error prone.
Method
Note in Figure 1 that higherfrequencywords not only
Participants. The participants were 28 Carnegie Mellon
have a higher starting strength or familiarity from more
University undergraduates taking part for course credit.
previous exposures, but that they also have more preMaterials and Procedure. This experiment employed a
experimental associations from all the contexts m which the
continuous recognition paradigm (e.g., Shepard
&
word has been seen. According to S A C the amount cf
1961).
This
design
does
not
have
the
Teghtsoonian,
activation that can spread from a concept node to the event
separate study and test phases typically found in memory
node must be divided among all links that fan out from the
node. If we assume that all links have equal strength, then experiments. Instead, the words are continuously presented
for judgment, and the participants have to keep track
the amount of activation that can reach the event node is
constantly of which words have been presented and which
much less in the case of high frequency words than low
words have not.
frequency words because the former has much more
Within this paradigm, w e manipulated two factors, precompetition for the activation than the latter. This type of
experimental
wordfrequencyand experimental presentation
theory would explain the Mirror Effect as follows: high
frequency words have a higher strength/familiarity of the frequency. Thefirstfactor had two levels, using 192 low
frequency and 192 high frequency words selected from the
word node and hence there will be many "old" responses
M R C psycholinguistic database (Coltheart, 1981). L o w and
based on the word node, regardless of whether or not the
high frequency words had Kucera and Francis (1967)
word had actually been studied in the experiment. This will
normative
mean fiiequency counts of 1.6 and 142,
cause more false alarms for highfrequencywords than low
frequency words. O n the other hand, the greater ybn out of respectively, which were comparable to those used by
highfrequencywords means that it is more difficult to send Gardiner and Java (1990).
party
study event
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T h e second fector, presentation frequency, involved
randomly assigning words from each frequency category to
be presented either 10, 5, 3 or 1 times, with N s of 16, 8, 8,
and 160 respectively. This produced a total of 384 trials.
The presentation order of the trials was random.
The stimuli were presented to the participants on the
computer over a single 25-minute session. The participants
were asked to read each word silently and make one of three
responses: " n e w " if they thought that the word had not been
presented previously in the experiment; " R " if they
recognized the word as having been presented earlier in the
exp)eriment and had conscious recollection of reading it
earlier; or " K " if they recognized the word from earlier in the
experiment but did not have conscious recollection of
reading it earlier. Note that this differs from most
remember/know experiments where participants first made
new/old judgments before making
remember/know
judgments for "old" responses. W e used this procedure in
order to get the participants' first impressions. They were
told to m a k e the judgment (using the keyboard) as quickly
as possibly without sacrificing accuracy.
T o help participants understand the difference between the
R and K responses, they were given real-world examples
taken from Gardiner and Java (1990). In addition to the
examples of remember and k n o w experiences, it was stressed
that the difference in the responses was not of memory
strength, but rather of two different states of memory.
K n o w i n g did not necessarily entail a poorer memory. Aftathe examples were presented to them, the participants were
required to give two additional examples of their o w n to
establish that they had understood distinction.
Results and Discussion
Six participants were dropped from the analyses: two due to
errors with the equipment, and four due to misunderstanding
the distinction between R and K responses. The level cf
significance for this experiment was set to p < .05, unless
otherwise noted.
Table 1 shows the mean probabilities of R and K
responses for each presentation number for both low and
high frequency words. The overall recognition was
computed as the s u m of R and K responses. Note that
presentation 1 entails the lure trials for which the correct
response was "new". Thus, these probabilities represent the
false alarm rates. Presentations 2-10 then constitute the old
trials. The overall hit rates were computed as the mean cf
the probabilities from presentation 2-10.
A separate repeated measures A N O V A was carried out fir
the hit and false alarm rates. For the hit rates, there was a
main effect of word frequency, F(l,21) = 7.40, M S e = 0.024,
such that low frequency words were recognized more than
high frequency words. Discriminability (d") scores also
showed this difference. L o w frequency words were better
discriminated than high frequency words {d' of 4.17 and
3.02 respectively). There was also a main eflFect of
presentation number, F(l,21) = 25.20, M S e = 0.049. This
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Table 1: Proportion of R and K responses as a function of
word frequency and presentation number.

1 2
Low
R
K

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 (2-10)

.01 .49 .69 .79 .83 .89 .87 .91 .92 .92 .81
,04 .38 .28 .19 .16 .11 .13 .09 .07 .09 .17

High

R
K

.03 .38 .52 .67 .73 .77 .79 .86 .84 .80 .71
.13 .44 .39 .30 .24 .23 .19 .12 .15 .16 .25

is evident in the increase in the hit rate from presentation 2
to presentation 3. After presentation 3, participants appear to
be at ceiling. The main effect of response was also
significant, F(l,21) = 49.26, M S e = 60.45, such that there
were more R responses than K responses. The interaction of
word frequency by response type was significant, F(\,2l) =
31.86, M S e = 1.70 as was the interaction between
presentation number and response type, F(8,168) =29.8,
M S e = 1.40. The word frequency by presentation number
interaction was marginally significant, F(8,168) = 1.90,
M S e = 0.002, p < .10. The three-way interaction was not
significant, F(8,168) = 1.20, M S e = 0.021.
O f most interest to us is the word frequency by response
type interaction. The left panel of Figure 2 shows this
interaction. Note that as predicted and consistent with the
previous findings, R responses were greater for low
frequency words than for high frequency words, ^21) = 4.47.
However as our model predicts, this pattern is reversed for K
responses. There were more K response for high frequency
than for low frequency words, ^21) = 3.52.
The A N O V A conducted on the false alarms revealed a
main effect of word frequency, F(l,21) = 30.26, M S e =
0.087, such that participants m a d e more false alarms to high
frequency words than to low frequency words. That is, tiiere
were more R and K false alarms to high than to low
frequency words. The main eflFect of response type was also
significant, f(l,21) = 19.65, M S e = 0.095, as was the word
frequency by response type interaction, f"(l,21) = 16.62,
M S e = 0.027. This last interaction is shown in the right
panel of Figure 2. A s predicted by S A C , a contrast between
low and high frequency K false alarms revealed a reliable
difference, t{2\) = 8.02. The contrast between R responses
for low frequency and high frequency words was also
significant, /(21) = 2.26.
These fmdings are in agreement with SAC's predictions:
The hit rates were greater for low frequency words than fcr
high frequency words. The reverse pattern was found for the
false alarm rates. O f more interest to us was the dissociation
between the R and K responses due to word frequency. The
proportion of R responses were greater fcff low frequency
words than for high frequency words. This result, predicted
by our model, is consistent with what other researches have
found. The pattern of results for K responses was in the
opposite direction. A s predicted by our model, there were
more K responses for high frequency words than for low
frequency words. This result was not found previously.
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from its base level activation. In our simulations, p
UiwWord Frequency
High
Word Frequency
is
0.8.
Thus,
current activation drops quite rapidly, and
^igure 2. H u m a n data in filled objects and solid lines,
only has noticeable eflFects on the trial on which it became
simulation in open objects and dotted lines.
activated, and perhaps the trial immediately thereafter.
Activation spreads between nodes via links. For example,
links connect nodes representing the words to nodes
Simulation of E x p e r i m e n t D a t a
representing the study event. These links will vary in
In this section, w e present a simulation of the data from our strength depending on h o w often the word has been seen in
experiment as a test of S A C ' s precise predictions. The
that context. Strength of links also depends on the delay
computer simulation was given as input the same words
between exposures. Specifically, link strength is determined
presented to each participant. Since the presentation order cf
by a power function given by:
the words was randomly determined for each participant, a
Ss,r = C L l t i A
(3)
separate simulation was conducted for each participant's
where S^r is the strength of the link from the node s to node
exact study sequence. This precise yoking of the simulation
r, ti is the time since the i"' co-exposure, and Cl and dt are
to participants was important because on a given trial the
the growth and decay constant for links.
expected activation level for a word would vary depending
O n each trial, all nodes representing the study event are
on the exact sequence of trials. That is, for each participant
activated by a constant amount. W e assume that a basic
on a given trial, the number of links, the current activation, perceptual process activates these nodes. For example, when
and strength of the presented word would be different from
the word torpedo is presented for the third tune, the torpedo
any other participant's values. The simulation outputs a
word node and the context node are activated (see Figure 1).
probability of responding R and K on each trial. W e will
Activation then spreads along the links from the word and
now step through the process by which those probabilities
context nodes to all connected nodes (e.g., the node
are determined.
representing the study event).
At the beginning of the simulation, each participant's
The amount of activation that is sent depends on the
simulation is identical: the context node and the nodes for
activation level of the source (sending) node and on the
all of the words to be presented in the experiment are
strength of the link from the source node to the receiving
assumed to already exist, and the nodes for the study events
node, relative to the strength of all other links emanating
are assumed not to exist (i.e., these study events are novel).
from the same source node. The change in activation cf
The initial base-line strength of the word nodes are
some node r is computed by s u m m i n g the spread cf
determined by their respective Kucera and Francis (1967)
activation from all source nodes s directly connected to node
frequency counts, using a power-law learning function (i.e., r, according to the equation:
raising the word-frequency to an exponent). The pre-existing
A A , = I(A,*Ss.r/2:S.,)
(4)
experimental context base-level strength and fan are set to a
where AAr is the change in activation of the receiving node
constant, the specific value being irrelevant to the
r. As is the activation of each source node s, Ssr is strength
simulations of the recognition process. W h e n a word is seen
of the link between nodes s and r, and ZSs.i is s u m of the
for the first time in the experiment, a study event node is
strengths of all links emanating from node s. Equation 4 is
created for that word, as are the links from the word and
very similar to one used by Anderson (1993) to account fir
context nodes. The initial base-line strength of the study
data in fan effect paradigms (e.g., Anderson, 1974).
event node and of links to it are determined by our standard
Once the activation has spread across these links, the
learning and decay parameters (presented below).
activation of the study event node and the word node can be
Increases and decreases in each node's base-line strength
used to make the R and K judgments. Note that the
change according to a power function:
activation of the study event node is not just affected by the
B = Cn I ti-'N
(1)
amount of activation it receives from the word node. It also
where B is the base level activation, and Cn and dN are the
gets stronger (has a higher base level strength) each time it
growth and decay constant for nodes, and ti is the time since
is studied. So activation at the event node on a trial will be
tile i"" presentation. This function captures both power law stronger when it has been presented m a n y times, both
decay of memories with time, and power law learning cf
because the event node itself is sfrengthened and because the
memories with practice.
word node is sending more activation—^the link from the
In addition to the base or resting level of activation of a
word node is sfrengthened and the word node has a
node, there is also the current activation level of a node.
somewhat increased base strength.
02 -
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W e assume that R e m e m b e r decision involves a fixed
activation threshold with normally distributed noise. Thus,
rather than producing a binary decision, the simulation
produces a probability of choosing R or K based on the
activation values. This means that if the activation value of
the study event node is high, the probability of responding
R is very high; conversely, w h e n the activation is very low,
the probability of responding R is very low. Specifically,
this probability is computed by the formula:
(5)
P(R) = N [ (Ae- Te)/oe ]
where A e is the activation of the event node, Te is the
participant's threshold for the study event node activation,
Oe is the standard deviation of the study event node noise
distribution, and N[x] is the area under the normal curve to
the left of X for a normal curve with mean=0, and standard
deviation=l. Recall that w e assume an interdependence
between R and K judgments. Consequently, the probability
of responding K is a calculated by the following formula:
P ( K ) = { 1 N[(Ae- Te)/oe ] }• N[(Aw- Tw)/aw ] (6)
In essence, the probability of responding K is one minus the
probability of the study event node passing over threshold
times the probability of the word node being above its
threshold. The probability of responding "new" is simply
one minus the s u m of the R and K probabilities.
After each trial, all the link strengths, node strengths and
node activations are updated using Equations 1, 2, and 3.
At this point, if a word is presented for thefirsttime, then a
n e w study event node would be created as well as the links
connecting the n e w node to the word and context nodes.
The nodes in the network are updated in this fashion
regardless of whether the subject responds "new", R, or K.
The present simulation just described involves ten
parameters. The values for each of these parameters are listed
in Table 2. T h e p, dN, and dt parameters were the same
parameter values used in a simulation of feeling-of-knowing
phenomena (Reder & Schunn, 1996; Schunn et a i , 1997).
Because of differences in design and stimuli used in the
experiments, the K n , Kl, Cl, and oe parameters are new
parameters not found in the previous simulations. For
parsimony, Cl and Cn were given the same value.
However, in contrast to all the other values, which were
held constant across participants, w e assume that
participants vary in their thresholds for responding R and K.
That is, s o m e participants are conservative and have high
thresholds. Others, however, might be more liberal and have
Table 2: SAC model parameters descriptions and values.
Parameter Function
Value
Kn
convert K-F frequency to word node strength 0.3
Kl
convert K-F frequency to word fan
0.7
p
decay constant for current activation
0.8
Cn
node power-law growth constant
25
dN
node power-law decay constant
0.175
Cl
link power-law growth constant
25
dL
link power-law decay constant
0.12
Te
Study event node decision threshold
36-308
Oe
Study event node decision standard
40
deviation
Tw
Word node decision threshold
46-80
Ow
Word node decision standard deviation
8
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lower thresholds. The R decision threshold (Tg) and K
decision threshold (T^) values reflect the participant's
overall base-rate of responding R and K, respectively. While
the participants might have differed on other dimensions as
well, there were no other obvious differences. So for
parsimony's sake, the other eight parameters were held
constant across participants.
T o compare SAC's predictions to participants' actual R
and K responses, w e compared the model's predicted R and
K probabilities to the participants' actual R and K
probabilities for each condition. W e present r^ between
predicted and actual values for the overall recognition rates
(i.e., sum of R and K ) as well as for each response type
separately. Thefitof the model to the data was defined as
the sum of the squared error between the model's predicted
R rate for each participant in each condition and each
participant's actual R rate in each condition plus the sum of
squared error between the models' predicted K rate and the
participant's actual K rate. The full, exhaustive
combinatorial space of possible parameters was not searched.
Instead, w e used the same parametersfi-omour earlier model
fits (Reder & Schunn, 1996; Schunn et al., 1997) when
possible, and iteratively tried a range of values for each of
the n e w parameters. W e selected the value on each parameter
producing the lowest sum squared error.
Using these parameter values, the S A C modelfitthe data
quite well, producing an r^ of 0.98 for the overall
recognition rate. In other words, the S A C model accounted
for a large percent of the variance of the participant's R and
K judgments even at the individual participant level.
Thefitof each type of response was also very good. For
the R judgment probabilities, afitof the S A C model's
predicted probabilities to the participants' actual R
Simulation
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judgment probabilities, produced an r^ of 0.95. For thefitof
the K responses, the r^ was 0.86. Again, even after breaicing
down the recognition judgment into the R and K
components, S A C accounted for a good portion ol" the
variance. Figure 3 plots the empirical R probabilities on the
left and mode! simulation on the right. Similarly, Figure 4
plots the K probabilities. Note that, consistent with the
empirical data, R judgments are consistently higher for low
frequency than for high frequency words; whereas for K
judgments, the model again correctly predicts more K
judgments for high frequency than for low frequency words.
These fits show that the model provides a very good
quantitativefitto the data. The fit of the model to the data
in Figure 2 shows that the model also accounts for the
predicted pattern of results for hits and false alarms rates.
Note that the model not only predicts the dissociation in R
judgments (which is consistent with S A C predictions and
previousfindings),it also predicts the reverse dissociation
for the K responses. This reverse pattern for K judgment is a
novel finding that is accounted for by S A C . The only
qualitative difference between the model and predictions was
that the data showed a small increase in R false alarms,
whereas the model did not. Overall, the simulation from the
S A C model produced very good qualitative fits.
General Discussion
W e were pleased with our ability to confirm our predictions,
especially given some of these resuhs had not been found
before. While there are other models of remember/know data
and of the mirror effect, none have been applied previously
to both phenomena, and so it is unclear what their
predictions would be. It is possible that other models could
be extended to account for our results, e.g., by postulating
different thresholds for saying remember. However, we
consider these empirical and modeling results strong
support for our theory for several reasons: (1) Our
explanation comes from assumptions that have been tested
and confumed in very different experimental paradigms; (2)
W e made these predictions prior to conducting the
experiments; (3) W e fit our data at a very fine grain size,
crossing pre-experimental exposure and experimental
presentationfrequency;(4) W e account for a great deal of
data using few parameters, many of which were estimated ftr
previous research in a different domain.
All this said, w e think it unlikely that this theoretical
account is exactly right—no theory is likely to stand the
test of time without modification. Nevertheless, w e think
this method of detailedfittingof behavioral data to precise
simulated predictions is a very profitable way for testing
theories.
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Abstract

of the category, and (c) investigate the impact of mismatches
between causes and effects on categorization. Concerning
The effect of knowledge about causal relationships between causal patterns, w e test whether the greater importance of
category attributes on categorization decisions was
causes over effects extends to those shown in Figure 1, the
investigated. Participants were taught that category
c o m m o n - c a u s e pattern in which a single attribute (Al)
attributes were causally related in either a common-cause or
causes the remaining attributes (A2, A 3 , and A 4 ) , and the
a common-effect causal pattern. The weight given to
common-effect pattern, in which a single attribute (A4) is
attributes during subsequent categorization depended on the
caused by A l , A 2 , and A 3 .
causal pattern: In the common-cause condition the
c o m m o n cause was weighted most heavily, whereas in the
Al
common-effect condition the common-effect was weighted
most heavily. Participants also attended to correlations
A2
between causally related features, generating lower
Al
A4
categorization ratings if a cause-effect relationship was
violated. Participants displayed a wide variety of different
strategies in making categorization decisions, including
ones that employed higher-order configural information
involving more than two attributes. There was no effect of
Common-Cause
Common-Effect
the "kmd" of the category (biological kind, nonliving
Figure 1
natural kind, or artifact) on categorization decisions, and
The common-cause and common-effect causal patterns are
kind of category did not interact with causal pattern.
theoretically interesting for a number of reasons. First,
One of the focal research questions for cognitive scientists
Medin and Ortony (1989) have proposed that people believe
studying conceptual thinking concerns the role of
that things in the world have essences, (even if they don't
background knowledge, "theoretical glue," or explanations in
k n o w what the essence is; and even if the categories do not
the mental representation of category concepts. O n e
truly have essences), a view they call psychological
proposal is A h n and Lassaline's (1996a) causal status
essentialism. If psychological essentialism is correct, then
hypothesis which states that category attributes that are
are tuned to learn categories that include an
people
causes carry more weight than effects during categorization.
underlying essence that is causally responsible for other
For example, because having wings causes flying, an
features. Thus, a belief in a causally-potent internal essence
exemplar that flies but has no wings is less likely to be
m a y be identified with a specific pattern of causal links,
considered a bird than an exemplar that has wings but doesn't
namely, the common-cause pattern in Figure 1. A n
fly. In a series of experiments A h n and Lassaline (1996a,
exemplar missing a common-cause m a y be especially
1996b) indeed found that category membership likelihood
unlikely to be considered a category m e m b e r as compared to
ratings were less for exemplars missing a cause than
an exemplar missing a non-common cause.
exemplars missing an effect.
Second, the common-cause and common-effect patterns
Similarly, Sloman, Love, and A h n (1996) have proposed
allow us to compare the causal status hypothesis with an
that features that are depended on are less mutable than
alternative hypothesis, namely, structure-mapping theory
those that are not. Cause-effect relations are one example of
(Centner, 1989). Centner suggests that feature importance
such dependency relations where the effect depends on the
is determined by the number of relations in which the
cause, making the cause less mutable. Immutable features
attribute participates. In the common-effect causal pattern
such as causes are predicted to be more important for
the common-effect participates in three relationships whereas
categorization than mutable features. Sloman, et al., found
the other attributes participate in only one. Thus, the
that category typicality ratings were lower for exemplars
causal-status hypothesis predicts that the causes in the
missing immutable features than for exemplars missing
common-effect pattern should be more important, but
mutable features.
structure-mapping theory suggests the opposite.
The present study attempts to (a) extend these important
Third, abstract causal patterns like those in Figure 1 have
findings to a wider range of causal patterns, (b) detennine the
been studied by W a l d m a n n , Holyoak, and Fratianne
interaction between causal pattern and the ontological kind
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(1995). They found that a varying-cause common-cause
pattern (one in which the causal feature takes on different
values) was most consistent with learning non-lincarly
separable category structures because of the presence of
correlations between features, but a constant-cause commoncause pattern and the common-effect pattern were most
consistent with learning linearly separable category
structures. Waldmann, et al. were able to induce in subjects
different causal models by providing information about
causal directionality, and the continuity and variability of
causal factors. It is important to extend the causal-status
hypothesis to these causal patterns if indeed they serve as
domain-general causal schemas as Waldmann, et al. suggest.
The consequences of common-cause and common-effect
patterns may depend on the kind of category to which they
are attributed. For example, the philosophical analysis of
categories (Putnam, 1975; Schwartz, 1977) has suggested
that there may be important differences between natural
kinds and artifacts: People may believe in essences for
natural kinds more than they do for artifacts (Keil, 1989).
However, it may be more accurate to say that the essence of
artifacts is different than the essence of natural kinds. For
example, Rips (1989) found that missing "essential"
properties affected categorization more than missing
"accidental" properties for both natural kinds and artifacts,
but the essence for natural kinds was an intrinsic property
(e.g., developmental history, parentage) while the essence
for an artifact was its function (see Malt, 1992, 1994 for a
contrary view on the generality of essences).
The present experiment also investigates whether causeeffect relations between category attributes have effects on
categorization beyond the weight given to individual
features. Whether a cause and effect are consistent with each
other (i.e., if the cause is absent the effect is absent, and if
the cause is present the effect is present) may also have a
large effect on whether an exemplar is considered a category
member. Detecting matches between cause and effect
attributes is equivalent to detecting whether an expected
correlation is violated, which may be considered a higherorder configural property like those assumed by certain
feature-frequency models of categorization (Gluck & Bower,
1988; Hayes-Roth & Hayes-Roth, 1977; Reitman & Bower,
1973). Indeed, there is evidence that people detect and use
information about violated correlations during categorization
as long as those correlations are expected based on prior
knowledge (Malt & Smith, 1984; Murphy & Wisniewski,
1989). Because our experimental participants were taught
about causal relationships between category attributes in the
experimental setting, these relationships should be salient,
and thus may play a role in categorization decisions.
In summary, the current experiment investigates the effect
of causal pattern (Figure I) and kind of category on
categorization decisions. A s w e shall show, while causal
pattern had a large effect on categorization performance, the
kind of category did not, and these factors did not interact.
In addition, we shall demonstrate that categorization depends
in part on whether cause and effect attributes are consistent
with one another, and that there are large differences in how
individuals utilize causal information in making
categorization decisions.
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Method
Materials
Our aim was to create materials that described categories of
objects that could really exist. W e constructed materials for
six categories: T w o biological kinds (Kehoe Ants and Lake
Victoria Shrimp), two nonliving natural kinds (Myastars and
Meteoric Sodium Carbonate), and two artifacts (Romanian
Rogos and Neptune Personal Computers). Each category
possessed four binary attributes, the values of which were
either abnormal or normal relative to its superordinate
category. For example, the attributes and attribute values
for Kehoe Ants are given in Table 1.

Attribute

Al
A2
A3
A4

Attribute
Description
Iron sulfate
in blood
Immune
system
Consistency
of blood
Nest
building

Abnormal
Value
High

Normal
Value
Normal

Hyperactive

Normal

Thick

Normal

Fast

Normal

Table 1
With four attributes per category, there were five causal
links that needed to be developed in order to construct the
common-cause and common-effect patterns of Figure 1:
A 1 - > A 2 , A 1 - > A 3 , A 1 - 4 A 4 , A 2 ^ A 4 , A 3 ^ A 4 . Each
causal link was described as the abnormal value of one
attribute causing the abnormal value of another attribute.
Ideally, one would want to counterbalance the assignment of
cause and effect roles to attributes. However, we found it
was impossible to counterbalance causal links over
attributes and still have the causal explanations between
attributes be plausible. In order to assure that our results are
general beyond the particular categories and attributes w e
used, we performed extensive pretesting of the plausibility
of causal relationships to produce causal links of equal
plausibility across causal patterns and categories. Pretest
subjects received questionnaires in which they rated the
plausibility of each causal link for each category, and also a
"reversed" version of each link in the which the cause had
the opposite influence on the effect. W e assumed that equal
ratings for a link and its reverse link meant that a subject
had no prior knowledge about the cause/effect relationship
between the two attributes. There were two cycles of
pretesting: The initial causal links were tested, and problem
links (those that had low plausibility ratings, or ratings that
differed from those of their reverse link) were identified and
rewritten. The materials were then retested, and found
satisfactory. A description of five causal links for one
category, Kehoe Ants, is presented in the Appendix.
Participants
81 University of Colorado undergraduates attending an
introductory psychology class received course credit for
participating in this experiment.

Design
Subjects were randomly assigned to one of the six
categories, and to either the common-cause or c o m m o n effect condition.
Procedure
All phases of training and testing were presented by
computer. In the first learning phase subjects received
conceptual information about the category. They studied
five screens of information about the category, including
cover story, attributes, attribute values and their base rates
(each attribute was described as having an abnormal value
7 5 % of the time and a normal value 2 5 % of the time), a
verbal description of the causal relationships, and a diagram
summarizmg the causal relationships. Subjects studied this
mformation at their o w n pace, and were able to m o v e back
and forth through the five screens. W h e n ready, subjects
took a 21-item multiple-choice test that questioned them
about (a) which values an attribute could take, (b) what the
causes of an attribute were, (c) what the effects of an
attribute were, and so on. If unable to answer a question,
subjects could request "help" which would cause the
computer to re-present the five screens of information.
Subjects were required to retake the test until they
committed 0 errors and made 0 requests for help.
In the second learning phase, subjects received statistical
information about the category in the form of category
exemplars. Subjects were told that they would see 64
exemplars, 32 of which were from the target category (e.g.,
"Kehoe Ants") and 32 from an "other" category (e.g., "some
other kind of ant"), and would classify each. Target category
exemplars were generated with attribute base rates that
matched the verbal description of the category ( 7 5 %
abnormal, 2 5 % normal). H o w e v e r there were n o
correlations between attributes. That is, the correlations that
would be implied by the common-cause or common-effect
causal pattern they just learned the category possessed were
not reflected in the category exemplars. (As a result of
holding statistical information constant across conditions,
any effects of causal pattern w e observe must be attributable
to differences in conceptual knowledge that subjects learn.)
The attributes of the 32 exemplars from the "other" category
had normal values 7 5 % and abnormal values 2 5 % of the
time, and again there no correlations between attributes.
Subjects received feedback with each categorization trial.
Subjects then performed a transfer categorization test. For
32 exemplars they gave their confidence that the exemplar
was a m e m b e r of the target category. The 32 exemplars
consisted of all possible 16 examples that could be formed
from four binary attributes, each presented twice. During
this phase subjects received no feedback.
Results
W e report results of the transfer categorization test. Our
interest was in determining h o w important each feature was
in making a categorization decision, and h o w important it
was that an exemplar did not violate the correlations implied
by the category's causal links. W e coded each variable aj as
-1 if it had a normal value on attribute i, and as -t-1 if it had
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an abnormal value, and then performed a multiple regression
for each subject in which a subject's confidence judgments
was regressed onto 15 predictors consisting of the aj's (aj,
a2, 33, 34), the six two-way interactions (aia2 , 3)33, etc.),
the four three-way interactions (313233, etc.), snd the single
four-way interaction. The two-way interaction terms code
whether the subject utilizes correlations between attributes.
The regression weights averaged over subjects for each a^ ait
presented in Figure 2.
24
C o m m o n Effect
Common Cause

00

—r
al

—I
ra2
a3
Attributes

a4

Figure 2
Figure 2 demonstrstes a clear effect of causal pattern on
weights given to attributes in producing categorymembership confidence judgments. In the common-cause
condition, subjects weighted the common-cause attribute,
3], more heavily than the effect attributes. In the commoneffect condition, however, the common-effect attribute, 34,
was weighted most heavily. These results obtained despite
the f3ct that in both conditions subjects were given explicit
verbal information that the base rates of all features were
identical, and that the base rates of features were identical in
the 32 target-category exemplars they classified. These
conclusions are supported by statistic3l analysis. A 2x6x4
anslysis of variance with causal pattern and category (Kehoe
Ants, Romanian Rogos, etc.) as between-subject factors, 3nd
attribute regression weight (a\, 32, 33, 34) 3S a withinsubject factor was performed. The only significant effect
was an interaction between attribute weight and causal
pattern (F(3, 207)=5.79, p<.005), indicating that the
weights given to attributes were different in the commoncause and common-effect conditions. A separate analysis of
the common-cause condition revealed that the weight of the
common-cause was significantly greater than the mean
weight of all other attributes (F(l, 38)=6.40, p<.05).
Likewise, in the common-effect condition the weight of the
common-effect was significantly greater than the mean
weight of all other attributes F(l, 41)=9.52, p<.01.
Finally, the weight given to A l was greater in the commoncause than in the common-effect condition (F(l,69)=4.97),
p<.05), and the weight given to the A 4 was greater in the
common-effect condition than in the common-cause
condition (F(l,69)=6.45), p<.05).

Figure 3 presents the regression weights averaged over
subjects for each two-way interaction term, and demonstrates
that subjects were also sensitive to the correlations implied
by the causal explanations. In the common-cause condition,
all three two-way interactions that corresponded to commoncause causal links (aia2 , aia3, and aia4) were heavily
weighted, as were all interactions that corresponded to
common-effect causal links (aia4 , a2a4, and a3a4) in the
common-effect condition.

12'

but all three causes are present) but only one common-cause
link is violated. Note that in the common-effect condition
the pattern missing a cause (0111) is rated much higher than
the pattern missing the effect (1110), a result opposite of
that predicted by the causal status hypothesis.
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Two-Way Interactions
Figure 3
A 2x6x6 analysis of variance with causal pattern and
category as between-subject factors, and interaction
regression weight as a within-subject factor was performed.
There was a significant interaction between interaction
weight and causal pattern (F(5, 345)=10.73, p<.0001),
indicating that the weights given to correlations were
statistically different in the common-cause and c o m m o n effect conditions. A separate analysis of the common-cause
condition revealed that the weights given to the c o m m o n cause correlations (aia2, aia3, aia4) were significantly
greater than weights given to irrelevant correlations (F(l,
38)=5.93, p<.05). In the common-effect condition the
weights given to the common-effect correlations (a 134,
3234, 3334) were significsntly greater than weights given to
irrelevant correlations F(l, 41)=30.69, p<.0001. In all
cases, weights given to correlations relevant to one
condition but not the other (e.g., aia2 is relevant to the
common-cause but not the common-effect condition) were
significantly different in the two conditions.
The importance of correlations is illustrated clearly in
Figure 4, which presents confidence judgments for two
stimulus patterns, 0111 and 1110 (1 meaning the mosttypical abnormal attribute value, and 0 the less-typical
normal value). Stimulus pattern 0111 is given a lower
rating in the common-cause condition because, presumably,
all three common-cause causal links are violated (the cause
is absent but all three effects are present) whereas only one
causal link is violated in the common-effect condition.
Conversely, stimulus pattern 1110 is rated lower in the
common-effect condition because, presumably, all three
common-effect causal links are violated (the effect is absent
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Figure 4
Note that the effects demonstrated in Figures 2, 3, and 4
must be attributed to differences in the conceptual knowledge
that subjects learned in the common-cause 3nd c o m m o n effect conditions, because all subjects were given the same
statistical information, that is, the same category exemplars.
The weights given to three-way interaction terms or the
four-way interaction term did not differ significantly between
groups and from zero. Note that there was no effect of
category in any analysis, even when more powerful singledegree-of-freedom tests of differences between kind of
categories (e.g., natural kind versus artifact) were performed.
Individual Differences
Our per-subject regression analyses yielded 15 parameter
estimates for each subject, and these estimates jointly
characterize the strategy that a subject employed in order to
make categorization judgments. A cluster analysis was
performed in the 15-dimension parsmeter estimate space to
identify groups of subjects with simil3r strstegies. 18
clusters were identified. Table 2 presents fourteen of the
most frequent and interpretable clusters, accounting for 75
(93%) of the 81 subjects. The table indicates which of the
15 regression terms had parameter estimates considerably
different from zero; terms that appear in bold have
substantially larger regression weights than other terms.
The third and fourth columns of Table 2 indicate h o w many
subjects employed a strategy for each causal pattern.
Clusters 1, 2, and 3 reflect strategies that did not utilize
the causal information that subjects were provided. Clusters
1 and 2 reflect a family resemblance strategy in which all
four attributes are weighted spproximstely equally, and there
was no use of correlations between attributes. (The negative
three-way interactions of Cluster 2 are due to floor and
ceiling effects.) In Cluster 3, subjects based categorization
decisions primarily on thefirstand fourth attribute.

#or

Cluster

Common
Cause
Subjects

1
2

9
4

Stratejjy
al+ii2+a3+a4
al+a2+a3+a4
-a\A2c\3.-a\a2a4
-a\a?ia4-a2a?ia4
a\+a2+a?>+a4
},
4
al+a2+a3+a4
5
al +
ala2+ala3+ala4
a2+a3+a4
6
ala2+ala3+ala4
7
al+a2+a3+a4+
8
ala2+ala3+ala4
9
al+a2+ala2
10
a 1a4+a2a4+a3a4
al+a2+a3+a4+
11
ala4+a2a4+a3a4
-ala2a4-ala3a4
-a2a3a4
12
al+a2+a3+a4+
ala4+a2a4+a3a4
13
al+a2+a3
a4+
14
ala4+a2a4+a3a4

clearly made use of the causal link information that was
provided, only two weighted the causes more heavily than
the common-effect, whereas 11 weighted the common-effect
more heavily. In the common-cause condition subjects did
weight the cause more heavily than the effects on average.
However, this strategy was not adopted by all commoncause subjects. Of 21 (out of 39) common-cause subjects
thai clearly made use of the causal link information, only 13
subjects weighted the common-cause more heavily than the
effects. Four subjects weighted the effects more heavily
than the common-cause.
The common-effect results may be surprising in light of
the fact that Ahn and Lassaline (1996, Experiment 2) found
causes to be weighted more heavily in common-effect causal
patterns such as those shown in Figure 5. However, the
exemplars presented to their subjects consisted of attributes
that made up three-element subchains (e.g., Al, A2, and
A3). The form of reasoning invoked for causal chains may
be different than that invoked for common-effect patterns,
even when the chain is embedded in a common-effect
pattern. Another difference is that the present study provided
subjects with some detail concerning how one attribute
caused another (see Appendix).

#ol'
Common
Effect
Subjects

7
10
\
5
4

")
0
0

4
4
2

0
0
0

2
0
1

0
5
4

1

7

0
0

2
1

Al

Al

A2

A4

A3
A4

A5 >

Table 2
Clusters 4-9 are interpretable as strategies appropriate to
the common-cause condition. In Cluster 4 subjects utilized
all attributes, but weighted the common-cause most heavily.
In Cluster 5, they utilized the common-cause and
correlations with its effects. In Cluster 6, only the effects
were weighted, whereas in Cluster 7 only the common-cause
correlations were weighted. In Cluster 8, the commoncause, Its effects, and the correlations all influenced the
categorization decision. In Cluster 9 the subjects attended to
the first two attributes and the correlation between them.
Clusters 10-14 represent common-effect strategies. In
Cluster 10, only correlations between the common-effect and
its causes were weighted. In Clusters 11 and 12 the
conmion-effect, its causes, and correlations between the two
all were utilized. In addition, in Cluster 11 subjects
apparently employed a complex multi-attribute strategy in
which an exemplar would tend to be classified as a member
of a common-effect target category only if it possessed the
common-effect feature and one cause, apparently requiring
the effect to be justified by the presence of at least one
cause. In Cluster 13 only the causes of the common-effect
were considered, and in Cluster 14 the common-effect and
the correlations with its causes were utilized.
Discussion
Contrary to the predictions of the causal status hypothesis,
subjects in the common-effect condition weighted the effect
more heavily than the causes in making categorization
decisions. Of 19 (out of 42) common-effect subjects that
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A6
A8

Common-Effect-4
Figure 5
O n the surface, our results suggest that feature importance
may be a function of the number of relations in which a
feature participates (Centner, 1989). O n this view, the
common-effect is weighted more heavily because it
participates in three causal relations whereas its causes
participate in only one. However, our results indicate that
some people also take into account higher-order configural
information such as correlations when making categorization
decisions. Ten common-cause subjects and 17 commoneffect subjects made use of correlations between causes and
effects. Four common-effect subjects engaged in a multiattribute strategy that required the effect to be justified by at
least one cause. Thus, assigning roles of cause and effect to
attributes has more far-reaching consequences on
categorization than just changing the weights given to the
attributes.
W e have interpreted the two-way interaction terms of our
per-subject regression analyses as indicating whether the
individual was detecting violations of correlations. Under
this interpretation, a violation occurs whenever a cause is
absent and an effect present, or a cause is present and the
effect absent. In fact, people may differ about when a causeeffect relationship is violated: (a) when the cause is present
and the effect absent (an "unfulfilled cause"), (b) when the
cause is absent and the effect present (an "unexplained
effect"), (c) when the cause or the effect is absent, and so on.
The present results do not allow us to determine which
Common-Effect-2
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notions of violation our subjects were employing. W e are
currently in the process of testing more elaborate stimulus
sets that will allow us to answer this question.
W e found that the kind of category (biological kind,
nonliving natural kind, or artifact) had no effect on how
attributes and attribute pairs were weighted during
categorization, and did not interact with causal pattern. This
null result supports an approach to categorization that
emphasizes the roles of causal relations as opposed to the
"kind of kind". Note that the power of our tests involving
kind of category were capable of detecting effects of moderate
size or larger. However, the actual effect sizes of effects
involving kind of category were typically quite small
(ti2<.01). Thus, the current study indicates that effects of
kind of category, if present at all, are small.
One of the most importantfindingsof the present study is
that our subjects employed such a wide range of strategies
when making categorization decisions. Thus, characterizing
average performance at the group level may not be a useful
approach in this domain. Instead, a collection of models
which identify the parameters responsible for determining
which strategy an individual adopts (see Nosofsky, Palmeri,
& McKinley, 1994) may be necessary to fully understand
the roles of causes and effects in categorization.

Appendix

Explanation of Causal Link
Blood high in iron sulphate causes a hyperactive immune system. The iron sulphate molecules are detected as
foreign by the immune system, and the immune system is highly active as a result.
A1->A3 Blood high in iron sulphate causes thick blood. Iron sulphate provides the extra iron that the ant uses to produce
extra red blood cells. The extra red blood cells thicken the blood.
A 1 ^ A 4 Blood high in iron sulphate causes faster nest building. The iron sulphate stimulates the enzymes responsible for
manufacturing the nest-building secretions, and an ant can build its nest faster with more secretions.
A2-)A4 A hyperactive immune system causes faster nest building. The ants eliminate toxins through the secretion of the
nest-building fluid. A hyperactive immune system accelerates the production of nest-building secretions in order to
eliminate toxins.
A3-4A4 Thick blood causes faster nest building. The secreted fluid is manufactured from the ant's blood, and thicker blood
means thicker secretions. Thicker secretions mean that each new section of the nest can be built with fewer
applications of the fluid, increasing the overall rate of nest building.

A1^A2
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Abstract
Prediction is believed to be an important component of cognition, particularly in natural language processing. It has long
been accepted that recurrent neural networks are best able to
learn prediction tasks when trained on simple examples before
incrementally proceeding to more complex sentences. Furthermore, the counter-intuitive suggestion has been made that
networks and, by implication, humans may be aided in learning by limited cognitive resources (Elman, 1993, Cognition).
The current work reports evidence that starting with simplified inputs is not necessary in training recurrent networks to
learn pseudo-natural languages; in fact, delayed introduction
of complex examples is often an impediment. W e suggest that
the structure of natural language can be learned without special
teaching methods or limited cognitive resources.

and that these play an active role in comprehension (see, e.g.,
Neisser, 1967; Kutas & Hillyard, 1980; McClelland, 1988;
McClelland (feO'Regan, 1981).

Introduction
T h e question of h o w humans are able to learn a natural language despite the apparent lack of adequate feedback has
long been a perplexing one. Baker (1979) argued that children do not receive a sufficient amount of negative evidence
to properly infer the grammatical structure of language (also
see Marcus, 1993). Computational theory suggests that this is
indeed problematic, as Gold (1967) has shown that, without
negative examples, no superfinite class of languages is learnable, including the regular, context-free, and context-sensitive
language classes. Therefore, unless the set of possible natural
languages is highly restricted, it would appear that such languages are not leamable from positive examples. H o w , then,
are humans able to learn language? Must w e rely on extensive
innate knowledge?
In fact, a frequendy overlooked source of information is the
statistical structure of natural language. Language production
can be viewed as a stochastic process—some sentences and
granmiatical constructions are more likely than others. T h e
learner can use these statistical properties as a form of imphcit negative evidence. Indeed, stochastic regular languages
and stochastic context-free languages are learnable using only
positive data (Angluin, 1988). O n e way the learner can take
advantage of these statistics is by attempting to predict the
next word in an observed sentence. B y comparing these predictions to the actually occurring next word, feedback is immediate and negative evidence derives from incorrect predictions. Indeed, there is considerable empirical evidence that
h u m a n s generate expectations in processing natural language

Elman (1991, 1993) provided an explicit formulation of
h o w a system might learn the grammatical structure of a language on the basis of performing a word prediction task. H e
trained a simple recurrent network to predict the next word
in sentences generated by an English-like artificial grammar
having number agreement, variable verb argument structure,
and embedded clauses. H e found that the network was able to
learn the task but only if the training regimen or the network
itself was initially restricted in its complexity (i.e., it "started
small"). Specifically, the network could learn the task either
w h e n it was trainedfirston simple sentences (without embeddings) and only later on a gradually increasing proportion
of complex sentences, or w h e n it was trained on sentences
drawn from the full complexity of the language but it had an
initially faulty m e m o r y for context which gradually improved
over the course of training. B y contrast, w h e n the network
was given fully accurate m e m o r y and trained on the complex
grammar from the outset, it failed to learn the task. Elman
suggested that the limited cognitive resources of the child
may, paradoxically, be necessary for effective language acquisition, in accordance with Newport's (1990) "less is more"
proposal.
This paper reports on attempts to replicate of some of Elman'sfindingsusing similar networks but more sophisticated
languages. In contrast with his results, it was found that networks were able to learn quite readily even when confronted
with the full complexity of the language from the start. Only
under very contrived circumstances did starting with simple
sentences reliably aid learning and, in most conditions, it was
a hindrance. Furthermore, starting with the full language was
of even greater benefit when the grammar was m a d e more
English-like by including statistical consu-aints between main
clauses and embeddings based on lexical semantics. W e argue that, in the performance of realistic tasks including word
prediction in natural language, recurrent networks inherently
extract simple regularities before progressing to more complex structures, and no manipulation of the training regimen
or internal m e m o r y is required to induce this property. Thus,
the current work calls into question support for the claim
that initially limited cognitive resources or other maturational
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s
NP
RC
N
VI
VT

->
->
->
-i-

Verb

NP VI. 1 NP VT NP .
N 1 NRC
who VI 1 who VT NP 1 who NP VT

chase
feed
bite
walk

boy 1 girl | cat | dog | M a r y | John |
boys 1 girls | cats | d o g s
-> barks | sings | walks | bites | eats |
bark | sing | walk | bite | eat
->• chases | feeds | walks | bites | eats |
chase | feed | walk | bite | eat

Intransitive
Subjects

Ti-ansitive
Subjects

Objects
if Transitive

-

any

any

human
animal
human
animal

any
dog

animal

eat

any
any

bark
sing

only dog
human or cat

animal

human

Table 2: Semantic constraints on verb usage. Columns indicate legal
Table 1: The underlying context-free grammar. Transition probabilities are specified and additional constraints are applied on top of subject nouns when verbs are used transitively or intransitively and
legal object nouns when transitive.
this framework.

constraints are required for effective language acquisition.
Simulation Methods
W e begin by describing the grammars used in both Elman's
work and the current study. W e then describe the corpora
generated from these grammars, the architecture of the simple
recurrent networks trained on the corpora, and the methods
used in their training.
Grammars
The languages used in this work are similar in basic structure
to that used by Elman (1991), consisting of simple sentences
with the possibility of relative-clause modification of nouns.
Elman's grammar involved 10 nouns and 12 verbs, plus the
relative pronoun w h o and an end-of-sentence marker. Four of
the verbs were transitive, four intransitive, and four optionally
transitive. Six of the nouns and six of the verbs were singular,
the others plural. N u m b e r agreement was enforced between
nouns and verbs where appropriate. Finally, two of the nouns
were proper and could not be modified.
Grammars such as this are of interest because they forces
a prediction network to form representations of potentially
complex syntactic structures and to remember information,
such as whether the noun was singular or plural, across potentially long embeddings. Elman's grammar, however, was
essentially purely syntactic, involving little or no semantics.
Thus, the singular verbs all acted in the same way; likewise
for the sets of plural verbs and singular and plural nouns. Natural language is clearly far more complex, and the addition of
semantic relationships ought to have a profound effect on the
manner in which a language is learned and processed.
The underlying framework of the grammar used in this
study, shown in Table I, is nearly identical to that designed
by Elman. They differ only in that the current grammar adds
one pair of mixed transitivity verbs and that it allows relative
clauses to modify proper nouns. However, several additional
constraints are applied on top of this framework. Primary
among these, aside from number agreement, is that individual nouns can engage only in certain actions and that transitive verbs can operate only on certain objects. For example,
anyone can walk inu-ansitively, but only humans can walk
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something else and the thing walked must be a dog. These
constraints are listed in Table 2.
Another restriction is that proper nouns cannot act on themselves. For example M a r y chases M a r y would not be a legal
sentence. Finally, constructions of the form B o y s w h o walk
walk are disallowed because of semantic redundancy. These
and the above constraints always apply within the main clause
of the sentence. Aside from number agreement, which affects
all nouns and verbs, the degree to which the constraints apply
between a clause and its subclause is variable. In this way
the level of information a noun's modifying phrase contains
about the identity of the noun can be manipulated.
The basic structure shown in Table 1 becomes a stochastic
context-free grammar ( S C F G ) when probabilities are specified for the various productions. Additional structures were
also added to allow direct control of the percentage of complex sentences generated by the grammar and the average
number of embeddings in a sentence. Finally, a program
was developed which takes the grammar, along with the additional syntactic and semantic constraints, and generates a new
S C F G with the constraints incorporated into the context-free
transitions. In this way, a single S C F G can be generated for
each version of the grammar. This is convenient not only for
generating example sentences but also because it allows us to
determine the optimal prediction behavior on the language.
Given the S C F G and the sentence context up to the current
point, it is possible to produce the theoretically optimal prediction of the next word. This prediction is in the form of a
probability distribution over the 26 words in the vocabulary.
The ability to generate this distribution, and hence to model
the grammar, is what w e expect the networks to learn.
Corpora
Cleeremans, Servan-Schreiber, and McClelland (1989)
showed that a simple recurrent network, w h e n trained to predict afinite-statelanguage involving embedded structure, was
aided when the embeddings were somewhat dependent on the
surrounding context. In order to study this effect on our linguistic task,fiveclasses of grammar were constructed. In
class A , semantic constraints do not apply between a clause
and its subclause, only within a clause. In class B, 2 5 % of

the subclauses respect the semantic constraints, in class C,
5 0 % , in class D, 7 5 % , and in class E all of the subclauses are
constrained. Therefore, in class A , the contents of a relative
clause provide no information about the noun being modified
other than whether it is singular or plural, whereas class E
produces sentences which are presumably the most Englishlike. Finally, a sixth class, N , was produced involving no
semantic constraints, only number agreement, m u c h like Elman's grammar.
Elman (1991) first trained his network on a corpus of
10,000 sentences, 7 5 % of which were complex. H e reported
that the network was "unable to learn the task" despite various
choices of initial conditions and learning parameters. Three
additional corpora containing 0 % , 2 5 % , and 5 0 % complex
sentences were then constructed. W h e n trained for 5 epochs
on each of the corpora in increasing order of complexity, the
network "achieved a high level of performance." A s in Elman's experiment, four versions of each class were created in
the current work in order to produce languages of increasing
complexity. Grammars Ao, A25, A50, and A75, for example,
produce 0 % , 2 5 % , 5 0 % , and 7 5 % complex sentences, respectively. In addition, for each level of complexity, the probability of relative clause modification was adjusted to match the
average sentence length in Elman's corpora.
For each of the 24 grammars (six classes of semantic constraints crossed with four percentages of complex sentences),
two corpora of 10,(X)0 sentences were generated, one for
training and the other for testing. Corpora of this size are
quite representative of the statistics of the full language for
all but the longest sentences, which are relatively infrequent.
Sentences longer than 16 words were discarded in generating
the corpora, but these were so rare (< 0.2%) that their loss
should have negligible effects. In order to perform well, a
network could not possibly "memorize" the u-aining corpus
but must learn the structure of the language.
Network Architecture
The architecture of the simple recurrent network used both by
Ehnan and in the current work is illustrated in Figure 1. The
network contained 6,936 trainable weights, including a fully
connected projection from "context" units whose activations
are copied from hidden units at the previous time step. Each
of the 26 input words was represented by a separate (localist)
input unit. O n e word was presented on each time step. Although the desired output of the network is a probability distribution indicating the expected next word, the target output
during training consisted of the actual next word occurring in
the sentence.
The current simulations were performed with softmax constraints (Luce, 1986) which normalize the output vector to a
sum of 1.0, as opposed to the sigmoid output units used by Elman. Specifically, the activation a, of each output unit j was
set to exp(xj)/^j exp(xj) where Xj is the total input to unit
j. All other used the standard sigmoid activation function
(1 -I- exp{-Xj))~^. Error feedback was provide to the network in terms of the divergence (Hinton, 1989) between each

26 ( OUTPUT )
' O
70 C

HIDDEN

105
26 (

INPUT

3

-.,.copy
CONTEXT

^
)

Figure 1: Network architecture. Each solid arrow represents full
connectivity between layers (with numbers of units in parentheses).
Hidden unit states are copied to corresponding context units (dashed
arrow) after each word is processed.

output unit's target value tj and its activation, tj log{tj/aj).
Note that when the target is 0, this value is by convention 0 as
well. Therefore, error is injected only at the unit representing
the actual next word in the sentence, which is perhaps more
plausible than other functions which provide feedback on every word in the vocabulary. Errors were not back-propagated
through time, only through the current time step, and were
therefore also relatively local in time. Hidden layer activation
was not reset between sentences; however, sentence boundaries were indicated clearly by end-of-sentence markers.
Experiments
For each of the six language classes, two training regimens
were carried out. In the complex regimen, the network was
trained on the 7 5 % complex corpus for 25 epochs with a fixed
learning rate. The learning rate was then reduced and the network was trained for one final pass through the corpus. In the
simple regimen, the network was trained for five epochs on
each of thefirstthree corpora in increasing order of complexity (0, 25, and 5 0 % complex sentences). It was dien trained
on the fourth corpus ( 7 5 % complex) for 10 epochs, followed
by afinalepoch at the reduced learning rate. The six extra
epochs of training on the fourth corpus (not included in Elman's design) were included to allow performance with the
simple regimen to reach asymptote. The network was evaluated on the test corpus produced by the same grammar as the
final training corpus.
A wide range of training parameters were searched before finding a set which consistently achieved the best performance under nearly all conditions. The network used momentum descent with a learning rate of 0.004 (reduced to
0.0003), m o m e n t u m of 0.9, and inidal weights sampled uniformly between ±1.0. Softmax output constraints were applied with a divergence error function. B y contrast, the parameters selected by Elman included a learning rate of 0.1
(reduced to 0.06), no m o m e n t u m , and initial weights in the
±0.001 range; also, softmax constraints were not used and
squared error was employed during training.
Both complex and simple trials were run for each of the
six grammar classes. Twenty replications of each condition
were performed, resulting in 240 total trials. Although the
actual next word occurring in the sentence served as the target
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0.14

tences B o y w h o chases girls w h o sing walks and D o g s
w h o chase girls w h o sing walk. Note, in particular, the prediction of the main verb following Sing. Predictions of this
verb are not significantly degraded even after two embedded
clauses. The network is clearly able to recall the number of
the main noun and has a basic grasp of the different actions
allowed to dogs and humans. It nearly mastered the rule that
dogs cannot walk something else. It is, however, still unsure
that boys do not bite and that dogs m a y bark, but not sing.
Otherwise, the predictions appear to be nearly optimal.

Simple Regimen
Complex Regimen

g 0.12
;5
I 0.10
CU
a. 0.08
u
o
i)0.06

i

i5 0.04
S 0.02
0.00

N

B

D

Grammar/Training Corpus
Figure 2: Final divergence error—note that lower values correspond
to better performance. Means and standard error bars were computed for the best 16 of 20 trials.

output during training, the network w a s expected to produce
a probability distribution over all possible words. T h e target
vectors in the testing corpora consisted of the theoretically
correct distributions give the g r a m m a r and the sentence u p to
that point. Because the grammars are stochastic and contextfree, these expectations are straightforward to generate.
Results and Discussion
Figure 2 shows the mean divergence error per word on the
testing corpora, averaged over the 16 trials yielding the best
performance in each condition. Overall, the complex training
regimen produced better performance than the simple regimen, F(l,180)=72.8, p<.001. Under no condition did the
simple training regimen outperform the complex training regimen. Moreover, the advantage in starting complex increased
with the proportion of fully constrained relative clauses (A vs.
E: F(l,60)=8.55, p=.005). This conforms with the idea that
starting small is most effective when important dependencies
span uninformative clauses. Nevertheless, against expectations, starting small failed to improve performance even in
class A in which relative clauses are not semantically constrained by the head noun. Starting small was a particular
hindrance on the purely syntactic grammar, N.
It is important to establish that the network was able to
master the task to a reasonable degree of proficiency in the
complex regimen. Otherwise, it m a y be the case that none
of the networks were truly able to learn. Average divergence
error was 0.068 for networks trained on corpus A75, 0.092 on
corpus E75, and 0.024 on N75, compared with an initial error
of 2.6. Informally, the networks appear to perform nearly
perfectly on sentences with up to one relative clause and quite
well on sentences with two relative clauses.
Figure 3 compares the output of a network trained exclusively on corpus E75 with the optimal outputs for that grammar. The behavior of the network is illustrated for the sen-

For sentences with three or four clauses, such as D o g w h o
dogs w h o boy w h o dogs bite walks bite chases cat w h o
Mary feeds, performance was considerably worse. To be
fair, however, humans have difficulty parsing such sentences
without multiple readings. In addition, fewer than 5 % of
the sentences in the most complex corpora were over nine
words long. This was necessary in order to match the average
sentence-length statistics in Elman's corpora, but it did not
provide the network sufficient exposure to such sentences for
any hope of learning them well. Additionally, the network,
which was originally designed to learn the pure-syntax language, m a y have had too few hidden units to easily represent
all the information necessary to process long, semanticallyconstrained sentences.
The best measure of network performance would appear
to be a direct comparison with the results published by Elm a n (1991). However, there are problems with this approach.
Because Elman did not use a standard form stochastic grammar, it was not possible to produce the theoretically correct
predictions against which to rate the model. Instead, empirically derived probabilities given the sentence context were
calculated. Presumably, these probabilities were compiled
over m a n y sentences generated by the grammar. Unfortunately, this type of empirically based language model tends
to "memorize" the often unique, long sentences in the training corpus and generalizes poorly.
W e therefore trained an empirical model on the N75 testing
corpus, as well as 240,000 additional sentences produced by
the same grammar. Elman reported afinalerror of 0.177 for
his network (using, w e believe, Minkowski-1 or city-block
distance). Our best 16 networks trained on the N75 corpus had
an average error of 0.285 when evaluated against the model,
which would seem to be considerably worse. However, cityblock distance is not well-suited for probability distributions.
A better measure (in addition to divergence) is the m e a n cosine of the angle between target and output vectors. The
selected network had an average cosine of 0.929, which is
somewhat better than the value of 0.852 that Elman reported.
Nevertheless, comparison of the empirically derived predictions against the theoretically derived predictions, which
represent the true desired behavior of the network, indicate
that the empirical predictions are actually quite poor. W h e n
evaluated against the theoretical predictions, the empirical
model, which had been trained on 250,000 sentences, had a
mean divergence of 1.086, a city-block distance of 0.246, and
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a cosine of 0.934. In contrast, when compared against the
same correct predictions, the networks had a divergence of
0.024, a distance of 0.088, and a cosine of 0.992. Thus, by all
measures, the network's performance is better than that of the
empirical model. Therefore, such a model is not a good basis for evaluating the network or for comparing the network's
behavior to that of Elman's network.
O n e possibility is that, although networks trained in the
small regimen might have worse performance overall, they
m a y nonetheless have learned long-distance dependencies
better than networks trained the complex regimen. To test this
hypothesis, w e computed the total probability assigned by the
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network to predictions that could not, in fact, be the next word
in the sentence, as a function of position in the sentence (see
Figure 4). In general, fewer than 8 of the 26 words are legal
at any point in a sentence produced by grammar E75. Overall,
performance declines (ungrammatical predictions increase)
with word position, except for position 16 which can only
be end-of-sentence. However, even 2 1 % of the total output activation spread over 18 illegal words is respectable,
considering that randomized weights produce about 7 1 % illegal predictions. More importantly, the complex-regimen
networks outperform the simple-regimen networks at each
sentence position between 5-14 (typically involving embeddings; F( 1,15)>4.31, p<.031, for each position).
Although "starting small" failed to prove effective in the
main experiments, w e attempted to find conditions under
which the simple training regimen would provide an advantage. First, w e constructed conditions for which one
might expect starting small to be beneficial: a sixth class
of grammars, A', with no dependencies between main and
embedded clauses (including number agreement), and corpora composed entirely of complex sentences. However, the
complex training regimen continued to yield equivalent performance to the simple regimen (mean divergence: 0.079
vs. 0.080 for A^5, F(l,30)=0.135, p=0.716; 0.078 vs. 0.081
for Aioo. F( 1,22)= 1.14, p=0.298; 0.112 vs. 0.120 for Eioo,
F(l,22)=1.46, p=0.241). Only in the extreme case of Aioo
did starting small yield a significant benefit (0.105 complex
vs. 0.064 simple, F(l,22)=6.99,p=0.015).
A remaining possibility is that the difference in training
parameters, or slight differences in corpora, between our experiments and Elman's were responsible for our discrepant
results. Therefore, w e eliminated all known differences between grammar class N and Elman's and trained networks
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without m o m e n t u m , without the use of softmax constraints,
with a squared error measure, rather than divergence, with a
learning rate of 0.1 and initial weights in the ±0.001 range.
These parameters are similar to those chosen by Elman. The
results revealed an advantage for starting large (squared error:
0.088 vs. 0.107, F(l,22)=246.986, p<0.001), however these
networks did not perform nearly as well as those trained on
corpus N with the original training methods (squared error:
0.0042). In learning grammars similar to Elman's, w e have
yet tofindconditions under which starting small is beneficial.

harmful in most circumstances. The ability of such a simplified network model to learn a relatively complex prediction
(ask leads one to conclude that it is quite plausible for a hum a n infant to learn the structure of language despite a lack of
negative evidence, despite experiencing unsimplified grammatical structures, and despite detailed, innate knowledge of
language.

Conclusions
It is apparent that simple recurrent networks are able to learn
quite well when trained exclusively on a language with only a
small proportion of simple sentences. The benefit of starting
small does not appear to be a robust phenomenon for languages of this type and starting small often proves to be a
significant hindrance. It is not necessary to present simplified
inputs to aid the network in learning short-term dependencies initially. Simple recurrent networks learn this way naturally,firstextracting short-range correlations and building
up to longer-range correlations one step at a time (see, e.g.,
Servan-Schreiber, Cleeremans & McClelland, 1991). Starting with simplified inputs allows the network to develop inefficient representations which must be restructured to handle
new syntactic complexity.
A n important aspect of Elman's (1993)findingswas that a
network was able to learn when the full range of data was
presented initially and the network's m e m o r y was limited.
Although the current work did not address this technique
directly, Elman reported that networks trained with limited
memory did not learn as effectively as those trained with simplified input. Given that, in the current work, w e found the
simple training regimen inferior to training on the full complex grammar from the outset, it is unlikely that hindering the
network's memory would be of any benefit. Indeed, preliminary results not reported here seem to bear out this prediction.
It should be acknowledged, however, that there are situations in which starting with simplified inputs m a y be necessary. So-called "latching" tasks (Bengio, Simard & Frasconi,
1994; Lin, H o m e & Giles, 1996) require networks to remember information for extended periods with no correlated inputs. Bengio and colleagues have argued that recurrent networks will have difficulty solving such problems because the
propagated error signals decay exponentially. This is taken
as theoretical evidence that an incremental learning strategy
is more likely to converge (Giles & Omlin, 1995). However,
such situations, in which dependencies span long, uninformative regions, are not at all representative of natural language.
Important contingencies in language and other natural time
series problems tend to span regions of input which are themselves correlated with the contingent information. In these
cases, recurrent networks are able to leverage the weak shortrange correlations to learn the stronger long-range correlations. Only in unnatural situations is it necessary to train a
network initially on simplified input, and doing so m a y be
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Abstract
We examined brain activation, as measured by functional
magnetic resonance imaging, during mathematical problem
solving in six young, healthy participants. Participants
solved problems selected from the Necessary Arithmetic
Operations Test (NAOT) which is known to correlate with
fluid reasoning tasks. In three conditions, participants
solved problems requiring (1) one operation (Easy
problems), (2) two operations (Hard problems) or (3)
simple reading and matching of words (Match problems) in
order to control for perceptual, motor and text reading
demands of the N A O T problems. Major bilateral frontal
activation and minimal posterior activation was observed
while subjects solved Easy problems relative to Match
problems. Minor bilateral frontal, temporal and lateralized
activation of left parietal regions was observed in the Hard
problems relative to Easy problems. All of these regions
were activated more by Hard than by Match problems.
Many of these activations occurred in regions associated
with working memory. These results suggest that fluid
reasoning is mediated by a composite of working memory
systems that include central executive and domain specific
numerical and verbal working memory.
Introduction
Mathematical problem solving is a multicomponent
cognitive task which requires all facets of working
m e m o r y , slave systems and central executive. Execution
of arithmetic operations is one well-studied component of
mathematical problem solving. A number of lesion and
brain imaging studies have localized the brain regions
critical for arithmetic operations to areas associated with
working m e m o r y . During execution of basic arithmetic
operations, working m e m o r y is inquired as intermediate
products, necessary for later operations, must be actively
maintained until current processing is completed.
Another component of mathematical problem solving
that has not received as m u c h attention is arithmetic
reasoning. Arithmetic reasoning is required in more
complex problems to determine which arithmetic
operations are required to solve a given problem. During
execution of arithmetic reasoning, goal management,
strategy shifting, and planning are required as evaluations
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of intermediate products must be made and neccessary
subsequent operations must be determined.
A variety of methods including lesion studies and brain
imaging studies have been utilized in attempts to localize
basic arithmetic operations in the h u m a n brain. Acalculia
(the inability to perform arithmetic operations) was
initially described by Henschen (1919) w h o localized this
disorder to posterior brain regions, mainly the angular
gyrus. Similarly, Gerstmann (1930) described a syndrome
which included agraphia, acalculia, finger agnosia and
right/left disorientation in patients with damage involving
the left angular gyrus. M o r e recent studies have shown
broader regions of involvement in acalculia. Jackson &
Warrington (1986), for instance, examined performance of
right and left hemisphere lesion patients on W A I S
arithmetic subtests, digit span, and a "Graded Difficulty
Arithmetic test." Their results indicated that a left
hemisphere group showed greater deficits in the Graded
Difficulty Arithmetic test compared to a right hemisphere
group and controls (see also Warrington et al., 1986).
Similady, Grafman et al. (1982) subdivided patients into
left-anterior, left-posterior, right-anterior and rightposterior lesion groups. M e a n quantitative and qualitative
error scores from simple arithmetic operations revealed
that left-posterior patients were more impaired than other
groups. While the above studies appear to localize basic
arithmetic operations in the parietal or parietooccipital
regions, lesion studies occasionally implicate frontal
regions (e.g., Luria, 1973). Brain imaging studies have
also indicated involvement of frontal regions in
performance of arithmetic operations. Burraud et al.
(1995) performed functional M R I (fMRI) on normals
while they serially subtracted prime numbers. Their
results indicated activation mainly in left dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex ( B A 46). Their study was, however,
limited to investigating prefrontal regions. Roland &
Frieberg (1985) utilized P E T imaging while subjects
serially subtracted by 3s. Their results indicated bilateral
prefrontal activation.
Odier studies have more finely parsed which brain
regions m a y be mediating different components of these
arithmetic operations. Chase et al. (1984), for instance,
performed 2dg P E T on Alzheimer's Disease patients and
normals while they performed W A I S tasks including the
arithmetic and digit span subtests. Their results showed

ihat ihe arithmetic tests activated left angular gyrus while
be thought of as basic operations and m a y be tapped by
digit span activated anterior frontal areas bilaterally.
tests that appear near the periphery of the radex model.
Petrides el al. (1993) have also shown maintenance
Kintsch and Greeno (1985) tease apart the distinctions
components of working m e m o r y to be localized in frontal
of the problem model and the situation model by
regions (but see Paulesu et al, 1993).
distinguishing the representations of these two models The lesion studies and imaging studies cited thus far
(representation of events in mind- the situation model;
lead to the conclusion that both anterior and posterior
representation of formal relations in mind - the problem
brain regions contribute to processing of basic arithmetic
model). T o comprehend a problem, the subject must
operations. The results of these studies are consistent
make a correspondence between the formal equations and
with the notion that processing elements of arithmetic
the subjects o w n informal understanding of the situation
operations are mediated by posterior brain regions while
described. According to Greeno (1989), difficult word
active maintenance of intermediate products is mediated by
problems require that inferences be made relating the two
dorsolateral frontal regions (viz., Goldman-Rakic, 1987).
disconnected systems of situational model and problem
This facet of working memory essential for performing
model for the succesful completion of the problem, while
complex cognitive tasks, comprehension, learning and
easier word problems can be solved with manipulation of
reasoning has been referred to by Baddeley (1986) as the
formal mathematical expressions without reasoning about
Central Executive, in contrast to the more peripheral
related real-word events.
visual and phonological Slave Systems. The relation of
The aim of the present study was to understand the basic
individual differences in central executive working
neural substrates involved in arithmetic reasoning. In our
memory to differences in reasoning abilities has been
study w e had subjects carry out difficult and easy word
captured in a computational model of human performance
problems drawn from the N A O T during f M R I scanning.
on well-studied reasoning tasks such as the Raven
Earlier research by Prabhakaran et al. (in press) utilizing a
Progressive Matrices (Carpenter, Just & Shell, 1990).
fluid reasoning task, the Raven Progressive Matrices, has
Snow et al. (1984) have suggested that complex
isolated brain regions involved influidreasoning. In that
reasoning tasks like the Raven Progressive Matrices
study w e found activation of bilateral frontal and leftreflect executive processes necessary to structure behavior
lateralized activation in parietal, temporal and occipital
and analyze problems. They have proposed a "radex"
regions. Since the Raven Task and the N A O T are highly
model for fluid reasoning. In this multidimensional
correlated (Snow et al., 1984), w e expected to observe
scaling solution, tests near the periphery (e.g., digit span,
regions of activation involved in goal managment,
addition, multiplication, subtraction) cluster by content
strategy shifting and induction of abstract relations,
and may reflect slave systems primarily used for the basic
similar to that seen during the Raven Task. Since the
operations of transformation and calculation in particular
N A O T requires subjects to reason from verbal descriptions
processing domains. Complex tasks such as the Raven
of problems while the Raven Task does not require word
Progressive Matrices, Sternberg Verbal Analogies and the
problem comprehension, w e expected to see activation of
Necessary Arithmetic Operations Task ( N A O T ) cluster
regions in frontal and temporal regions not observed
tightly together near the center despite differences in
during the Raven Task.
content and are believed to reflect executive processes
important for reasoning and c o m m o n to all these tasks.
Method
While previous studies have examined basic arithmetic
Participants
operations, w e sought to understand the basic neural
The participants were graduate students from Stanford
substrates involved in arithmetic reasoning. Since the
University.
All of them were right-handed (3 m e n and 4
N A O T appears near the center of the radex model and
w
o
m
e
n
)
and
between
the age of 23 and 30 ( M = 26). Each
correlates highly with other fluid reasoning tasks, w e
participant
provided
a
written consent which was approved
constructed our mathematical reasoning task using these
by the Institutional Review Board at Stanford University.
word problems. Solving word problems involves both
Procedure
arithmetic reasoning and basic arithmetic operations. The
Prior to entering the scanner, subjects were given
N A O T , however, is composed of word problems which
instructions
and shown 3 sample problems to familiarize
require the subject to determine the mathematical
them with the task. At the outset of each trial, a word
operations necessary to solve a given problem rather than
problem (drawn from Necessary Arithmetic Operations
the actual execution of these operations. This test allows
Test; see Figure 1) was presented on the screen for 30
us to examine arithmetic reasoning processes while
seconds with 4 answer choices below it. In the last 5
minimizing involvement of basic arithmetic operations.
seconds one of the answer choices was highlighted. The
The computational processes of solving word problems
answer
choices consisted of one or two mathematical
have been modeled by Nathan, Kintsch, and Young
(e.g., addition, division). The subject squeezed
operations
(1992). Word-problem comprehension is conceptualized
a squeeze ball to indicate whether the highlighted choice
to involve textual representation (textbase), a situation
was the correct answer to the problem.
model (a conceptual understanding of the problem to be
Task P ^ s i s P
solved) and the problem model (a mathematical
The N A O T consists of standard word problems in
formalization of the problem to be solved).
mathematics that utilize basic addition, subtraction,
Development of the situation model and translation into
multiplication and division operations to solve the
a problem model m a y be thought of as executive and
problems. Instead of solving the word problems and
control processes (i.e., mathematical reasoning) and m a y
finding an answer, the task is to indicate which arithmetic
be tapped by tests that appear near the center of the radex
model such as the N A O T . Execution of the problem
model, calculation and transformation of information, m a y 663

operations would be used to solve the problem. The
original task was modified for the scanner.
Tliree types of problems were created with increasing
levels of difficulty.
Problem
difficulty
was
operationalized by the number of mathematical operations
required in the problem.
Easy p r o b l e m s were chosen from the set of N A O T
problems which required only one operation (e.g.
multiplication). Since subjects needed to discern only one
operation neccessary to solve these problems, construction
of a problem model was all that was necessary in order to
solve them; minimal reasoning from a related real-word
situation was required.
H a r d p r o b l e m s required two operations (e.g.
multiplication and addition). Since subjects needed to
discern which two operations were neccessary to solve the
problem, understanding and reasoning from a related realworld situation was necessary to determine the formal
operations required to solve the problem.
M a t c h p r o b l e m s consisted of word problems in
which the solution was provided in the text of the
problem and the subjects were asked to match the answer
with the choices provided below. The Match problems
were used to control for cognitive, sensory and motor
activation (e.g. reading the word problem, visual
inspection of stimuli, eye movements, motor response)
that were irrelevant to the cognitive factors of interest.
Three sets of problems were presented to subjects in the
scanner. T h efirsttwo sets contained 12 problems or 6
cycles of alternating problem types of Easy and Hand
followed by Match (Easy-Match, Hard-Match). The third
set contained 12 problems or 6 cycles of alternating
problem types of Hard followed by Easy problems (the
Hard-Easy condition). The presentation of the three sets
of problems were counterbalanced across subjects to
eliminate any effects from the order of presentation.
fMRI Methodologv
Imaging was performed with a 1.5T whole-body M R I
scanner (General Electric Medical Systems Signa, Rev.
5.5). For functional imaging, two 5 inch diameter local
receive coils were used for signal amplification. Head
movement was minimized using a bite-bar formed with
each subject's dental impression.
A T 2 * sensitive
gradient echo spiral sequence (Meyer, H u , Nishimura, &
Macovski, 1992), which is relatively insensitive to cardiac
pulsatility motion artifacts (Noll, Cohen, Meyer, &
Schneider, 1995), was used for functional imaging with
parameters of T R = 9 0 0 msec , T E = 40 msec, and flip
angle = 65 degrees. 4 interleaves were obtained for each
image, with a total acquisition time (sampling interval) of
2.88 sec per image. Tl-weighted, flow compensated spinwarp anatomy images (TR=500msec; m i n i m u m T E ) were
acquired for all sections that received functional scans, and
pixels found to be significantly activated during the
functional scan were overlaid on these structural images.
Eight 6 m m thick slices were acquired in the horizontal
plane of the Talairach and T o u m o u x atlas (1988) starting
from 7.5mm below the anterior commisure ( A C )
posterior commisure (PC) line, with a 1.5mm inter-slice
interval. Stimuli were generated from a computer and
back-projected onto a screen located above the subject's
neck via a magnet-compatible projector. Visual images
were viewed from a mirror mounted above the subject's
head. The sequence of the presentations of the stimuli

were synchronized with the imaging sequence of the
scanner.
Data A n a l y s i s
Image analysis was performed off-line by transferring
the raw data to a Sun SparcStation. A gridding algorithm
was employed to resample the raw data into a cartesian
matrix prior to processing with 2d FFT. Once individual
images were reconsu-ucted, time series of each pixel was
obtained and correlation methods that take advantage of
periodically oscillating paradigms were used to analyze
functional activation (Friston, Jezzard, and Turner, 1994).
A s described by Friston et al. (1994), the reference
function was computed by convolving a square-wave at
the task frequency with a data-derived estimate of the
hemodynamic response function. The frequency of the
square-wave was computed from the number of task cycles
divided by the total time of the experiment. For the
experiments, one task cycle consisted of a control block
and an experimental block each of equal duration. There
were six cycles presented over a 360 sec scan (frequency
-0.0166 H z ) . Correlations between the reference function
and the pixel response time-series were computed and
normalized (see Friston et al., 1994).
T o construct functional activation maps, pixels that
satisfied the criterion of 2>1.96 (representing a
significance at e<.025, one-tailed) were selected. This m a p
was then processed with a median filter with a spatial
width of 2 to emphasize spatially coherent patterns of
activation. The filter was used on the assumption that
pixels with spuriously high z values (i.e., false positives
due to type I errors) are less likely to occur in clusters
than pixels with genuinely high z values, and thus
clusters of pixels with high j, values are more likely to
reflect an active region. The resulting m a p is overlaid on
a Tl-weighted structural image.
T o obtain composite maps of activation over all
subjects, average functional activation maps were created
by transforming each section from each subject to a
corresponding standardized horizontal section (Talairach &
T o u m o u x , 1988) at the same distance above and below the
A C / P C plane (Desmond et al.,1995). This transformation
was done individually for all horizontal sections.
Following transformation, the average z-value for each
pixel in a section was computed across subjects and pixels
that reached a statistical threshold of g < .10 or lower are
displayed on each map.
Results
Behavioral P e r f o r m a n c e
Participants performed with high accuracy on the Match
problems ( M = 97.2%), slightly less well on the Easy
problems ( M = 93.1%), and least well on the Hard
problems ( M = 77.8%). Performance on each problem
type did not differ significantly across scans. Therefore,
scores for each problem type were combined across scans
and examined in a repeated-measures analysis of variance
( A N O V A ) . Scores differed significantly for the three
problem types, F (2, 5) = 24.114, g < .0001.
Participants performed significantly better on Hard than
Match problems, 1 (5) = 11.76, g < .0001 (one-tailed) and
on Hard than Easy problems, i (5) = 4.61, g < .0058. N o
significant difference was found between Easy and Match
problems, 1 (5) = 1.18, g < .29.
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{ E M B E D Word.Picture.6 }
Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC }. Activation patterns for Hard-Match , Easy-Match, and Hard-Easy conditions.
fMRl gcans
The Hard/Match scan yielded a number of cortical
activations that were all greater for Hard than for Match
problems. Major foci of activity occurred bilaterally in the
superior, middle and inferior frontal gyri and premotor
areas (Brodmann areas 6, 8, 9, 10, 44, 45 and 46).
Activation also occurred in superior and inferior parietal
areas (areas 7 and 40), more on the left than the right.
Early visual areas, precuneus, medial occipital gyri, and
lingual gyrus (areas 7, 18 and 19) also showed significant
activation. Inferior, middle and superior temporal gyri
(areas 21, 22, 37 and 39) were activated. Left parietal
areas in supramarginal and angular gyri (area 39) were
activated. Minor foci of activity were seen bilaterally in
the anterior cingulate (area 32).
The Easy/Match scan yielded activations that were
greater for Easy than Match problems. In contrast to the
Hard-Match activations, Easy/Match activations were
fewer and less pronounced when occurring in the same
region. Major foci of activity occurred bilaterally in the
middle, inferior frontal gyri and premotor areas (Brodmann
areas 6, 8, 9, 10, 44, 45 and 46). Minor foci of activation
was
observed
in
posterior
regions, bilateral
supramarginal/anguiar gyri and in superior and inferior
parietal regions (areas 7, 39 and 40). Inferior and middle
temporal gyri (areas 21 and 37) also showed activation.
The Hard/Easy scan yielded activations that were greater
for Hard than Easy problems. Major foci of activity
occurred bilaterally in the middle, inferior frontal gyri and
premotor areas (Brodmann areas 6, 8, 9, 10, 44, 45 and
46). The posterior cortex showed asymmetrically greater
activity in left versus right superior parietal, inferior
parietal, angular, and supramarginal gyri (areas 7, 39, and
40). Bilateral activation was seen in inferior and middle
temporal gyri (areas 37, 21, and 19) and in precuneus,
medial occipital and lingual gyri (areas 18, 19, and 37).
Minor foci of activity were seen bilaterally in the anterior
cingulate (area 32).
Discussion
Mathematical reasoning invoked by N A O T performance
yielded f M R I activation of an extensive, but specific,
network of cortical regions. The Hard/Match comparison
revealed activations in bilateral frontal, parietal, temporal
and occipital regions with parietal activation being
lateralized to the left hemisphere.
The Easy/Match
comparison revealed predominantly bilateral frontal
activations and minimal activity was observed in other
regions. The Hard/Easy scan revealed bilateral frontal and
temporal activations and
left-hemisphere parietal
activations.
Temporo-occipital
activations were
diminished in the Hard/Easy scan, in contrast with the
Hard/Match scan. This result suggests that temporooccipital regions were engaged in the Easy/Match scan but
at a sub-threshold level.
The psychological model of word-problem solving and
comprehension proposed by Nathan, Kintsch, and Y o u n g
(1992) posits that the understanding and solving of word
problems requires three mutually constraining levels of
representation that must be constructed by the solver: a) a
representation of the textual input itself- the text-base, b)

a model of the situation conveyed by the text in everyday
terms- the situation model, and c) the formalization of that
situation- the problem model. In this view, performance
on Hard problems in the current study required Central
Executive coordination of situation and problem models.
Easy problems were solved with a m i n i m u m of
coordination between these two levels of representation.
Both problems required representation of the text-base. In
our study, Hard/Easy scans showed the greatest
dimininution of activation in temporal and occipital areas,
relative to the Hard/Match scan. Other studies have shown
that temporal lobes are involved in sentence processing
(i.e forming the text base; Partiot et al., 1996; Just et al.,
1996). Thus w e speculate that these areas are involved in
constructing the text-base.
Extensive activation of bilateral frontal regions was
observed in Hard/Easy and Hard/Match scans. Other
studies have shown that these regions are engaged by tasks
requiring thematic coding of stories, generating mental
models, temporal ordering of events, goal-management
and planning (e.g., Partiot et al., 1996; Baker et al.,
1996). W e speculate that the frontal regions are involved
in generating and coordinating situational and conceptual
models in word-problem solving. Greeno (1989) argued
that
abstract
symbol-space
representations
and
transformations (conceptual model), and real-word or
situational representations (situation model) coexist as
disconnected systems. Our bilateral frontal activation m a y
indicate representation of the two different models in these
disconnected systems.
S o m e evidence for this
hemispheric distinction comes from a recent hemispheric
E C T study by Deglin and Kinsboume (1996). These
authors demonstrated, using a syllogism task, that under
conditions of left-hemisphere suppression, the right
hemisphere solved syllogisms using prior knowledge of
real-worid facts. Under conditions of right hemisphere
suppression, the left-hemisphere used more formal-logical
operations.
Further evidence for this hemispheric dissociation
comes from a recent f M R I study of Raven's Progressive
Matrices (Prabhakaran et al., in press). These researchers
demonstrated that the left-hemisphere was activated more
while subjects solved "Analytic" problems that required
formal logical operations than "Figural" problems where
only visuospatial analysis was required.
Goal management is a fundamental Central Executive
process that has also been attributed to frontal lobes.
Tasks that emphasize this process such as Tower-type
tasks (Tower of London, Tower of Hanoi and Tower of
Toronto) and Wisconsin Card Sort have shown activation
principally in dorsolateral prefrontal regions. O n e P E T
study of the Tower of London task (Baker et al., 1996)
showed increased activity in dorsolateral and rostroiateral
prefrontal areas with increasing task difficulty. They
posited, based on previous imaging and lesion studies,
that the rostral prefrontal area is involved in non-routine
selection of cognitive strategies while the dorsolateral
prefrontal area is involved in goal management or in
representing intermediate problem states in visuospatial
working memory. Activation of the rostroiateral prefrontal
cortex has also been observed in sequence learning
665 paradigms (e.g., Jenkins, Brooks, Nixon, Frackowiak, &

Passingham, 1994).
These tasks require planning or
strategy-shifting and selection and evaluation of possible
alternatives to solving a problem. Additional evidence for
prefrontal mediation of goal management processes comes
from imaging studies with dual-task procedures and from
studies that require simultaneous storage and manipulation
of information, (e.g., Jonides et al., in press; D'Esposito
et al., 1995).
The temporal ordering of events is one operation
neccessary for generating a mental model (Partiot et al.,
1996). Our tasks required construction of mental models
for problem solving. Areas activated during N A O T
performance, right dorsolateral prefrontal areas, correspond
to activation patterns seen in imaging studies of tasks that
involve the ordering of events. (Petrides, Alivisatos,
Meyer, & Evans, 1993; Prabhakaran et al., in press)
In addition to regions corresponding to central executive
systems, regions corresponding to slave systems are also
activated during N A O T performance, further indicating the
close link between reasoning and working memory.
Regions thought to mediate storage and transformational
processes of verbal and numerical information (e.g.,
letters, digits and semantic information), include left
inferior frontal operculum, Broca's area (44, 45 and 47),
premotor area (6), and left parietal regions (supramarginal
and angular gyrus 39, 40; Paulesu, Frith & Frackowiak,
1993; Petrides et al., 1993; Gabrieli et al., 1996; Raichle
et al., 1994; Roland & Frieberg, 1985).
The present study, provides a new and direct view of the
neural network underlying a fundamental human ability,
the ability to reason mathematically. Hard word problems
were associated with regions mediating construction of
situational and conceptual mental models, processes that
involve goal management, strategy shifting and temporal
ordering of events. Similar to other studies of high-level
reasoning (e.g.. Raven Progressive Matrices) word
problem solving was associated with areas mediating
working memory central executive and verbal or numerical
working memory.
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they establish a harmonious atmosphere between speakers and
hearers; they help taking, yielding or holding the turn, and
We present a connectionist model for the interpretation of disthey signal speaker-attitude [Levelt, 1983; Schiffrin, 1987;
course particles in real dialogues that is based on neuronal
Groszera/., 1989].
principles of categorization (categorical perception, prototype
Most analyses of these particles are characterized by reformation, contexUial interpretation). It can be shown that
stricted perspectives on their function, which is mirrored in a
discourse particles operate just like other morphological and
large number of terms for the phenomena under consideration,
lexical items with respect to interpretation processes. The defor
instance segmentation marker, cue phrase, connector,
scription proposed locates discourse particles in an elaborate
interjection [Fischer, 1996b]. Additionally, so far no automodel of communication which incorporates many different
matic methods for assigning discourse functions to discourse
aspects of the communicative situation. W e therefore also
particles have been proposed. Using a specific model of the
attempt to explore the content of the category discourse particonmiunication situation [Fischer, 1996a], a method for ascle. W e present a detailed analysis of the meaning assignment
signing discourse functions to particles in natural dialogues
problem and show that 8 0 % - 9 0 % correctness for unseen diswill be presented which is based on neuronal categorization
course particles can be reached with the feature analysis proprinciples as embodied within the connectionist framework of
vided. Furthermore, w e show that 'analogical transfer' from
NEUROSEM'.
one discourse particle to another is facilitated if prototypes
The aims of the paper are therefore
are computed and used as the basis for generalization. W e
conclude that the interpretation processes which are a part of
to show that feature-based categorization is an effective
the human cognitive system are very similar with respect to
model for pragmatic interpretation processes;
different linguistic items. However, the analysis of discourse
to automatically assign meanings to occurrences of disparticles shows clearly that any explanatory theory of language
course particles in context;
needs to incorporate a theory of communication processes.
to show h o w knowledge about the functions of one disDiscourse Particles, Meaning Assignment, and
course particle can support another by means of generalthe C o m m u n i c a t i o n S y s t e m
ization from prototypes.
In a number of papers [Scheler, 1994; Scheler, 1996b], it has
A Computational IModel of Discourse Function
been argued that feature-based categorization is an effective
The linguistic model developed for discourse particles was
model for morphological and lexical meaning analysis. This
motivated by the goal offindingconsistent patterns of the
applies to the issue of generating a morphological category
or a lexeme from a given feature representation, but it is even pragmatic function of these particles, which seem to occur
almost randomly atfirstsight. However, our hypothesis was
more effective in extracting meanings from the context of a
that if w e apply a computational model that is capable of
written text or dialogue. T h e central idea is that linguistic
accounting for a high degree of context-dependency and mulelements are used in communication (whether with self or
others) viareference to aconceptual level, which is closely tied tifunctionality, the different meanings of discourse particles
can be computed with a considerable degree of accuracy. In
to cognitive categories (event and temporal structure, spatial
the following w e shall present briefly the linguistic model and
cognition, knowledge about objects, motion, changes etc.).
the computational model applied to it. W e refer the reader to
In this paper, it will be argued that pragmatic meanings
basically operate in the same way: a limited number of [Fischer, 1996a] and [Scheler, 1997] for a fuller account of
these approaches.
discourse elements in a language serves to communicate a
greater number of pragmatic meanings in a predictable way. The Linguistic Model In contrast to studies on discourse
This model of categorization as meaning assignment will be
particles so far, the model proposed here is not restricted
instantiated for discourse particles, characteristic items of
to a particular function discourse particles fulfill in spoken
spoken language discourse, such as well, yes, oh, ah, okay,
language discourse but it considers the whole range within a
uh and um. These elements fulfill many different functions
model of communication.
with respect to the turn-taking system, speech management,
The model proposed treats discourse particles as lexemes
discourse structure, and the interactive level between the com- with an invariable cognitive content which is employed on
munication partners. For example, they segment utterances;
they indicate n e w topics and mark important information; 'www7.informatik.tu-muenchen.de/ NEUROSEM/
Abstract
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different communicative levels. The variablility of aspects
of the communicative situation a particle can refer to causes
the apparent multifunctionaiity of the class. In particular, the
content can refer to the following communicative domains:
the speaker's mental state, the hearer's supposed mental slate,
the prepositional level, the speaker-hearer interaction level, as
well as the action level [Fischer, 1996b].
It is assumed that the occurrence of each discourse particle
has a specific reading in a natural dialogue. A number of
such discourse functions has been identified in hypothesistest cycles on four German corpora. The basic idea is that
although many different features are involved on many different communicative levels, there is categorical perception
involved in the interpretation of discourse particles. I.e. discourse functions are proposed to be more or less stable feature
bundles of surface and pragmatic properties [Fischer, 1996a;
Fischer, 1996b]. The inventory ofthese discourse functions is
supposed to be valid for all discourse particles, defining these
linguistic elements from a functional perspective.
A s an example for different, yet related readings of a discourse particle consider the following two occurrences of English yej : Both are reactions to a proposal. In thefirstcase,
the semantic content of yes "you and I think the same" refers
to the propositional level, signalling agreement on the subject
in question as an answer particle. In the second example, yes
is used to signal basic agreement to the communication partner ALTHOUGH the speaker has to reject the proposal. Here
the semantic content refers to the interaction level.
Example 1 yes, that would suit me.
Example 2 yes, it is problematic because of the holidays.
The meanings of discourse particles are consequently modeled with afixedlexical core and additional context-dependent
features which refer to different levels of communication.
This renders the postulation of several polysemous items superfluous, and exploits context-dependent .yyifema/i'c ambiguity instead.
Occurrences of discourse particles can be characterized further according to the specific functions they fulfill with respect
to the turn-taking system, the speech formulation and planning process, the discourse structure, as well as concerning
their surface-level properties in utterances. For instance, yes
can be used to take the turn as in example 3, to introduce a
new topic (or even to open a conversation as in example 4 ) ,
and in utterance repairs (example 5).
Examples yes, what would you suggest?
Example 4 yes, hi hello my name is Quell.
Example 5 oh yes, sorry, June.
The individual features of description used concern both
surface features (such as turn position: initial) and functions located in different pragmatic domains, for instance
turn-taking or speech management functions.
The corpus under consideration was recorded in a setting
where one speaker had to teach another one to build a toyairplane [Sagereref a/., 1994]. A simple example of a surface
feature concerns the speaker's role in uttering a discourse particle: for instance, it is more likely that a feedback signal
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is uttered by the constructor than the instructor. Other features, for example, concern the position of the particle in an
utterance, as well as its combinations with other particles.
Besides the functions a particle displays, an example of a
pragmatic feature is constituted by the speech act the particle
occurs in. It was found in distributional and functional analyses that there are significant correlations between particular
dialogue acts, domain-specific speech acts of the preceding
and the current utterance [Schmitz and Quantz, 1997], and
the respective discourse particle [Fischer and Johanntokrax,
1995]. Consequently, the preceding and current dialogue acts
were coded for the feature-based description as pragmatic features. A catalogue of features and discourse functions is given
in the appendix.
To sum up, the linguistic features which are employed concern the many different functions of discourse particles in
spoken language discourse, the different coimnunicative domains the cognitive content of discourse particles refers to, as
well as the surface realization of an occurrence.
Principles of Linguistic Categorization Feature-based
analysis has a long tradition in linguistics. Feature representations play a prominent role in most phonological theories,
and they are also of considerable impact in theories of lexical
meaning and grammatical categories. Looking at linguistic
categorization from a cognitive perspective, w e m a y emphasize the symbolic, i.e. binary (or n-ary) nature of representational features and the transient, context-dependent nature of
category assignment.
A n exciting possibility from a neurocognitive point of view
concerns the interpretation of linguistic units as truly perceptual categories on a par with visual image formation or
auditory percepts [Scheler, 1997]. Main analogies concern
the existence of categorical perception, i.e. classification
to stable higher-level units from lower-level descriptive input features, prototype formation, which concerns the abstraction from a large set of input patterns to a few central reference patterns, and contextual interpretation, which
refers to the human brain's ability to switch between various classifications of the same item depending on the perceived context. The system N E U R O S E M has been developed with the goal of providing the specific tools necessary to perform connectionist semantic analysis for a wide
range of applications. A precursor of N E U R O S E M was
used for machine translation of aspectual categories and text
correction of definite and indefinite articles [Scheler, 1996b;
Scheler, 1996a]. The main parts of N E U R O S E M concern a
flexible binary encoding scheme V G E N , an optional input tagger for surface categories [Bauer, 1995], a data analysis tool
D A T M A P , and a set of statistical and connectionist learning
procedures.
Clustering and Data Analysis
Representation Issues and S a m p l e Size According to the
feature catalogue, a feature-based analysis was carried out on
150 randomly chosen occurrences of ja in a large German
corpus (cf. [Sagerer et al., 1994]) and an additional set of
20 occurrences of oh. W e arrive at a database of atomic
features describing various aspects of the linguistic signal and
its communicative setting. The goal of the computational
model is (a) to provide an analysis of the data with respect
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Figure 3: M e a n Distances for Patterns according to Discourse
Function
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ing was chosen. (The data used are sparse in the sense that for
each pattern several attributes were not used, so binary coding
produced good results.)
W e performed some initial analyses of the data such as
frequency counts, clustering based on H a m m i n g distance and
computing within-class and between-class distances of the
data labeled according to discourse function.
There are 127 different input features (values of attributes)
which are arranged in 17 dimensions. These features occur
with varying frequency in the dataset (cf. Fig. 1). (Mean
frequency of a feature in the total set is 13.8).
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Figure 2: Distribution of Patterns according to Discourse
Function

to their stochastic a n d classificational properties a n d (b) to
effectively realize m e a n i n g assignment for discourse particles
in context given the features involved.
O u r e m p h a s i s in this paper is o n h o w speakers perform
m e a n i n g analysis, looking at this question f r o m a theoretical
perspective w h i c h o p e n s u p the possibility of using this approach in practical language engineering tasks as well. This
is in contrast to statistical natural language processing w h e r e
it has b e c o m e customary to conduct analyses o n the scale of
lO's of millions of w o r d s . It seems, however, that small-scale,
intensive analyses such as the o n e presented here are m o r e
realistic with respect to the language learner than analyses
conducted o n large corpora. It is doubtful whether large-scale
statistical analysis will b e applicable to the situation of a person taking in o n e case at a time, but the m e t h o d proposed here
is a m e n a b l e to such on-line learning.
Similarity Measures, Clustering and Frequency Counts
The data w e are using are the result of a specific representational method, namely using attribute-value descriptions,
where several values attach to each descriptional dimension
(or attribute). They are further pre-processed by being converted into binary data vectors, for which a number of options
are available (optimal binary coding, linear 1-of-n coding,
error-correcting coding etc.), and where optimal binary cod-
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Class-labeled Data In Fig. 2 we show the number of patterns in each class defined by discourse functions. W e also
compute the mean overall Hanmiing distance of pairs of patterns both taken from the same class and from different classes
(cf. Fig. 3).
These data show that within-class distances (data points
on the diagonal) are generally smaller than those between
different classes. They present evidence for the linguistic
classification to be supported by the descriptive features in
attested patterns.
Finally, for each class w e m a y select the pattern with the
smallest overall mean distance to other patterns in the same
class. These are the most central attested patterns, which can
be regarded as the prototypical m e m b e r of that category. W e
will be using these prototypes in meaning assignment tasks.
Meaning Assignment
Interpretation vtith Full and Reduced Feature Sets In
thefirstset of experiments, it was determined in h o w far it is
possible to automatically assign discourse functions io ja and
oh using the paradigm of supervised learning. W e show the
influence of using different training and testing samples and
experiment with reduced feature sets to determine the specific
influence of surface features (1-7), pragmatic features (8-17)
and discourse function (18) respectively. (The numbers in
parentheses here and below refer to the feature numbering in
the appendix.)
Full Feature Set Meaning Assignment The total set of
examples contains 1 SOya-pattems and 20 o/i-pattems. Binary
coding produced 50 input and 4 output nodes (= 8 classes of
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Figure 4: Influence of the Training Set Size o n Training a n d
Generalization

Figure 5: Results for Learning with Reduced Feature Sets:
1: input features —i- discourse function(DF) 2: surface features (sfs) -^ DF, 3: pragmatic features —• D F , 4: sfs —>
dialogue act, 5: sfs —> pragmatic features

discourse functions), a n d a fully-connected feedforward 5 0 10-4 net w a s used for training. T h e training procedure used
in all cases w a s standard backpropagation, w h i c h allowed
to create a large n u m b e r of easily c o m p a r a b l e generalization
results.
T h e basic experiment concerned the task of learning a functional m a p p i n g b e t w e e n input features a n d discourse functions, using a training set a n d generalizing to a test set f r o m
the 170 coded examples. W e experimented with different
sizes of training sets and different feature sets.
In Fig. 4 w e show the influence of the training set size
on generalization performance. W e can see that performance
starts to level off when w e use about 50 patterns for training.
This boundary condition on the training size has interesting
implications for lexical learning. It m a y underscore the notion that lexical learning requires only a comparatively small
set of examples to realize a functional mapping from input
to meaning for a great number of other cases (cf. [Scheler,
1996b]). Below w e show that analogical transfer to a new
particle m a y be successful for an even smaller, prototypical
training set.
Reduced Feature Sets The surface features used are easily
extractible from text corpora using preprocessing and statistical corpus analysis tools (cf. [Bauer, 1995]). Therefore it
is of great practical interest to perform meaning assignment
given only the surface features. In that case there would be
no need for human intervention in the training process, and a
fully automated discourse function assignment system would
result. Accordingly, w e have experimented with various reduced feature sets. W e used a 100 training set, 70 test set
scenario in all cases. The results are shown in Fig. 5. Task 1
refers to the basic experiment with the full feature set (1-17
input, 18 output). In task 2 w e restricted the input to the surface features (1-7) and learned the assignment of the discourse
function (18). W e see that both training and generalization
performance drop from 9 8 % to 9 1 % and 8 0 % to 6 2 % respectively. In Task 3 w e used only the pragmatic features (8-17) to
predict discourse function (18) and find that the performance
matches or exceeds that of the full feature set (98%, 8 4 % ) .
Task 4 and 5 confirm the view that the contribution of pragmatic features concerns information that cannot be extracted
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from the surface features. In each case, w e tried to predict
pragmatic features from surface features alone, and find only
weak dependencies between feature sets. In task 4 the output was a single pragmatic feature, the dialogue act of the
current utterance (9) (which has 14 different feature values),
and in task 5 the output was the whole range of pragmatic
features (8-17). These results show that discourse functions
m a y be predicted from pragmatic features alone as well as
from surface and pragmatic features combined. The pragmatic features used here have been manually encoded using
operationalized guidelines for intersubjective agreement. W e
m a y assume that they are in themselves complex features,
which incorporate some surface cues, i.e. they are not statistically independent of the surface features. This is evidenced
in task 3 and task 4. Therefore, given the complex, pragmatic
features, the surface features are not really needed to perform
the meaning assignment. However, pragmatic features are
difficult to derive automatically, because they incorporate additional properties of a wider context and shared-background
understanding. In that light, the level of performance achieved
using only surface features is rather encouraging. It seems that
a considerable part of the discourse function assignment can
be performed by looking at the immediate surface utterance
context of a discourse particle.
W e conclude that w e do get significant generalization results for the meaning assignment of discourse functions given
a full feature analysis of the linguistic and pragmatic context.
All of these features contribute towards the determination of
a function of a particular lexeme - for fully automated analysis to be feasible there must be a way to extract pragmatic
features from discourse as well.
Generalization and Prototype Effects A n interesting
question from a cognitive point of view is the mechanism of
'analogical transfer' or acquiring a new particle of the same
type. In this study, w e use a comparatively large sample ofyaoccurrences to generalize to a smaller one of oA-occurences.
Generally, analogical transfer should be possible only to a
liinited degree, because the specific influence of the lexeme
will be disregarded (i.e. there is at least one untrained feature

in the set). W e perfomied several experiments on generalizing
from one discourse particle to the other, using the computed
prototypes for7a to speed up the learning process. W e found
that performance on generalization was 5 0 % correctness with
the unedited sample, it was slightly higher (55%), when the
frequency of prototypes was significantly increased (lOx), but
the best results were achieved with a training set of only prototypes (i.e. 8 patterns) (65%).
Obviously it is easier to classify a set of descriptive patterns
if a net has been trained on a small set of most salient, central
patterns than if a lot of spurious feature patterns are reflected
in the weights of the network. This is a general property of
network learning which should occur when w e have stable,
consistent pattern-class mappings. These results underline the
usefulness of using neurally inspired classification methods
for linguistic tasks: W e can make the notion of 'analogical
transfer' more explicit and improve performance for language
engineering tasks as well.
Uniqueness of Meaning Assignment A question not
adressed in this paper is the uniqueness of discourse function.
The examples used have all been analysed for their dominant reading only. It is a general feature of natural languages
that disambiguation procedures are not always completely
realized (e.g. pp-attachment, systematic lexical ambiguity,
pronominal reference) (cf. e.g. [Green, 1996]) and subjective
judgments on meaning assigment problems vary. W e must
expect a certain level of dubious cases even with a perfect
meaning assignment model. In our attempt to characterize
the individual's capacity for understanding, the role of interactive clarification processes and unresolved mis-assignments
in everyday communication should not be underestimated. It
is possible that even humans m a y perform only in the 8 0 % 9 0 % range (of correctly understood discourse meanings) in
real settings.
Conclusion
Discourse particles offer a fascinating view on linguistic cognitive abilities because of their simultaneous reference to the
communicative setting and their expression of semantic content. Viewing language as a cognitive ability automatically
puts spoken language discourse at the center of attention,
rather than the derived ability of producing written text according to the norms of a standard language. W e need to test
our theories of linguistic ability against the empirical data of
real dialogues as embodied in spoken language corpora. In
this paper w e have tried to m o v e a step in that direction.
The experiments reported above show that discourse particles follow the general pattern of categorical meaning assignment and that the contribution of different types of features
from the communicative situation can be explored in considerable detail.
Prototype abstraction was shown to be a significant factor
in learning a new discourse particle on the basis of the contextual distribution and functional properties of another. Meaning assignment for discourse particles m a y be regarded as an
exemplification of general lexical interpretation processes
where the influence of the communicative situation is highly
apparent. W e m a y conjecture that cognitive models of other
types of lexical or morphological items m a y similarly have to
be constrained by discourse factors, at least when analysed in
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the context of spoken language.
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Inventory of Descriptive Features
Features are numbered in parentheses and rendered in boldface, feature-values are given in italics. (Not all feature values
are reported here.)

Surface Features
lexeme (1) (here: ja and oh);
turn (2) and utterance (3) position of the discourse particle, i.e. own, init, 2nd, medial, final;
right (4) and left (5) context, i.e. the preceding and following syntactic constituents, for instance, NP, VP, PP, but
also pause, adverb, etc.;
combination with other discourse particles (6), such as so,
ah, gut;
the role (7) the speaker fulfills in the discourse situation,
i.e. instructor OT constructor.
Pragmatic Features
pragmatic functions, with respect to the:
tum-taklng system (10), i.e. taking, holding, yielding
and supporting a turn;
information m a n a g e m e n t domain (17), e.g. signalling
the beginning of a new topic or highlighting important
information, segmenting utterances or indicating that the
current utterance is relevant to the preceding one;
speech m a n a g e m e n t level (11), e.g. concerning the time
for speech planning activities;
domain-specific dialogue acts, of the:
preceding utterance (8), e.g. request, acknowledgment;
current utterance (9), with the same set of values;
cognitive content of oh and ja, refering to:
the mental state of the speaker (12);
the supposed mental state of the hearer (13);
the action level (14);
the propositional level (15);
and the interactional level (16).
Discourse Functions
(18)
take-up(tu): gives feedback to the other speaker and signals
that one intends to take the turn to say something relevant;
backchannel(bc): gives feedback and supports the other's
turn;
frame(fr): introduces a new topic or concludes the previous
one;
repair marker(rm): signals problems in the formulation
process;
answer(an): signals agreement on the same proposition;
action(ac): refers to the task the speaker fulfills in the
situation; for instance in the toy-airplane construction dialogues, German ja can be used to indicate that the action is
completed;
check(ch): signals the hearer that the speaker would like to
get positive feedback;
modal(md): refers to the hearer's supposed mental state.
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Abstract

those two studies identified only a few of the skills required
for scientific reasoning, all within the design process.
Previous research on scientific reasoning has shown that it
Presumably a complex task such as making scientific
involves a diverse set of skills. Yet, little is known about
discoveries requires m a n y more skills within the design
generality of those skills, an important issue to theories of
process and within other aspects. For example, there are also
expertise and to attempts to automate scientific reasoning
the processes of deciding h o w to measure and plot the
skills. W e present a study examining what kinds of skills
outcomes of experiments, interpreting the experimental
psychologists actually use in designing and interpreting
outcomes, and generating or comparing results to hypotheses
experiments. The results suggest: 1) that psychologists use
(cf Schunn & Klahr, 1995). Second, the Voss et al. and
many domain-general skills in their experimentation; 2) that
Shraagen studies did not provide any opportunities for the
bright and motivated undergraduates are missing many of
participants to m a k e use of feedback. Scientists in the real
these skills; 3) some domain-general skills are not specific to
only scientists; and 4) some domain-specific skills can be
world rely on the ability to test their ideas empirically, and
acquired with minimal domain-experience.
iteratively attack a problem (Tweney, 1990)—scientific
questions are rarely answered in one experiment (and
Introduction
especially not in thefirstone).
What are the reasoning skills required for making scientific The current study was designed to address these issues. As
discoveries? Previous psychological research on scientific
with the Voss et al. and Shraagen studies, our study contrasts
reasoning has produced a rich and varied set of findings domain-experts with task-experts and task novices.
regarding the nature of scientific reasoning skills (e.g., However, in contrast to the two previous studies, the current
Dunbar, 1994; Klahr & Dunbar, 1988; Kulkami & Simon, study had two n e w features. First, it makes use of a new
1988). While such research has indicated m a n y dimensions computer interface that simulates the outcomes of
to scientific expertise, it is often difficult to determine experiments, which in turn, allows the participants to see the
whether the features that define scientific expertise are due results of their experiments and design multiple experiments
to differences in general ability, familiarity with the research based on the feedback they receive. Second, this study
question, or familiarity with the research methods. O n e examines the processes by which the participants examined
approach that offers s o m e progress on these issues uses a the experimental outcomes and measures what they
quasi-experimental design which involves a c o m m o n , concluded from the outcomes.
representative scientific reasoning task and then
Three general questions were of focus in our study. First,
systematically manipulates various forms of expertise. This is there a general set of skills that scientists use in designing
approach has two clear exemplars: Voss, Tyler & Yengo's
and interpreting experiments? It m a y be that there are
(1983) study of scientific reasoning in political science, and
relatively few general skills that hold true across domains, or
Shraagen's (1993) study of study of scientific reasoning in even across scientists. Second, of the domain-general skills
experimental psychology. In both of these studies, at least that do exist, are these general skills unique to scientists, or
two kinds of experts were used—scientists working within
would any intelligent, motivated individual possess them?
the domain of the research question given to them, and T h e empirical generality of these reasoning skills should
scientists from the same discipline (e.g., political scientists provide important information about the nature and origins
or experimental psychologists) but with a different domain
of these skills. Third, assuming there are both domainof expertise and therefore unfamiliar with the research general skills and domain-specific skills, will these skills
question. A third group of participants included transfer to the current task? Recent theories of learning and
undergraduate novices familiar neither with the scientific transfer have suggested that transfer is non-trivial matter
method nor the particular domain of the research question. (e.g., Clancey, 1993; Greeno, 1988; Lave, 1988; Suchman,
Thus, these studies contrasted domain expertise with task
1987). For example, the Task-Experts m a y not be able to
expertise. Both studies found that, while there were effects apply their domain-general skills because the current task is
of domain expertise, there were also effects of task expertise, not situated in their familiar domains.
indicating that there are domain-general components to
T h e problem given to the participants was tofindthe
scientific reasoning.
cause of the spacing effect, a problem from within cognitive
While the Voss et al. and the Shraagen studies have psychology, specifically memory. This problem met three
provided s o m e answers about the nature and generality of important constraints: 1) the solution must be unknown to
scientific reasoning skills, m a n y questions remain. First, the domain-experts, as science involves the discovery of
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previously-unknown solutions; 2) the problem must be free
of domain-specific jargon and easily understandable to even
task-novices; and 3) despite being easy to understand and
not yet solved, the solution must be obtainable through
experimentation.

experiments, w e designed a computer interface, called the
Simulated Psychology Lab, that produced experimental
outcomes and allowed participants to iterate through the
process of design, plot and interpret. The interface was
designed to support factorial experimental designs because
that was the most c o m m o n design generated by DomainMethods
Experts and graduates students in pilot experiments. Within
the interface, participants designed experiments by selecting
Participants
values on six dimensions, any of which could be
There were three sources of participants: Cognitive
manipulated, and up to four factors could be simultaneously
psychology faculty studying m e m o r y (Domain-Experts; manipulated in any one experiment. The participants were
N=4), Social and Developmental psychology faculty not told that the computer had been given the results of m a n y
studying m e m o r y (Task-Experts; N = 6 ) , and Carnegie actual experiments, and that it would show them the results
Mellon undergraduates ( N = 3 0 ) from a variety of of whatever experiment they generated.
backgrounds. The Domain-Experts and Task-Experts were a
The source task factors that the participants could
mix of senior and junior faculty at strong research experiment with included 1) repetitions—the number of
universities.
times that the list of words was studied; 2) spacing—the
amount of time spent between repetitions; and 3) source
Materials & Procedure
context—whether the participants were in the same context
each repetition or whether they changed contexts on each
At the beginning of the experiment, all the participantsforwere
given a step-by-step introduction into the main task on the repetition. The test factors included 1) the test task—free
computer. The instructions described the spacing effect— recall, recognition, or stem completion; 2) delay—the
amount of time from the last study repetition until the test
that spaced practice produces better memory performance
was given; and 3) test context—whether the participants
than massed practice—and two theories which have been
proposed to explain the spacing effect. Thefirsttheory was were in the same context or a different context at test relative
the shifting context theory, which stated that memories were to study. For each variable, the participants could either hold
associated with the context under study and that context the variable constant or vary it. Values had to be selected on
gradually shifted with time. Thus, the spacing effect occurs all dimensions, including the dimensions that were held
because spaced practiced produces associations to more constant in the given experiments; no default values were
used. There was no restriction on the order of value
divergent contexts which in turn are more likely to overlap
with the test context. The second theory was the frequency selection, and participants could go back to change their
regularity theory, which stated that the mind tries to estimate selections for any of the variables at any point in time up
how long memories will be needed based on regularities in until they selected to run the experiment.
The participants m a d e predictions and were given
the environment and, in particular, adjusts forgetting rates
according to the spacing between items. The participants' outcomes in a table format with all cells being shown at
primary task was to determine which theory provided a once. A table format was used rather than a graphical format
better account of the spacing effect—this goal was presented because it was thought that the table format was less difficult
to them at the beginning, in the middle, and at the end of the to understand and manipulate for the undergraduate
participants. Before being given the table, participants had to
instructions.
Since w e were interested in the process by which people decide on which dimension each manipulated factor would
plotted and interpreted data in addition to h o w they designed be plotted. After deciding on the table structure, participants

Source
Spacings

5 Minutes

Test Delays
20 Minutes

2 Hours

23
70

9
30

r=0.91

5 Minutes

40
90

24

20 Minutes

58
95

38
80

25
70

40

NeKt EKperiment

SourceRepetitions=3
SourceContexts=Same
TestTask=FreeRecall
TestContexts=Same

40 39 17 32.2
Figure 1: The interface for displaying the experiment outcomes. Main entry is the actual outcome, predictions are in italics.
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made numerical predictions for their tasks. The number to be
predicted for each cell in their design was the mean percent
correct for that cell. Although this prediction task is more
stringent than the prediction task psychologists typically
give themselves (i.e., directional predictions at best, and
rarely for all dimensions and interactions), this particular
form of a prediction task was used because: I) assessing
directional predictions proved a difficult task to automate; 2)
numerical predictions could be made without explicit
thought about the influence of each variable and possible
interactions and thus was less intrusive; 3) it provided
further data about the participants' theories and beliefs about
each of the variables; and 4) it provided some cost to large
experimental designs to simulate the increasing real-world
cost of larger experimental designs.
After completing their predictions, the participants were
shown the results of their experiment. The same table format
was used, including the display of the variables held constant
and their values (see Figure 1). In addition, the outcome
tables also displayed the participant's predictions for each
cell in italics. To facilitate comparison across rows, columns,
and tables, the row, column, and table marginals were also
provided. To provide a rough evaluation of the quality of the
predictions, the participants were also shown the Pearson
correlation between the predictions and outcomes. The
actual results displayed were generated by a mathematical
model that is roughly consistent with results from research
on memor>' and the spacing effect.
Participants worked at the task until they felt that they had
found out what the cause of the spacing effect was or 40
minutes had elapsed—this time-limit was selected because
most participants were able to complete the task in this
amount of time, and because w e were more interested in
discovery processes than infinalproducts.
The primary data gathered in this experiment was
keystroke data as the participants generated, plotted, and

interpreted experiments. However, the participants were alsc
asked to give a think-aloud verbal protocol throughout th(
task. Moreover, at the end of the task, participants were
asked to verbally report their conclusions about the spacing
effect—i.e., whether either of the two theories given to them
at the beginning of the task explained the spacing effect. The
participants were also asked to give conclusions about the
effects of each of the variables.
Results
The goal of this paper is to examine the presence and
absence of different kinds of domain-specific and domaingeneral experimentation skills in psychology, specifically in
the domain of cognitive processes in memory. Rather than
bias the results in favor of one outcome or another, we
include all the skills that we examined. The skills are divided
into four general classes of skills: designing an experiment,
displaying data, making predictions, and interpreting
outcomes. Within each class, skills are divided into domaingeneral (skills expected to be useful in at least psychology
generally) and domain-specific (skills expected to useful
only in memory experiments). The left half of Table 1
presents a complete list of the skills examined.
The experiment design skills were evaluated using the
experiments generated by the participants (as reflected in the
keystroke protocol), and, in the case of thefirstdesign skill,
what the participants said while they designing the
experiments. The display and prediction skills were
evaluated using the participants display and prediction
choices (as reflected in the keystroke protocol). The outcome
interpretation skills were evaluated using the participants
final conclusions' about the six factors and the two theories
for the cause of the spacing effect. The interpret skills were
evaluated conditional on opportunities to learn (e.g., correct
conclusions regarding a main effect or interaction were only
evaluated conditional on having conducted the relevant

Table 1: Complete list of skills examined by skill type and skill level, as well as the direction and statistical significance (.2,
.05, and .01) of the pairwise comparisons between Domain Experts and Task Experts, All Experts and High-Ability
undergraduates, and High and Mid-Ability undergraduates.
Type
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Display
Display
Display
Predict
Predict
Predict
Interpret
Interpret
Interpret
Interpret

Level
General
General
General
General
General
General
Specific
Specific
General
General
Specific
General
General
Specific
General
General
General
General

SkUl
Design experiments to test the given theories
Keep experiments simple
Use sensible factor value
Manipulate factors relevant to the theories under test
Keep general settings constant across experiments
Avoidingfloorand ceiling effects
Knowledge of variables likely to interact
Choose factor values useful in the given domain.
Display continuous factors within rather than across tables
Display factors consistently across tables
Display the true spacing effect within a table
Correctly predict the direction of known effects
M a k e caricature predictions of interactions
Making ball-park estimates of effects
Make conclusions in light of theories under test
Use evidence in support of conclusions about theories
Encode main effects
Encode interaction outcomes
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Table 2: The mean number of experiments and mean time on
task in minutes (with standard errors).
Group
Domain-Experts
Task-Experts
High-Ability
Mid-Ability

# Experiments

Time on task

2.8 (0.8)
4.8 (0.7)
5.6(1.0)
5.7(0.7)

36.0(5.7)
38.0(3.2)
36.3(1.6)
34.0(1.8)

Table 3: Proportion of participant mentioning either of the
theories during experiment design (first experiment or ever).
1st Exp.

Group
Domain-Experts
Task-Experts
High-Ability
Mid-Ability

experiments).
To examine the empirical generality of the skills, w e
structure each of the analyses by contrasting performance for
each of the participant groups. W e predicted that the
Domain-Experts alone would display the domain-specific
skills, and that both the Domain-Experts and Task-Experts
would display the domain-general skills. However, it is
possible that some of the skills m a y be so general that all
groups would display the domain-general skills.
The comparisons between the Task-Experts and
undergraduates is likely to confound two factors: task
expertise and general reasoning ability. T o examine the
influence of reasoning ability skills the undergraduates were
divided into two groups using a median-split on Math S A T ,
a factor found to be predictive of performance in this domain
and other scientific reasoning tasks (e.g., Schunn & Klahr,
1993). If the differences between the undergraduates and the
Task-Experts were due only to task expertise, then there
should be no differences between the two groups of
undergraduates. Those undergraduates above the median
(660) were called High-Ability undergraduates (mean=728,
N=14), and those below were called Mid-Ability
undergraduates ( m e a n = 5 8 6 , N = 1 6 ) .
Since our
undergraduates all had Math S A T s above the U S national
median, w e used the label Mid rather than Low.
Before examining the results from the skill-specific
analyses, w e begin with two general results regarding
number of experiments generated and time on task for each
of the groups. The three groups spent approximately an
equal amount of time on the task (see Table 2). However,
Domain-Experts conducted fewer experiments than did the
Task-Experts and undergraduates. This occurred because the
Domain-Experts conducted a small number of complex
experiments, whereas the other groups conducted a larger
number of simple experiments.
The statistical analyses focus on three pairwise
comparisons: Domain-Experts versus Task-Experts, Domain
and Task-Experts versus High-Ability undergraduates, and
High-Ability versus Mid-Ability undergraduates. Because
there are so many skills being examined, w e cannot describe
the detailed results for each of the skills. Instead, here w e
will present two characteristic results, and then focus on the
patterns across the skills.
The primary goal of the task was to test the two given
theories for the cause of the spacing effect (the Shifting
Context theory and the Frequency Regularity theory). Yet,
many of the undergraduates did not seem to understand h o w
this goal might be achieved. Table 3 presents the proportion
of participants mentioning either theories while they were
designing experiments. Both D o m a i n and Task experts
mentioned the theories from the very beginning of the task,

1.00
1.00
.43
.06

Ever
1.00
1.00
.64
.06

whereas a large proportion of the undergraduates did not
mention the theories during the design of any of their
experiments. A similar pattern held for outcome
interpretation: all Experts related the results back to the two
theories under
test, whereas the majority of the
undergraduates did not. This lack of focus on the theories
under test was also reflected in the kinds of variables that the
undergraduates included in their experiments—they were
more likely to included irtelevant factors such as repetition.
A n important general outcome-interpretation skill is the
ability to encode interactions. In this task, there were two
two-way interactions. First, there was a quantitative Spacing
X Delay interaction, such that the spacing effect was larger at
longer delays. Second, there was an effect/no-effect Spacing
X Test Task interaction, such that there was no spacing effect
with stem completion. The participants' final hypotheses
were coded for correctness on these two interactions, and
only those participants w h o had conducted the relevant
experiments were included in this analysis. Overall, the
Domain-Experts and Task-Experts were equally able to
correctly encode these interactions (see Table 4). B y
contrast, the High-Ability undergraduates were less able to
encode the interactions, and the Mid-Ability undergraduates
rarely encoded the interactions. In addition to being able to
encode interactions when they exist, there is also the skill of
noting non-interactions (i.e., not being deceived by small
levels of noise). To see whether the groups differed in their
ability to note non-interactions, the participant's final
conclusions were coded for descriptions of non-existent
interactions. The Domain-Experts and Task-Experts almost
never made such errors, whereas the undergraduates m a d e a
significant number of such errors (see Table 4). In fact, the
undergraduates were overall just as likely to report nonexistent interactions than to report existing interactions.
These two sets of results illustrate a general pattern:
Domain and Task-Experts were near ceiling on domaingeneral skills, and undergraduates often did not possess
these skills. Across all the skills, the following pattern
emerged: Domain-Experts differed from Task-Experts
Table 4: Proportion of participants (and Ns) making correct
conclusions about each interaction given opportunity to
observe the interaction and proportion of participants making
extraneous interaction conclusions.
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Group
Domain-Experts
Task-Experts
High-Ability
Mid-Ability

Spacing x
Delay

Spacing x
Test Task

1.00(2)
.75 (4)
.44 (9)
• 11(9)

.50 (2)
1.00(1)
.50 (4)
.33 (6)

False
Alarms
.00(4)
.17 (6)
.43 (14)
.31(16)

Table 5: Effect directions by skill level.
Discussion
PanDomain-Experts
vs. Task-Experts
Experts vs.
Higli-Abilit;y
Hish-Ability vs.
Mid- Ability

Level
General
Specific
General
Specific
General
Specific

+++

5
1

-n-

2
1
2
1

-11
2
1

1

0
11
2
6
3
10
3

2

primarily in terms of domain-specific skills; Experts differed
from High-Ability undergraduates primarily in terms of
domain-general skills; and High-Ability undergraduates
different from Mid-Ability undergraduates in terms of
domain-general skills.
T o examine these patterns quantitatively, w e classified
those pairwise comparisons for each skill according to its
direction (expected direction vs. unexpected direction) and
statistical significance (p<.01, p<.05, p<.2, and no effect),
using Fisher Exact tests for discrete variables and t-tests for
continuous variables. The expected directions for the three
pairwise comparisons of interest were: D o m a i n Experts>Task-Experts, Experts>High-Ability undergraduates, and High-Ability undergraduates>Mid-ability undergraduates. Combining direction and statistical significance
produced seven categories of possible effects: expected very
strong (-I-H-), expected strong {++), expected weak {+), no
effect (0), unexpected weak (-), unexpected strong (- -), and
unexpected very strong (
). Table 1 presents the results of
these statistical tests for each skill.
The results of this aggregation analysis are presented in
Table 5. T h e shaded areas are the regions predicted by an
Expertise-type by Skill-type interaction. A s can be seen by
comparing the density of effects in the shaded versus
unshaded areas, while there are some exceptions, the overall
effects of skill generality by group comparisons are as
expected. In the comparisons between the two expert groups,
m o r e of the domain-specific skills showed positive
differences ( 5 0 % ) than did the domain-general skills ( 7 % ) ,
X^(l)=4.1 p<.05. In the comparisons between the Experts
and the High-Ability undergraduates, more of the domaingeneral skills showed positive differences (57%) than did the
domain-specific skills (25%), although because of the small
n u m b e r of domain-specific skills, this trend was not
statistically significant, x^(l)=l-3 p<.25. Finally, in the
comparisons between the H i g h and Mid-Ability
undergraduates, few of skills of either type showed positive
differences ( 2 9 % and 2 5 % for domain-general and domainspecific skill respectively, x^(l)<l)In sum, the two Expert groups differ primarily on domainspecific skills, the Task-Experts differ from the High-Ability
undergraduates primarily on domain-general skills, and the
two groups of undergraduates differ rarely, and equally often
on domain-general and domain-specific skills. Thus,
contrary to a general reasoning-ability model or a situated
action model, it appears that expertise in scientific reasoning
consists of domain-specific and domain-general skills for
design, display, prediction, and interpretation skills.
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The demonstrations of empirical generality of scientific
reasoning skills in this paper depend on several assumptions.
The first assumption is that the lack of differences between
the expert groups were not due to low N problems. In
support of this assumption, the Task-Experts' performance
was near ceiling on the measures of domain-general skills
(e.g., see Table 3) suggesting that they did indeed possess
these skills. Moreover, w e also used a fairly liberal criteria in
assessing statistical trends, and found a weak trend on only
one of the 14 domain-general skills. The second assumption
is that the task that w e used was representative of a real
scientific task. In support of this assumption, scientists were
shown to have skills useful in our task, and these skills were
typically not present in bright, motivated undergraduates.
The results of this study contained striking similarities and
differences to the findings of the Voss et al. (1983) and
Shraagen (1993) studies. Similar to both of those previous
studies, our study found that there were m a n y skills that
expert scientists share across domains—our study catalogued
additional domain-general experiment design skills and also
added prediction, plotting, and outcome interpretation skills.
The general pattern of results across the skills present a
picture of expertise that contrasts the current view of
domain-expertise—that domain-expertise consists primarily
of a large quantity of domain-specific facts and skills
acquired only through thousands of hours of practice (e.g.,
Ericsson, Krampe, & Tesch-Romer, 1993; Gobet & Simon,
1996). Instead, our findings suggest that expertise in some
domains m a y also consist of m a n y domain-general skills,
and that domain-specific skills can occasionally be readily
acquired by bright individuals without numerous hours of
experience.
H o w might our results be reconciled with existing models
of expertise? A potentially important factor determining
which kinds of experiences and abilities underlie expertise in
a given domain m a y be the relative familiarity of typical
problems seen in the domain. M a n y of the previous studies
of expertise involved well-defined problem tasks like chess
(e.g.. Chase & Simon, 1973; Gobet & Simon, 1996) in
which there was little role for good search heuristics and a
relatively large role for recognizing good problem states
(based on previous experience with those states). Other
studies involved giving experts very simple problems that
were highly familiar to them (e.g., Chi & Koeske, 1983;
Larkin, 1980), in which the problems could also be solved
using recognition processes. B y contrast, scientific
discovery, by definition, involves tasks which are quite
novel to the experts, and thus expertise in such a domain
cannot rely heavily on recognidonal processes.
This kind of model of expertise for scientific reasoning
has several important consequences for artificial intelligence
and attempts to automate scientific discoveries (cf. ValdesPerez, 1995). The large presence of domain-general skills in
our results suggests that m a n y aspects of scientific reasoning
could be automated using computational programs that are
fairly domain-general, and hence more widely applicable.
Towards this goal, w e have identified several general
heuristics that scientists use.

The results of this study also have educational
implications—it appeared that there were several design and
prediction skills that few of even the High-Ability
undergraduates had mastered. At the level of design, the
undergraduates made poor values selections for various
factors (e.g., selecting a poor range of values). Given their
problems in selecting experiment features, it was particularly
problematic that the undergraduates also violated the design
heuristic of keeping experiments simple. It is possible that
the undergraduates underestimated the difficulty of the task,
since Schunn (1995) found that undergraduates do regulate
the complexity of their experiments according to their
expectations and experiences with task difficulty. At the
level in interpretation skills, undergraduates were only
marginally less able to encode main effects, but m u c h less
able to encode interactions and ignore noise levels.
The most striking of the undergraduate differences was the
fundamental lack of appreciation of the purpose this
scientific task: to obtain empirical evidence which could
distinguish between two theoretical accounts of an empirical
phenomenon. Counter to the purpose of the task, the
majority of the undergraduates did not use the theories in
designing the experiments nor did they relate the results of
the experiments to the theories. While it m a y be that some of
these undergraduates thought of the theories but merely did
not report them in the verbal protocols, the lack of mention
of the theories in the verbal protocols was correlated with
other differences in the kinds of experiments they designed.
Moreover, it seems unlikely that performance differences
could be attributed to motivation differences as the
undergraduates not mentioning the theories worked at the
task for just as long as the experts and the other
undergraduates.
In sum, this study have provided n e w information
regarding the nature of expertise in science: 1) there are
skills that are c o m m o n across domains and do transfer,
contrary to the predictions of theories of situated learning
and action; 2) many of these domain-general reasoning skills
are a function of task expertise and are not a simple function
of general reasoning ability, contrary to a simple generalreasoning ability model of expertise; 3) some of these skills
have already been acquired by bright undergraduates,
contrary to an intensive domain-specific practice model of
expertise; and yet 4) m a n y undergraduates still lack
fundamental aspects regarding the function of scientific
experimentation.
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A M o d e l of Rapid M e m o r y Formation in the Hippocampal System
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realize its putative function (e.g., Marr, 1971; Treves & Rolls,
1994; Lynch & Granger, 1992; Gluck & Myers, 1993; HasOur ability to remember events and situations in our daily selmo, 1997;Schmajuk&DiCarlo, 1992; 0'Riley& McClellife demonstrates our ability to rapidly acquire new memories.
land, 1994). This work has greatly enhanced our understandThere is a broad consensus that the hippocampal system (HS)
ing of the H S and its role in m e m o r y formation and retrieval,
plays a critical role in the formation and retrieval of such membut it has not dealt with some critical representational probories. A computational model is described that demonstrates
lems associated with the encoding and retrieval of specific
how the H S may rapidly transform a transient pattern of activity
events
and situations. W e discuss some of these problems
representing an event or a situation into a persistent sU^cUiral
below.
encoding via long-term potentiation and long-term depression.
Abstract

Introduction
Our ability to remember events and situations in our daily life
and acquire facts after reading a newspaper demonstrates our
ability to rapidly acquire n e w memories. This form of m e m o r y
has been the focus of considerable research in psychology and
cognitive neuroscience and has been characterized variably as
declarative, locale, and explicit. There is a broad consensus
that this form of m e m o r y is distinct, both in its functional
properties and its neural basis, from other forms of memories
such as memories of perceptual-motor skills, priming, and
classical conditioning (for a review see Cohen & Eichenbaum,
1993; Squire, 1992).
Memories of events and situations are acquired rapidly. It
is reasonable to assume that the construal of an experience
in terms of an event or a situation is initially expressed as
a pattern of activity over neural structures. This expression,
however, is per force transient, and hence, the neural encoding
of a memorable event or situation must be transformed rapidly
firom a transient pattern of activity into a persistent structural
encoding, or else it would be lost.
A battery of neuropsychological, neuroanatomical, neurophysiological, and imaging data suggests that the hippocampal
system (see below) plays a critical role in the encoding and recall of events and situations. Several studies have shown that
h u m a n patients with bilateral damage to the H S suffer from
severe amnesia and are unable to remember events that occurred just a few minutes ago (e.g., Scoville & Milner, 1957).
Such patients, however, can still acquire procedural skills and
demonstrate priming effects. Studies of animal models (e.g.,
O'Keefe & Nadel, 1978; Squire & Zola-Morgan, 1991) also
provide support for the putative role of the H S .
A number of researchers have proposed models to explain
and understand the functionality of the H S based m e m o r y
system. These include system-level models that attempt to
describe the functional role of the H S (e.g., Cohen & Eichenbaum, 1993; Squire & Zola-Morgan, 1991) as well as computational models that attempt to explicate h o w the H S might

Representational Requirements of Encoding Events
a n d Situations
Typically, memories of events and situations record w h o did
what to w h o m where and when. Alternately, they m a y describe a state of affairs wherein multiple entities occur in a
particular configuration or relationship, or record the state of
an entity. In each of these cases an event or a situation may
be viewed as a relational instance consisting of a collection
of bindings between the roles of a generic relation and the
entities Ihaifill these roles in the given event or situation. For
example, the event "John gave Mary a book on Tuesday" may
be viewed as an instance of the generic relation GIVE with the
role-entity bindings:
(GIVE: (g/ven=John),
{recipient=Mary),
{give-object=a-Book),
{temporal- location=Tue s day))
There exists a vast body of work in traditional as well as
cognitive linguistics that demonstrates h o w various aspects
of conceptual knowledge can be expressed using appropriate
relational structures composed of role-entity bindings. Such
structures have been variably referred to as frames, schemas,
scripts, and predicates.
The fact that an event or a situation is essentially a collection
of role-entity bindings givesriseto a number of representational requirements.
First, it entails that a memory of events and situations must
be capable of encoding and subsequently detecting role-entity
bindings. A memory that only binds together the entities that
occur in an event, but does not encode which entity fills which
role, cannot function properly since it cannot distinguish between events such as "John gave Mary a book" and "Mary
gave John a book". Observe that these two events are distinct
even though they involve the same roles and entities because
some of the entities fill different roles in the two events.
Second, the encoding of an event or a situation should
respond positively to partial cues, but at the same time, it
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must respond negatively to a cue that specifies incompatible
bindings — even if the cue is otherwise highly similar to
the memorized event. For example, while the encoding ol
the event "John gave Mary a book in front of the library on
Tuesday" must respond positively to the partial cue "Did John
give Mary a book?", it must respond negatively to the highly
similar but erroneous cue "Did Susan give Mary a book in
front of the library on TUesday?" These two requirements
— the recognition of partial cues and the rejection of similar
but erroneous cues — together entail that the encoding of an
event or a situation should be capable of actively detecting
errors (mismatches) between the bindings specified in a cue
and those specified in the memorized event or situation. A n
encoding of the event "John gave Mary a book on Tuesday"
that only detects binding matches and cannot detect binding
errors will be unable to distinguish between the erroneous cue
"Did John give Mary a book on Friday?" and the partial but
matching cue "Did John give Mary a book?" To this encoding,
the partial and the erroneous cues would appear similar since
both contain three matching bindings. Hence the encoding
of an event or a situation must also incorporate binding error
detectors.
Third, the encoding of an event or a situation should support recall and respond to wh-queries by selectively retrieving
entities thatfilla specified role in the memorized event or
situation. For example, the encoding of the event "John gave
Mary a book on Tuesday" must selectively activate "Mary" in
response to the wh-query "To w h o m did John give a book on
Tuesday?" Hence the encoding must also include binding extractor c\xc\x\\.s that can activate entities thatfillspecific roles
within the memorized event or situation.
To summarize, the memorization of an event or a situation
requires the rapid formation of: binding detectors, binding
error detectors, circuits for integrating the responses of these
detectors, and circuits for extracting role-fillers from bindings.
Existing H S based memory models as well as purely computational models of rapid memorization proposed by Feldman
(1982) and Valiant (1994) do not satisfy these representational
requirements.

entities can lead tothe formation of spurious bindingdetectors
and extractors.
The formation of binding error detectors is even more problematic given their paradoxical behavior. The crux of the
problem is this: The formation of a binding error detector for
the binding of a role r and an entity / must occur in response
to the coincident activity of r and /. But subsequent to its
formation, the binding error detector must notfireanymore
in response to the coincident activity of r and / — the very
activity that led to its formation. Instead, it mustfirein response to thefiringof r in the absence of the coincident firing
of /. It is not obvious how such a detector might be learned
rapidly within a neural circuit. O n e of the contributions of the
present work is that it demonstrates how circuits that behave
like binding error detectors can be learned rapidly within the
H S via long-term potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression
(LTD).
The model's architecture parallels the circuitry of the H S
and provides a rationale for various components of the H S and
their idiosyncratic interactions. It also predicts the memory
deficits that would result from selective damage to components of the H S .
The encoding is sparse, but at the same time, it is physically distributed and redundant. While the sparseness of the
encoding enables the model to memorize a large number of
events, the physically distributed and redundant nature of the
encoding makes the model robust against significant amounts
of cell loss.
After a brief review of the H S architecture and the LTP
and L T D phenomena, the paper describes the proposed model
emphasizing its functional architecture and the mapping between its components and those of the H S . Finally, the paper
lists some behavioral deficits predicted by the model. Limited
space precludes a circuit level description of the model; such
a description may be found in Shastri (1997).
The Hippocampal System

The hippocampal system (HS) refers to a collection of medial
temporal lobe structures consisting of the entorhinal cortex
(EC) and the hippocampal formation (HF). The H F in turn
A Model of Memory Formation in the HS
consists of the Ammon's horn, the dentate gyrus ( D G ) and the
The proposed model smriti' (Shastri, 1997) addresses the
subicular complex (SC). A m m o n ' s horn and D G together form
representational requirements discussed above and demona distinctive sea-horse shaped structure that arches around
strates how a system like the H S might rapidly transform a
transient pattern of activity representing an event or a situation the mesencephalon and is referred to as the hippocampus.
Ammon's horn in turn consists of distinct regions labeled
into a persistent encoding capable of supporting recognition
CAl,CA2,andCA3.
and recall. This transformation leads to the rapid formation
Figure 1 depicts a schematic of the major pathways interof distributed structures for detecting bindings and binding
errors, integrating the outputs of these detectors, and perform- connecting the components of the H S . The E C acts as the
principal gateway between the H S and other cortical areas;
ing binding extraction. The resulting encoding can recognize
highly partial patterns, exhibit a high-degree of pattern sepa- it funnels cortical outputs into the H F and in turn, relays the
output of the H F back to cortical areas. E C receives direct
ration, and respond to wh-queries.
While it is relatively straightforward to imagine how the H S and massive projections from higher-order polymodal associational areas (e.g.. Van Hoesen, 1982) as well as major
might learn isolated binding detectors and binding extractors
projections from the perirhinal and parahippocampal cortices.
using associative learning, the concurrent learning of such
The latter in turn receive inputs from higher-order visual areas
detectors for all of the role-entity bindings pertaining to an
and several polymodal associational areas. Thus E C appears
event is problematic since cross-talk among active roles and
to be the locus of converging polymodal and high-level ac'The name is derived from the Sanskrit word for "memory". It is tivity and it is plausible that this activity corresponds to a
also an acronym for a "System for the Memorization of Relational transient high-level representation of an agent's construal of
its experience in terms of events and situations.
Instances from Transient Impulses".
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Figure 1: Architecture of the hippocampal formation (after
Amaral, 1993). See text for abbreviations.

The major pathways connecting the components of the H S
form an idiosyncratic network. These connections give rise to
a large number of distinct pathways that start and terminate in
E C . Thus the major pathways of the H S form a complex loop
around the H S . ^
The H S also interacts with several other brain regions. For
example, the H S receives afferents from the amygdala which
is implicated in the autonomic and emotive aspects of behavior and cognition and the septal nuclei which in turn receive
inputs from the reticular formation, a brain-stem network mediating arousal. These inputs are believed to play an important
regulatory role and m a y provide a global control signal that
enables or disables learning (Hasselmo, 1997).
L T P a n d t h e E m e r g e n c e o f C o m m i t t e d Cells

Homosynaptic L T P Repeated activation arriving at a
synapse can also cause its weight to increase by Awup. This
is referred to as homosynaptic LTP. A s before, k specifies
the number of impulses x must receive before homosynaptic
L T P is induced, and isp specifies the m a x i m u m permissible
gap between successive impulses arriving at x in the above
repetition.
Heterosynaptic L T D W h e n a synapse undergoes LTP,
neighboring synapses on the same post-synaptic cell may undergo heterosynaptic L T D if they do not receive sufficient
pre-synaptic activity. Upon undergoing L T D , the weight of a
synapse decreases by AwndHomosynaptic L T D A synapse receiving low-level presynaptic activity m a y undergo homosynaptic L T D if the low
level of presynaptic activity is accompanied by post-synaptic
hyperpolarization. Upon undergoing L T D , the weight of a
synapse decreases by AwudEmergence of Committed Cells and Circuits

Long-term potentiation (LTP) involves long-term increase in
synaptic strength resulting from the pairing of presynaptic
activity with postsynaptic depolarization, and has emerged as
the most promising cellular mechanism underlying activity
dependent m e m o r y formation (Lynch & Granger, 1992).
L T P involves the unusual receptor N f M D A which is activated by the neurotransmitter glutamate, but only if the postsynaptic membrane is already depolarized. Once the N M D A
receptor is activated, calcium ionsfloodinto the postsynaptic
cell and lead to a complex series of biochemical changes that
result in the induction of LTP. The two conditions required
for the activation of the N M D A receptor can be brought about
by converging inputs arriving at a cell in close temporal proximity; one input can lead to postsynaptic depolarization and
the other can cause the release of glutamate. Consequently,
N M D A mediated L T P can form the basis of associative learning in neural circuits. L T P possesses several properties that
m a k e it suitable for rapid memory formation. It is induced
very rapidly — within a few seconds, it is synapse specific,
and once stable, it can persist for a long time.
In addition to potentiation, synapses can also undergo activity dependent long-term depression (LTD). The following
describes h o w different forms of L T P and L T D have been
modeled in SMRITI using four parameters, namely. A w , w, k,
and isp.
^CA2 is often merged with C A 3 when describing the rat hippocampal circuitry. In humans and other primates, however, C A 2
forms a distinct region.
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L T P and L T D can lead to an activity dependent transformation of a quasi-random network into a structure consisting of
cells and circuits that are committed to specific functionalities. Typically, a cell receives a large number of afferents and
hence, can participate in a potentially large number of functional circuits. If however, the weights of selected synapses
impinging on the cell increase (say, via LTP) and optionally,
the weights of other synapses decrease (say, via LTD), then
the cell becomes highly selective and participates in only a
small number of functional circuits. W h e n this happens, w e
say that the cell has become committed. The process of commitment can also be viewed as a neurally plausible realization
of the notion of long-term recruitment (Feldman, 1982).
Figure 2 describes how the cell C may become committed
to the functional circuit A & B \ . W e assume that initially
C is uncommitted and its synapses have low efficacy. The
coincident activity of A and Si results in the associative LTP
of synapses formed by the afferents from A and B\ and the
heterosynaptic L T D of synapses formed by aflferents from
other 5iS. If w e assume that the firing of C requires inputs
at two or more potentiated synapses, then Cfiresif and only
if both A and B\ fire concurrently. In other words, C now
behaves as the circuit A & B \ . Observe that if A corresponds
to a role and BiS correspond to some entities then C can be
viewed as a binding detector for the binding (A = Bi).
The encoding of relational instances involves the commitment of more complex circuits for detecting and integrating
binding errors. Shastri (1997) describes how local feedback
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Figure 3: The functional architecture of SMRITI.

Figure 2: Cell C becomes committed to the circuit A8lB\ . A
'*' indicates that the source is firing.

and feedforward circuits of the sort k n o w n to exist in the H S
can get committed to form such functional units.
An Overview of SMRTTI
At a macroscopic level, the overall functioning of SMRITI m a y
be described as follows. It is assumed that our cognitive
apparatus construes our experiences in terms of events and
situations as a result of complex interactions between sensory,
perceptual, categorical, linguistic, and inferential processes.
These construals are expressed as transient and distributed
patterns of activity over high-level cortical circuits ( H L C C ) .
The H L C C s in turn project to E C and give rise to transient
patterns of activity in E C . The resulting activity in E C can be
viewed as the presentation of an event or a situation to the H S
by a H L C C for possible memorization. Alternately, a H L C C
may present an event or a situation to the H S as a "query" and
expect a certain type of response if the query matches one of
the items previously memorized by the H S , and a qualitatively
different type of response if it is novel.
The activity injected into E C by a H L C C propagates around
the complex loop consisting of E C , D G , C A 3 , C A 2 , C A l , S C ,
and EC, and triggers a sequence of synaptic changes involving
LTP and L T D . A s a result of these changes, the event or
situation presented to the H S is transformed from a transient
pattern of activity into a persistent structural encoding. T h e
structures conmiitted during this transformation behave as
distributed circuits for detecting and integrating bindings and
binding errors, and extracting role-fillers from bindings.
The pattern of activation in E C resulting from the activity
arriving from C A l and S C constitutes the response of the
HS. The reentrant activity in E C in turn propagates back to
the H L C C s . Note that the full blown neural expressions of
roles, entities, and generic relations involved in an event or a
situation lie outside the H S .
Functional Architecture of SMRin
Figure 3 shows the functional architecture of S M R m and identifies how its components might m a p onto the H S . The m e m orization of an event or situation involves the rapid formation
of:
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• linking cells in EC that connect entities, roles, and generic
relations in H L C C s to the H S ,
• binding detector cells in D G ,
• binding error detector circuits in C A 3 ,
• binding error integrator cells in C A 2 ,
• relational instance match circuits in C A l , and
• binding extractor cells in S C .
A s described in Shastri (1997) the above cells and circuits
emerge from loosely organized quasi-random network structures as a result of L T P and L T D .
The Transient Encoding of an Event or a Situation
The model posits that the dynamic (active) representation of
an event or a situation is a transient pattern of rhythmic activity
wherein a role-entity binding is expressed by the synchronous
firing of cells associated with the bound role and entity as
described in Shastri & Ajjanagadde (1993). It is assumed that
each generic relation is encoded as a focal cluster in some
H L C C . The cluster for an n-place generic relation P contains
n role nodes, an enabler node {?P), and two collector nodes
( + P and - P ) . The significance of the ?P, + P and - P nodes is
as follows: Assume that the roles of P are dynamically bound
to somefillers.The activation of ?P means that the H L C C is
querying whether or not the currently active instance of P is
already encoded in the H S . In contrast, the H L C C activates
+ P to assert the currently active dynamic instance of P, or
it activates - P to assert the negation of the currently active
instance.' In response to a query about an instance of P , the
H S activates the positive (negative) collector if the encoding
of the instance (or its negation) exists in the H S .
The activity pattern shown in Figure 4 depicts the transient
activity within an H L C C corresponding to an event R I given
by: {R\ : (ri = /i), (r2 = /2)) where iZj is a generic relation,
r\ and vi are roles, and /i and fj are entities bound to ri and
r2 respectively. It is assumed that the cells associated with
r\ and f\ fire in synchrony and so do cells associated with
r2 and fi- T h efiringof these two groups of cells however
is desynchronized with reference to each other. The transient
representation of the query {R^ : {r\ = /i), (ri — /z))? is
similar except that the enabler cells ?J?i, ?/i, and ?/2 are
active instead of the collector cells +R\, -i-/i, and +/2.
^ An example of a negation being asserted is "John did not give a
book to Mary."

bed({r2 = f2)).
Cells in C A 2 receive inputs from binding error detector
circuits in C A 3 . These inputs together with inputs arriving
from role nodes in E C lead to the commitment of local circuits within C A 2 that integrate binding error signals arriving
+R,
from C A 3 . Each committed C A 2 circuit integrates binding
errors pertaining to a specific relational instance memorized
within the H S . W e refer to a binding error integrator circuit
for a relational instance R I as bei{RI). Subsequent to its
commitment, bei{RI) willfirewhenever the relational instance currently active in E C specifies any role-binding that
period
is different from that specified in R I .
Cells in C A 2 project to cells in C A l which also receive
Figure 4; Transient encoding of the relational instance {R\inputs from the ?relation nodes in E C . Convergent activity
(n = /.),(r2 = /:))
along these pathways leads to the commitment of local circuits
within C A l that act as relational instance match circuits. W e
refer to such a match circuit for a relational instance R I
Stepping T h r o u g h the M o d e l
as rim{RI). Subsequent to its commitment, rim{RI) will
fire whenever the relational instance currently active in E C
Interactions between EC and HLCC As a result of the
matches R I .
activity arriving in E C from H L C C s , cells in certain regions
Cells in C A l project to +relation cells in E C . This projecof E C become committed to the collector nodes of entities
tion
allows the afferents from rim circuits in C A l to form
and generic relations in the H L C C s . Similarly, cells in other
potentiated links with the appropriate ^-relation cells in EC.
regions of E C become coimnitted to the enabler nodes of
Thus rim{RI) cells in C A l form potentiated links with +R]
these entities and generic relations. At the same time, cells
cells in E C . Subsequent to the potentiation of these C A l to
in a third region of E C become committed to the role nodes.
Finally, links between the cells committed to a collector node E C links, thefiringof rim(RI) cells in C A l will lead to the
firing of + R ] cells in E C .
and cells coimnitted to the corresponding enabler node get
C A l cells project to S C which also receives direct projecpotentiated. The commitment of cells in E C to particular
generic relations, entities, and roles occurs the veryfirsttime tions from role cells in E C . The incident activity along these
pathways leads to the commitment of cells in S C that act as
the generic relation, entity, or role appears in a relational
binding extractor (or hex) cells. W e refer to binding extracinstance presented to the E C by a H L C C . Subsequently, a
tor cells for the roles r\ and r2 of R I as bex{{r\ —1)\RI)
committed cell in E C fires whenever the H L C C node it is
bex{{r2 —'!)\RI) respectively. Subsequent to their commitcommitted to,fires.Thus the resulting activity of committed
enabler, collector, and role cells in E C in response to activity ment, 6ex((ri = ? ) |i?7) cells will fire whenever rim(i?7) fires
in temporal proximity of thefiringof ri and6ei((r2 =1)\RI)
in H L C C s is similar to that shown in Figure 4.
cells willfirewhenever rim{RI)firesin temporal proximity
Interactions within the H S Role and ?entity cells project
of thefiringof r2.
to a large number of cells in D G . A s a result of the synCells in S C project back to -(-entity cells in EC. This
chronous activity of those role and ?entity cells in E C that
projection allows afferents from bex cells to form potencorrespond to bound roles and entities in R I , certain uncomtiated links with the appropriate -i-entity cells in EC. Thus
mitted cells in D G receive convergent activity from r\ and
bex{{ri =?)\RI) cells and 6ex((r2 =?)|i?/) cells in S C
?/] cells and become committed to serve as their binder cells. form potentiated links with +fi and +f2 cells in E C reSimilarly, for r2 and fi. W e refer to such committed D G cells
spectively. Subsequent to their potentiation, thefiringof
as binder{{r\ = f\)) and binder{{r2 = /2)) cells, respecbex{{r] =?)|ii/) and6ex((r2 =?>|/i/) will lead to the firing
tively. Subsequent to their commitment, binder{{r\ = f\))
of E C cells +f\ and +f2 respectively.
cells willfirewhenever ri and ?/i in E C fire synchronously.
Encoding and Recognition Times
The cell binder{{r2 = fz)) will behave in an analogous manner
A s shown in Shastri (1997), the cells and circuits mentioned
above start off as indistinguishable cells and links embedded
Cells in D G project to cells in C A 3 which also receive
within loosely organized quasi-random networks but emerge
afferents from role cells in E C . Impulses along afferents from
rapidly as a result of L I P and L T D . SMRITI memorizes a
D G and E C lead to the commitment of nodes within C A 3 to
relational instance within 20 periods (see Figure 4). Since
form circuits for detecting binding errors. Thus convergent
synchronous activity encoding dynamic bindings is expected
impulses arriving from binder{{r\ = f\)) cells in D G and r\
to lie in the 7-band, a plausible range of period values is
cells in E C lead to the commitment of cells in C A 3 to form
2 5 — 3 5 msec. Thus SMRITI demonstrates that an event can be
a local feedback circuit for detecting an error in the binding
memorized in less than a second. SMRITI takes between 5 and
(n = /i). W e refer to such a circuit as bed{{r\ — f\)).
8 periods to recognize and recall memorized instances.
Subsequent to its commitment, this circuit willfirewhenever
r\ is bound to any entity other than f\ in the relational instance
currently active in E C . Similarly, convergent impulses arriving Capacity Considerations
from binder({r2 = /2)) cells in D G and r2 cells in E C
The memorization of relational instances occurs as a result
lead to the commitment of a binding error detection circuit
of interactions between quasi-random networks and depends
'1
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on the existence of target cells that receive suitable afferents
from other committed cells. In the absence of complete connectivity, the existence of appropriate target cells required lo
encode a relational mstance cannot be guaranteed. But if the
probability that appropriate cells will be found is extrciiicly
high, it may be assumed with "practical certainty" that it will
be possible to encode a given relational instance.
Relevant probabilities have been calculated using plausible
region and projectivefieldsizes, and by making the simplifying assumption that projectivefieldsare distributed uniformly
over a region. The results suggest that a capacity of about
50,000 events containing 200,000 distinct bindings involving
2000 roles and 50,000 entities is tenable, Even at this level of
memory utilization, the odds of notfindingsuitable cells for
commitment remain below 1 in 300,000. The odds of failure
when the memory is loaded with 25,000 events containing
100,000 distinct bindings are less than 2 in a billion. Detailed
quantitative results appear in Shastri (1997).
Since multiple cells redundantly encode each functional
unit, and given that these cells are quasi-randomly distributed
in a region, the probability that limited cell loss will destroy
all the "copies" of a functional unit is extremely small. Thus
the encoding is robust against cell loss. For example, by
assuming that about 10 cells become committed to be binding
error detectors for each memorized relational instance, it can
be shown that the odds of more than 5 of these 10 cells being
lost due to a 1 % loss of cells are less than I in a billion.

novelty detection.
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understanding. Can physicists and physics students read an
equation and understand what it "says?" If so, in what terms
do they understand it?
The issue of h o w equations - and symbolic expressions
generally - are meaningful to people is an important
question with a rich history (e.g., G o o d m a n , 1976; Kaput,
1987; Kieran, 1992). In this paper, I will present one
particular viewpoint: I will argue that physics students leam
to understand equations in terms of a relatively idiosyncratic
vocabulary of overlapping elements that I call "symbolic
forms" or just "forms," for short. Each symbolic form
associates a simple conceptual schema with a pattern of
symbols in an equation.

Abstract
The central hypothesis of this paper is that physics
students learn to understand equations in terms of a number
of conceptual elements that are referred to as "symbolic
forms." Each symbolic form associates a simple conceptual
schema with a pattern of symbols in an equation. Taken
together, the set of symbolic forms constitutes a
vocabulary of elements out of which novel expressions can
be constructed, and in terms of which expressions can be
understood. The work described here is based on an
extensive analysis of a corpus of videotapes of moderately
advanced university students solving physics problems.
Introduction
Research on physics problem solving has made significant
strides in describing h o w students and experts solve textbook
problems. A few different perspectives have each, working
in their o w n way, helped to fill in different portions of the
physics problem solving puzzle. Furthermore, this work has
contributed to our understanding of the nature of problem
solving, considered more generally.
W h a t have been most successful - or, at least, most
strongly predictive - are models that attempt to account for
the sequence of steps in a solution. These models trace the
equations that are written, the sequence in which they are
written, and the steps by which they are manipulated to get
to a solution. In the most basic of these models, equations
are selected from what is essentially a remembered database,
based simply on the quantities that appear in the problem.
T h e solver selects equations which have variables that
correspond to the quantities given or the quantities desired
(e.g., Bhaskar & Simon, 1977; Larkin et al., 1980). In
addition, there have been attempts to build models in which
the solution is driven by more sophisticated varieties of
understanding. For example, Larkin (1983) describes a model
in which expert problem solvers possess schemata, each of
which is roughly associated with a fundamental physical
principle, that guide the steps in a solution.
However, there is one piece of the puzzle that has not
been well described by these existing analyses. In all of
these models, there is only a limited sense in which the
solver understands the equations; the equations are simply
written firom m e m o r y or constructed according to a limited
set of rules. Thus, the issue to be addressed in this paper is
whether there is a more fundamental level of equation

The Data Corpus and Its Analysis
The work described here is based on an extensive analysis of
a corpus of videotapes of 5 pairs of students solving physics
problems. The subjects in this study were U C Berkeley
students enrolled in "Physics 7C," the third course in the
introductory sequence intended primarily for engineering
students.
All of the experimental sessions were conducted in a
laboratory setting. Students worked with their partner at a
blackboard to solve a pre-specified set of problems. Most of
these problems were fairly traditional textbook problems,
but a few more unusual tasks were also included.
A total of 27 hours of videotape were collected. A subset
of this data, corresponding to student work on the tasks
shown in Table 1, was selected for more focused analysis.
This subset of the corpus, which totaled approximately 11.5
hours of videotape, was carefully transcribed and analyzed.
The analysis of the corpus was primarily qualitative in
character. In Sherin (1996) an argument for the view
presented here is made using numerous examples of both
brief and extended episodes. However, although the argument
leans heavily on detailed analysis of cases, steps were also
taken to systematize the qualitative analysis and to ensure
that the examples selected were representative of the corpus
as a whole.
The first phase of the systematic analysis included two
components, an utterance-centered analysis and an equationcentered analysis. T h e purpose of the utterance-centered
analysis was to locate interpretation events; every student
utterance was examined and utterances identified in which a
student interpreted an equation. Here, "interpretation" was
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defined very broadly to be any statement in which a student
referred to a written equation. For example, a student might
have pointed to an expression as they made a statement, or
they might have mentioned a portion of an expression in ;m
utterance.
1. A person gives a block a shove so that it slides across a table
and then comes to rest. Talk about the forces and what's
happening. H o w does the situation differ if the block is
heavier?
2. (a) Suppose a pitcher throws a baseball straight up at 100
mph. Ignoring air resistance, how high does it go? (b) H o w
long does it take to reach that height?
3. Imagine that two objects are dropped from a great height.
These two objects are identical in size and shape, but one object
has twice the mass of the other object. Because of air resistance,
both objects eventually reach terminal velocity.
(a) Compare the terminal velocities of the two objects. Are their
terminal velocities the same?
(b) Suppose that there was a wind blowing straight up when the
objects were dropped, how would your answer differ? What if the
wind was blowing straight down?
4. A mass hangs from a spring attached to the ceiling. H o w does
the equilibrium position of the mass depend upon the spring
constant, k, and the mass, m ?
5. Peggy Fleming (a one-time famous figure skater) is stuck on
a patch of frictionless ice. Cleverly, she takes off one of her ice
skates and throws it as hard as she can. (a) Roughly, how far
does she travel? (b) Roughly, how fast does she travel?
6. An ice cube, with edges of length L, is placed in a large
container of water. H o w far below the surface does the cube
sink?
7 Suppose that you need to cross the street during a steady
downpour and you don't have an umbrella. Is it better to walk or
run across the street? Make a simple computation, assuming
that you're shaped like a tall rectangular crate. Also, you can
assume that the rain is falhng straight down. Would it affect
your result if the rain was falling at an angle?
Table 1. Tasks included in the focused analysis.
The purpose of the equation-centered analysis was to
locate events in which an equation was constructed from
some conceptual content to be expressed, rather than from
memory or through symbolic manipulation. These events
were identified by first coding every equation in the focal
corpus as either written from m e m o r y , derived through
manipulation, or constructed. Constructed expressions were,
at least in part, invented by students.
Overall, the goal of this first stage of the systematic
analysis was to identify events in which equations were
interpreted or constructed by students. The presumption is
that these events require the sort of deep equation
understanding that is the concern of this work.
The utterance-centered analysis identified a total of 144
interpretation events, and the equation-centered analysis,
looking at 547 separate equations, identified 75 construction
events. This immediately suggests that the type of
phenomena under consideration here are not entirely rare. O f
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the 547 expressions that students wrote, 1 4 % were
consuiicted in s o m e manner. Furthermore, the 144
interpretive utterances were applied to 93 separate equations.
Thus, there were interpretive utterances associated with 1 7 %
of all the expressions written.
In the next phase of the analysis, the goal w a s to identify
the set of symbolic forms that could account for the 219
interpretation and construction events. T o accomplish this,
these events were iteratively coded and receded in terms of
symbolic forms, with the set of symbolic forms refined
between each coding. A number of principles were employed
to evaluate the adequacy of the coding. These included:
Coverage. The full set of forms must cover all instances
of interpretation and construction.
Consistency with statements. Statements m a d e by
students must suggest or be consistent with the focus
implied in the symbolic form.
H a r m o n y . The full set of forms should fall at
approximately the same level of abstraction and should
constitute a roughly complete set.
The iterative coding process, the principles employed, as
well as the rest of the analysis procedure and more extended
examples, are described in detail in Sherin (1996).

Symbolic Forms
The central hypothesis of this work is that physics students
learn to express a vocabulary of simple ideas in equations,
and to read these same ideas out of equations. Corresponding
to the components of this vocabulary are knowledge
elements that I call "symbolic forms." A symbolic form has
two components:
1. Conceptual Schema. Each symbolic form includes a
conceptual schema. The particular schemata associated
with forms turn out to be relatively simple structures,
involving only a few entities and a small number of
simple relations a m o n g these entities. These schemata are
similar to diSessa's (1993) "p-prims" and Johnson's
(1987) "image schemata," which are also presumed to
have relatively simple structures.
2.Symbol Template. Each form is associated with a specific
template for a symbolic expressions.
Stated simply, the schema is the "idea" to be expressed in
the equation and the symbol template is the specification of
h o w that "idea" is written in symbols.
The nature of symbolic forms is best illustrated with a
brief example episode from the data corpus. In this episode,
two students were working on the first task listed in Table
1, which concerns blocks sliding along a surface with
friction.
The pair of students, M i k e and Karl, were unhappy with
the solution that they obtained to this task, and they decided
that their difficulties might stem from s o m e assumptions
that are typically made in physics courses. Usually, the
coefficient of friction, |j,, is treated as a constant that depends
only on the properties of the two materials that are rubbed
together. For various reasons, M i k e and Karl decided that it
might be more accurate to have an expression for the
coefficient of friction that depends on the mass of the block:

The point here is that, because the parts-of-a-whole form
associates a conceptual schema with a template for an
expression, this dictates - at a certain degree of specificity More specifically, these students thought that \i. should what the students must write. In this case, the form dictates
decrease with increasing mass.
that the students should write two or more terms separated
by plus signs. In fact, the students initially began with
Karl I guess what we're saying is that the larger the
marks that played the role of placeholders for each term,
weight, the less the coefficient of friction would be.
gradually filling in details.
The second symbolic form involved here goes with Karl's
During a span of approximately 10 minutes, Mike and Karl statement that: "The other component would be a function
gradually refined their specification for an expression for |J.. of the normal force. The larger the normal force, the smaller
that component." This is the proportionality minus or
The following is an excerpt from their discussion:
prop- form. The idea of the prop- form is that, if you want a
Karl Well, yeah, maybe you could consider the frictional term to decrease as some quantity increases, then the
force as having two components. One that goes to
quantity must appear in the denominator of the term.
zero and the other one that's constant. So that one
component would be dependent on the weight. And
PROPthe other component would be independent of the
7
O n e quantity varies inversely
weight.
with another.
...X...
Mike So, do you mean the sliding friction would be
dependent on the weight?
Finally, I will just briefly mention two other symbohc
Karl Well I'm talking about the sliding friction would
forms that played a role in Mike and Karl's construction of
have two components. One component would be
their expression for |i. First, the coefficient form permitted
fixed based on whatever it's made out of The other
the writing of the ' C that multiplies the second term.
component would be a function of the normal force.
Lastly, the identity form permitted the writing of the "|i^"
The larger the normal force, the smaller that
with which the expression begins.
component.
T o be sure, Mike and Karl's construction of a novel
expression for the coefficient of friction was a somewhat
Finally, the students imdertook to write an expression.
unusual event; it is rare that the solving of a textbook
After a few minutes and some false starts, they settled on the
physics problem requires the construction of novel
following equation:
equations. If symbolic forms were only implicated in these
unusual construction events, then their existence might not
be
very important. However, there are many places that
^ = Hl+c
knowledge of this sort is useful in more typical problem
m
solving. A s they work, students can, for example:
Here, m is the mass, and [l^, C, and fij are constants. There
are some difficulties with this expression; most notably, [i • Judge the reasonableness of an expression.
•
Reconstruct partly remembered expressions.
tends to infinity as the mass becomes small. Nonetheless,
this equation captures m u c h of what the students intended.
•
Justify expressions in intuitive terms.
So, Mike and Karl have constructed a novel expression.
Limited space prevents me from illustrating these various
Clearly, this expression was not simply written out from
roles of symbolic forms.
m e m o r y (you will not find it in any textbook) and it was
not derival by manipulating other equations. Thus, the
question is: H o w did Mike and Karl write this equation? For
The Six Clusters of Symbolic Forms
example, h o w did they know to write a '+' instead of a 'x'
Altogether, the analysis of the data corpus identified 21
between the two terms? A n d h o w did they know to put the
symbolic forms. These are listed in Table 2, arranged into 6
m in the denominator?
groups that are referred to as "clusters." Within a given
I hypothesize that a number of symboUc forms underlie
cluster, the various schemata involve entities of the same or
the construction of this expression. The fu-st of these
similar ontological type. In addition, the forms in a cluster
symbolic forms is suggested by Karl's statement that "the
tend to parse an expression at the same level of detail. While
slidingfrictionwould have two components." I call this
I believe that the list in Table 2 represents a reasonable
form parts-of-a-whole.
portrait of the vocabulary of symbolic forms that are
involved in understanding physics expressions, it should be
PARTS-OF-A-WHOLE
kept in mind that the content of this list is at least partly
Schema
Symbol Template
specific to the data corpus on which this work was based. A
brief description of each cluster follows.
A whole is composed of two
n*D*.
C o m p e t i n g T e r m s . One waytiiata physics equation
or more parts.
may be understood is as an arrangement of terms that
\i = (some function of mass)
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1

C o m p e t i n g T e r m s Cluster
competing terms
opposition
balancing

_ ± _ ± ^ ...

0 = D-"

canceling

Multiplication
intensive*extensive
extensive*extensive

Cluster
X Xy
X Xy

Dependence Cluster
dependence
no dependence
sole dependence

parts-ofa whole ll + iJ+...
base ± I lumge IJ±A
whole - part D - D

Coefficient Cluster

prop+
prop-

7

...X...
...X...

Other
identity
dying away

Proportionality Cluster
...X...
?

|

same amount

coefficient
scaling

\

1

T e r m s are A m o u n t s Cluster

1
x = ...

|
ratio

...X...
...y...

canceling(b)

...X...
...X...

...X...

Table 2. The full set of symbolic forms identified in the analysis.
conflict and support, and that oppose and balance. The
Competing Terms Cluster contains the forms related to
seeing equations in this manner, as terms associated with
influences in competition. A n example from this cluster, the
balancing form, is discussed later in this paper.
Dependence. The forms in this cluster have to do with
the simple fact of whether a specific individual symbol
appears in an expression does or does not appear in an
expression. Most basic of these forms is no dependence,
whose symbol pattern involves the absence, rather than the
presence of symbols. In contrast, the dependence form
specifies only that a given symbol appears in an expression.
Proportionality. W h e n a physics student looks at an
equation, the line that divides the top from the bottom of a
ratio - the numerator from the denominator - is a major
landmark. Forms in the Proportionality Cluster involve the
seeing of individual symbols as either above or below this
important landmark. The prop- form, discussed above, is an
element of this cluster.
T e r m s are A m o u n t s . Like the forms in the
Competing Terms Cluster, these forms address expressions
at the level of terms. However, rather than describing a
battle between competing influences, these expressions
concern the collecting of a generic substance, putting some
in and taking some away. Thus, while '+' and '-' signs in
Competing Terms expressions are commonly associated
with directions in physical space, signs in this cluster
generally signal adding on or taking away.
Coefficient. In the coefficient forms, a product of
factors is seen as broken into two parts. One part is the
coefficient itself, which often involves only a single symbol
and is usually written on the left.
Multiplication. The forms in this cluster also break
down products of factors into parts. In this case, the parts are
intensive or extensive quantities. Stated roughly, an
intensive quantity specifies an amount of something per unit
of something else, while an extensive quantity is a number
of units.

F o r m s a n d P r o b l e m Solving S c h e m a t a
In stating that physics equations are understood in terms of
symbolic forms, I a m making a very particular hypothesis
about the way equations are understood; I a m claiming that
equations are understood in terms of certain type of
abstraction with a specific level of generality. In the
remaining sections of this paper, I will attempt to
simultaneously accomplish two jobs: I will try to clarify
exactly what this level of generality is, and I will argue for
the importance of abstractions of this sort.
T o start, I will contrast m y view with one alternative.
Note that it is possible that people write and understand
physics expressions only at the level of whole equations
associated with formal principles. In other words, students
and physicists might only know that a given equation is an
expression of a particular formal physics principle. In
contrast, I a m arguing that equations have meaningful substructure, and, because of this, that they "say something" to
the student that knows the vocabulary. T o further examine
this contrast, I will refer to a model of physics problem
solving proposed by Larkin (1983).
In Larkin's model, physics problem solving is guided by a
set of schemata, such as what Larkin calls the 'Torces
Schema" and the "Work-Energy Schema." These schemata
are quite closely related to physical principles, as these
principles would be presented in a physics textbook. For
example, Larkin says that the Forces Schema "corresponds
to the physical principle that the total force on a system
(along a particular direction) is equal to the system's mass
times its acceleration (along that direction)." This is
essentially Newton's Second Law, F = m a . The schema
includes rules that correspond to "force laws," which are the
laws that allow a physicist to compute the forces on an
object given the arrangement of objects in a physical
system. Stated simply, this adds up to the following image
of problem solving: The construction rules allow the
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ice skater w h o is stranded on frictionless ice throws an ice
skate. W h e n this is done, the skater recoils in the opposite
direction. In some cases, the students in this study solved
this problem by immediately equating the m o m e n t a of the
skate and the skater just after the collision.

problem solver to find each of the forces acting on an object,
then these forces are totaled and substituted into F,u,= m a .
The Forces Schema could easily be used to solve some of
the tasks in Table 1. For example, it is applicable to Task 4
in which a mass hangs at rest from a spring, and Task 6 in
which an ice cube floats in a glass of water. In both cases,
there is a force acting upward on the object and a force acting
downward. Following the Forces Schema, the solution
would proceed by first finding each of these forces, then
substituting into F,o,= m a to write:

M skate ' skate= M skater ^skater

Fup + Fdown = ma
Since in both of these tasks the object is not moving, the
acceleration is zero and w e can write Fup=-Fj(,^„. Once this
equation is written, it is possible to solve for the desired
quantities. For example, in the floating ice cube problem,
the upward force is the buoyant force of water, and the
downward force is the force of gravity.
Significantly, none of the five pairs of students solved the
ice cube problem in precisely this manner. Instead, all of the
pairs jumped directly to equating the upward and downward
forces as in the following expression, dealing with sign
issues in a "hand-waving" manner, if at all.
''up ~ ''down
Student justifications for this expression included
assertions that this equation must be true "at equilibrium"
and that the forces must "balance:"
Alan At equilibrium, they're equal.
Jack Um, so we know the force down is M G and that has
to be balanced by the force of the water
I explain this by hypothesizing that the behavior is being
driven by a symbolic form, the balancing form. In
balancing, two competing influences are seen as precisely
equal and opposite, and this schematization is bound to a
symbol template in which two expressions are separated by
an equal sign.
BALANCING
T w o influence are precisely
in balance.

D = D

H o w does this account differ from Larkin's? In arguing
that a symbolic form is driving the equating of the up and
d o w n forces, I a m asserting that students are working
directly from a more basic and general schematization of the
physical situation. They see balancing in the situation, and
this directly dictates the form of the expression to be
written.
T o further clarify the distinction, note that the balancing
form is more general than any schemata that pertain only to
forces. Because it is not specific to forces, balancing can be
applied to explain student work on s o m e tasks that are not
usually solved with forces, such as Task 5. In this task, an
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In contrast, a more formal solution would begin with a
statement of the conservation of m o m e n t u m . This would
involve equating the momenta before and after the collision,
rather than the momenta of the skate and skater. Again, I
explain the students' behavior by appeal to the balancing
form. A s in the case of the spring and ice cube problems,
balancing directly drives the writing of an expression. But,
in this case, balancing is applied to m o m e n t a rather than
forces. This property of symbolic forms - that they cut
across physical principles - is one of the important
characteristics of the abstractions embodied in forms.
I have not tried to provide strong evidence for symbolic
forms over models like Larkin's. The simple fact that
students appear to skip steps that would appear in a more
rigorous solution does not constitute conclusive evidence.
For example, the students could just be leaving out steps
that they feel are obvious, or they could be applying special
purpose schemata for the cases of balanced forces and
balanced momenta. For a full comparison and discussion of
the relevant evidence, see Sherin (1996).
Forms and Intuitive Understanding
Additional support for the type of abstractions associated
with symbolic forms can be found in studies of intuitive
physics. It turns out some researchers have argued that, prior
to any formal physics instruction, students understand the
physical world in terms of abstractions that are very similar
to those embodied in forms. Such results add plausibility to
the existence of forms, since they suggest possible origins
for this knowledge.
First, diSessa (1993) describes a portion of intuitive
physics knowledge that he calls the "sense-of-mechanism."
According to diSessa, elements of the sense-of-mechanism which he calls "phenomenological primitives" or "p-prims"
- constitute the base level of our intuitive explanations of
physical phenomena. F-prims appear to live at a level of
abstraction that is very similar to symbolic forms. For
example, diSessa lists p-prims that he calls "balancing" and
"dying away," both of which have direct correlates in the
forms vocabulary.
A second relevant body of research concerns what the
researchers involved have called "qualitative reasoning about
physical systems" (deKleer & Brown, 1984; Forbus, 1984).
This research gives a prominent role to proportionality
relations, such as the prop- form discussed above, in
reasoning about physical systems. If w e accept that these
relations are a central part of h o w w e understand physical
systems, this adds to the plausibility that proportionality
relations should be elements in the vocabulary that w e can
read and write in equations.
Finally, I want to very briefly mention some related
research that pertains to h o w students solve elementary

mathematics problems such as the following: John has five
apples and Mary gives him three more, h o w many does he
have? The research in question is a collection of papers that
identify what Greeno (1987) has called "patterns" in
arithmetic word problems. (See, for example, Carpenter &
Moser, 1983; Riley, Greeno, & Heller, 1983). T o cite an
instance, Riley and colleagues list four categories of
arithmetic word problems: "change," "equalization,"
"combine," and "compare." In a change problem, for
example, some amount is added on to an original quantity,
increasing the size of that original quantity. In contrast, in
combine problems, two quantities are combined to produce
a new third quantity.
Clearly, these patterns live at a similar level of abstraction
to symbolic forms. For example, the parts-of-a-whole form
and combine pattern seem
to involve similar
schematizations. Because schematizations of this sort are
important to how young students understand the quantitative
relations in problem situations, it is plausible that similar
schematizations continue to be important in later, more
advanced work with equations. This is supported by the
workof Izsak (1997), w h o has attempted to trace the origin
and development of some symbolic forms.
Conclusion
In this paper, I have attempted to suggest that a full
description of physics problem solving should include some
account of a deep level of equation understanding. In
particular, I have argued that even moderately advanced
students learn a vocabulary of "symbolic forms," in terms of
which they can construct and understand expressions. The
existence of this knowledge is important for elaborating our
models of problem solving and building theories of equation
meaning, as well as ultimately for improving instruction.
Generally, the attitude of this work is that symbolic forms
and other sorts of knowledge, such as knowledge tied to
physical principles, are complementary; w e will need both
to explain physics problem solving. Thus, I do not want to
argue for symbolic forms as a strict alternative to existing
models of physics problem solving; I only maintain that
there are gaps in what these models can explain, and that
symbolic forms canfillsome of these gaps.
Most importantly, w e would like to be able to model
more flexible and generative varieties of knowledge.
Traditional models of problem solving involve schemata
that contain, within their structure, an outline for the
solution of a problem. Alternatively, w e would like to be
able to describe the way in which a "deep understanding of
physics" can drive problem solving in aflexiblemanner,
adapting on-the-fly, and generating new and creative
solutions. In hypothesizing symbolic forms, I a mfillingin
part of the story of how intuitive understanding can play a
role in problem solving. Because they can understand the
content of expressions, students can departfi-ommore formal
solutions, judge the reasonableness of expressions, and
construct new expressions for new content.
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Abstract
Approaches to concept formation tend to rely solely on
similarities in the data, with the few that take into consideration causalities in the background knowledge doing so prior to or upon completion of a similarity-based
learning phase. In this paper, w e examine a multistrategic approach to misconception discovery that utihzcs
data and theory in a more tightly coupled way.

tional descriptions — logic formulas that describe specific relations (i.e., the discrepancies) between a given
behavior and an ideal one. Figure 1 illustrates.

IDEAL B E H A V I O R
reverse([HIT]|
reverse(T,Tl),

Introduction
Most conceptual clustering systems for the unsupervised
formation of concepts in Artificial Intelligence (AI) tend
to rely solely on similarities in the data, a tendency
that likewise characterizes m u c h of concept learning research in cognitive psychology (Komatsu, 1992). Recently, however, the increase in the number of such works
as those of Barsalou (1991), Rips and Collins (1993), and
Wisniewski and Medin (1994) reveal an increasing dissatisfaction in cognitive psychology over similarity-based
models' cilmost exclusive reliance on data and an increasing interest in the role of theories and goals in concept
formation.
There are, to be sure, combined similarity-based (SB)
and explanation-based (EB) A I learning systems that
use data and theory to learn concepts, whether with
or without supervision,^ e.g., (Lebowitz, 1986; Pazzani,
1993; Flann & Dietterich, 1989; M o o n e y & Ourston,
1989; and Y o o & Fisher, 1991). Wisniewski and Medin
(1994), however, noting that these systems treat S B
and E B learning as phases that are performed one after the other, argue cogently that such loosely coupled
approaches to using data and theory, while undoubtedly
useful, remain inadequate as models of concept formation. This inadequacy becomes even more pronounced
w h e n dealing with misconceptions.
In general terms, a misconception is an incorrect understanding of a concept or procedure that results in
systematic discrepancies in behavior (e.g., bugs in a program). These discrepancies can be expressed as rela^ Supervision means supplying the learner with information (called labels) about the cla.ss or concept to which an
object or event belongs. Thus, the supervised learner's task
is to formulate a correct characterization of a given concept
or set of concepts. In unsupervised learning, which is this
paper's concern, objects are unlabeled and so the leEtrner's
task involves determining the concepts that exist among the
objects as well as chsiracterizing these concepts.
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^pend(Tl.[H].Rj^\ (D

'^
B U G G Y BEHAVIORy
reverse([HIT]
J^m^:reverse(T,Tl).

V
DISCREPANCIES
(l)replace(head,R,[TllH])
(2) remove(subgoal2)
Figure 1: Discrepancies in behavior
The figure shows an ideal behavior in the form of
the correct clause of a P R O L O G program for reversing
the order of a list of elements. T h e clause has a head,
reverse ( [HIT] ,R), which states that the reverse of a list
that is m a d e up of afirstelement, H, called the list's head,
and a sublist, T, called the list's tail, is R. R is computed
in the clause's body, which has two subgoals. T h e first
subgoal, reverse(T,T1), states that the reverse of the
list T (recall that T is the tail of the list being reversed) is
Tl. T h e second subgoal, append(Tl, [H] ,R), states that
R is just the concatenation of the list Tl (which, according to the previous subgoal is the reverse of the tail of
the list to be reversed) and the element H. In short, the
clause a.s a whole states that the reverse of a list is the
concatenation of the reverse of its tail and its head.
Below the correct clause in thefigureis a clause written by a student. T h e student's clause differs from the
ideal one in two ways. First, the student's clause has
[Tl IH] in the head instead of R. Second, it has only one
subgoal, that for reversing the tail T. These two discrep-

ancies are listed in relational logic form in the bottom
of thefigure.Knowledge about the misconception that
caused such discrepancies can improve student remediation and lesson presentation. This paper examines an
approach toward the automatic discovery of such miHconceptions.
In the rest of the paper, wefirstpresent a similaritybased algorithm for clustering relational descriptions.
Next we describe h o w causal relationships in the background knowledge can be exploited to construct or correct misconceptions while they are being formed. Finally we report some experimental results that show
that the multistrategic approach to concept formation
described in this paper enables the automatic construction of meaningful misconceptions from theory and data.
Using Similarities in the Data to Form
C o n c e p t s f r o m Relational Descriptions

Table 1: Basic procedure for clustering relational descriptions
1. From the children of a given node N of a, concept hierarchy, determine those that match the object O (set of input
discrepancies). The match function computes for every
child node the set of commonalities. C o m , and the degree
of similarity, Sim, between this node smd the new object,
and determines whether Sim exceeds a system threshold,
72. If no match is found, place O under N . Otherwise, place O
in its appropriate position vis-a-vis the matching child(ren)
of N . (This will involve increasing weight counters, creating new nodes, or further recursive clustering ageiinst child
nodes.)
3. Nodes whose (weight • height) values fall below a system
parameter may be discarded on a regular or demand basis.

T h e Bcisic Similarity M e e i s u r e
The basis of our similarity-based algorithm is Tversky's
(1977) contrast model:^

The algorithm in Table 1, which w e here call S M D ,
is similar to U N I M E M (Lebowitz, 1987) and C O B W E B
(Fisher, 1987), which are also incremental conceptual
Sim{C, O)) = ef(C n O)) - af(C - O) - Pf{0 - C)
clusterers. U N I M E M ' s similarity measure, however, considers only the difference between two sets of features.
which expresses the similarity between two sets of fea-Furthermore, U N I M E M retrieves only a set of "potentures, C and O , as a function of the weighted measures
tially relevant" nodes to compare against the new object,
of their c o m m o n (C n O ) and distinctive (C — 0 , 0 — C )
rather than examining every child of a given node, and
features.
maintains a total of 13 different parameters. C O B W E B
The features that are dealt with in this paper —
uses a probabilistic (rather than set theoretic) concept
behavioral discrepancies — are expressed as relational
representation and a corresponding probabilistic simi(rather than attribute-value) descriptions.^ W e compute
larity measure (category utility (Gluck & Corter, 1985;
the commonalities between two sets of relational descripCorter & Gluck, 1992)), and can therefore only produce
tions C and O using:
disjoint clusters (but see the probabilistic clusterer in
(Martin & Billman, 1994)). In this paper's context, disjoint clusters imply that the set of bugs in a particular
(CnO)= Comic 0)=\J\J Iggid, Oj)
behavior can only be classified under one "misconception," though there m a y well be several. Both U N I M E M
and C O B W E B deal only with attribute-value (rather
where lgg(x,y) is the least general generalization
than relational) descriptions (but see the C O B W E B de(Plotkin, 1970; Muggleton &; Feng, 1990) of two such
scendant in (Thompson & Langley, 1991)).
descriptions.
The Basic Similarity-based Relational
Clustering A l g o r i t h m
Our similarity-based algorithm for clustering relational
descriptions is incremental, so it takes one set of discrepancies at a time and classifies this object recursively
into the nodes in a growing hierarchy that match it to
a certain degree. Each node in the hierarchy denotes a
concept (i.e., misconception), which is either (a) a generalization (intersection or variableization) of the subconcepts below it, or (b) a record of an instance, or both.
Table 1 describes the basic algorithm. Further details
can be found in (Sison & Shimura, 1996a), where the
algorithm is called R C .
^All of the similarity-based views of concept learning
adopt or assume some varicint of this model (Komatsu, 1992).
'Attribute-value descriptions such as height=tall or
color=blue can be used to express discrepancies only with
difficulty.
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Using Causalities in the Background
K n o w l e d g e to Strengthen the C o h e r e n c e
of C o n c e p t Descriptions a n d Explain
Discrepancies
Causalities in the Background K n o w l e d g e
Similarity-based clusterers form categories on the basis
of regularities (e.g., frequency, co-occurrence) a m o n g features in the data, but largely ignore qualitative relationships among these same features. W e argue, however,
that the presence of qualitative, particularly causal relationships between features of a concept are important
in that they strengthen the coherence of a conceptual
description (thus, e.g., their absence can warrant the
splitting of a concept or an object when some regularities are coincidental), and they explain the regularities
in the data. T h e latter, particularly the knowledge of
causative features, is especially important when remedi-
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Figure 2: C a u s a l relationships in the ideal behavior

ating or otherwise dealing with learner niisconceptions.
C a u s a l relationships b e t w e e n features c a n b e induced
or d e d u c e d in a variety of w a y s . L e b o w i t z (1986), for exa m p l e , suggests first using the frequency of occurrence
of a feature in other concepts as a heuristic indicator of
w h e t h e r the feature is a cause or a n effect. O n c e the
causative features h a v e b e e n determined, o n e c a n link
the causative features to the other features using heuristic, low-level, causal d o m a i n rules. In (Pazzani, 1993),
there are only t w o "kinds" of features, n a m e l y , actions
a n d state changes, a n d actions are a l w a y s the causative
features. D e t e r m i n i n g w h i c h state changes are caused b y
w h i c h actions is achieved b y instantiating general causal
patterns.
In our case, w e use causal relationships among components of the ideal behavior, together with the following
heuristics:

/

discrepancy
• causal relationship between
discrepancies

Figure 3: Causal relationships between discrepancies in
behavior

N o w if, in the misconception hierarchy, discrepancy
(1) in Figure 1 (and in Figure 3) happens to occur under discrepancy (2),* then according to the subconceptlevel causality heuristic, the former causes the latter.
In other words, the student ccin be understood to have
omitted the append/3 subgoal as a result of his/her
putting [Tl IH] in the head. This means that the student thought, incorrectly, that the [|] construct could
be used to prepend a list to an object, and having dealt
• Component-level causality: CausaJ (or enabling or dewith the necessary concatenation, had no further need
termination) relationships a m o n g the components of
for a concatenation subgoal in the body of his/her clause.
the ideal behavior that are present in a set of discrepancies suggest causal relationships among these
discrepancies.
A Similarity- and Causality-Bsised
Clustering A l g o r i t h m
• Concept-level causality: A causal relationship between
two discrepancies in a generalization node, where one
is an intersection generalization and the other a variExisting approaches (e.g., (Lebowitz, 1986; Pazzani,
ableization, suggests that the former causes the latter.
1993) to using data and causality in concept formation
• Subconcept-level catisality: Causal relationships beuse separate S B L and E B L components. In M M D , S B L
tween a parent node and its child suggests that the
and E B L are tightly coupled in the concept formation
latter causes the former.
process. This entails two revisions to the basic algorithm
(rather than an algorithm separate from that) in Table 1.
First, causal relationships are to be determined using the
Example To illustrate, recall the ideal PROLOG
component-level causality heuristic. Second, the direcclause in Figure 1 for reversing a list. Said clause can be
tions of causalities are to be determined, whenever posviewed as describing relationships, as desribed in the insible,
using the concept and subconcept-level heuristics.
troduction, a m o n g four objects H, T, T l , and R used in
This
m
a y lead to the severing of ties between a parent
the head and the two subgoals. Figure 2 n o w illustrates
node and its child when the two are in fact unrelated.
these relationships.
These revisions are found in Table 2, which shows the
According to the component-level causality heuristic,
basic similarity- and causality-based algorithm, called
the discrepancies in the said example are causally related
M
M D for multistrategy misconception discovery. M M D
since the R in the second discrepancy causes or enables
and
the causality heuristics above are explained in more
that in thefirst(Figure 3). In other words, the student's
detail in (Sison, N u m a o & Shimura, 1997).
use of the P R O L O G list operator [|] in the head of

his/her clause is related to the absence of the append
subgoal in the body of his/her clause. T h e componentlevel causality heuristic, however, does not say anything
about the direction of causality.

* Which is indeed the case with the data we have gathered
for and used in our experiments.
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Table 2: Ba.sic procedure for similarity- and causalitybased misconception discovery

Table 3: S o m e variants of S M D

1. Same as in Table 1, with the addition that causality i-cIhtionships among discrepancies arc to be dct('riiiine<l iiding
the componeut-level heuristic.
2. Same as in Table 1.
3. For every new node created in (2), determine and record
the existence of concept- and subconcept-level causalities.
If no concept-level causality exists among discrepancies in
this node, retain the node nevertheless. If no subconceptlevel causality exists between this node and its parent,
sever the Unk between this child and its parent, and promote it upwards.
4. Same as step (3) in Table 1.

Model

0

a

/?

7

N a m e in Figure 4

Restle-l
Restle-2
Weber

1
1
0
1

1
0
1
.2

1
0
1
.4

0
1
-1
0

SMD4
SMDl
SMD3
SMD2

H 40

Experiment
Experimental Method
In this paper, w e look at the effect of varying the parameters of S M D and compare the performance of these
S M D variants against that of M M D . T h e data we use are
64 buggy reverse/2 programs obtained from third-year
undergraduate students w h o have learned basic P R O L O G concepts. These programs were submitted for expert (teacher) analy.sis of their underlying misconceptions. The discrepancies between the buggy programs
and their associated ideal programs were also computed
and then fed, in worst-case order,^ into several variants
of S M D (each variant having different values for its parameters) and into M M D . ® A misconception or classification generated by M M D or S M D is considered accurate
if it matches that of the expert.
Varying the parameters of S M D , particularly the parameters of the S i m function it uses, reflects various
similarity models. For example, setting 0 to 1 and a
and (3 to 0 produces Restle's (1961) model of similarity. The reverse, i.e., setting 0 to 0 and a and ^ to 1
yields Restle's (1961) model of psychological distance,
which is basically what U N I M E M uses. Setting a and
/3 to fractional values (when ^ is 1) is sometimes useful,
as Weber (1996) shows in his particular domain. These
variants are summarized in Table 3, and the results of
the experiment are shown in Figure 4.
Discussion of Results
Figure 4 shows that M M D was able to correctly identify most (92%) of the misconceptions in the buggy
programs that the expert also could. T h efigurealso
clearly indicates that exploiting causal relationships in
the background knowledge improves the classification
performance of a similarity-based learner. W h a t the figure does not reveal is that the classifications generated
Since the algorithms are incremental, the order in which
the e discrepancy sets are presented to the algorithms can
affect the accuracy of the resulting hierarchies. A worst-case
ordering is one which maximizes error in a hierarchy.
«fl = a = /3= 1,7 > 0 .

SMDl SMD2 SMD3 SMD4 M M D
Figure 4: Accuracy of hierarchies generated by M M D
and the S M D variants in Table 3
by all the S M D variants do not contain information regarding causation and can therefore hardly be considered
as misconceptions.
The relatively lower accuracy of the hierarchies generated by S M D were mainly due to incoherent groupings
and multiple bugs, which S M D is insensitive to. This
insensitivity seems to have become more pronounced in
the S M D variants ( S M D l , S M D 2 ) that assigned weights
lesser than 1 to feature dissimilarities. This is not surprising since the presence of dissimilarities between two
similar buggy behaviors m a y indicate the existence of
more than one bug.
The bugs which M M D (and of course S M D ) was not
able to classify correctly were primarily due to discrepancies which could be transformed to other, "more meaningful" discrepancies. For M M D to classify these bugs
correctly, two options are possible. O n e option would be
to give M M D the ability.to recognize discrepancies between discrepancies (i.e., to transform one discrepancy
to another). Alternatively, this task could be given to
the preprocessor which computes discrepancies between
buggy programs and an ideal. T h e second option is
preferable since M M D ' s primary task is clustering discrepancies rather than transforming them.
Conclusion
A similarity-based approach to misconception discovery is important because it detects regularities in
the data, which in turn m a y indicate the existence
of underlying causalities. O n the other hand, an
explajiation(causality)-based approa<;h is necessary be-
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cause concepts based solely on regularities might not be
coherent. Furthermore, a similarity-based learner can
only roughly classify an erroneous program but not specify the cause(s) of its errors.
The integration of similarity- and causality-based
learning in the multistrategy unsupervised concept discovery system M M D has been shown to be useful, if not
essential, for the the automatic construction of meaningful misconceptions that can be used to account for
discrepant behavior in student programs. The presence
of qualitative, particiilaily causal relationships between
features of a concept enable the splitting of an object
with multiple bugs, thereby increasing the hierarchy's
accuracy, and provides a causal explanation the regularities in the data. The latter is especially important when
remediating or otherwise dealing with learner misconceptions. M M D is a step toward the automatic discovery of
( P R O L O G programming) misconceptions (Sison, 1997)
and their use in multistrategic student modeling (Sison
& Shimura, 1996b).
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Abstract

W e distinguish two forms of categorization: recognizing
objects and choosing a name for them. Understanding the
relation between similarity ~ which we take to underlie
recognition -- and naming is therefore fundamental. T w o
sources of complexity in naming are described that
distinguish recognition from naming. W e distinguish the
taslcs empirically by comparing linguistic category
boundaries and perceived similarity for speakers of Chinese
and English for sixty c o m m o n containers. Although the
two groups have different linguistic catgegory boundaries,
their similarity judgments are largely convergent.
Introduction
Consider the object in Figure 1. Although you have not
encountered that particular object before, it does not seem
unfamiliar. Its familiarity is a result of the fact that you are
perceiving it not as an isolated instance, but as a m e m b e r of
a category, a category that is highly familiar.

Figure 1. A typical bottle.

W h a t does it m e a n to categorize? In the real world, at least
two different acts are appropriately called categorization.
First, people recognize objects as m e m b e r s of familiar
categories and encode the objects in an internal
representation system. Second, people connect objects with
words, both in producing a n a m e for an object and in
understanding an object n a m e used by someone else. T h e act
of naming differs from the act of recognition in at least t w o
critical ways. First, naming is part of a communication
process, whereas recognition is not. Second, the act of
naming requires that boundaries between categories be
observed -- i.e., between those instances that are
appropriately referred to by the n a m e and those that are not,
whereas recognition does not require observing boundaries.
Therefore, although w e believe that naming and
recognition are closely connected, w e posit that names used
for objects reflect influences that are independent of the
process of internal representation. T o test this distinction,
w e investigate whether the names that people acquire for
objects influence their mental representations of those
objects. T o measure h o w people structure the
representational space that supports recognition, w e collected
judgments of similarity and investigated the relation between
naming and similarity judgments. If the Whorfian
hypothesis (Whorf, 1956) that language influences thought
holds true, then groups of people w h o use different n a m e
boundaries should show differences in their perception of
similarity a m o n g the objects. In contrast, if w e are correct
that naming and recognition are separable, then groups with
different n a m e boundaries should nevertheless provide highly
comparable similarity judgments.
Previous work using related tasks provides conflicting
regaiding
our hypothesis.
Experiments
evidence
distinguishing "categorization" from "similarity" suggest
that, as w e propose, systematic differences do obtain
between naming and similarity. Rips (1989; Rips &
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• egions in similarity space. W e then describe principles that
account for further complexity in naming. W e propose that

Collins, 1993) used simple verbal descriptions (e.g., a
circular object with a diameter of 3.5 inches) to show that
judgments of categorization (the object is judged, on
average, more likely to be a pizza than a quarter) diverge
from judgments of similarity (the object is judged, on
average, more similar to a quarter than a pizza). Rips's
experiments suggest that people are more likely to use a rule
like "if an object is a quarter, then its diameter is not m u c h
greater than an inch" in the process of categorization than
similarity judgment. However, his conclusion has only
limited generality. Smith and Sloman (1994) have shown
that Rips's results depend on both asking subjects to think
aloud while responding (and therefore presumably justifying
their responses) and on using sparse descriptions of objects.
W h e n richer descriptions of stimuli were used. Smith and
Sloman's subjects were willing to violate Rips's rules.
Although w e have sympathy with Rips's effort to
distinguish two aspects of categorization, w e believe that the
distinction is not between categorization per se and
similarity, but rather between naming and similarity. Rips's
categorization task did not clearly distinguish between a
judgment of naming and of kind. The question whether an
object is more likely to be an X or a Y confounds the choice
of the object's n a m e with beliefs about rules for belonging
to a kind.
In contrast with Rips's demonstrations, other work has
demonstrated convergence between categorization and
similarity. W o r k on categorical perception (reviewed by
Repp, 1984) has shown that the ability to discriminate
perceptual stimuli like phonemes and colors is tightly
coupled to h o w those stimuli are categorized linguistically.
Discrimination is better across than within linguistic
boundaries. Learning of artificial categories can also affect
the ability to discriminate. Goldstone (1994) found greater
percepttial discriminability for items that were learned as
m e m b e r s of contrasting categories. Moreover, a variety of
work has shown that similarity judgments are sensitive to
context, framing, and level of expertise in categorization
tasks (e.g., Medin, Goldstone, & Centner, 1993). In these
senses, similarity judgments indeed vary with categorical
knowledge. This conclusion is inconsistent with our
hypothesis. However, none of this previous work has looked
at the effects of naturally occurring linguistic categories on
the perceived similarity of familiar objects. Such an
investigation m a y produce results that dissociate linguistic
categories and similarity, because familiar objects m a y
acquire names that are only loosely related to intrinsic
properties of objects such as appearance and function, as we
discuss below.

objects can be represented as points in a multidimensional feature space;
representations tend to form clusters in this space;
recognition categories correspond to clusters of points.
N o fixed boundaries separate these clusters, so
recognition categories are only implicitly defined;
names are associated with object representations with
varying degrees of strength;
the strength of the n a m e generally varies in proportion
to the similarity of an object to other objects in a
cluster;
activating an object representation also activates
associated names;
naming an object consists of selecting among
competing names. Because names are explicitly
represented, the linguistic categories are explicit,
although their boundaries will be fuzzy.
Categories and classification exist at two different levels on
this view: T w o objects are members of the same recognition
category if they are represented within the same object
cluster; and they are members of the same linguistic
category if they are given the same n a m e on a particular
occasion.
The relation of recognition to naming
W h a t does this view say about what linguistic categories
will be like, and what their relation is to recognition
categories? T h e framework implies that, in general, the
probability that an object is called by a given name will
reflect the centrality of the object in a cluster of objects
associated with the name; that is, the centrality with respect
to a recognition category. However, complexity in h o w
names are chosen for objects can arise in several ways.
S o m e sources of complexity fall directly out of the
similarity relations amongst the objects, as a result of the
exemplar-based model of naming (Medin & Schaffer, 1978).
Other sources, in contrast, arise as a result of experience
with names for an object and pressures from communicating
about objects (e.g., Clark & Marshall, 1981). W e illustrate
one from each source.
Chaining
First, because similarity is exemplar-based, chains of
objects sharing a n a m e m a y c o m e into existence (Lakoff,
1987), where the last exemplar in the chain is at a large
distance from other objects in a cluster. For example, in
Figure 2, the object T m a y share the name of the cluster of
objects with prototype PI because of a chain of intermediate
objects, despite being closer to the cluster with prototype
P2. If the feature space for objects that get called "bottle"
encompasses objects like rectangular shampoo bottles and
Mickey Mouse-shaped water bottles, w h y are the objects in
Figure 3 called "plastic juice box" instead of "bottle"? The
answer m a y be that they developed from, and are linked to,
the more familiar cardboard juice box shown in Figure 4,

Theoretical framework
Drawing on the distinction between linguistic and
conceptual categories and on a variety of past research, w e
assume a simple working model of object recognition and
naming that describes linguistic categories as associated with
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which itself was called a box by virtue of sharing the
features of shape and cardboard material with other objects in
the cluster of boxes. Presumably the plastic smurf in Fipun3 is a called a juice box because of an additional link in (he
chain. It developed from the plastic juice box that developed
from the cardboard juice box.

rarely a Chinese food "box" but also a "carton" c
"container." These names may well have no psychoiogica
explanation other than convention. People recognize thi
place of these objects in feature space among objects that ge
called boxes, but grew up hearing them called cartons and s(
call them cartons.

Figure 5. Carton and container, not boxes.
Motivation for these objects' names may have existed at
one time. Perhaps ice cream "cartons" were not called
"boxes" in order to distinguish them from other ice cream
containers which were already known as "boxes." But any
motivation that existed for the exclusion of these objects as
boxes, or the inclusion of them as cartons, has been lost
over time, and only the convention remains.

Figure 2. T might be given the same name as the cluster
surrounding Prototype 1 (PI) despite being closer to the
cluster around Prototype 2 (P2) because of the chain of
exemplars linking T to thefirstcluster.

Figure 3. Juice boxes.

Figure 4. Prototypical juice box.
Convention
Another source of complexity in naming is ordinary
experience. Being told that an object has a particular
name can alter the strength of association of the name to
the object, independent of the similarity of the object to
other objects associated with the name. If the odd plastic
objects in Figure 3 can be boxes, why is the rectangular
cardboard object with a lid in Figure 5, which shares a lot of
features with other objects that we would call "boxes", rarely
called an ice cream "box", but instead an ice cream "carton"
or "container"? Similarly, the other object in Figure 5 is
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Experiment
Within this framework, the Whorfian question is whether
a name, once it is acquired for an object, feeds back down to
influence the perception of the similarity of that object to
other objects in similarity space. So, for instance, once
people learn to call the objects in Figure 3 "juice boxes",
does that move them closer to other boxes in similarity
space? Or does it just strengthen the name-object association
while leaving the perception of similarity unchanged? Our
assumption that linguistic and recognition categories are
fundamentally different - if related - leads us to hypothesize
the second of these possibilities.
To approach this issue, w e examined the linguistic
category memberships assigned to the same set of objects by
two languages. Various examples indicate that the
boundaries for linguistic categories may differ from language
to language. For instance, in English, a large stuffed seat for
one person is given the same name as a wooden chair, but in
Chinese, it is given the same name as large stuffed seats for
multiple people (things that in English would be called
sofas; Gao, personal communication). So the boundary
between "chair" and "sofa" as linguistic categories is not the
same in Chinese as in English. Similarly, in English, paper
and plastic drinking vessels are called by the same name as
coffee cups (paper "cups" and plastic "cups"), but in Hebrew,
they are called by the same name as things that English
speakers would call "glasses" (Kronenfeld, Armstrong, &
Wilmoth, 1985). So the boundary between the linguistic
categories "cup" and "glass" is not the same in Hebrew as in
English.
The question is whether people who have learned different
linguistic category boundaries for a set of objects perceive
the similarity among the objects differently. W e collected

names and similarity judgments for a large set of objects, for
speakers of Chinese and of English. W e recognize that
similarity judgments do not measure a stable, absolute
relation between object representations that holds in all
contexts (Medin et al., 1993). Nevertheless, they provide a
fairly reliable indication of h o w people conceive of the
relations between objects in a context almost identical to
that in which the naming judgments were collected.
W e can ask three specific questions:
• Does the division of objects into linguistic categories
differ between the two languages for this set of objects?
•
Does the perception of similarity a m o n g the objects
differ between speakers of the two languages?
•
If at least s o m e differences in linguistic categorization
and in perceived similarity are found, then where
category membership differs between the two languages,
are those differences paralleled by differences in the
perceived similarity a m o n g the objects?
Method
Materials
The stimuli were a set of 60 c o m m o n containers that were
a mixture of objects likely to be called "bottle" or "jar" in
English, along with s o m e additional ones not likely to be
called either bottle or jar but sharing one or more salient
properties with bottles and jars. Figure 6 displays black-and-

xtcn*

white images of some of the objects. These images were
taken from the color photographs used in the experiment.
Subjects
Seventy-five English-speaking Lehigh University students
and 50 Chinese-speaking students, 10 from Lehigh and 40
from Shanghai University, carried out the tasks described
here along with several related ones that will not be
described.
Procedure
Forty-nine of the English-speaking group and 33 of the
Chinese-speaking group made similarity judgments by
sorting the objects into piles. They were told "I would like
you to put into piles all the containers that you think are
very similar to each other overall." They were asked to focus
on all the aspects of the containers themselves, not on the
substances they contained. The remaining subjects gave
other types of judgments that will not be discussed here. In a
subsequent phase, 28 of the English-speaking students and
all 50 of the Chinese students were shown the pictures in a
different random order and gave a name for each object.
The names were tallied for each object (separately for
English and Chinese), and the most commonly given name
was taken to indicate the object's linguistic category
membership. The sorting data were used to derive a measure
of the similarity between each pair of objects. Pairwise
similarity was determined by counting the number of times
that a pair of objects was placed in the same pile across
subjects (again, separately for American and Chinese
subjects). Objects that were put into the same pile by a large
number of subjects will be considered highly similar, and
objects that were rarely or never put into the same pile will
be considered low in similarity. This method for obtaining
similarity judgments for large objects sets has been widely
used (Rosenberg & Kim, 1975).
Results and Discussion
N o w w e can evaluate the answers to the three questions
stated above. First, do speakers of English and speakers of
Chinese divide the objects into linguistic categories
differently? The answer is that they do, as shown in Table 1.
For American students, the objects fell into three main
categories: "jar", "bottle", and "container", that were roughly
equal in size, with a few objects being given other names.
For Chinese students, most of the objects fell into one large
category that encompassed all the English jars, most of the
English bottles, and some of the English containers. The
remainder were distributed across four other categories.
Clearly, the division of objects into linguistic categories
differs between the two languages.
Next, w e ask to what extent the perception of similarity
a m o n g the objects is the same or different. A Chi-square test
comparing the American and Chinese similarity matrices did
not show a significant difference overall, x^(1769) = 48.67,
n.s., and the correlation of the similarity values in the two
matrices was .90, which is highly significant (p < .0001).

Figure 6. Black-and-white images of the color photographs
used in the experiment.
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Thus, a strong correspondence was observed in the perceived
pairwise similarity of the objects by speakers of Chinese and
of English despite the substantial difference in hnguistic
categorization. This correspondence suggests thai diflerciKcs
between Chinese and English object names do not have a
substantial effect on perceived similarity for these objects.
Table 1: English linguistic categories: Category name and
number of objects given that name. Chinese linguistic
categories: Description of category in terms of English
names and number of objects given the corresponding
Chinese name.
English Linguistic
Categories
N
A. Jar
19
B. Bottle
16
C. Container
15
D. Can
5
E.Jug
3
F. Tube
1
G. Box
1

Chinese Linguistic
Categories
A. 13 bottles, 8
containers, 19 jars
B. 3 containers, 2
bottles, 5 cans
C. 3 jug, 1 bottle, 1
container
D. 3 containers, 1 box
E. 1 tube

^
40
10

5
4
1

However, the correspondence is not perfect, so w e can
look at the extent to which differences in categorization of
particular objects are paralleled by differences in perceived
similarity. W e looked at each of the 1770 possible pairs of
objects and determined whether the two objects were put into
the same linguistic category or in different ones by each
language. This yields a 2 x 2 classification of the pairs. For
some pairs, the two objects are in the same category in both
English and Chinese; for some, the two are in different
categories in both English and Chinese. For the remaining
pairs, the two objects fall into the same category in Chinese
but into different categories in English, or vice versa.
The two same/different cells are the most critical for our
analysis. If naming influences perceived similarity, then in
those cells where the two languages disagree about whether
the objects belong in the same linguistic category, there
should be a discrepancy in similarity between speakers of the
two languages (illustrated in Table 2): Speakers of the
language that put them into the same category should see
them as more similar than speakers of the language that put
them into different categories. T h e English speakers should
see them as more similar than the Chinese speakers do when
English puts them in the same category and Chinese into
different categories, and the opposite prediction holds when
Chinese considers them the same but English does not. In
other words, if similarity judgments are closely tied to
linguistic categories, w e should find a 3-way interaction in
the similarity judgments between Chinese classification,
English classification, and the group making the similarity
judgment (Chinese vs. American students). W e test this
interaction using an analysis of variance with one betweensubjects variable (Group: Chinese versus American) and two
within-subjects variables (same versus different name in
Chinese and same verus different name in English).
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Table 2: Predictions for relative similarity judgments if
perceived similarity depends on linguistic category
membership.

English
Same Category

Chinese
Same
Different
Category
Category
American: high
American; high
Chinese: high
Chinese: low

Different Category American: low
Chinese: high

American: low
Chinese: low

Table 3 presents the mean similarity judgments for
objects of each of the four types. T h e Chinese same/English
same cell is represented by 297 pairs of objects, the English
112, the Chinese
same/Chinese different cell by
same/English different by 544, and the remaining Chinese
different/English different cell by 817. Clearly, similarity
and naming have a general correspondence: Object pairs that
belong to the same category in both languages are perceived
as highly similar by speakers of both languages, and pairs
where the two objects belong to different categories in both
languages are perceived as not very similar by speakers of
both languages. This result is supported by a strong
interaction between
English
and
Chinese
name
classification, F( 1,240) = 123.7; p < .0001. ( M S e for this
and all subsequent analyses that include a within-subjects
variable was .0090.) In other words, pairs named in the same
linguistic category by both groups were seen as highly
similar by both groups. But this observation does not
indicate that use of a n a m e determines similarity judgments
because similarity is clearly higher when both languages
give the pairs a c o m m o n n a m e than when only one language
does. A plausible interpretation of the data in Table 3 is just
the opposite: Objects in the same-same condition m a y be
put into the same category by everybody because of high a
priori perceived similarity.
Table 3: Mean similarity judgments as a function of
language of subject and sameness of linguistic category
membership.

English
Same Category

Chinese
Same
Different
Category
Category
American: .46
American: .17
Chinese: .49
Chinese; .15

Different Category American: .13
Chinese: .20

American; .08
Chinese; .09

Although the means show a tendency in the direction of
the reversal between the two cells that would indicate a
parallel between similarity and naming, the critical test is
the three-way interaction that lets us evaluate directly
whether perception of similarity follows naming when the
two languages disagree. It is far from significant, F < 1,
despite the great power in this experiment arising from the
1770 pairs of items that went into it. So w e conclude that

nanung m a y have some effect, but not a large one, on the
perception of similarity, and that the two are at least to
some extent independent.
The remaining results from the anaylysis of variance
showed that the effect of group was not significant, F( 1,80)
= 1.12; M S e = .044; n.s., although the effects of sameness
of category were highly significant for both Chinese,
F( 1,240) = 336.0, and English, F( 1,240) = 355.5; both p's
< .0001. Group interacted to some extent with sameness of
category with respect both to Chinese, F( 1,240) = 7.20; p <
.01, and English, F(l,240) = 2.87; p < .10. These
interactions indicate that classification according to each
language was a slightly better predictor of differences for the
group whose native tongue was that language than for the
other group. In general, these results provide little support
for the claim that naming and similarity closely correspond.
Conclusion
Our data c o m e from only a single domain (containers) and
two languages (English and Chinese). Hence, our
conclusions are necessarily tentative. What they suggest is
that names learned for objects do not exert a strong influence
on the shape of conceptual similarity space or on object
locations in that space. Learning to call the blue smurf a
"juice box" m a y make that object a m e m b e r of the linguistic
category "box" without making it seem more similar to
rectangular things made of cardboard. In that sense, it m a y
not be thought of as a box even though it is called a "box."
W e do not mean to suggest that names never influence
h o w people think about objects. Stavy and W a x (1989)
found that Israeli children as old as 12-15 years often fail to
report that plants are living things, an error rarely made by
American children of the same age. Stavy and W a x attribute
the difference in error rate to linguistic differences: in
Hebrew the word for "animal" is very close to the word for
"life" but the word for "plant" is not, whereas in English
they are equally unrelated. In cases such as this, a semantic
cue in the category name m a y provide (possibly misleading)
information about the nature of the category members.
In any event, the results reported here support our
contention that recognition categories and linguistic
categories are separate entities. They are clearly linked linguistic categories tend to mirror recognition categories yet linguistic categories are nevertheless subject to certain
influences that recognition categories are not. Thus, object
recognition and naming are related, yet distinct. Recognizing
the distinction makes thinking about categorization more
complicated, but ultimately w e hope it will bring some
order to the wide variety of conflicting evidence that exists
about the nature of categorization.
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the most volatile of the currency markets. They are
electronic arenas for the exchange of currencies for
This paper discusses a model of decision making in
immediate (within three working days) delivery. T h e
environments characterized by information that m a y
immediacy of delivery differentiates spot markets from
change more rapidly than the decision maker can respond.
forward,
futures, and options markets. There is one spot
The exemplar environment is the spot market for currency.
market
per
foreign currency. The word 'market' refers both
The discussion focuses on the part of the trading model that
to the arena for exchange and to the network of traders
explains how spot currency traders anticipate the market.
acdvely trading. The market's 'thinking' is the consensus
opinion of active traders.
Introduction
The trader's task is to manage the risk posed by holding
This paper discusses a model of decision making in rapidly 'positions' in foreign currencies. A position is the trader's
changing environments (Smith, 1996). A s defined here,
current inventory of foreign currency. It exposes the bank's
rapidly changing environments present the decision maker
money to the volatile foreign currency markets. Trading risk
with information that changes on the order of seconds - the
is the concomitant opportunity for financial loss. In the
rate of change is typically faster than the decision maker can
United States, trading risk is measured in dollars. The spot
respond. In many professional domains, such information
trader's task is fraught with risk because the markets can
often defines the risk the decision maker manages. Familiar
(and do) turn on a dime at any time and without obvious
examples include air traffic control (Smith & Hancock,
provocation. T h e markets operate within the broader,
1995) and the markets for currencies and commodities
quixotic context of international socio-political and
(Smith & Johnson, 1995; Steil, 1993). The task of interest
economic events.
is trading foreign currencies in the spot markets.
A position is better characterized as an evolving process
Individuals become adept at process control in the face of
than as a static object. Its value constantly changes with the
rapid change. For instance, air traffic controllers successfully
prices shown in the market and turns in the market's
direct and divert aircraft through crowded and ever-changing
thinking. The trader's task is to manage the value and risk of
sectors of airspace. Society and organizations rely on
this process.
professional process control agents to keep vital social and
economic systems going and to avoid disasters. The ability
The Process Control Cycle
of individuals to act as skilled risk managers in rapidly
changing environments prompted this inquiry into the The paradigm of process control provides the framework for
the model that explains h o w experienced currency traders
knowledge and uses of knowledge that skilled decision
manage the risk posed by the spot markets. The goal of the
makers invoke to assess and manage the risk posed by rapid
process control agent is to keep a process within operational
change.
limits as its environment continually changes (Moray,
The discussion has three parts. The first introduces the
1986). T o exercise control over the process he monitors, the
domain of study, spot currency trading, and the framework
process control agent makes a series of non-independent
for the model used to explain skilled decision making. The
decisions in real time. The series of decisions are (1) whether
second part describes an experimental study of the decision
the process is operating within control limits, and (2) if not,
making of professional traders conducted to elaborate the
what to do to ensure the process remains within or returns to
model. The third part compares the output of a computer
those limits. T h e agent's task is to loop through these
simulation of the model and the behavior of traders in the
decisions and to make (or initiate) adjustments to the process
experiment. The comparison focuses on h o w the model and
when needed.
the traders exercise feedforward control. Feedback control in
The agent's decision making is event-driven rather than
currency trading w a s discussed by Smith and Johnson
planned-out or decision-analytic. M o r e often than not, the
(1995).
agent decides the process is within limits and no adjustment
is needed. His decision making becomes increasingly
Trading as Process Control
challenging as the rate of change in the environment
increases.
Spot Currency Trading
Moray and Rotenberg (1989) identify four categories of
cognitive processes that support the process control agent's
The currency trader is a banker who provides the fundamental
financial service of convening one currency into another. decision making: sampling, feedback control, feedforward
The trader provides this service to other traders, to his bank's control, and intervention. Figure 1. The goal of sampling is
timely signal detection. Feedback control compares current
customers, or for his bank's account. The spot markets are
Abstract
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Rapidly Changing Environment
Process
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Process
parameters
I
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CONTROL
I
Anticipated
change

M E T H O D FOR
FEEDBACK
CONTROL
n
DECISION
to intervene

Simulation Study

—
DECISION
to return
to sampling

The dynamic nature of the spot currency
markets demands that decisions to trade
reflect not only current prices and their rate
of change but also the direction the market
will drive prices (Soros, 1987/1994).
Feedforward control generates and revises
an expectation for the direction of prices
(e.g., prices will rise, prices will fall).
O n e of the objectives of an experiment
with professional spot currency traders as
subjects was to identify the knowledge and
processing steps invoked as they engaged
in feedforward control. Table 1 outlines
the method for feedforward control
hypothesized prior to conducting the
experiment.

I

This experiment sought to inform
elaboration of the methods traders invoke
to manage the risk of holding positions in
N o change
the spot markets. Three professional spot
M E T H O D FOR
currency traders from a mid-size Twin
INTERVENTION
Cities commercial bank agreed to
M E T H O D FOR
(
participate in the experiment. Ail three
UPDATING
traders
had more than four years of
2
_
^
^
^
experience on the trading desk and were
REPRESENTATION
well-known in the spot markets. T h e
experimental platform was a commercial
PC-based training package (FXPlus©,
Figure 1: The process control cycle of methods for processing market
Chisholm-Roth, Ltd., 1987) that emulated
information
the Reuters© trading desk.
information to thresholds that are functions of the direction
Each trader individually engaged a computer simulation of
and the rate of change of the monitored process. T h e eight realistic and challenging market scenarios. The trader's
comparison generates decisions of what to do to keep the
task w a s to do his job: to m a k e trades for his bank's
process within limits. Feedforward control anticipates
customers, to manage his positions, and to square them by
change in the process. T h e information processing that
the end of the day. The traders were asked the 'think aloud'
supports anticipating relies on a "mental model,' a
representation that generates expectations for the current
state of the monitored process. Comparison of the expected
Table 1: Hypothesized Method for Feedforward Control
state to current information allows the agent to infer the
future status of the monitored process and to select an
FEEDFORWARD CONTROL
appropriate action. Interventions are the actions a process
Goal:
control agent takes to modify process parameters.
Anticipate the direction the market will drive prices.
Interventions change the process and indirectly alter the
Input:
environment.
Headlines about global events.
A s a process control agent, the trader's job is to keep his
Prior expectations about the direction of prices.
position within control limits. S o m e banks impose explicit
Knowledge:
size, "stop-loss", and price volatility limits (Zaheer, 1992);
Categories of news that explain the influence of headlines
others expect their traders to set implicit limits. Limits on
on the opinions the market forms and on the market's
the rate of change of prices range from explicit hedging
behavior.
strategies to implicit thresholds of acceptable volatility
Processing:
(Steil, 1993).
Read a headline about a currency.
Traders sample prices to exercise feedback control and read
Attribute to the market a belief about the currency given
headlines to exercise feedforward control. They respond to
the headline.
changing prices with decisions (not) to trade. Trading is the
Infer the market's behavior given that opinion.
action intervention - they take to keep their positions
Revise expectation about the direction of prices.
within limits. W h e n they m a k e a trade, they participate in
Action:
the market that defines the prices they sample.
Revise expectation for the direction of prices.
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as they read the overnight reports and during the trading
days. The concurrent verbal reports provided insight into a
portion of the information that was immediately accessible
for processing (Ericsson & Simon, 1984/95). The protocol
was scored using categories determined a priori by the
investigator. Categories conformed to thefivegoals pursued
by the methods in the process control cycle, Figure 1.

short dollar-franc position but hurt his long dollar-yen
position. The assessment of risk provoked a decision to
trade.
Table 2: Method for Anticipating the Market as informed by
Experiment 1

ANTICIPATING THE M A R K E T
Results

Goal:

Anticipate the direction the market will drive prices
The traders invoked two distinct, sequential processes as they
Input:
engaged in Feedforward Control. First, they anticipated the
Headlines. Currencies. Prior expectation about the
market's behavior. They then assessed the risk to their
direction of prices for those currencies. Prior expectation
positions posed by the behavior they anticipated. T h e
for the topic of the headline.
sequential processing indicated that the hypothesized method
Steps for processing m a r k e t information:
for Feedforward Control should be split in two.
1) Read a headline, extract topic and gist
2) C h e c k for prior expectation for related headline
Anticipating the Market
3) Associate topic of headline with a category of news
4) C o m p a r e expected and reported headlines.
Headlines often prompted the traders to talk about the market
5) Attribute to the market a belief about the currency
and to attribute beliefs to the market. Their statements about
given the headline.
the market (often an unspecified third person plural) indicated
6) Identify the direction the market will drive prices
they had invoked knowledge that enabled them to anticipate
given the attributed belief at one of three qualitative
the direction of prices. C o m m e n t s about the market were
levels: up, steady, down.
often followed by statements concerning the implication of
Action:
the attributed beliefs on the trader's positions. These
Revise (generate) expectation for the direction of prices.
statements assessed the risk of holding positions. T h e
Revise (generate) expectation for headline topic.
following excerpt of protocol from Trader 1 in Scenario 8
Trigger method for Assessing Risk.
contains a clear case of sampling news, anticipating the
market, and assessing risk. The sequence of statements
The method for Anticipating the Market updates or
captures the trader's approach to feedforward control. The
generates a pair of expectations. The first anticipates the
annotations (in parentheses) identify the related method.
direction of prices. The second makes the gist of the headline
the standard for comparison for that headline the next time it
Session Time
is encountered.
(Sampling)
The trading model explains the traders' behavior as they
6:55 News Screen
read the overnight report as repeated looping through the
14:10 Washington, 17 May
US wholesale
method for Anticipating the Market. The method generates a
prices rose 0.6 pet in April, a slight
suite of prior expectations for headline topics. During the
increase over the 0.5 pet rise in March,
trading day, the method draws upon these expectations to
Department of Commerce said.
infer the market's response to headlines. B y generating
(Anticipating the Market)
expectations for headline topics, the method is able to
6:58 Wholesale prices up point six as expected. Wait,
account for the comparisons the traders m a k e when reading
wholesale {scans overnight report} zero point four,
headlines.
so they're not going to like the dollar on that one
(Assessing Risk)
7:02 and I'm okay against Swiss, let's get rid of s o m e
Categories of News: Criteria for Assessing the
yen
Market's V i e w of N e w s In the experimental scenarios,
(Making a Trade)
all three traders invoked knowledge that enabled them to (1)
7:04 Dealing Screen for Yen
extract the topic and gist of a headline, (2) compare the gist
This passage makes explicit four of the six steps in a
or announced value to a prior expectation for the topic or to
method for Anticipating the Market, Table 2. The other two
an implicit standard, and (3) identify h o w the market can be
steps are evident in other excerpts of protocol. The trader
expected to act given the outcome of the comparison. The
read the headline and compared the value reported in the
protocols and trading behavior are the basis for the ten
headline "point six" to the value the market was said to
categories of news that cover this knowledge. Table 3. The
expect "point four." T h e comparison prompted h i m to ten categories of news are intended to be mutually exclusive
attribute a belief to the market given the news: "they're not
and exhaustive. They are both the source of generality for
going to like the dollar on that one." The attributed belief is
the method and a principled account of the traders'
consistent with an unstated inference that the market would
knowledge about world events as revealed in the experiment.
respond to the news by driving d o w n prices. The trader then
The first four categories are the most c o m m o n . N e w s
assessed the risk of holding his positions given the inferred
about economic growth and central bank policy are both
direction of prices. The anticipated selling would help his
assessed using the specification for comparison "positive
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Table 3 The ten categories of news invoked by the method for Anticipating the Market
Category

Topics
(members of the category)

Economic growth

Gross domestic product

Pohtical uncertainty

President rushed to hospital

Inflation

Wholesale price index (WPI)

Central bank monetary
policy/Government fiscal
policy
Unemployment

Interest rates
Foreign trade

Old news
Forecasts

Central bank bought paper
Estimate of next quarter's
WPI
Yeltsin to visit Minnesota
Currency strong
Peace accord
Currency weak

Immaterial
U p trend
D o w n trend

Nonfarm payroll data

Market Standards
(implicit standards for
comparison in the absence of
priors)
Positive change is bullish for Bullish when above 0 %
the relevant currency (Good
when up)
Necessarily bearish for the
relevant currency; for priors:
buy the rumor, sell the fact
Bullish when below 2 % yearNegative change is bullish
for the relevant currency
on-year
(Good when down)
Positive change is bullish for
the relevant currency (Good
when up)
Bullish when below 6 % yearNegative change is bullish
for the relevant currency
on-year
(Good when down)
Ignored
Ignored
Specification for
Comparison

Ignored
Necessarily bullish for the
relevant currency
Necessarily bearish for the
relevant currency

change is good for the relevant currency," that is, the market
can be expected to react favorably to news of increasing
growth and to news of rising interest rates. The two
categories are distinguished by the implicit market standards
the traders invoked to anticipate the market. The traders
assessed topics in the category Economic Growth by
checking for a positive or negative value; they acted as if the
standard for comparison was 0 % . In contrast, the traders
assessed topics in the category Central bank policy by
checking for positive or negative change regardless of value;
they acted as if there were no absolute standard for
comparison.
The method for Anticipating the Market triggers the
method for Assessing Risk, passing to it the expected
direction of prices.

holding the position given the expected direction of prices.
The calculus assigns a positive sign (+) to long dollar
positions and to rising prices, and a negative sign (-) to
short dollar positions and to falling prices. It applies the
rules of multiplication to calculate the product of the signs.
W h e n the product is positive (+), the assessment is positive:
risk is relatively low. W h e n the product is negative, the
assessment is negative:riskis relatively high.
Table 4: Method for Assessing Risk

ASSESSING RISK
Goal:
M a k e an explicit assessment of the risk of holding a
position given the anticipated direction of prices
Input:
Assessing Risk
Size (long or short) of position.
Expected direction of prices.
The method for Assessing Risk assesses the risk of holding Steps for processing market information:
a position in the potentially volatile spot currency markets,
1) Recall position size and expected direction of prices
Table 4. Traders defineriskas the opportunity for loss (e.g.,
2) Calculate the risk of holding a position in the
Shapira, 1995). The opportunity for loss varies directly with
relevant currency using qualitative equations linking
the size of the position and the difference between the current
position size, the expected direction of prices, and assessed
price and price at which the trader acquired the position (her
risk
break-even rate). Thefirststep recalls the qualitative levels
Action:
of (1) the side of the position (long or short) and (2) the
Revise (generate)riskassessment for position.
expected direction of prices (rising or falling). The second
step invokes a qualitative calculus to assess the risk of
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different implications. This differential led Spot to emulate
the rank order and differential level of profits (losses) taken
by the
three traders in each scenario. Spot's ability to take
The trading model is an account of the knowledge and
uses
profits (losses) like the traders' is evidence that the
of knowledge that are brought to bear to generate observable
knowledge invoked by a single trading model as it applies
trading behavior. S P O T is a rule-based implementation of
the trading model. Comparison of Spot's behavior to the one set of methods can emulate the occasionally divergent
trading behavior of three professional currency traders. This
behavior of the traders in the experiment gauges the
result supports the argument that the knowledge and uses of
sufficiency of the trading model to perform the task done by
knowledge captured by the trading model s w a m p the impact
professional traders.
of individual differences.
The trading model explains variability across traders
Figure 2 compares process data generated by Spot and one
within a scenario as responses to differential input. The only
source of variability in h o w Spot ran (and in the profits or of the traders in Scenario 7. These data position size,
profits, and decisions to trade document that Spot m a d e
losses it took) was the input it received. Each input file
decisions as the trader did. Specifically, the data show that
contained only the information a trader sampled and the time
Spot generally (1) m a d e similar decisions to trade at similar
when he sampled it. Differential input across traders drove
times, (2) responded to the same headlines as the trader with
Spot to invoke knowledge at different times and with
S P O T a n d the Traders
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Figure 2 Comparison of Spot and a Trader's Process Data. Graphs contrast position size (above) and profit and loss (below).
Circles represent Spot's trades, squares the trader's trades. Open symbols represents trades made by calling another trader.
Closed symbols represent trades made by quoting.
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similar attributions of behavior to the market and similar
assessments of risk, and (3) held positions of similar size
and profitability throughout the trading day. The
correspondence between Spot's decision making and that of
all three traders is an existence proof of the sufficiency of the
trading model as an account of the knowledge and processing
steps invoked to perfonn the task of trading currencies in the
spot markets.
A second experiment used Spot's decisions in a novel
market scenario to predict the traders' decisions. The
comparison was favorable and counter-intuitive. The ability
to predict behavior is a strong test of any theory of decision
making.
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Discussion
The steps in the method for Anticipating the Market
straightforward. Attributing a belief to the market and
inferring its behavior require knowledge that explains how
news of world events influences the market's thinking. Such
knowledge extends beyond the content and implications of
headlines (e.g., French unemployment up 1.2%) and beyond
the beliefs the market forms and how the market acts. The
method requires knowledge that enables thinking about how
the market thinks.
The method adopts the intentional stance (Dennett, 1987).
It treats the market as a unified, composite agent that acts
rationally and makes a pair of assumptions. First, it
assumes that each individual trader in the market acts in a
manner that he believes serves his goals. Second, it assumes
that each trader has the same goals - to avoid large losses and
make a net profit while making trades at prices that are
attractive to his customers. These assumptions imply that
the market, in the aggregate, behaves in a manner that it
believes will enhance profitability. They also imply that
understanding how the market forms its beliefs is the key to
explaining how the market acts.
The locus of the spot currency trader's expertise is timely
trading that takes profits and trims losses in anticipation of
changes in the direction of prices. Tables 2 and 3 outline the
knowledge and uses of knowledge that enable the trader to
anticipate the direction of prices. The trader's thinking about
the market's thinking generates expectations for incipient
market behavior and the risk posed by holding positions.
The trading model has both immediate and wide-reaching
implications. The immediate implication for the trading desk
is that banks need traders who are adept at thinking about
how the market thinks. Accordingly, facility with the
process of attributing beliefs to others is a valuable trait for
a trader to possess. Relatively little is known about this
cognitive ability beyond its utility in the practice of
deception (Thagard, 1993) and its presence in non-human
primates (Cheney & Seyfarth, 1990) and human children
(Vasek, 1986). It stands to reason that good traders may also
be adept at detecting deception in others. A more widereaching implication is that skill at trading is less a function
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Cosmides & Tooby, 1992).
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Abstract
W e distinguish between instance learning and rule learning
(e.g. Shanks & St. John, 1994). IiLstance learning involves
memorizing learning mstances while rule learning involves
the abstraction of an underlying rule. Instance learning and
rule learning can be explained by a dual space model of
leammg (Klahr & Dunbar, 1988; Simon & Lea, 1974). In
relation to Simon and Lea's model, instance learning can be
said to occur in instance space while rule learning makes
use of both instance space and hypothesis space. W e
describe an experiment to test the view that whether
instance learning or rule learning occurs depends on the
learning goal and on whether or not the subjects explain
what they are doing. Subjects were asked to learn a
dynamic computer control task guided by either a specific or
a non-specific goal. During learning, subjects also carried
out a secondary task. They either described what they were
doing during learning or explained what they were doing.
W e predicted that giving descriptions would favour instance
learning and prevent rule learning irrespective of the
learning goal, since giving descriptions forces subjects to
focus on the task itself Giving explanations should favour
rule learning when subjects are given a non-specific goal,
since both the non-specific goal and giving explanations
focus on the reasons for the computer's behaviour. Giving
explanations should not lead to rule learning when subjects
have a specific goal since the specific goal forces subjects to
focus on a search of instance space and to neglect the
hypothesis space. The results confirmed these predictions.
liiey support the view that goal specificity guides learning
by directing attention to either instance space or both
instance space and rule space, and that giving explanations
encourages the revision of hypotheses in the light of the
evidence.
Introduction
^ number of researchers have proposed that there are two
eparate learning systems, one that learns instances and
nother that learns rules (Shanks & St. John, 1994).
nstance learning comes about through the memorization of
;aming instances (e.g. Broadbent, Fitzgerald & Broadbent,
986; Dienes & Fahey, 1995), and is best modeled by a
D P connectionist network (e.g. Cleeremans, 1993). B y
ontrast, rule learning comes about through hypothesis
eneration and testing (e.g. Simon & Lea, 1979; Klahr &
huibar, 1988) and m a y be best modeled by a serial
ymbolic network.
In this paper, w e describe an

experiment to show that whether subjects learn specific
instances or general rules depends o n the cognitive
processes induced by the learning goal, specific or nonspecific, and o n whether or not the learners explain what
they are doing while learning.
In a previous study Geddes and Stevenson (in press)
showed an effect of goal specificity o n whether ir«tance
learning or rule learning occiured. Geddes and Stevenson
used one of Berry and Broadbent's (1984) dynamic control
tasks, which showed an apparent dissociation between
learning and awareness.
T h e task required subjects to
interact with a 'computer person' called Clegg and try to
get h i m to become and stay Very Friendly. Clegg initiated
the interaction by displaying one of twelve attitudes (e.g.
Polite, Very Friendly, Loving) on the computer screen, after
which the subject had to respond by typing in another
attitude. T h e attitudes reflected an intimacy scale from low
to high and Clegg's response to the subject's choice of
attitude w a s retaliatory. If Clegg had typed Polite, and the
subject responded with Friendly, then Clegg would retaliate
with the attitude Loving. Clegg's attitude on each trial w a s
a simple numerical fimction of the subject's response o n
that trial and Clegg's previous output. Subjects successfully
learned to carry out this task, but w h e n questioned about
the experiment afterwards, they were unable to describe
what they were doing or what the underlying rule was.
In Geddes and Stevenson's study, one group of
subjects was given a specific learning goal, comparable to
the learning goal used in Berry and Broadbent (1984).
Subjects were instructed to m a k e Clegg polite a n d stay
polite. However, in contrast to Berry and Broadbent,
Geddes and Stevenson gave a second group of subjects a
non-specific learning goal. These subjects were instructed
to find out the pattern that e^qjlained Clegg's behaviour.
All the subjects had 30 learning trials, after which they
were tested o n what they had learned. In the first test,
subjects in both goal groups were given 30 trials to learn a
novel specific goal - to m a k e Clegg very friendly. T h e
results showed that non-specific goal subjects performed
better than specific goal subjects with the novel specific
goal ( 5 2 % correct responses vs. 4 1 % ) . In a second test,
all subjects predicted Clegg's response, given a sequence of
three responses For example, a subject might be told
" Y o u were very cool, then Clegg w a s very rude, Y o u were
then polite. W h a t did Clegg d o next?" S o m e of these
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prediction questions described "old' situations, which the
subject had encountered during learning. Others described
"new' situations, which the subject had not seen before.
Non-specific goal subjects made correct predictions in both
old and ne\> situations while specific goal subjects only
made correct predictions in old situations. In a third test.
subjects were asked to describe the rule that governed
Clegg's beha\-iour. While 7 9 % of the non-specific goal
subjects gave either correct or partially correct rule
descriptions, over 8 0 % of the specific goal subjects gave
wrong descriptions
Thus, subjects given a non-specific goal learned the
abstract rule underlying Clegg's behaviour while subjects
given a specific goal remembered specific responses These
results are consistent with other evidence suggesting that
the learning goal can have profound effects on learning,
whether it be instance learning (Whittlesea & Dorken.
1993) or nUe learning (Owen & Sweller, 1986; Sweller,
1988; Vollmeyer & B u m s , 1995; VoUmeyer, B u m s &
Holyoak, 1996).
"Dual space" models of learning explain mle learning
and instance learning within a single framework (Klahr &
Dunbar, 1988; Simon & Lea, 1974). Simon and Lea
proposed that the problem space is separated into two
spaces: a rule space and an instance space. People search
instance space when seeking the solution to a specific goal.
Geddes and Stevenson suggested that one way in which
instance space is searched to reach a specific goal is
through means-ends analysis (Newell & Simon, 1972)'
Means-ends analysis invohes successive reductions of the
difference between the learner's current state and the goal
state until the goal is reached Heuristic strategies are
usually employed to bring about difference reducdon. For
example, subjects m a y decide to give an extreme response
or to give a response midway between Clegg's last response
and the target response. But regardless of the precise way in
which instance space is searched, what gets learned are the
specific states encountered on the route to the goal. In
hypothesis testing, people search both rule space and
instance space. E^qjlicit hypotheses are generated in rule
space, which are then testai by experiments that generate
states in instance space. In these circumstances, subjects
leam rules that explain the system being studied. Klahr
and Dunbar (1988) have adopted a similar model,
consisting of hypothesis space (comparable to Simon and
Lea's rule space) and experiment space (comparable to
Simon and Lea's instance space). A s in Simon & Lea's
model, hypotheses are generated and modified in
hypothesis space and tested in experiment space. O n the
basis of these models, w e suggest that a specific goal
induces a search through instance space while a nonspecific goal induces a search of both instance space and
' Geddes and Stevenson also included a third group of subjects
who were given both the specific and the non-specific goals. The
results suggested that these subjects engaged in implicit instance
learning in which only correct trials were memorized. The
specific goal group, by contrast, appeared to engage in both
implicit instance learning and explicit means-ends analysis. They,
therefore, memorized both correct and incorrect trials.
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hypothesis space. (See also VoUmeyer, B u m s & Holyoak,
1996.)
The experiment reporied here has two aims. First, it
tested the view that the learning goal influences cognitive
activities by directing attention to one or both of the two
problem spaces. Second, it examined the impact of
explanations on learning. T o test our interpretation of the
cognitive processes induced by each goal, subjects carried
out a secondary task during the learning phase. The
secondary task required the subjects to talk aloud while
learning and it was either compatible or incompatible with
the hypothesized learning processes associated with each
goal. Half the subjects described what they were doing. The
remaining subjects explained why they were doing what
they were doing. W e hypothesized that giving descriptions
would be compatible with the learning processes employed
by specific goal subjects. These subjects should readily be
able to describe what they were doing to reach the goal.
Thus, giving descriptions should facilitate instance learning
induced by a specific goal since giving descriptions
maintains the subjects' search of instance space. However,
giving descriptions should impede rule learning by nonspecific goal subjects because the need to describe what is
being done should deflect attention away from the rule
space. O n the other hand, giving explanations should be
compatible with the learning processes employed by nonspecific goal subjects, since the rule to be leamed is the one
that explains the computer's behaviour. Thus, giving
explanations should facititate mle learning induced by a
non-specific goal, by reinforcing the subjects" search of rule
space.
T o examine the impact of explanations on learning
under specific and non-specific goals, w e focused on the
explanation conditions. The performance of the nonspecific goal subjects in Geddes and Stevenson's smdy was
very good, but it was not optimal. A s Vollmayer, B u m s and
Holyoak (1994) point out, inducing subjects to engage in
hypothesis testing does not necessarily mean that they will
use optimal strategies of hypothesis testing. Vollmayer et
al found that instmcting subjects in efficient hypothesis
testing enhanced performance on a novel specific goal,
irrespective of whether the initial learning goal was specific
or non-specific. Explanation learning has also been shown
to be a powerful mode of learning (e.g. Chi, de Leeuw.
Chiu, & LaVancher, 1994; VanLehn, & Jones, 1993) and
so might also be expected to increase the efficiency of
hypothesis testing. In our study, w e expected that
explanations would make it clear to the learner when he or
she did not fiilly understand the rule and thus motivate a
fiulher search of hypothesis space to modify or refme the
current hypothesis. Consequently, w e predicted that nonspecific goal subjects w h o gave explanations would
outperform non-specific goal subjects w h o gave
descriptions.
Method
Subjects
Forty eight student volunteers from Durham University
served as subjects. Their ages ranged from 18 to 24 years.

(Loving) and Clegg's response was determined by the
equation:
C N R = (2 X S O R ) - C O R + Z,
where C N R = Clegg's new response, S O R = subject's old
response, C O R = Clegg's old response and Z = a random
number with the value of -1, 0 or +1. The random element
Design
in the equation ensures that subjects must exercise
All subjects were required to complete 30 learning and 30
continuous
control over the computer person It also means
test trials. The goal groups were defined by the natiu-e of
that there is no unique input associated with any one
the goal in the 30 learning trials, either specific ('Make
output. If subjects reached their target output then simply
Clegg polite') or non-specific ("Find the underlying
re-entering the same input is unlikely to keep them on
pattern'). Half the subjects in each goal group performed
target (Berry & Broadbent, 1984). T o allow for the random
the descriptions secondary task, the remaining subjects
element in the equation producing Clegg's response, the
performed the explanations secondary task. In the test
responses of subjects in the specific goal group were scored
trials, all subjects were given a new specific goal ('Make
as
correct if they were either on the target or one response
Clegg very friendly'), with no secondary task. After the
either
side of the target. That is, a response from Clegg of
test trials, all subjects were given twofiuther(unexpected)
tests of learning: predicting Clegg's next responsefi-oma Indifferent, Polite, or Very Polite was scored as conect.
The test trials were identical to the learning trials for the
sequence of three responses and answering questions
Specific Goal Group except that the goal was changed. A s
designed to elicit descriptions rule underlying Clegg's
was the case in the learning trials, a response either on the
behaviour.
target or one step either side of the target was scored as
Learning and Test Trials. Subjects were told that they correct, to allow for the random element in the equation.
would be meeting a computer person named Clegg and
Prediction Questions. There were 15 prediction
would communicate with Clegg through the screen and
questions. 5 new, 5 old correct and 5 old wrong. For each
keyboard. Clegg would express his attitude towards them
question,
a typical trial situation was presented. The
by displaying one of twelve descriptions (Very Rude, Rude,
subject's and Clegg's behaviour was cisplayed on the
Very Cool, Cool, Indifferent, Polite, Very Polite, Friendly,
screen, below this the subject's n e w behaviour was
Very Friendly, Affectionate, Very Affectionate, Loving).
displayed
- e.g. Y o u were Very Cool, Clegg was Very Rude,
Following this, subjects responded to Clegg by choosing
Y o u were then Polite. Subjects then had to predict what
one of the above descriptions. This was done 1^ t>ping in
thefirstletter or letters of that description (e.g. V P for Very Clegg's response would be. The five 'new' situations were
generated randomly firom a list of all possible trial
Polite). Once subjects had responded, Clegg would display
situations that the subject had not encountered during either
his new attitude (produced by the equation described
the learning trials or the testing trials. The five "Oldbelow). It would then be the subject's tirni to enter their
next attitude, and so on The list of possible responses was wrong ' situations were randomly selected from all the trials
the subject had got wrong during the test phase. The five
displayed on a piece of paper attached to the bottom of the
"Old-correct' situations were randomly selected firom all
screen for permanent reference.
the
trials the subject had got correct during the test phase.
In addition to the above instructions, each group of
T o produce five Old-wrong andfiveOld-correct questions
subjects was given specific instructions concerning their
meant that the subject must get at leastfivewrong or five
learning goal and their secondary task. Subjects in the
correct
respectively during the test trials. The program
Specific Goal Group were told "Your aim is to shift Clegg
controlling the experiment allowed for the possibility of this
to the Polite level and maintain him at that level" Subjects
in the Non-specific Goal Group were told "Your aim is to not occurring and would have substituted any uncreated
questions with N e w questions.
establish under what pattern Clegg is reacting" T o remind
Twenty four were assigned to the specific goal group and
24 to the non-specific goal group. Within each group, half
the subjects were assigned to the description condition and
half to the e^qjlanation condition

subjects of their respective goals, the goal of their task was
permanently displayed on a piece of paper attached to the
bottom of the screen. Subjects in the description condition
were told to describe aloud what they were doing during the
learning trials. Subjects in the explanation condition were
told to explain why they were doing what they were doing.
The rest of the experiment was identical for all subjects.
O n each trial Clegg's and the subject's responses were
displayed on the screen These scrolled up the screen so
that it was possible to see the previous six trials on the
screen at any one time. The equation relating Clegg's
responses to those of the subject's was identical to the nonsalient rule used by Berry & Broadbent (1984). The
descriptions were given a value from 1 {Very Rude) to 12

Rule descriptions. Two questions tested the subjects'
ability to describe the rule underlying Clegg's behaviour.
O n e was " H o w did you get Clegg to behave as you wanted
him to?" This question was designed to be sensitive to any
procedural knowledge that m a y have been acquired during
learning. The other question was "Could you try to describe
what sort of pattern you thought Clegg was using to
respond to your behaviour?" This question was designed to
be sensitive to declarative knowledge.
Procedure
Subjects were randomly allocated to one of the two goal
groups. Within each goal group, half the subjects were
instructed to describe what they were doing during the
learning trials; the other half were instructed to explain
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what lhe> were doing during the learning trials. The
remaining instructions were identical for the two goal
groups apart from one sentence. This sentence dictated the
goal of that particular group for the learning trials.
O n completion of the learmng trials, all subjects were
instructed on the learning goal for the test trials and then
the test trials started Clegg initiated both learning and test
trials by displaying one of the three adjectives centered on
Polite. Following the test trials, subjects were instructed on
the prediction questions. The instructions described the
questions and gave an example of a prediction situation.
T h e instructions also explained that each question was
unrelated to the previous one. After completing the
prediction questions subjects were given a pen and paper
and were asked to answer the two general questions
appearing on the paper.
Results
Learning Trials
Learning trials were scored as correct for the Specific Goal
subjects if they obtained a response fi-om Clegg of
Indifferent, Polite or Very Polite. This scoring takes into
account the random element of the equation producing
Clegg's behaviour. The m e a n number of correct learning
trials for the specific goal subjects w h o gave descriptions
was 14.67 ( 4 9 % ) and for the specific goal subjects w h o
gave ejq>lanations was 13.42 (45%). Thus, learning was
comparable in the two secondary task conditions.
Test Trials (Novel Specific Goal)
For both goal groups, correct trials were identified
in the same w a y as in the learning trials. Table one shows
the percent correct test trials for group. A 2 (learning goal)
b\ 2 (secondary task) analysis of variance revealed
significant main effects of learning goal (F=4.69, df=l,44,
p<.03) and secondary task (F=15.01, df=l,44, p<.001).
However, these effects were modified by a significant
interaction (F=23.61, df=l,44, p<.001). Non-specific goal
subjects outperformed the specific goal subjects in the
explanations condition only.
Table 1: Percent correct responses on the test trials as a
fimction of secondary task.

100 • NoD-SpeclflcGoaJ
aSpcctncGoal
PcrcenI 60
correct
responses
20 •

Secondary Task
Explanations
Descriptions
Learning
Goal
Specific
non-specific

not including the random element of the equation, since the
scoring process took it into account. All subjects produced
sufficient correct and incorrect responses in the test trials to
have 5 old correct and 5 old wrong prediction questions.
The data for old-correct and old-wrong situations were
combined in the results and the percent correct responses
for old and new situations are shown in Figure one.
A two (goal group) by 2 (secondary task) by 2 (question
type) analysis of variance was performed on the data. All
three main effects were significant. Non-specific goal
subjects performed better than specific goal subjects
(F=13.86, df=l,44, p<.001); all subjects performed better in
the explanation condition than in the description condition
(F=27.01, df=l,44, p<.001); and performance was better on
old predictions questions than on new ones (F=29.74,
df=l,44, p<.001). There was also a significant interaction
between learning goal and secondary task (F=15.55,
df=l,44. P<.()01): While performance of the two learning
goal groups was comparable in the description condition,
non-specific goal subjects outperformed the specific goal
subjects in the explanation condition. The three way
interaction between learning goal, secondary task and
question type failed to reach significance (F=3.30, df=l,44,
p<.08). However, since w e had predicted a differential
effect of question type according to learning goal in the
explanation condition but not in the description condition,
w e conducted two separate analyses of the interaction
between goal and question type in each of the secondary
task conditions. The results showed that, as predicted, the
interaction was not significant in the description condition
(F<1); Both goal groups were better at old than at new
prediction questions.
However, the interaction was
significant in the explanation condition (F=4.35, df=l,22,
p<.05): The non-specific goal group performed equally well
on both old and new questions, while the specific goal
group performed best on the old questions.

Old New
Old New
Descriptions Explanations

49
38

45
74

Prediction Questions
Predictions were scored as correct if the response
predicted by the subjects was one above, the same as, or one
below the response expected from Clegg in each situation.
T h e response e^qiected from Clegg was calculated by using
the equation from the learning phase of the ejq)eriment, but
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Figure 1: Percent correct predictions test as a
function of whether subjects give descriptions
(left hand panel) or explanations (right hand
panel) during learning.
Rule Descriptions
Subjects' answers to the two questions about the rule
(asking h o w to control Clegg and asking what w a s Clegg's

underNing pattern) were treated together as subjects
generally answered only one of the questions and included
information in that answer that was relevant lo both
questions The answers were judged b>' two judges and
placed into one of three categories; S o infonnauon or
Wrong, Partially Correct, Correct. Answers were
categorized as N o information or Wrong if subjects gave no
relevant information about the pattern Clegg was following
or about h o w they controlled Clegg, and if part of the
answer gave wrong information. Answers were categorized
as Partially Correct if subjects mentioned Clegg's tendency
to move along the scale beyond the subject's response
(away from his own); mentioned any other information that
described this approximate characteristic of Clegg's
behaviour; made one precise possible prediction of Clegg's
behaviour; or mentioned h o w Clegg's behaviour clustered
around a continuous behaviour of the subjects. Answers
were categorized as Correct w h e n subjects mentioned
Clegg's tendency to move along the scale, beyond the
subject's response (away from his o w n ) A N D described the
distance along the scale that Clegg would move (i.e.
roughly double the distance the subject was from Clegg).
Answers that made 3 or more precise possible predictions
of Clegg's behaviour were also classified as Correct. The
results are shown in Table 2.
A s can be seen in Table 2, subjects w h o described their
actions during learning gave mostly wrong answers to the
request for rule descriptions. Fisher exact probability tests
comparing the number of answers in the N o information or
wrong category and in the Correct category showed that
wrong answers predominated (specific goal group p <
0.001; non-specific goal group p < 0.001). However,
subjects w h o explained their actions during learning gave
diametrically opposite results depending on their learning
goal. All the specific goal subjects gave wrong answers to
the questions while all the non-specific goal subjects gave
correct answers.
Table two: Percentage of correct, partially correct
and wrong rule descriptions as a function of
secondary task. (SG=Specific Goal; N - S G = N o n Specific Goal; Desc.=Description condition; Exp.=
Ejqjlanation condition)

SG
N-SG

Desc.
Exp.
Desc.
Exp.

Correct

Partially
Correct

Wrong

0
0
17
100

27
0
8
0

75
100
76
0

Discussion
As predicted, the results showed that explanations
facilitated rule learning b>' the non-specific goal group,
while either having a specific goal or giving descriptions
fostered instance learning. Such results suggest that
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learners use a combination of empirical learning and rule
learning, since the rule learning w c observed was closely
tied to the learning instances. In the concept learning
hleraturc, Wisniewski and Medin (1995) have proposed a
model in which empirical learning and theory driven
learning interact. Machine learning researchers have also
developed systems that combine both empirical and
explanation based learning (e.g. Lebowitz, 1986).
However, our results pose a problem for the concept
learning models: h o w to explain the influence of learning
goal or secondary task on the acquisition of instances on
the one hand and rules on the other. The strongest evidence
for this dissociation between instances and rules comes
from the prediction questions. Only the non-specific goal
subjects w h o gave explanations made correct predictions in
both old and new situations, consistent with performance
based on a rule. The remaining three groups gave more
correct prediction in old situations than in new ones,
consistent with the retrieval of stored instances. According
to Wisniewski and Medin's interactive model, people will
learn instances w h e n they have no prior knowledge to
inform learning. However, in our study, w e can assimie
that all subjects had roughly the same prior knowledge
available to them. Subjects w h o had a non-specific goal
and gave explanations presumably used their prior
knowledge of mathematics to help them form, test and
refine hypotheses. But this prior knowledge was not used
by subjects w h o had a specific goal or w h o gave
descriptions. The dual space models of Klahr and Dunbar
(1988) and Simon and Lea (1974) give the best account of
this observation, since in these models, learning can be
directed to one or both problem spaces as a fimaion of
learning goal and type of verbalization. In the absence of
such direction, it is likely that relevant prior knowledge
guides the learner to use the hypothesis space as well as the
instance space, as was observed Wisniewski and Medin
(1995).
The dramatic improvement in the non-specific goal
subjects w h o gave explanations testifies to the powerful
effects of explanations on learning (e.g. Chi, et al, 1989;
VanLehn, & Jones, 1993). The non-specific goal subjects
w h o gave explanations in the present study learned
considerably better than the non-specific goal subjects in
the Geddes and Stevenson (in press) stucfy. For example,
1 0 0 % of
the non-specific goal subjects w h o gave
explanations in the present study gave conect rule
descriptions, while only 7 6 % of Geddes and Stevenson's
subjects gave either complete or partial descriptions. In the
educational literature, N g and Bereiter (1995) have
identified three kinds of learners w h o each spontaneously
adopt a different learning goal. Learners with performance
goals focus on completing the learning tasks. Such learners
can be equated with what Stevenson and Palmer (1994) call
'learning through problem solving'.
Learners with
instructional goals focus on the manifest learning
objectives; they use their background knowledge to help
them understand the material but do not use the n e w
material to restructure prior knowledge. This kind of
learning can be equated with what Stevenson and Palmer
call 'learning through memorization'. Finally, learners

with knowledge building goals focus on going beyond the
instructional material in pursuit of wider learning goals.
Only these learners use the new material to restructure
prior knowledge as well as using prior knowledge to
understand the new material. This kind of learning can be
equated with what Stevenson and Palmer call ieaming
through understanding'
While these three kinds of learning are not mutually
exclusive, w e may speculate that specific goal subjects and
subjects w h o gave descriptions were learning through
problem solving; they searched instance space for a route to
the goal. W e may also speculate that the non-specific goal
subjects in Geddes and Stevenson's' study were learning
through memorization. They used prior knowledge in
conjunction with the initial learning instances to construct
a possible hypothesis but may have done little revision of
the hypothesis in the light of subsequent learning trials.
Finally, the non-specific goal subjects w h o gave
e.'«q)lanations in the present study seem to have been
learning through imderstanding. Giving explanations seems
to have encouraged them to modify and refine their
hypotheses until the underlying rule was correctly acquired
Ourfindings,therefore, suggest ways in which learners can
be guided to learn more effectively, since w e have shown
that goal orientation and the use of explanations can be
modified to the advantage of the learner.
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Abstract

ties by favoring those aspects that have been encountered
more frequently.
Models of the human sentence processing mechanism have
T h e challenge this view faces is not only to demonstrate
traditionally appealed to innate architectural restrictions
which of the infinite possible frequency values the H S P M
to explain observed patterns of behavior. Recently, a
is actually sensitive to, but to explain why it is sensitive to
number of proposcds have instead emphasized the role of
those particular features of the environment. W e believe
linguistic experience in guiding sentence interpretation,
that
progress in this area relies on recognizing that the
suggesting that various frequency measures play a crucial
generally accepted dichotomy between architectural a n d
role in ambiguity resolution. W h a t has been lacking thus
far is a detailed analysis of the linguistic and computaexperiential models of sentence processing is a false one.
tional properties that could explain why those particular
In order to predict which aspects of the environment the
aspects of experience are effective in shaping behavior. In
H S P M records and uses in processing, an experiential thethis paper, we present a linguistic analysis that reveals
ory must m a k e substantive assumptions regarding the inrestrictions on the representational ability of the sentence
ternal properties of the underlying mechanism. In short,
processor, explaining its sensitivity to particular factors in
the interesting question is what representational and/or
the linguistic environment. The proposal receives strong
computational restrictions m a k e the H S P M sensitive to
support from a large-scale corpus analysis.
some environmental distinctions and not others, returnIntroduction
ing the emphasis once m o r e to architectural concerns.
In this paper, w e explore the underlying representaTraditional theories of cognition propose that innate contional
basis for the role of certain environmental varistraints on cognitive architecture are responsible for cruables in ambiguity resolution. W e investigate the m a i n
cial aspects of h u m a n behavior. With advances in converb/reduced relative ( M V / R R ) ambiguity because it has
nectionism, an alternative view heis arisen which instead
been the focus of a n u m b e r of experiments demonstratemphasizes the role of experience in shaping relatively unrestricted cognitive mechanisms. In this view, it is the ing the effects of frequencies in sentence processing. T h e
following clcissic "garden-path" example demonstrates the
external influences on a cognitive mechanism, rather than
severe processing difficulty that can be associated with the
the inherent restrictions within it, that determine h u m a n
M V / R R ambiguity (Bever, 1970):
behavior. Models of the h u m a n sentence processing mech(1) T h e horse raced past the barn fell.
anism ( H S P M ) have largely fallen within the architectural
Problems arise here because the verb raced can be interparadigm, attributing interpretation preferences and processing breakdown to built-in limitations on linguistic rep- preted as either a past tense m a i n verb, or as a past parresentations or computational resources (e.g., Frazier and ticiple within a reduced relative clause (i.e., the horse [that
Fodor, 1978; Gibson, 1991; Lewis, 1993; Marcus, 1980). was] raced past the b a m ) . Because fell is the m a i n verb of
However, the contrcisting experiential approach has re- (1), the reduced relative interpretation of raced is required
for a coherent analysis of the complete sentence. But the
cently gained prominence, proposing exposure to the linguistic environment as a primary determinant of the be- main verb interpretation of raced is so strongly preferred
havior of the H S P M (e.g., MacDonald, 1994; MacDonald, that the sentence processor breaks d o w n at the verb fell,
unable to integrate it with the interpretation that has been
Pearlmutter, and Seidenberg, 1994; Mitchell, Cuetos, Corley, and Brysbaert, 1995; Spivey-Knowlton, Trueswell, and developed to that point.
Over the last several years, the contrast in acceptability
Tanenhaus, 1993; Trueswell, 1996; Trueswell, Tanenhaus,
and Garnsey, 1994). Specifically in these approaches, the
of (1) with sentences like (2) and (3) has been noted:
frequency of lexical features, words, or even grammatical
(2) T h e butter melted in the microwave was lumpy.
constructs, plays a critical role in the sentence interpreta(3) T h e referee kicked in the soccer g a m e was angry.
tion process, guiding the resolution of linguistic ambigui- Although all three sentences contain an M V / R R ambiguity, (1) is completely unacceptable, while (2) a n d (3)
The second author was sopported jointly by the Swiss National Scien
are relatively easy to understand. Proposals within the
Foundation advanced researcher fellowship 8210-46569 and by IRCS.
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experiential paradigm have claimed that a crucial difference in the processing of various M V / R R examples arises
from verb-specific frequency information that differentially
supports the R R interpretation (MacDonald, 1994; MacDonald, Pearlmutter, and Seidenberg, 1994; Trueswell,
1996; Trueswell, Tanenhaus, and Garnsey, 1994). H o w ever, these approaches have pursued a relatively shallow
level of frequency analysis—determining the properties
that are superficially related to the different resolutions
of the ambiguity (e.g., past participle versus main verb
usage of a verb), and counting the occurrences of words in
those uses. W e observe that the ambiguous verbs in the
exaimples above are from three different lexical semantic
classes, and instead hypothesize that deeper properties of
these verb classes are the bcisis for the differing behavior
of the H S P M in response to sentences (1) through (3).
In support of this view, w e present acceptability judgments and corpus data demonstrating that the frequencies
previously proposed cis factors in resolving the M V / R R
ambiguity do not match the pattern of h u m a n preferences.
T h e data further reveals consistent behavior across lexical
semcintic verb classes. Based on a detailed linguistic analysis of these clcisses, w e propose a different frequency factor
as the crucial environmental variable. Furthermore, we explain the sensitivity of the H S P M to this particular factor
in terms of restrictions on its representational ability that
follow from the syntactic analysis. W e find remarkably
strong corroboration in the corpus data for this proposal.
There are two corollary results to this finding. First, the
environmental factor that w e propose models the preference behavior with a single frequency value, eliminating
the need for a complex model of frequency combination.
Second, the feature whose count best matches the data is
one that, surprisingly, is not itself an element of the a m biguous linguistic construction, and whose potential relevance is only revealed by a deeper analysis of the lexical
and syntactic properties of verbs.

Finally, sentence (3) uses an object-drop verb, kicked;
these verbs have a non-causative transitive/intransitive alternation, in which the object N P is optional:
(6a) T h e player kicked the referee.
(Cb) T h e player kicked.
W e crucially observe that the prototypically difficult reduced relatives—i.e., those in which the verb induces a
very strong M V bias, as in sentence (1)—contain a manner of motion verb (an unergative). W e investigated the
relative difficulty of unergatives and unaccusatives by asking naive informants for acceptability judgments on sentences with R R s containing these verbs. W e found that
unergative verbs uniformly led to a severe garden path in
the R R construction, while unaccusative verbs were overwhelmingly judged completely fine in the R R , with a few
responses of them being slightly degraded (Stevenson and
Merlo, 1997). Although w e did not ask for judgments on
object-drop verbs, our intuition was that they are readily
interpretable in a R R . Support for this view comes from
experiments in MacDonald (1994) including object-drop
verbs, that showed that R R s are relatively easy to understand given a context that is not strongly biased toward a
main verb reading. Thus, the difficulty of the R R interpretation patterns along verb class lines, with unergatives difficult, and unaccusatives and object-drop verbs relatively
easy.^
Corpus Analysis

T h e fact that acceptability of the R R clearly patterns with
verb classes leads us to believe that the difficulty of unergatives is a grammatical phenomenon. That is, w e hypothesize that the critical behavioral and frequency differences
between the above verbs in the M V / R R ambiguity are
grounded in the differing lexical syntactic properties of
the verb classes. In this section, w e investigate whether
the lexical semantic classification of these verbs and their
differing behavior in the R R is reflected in different distributions of pertinent corpus frequencies. Specifically, we
Verb Classes and Judgment Data
explore the following hypothesis across the three classes of
The sentences in (l)-(3) above use ambiguous verbs from verbs:
three different lexical semantic classes of optionally tranH q : differences in the difficulty of the R R interpretation
sitive verbs. Sentence (1) uses a manner of motion verb,
correspond to differences in the frequency of a.
raced. In English, these verbs form a subclass of unergaThis hypothesis was tested for several values of a—the
tive verbs (Levin and Rappaport Hovav, 1995), intransiR R construction itself, transitivity, passive voice, and past
tive action verbs that m a y appear in a transitive form:
participle use. These properties were chosen because a
(4a) T h e horse raced paist the barn.
verb in the R R is a passive (and therefore transitive)
(4b) T h e rider raced the horse peist the barn.
past participle. It has been claimed that the frequency
T h e transitive form of an unergative (4b) is the causative
of these lexical features correlates with ease of interpretcounterpart of the intransitive form (4a), in which the subing a R R (MacDonald, 1994; Trueswell, 1996; Trueswell,
ject of the intransitive becomes the object of the transitive
Tanenhaus, and Garnsey, 1994). For hypothesis Hq to be
(Brousseau and Ritter, 1991; Hale and Keyser, 1993; Levin
confirmed, unergatives must exhibit a significantly lower
and Rappaport Hovav, 1995). Sentence (2) uses an unac^Related proposals concerning the M V / R R ambiguity have
cusative verb, melt. Unaccusatives are intransitive change
relied
only on coarse classification of verbs as obligatorily
of state verbs which also have a causative transitive form:
transitive or not (Gibson, 1991; Pritchett, 1992), while
(5a) T h e butter melted in the pan.
our approach is founded on a finer-grained lexical semantic
(5b) T h e cook melted the butter in the pan.
distinction.
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frequency of a compcired to unaccusative and object-drop
verbs. Since there is no sharp contrcist in acceptability between unaccusative and object-drop verbs, support for the
hypothesis also requires there to be little to no difference
in a across these two verb clcisses.

"RR
M V I Totals
Unergative
7
4910
4917
Unaccusative 21 3321
3342
Total
28 8231
8259
>:'(1) = 12.508; p = .000405

Materials and Method
W e chose a set of 10 verbs from each clciss, based primarily on the classification of verbs in Levin (1993):
the unergatives are manner of motion verbs (jumped,
rushed, marched, leaped,floated,raced, hurried, wandered, vaulted, paraded), the unaccusatives are verbs
of change of state {opened, exploded,flooded,dissolved,
cracked, hardened, boiled, melted, fractured, solidified),
and the object-drop verbs are unspecified object alternation verbs {played, painted, kicked, carved, reaped,
washed, danced, yelled, typed, knitted). Each verb presented the same form in the simple past and in the past
participle, as in the M V / R R ambiguity. These verbs were
chosen because they did not show massive departures from
the intended verb sense; for example, run was eliminated
because it occurs most often in phrases such as run a meeting, where it is not a manner of motion use. All verbs can
occur in the transitive and in the passive. Verbs in the
three sets were matched in frequency, and their logarithmic frequency varies between 2 and 4 inclusive.
Counts were performed on the tagged version of the
Brown Corpus and on the portion of the Wall Street
Journal distributed by the A C L / D C I (years 1987, 1988,
1989), a combined corpus in excess of 65 million words.
Four pairs of counts were collected. First, each verb was
counted in its main verb (i.e., simple past) and peist participle uses, based on the part of speech tag of the verb in
the corpora. Second, active and passive uses of the verbs
were counted; cases in which usage could not be determined by a simple pattern search were classified by hand.
The third count also required manual intervention: verbs
were initially classified as transitive or intransitive according to a set of regular search patterns, then individual inspection of verbs was carried out to correct item-specific
errors. In the fourth count, uses of the verb form as main
verb or as reduced relative were collected. Reduced relatives were counted by hand after extracting from the corpus all occurrences of the past participle preceded by a
noun.

Unaccusative
Object-drop
Total
X^{1) = 212.447;

RR
MV
21 3321
202 2316
223 5637
p < .000001

Totals
3342
2518
5860

Table 1: Frequencies of RR and main verb uses.

Unergative
Unaccusative
Total
X^(l) = 576.623;

TP
M V I Totals
647 4910
5557
1476 3321
4797
2123 8231
10354
p < .000001

PP
Unaccusative
Object-drop

MV

1476 3321
1939 2316
3415 5637
Total
X'(l) = 209.622; p < .000001

Totals
4797
4255
9052

Table 2: Frequencies of past participle and main verb uses.

The contingency tables along with the resulting x^ values
and significance levels are shown in Table 1 through Table 4. All the data sets show the same pattern. The properties related to the RR—transitivity, passive voice, and
past participle use, as well as the R R construction itself—
were less frequent for unergatives than for unaccusatives,
and less frequent for unaccusatives than for object-drop
verbs. The differences between the unergative and unaccusative distributions for each property are highly significant, as are the differences between the unaccusative and
object-drop distributions.'*
Discussion

The most striking finding is that the lexical semantic
classes of the verbs correspond to significant and sizable
differences in their distributions. This important result
confirms that the frequency distributions to which the
H S P M is exposed are themselves shaped by deeper linguistic properties of words. However, we also found that
Data and Analysis
the hypotheses of correspondence between frequency and
ease
of interpretation of the R R is disconfirmed: for all
Recall that the goal is to determine whether differences in
the counts correspond to differences in the ease of inter- properties, the corpus data indicates a three-way distincpreting a RR. Since M V / R R preferences follow verb class tion between the verb classes, while preference data indilines, we tested for differences in the distribution of the cates a binary distinction, with only the unergative class
corpus counts across the verb classes. The counts within prevented us from using a parametric test, such as a t-test.
each verb class were pooled, and a x^ test was used to com- In no case was the expectedfrequencyfor any of the cells less
pare each pair of distributions, for each property counted.^ than 10, so it was unnecessary to apply Fisher's exact test.
^We also directly compared the unergative and object^ Since we could not assume a normal distribution of the drop distributions, which were significantly different—with
underlying data, the small sample size (10 verbs per group) p < .000001—for each property counted.
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Unergative
UNACCI'SATIVE
Total

Pass Act
139 5330
717 3930
856 9260

LEXICON:

Totals
5469
4647
10116

x'(l) = 537.049; p < .000001

Unaccusative
Object-drop

|_Total

Pass Act
717 3930
1339 3074
2056 7004
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Table 3: Frequencies of passive and active uses.
INTRANSITIVE
OBJECT
UNERGATIVE
DROP
Trans Intr Totals
Figure 1: Lexical entries a n d the corresponding syntactic
5528
Unergative
463
5065
structures
for various verb types. AG=agent; T H = t h e m e .
4761
Unaccusative
2402
2359
2865
7424
10289
Total
X'(l) = 2251.868; p < .000001
is the agent of the actual jumping.
W e follow Hale and Keyser (1993) in assuming that verb
Trans Intr Totals
forms
are created through the structural combination of
2402
2359
4761
Unaccusative
lexical items with abstract verbal morphemes, such as DO,
3355
922
4277
Object-drop
B E C O M E , and CAUSE; see Figure 1. Theta roles correspond
5757
3281
9038 [
Total
to particular structural positions in the resulting lexical
X (I) = 762.189; p < .000001
entries. Consequently, the difference in theta role assignTable 4: Frequencies of transitive and intransitive uses.
ment noted above is evidence of a difference in the underlying lexical structures of unergatives and unaccusatives.
In this approach, the agent role has a distinguished stastrongly disfavoring the RR.
tus
because it must be inserted into a subject position in
Since each of the frequencies cissociated with the R R are
the
syntcix. Since an intransitive unaccusative verb has
significantly less for unergatives than for the other verbs,
no
agent
role, it can combine with CAUSE in the lexicon,
one might propose that the preference data simply results
allowing
the
causal agent to be inserted into the single
from a more complex frequency model taking multiple facsubject
position
in the syntax. B y contrast, a transitive
tors into account (e.g., as in Juliano and Tanenhaus, 1994;
unergative
must
be
formed by a syntactic process in which
Collins, 1996), or from a simple threshold effect. W e purthe
abstract
verbal
morpheme CAUSE takes the unergasue an alternative approach of investigating whether adas
its
complement
in the syntax. This creates
tive
verb
ditional linguistic information can lead to an individual
two
syntactic
subject
positions,
one in the embedded verb
frequency measure that more closely models the bimodal
phrase for the agent of the unergative verb, and one in the
pattern of observed preferences.
main verb phrase for the agent of cause (see Figure 1).^
This analysis has important lexical and syntactic conOur Linguistic Analysis
sequences. A n unaccusative verb heis two distinct entries
We return to the observation that both unergatives and
in the lexicon, both a transitive and intransitive form. By
uneiccusatives have a causative transitive form. W e note, contrcist, an unergative is underlyingly intransitive only.
however, that they differ in theta role assignments. Theta
A n unergative verb has a single (intransitive) lexical entry,
roles are labels that identify the semantic relation of an
as its transitive counterpart can only be formed through
argument to a verb. In an intransitive unergative—an aca syntactic process of verb incorporation. A n object-drop
tion verb—the subject N P is an agent, and in an intransi- verb differs from both unergatives and unaccusatives in
tive unaccusative—a change of state verb—the subject is having a single transitive lexical form, with its direct oba theme. T h e theta role assignments to the corresponding ject argument marked as optional. However, the crucial
semantic arguments of the transitive forms—i.e., the di- distinction a m o n g the verb classes is that unergatives have
rect objects—are the same, with the addition of a causal only an intransitive form in the lexicon, while unaccusative
agent as subject in both cases. This leads to an unusual
*This anedysis of the transitive form of unergatives is supsituation for a transitive unergative because it assigns two
agent theta roles—the subject is the agent of causation, ported by, for example, observations on their semantic restrictions (Cruse, 1972), and by cross-linguistic facts related to
and the object is the agent of the action expressed by the
causative formation in Hebrew (Levin and Rappaport Hovav,
verb. For example, in The trainer jumped the lion through
1995). For further details and justification of the analysis, see
the hoop, the trainer causes the lion to jump, but the lion
Hale and Keyser (1993), Stevenson and Merlo (1997).
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UNERG
race[ag]

UNACC
melt[th] melt[ag,th]

Adj PP NON-ADJ P P
Unerg
21
626
Unacc
155
1321
Total
176
1947
„••' /1 \ _n 1ion. « ^ nnnnni

OBJ-DROP
kick[ag,(th)]

Table 5: Sample lexiceJ entries for verbs of each vIuhh.

and object-drop verbs both have a transitive form in the
lexicon. Table 5 shows the lexical entries for a sample verb
in each class.
Our proposal is that the lexical nature of the transitive
unaccusative and object-drop verbs is what makes those
verb classes more readily interpretable in the R R construction. The reasoning is as follows. T h e R R entails the passive use of the past participle eis a post-nominal modifier.
A related passive use of the past participle is as a prenominal cidjective (Levin and Rappaport, 1986). O u r linguistic
analysis has the perhaps surprising result that there is
no transitive unergative lexical item, and that, therefore,
unergative verbs have no passive (transitive) past participle in the lexicon. Furthermore, the process of syntactic causativization that forms the transitive unergative is
inapplicable in the adjectival use, as it involves verb incorporation. T h e consequence is that the unergative past
participle, in contrast to the other verb classes, cannot be
used adjectivally (cf. Bresnan, 1982; Levin and Rappaport,
1986). W e suggest that the inability of the unergative past
participle to occur as a prenominal adjective makes difficult its interpretation in the similar use as a post-nominal
modifier in the R R . B y contrcist, the prenominal adjective
use of the unaccusative and object-drop verbs aids their
interpretation in the R R .
Our conjecture then is that frequency of adjectival use
should correspond to ease of interpretability of the R R
construction, cis both involve the use of the past participle
as a nominal modifier. Specifically, w e suggest the following hypothesis:

Tot
647
1476
2123

Adj PP NoN-ADJ PP Tot
1321
Unacc
1476
155
1719
Obj-drop
1939
220
3040
Total
3415
375
x'{l) = 0.528; p ^ .467297 (not significant)
Table 6: Frequencies of adjectival and non-adjectival past
participle uses.

contingency tables along with the resulting x^ values and
significance levels are shown in Table 6. T h e difference
between unergative and unaccusative past participles in
the adjectival use was highly significant,® with unergative
adjectival uses far less frequent than unaccusative adjectival uses. In contrcist, the unaccusative and object-drop
adjective distributions are not significantly different.'^
Discussion

T h e hypothesis is confirmed that unergative past participles are used as a prenominal adjective less frequently
than unaccusative and object-drop past participles, which
are not distinguished in frequency. T h e two-way distinction that emerges from the data is the first grouping of
the verbs that corresponds to the difficulty lines indicated
by the acceptability judgments on the R R construction,
in which only the unergatives are strongly dispreferred.
Our intuition that adjectival and R R uses are related,
in that they are both nominal modifiers, is clearly supported. Thus, our linguistic analysis hcis led to an ecisilycomputed frequency factor—the prenominal use of the
past participle—that has the potential to explain h u m a n
Hq: Unergative pcist participles occur significantly less of- preferences in the M V / R R ambiguity.
However, since our claim is that unergatives do not have
ten in an adjectival use than unaccusative and objecta
transitive
past participle that could be used adjectivally,
drop past participles, which are not significantly differw h y unergative adjectives occur at all.
w
e
must
question
ent in frequency.
Interestingly, w e found that the unergative adjectival uses
If this hypothesis is borne out, then the adjectival use
in the corpus were restricted to only 2 verbs: hurried ocmakes the right cut of verb classes in relation to the curred 20 times prenominally, and rushed once. ExaminaM V / R R preference.
tion revealed that these were not the causative use of the

Materials and Method
The same corpora were used as in the earlier counts. None
of the verb forms are explicitly marked as adjectives in
these corpora. T o determine the counts of adjectival uses,
we simply divided the verb occurrences labeled with the
past participle part of speech tag into prenominal and
other uses.
Data and Analysis
W e again tested for differences in the distributions of corpus counts across verb class lines, using a x^ *est. T h e

*The difference between unergative and object-drop participles was also highly significant, p < .000001.
^We also examined the frequency of adjectival uses compared to all other uses of the verb form, not just other past
participle uses. These comparisons revealed a significant threeway split among the verb classes. Although we performed these
statistical tests for completeness, we do not believe they rep*resent the right comparison. W e assume that frequency of adjectival uses is stored with the past participle, and thus the
frequency differential that affects interpretation is the distribution of adjective versus non-adjective past participle use, and
not the frequency of adjectival use versus all other uses of the
verb.
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verb. Recall from our linguistic analysis tliat the causative
form of an unergative has an agentive direct object, corresponding to the agentive subject of the intransitive form.
However, in the prenominal uses of hurried and rushed in
the corpus, the modified noun (which corresponds to the
direct object of the verb) is not an agent. For example, in
hurried head count, the head count is not itself an agent
of the hurrying action; this is particularly clear when w e
consider that head count cannot be the subject (agent)
of the intransitive unergative: *The head count hurried.
T h e adjectival uses of these verbs thus correspond to a
non-causative transitive form that has a patient or theme
direct object (such cis head count). This use does not have
the "double agent" problem of the causative use, which
prevents the lexicalization of the latter. T h e non-causative
form of hurry and rush therefore occurs in the lexicon like
ciny other " n o r m a r transitive verb, and it is this form that
is being used adjectivally in the corpus.
Conclusions
Recent work has demonstrated a range of environmental
factors that influence sentence interpretation. W h a t has
been lacking thus far is a detailed analysis of the linguistic and computational properties that could explain w h y
those particular aspects of linguistic experience are effective in shaping behavior. In this paper, we have shifted
the focus from the environment itself, to what the environment reveals about the restrictions on knowledge and
processing that are internal to the H S P M .
In investigating this issue, w e focused on the varying acceptability of the reduced relative reading of verbs that exhibit a main verb/past participle ambiguity. Interestingly,
the frequency of linguistic features directly associated with
the reduced relative construction do not match the h u m a n
preference data. T h e best predictor of h u m a n judgments
of reduced relatives is the frequency with which the past
participle of the verb is used as a prenominal adjective; our
proposal is that this usage aids in the interpretation of the
verb as a modifier within the reduced relative construction. T h e proposed explanation for the sensitivity of the
H S P M to this particular experiential feictor is grounded in
independently justified theoretical assumptions. Specifically, our claim is that the differing frequency distributions a m o n g the verbs arise from underlying grammatical
differences between lexical semantic verb cljisses, which
restrict the representational ability of the H S P M . W e conclude that, although the environment shapes our use of
knowledge, an explanatory account of behavior requires a
deeper understanding of the highly restricted form of that
knowledge.
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Abstract

provides a sort of superimposed index structure by which the
search space for potential antecedents can be effectively reWe introduce a methodology for determining referents in fullstricted to a minimal number of discourse elements. This
length texts in a computationally parsimonious way. Based on
model fully subscribes to the inference-reducing efforts of the
the centering model, whose focus is on the local coherence of
basic centering model but extends it to account for the referdiscourse, we build up a hierarchy of referential discourse segential coherence covering the entire discourse.
ments from the local centering data. The spatial extension and
nesting of these discourse segments constrain the reachability
Centering and Global Discourse Structure
of potential antecedents of an anaphoric expression above the
level of adjacent center pairs. Thus, the centering model is
In the centering model, each utterance Ui is assigned a set
scaled up to the level of global discourse structure.
of forward-looking centers, Cf(Ui), and a unique backwardlooking center, Cb{Ui). A ranking is imposed on the elements
Introduction
of the C f which reflects the assumption that the most highly
Referent identification in discourse is a cognitively challengranked element of Cf{Ui) is the most preferred antecedent
ing task, since the more a discourse unfolds the greater the
of an anaphoric expression in Ui+i, while the remaining elnumber of possible antecedents which are available as candiements
are ordered according to decreasing preference for
dates for reference resolution. A n y naive account, e.g., a simestablishing
referential links. The most highly ranked eleple linear backward search of all previously established disment
of
Cf{Ui)
that is realized in Ui+i (i.e., has a valid
course entities coupled with linguistic and conceptual cominterpretation in the underlying semantic representation) is
patibility tests at each check point, is error-prone and far too
the Ct,{Ui+i). Given these widely acknowledged conditions,
ressource-consumptive. Cognitively plausible models of refanaphora resolution in Ui depends on accessing the immedierence identification have, therefore, always tried to reduce
ately preceding forward-looking centers, C/(C/i_i), only.
the search efforts and inference load imposed on the hearer
There have been only few attempts at explicitly dealing
(Greene et al., 1992). The centering model (Grosz et al.,
with
the recognition and incorporation of discourse structure
1995) explicitly addresses these issues, as it supplies simple,
beyond
the level of immediately adjacent utterances within
yet powerful data structures, constraints and rules for the lothe
centering
framework. T w o recent studies (Passonneau,
cal coherence of discourse. In essence, candidate antecedents
1996;
Walker,
1996a) deal with this topic by considering,
in an utterance are preferentially ranked, and a discourse ina m o n g other things, whether a correlation exists between parcreases in coherence the least expensive a valid antecedent is
ticular configurations of local centering data and the global
found based on this ranking. These assumptions of the centerstructure
of discourse segments. In particular, the supposiing model have akeady been experimentally validated (Gortion
is
investigated
whether two different backward-looking
don etal., 1993; Brennan, 1995).
centers,
Cb{Ui-i)
^
Cb{Ui), for two immediately adjacent
There is, however, a structural limitation inherent in these
utterances, f/j-i and Ui, ^ indicate the presence of a discourse
models, the centering model in particular. Their focus is on
segment boundary. Empirical data, however, yield only a
anaphoric relations that hold within a discourse segment comweak support for this claim, if at all. Hence, this finding preposed of only few utterances (usually, two- or three-sentence
cludes
a reliable prediction of segment boundaries based on
discourses are examined). However, well-formed anaphoric
the occurrence of local centering data (i.e., shift transitions)
relationships m a y well extend over segment boundaries in
and vice versa. In order to accommodate to these empirical
full-length texts. In these cases, cognitive parsimony beresults Passonneau suggests that the centering data structures
comes even more important, as the number of possible anneed to be modified appropriately, while Walker concludes
tecedents tends to explode. T h e procedure w e propose for
that
the local centering data should be left as they are and
creating and managing large referential discourse segments^
'Our notion of referential discourse segments should not be
confounded with the intentional one originating from Grosz et al.
(1995), for reasons discussed in Hahn & Stmbe (1997).

^This pattern is usually considered a particular form of centering
transitions, so-called "shifts"; cf. Brennan et al. (1987) for a detailed
discussion of transition types.
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further be complemented by a cache mechanism. S h e thus
intends to extend the scope of centering in accordance with
cognitively plausible limits of the attentional span.
A s a working hypothesis, for the purpose of anaphora resolution w e subscribe to Walker's model, especially to that
part which casts doubt o n the hypothesized dependency of
the (local) attentional from the (global) intentional structure
of discourse (Grosz & Sidner, 1986, p. 180). W e diverge from
Walker (1996a), however, by proposing an alternative to the
cache mechanism, which w e consider to be methodologically
m o r e parsimonious and, at least to be equally effective.
T h e proposed extension of the centering m o d e l builds
on the methodological framework of functional centering
(Strube & H a h n , 1996). This is an approach to centering
in which issues such as thematicity or topicality are already
inherent. Its linguistic foundations relate the ranking of the
forward-looking centers and the functional information structure of the utterances, a notion originally developed by Danes
(1974). Strube & H a h n (1996) use the centering data structures to redefine Danes's trichotomy between given information, theme and r h e m e in terms of the centering model. In
this framework, the C b { U i ) corresponds to the element which
represents the given information. T h e theme of Ui is represented by the preferred center Cp(C/i), the most highly ranked
element of C f { U i ) . T h e theme/rheme hierarchy of Ui corresponds to the ranking in the C / s .
Identifying the preferred center with the theme implies that
the preferred center is of major relevance for determining
the thematic progression of a text (a term also introduced by
D a n e s (1974)), from which discourse segments should be easily derivable. D a n e s (1974) distinguishes three types of thematic progression (TP), t w o of which can directly be derived
from centering data, while the third requires to refer to conceptual generalization hierarchies (not an issue in this paper).
In particular, a distinction is m a d e between
1. TP with a constant theme: Successive utterances continuously share the s a m e C p .
2. TP with linear thematization ofrhemes: An element of the
C f { U i - i ) which is not the Cp(C/i_i) appears in Ui and
b e c o m e s the C p { U i ) after die processing of this utterance.

C7/(f/.-i) : [Ci,..., Cj,. .,c,]
i
[Ci, ..., Cfc, .••,Ct ]
CfiUi) :
C/(t/._i) : [Ci, ...,Cj, ..,Cs]
CfiUi) :

l<j<S

[Ci, ...,Ck,..., Ct ]

Table 1: Thematic Progression Patterns
Table 1 gives the abstract schemata of TP patterns, while
in Table 2 U i to U s illustrate the constant theme and C/4 to
i/s reflect the linear thematization of rhemes. In the latter

case, the theme changes from "Standard-Installation " (standard installation) to " H a n d b u c h " (manual).
Furthermore, Danes (1974) allows for the combination and
recursion of T P patterns; this way, the global thematic coherence of a text can be described by recurrence to these basic
structural patterns. Their use allows for a major extension
of the original centering algorithm, since given a reformulation of the corresponding constraints in centering terms, it
is possible to determine segment boundaries and to arrange
the segments in a nested, i.e., hierarchical manner on the basis of which reachability constraints for antecedents can be
formulated. According to the segmentation strategy of our
approach, the C p of the end point (i.e., the last utterance) of a
discourse segment provides the major theme of the whole segment. This theme is particularly salient for anaphoric reference relations. Whenever a relevant new theme is established,
however, it should reside in its o w n discourse segment, either
embedded or in parallel to another one.
Computing Referential Discourse Segments
The computation of referential discourse segments can be
split into two major processes. The first process determines
the set of referents 11, i.e., the valid antecedents for the
anaphoric expressions in the current utterance Ui, which are
reachable from the segment level s associated with Ui by
considering:'
• the forward-looking centers of the linearly immediately
preceding utterance (as in the standard centering model),
• the forward-looking centers at the end point of the hierarchically immediately reachable discourse segment,
• the preferred center at the end point of any hierarchically
reachable, though minimally distant discourse segment.
Reachability is thus m a d e dependent on the current segment structure D S of the discourse as determined by the
segmentation algorithm. The second process builds up the
segment structure D S depending on the reachability patterns
that characterize a referent from TZ and its possible occurrence in one of the above-mentioned centers according to the
specification in the algorithm given below (for a more technical treatment, cf. Hahn & Strube (1997)).
Note that, as a result, the current discourse segment structure m a y not only be "monotonically" refined but can also
be fundamentally revised, thus making our approach a truly
incremental model of anaphora resolution. In the following
discussion, the discourse segment index s is usually attached
to any center expression, e.g., C/(s, Ui).
W e will n o w concentrate on the construction part of the
segmentation algorithm. Whenever a discourse segment is
created at level s, its starting and closing utterance, f/[g.6es)
and U[a.end]' ^^ initialized to the current position in the discourse. Its end point gets continuously incremented as the
^We abstract here from the linguistic constraints imposed on
(pro)noniinal or functional anaphors (cf. Stmbe & Hahn (1996),
Hahn & Strube (1996) and Markert et al. (1996)).
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analysis proceeds until this discourse segment D S is ulti3. O p e n a N e w , E m b e d d e d S e g m e n t If none of the above
mately closed, i.e., whenever another discourse segment D S '
cases applies, then for utterance Ui a new embedded segexists at the same or a hierarchically higher level of embedment is opened. While processing further utterances, this
decision may be retracted by lifting die embedded segding such that the end point of D S ' exceeds that of the end
point of D S . Closed segments are inaccessible for the anments. This realizes a kind of "garbage collection" for
tecedent search. Considering the sample text analysis in Table
globally insignificant discourse segments which, neverthe2, the discourse segment at level 3 (ranging from utterance 5
less, were reasonable from a local perspective for referto 5) is ultimately closed, while those at level 1 (ranging from
ence resolution purposes. Hence, the discourse segmentautterance 1 to 3) or level 2 (ranging from utterance 4 to 7) are
tion procedure w e propose works in a strictly incremental
considered open.
way and revises previously m a d e segmentation decisions
In the following, s and Ui denote the currently considered
on thefly.W e consider this kind of dynamic adjustment of
segment level and utterance, respectively. The main algoglobal discourse structure a particularly interesting cognirithm consists of three major logical blocks.
tive issue.
1. Continue Current Segment. If one of the referents fromA Sample Text Segmentation
Ui contained in 72. matches the Cp{s, Ui-i), then the cur- For illustrative purposes, w e here consider a text fragment
rent segment is extended by Ui at the same segment level
(see Table 2) taken from a German computer magazine {c't,
s. If, in addition, Ui-i and Ui indicate the end of a se1995, No. 4, p.209). Since the method for computing levels
quence in which a series of thematizations of rhemes have
of discourse segments heavily depends on different kinds of
occurred, all embedded segments are lifted to the higher
anaphoric expressions, (pro)nominal and functional anaphors
level s'. A s a result of such a lifting, the entire sequence
are marked by italics, and the (pro)nominal anaphors are un(including thefinaltwo utterances) forms a single segment. derlined, in addition. In order to convey the influence of
This is, of course, trivially true for cases of a constant
the German word order, w e provide a rough phrase-to-phrase
theme. Lifting is the most severe operation for restructur- translation of the sample text.
ing already established segment structures.
Table 2 depicts a complete segmentation of the sample text.
Thefirstcolumn contains the number of each utterance, the
2. Close Embedded Segment(s). If the referents from
second column gives the sample text, while the third column
Ui contained in TZ do not match an element of the
shows the centering data which are computed by the funcCf{s, Ui-i), then three possibilities emerge:
tional centering approach (Strube & Hahn, 1996). The first
element of each C f , the preferred center, Cp, is marked by
(a) Close the embedded segment: If one of the referents
bold font. The fourth column depicts the levels of discourse
from Ui contained in 7?. match the Cp{s - 1, I7[g-i.end]).
segments which are computed by our algorithm. The horizonthe segment at level s is closed while the segment at level
tal lines indicate the beginning of a segment, the vertical ones
s - 1 is extended by Ui. If none of the referents from Ui
mark the extension of a segment. Thefifthcolumn indicates
contained in Tl match the Cp{s — 1, C/[s_i.end]). then the
which block of the algorithm applies to the current utterance.
remaining elements of the Cf at this segmentation level
The computation starts at Ui, the headline. The Cp(l, C/i)
are checked for the given utterance. If a match succeeds,
is set to "1260" which is meant as an abbreviation of
the segment which contains Ui-i is ukimately closed,
"Brother HL-1260". U p o n initialization, the beginning as
since Ui opens a parallel segment at the same level of
well as the ending of the initial discourse segment are both
embedding. Subsequent anaphora checks exclude any
set to "1". U2 and U3 simply continue this segment (block (1)
preceding closed or parallel segments from consideraof the algoridim). The Cp is set to "1260" in all utterances
tion for the matching process and just consider the curof this segment. Since the referents for C/4 do neither match
rendy open one.
the Cp(l, C/3) (block (1)) nor is any hierarchically preceding
(b) Close the embedded segment(s) and continue another,
segment available, block (2c) applies. The segment counter s
already existing segment: If one of the referents from Ui is incremented and a new segment at level 2 is opened, setcontained in 72 matches a discourse referent in one of the ting the beginning and the ending to "4". The referent of
remaining hierarchically reachable segments, that parthe phrase "das diinne Handbuchlein " (the thin leaflet) in U^
ticular segment which contains the matching discourse
does not match the Cp(2, C/4) but it matches an element of
referent is extended by Ui. Only the C p of the utterance
the C/(2, C/4) instead (viz. "Handbuch" (manual)). Hence,
at the end point of any of these segments is considered
block (3) of the algorithm applies, leading to the creation of a
for a match. Note that, as a side effect, hierarchically
new segment at level 3. The referent of the anaphor "Handlower segments are ultimately closed when a match at
buch" (manual) in C/e matches the Cp(3, C/5). Hence block
higher levels succeeds.
(1) applies (the occurrence of "1260" in Cj{U^) is due to
(c) Open new, embedded segment: If there is no matching
the assumptions specified by Strube & Hahn (1996)). Given
referent in hierarchically reachable segments, then for
this configuration, the embedded segment is lifted one level,
utterance Ui a new, embedded segment is opened.
so the segment which ended with C/4 is n o w continued up to
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Sample Text

I/,
(1)

Segment Levels
1
2
3

Centering-Data

Brother HL-1260

Ein Detail fUllt schon beim ersten U m g a n g mit d e m groBen
Brother auf:
O n e particular - is already noticed - in thefirstapproach to
- the big Brother:
(3) Im Betrieb macht er durch ein kraftiges Arbeitsgerausch
auf sich aufmerksam, das auch im Stand-by-Modus noch gut
vemehmbar ist.
In operation - draws - i t - with a heavy noise level - attention to
itself- which - also - in the stand-by mode - is still well audible.
(4) Fiir Standard-lnstallationen kommt m a n gut ohne Handbuch aus.
A s far as standard installations are concerned - gets - one - well
- by - without any manual.
(5) Zwar erlautert das diinne Handbiichlein die Bedienune der
Hardware anschaulich und gut illustriert.
Admittedly, gives - the thin leaflet - the operation of the
hardware - a clear description o f - and - well illustrated.
(6) Die Software-Seite wurde im Handbuch dagegen stiefmiitterlich
behandelt:
The software part - was - in the manual - however - like a
stepmother - treated:
(7) bis auf eine karge Seite mit einem Inhaltsverzeichnis zum
HP-Modus sucht m a n vergebens weitere Informationen.
except for one meagre page - containing the table of contents for
the H P mode - seeks - one - in vain - for further information.

(2)

Block

Cb:
Cf:
Cb:
Cf:

[1260]
1260
[1260, Umgang, Detail]

Cb:
Cf:

1260
[1260, Betrieb,
Arbeitsgerausch,
Stand-by-Modus]

1

Cb:
Cf:

[Standard-lnstallaUon,
Handbuch ]
Handbuch
[Handbuch, 1260,
Hardware, Bedienung]

2c

Cb:
Cf:

1

3

Cb:
Cf:

Handbuch
[Handbuch, 1260,
Software]

1, Lift

Cb:
Cf:

Handbuch
[Handbuch, Seite,
1260, HP-Modus,
Inhaltsverzeichnis,
Informationen]

1

Table 2: Sample Text, Centering-Data and Discourse Structure
U s at level 2. A s a consequence, the centering data of t/5
are excluded from further consideration as far as subsequent
matching processes are concerned. C/7 simply continues the
s a m e segment, since the functional anaphor "Seite" (page)
refers to " H a n d b u c h " (manual), the C p ( 2 , U ^ ) -

(pro)nominal anaphors
functional anaphors
utterances
words

IT
197
195
336
5241

Spiegel
101
22
84
1468

Lit
198
23
127
1610

E
496
240
547
8319

Table 3: Test Set
Empirical Findings
In this section, w e present some empirical data concerning
the centered segmentation algorithm. Our study was based
on the analysis of twelve texts from the information technology domain (IT), of one text from a German news magazine (Spiegel)^, and of two literary texts^ (Lit). Table 3
summarizes the total numbers of (pro)nominal and functional
anaphors, utterances, and words in the test set.
Table 4 and Table 5 consider the number of (pro)nominal
anaphors and functional anaphors, respectively, and the linear
distance they have to their corresponding antecedents. Note
that c o m m o n centering algorithms (e.g., the one by Brennan
et al. (1987)) are specified only for the resolution of anaphors
^ Japan - Der Neue der alten Garde. In Der Spiegel, Nr. 3, 1996.
^Thefirsttwo chapters of a short story by the German writer
Heiner Miiller (Liebesgeschichte. In Heiner Miiller. Geschichten
aus der Produktion 2. Berlin: Rotbuch Veriag, 1974, pp.57-63) and
thefirstchapter of a novel by U w e Johnson {Zwei Ansichten. Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp Veriag, 1965.)
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in Ui-i. They are neither specified for anaphoric antecedents
in Ui, not an issue here, nor for anaphoric antecedents beyond
Ui-i. In the test set, 139 (pro)nominal anaphors (28%) and
116 functional anaphors (48,3%) fall out of the (intersentential) scope of those c o m m o n algorithms. So, the problem w e
consider is not a marginal one.

t/.
t/i-1
t/,-2
C/i-3
Ui-i
C/i-5
C/i_6 toC/i-10
U i - n to t/i_ 15
Ui-15 loUi-20

IT
10
117
28
18
6
6
8
3
1

Spiegel

7
70
14
5
1
0
1
1
2

Lit
32
121
24
10
5
1
3
1
1

S
49
308
66
33
12
7
12
5
4

Table 4: Anaphoric Antecedent in Utterance U x

[/.-I
Ui-2
Ui-3
Ui-A
U,.s
Ui-6ioU,-io
Ui-n tof/,-15

IT
94
42
16
14
8
14
7

Spiegel

15
6
0
0
0
1
0

Lit
15
8
0
0
0
0
0

E
124
56
16
14
8
15
7

Table 5: Functional Anaphoric Antecedent in Utterance Ux

Table 6 and Table 7 give the success rate of the centered
segmentation algorithm for (pro)nominal anaphors and functional anaphors, respectively. The numbers in these tables
indicate at which segment level anaphoric expressions were
correctly resolved. T h e category of errors covers erroneous
analyses the algorithm produces, while the one for false positives concerns those resolution results where a referential expression was resolved with the hierarchically most recent antecedent but not with the linearly most recent (obviously, the
targeted) one (both of them denote the same discourse entity).
The categories Cf{s, f/i-i) in Tables 6 and 7 contain more
elements than the categories Ui-i in Tables 4 and 5, respectively, due to the mediating property of functional anaphora
in functional centering (Strube & Hahn, 1996).

ble of dealing even with these more complicated structures.
While only one antecedent of a pronoun was not reachable
given the superimposed text structure, the remaining eight errors are characterized by full definite noun phrases or proper
names. The vast majority of these phenomena can be considered informationally redundant utterances in the terminology
of Walker (1996b) for which w e currently have no solution
at all. It seems to us that these kinds of phrases m a y override text-grammatical structures as evidenced by referential
discourse segments and, rather, trigger other kinds of search
strategies.
Though w e fed the centered segmentation algorithm with
rather long texts (up to 84 utterances), the antecedents of only
two anaphoric expressions had to bridge a hierarchical distance of more than 3 levels. This coincides with our supposition that the overall structure computed by the algorithm
should be ratherflat.W e could notfindan embedding of more
than seven levels.
Related Work

There has always been an implicit relationship between the
local perspective of centering and the global view of focusing on discourse structure (cf. the discussion in Grosz et al.
(1995)). However, work establishing an explicit account of
h o w both can be joined in a computational model has not been
done
so far. The efforts of Sidner (1983), e.g., have provided
E
L
i
t
IT Spiegel
a variety of different focus data structures to be used for ref32 49
u.
10
7
C,is,Ui-,)
125 364
161
78
erence resolution. This multiplicity and the on-going growth
Cp(s - 1, Uosla-l.end]) 14
24 47
9
of the number of different entities (cf. Suri & M c C o y (1994))
C f { s - lyUoSls-Lend])
21
9
7
5
mirrors an increase in explanatory constructs that w e consider
Cp{s - 2, UDSls-2.end])
2
1
1
0
a methodological drawback to this approach because they can
Cp(s - 3, UoSla-a.end]) 1
2
1
0
hardly be kept control of. Our model, due to its hierarchical
Cp(a - 4, UDS[s-4.end]) 0
1
1
0
Cp{s - 5, UDS\s-5.end]) 0
1
0
1
nature implements a stack behavior that is also inherent to the
errors
9
5
3
1
above mentioned proposals. W e refrain, however, from estabfalse positives
(7) (11)
(1)
(3)
lishing a new data type (even worse, different types of stacks)
that
has to be managed on its own. There is no need for extra
Table 6: Anaphoric Antecedent in Center^
computations to determine the "segment focus", since that is
implicitly given in the local centering data already available
in
our model.
IT Spiegel Lit
E
A recent attempt at introducing global discourse notions
Cf{s,Ui-i)
156
18
17 191
into the centering framework considers the use of a cache
C p { s - l,UDS[3-l.end])
22
18
0
4
C f { s - 'i.,UDS[s-l.end]) 10
13
model (Walker, 1996b). This introduces an additional data
1
2
Cp(s - 2, UDS[B-2.eTid]) 7
8
1
0
type with its o w n management principles for data storage, re3
3
0
0
C p ( s - 3,[/DS[s-3.endl)
trieval and update. While our proposal for centered discourse
1
2
0
errors
3
segmentation also requires a data structure of its own, it is
(2)
(0)
(3) (5)
1 false positives
better integrated into centering than the caching model, since
Table 7: Functional Anaphoric Antecedent in Centerx
the cells of segment structures simply contain "pointers" that
implement a direct link to the original centering data. Hence,
The centered segmentation algorithm reveals a pretty good w e avoid exU-a operations related to feeding and updating the
performance. This is to some extent implied by the structural
cache. The relation between our centered segmentation algopatterns w e find in expository texts, viz. their single-theme
rithm and Walker's (1996a) integration of centering into the
property (e.g., "1260" in the sample text). In conU-ast, the cache model can be viewed from two different angles. O n the
literary texts in the test exhibited a m u c h more difficult inone hand, centered segmentation m a y be a part of the cache
ternal sU-ucture which resembled the multiple thread strucmodel, since it provides an elaborate, non-linear ordering of
ture of dialogues discussed by Rose et al. (1995). The good
the elements within the cache. Note, however, that our model
news is that the segmentation procedure w e propose is capa- does not require any prefixed, size corresponding to the lim-
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Abstract

boundary. Other insight problems are the box-candle problem and several types of matchstick problems (see for examIn this paper two approaches to problem solving, search and
ple Mayer, 1995). D u e to this choice of problems, both
reflection, are discussed, and combined in two models, both
evidence from insight and search experiments tend to supbased on rational analysis (Anderson, 1990). Thefirstmodel is
port their respective theories. Both theories ignore aspects of
a dynamic growth model, which shows that alternating search
problem solving. The search theory seems to assume that
and reflection is a rational strategy. The second model is a
subjects create clear-cut operators based on instructions
model in ACT-R, which can discover and revise strategies to
alone, and that subjects do not reflect on their o w n problemsolve simple problems. Both models exhibit the exploresolving behavior, while the insight theory assumes all proinsight pattern normally attributed to insight problem solving.
cessing that happens before the "insight" occurs has hardly
any relevance at all. So probably search and insight are both
S e a r c h vs. Insight
aspects of problem solving, and the real task is to find a theory of problem solving that combines the two (Ohlsson,
The traditional approach of problem solving is one of prob- 1984). O n e such view sees insight as a representational
lem space search (see for example Newell & Simon, 1972).
change. Search is needed to explore the current representaSolving a problem means no more or less than finding an
tion of the problem, and insight is needed if the current repappropriate sequence of operators, that transform a certain
resentation appears not to be sufficient to solve the problem.
initial state into a state that satisfies some goal criterium.
In this view, search and insight correspond to what N o r m a n
Problem solving is difficult if the sequence needed is long, if
(1993) calls experiential and reflective cognition. If someone
there are many possible operators, or if there is no or little
is in experiential mode, behavior is largely determined by the
knowledge on h o w to choose the right operator.
task at hand and the task-specific knowledge the person
A different approach to problem solving is that the crucial
already has. In reflective m o d e on the other hand, compariprocess is insight instead of search. This view also has a rich
sons between problems are made, possibly relevant knowltradition, rooted in Gestalt psychology. According to the
edge is retrieved from memory, and n e w hypotheses are
insight theory, the interesting m o m e n t in problem solving is
created. If reflection is successful, n e w task-specific knowlwhen the subject suddenly "sees" the solution, in a m o m e n t
edge is gained, which m a y be more general and on a higher
when an 'unconscious leap in thinking" takes place. Instead
level than the existing knowledge.
of gradually approaching the goal, the solution is reached in
a single step, and reasoning efforts before this step have no
The scheduling task
clear relation to it. In this sense problem solving is often
divided into four stages: exploration, impasse, insight and
An example of a task in which both search and insight are
execution.
necessary is scheduling. Figure 1 shows an example of a
Insight can be viewed in two ways: as a special process, or
scheduling task used in our experiments. T h e goal is to
as a result of ordinary perception, recognition and learning
assign a number of tasks (6 in the example) to a number of
processes (Davidson, 1995). Despite the intuitive appeal of a
workers (2 in the example), satisfying a number of order
special process, the latter view is more consistent with the
constraints. A solution to the example in figure 1 is to assign
modern information-processing paradigm of cognitive psychology, and m u c h more open to both empirical study and
Problem
computational modeling.
There
ere 2 workers with
Both the search and the insight theory select the problems
9^
esch
6
hours
fl||Bc II
to be studied in accordance with their o w n view. Typical
"1 = 1R,.<lu
Tesk
A
lakes
I
hour
"search"-problems involve finding long strings of clearly
Task 6 takes 1 hours
• •«•
defined operators, as in the eight puzzle, the towers-of-hanoi
Clear
Nfxi worker
Task C takes 2 hours
task and other puzzles, often adapted from artificial intelliTask D takes 2 hours
gence toy domains. "Insight"-problems on the other hand,
Correct!
Task E takes 3 hours
can be solved in only a few steps, often only one. Possible
Task
F
takes
3
hours
operations are often defined unclearly, or misleadingly, or
^
The schedule has to satisfy
are not defined at all. A typical insight problem is the ninethe
followingcohstraints
dots problem, in which nine dots in a 3x3 array must all be
TaskFigure
C must be before
A
1: Example
of a scheduling experiment
connected using four connected lines. The crucial insight is
Task E must be before B
the fact that the lines m a y be extended outside the 3x3
Task F must be before B
Task D must be before C
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D M A to the liist worker, and l-CB \o tlic second. A n experiential strategy tor this problem is to lake one of the constraints, for example C must be before A, and assign them to
a worker directly following each other, so for example assign
C A to the first worker. A reflective strategy involves some
inference. For example, from the facts that both E and F have
to be done before B, that E and F each take 3 hours, and that
each worker has only 6 hours, it can be deduced that E and F
cannot be assigned to the same worker. Furthermore, since
each worker has 6 hours, either each worker gets a task of 3,
2 and 1 hours, or one worker gets both 3 hour tasks and the
other the rest. Since the latter option has already been ruled
out by the fact that E and F can't be assigned to the same
worker, the fonner has to be correct. W h e n the subject has
made these inferences a few times for different problems,
they can become part of the experiential strategy.
Protocol analysis of subjects solving these problems show
that all subjects start with an experiential strategy, and only
later on switch to a reflective strategy. So in a sense this
reflects
the
explore-impasse-insight-execute
pattern
described in the literature about insight. Some, but not all of
the subjects show some sort of impasse, during which they
stop searching, just stare at the screen for a minute, and then
try a new approach. Furthermore, there is no difference
between the explore and the execute stage: the subject just
searches on, using the knowledge gained by reflection.
Sometimes further reflection is needed to reach a solution.
In this paper two models are presented that explore the distinction between search and reflection. Both models are
based on Anderson's theory of rational analysis (Anderson,
1990). According to rational analysis, subjects choose strategies based on a cost-benefit analysis: the strategy that has the
lowest expected cost and the highest chance of success is
selected in favor of others. Thefirstmodel is a dynamic
growth model, in which the trade-off between search and
reflection is modeled in a course-grained way. Dynamic
models are used in developmental psychology to describe
developmental paths, for instance a model that describes
stage-wise increases in knowledge (Van Geert, 1994). The
second model is an A C T - R model, in which the competition
between individual strategies is modeled on a number of
concrete tasks.

has to learn the basic rules and operators by experience,
before he can attempt any higher level strategies.
The model
According to rational analysis strategies are chosen with
respect to their expected outcome, according to the following
equation:
Expected outcome of strategy.? = P^G - C^
In this equation, P is the estimated chance of reaching the
goal using this strategy, G is the expected value of the goal,
and C is the estimated cost of reaching the goal using this
strategy.
The model will attempt to predict how search and reflection will alternate while solving a problem. This model is
quite course-grained in the sense that the knowledge of the
system with respect to a certain task is summarized in two
variables L, and Z-j. /., is a measure for the amount of
basic task-knowledge in the model, for example in the case
of the scheduling task an operator to add a task to an existing
plan and knowledge to judge whether a solution is correct.
Lj corresponds to the amount of higher-level knowledge in
the system, for example the fact that it is a good idea to look
how the tasks add up to the amount of time the workers have
available. If a subjects starts with a new problem, w e assume
that both variables have a small value. They can however
increase, because the subject builds up knowledge while
problem solving. The assumption of the model will be, that
search will increase the amount of basic knowledge, represented by L| , and reflection will increase the amount of
higher-level knowledge, represented by Lj. The following
equations show how L, and Lj grow in time, and are based
on the equation used by Van Geert (1994):
If the strategy in step i-l is search:
L,(/) = /,,(,-l) + /?,l-_i

else L, keeps its value, so L,(/) = L,(i- 1). /?, is a constant that controls the rate of growth, and L^^^^ is the maxim u m possible value for L, The fraction at the end of the
equation ensures that L, doesn't exceed its maximum value.
The equation for Lj 's slightly more complicated, because
A dynamic growth model
the increase in value depends on the current value of L^: we
can only gain higher-level knowledge if w e have enough
Why would subjects initially prefer the experiential strategy
basic knowledge.
in the scheduling problem? The reflective strategy seems to
If the strategy at step i-l is reflection:
be much more powerful. There are several reasons for this. A
first reason is that reflective reasoning takes more effort. To
L^(i-l)\
be successful, several aspects of the task must be combined
L M ) = L2(i-l) + 5 , , L , ( , - l ) i and kept in memory. Additional knowledge must be retrieved
from memory and it may be necessary to seek analogies with
else LjCO = ^2('~ ') • Again, L2„ux '^ ^^^ maximum possiother problems. A second reason is that it is not immediately
ble value for Lj • The constant 5,2 (support) controls the
evident to the subject that the experiential strategy will be
influence of basic knowledge on the increase of higher level
unsuccessful. The problems in the experiment were chosen
knowledge.
so that the experiential strategy alone wouldn't work, but
Whether the strategy at step / will be search or reflection is
subjects didn't know this. So why not try the strategy which
takes the least effortfirst?A third reason is, that as a subject determined by their respective expected outcomes:
starts with a new type of problem, he has only read instrucExpected outcome of search = P„<„,a(') ' ^ - C„„,^a
tions and has maybe seen an example problem. So he first
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Expected outcome of reflection = P^

•^f•C-C,„;(0

The strategy with the highest expected outcome will of
course be chosen. In these equations G , C^^^^^.f^ and P^^j
are constants, but P.^urch^') ^^^ C'„^(i) will vary in time.
The chance that search will reach the goal is dependent on
the amount of knowledge and the current evaluation of this
knowledge:
search (0 =

Level 1 knowledge

10 T
S> 8--

Level 2 knowledge

L,(0P,(0 + H>L-,(/)/'2(')

100
The w constant determines h o w m u c h more useful higherorder knowledge is with respect to basic knowledge. P, (0 is
the contribution to the chance of success of level 1 knowledge, and /"jCO the contribution of level 2 knowledge. The
chances of success increase as knowledge increases, but
decrease over time if the goal is not reached. Both P^(i) and
PjC') can be calculated using:

200

300

400

time (sec)
Figure 2: Value of level I and level 2 knowledge for G=20

expected outcome for search

L f i - \ ) P . { i - \ ) + L.{i)-L.(i-\) _
;(y=i,2)
Pj(0 = Pu,'ecay
Lj(i)
Pdecay ^presents the decay in chance of success, and has
typical values between 0.95 an 0.99 if the strategy in step /
was search and the goal hasn't been reached. Otherwise

0/
400
.
-5 /
/ expected outcome for reflection
•
-10 '
time (sec)
Figure 3: Evaluations of search and reflection for G = 2 0

Pdecay = ' •
The cost of reflection depends on two factors: the cost is
higher if there is less basic knowledge, and the cost is higher
if there is already a lot of higher level knowledge:
Cref(n = C,,,,+

•'I max

y ^LAi)

L2(i)\
^Imax-'

Finally w e have to say something about time, since w e have
talked about "steps" in the previous discussion. Each step
takes an amount of time which can vary. So, following the
A C T - R intuition that cost and time are related to each other,
w e take the estimated cost of the strategy at step i as the
amount of time step (takes:
T{i) = 7-(,-l) + C(()
where C{i) is either C^^^^^^ or C^^j(i), dependent on the
strategy at step /.
Results
If we choose appropriate constants and starting values for
variables described above, w e can calculate the increase in
knowledge over time. Note that the model assumes that the
goal is never reached, so the results simulate a subject that
never succeeds in reaching the goal. Figure 2 shows the
value of L| and L^ with respect to T T h e corresponding
evaluations for search and reflection are shown in figure 3.
At the start of the task, search is superior to reflection, but as
search fails to find the goal, and the basic (level 1) knowledge increases, reflection becomes more and more attractive
up to the point (at T = 1 2 7 ) where reflection wins from search.
Since reflection leads to an increase of level 2 knowledge,
search becomes again more attractive (using the newly
gained knowledge), and since the cost of reflection increases

with the amount of level 2 knowledge already present, reflection becomes less attractive. A s a result search will again
dominate for a while, up to T = 3 8 5 where reflection wins
again. W e assume problem solving continues until both
expected outcomes drop below zero, since then neither strategy has a positive expected outcome. In the example this is
the case at T=510.
Figure 2 and 3 show the results of the model for G = 2 0 . A s
noted, G is the value of the goal. So using a lower value for
G corresponds to the fact that a subject values reaching the
goal less, or the fact that a subject is less motivated. If w e
calculate the model for G = 1 5 w e get the results as depicted
in figure 4 and 5. T h e result is that reflection occurs only
once, and later (at T=203). Furthermore, at T = 3 6 3 both evaluations drop below zero, so a less motivated individual gives
theup earlier. If G is further decreased to 12, no reflection at all
takes place, and the give-up point is at T=237.
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Discussion
The dynamic growth model nicely describes the phenomena
around insight in the literature and in our experiments. Furthermore, it explains w h y this behavior is rational. It also
predicts changes in strategy due to motivational factors. It
however poses new questions. W h a t is the nature of the basic
and higher-level knowledge? H o w will the model behave if
the goal is reached at some point? W h a t mechanism is
responsible for gaining n e w knowledge, and h o w is it represented? The second model w e will discuss in this paper will

the solution, and sometimes additional subgoals that must be
satisfied before the solution applies.
Although the A C T - R theory specifies h o w new production
rules are generated from examples, it does not specify where
the examples come from. But since examples are just elements in declarative memory, they can be created by production rules. If w e give a subject a new task, he will generally
have no task-specific rules for the task, but will have to rely
on general rules to acquire them. So the schema to produce
task-specific production rules will be as in figure 6.

Level 1 knowledge

10 T
g, 8-^1 6

Level 2 knowledge
CO ~

-+100

200

•+300

1
400

procedural
memory

time(sec)
Figure 4; Value of level 1 and level 2 knowledge for G=I5

_

_

X

X
declarative
memory

"insight"
expected outcome for search

Task-specific
rules

General rules

y/

/ _ _ _

Dependencies

Figure 6: H o w to learn n e w production rules in A C T - R
The general rules themselves need of course information
to work with. Several sources of information m a y be avail400
able, which must be present in declarative m e m o r y , since
production rules cannot directly inspect other production
I
expected outcome for reflection
rules. Possible sources of information are:
-1° +/ H.
Task instructions and examples
time (sec)
Relevant facts and biases in declarative m e m o r y
-15 -^
- Feedback
Figure 5: Evaluations of search and reflection for G=15
- Old goals and dependencies for the s a m e problem
A s both general and task-specific rules are in a constant c o m address some of these questions. This model can be seen as a
petition with each other, they play the s a m e role as the search
m o r e detailed version of the dynamic growth model.
and reflection strategies in the dynamic growth model. If
A C T - R uses task-specific rules, this corresponds to a searchlike strategy, and w h e n it uses general rules, this corresponds
An ACT-R model of learning and revising taskto reflection. S o there is no real difference in A C T - R perforspecific k n o w l e d g e
m a n c e between search and reflection, except that general
rules
will often retrieve m o r e low-activated elements from
ACT-R is an architecture of cognition developed by Anderdeclarative m e m o r y , which m a k e s them slow and expensive.
son and his colleagues (Anderson, 1993; Lebiere, 1996),
Since using general rules has a higher cost, task-specific
based on the theory of rational analysis. A C T - R has two long
rules will win the competition if they prove to lead to sucterm m e m o r y stores, a declarative memory, where knowlcess.
edge is represented using a frame-like representation, and a
procedural memory, where knowledge is represented by proThe model
duction rules. O n e of the ingredients that A C T - R uses for
conflict resolution is the expected outcome of a production
In Taatgen (1996) an example of a model that learns its own
rule, in the same manner as described in the previous section.
task-specific rules is described. It uses two sets of general
So if several production rules can fire, the rule with the highrules, one that creates an example of retrieving a certain
est P G - C will generally win the competition. Along with
property of the task, and one that creates an example of comthe rule the history of successes and failures and the past
bining the task with a fact in an attempt to predict the
costs of a rule are maintained to be able to calculate its
answer. The example task is a beam with both weights and
expected outcome.
labels on each arm (figure 7). Only the weights have any relIn the A C T - R architecture, new production rules can be
evance to the outcome. The strategies that do the task are
learned by the analogy mechanism. It involves generalizadepicted in figure 8 and figure 9. T h e property-retrieval strattion of examples in declarative memory whenever a goal
egy creates an example of retrieving one of the available
turns up that resembles the example. The examples are
properties, in the case of the b e a m weight or label. T h e
stored in specialized elements in declarative memory, depenexample will be compiled into a production rule by ACT-R's
dency chunks, that contain all the information needed: an
analogy mechanism. If the n e w rule doesn't lead to successexample goal, an example solution, facts (called constraints) ful predictions, which is the case w h e n label is selected, its
that need to be retrieved from declarative memory to create
evaluation will drop until it loses the competition with the
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the model has n o prior associations at all, it m a y need as
m u c h as 4 0 examples, and in s o m e runs it cannot even find
the correct rules at all.
W h e n the model starts out with a w r o n g hypothesis, for
example that the labels have to be used to predict the outc o m e , it s h o w s a behavior similar to the explore-impasseinsight-execute scheme: itfirstlearns a lot of irrelevant rules
to predict the answer using the labels, then reaches a stage in
which it tries to explain a single example over a n d over again
but fails in doing this, after which it rejects the rule that
examines the labels, creates a rule that examines the weights,
and quickly derives the rest of the rules needed within a f e w
trials. Figure 10 s h o w s an estimation of the time spent at

label

7\
weight-

Figure 7; T h e b e a m task.

Competition
tiie tasl(-specific rule
behaves too poor, a "^~
new property will be

General rule
Selecl a property type

Tasl(-specilic
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Retrieve a certain property

y^

T

1 Dependency
/
contains an
/
J example ol /
1 retrieving the
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association
between weight
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F i g u r e 8: T h e property-retrieval strategy

"Don't
l<now"

Z

3

^

F i g u r e 9: T h e
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Find-lacl-lype:
greater-than
Find-lact:
3 greater-than 2

~r^

CM C^ -a- IT) CO
Trial relative to "insight"

Task specific rule
Answer left if left arm has
a greater weight than the
right arm

Figure 10: Estimated time spent at each trial before and after
the "insight" trial

X

Dependency
Possible bias
Example of answering left if
association
left arm has a greater
between beam
weight than the right arm
find-fact-on-feedback
strategy
and
greater-than

each trial before and after the moment the model creates the
rule to e x a m i n e weight instead o f label.
Same model, other task: discrimination-shift

general rule that wants to create a new example. The second
strategy, find-fact-on-feedback, is demonstrated in figure 9.
If the model has decided it will retrieve the weights, it still
cannot predict an answer, because it doesn't even k n o w what
the available answers are. S o a "I don't k n o w " production
fires, after which the environment hopefully will give s o m e
feedback. Suppose w e have a child facing a real b e a m , it can
see that the answer is "left" T h e strategy then tries to find
s o m e fact in declarative m e m o r y that can help to predict the
answer. This can be an arbitrary fact, but since "beam", "2",
"3" and "left" are all part of the goal, A C T - R ensures that
facts containing these elements, or having associations with
them, are likely candidates. S o 3 is-greater-than 2 is a possible candidate, particularly if there is already an association
between b e a m and greater-than, i.e. the child already k n o w s
that b e a m s have something to d o with the fact that one thing
is greater than another.

Another interesting property of the model is that its rules are
general, and can be applied to other tasks. A task that can be
modeled using the same production rules is discriminationshift learning (Kendler & Kendler, 1959). Figure 11 shows
an example of this task; subjects have to learn to discriminate the four stimuli in two reinforcement categories, for
example white is positive and black is negative. After the
subjects has made 10 consecutive correct predictions, the
reinforcement scheme is changed: either a reversal-shift, in
which all stimuli that received previous positive reinforce-

Results
Simulations of the model, discussed in detail in Taatgen
(1996), s h o w that it can indeed infer the correct rules for the
b e a m task. If the m o d e l already has an association between
beams and weight and between b e a m s and greater-than, the
correct rules can be inferred using only a few examples. If
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Figure 11: Example of discrimination-shift learning

merit get negative reinforcement and vice-versa, or an extradimensional shift, in which the dimension is changed on
which the reinforcement is given, in the example from white
to large. It turns out that adults and older children are faster
at learning the reversal-shift condition, while young children
and animals are faster at the extra-dimensional shift. Figure
12 shows the results of an experiment by Kendler and Kendler (1959). The A C T - R model of adult behavior uses the

shows that an adult model can be changed into a child model
only by deleting some productions rules. This shows that the
general rules themselves aren't hard-wired, but must be
learned as well, perhaps using the same mechanisms as
needed for task-specific knowledge. So a next step will be to
find out what other general rules people employ, and how
general rules themselves can be learned.
Conclusions

25
So, what should we do when we have to solve a new problem? Just search for a solution or just think hard and hope for
learning children
an insight? According the dynamic growth model, the most
"8
rational thing to do is a proper alternation of the two. The
10
model allows manipulation of several parameters, like the
Slow learning children
.2
value of the goal as has been discussed. But other parameters
can
be changed as well, for instance the amount of prior
+
-+reversal
extra-dimensional
knowledge, importance of level 2 knowledge, etc., allowing
for new predictions.
Figure 12; Trials needed to learn the discrimination-shift The A C T - R model shows how aspects of the dynamic
growth model can be implemented using real knowledge
representations instead of variables. Although both knowlsame 8 production rules as used in the beam-task, impleedge needed for reflection and for search are represented by
menting the property-retrieval and find-fact-on-feedback
production rules, there are differences between the two:
strategies. The small-child/animal model uses only 2 of the 8
reflection knowledge is general, and is relatively costly to
production rules, implementing a limited find-fact-on-feed- use, and search knowledge is task-specific and cheap, but
back strategy. The results of these models are shown in figpossibly insufficient to reach the goal.
ure 13. Although the models do not mimic the subjects
results precisely, the general effects are in the same direcReferences
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Abstract
The purpose of this study v/as to find the level of
straction that facilitates transfer in mathematical problem solving. T w o experiments in this study showed
that subjects who made good abstraction showed better transfer (Experiment 1), and it is possible to teach
an abstracted schema quickly (Experiment 2), although
a hint is necessary in testing. The abstracted schema
was the idea of how to construct correct equations for
target problems. This schema was at an more abstract
level than the form of equations. Thus, we argue that
the process named solution compression, in which two
or more equations are considered to be constructed from
one idea, is needed in order to generalize this schema and
to promote transfer in mathematical problem solving.
Introduction

anything in the example, additional target-generated inferences (i.e., adaptation) will be required to supplement
ab- those generated by analogy. Holyoak et al. (1994) reanalyzed the results of Reed (1987) and showed that the
difficulty of transfer to similar target problems was due
to the difficulty of the adaptation. Novick k Holyoak
(1991) also obtained similar results. Although most of
the works on transfer have used isomorphic problems,
there is no guarantee that the underlying structures (i.e.,
the form of equations) of an example and a target problem are fully isomorphic; indeed, this will seldom be the
case for mathematical problems. Moreover, similar problems are often more difficult than isomorphic problems
(Reed, 1987). Thus, it is quite meaningful to explore
what knowledge should be acquired and h o w the knowledge is acquired in order to promote transfer to the similar target problems. This is the basic aim of this study.

To become proficient in solving mathematical problems,
one of the most important skills is to transfer knowledge that was acquired from examples to novel problems
(target problems). Transfer is difficult to obtain (Reed,
1993). Rather small changes in a problem can greatly
reduce the effectiveness of an example (Reed, Dempster,
& Ettinger, 1985).
The basic mechanisms that yield transfer are analogy
(Anderson, 1987; Gick k Holyoak, 1983; Pirolli k Anderson, 1985; Reed, 1993; Ross, 1984) and abstraction (Gick
fc Holyoak, 1983; Ross k Kennedy, 1990; Suzuki, 1995;
Suzuki k Kuriyama, 1996). In this study, using algebra
word problems, w e try to form transfer through abstraction. W e use target problems that have elements of the
correct equation which cannot be generated by analogy.
Each of the target problems in this study can be solved
with similar equations to the one used in the example
problem. However, a problem solver has to modify the
solution of the example because part of the equation is
changed in the target problems. W e will call these target problems sm?7or target problems. In contrast to this
study, most of the studies on transfer have used isomorphic target problems that can be solved with the same
equation as the one used in the example.
Holyoak, Novick, k Melz (1994) insisted that the process named adaptation was needed in order to solve similar target problems. Adaptation will be required whenever the underlying structures of the example and the
target problems are not completely isomorphic. If the
target problem has elements that do not correspond to
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If problem solvers cannot solve the similar target problem by analogy, it is expected that an appropriate abstraction from example problems or their solutions facilitates transfer (Gick k Holyoak, 1983). However, there is
a little evidence that the abstraction promotes transfer
in mathematical problem solving (Reed, 1993). Gick k
Holyoak (1983) and Catrambone k Holyoak (1989), using Dunker's radiation problem and its isomorphic problems, showed that an appropriate schema abstraction
promotes transfer. Although their results are impressive, it is unclear whether they could be duplicated for
complex problems such as algebra word problems (Reed,
1993). Indeed, a negative result that failed to support
the schema abstraction hypothesis was provided (Reed,
1989). Moreover, it is not isomorphic problems but
similar problems that w e will use. Ross k Kennedy
(1990), using isomorphic probability problems, showed
that an abstraction plays an important role in transfer,
that is, the use of earlier examples promotes generalizations about problem types and affects later performance.
However, Ross k Kennedy (1990) did not examine the
contents of the knowledge (schema) that the students
acquired. In other words, it is unclear what and h o w
knowledge is acquired. Bernardo (1994) showed that the
problem-type schemata included both problem-specific
and abstract information. However, it is unclear whether
these schemata facilitate transfer because he used priming paradigm (he examined, not problem solving, but
recognizing problem sentences).
The purposes of this study are (l)to show evidence

Train Problem: A m a n walked along with rails at an average speed of 4 km/h. ()n<' group of the trains running in the
same direction of the per.son passed him every 10 minutes.
Also, another group of the trains running in the opposite direction to the person met him every 8 minutes. A H the trains
ran with keeping a constant distance and at the same speed.
Find the average speed of the trains. (The correct equation:
lOx - 4 X 10 = 8i-K 4 X 8)
Overview of Study
The participtints were given the pond problem first, and
Both of the experiments in this study provide evidencethen the clock problem second, the train problem l£ist. The
clock problem and the train problem were the example and
an appropriate abstraction from examples facilitates
the target problem, respectively. The clock problem was the
transfer: in order to promote transfer, it was useful to
target problem for the pond problem, but was the example
induce or to teach the idea of h o w to construct correct
problem for the trciin problem.
equations This result is quite meaningful because little
The forms of the correct equations for these three probevidence has been presented that show this effect of s o m e
lems are different from each other. M a n y previous studies
abstraction. In contrast to m a n y previous studies which
have considered the forms of correct equations themselves as
considered the forms of correct equations themselves as
the abstract structures of algebra word problems (e.g.. Reed,
the abstract structures of algebra word problems (e.g..
Reed, 1987, 1989; Reed et al., 1985, Ross cV Kennedy, 1987, 1989; Reed et al., 1985, Ross k Kennedy, 1990). The
form of correct equation for the pond problem (example) is
1990), w e dealt with the idea of h o w to construct correct
Rate C X Time C - Rate B x Time B = rate C x Time C
equations as an abstract structure (schema).
Rate A x Time A. This form of the equation has been conW h a t are the properties of the idea ? Are they differsidered to be the abstract structure and to have eight slots.
ent from those which are included in the schema induced
The form of correct equation for the clock problem (target)
from puzzle-like problems (e.g., Dunker's radiation probis Rate H x Time H Rate M x Time M = the angle of a
lem) (see Gick 1- Holyoak, 1983) ? W h y is it useful to
round. The right side of the equation for the target problem
induce or teach the idea in order to facilitate transfer to
is changed from the one for the example. Students often show
similar target problems ? W h a t abstract schemata are
difficulty in generating altered quantities even if the forms of
acquired and h o w ? W e will discuss these questions in
the equations become easy by this change (Reed, 1987). A
general discussion, and argue that (1) to induce or teach
possible remedy for generating cdtered quantities is to build
the idea m e a n s to form more abstract schema than the
instruction around procedures that can generate quantities
schema induced from puzzle-like problems, (2) this type
that are in the target problem but not in the example (Reed,
of abstract schema is useful for complex problems such as
1993). Procedures can be attached to slots in a schema for
algebra word problems, (3) three types of the processes
the purpose of generating values to fill the slot (Bobrow k
of acquiring the abstract schemata are considered. W e
Winograd, 1977). Reed &i Bolstad (1991) tried to facilitate
will call the process to m a k e more abstract schema, such
transfer by using this method: they taught students the exas the idea of h o w to construct equations, solution comample solution, the form of the equation, and the set of propression.
cedures. However, this method was not useful for promoting
transfer to similar target problems. Moreover, it is difficult
Experiment 1
to use this method for making transfer to the train problem because the form of equation is extremely changed (see
This experiment is a correlational study that shows inthe right side of the equation). Indeed, previous studies on
ducing an abstract schema from examples is a predictor
transfer did not consider problems such as the train problem
of the amount of transfer.
to be a target problem for examples such as the pond problem and the clock problem because of the extremely changed
Method
form of equation (e.g., see Reed, 1987, 1993). Our original
Participants. 50 high-school students participated in a
attempt is to try to obtain transfer to such problems as the
trciin problem.
collective paper-cind-pencil test during their normal matheIn contrast to these previous studies, we consider an idea
matics classes.
of how to construct correct equations as an abstract schema
Materials. The following three problems were used.
induced from example. The idea is as follows: when an obPond Problem: Three person A, B, C went ciround a pond,
ject catches up with another object, a difference between the
starting at the same point, to the same direction. They
two distances is equal to a pcirticular distance. Although this
started at the same time. Person A was walking at 70m
idea m a y look like the form of equation itself, there are some
per minute, B was running at 150m per minute, and C was
important differences. First, this idea teaches us how to find
going around by bicycle. It takes five minutes from starting
the solutions to the problems. In other words, students can
for C to catch up with A. Four minutes after C had caught
learn from the idea to construct the left side of the equation
up with A, C caught up with B. Find the average speed of
first, then to find the right side. But the form of equation
C. (The correct equation: 5i - 70 x 5 = 9x - 150 x 9)
itself does not tell us this order. Second, this idea is available
Clock Problem: There is a round clock that has 60 gradfor all three problems, but it is difficult to find c o m m o n form
uations keeping equal angles. N o w , it is twelve o'clock, the
of the three equations. Especially, the form of the equation
minute hand is on top of the hour hand. W h e n will the
for the train problem is different from the one for the pond
minute hand be on the hour hand next again ? (The correct
problem or the clock problem. Indeed, the above-mentioned
equation: 6x — 0.5i = 360)
method by Reed et al. (1991) is not available for facilitating transfer to the train problem from the examples in our
that ail appropriatt- abstraction facilitat<>s traiislrr to
similar target problems, (2)lo explore what ;il)slra(t
schema should be acquired, and (3)to discuss the processt>s of schema abstraction and illustration. VVV have
carried out two experiments in order to achieve these
purposes.
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The procedure similar to the one for the pond [)robl( ni
study. In short, this method cannot accept I he (hanging of
wa.s repeated for the clock problem before the participants
arithmetic signs (changing from — to + ) in the ri|4h( sides
lric<l to solve the train problem. In short, the participants
of the equations because the method docs not consicici (he
were asked the question about their schemata acquired from
arithmetic signs as slots. Third, the idea is a nioic ahsti,u(
the clock problem, and given the test of understanding, after
schema thcin the form of the equations because two or more
the solution to the clock problem was learned. The test of
slots of the equations are changed to one component. For
example, therightside of the equation for the pond problem, understanding the solution to the clock problem w^ls marked
having four slots, is changed to one component: a particular on a m a x i m u m scale of five points. The participants were recissigned to the two groups, that is, good students and poor
distance.
students, based on the responses to the question about acProcedure. As mentioned above, the participants tried
quired schemata. W e expected that the good students would
to construct correct equation for the pond problemfirst,and
show better transfer to the train problem than the poor stuthen the clock problem second, the train problem last. They
dents did.
were given five minutes for each problem. In testing, the folThe participants were required to solve the pond problem
lowing hint wcis given to the students: this problem is similar
and the clock problem again, one week after theirfirstatto the problem which hcis just been learned.
tempts. Five minutes were given for each problem.
After the attempt to solve the pond problem, the solution
Results and Discussion
was provided. The participants were required to understand
Data from seven participants were discarded because
the solution for four minutes. The same procedure was rethey succeeded in solving the pond problem.
peated after the attempt to solve the clock problem. For the
Table 1 shows the proportions of participants w h o succlock problem, the provided solutions had the following conceeded in constructing correct equations for each probtents: in comparison with the hour hcuid, the minute hand
lem. T h e participants could attempt to solve the clock
will go around the clock one time more, thus, the difference
problem by using the schemata acquired from the pond
between two angles ( 6x — 0.5i ) is equal to the angle around
problem (see the second column in Table 1) and to solve
the clock, that is, 360. Similar explanation was provided for
the train problem by using the schemata acquired from
the pond problem.
the
pond problem and the clock problem (see the third
The participants were asked the following question after
column). W h e n they were required to solve the pond
they understood the solution to the pond problem: please
problem and the clock problem again, they could solve
describe what you learned (or found) from the problem as to
(1) what is important in order to solve this problem, (2) why these problems by using the schemata acquired from the
pond problem and the clock problem (see the fourth
did you fail to solve this problem if you failed to do so, (3)
and fifth column). T h e hypothesis is that the goodwhat do you need to notice when you meet similar problems.
abstraction students show better transfer than the poorThese questions are used in cognitive counseling for learnabstraction
students. W e also expected that the good
ers to induce useful lessons after problem solving (Ichikawa,
students would show better performance on the retest
1991). Four minutes were spent on this task. The particione week later. T h e overall tendency of the data suppants' responses to this question were expected to reflect the
ported these expectations.
contents of schemata that the students acquired from the example. W e cissigned the participants to two groups bcised
Transfer to the Clock Problem. The joorf students
on the responses to this question. The participants who reshowed better transfer to the clock problem (See table 1).
ferred to the above-mentioned idea of how to construct the
In contrast to 27 % of the poor students ( N = 11) succorrect equation were assigned to the good-abstraction stuceeding in solving this problem, 56 % of the ^oorf students
dents' group. The participants who did not refer to the idea
(A^ = 32) constructed the correct equations. This differwere assigned to poor-abstraction students' group. W e exence is significant (x^(l) = 2.75,p < .05, one tailed).
pected that the good students would show better transfer to
This result supports the above-mentioned hypothesis.
the clock problem than the poor students did.
There were no difference eis to the scores of underThen a test that measured the degree of the understanding
standing the solution for the pond problem. T h e m e a n
of the provided solution was done for four minutes. The test
scores of the good and poor students were 6.78 and 6.55,
asked the students what each element of the correct equarespectively (<(41) = 0.96,p = .34). T h e difference as
tion (for example, 350, 9, 9x-350, and so on) represented.
to the scores of ability in mathematics w a s also not sigA n example of an item of this test was as follows: what does
nificant. T h e m e a n scores of the good and poor students
"5i —350" represent ? The participants were prohibited from
were 28.2 and 28.3, respectively (<(36) = 0.05,p = .96).
seeing the solution. If a participant correctly answered one of
Thus, the data to doubt that the assignment was based
the items, he or she received one point. This test Wcis marked
on another criterion was not provided. ^
on a maximum scale of seven points. The reason that we
Transfer to the Train Problem. The train problem
carried out this test was to check the above-mentioned assignment of the participants. It was possible that the good
was a very difficult problem because only six of 43 parstudents were able to understand the solution to the pond
M n Experiment 1, we collected the students who were on
problem better than the poor students did. That meant that
a certzun level of achievement in their schoolwork, because we
the assignment was not based on the participants' responses
needed to show that the assignment was based, not on genercil
to the question about acquired schemata. To deny this possibility, we had to check the degree of the pjirticipants' un- math ability, but the contents of abstraction. In general,
students with good abstraction skills may perform better on
derstanding. It was also possible that the good students had
a general math ability test.
better abiUty in mathematics than the poor students did. To
check this possibility, we collected the participants' score of
a test of mathematics that had been done two weeks before 735
this experiment was carried out.

Groups
Good
Poor

Clock

Train

Pond
(rrtest)

Clock
(retesi)

.56
.27

.20
.00

.87
.46

.63
.31

abstr.u't schema than the forms of equations themselves.
N o researcher has tried to teach students to represent
problems at a more abstract level than the forms of equations (Reed, 1993, p.62).

Method
Table 1. Performance on each problem

Participants. Participants were 76 high-school students.

ticipants (30 were good, 13 were poor) were able to solve
this problem. Notice that all of the six students were in
the good group (see Table 1). ( T w o of the six participants
failed to solve the clock problem, and the rest succeeded
in solving it. O f course, all of them failed to solve the
pond problem.) T h e difference between the two groups
was marginally significant (p = 0.10, Fisher's exact test,
one tciiled). This result supports the hypothesis that
good-abstraction students show better transfer. There
was no difference as to the scores of understanding the
solution for the clock problem. T h e mean scores of the
good and poor students were 4.53 and 4.23, respectively
(<(41) = I.00,p = .32). However, the difference as to
the scores of ability in mathematics was marginally significant. T h e m e a n scores of the good and poor students
were 30.3 and 23.3, respectively (<(36) = 2.00,p = .052).
W e met the limitation of correlational study. In the second assignment, it is possible that the participants were
assigned to the two groups based, not on the contents of
acquired schemata, but their ability in mathematics. W e
have to carry out a controlled experiment: Experiment
2.
Performances on Retest. As shown in Table 1, 87 %
of the good-abstraction students ^ answered correctly to
the retest of the pond problem in contrast to 46 % of
the poor-abstraction students. There was a significant
difference as to these percentages between the two groups
(p < 0.01, Fisher's exact test, one tailed). All of the
participants had failed to solve this problem on their
first attempt. A s to the retest of the clock problem,
63 % of the good students gave the correct equation in
contrast to 31 % of the poor students. This difference
was significant (x^(l) = 3.86,p < .05, one tailed). Thus,
we can say that the effect of good abstraction remained
for one week.
Experiment 2
The results of Experiment 1 show that acquiring the
idea of h o w to construct equations facilitates transfer.
Although this experiment has the advantage of examining directly the schemata that students acquired (we
can know the contents of schemata from participants' responses directly), there is a well-known limitation of correlational study: the correlational study can not prove
a causal relationship. Thus, w e will teach students the
idea of h o w to construct equations and confirm the results of Experiment 1 by doing a controlled experiment:
Experiment 2. A s mentioned above, the idea is a more
^The second assignment was used because the reassignment reflects the final contents of the acquired
schemata

Materials. Participants were given the clock problem as
an example and the pond problem as a target problem.
Procedure. Participants were randomly assigned to three
conditions, that is, control condition, formula condition, and
compression condition.
Atfirstparticipants were required to solve the example.
The correct solution to the example was shown to the participants cifter they tried to solve it forfiveminutes. The
contents of the solution Wcis the same as the one given in
Experiment 1.
After the solution instruction, an explanation about this
problem was presented. In the control condition, the subjects
were taught that we call these kinds of problems "catchingup-with" problems. In the formula condition the following
explcination Wcis added to the one given in the control condition: the formula of the equation of this kind of problem is
Rate A x Time A - Rate B x Time B = a particular distance.
In the compression condition the following explanation was
added to the one given in the control condition: the point of
this kind of problem is that the difference between the two
distances is equal to a particular distance.
The participcints then proceeded to the tcirget problem.
They were givenfiveminutes to solve it without any hints.
After thisfirstattempt, the participants were given four minutes to solve this problem again with the hint: this problem
is similar to the clock problem which has just been learned.
Results and Discussion
Data from four participants were discarded because they
succeeded in solving the example. Table 2 shows the
number of participants w h o succeeded in constructing
the correct equation to the target problem.
There were no differences among the three conditions
without hint (x^(2) = 3.32,p > .10). This result is in
line with the results of previous studies that showed the
difficulty of transfer without hint (e.g., Gick k Holyoak,
1983). T h e proportions of participants w h o succeeded in
solving the target problem with hint were significantly
slanted (x^(2) = 6.54,p < .05). Thus w e can say that
participants succeeded in constructing correct solution
more in the formula condition and compression condition
than in control condition (see Table 2).
This means that the appropriate abstraction with hint
facilitates transfer in the complex domain such as mathematical problem solving.
Although the participants in the formula condition
showed good transfer, note that they were not taught the
form of the equation itself, (see the right side, see also
discussion in the explanation of materials in Experiment
1.) Participants in the formula condition would be able
to interpret the explanation about the example just as
the explanation in the compression condition. In Experiment 1, w e have already shown that the good-abstraction
students w h o had succeeded in making good abstract
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Conditions
Control
Formula
Compression

{N=26)
(N=23)
(N=>3)

Before hint
Success Fail
2
24
6
17
3
20

After hint
Success Fail

3
8
10

n
IT)
13

Table 2: The number of participants w h o can solve the
target problem.

schema themselves showed good transfer. N o good students referred to the form of equation itself. Therefore,
we can conclude that students have to acquire the knowledge that is instructed in the compression condition in
order to promote transfer.
General Discussion
What Knowledge Should Be Acquired ?
C o m p r e s s e d Solution
Both experiments in this study show that acquiring the
idea of how to construct correct equations facilitates
transfer to similar target problems. This finding is quite
meaningful because there is little evidence to show that a
schema abstraction from examples facilitates transfer in
mathematical problem solving. Moreover we succeeded
in facilitating transfer to similar target problems which
is difficult to obtain (Reed, 1987, Reed & Bolstad, 1991).
In this section, we will examine what the properties of
the idea are, in other words, what knowledge should be
acquired in order to promote transfer, especially to similar target problems. The previous studies have considered the forms of equations as the abstract structures of
problems, but it must be difficult to memorize the form
of an equation itself because it sometimes has m a n y slots
and there are various forms of equations in the domain
of algebra word problems. Moreover, transfer to similar target problems is difficult to obtain even if students
learn the forms of equations (Reed & Bolstad, 1991).
The idea of constructing equations is a more abstract
schema than the forms of equations as we have already
mentioned (see Materials in Experiment 1). Students
can construct various forms of equations from one idea
as shown in Experiment 1. In short, two or more slots
of an equation are compressed into one component. For
example, the right side of the equation of the train problem, having four slots, are compressed into one concept:
a particular distance. W e will call this compression in
abstraction '"solution compression". The compressed solution in this study teaches students to construct the left
side of the equationfirst,then to find the right side.
Solution compression is defined cis compressing a
whole procedure of a solution. Mathematical problems
often have a long and complex solution procedure. It
is difficult to memorize the whole procedure. Indeed,
the transfer difficulty seems to stem from a tendency by
many learners to memorize a solution procedure from
examples rather than a more meaningful organization
(Catrambone, 1996). Thus, students have to compress
the procedure. This teaches us that a compressed solu-

tion is diflPerent from the abstract schema that is induced
from a puzzle-like problem. For example, consider the
transfer from Dunker's radiation problem to the fortress
problem (Gick & Holyoak 1983). The tumor is changed
to a "target" in the abstract schema, that corresponds
to the form of equation in an algebra word problem.
The notion of "target" is directly changed to "fortress"
in the fortress problem. Although it is needed to create super-ordinate concepts (e.g., "target") to describe
a more general schema (Reed, 1993), we could memorize
the whole solution procedure to a puzzle-like problem.
It is usually short and simple. For example it seems to
be relatively easy to memorize the following abstract solution: if a target is difficult to overcome because a large
force cannot be aimed at the target from one direction,
divide the force into convergent small forces. Thus, the
solution compression is not needed.
Another difference between compressed solution from
mathematical problem and abstract schema from puzzlelike problem is found in the process of illustrating abstract schemata. Only one step is needed in the illustration of an abstract schema acquired from a puzzle-like
problem. As to the above-mentioned example, the notion of "target" is directly changed to the "fortress". In
contrast to this case, at least two steps are needed in
order to solve a similar target problem. In our study,
the idea of constructing equations would be expanded
to a form of equation atfirst(the form of equation corresponds with abstract schemata from puzzle-like problems), and then the values tofillthe slots of the equation
are generated.
Student can construct the form of equation for a similar target problems before they generate values tofillthe
slots of the equation, by acquiring the idea of constructing equations. This is the reason why the compressed
solution, the idea of constructing equations, are useful
for facilitating transfer to similar target problems that
cannot be solved just like the example.
W e m a y be able to say that to acquire the compressed
solution allows students to set a subgoal. For example, in this study, students can set the following subgoal:
construct the left side of the equation atfirstand then
find the right side. Prior work with the subgoal learning
demonstrated that if a student learns the subgoal structure for solving problems in a domain, then he or she is
more likely to adapt old procedures for novel problems
(Catrambone, 1994, 1995, 1996) although the subgoal is
set at a more abstract level in our study.
How Is the Knowledge Acquired ?
W e have discussed what schema should be acquired.
N o w we will speculate how the schema or compressed
solution is acquired. W e do not have enough data to
clarify the process of acquiring the compressed solution
yet. However, we can begin to speculate on it.
W e can consider three ways as processes of solution
compression. Thefirstis instruction by others (teachers,
printed materials, and etc.). Experiment 2 is an example
of this case. W e taught students the compressed solution
directly. This instruction was effective for facilitating
transfer. The second is inducing schemata by learners
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themselves. As shown in KxperiiiK-iit 1, lihikawa (l!)!)l)
employed the questions to have learners induce useful
lessons after problem solving. Ichikawa (1991) called this
activity to induce lessons by learners themselves "lesson
induction". T h e good students in Fyxperiment 1 wen^
considered to do good lesson induction, or to generate
good self-explanations (Chi, Bassok, Lewis, M(>imann, k
Glaser, 1989). Note that m a n y participants were able to
acquire the compressed solution from only one problem:
the pond problem (see the first assignment in Experiment 1). Abstract schemata have often been considered
to be induced from making an analogy between two problems (Gick .1- Holyoak, 1983; Novick c*L- Holyoak, 1991;
Ross A: Kennedy, 1990), but the results of Experiment
1 shows that doing lesson induction or self-explanations
from only one example problem is also a good way to
acquire an abstract schema. T h e third is to use analogy
from different domain. Suzuki(1995) has taught his participants the solution for the "work" problem by using
the following analogy: two persons start to eat a stick
candy from each side. T h e participants w h o were given
this analogy showed good transfer. A n important point
of the solution to the work problem becomes clear by this
analogy. T h e point, compressed solution, is that the s u m
of the amount of work (stick candy) that each person did
(eat) is equal to the whole amount of the work. In m a n y
previous studies, Analogies were always m a d e between
an example and a target problem (Gick k Holyoak, 1983;
Novick k Holyoak, 1991; Ross k Kennedy, 1990). In
contrast to these studies, Suzuki (1995) used an analogy
between an example problem (work problem) and another example in a different and familiar domain (eating
stick candy).
In this study, w e have shown that an appropriate abstraction, to acquire the compressed solution, facilitates
transfer to similar target problems. T h e compressed solution is a more abstract schema than the form of equation itself, which has been considered to be the abstract
structure of solutions to algebra word problems. Our
study contributes to clarifying what schema should be
acquired in order to promote transfer, but do not have
enough data yet to clarify the process of acquiring the
compressed solution. Further research is needed in order to examine the process of acquiring the compressed
solutions.
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Abstract
This paper describes the purposes served by medical
analogies (why they are used) and the different cognitive
processes that support those purposes (how they are used).
Historical and contemporary examples illustrate the
theoretical, experimental, diagnostic, therapeutic,
technological, and educational value of medical analogies.
Four models of analogical transfer illuminate how analogies
are used in these cases.
Models of Analogical Transfer
The widespread use of analogies in cognition, including
scientific reasoning, has been well documented (e.g. Biela,
1991; Holyoak and Thagard, 1995; Leatherdale, 1974). But
there has been no systematic discussion of analogical
thinking in medicine. This paper describes six uses of
medical analogies that illustrate different kinds of
analogical transfer.
Analogical transfer, in which people use a source
problem to provide a solution to a target problem, can take
place in at least four different ways. T h e model of
analogical transfer most coimnonly discussed in cognitive
science works as follows. First, someone attempts to solve
a target problem, and then remembers or is given a similar
source problem for which a solution is known. Then the
target problem is solved by adapting the solution to the
source problem to provide a solution to the target. M a n y
psychological experiments have followed this pattern (e.g.
Gick and Holyoak, 1980). A n d m a n y computational
models of analogical problem solving, including most work
on case-based reasoning, alsofitthis pattern (e.g. Kolodner,
1993). Accordingly, I will use the term standard model for
this pattern of retrieving a source to solve a target problem.
There are, however, other ways in which people use
analogies to solve problems. In the standard model, the
target problem serves as a direct retrieval cue for the source
problem, but retrieval can also take place more indirectly
using a schema that is abstracted from the target problem.
According to the schema model, an attempt to solve a target
problem produces an abstract schema that then serves as a
powerful retrieval cue for finding a source problem that
provides a solution to the target problem. Although the
abstraction m a y directly suggest a solution to the target

problem, it m a y less directly suggest a solution by
producing recall of a particular case that is sufficiently
similar to the target to serve as the source of a solution.
Darden (1983) discusses analogies in terms of shared
abstractions.
In both the standard and schema models, the thinker starts
with a target problem and retrieves a sources, but there are
important cases where reminding works in the opposite
direction. These cases are ones where an attempt to solve a
target problem has failed, and the problem solver leaves it
aside. Later, however, the problem solver serendipitously
encounters a solved problem that can serve as a potential
source, and this new source prompts recall of the unsolved
target problem. Instead of the target providing a retrieval
cue for the source, the source provides a retrieval cue for
the target. The serendipity model refers to a pattern of
analogical transfer in which a target problem is recalled and
solved using a source accidentally encountered after initial
solutions fail (cf. Langley and Jones, 1988). Darwin's
discovery of the theory of evolution by natural selection fits
well the serendipity model: Darwin had long wondered
about h o w biological evolution occurs, and only found a
solution when he read Maltbus and realized that Malthus's
ideas about human population growth could be adapted to
provide an explanation of species evolution in terms of the
sttuggle for existence.
In all three models so far described, the source problem
exists independently of the target problem. But there are
rich analogies in which the source problem is constructed in
order to provide a solution to the target problem.
Nersessian (1992) describes h o w Maxwell generated a
theoretical explanation of electromagnetism by constructing
a mechanical analog.
H e did not understand
electromagnetism in terms of any k n o w n mechanical
system, but instead concocted a new mechanical system that
suggested the equations that he was then able to apply to
electromagnetism. I will use the term generation model
for analogical transfer that takes place w h e n a target
problem is solved by analogy with a source problem that is
specially constructed. T h e process of generation of a
source analogy is roughly this:
1. Start with a target problem.
2. Retrieve or encounter a very approximate analog.
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3. Fill oul the approximate analog by kxiking at the target
and identifying aspects of the constructed analog that need
identification. Fill these in.
4. Transfer from the newly constructed source to target.
The standard, schema, serendipity, and generation models
are complementary accounts of analogical transfer rather
than competitors (see figure 1). Different episodes of
h u m a n analogical problem solving employ all four of the
reasoning strategies that the models describe. In particular,
there are important medical analogies (hat instantiate each
of these models.

TARGET
retrieve
map ^ S O U R C E
Standard Model
bstract
TARGET __^sti
SCH SCHEMA
\map

etrieve

^ SOURCEJ

Theoretical Analogies
Theoretical analogies are ones that are important in the
development and justification of explanatory hypotheses.
Important theoretical analogies in physics include
comparison of sound with water waves and of light waves
with sound waves. Biology has also employed analogies
that contributed to theoretical development, such as
Darwin's analogy between natural and artificial selection.
Theoretical analogies have been equally important in the
history of medicine, from the Hippocratics to the
development of the germ theory of disease and beyond.
The ancient Greeks explained health in terms of a balance
of the various qualities constituting the body, using a term
for balance "isonomia" that also connoted equality of
political rights (Temkin 1977, p. 272). The great
seventeenth century physician, T h o m a s Sydenham,
conceived of diseases as akin to biological species,
maintaining that just as characteristics of a plant species are
extended to every individual, so the characteristics of a
disease apply to every individual w h o has it (Bynum 1993,
p. 341).
The most important theoretical analogy in the history of
medicine w a s used by Pasteur and Lister in the
development of the genn theory of disease. In the 1850s
and 1860s, they realized that just as fermentation is caused
by yeast and bacteria, so diseases m a y also be caused by
microorganisms. Pasteur's ideas about infection moved
from using microorganisms to explain w h y milk, beer and
wine ferment, to proposing similar explanations of diseases
in silkworms, to explaining human diseases such as rabies
in terms of germs. Pasteur wrote concerning his work on
fermentation:
W h a t meditations are induced by those results! It is
impossible not to observe that, the further w e penetrate
into the experimental study of germs, the more w e
perceive sudden lights and clear ideas on the
knowledge of the causes of contagious diseases! Is it
not worthy of attention that, in that Arbois vineyard
(and it would be true of the million hectares of
vineyards of all the countries in the world), there
should not have been, at the time I made the aforesaid
experiments, one single particle of earth which would
not have been capable of provoking fermentation by a
grape yeast, and that, on the other hand, the earth of the
glass houses I have mentioned should have been
powerless to fulfill that office? A n d why? Because, at
the given moment, I covered that earth with some
glass. The death, if I m a y so express it, of a bunch of
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Figure 1. Models of analogical transfer.
grapes, thrown at that time on any vineyard, would
infallibly have occurred through the saccharomyces
parasites of which I speak; that kind of death would
have been impossible, on the contrary, on the little
space enclosed by m y glass houses, lliose few cubic
yards of air, those few square yards of soil, were there,
in the midst of a universal possible contagion, and they
Is it not permissible to believe, by
were safe from it
analogy, that a day will c o m e when easily appUed
preventive measures will arrest those scourges which
suddenly desolate and terrify populations; such as the
fearful disease (yellow fever) which has recently
invaded Senegal and the valley of the Mississippi, or
that other (bubonic plague), yet more terrible perhaps,
which has ravaged the banks of the Volga? (translated
in Vallery-Radot 1960, pp. 287-289; for the original
see Pasteur, 1922, vol. n, p. 547).
Pasteur's theoretical analogy had the following structure:
Fermentation is caused by germs.
Disease is Uke fermentation.
So, disease m a y also be caused by germs.
A s far as one can tell from the historical record, the
development of Pasteur's ideas appears to fit with the
standard model of analogical transfer. In working on
silkworms, he was able to draw on his previous work on
fermentation, and in working on human diseases, he drew
on the ideas and techniques that had been useful with
silkworms.
The previously understood problems of
fermentation and silkworm diseases provided sources for

analogical solution of the subsequent target problem of
human disease.
A similar theoretical analogy was also important in the
development of m o d e m surgery. Before the 1860s. many
surgical patients suffered serious infections, which were not
explamed until the British surgeon Joseph Lister realized
the significance of Pasteur's ideas about fermentation, and
recognized that germs in the air can cause infection of
wounds, just as they cause fermentation (Brock, 1961, p.
84).
The structure of Lister's reasoning was:
Fermentation is caused by geims.
Putrefaction (infection) following surgery is like
fermentation.
So, putrefaction m a y be caused by germs.
This analogical transfer does not fit the standard model.
since Lister must have worried about the problem of wound
infection for many years before reading Pasteur's work on
fermentation, which reminded him of the pre-existing
wound target problem. In this case the source problem
(fermentation) prompted the target problem (infection), so it
bestfitsthe serendipity model of analogical transfer.
The analogy between fermentation and infection was a
remote one, since on the face of it there is little apparent
similarity between grapes becoming alcoholic and wounds
becoming infected. Closer analogies are ubiquitous in
medical research which relies heavily on the use of animal
models to determine the causes of disease. For example,
Robert Koch determined that tuberculosis is caused by a
bacterium by doing experiments with guinea pigs. H e
showed diiat injecting guinea pigs with bacteria taken from
other guinea pigs with tuberculosis induced tuberculosis in
them. Obviously it would be unethical to induce
tuberculosis in humans in this way, making it impossible to
do a controlled experiment of tuberculosis in humans.
Koch used animals to generate an analog to human disease
(Brock, 1988). This is not a case of analogical transfer by
reminding or serendipity, but rather of constructing an
animal analog that can then be used to m a k e inferences
about h u m a n diseases. The structure of the analogical
transfer in these cases is roughly:
W e want to k n o w the causes of a disease in
humans.
Animals (e.g. guinea pigs) have the same (or
similar) disease.
In animals, the disease is caused by X.
So the human disease m a y also be caused by
something Uke X .
The constructive nature of animal analogies is even more
evident when n e w animal strains are created to provide
models for h u m a n diseases. For example, biologists have
used genetic engineering to create a strain of mouse that
gets Alzheimer's disease. Because the mouse develops the
types of plaques on the brain found in humans with
Alzheuner's and suffers m e m o r y problems, it can be used
in experiments aimed at determining the causes of and
possible treatments for Alzheimer's. Analogies based on
animal models are also important for therapeutic purposes
(see below). Sometimes, animal models are arrived at
serendipitously, as w h e n researchers w h o set out to
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genetically engineer rats as a model of h u m a n arthritis
discovered that they had created a model of ulcerative
colitis.
Critics of animal experimentation have raised doubts
about the ability of such models to provide explanations of
human diseases (LaFollette and Shanks, 1995). Animal
models often break d o w n because of physiological
differences between humans and the animals used, which
lead to differences in causality and treatment effectiveness.
Treatments that are effective in animals or in the test tube
often do not work on humans. Analogical reasoning is
often a risky kind of inference, but Holyoak and Thagard
(1995) describe various steps that can be taken to improve
the quality of analogical reasoning. W e urge analogists to
use system mappings, ones based on deep similarities of
causal relations rather than superficial similarities. W h e n
animal experimentation uses animals whose physical
processes are known to be similar to humans, there can be a
system mapping based on the existence of similar causal
mechanisms. W e also urge analogists to use multiple
analogies, that is to consider the relevance of various
possible source analogs for the case at hand.
Wellinformed medical researchers look at various possible
animal models for a h u m a n disease, and base their
experimental conclusions on deep causal similarities
between the animals and humans. Under these conditions,
animal models provide generated theoretical analogies that
are at least suggestive about the causes of diseases in
humans.
Medical thinking about s o m e h u m a n diseases has also
been aided by analogies with similar diseases. Researchers
on tuberculosis made comparisons with similar infectious
diseases such as smallpox and syphilis, and researchers on
yellow fever m a d e comparisons with malaria. These
analogies are relatively close ones and generally fit the
standard model of analogical transfer. Hadlow (1959)
noticed similarities between the sheep disease scrapie and
the N e w Guinea disease kuru and suggested experiments
to determine if the latter was also transmissible. Research
on these brain diseases led to Prusiner's (1982) hypothesis
concerning a novel infectious agent called prions, which he
analogically suggested might also be responsible for other
diseases such as Alzheimer's.
I have included in this section only analogies that are
important in the development and justification of
explanatory hypotheses. Explanatory analogies whose
function is primarily expository are discussed in the section
on educational analogies.
Experimental Analogies
In order to establish a medical hypothesis, controlled
experiments are needed to distinguish causation from mere
correlations. Epidemiologists have established numerous
standards for designing experiments that address the causes
of diseases. Because of the complexity of experimentation,
however, it is unlikely that medical researchers design their
experiments from scratch. Experimental design can be
done by an ^plication of the standard model of analogical
transfer, w h e n a researcher remembers a previous
experiment that suggests h o w to do the desired n e w

experiment. Dunbar (1995) describes the frequent use of
analogies in the design of experiments in molecular
biology, and Kettler and Darden (1993) describe a program
that uses analogy to help design protein sequencing
experiments.
Experimental analogies have the following structure:
W e need to do an experiment to accomplish X.
A previous experiment accomplished Y, a task
similar to X .
So, w e can do a modification of the previous
experiment.
It is also possible that analogical transfer in experimental
design could fit the serendipity model. W e could imagine
a researcher wondering h o w to design an experiment to test
a hypothesis and then encountering a paper describing an
experimental procedure that tests a similar hypothesis. The
researcher could then design a similar experiment.
Diagnostic Analogies
Medicalresearchaims at discovering the causes of diseases,
but the reasoning task facing most physicians consists of
diagnosing the presence of disease in individual patients.
The physician needs to decide what disease or complex of
diseases provides the best explanation of the patient's
symptoms. This task often does not involve analogy. In
straightforward cases, it can be almost deductive: If the
patient has symptoms SI, S2, and S3, then it is almost
certain that the patient has the disease D. In more complex
cases, the reasoning is abductive, with the physician having
to pick from a variety of diseases that would explain the
patient's symptoms a diagnosis thatfitsbest with what is
known.
Sometimes, however, a diagnosis problem does not admit
of a simple deductive or abductive solution, and analogies
m a y then be useful. The general structure of diagnostic
analogies is:
The patient P has the unusual set of symptoms SI,
S2, and S3.
Another patient with similar symptoms had a
disease D.
So m a y b e P has the disease D also.
Koton (1988) describes a case-based-reasoning program
that produces causal explanations of a heart patient's
symptoms by retrieving examples of similar patients.
Therapeutic Analogies
In addition to the task of diagnosis, medical reasoners want
to be able to treat patients in ways that cure their diseases or
at least reduce their symptoms. BerUnger (1996) describes
a dramatic case of a baby b o m with a cystic cygroma that
m a d e it very difficult for him to breathe. W h e n the baby
stopped breathing, it became crucial to insert a tube in the
baby's airway, but a bunch of yellow cysts hid the airway
so it was not clear where to insert the tube. Dr. Berlinger
fortunately remembered a previous case where an
emergency technician had inserted a breathing tube to save
the life of a snowmobiler with a severed windpipe by
sticking the tube where bloody bubbles indicated the
airway.
Analogously, Berlinger pushed d o w n on the
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baby's chest to push air out through the cysts, generating
saliva bubbles that he could use as a guide for insertion of
the breathing tube. This therapeutic analogy fits the
standard model of analogical transfer, with the doctor
retrieving a source problem (the snowmobiler) to solve the
target problem (the baby). There are undoubtedly more
prosaic cases in which physicians prescribe treatments
because they worked previously with the same or similar
patients.
Therapeutic analogies can also be based on similarities
between diseases. Greenberg and Root (1995) describe a
case where a physician was unable to diagnose a particular
disease or diseases in a patient with a very complex set of
symptoms. However, because the patient's symptoms were
similar to those of patients with identified diseases w h o had
been successfully treated, the physician recommended a
similar treaunent. This case fits the standard model of
analogical transfer.
At a more general level, therapeutic analogies can be drawn
from animal models used in experiments to determine the
effectiveness of treatments for diseases.
The general
structure of these analogies is:
W e want to k n o w the medical effects of a
treatment in humans.
Animals (e.g. guinea pigs) are similar to humans.
So w e can try the treatment fu^t in animals.
W e can then transfer the conclusions (positive or
negative) back to humans.
A s with the animal model analogies described above in the
section on theoretical analogies, these analogies fit the
generative model of transfer, and the value of the animal
therapeutic analogies will depend on the relational
similarity of therelevantcausal processes in animals and
humans.
Finally, here is an analogy used to suggest early and
aggressive treatment of H I V infections (Ho et al., 1995, p.
126):
The C D 4 lymphocyte depletion seen in advanced HTV1 infection m a y be likened to a sink containing a low
water level, with the tap and drain both equally wide
open. A s the regenerative capacity of the immune
system is not infinite, it is not difficult to see why the
sink eventually empties. It is also evident from this
analogy that our primary strategy to reverse the
immunodeficiency ought to be to target virally
mediated destruction (plug the drain) rather than to
emphasize lymphocyte reconstitution (put in a second
tap).
Technological Analogies
Medicine requires m a n y technologies for the diagnosis,
treatment, and prevention of disease. A technological
analogy is one in which transfer produces a new medical
tool. 1 will discuss three examples: Lister's treatment of
wounds, the invention of the stethoscope, and the invention
of polymerase chain reaction.
Lister's analogy between fermentation and putrefaction
suggested a possible means of preventing infection. H e
recalled that carbolic acid had been used in Carlisle on
sewage to prevent odor and diseases in catde that fed upon

the pastures irrigated from the refuse material; he
accordingly began to use carbolic acid to sterilize wounds,
dramatically dropping the infection rate. This analogical
transfer fits the standard model. Having inferred from
Pasteur's work that germs from the air might cause
putrefaction, he generated a n e w solution to the uirgel
problem of h o w to prevent germs from infecting wounds.
This problem reminded him of the Carlisle use of carboUc
acid, which he then applied successfully (if not pleasantly)
to surgery.
Earlier in the nineteenth century, a French physician had
used analogy in the invention of the most widely used piece
of medical technology, the stethoscope. There are two
different historical accounts of this discovery, alternatively
fitting the schema and serendipity models of analogical
transfer. Here is Laennec's (1962, pp. 284-285) o w n
description in 1819 of h o w he invented the stethoscope:
In 1816,1 was consulted by a young w o m a n labouring
under general symptoms of diseased heart, and in
whose case percussion and the application of the hand
were of little avail on account of the great degree of
fatness. The other method just mentioned [application
of the ear to the chest] being rendered inadmissible by
the age and sex of the patient, I happened to recollect a
simple and well-known fact in acoustics, and fancied,
at the same time, that it might be turned to some use on
the present occasion. The fact 1 allude to is the
augmented impression of sound w h e n conveyed
through certain solid bodies, - as when w e hear the
scratch of a pin at one end of a piece of wood, on
applying our ear to the other. Immediately, on this
suggestion, I rolled a quire of paper into a sort of
cylinder and applied it to one end of the region of the
heart and the other to m y ear, and was not a little
surprised and pleased, to find that I could thereby
perceive the action of the heart in a manner much more
clear and distinct than I had ever been able to do by the
immediate application of the ear.
This account fits with the schema model of analogical
transfer: Laennec solved the target problem of h o w to
listen to the woman's heart by abstracting it into a general
acoustic problem that reminded him of pin scratching a
piece of wood. The w o o d then served as a source to
suggest rolling up a piece of paper to use to listen to the
woman's heart. O n Laennec's account, a general acoustic
fact provided the retrieval cue forfindinga source problem
that could be used to produce a solution to the target
problem.
A different account has, however, found its way into the
historical record, due to Laennec's friend Lejumeau de
Kergaradac:
Ainsi que I'auteur m e I'a racontd lui-meme, il dut au
hasard la grande ddcouverte qui a immortalis6 son
nom. Dison-le tout de suite, ces hasards-li ne se
rencontrent que sous le pas d'un h o m m e de gdnie.
Traversant un jour la cour de Louvre, il aper^u des
enfants, qui I'oreille coll6e aux deux extr6mit6s de
longues pifeces de bois, se transmettaient le bruit de
petits coup d'6pingles frapp6s k I'extrdmitd opposde.
Cette experience vulgaire d'acoustique fut pour lui
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c o m m e une r6v61ation. II confut sur le c h a m p la
pens6e de I'appliquer k I'dtude des maladies du coeur.
D^s le lendemain, h sa clinique de I'hdpital Necker, il
prit le cahier de visite, le roula sur lui-m6me, et le
ficela bien serrd, tout en y m6nageant un canal central,
puis le posa sur un coeur malade. C e fut le premier
stethoscope, (quoted by Grmek, 1981, p. 113).
Whereas Laennec described himself as using acoustic
principles to think of the wooden source analogy, his
friend's account described Laennec as serendipitously
encountering children listening to a pin scratch wood. The
children's g a m e provided a fortuitous source analog that
reminded him of his ongoing target problem of effectively
Ustening to patients' chests. In accord with the serendipity
model of analogical transfer, the encountered source
provided a retrieval cue for the target problem rather than
vice versa. The historical record is not adequate to
establish which of these accounts of Laennec's is correct,
although an authority leans toward Laennec's o w n story
(Gnnek 1981). Nevertheless, the two versions of the story
are useful for distinguishing between the schema and
serendipity models of analogical transfer, and Laennec's
discovery under either description qualifies as a
technological analogy of great medical importance.
In 1983, Kary MuUis, a biologist at Cetus Corporation in
California invented polymerase chain reaction (PCR), a
technology that n o w has m a n y applications in molecular
medicine. P C R is a method in which an enzyme called a
polymerase is used to act along a strand of D N A to produce
unlimited quantities of selected genetic material for further
investigation. The idea for P C R came to him on a drive to
his cabin in Mendocino County. H e had been looking for a
general procedure for identifying a single nucleotide at a
given position in a D N A molecule. According to Rabinow
(1996, p. 96) the discovery came about because Mullis had
been experimenting with fractals and other computational
procedures involving iteration
and exponential
amplification:
This was the breakthrough moment. His tinkering with
fractals and other computer programs had habituated
him to the idea of iterative processes. This looping,
back and back again, as boring and time consuming as
it might be on the level of physical practice, was nearly
effortless on the computer. Mullis m a d e the
connection between the two reahns and saw that the
doubling process was a huge advantage because it was
exponential.
This discovery appears to fit the standard model of
analogical transfer. Wondering about h o w to solve the
target problem of producing large quantities of genetic
principle led Mullis to think of a kind of computational
problem with which he w a s familiar. T h e iterative
processes of fractals then provided a source problem that
suggested a soluUon to the target problem.
Thus
technological analogies exemplify the standard as well as
the schema and serendipity models of analogical transfer.
Educational Analogies
All the analogies I have discussed so far are highly creative
ones in which new solutions were suggested for important

theoretical, experimental, diagnostic, therapeutic, and
technological problems. M u c h more c o m m o n , however,
are more prosaic educational analogies which function to
enable someone w h o has already figured out something
about the nature of disease to convey that information to
someone else. For example, Zamir (1996) explains why
regular exercise is important for healthy hearts by using an
extendedfinancialanalogy that compares coronary output
to bank deposits. Strachan and Read (1996, p. 458)
provide an analogy that helps to distinguish the roles of
different cancer-causing genes: "By analogy with a bus,
one can picture the oncogenes as the accelerator and the T S
[tumor suppressor] genes as the brake. Jamming the
accelerator on (a dominant gain-of-function mutation in an
oncogene) or having all the brakes fail (a recessive-loss-of
function mutation in a T S gene) will make the bus run out
of control." Medical researchers and practitioners can also
use analogies to explain new ideas about disease causality
to others. Analogies can also be used to give practical
advice, as with the following anonymous comparison
inspired by M a d C o w Disease. Safe eating is like safe sex:
Y o u m a y be eating whatever it was that what you're eating
ate before you ate it

Davidson (Eds.), Mechanisms of insight (pp. 365-395).
Cambridge, M A : M I T Press.
Click, M . L., & Holyoak, K. J. (1980). Analogical problem
solving. Cognitive Psychology, 12, 306-355.
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Conclusion
Koton, P. (1988). Reasoning about evidence in causal
I have described h o w analogies are useful in medicine for
explanations.
In Proceedings of the Seventh National
theoretical, experimental, diagnostic, therapeutic,
Conference on Artificial Intelligence (pp. 256-261).
technological, and educational purposes. The processes of
Cambridge, M A : M I T Press.
analogical reasoning are not, however, always the same,
Laennec, R. (1962). A treatise on the diseases of the chest
and different cases of medical analogizing fit different
(Forbes, J., Trans.). N e w York: Hafher.
models of analogical transfer, although the standard model
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in which source analogs are remembered and applied to
in biomedical research. Philosophical Quarterly, 45, 141solve a target problem is probably the most common.
160.
Additional examination of historical cases and ongoing
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P., & Jones, R. (1988). A computational model of
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Abstract

A dissociation between categorization and similarity was
found by Rips (1989). In one experiment. Rips found that a
stimulus half-way between a pizza and a quarter was
categorized as a pizza but was rated as more similar to a
quarter. Smith & Sloman (1994) discuss these results in
terms of the role of necessary and characteristic features. In
one experiment, participants had to learn to categorize new
stimuli (unknown shapes) built with necessary and
characteristic features. W e compared two experimental
conditions in which w e manipulated the association
between the characteristic features and the two categories.
Contrary to the suggestion made by Smith and Sloman,
subjects categorized the stimuli on the basis of a necessary
feature. However, their similarity judgments relied on the
characteristic features. This resulted, for one of the two
experimental conditions, in a perfect dissociation between
similarity and categorization. According to Rips, the
dissociation indicates that categorization and similarity
rating are different processes. O n the contrary, w e suggest
that categorization and similarity are the same processes,
but that they sometimes operate on different subsets of
features.
Introduction
According to m a n y authors, similarity is a central concept
for models of categorization in the sense that categorization
is grounded on similarity. Technically, an object X is
categorized in a category A instead of a category B if its
representation is more similar to the representation of
category A than to the representation of category B (see
Komatsu, 1992; Thibaut, in press, for reviews).
Contrary to this theoretical proposal. Rips (1989) (see
also Rips & Collins, 1993) provided empirical evidence for
a dissociation between categorization and similarity. The
experimental setup consisted of a comparison between
categorization and similarity judgments of a target stimulus
X with respect to two categories of stimuli A and B. The
rationale was that if the target was categorized in A more
often than in B but judged more similar to B than to A , this
result would demonstrate the dissociation. In a first
experiment. Rips (1989) read his subjects a description of a
target object described in terms of a value on a single
dimension (e.g., the diameter). This value w a s chosen
halfway between the largest dimensional value of a small
category and the smallest value of a large category. T o

illustrate, a target 3 in. object w a s chosen to be halfway
between subjects' estimate of a U S quarter size (1 in.) and
their size estimate of the smallest pizza (5 in.). It is
important to emphasize that the variance along the critical
dimension was different in the t w o categories. For the
category of quarters, the size of the diameter is fixed,
whereas the category of pizzas is allowed more variation on
the "size" dimension. In the categorization condition,
subjects were required to categorize the 3 in. target object in
one of the two categories. In the similarity condition,
subjects were asked to rate the similarity of the target with
respect to the two categories. It w a s shown that while most
(63%) categorization subjects categorized the target in the
variable category (e.g., pizza), most similarity subjects
(69%) found the target to be more similar to fixed category
(e.g., U S quarters).
This important result w a s taken as an evidence that
categorization is not based o n similarity. In the case of
categorization, most subjects seemed to follow a rule. In the
preceding example, the quarter diameter size is fixed by the
law and cannot be 3 in. Similarity w a s also estimated by
reference to diameter. T h e diameter of all instances in the
fixed category (1 inch) is two inches smaller than the target
stimulus. O n the other hand, only the smallest pizzas (5inch diameter) are two inches larger than the target stimulus
(for all the other pizzas, the difference between them and the
target stimulus, in terms ot the diameter size, is larger than
two inches). Consequently, most subjects estimated that the
target stimulus was more similar to the fixed category than
to the variable category.
Smith and Sloman (1994) tried to replicate Rips' results
in 2 experiments. T h e instructions encouraged subjects to
use rule-based categorizations by pointing to the existence of
a feature sufficient for categorization in o n e of the 2
categories. W e will consider their second experiment, of
which the procedure matched Rips' one very closely. In the
first experimental condition (the sparse condition) using
Rips' stimuli, choices in the similarity task ( 5 0 % of choices
in favor of the variable category) differed significantly from
the results in the categorization task (67%). However, their
results did not replicate one of the results obtained by Rips
for similarity. In Rips, results in the similarity judgment
task were clearly in favor of the fixed category ( 6 9 % of
choices in favor of this category) but not in Smith and
Sloman ( 5 0 % for the fixed category).
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In the second experimental condition (the rich condition).
the characteristic feature and the two categories. In the first
Smith and Sloman added a characteristic feature of the fixed
condition (the restricted condition in what follows), the
characteristic feature of category A (called F2a) was absent in
category to the sparse description of the target item. T o
illustrate, the characteristic feature "that is silver colored"
category B and the characteristic feature of category B (F2b)
was absent in category A. In the second condition (the crosswas added to the original description "a circular object with
category condition), F2a was present in 6 out of 10
an X-inch diameter". In this rich condition, contrary to the
category A stimuli and in 1 stimulus of category B, F2b
sparse condition there was no difference between
was present in 6 stimuU out of 10 of category B and in one
categorization and similarity. Participants categorized the
stimulus of category A.
target items in thefixedcategory (77%) and estimated them
more similar to this category (74%).
The purpose of the experiment was to compare the
According to Smith and Sloman, those results are
similarity judgments and categorizations for "contradictory"
incompatible with what they called the necessary feature
stimuli, i.e. stimuli built with the characteristic feature of
hypothesis according to which subjects categorize objects on
one category and the necessary feature of the other. Given
the sole basis of a necessary feature whenever there is one
Smith and Sloman's (1994) results, w e predict that no
available. In contrast, these results seem to corroborate the
subject will categorize on the basis of the necessary feature
characteristic feature hypothesis which holds that people's
only. Moreover, if categorizations are influenced by the
(salient) characteristic feature, w e predict that some subjects
categorizations are based on characteristic a M necessary
will categorize the "conti^dictory" stimuli according to the
features when these two kinds of features are available.
Given that, in the categorization task, subjects were strongly characteristic feature, especially in thefirstcondition (the
encouraged to use a rule to categorize the stimuli, the results restricted condition).
For the similarity judgments on the "contradictory"
also show that subjects do not rely on necessary features for
stimuli, depending on the kind of feature (characteristic or
categorization and on characteristic features for similarity
necessary) used by the subjects, the judgment will favor one
judgments.
Comparing Rips and Smith and Sloman's results, one is category or the other. Subjects will rate a contradictory
stimulus as more similar to one of the two categories if they
confronted with a discrepancy. As acknowledged by Smith
rely on the characteristic feature and they will rate it as more
and Sloman, this discrepancy could result from their
similar to the other category if they rely on the necessary
inclusion of rich descriptions in the list of stimuli. Our
feature. Dissociations will occur when subjects use the
experiment explores this discrepancy and manipulates the
necessary feature for categorization and the characteristic
characteristics of the stimuli used in the preceding
experiments. In Rips' experiment and in Smith and
salient feature for similarity (or the reverse, although this is
unlikely). Following Smith and Sloman's hypothesis about
Sloman's sparse description there is only one dimension
used to describe the stimuli. In the pizza-quarter example, it the role of necessary and characteristic features in
is the size. The size of quarters isfijcedand plays the role of categorization, w e should not expect strong dissociations to
a necessary feature for this category. For pizzas, the size is occur. W e predict that such dissociations will be more
variable and there is a set of values that are characteristic of
frequent in the restricted condition since, in this condition,
the category. The two categories are not defined
the characteristic feature of one category is never displayed in
systematically in terms of necessary and characteristic
the other category.
features. A s a result, these experiments are not optimal for
contrasting the role of characteristic features and necessary
Experiment
features in similarity rating and categorization.
In the following experiment, w e manipulated the features
Method
constituting the stimuli. W e designed stimuli with new
features (in the experiment, a set of four appendages called
Subjects. Twenty-two undergraduate students from the
"legs" and connected to another part). There are three types
of features :first,a necessary feature, i.e. a feature that can University of Lifege volunteered for the experiment
be used as a rule for categorization since it is present in each
Material. Learning phase stimuli. Two categories of 10
stimulus of one category and absent in all the stimuli
stimuli that are outlines of unknown shapes were
belonging to the second category (in the experiment, the
constiucted.
The stimuli were composed of two parts, the
spatial grouping of the four legs : 1-leg-plus-a-group-ofpart
(the
different F2 parts in Figure la) and the lower
upper
three-legs f w category A and 2-legs-plus-2-legs for category
part (the Fl parts infigurela). In the restricted condition.
B, see Figure la). Second, a characteristic feature is present
for six out of the ten stimuli, the upper part, for category A,
in a subset of the stimuli of category A (a mushroom shape)
has a "mushroom" shape that is slighUy distorted over the
whereas another feature is present in a subset of the stimuli
six
stimuli (F2a), and an angular shape for stimuli in
of category B (an angular shape). This characteristic feature
category
B (F2b). These six stimuU were called "congruent"
was explicitly designed to be very salient. Third, there are
(thefirstrow in Figure la displays 4 of the 6 congruent
features c o m m o n to both categories that cannot be used to
stimuli of each category). The four remaining stimuli of the
distinguish the two categories (these are, in some sense,
two categories, called the "neutral" stimuli, were
distractOT features).
constructed with four different upper parts (F2c,d,e,f). Since
W e also compared two experimental conditions that
F2c,d,e,f are present in both categories they cannot be used
differed from one another in terms of the association between
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Figure la: 16 of the 20 stimuli from the restricted condition : 8 stimuli from categories A and B used in the learning phase.
S A l to S B 4 are congruent stimuh and S A 7 to SBIO are neutral stimuli.
Learning phase. Subjects are told that they would have to
learn to sort a set of stimuli into two categories. A first
stimulus is presented to the subject w h o has to guess its
category name. Feedback was provided about the accuracy of
the answers. The second stimulus was presented in the same
way, and so forth for the other stimuli. Feedback is provided
for each stimulus and the order of presentation of the stimuli
is random. Once the entire set has been presented to the
subject, it is presented a second time, a third time, etc. The
SAIO
SBIO
SAIO'
SBIO'
learning phase ends when the subject makes no mistakes
during two successive presentations of the set of the stimuli.
Figure lb: In the cross-category condition, S A I O and SBIO
Test phase. Subjects were presented with the test stimuli.
were replaced by the "contradictory" stimuU SAIO' and SBIO'. For each stimulus, each subject was asked to decide which of
the two categories the stimulus belonged to and to choose
the category the object was more similar to. Half of the
as cues for categorization (the second row of Figure la
subjects did the similarity task Hrst whereas the other half
displays the 4 neutral stimuli from the 2 categories). Each
did the categorization task first. A second part of the test
lower part is composed of four legs that are spatially
phase was a rating task. Subjects had to rate on a scale from
grouped as one leg on the left and three legs on therightfor
1 to 7 whether the test stimuli were likely to belong to
Category A (1-3, Fla in Figure la), and two sets of two
category A or category B. They also had to rate whether the
legs in category B (2-2, Fib in Figure la). The crosstest stimuli were more similar to category A or to category
category condition was constructed in the same way except
B. The end of the scale corresponding to "1" referred to
that one of the four "neutral" stimuli from category A and
category A and the end corresponding to " 7 " referred to
one from category B (SAIO and S B 10) were replaced by two
category B.
new stimuli. O n e m a d e with the necessary (Fla) feature of
category A (i.e., 1-3 legs) and the characteristic feature of
Results
category B (F2b), stimulus called SAIO', and a stimulus
First, w e searched for dissociations between categorization
made with one necessary feature from category B (Fib) (2-2
and similarity judgments. A s predicted, there was no
legs) and one characteristic feature of category A (Fla), a
dissociation for congruent stimuli. W e analyzed the results
stimulus called SBIO' (see Figure lb). These two stimuli
obtained for the 10 "contradictory" test-stimuli (i.e.fiveFla
were called "contradictory".
+ F2b stimuli and five Fib + F2a stimuli). W e considered
Test phase stimuli. Twenty-two new stimuli, eleven per
that a subject dissociates categorization and similarity when
category, were constructed according to the same principles.
he/she categorized 9 or 10 test-stimuli in one of the 2
For each category, there were 2 congruent, 4 neutral and 5
categories (A or B ) while estimating them more similar to
contradictory stimuli.
the other category (B or A ) . Twelve subjects produced such a
dissociation. However, a comparison between the restricted
Procedure Each subject was randomly assigned to one of
and the cross-category conditions reveals that 10 subjects
the 2 conditions, i.e. eleven subjects per condition. Subjects
(out of 11) dissociated in the restricted condition and 2 in the
were tested individually. They took 20 to 45 minutes to
cross-category condition. A fisher-Exact test reveals that
complete the task. The experiment is composed of two
the two conditions differ significantly in the proportion of
phases: a learning phase and a test phase.
dissociations obtained (p < .01). T o summarize, this
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analysis reveals that twelve subjects dissociated
categorization and similarity judgments. However. 10
subjects dissociated in the restricted condition while, in the
other condition, only 2 subjects made this dissociation.
In order to confirm these analyses, w e perform a two-way
A N O V A (2 X 2) with Condition (cross-category and
restricted) as a between variable and Task {categorization and
similarity) as a within variable on the ratings for similarity
and categorization. Dissociations are obtained for stimuli
that get a small score for categorization and a high score for
similarity or a small score for similarity and a high score for
categorization. In order to perform a single analysis on the
1-3 and 2-2 test-stimuli scores, w e recoded the categorization
and similarity scores for the 2-2 contradictory test-stimuli
(i.e. stimuli that had to be categorized in B when the subject
followed the rule 2-2). High scores in categorization.
indicating that subjects categorized the 2-2 stimuli in
category B , were transformed into small scores (i.e. 7,6, 5,
4. 3. 2, 1 are transformed into 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
respectively). Small scores for similarity, indicating that
subjects judged the 2-2 test-stimuli as more similar to
category A , were transformed into high scores (i.e. 1. 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 7 are transformed into 7, 6, 5, 4. 3, 2. 1
respectively). There was a significant effect of Condition :
F (1,20) = 33.96, p < .0001. of Task : F (1,20) = 63.51, p
< .(X)01, and a significant interaction Condition x Task : F
(1,20) = 25.77, p < .0001. A posteriori test (StudentN e w m a n - K e u l s ) revealed a significant difference between
restricted and cross-category conditions for similarity
judgments (p < .05). There was no difference between these
two conditions for categorization (see Figure 2). W e
computed a confidence interval on the similarity and the
categorization scores in the two conditions at the level of p
< .05. T h e confidence interval are, for the categorization
scores [0.81, 1.35] in the cross-category condition, and
[0.93, 1.47] in the restricted condition. For the similarity
ratings, they are [1.06, 3.10] in the cross-category
condition and [4.69, 6.72] in the restricted condition.
These results confirm the dissociation in the restricted
condition. In the restricted condition, the hypothesis that the
m e a n is beyond the value 4 (the intermediate value between
1 and 7 on the scale) is rejected for the categorization scores
whereas it is accepted for the similarity scores. In other
words, the categorization scores for the contradictory stimuli
are close to the extremity corresponding to one category
whereas the similarity scores are closer to the extremity
corresponding to the other category.
The second analysis confirms the results obtained in the
first one. T h e dissociation between similarity and
categorization appears in the restricted condition. A
comparison between the restricted and the cross-category
condition indicates that they differ in terms of the similarity
scores and not in terms of the categorization scores. Note
that w e used a within design. This is more persuasive than
Rips or Smith and Sloman w h o used a between design
since, in our experiment, the dissociation is obtained
"within" a subject.
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Discussion
Our first objective was to replicate Rips' dissociation
between categorization and similarity judgment W e created
two categories of new stimuli and controlled the frequency of
association between each feature and each category: there
were characteristic, necessary and non distinctive features.
W e hypothesized that the dissociation would occur for
stimuli which are composed of a salient part that is
characteristic of one category (neither necessary nor
sufficient) and a non salient necessary feature (i.e., the
contradictory sfimuli). T h e results confirmed this
prediction. Twelve subjects produced a dissociation and the
majority of them belonged to the restricted conditon. The
analysis of the ratings confirmed these results.
Contrary to Smith and Sloman's (1994) results (see
introduction) w h o failed to replicate Rips' dissociation
completely, our results confirm and expand Rips' results
since most of the subjects from the restricted condition made
a perfect dissociation between similarity and categorization.
R e m e m b e r that according to Smith and Sloman (1994),
categorization is based on characteristic anji necessary
features whenever these two kinds features are available (the
characteristic feature hypothesis). They took theirresultsas
evidence for the characteristic feature hypothesis and against
rule-based categorization, i.e. categorization based on a
necessary feature. O n the contrary, the scores obtained in our
two experimental conditions suggest that subjects used the
necessary feature to categorize the contradictory test-stimuli.
Since no subject categorized the test-stimuli in the other
category, it seems that they did not use the characteristic
feature as a basis for their categorization. The dissociations
obtained in the restricted condition indicate that only the

similarity judgments were influenced by the characteristic
features. T o summarize, our subjects did categorize on the
sole basis of a necessary feature even when a characteristic
feature was available.
H o w can w e explain the discrepancy between our results
and Smith and Sloman's results? A s it is acknowledged by
Smith and Sloman, the discrepancy between theirresultsand
Rq)s' couldresultfrom their inclusion ofrichdescriptions in
the list of stimuli. Considering the rich descriptions, the
feature added is characteristic of the fixed category (i.e.,
"quarters"); however, this feature is not a plausible property
of the stimuli of the variable category ("pizza"). For
example, suppose you have to categorize "a circular object
with a 3-inch diameter that is silver colored" either as a pizza
(the variable category) or as a quarter (the fixed category).
This entity is an implausible pizza (most subjects
categorized it as a quarter in Smith and Sloman's second
experiment). It is possible that, because of the oddness of
the descriptions, subjects used the features in their ratings
differently that were Uiey would have done with descriptions
morerepresentativeof the real world. Since the descriptions
involve complex representations, there is no easy w a y to
describe h o w thoserepresentationsinteracted andresultedin
theratingsobtained in the experiment. T h e nature of our
stimuli allowed us to avoid this "complexity problem".
W e also have to explain the difference between the results
obtained in the restricted and the cross-category conditions as
well as the absence of dissociation in the cross-category
condition. O n e possibility is that since subjects noticed that
each characteristic feature w a s associated with both
categories, they considered that the characteristic features
were not good descriptcws of the categories and decided to rate
similarity (and to categorize) in terms of the necessary
feature only. Another possibility -the more likely- is that
subjects did not notice that each characteristic feature was
closely associated with one of the two categories. During
thefirsttrials of the learning phase, they could have used the
characteristic feature (i.e., the upper part of the figures)
which is very salient, as a basis for their categorization.
However, after the presentation of the contradictory stimuli,
subjects searched for another classification criterion and m a y
have failed to notice that each characteristic feature was
closely associated with one of the two categories.
W h y did subjects dissociate similarity and categorization
in the restricted condition? T o analyze this difference, one
can analyze the stimuli in terms of their constitutive
features. These features compose the feature space used by
subjects to categorize or estimate similarity. It can be argued
that subjects used a different subset of the feature space to
perform the two tasks, because the two tasks have different
constraints. M u r p h y and Medin (1985) suggested that
similarity is so unconstrained that, a priori, everything can
be similar or dissimilar to everything else in an infinite
numbers of ways. Confirming this view, many experiments
have demonstrated that similarity judgments can vary
according to the context. A s a result, Medin, Goldstone, and
Centner (1993) suggested that in order to understand
similarity w e have to explain the process of fixing the
respects for similarity. Fixing the respects has two
components: selection of a subset of features and/or
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weighting the features. For example, the comparison of a
dog and a pig in the context of farm animals will not rely on
the same space than the comparison of these two animals in
the context of food. Categorization also relies on a feature
space, which means that w h e n one has to categorize a
stimulus he does not use all features available about the
stimulus. It could be argued that one difference between
categorization and similarity is that categorization is more
constrained than similarity. T o illustrate, in a given context,
one can say that a dog is similar to a cat, but nobody would
categorize a dog as a cat. Dissociations between
categorization and similarity will happen w h e n subjects d o
not use the same respects and/or weight the features
differently in the 2 tasks. In our experiment, the dissociation
apparently arose from the fact that subjects weighted the
characteristic and the necessary features differently in both
tasks. However, contrary to what several authors have argued
(Rips, 1989; Smith & Sloman, 1994), despite their
diverging outcome, w e think that similarity and
categorization rely on the same processes. In our terms, the
difference between similarity and categorization amounts to
the subset of features selected or to a difference in the
weighting of these features (see Thibaut & Schyns, 1995).
T o summarize, the present paper provides a n e w case of
dissociation between similarity judgments a n d
categorization. Contrary to preceding papers, the status of
the features involved w a s controlled in the stimuli. T h e
results revealed that subjects categorized on the sole basis of
necessary features even w h e n characteristic features were
available. T h e dissociation between similarity and
categorization resulted from the use of characteristic features
in the similarity task.
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Abstract
When subjects are confronted with new stimuli that they
have to learn to categorize, they have to segment them
into relevant features for categorization. T w o experiments
with four to eleven year old children investigated whether
certain irrelevant perceptual aspects of the stimuli prevent
learning the relevant features for categorization. In the
first experiment, it was shown that children used salient
holistic aspects of stimuli for categorization despite the
fact that they were only partially relevant for
categorization, whereas perfect cues for categorization
requiring analysis were not discovered by children. In the
second experiment, it was shown that children cannot
abstract the relevant cues for categorization when
irrelevant perceptual characteristics were crossed with the
relevant ones. W h e n these irrelevant cues were absent,
children could learn the relevant cues for categorization.
Children's biases towards locally salient properties can
impair, or even prevent learning new categories, when
these are defined by comparatively less salient features.
Results are discussed in terms of the relation between
children's cognitive competences and the abstraction of
relevant descriptors for new stimuli.
Introduction
Developmental psychologists have to explain h o w children
discover the features that are relevant for categorization. In
conceptual development, for example, one might explain
how children c o m e to k n o w that features such as fourlegged, barks, and so forth are features that distinguish the
category of dogs from other categories. T h e fact that a set
of objects can be described in terms of an infinite number of
descriptors (features) and that children are only exposed to a
limited set of data contributes to the difficulty of abstracting
the relevant features. T o reduce the number of possible
parsings, it has been hypothesized that young learners have
specific biases towards particular aspects of stimuli (see
Eimas, 1994; Landau, 1994; M a r k m a n , 1995; Quine,
1960). S o m e authors have suggested that children's parsing
are influenced by perceptual constraints as well as by
theories about the organization of the world.
According to the theory-view of conceptual development,
new features and concepts are driven by the development of
naive theories about the world (Gehnan, 1988; Keil, 1989);
e.g., the concept of "house" contains features such as "has
walls", "has a roof. A theory about "houses" must explain

the function of these features. H o w e v e r , most likely,
theories d o not specify all the perceptual aspect of the
relevant features: in the "house" example, the theory would
not specify all the possible aspects of roofs or of walls. At
best, theories suggest the features a subject should search
for, not their perceptual characteristics. There are also
situations in which subjects have no a priori theory about
the n e w objects that they have to learn to categorize. In
such cases, there is no theory available for the segmentation
of the stimuli into relevant features. This will be the case in
the experiments to be reported.
S o m e authors have also suggested that children have
biases towards perceptual characteristics of objects. For
example, experiments have s h o w n that children's
generalizations about objects, at a particular stage of their
development, are governed by the shape of objects (see
Jones & Smith, 1993; Landau, 1994, for reviews).
Children neglect large differences o n other aspects of
objects. T o illustrate, suppose that children have learnt to
associate a n e w word with a set of objects that share a
particular shape, texture, size, and so forth. In a subsequent
test phase, given the choice between test stimuli that have
the same shape or the shape texture or the same size as the
original stimuli, children generalize the n e w word to the test
stimuli that have the same shape. This result has been
referred to as the shape bias. However, one has to explain (a)
h o w children learn to segment a shape into its relevant
descriptors, given the large number of possibilities, (b)
attentional changes towards particular aspects of a shape
during development.
Differences in analytic ability could explain differences
between adults and children's abilities to segment stimuli
into their features. Smith (1989) argued that young children
and adults are capable of isolating stimulus dimensions.
However, they differ on their capacities to focus on isolated
dimensions w h e n they compare objects. Y o u n g children
seem to use holistic aspects of stimuli that are analyzed into
components b y adults (see Thibaut, 1995, for an
experimental demonstration). Consequentely, since subjects
have to segment n e w stimuli appropriately in order to
abstract the relevant features for categorization, it can be
hypothesized that children will have difficulties w h e n they
have to discover these relevant cues for categorization.
Given the importance of this topic, it is surprising that
there are so few data on the development of segmentation
skills and the w a y they interact with concept learning.
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In the following experiments, children aged four lo eleven
years participated in a category learning task. In order to
discover a classification rule, subjects had to segment a set
of stimuli into relevant features for categorization. In two
experiments, w e manipulated the perceptual saliency of
features relevant or irrelevant f w categorization. W e analyse
whether these differences in saliency could influence the
discovery of the featuresrelevantfor categorization.
In the first experiment, subjects had to learn to categorize
a set of new unfamiliar stimuli into two categories. In the
first experimental condition, the stimuli were composed of
two parts, the lower and the upper part. The upper part could
be used as a characteristic feature (i.e.. a feature neither
necessary nor sufficient for categorization). The perfect cue
for categorization was hypothesized to have a low saliency
(a particular spatial layout of the legs, see Figure la). In
the second experimental condition, there was no salient
characteristic feature (see Figure lb).
In (Mxier to categorize the stimuli adequately, subjects had
to focus their attention on the relevant feature and filter all
the other aspects of the stimuli. It was predicted that
because of their limited analytic skills, it would be easier for
children (particularly young children) to classify stimuli on
the basis of the salient characteristic feature than on the
basis of the sufficient, although not salient, feature. In other
words, children should not find the feature sufficient for
categorization and should not be able to categorize the
stimuli that do not have a characteristic feature.
W e also designed a second experimental condition (the
legs only condition) in which w e presented the stimuU used
in the first condition, except that the characteristic feature
was erased. It was hypothesized that children would discover
the cuesrelevantfor categorization more easily since there
was no salient feature that could draw their attention.
In experiment 2, the aim was to evaluate more thoroughly
the role of irrelevant features for categorization on the
abstraction of therelevantones.
Experiment

1

Methods
Subjects Twenty children aged 8;0 to 8;11 and 20 children
aged 11;0 to 11; 11; 10 children aged 6;0 to 6:11 also
participated in the second experimental condition.
Material For the first experimental condition (called
condition), two categories (A and B ) of eight stimuli were
constructed. The stimuli are outlines of unknown shapes
composed of two parts, the upper part (the body) and the
lower part (four legs). The two categories have the same
structure. In five out of the eight stimuli, the upper part has
a mushroom shape that is slightly distorted over the 5
stimuli in the case of category A, and an angular shape in
the case of category B stimuli. These two shapes were
selected for their distinctiveness and perceptual saliency. The
three remaining stimuli from the two categories were
constructed with three different upper parts (UPl, U P 2 ,
UP3). Since U P l , U P 2 , and U P 3 are present in the two

categories they cannot be used as cues for categraization (see
Figure la). For each stimulus, the lower part is composed
of four legs that are spatially grouped as one leg on the left
and three legs on therightin category A (1-3), and two sets
of two legs (2-2) in category B (see Figure la). Participants
have to learn this distinction between the two categories (1-3
versus 2-2) in order to categorize all the stimuli
appropriately. The size of the stimuli is approximately 7 by
7 centimeters.
In the second experimental condition (legs only
condition), w e erased the upper part of the stimuli (see
Figure lb).
Procedure Familiarization phase. The set of stimuli was
presented once to the subject. Each stimulus was shown for
five seconds. Then, it was removed and followed by a new
stimulus. There was no feedback during this phase. At the
end of this phase, participants were told that they would
have to learn to sort the stimuli into two categories, the
name of which was iwovided.
Learning phase. A first stimulus was presented for
approximately five seconds and the subject had to guess its
name. The experimenter gave the appropriate feedback and
presented the second stimulus in the same way, followed by
the other stimuli. Feedback was provided about the
accuracy of the answer. The order of presentation of the
stimuli was random. Once the entire set of stimuli had been
presented to the subject, it was presented a second time. The
learning phase ended after two successive presentations of
the set of stimuli with no errors or after the ninth
presentation. Subjects were tested individually. A session
lasted for 10 to 25 minutes, depending on the number of
trials necessary to complete the task.
Results and discussion
In the legs only condition, none of the six and the eight year
olds, and three eleven year olds could reach the criterion. In
the body condition, one eight year old and no eleven year old
could reach the criterion. A Fisher Exact Testrevealedthat
no age group differed significantly from any of the other age
groups. In order to assess whether the upper part was used
as a partial cue for categorization when it is distinctive (i.e.
for stimuli with the mushroom shape or the angular shape)
in the body condition, w e compared the number of errors
fH-oduced for thefivestimuli with the distinctive upper part
and the three stimuli with no distinctive upper part (UPl,
U P 2 , UP3). A two-way A N O V A (2 x 2) with Age as a
body
between variable, and Part {Distinctive part and N o
distinctive part) as a within variable was performed on the
mean number of errors obtained for the 10 stimuli with
adistinctive (characteristic) part and the mean number of
errors obtained for the 6 stimuli without distinctive upper
part (the U P stimuli) was carried out. There was a
significant effect of Age: F(2,27) = 5.33 (p < .05) (8 year
olds: mean = 1.54; 11 year olds: mean = 2.19), a
significant effect of Part: F(l,27) = 157.49 (p < .0001)
(with distinctive upper part: mean = .8; no distinctive upper
part: mean = 3.7), and no significant interaction between
Age and Part.
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Figure lb. Four stimuli from categories A and B.

The results indicate that children were unable to abstract
the relevant cue for categorization. Surprisingly and
contrary to expectations, the legs only condition was not
easier than the body condition. In fact, a subsequent analysis
showed that children made more mistakes in the legs only
condition. In other words, even when the salient upper part,
irrelevant for categorization, was removed children could not
find the relevant cue. This indicates that children had
difficulties when they had to abstract a spatial cue within the
legs. W h e n they were able to use the upper part as a
distinctive cue, they had virtually no problem to solve the
categorization task.
The preceding results can be interpreted in two different
ways: 1) the rule is intrinsically too complex for children;
2) aspects of stimuli, irrelevant for categorization (the body
part, irrelevant properties of the legs, such as their size,...),
are salient for children and mask the relevant cues for
categorization. Separate interviews after the experiment
revealed that children focused on irrelevant aspects of
stimuli. Surprisingly in the legs only condition, they
referred to details such as the length of the legs, or their
orientation, or their size, or other features irrelevant for
categorization. This observation means that children noticed
details of the stimuli and tried to use them as categorization
cues. Moreover, preliminary observations indicated that
young children could use the relevant rule 2-2 versus 1-3
when the experimenter pointed explicitly to this
characteristic on the stimuli.
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Experiment

2

The preceding experiment showed that subjects could not
absfract the relevant features for categorization. In the
following experiment, w e m a d e the relevant feature for
categorization more salient, e.g., by separating the two
subsets of legs (the subset of 2 legs from the other subset of
2 legs, or the isolated -1- leg from the subset of 3 legs)
more clearly.
W e also added a systematic dimension that could also be
used as a feature for categorization: half of the stimuli had
large and vertical legs whereas the rest of them had thin legs
with one leg pointing to the right. Given our interviews of
children or their spontaneous c o m m e n t s , it can be
hypothesized that a rule for categorization defined in terms of
size or orientation would be easily learnt by children.
W e therefore designed a set of stimuli that could be
categorized according to two sets of different relevant cues,
each defining an experimental condition. In the first
condition (A), the two categories of stimuli had to be
categorized according to the cues "thin legs, one leg pointing
to theright"for the first category versus "large and vertical
legs" for the second category. In the second condition (B),
the stimuli had to be categorized into two categories
(orthogonal to the categories of condition A ) based on the
cues relevant for categorization used in the preceding
experiment (1-3 versus 2-2). W e also designed a third
condition (condition C ) in which all irrelevant features for
categorization were removed: the relevant dimension was 22 versus 1-3 and the legs had the same orientation and size.

Conditions A and B

Condition C

Cat IB Cat2B

>
' /

'ii
CatlA

i

CatlC

1 1

Cat2A

1

1

Cat2C

Figure 2. Stimuli from condtions A, B, and C. Note that Cat 1A contains Si and S2i Cat 2A contains S3 and S4
(Condition A). Cat IB contains Si and Si, and Cat 2B contains Si and Si (Condition B).

Four year olds
Failure
Correct
Condition A
Condition B
Condition C

10
0
8

Six year olds
Correct
Failure

0
10
2

9
3
10

1
7
0

Eight year olds
Correct
Failure

9

I

1

Table 1: N u m b e r of subjects w h o reached the criterion in the three groups of age (out of 10) and the three experimental
conditions. (Note: empty cells were not run)
W e predict that subjects will learn the relevant dimension
1-3 versus 2-2 more easily in the present situation than in
the preceding experiment. W e also predict that subjects will
be able to learn the relevant dimension "thin-one leg
pointing to the right" versus "large and vertical legs", since
it is based on an obviously salient feature.
T h e results obtained for conditions A and B will be
compared. If children from condition A learn the criterion
more easily than children from condition B, and if children
from condition C can learn the relevant feature 1-3 versus 22 more easily than children in condition B, this will mean
that the rule for categorization 1-3 versus 2-2 was masked by
the irrelevant cues "thin-one leg pointing to the right versus
large and vertical". O n the other hand, if condition A is as
easy as condition C , this will mean that the dimension 'thinone leg pointing to the right versus large and vertical", when
it is relevant for categorization, is not masked by the
dimension 2-2 versus 1-3, w h e n this latter is irrelevant for
categorization. This asymmetry would mean that, despite the
fact that n e wrelevantfeatures for categorization can be learnt
at a given age, they can be masked by other dimensions
irrelevant for categorization whereas other relevant features
are not or less masked by irrelevant dimensions. In other
words, a failure to learn a new concept does not necessarily
result from an intrinsic conceptual complexity but can be
driven by the presence of irrelevant salient features.

Method
Subjects Twenty children aged 4;0 to 4;11, 30 children
aged 6;0 to 6; 11, and 10 children aged 8;0 to 8; 11.
Stimuli Three experimental conditions called A, B, and C
were designed. In the experimental conditions A and B the
same set of stimuli was used. A set of 16 stimuli that could
be categorized according to t w o orthogonal rules w a s
constructed. All the stimuli were composed of four
connected legs. The cues "thin" "vertical", "the rightmost
leg pointing to the right", and "large" were crossed with the
cues "one leg and three legs" (1-3) and "two sets of two
legs" (2-2) according to four types of stimuli. There were
four 1-3 stimuli and four 2-2 stimuli with "thin" legs and
"the rightmost leg pointing to the right", and four 1-3
stimuli and four 2-2 stimuli composed of "broad and vertical
legs" (see Figure 2 for examples of the 4 types of stimuli).
Cat lA and Cat 2 A were categorized according to the cues
"large and vertical" versus "thin and one leg pointing to the
right" and defined condition A. Cat IB and Cat 2 B were
categorized according to the cues 1-3 versus 2-2 and defined
condition B.
In the third experimental condition C , 16 n e w stimuli
were constructed, eight 1-3 stimuli and eight 2-2. The
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difference with the stimuli used in conditions A and B is
that all the legs were thin and vertical. In other words, w e
tried to remove salient irrelevant features for categorization.
Procedure Children were randomly assigned to one of the
three conditions. The instructions were the same as in the
first experiment. The children completed the task in S to 25
minutes. All subjects were tested individually.
Results
W e hypothesized that conditions A and C would be easier
than condition B because of the presence of salient irrelevant
features for categorization in condition B. Table 1
summarizes theresultsin the different conditions according
to age group. A Fisher Exact Test revealed that there was
no significant difference between Condition A and C at four
years. It also revealed that the three conditions differed
significantly at six years (p < .05). Importantly,
Conditions B and C also differed significantly (p < .05).
Children failed to abstract the relevant cue in Condition B
until the age of 8.
Results suggest that Condition C was as easy as Condition
A. However, the difference between Condition B and
Condition C indicates that the presence of irrelevant
perceptually characteristics in Condition B rendered the
abstraction of therelevantfeature more difficult
General discussion
In Condition C of the second experiment, children aged 4 or
6 years could learn the 1-3 versus 2-2 rule appropriately.
This result indicates that children aged 4 years have the
necessary analytic abilities to abstract the rule. W h y did
they fail to find the rule in condition B and in the first
experiment? It could be argued that, in the first experiment,
they focused on the salient upper part. However, when this
part was removed {legs only condition) or even when the
stimuli were simplified (condition B experiment 2), they
still failed to abstract therelevantcues.
These results are consistent with the hypothesis that
certain characteristics of the stimuli are more salient (such
as length, size, and so forth) than others. If one of these
aspects is a cue relevant for categorization, subjects discover
it easily. It could be argued that subjects in condition C,
experiment 2, did not abstract the rule but learnt to
recognize two unanalyzed patterns. However, in a test phase
not described here, children could correctly generalize the
rule to new stimuli that had a different global shape.
One has to explain w h y children cannot discover particular
relevant features for categorization in the presence of others.
It could be argued that children focus on perceptual aspects
and that the rule 1-3 versus 2-2 is a formal rule with no
perceptual interpretation. Complementarity, according to
this explanation, children would have found the rule in the
experiment 2, condition C because the rule was perceptually
salient. However, the relevant spatial configurations 1-3 and
2-2 also have several perceptual interpretations in the other
conditions: e.g., 1-3 is an asymmetric pattern whereas the
cue 2-2 is symmetric; or, the left part of a 1-3 stimulus is a
singleton, whereas for 2-2 stimuli, the left part has two
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components, a difference that is grounded in perceptual
aspects. T o summarize, our results cannot be explained on
the sole basis of the perceptual saliency of the cues relevant
for categorization.
O n e further possibility is that children cannot ignore
perceptually salient irrelevant cues w h e n they have to focus
on less salient aspects. The difference between conditions B
and C is that, in condition B , children failed to ignore
salient aspects of the stimuli, despite the fact that children
have the analytic abilities required to solve the task (see
condition C ) . Note, however, that condition B w a s easier
than the two conditions in experiment 1. Most likely, this
results from the fact that there w a s more variability in the
stimuli in the first experiment (e.g., the legs were of
unequal size, shape, orientation, etc.) than in stimuli in
condition B. T o summarize, those results support the
hypothesis that children's difficulties arise w h e n children
have to filter out aspects of stimuli irrelevant for
categorization. Since they have the analytic abilities to
abstract the relevant features for categorization, their
difficulties rest probably in the fact that they d o not compare
stimuli systematically or that they forget the hypotheses
they have ahieady tested.
The shape bias described in the introduction cannot
account for the difference between conditions A and B. In
order to explain our results, an explanation in terms of a
shape bias should mention w h y subjects has a bias towards
particular aspects of a shape. This would amount to
explaining w h y different features have not the same saliency
and w h y salient features prevent the abstraction of less
salient features. In a similar vein, the notion of a priori
naive theories (see introduction) cannot account for the
differences between the conditions. Indeed, if an a priori
theory was available, there w a s no reason to obtain a
difference between conditions B and C in experiment 2.
The results presented here have important implications for
the early extraction of features and category learning.
Children's biases towards locally salient properties could
impair, or even prevent, their learning of n e w categories,
w h e n these are defined by comparatively less salient
features. Explanations of conceptual development have to
consider the interaction of different sources of information,
especially the possibility that certain information might
mask the presence of relevant cues (Schyns, Goldstone, &
Thibaut, in press). This suggests that w h e n children cannot
acquire a n e w concept, the problem could be due to
irrelevant aspects that interfere with the relevant ones, as
m u c h as difficulties with the rule.
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Abstract

to be communicated) such as in a similarity judgment task.
That is, the initial comparison is implemented by a nonKitcher (1996) offers a critique of connectionism based metric
on
transformation; the requirement to m a k e a similarity
the belief that connectionist information processing relies
judgment introduces a further metric comparison process.
inherently on metric similarity relations. Metric similarity
W e will argue that under certain conditions, functional
measures are independent of the order of comparison (they
transformation measures can generate behavior similar to
are symmetrical) whereas human similarity judgments are
metric distance measures, and hence that metric distance
asymmetrical. W e answer this challenge by describing how
measures can offer an approximate description of the
connectionist systems naturally produce asymmetric
fffocesses underlying similarity judgments.
similarity effects. Similarity is viewed as an implicit byThe rest of this paper proceeds as follows. First, w e
product of information processing (in particular
present Kitcher's (1996) argument in more detail and discuss
categorization) whereas the reporting of similarity
asymmetry as a counter example to metric distance measures
judgments is a separate and explicit meta-cognitive
of similarity. Then w e present the Transformational
process. The view of similarity as a process rather than the
Function Similarity (TFS) measure and discuss h o w it
product of an explicit comparison is discussed in relation
overcomes the asymmetry problems of metric measures.
to the spatial, feature, and structural theories of similarity.
Finally, w e discuss h o w a metric comparison measure can
be constructed from the products of prior T F S stage.
Introduction
Connectionist models of cognitive processing have been
criticized for their apparent reliance on a notion of
psychological similarity that empirical evidence has
demonstrated to be flawed (Kitcher, 1996). This argument is
based on the belief that connectionist information processing
relies on metric distance measures of similarity. Whether the
similarity occurs at the level of the input representation, the
hidden unit representation, or the output representation,
proximal tokens in a multi-dimensional space (defined by
the characteristics of the task) are processed similarly. This,
argues Kitcher, is necessarily wrong since metric distance
measures have been ruled out as plausible models of
psychological similarity.
In this paper, w e argue that non-metric similarity
measures do arise naturally out of connectionist information
processing. These measures are based on functional
transformations and are not constrained to obey the metric
axioms of Minimality, Symmetry, and the Triangle
Inequality. Therefore, they are immune to the objection that
psychological similarity does not itself appear to obey the
metric axioms (Kitcher, 1996; Tversky, 1977). W e will
suggest that there are two similarity processes in the
cognitive system. O n e is non-metric and arises naturally
from the functional transformation properties of non-linear
connectionist information processing. The other can be
metric and is constructed from the outcome of a prior and
inevitable non-metric phase of processing. The non-metric
component is implicit and not accessible to meta-cogniUve
processes. The metric component is only engaged when the
evaluation of similarity has to be made explicit (e.g., it has

Connectionism and metric similarity
A recent attack on connectionist information processing as
a model of cognition has focused on the question of h o w
information is processed in a network (Kitcher, 1996).
Kitcher begins by unpacking Churchland and Sejnowski's
(1992) characterization of activation patterns in a netwoik in
terms of vectors. The implication of this characterization is
that the activation patterns define a multidimensional vector
space that naturally supports metric distance measures. The
similarities between objects arereflectedby the distance
between the positions their representations occupy in
activation space. However, Tversky (1977) has identified a
number of ways in which psychological notions erf
similarity do not appear to accord with predictions of a
metric model of similarity. Although his efforts to show
that Minimality and the Triangle Inequality do not hold for
human similarity judgments m a y be inconclusive.
Symmetry certainly does not hold in h u m a n similarity
judgments (Hahn & Chaler, 1996). A s a result, w e will
focus our discussion on the notion of symmetry in
psychological similarity.
Symmetry m this context is taken to m e a n that similarity
judgments are commutative. In other words:
aSb = bSa where xSy is the similarity of x to y (1)
Let fl and 6 be two tokens that can be described as
occupying positions in a metric space. Then, the similarity
relation is the same whatever the order of comparison.
Studies requiring subjects to rate the similarity of a pair (rf
items suggests that this is not the case with psychological
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notions of similarity (e.g., Tversky & Gali. 1078). I'or
example, w h e n asked to compare pairs of concepts, subjects
readily rated North Korea as being more similar to Red
China than Red China was to North Korea. In short,
reported similarity seems to change according to the order of
the comparison.
Solutions to the asymmetry problem
Most theories of similarity have grappled with the
asymmetry problem. The spatial theory of similarity (e.g.,
Rips, Shoben, and Smith, 1973; Rumelhart and
Abrahamson, 1973) envisages concepts as points in a multidimensional space. The similarity between two concepts
ccxresponds to their distance (e.g., Euclidean distance) apart
in this space. This theory can account for asymmetric
comparisons fMDvided each concept is given a bias
(Nosofsky, 1991). T h e bias relates to h o w easy it is to
process a given concept. The direction of travel between the
concepts in similarity space (corresponding to the onJer of
the comparison) interacts with theirrespectivebiases. If the
two concepts have different biases, the similarity will be
different depending on the direction of travel. Tlie feature
theory of similarity (Tversky, 1977) measures the similarity
between two concepts as s o m e function of the number of
features they have in c o m m o n and the number on which
they differ. This theory can account for the asymmetry by
proposing that concepts have features with different salience.
The concepts will be judged more similar if the features that
the concepts have in c o m m o n have a higher salience in the
second term of the comparison (Ortony, Vondruska, Foss,
and Jones, 1985). The structural alignment theory of
similarity (Markman and Gentner, 1993; Medin, Goldstone,
and Gentner, 1993) measures the similarity between two
concepts dqiending on h o w well the structures of each
concept can m a p onto one another. This theory can account
for the asymmetry as long as the coherence of the structures
of the concepts is taken into account ((jenmer and Bowdle,
1994). Coherence is defined as the degree of systematicity a
concept possesses. A coherent concept will have m a n y
"causal OT explanatOTy connections" ((jentner and Bowdle,
1994, p. 352). Similarity judgments are higher if the more
coherent concept is the second term in a comparison.
In all these theories, the basic measure of similarity is
symmetrical. Asymmetries are doived by introducing
^klitional factors, such as bias, salience, or coherence.
Tversky introduces the kJea that some feamres are more
distinctive than others. Ortony et al and Genmer and Bowdle
seek to capture the notion that similarity comparisons are
psychologically informative. Nevertheless, the mechanisms
for asymmetry lie in extensions of the basic symmetrical
comparison procedures. A more parsimonious solution
would derive the asymmetry as a consequence of the basic
mechanism by which similarity was computed. A s w e shall
see below, passing an input vector through a connectionist
autoassociatOT does just that.
With this debate in mind, w e can begin to reassess
Kitcher's (1996) critique. Generally, there appears to be no
entirely satisfactcay solution to the asymmetry problem.
T h e first point w e might m a k e then, is that the problem is
not unique to connectionist information processing and
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therefore should not be used to single out connectionist
approaches in particular for criticism. However, the ultimate
answer to Kitcher's argument would be to produce a
connectionist model that employed vector-coding and yet
showed realistic, non-metric similarity judgments. This is
exactly what w e propose to do. The key is to m o v e away
from the idea of similarity as the outcome of a direct
comparison procedure and to m o v e towards the klea of
similarity as a process whose outcome can only be reported
in a post hoc fashion. The similarity process does not rely
on placing the comparative elements in some metric relation
to each other. Only the post hoc reporting (or explicit
access) of similarityrequiresthe establishment of a metric
relation.
O n e way to understand this distinction is to think of the
mind as a modular information processing system. A s
information passes through a module it is processed (or
transformed) and passed on to the next module. This next
module takes the transformed information as input and
continues lo process the information further. Note that the
second module does not need to k n o w anything about the
nature of the previous transformation. The system as a
whole continues to function without any need to relate
explicitly the outcome of a process (the transformed
information) with the initial state of the information prior lo
processing by thefirstmodule. However, some meta-process
or control-process wishing to evaluate the functioning of the
first module can do so by sampling and comparing the input
information to the resulting output information. W e want to
suggest that similarity is related to the way in which
information is processed (transformed) whereas the reporting
of similarity judgments is a meta-cognitive process requiring
the explicit comparison of information prior and subsequent
to processing by the cognitive system.
The rest of this p j ^ r will describe h o w such similarity
arises naturally from connectionist information processing
through a process of selective dimensional distortion of the
input vectors. The degree to which distortion occurs is
inverselyrelatedto the similarity between the input vector
and the contextualized knowledge stored in the network.
Transformational Function Similarity
Feedforward connectionist networks implement a
transformation function from an input space to an output
space. The dimensionality of the input and output spaces are
defined by the task domain. Consider the set of networks for
which the input and output space are of the same
dimensionality. Such networks can be seen as engines that
twist and distort the metric relations of the input space.
Autoassociators are a subset of this set of networics for
which a number of input vectors are exactly iqwoduced by
the network. These vectors are invariant under the
transformation that the network performs.
The training set of a fully trained autoassociator constitute
the invariant vectors. In standard matrix algetna, vectors
which are invariant under matrix multiplication (modulo
multiplication by a constant) are described as eigenvectors.
B y analogy, w e might define the trained inputs to an
autoassociator network as the quasi-eigenvectors or qeigenvectors of the network's transformation function. Parts

of the input space in the neighborhood of these qeigenvectors will act as attractor basins and m a p onto the
invariant vector at the output. This is what gives the
network the power to deal with noisy input and to pcrtonn
pattern completion. Other input vectors will be disU)naJ
according to b o w m u c h they lie within the attractor basins
of the network's q-eigenvectors. If they lie completely
within an attractor basin, they will be mapped onto a
particular eigenvector. However, in most cases, an unrelated
input vector will fall across several attractor basins, each of
which will attempt to m a p that segment of the input vector
onto its appropriate q-eigenvector. W h a t results will be a
significant distortion of the input vector, with different parts
being mapped onto different q-eigenvectCM^.
More formally, the transformation function implemented
by this network is:
O U T P U T = f(INPUD = Mj(g(M,(INPUT)))

For each knowledge base, w e derive a mean vector from
the set of exemplars. This represents the central tendency of
that knowledge base and will provide us with a
characterization of the knowledge stored in the network, for
comparative purposes in the analysis provided below. The
mean vectors are as follows.
a'=.l .6.6.1 .6.6.1 .1 .1 .1 .3.3.3 .3.2
b' = .l .1 .1 .1 .6.6.1 .7.6.1 .3.2.3 .3.2
c' = .1 .6 .6 .1 .4 .4 .1 .6 .6 .1 .3 .3 .3 .3 .2
If we define the metric similarity between these vectws as
the inverse of the Euclidean distance between them, then
their metric similarities are as follows.
aSb = 0.9,bSc=l.l,aSc=l.l
Note that these values are synmietrical:

(2)

where O U T P U T is the output vector, I N P U T is the input
vector, M l is the matrix of weights between the input and
hidden units, M j is the matrix of weights between the
hidden units and the output units, and g(x) is a non-linear
monotonic function (such as the logistic function) applied to
each component of X.
The degree to which an input is distorted will depend on
how close I N P U T is to an eigenvector of M , , h o w strongly
non-linear g(x) is, and h o w close g(M,(INPUT)) is to the
eigenvectors of M,. Note that because g(x) is non-linear, it
is not metric preserving and hence / itself is not a metric
invariant transformation. The function implemented by a
feedforward network does not preserve metric relations.
W e can then define Transformational Function Similarity
(TFS) as the inverse of the distance between the original
input and the transformed output of the network (i.e.
l/Verror score). Comparing A to B involves presenting A to
a network able to autoassociate B and evaluating h o w m u c h
A has been transformed by the q-eigenvector encoding the B
representation. Patterns that experience a small degree of
o-ansformation are very similar to B, whereas patterns that
are transfonmed to a high degree are dissimilar to B. The
transformation occurs naturally as part of connectionist
information
processing. The
evaluation
of the
transformation (measuring the degree of distortion of A ) is a
post hoc process that can involve metric comparisons.

An example of TFS measurements
In order to generate notional knowledge bases to illustrate
TFS measurements, w e will define 3 concepts, (a), (b), and
(c). Each concept will comprise 3 prototypes, defined over a
vector of 15 features. W e generate 10 exemplars from each
prototype, by adding Gaussian noise (sd=0.2). The network
will gain its knowledge of each concept by training on each
set of 30 exemplars. A networic is trained to autoassociate
each knowledge base over separate representational resources.
The network is shown in Figure 1.'
' 6 hidden units were used to represent each knowledge base,
and the sub-networks were trained for 1000 epochs with a
learning rate of 0.1 and a momentum of 0. The network also
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bSa = 0.9,cSb=l.l,cSa=l.l
Now consider the TFS values (whoe TFS is defined as
1/VSSE of the autoassociator):
aSb=1.0, bSc= 1.3, cSa=l.l
These are not synunetrical measures:
bSa=1.0, cSb=l.l,aSc=1.3
The TFS measure is at a maximum when the mean vector
for a given knowledge base is transformed by that knowledge
base. Thus
aSa = 2.5, bSb = 2.5, cSc = 2.5
These figures are the average of 12 runs of the network. This
averagedresultdemonstrates that in principle, transformation
based comparisons do not have to be synunetrical. However,
it also masks individual cases where there are greater
asymmetries in the comparisons (see Figure 2, cases 1 & 2).
This demonstrates that comparisons will be sensitive to
prior network states and the nature of the exemplar set to
which the network is exposed.
In this example, w e have used the mean of the training
exemplars, a', to represent the input vector in the
comparison A is like B. This is a simplification. Subjects
will use their o w n conceptual store (reflecting their perscMial
history of encounters with the exemplars) to internally
generate the most prototypicalrepresentationof a concept in
the given context,ratherthan a simple average of all their
encounters with exemplars of that concept. It is this
representation that will be transformed in the comparison.
Nevertheless, the current example demonstrates that T F S

employed sigmoidal output units. Network weights were
initially randomized between ±1.0.

O u t p u t S e m a n t i c Features

t
Hidden units
representing concept A

Hidden units
representing concept B

Hidden units
representing concept C

Input S e m a n t i c Features
Figure 1. Example neural network architecture for performing similarity judgments using Transformational Function
Similarity.
representations as a function of their similarity. O n e avenue
of future work would be to detenmine h o w this organizatimi
similarity m a y generate comparisons that are not
might emerge by virtue of the learning procedure.
symmetrical.
W e envisage that specific instances of a general concqH
would
be represented as specific mappings aaoss the general
Concepts and classification
area of the network responsible for representing the concept.
The psychological story behind this form of processing is
Thus the concept (Michael Jordan} would be a mapping
as follows. Similarity judgments per se are not a primary
across the sub-network responsible for representing
function of the cognitive system. Similarity arises as a
basketball players. This has the following implication with
consequence of classification. It is of crucial importance for
regards to similarity comparisons. Asking whether X is
an organism to be able to classify n e w situations and objects
similar to a basketball player enforces a given
in its environment so that it m a y bring to bear appropriate
transformation on X. Asking whether X is similar to
knowledge in dealing with them. Given a set of features that
Michael Jordan, however, would involve using this same
describe a n e w situation/object, the cognitive system's task
basketball network with the Michael Jordan label activated.
is one of pattern recognition. This is a task that
This would modify the transformation perfonned by the
connectionist networks are well suited to perform. A
network. In this example, the Michael Jordan label plays the
frequaitly jxoposed architecture f(w connectionist pattern
role of contextual information, that mediates the
recognition is autoassociation. T o establish whether X is an
transformation perfonned by the basketball player networit.
instance of A, w e find out whether a network trained to
This illustrates the more general point that Transformational
autoassociate the various instances of A can accurately
Function Similarity is context sensitive. See Thomas and
rqjroduoe X. The similarity judgment is a reflection of the
Mareschal (1996) for a more detailed discussion of context
accuracy of that reproduction. In this view, similarity
effects.
judgments do not require a special purpose mechanism.
Similarity judgments are an adjunct to our ability to
Bias, Salience, and Coherence revisited
classify.
W e have claimed that asynmietries in comparisons fall
In general, the representation of a concept is developed
naturally out of the comparison process itself. In section 3,
through experience with a range of exemplars. A network
w e reported a number of additional factors proposed as
that autoassociates knowledge about these exemplars will
explanations
for h o w symmetrical comparison procedures
extract a prototype'of the concept, to which it will respond
could generate asymmetries. The notions of bias and salience
preferentially. This reflects the typicality effects demonwCTe ascribed to individual concepts. For example, when a
strated by humans in classification tasks (Rosch, 1973). A
concept
with a high salience formed the second term of a
network that represents a concept will thus tend to generate
comparison, then similarity was greater than if it formed the
q-eigenvectors for the prototype or prototypes of that
first term. The T F S approach also allows for effects
concept
stemming from individual concepts. These willrelateto the
normal factors which determine h o w well networks perform
The representation of concepts and the
transformations in general. Thus an autoassociative netwwk
role o f c o n t e x t in c o m p a r i s o n s .
with more Uaining will tend to produce more accurate
In Figure I, w e have split the representations of the
reproductions than an equivalent network with less training.
concepts {a}, {b}, and {c}, into separate sub-networks. In
And within a given network, exemplars appearing mcMre
fact, it is more likely that concepts would share
often in the training set will tend to be reproduced
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Figure 2. These triangles illustrate the similarity distance between three concepts {a}, {b}, and {c}, generated by a metric
similarity measure such as Euclidean distance (colunrn 1) or by the metric comparison phase of the Transformational
Function procedure (columns 2 and 3). The metric comparison is symetrical. The T F similarity is asymmetrical, varying
according to the direction of comparison (Clockwise = a to c, c to b, and b to a; Anti-clockwise = a io b, b to c, and c to a).
The length of the side between two vertices corresponds to the inverse of the similarity between the corresponding concepts.
more accurately than those presented less often. The network
performing the transformation corresponds to the second
term in the comparison. If w e see the salience of a concept
as equivalent to the amount of training a network has
received on that concept, then the claim that more salient
concepts produce greater similarity judgments when they
fonn the second term of a comparison corresponds to the
idea that a better trained auloassociator with more training,
autoassociates better.
The second term is also privileged when it is a more
genCTal or prototypical case of a given concept. Thus
subjects prefer Red China to c o m e second in the comparison
of Red China and North Korea because China is the more
general case of a communist country (Ortony, Vondruska,
Foss, and Jones, 1985). In network terms, this preference
reflects that fact that an autoassociator trained on a widCT
range of patterns will tend to produce more accurate
autoassociations of any given pattern. Thus a network
uained on every possible autoassociation would reproduce
every pattern very accurately. Every pattern would have a
high similarity to that knowledge base.
Ckntner and Bowdle (1994) put forward the notion of
coherence to explain h o w a symmetrical mapping procedure
could generate asynmietrical comparisons. Similarity will be
judged greater when the more coherent concept comes second
in a comparison. The notion of cohaence is tied to theories
concerning the relation between linguistically structured
representations - that is, those constructed along

assumptions of compositionality and systematicity.
Connectionist networks are not currently at a stage to give
robust accounts of this kind of conceptualrepresentation.If
a solution to this problem can be found then the T F S theory
m a y similarly be extended. For example, a structural
comparison of the concepts A and B , might involve a
transformation of the structure of A using die network
representing the structure of B.
In short, the T F S measure is consistent with ideas of bias
and salience previously proposed to account for asynunetry
effects. Both fall naturally out of the training procedures
used with connectionist autoassociators. For the m o m e n t , it
is difficult to see h o w the idea of cohoence could be
extended to the T F S measure.
Analogy: Static Mapping or High Level
Perception?
Previous computational models of analogy have broadly
fallen into two camps. T h efirstof these sees analogical
comparisons as involving mappings or links between two
staticrepresentations(e.g. A C M E : Holyoak and Thagard,
1989). S o m e kind of mapping "engine" sees h o w well one
representationfitsover another: whether they have the same
shape, which parts of one correspond to which parts of the
other, and so on. T h e second view sees analogical
comparisons as involving the formation of new,
dynamically configured representations, created by the
comparison process itself (e.g. Copycat: Hofstadter, 1984;
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Mitchell. 1993; Tabletop: Hofscadter and French, 1994).
Theseresearchersdescribe analogy as a process of "high
level perception". In the comparison " A is like B", the
process really is one of seeing A as if it were B.
llicories of analogy must be hised on an underiying
notion of similarity. A theory of analogy based on the T F S
view would have a foot in both of the above camps. A
comparison initially involves a transformation, which
generates a new representation. For " A is like B", the B
knowledge transforms the Arepresentationto create a new
representation, B(A). Thomas and Mareschal (1996)
proposed that this newrepresentationmight be seen as a
metaphorical comprehension of A, transformed by seeing A
as B. T o measure the similarity of A to B (for example, in
order that one might respond in a similarity judgment task),
one must evaluate h o w well B knowledge hasrepnxluoedthe
Arepresentation.That is, a procedure must compare the
staticrepresentationsfor A and B(A). T o derive a list of
features which A and B have in c o m m o n , one notes the
features of A that have been strongly reproduced in B(A).
Under a T F S view,firstthere is a transformation, then there
is a comparison. In other words, analogy involves both
processes of high level perception and of the comparison of
static representations.
Conclusion
In this paper w e have outlined Kitcher's (1996) criticism
of connectionist processing; namely, that Connectionism
employs similarity based processing, but that its basis of
similarity is not su^XMled in human similarity judgments.
W e have sketched out an approach based on connectionist
processing, in which similarity is conceptualized as a
transformation. Transformational Function Similarity (TFS)
naturally exhibits asymmetry in comparisons, so that the
similarity of A to B is not always equal to the similarity of
B to A. This asymmetry emerges directly from the nonlinear processing of connectionist networks. Connectionist
processing is thus consistent with psychological notions of
similarity, and Kitcher's criticism is unwarranted.
Other theories of similarity have accounted for the
asymmetric nature of comparisons by extending basically
symmetrical comparison procedures. In the T F S account,
the asymmetry is a property of the comparison procedure
itself. The notion of similarity as a transformation offers a
basis from which to explain effects such as asymmetry that
arise from highly constrained empirical situations, such as
asking subjects to compare countries. Such tasks are
thought to be simple and to reveal the basic processes of
similarity judgments. That asymmetries exist even in
apparently straightforward examples could be taken to
imply that the basic mechanisms underlying comparisons
must themselves generate the asymmetry. However, these
considerations m a y obscure the fact that there are many
more complex types of analogical problem solving, which
involve the extoided comparisons of previously unrelated
domains. W e suggest that the explanations for simple,
rapkJ judgments of similarity between concepts m a y differ
from those required to account for slower, reasoning based
comparisons. The T F S account lies very m u c h with the
class of simple, rapid mechanisms.
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This study uses an interview method to investigate
how scientists use analogies in actual remarkable scientific discoveries. T h e observed cases of analogy are classified into six classes according to the two criteria of similarity and transfer, only four of which classes actually
include the observed cases. Each typical case of three of
the four classes is shown and explained in relation to the
availability of the goal of the analogy and other forms
of reasoning. O n e of the three cases is especially considered a case of analogy with the reformation of knowledge
based on thematic abstraction, whose dynamic process
has not fully been investigated.
Introduction
Analogical reasoning has been pointed out to be one
of the most promising mental resources for abduction^
which brings out an important scientific discovery. There
have been in fact a considerable number of studies on
analogical thinking. Almost all of them, however, employed an in vitro approach (Dunbar, 1995) which w a s
based on cognitive experiments. A s a result, they failed
to investigate the actual spontaneous use of analogy, especially that as used in real-world laboratories, where the
process of an analogy might extend over a m u c h longer
period than in artificial settings such as psychological
experiments. O n the other hand, some studies, whose
number is quite small, adopted an in vivo approach:
Dunbar, for example, collected data on actual scientific
thinking in four laboratories based on observations of a
participant for 10 months, and analyzed the reasoning of
the scientists in real-worl^ contexts (Dunbar, 1995). H e
found that the three laboratories in which analogies were
commonly used could m a k e real gains in their scientific
work, whereas the one laboratory that failed to engage in
analogical thinking could not. H e insisted that analogical reasoning was a potent source of conceptual change
or emergent thinking. His study, however, is considered
to have two shortcomings: (1) it fails to provide cases
of the whole process of analogical reasoning observed in
a real-world laboratory, which process m a y be more dynamic and complicated than that observed in a cognitive
experiment and (2) it did not fully capture the types and
cognitive mechanisms of analogical reasoning used in sci'In this paper, abduction is assumed to include the whole
process of generation, modification and verification of explanatory hypotheses, whereas in AI it usuaUy means a backward search of the knowledge which explains certain facts.

entific discoveries because it is considered to have been
concerned mainly with the metaphors used in social interactions, such as an explanation of one's o w n idea to
others, rather than with analogical reasoning itself. This
study, however, applies an interview method to provide
the cases of analogies that some researchers in different
fields used to m a k e actual important scientific discoveries. T h e following are considered to be the ^iestions
concerning analogy that should be answered in studies
on analogical reasoning:
1. H o w is the source retrieved as a potentially relevant
analogue and on what similarity is it based? O n what
similarity is the mapping from the source to the target
based?
2. H o w is the portion of knowledge about each retrieved
source searched for and transferred to the target?
This study intends to classify all the cases collected from
the above two viewpoints and to investigate what types
of analogy were used in real-world laboratories and h o w
they contributed to scientific abduction.

Method
T w o methods can be adopted as the in vivo approach:
participant observation and interview. Observation is
considered to provide more reliable data than interview
(Dunbar, 1995; Ericsson & Simon, 1993), because interview necessarily depends on the memories of interviewees. Then, w h y was the interview method adopted in
this paper in spite of its relatively low reliability? T h e
reasons are as follows.
• T h e interview method allows data to be collected from
researchers in variousfields,making it possible to consider the differences a m o n g fields as well as those
a m o n g individuals or laboratories. With a participant observation, data can only be collected from researchers in one or twofields.Dunbar, in fact, collected data in only one major field.
• In m a n y cases, the process of scientific abduction
extends over a quite long period. It m a y be true
that analogy is m a d e instantly, but the incubation
(or preparation) and justification of analogy generally
need a long period of time. A n interview method is
also useful in this respect because the period of a research project is not relevant. In fact, all three of the
cases of analogy explained in the next section lasted
for m u c h more than the 10 months over which Dunbar
had m a d e participant observations.
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Interview Each interviewee wasfirstasked to dictate
the outline of his/her o w n research and thinking processes for the cases selected. That was followed by questions and answers between the interviewee and the interviewer. All the data were recorded on tape.

Interviewees
Twenty two leading Japanese researchers in thefieldsof
natural science and technology were interviewed: their
researchfieldswere mainly material science, biotechnology, ecology and theoretical astronomy. The interviewees were selected from a m o n g (he researchers whose
achievements had been highly estimated by their colleagues ba^sed on the consensual asstssment itchuique.
As a result, the following researchers were selected.

Post-intervi«^w All the protocol data were analyzed
by the method explained below. Every interviewee was
asked to confirm whether the results of analysis were appropriate or not from the technical viewpoint of his/her
research. In some cases, the interviewer asked the interviewee's research colleagues to confirm whether the
interviewee's reports were consistent with their m e m o ries and whether the interviewee's thinking processes reported were unique to the interviewee or might be commonly observed among the researchers in the field.

• A leader or a chief researcher in a public or national
major research project.
• A productive and creative researcher w h o had been
awarded by academic societies in the recent several
yeeirs.
Interview method
Retrospective reports are said to suffer from the relatively low reliability caused by the vagueness of interviewee's memories (Dunbar, 1995; Ericsson et al., 1993).
T o compensate for such a weakness, therefore, only the
research projects satisfying both of the following two
conditions were selected: (1) the research process was
recorded in relative detail and (2) the research project
had been completed recently or was in progress. In addition, the following efforts were made.

Method of analysis

• T h e author examined all the available research records
provided by the interviewees themselves and by their
co-researchers.
• In some cases, the author checked the consistency of
the data provided by the interviewee himself/herself
and the data provided by his/her co-researchers. T h e
two types of collected data turned out to be basically
consistent. In all three cases of analogy explained in
the next section, the data were collected from more
than one researcher per project, and their consistency
was checked and confirmed.
• T h e author had the interviewees themselves reconfirm
whether the results of analyzing the data seemed appropriate or not. The result of an analysis was excluded from consideration when it was regarded as inappropriate.
Interview procedure
T h e interview procedure consisted of three tasks: a preinterview, the interview itself, and a post-interview. In
almost every case, the interviewer repeated the interview and post-interview with the same interviewee several times.
Pre-interview The interviewer (the author) presented the questionnaire to every interviewee in advance.
Each interviewee was asked to select some cases appropriate for the purpose of the interview a m o n g his/her
recent research projects and to provide the special knowledge of his/herfield(in the form of a review or original
paper and other research material) that was necessary
for the interviewer to understand his/her explanation.
In addition, he/she was required to present his/her o w n
past research data and records which the interviewer
used to consider the plausibility of the interview data.

All the data recorded werefirsttranscribed and then recomposed in chronological order. T h e contents of each
verbal protocol were classified into respective research
themes, then each theme was classified into abduction
processes, each of which was consistent in content. The
cases of analogy were elicited from among various forms
of reasoning observed in each abduction process. All
the cases were analyzed from the viewpoints of the two
questions concerning analogy explained in thefirstsection and classified into six classes as explained below.
Criteria of classification The two questions concerning analogy have often been used as criteria for classifying analogies in previous studies and are also used here.
First, the cases of analogy can be classified according
to the types of similarity used both in the retrieval of a
potentially relevant source and in the mapping. Three
types of similarity are widely known to be used in the
retrieval (and mapping) process: object-level, relationlevel, and pragmatic similarity. The relation-level similarity which is irrelevant to the goal of analogy, however,
is considered to be hardly used as a retrieval cue because
a target involves only a few causal relations. In fact, the
results of analysis reveal that the relational similarity
was never used as a retrieval cue in all the cases observed. Relation-level similarity is, therefore, excluded
here: object-level and pragmatic similarities will be used
as classifiers. Object-level similarity is called categorybased similarity in this paper, because the object which
is generally used as a retrieval cue in scientific abduction is the category of natural kinds.^ In addition to the
two similarities, another type of similarity was actually
used: category-formatwnal similarity, which means that
a potential source is mapped to the target based on the
category newly created in the process of the analogy.
Second, the cases of analogy can be classified according to the types of search for the knowledge which is potentially transferred. T h e mechanism of deciding which
portion of knowledge is to be transferred, however, has
rarely been investigated, although some theories on re^Note that category-based analogy in some cases is also
goal-directed or goal-derived. The question here is whether
the goal of a target is, in fact, used as a retrieval cue or not.
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trieval and mapping such as S M E (Falkenhainer, Forbus,
k Centner, 1989) and A R C S (Thagard, Holyoak, Nelson,
k Gochfeld, 1990) have been proposed. This is consid
ered to be because the knowledge structure of a source is
assumed to be explicitly given in most previous studies.
The knowledge structure of concern of both the source
and the target can, however, dynamically change in the
process of an analogy. T o clarify this, the following two
classifiers will be newly introduced; search for the transferable knowledge based on causality and that based on
meta-constraint.
All the cases observed will be, therefore, classified into
six classes according to the three types of similarity and
the two types of transfer. In addition, it should be analyzed whether thematic abstraction^ (Suzuki, 1994) was
actually used in the process of analogy, because the abstraction is considered to be closely related with the reformation of knowledge or conceptual change while an
analogy is being made.
Results and analyses
There were many intra-iaboratory and interlaboratory
similarities in the spontaneous use of analogy in abduction. Hence, a number of trends have emerged from the
interview data, although the amount of the data is insufficient for statistical analysis.^ These trends will be
explained and the observed cases of analogies will be
classified into the six classes identified.
Classification of analogies
The analogies observed are explained mainly according
to the types of similarity used in retrieval (and also in
mapping).
Goal-directed analogy In this class of analogy, a potentially relevant source analog is retrieved by using a
goal which has been fully clarified through other types of
reasoning (including meta-reasoning) prior to the analogy: the goal itself is used as a retrieval cue.^ A typical
example is shown in Figure 1, although the figure provides a summary rather than the raw protocol data.^
The detailed explanation of the abduction based on
analogy uses the following notations. A target domain
is denoted by <. Kt is a. set of facts specific to the target. A source domain is the one retrieved as a potential
analogue of the target domain t, which is denoted by s.
K , is a set of facts specific to the source, the same as
Kt- Gt is the goal of the target.
First, a domain with G,, which is a counterpart of Gt,
is retrieved as a potentially relevant analogue, where G ,
'It means a thematically and functionally organized abstraction based on the goal of analogy.
^Statistical analysis, which is a future work, is needed
to decide to which factors (research field/laboratory strategy/individual tendency) each observed trend is attributed.
^This class of analogy is considered similar to purposedirected analogy in (Kedar-Cabelli, 1985).
*The raw protocol data of each explained case cannot be
reported in this paper because they have a large quantity
and, in some cases, are not permitted to become open.
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is equivalent to Gt with respect to the objects and relations of concern. Speaking of the case shown in Figure
1, Crt is "a (molecule of) sebum penetrates the interior
of a single fiber" and G , is 'a molecule of insecticide
penetrates the interior of a single fiber." Hence G , is
similar to G, in that a certain molecule penetrates the
interior of a singlefiber.Second, K',, the portion of K,,
that causally explains G , and that shares the equivalent
facts with Kt, is searched for. A s for the case in Figure 1,
K', is "the molecule of concern is soluble" which shares
the property of solubility with Kt. In addition, K " which
is causally explained by K', is searched for. A s for the
example, K " is "the molecule of concern is gelable and
thus trapped firmly." Finally, the union of K'^ and K'/ is
transferred into Kt- This case is also classified into the
analogy with causality-based transfer, because it uses
the causalities in searching for the relevant knowledge,
I.e. K [ and A 7 .
Note that two-stage similarity match (the comparison
of goals and that of potentially relevant shared facts) is
often observed in this analogy and that the two matches
are exactly opposite in the direction of comparison (the
comparison of goals is m a d e from target to source while
that of facts is m a d e from source to target).
This analogy requires that the goal of a target be
clarified before the analogy, because the whole process
is goal-directed and goal-derived.*^ T h e reasoning before the analogy m a y contribute more to abduction than
the analogy itself. Note that the relevant similarity and
causality are not explicit to an analogist in advance but
gradually m a d e salient in the process of an analogy: they
are dynamically determined in the light of the goal of an
analogy while they are fixed in S M E .
This class of analogy is often used in inventing a
method for realizing a goal® or in speculating whether a
relatively simple phenomenon is likely to occur. About
half of the observed analogies belong to this class: the
number of the cases is 10.
Category-based analogy In this class of analogy, a
source analogue is retrieved by using a category of natural kinds (Glucksberg b. Keysar, 1990). It is because
the information available before the analogy is not sufficient: either the goal of a target or the causality of a
source is not so clear as in the goal-directed analogy. O f
the seven cases observed, four were reported by the two
researchers w h o were compelled to m a k e abduction by
using fragmentary data, which seems due to the characteristics of their research fields: the fields of one researcher are paleontology and ecology, and that of the
other is geology. A typical example is shown in Figure
2, which example illustrates the following characteristics
of the clciss of analogy.
^For example, in the case where a method for changing
the scattering frequency of an electron was transferred to a
target whosefinalgoal is to develop a new type of transistor,
the goal of "changing the scattering frequency" was already
identified by backward reasoning and meta-reasoning prior
to the analogy.
*In this case, the two-stage similarity match is not necessarily needed: only a goal-directed similarity is required.

T h e m e : T o develop a new type of detergent which can remove stains from cotton fabric.
P r o b l e m : The researcher assumed sebum to he the potential cause of stains on cotton fabric: he focused on the sebum. He
regarded it as a primary problem to locate sebum in a cotton fabric, because that had not been done at that time.
Situation before analogy: Almost all researchers believed that sebum was on the surface of a single fiber. The researcher
himself, therefore, tried with a scanning electron microscope to find molecules of sebum on the surface of a single fiber,
but in Vciin. Then he and his colleagues doubted the idea that sebum was on the surface of a single fiber and assumed
that sebum penetrated the interior of a singlefiber:he formed the assumption heuristically by shifting his attention to the
microscopic structure of the interior of a single fiber.
Analogical reasoning: He tried to evaluate the assumption based on analogy: he looked up a paper saying that a certain
molecule can penetrate a singlefiber.As a result, he could find a paper saying that a singlefiberconsists of crystal and
iimorphous domains and that a molecule of insecticide can penetrate the amorphous domain. It also says that this results
from the fact that a molecule of insecticide is soluble and, therefore, gelable. Then he analogically decided that a molecule
of sebum could also penetrate the interior of a single fiber because it is also soluble: the objects of concern of the two
analogical domains share the property of solubtlity. In addition, the paper says that a molecule of insecticide may be firmly
trapped inside afiberbecause it is gelable. It was, therefore, predicted that a molecule of sebum might be trapped firmly.
Figure 1: A case of goal-directed analogy.
T h e m e : T o locate the spawning ground of the nautilus.
Situation before analogy: Only a few things were known about the nautilus: (1) several infant individuals were observed
only around coral reefs while some dying individuals were found in wider areas, (2) the nautilus prefers Crustacea as a food,
and (3) it is probable from the result of an isotopic experiment that the nautilus inhabits relatively deep ocean.
Analogical reasoning: The researcher recalled Broadclub cuttlefish as an analogue of the nautilus, because both species
belong to the same category of cephalopod. At the moment, he analogically supposed that the spawning ground of the
nautilus is a coial reef, the same as that of Broadclub cuttlefish. Then he considered the plausibility of the assumption
by constructing a structure of explanation on Broadclub cuttlefish and transferring it to the domain of the nautilus. The
following two facts were known about Broadclub cuttlefish: one is that Broadclub cuttlefish inhabits the open sea and the
other is that it spawns in cor2d reefs. He built an explanation as follows. The above two facts imply that the habitat and the
spawning ground are different. This, in turn, supports the following meta-constraint, because a coral reef is, in general, like
a labyrinth: if the number of spawns is small, the spawning ground itself should work as a shelter for the spawns. Because
the habitat of the nautilus was also assumed to be the open sea, he was convinced that it spawned in coral reefs as well,
which supports both of the above meta-constraint and the facts about the nautilus known in those days.
Figure 2: A case of category-based analogy.

1. A kind of category (hierarchical classification of chemical substances and species) was used as a retrieval cue.
2. T w o ways of searching for or evaluating potentially
transferable knowledge were observed: one is based on
causality, the s a m e as in goal-directed analogy, and the
other is based on constructing a plausible structural
explanation consistent with s o m e meta-constraints,
which is s h o w n in Figure 2.
T h e above are considered to derive from the facts that
(1) the goal of a target is unavailable as a retrieval cue
and (2) only the weaker constraints on analogy, not the
strong causality of a source, are available^ so that an
analogist is compelled to patchwork s o m e fragmentary
data or k n o w n facts m t o a structural explanation. This
is considered to be attributed to the characteristics of
researchfieldslike ecology and geology, in which only a
little information and weaker constraints are available,
rather than to an individual's tendency in reasoning.
But this is still an open problem. T h e process of searching knowledge by using meta-constraints has been observed only in this class of analogy.
Note that a category used is implicitly relevant to the
goal of the analogy because an expert knows that such
Of course, the weak causality of a source is also used.
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a category is available in the light of the goal and of
his/her experiences in using the category as a similarity.
T h e category used is, therefore, not a surface similarity
(Holyoak & K o h , 1987) but a kind of goal-derived category (Glucksberg et al., 1990) or thematic abstraction.
Interestingly, a category was regarded as a structural dissimilarity (Holyoak el al., 1987) in some situations while
it was used as a similarity in similar situations, depending on the goal of the analogy. For example, a method
of assigning an u n k n o w n substance to a k n o w n molecule
in a single-crystal state could not be analogically derived
from the methods of assigning the substance to the same
molecule in other states, such as poly-crystal and dissolved states. T h e interviewee knew as an expert that
the difference in state was sometimes fatal to analogical
transfer of such an assigning method, although it caused
no problem for some other purposes. T h e discrimination
of surface/structural similarity is, therefore, considered
to depend on the goal of analogy: the distance between
domains, which is discussed in (Dunbar, 1995), is difficult to define generally without considering the goal of
the analogy.
Category-formational Analogy This class of analogy has not fully been investigated in previous studies
mainly based on psychological experiments. In this anal-

Theme: To construct a theory which explains the unique behavior of star clusters.
Situation before analogy: There was a theory which aimed to explain the unique behavior of clusters by regarding a cluster
as an isothermal gas sphere like afixedstar (thai is, the source analogue was a model of the internal constitution of stars).
Most researchers in those days, however, recognized this analogy as a fallacy, because a cluster remarkably differs from a
star in that the former is a discrete system whereas the latter is a continuous one. The concept of self-gravitation was used
mainly in the theory of the internal constitution of stars.
Analogical reasoning: The researcher assumed that the unique behavior of clusters was caused by the fact that clusters
are self-gravitational systems. He considered that if the assumption was right, self-gravitation (i.e., the similarity) would
influence the unique behavior of clusters far more drastically than the difference between discreteness and continuity (i.e., the
dissimilarity). So he considered that the theory of the internal constitution of stars would be available. To take the effects of
self-gravitation into account, however, the linear theory (on an isothermcd gjis sphere) haul to be replaced by another theory
(on a heterothermal gas sphere). Then he introduced both Prigogine's theory on non-equilibrium thermodynamics and the
linearized stability theory, and succeeded in creating the new concept of selfgravo-thermodynamics. He found that clusters
and stars are quite similar from this viewpoint: he modified the theory of the internal constitution of fixed stars from the
viewpoint. In the anaJogiccd transfer, however, the modified theory had to be still more modified, although partially: for
example, the scattering of photons, which is the main energy transfer mechanism within a star, is replaced by the collisions
of particles within a cluster, both of which are equivalent from the viewpoint of internal energy transfer mechanism. These
differences brought some critical dissimilarities in the end: the most significant one is that only the core of a cluster suffers
from gravitational collapse while the whole of a star does so andfinallygrows into a black hole.
Figure 3: A case of category-formational analogy.
ogy, a source analogue is connected with and m a p p e d
to a target by using a category like in the categorybased analogy. This analogy, however, differs from the
category-based analogy in that a n e w category is being
created in the process of analogy in the former while the
category used is static or fixed in the latter. That is
because a target has a weaker connection with a source
analogue in the former analogy than in the latter one.
The number of cases is only 2, both of which were reported by the researchers in theoretical astrophysics. A
typical example is shown in Figure 3, which suggests the
following important points.

4. T h e researcher testified that the dissimilarity between
clusters and stars had been m a d e m u c h of after the
analogical transfer while the similarity had been important at the beginning.

1. There had existed a similar but fallacious analogy before this analogy. T h e source weis retrieved by using the pre-existing category of self-gravitation, but
its relevancy could not be zissured by the category, because the connection between the two domains was
not salient.
2. A category of selfgravo-thermodynamics, which was
used as a cue for the mapping rather than the retrieval'" was formed in the process of analogy by
newly introducing other theories and by extending the
pre-existing category which had been specific to the
source. As a result, the connection between the target and the source was established. T h e newly formed
category is considered a kind of thematic abstraction
because the pre-existing category was thematically reorganized into the category in light of the goal of the
analogy.
3. The transfer of knowledge was almost an embedding
based on causality, but the process of modifying the
transferred knowledge was quite complicated. Thematic abstraction is considered to have also been used
here because the category of internal energy transfer
mechanism is not so m u c h a c o m m o n category as an
ad hoc one tailored for this modification.

The most important in this case is that the whole analogy is driven by thematic abstraction. T h e abstraction
enables the reformation of knowledge according to the
goal of analogy, which provides the similarity between
the domains. This dynamic process of analogy in actual
scientific abduction has not fully been clarified in S M E ,
A C M E (Holyoak k Thagard 1989) or A R C S .
T h e author believes that the fourth point can be attributed to the characteristics of the research field of
theoretical astrophysics, because this phenomenon was
more or less observed in both ceises, although this is still
an open question.

'"This is because the source has already been retrieved by
using the pre-existing category.
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Effects o f analogies
Table 1: The classification of the observed cases'each
figure denotes the number of the cases).
transfer based transfer based on
on causality
meta constraint
goal-directed
3
category-based
2
category-formational
Both the classification of the observed cases and the comparison between the classes of analogy are summarized
in Table 1 and Table 2. O f the three classes based on the
similarity criterion, the goal-directed analogy is close to
deduction because both the retrieval of a potential source
and the search for potentially transferable knowledge are
carried out by using both the goal of a target and the
causality of a source. This class of analogy, therefore, requires that its goal be clear and specific. If the goal and
the causality used are not problem-specific, this analogy

Table 2: The comparison of the three classes of analogy.
types of transferred
availability
retrieval cue
knowledge
of a goal
method or simple
high
goal
phenomenon
category-based
common-category method or structural
I
explanation
theory
newly formed
category-formational
low
category
classes of
analogy
goal-directed

m a y be the what is called deduction.^^ This analogy
is, therefore, considered to have the least possibility of
leading to mental leaps. The category-based analogy
is considered to realize the construction of a belief network (Peeirl, 1988) based on knowledge transfer: some
fragments of knowledge and their links are newly introduced to a target and some uncertain beliefs concerning
the target are m a d e more certain by the analogy. The
category-formational analogy is close to theory application: a theory can be transferred and applied to a target
by newly introducing an abstract viewpoint which can
play the role of a bridge spanning two domains, and by
extending the original theory. In the last two classes
of cinalogies, the goals are less clear and specific than
in the goal-directed analogy. These analogies are, therefore, considered to have more potential of causing mental
leaps than the goal-directed one. The differences among
the three analogies m a y depend on the difference in the
degree of clarification of a goal and in the availability of
the goal as a retrieval cue.
General discussions
This study applies an interview method to investigate
how scientists use analogies, not in artificial settings such
as psychological experiments, but in actual scientific contexts. This paper first provides some remarkable cases
of analogies used in real-world laboratories and reveals
that each of the cases, especially that of the categoryformational analogy, shows a more dynamic and complicated process as a whole than that observed in cognitive experiments. The author then classified all the
cases collected according to the two criteria: the types
of similarity and the types of transfer. A s a result, it was
revealed that four classes of analogy, one of which has
not fully been investigated, were used in actual scientific
abduction, which differ in the eff"ects on abduction. All
these were not fully clarified in (Dunbar, 1995; Holyoak
k Thagard, 1995).
T h e results of analysis reveal that all the cases of analogy in actual scientific abduction are more or less goaldirected or goal-derived. A s a result, this study does not
postulate the initial process of forming m a n y unnecessary mappings, which could not be actually observed, as
postulated in S M E , A C M E and A R C S . In two classes of
analogy, thematic abstraction turns out to be much used:
it enables the reformation of knowledge (including the
'^Many cases in which problems were solved by using general causality were, in fact, classified into deductive problem
solving in the an<ilysis.
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related form
of reasoning
deduction
construction of
a belief network
theory
application

similarity itself). This study is considered to differ from
most previous studies in this respect because they could
not fully clarify the dynamic and complicated process
of analogy with respect to the reformation of knowledge
based on thematic abstraction.
O f course this study has some problems. In particular,
the interview method suffers from relatively low reliability. S o m e efforts were therefore made to compensate for
this weakness. There is, however, somewhat of a gap between what people actually think and what people are
conscious of while they are thinking. Hence, it is one of
the future works to collect data by participant observation and to compare them with the data of the present
study.
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intentionally misleading questions (Gigerenzer, 1996;
Hilton, 1995; Konold, et al. 1993); and (ii) these heuristics
do not explain the cognitive processes used by people when
reasoning under uncertainty, and such heuristics were not
derived from protocol analysis, but were inferred from
questionnaire data (Gigerenzer, 1996; Konold, et al. 1993;
Lajoie et. al, 1995). Our research situated seventh grade
students in an environment where w e hoped to minimize
misleading situational factors, and w e analyzed verbal data to
allow us to investigate student reasoning about probabihty.

Abstract
Although research has found many flaws in people's
probabilistic reasoning, w e have found that middle-school
students have many productive ideas about probability.
This study examines the probabilistic reasoning used by
middle-school students as they used a technology-mediated
inquiry environment that was concepmalized and developed
to engage students in the task of analyzing the fairness of
games of chance. This research demonstrates that students
employ productive probabilistic reasoning when
participating in this task, and also demonstrates that
commonly reported heuristics such as representativeness
do not adequately describe student reasoning.

The Study

Prior Findings in Probabilistic Reasoning
There is arichliterature based on the many misconceptions
people display when asked to reason probabilistically. B y far
the most influential work has been by Tversky & Kahneman
(1982), w h o showed that m u c h of people's probabilistic
reasoning could be described by the heuristics of
representativeness and availability. TTie representativeness
heuristic is characterized by making judgments based on the
degree to which A is representative of, or resembles, B
(Tversky & Kahneman, 1982). This representativeness
heuristic has been used to explain insensitivity to sample
size, the gambler's fallacy, the base-rate fallacy, incorrect
judgments about the output of random processes, and other
non-normative judgments. T h e availability heuristic is
characterized by making judgments based on the ease with
which instances of a certain event can be brought to mind.
This heuristic has been used to explain biases due to the
retrievability of instances, biases due to the effectiveness of
a search set, and biases of imaginability.
In addition, m a n y other misconceptions have been
identified. For example, people m a y believe that there is a
lack of variability in the world, people have too m u c h
confidence in small samples, people do not see the
importance of small differences in large samples, and people
seem unaware of regression to the mean in their lives (for an
overview of such misconceptions, see Shaughnessy, 1992).
Several attacks have recently been made on this literature.
Roughly speaking, these criticisms come in two forms: (i)
the so-called biases and misconceptions are not due to faulty
probabilistic reasoning, but are due to situational factors
from the experimental design, including the posing of

In this study pairs of seventh grade students collaborated in
the Probability Inquiry Environment (PIE). PIE was created
as a collaborative guided-inquiry environment (cf. White,
1993) in which students are asked to evaluate the fairness of
games of chance. In PIE students use representations and
tools such as event trees, simulations, and real-time graphs
and histograms. PIE's inquiry cycle consists of being
introduced to the games, making predictions about the
games, running simulations of the game, and then drawing
conclusions based on the simulation.
Three Coin G a m e
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Figure 1: The PIE interface.
In this study students were asked to analyze two games of
chance to determine if they were fair. "Thefirstg a m e is
called the Two-Penny game, where T e a m A scores a point
whenever both coins come up the same (heads-heads or tailstails), and T e a m B scores a point whenever both coins comfe
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up differently (heads-tails or tails-heads). This game is fair,
as all outcomes are equally likely, and each team scores on
two out of the four possible outcomes. The second game is
called the Three-Coin game, where T e a m A scores a point
on five of the eight possible outcomes, and T e a m B scores a
point for three of the possible outcomes. Because each
outcome is equally likely and T e a m A scores on more
outcomes than T e a m B, this game is unfair in favor of T e a m
A. A n event tree that enumerated all the possible outcomes
and that visually presented the scoring combinations for each
team was on the screen at all times, as was a dynamic
histogram that showed scoring either by each combination
of coins, or by each team (see Figure 1).

that the students never explicitly justified this 5 0 % chance,
and w e will not attempt to make claims about the students'
probabilistic reasoning in this instance.
T: I get it, if they're both heads team A gets a point, if
they're both tails team A gets a point, and if they're one
heads and one tails T e a m B gets a point.
Figure 2: Understanding the two-penny game.
Q: W e think the game is fair because you have a 5 0 %
chance of getting both heads and both tails.
Typed: W e think that the game is fair because you have a
5 0 % chance of getting both heads and both tails. Y o u also
have a 5 0 % chance of getting one tails and one heads.
Figure 3: Fair, based on a 5 0 % chance for each team.

Methodology
The research team recruited eight single-sex pairs of students
fi-om a local urban middle school. All of the sessions took
place in the summer, between the students' sixth grade and
seventh grade school years. Four of the pairs were boys, and
four of the pairs were girls. The students represented a wide
range of ethnicities. T h e students were paid $5 an hour, and
spent about an hour and a half using PIE during one two
hour session. During this session they were videotaped, and
PIE recorded their actions on the computer. A researcher was
always in the r o o m with the students, and would
occasionally interject to help clear up any confusion arising
from the PIE interface.
The data used in this study consists of student discussions
as they participated in the activities, and their responses to
the on-line prediction and conclusion questions. The
videotape data of the students using PIE were transcribed,
and these transcripts were combined with the data recorded by
PIE to create a record of all student discussions and student
interactions with PIE during the session. These transcripts
were then analyzed, and all instances of students' reasoning
about the games was found. Although, by the end of the
study, seven of the eight pairs of students were able to
reason normatively about the games, this paper will not
concentrate on the events that led to this normative
reasoning. Instead, the students' reasoning throughout the
entire session will be compared to the w a y in which
normative probabilistic reasoning could have been employed
in those situations.
First, to acquaint ourselves with an example of student
reasoning in PIE, a case study of student reasoning during
the session will be presented. This will be followed by a
comparison between normative reasoning and student
reasoning, in an attempt to better understand students'
probabilistic reasoning. This n e w understanding of students'
probabilistic reasoning will then be compared to the existing
misconceptions literature to see if this understanding can
account for thefindingsof others.

Q and T next answered what they meant by fair.
Although student ideas of fairness were interesting, most
students, including Q and T, decided that a game is fair if all
teams have an equal chance of winning, a normative view of
fairness. Student ideas of fairness will not be further
discussed in this paper.
In the next prediction question, Q and T were asked to
manipulate histograms to m a k e predictions about what
would happen after 10 points, and after 200 points. T stated
that heads would occur more, so she would expect T e a m A
to win more. Q countered this by saying that coins usually
c o m e up differently (this is consistent with
representativeness), so she would expect T e a m B to win
more. They then decided that the game will most probably
be tied (Figure 4). After further discussion, the students
decided that luck would be an important factor in the game
(Figure 5), and this meant that T e a m A might win
sometimes, and T e a m B might win other times. Again the
students providedfinalanswers that were close to normative,
but an analysis of the verbal data shows that their reasoning
processes were quite rich and invoked more intuitions than
are found in just theirfinalanswer.
T: O K , what about this, I think T e a m A will win. Because
imagine all of the heads w e are gonna get
Q: I think that T e a m B would win it, because when you
throw it it's like real luck when you get both of them the
same. W h e n you throw it, most of the time they land
differently, [pause] I think they'd probably be tied, but if I
had to choose one, see, this looks right to m e [pointing to
even histogram bars]
T: That's what I think too

A Case Study of Q and T Using PIE
When Q and T felt that they understood the two-penny game
(Figure 2), they made their predictions. When predicting
that the Two-Penny g a m e is fair, they explicitly assigned a
5 0 % chance to the combinations of coins that score a point
for each team, resulting in a final answer that is perfectly
aligned with normative reasoning (Figure 3). Note however.
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Figure 4: W h o will win more?
T: I think that this is just a game of luck...this is like a
game of guessing
Q: It's really like someone has to win, because it's like you
win some you lose some, it's not like a permanent game.
[T moves histograms so A is winning after 10, and B is
winning after 200]
Q: N o w h o w can purple [Team A ] be winning on this one
and green [Team B] be winning on that?
T: Well, once you win you don't always win
Figure 5: A game of luck

For the final prediction question in the two-penny game,
the students were asked if any of the combinations
(outcomes) would happen more than any other. The
students were again asked to manipulate a series ol
histograms, and type in a justification. Although Q and T
started to reason about the different combinations, ihey (hen
switched to talking about the probability of heads or tails.
They decided that because this is not a game of skill, but a
game of luck, they would expect heads and tails to come up
the same amount (Figure 6).
Q: W e don't think that any combination should happen
more than any other, because it's luck
T: It's h o w you throw it
Q: Plus, it's a game of luck
T: I think this coin game, it's not a game of skill.
Q: No, no no. Don't, what are w e writing?
T: W e don't think that, it's not a game of skill
Q: That one penny will come up more than the other
T: It's all equal...wait a minute, w e don't think that heads or
tails is more likely to come up than the other. W e don't
think that heads or tails will come up more
Typed: W e don't think that heads would come up more than
tails. W e think that this game is a game of luck.

Q: No, O K , why? W e keep saying the same thing over.
Like this evidence-no because this is just a g a m e of luck.
And they're all equal anyway.
Figure 8: Conclusion—are any combinations more likely?

For the last set of conclusions the students were asked if
the number of combinations that score a point for each team
is an important factor in determining fairness. However, Q
and T understood this question to be asking about the data
already collected. Although theyfirststated that this data is
important, they then decided that luck is more important,
and one doesn't need to k n o w anything about the number of
outcomes (Figure 9). Then, when asked to state the most
important thing in determining if the g a m e is fair, they
again stated the importance of luck (Figure 10).
Q: Very important, don't you think...why is it very
important?
T: It's data
Q: It's important data, and u m m
T: Y o u need the data to play the game
Q: Y o u need to know the number of combinations...But it's
not that important though, as a matter of fact, it's not
important at all, cause it's a game of luck. Yeah, it's not
important
Figure 6: Will any combination happen more?
T: It's a little important...
Q and T then started the game simulation. After only four Q: ...but the game is just a game of luck anyway. So if
points they noted that tail-head was happening more than the
you didn't have the data, it wouldn't matter anyway.
other combinations. The g a m e then stopped after ten
Typed: It is important because it's data, but on the other
points, and told the students that they could either look at
hand it is not that important because it's just a g a m e of
the results or continue playing. At this point Q wanted to
luck.
go back into predictions to see if the predictions agreed with
Figure 9: It's just a game of luck
the results (note that this behavior is consistent with the
well-documented law of small numbers). The researcher
Q: The most important thing is that you understand that the
asked them to continue playing, telling them that they
game is just luck
would be able to modify their predictions later, so Q and T
Figure 10: The most important thing in determining fairness
continued in Play.
After playing for several more points, Q and T then
Q and T were then introduced to the Three-Coin game, and
decided to run the simulation at the fastest speed. At this
Q once more decided that the game was fair because it was a
speed the game runs ten points at a time, and individual coin
game of luck, although T was hesitant to agree. However,
flips can not be perceived. After about 20 seconds the game
T could not state w h y she thought the game was unfair, and
reached 200 points, and gave the students the option to
finally determined that, since all the outcomes were
continue playing or stop and analyze the results. Q and T
possible, the game must be fair. Note that, although the
chose to stop playing and go immediately into Conclude.
partitioning of the outcomes into points for A and points for
Thefirstthree conclusion screens asked the students to
B were on the screen at all times, the students never
evaluate their predictions. For each of these conclusions,
considered counting the outcomes to determine if each team
the students stated that, although their predictions did not
had an equal number of outcomes. Although it is dangerous
exactly match the actual data, the results were close enough
to make inferences based on the absence of an action, the
for them to still agree with their predictions (Figure 7).
fact that it never occurred to these (or most) students to
Additionally, in Figure 8, Q came back to their earlier
simply count up the number of outcomes, especially w h e n
statement that being a game of luck is an important aspect
something about the game seemed troubling, m a y point to a
of the game. This became the single most important factor
lack of an understanding of the importance of the outcome
for these students for the remainder of the session.
space in determining probabilities.
T: Even, look, almost even
Then, consistent with their predictions for the Two-Penny
Q: Yeah, so it's pretty fair because no one is like way, way
game, and consistent with their idea that luck means that a
more than the other
game is fair, for the remainder of the predictions Q and T
stated that the teams will score an approximately equal
Figure 7: Conclusion—is the game fair?
number of points, and each of the combinations should
occur equally. They then put the game on the fastest speed,
and quickly played up to two hundred points. W h e n the
game reached two hundred points, they went into conclude
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and simply agreed with all their predictions, without
comparing their predictions to the actual results, even
stating that the data is not important (Figure 11). Such
reasoning is based, presumably, on the statements made at
the end of the Two-Penny game, that a g a m e of luck must
be fair, and data is not an important factor.
Typed: T H E C O I N S IS JUST D A T A A N D T H E D A T A IN
THIS G A M E IS N O T T H A T I M P O R T A N T .

and simply said that these results were not relevant. It was
not until T was able to determine that the partitioning of the
outcome space was unequal that they were able to confirm
that the g a m e was unfair, and it took a notably long time
until this counting strategy was employed by the students,
lending credence to the supposition that the outcome space
was not a salient feature of this situation. Note that most of
this behavior is not consistent with the heuristics and biases
view of probabilistic reasoning. It seems as though w e need
another view of students' conceptions of probability that is
different from that offered by the traditional literature.

Figure 11: Conclusion—are the combinations in the ThreeCoin game important?
At this point the researcher asked them to play some
more, reminding them of the Reset button that sets the
points back to zero. After playing several more rounds up
to two hundred points, T decided that, because Team B kept
losing, the game must be unfair. Q, however, kept stating
that the g a m e is just luck, and so must be fair (Figure 12).
T did not accept this answer, and continued looking for an
explanation. She finally noticed the difference in the
number of outcomes that scored a point for each team, and
then resorted to a strategy of making the g a m e fair,
contrasting a partitioning of points that would make the
g a m e fair with the actual partitioning (Figure 13). Q then
understood h o w this partitioning was relevant and agreed that
the g a m e was unfair.
T: See, T e a m B is losing by a lot. Told you it was unfair
Q: This game is just luck, it's just a penny game, it's
luck
Figure 12: Unfair versus luck
T: W h y is it fair, Q ?
Q: Because it's a g a m e of luck, it's jut throwing pennies
T: I'm not talking about whose got the penny, I'm talking
about right here [pointing to the tree]. They keep losing,
and I'm trying to figure out why...wait a minute! See h o w
this is A A right here? and this is A B A B A B

R: Mmm-hmmm
T: But shouldn't it be B B ?
R: W h a t do you mean, shouldn't it be?
T: Right here it says A A A B A B A B
Figure 13: Making the game fair

Results: A Framework for Understanding
Probabilistic R e a s o n i n g

The main finding from this research is that students display
a wide variety of ideas, some of which approach normative
reasoning in probability, and others of which interfere with
normative reasoning. In this study, instead of analyzing
students' statements in an attempt to derive misconceptions,
w e will compare students' reasoning and normative
probabilistic reasoning.
T o m a k e this comparison, w e must first have an
understanding of what w e mean by normative reasoning.
The version of normative reasoning used here is an idealized
reasoning process used by someone with an understanding of
elementary probability w h o is faced with a novel situation.
The novel situation in this case is determining if the games
just
of chance described previously are fair.
Such normative reasoning will first determine what is
meant by "fair", which will not be addressed in this paper.
After this, any of the several different reasoning processes
that can be considered "normative" will have the
characteristics that they will be based on (i) determining that
the game is based on a non-determinable mechanism (i.e.
understanding some aspects of randomness); (ii) determining
the outcomes that score points for each team (i.e.
understanding the outcome space); (iii) determining the
probabilities of the outcomes that score a point for each
team (i.e. understanding the probability distribution), and
combining these probabilities with the outcome space to
derive a theoretical expectation of fairness; and (iv)
comparing the expected fairness of the games to the actual
fairness after playing for some large number of points to
determine if the theoretical expectations are accurate. In order
to understand h o w students' reasoning differs from, and is
similar to, normative reasoning, w e will compare student
reasoning to this idealized view of probabilistic reasoning.

Summary: Q and T's analysis of the Two-Penny game
began with them stating several different, often competing
or conflicting, intuitions about probability, few of which
seemed to carry any deep commitment. And, although
representativeness could be used to describe some of their
reasoning, it is a far from adequate account, as much of their
reasoning is inconsistent with representativeness. Q and T
then began to consider luck the single most important aspect
of the game, even stating that they did not need data to
determine the fairness of the games. Their commitment to
this position was shown in the Three-Coin game, when Q
explicitly denied the importance of data that showed that this
g a m e w a s unfair. Note that she did not fall prey to the law
of small numbers, nor did she dismiss the g a m e as
"cheating", nor did she suffer from confirmation bias,
misinterpreting the data as showing that the games were
tied. Instead, she acknowledged the results of the simulation
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Randomness
During the course of the study, every pair of students made
reference to the fact that randomness was an important factor
in analyzing the outcomes of coin flips. This reference
typically came through students talking about the game
being based on "luck" or "chance", and also by contrasting
these games with games of skill. Additionally, students
stated that the random process of coinflipswould result in
variation between trials (Figure 14), which is consistent
with the normative view of randomness.

M : ... see, like, there's three of H H T , and 3 of T T H , but
only one of H H H and one of T T T , so it's hard to get
H H H , it's easier to get H H T

K: It won't be totally even
U: ... when youflip2 coins you don't k n o w what they are
going to be. Sometimes you win, sometimes you lose.
\ X: The tides can change.

Figure 16: Not differentiating outcomes based on order

Figure 14: Randomness has variability
K (typed): I T H I N K T H I S G A M E IS F A I R B E C A U S E IT'S
J U S T L U C K O R F A T E W H A T IT L A N D S ON!!!!!!!
0: Anything can happen, so that's w h y I think it's fair
Figure 15: Luck implies fairness

D: U m m , I chose those I guess cause it's like too m u c h of a
pattern, like Tails tails tail uh...yeah, seems like less of a
chance for it to go on that same one all three times, and
like tails heads tails, like, in a pattern like that, and like
heads tails heads

Figure 17: Representativeness based on a non-normative
However, as illustrated in the case study of Q and T, three
probability distribution
of the eight pairs of students stated that luck or randomness
Finally, although most students did reference the outcome
meant that nothing could be predicted about the games (see
space in the Two-Penny game, only two pairs of students
Figure 15). This result m a y be consistent with the
"outcome approach" as described by Konold et al. (1993), as referenced the outcome space when making predictions in the
Three-Coin G a m e , with only one of these pairs explicitly
the students were replying to a question about a series of
counting the outcomes. This m a y be because it was easy for
events as if the answer depended upon being able to predict
any single event. These students did not accept that the
students to understand and verbalize the outcome space for
Three-Coin game was unfair until they noticed the difference
the Two-Penny game, whereas the outcome space of the
in the number of paths, and only then were able to create a
Three-Coin game was more complex, making it harder to
discuss. A s a result, even though the outcome space was
new understanding that could explain the data.
always on the screen for both games, students were rarely
The Outcome Space and Probability Distribution
able to use the outcome space to reason normatively about
the games.
In formal probability theory, determining the probability of
a compound event is a multi-step process: one determines
The Validity of Evidence
the relevant outcomes and, creating or using a probability
It is in documenting people's beliefs about the validity of
distribution, one determines the likelihood of each of these
outcomes. Combining these likelihoods determines the
data that the misconceptions literature in probability is least
probability of specific events (such as T e a m A scoring a
controversial: it is well known that people, including trained
statisticians, often fall prey to the law of small numbers
point). Using this process, one can clearly differentiate
(Tversky & Kahneman, 1982) (an interesting exception is
between the outcome space and the probability distribution,
found in the illusionary correlation literature, C h a p m a n &
and these two entities are often introduced at different times
C h a p m a n , 1967). However, the data from our study
in probability textbooks (e.g. Pitman, 1993). Although the
students in this study did invoke ideas similar to the
presents a picture that is not as clear-cut as the existing
outcome space and the probability distribution, they often
literature would lead one to believe. Although m a n y of the
reasoned in a way that m a d e it difficult to distinguish
students did exhibit behavior consistent with the law of
between the two.
small numbers at some times, students also expected
M a n y students had trouble in differentiating the individual
variability between different trials of a random process, and
outcomes from the set of all outcomes that could score a
several students did not fall prey to the law of small
point for a team. So, w h e n asked the probability of a
numbers: in fact, they explicitly denied the relevance of data
specific outcome occurring, many of the students stated that
that was in contradiction to their theories, not accepting the
each of the outcomes that score a point for T e a m A were
data as relevant until they had created a scenario that could fit
more probable, because they expected T e a m A to win. That
the data (note that this behavior is consistent with the
is, the students had a difficult time understanding h o w to
science education literature (Chinn & Brewer, 1993)).
differentiate between the outcomes space and the probability
Although this paper is not the forum for an in-depth
analysis of the interaction between students' prior
of a complex event such as a team scoring a point.
expectations and the role they gave to evidence, it is worth
Several of the students explicitly stated that order did not
mentioning that students can be roughly characterized as
matter when differentiating between outcomes, and then
behaving in a manner that was either data-driven or theorydiscussed a probability distribution over combinations of
driven. Data-driven students were characterized either by their
outcomes (Figure 16). This behavior could easily be seen as
unwilhngness to create a theory in the absence of data, or by
representativeness, however, this behavior is based on not
fully understanding h o w to properly enumerate and partition
their willingness to give up their theory after only a small
the outcome space. This is in contrast with students w h o
number of points had been played (typically 10 points or
don't expect "patterns" in data (Figure 17). The latter is
less). Theory-driven students were characterized by an
closer to the traditional definition of representativeness, and
unwillingness to believe the data w h e n it was in conflict
is based upon applying a non-normative probability
with their theory. W h e n theory-driven students first saw
that the data was inconsistent with their theory, they
distribution to a normative enumeration of the outcome
explicitly denied the relevance of the data, and stated that the
space.
computer was cheating, or they just ignored the data and
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claimed the truth of their predictions (Figure 19). The
students abandoned their contention that the Three-Coin
game was fair only after they were able to construct an
understanding of the importance of the outcome space.
L: In real life it would be fair...the computer is cheating
Figure 19: Theory-driven discussions of evidence
Summary
Middle school students do have productive ideas about
probability, and these can be seen as a source of normative
probabilistic reasoning. W h e n discussing randomness, many
of the students explicitly stated that variation is to be
expected from trial to trial. However, some students also
believe that a random event means that nothing at all can be
predicted about future events. It is important to note,
though, that this can be viewed as a normative understanding
of randomness that has been over-extended. That is, a
frequentist understanding of probability maintains that it is
meaningless to apply probabilities to specific events, so
these students are in many ways "correct" when applying
this idea to short-run data. It is only when extending this
idea to long-run data that this reasoning is non-normative.
W h e n discussing the outcome space and the probability
distribution, students exhibited many different ideas, making
any generalizations difficult. W e can say, however, that
many students have difficulty in distinguishing between
outcomes, and many students have difficulty in
distinguishing between the outcome space and the
probability distribution. And, once the relevance of the
outcome space becomes apparent, many students display
reasoning that is consistent with normative probability.
The research literature shows that many people fall prey to
the law of small numbers, and this study is no exception.
However, this study illustrates subtleties that have not been
fully appreciated in the literature. In particular, the theorydriven subjects in this study did not believe data that was in
conflict with a theory that they had proposed. This suggests
that there is an interaction between people's expectations and
the validity that they are willing to attribute to data. W e
posit that this has not been appreciated in the past due to the
artificial nature of the tasks that subjects were given,
whereas in our tasks students were engaged and felt
ownership of their predictions and conclusions.
Finally, the understanding of student intuitions presented
here shows that, even when students do behave in a manner
consistent with representativeness, different students may be
using different reasoning strategies. Using the framework in
this paper, w e can see that there are two very different causes
behind similar behavior: in some cases, the student may not
have a full appreciation for the outcome space, and may not
be differentiating between outcomes based on order, whereas
in other cases, the student may be using a non-uniform
probability distribution, and may believe that certain
outcomes are more likely than others.
Conclusions
Students have many ideas about probability, and these ideas
are not adequately described by simply stating that students

are using heuristics such as representativeness. Instead,
students invoke a large number of intuitions about
probability, and these intuitions can be seen to roughly
correspond to randomness, the outcome space, probability
distribution, and the role of data. By viewing students'
probabilistic intuitions in this way we expect that, although
many of the misconceptions found in the literature are
adequate ways of describing the behavior of some students
some of the time, students will exhibit great variation in
behaviors, based on their understanding of these four related
areas. In fact, this variation is exactly what is observed in
this study as well as in the research literature. W e feel that
by viewing student ideas about probability as consisting of
four interrelated sets of intuitions, w e can come to a more
thorough understanding of probabilistic reasoning.
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Abstract
The causal power theory of the probabilistic contrast model
(or power P C theory) of causal induction (Cheng, in press)
states that estimates of the causal importance of a candidate
cause are determined by the covariation between the cause and
the effect and the probability of the effect as indexed by the
probability of the effect in the absence of the cause. In two
causal induction experiments we tested predictions derived
from the equations of the power P C theory. In Experiment 1,
the power P C theory predicted equivalent causal estimates in
conditions where the probability of the effect given the
presence of the cause, P(ejfect I cause), equalled 1 and in
conditions where P{ejfect I cause) equalled 0. Judgments,
however, differed significantly within these conditions and
conformed to the predictions of a simpler contingency model.
These prediction failures might be attributable to the
particular values of V(effect I cause), and thus Experiment 2
set this probability to values other than 1 or 0. Causal
judgments again disconfirmed the predictions of the power P C
theory and this time significantly failed to conform to the
predictions of a simple contingency model.

Introduction
In a causal induction task, reasoners seek to determine the
importance of different candidate causes in producing a target
effect. Cheng and her collaborators have argued that people
base this assessment on the computation of covariation
between each cause and the effect over an appropriate set of
focal observations (e.g., Cheng & Novick, 1992). A n index
of covariation is A P which is the difference between the
conditional probability of the effect e given candidate cause
A, P(e I A ) and the conditional probability of the effect
given the absence of the cause, P(e I -A). More recently,
Cheng's (in press) causal power theory of the probabilistic
contrast model (or power P C theory) specified Uiat causal
judgments are not simply a function of A P but also of the
base rate of the effect, as indexed by P(e I -A). For
facilitative causal relationships high effect base rates m a y
mask the causal power of a candidate cause and reasoners'
estimates should thus increase as the effect base rate
increases. Cheng formalizes this relationship with the
following equation,
APa
(1)
power A =
1 ?{e \-A)
For preventive causal relationships low effect base rates m a y
obscure the preventive causal power of a candidate cause and

consequently reasoners' estimates should increase as the
effect base rate decreases. Cheng formalizes this relationship
in Equation (2),
-^?A
(2)
power A =
P(e \-A)
Note that these equations apply only w h e n alternative
candidate causes, in this experiment represented by the
constant cause X (as introduced below), are independent of
the target cause A, and indeed in the experiments reported
below P(X I A ) = PCX I -A) = P(X).
The experiments reported here tested a number of simple
predictions derived from Equations (1) and (2) in a causal
induction task in which the covariation information between
candidate causes and the effect was presented one trial at a
time. There were two candidate causes in the task, one
present on every trial (the constant cause) and one present on
some trials but absent on others (the variable cause). Data
from Experiment I showed that ratings of the causal
importance of the variable cause violated the predictions of
the power P C theory but not those of a simple contingency
model based on A P alone, while the data from Experiment 2
showed that they violated the predictions of both the power
P C theory and the simple contingency model. In turn,
ratings of the constant cause in both experiments were a
function of the probability of the effect in the presence of
the constant cause alone. W e show below that on the basis
of a number of auxiliary assumptions the power P C theory
can predict this result.
Experiment 1
In thefirstexperiment .subjects judged the importance of
variable and constant candidate causes in producing an effect
in four conditions. W e will refer to the variable cause as
cause A and the constant cau.se as cause X. In two of the
conditions the probability of the effect in the presence of the
variable cause (and of the constant cause since it is present
on every trial or P(e I A.X)), equalled 1. In these conditions
the power P C theory makes identical predictions, namely
very high estimates of the facilitatory power of A regardless
of die base rate of die effect (and consequently of the
contingency between A and the effect; w e will derive these
predictions below). In Uie remaining two conditions, P(e I
A.X) equalled 0. In these conditions, the power P C theory
predicts very high estimates of the preventive power of A
again regardless of die base rate of the effect.
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Method
Design. Each subject participated in four experimental
conditions. Each condition was composed of 48 trials which
showed either the presence of both a variable and a constant
cause {AX trials) or the presence of the constant cause alone
(X trials) followed with the presence or absence of the effect.
Table 1 shows the probability of tlie effect in tJie presence
and in the absence of the variable cause in each of the four
conditions. The top half of Table 2 reports the frequency of
presentation of the four trial types.
Predictions. Before examining the predictions of the
power P C theory a caveat is in order. The output values of
Equations (1) and (2) are not understood to m a p
isomorphically onto a rating scale. The mapping function
that binds the theory's prediction to a subject's judgments is
not k n o w n but is assumed to be monotonic.
A simple contingency model based on A P predicts that
estimates of the variable candidate cause should be
proportional to A P , namely more positive in Condition 1
where A P is 0.83 than in Condition 2 where A P is 0.17 and
more negative in Condition 3 where A P is -0.83 than in
Condition 4 where A P is -0.17. The power P C theory
makes different predictions from the simple contingency
model. Thus, on the basis of Equation (1) the predictions of
the power P C theory for the two conditions where A P is
positive are equivalent. In Condition 1 where A P = 0.83 and
the probability of the effect in the absence of the variable
cause, P{e I -A.X), is 0.17 the predicted power of A is,
0.83
0.83

subjects redefine the focal set to include observations other
than the ones presented during the experimental procedure.
Since the causal scenario used in these experiments was
ficfilious, actual or similar observafions outside the
laboratory that would lend themselves to a definition of P(e I
-A.-X) are rare. Instead, subjects m a y be argued to set P(e I
-A.-X) to some value on the basis of their understanding of
the task. As long subjects define P(e I -A.-X) in a systematic
way across all experimental conditions, the value of the
contrast for the constant cause should be determined only by
the probability of the effect in the presence of the constant
cause alone or P{e I -A.X). Thus, the power P C theory and a
simpler contingency model based solely on the computation
of AP, with the help of a few auxiliary assumptions, predict
that the ratings of the causal importance of a constant
candidate cause should be a function of P(e I -A.X).
Cause A

1

1-0.17 ~ 0.83 ~
and in Condition 2 where A P = 0.17 and P(e I -A.X) = 0.83,
the predicted power of A is also 1,
0.17
0.17
1-0.83 ~0.17~
For the two negative conditions, the power P C theory
predictions are also equivalent. The A P term in Equation (2)
is negated to yield positive estimates of preventive causal
power, but since a negative rating scale was used in this
study w e have removed the negative. In Condition 3 where
A P = -0.83 and P(e I -A.X) = 0.83 the predicted power of A
is.
-0.83
= -1
0.83
For Condition 4 where A P = -0.17 and P(e I -A.X) = 0.17,
the predicted power of A is also -1,
-0.17
= -1
0.17
The left panel and the middle panel of Figure 1 illustrate the
predictions of the power P C theory and the simple
contingency model respectively. While the simple
contingency model predicts a contingency polarity (i.e.,
positive/negative) by absolute A P interaction, the power P C
theory predicts no such interaction.
The covariation between the constant cause and the effect
is incalculable within the task trials since P(e I -A.-X) is
undefined. The power P C theory (as well as a simpler model
based on the calculation of A P alone) must postulate that
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1

Pie \ A.X)
1.00

P(e 1 -A.X)
0.17

AP
0.83

PPC
1

Cause X

est

est

-29.5
85.9
(9.1)
(6.3)
0.83
0.17
1.00
61.8
1
67.9
2
(9.9)
(8.2)
76.8
0.83
-0.83
-85.4
0.00
3
-1
(3.4)
(8.6)
0.17
-61.5
0.00
4
-21.5
-0.17
-1
(8.3) (10.7)
Table 1. Probability of the effect in the presence, P(e I
A.X), and in the absence of the variable candidate cause,
P(e I -A.X); output of a simple contingency model A P and
of the power P C theory (PPC); mean terminal estimates
for the variable cause (A) and the constant cause (X) in
each of the four conditions of Experiment 1 (standard error
in parentheses).
Procedure. The causal induction task was couched in a
fictitious scenario involving samples of laboratory mice
having been exposed to radiafion. The mice were
subsequently injected with certain hormones (e.g.,
CurieSCT, AsloXT), and one month later cell growth was
analysed. S o m e mice were injected with two hormones,
others with only one. The task instructions informed the
subjects that the hormones could either potentiate cancerous
cell growth or prevent it. There were four groups of 48
mice, each group corresponding with one of the four
experimental conditions. The record for each mouse was
presented one at a time on a computer screen and informed
the subjects whether it had been injected with one or two
hormones. Subjects were then asked to predict the health of
that mouse, which they did by entering " 1 " for "abnormal
cell growth" or " 0 " for "healthy cell growth". O n e second
later feedback appeared on the screen, informing the subjects
about the health of that mouse. The feedback stayed on the
screen until subjects depressed the spacebar to see the next
record. Four sets of labels for thefictitioushormones were
used and their assignment counterbalanced across conditions
and across hormone types (i.e., variable or constant).
The order of presentation of each of the four conditions
was counterbalanced across subjects. The trial presentation
was randomized but constrained to match exactly the

conditional probabilities of the etiecl in the presence and
absence of the variable cause shown in I able 1 after each
block of 24 trials. After each block ol 24 trials, subjects
were asked "what is your estimate of the relationship
between <hormone n a m e > and abnormal cell developnicni?"
which they answered by entering a number between -100
and 100. Subjects were told that "a positive estimate
indicates that you believe the hormone to C A U S E " and "a
negative estimate indicates that you believe the hormone to
P R E V E N T abnormal cell development" Since the trials
main effect was not reliable in any of the analyses conducted
on the causal ratings, only the terminal ratings will be
rqwrted.

Trial Type

AX-^E
AX -> no E
X -^E
X^noE
1
Trial Type

AX^E
A X -) no E

X^E

Experiment 1
Conditions
|
1 (0.85) 2(0.17) 5 (-0.85) 4 (-0.17)

24
24
0
0
4
20
4
20
Experiment 2
1 (0.50)

2 (0.10)

10
10
0
20

18
2
16
4

0
24
20
4

0
24
4
20

5 (-0.50) 4 (-0.10)

10
10
20
0

2
18
4
16

X ->no E
Table 2. Frequency of presentation of each of the four trial
type in each condition of Experiment 1 (top halO and of
Experiment 2 (bottom half). For each condition A P for A
is given in parentlieses. A = variable cause, X = constant
cause, E = effect.
Subjects. Twenty-four undergraduates from the University
of Hertfordshire received course aedits for their participation.
Results and Discussion
Variable Cause. T h e m e a n terminal ratings of the causal
importance of the variable candidate cause are shown in the
sixth column of Table 1 and are plotted in the right-most
panel of Figure 1. It seemed that the ratings were influenced
by A P in that they were more positive w h e n A P increased
from 0.17 to 0.83 in the two positive conditions, and they
were more negative w h e n A P decreased from -0.17 to -0.83
in the two negative conditions. Hence, the ratings did not
conform to the power P C theory predictions. The statistical
analysis supported this observation (the rejection criterion
was set at .05 for all analyses unless indicated otherwise). In
a two-way repeated measures analysis of variance ( A N O V A ) ,
the main effect of the absolute value of A P (i.e., the 10.171
conditions versus the 10.831 conditions) w a s not reliable
because of the symmetry in the estimates, the main effect of
contingency polarity (i.e., the positive versus the negative
conditions) w a s reliable, F(l, 23) = 262, and importantly,
the interaction between these two factors was reliable, F(l,
23) = 6.44. Thus, while the power P C theory predicted n o
interaction between these two factors (see the left-most panel
of Figure 1), there w a s a significant interaction.
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Simple A P

Causal Ratings

100
^

• ^ ^

o >

y-"?
0.17

0.83

1
0.17

1
0.83

1
0.17

~ ""O
1
0.83

100

Absolute a P
Figure 1. Predicted causal ratings in the two
positive contingency conditions (black circles) and
in die two negative contingency conditions (white
circles) derived from the power P C theory (left
panel) and the simple contingency model (middle
panel) for Experiment 1; mean observed terminal
causal ratings (right panel).
C o n s t a n t C a u s e . T h e m e a n terminal ratings of the
constant cause are reported in the right most column of
Table 1. T h e ratings appeared determined by the hkelihood
of the effect occurring in the absence of the variable cause
(see the P(e I -A.X) column of Table 1). In the two positive
conditions this probability w a s low only w h e n A P w a s
highly positive, while in the two negative conditions this
probability w a s high only w h e n A P w a s highly negative.
W e thus expected to obtain a reliable interaction in a twow a y repeated measures A N O V A . In such an analysis, neither
the main effect of absolute A P nor the main effect of
contingency polarity w a s reliable (again because of the
symmetry in the estimates), but the interaction between
these two factors was, F(\, 23) = 89.2. Thus, subjects were
willing to rate the importance of a constant candidate cause
even if its contingency with the effect w a s incalculable in
the focal set delimited by the task trials (see also ValldeTourangeau, M u r p h y , & Baker, 1996). Moreover, these
estimates appeared to be systematically determined by the
frequency with which the effect occurred in the absence of
the variable cause.
Experiment 2
Subjects' ratings of the variable candidate cause in
Experiment 1 were in line with the predictions of a simple
contingency model. In this respect, this result is not
genuinely embarrassing for the power P C theory as long as
auxiliary assumptions are developed that would specify the
circumstances in which the computation of A P is or is not
further weighted by an effect base rate index. One such
auxiliary assumption might have something to do with
extreme predictions. That is, in Experiment 1 the power P C
predictions were either perfect facilitatory or perfect
preventive causal power by setting P(e I A.X) at 1.00 or
0.00. These extreme values might represent some
uninteresting boundaries to the application of the power P C
Uieory. Experiment 2 thus set P(e I A.X) at values other
than 1.00 and 0.00, and investigated moderate predictions of
the power P C theory, namely, predicted causal power of
0.50 or -0.50.

Ciust-A

1
1

T'{e\AX)
0.50

IVI-AY)
0.00

AP
0.50

PVC
0.5

-0.10

Cause X

est

--0.50

0.20

est

The far left panel luid llie middle panel of Figure 2 illustrate
the predictions of the power P C theory and the simple
contingency model respectively. A s in Experiment 1 the
power P C theory predicts no interaction between
contingency pohtfity and absolute A P , whereas the simple
contingency mcxlel does.
A s in Experiment 1, botli die power P C theory and the
simple A P model can predict h o w tlie constant cause will be
rated by postulating that subjects calculate its contingency
by redefining the focal set. A s long as subjects redefine the
focal set in the same way in the four conditions, then these
models predict that ratings of the constant cause will be
determined by the probability of the effect in the presence of
the constant cause alone.

24.4
-60.6
(10.3) (10.6)
43.S
0 5
0.10
0.90
0.80
80.8
2
(7.5)
(3.8)
-0.50
0.50
1.00
90.5
0.5 -10.2
3
(10.0) (2.2)
-0.10
0.10
0.20
-0.5 -49.8
-42.3
4
(8.2) (10.2)
Table 3. Probability of the effect in the presence, P{e I
A.X), and in the absence of the variable candidate cause,
P(e I -A.X); output of a simple contingency model A P and
of the power P C theory (PPC); m e a n terminal estimates
for the variable cause (A) and the constant cause (X) in
each of the four conditions of Experiment 2 (standard error
in parentheses).
Method
Design a n d Procedure. A s in Experiment 1, each
subject participated in four experimental conditions. Each
condition w a s composed of 4 0 trials. T h e different
contingencies between the variable cause and the effect
necessitated different trial numbers from Experiment 1 to
maintain equal frequencies of the different trial types in both
blocks of trials in each condition. Table 3 shows the
probability of the effect in the presence and in the absence of
the variable cause in each condition. The frequency of the
trial types for each condition is shown in the bottom half of
Table 2. T h e same procedure as in Experiment 1 was
employed.
Predictions. The simple contingency model predicts diat
causal ratings should be less positive in Condition 2 (AP =
0.10) Uian in Condition 1 (AP = 0.50). It also predicts diat
the ratings should be less negative in Condition 4 (AP =
-0.10) Uian in Condition 3 (AP = -0.50). The power P C
predictions are different: on the basis of Equation (1) the
predicted ratings should be equivalent in the positive
conditions. In Condition 1 where A P = 0.50 and the
probability of the effect in the absence of the variable cause,
P(e I -A.X), equals 0, the predicted power of A is,
0.50
0.50
=
= 0.50
1-0.00
1
and in Condition 2 where A P = O.IO and P(e I -A.X) = 0.80,
the predicted power of A is the same, namely
0.10
0.10
=
= 0.50
1-0.80
0.20
For the two negative conditions, the power P C theory
predicts equivalent causal ratings as well. In Condiuon 3
where A P = -0.50 and P(e I -A.X) = 1.00 the predicted power
of A is,
-0.50
= -0.50
1.00
In Condition 4 where A P = -0.10 and P(e I -A.X) = 0.20, the
predicted power of A is also -0.50, namely
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Subjects. Twenty four undergraduates from the University
of Hertfordshire received course credits for their participation.
Results and Discussion
Variable Cause. The m e a n terminal ratings of the
variable candidate cause art reported in the sixth column of
Table 3 and are plotted in the right-most panel of Figure 2.
It seemed that the estimates were in line with the predictions
of neither the power P C theory nor of the simple
contingency model. Interestingly, in the positive conditions,
ratings were more positive when A P equalled 0.10 than
when it equalled 0.50, and in die negative conditions, ratings
were less negative when A P equalled -0.50 than when it
equalled -0.10. Hence, there seemed to be a strong
interaction in die ratings but of a kind opposite to die one
predicted by the simple contingency model. In a two-way
repeated measures A N O V A , die main effect of the absolute
value of A P (i.e., the 10.501 conditions versus die 10.101
conditions) was not reliable again because of the symmetry
in the estimates, die main effect of contingency polarity
(i.e., the positive versus the negative conditions) was
reliable, F(l, 23) = 47.8, and importantly, the interaction
between these two factors was reliable, F(l, 23) = 6.9.
These data undermine die claim that the power P C dieory
proffers an adequate description of causal judgments and
invalidate the argument that subjects were still sensitive to
some elements of die power P C dieory equations, namely
AP, since ratings were significanUy different from diose
predicted by a simple A P model.
Constant Cause. The mean terminal ratings of the
constant candidate cause are reported in the right-most
column of Table 3. A s in Experiment 1, the estimates
appeared to be a function of P{e I -A.X). In a two-way
A N O V A on these estimates the main effect of absolute A P
was not reliable, the main effect of die variable cause's
contingency polarity was reliable, F(l, 23) = 15.8 and die
interaction between these two factors, as expected, was
highly significant, F(l, 23) = 166. The contingency polarity
main effect was reliable because P(e I -A.X) in the two
negative conditions (viz., 1.00 and 0.20 in Conditions 3 and
4 respectively, see Table 3) was larger than in the two

positive conditions (viz., 0.00 and 0.80 in Conditions 1 and
2 respectively). Tliis is further evidence tliat subjects' ratings
of the constant cause closely reflected the frequency with
which the effect occurred in the absence of the viyiabkcause.
Power P C
•
•

Simple A P

Causal Ratings

.sets. Rather, they lake the form of simple two-layer
networks with an input layer coding for the candidate causes
and an output layer coding for the target effect. Both use
enor reduction learning algorithms similar to the delta rule.
The R - W model stipulates that the change in the weight of
;uiy cause-effect connection on any given trial is a function
of Equation (3)

50
Aw = apa-tw) ^^^
I

0.10

0.50

I

0.10

T
0.50

•50

0.10 0.50

Absolute AP
Figure 2. Predicted causal ratings in the t w o
positive contingency conditions (black circles) and
in the two negative contingency conditions (white
circles) derived from the power P C Uieory (left
panel) and the simple contingency model (middle
panel) for Experiment 2; m e a n observed terminal
causal ratings (right panel).
General Discussion
In the experiments reported here, estimates of the causal
importance of a variable candidate cause disconfmned the
predictions of the power P C theory. However, in the first
experiment, these estimates conformed to the predictions of
a simpler model based simply on the computation of A P
Even this simpler model had to be rejected in the light of the
data obtained in the second experiment where the causal
ratings were inversely proportional to AP. Thus, the ratings
of the variable candidate cause provided strong evidence that
the process of causal induction is not describable in terms of
the equations developed in the power P C theory.
Subjects also rated the causal importance of a constant
candidate cause. These ratings were a function of the
probability of the effect in die absence of the variable cause,
or ?(e I -A.X). If indeed the computation of contrasts
underlies causal induction then subjects asked to rate die
causal important of a constant cause were facing an 'impasse'
because the second probabiUty needed for this computation,
namely P(e I -A.-X) was undefined. The power P C theory
must Uierefore assume that subjects redefine the focal set to
include observation from outside the experimental procedure.
Assuming diat diis n e w focal set fixed P(e I -A.-X) at die
same value in all conditions, ratings of the constant cause
should be a function of Pie I -A.X), which indeed they were.
A direct test of these assumptions has not yet been
undertaken.
A class of simple connectionist architectures originally
developed to model Pavlovian conditioning offer an
alternative account of causal induction. Associative models
of causal induction such as the Rescorla-Wagner model
(Rescorla & Wagner, 1972; hencefordi R - W model) and
Pearce's (1987) model of stimulus generalization d o not
postulate that reasoners compute contrasts or redefine focal

where a and P are learning parameters, X is die target
activation on that trial and I w represents the actual
activation of die output node (determined by die sum of the
weights along die k active connections (a connection is
active when die corresponding candidate cause is present; die
activation function of the output unit is linear, not
sigmoidal).
The input layer of a Pearce network codes for the
configuration of causes experienced by the subjects, namely
A X and X. O n any given trial, the weight for the A X
configuration is updated using die following rule
AWax = p a - [Eax - Iax])
(4)
where (i is a learning parameter and A, is die target activation
of die output node on diat trial. The actual activation of the
output node reflects die sum of the strength of two types of
connection, one excitatory ( E ) and one inhibitory (I; again
die activation function is linear). Critically, these measures
of excitatory and inhibitory associative strength include the
generalized excitatory (or inhibitory) associative strength of
candidate causes that are similar to the compound A X , in
diis case X (see Pearce, 1987, Equations (6) and (8)). T h e
change in weight for die constant cause is determined by the
learning rule,

Awx = PiX-[Ex-lx])

(5)

The causal ratings for die constant cause are a function of
die cumulative weight changes as specified in Equation (5).
The predictions concerning the ratings of the constant
candidate cause derived from die R - W model and the Pearce
model are plotted in the left half of Figure 3. Both
associative models predict that ratings of X will be a
function of P(e I -A.X) (shown in Tables 1 and 3). While die
power P C dieory formulated die same predictions it did so
by postulating that subjects 1. redefined the focal set to
include real or imagined 'observations' outside die task trials
and 2. computed a contrast.
The predictions of the three models fare m u c h poorer for
die ratings of die variable candidate cause. A s Figures 1 and
2 showed, the predictions of the power P C theory were
disconfirmed in both experiments. The predictions of the RW model and the Pearce' model are shown in the right half
of Figure 3. The R - W model predicts the development of
' Since the variable cause was never experienced on its own, the
Pearce model stipulates that its causal estimation is a function
of the cumulative weight changes for the A X configuration as
specified in Equation (4) multiplied by a coefficient that indexes
the similarity between A and AX. Since A constitutes half of the
A X configuration, the Pearce model assumes that that
coefficient equals .5 (see Pearce. 1987, Equation (3)).
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Figure 3. M e a n terminal predicted associative strengtii of tlie constant
candidate cause and the variable candidate cause in the four conditions of each
experiment. The a parameter in the R - W algorithm was set to 0.35. The P
parameters in both the R - W and the Pearce algorithms were equated and set to
1. The mean terminal associative strength was calculated after 100 training
trials over 100 epochs.
associative bonds whose magnitude approximates A P at
asymptote. Thus, its predictions are the same as those from
a simple contingency model. Hence, the R - W can anticipate
the results of the first experiment, but not those of the
second. In turn, for Experiment 1, the Pearce model predicts,
as did the power P C theory, that ratings of the variable cause
within the positive conditions and within the negative
conditions should be equivalent. The Pearce model, however,
is the only model that can anticipate the ratings of the
variable cause in Experiment 2 because the associative
strength of the constant cause, which increases as the effect
base rate increases, generalizes to the variable cause. The
notion that the influence of the effect base rate on the ratings
of the variable cause m a y be mediated by the transfer of
associative strength from the constant cause m a y have
important implications for associative models of causal
induction. For example, Dickinson and Burke (1996) have
argued that retrospective revaluation such as backward
blocking m a y be mediated by within compound
associations. Their account proposes that the associative
strength of a given cause can be influenced by the strength
of other causes with which it has been repeatedly paired.
In summary, then, all diree models considered here (R-W,
Pearce, power PC), can anticipate the ratings of the constant
cause. However \he associative models do so without
postulating that subjects redefine focal sets and compute
contfasts (AP is not a theoretical primitive in those models).
Instead, the magnitude of the causal ratings reflect the
acquisition of an association between a cause and an effect,
and this developmental process is mediated by the causeeffect contiguity. As for the ratings of the variable candidate
cause, all three models postulate that they are influenced by
both the cause-effect covariation and the base rate of the
effect. The local prediction failures of the Pearce model (for
Experiment 1) and the R - W model (for Experiment 2)
suggest that these associative models have not fully captured
the interactive nature of these influences. O f course, it is

precisely the integration of these influences that the
equations of the power P C theory attempt to formalize.
However, die fact that die predictions derived from Uiese
equations were disconfirmed in both experiments
demonstrate that the formalization is inadequate.
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Abstract
It hcis often been observed among teachers of English
as a foreign language that the Enghsh article system is
difficult for learners to master. This paper provides a
processing account which pinpoints the source of these
errors as being within the learner's architecture for production. W e illustrate our account with a computational
model of one group of foreign language learners embedded within NL-Soar. The model's control structure and
learning mechanism are used to explain the architectural character of errors and to predict the conditions
required for overcoming them.

T h e s e m a n t i c s o f E n g l i s h articles
In light of the ease and frequency with which native
speakers use articles, it m a y be somewhat surprising to
discover the vast complexity of the system that learners
must master. Leaving aside issues relating to the learner
himself, (i.e. his level of proficiency and the potential for
transfer and/or interference from his native language),
(Young, 1996) describes four features which are necessary for the complete specification of article contexts:
countability, number, reference, and discourse marking.
T h e role of countability and number is illustrated in (1)
below, borrowed from (Young, 1996):

(1) Piaget saw the growth of language as
tied to the growth of thought, as though
it were a branch on the cognitive plant.
Teachers of English as a foreign language will generally
Chomsky is inclined to see language
agree that English articles are a m o n g the most resistant
learning and cognitive development as
forms to master. Additionally, it appears that the deindependent plants in a common garden.
gree to which a learner is able to msister these forms
Learning problem

is correlated with the presence or absence of articles in
the learner's native language (Tarone and Parrish, 1988;
Ringbom, 1985; Duskova, 1969). O n e popular explanation for this learning problem is that the semantics of
the articles is unknown, unlike plural or tense markings
where learners already know the semantics and simply
have to learn n e w linguistic mapping rules. This paper
describes a preliminary investigation of this issue from
the perspective of the Polish native speaker. Polish is an
appropriate choice because, like other Slavic languages,
it does not have linguistic forms corresponding to English articles. W e attempt to show that although Polish
does not have articles like English, Polish learners do
at least know the semantic features which they encode.
Consequently, the problem is not a simply matter of .semantics. Instead, w e illustrate that the source of the
problem lies in what w e call the learner's P r o d u c t i o n
Architecture. T h e production architecture is the particular organization of linguistic knowledge that is the
product of native language acquisition.^ W e show that
the reason Polish learners have such difficulty with English is because there is a mismatch between the native
production architecture which the learner brings to the
task of learning the foreign language and the architecture
required for production in that language.
'This production architecture is language-specific, and
should be thought of as distinct from the underlying general
cognitive architecture.

Notice that in order for a learner to produce these
sentences, he would have to recognize that the indefinite
article a(n) should not be used with the noncount nouns
language or thought, even though in other contexts it
would be necessary:
(2) *I have just had thought.
Moreover, the user would also need to recognize that
the zero article should be used with the plural count
noun plants as in independent plants, but in other situations it will require an article:
(3) *I forgot to water plants in my window.
T o completely specify these article contexts the learner
must further incorporate the reference and discourse status of each N P into his application rule for each article type. Reference is characterized as either specific
[-I-SR] or non-specific [-SR]; discourse status is characterized as either known to the hearer [-l-HK] or u n k n o w n
to the hearer [-HK]. Thus [-|-SR,-|-HK] contexts would
be marked with the and [-f-SR,-HK] contexts would be
marked with a(n) or 0 depending on the countability of
the noun. T h e [-SR] contexts have a less straight forward
mapping, as they correspond to generic and attributive
uses which can be marked by any article in English.
Linguistic Universals Of our four features for article
specification, w e will take the universality of countability
and number for granted. Instead, w e focus our discussion on the abstract features of [SR] and [HK], which
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were originally proposed by Bickerton as semantic and
discourse universals for characterizing noun phrase reference (Bickerton, 1981). T h e claim is that these concepts
are intrinsic to successful linguistic communication, but
that different languages will realize these meanings differently. A number of studies have given support to this
viewpoint (Huebner, 1983; Tarone and Parrish, 1988;
Chauldron and Parker, 1990). T h e results suggest that
learners progress through a series of stages, called Interlanguage, in which they distinguish a m o n g various
feature structures which m a y or m a y not include the
feature sets relevant to English. Consequently, the rules
they create using these "intermediate" feature structures
are not necessarily congruent with the rules of English,
leading to production errors.
T h e immediate question w e must cisk then, is h o w
does the Polish language capture these universals? Just
as with the other Slavic languages, Polish captures discourse status [HK] with word order (Szwedek, 1976;
Duskova, 1969). Thus, the sentence in (4) suggests that
chlopiec is a n e w discourse referent (i.e. [-HK]) because
it appears in clause-final position.

imperfective verb suggests an activity that is in progress;
the salient aspect is the reading and no particular book
is assumed. In (7) however, the book is assumed to have
a particular referent.
(6) Ja
I
(7) Ja
I

czytalem
ksiazke.
read-imperfective book-sing
przyczytalem ksiazke.
read-perfective the book-sing

Thus we see that these semantic concepts are not unknown to the Polish native speaker and it is therefore
insufficient to claim lack of knowledge as the source of
learning difficulties. W e will n o w turn to our process
model for more insight into what makes articles so hard
for Polish learners of English to master.

The Model
Role of Knowledge

Our approach to modelling a learner of English as a foreign language is fundamentally knowledge-based. The
key questions w e ask in identifying the source of errors
are 1) Does the learner recognize the semantic concepts
(4) Wszedl chlopiec.
encoded in the forms of the second language, 2) Is this
go-past-3p-masc boy-nom-sg
knowledge in the appropriate form for application, and
[A boy went out.]
3) Is the learner able to use this knowledge at the appropriate times during processing? T h e answer to the first
(5) Chlopiec wszedl.
question has been addressed by our above discussion of
boy-nom-sg go-past-3p-masc
linguistic universals; the learner has the knowledge of
[The boy went out.]
the relevant semantic concepts. A s w e will see below,
If the order were switched as in (5), chlopiec would be the real source of difficulties lies in the form (question
taken to refer to a discourse entity already introduced
2) and application (question 3) of that knowledge. To
in the discourse, and hence already known to the hearer
approach these questions, w e have built a model of a
(i.e. [+HK]).
Polish native speaker and set it to the task of generatT h e [SR] universal is evidenced in Slavic languages
ing English sentences requiring articles. The model is an
through verbal aspect (James, 1969). ^ Thus in (6) the
one-to-one. Nevertheless, there is a correlation sufficient to
^We can not say that the correspondence to [+/- SR] is sliow that speakers do have access to this senicintic feature.
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elaboration of NL-Soar (Lewis and Lehman, 1997; Lewis,
1996) which is a cognitive model of real-time language
comprehension and generation embedded within a single
agent.

Key

D
V

Knowledge Compilation in NL-Soar
In NL-Soar, as in the general Soar cognitive architecture,
linguistic behaviour is modelled as a series of transitions
between states. This is illustrated in Figure 1 with each
state being represented as a small square. Each transition is brought about through the application of an
operator, represented as arrows between states.^ Operators are NL-Soar's primitive unit of work and the level at
which the system makes decisions about what to do next.
Behaviour is recognitional if NL-Soar knows what to do
at every state in order to move to the next state. If N L Soar doesn't know what to do next, it means that it has
not learned the appropriate operator to transition out of
the current state. In response to this lack of knowledge,
the architecture automatically creates an impasse and
NL-Soar goes into a deliberate'^ processing m o d e in which
it searches its linguistic problem spaces for knowledge
about what to do next. Each problem space contains
syntactic, semantic, or pragmatic knowledge about the
kinds of structures that lead to a well-formed utterance
and situation model. W h e n a solution is found, the architecture automatically returns the result as a chunked
operator which integrates the information from all the
knowledge sources used to produce the result. T h e next
time the state that led to the impasse is encountered,
rather than deliberating, the chunked operator will fire
and processing will continue recognitionally. Thus, the
role of Soar's chunking mechanism is to capture the conditions that led to the impasse and then compile the
knowledge used to resolve it into an I F - T H E N rule.
Knowledge Types
The operators discussed above are just one type of
knowledge necessary for modeling intelligent cognitive
behaviour in NL-Soar. Consider the situation in Figure 2 where there are several different operators which
could apply to transition from a given state. Since N L Soar can execute only one operator at a time, and after
that operator has executed the system is in a new state,
knowledge is necessary to choose a m o n g alternative operators. This knowledge is referred to as search control
and embodies the information needed to guide processing along a single path to the desired goal.

-

-

state
operator

_

^
_

Figure 2: Search Control Knowledge

sentence The boy left, NL-Soar starts from the following:
[ACTION (go [AGENT ([ENTITY (boy (HK.SR))])]
[PATH (from ([PLACE (cafe (HK.SR))]))])]
English Generation
W h a t to say? T o produce this sentence in English,
first NL-Soar uses knowledge about which semantic concepts should be communicated to decide w h a t it needs
to lexicalize. This knowledge can be thought of as a
combination of pragmatic knowledge about the discourse
and knowledge of English grammar. Thus, in our example the system knows it must lexicalize the subject (i.e.
[ E N T I T Y (boy)]) and the verb (i.e. [ A C T I O N (leave)]
since English does not permit leaving either of these out
in this context. T h e system may, however, choose not
to produce a word for the embedded concept of P L A C E
because it knows that this is shared information from the
discourse. Crucially, its knowledge of English will also
tell the system to lexicalize the concept (HK,SR). W e
can now count three semantic concepts which the system as selected for lexicalization. In NL-Soar terms, we
say that the system compiles all the knowledge it used
to make these decisions into chunked operators called
Select-Obj and consequently we see three Select-Obj
operators in Figure 3.
W h e n to say it? Having applied Select-Obj operators
to the full semantic-conceptual structure to be c o m m u nicated we have picked out three objects that must be
lexicalized. T h e system now must m a k e a decision about
which one to sayfirst.In NL-Soar terms, this knowledge
is search control, the content being knowledge of English
word order. T h e system will look at the three Select-Obj
operators and choose [HK,SR] to be lexicalized first.

Sentence Production
The starting point for sentence production in any language is conceptual structure. T o set up the task in
NL-Soar we begin with a semantic representation of the
sentence to be generated.^ For example, to generate the

H o w to say it? Having chosen which semantic concept will be lexicalizedfirst,there is still an open question about what English word to use. This is the function of NL-Soar's S-Realize operator. T h e operator is
constructed by compiling knowledge from the S-Realize
There are 3 classes of operators in our Generation model:
we will use the labels Select-Ohj,S-Realize,Sayas mnemonics
lation we desire to generate. In this way we constrain our sefor the type of work they do.
mantic representation to the same representation used durW e do not mean to imply that this is conscious or intening comprehension, shown here in uppercase letters. Since
tional processing, only that it is not automatic.
the topic of this paper is one of errors in sentence production
In fact we begin with the situation model NL-Soar builds
we refer the reader to (Lewis and Lehman, 1997) for a fuller
after comprehending the Polish sentence whose EngUsh transexpUcation of NL-Soar comprehension.
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spaces that m a y include choices between synonyms or
competing lexical forms. Here is where the system decides to use the for [HK,SR] or a pronoun like this or that
that would communicate the same semantics. In the example in Figure 3 we see that the the S-realize operator
chooses the word the.
NL-Soar's generation continues through this series of
w h a t - w h e n - h o w decisions until all the Select-Obj operators have been realized. For fully learned behaviour,
the system does not have to impasse into the problem
spaces below the Recognitional/Deliberate dotted line because all operators will already be chunked. These decisions and the problem spaces used to create collections
of chunked operators m a k e up our model of the native
English production architecture.
Polish Generation
What to say? We now turn to the architecture for
production that underlies Polish generation, illustrated
in Figure 4. A s we have said previously, Polish uses
word order and verb aspect to express the information
contained in English articles. Thus when NL-Soar generates our sentence in Polish, there are only 2 Select-Obj
operators, one for the subject and one for the verb. Unlike in the English case, where [HK,SR] was identified as
a separate concept to be lexicalized, in Polish it remains
part of the semantics of the subject.
W h e n (and h o w ) to say it? In Polish the semantics
for definiteness, [HK], doesn't play a role until the system is trying to decide between the two Select-Obj operators. Here, it will notice that the subject is marked as
[-I-HK] (i.e. known to the hearer) and recall that Polish
g r a m m a r puts old information in sentence final position.
Hence the Select-Obj operator corresponding to the verb
will be chosen to execute first and an S-Realize operator
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will fire to determine how to say the verb, producing a
lexicalization which takes the [SR] feature into account.
Architectural Mismatch
N o w we can begin to see the difference in the architectures required for producing English vs. Polish sentences. For English, the [HK,SR] feature becomes a
Select-Obj operator to be realized lexically from the very
beginning of the production task; it is part of the w h a t
decision. Having selected the concepts to be realized,
English word order is used to guide the sequence of production from then on. In Polish, however,[HK] information is the root of the w h e n decision and [SR] information is part of the h o w decision. Rather than being an
operator, as in the English case, the [HK] information is
embodied in search control knowledge used to discriminate between operators. Thus both the organization of
knowledge, and the time course for application is different across the two languages.
Explaining Production Errors
Incorrect use of articles distinguishes the English of even
advanced learners of English as a foreign language. The
Interlanguage literature (Larson-Freeman, 1975; Ringb o m , 1985; Duskova, 1969) suggests learning stages
which include 1) periods of using no articles; 2) periods of overgeneralization of the; and 3) periods where
the learner has more discriminating Interlanguage rules
whose closeness to Standard English varies across individuals. A learner m a y go through any or all of these
stages and each stage m a y last for a variable duration.
A s we mentioned above, we believe that the key questions to ask in characterizing how the learner moves
through these stages are questions about his architecture
for production. In particular we must ask what is the
form of the learner's knowledge (e.g. operator vs. search
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control) and wiien is he able to bring that knowledge to
bear during processing?
Omissions
The special problem that Polish learners of English face
is that the organization of their production system requires them to apply knowledge of [HK,SR] at a time
different from that required by the target language. In
his native language, the Polish speaker uses knowledge of
[+/-HK] to choose a m o n g alternatives, but this knowledge is not used in selecting which concepts to realize. H e
therefore comes to the task of English production with
an architecture that is not designed to produce articles
as separate lexical items.
This contrasts with the architecture for English production, wherein a speaker uses [-I-/-HK] in association
with [-I-/-SR] when deciding which concepts to realize.
For an English native speaker, the [HK.SR] knowledge
becomes part of a chunked Select-Obj operator and as
such, there is no opportunity for the lexical realization of
[HK.SR] to be omitted. T h e task for the Polish learner
then is to achieve a re-organization of his processing architecture so that [+/-HK] is no longer search control
knowledge applied after semantic concepts have already
been selected for realization, but is n o w compiled into the
Select-Obj operators themselves. T h e amount of time it
takes the learner to achieve this re-organization will be
the duration of the omission stage in their Interlanguage.
Overgeneralizations
.\lthough the learner w h o overgeneralizes articles has
clearly not acquired the target language form, the mere

fact that he produces them implies that he has achieved
the necessary reorganization of knowledge. A s w e have
discussed previously, the core of this reorganization
comes from applying [-f/-HK] knowledge at the SelectO b j (what?) stage, rather than at the search control
( w h e n ? ) stage. W e would then predict that this is the
primary feature they use for generating articles, perhaps
producing them in all [HK] contexts. Recall that Polish native speakers use knowledge of [-I-/-SR] during the
S-Realize stage of processing. Thus the English rules
require shifting the point of application of this knowledge to an earlier stage and integrating it with [-I-/-HK]
knowledge. Until the learner can combine these two features into a single Select-Obj operator, we expect overgeneralizations to occur.
Nonstandard Interlanguage Rules Overgeneralizations are one type of Interlanguage rule, but w e might
also expect a stage where the learner is more variable
in his article production. O u r model predicts this behavior because the selection of which concepts to realize (i.e. Select-Obj operators) is independent of the
decision about h o w to realize them (i.e. S-Realize operators). Once the learner has achieved the knowledge
transformations necessary to propose a Select-Obj operator for [-f/-HK,-|-/-SR]. he must still do separate processing to build up the chunked S-Realize operator for
that concept. During this processing, the learner makes
choices about which articles to apply and must also
take into consideration other relevant knowledge such as
countability and number. Hence even after the learner
has m a d e the knowledge transformation required to pro-
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duce the lonect left-hand-side of an Inteilangnage rule,
he still has a considerable feature-mapping problem to
solve.
Conclusions
Native speakers come to the problem of learning a foreign language with a particular organization of knowledge learned from their native language. Our model has
shown that the principle task of the learner is not simply to learn the grammar rules and vocabulary of a new
language, but to engage in a reorganization of knowledge about how and when to realize linguistic universals.
Primarily this reorganization will mean a shift in the locus of application during processing, applying knowledge
that for the native language might be used at the w h e n
or h o w stage of processing during the w h a t stage.
Predictions and Future Work

precise conditions under which he must subvert his native production architecture. The more consistent and
regular this instruction, the more likely the learner is
to build up chunks which achieve this subversion at the
times necessary to allow production in the target language.
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1983; Tarone and Parrish, 1988)
Our examination of the mismatch between the Polish
and English production architectures makes clear predictions about the stages in acquiring English articles:
1) Articles will be omitted until the learner shifts his
application of [HK] knowledge from search control to operator knowledge;
2) Overgeneralization rules of the form
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Abstract

(stage 2 A ) starts with the onset of S2, but task 2 processing
is held up at the start of 2 B and cannot resume until the
bottleneck stage (stage B ) is cleared by task 1. According to
this model, the increase in R T 2 (the P R P ) is caused by the
forced postponement of task 2 processing. This
postponement — the gap in the timeline for task 2
processing between 2 A and 2 B — is k n o w n as cognitive
slack.

When subjects are required to respond to two stimuli
presented in rapid succession, responses to the second
stimulus are delayed. Such dual-task interference has been
attributed to a fundamental processing bottleneck
preventing simultaneous processing on both tasks. T w o
experiments show dual-task interference even when the
first task does not require a response. The observed
interference is caused by a bottleneck in central cognitive
processing, rather than in response initiation or execution.

Long SOA
SI

to

Introduction
When human observers are required to respond to two
stimuli presented in rapid succession, responses to the
second stimulus are typically delayed, often by several
hundred milliseconds. This form of dual-task interference,
known as the psychological refractory period (PRP) effect,
has been found with a wide range of tasks, including very
simple ones. Because the phenomena appears to reflect a
severe limitation on h u m a n parallel task performance, it has
been the subject of intensive empirical and theoretical
interest.
A considerable body of empirical evidence indicates that
the P R P effect is caused by a processing bottleneck that
prevents one or more stages of processing from being carried
out simultaneously on both tasks (Pashler, 1994; Pashler &
Johnston, 1989). Thus, one or more stages of task 2
processing are subject to postponement, and cannot take
place until after the corresponding stage(s) of task 1 are
completed. Although it is c o m m o n l y hypothesized that the
bottleneck is a central processing limitation (Welford, 1959;
Smith, 1969; Pashler, 1994), the bottleneck locus remains
controversial. In this paper w e examine the extent to which
P R P interference depends upon the mental processing
required to set up and execute responses. Evidence from the
current investigation should help to pin d o w n whether any
output processing is required for P R P interference to obtain.
The timeline for a simple bottleneck model is illustrated
in Figure I. For simplicity, w e assume that each task can be
decomposed into three stages — A , B , and C . Task I
processing begins with the presentation of the task 1
stimulus, SI, and continues through the three stages,
ultimately producing the overt response R l . If the stimuli
are widely separated in time (top panel, long stimulus onset
asynchrony (SOA]), processing on task 2 is unimpeded,
yielding a baseline for task 2 response times (RT2). If,
however, the S O A is very short (bottom panel), task 2 is
subject to interference. Early perceptual processing on task 2
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Figure 1. Task 2 processing (2A, IB, 2C) is unaffected byTask I processing (IA, IB, JC) when the stimuli for the
two tasks (SI and S2) are far apart in time (Long S O A ,
upper panel). Task 2 processing at stage 2 B has to wait for
Task I processing at stage IB to run to completion before
Task 2 processing can continue. W h e n the Task 2 stimulus
is presented in close temporal proximity to the Task 1
stimulus (Short S O A , lower panel). Task 2 processing maybe delayed (the postponement is shown by the horizontal
dashed lines). This delay in Task 2 processing leads to
longer response time to Task 2 (RT2: the time intenal
between S2 and R2) with decreasing S O A . Additionally, the
effect of pre-bottleneck task 2 manipulations (shaded 2 A )
have less of an effect on R T 2 with decreasing S O A since the
effect gets absorbed into the "slack time " while waiting for
the completion of Task I processing at stage I B (middle
Task 2 diagrams). The impact of Post-bottleneck task 2
manipulations (shaded 2B) are unaffected by S O A .

Figure 1 also illustrates a unique prediction of
postponement models. Manipulations affecting prebottleneck processing (shown by the added shaded region of
2 A ) impact R T 2 only at the long S O A , when the bottleneck
does not limit performance. At the short S O A adding time
to 2 A has no effect on R T 2 because the added time is
absorbed into cognitive slack while task 2 is waiting for the
bottleneck stage (Pashler & Johnston, 1989; Schweickert &
Boggs. 1984).
Suppose, however, a manipulation increases the duration
of the central stage of task 2 (shown by the added .shaded
region of 2B). Stage 2 B occurs after the cognitive slack in
task 2 processing, thus absorption into slack cannot occur
and the added time increases R T 2 at the long and short
SOAs.
Empirical tests of these predictions have supported central
botUeneck models. Manipulations of stage 2A. such as
stimulus degradation, have attenuated effects at short S O A s
(Pashler & Johnston, 1989; D e Jong, 1993). Manipulation
of central stages, such as response selection, are reportedly
unaffected by S O A (e.g., stimulus-response compatibility,
McCann &
Johnston, 1992; number of response
alternatives. Van Selst and Jolicoeur, 1997). For a review,
see Pashler (1994).
In this paper, w e examine the role of response processes
in P R P interference by varying the response requirements of
task 1. S o m e task 1 stimuli require a response (Go trials).
For these trials, task 1 will require all the usual processing
stages, including central response selection and response
initiation. Other task I stimuli will not require a response
(No-Go trials). These no-go trials clearly do not require
response initiation and m a y or m a y not require response
selection. At most, no-go processing should only require the
minimal decision to not respond.
If R T 2 is slowed with decreasing S O A for the no-go trials
(no-go P R P ) , the bottleneck limiting performance is not a
response initiation or response execution bottleneck.
If R T 2 is slowed for both go and no-go trials, but more
for go trials than for no-go trials, the difference in the P R P
obtained should reflect the difference in the amount of
bottleneck processing. W e argue that any obtained difference
primarily reflects "extra" or "additional" central processing.
The present experiments also allow us to test one of the
claims of Meyer, Kieras, Lauber, Schumacher, Glass,
Zurbriggen, Gmeindl, and Apfeiblat (1995). Meyer et al.
claim that the central bottleneck is not a necessary structural
property of human cognitive architecture, but reflects a
strategic choice of subjects to produce overt responses in
sequential order. O n no-go trials, there is no overt Rl
response to which R 2 needs to be sequenced, so there is no
strategic reason for delaying R 2 . Hence, if P R P delays are
strategic, they should disappear on no-go trials.
Previous work has indicated that task 1 no-go trials do
produce dual-task interference (e.g., Bertelson and Tisseyre,
1969; D e Jong, 1993; Kerr, 1983; Smith, 1967). Although
this interference is consistent with the cental bottleneck
model, there are alternate hypotheses.
Most previous dual-task experiments using the go/no-go
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procedure have had only a single possible go response.
Under these conditions, subjects m a y begin the antecedents
of responding on all trials (analogous to a batter preparing to
swing on all pitches) and upon identifying the no-go
stimulus, m a y have to initiate processes to halt the response
in progress (like the batter w h o "checks" his swing on bad
pitches). Thus, with only a single type of go response, nogo P R P m a y reflect output processing after all.
T o avoid this problem, Bertelson and Tisseyre (1969) used
two different go stimuli, each requiring a different response.
With this design, the required response is not known until
after central processing; thus there should be no preinitiation of output processing on no-go trials.
Bertelson and Tisseyre report the surprising result that
task 1 no-go trials not only produce P R P interference, but
that the interference is just as m u c h as for go trials. This
finding m a y reflect the use of complicated stimulus-response
mappings and the potential for cross-talk between the
responses from the two tasks (each task required manual
responses, and each usedfingersfrom both hands). W e wish
to investigate the m u c h simpler situation where only highly
compatible stimulus-response mappings are required, and
each task uses a different response modality. This should
facilitate decoupling output processing for the two tasks
(McLeod, 1977). Hence w e retain Bertelson and Tisseyre's
use of multiple alternative go stimuli, but are careful to
avoid unnecessary interference in early and late peripheral
processing. In our design, one task has visual stimuli and
the other auditory, and the responses are made by hand and
foot (Experiment I), or by voice and hand (Experiment 2).
Experiment 1
One of our goals was to carry out tests of the bottleneck
model of P R P interference on the same data set that tested
the differential effects of go and no-go processing on the size
of the PRP.
W e used two tests of the central bottleneck model. T o test
for absorption into slack (see above) w e manipulated the
difficulty of task 2 stimulus processing. A s task 2, subjects
judged whether a letter was an "A" or an "H". Letters were
either normal or distorted. In earlier P R P experiments this
manipulation was absorbed into slack (Johnston, McCann,
& Remington, 1995). Our interest is to see if this
absorption will occur on no-go trials despite their postulated
minimal processing requirements (i.e., the "decision" not to
respond).
Task 1 required subjects to judge the pitch change between
an initial reference tone and a probe tone (SI). Four levels of
pitch change occurred. T w o levels of pitch increase
constituted go signals, each requiring a different response.
T w o levels of pitch decrease constituted no-go signals, to
which no response was required.
Because smaller pitch changes are harder to discriminate
than larger pitch change, the task 1 stimulus judgments were
either 'easy' or 'hard'. This allowed us to test another
predicuon of the central bottleneck model — the canyforward of task 1 difficulty onto R T 2 at short S O A s (where
postponement occurs).

viewing distance was 61 cm. The letters allfitwithin a
The top panel of Figure 2 shows that at long S O A s ,
1.41° X 1.21° visual angle bounding box (not presented). T o
where the bottleneck does not restrict task 2 processing, task
distort the letters the outer line segments were tilted and the
1 difficulty does not affect R T 2 . At short S O A s , where the
bottleneck limits performance, increases in the duration of horizontal segment lowered (Johnston, McCann, &
either stage lA or IB will further delay release of the Remington, J 995). S2 was shown for 500 ms.
bottleneck, thus increasing both R T l and R T 2 (Smith,
1967). If the central bottleneck model is valid, we anticipate
task 1 difficulty to carry-forward onto R T 2 for both go and
1000
no-go trials.
Method
1 900- \ V
• Task 1 Hard
\\ \\
—^
Subjects. Subjects were 20 undergraduates (10 male) aged ^V
o Task 1 Easy
E
\
•
18 to 33 (Median = 21) tested at the N A S A A m e s Research
Center for pay or psychology course credit. A n additional 9
^ 800subjects were eliminated due to excessively high error rates
V
Cl
\\
O
(>25% of the trials had an error on task 1 and/or task 2).
\*,
Long SOA
^a 7 0 0 N
SI
Rl
No-Go
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Ifi
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43 lEo
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I 2A [Bottleneck (28) | 2C |
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Rl
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Figure 3. Hard vs. Easy RTl. Consistent with the
predictions shown in Figure 2, the Task 2 response times
(RT2) refelct the difficulty of the Task I judgments at the
shortest SOAs but do not do so at the longest SOA. This
effect is as pronounced for no-go trials as for go trials.

I lA I Bottleneck (IB) j IC I
S2 S2 ^j R2
I 2A h- — —TBottleneck(2B) I 2C I
I 2A I— —

—

1142

HBottleneck (2B) | 2C~|

1000-

•TIME
900 •
Figure 2. At the short SOA, but not the long SOA. Task I
difficulty carries-over onto RTl. At the long S O A (top
panel), lengthening Task I bottleneck processing (shaded
IB) does not affect Task 2 response times because Task 2
processing is independent of Task I processing. At the
short SOA (bottom panel), lengthening Task I bottleneck
processing (shaded IB) lengthens R T l because Task 2
processing at stage IB is held up while waiting for
bottleneck processing for Task I at stage IB to be
completed.
Stimuli and Apparatus. The tone sequence consisted of
a 150 ms 800 H z reference tone, a 100 m s silent interval,
then a 150 ms presentation of the 51 tone. The SI frequency
on go trials was either 5000 or 2000 Hz. The S1 frequency
on no-go trials was 320 or 128 Hz.
The S2 was a white "A" or "H" presented at fixation
against a dark background. All S 2 stimuli were vertically
symmetrical shapes composed of three line-segments. The

• Distorted
A Normal

» 800 •

X
^

o 700 •
No-Go
600 •
^
500 .
1142
200
514
Stimulus O n s e t A s y n c h r o n y
Figure 4. Distorted vs. Normal RTl. Figure 3. Consistent
with the predictions shown in Figure 1, the Task 1 response
times (RTl) decreasingly refelct the processing costs of the
distorted Task 2 stimuli with decreasing SOA. This is true
for both go and no-go trials.
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Procedure. Instructions stressed the importance of speed
and accuracy on both tasks. Each trial began with the
presentation of a fixation cross for 250 m s . a pause of 250
m s , and then the tone sequence. The S O A between S1 and
S2 was 43, 200, 514, or 1142 ms. Responses less than 100
m s or greater than 2000 m s were considered errors. The trial
ended with a 1000 m s concurrent presentation of accuracies,
and, if correct, response times. The inter-unal interval was
750 m s .
The task 1 go trial response mappings used the right index
finger (the 5 key on the numeric keypad) for the very high
(5000 Hz) tones and the right middle finger (the 2 key) for
the m e d i u m high (2000 H z ) tones. Task 2 responses used a
left foot-press for "A" and a right foot-press for "H".
The experimental session consisted of two blocks of 64
practice trials and five blocks of 64 experimental trials. Each
block consisted of a random ordering of one complete
factorial cross of the go/no-go x task 1 difficulty x S O A x
A / H X normal/distorted design.
Results
Correct RTs and error rates for each task were subjected
separate within-subject A N O V A s . Each correct R T cell for
each task for each subject underwent independent R T outlier
elimination (Van Selst and Jolicoeur, 1994a, 1997). Outlier
elimination excluded 0.9% of these trials as R T l outliers
and 2.6% of the remaining trials as R T 2 outliers.
A s expected, R T l (not shown) was relatively fiat across
S O A s . The principal R T l (go trial) effect is a 125 m s main
effect of task 1 difficulty, F(l,19)= 57.2, p<.001. The error
rate analyses produced results consistent with the response
time results. The overall error rate was 5.8% on task 1 and
6.1% on task 2.
The R T 2 results in Figure 3 are broken down by whether
task 1 was an easy or hard tone judgment. The P R P effect
(RT25h,„ - RT2|„„g) was larger for go trials (461 m s ) than for
no-go trials (232 ms), producing a strong S O A by go/no-go
interaction. F(3,57)=89.4, p<.001. The task 1 difficulty
effect carried forward onto R T 2 at short S O A s but not at
long S O A s , producing an interaction for R T 2 between task
1 difficulty and S O A , F(3,59)=7.14, p<.001 (Fig. 3). Note
that this carry-over effect occurred on both no-go and go
tnals.
Figure 4 shows the same data broken d o w n by whether S 2
was normal or distorted. The overall effect of
normal/distorted on R T 2 was significant, F(l,19)=24.9,
p<.001. But, more importantly, the effect decnsased
substantially with decreasing S O A , F(3,57)=15.9, p<.001.

1) Substantial P R P interference was found on no-go trials.
This indicates that the P R P can occur with minimal
involvement of task 1 response processes. This finding is
particularly important because the no-go P R P cannot readily
be attributed to "stop" processing (as may have been the case
with the experiments of D e Jong and Kerr) or to response
requirements likely to induce S-R mapping difficulties (as
m a y have been the case with Bertelson and Tisseyre's
experiment). The contentious issue of whether this result
means that the P R P can occur with no response processing
at all on task 1 will be discussed later.
2) G o trials produced substantially more P R P than no-go
trials. Our results clearly indicate that additional response
processing on go trials prolong the bottleneck. This result is
consistent with the results of D e Jong (1993). The nearequivalent P R P effects for go and no-go trials reported by
Bertelson and Tisseyre (1969) and by Kerr (1983) must have
been obtained because of the peculiarities of the difficult
stimulus-response mappings used.
The natural interpretation of the lesser P R P for no-go
trials than for go trials is that the central bottleneck is
cleared by no-go trials faster than for go trials. Alternatively,
to it remains possible that the process of switching mental
resources from task 1 to task 2 is harder after go trials.
3) The finding that task I difficulty carries-forward onto
task 2 processing at the short but not the long S O A s
provides support for the bottleneck model. The fact that this
"carry-over effect" occurred for no-go as well as go trials
confirms that the cenu-al bottleneck model holds even for the
no-go P R P . Hence there is further support for the notion
that eliminating or drastically reducing response processing
on task 1 shortens the central bottleneck, but does not
qualitatively change the nature of the interference.
4) This conclusion is further strengthened by the finding
that the overall effect of distorting S2 on R T l is virtually
completely absorbed into slack at short S O A s , for both go
trials and no-go trials.

Discussion
There are four major findings: 1) no-go trials produce PRP
interference. 2) no-go trials produce less P R P interference
than go trials. 3) Task 1 difficulty carried over onto R T 2 at
short S O A s but not at long S O A s . 4) The effect of
distorting S 2 was substantial at long S O A s but virtually
disappeared at short S O A s . W e will discuss each of these
findings in turn.
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Experiment 2
From Experiment 1, we know that the bottleneck occurs
even with minimal response processing on task 1 (no-go
trials). In Experiment 2 w e asked whether these conclusions
could be extended to a condition with even greater separation
of response modalities. Thus, in Experiment 2 w e extend
our design to encompass a condition of extremely low
similarity of the cross-task S-R mappings. A voice response
was used for task 1, a manual response for task 2. The
change from manual-foot to vocal-manual permits us to
examine dual-task interference while further minimizing the
likelihood of cross-talk at response output
Method
Subjects. Subjects were 24 undergraduates (13 male) aged
16 to 37 (Median = 20). T w o additional subjects produced
excessively high error rates ( > 2 0 % ertors overall), resulting
in the exclusion of their data.

Stimuli. The reference tone was changed to 500 Hz. SI
was either 80, 200, 1250, or 3125 H z . The viewing distance
was reduced to 41 cm.

Results

As is shown in Figures 5 and 6, the main results of
Procedure. For half of the subjects the higher tones were Experiment I were closely replicated. The P R P for go trials
(396 m s ) was larger than that for no-go trials (104 m s ) ,
the two go stimuli. For the remaining subjects, the lower
F(3,69)=87.6, p<.001. Task 1 difficulty carried over onto
tones were the two go stimuli, task 1 required a verbal
R T 2 at the shorter S O A s , F(3,69)=7.08, p<.001; and the
response on the go trials. For the lower of the two go tones,
distorted-normal
R T 2 difference decreased with decreasing
the subject was to say "five". For the higher of the two go
S O A , F(3,69)=16.6, p<.001.
tones, the subject was to say "ten" T o make the letter
response, the subject was to press the 1 or 2 key on the
Discussion
numeric keypad (A: 1, H:2).
Despite the switch from a manual-foot response pairing to
900, ^"
a vocal-manual response pairing, no-go trials still produce a
robust P R P effect. Furthermore, both the absorption of the
effect of letter distortion and the cany-over of task 1
800difficulty confirm the predictions of the central bottleneck
• Task 1 Hard
model for both go and no-go processing. A s before, the
0 Task 1 Easy
larger go trial P R P than no-go trial P R P is interpreted to
i 700^
indicate that go trial processing occupies the bottleneck for a
No-Go
longer period of time than no-go trial processing.
The increase in the magnitude of the P R P effect for go and
|600H
no-go trials relative to Experiment 1 could reflect any of a
as
number of task differences including the stimuli and/or the
response requirements. The fact that qualitatively similar
•S sooH
effects occurred with different pairs of response modalities
supports the generality of the central bottleneck model of
400.
P R P interference.
43
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General Discussion
The predictions of the central bottleneck model were
strongly confirmed. The most critical finding — that no-go
trials produce a substantial P R P effect — indicates that late
response processes, including the establishment of a positive
mental code for a to-be-made response, are not necessary to
produce dual-task interference.
It is possible that no-go trials do not require response
selection, and that the bottleneck occurs during high-level
stimulus classification, as argued by Johnston & M c C a n n
(in preparation). The empirical basis for their argument is
that analog stimulus classification (box-width judgment in
their case) is not absorbed into slack, and hence appears to
be part of the bottleneck. Also consistent is that the effect of
letter disorientation on mirror/normal judgments is largely
unaffected by S O A (Ruthruff & Miller 1994, V a n Selst &
Jolicoeur, 1994b).
O n the other hand, deciding not to respond m a y constitute
an act of response selection. Although m u c h simpler than
setting up a mental code for a to-be-made response, this
residual act of response selection might still be the locus of
the central bottleneck. Thus it remains possible that the
response selection stage is the first (and presumably only)
stage responsible for no-go interference.
Suppose, however, that w e provisionally accept that the
no-go P R P is produced by a limitation at stimulus
classification — that no-go trials do not involve response
selection (no responses are made, after all). If w e juxtapose

Figure 5. Hard vs. Easy R T 2 (Exp. 2). Task 1 dijficulty
carries-over onto R T 2 at the short, but not the long, SOAs.
This result is found for both go and no-go trials.

Distorted

800 •

A Normal

No-Go

J4 500

43

200

514

1142

Stimulus Onset Asynchrony ( S O A )
Figure 6. Normal vs. Distorted RT2 (Exp. 2). The
processing costs associated with distorting the Task 2 have
less of an impact on Task 2 response times with decreasing
SOA. This result is found for both go and no-go trials.
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this conclusion with our other result — the much greater
P R P on go trials than no-go trials — it is clear that
response selection is part of the bottleneck.
In comparing go and no-go processing, it is evident that
go trials, in addition to actually requiring response initiation
and execution, would alsorequiremore response selection
operations (since the mental code for a to-be-made response
must be established). It may be that this difference at
response selection is responsible for the difference in the
magnitude of go and no-go P R P (i.e., go/no-go thought of
as a manipulation of when task 1 clears the bottleneck).
This interpretation of our results is consistent with a central
bottleneck model.
If the bottleneck consists of the more central (and abstract)
stages of both stimulus processing and the more cenu-al (and
abstract) stages of response selection, then we arrive at the
hypothesis that the cause of the bottleneck is that humans
have something like a central processor which can only
work on one task at a time. It seems unlikely given our
knowledge of multiple processing regions in the brain that
the same hardware is used for all "central" processing.
Nevertheless it remams plausible that the control structure
used does not permit the various central processors to work
on different tasks at the same time.
While speculative, the conclusion that several different
mental processes are involved in the central bottleneck
provides an answer to another question, which is why P R P
interference is so widespread. If it involves a number of
different mental processes, then it is not surprising that there
are so few known cases in which P R P interiference is absent
(Greenwald, 1972; Johnston & Delgado, 1993; McLeod &
Posner, 1984).
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hierarchy, which is established by the actor in interaction
with the environment, defines the task to be performed.
Recently developed models of reaching have been based on Once the constraint hierarchy is established, a target position
of the body (a goal posture) is chosen based on a two-stage
the general principle that an actor first specifies a task
process of identifying the most promising stored posture for
goal, then plans a goal posture that can achieve the task,
the task and then by generating postures similar to the most
and then specifies a movement to that goal posture.
Selection of a particular goal posture is based on the degree
promising stored posture until a dynamically set deadline is
to which movement from the starting posture to possible
reached. The very best posture identified at the time of the
candidate goal postures best satisfies a number of
deadline defines the goal posture. The deadline is shortened
constraints, including biomechanical efficiency and the
for the next trial if the ultimately chosen posture was found
avoidance of obstacles. W e describe methods used to
before the deadline was reached, or the deadline is lengthened
simulate and test this model.
for the next trial if the ultimately chosen posture was found
at the time the deadline was reached. Postures are defined as
Modeling Planning and Reaching
vectors of joint angles assumed by such joints as the hip,
Most tasks can be accomplished by a potentially infinite
shoulder, elbow, and wrist. Once the goal posture is found, a
number of distinguishable alternative actions. This is
movement to the goal posture is internally generated and
particularly true of movements such as reaching for and
internally modified if an obstacle is in the way. Finally, a
grasping objects, because, as Bernstein (1967) pointed out,
movement is performed overtly.
the musculo-skeletal system provides a larger number of
This model allows for reaching to and touching a target
degrees of freedom than are typically constrained by the with any end-effector (e.g., the hand, the elbow, or the tip of
ostensive description of a physical task.
a tool). It also allows for reaching automatically following
W e have developed and tested a series of increasingly
decrements in mobility of any joint due to encumbrance,
powerful computational models that simulate reaching to
disease, or injury, as well as accommodating an increment in
target locations. These models (Rosenbaum, Engelbrecht,
range by the use of a tool to extend the limit of the hand.
Bushe, & Loukopoulos, 1993; Rosenbaum, Loukopoulos,
Finally, reaching is generalized to the grasping of objects
Meulenbroek, Vaughan, & Engelbrecht, 1995; Rosenbaum,
with the opposed thumb and fingers, by considering
Meulenbroek, Jansen, Vaughan, & Lelivelt, 1997) have
grasping as a special case of reaching in the presence of
been applied to the selection of postures in reaching for
obstacles.
static targets (Vaughan, Rosenbaum, Harp, Loukopoulos, &
The model's free parameters are an expense factor for each
Engelbrecht, 1997), generation of repetitive movement
joint, characterizing the mobility of that joint as affected by
patterns (Fischer, Rosenbaum, & Vaughan, 1997), and stiffness, the energy cost of movement, or injury. Currently,
generation of the pentip trajectory in handwriting
because the scope of the model is limited to kinematics,
(Meulenbroek, Rosenbaum, Thomassen, Loukopoulos, &
none of the joint's expense factors takes into account the
Vaughan, 1996). While the details of the models have
cost of moving a given joint while another joint is in
changed, the main ideas running through them have been
motion. In other words, the models currently treats the
preserved. T h e description below applies to the most
joints as independent.
recently developed version of the model (Rosenbaum et al.,
1997).
Simulations
Abstract

Characteristics of the Model
According to the model, planning is based on a constraint
hierarchy — a prioritized list of desiderata including such
features as spatial accuracy, efficiency, speed, and the
avoidance of collision with obstacles. T h e constraint

Simulations of the model, instantiated as a stick-figure,
have been used to describe the performance of subjects
reaching to a variety of locations in a parasagittal plane,
using rotations of the hip, shoulder, elbow, and wrist.
Individual movements are simulated by specifying a starting
posture, the locations of targets, and the locations and
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shapes of obstacles that must be avoided in moving from
starting postures to target postures. To determine the relative
cost of moving to different candidate postures, movement
costs are calculated based on the degree to which each joint
must be rotated to achieve the target posture, weighted by
the expense factor of each joint.
A representative simulation is shown in Figure 1. This
figure shows a single movement of a seated cartoon figure,
from a starting location (S) to a target (T), in the absence or
in the presence of an obstacle (O). The stick figure was
provided with a short tool, so movement of the end effector
was achieved through combined rotations about the shoulder,
elbow, and wrist.

studies, alternative models, designed to evaluate the
necessity of the assumptions of the model, did significantly
less well than the model itself

^

Figure 2: Observed (solid lines) and simulated
(dashed lines) postures for one subject, reaching to
four different target locations.

\

\

Summary and Conclusions

Figure 1: Simulation of movement from a starting
posture (indicated by S) to touch a target (T). Left
Panel: N o obstacle present. Right Panel: Single
obstacle (O) present.
Evaluation of the Simulations
The simulated movements have been compared with
movements made by human volunteers who likewise made
movements in the parasagittal plane to touch targets (either
real or presented through a virtual-reality arrangement), in
several different experiments, while their movements were
recorded on videotape or by an O P T O T R A K motion
recording system. In one of these experiments (Vaughan et
al., 1997), subjects reached to each of 12 targets in the
parasagittal plane, bending at the hip, shoulder, and elbow.
The downhill simplex method (Press, Flannery, Teukolsky,
& Vetterling, 1989) was used to estimate the expense
factors for the three joints. Figure 2 shows a representative
fit of the model to the goal postures for reaches to four
different targets. In this case, the model accounted for at least
9 5 % of the variance across 4 subjects and 12 positions
adopted at the target locations.
In another experiment, subjects were instructed to make a
series of movements (Fischer et al., 1997) through an
intermediate target location on the way to each of a number
of target locations. In this case, the model accounted for
8 8 % of the variance in joint angles adopted at the target
locations. In both the Fischer et al. and Vaughan et al.
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The model described here predicts the main features of
freely selected postures adopted at target locations in a wide
range of tasks. Although space limitations in this brief
report prevent us from describing the model in full, and so
explaining how it manages to predict performance in tasks
as disparate as obstacle avoidance, writing, and prehension,
the fact that it applies to such a wide range of tasks is
encouraging. What distinguishes the model from others is
reliance on the constraint hierarchy, reliance on goal-posture
specification prior to movement specification, and
something not reviewed above - the superposition of
movements to and from subgoal postures during movements
to goal postures, especially during obstacle avoidance.
Although the model still requires more complete behavioral
testing, its generalizability suggests that its core principles
are on therighttrack.
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Abstract

In our cognitive-motivational process model (Vollmeyer &
Rheinberg, in press) w e assumed that motivational factors
have an impact on how people learn about a task and how
well they can perform it. Many motivation theories (if not
all) have such assumptions in common. Our approach
emphasizes four task specific motivational factors: masiery
confidence, incompetence fear, interest, and challenge. W e
investigated how these motivational factors influence the
learning outcome through mediators. Our framework
proposes that the motivational state and the strategy
systematicity could mediate motivational effects on learning.
Path analysis supported this assumption in two studies.
Introduction
Simon (1967) emphasized the importance of motivational
and emotional influence on cognition. Refering back to
Neisser (1963), Simon argued that the critical difference
between a computer program and a person consists of two
mechanisms: (1) an interruption mechanism, which he sees
as emotion, and (2) a goal-terminating mechanism, which is
motivation. However, people have multiple goals rather
than only one goal. Thus, motivation determines which goal
will be activated and has attention allocated to it. If a person
pays attention to the goal of learning, motivation would lead
to better learning.
However, the construct of motivation has been largely
ignored by Cognitive Science. Similarly, in motivation
theories cognitive processes have been largely ignored.
Motivational factors were mainly conceptualized as drives,
habits, or traits which influence the situational behavior
(examples of such traits are achievement motive, goalorientation, or personal interest). The traditional as well as
more recent concepts of motivation (e.g., goal theory, see
Locke, 1991) do not specify the process by which
motivational factors influence cognition and learning.
However, the importance of such investigations has been
recently pointed out by Schiefele and Rheinberg (in press).
The following two studies examine the link between
motivation and learning.
Motivational Factors and Learning
W h e n a learner approaches a learning task the literature
suggests that several motivational factors can arise and be
measured. (1) Learners can vary in their certainty that they
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will succeed in understanding the task. This factor w e will
call mastery confidence (similar concepts have been
proposed, e.g., subjective probability of success [Atkinson,
1957]; self-efficacy [Bandura, 1977]). (2) Learners can be
different in anxiety about failing in the task. This factor w e
will call incompetence fear (a similar concept is Atkinson's
fear of failure, however, for him this concept is measured as
a trait). (3) Learners can perceive this task as a challenge
(e.g., Czikszentmihaiyi, 1975). (4) The task m a y or may not
evoke the learner's interest (see Schiefele, 1991). All these
motivational factors are said to affect learning, however, it is
not clear how.
In our cognitive-motivational process model (Vollmeyer
& Rheinberg, in press) w e assume that these four
motivational factors influence the motivational state during
the learning process. Motivational state is conceptualized as
a process variable that monitors states such as fun the
participant has during the learning task, his/ her confidence
in finding the correct solution, and so on (see Table 1). A
second process variable is the systematicity of participants'
strategies. Because systematicity requires effortftil actions
like calculation and induction this variable should be
affected by motivation. In the following studies w e
investigated h o w the initial level of the four motivational
factors described affected learning via the mediating
variables motivational state and strategy systematicity.
For this investigation w e needed a learning task which was
difficult enough to be challenging and which allowed the
possibility of failing to learn the task. Also it should last
long enough to allow us to study learning as a process.
Biology-Lab: A Complex System
A s in Vollmeyer, B u m s , and Holyoak (1996) w e used a
computer-driven system called biology-lab that was
constructed with the shell D Y N A M I S (Funke, 1991). In our
cover story, participants were told that they were in a
biology lab in which there is a tank with three water quality
factors (oxygenation, chlorine, temperature). These factors
were affected by three input variables (salt, lime, carbon).
The structure of the system, illustrated in Figure 1 (which
was never shown to our participants), was such that one
output is relatively simple to manipulate because it is
influenced by only one input (lime - > oxygenation). The
other two outputs are more complex, because each is
influenced by two factors. O n e output (chlorine) is affected
by two inputs, and the other (temperature) is affected by a

decay factor (marked as a circle connected to the output) in
addition to a single input variable. The decay factor was
implemented by subtracting a percentage of the output's
previous value on each trial. Decay is a dynamic aspect of
the system, because it yields state changes even if there is no
input (i.e., all inputs are set to zero). The system is thus
complex in that it involves multiple input variables that must
be manipulated to control multiple output variables, and
dynamic in that the state of the system changes as a joint
function of external inputs and internal decay.

+2

salt

oxygenation

/ \ ^
chlorine

lime

^
y ^
carbon

X

+4

Before starting to manipulate the system on the computer
all participants received general instructions about the task.
which emphasized that the best strategy for exploring the
system was to vary one input variable at a time. After
hiiving read the instructions the participants answered a
questionnaire which measured their initial motivation on the
four factors mastery confidence, incompetence fear, interest,
and challenge (see Table 1).
During the leaming phase (rounds 1-3), participants
completed a structure diagram at the completion of each
round, in which participants indicated h o w they believed the
input variables affected the output variables. They were
provided with a diagram showing the inputs and outputs as
in Figure 1, but with all links omitted. The participants' task
was to draw links between variables that they believed to be
dependent, and also to assign weights indicating h o w strong
they felt each influence was. Afterfillingin the structure
diagram, participants answered three items that measured
their motivational state (see Table 1).
In the application phase (round 4), all participants were
presented with a goal state. The entire experiment took one
and a half hours to complete.

temperature

^

Table 1: Example items for the motivational factors and all
items for the motivational state.

t^

factor score
Figure 1: Biology-lab system.
To explore the system, participants in Vollmeyer et al.
(1996) were given a learning phase (three rounds of six trials
on which participants entered numbers for inputs) and an
application round (six trials). In the application round
participants had to apply their knowledge about the system's
structure in order to reach a certain target amount for each
output variable. Vollmeyer et al. showed that a good
strategy for learning about the system was to vary only one
input variable at a time. This strategy was explained to all
participants in the following studies in order to reduce the
variance of their performance.
Study 1
Method
Participants. Seventy students from the University of
Potsdam and local high schools (17-19 years old)
participated in the study and received D M 15 (= $ U S 10).
Procedure. The biology-lab system required participants on
each trial to set the levels of the three input variables and to
observe the resulting values of the output variables (numbers
for each of three factors for water quality). The underlying
structure of the system was as depicted in Figure 1. Each
series of six trials was defined as a round. All participants
received three initial leaming rounds followed by a fourth
round in which they were asked to produce a specfic goal
state (namely, 50 oxygenation, 7 0 0 chlorine, and 9 0 0
temperature).

Mastery confidence
I think everyone could do this task.
I can't wait to start.
I think I a m up to the difficulty of the task.
Challenge
This task is a real challenge for m e .
If I can do this task, I will feel proud of myself
I'm excited about h o w well 1 will perform in this
task.
Incompetence fear
I'm a little bit worried.
I feel paralyzed by the demands of the task.
I'm afraid I will m a k e a fool out of myself
Interest
After having read the instruction, the task seems
to be very interesting.
I like riddles and puzzles.
I would work on this task even in m y free time.
Motivational State (all items)
The task is fiin.
I'm sure 1 will find the correct solution.
It's clear to m e h o w to continue.

.73
.67
.65
.76
.75
.70

.72
.72
.71
.75
.75
.75
Cronbach
a =.80

Results
Mediating variables. T w o mediating variables were
measured to explain the process between motivational
factors and the leaming outcomes.
(1) Strategy
systematicity. Each of the six trials during one leaming
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round was coded for systematicity. W e had three categories:
high systematicity: only one or no input variable was varied
(This is the strategy w e explained to the participants at the
beginning.), medium systematicity: a systematicity was
recognizable (e.g., two variables are varied; for one variable
there is a positive number, for two a negative), low
systematicity: all input variables are varied. The interrater
reliability was k = .94 (Cohen, 1960). These six codings for
one round were averaged. A s many participants chose the
highly systematic strategy as instructed this variable had a
skewed distribution. Thus w e corrected it by applying a
logarithmic transformation. Participants had a score for
each of the three rounds. (2) Motivational state. At the end
of every learning round participants answered three
questions on a seven-point scale (see Table I), which were
averaged together.
Dependent variables. Two dependent variables measured
learning. (1) Structure score (acquired knowledge). The
structure diagram completed by all participants after each of
the first three rounds was used to derive a score reflecting
degree of knowledge of the underlying structure of the
system. This structure score was computed as the sum of the
number of correct specifications of links, directions, and
weights, adjusted with a correction for guessing. (2) Goal
achievement. Goal achievement in reaching the goal state
during round 4 (application round) was computed as the sum
of the absolute differences between the target and the
obtained number for each of the four output variables. A s
this measure produced a skewed distribution, the variance
was corrected by applying a logarithmic transformation.
Goal achievement was computed for each of the six trials
that comprised round 4, in order to determine h o w
participants were able to approach the target goal. A s there
was no difference in performance between trials, the mean
error for the six trials was used. Note that in Vollmeyer et
al. (1996), this measure was referred to as solution error,
instead of by the term goal achievement. However, this
meant that high scores were indicators of poor performance.
So that all performance measures would be in the same
direction, w e subtracted all these scores from an arbitrary
constant, a linear transformation that has no effect on the
correlations that w e will report, except to reverse their sign.
Preliminary analyses. The motivational factors were
constructed via factor analysis guided by theoretical
assumptions. First w e factor analyzed preselected items that
expressed interest or incompetence fear, and found which
items were most important for these factors. W e then factor
analyzed items expressing mastery confidence and challenge
(for factor scores, see Table 1) and confirmed the
expectation of two independent factors, which w e named
mastery confidence and challenge.
Our theoretical
definitions of the concepts implied that the motivational
factors should intercorrelate (with the exception of mastery
confidence and challenge), which was the case (see Table
2). T o reduce the error variance for each motivational
factor, w e measured the factors with the factor scores instead
of the raw scores.
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Table 2: Correlations of the motivational factors and the
dependent variables (// = 70).

incompetence
fear
challenge

mastery
incompet. challenge
confidence
fear
-.62**

interest

.10

.03

interest

.54**

-.52**

.44**

motivat. state
(round 3)
structure score
(round 3)
goal
achievement

.38**

-.41**

.13

.43**

.05

-.18

.14

.24*

.15

.31**

.20

.24*

*p<.05

**p<.001

The cognitive-motivational process model. As we wanted
to examine h o w the motivational factors of mastery
confidence, incompetence fear, interest, and challenge affect
learning via mediating variables, it was necessary to
reconstruct the process with a path analysis (using E Q S ) .
The result is presented in Figure 2. The empirical data fitted
our theoretical expectations quite well, C F I = .96, y\^(48) =
67.47, /? < .05'. A s expected, there was a cognitive path:
Participants using the given good strategy gained a better
knowledge over the three learning rounds (links from
sfrategies to structure scores) and with this better knowledge
they could reach the goal state more accurately in the
application round (structure score - > goal achievement).
This result replicated an earlier finding (Vollmeyer et al.,
1996). More interesting is h o w motivation affects this
cognitive process. From Table 2 it is evident that challenge
was not a good predictor for learning on this task as it did
not correlate with the dependent variables. Therefore,
challenge could not be included in the model. Also interest,
which was correlated with the learning variables (structure
score, goal achievement), did not fit into the model.
However, incompetence fear and mastery confidence,
combined as the latent variable motivation, affected h o w the
participants felt during learning {motivational state).
Participants w h o (initially) had less fear and more
confidence enjoyed working with the system more, and this
positive motivational state had the effect that participants
continued to use the systematic strategy in round 2.
Participants in a more positive motivational state learned

Linear structural equation modeling is a methodology for
specifying, estimating, and testing hypothesized interrelationships
among a set of meaningful variables. There are two criteria
whether the hypothesized model fits the empirical data: (1) the
goodness offit(e. g., Comparative F\\ /ndex), which has the
maximum value I.O, (2) and A*, which should be not significant.
The methodology also calculates regression coefficients (in Figure
2 and 3 there are the weights close to the links).

round 1

round 2

round

3

,21
incompetence
fear

\

.^qs

20
52
strategy•••)j strategy — » • strategy
."^9
.31

.55mo ivat. -72 moti\ at. .82 motivat.
motivation""^sta1 e
' ^ state
~ ^ state
.19 .18
.11 : :.11

.20

.65
82
. ^ T .61
structure—• structure—• structure-^ goal
score
score
score
achievement
mastery
confidence
^ P<06
Figure 2: Path analysis for the cognitive-motivational process model in Study 1.
more about the structure of the system, perhaps because they
put more effort into calculating the system's weights. T h e
positive motivational state also helped participants reach the
goal state more accurately in the application phase
(motivational state - > goal achievement). This path analysis
demonstrates h o w initial motivation affects learning
(knowledge and application) via mediating variables
{motivational state and strategy systematicity).

rounds. T h e second aim w a s to replicate the empirical
model w e found in Study 1.
Method
Participants.
Fifty one Psychology students at the
University of Potsdam participated in the study and they
received course credit for every hour they stayed.

Procedure. As in Study 1, participants were presented with
the biology-lab system, which had the underlying structure
shown in Figure 1. In contrast to Study I, participants were
In thefirststudy w e constructed a questiormaire to measure
told that they can use as m a n y rounds (each round had six
the initial motivation that participants had after they read
trials) as they liked to learn about the system. Also for the
about a task. W e found four factors: mastery confidence,
incompetence fear, interest, and challenge.
For our application phase participants were free to use as m a n y
rounds as they wanted to. The experimental session w a s
cognitive-motivational process model only two motivational
factors (combined in a latent variable) were influential, these fixed at two hours, however, if participants were motivated
to continue longer than two hours they could c o m e back a
were incompetence fear and mastery confidence. These
different time.
factors influenced motivation during learning. Participants
A s in Study 1, all participants read the instructions
with high scores on the motivational factors used a more
explaining the task, and the good strategy for exploring the
systematic strategy. Therefore, initial motivation influenced
system.
After the instructions they filled out the
learning in our task (knowledge and application) via
questionnaire measuring their initial motivation on the four
mediating variables (motivation during the task, strategy
factors: mastery confidence, incompetence fear, interest, and
systematicity), which was predicted by our model.
challenge. Then they started manipulating the inputs of the
system to induce the underlying structure. After every round
Study 2
they
filled out the structure diagram, showing which links
Motivation theories propose that learning motivation
and weights they already knew. Then they answered the
influences time spent on a task. In Study 1 participants
motivational state questionnaire (see Table 1).
could not choose h o w m a n y rounds they wanted to spend on
W h e n the participants said they had learned enough, they
learning or on trying to reach the goal states. Therefore, in a
were
presented with the goal states. The application phase
second study w e allowed participants to choose h o w long
was
finished
when the participants decided that they were
they worked on the task. Our prediction was that motivation
close
enough
to the goal states. Depending on the
directly influences the number of learning and application
Summary
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participant, the entire experiment took between one and four
hours.

participants could choose h o w many rounds they want to
spend learning, w e used their structure score for the last
round in addition to those for rounds 1 and 2, as indicators
of learning. Goal achievement was measured for the last
application round. The motivational state was also taken for
the last learning round for each participant. The correlations
show again that challenge is not a good predictor for the
learning process on this task.

Results
Mediating variables. According to our model w e expected
that initial motivation would affect learning via mediating
variables. These variables were the same as in Study 1:
strategy systematicity and the motivational state. In contrast
to Study 1, w e added two more mediating variables. (1)
learning rounds: A s participants could choose h o w many
rounds they wanted to spend learning about the structure, the
number of rounds were counted. (2) Application rounds:
A s participants also chould choose h o w many rounds they
wanted to use for reaching the goal states, the number of
rounds were counted.

The cognitive-motivational process model. As in Study 1
an EQS-model (see Figure 3) should show whether our
empirical data couldfitto our theoretical assumption. Again
w e had three measuring points for the learning phase (round
1, round 2, and the individual last round). In the application
phase, 2 5 % of the participants used more than one round.
Therefore, for the EQS-model w e chose only the goal
achievement for a participant's last round. Despite adding
Dependent variables. As in Study 1, the structure score
two more variables not present in Study 1 (learning rounds,
indicated the knowledge participants had after each round.
application rounds), w e expected a similar model to fit.
The second dependent variable goal achievement measured
However, w e had to make some minor changes (explained
h o w well participants reached the goal states.
later) to receive a high model fit, C F I =1.00, ^ ( 7 1 ) =
Preliminary analyses. To analyze the initial motivation we 67.02, p > .05. First w e will describe what the models
from Study 1 and 2 have in c o m m o n and then the
constructed the same scales as in Study 1. The factors'
differences.
intercorrelations can be seen in Table 3. Again it is evident
In Study 1 and 2 participants were instructed how to use a
that the constructs were not independent from each other.
systematic strategy. If they used this strategy it led in both
The highest correlation was between incompetence fear and
studies to better learning and, hence, to better solutions. W e
mastery confidence, which is an argument for combining
called this path a cognitive path. However, we were
them into a latent variable.
especially interested in the effects of initial motivation.
Table 3: Correlations of the motivational factors and the Interest was again a worse predictor than the motivation
dependent variables (A^ = 51).
latent variable {mastery confidence and incompetence fear).
This initial motivation strongly affected h o w participants felt
mastery
incompet. challenge interest
during learning: If they were more confident at the
fear
confidence
beginning
of the task they had more fim and were more
-.57**
incompetence
confident
during
the learning phase {motivational state).
fear
Similar to Study 1, the motivational state affected strategy
.32*
challenge
-.06
systematicity and also knowledge about the system's
structure (i.e., structure score).
interest
.48**
.06
-.32*
In contrast to Study I, there was no effect of motivational
state on goal achievement. A possible explanation is that w e
-.04
motivat. state
.25
-.28
.39**
changed the procedure as participants could choose the
(last round)
number of rounds for learning and application. With this
.14
structure score
-.20
.21
.10
procedure the motivational state in the last round might not
(last round)
be comparable to the third round in Study 1.
goal achieve.
.25
-.01
.07
.12
In Study 2 two new mediating variables were included:
(last round)
learning rounds(LR) and application rounds(AR). The best
-.14
learning
.32*
-.03
.36**
predictors for learning rounds (LR) were the structure score
rounds
and mastery confidence. Participants with confidence in
.19
.30*
.12
.10
application
their success tried for longer to discover the system's
rounds
structure. Participants w h o had more knowledge in Round I
' p<.00\
stop learning about the system earlier. For application
'p<m
rounds (AR) the knowledge in Round 1 was a good
O n average, participants chose to spend about 5 rounds
predictor, and the motivational factor incompetence fear was
(A/= 5.20, S D = 2.56) learning the structure of the system
also good. Participants w h o had more knowledge in Round
and about 4 rounds ( M = 3.72, S D = 2.50) trying to reach the
1 of the learning phase spent fewer rounds trying to reach
goal states in the application phase.
the goal states and participants with incompetence fear tried
Before running a path analysis (using E Q S ) w e looked at
longer to reach the goal states. This result demonstrated that
the correlations between the motivational scores and the
initial motivation influences h o w long people work on a
mediating and dependent variables (see Table 3). A s
task.
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Figure 3: Path analysis for the cognitive-motivational process model in Study 2.

Discussion
The aim of our two studies was to demonstrate that
motivational factors have an impact on cognitive
processes and learning. W e expected that initial
motivation would affect performance (knowledge and
application) via two mediating variables (strategy
systematicity and motivational state during learning).
This assumption was confirmed in two studies.
Simon (1967) assumed that motivation influences
cognitive processes via the allocation of attention to a
(learning-) goal. Following this idea, the next step in
our research is to try to include attention in our process
model.
Another challenge is to connect our motivational
factors to already existing concepts, for example, what
does Banduras self-efficacy (1977) have to do with
mastery confidence? O r our factor challenge with the
concept offlow-experience(Czikszentmihalyi, 1975).
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Abstract

used for testing the architecture on this task. However, hum a n language processing in the brain is always influenced by
The topic of this paper is the development of dynamic lexical
changing input from the environment. Neurons die all the
representations using artificial neural networks. In previous
time, w e learn and forget all the time; so there is plenty of evwork on connectionist natural language processing a lot of apidence w h y it is important to explore dynamic architectures
proaches have experimented with manually encoded lexicon
and
dynamic representations in connectionist architectures .
representations for words. However from a cognitive point
In this paper w e will mainly focus on h o w dynamic repreof view as well as an engineering point of view it is diffisentations can be developed for a larger hybrid connectionist
cult to find appropriate representations for the lexicon entries
architecture. In order to examine this issue w e have develfor a given task. In this context, this paper explores the use
oped a hybrid connectionist architecture S C R E E N ' for anof building word representations during a U-aining process for
alyzing spoken language from real-world conversations on
a particular task. Using simple recurrent networks, principal
scheduling meetings. S C R E E N is built on principles of
component analysis and hierarchical clustering we show how
an incremental flat scanning understanding (Wermter 1995,
lexical representations can be formed dynamically, especially
Wermter & Weber 1997). Input to the system is real-world
for neural network modules in large, real-world, computational
speech, including errors from the speech recognizer or from
speech-language models.
Introduction
humans (hesitations, corrections, repetitions, interjections).
In the last decade a lot of progress has been m a d e in conOutput is a syntactic, semantic and dialog analysis of the sponectionist natural language processing. M a n y different tasks
ken sentences. Several properties of h u m a n language prohave been covered and m a n y different forms of representacessing are addressed in this system, for instance robustness
tions and architectures have been developed (Kawamoto &
for ertors and incremental parallel processing of syntax and
McClelland 1986, Wermter 1989, St. John & McClelland
semantics.
1990, McMillan et al. 1993, Wermter et al 1996). However,
After the development of a first version of a comprehensive
most of these architectures are still fairly limited with respect
architecture, w e are n o w in the position to explore the possito processing natural language in a "real-world" environment,
bility of forming lexical representations dynamically during
for instance processing a real-world speech dialog.
learning. Using simple recurrent networks, principal compoComparing the conversational capabilities of connectionnent analysis and hierarchical clustering w e show h o w lexiist models and the conversation capabilities of human beings,
cal representations can be formed dynamically, especially for
w e think there are several reasons w h y the performance of
neural network modules in large, real-world, computational
connectionist models is still fairly moderate in real-world setspeech-language models.
tings. First, after a decade of ground-level work on essential
connectionist learning algorithms and representations w e are
The framework:
only n o w in the position to focus on larger architectures. In
hybrid connectionist speech parsing
order to m a k e progress o n larger areas of h u m a n language
processing capabilities w e have to go beyond individual tasks.
There has been surprisingly little work on developing dyFor instance, for understanding spoken language from connamic lexicon representations using supervised learning techversations w e have to integrate speech recognition, syntacniques. Major exceptions are the symbolic/connectionist retic, semantic and pragmatic processing in a robust manner.
circulation work (Dyer 1991) and the work on D I S C E R N ,
These subtasks provide different constraints (e.g. robustness
a connectionist model for understanding simple written senat speech, syntax and semantics levels) and w e cannot expect
tences (Miikkulainen 1993). However, most network archithat one single small network can handle a large portion of
tectures have used vector representations from a static lexih u m a n language processing capabilities (Jain 1991, Wermter
con. While static representations make it easier to add new
& Weber 1997). Therefore, it is essential to focus on larger
entries, static entries m a y not be cognitively plausible. Furmodular architectures in order to m a k e progress on real-world
thermore, developing lexical representations automatically
natural language tasks.
integrates learning with representation and reduces the lanAnother second main point of limitation of many connecguage acquisition effort. Therefore, w e will explore to what
tionist models of natural language processing is their static
representation. Typically, for a given task a static connecSymbolic Connectionist Robust EnterprisE for Natural
tionist architecture is developed and static representations are
language
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extent representations can be formed dynamically in a realworld spoken language environment.

tails can be found in (Wermter & Weber 1997). This serves
as motivation for the examination of dynamic lexicon representations which are initially explored using the subtask of
abstract syntactic categorization (large arrow infigure1). The
f
d
u
j
u
( segmcni-parser y^fc
data flow infigure1 is shown by arrows between modules, in
some cases we have used numbers to replace arrow drawings
that are too complex.
Diulo|; act
The speech sequence construction part at the bottom of figCase role processing
processing
ure I receives incrementally single word hypotheses from a
pauM;-erTtir ) ^ i
wc»rd-cmH
nhr;i.s(r-t;mir
speech recognizer and constructs possible partial sentence hypotheses (module con-sequ-hyps). The speech evaluation part
( inierjeauin J
at the lower left side contains modules for evaluating individ|( p'""' ) ^ |
ual partial sentence hypotheses and chooses better sentence
hypotheses based on acoustic, syntactic and semantic knowledge (bas-syn-pre, bas-sem-pre, speech-error).
abs-syn-cu y^ abs-scm-cq ^
sem-oj
Category knowledge is learned and generalized in the category assignment part at the lower right side. Furthermore,
phrase starts are detected for identifying phrase boundaries
^ y ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ y ^
(phrase-start). The category assignment part contains several
Correction
modules for aflatsyntactic and semantic analysis of a current sentence hypothesis (bas-syn-dis, bas-sem-dis, abs-synabs-scm-cal
phrasc-stan
cat, abs-sem-cat). The syntactic and semantic analysis is performed at two syntactic and semantic levels. The large arrow
( speech-error
J
shows the subtask of assigning abstract syntactic categories
at the phrase level. This subtask is examined for forming dybas-sem-prc
his-syn-pre
namic lexical representations automatically in this paper.
/' bas-svn-dis A Z' bas-scm-dis X " 3
The correction part above contains modules for often occurring mistakes which have to be dealt with explicitly in
spontaneous language. For instance, there are modules for
detecting interjections and pauses, word repairs, and phrase
Category
repairs (pause, interjection, word-error, phrase-error). FurSpeech evaluation
assignment
thermore, there are some assistance modules for preprocessing (lex-start-eq, bas-syn-eq, bas-sem-eq, lex-word-eq, absf cnn-setju-liyps )
LexiLon
syn-eq, abs-sem-eq). The case role part contains a segmenSpeech sequence
tation parser for segmenting complete dialog turns into utter' W o r d hypotheses from speech recognizer Construction
ances segments and forfillingthe contents of a case frame
with the utterance constituents (segment-parser). The dialog
Figure 1: Overall S C R E E N architecture. The large arrow
act part (dia-act) is responsible for recognizing dialog acts of
shows the subtask of assigning abstract syntactic categories
utterances and interacts with the case frame part.
at the phrase level. This subtask is examined for forming dyAs shown infigure1, we have chosen primarily feedfornamic lexical representations automatically.
ward connectionist networks and simple recurrent networks
(Elman 1990). Simple recurrent networks were found to be
In this section we will give a brief overview of our very effective based on their potential for sequential context
SCREEN system (seefigure1). There are three fundamenprocessing and fault tolerance. Gradient descent is used to
tal principles which are addressed in S C R E E N based on eartrain these networks (Rumelhart et al 1986). If a module
lier experience with hybrid connectionist systems (Wermter
does not contain a connectionist network it uses simple sym1995, Wermter & Weber 1997). First, we want to exambolic rules, for instance for a lexical comparison. W e will not
ine hybrid connectionist learning techniques in a real-world
go into further details of the architecture which has been despeech/language system. Second, we want to explore to what
scribed recently in more detail in (Wermter & Weber 1997).
extent hybrid connectionist techniques can provide the neces- Rather, we will now start to focus on our new experiments on
sary robustness and incremental processing. Third, we want
forming dynamic representations. In particular, w e will deto examine a screening approach to spoken language analyscribe the development of dynamic syntactic representations
sis; that is, rather than an in-depth understanding we aim at a
for the task of abstract syntactic category assignment (see the
flat, scanning understanding, but we want the understanding large arrow for the module infigure1).
to be robust and learned.
In general, our long-term perspective has been to examine
Focusing on an example: dynamics of syntactic
the architectural consequences in hybrid connectionist archirepresentations
tectures based on these principles. S C R E E N consists of six
main parts each of which contains several modules. The folSyntactic analysis can be interpreted as the process of assignlowing description gives just a brief overview of the frameing higher abstract syntactic categories (nonterminals) to bawork of the S C R E E N architecture using a static lexicon; de- sic syntactic categories (terminals). In order to support the
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necessary robustness for spoken language analysis w e have
used a restricted number of basic and abstract syntactic categories in our domain of meeting scheduling. Table 1 shows
the basic syntactic categories and table 2 shows the abstract
syntactic categories which have been used in our comparison
experiments with manually defined lexicon representations.
Category
noun (N)
verb (V)
preposition (R)
pronoun (U)
numeral (M)
participle (P)
pause (/)

Example
date
meet
at, in
I, you
fourth
taken
pause

Category
adjective (J)
adverb (A)
conjunction (C)
determiner (D)
interjection (I)
other (O)

Example
late
often

and
the, a
eh, oh
particle

Table 1: Basic syntactic categories

Category
verb group (VG)
noun group (NG)
adverbial group (AG)
prepositional group (PG)
conjunction group (CG)
modus group ( M G )
special group (SG)
interjection group (IG)

Example
mean, would propose
a date, the next possible slot
later, as early as possible
in the dining hall
and, either... or
interrogatives, confirmations
additives: please, then
interjections, pauses: eh, oh

Table 2: Abstract syntactic categories

VG

AG
PG

category representation "pronoun verb verb interjection determiner verb/noun preposition noun" has to be mapped to
an abstract category representation "noun-group verb-group
interjection-group noun-group prepositional-group". This
network (13 input, 7 hidden, 8 output units) had a fairly good
performance on a 2300 word corpus reaching 9 1 % category
accuracy on the training set and 8 4 % on the unknown test set.
However, this network had static lexicon entries.
Using these experiments with static predefined input representations as a bottom line comparison, n o w w e turn our
attention to the development of dynamic representations for
the task of assigning abstract syntactic categories. The simple recurrent network was modified so that the learning algorithm was able to change the input representations over
time. Because of the possibility of developing input representations automatically w e can restrict the knowledge which
is provided to the network.
While the static network received the basic syntactic category representation as the input and assigned the abstract
syntactic category representation as the output for each subsequent word, n o w w e will only provide the abstract syntactic
category representation as the output of the network during
learning (see the network architecture in figure 3). Then the
learning process backpropagates errors to the units in the hidden layer but also back to the input layer. This process allows
the learning algorithm to assist in the development of representations which are particular useful for the given task. Over
time input representations emerge based on their use in different contexts.

CG SG
N G M G JG

VG

Output layer

Output layer

Hidden layer

Hidden layer

Input layer: static
representation
for word w

AG
PG

CG SG
NG M G JG

Input layer:
initially random
representation
for word w

Context
layer

Context
layer

c t 5 i f f S 2 )
Input layer: new dynamic representation for same
word w after 2000 epochs

Figure 2: Original simple recurrent network with static lexicon representations as used in the overall S C R E E N architecture. Static basic syntactic categories for one w o r d are used
as input to the network.

Figure 3: N e w simple recurrent network with dynamic basic
syntactic feature formation. Only the abstract syntactic category knowledge is provided to the network during training.
T h e dynamic input representations are formed dynamically
during training.

First, we have trained a simple recurrent network to assign
abstract syntactic categories to basic syntactic categories in
a static lexicon framework (see figure 2). There w a s one input unit for each basic syntactic category and one output unit
for each abstract syntactic category. For a very simple sentence, e.g. "I w o u l d suggest eh a meeting on Friday" a basic

Now we will describe the augmentations which are nec-
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Input representation

essary for building dynamic representations. The standard
backpropagation learning algorithm is a gradient descent
learning procedure which minimizes the squares of the differences between actual and desired output values over all
output units and all training instances:

Static, hand-coded
Dynamic, learned

(1)

E = \Y.Y.i<ip^-yp^)'

where E is the global error function, p is the pattern of the
current training instance, j is the index of the output units, dpj
is the desired value and ypj is the current computed value. It
has been shown (Rumelhart et al 1986) that this error function
E is minimized if the weights are updated according to the
following equation:

(2)

A p w . j = n^pjVpi

where Wij is the weight from unit i to unit j, t] is the learning
rate, Spj is the error associated with unit j, and j/p, is the
output value of unit i.
The error Spj for a unit j is computed differently for output
units (3) and hidden units (4). This computation minimizes
the total sum squared error of equation (1). Furthermore, the
function / is a semilinear function, that is, the function / is
non-decreasing and differentiable.

^pj = (dpj - ypj)fj

(3)

Y l ^'^yp' + ^J

/
\
v.

/ k

U p to this point w e have the well-known backpropagation
learning rule. But it is possible to extend this backpropagation
of errors to the input layer (Miikkulainen 1993),
r, = T)Si = rj'^SjWij

(5)

The value Si is the error for unit i of the input layer, Sj the
error for a unit j in the hidden layer and Wij the weight from
unit i of the input layer to unit j of the hidden layer. T h e
actual change r, of an element in the input layer is multiplied
with the learning rate rj and limited by the interval [0,1]. The
new representations r,(t + 1 ) are calculated by the sum of the
old representation ri(t) plus the change r,.
ri(t + l) = max(0,mm(l,r,(<) + r,))

(6)

Performance
Using a corpus of 184 turns from real-world spoken conversations about meeting scheduling w e trained and tested network
architectures with 384 utterances (containing 2356 words).
T w o thirds of the corpus belonged to the training set, 1/3 to
the test set. Using the hand-coded static representations w e
could reach 9 1 % accuracy on the training set and 8 4 % on the
test set (see table 3). A n assignment was counted as correct if
the abstract syntactic category of the output element with the
highest value was also the desired abstract syntactic category.
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training set

test set

91%
99%

84%
79%

Table 3: Performance for abstract syntactic categorization
task
In contrast, the dynamic representation network used initially random lexical representations for the basic syntactic
representation of each word. During training only the current
abstract syntactic category representation of a word is shown
at the output layer. Over time, words with a similar use and
distribution in the corpus developed similar representations
based on equations 5 and 6.
Comparing the network with the static input representation
and the network with the dynamic representation, training
performance of the network which used dynamic representations was better. However, the generalization performance on
the test set dropped from 8 4 % to 7 9 % . This can be explained
by the fact that the dynamic representation network gave the
learning algorithm more conceptual fi-eedom. Therefore the
input representations were particularly adapted according to
the occurring distributions of syntactic category assignments
in the training set.
The dynamic representations perform better on the training set, the static representations on the test set. In spite of all
differences these percentages for the static and dynamic representations are roughly in the same area. However, it is more
important to point out that the network with the dynamic representations received m u c h less knowledge since it did not
receive the knowledge about the static basic syntactic categories. Seen from this perspective the necessary tagging effort can be reduced by 5 0 % while still getting a rather similar
performance.
Clustering the learned input representations
In order to examine the overall learning effect on the development of the word representations w e performed a principal
component analysis analysis on all vector representation of
the input layer. Figure 5 shows the distribution of the initialized vector representations before learning has started. For
this visualization w e used thefirstand second principal component. The word representations are distributed fairly equal
in this initial state.
The state after 1000 learning epochs is shown infigure5.
A s w e can see there is a clear tendency to form clusters and
this demonstrates the general effect of learning. Furthermore,
at this high level of abstraction of showing all vector representations w e can identify two major clouds. These two
clouds correspond to the major division between noun-related
knowledge and non-noun-related knowledge. That is, the first
cloud contains mainly nouns and pronouns like "wir" (English: we), while the second cloud contains other syntactic
categories. This main distinction seems to be useful for the
learning algorithm since nouns and pronouns occur very often
and they occur in similar contexts.

UNDSCtCQSZWAKSAS.^G
UNDICJCUSUIENSTAOSNSNG
UNDlrjfOJDONNEKSTAOSNJNO
Tim
UNDITKOSFIIEITAOJNWG
71) (M)
UNDScsrajiitsutNO
UN[>SrKY;tl)AStUtNG
UNDSCSCGSJEDEKSMSNG
M)(KI
IJNIlMJNOiZWANZIOSTERJMSNa
MIMI
UN])irtNOIVIE«ZIGSMING
Kim
UNDSrSNGSVIEKZJGSMSNG
llNDSCJCOtiCHJUSNG
fil)U)
DASStCSCdSDUSUSNG
SK(NJ
DASSKSrOlDUJUlNG
V)(NI
l)AS.SU'S(XiSI)ASSUSNG
DASSSCSrOJSIEJUJNO
S4l)ll
IJASSiOCUJK'HJUJNG
2(1 (Kl DASSICirGSlCHIUJNO
22l«]
DASSSCSCGSWIRSUSNG
Figure 6: Part of hierarchical
cluster analysis of the learned
DASSSCJCGiWlRtUSNO
word representations IIASSirSCC.SWIRtUtNG
OBWDHLSrSCGJIrHJUSNG
nBW( )HLS('SSGSI)AStUtNG
DBWOHUrjrCSDASSUSNO
only at the input layer
and guide the network through the out74 (HI

Figure 4: Clustering before learning
16
1.4 '
\2 •

put layers.
W h a t have w e learned from this? W e found that reducing the constraints on the network by forming dynamic word
representations leads to a classification improvement for the
accuracy on the training set, but also to a deterioration on the
test set. The additional degrees of representational freedom
are responsible for this behavior. In most cases the dynamic
word representations are clustered according to their syntactic basic categories. The networks developed distributed word
representations throughout all experiments. W e did not find
evidence for localist encodings of word representations.
Another important point is that the network which has to
form dynamic representations received m u c h less knowledge
to perform the classification task. While the static network received both abstract and basic syntactic category knowledge,
the dynamic network received only knowledge about the abstract syntactic categories. Therefore m u c h less manual labeling work is necessary. However there is also a performance
drop for the test set of the network with the dynamic representations. So w e find a tradeoff here. If manual labeling is
reliably good, a network with static representations can outperform a network with dynamic representations. However,
if manual labeling is expensive or unreliable, a network with
dynamic representations with a slightly lower classification
accuracy might be a good choice, in particular for developing
computational models in aflexiblemanner.
O n e important aspect is the question whether manual labeling can be avoided using automatic word representation
formation. Our experiments suggest that automatic representation formation is possible for syntactic lexicon construction,
and the user has to provide less manually encoded knowledge.
In a similar manner, the assignment of categories for semantics or pragmatics should be possible.
O n the other hand, the dynamically learned representations
are particularly tuned for the particular task and therefore the
representations m a y not be easy to interpret. However, additional means like hierarchical cluster analysis and principal
component analysis can assist the user to interpret the learned

1 •
aa '
0.6 •
0.4 •
02 •
0 -02 '
•0< •
.06

-1
Figure 5: Clustering after 1000 training steps
After we have shown the general learning effect at a higher
level of abstraction w e n o w z o o m in on a certain example part
in order to illustrate the learning effect for individual words.
W h e n w e analyzed the learned w o r d representations in m o r e
detail w e found that the network had developed a distributed
representation of syntactic categories. A hierarchical cluster
analysis on the vectors of the w o r d representation showed that
words which belonged to the s a m e basic syntactic category
were clustered together. Figure 6 shows a small portion of
the hierarchical cluster tree. In this part conjunctions ("und"
"dass" " o b w o h l " are G e r m a n conjunctions) are clustered together.
Discussion
Although m a n y connectionist models use static lexicon representations, there has been some previous work on dynamic
lexicon formation in connectionist natural language processing (Pollack 1988; Dyer 1991; Miikkulainen 1993). There
are two main differences between our approach here and this
previous work. First, w e focus on noisy real-world speech
(including various mistakes, etc) rather than well-formed sentence schemata. Second, w e use dynamic representations
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representations. In contrast, manually determined static lexicon representations can be interpreted naturally and new entries can be defined easily, but manually determined representations may not reflect the exact task knowledge and they are
difficult to develop.
W e have examined the possibility of learning syntactic representations automatically within a larger real-world spoken
language analysis system. Although we do not claim in general S C R E E N to be a cognitively valid model of human language processing in general, we think it is important for
building computational models to integrate as much cognitively valid aspects of human language processing as possible. While w e already focused on incremental processing,
robustness, as well as parallel syntactic and semantic processing in previous work, here we examined dynamic word
representation formation. Using this motivation from cognitive language processing and knowledge engineering, it is
not only possible to improve the coverage of a computational
model but also gain insights on certain aspects of cognitive
language understanding.
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images follow continuous trajectories w h e n transformed;
his solution is as follows:

Abstract
We find evidence for a tight coupling between motor action
and transfonnation of visual mental images: in a dual-task
experiment involving both mental and manual rotation, it is
found that mental rotation of abstract visual images is faster
and less error-prone when accompanied by manual rotation
in the same direction, slower and more error-prone when
motor rotation is in the opposite direction. Variations in
motor speed, on both large and small scales, are
accompanied by corresponding variations, in the same
direction, in mental rotation speed. W e briefly speculate on
the mechanisms that could give rise to this interaction.

'Tis... evident, that as the senses, in changing their objects, are
necessitated to change them regularly, and take them as they lie
contiguous to each other, the imagination must by long custom
acquire the same method of thinking, and run along the parts of
space and time in conceiving its objects. (Hume, 1739/1985, p.
58)

Meanwhile, information has been accumulating on
mental imagery in another modality, so-called 'motor
imagery'— thefirst-personimagination of voluntary motor
actions (see Jeannerod (1997) for a review). Here, too, it
Introduction
has been foimd that motor imagery shares mechanisms with
T h e main finding of the cognitive neuroscience of visual
the motor system, from premotor cortex, the supplementary
mental imagery has been the identification of perceptual
motor area and motor cortex (activated during motor
mechanisms in imagery tasks, confirming the intuition that
imagery tasks), by way of autonomic reactions (similar in
w e indeed 'see' our visual mental images. This has been
motor imagery and motor tasks), all the way d o w n to the
amply demonstrated in studies showing the interaction of
muscles ( E M G activity during motor imagery)—for a
visual mental imagery with processes characteristic of
review, see Jeannerod (1997). It has been assumed that
visual perception, such as object identification and
motor imagery is distinct from visual mental imagery, as
illusions; in brain activation studies (the activation of
the former is experienced from afirst-personperspective,
occipital cortex in visual mental imagery tasks); and in the latter from a third-person point of view.
observations of patients with lesions (see Kosslyn (1994)
T h e peacefiil co-existence of, on one hand, visual
for a review).
perception and visual mental imagery, and of motor action
Along with this very important result has c o m e the
and motor imagery on the other, is troubled by a number of
widespread belief that visual imagery is a purely visual
borderline cases. W h a t are w e to m a k e of, for instance,
function. If w e see images of things in our heads, it is Parsons's (1994) finding that the mental rotation of images
because w e have seen those things, or their parts, before
of hands (in the service of a typical visual task, object
with our eyes. If w e can transform our visual images, it is
identification) is modulated by the actual orientation of the
because w e (or our distant ancestors) have watched objects
subject's hands during the task? O r of the result of
translate, zoom, and rotate. Visual imagery is subserved by
Wohlschlager & Wohlschlager (1996) that mental rolnlion
the mechanisms responsible for visual perception, object
is faster w h e n accompanied by motor rotation in the same
recognition, and the perception of real or apparent motion
direction, slower w h e n the motor rotation is in the opposite
(Shepard, 1984). According to Shepard's influential view,
direction? O r of the finding of Shiffrar & Freyd (1990) that
both the transformation of visual mental images, and
apparent motion, a process that has been closely associated
mechanisms responsible for apparent visual motion are
with \isual mental imager*, is informed by the kinematics
''...internalizations of current or pre\iously prevailing
of body parts? Or, indeed, of the existence of a literature
external circumstances" (Shepard. 1984, p. 431), (albeit conlro\ersial) that suggests that motor constraints
circumstances experienced through (predominantly visual)
are incorporated into the visual system at fairiy low levels
perception. This empiricist theory of mental imagery is not
of perception (e.g., Viviani & Stucchi, 1992)7 Other.
new, and can be traced back at least to H u m e , w h o w a s indirect, evidence exists for the interaction between
already concerned by one of the main mysteries that
movement (real or imagined) and visual mental imagcr\,
currently surround mental imager}-, namely w h y mental
in\olving, for example, the interaction between real and
imagined movement and spatial m e m o r y (Johnson, 1982:
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Quinn & Ralston, 1986; Finke, 1979); m u c h of this
material is ably reviewed by Kosslyn (1994).
In light of this evidence between motor action and visual
mental imagery, w e put forward tiie imagery/motor
hypothesis: the motor system is involved in the voIunlar>'
transformations of visual mental images. After all, n\ost
non-mental image transformations in the environment are
directly produced by the subject's manipulation of mediumsize objects. Could it be that the motor system guides image
transformation, even w h e n the image is not seen, but
imagined?
There are at least two ways in which the imagery/motor
hjpothesis m a y be true. First, motor information m a y be
statically, structurally incorporated into the visual s>'Stem,
so that, for instance, it m a y be difilcult to (visually)
imagine trajectories that violate constraints on body
movement (such as the /?"^ law, that Viviani & Stucchi
(1992) suggest m a y be stnicturally incorporated into visual
perception). Second, the motor system m a y play a dynamic,
'on-line' role in guiding visual imagery transformations;
this version would account for Parsons's (1994) data.
The following experiment was carried out to test the
Inpothesis of dynamic interaction between visual imagery
transfomiation and the motor system. It combines the
classic mental rotation task of Cooper & Shepard (1974)
with a motor task, in which the subject performs a
simultaneous manual rotation. (The manual rotation was
active, but its speed was nevertheless controlled—see
description below for h o w this was managed). The null
hypothesis predicts
a
simple
dual-task effect,
undifferentiated according to the details of the imagery or
motor tasks. The imagery/motor hypothesis, on the other
hand, predicts that the motor system is invohed in
transformations of mental images, such as mental rotation.
If the motor system is occupied with a manual rotation task,
involving rotation with a given speed and direction, the
concurrent mental rotation task should be impeded to the
extent that its speed and direction clash with those of the
motor task.
Experiment
What follows is a summary of the experimental procedure.
For full details, see We.xler, Kosslyn & Berthoz (1997).
Method
The experimental apparatus consisted of a computer screen
(at subject's eye level, seen through a visual tunnel) for the
presentation of visual stimuli; a joystick that was free to
turn in a small circle in a plane parallel to the computer
screen (located below the screen, at the level of the
subject's abdomen); and two foot-switches, on which the
subject's feet rested.
Each trial consisted of two tasks, the imagery task and
tlie motor task.
Imagery Task. Very similar to the Shepard & Cooper
(1973) two-dimensional mental rotation task. It consisted of
three phases: (1) on the computer screen, the subject saw
one of the figures (illustrated in Figure 1) in its canonical
orientation, centered at the top of the screen (5 sec), along
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with an arrow that pointed from the center of the screen to
the figure (5 sec); (2) the figiire and arrow disappear, and a

\

^

i

^

Fig\ire 1: Stimuli in imagery' task, in their canonical
orientations
new arrow reappears, pointing from the center of the screen
to a different location, differing by an angle 9 from the
previous upright arrow (1.5 sec); (3) the figure reappears
(either the original, or its mirror image) translated to the
location indicated by the arrow as well as rotated by angle 0
(like numerals on some clock faces). The subject's task w a s
to determine, as quickly as possible, whether this last figure
was a the same as the first (except for a rotation), or
whether it was also mirror-reflected; the response was
given by pressing one of two pedals. T h e time between the
onset of the third stimulus and the pressing of a pedal will
be referred to as the response time (RT). T h e subject w a s
encouraged to begin the process of mental rotation at the
onset of phase 2.
Motor task. The simultaneous motor task consisted in
rotating the joystick handle in a previously specified
direction (i.e., clockwise or counterclockwise) and at a
specified angular speed, co (either 45°/sec or 90°/sec). In
preliminary' training, the subject learned to rotate the
joystick at the required speed within a given tolerance
(45%). T h e subject could see neither his hand nor the
joystick, due to the presence of the visual tunnel.
Before the beginning of each block of 16 trials, the
subject w a s given (verbally) the direction in which he was
to turn the joystick, and was required to produce manual
rotations until the angular speed for two successi\e
rotations was within the tolerance range around the target
angular speed co. The motor task was synchronized with the
iiuagery task: the joystick remained fixed at the 12 o'clock
position (0°) during phase 1 of the imagery task; the subject
began turning the joystick at the onset of phase 2 of the
imagery task, and was to keep turning at the constant speed
CO until a response was gi\en in the imagery task.
Experimental Dcsijjn. The experiment was a 2 (fo=43.
90°/sec) X 2 (counter-, clockwise manual rotation) x 8
(values of angle 6 in imagery task, evenly spaced by 45°) x
4 (initial stimuli) x 2 (response conditions: mirror-reflected
or not) design. The subjects came for two sessions, each of
which consisted of 8 blocks of 16 trials. Trials wiili errors
(either gi^•ing the wrong answer in the imagery task, or
failing to turn within the tolerance range of the target
motor speed, o ) were repeated at the end pf each session. In
addition, immediately following the second session.
subjects repeated the task, but without the motor rotation (4
blocks of 16 trials each), the 'no-motor' condition.

from 0°). In the second session, however, the effect all but
disappears. In order to study this imagery/motor interaction
effect quantitatively, w e performed an
ANOVA.
categorizing trials as compatible if the mental rotation is in
the same direction as the manual rotation, and
incompatible otherwise. O n session 1 data alone, the
A N O V A yields a significant effect of compatibililv
(F(l,10)=9.49, p=.Ol), but not on session 2 (F(l,10)=.69,
U.S.).
In the analysis of errors, a similar effect of
imagery/motor compatibility was obtained. In the first
session, errors are higher in the incompatible case ( 3 6 % of
trials) than in the compatible case (28%), giving
F(l,10)=4.43, p=.06. B y the second session, the effect
disappears ( 1 5 % and 1 6 % , respectively, F(l,10)=.02).
Is there any relation between the speed of mental rotation
and the motor speed? The imagery/motor hypothesis
predicts that, all else being equal, higher motor speed o
would speed up mental rotation, and lower co would slow it
down This can be checked by comparing the average
mental rotation speeds of the two groups of subjects (the
45-90 and the 90-45 groups) in the two sessions. This effect
must be distinguished from two uninteresting effects, a
possible inter-group difference in mental rotation speed
(caused by individual differences a m o n g the subjects w h o
happen to be in each group), and an overall speeding up of
mental rotation with practice. Define the mental rotation
speed as |9|/RT. Averaging by group and session, w e obtain
the results in Figure 3.

T h e subjects were divided into two groups; one group
had motor speed tt)=45°/sec in the first session and
co=90°/sec in the second session (the 45-90 group), and vice
versa for the 90-45 group. Within each session, the
direction of motor rotation aUernated from block to block.
T h e remaining order of trials was random.
Data Analysis
Because of its complexity, only the main results of the
analysis will be given here; for details, the reader is
referred to Wexler, Kosslyn & Berthoz (1997).
Twelve paid \olunteers participated as subjects (6 m e n
and 6 w o m e n ) . Subjects had no prior laboratory experience
uith mental imagery. They were divided randomly into the
45-90 and 90-45 groups (3 m e n and 3 w o m e n in each).
Imagery task. Data was collapsed across the 4x2 stimulus
and reflection conditions, and across subjects. Figure 2
shows an example of the R T curves for the different motor
conditions, in the first session for the 45-90 group.
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As can be seen from Figure 2, concurrent manual rotation
had a strong selective effect on the mental rotation. W h e n
subjects were perfomiing clockwise manual rotation, for
example, mental rotation was faster clockwise than
counterclockwise, and vice versa for counterclockwise
manual rotation. T h e effect was strong enough to shift the
m i n i m u m of the R T cur\e. In ordinary mental rotation
experiments, the minimal R T is at 9=0°, as it is in our nomotor condition (the dotted curve); it is easiest to compare
two successive stimuli w h e n they are at the same
orientation. This is not so w h e n the mental rotation is
accompanied by motor rotation. W h e n subjects perform a
motor rotation, they find it easiest to compare the two
stimuli w h e n the second stimulus is rotated by 45° with
respect to the first, in the direction of tlic motor rotation!
Similar results were obtained for the 90-45 group in the
first session (except that the R T minima were not shifted
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Figure 3: M e a n mental rotation speed by group and
session. Group 45-90 manually rotated slower in the first
session, faster in the second: vice versa for group 90-45.
Both of the uninteresting effects mentioned above arc
present in the data: group 90-45 is somewhat slower at
mental rotation than group 45-90 (not surprising given the
size of the groups and the large variations in the
population), and there is an overall trend for higher speed

in the session 2. Superimposed on these, ho\ve\er, is a very
large and interesting inter-group difTercncc: group 45-90
(which manually rotated faster in session 2) becomes m u c h
faster at mental rotation in session 2, whereas group 90-45
(which manually rotated slower in session 2) actually has
somewhat slower mental rotation in session 2. This effect is
highly significant statistically, F(l,10)=21.49, ;7<.001 for
the group x session interaction. This is strong support for
the motor-imagery hypothesis; all else being equal, mental
rotation is faster in the presence of fast motor rotation, and
slower in the presence of slow motor rotation. W e will see
more evidence for the relation between mental and motor
speeds below.
Motor and imagery tasks. Although we have already seen
from the analysis of R T s and errors that there is very
specific interference between the motor and mental rotation
tasks, to get to the heart of the relationship between mental
and motor rotations w e must examine the subjects' motor
trajectories in more detail.
W e first analyzed the relationship between the angle 9 the angle between the two stimuli in the imagery task - and
what w e will call the motor angle, 6m, the angle through
which the subject had rotated the joystick handle at time of
response to the imagery task. If mental rotation follows the
motor rotation, there should be a positive correlation
between the absolute values of the angles |9| and |9m|. But
this is not a very good test, because even if the two rotations
were entirely unrelated w e still would expect a positive
correlation, given that mental rotation takes more time for
larger |e| and so does motor rotation for |9m|. If the two
rotations in fact proceed together, the correlation between
the angles should be m u c h weaker w h e n the rotations are
incompatible (i.e., in opposite directions) than w h e n they
are compatible: having one's mental image at orientation
6m as a result of the motor rotation would not do the
subject m u c h good if the test stimulus is at the opposite
orientation, -6m.
The correlation analysis was carried out individually for
each subject. All non-error trials with Q^O, 180° (in order
to allow analysis of the compatibilit}' factor) and |9ml <
360° were classified by subject, session and compatibility;
in each set the coefficient of correlation between |9| and
|9,ii|, r, was calculated. The m e a n correlations by
compatibility and session are summarized in Table 1. Each
of the numbers in Table 1 is an average over the individual
coefficients of correlation; for example, for session 1
compatibility, the r's ranged between
-.05 and .81. T h e
correlations are consistently positive, and thus all mean
values of r, except the low value for session 1 incompatible,
are significantly positive at /?<.01 (two-tailed t test). In
session I, the result is as predicted: there is a significant
correlation between the angles in the compatible trials, and
essentially no correlation (r(ll)=1.07, p=.3) in the
incompatible case. Moreover, the relation r(compat.) >
Kincomp.) holds individually for 11 out of 12 subjects in
session 1, and a t test for the compatibilit>' yields
/(11)=2.48,;7=.02 (two-tailed). A s in the results for the R T s
and errors, this effect, although robust in the first session.
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seems to wash out by the second session (the t test for the
compatibility effect gives r(l 1)=,09, n s).
Tabic 1: Correlations between motor and imagery task
angles, by session and compatibilit)- conditions
Session 1 Session 2
Compatible
Incompatible

.257
.264

.385
.083

Finally, w e compare the speeds of the mental and motor
rotations. In each session, the subject had a target speed for
motor rotation, co, equal to either 45 or 90°/s. W e have
already seen that the speed of mental rotation roughly
followed the motor speed; w h e n the motor speed decreased
in the session 2 the mental speed also decreased, and vice
versa. However, within each session there were
spontaneous variations in the actual motor speed, because
the subject never precisely achieved the goal co, and w a s
allowed a margin of error of 4 5 % . W e n o w ask whether
these spontaneous variations of motor speed around co are
also positi\ely correlated with variations in the mental
rotation speed.
In each trial, define the motor speed as the m e a n angular
speed of motor rotation during the test phase of the trial
(i.e.. Phase 3), and the mental speed as before (i.e., the
angle 9 divided by the R T ) . For each subject and each
session, w e perform a quantile analysis of motor versus
mental speed with four levels. Namely, w e sort the trials
(for each subject, session, angle (45°, 90°, and 135°) and
compatibility condition, which makes 32 trials) by motor
speed, in ascending order. W e then group trials together by
25-percentile blocks (i.e., trials whose motor speed falls in
the lowest 2 5 % are grouped together ("first quantile"), then
trials whose motor speed falls between 2 5 % and 5 0 %
("second quantile"), and so on, making a total of four
levels). W e then analyze the mental speed as a function of
quantile, session and compatibility, averaging over subjects
and angles.
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Figure 4: Dependence of mental rotation speed on moior
speed (the latter expressed as a quantile).

Figure 4 shows m e a n mental speed as a function of tl\e
motor speed quantile, for compatible and incompatible
trials averaged over both sessions. A s is evident, there is a
strong positive correlation between the mental and motor
speeds; mental rotation was slower on trials where motor
rotation w a s slower, and \ice versa. There is a lawful
relationship between the two speeds: the cunes in Figure 4
have mental speed steadily and monotonically increasing
with motor speed quantile: roughly speaking, for every
increase in the motor speed there is an increase in the
mental speed. T h e eflfect of quantile is highly significant,
F(3,30)= 136.90, p<.0001, for both sessions together. This
efiect remains significant if the first and second sessions
are analyzed separately, with F(3,30)=103.41 in the first
session and F(4,36)=92,76 in the second (both give
p<.OOOI). In addition, w e note an effect of compatibility,
that remains significant in the second session. The effects
of the motor rotation on the mental rotation speed are
highly specific (mental rotation speed increases steadily
with motor speed, and is mental rotation is faster w h e n its
direction is compatible with the motor rotation); they prove
to be, moreover, more robust to the effect of practice than
the simple R T s and errors as analyzed in the previous
section, as they remain highly significant in the second
session.
Another w a y to assess the significance of the effect of
motor speed on mental rotation speed is to repeat tlie
quantile analysis for only two levels; that is, to group
together trials according to whether the motor speed was
above or below the median (for that particular subject and
session). Here w e find that for all 12 subjects, mental speed
in the slow-motor trials is below mental speed in the fastmotor trials; moreover, this is the case for both thefirstand
the second sessions. Thus, w e have found that both largescale variations (from one session to another) and smallscale variations (spontaneous variations within each
session) in motor speed lead to corresponding variations in
the mental rotation speed.
Discussion
Briefiy, our main results are as follows. Mental rotation is
faster and less error-prone w h e n accompanied by motor
rotation in the same direction, slower and more error-prone
w h e n motor rotation is in the opposite direction. Variations
in motor speed, on both large and small scales, are
accompanied by corresponding variations, in the same
direction, in mental rotation speed. T h efirstof these results
confirms that of Wohlschljiger & Wohlschlager (1996). T h e
second result is new, and is important in that it shows the
detail of the interaction between the motor system and
mental image transformation.
T h e results strongly support the imager\/motor
Inpothesis, in its dynamic form: the subject's motor action
has a clear effect on the concurrent mental rotation, to such
an extent that the mental rotation, in both its direction and
speed, can almost be said to be mimicking the motor action.
Another important finding is the practice effect. T h e
subjects' performance on both the imagery and the motor
tasks improved in the course of the two experimental
sessions, which is unremarkable; what is more interesting
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is that on some measures (the R T and error A N O V A s . and
angle correlations), but not on others (mental vs. motor
speed correlations), the interaction between the two tasks
went from a strong effect in session 1 to virtually nil by the
end of session 2.
There are at least two plausible explanations for the
effect of practice, neither of which is in conflict with the
imager>7motor Inpothesis. First, from the imager) side,
mental rotation has been found to be extremely sensitise to
practice (sec, for example, Tarr and Pinker, 1989), and the
overall trend for increasing R T s found in this study is no
exception. There is certainly more than one way to compare
two images at different orientations, and effortful, voluntary'
mental rotation (the only kind of mental image
transformation relevant to the imagery/motor hypothesis) is
only one of them. Indeed, a number of subjects
spontaneously reported that over the course of the
experiment thty shifted from mental rotation—a strategy
they were instmcted to use—to landmark- or memorj-based
strategies. S o m e of these m a y involve mental mechanisms
that are less coupled, or not coupled at all, to motor
mechanisms.
Another possible reason for the decrease in coupling
between the mental and motor rotations in the second
session would be a change in the subjects' organization of
the motor task. Namely, the task of turning the joystick
handle at a fixed speed was at first difficult for most
subjects, and required m u c h deliberate planning. B y the
end of the experiment, however, the task was to a large
extent automated, as evidenced by a decreasing rate of
motor error. In a recent study, Seitz and Roland (1992)
have found that the activation of the supplementary motor
area ( S M A ) was modified during the learning and
automation of a motor task: S M A activation was highest at
the beginning of the learning phase, and decreased as the
performance of the task became automatic. As it is
precisely the motor planning areas such as the S M A that
are expected to be responsible for the interaction with
mental image transformation (see discussion below), a
similar automation of the motor task in our experiment
could account for the partial decrease of the motor-imagery
interaction in the second session. The practice effect that
w e have observed thus provides indirect evidence that it is
the higher motor areas, such as the S M A and prcmotor
cortex, and whose activation decreases with practice, that
are responsible for the motor/imager>' interaction.
In another P E T study, Deiber et al. (1991) showed that
premotor cortex and the S M A are more strongly acti\atcd
in endogenous movement. O n e way to test the foregoing
explanation of the effect of practice, as well as the
invohcmcnt of motor planning mechanisms in the
imagcr\/motor interaction, would therefore be to repeat tiic
present study with a condition in which the subject
randomly chooses the direction of rotation on each trial. In
liglu of the results of Deiber et al.. the inotor-imagcr>
interaction should be even stronger in such a procedure
than that seen in the present study, and should decrease
slower with practice.
What can be the nature of the imager\/motor interaction?
W e propose that it has to do with anticipation. In planning

motor action, the brain routinely anticipates the sensory
consequences of the action. For example, Duliamel, Colby
& Goldberg (1992) found neurons in the parietal cortex of
the monkey that modify their relinotopic receptive fields
immediately before an eye movement, by the same amount
as the intended saccade. Georgopoulos et al. (1989) have
found a type of mental rotation in the motor cortex that
may anticipate the results of object manipulation.
Now, even in the absence of overt movements (which are
often costly and irreversible), anticipatory mechanisms
could fiimish a visual mental image of the results of a
putative action (Kosslyn, 1994). The action would be
planned (which would involve such frontal motor planning
areas as the supplementary motor area and premotor
cortex—see Deiber et al., 1991), but not overtly executed.
For instance, if you have a visual mental image of an
object, and you imagine rotating the corresponding object
(that is, you have a motor image, which certainly mobilizes
the motor planning centers of the cortex), the motor
anticipatory mechanisms wouldfiirnisha visual image of
the rotating object. O n this view, the motor system would
guide the transformation of mental imagery, not only of
one's body, but of abstract objects as well. Our
experimental results do not directly confinn this admittedly
speculative model ("visual mental image transformation as
visual-motor anticipation"), but they do provide evidence of
rather tight coupling between motor action and visual
image transfonnation. More directs test of this hypothesis
are in progress.
The view presented here, the importance of motor action
in the guidance of mental image transformation, goes
somewhat against the grain of thinking in cognitive
science, which typically assigns to action the role of mere
output—rather than participant—of higher cognitive
processes, among which w e may include visual mental
imagery. The role of action has recently been re-evaluated,
in such diverse fields as linguistics (Lakoff, 1987) and
robotics (Brooks & Stein, 1993). Kirsh (1995), for instance,
has discovered situations where overt action plays an
important part in spatial reasoning. It may well turn out
that motor mechanisms, through either overt or covert
channels, play a constructive role in cognition.
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Abstract
1000
Arithmetic research reveals longer RTs for large problems
(6x8) than small problems (2x3). While several factors
have been implicated, they cannot be dissociated in normal
arithmetic. Subjects were trained on an artificial operation
designed to independently manipulate these variables.
Results suggest that semantic operand representations and
presentation frequency are involved. A new theory of
arithmetic fact retrieval is introduced which suggests that
arithmetic facts are stored and retrieved using a magnitude
representation of the problem operands. Simulations
suggest the theory is able to account for the major
arithmetic fact retrieval phenomena.
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Arithmetic fact retrieval is one of the most important
skills underlying our ability to manipulate numbers. T w o
centralfindingshave dominated the literature and appear key
to our understanding of the cognitive processes which
underlie the ability to retrieve simple arithmetic facts (e.g.,
6 X 7 = 42) from memory.

Perhaps the most pervasive finding from simple arithmetic
research that is responses to larger problems such as 9 x 8
are on average, slower and more error prone than responses
to smaller problems such as 2 x 3 (see Figure 1, Campbell,
1985). This problem size effect has been robustly reported
in studies of both addition (Ashcraft & Battaglia, 1978), and
multiplication (Campbell. 1985; Harley, 1990; Miller,
Perlmutter, & Keating, 1984), and has been reported across
cultures (Geary, 1996).
Several possible sources of the problem size effect have
been proposed, including the size of the operands (Gallistel
& Gelman, 1992), the frequency of problem presentation
(Ashcraft, 1982), the frequency with which non-retrieval
strategies are used (e.g., successive addition; Lefevre,
Sadesky, & Bisanz, 1995; Siegler & Shrager, 1984), and the
order in which the problems were acquired (Campbell &
Clark, 1992). N o n e of these theoretical positions have been
widely accepted, in part because each of these factors are
highly intercorrelated in normal arithmetic and little
independent evidence supporting these positions has been
acquired (see Ashcraft, 1992).

Multiplication
Campbell, 1985

700

Introduction

Problem Size Effect

Diamond Arithmetic

Figure 1: Simple arithmetic reaction times grouped by
problem family (e.g., 2xN/Nx2, etc.)
Error Types
The most c o m m o n error that subjects m a k e when producing
answers to simple arithmetic problems is to produce the
correct answer for another problem which shares one operand
with the presented problem. For example, if the problem 7
x 6 was presented, a typical error might be to produce the
answer "forty eight". Reports indicate that operand errors
account for approximately 75-80% of all errors in production
tasks (Campbell, 1985; Harley, 1990).
A n interesting characteristic of operand errors is that the
erroneous responses are usually correct for a problem that
shares one operand with the presented problem and is also
close in magnitude with respect to the other operand
(McCloskey, Harley, & Sokol, 1991). For example, it is
more likely that "forty eight" would be an error for the
problem 7 x 6 than "twelve". Most errors have been found
to have an operand distance of two or less; as operand
distance increases, the frequency of operand errors
systematically decreases. Most theories have suggested that
errors are due to confusions during retrieval from a network
of stored facts (Ashcraft, 1992; Campbell, 1995), or to
errors m a d e when acquiring the facts and using strategies to
solve problems such as repeated additions (Lefevre et al.,
1995; Siegler, 1988).
Unfortunately, there has been little progress in
disambiguating the various possible sources of the problem
size effect and error rates because current theoretical
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positions make very similar predictions. For example, in
comparison to larger problems, small problems (e.g., 2 x 3 )
are likely to be taughtfirst,retrieved more often, and solved
using strategies more accurately.
To overcome difficulties associated with studying normal
arithmetic, subjects were trained on an artificial arithmetic
operation designed to independently manipulate the various
potential sources of the problem size effect. While previous
artificial arithmetic studies have been performed, none have
trained subjects on a full table of problems up to a level of
performance comparable to normal arithmetic (e.g., Graham
& Campbell, 1992; Zbrodoff, 1995).
Diamond Arithmetic
Procedure
Sixty-four problems were constructed using the operands 2
through 9, the operations symbol "0" and answers from 23
to 98. Operand size and answer size were uncorrelated,
allowing the effects of operand size and answer size to be
studied independently. Further, operands and answers were
not systematically related (e.g. 2 0 3 = 97; 2 0 4 = 43), so
problems could only be solved by retrieving the appropriate
fact from memory (non-retrieval strategies such counting up
could not be used). Subjects were trained over several
sessions (12-20) until their response accuracies and latencies
approximated normal arithmetic performance (100% correct;
average RTs under 1100ms). During training, subjects were
presented all problems equally frequently.
In summary, for Diamond Arithmetic operand size and
answer size were independently manipulated, and other
variables such as frequency, order of acquisition, and nonretrieval strategies were controlled.
Results

is not related to the magnitude of the answer (Campbell,
1994).
There are several implications of the Diamond Arithmetic
Experiment for theories of arithmetic fact retrieval. First, it
appears that non-retrieval strategies (such as multiple
additions) are not required to elicit a problem size effect, or
standard error types. Despite the absence of typical nonretrieval strategies (e.g., multiple additions), a problem size
effect and typical error pattern were found, suggesting that
these characteristics of normal arithmetic m a y not be
attributed to non-retrieval strategy use (e.g., Siegler &
Shrager, 1984).
There was a problem size effect in Diamond Arithmetic
(even when all problems were presented with equal
frequency), suggesting that the frequency of problem
presentation is not the primary source of the problem size
effect, as was suggested by Ashcraft (1992). Further, it also
appears that the magnitude of the answer is not provide a
significant contribution to reaction time latencies, or error
rates, as was suggested by Campbell (1995).
In summary, most major theories of arithmetic fact
retrieval have difficulty accounting for the findings of the
Diamond Arithmetic experiment. However, it does appear
that aspects of the various theories are important
components which can be integrated to provide a new theory
of arithmetic fact retrieval. For example, the notion that
arithmetic facts are retrieved using a representation of the
magnitude of the operands (Gallistel & Gelman, 1992) is
quite consistent with the findings from the Diamond
Arithmetic study. Further, the notion that arithmetic facts
(Ashcraft, 1992; Campbell, 1994) are retrieved from a
network of stored facts corresponds well with the reported
error pattern, in which most answers were errors to other
problems which had operands which were close in magnitude
to the correct operands. Due to the limitations of current
theories of arithmetic fact retrieval, a novel theory is
introduced.

Reaction Time Final test results reveal that responses
were faster for problems with smaller operands ( 2 0 3 = 47)
The Semantic Network Retrieval Theory
than those with larger operands ( 9 0 5 = 37; see Figure 1).
The semantic network retrieval theory can be considered an
However, no effect of answer size was found, implying that
amalgamation of three current theoretical positions on
fact retrieval is largely operand driven.
arithmetic fact retrieval, adopting the position that
arithmetic facts are retrieved from a network of related facts
Errors Error types and rates during training were quite
(Ashcraft, 1992; Campbell, 1985), and the position that
similar to those found in normal arithmetic. A majority of
arithmetic facts are stored and retrieved in a semantic form
enrors (74%) were found to be operand errors even when the
(McCloskey, 1992) in which numerals are represented in
answers to the problems were quite different (e.g., stimulus:
terms of their magnitude (Gallistel & Gelman, 1992).
6 0 4; response: 98; where 6 0 4 = 31 and 6 0 5 = 98). A s
in normal multiplication, a operand size effect was also
Basic Structure of the Semantic Network Retrieval
found. The likelihood of an operand error varied relative to
Theory
the difference between problem operands. For example,
The semantic network retrieval theory ( S N R T ) assumes
when presented with the problem 6 0 4, subjects were more
that arithmetic facts are retrieved from an associative
likely to produce the answer corresponding to the problem 6
network of facts using a semantic representation of the
0 5 than 6 0 9.
problem. The fact retrieval system is composed of three
groups of nodes representing: the current arithmetic
Discussion
problem, the stored arithmetic facts, and the answer output.
The results from the Diamond Arithmetic experiment
The problem input includes a representation of the
suggest that the problem size effect is related to the
magnitude of thefirstoperand, the magnitude of the second
magnitude of the operands (Gallistel & Gelman, 1992), and
operand, and the arithmetic operation (not presented in
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Figure 2). The answer output nodes represent the magnitude
of the tens component of the answer, and the magnitude of
the ones component of the answer. Separate tens and ones
representations are postulated due to findings from error
priming (Campbell, 1996) and acquired dyscalculia
(McCloskeyetal.. 1991)
Operandi ^ ^ Oiicrand2
Magnitude Representation I I Magnitude Representation

5
\

Problem Nodes

f2x2l..» ( 4 ^ ( 4 ^ . . .

Tens Answer
Magnitude Representation

C

/
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Ones Answer
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answer nodes. Problem nodes have positive connections to
operand nodes which compose the representation of its
operands. For example, the 8 x 5 problem node has positive
connections to the nodes in the first operand representation
which represent 8, and to the nodes in the second operand
which represent 5. All remaining operand nodes have
negative connections with the 8 x 5 problem node.
Problem nodes are also connected to answer units. Each
problem node has positive connections to answer nodes
which correspond to its answer. For example, the 4 x 6
problem node has positive connections to all of the units in
the tens answer representation which correspond to the
magnitude 2, and to all of the units in the ones answer
representation which correspond to the magnitude 4. All
remaining answer nodes which are not involved in
representing that problem node's answer have negative
connections with the problem node. These connections are
bidirectional: answer units receive activation from the
problem units, and the problem units receive activation from
the answer units. The weights between problem and answer
nodes are weaker than those between operand and problem
nodes. This difference allows operand activation to be the
primary influence on problem node activation.

Figure 2: Semantic Network Reu-icval Theory
Each arithmetic fact is represented by an individual
problem node which has excitatory connections with its
problem representation (e.g., the representation of 3 x 4) and
its corresponding answer (tens:l; ones:2). Problem nodes
also have inhibitory connections to problem and answer
nodes which are not involved in representing its answer
(e.g., the 3 X 4 problem node has inhibitory connections to
tens nodes which are not involved in representing ten).
Connections between problem nodes and answer nodes are
bidirectional, allowing the activation of the answer to
influence the activation of individual problem nodes.
However, the connections between the presented problem
and the problem nodes are unidirectional: the presented
problem representations remain fixed through the fact
retrieval process. It is assumed that problem nodes are also
connected to other problem nodes in an inhibitory manner.
Simulation Framework The basic components of the
semantic network simulation include 3 groups of nodes:
500 input nodes representing the presented problem, 64
problem nodes representing the stored multiplication
problems, and 500 output nodes used to represent the
answers to a problem.
The 500 input nodes are divided into two equal groups:
those that represent the magnitude of the first operand, and
those representing the magnitude of the second operand.
Only one arithmetic operation was simulated and therefore
no arithmetic operation units were included in the
simulation. The 500 output units also are divided into two
equal groups of 250 nodes. T h e first group of nodes
represent the magnitude of the tens component of the
answer, and the second group represent the magnitude of
ones component of the answer.
Each problem node represents a unique arithmetic fact by
the nature of its connection weights with the operand and

Representations of Magnitude
In order to introduce the manner in which numerical
magnitude is represented, evidence from related arithmetic
tasks is introduced which provides insight into the nature of
the underlying magnitude representations.
Evidence from magnitude comparison judgments suggest
that numerosities (e.g., 4, 9) are not represented only as
distinct lexical-semantic entities, but are also represented in
an analog fashion along a 'mental number line' (Meek &
Church, 1983; Moyer & Landauer, 1967). This magnitude
representation appears to play a central role in many kinds of
numerical processing. For example, when asked to choose
the larger of two numbers (e.g., 2 or 3), adult human
subjects are faster to judge the larger of very different
magnitudes (e.g., 2 and 9) than with more similar
magnitudes (e.g., 4 and 5), suggesting that numbers which
are close in magnitude have more similar representations
than those with dissimilar magnitudes, as would be the case
if the representation that mediated the comparison were
magnitudes that obeyed Weber's law.
In addition, if the difference between numerals is held
constant magnitude judgments are faster for smaller pairs
(e.g., 3 and 4) than for larger pairs (e.g., 8 and 9), implying
that it is more difficult to differentiate between the
representations of larger numerosities. It has often been
argued that these results imply that numbers are represented
by the same kinds of mental magnitudes that represent, for
example, the durations of intervals, and that the judgment of
which number is bigger is mentally equivalent to the
judgment of which of two intervals is longer, or which of
two weights is heavier, etc. (e.g., Dehaene, Dupoux, &
Mehler, 1990; Gallistel & Gelman, 1992; Moyer &
Landauer, 1967).
Given the robust findings from non-arithmetic numerical
tasks, it is proposed that arithmetic facts are stored and
retrieved using a representation of numerical magnitude.
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magnitude to the correct operand nodes. For example,
consider h o w activation will spread through the network
when the problem 4 x 6 is presented. Problem nodes which
share the first operand with the presented problem (e.g., 4 x
5, 4 x 6, 4 x 8, 4 + 6) will all receive strong activation
from thefirstoperand representation. Other problem nodes
with operands close in magnitude to thefirstoperand (e.g., 3
x 6, 5 X 7) will receive partial activation from the first
operand. Those with a very differentfirstoperand (e.g., 9 x
6) will receive inhibition from the first operand
representation. These differences are all dependent on the
Simulating Numerical Magnitude Figure 4 presents
amount of overlap in operand representations between the
the manner in which numerical magnitudes were instantiated
presented problem, and the operands of each problem node.
in the simulation. The representations of the numerals 0
Activation will spread from the second operand in a
through 9 are presented. Each column in Figure 15
similar manner. Those problem nodes with second operands
represents a unique pattern of activation for the same 250
which are similar or identical to the presented second operand
nodes. Each node has an activation value of 0 if thin and
(e.g., 4 X 6, 4 + 6) will receive strong activation from the
unshaded, and .01 if wide and shaded. The total activation
operand representation, and those with a less similar operand
across nodes for each numeral representation sums to 1.
will receive less activation (e.g., 4 x 5) or be inhibited (e.g.,
4 x 2 ) depending on the difference between the presented
N u m b e r Represented
operand and the problem node's operand.
0 12 3 4 5 6 7
8 9
Activation also spreads fi^om the operation nodes (note the
simulation does not currently include operation nodes).
Problems with the correct operation will receive activation
while those in other operations will be inhibited.
50
Several factors affect the activation levels of the problem
nodes.
The strongest single factor is the activation from the
100
operand and operation nodes. Problem nodes with operands
o
close in magnitude to the presented problem (in the correct
150
operation) will receive m u c h more activation (and not
inhibition) from the input representation than problem nodes
200
with very different operands.
The second factor is inter-problem-node inhibition.
250
Problem nodes mutually inhibit one another so that as
Figure 4: Simulated representation of numerical magnitude.activation accumulates over time, one node will generally
win out and dominate answer node activation.
Broad representations correspond to node values of 1, all
Answer node activation is the third influence on problem
other nodes have an activation of 0.
nodes. A s the problem nodes accumulate activation, they in
As can be seen from Figure 4, numerals with similar
turn activate answer representations. Activated answer nodes
magnitudes share features with one another. The closer the
feed activation back to problems with answers corresponding
magnitudes of the numerals, the m o r e similar their
to the answer node activation pattern, and inhibit problem
representations are. For example, while the representations
nodes with dissimilar answers. For example, if the answer
of 1 and 6 have only a small proportion nodes with
node activation pattern approximated 72, all problem nodes
activation in c o m m o n , the representations of 1 and 2 share
with a answer in the seventies (i.e., 8 x 9 ) would be
most features with one another.
activated by the tens representation, and all others would
The representation of numerals in Figure 4 also attempts
receive less activation, or be inhibited by the tens
to capture the notion that larger numerals share more
representation (depending on the difference between their tens
features with one another than smaller numerals do.
representation, and the representation of seventy).
Differences between the representations of the numerals
Similarly, all problem nodes with ones digit of 2 would be
become smaller as the magnitude of the numerals being
activated by the ones answer representations (e.g., 3 x 4; 6 x
represented increases. For example, the representations of 1
7; 8 X 9), and others with more dissimilar activation patterns
and 2 share approximately two-thirds of their
would receive less activation, or receive inhibition.
representations, whereas the representations of 8 and 9 share
Finally, it is also assumed that there is s o m e random
almost 9 0 % of their representations in c o m m o n .
noise in the system such that incorrect problem nodes will
sometimes exceed the activation of the correct problem node
Arithmetic Fact Retrieval
activate the wrong answer for the presented problem. This
provides an opportunity for errors to occur.
Activation is hypothesized to spread from the operand and
Arithmetic fact retrieval involves accumulation of
operation nodes to the problem nodes, and then to answer
activation in the retrieval system until the pattern of
nodes. Activation spreads both to the correct problem node,
activation across the tens and ones answer nodes each arrives
and other problem nodes with operands which are close in
This paper introduces one possible insianlialion of a
magnitude representation. However, the fundamental claim
presented here is consistent with the assumptions of
Dehaene and Gelman and Gallistel that numerical magnitude
is represented such that (a) the closer two numerals arc in
terms of nodes of their magnitude the more similar their
representations are, and (b) the distinctions between adjacent
magnitude representations become smaller the larger the
quantity represented.
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at the activation pattern for one of the ten magnitude
rcprcscnialions (e.g., the tens nodes adopt an activation
pattern representing thirty, and the ones nodes adopt an
activation pattern representing two).
O n a typical retrieval attempt, several problems nodes
initially become active. Problem nodes with operands
which are closest in magnitude to the presented problem
(including the correct problem node) will accumulate more
activation than other nodes, creating sufficiently strong
inhibition to reduce the activation of other problem nodes to
zero. Over time this process of mutual inhibition typically
results in a single winning problem node. Once the
winning node sufficiently inhibit*; other problem nodes, the
winning node will be the predominate influence on the
answer nodes and will activate its answer node activation
pattern. W h e n one problem node is dominant, the activation
pattern within the answer nodes will no longer be an
amalgamation of several answers, and instead will form one
of the ten activation patterns, allowing an answer to be
retrieved. The answer retrieved has a separate tens and ones
magnitude value which can then be converted into the
appropriate form for production.
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Figure 3: Iterations until solution for simulation of
Semantic Network Retrieval Theory
As can be seen in Figure 3, the simulation of arithmetic
fact retrieval docs reveal a typical problem size effect.
Problems with larger operands are slower on average than
problems with smaller operands, and the correlation between
problem family (i.e. R T s for all 2's problems, 3's
problems...) and simulation R T is quite strong (R2=.82).

Account of Arithmetic Phenomena
Problem Size Effect The Semantic Network Retrieval
Theory accounts for the fact that larger problems (e.g., 7 x
8) have longer R T s than smaller problems (e.g., 4 x 6) by
hypothesizing that larger problems have more inhibition
from competing problem nodes than smaller problems do.
Because larger operand representations are more similar to
one another (e.g., the representations of 8 and 9 are more
similar to one another than the representations of 3 and 4),
larger operands will more strongly activate numerically close
problem nodes. For example, 7 x 8 will activate its
strongest competitors (e.g., 7 x 9, 8 x 8) more strongly than
4 x 6 will activate its competitors (e.g., 4 x 7, 5 x 6).
Because problems with larger operands (e.g., 7 x 8 ) activate
incorrect problem nodes (e.g., 7 x 9 ) more strongly than
problems with smaller operands (e.g., 4 x 6 ) activate their
competitors, the larger problems will receive more interproblem-node inhibition than will problems with smaller
operands. Because both problems with small and large
operands receive the same amount of activation from operand
nodes, the correct problem node for a problem with larger
operands will take longer to accumulate activation than
problems with smaller operands.
Simulation Results O n e w a y of measuring the
reaction times of the simulation is to use the number of
cycles the simulation takes to reach the criterion activation
level. If w e assume that processing time in the simulation
m a y approximate the process of updating activation levels in
the actual system, then the number of cycles can be
considered analogous to the time a subject might take to
respond, and the 'pseudo RTs' from the simulation m a y be
compared to reaction limes from normal subjects.

Error Effects The Semantic Network Retrieval Theory
predicts that operand errors will be the most c o m m o n error
type because the most highly activated problem nodes, next
to the correct problem node, are those which share an
operand with the correct problem. For example, if w e
consider which problem nodes m a y be activated by the
problem 4 x 6, it is predicted that all of the 4 x N problem
nodes will receive full activation from the first operand
representation, and all of the N x 6 problem nodes will
receive activation from the second operand representation.
O f the 4 X N problem nodes, the 4 x 6 problem node should
receive the most activation from the operand representations,
since this problem node corresponds to both operands of the
presented problem. In addition, the 4 x 5 and 4 x 7 problem
nodes will receive full activation from the 4 operand
representation, and partial activation from the 6 operand
representation, since some of the semantic features of the 6
are shared by both the 5 and 7.
Operand Distance
<-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 >+3
S N R T Simulation

24

62

151 156 67 26

Normal
30 68 182 143 65 21
Multiplication
Table 1: Operand errors separated according to operand
distance.
Simulation Results The types and frequencies of
errors the simulation produced were compared to the errors
seen in normal arithmetic. Across one hundred runs of the
64 arithmetic problems the simulation produced 578 errors,
for an overall error rale of 9%. A s seen in Table 1, the error
patterns for the S N R T simulation appear quite consistent
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with the findings from normal arithmetic. The most
common type of error was the operand error.
The simulation reveals a pattern comparable to the one
found in normal arithmetic. Operand errors with smaller
'operand distances' were found to be more frequent than those
with larger distances. In fact, approximately 9 0 % of the
operand errors had operand distances which were less than or
equal to ±2. This is consistent with normal arithmetic, in
which the vast majority of operand errors are within an
operand distance of 2.

Summary
The results from this study suggest that arithmetic facts are
retrieved from a network of stored arithmetic facts in which
numbers are represented in terms of their magnitudes.
The Diamond Arithmetic experiment reveal that
representations of numerical magnitude play an important
role in arithmetic fact retrieval. In contrast to several
different theoretical positions, the standard arithmetic
phenomena were replicated despite the elimination of
differences in problem presentation frequency, answer size,
and non-retrieval strategies (such as multiple additions).
The newly introduced Semantic Network Retrieval Theory
appears to adequately account for a number of arithmetic
phenomena. The simulation produced a problem size effect
both in terms of solution time and error rates. The error
rates and types produced by the S N R T simulation also
appear to be generally consistent with the findings from
normal multiplication. The simulation had an overall error
rate of 9 % (normal speeded error rates range from 5-15%).
As found in normal arithmetic, most errors were operand
errors, and replicated the operand distance effect
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Abstract

actually be at a disadvantage because their knowledge may
confine them to an area of the search space where the solution
does not reside, hi other words, domain knowledge may act as
what traditionally has been called a "mental set" in the problem
solving literature, constraining search and promotingfixationin
the creative problem solving of experts.

Experts generally solve problems in their fields more effectively
than novices because their well-structured, easily-activated
kiK)wledge allows for efficient search of a solution space. But
what happens when a problem requires a broad search for
solution? One concern is that subjects with a large amount of
domain knowledge may actually be at a disadvantage because
their knowledge may confine them to an area of the search
space where the solution does not reside. In other words,
domain knowledge may act as a mental set, promoting fixation
in creative problem solving attempts. T w o experiments using
an adapted version of Mednick's (1962) Remote Associates
Task demonstrates conditions under which domain knowledge
may inhibit creative problem solving.
Introduction
The possession of a large body of domain knowledge is central
to expertise. However, the domain knowledge of experts is
marked not just by its amount, but also by its structure (B6dard
& Chi, 1992, Ericsson & Staszewski, 1989). The organization
of dcxnain knowledge in a way that is accessible, proceduralized,
integrated and principled, enables experts to excel at memory
and problem solving tasks in a number of characteristic ways.
A n expert can typically recognize, store and retrieve large
meaningful chunks of domain-related information. A n expert's
processing is also commonly more abstract or conceptual than
that of a novice. The proceduralization of an expert's biowledge
base tends to allow for quick and easy access to memory and
possible solution paths. Further, an expert's knowledge usually
contributes to better problem representation, as experts are able
to engage in more qualitative analysis of a problem, such as by
recognizing relevant features, inferring missing information, and
imposing constraints in order to narrow the possible search for
sohdon. Over the past twenty years, these distinguishing marks
of expertise have been found to be quite robust across a wide
variety of domains (See Chi, Glaser & Farr, 1988; Ericsson &
Smith, 1991). Yet, expert performance is not uniformly
sqjoior, and the above characteristics of expert processing m a y
sranetimes lead to inferior performance in particular conditions.
The present study investigated a condition in which people with
less domain knowledge m a y outperform people with a large
amount of domain knowledge, namely creative problem solving.
Experts have been seen to solve problems in their fields more
effectively than novices because a well-structured, easilyactivated knowledge base allows for eflficient search of a solution
space and possibly for automatic access to promising solution
paths. But what happens when a problem requires a broad
seardi for a soluticm outside the usual scope of the domain? O n e
possibility is that subjects with expertise in the domain might

In a recent demonstration of induced fixation in problem
solving. Smith and Blankenship (1991) significantly decreased
performance on Mednick's Remote Associates Task (1962) by
priming meanings of words that were irrelevant to solution. One
way of viewing these fmdings is that priming the irrelevant
meanings instilled a mental set, which produced an inappropriate
initial problem solving attempt as well asfixationon the
incorrect solutions, preventing broad search of the solution
space. The present study investigates whether domain
knowledge m a y be seen to influence solution attempts in a
similar way. Since domain knowledge is easily and possibly
automatically activated when experts encounter domain-relevant
material, domain knowledge may have a similar influence on
solution attempts as the externally-imposed primes in the above
studies. In other words, domain knowledge may act as a mental
set and promotefixationin problem solving.
T w o experiments are reported concerning the possible
existence and nature of a mental set due to the possession of a
large amount of domain knowledge. Thefirstexperiment
demonstrated that domain knowledge can indeed act as a mental
set with negative consequences on creative problem solvmg.
The second experiment examined the effect of incubation on
breaking mental set as afiinctionof whether the set was
internally-generated (knowledge-based) versus externallyprimed.
Experiment 1
To test the hypothesis that domain knowledge can act as a mental
set and promotefixationin creative problem solving, subjects
with varying amounts of baseball knowledge performed a
Remote Associate Task (adaptedfi-omMednick, 1962). The
standard Remote Associates Task ( R A T ) involves the
presentation of three words, such as B L U E , KNIFE, and
C O T T A G E and prompts the subject to generate a fourth word
that forms a familiar phrase with each of three, hi this case the
fourth word could be cheese, forming the phrases blue cheese,
cheese knife and cottage cheese.
For this experiment, ten items were created such that the first
word could have been part of a baseball-related term. For
example, one baseball-related problem consisted of the words
P L A T E , B R O K E N , and R E S T , with the intended solution of
home, which would form the phrases home plate, broken home,
and rest home. Another ten problems were based on Mednick's
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original stimuli (1962). A s none of the Mednick-based items
contained a first word that was related to a baseball term, these
trials are termed neutral The B L U E , K N I F E , C O T T A G E
example that was mentioned above is an example of a neutral
tnal.
T w o versions were created for each baseball-related trial In
one version, such as the P L A T E , B R O K E N , R E S T example
given above, the answer that was suggested by the baseballrelated meaning of thefirstword formed a phrase with both the
second and the third words, and thus was the solution. These
versions of the trials are termed baseball-consistent. For a
second version of each trial, the third word was replaced by a
word that would not form a good phrase with the answer
suggested by the baseball-related meaning of the first word. For
example, the second version of the above problem had the words
PLATE, B R O K E N , and S H O T . The intended answer was glass,
forming the phrases plate glass, broken glass, and shot glass.
In these trials, the answer suggested by the baseball-related
meaning of thefirstword formed a phrase with the second word,
but not the third. Because the subject did not k n o w that the
solution suggested by the baseball term would not work until the
third word speared, these versions of the baseball-related trials
were termed baseball-misleading.
If oqjertise does impose a set on problem solving, then subjects
with higher amounts of baseball knowledge should be less able
to generate coirect solutions than subjects with less domain
knowledge when answers primed by baseball terms are incorrect
(that is, on baseball-misleading trials). It is presumed that there
will be no differences in performance on neutral dials.
Method
Participants. Twenty-four University of Pittsburgh
undergraduates taking Introductory Psychology participated for
course credit.
Materials. Mednick's (1962) Remote Associates task ( R A T )
was adapted for this experiment as described above.
Procedure Participants were told that they would perform
several problem solving tasks. Before beginning the R A T ,
subjects were given an example,fivepractice items, and some
acceptable solutions for the practice items. All subjects then
perfoimed the adapted R A T . In this version of the task, the three
words were presented one at a time, cumulatively. The first
word appeared alone in the center of the screen for 5 seconds
after which it was joined by the second word which appeared
under it. After another 7.5 seconds, the first two words were
joined by the third word which appeared under them, and the
subject had 30 seconds in which to produce the fourth word.
The subject could answer at any time during the 30-second
problem-solving period by pressing the space bar, typing in a
solution word and pressing the return key. However, if the 30
seconds passed and the subject had not yet responded, then the
three words disappeared and the subject was told to enter a
solution word and press the return key. The subject had 20
seconds to respond after which the next trial was presented.
Each subject received ten neutral trials and ten baseball-related
trials. Five of the baseball-related trials were consistent with the
solution suggested by the baseball term, while five were
misleading. Presentation order and baseball-trial type were
randomized such that each subject received only one version of
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each item. Responses and response times were recorded via
computer. The response time that was analyzed was the duration
from the onset of the thu-d word until the subject finished
entering a word and pressed the return key, or until the tnal
ended (including both the 30-second problem-solving and 20second response periods).
Subjects then completed a mental rotation task, an anagram
task, a Gestalt Completion Task and a multiple-choice baseballterm recognition test. All four additional tasks were presented
via computer. The fmal task w a s a 45-item paper-and-pencil
short-answer test of baseball knowledge, the Baseball
Knowledge Questiormaire fi-om Spilich, Vesonder, Chiesi and
Voss (1979). N o feedback was given on any task.
Results
Baseball Knowledge. Performance on the Baseball Knowledge
Questionnaire ranged fi-om 2 to 32 correct answers out of a
possible 45. Twelve subjects scoring less than 15 were
categorized as low-knowledge and twelve subjects scoring 15 or
more were categorized as high-knowledge. Even the lowknowledge subjects were familiar with the baseball terms used
in this study, as all subjects were able to indicate the correct
baseball terms on the baseball-term recognition test.
Correct Solutions A 2 x 3 (Knowledge Level x Trial Type)
A N O V A was computed using proportion of correct solutions as
a dependent measure. Table 1 presents the m e a n proportion of
correct solutions for each condition. N o significant main effect
was found for knowledge level, but there w a s a significant effect
of trial type, F(2,44)=8.56, e < 001. Tukey's H S D indicated that
there were more correct solutions to neutral trials than to
misleading trials, with consistent trials not differing significantly
from either of the other two. There was also a significant
interaction between knowledge level and trial type,
F(1,44)=4.06,E<.02.
To see whether this interaction w a s due to a greater misleading
effect among the high-knowledge subjects, a 2 x 2 (Knowledge
Level X Trial Type) A N O V A was computed on correct solutions
without the baseball-consistent trials. Main effects for trial type,
F(l,22)=14.58, E < 0 0 1 , and knowledge level, F(l,22)=4.35,
g<.05, were significant. Most importantly, as predicted, the
interaction was significant, F(l,22)=5.35, e < 0 3 , indicating that
high knowledge subjects were less likely to correctly solve
misleading problems as compared to neutral problems than were
low-knowledge subjects.
Incorrect answers on misleading trials were further analyzed on
the basis of whether or not they were related to a baseball-related
term. Incorrect answers related to baseball were termed
"intrusions" High-knowledge subjects m a d e baseball-related
intrusions on 3 1 % of misleading trials while low-knowledge
subjects only made baseball-related intrusions on 1 1 % of the
misleading trials. This difference approached significance,
t(22)=1.72, g<.10, suggesting that the more-knowledgable
subjects tended to be fixated in the solution suggested by their
baseball knowledge.
Response Time. A 2 x 3 (Knowledge Level x Trial Type)
A N O V A using response time as a dependent measure was
computed. A s can be seen in Table 1, there w a s a significant
main effect of trial type, F(l ,44)=4.68, p<.01. Tukey's H S D
indicated that misleading trials had significantly longer response

Table 1: Proportion of Correct Solutions and Response Time
in Experiment 1

LK
Accuracy
RT(sec)

Neut Cons Misl
.50
.40
.40
20.6 20.9 23.0

HK
Neut Cons Misl
.50 .38
.15
24.7 26.8 31.4

times than either neutral or consistent trials, which were not
significantly different from each other. The main effect for
knowledge level was not significant (F=1.45), nor was the
interaction between knowledge level and trial type (F=1.00),
although response times did tend to be longer for the highknowledge subjects on the misleading trials. A 2 x 2
(Knowledge Level x Trial Type) A N O V A on response time
without the baseball-consistent trials yielded the same pattern of
results for both knowledge (F=l .47) and trial type.

Summary
The misleading effect was greater for high-knowledge subjects
than for low-knowledge subjects. For misleading items, highknowledge subjects were much less likely than low-knowledge
subjects to arrive at a connect solution. High-knowledge subjects
were also more likely to give incorrect baseball-related
responses to misleading items. These results suggest that highknowledge subjects werefixatedin their problem solving.
Experiment 2
A n irr^xMtant distinction should be made between the mental set
andfixationdue to domain knowledge observed in the present
study, and the kinds of mental sets that have been considered in
the literature for the most part that are experimentally produced.
Traditional demonstrations of mental set andfixationhave used
sets that are externally-imposed on the subject through the
presoitaticai of an object in a specific context or through practice
at a task prior to the experimental task. O n the other hand, the
prqxKed set from expertise is internally generated and this may
lead to scane interesting differences in h o w sets due to extensive
domain knowledge m a y or may not be overcome
Most prominently, it would seem that if the sets observed in the
hi^-knowledge individuals are the result of the easy activation
of a well-formed knowledge base, then simply an "incubation"
period may not do anything to help free a subject from an
internally-generated set. However, an incubation period may
help break an externally-imposed set as the delay would allow
for the dissipation of the inappropriate activation This would in
turn suggest that "distributed" effort toward problem solution
(i.e. taking a break during the solution phase) may be the most
effective tactic for less-knowledgeable subjects. Moreknowledgeable subjects, on the other hand, should not benefit
from a "distributed" effort, since their success depends on the
dismissing of internally-activated irrelevant stimuli. Even after
a delay, high-knowledge subjects should experience the same
fixaticm wlien their d(»nain knowledge is activated by the content
of the reintroduced problem.
A second experiment investigated the extent to which the
mental set andfixationthat is afiinctionof domain knowledge is
different than an externally-imposed set. A s noted previously.
Smith and Blankenship (1991) have demonsfrated that mental

sets can be induced by the presentation of irrelevant word
associations before or during the R A T . They have further shown
that the fixation due to such priming dissipates after an
"incubation" period, presumably as the irrelevant activation
fades Internally-generated sets, however, may not be as easy to
overcome since the activation of "irrelevant" word meanings
comes from the expert's domain knowledge. To test this notion,
thefirstexperiment was repeated, but this timefixationwas
induced. One-half of the high- and low-knowledge subjects
were primed for the misleading meanings of terms included in
the R A T (i.e., baseball terms for the baseball trials and irrelevant
associations for the neutral trials). Further, all subjects
performed the R A T twice, half immediately following the first
attempt and half with a lO-minute period of "incubation"
intervening during which subjects performed demanding tasks.
It was predicted that low-knowledge subjects should show an
effect due to thefixationmanipulation, as well as more of an
incubation effect than high-knowledge subjects. Highknowledge subjects should show neither an effect due to the
fixation manipulation, nor any improvement due to incubation.
Method
Participants. Forty volunteers from the university community
were paid $5 for thier participation.
Procedure. The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1,
except that half of the subjects performed a "short-term memory
task" prior to the experiment. This was the fixation-induced
condition. The other half of the subjects began the experiment
with the R A T as in Experiment 1. This was the nonfixation
condition. In addition, all subjects received the R A T twice.
Incubation was manipulated by having half of the subjects from
eachfixationcondition perform the second R A T immediately
after the fu-st {no-incubation condition), while the other half
received the second R A T after the Mental Rotation, Anagram,
and Gestalt Completion tasks {incubation condition). The noincubation condition performed these tasks after the second
R A T . All subjects then completed the baseball-term recognition
test and the Baseball Knowledge Questionnaire.
The task that was used to induce fixation was based on a
procedure developed by Smith and Schumacher (1992).
Subjects were told they were performing a "short-term memory
task" Three words were presented on the screen at the same
time. Subjects had 5 seconds tofind2 two-word phrases that
could be made out of the words. They then had to remember
those phrases for 10 seconds, after which they were asked to type
in their responses. The words used for this task were two words
from each R A T item and either the baseball-related solution (for
the baseball trials) or a word that formed phrases with the words
but was not the solution (for the neutral trials). Order of items
was randomized for each subject. For both administrations of
the R A T , all subjects received 10 neutral trials and 10
misleading baseball trials.
Results
Baseball Knowledge Performance on the Baseball Knowledge
Questionnaire ranged from 3 to 33 correct answers with 20
subjects scoring less than 15 categorized as low-knowledge and
20 subjects scoring 15 or more categorized as high-knowledge.
Correct Solutions. A 2 x 2 x 2 (Knowledge Level x Fixation x
Trial Type) A N O V A was computed on the number of correct
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solutions Table 2 presents the mean proportion correct for each
condition. N o significant main effects were found for either
knowledge level orfixation.There was a significant main effect
far trial type, F(l ,36)=42.53, e < 0001, as more correct solutions
were oflfered for neutral trials than for misleading trials. Further.
the three-way interaction betweenfixationcondition, knowledge
level and trial type was significant, F(l ,36)=4.93, g<.03.
To better understand the significance of the interaction,
sq)arate analyses were performed for eachfixationcondition and
knowledge level. A s found in Experiment 1, in the nonfixation
condition there was a significant knowledge level by trial type
interaction, indicating that high-knowledge subjects were less
likely to make a correct response on misleading trials as
compared to neutral trials than were low-knowledge subjects,
F(l, 16)=6.36, E<.02. The same interaction did not approach
significance in thefixation-inducedcondition, F<1.
Thefixationmanipulation was effective for the low-knowledge
subjects, as they made fewer correct responses on misleading
versus neutral trials in the fixation condition than in the
nonfixation condition, F(l,8)=4.24, p<.05. The fixation
manipulation had no significant effect on the first R A T
performance of the high-knowledge subjects, F=l .42. Further,
the fixation manipulation significantly increased the proportion
of intrusions on misleading trials among both the low and highknowledge subjects, t(38)=2.57, p<.01. In the non-fixation
condition, high-knowledge subjects tended to make more
intrusions overall than low-knowledge subjects, but not
significantly so, t( 18)= 1.21, p<.24. Taken together, these results
suggest that thefixation-inducingprocedure used in Experiment
2 was successful at inducing a set in the low-knowledge subjects
that was similar to that of the high-knowledge subjects.
Response Time. A 2 x 2 x 2 (Knowledge Level x Fixation x
Trial Type) A N O V A using response time as a dependent
measure was computed. The means for each condition are
presented in Table 2. There was no main efifect for either
knowledge level or fixation. A significant main efifect was
observed for trial type, F(l ,36)=30.50,2<0001, with misleading
trials taking longer than neutral trials. The three-way interaction
betweenfixation,knowledge level and trial type was approached
significance, F(l,36)=2.72, p<. 11. The knowledge-level by
trial-type interaction neared significance in the nonfixation
condition, F(l,16)=3.45, g<.08, suggesting that high-knowledge
subjects had longer response times on misleading versus neutral
trials than low-knowledge subjects.

Improvement on Second Remote Associates Task The
measure of improvement from thefirstR A T to the second was
taken from Smith and Blankenship (1991, Improvement =
(number newly solved at retest)/(total number of problems number solved at fu-st test)). A 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 A N O V A
(Knowledge Level x Fixation x Incubation x Trial Type) was
computed using this measure. There was a significant efifect of
trial type, F(l,32)=15,22, e < 0 0 1 , as more improvement was
seen on neutral than misleading items Further, the two-way
interaction between knowledge level and incubation was
significant, F(l ,32)=8,59, p<.01. A s illustrated in the third and
last column of Table 3, incubation (a delay) between the first and
second attempts at the R A T was related to greater improvement
for the low knowledge subjects, yielding positive incubation
effects. For the high-knowledge subjects, however, incubation
yielded less improvement than when the second attempt
immediately followed the fu-st, resulting in negative incubation
efifects.
Table 3: Mean Improvement Scores in Experiment 2
LK
N o Fixation
Neutral
Mislead
Fixation
Neutral
Mislead

i5c

No I

Incub

No I

Incub

.32
.07

.40
.21

,56
,12

,21
,11

.20
.11

.35
,27

,50
,30

.29
.09

Summary
The nonfixation condition replicated the main result of
Experiment 1 as high knowledge subjects were significantly less
likely than low-knowledge subjects to produce a correct
response to misleading trials in the first R A T , demonstrating
fixation due to domain knowledge.
Low-knowledge subjects showed an induced-fixation efifect due
to the fixation manipulation, with a clear decrease in the number
of correct solutions when they were primed on irrelevant
solutions. High-knowledge subjects, on the other hand, were not
negatively affected by thefixationmanipulation. This fmding
supports the idea that the expert's mental set is the result of the
automatic activation of their domain knowledge. For the highknowledge subjects, the priming of the irrelevant solutions was
redundant with the activation that was already occurring due to
Table 2: Proportion of Correct Solutions and Response Times
their domain knowledge, thus the priming tasks should have had
in Experiment 2.
no additional effect on their problem solving.
LK
HK
In addition to an induced-fixation efifect, an incubation effect
Neut
No Fixation Neut
Misl
Misl
was observed for the low-knowledge subjects. A s predicted,
,64
.27
Accuracy .53
.46
low-knowledge subjects benefitted from a delay between
RT(sec)
25.7
21.7
17.8
27.8
problem solving attempts. Further, not only did the highIntrusions
.14
.20
knowledge subjects not benefit from a delay, they actually had a
Fixation
negative incubation effect, showing significant improvement on
the second problem solving attempt when it immediately
Accuracy .58
,32
.58
.36
followed thefirst.This suggests that the way a mental set can be
24.8
23.7
RT(sec)
19.3
18.5
broken depends on its source. W h e n problem solving impasses
Instrusions
.30
.33
are generated by domain knowledge, the present results indicate
that a continued or massed effort would be more likely to allow
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for improvements in perfomiance. O n the other hand, impasses
generated by particular problem solving attempts or contexts
m a y be more likely to be overcome by incubation.
Discussion
In both experiments, a clear effect of fixation due to domain
knowledge w a s observed in problem solving, suggesting that
expertise can indeed instill a mental set and promote fixation.
Subjects with the most domain-related knowledge were least
able to solve problems correctly w h e n their knowledge
suggested an inapprqjriate solution. The poorer performance of
high-knowledge subjects on the misleading problems is
consistent with the hypothesis that domain knowledge can act as
a mental set Domain knowledge not only biases afirstsolution
attempt, but alsofixatesthe high-knowledge subject by defining
and narrowing the search space, preventing a broad search, and
decreasing the chances offindingan appropriate solution. A s a
result, subjects at lower levels of knowledge (but not no
knowledge) were moreflexiblein their problem solving, making
more solution attempts andreachingcorrect solutions more often
than the most-knowledgeable subjects. The specific conditions
that this effect w a s observed under were 1) on a creative
problem solving task, where creative is defined as requiring
productive (as opposed to reproductive) thinking, and 2) on a
task that w a s of a level of complexity such that novices could
engage in problem solving to the same extent as experts.
H o w is mental set d u e to k n o w l e d g e b r o k e n ?
The source of a mental set seems to play an important role in
determining h o w fixation m a y be best overcome, and creative
thinking m a y be achieved. Not only w a sfixationobserved in the
problem solving of high-knowledge subjects in both
experiments, but in Experiment 2 thefixationmanipulation w a s
also successful at instilling a set in the low-knowledge subjects
through priming irrelevant solutions. Further, for lowknowledge subjects, the sets induced by this fixation
manipulation were broken by introducing a delay between
solution attempts. For the high-knowledge subjects, however,
sets due to the possession of a large amount of domain
knowledge were broken w h e n the second problem solving
attempt immediately followed thefirst.In other words, lowknowledge subjects demonstrated moreflexiblethinking as a
result of a distributed effort at problem solving, whereas highknowledge subjects demonstrated moreflexiblethinking as the
result of a massed effort.
O n e explanation for thesefindingsis that while breaking the
novice set m a y depend on simply waiting for the activation of
recently primed irrelevant associations to fade, breaking the
expert set m a y require more active suppression or inhibition of
the irrelevant solution paths that are activated by prior
knowledge. Since each time that an expert newly encounters
domain-related information irrelevant solutions m a y be reactivated by domain knowledge via retrieval from long-term
memory, the expert would not benefit fi-om a break between
repeated solution attempts, or incubation. Instead, during the
course of the problem solving, experts need to suppress or
inhibit the activation for irrelevant solutions that are generated
by their knowledge, which would more likely result from
continuous or massed solution attempts. Along these lines
Mednick himself (1962) suggested that massed sessions of

creative work should be more successfijl than distributed
sessions. Mednick offered that it is only once one gets past "the
conventional and stereotyped associations to the elements of a
problem" that one can begin to entertain the more remote
associations in which are key to creative solutions. Especially
for experts whose domain-related associations may be quite
robust, it m a y take time to get beyond initial solution attempts,
thereby suggesting that experts' creative problem solving would
benefit from a massed effort.
Implications
It is important to note that the present study did not investigate
the effects of expertise on domain-related creative problem
solving per se, rather it provided a demonstration of h o w the
possession of a large amount of domain knowledge m a y
constrain the generation of solutions in the problem solving of
experts. While this does not necessarily imply that experts may
experiencefixationdue to their knowledge on creative problems
within their domains, there is some evidence to suggest that the
mental set due to domain knowledge demonstrated in this study
may be generalizable to domain-related problem-solving tasks.
For instance, Jansson and Smith (1991) found that advanced
design students can befixatedby examples of projects that
contain inappropriate features. W h e n asked to design a spillproof coffee m u g without a mouthpiece, designers shown a
prototype with a mouthpiece were m u c h more likely to include
a mouthpiece in their plans.
In another vein, to the extent that experts may be seen to rely
heavily on their prior knowledge and less on the specific
information given for problem representation, it is plausible that
they may befixatedby that knowledge. And, there are studies in
many domains which suggest that in fact experts tend to consider
less information than novices in their problem solving. For
example, experts use less information than novices in auditing
(Bedard, 1989), medical internship and residency decisions, and
financial analysis (Johnson, 1988). Lesgold (1984) found that
expert radiologists spend less time than less-skilled individuals
looking at x-rays andfixateat fewer locations. Isenberg (1986)
found that experienced business managers solving simulated
management problems used less of the information available and
often leapt to solutions before the problems were fully presented.
Similar results have been found in relation to medical diagnosis
(de Graaff, 1989). It is not just the lack of search, but the early
commitment to a solution padi seen in these last few studies, that
suggests that experts in a number of domains m a y be susceptible
to mental set andfixationin their problem solving.
Like other characteristics of expertise, the advantage of
extensive knowledge in generating problem representations may
benefit problem solving in most domain-related circumstances.
Extensive domain knowledge allows experts to infer missing
infoimation, m a k e assumptions and post constraints on a
problem space, all of which can lead to a narrower and usually
more efficient search for solution. But the present study suggests
that the influence of domain knowledge on generating problem
representations m a y also have its costs, disadvantaging experts
w h e n nontraditional solution paths must be considered.
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systems in general, but with the empirical evaluation of particular systems of each type, with respect to human reasoning
Much argument has been generated concerning the problem data. T o the extent that the different systems make differwhether human deductive performance can best be viewed
ent empirical predictions, they can be compared for empirical
as rule-based (e.g. Rips) or model-based (e.g. Johnsonadequacy. While this goal is reasonable in principle, it has
Laird). This paper argues that the distinction is ill-founded,
proved difficult to achieve in practice: both theories can acand demonstrates that an ostensibly model-based syllogistic
count for much of the data, and as Evans & Over (1997) and
reasoning method can easily be implemented in a natural deRoberts
(1983) observe, both camps allow themselves suffiduction calculus, which moreover makes fully explicit refercient free parameters that the question which is the best may
ence to the different possible interpretations of the premisses.
More generally, it is unclear that other model-based methods
be hard if not impossible to resolve using conventional psycannot be given similar natural-deduction treatments, raising
chological methodology.
doubts about the distinguishability in principle of rule-based
Despite these worries, Evans & Over (1997) conclude that
and model-based methods.
model-based methods are more plausible, since (they claim)
they are better suited to modelling hypothetical reasoning,
Introduction
or the consideration of possible altemative situations. They
The "rales versus models" debate in the psychology of reamake it clear that their idea of mental models is not necessoning has generated a considerable amount of argument over
sarily equivalent to any of the versions proposed by Johnsonthe best way to model human competence in deductive reaLaird and his co-workers, but rather they have a much more
soning tasks such as syllogistic and propositional reasonminimal account in mind: rationality in a deductive task coning. T h e question bears a superficial resemblance to the sists in the consideration of multiple altemative situations
distinction in logic between proof theory and model thewhich are consistent with the premisses. They hold that the
ory: proof-theoretic issues are usually addressed with refquestion could be settled by analysing reasoners' proof proerence to axiomatic or natural deduction systems, whereas
tocols, and argue that if reasoners mentioned alternative inmodel theory is concerned with individuals and sets of interpretations of the premisses, this would be sufficient to esdividuals. Thus the "rale theorists" such as Rips (1983)
tablish that they were using a model-based method.
hold that human deductive competence is implemented in a
The aim of this paper is to show that this is no solution,
theorem-proving system which uses computational analogues
since an ostensibly model-based method can be implemented
of natural-deduction rales (and a control module) to derive
as a rule-based, natural deduction method, albeit a sfightly
proofs. B y contrast. Mental Models theory (see e.g. Johnsonunconventional one. This method makes explicit the same
Laird, 1983; Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 1991) uses more coninformation as do model-based methods, and handles the alcrete tableaux which represent individuals in a spatial array,
temative interpretations of the premisses explicitly, in a manand specifies procedures to transform these tableaux in ways
ner closely analogous to the model-based method. Thus the
which exhaust the (relevant) logical possibilities, without the rale-based method could underlie the protocols if the modelexplicit use of inference rales.
based method could. More generally, this paper suggests that
Superficially at least, then. Mental Models appear to be se- similar treatments could be given for many of the domains
mantic whereas rale-based methods are syntactic. However,
used in the psychology of deductive reasoning, and seeks to
insofar as Mental Models theory specifies an effective proemphasise the indistinguishabifity ofrale-basedand modelcedure for its logical domain, it is also necessarily a proof
based methods in these domains.
system, and subject to the usual limits of computability and
Explicit and Implicit Models
incompleteness on proof systems (see e.g. Boolos & Jeffrey,
1980). A s a consequence, it must be possible to recast the
O n e one interpretation, to say that reasoners consider all posMental Models system inrale-based,proof-theoretic terms.
sible models of premisses is to say no more than that they
have a grasp of logic — all sound deductive mechanisms,
O f course, theralesversus models debate is primarily conwhether overtly proof-theoretic (e.g. axiomatic or natural decerned, not with distinguishing rale-based and model-based
Abstract
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Figure 2: Euler diagrams for each premiss type. Regions representing necessary individuals are marked with a x.

Figure 1: A simple natural deduction proof of the syllogism
Some A a r e B , all B are C, so some A are C.

Circle method, and which will be demonsU-ated later.
duction systems) or model-based (e.g. Euler Circles or M e n tal Models), either implicitly or explicitly ensure that their
conclusions hold in all logical models of their premisses —
this is just what soundness means.
Of course, the proponents of model-based theories intend
that explicit representations of models are used, but it is worth
observing that most ostensibly model-based methods do not
represent all logical models explicitly. In the domain of syllogistic reasoning, although Erickson's (1974) method using Euler Circles interprets each separate diagram as corresponding to an individual logical model, making this method
maximally explicit, this approach leads to a combinatorial
explosion, so more recent methods do not represent models this way. Mental Models theory (e.g. Johnson-Laird,
1983; Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 1991) adopts the expedient
of condensing several logical models into one representation
(a "Mental Model") by explicitly marking the distinction between necessary and merely possible individuals. Consequently the number of distinct representations to be considered is drastically reduced, to between one and three.
The same device can be used to make Euler Circles
tractable (Stenning & Oberlander, 1995; Stenning & Yule,
1997 forthcoming) — if w e mark regions of the diagram that
correspond to necessary individuals, then the number of diagrams required for each premiss is reduced to one. Moreover, provided the diagrams are interpreted correctly, only
one compound diagram for the premiss pair need be constructed. The Euler Circle method is summarised below, but
it should already be clear that on a scale from minimum to
maximum explicimess. neither Mental Models nor the Euler
Circles method represent logical models maximally explicitly.
Nevertheless there seems to be a strong contrast between
these and the minimally explicit natural deduction proof in
Figure 1, which I assume is a typical example of a rule-based
proof. The crucial step to notice in this proof is the application of M o d u s Ponens in line (7). Consideration of the
truth table for — > reveals that P — > Q can be rewritten
as { P k Q ) \ / (-.P & Q ) V (-P k - Q ) — this is known
as Canonical Disjunctive Normal Form (see L e m m o n , 1965)
— and making this change is sufficient to form the basis of
a natural deduction method which closely parallels the Euler

The Method of Euler Circles
Since the Method has been described elsewhere (Stenning &
Oberlander. 1995; Stenning & Yule. 1997 forthcoming), only
a brief summary will be given here.
The method uses diagrams composed of circles to represent the premisses of the syllogism (see Figure 2). Each circle represents the set denoted by a term (A or B). and each
region in a diagram represents an individual whose existence
is consistent with the truth of the premiss. Regions which represent individuals whose existence is entailed by the premiss
are marked with an x.
Any well-formed syllogism has one term that appears in
both the premisses, the middle term, and two others which
each appear in only one of the premis.ses, the end terms. T o
solve a syllogism, a compound diagram is constructed from
the two premiss diagrams by identifying the circles corresponding to the middle term, while preserving the topological relationships of the premiss diagrams. For some problems, this m a y be achieved in different ways (these correspond rather closely to the multiple-model problems in M e n tal Models theory), but in these cases the diagram with the
m a x i m u m possible number of subregions should be constructed — it is sufficient to overlap the end-term circles if
possible. Finally, if any x-marked region has been bisected
by the arc of another circle during this process, its mark is
removed; otherwise, its mark remains in the compound diagram.
The semantics of the resulting diagram are the same as
those of the premiss diagrams': any marked regions in the
compound diagram correspond to individuals whose existence is entailed by, and the rest represent individuals which
are consistent with, the premisses taken together. Only if
there is a necessary individual, is there a conventional quantified conclusion, although there are necessary individuals
which do not form the basis of quantified conclusions because
they are inexpressible as syllogistic sentences (Stenning &
Oberlander, 1995).
Particular conclusions can be read off necessary individuals directly, by dropping the middle term and picking a positive end term as the subject of the conclusion, but for uni-
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Figure 3: Representing premisses in Monadic Predicate Calculus. Each premiss is represented as the conjunction of its existential implications and its Canonical Disjunctive Normal Form ( C D N F ) inferential constraints.

versal conclusions, a further condition applies: the marked
region should be an unbroken circle corresponding to an end
term, and this end term is the subject of the conclusion.
Implementation in Monadic Predicate Calculus
It will n o w be shown h o w the Euler Circle method can be implemented in Monadic Predicate Calculus ( M P C ) using natural deduction. Since space is short, only the derivation of
necessary individuals is covered here; see Stenning & Yule
(1997 forthcoming) for more on drawing quantified conclusions in a variety of implementations.
In order to understand h o w the implementation works,
it should be recalled that in the proof shown in Figure 1,
the premisses had different roles: one of them (the particular premiss) was treated as an existential conjunction,
{3x){Ax k B x ) , while the other was u-eated as a universally
quantified conditional, (Vx)(Bx — > C x ) . M o d u s Ponens
was then used, with the former premiss^ providing the antecedent and the latter providing the conditional. Thus the
role of thefirstpremiss was to establish the existence of some
individual, and the role of the second was to provide information which was used to m a k e an inference about that individual. Similarly, in the Euler Circle implementation, w e
distinguish between the existential implications of a premiss,
and the set of consistent individuals. The set of consistent
individuals can be viewed as a set of inferential consu-aints;
the universal premisses, having only three regions (including
the background), place constraints on the total set of possible
individuals, whereas the particular premisses, having four regions, impose no such constraints (see Figure 2). Also, w e
have seen that a conditional can be translated into a sentence
with three disjuncts, its Canonical Disjunctive Normal Form
representation, which as w e will see, corresponds directly to
the set of consistent individuals. The strategy in implementing the M P C version of the Euler Circle method is to explicitly represent both components of each premiss type — its
existential implications and its inferential constraints.
In M P C , each premiss can be represented as the conjunction of two sentences (see Figure 3). Thefirstsentence, a conjunction of existentially quantified conjunctions, expresses
the existential implications of the premiss under its standard
syllogistic interpretation, and corresponds to the set of xmarked regions in the Euler Circle system. W e can call it
^Strictly, an instantiation of the former premiss was used to provide the antecedent.

the Existential Implications. The second sentence is a universally quantified disjunction of conjunctions, and expresses
the list of individuals which are consistent with the premisses,
in Canonical Disjunctive Normal Form, which explicitly constrains the set of consistent individuals. W e can refer to it as
the C D N F Inferential Constraints.
In the proofs that follow, the natural deduction system is a
variant on L e m m o n ' s (1965) system, but for convenience and
to shorten the proofs, some modifications have been made to
the system. &-elimination and v-elimination have been generalised to handle multiple conjuncts and disjuncts respectively. Also the Rediictio A d Absurdum rule has been replaced with E x Falso Quodlibet (EFQ), which has the form
P k - ' P \- Q — this sequent is provable in propositional calculus, so the soundness of the system is unaffected.
Ex. 1: A Valid Conclusion
Figure 4 shows a proof in Monadic Predicate Calculus for
the example S o m e A are B, All B are C. This problem has
the vafid conclusion S o m e A are C, and w e will prove the
existence of the necessary individual from which this consequence follows, by analogy with the Euler Circle system. The
strategy is to take the sentence which expresses the existential
implications of one of the premisses, and instantiate it, and
then the main body of the proof uses a large V-elimination on
the inferential constraints of the other premiss, to show that
the fully specified three-term individual exists.
Lines (1) and (2) are the assumptions, representations in
our chosen form for the two premisses. In line (3) the sentence which expresses the existential implications of the first
premiss is derived; since this is existentially quantified, (4)
assumes the corresponding arbitrarily instantiated sentence.
(5) and (6) derive the sentence expressing the inferential constraints of the second premiss, and instantiate it with the chosen arbitrary name.
W e are n o w ready to perform the main inferential step, corresponding to the M o d u s Ponens step in the proof in Figure 1.
In this case, however, it is necessary to use v-elimination to
perform this function, so each of the disjuncts in (6) must be
assumed in turn, as in lines (7), (11) and (15). The strategy
is to find one of these disjuncts which has the same formula
containing the B predicate as in (4) (the instantiated existential implications offirstpremiss), then to unify it with the formula in (4), to give a formula denoting the necessary individual (9). W h e n the disjunct contains a contradictory formula
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Figure 4: Drawing a valid individual conclusion from the premisses Some A are B, All B are C.

for the B term, then w e derive a contradiction (as in (13) and
(17)), and using Ex Falso Quodlibet w e are then permitted to
derive anything { P k ^ P h Q ) , so w e derive the same formula
as we did by unification, as in (14) and (18). Since each of
thedisjuncts in (5) entails the same conclusion, V-elimination
is permitted, discharging the auxiliary assumptions (7), (11)
and (15) so that the conclusion n o w follows from (2) and (4).
All that remains to be done is to show that the conclusion
in fact follows from the original premisses. Since the name
in (4) does not occur in (2), 3-elimination is permitted, so in
(20) the existentially quantified conclusion n o w follows from
(1) and (2), completing the proof.
Ex. 2: Failure to D r a w a Valid Conclusion
W e have seen how to draw a valid conclusion; next w e examine a case where a valid conclusion cannot be drawn.
Figure 5 shows the proof for the problem All A are B, Some
C are not B, which has a valid conclusion Some C are not A,
but is a multiple-model problem in terms of Mental Models
theory. In this example w e use the existential implications
portion of the M F C representation for All A a r e B , and the inferential constraints portion of the representation for Some C
are not B, and w e cannot derive a necessary individual, since
the existential implications sentence is unifiable with more
than one disjunct of the inferential constraints sentence. The
best we can do is to derive a disjunctive conclusion, which
holds for each disjunct of the inferential constraints.
Lines (1)—(6) proceed analogously with Example 1, selecting one existential implications sentence and one inferential constraints sentence, and insLintiating them with an arbitrary name. But in the main v-elimination, w e cannot derive
the same formula for each disjunct — note that in lines (9)

and (14) w e have different formulas, so that by line (19) w e
have reached an impasse. However, lines (21)—(23) show
that for each disjunct w e can derive the same disjunctive formula, and thus complete the V-elimination in line (24), but
thefinalconclusion (25) does not specify a single necessary
individual.
This outcome is the direct analogue of the removal of an
x-mark in a bisected region of an Euler Diagram. The valid
conclusion could be derived by using the existential impUcations portion of the Some... not premiss with the inferential
constraints portion of the All premiss. This is not illustrated
here owing to space limitations, and can be left as an exercise
for the interested reader.
The fact that a valid conclusion can be missed in this way
demonsQ-ates the importance of selecting the right premiss to
supply the existential implications sentence; in general it is
necessary to try both possible assignments in order to derive
all necessary individuals. However, when only one premiss is
particular, the existential implications of that premiss should
be used with the inferential constraints of the universal sentence, since particular sentences never license conditional inferences.
Discussion
It should be clear that there is a high degree of correspondence between the graphical Euler Circle method and the
natural deduction formulation; however there are some potentially important differences. In the Euler Circle method,
owing to the specificity of graphical representations (Stenning & Oberlander, 1995), the attempt to find all the necessary individuals cannot avoid producing the side-effect that
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Figure 5: Failure to draw a valid conclusion from the premisses All A are B, Some C are not B

the complete set of consistent individuals (the unmarked regions) is also represented. By contrast, in the natural deduction method, these individuals are not represented, since the
method is "focussed" on only the candidate necessary individuals. This makes no difference to its effectiveness, since
the possible existence of these "irrelevant" individuals has no
bearing on the validity of any conclusions. Mental Models
theory exhibits a similar neglect of irrelevant individuals; in
early versions (e.g. Johnson-Laird, 1983) several possible individuals may be summarised by a single row of the tableau,
and in more recent versions (Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 1991)
the model is never "fleshed out" to the extent that they become explicit In this respect Mental Models theory is intermediate between the Euler Circles and natural deduction
methods.

lows: the disjunction summarises the only salient difference
between the two sets of logical models. It should be clear on
this basis, contra Evans & Over (1997), that protocol analyses
would be unlikely to be sufficient to distinguish the modelbased method from this natural deduction method, if we assume that participants are most likely to mention the most
salient differences between the cases under consideration.

Altough the natural deduction method in its present form
is primarily intended as a sceptical argument, it is easy to
sketch how it could be developed into a serious psychological model. Perhaps the most important developments would
concern the production of appropriate error patterns, since
it is sometimes argued that model-based methods provide a
natural account of errors, especially invalid conclusions, in
a way that rule-based methods cannot (Christoph Schlieder,
personal
However, one apparent difference is the distinction in
Men- communication). In the present method it is actually
trivially easy to generate invalid conclusions — just assume
tal Models theory between single-model and multiple-model
that a reasoner might omit to consider all the disjuncts in the
problems. In Mental Models theory, when two Mental ModV-elimination. Failure to draw a valid conclusion is easily imels are treated as alternatives, it is as an argument against
some specific conclusion, and in fact this is the basis for the plemented in conventional rule-based implementations, such
as Rips' (1983) system, and potentially in the present one,
individuation of Mental Models. Only the differences which
by making rule application probabilistic, but also, as we have
are relevant to the truth or falsity of some given conclusion
are made fully explicit. But it is exactly this type of alterna- seen in Example 2, in the present method failure to consider
tion that is summarised when a conclusion is refuted in the the existential implications of both premisses can lead to such
present natural deduction system, and only a disjunction fol- errors of omission.
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There is no need to assume that Ihe rules in use would
be implemented exactly as in the "paper" version. For example, much of the proof structure (i.e. the V-eliminalion)
could if necessary be parallelised, and Irealmcnl of contradictory cases could be changed in numerous ways. Hypcrproof
(Barwise & Etchemendy, 1994) provides a good exiimple of
the way a multiple-cases proof structure can be implemented
without the need for much of thefinedetail used in the present
implementation: Hyperproofs v-eiimination permits cases
to be eliminated immediately when a contradiction is found,
without the need for the Ex Falso Quodlibet rule used here,
and disjunctions can be read off the remaining cases without the need for an explicit rule of V-introduction. Changing
such details certainly would not make the method any less
rule-based.
Although this paper has focussed on only the case of syllogistic reasoning, it is straightforward to extend the same
approach to other logical fragments commonly studied in the
reasoning literature. Prepositional reasoning is certainly susceptible to such treatment, since any prepositional formula
can be rewritten in Canonical Disjunctive Normal Form (see
Lemmon, 1965), so any model-based prepositional reasoning
method could be implemented using natural deduction with
maximally explicit representation of models.

at which to express theoretical con.straints is not unique to
Ihe study of rea.soning; in cognitive modelling generally, it is
h:u-d 10 separate ' mere' implementational detail from the theoretical commitments of a model (Cooper, Fox, Farringdon
& Shallice, 1996). It is easy lo be misled by the technicalities of implementing a model as a computer program, or even
on paper, such that properties of these implementations come
to dominate the psychological debate. Ironically perhaps, a
better understanding of the reasons for behaviour may come
from a more thorough examination of alternative models than
has usually been conducted.
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Abstract
The nature of sublexical processing in reading logographic
Chinese was investigated in three primed naming experiments.
Experiment 1 showed that phonetic radicals in low frequtncy
complex characters are automatically decomposed and used to
activate their own phonological representations. Experiments
2 and 3 demonstrated that the semantic properties of these
phonetic radicals are also activated. It is argued that sublexical
processing in reading Chinese is both a phonological and a
semantic event and there is no fundamental difference between
sublexical processing of phonetic radicals and lexical
processing of single and complex charaaers. The implications
of these results for theories of lexical processing are discussed.
Introduction
Theories of visual word recognition differ considerably in
their assumptions about the nature of sublexical processing.
In traditional dual-route models of reading (e.g., Coltheart,
Curtis, Atkins, & Haller, 1993), sublexical orthographic
units like " O W N " in real words (e.g., T O W N ) or nonwords
(e.g., P O W N ) are used mainly as inputs to graphemephoneme conversion rules wliose end products are
phonemes. In most connectionist models of word reading
(e.g., Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989), the sublexical
orthographic units are primarily the input to distributed
networks wiiich compute a phonological output. Although
these units are also the input to orthography-to-semantics
networks \\iiich compute the semantic output for the wdiole
letter strings, the sublexical orthographic units do not
produce detectable semantic output of their o w n even w h e n
these units happen to be words themselves (e.g., O W N in
T O W N or B O Y in B O Y C O T T ) , hi models of visual word
recognition that stress the predominant role of phonology in
initial lexical access and in access to meaning (e.g.. Frost, in
press; Lukatala & Turvey, 1994; van Orden, Pennington, &
Stone, 1990), sublexical processing of orthographic units is
strictly a phonological process, wiiich activates the
phonological representation of the wiiole word before the
meaning of the word accessed. Therefore, despite their
considerable differences concerning whether the sublexical
processing in reading alphabetic words is rule-based and
h o w the computation from orthography to phonology is
conducted, most localist and connectionist theories of visual
word recognition share the c o m m o n assumption that the
stiblexical processing in reading is primarily or strictly a

phonological event and it differs rather drastically from
lexical processing, v M c h activates both phonological and
semantic representations in the lexicon.
In this paper, w e argue that this assumption about the
nature of sublexical processing cannot be applied without
qualification to sublexical processes in reading logographic
Chinese. Sublexical processing in reading Chinese, wliich is
restricted here to the processing of phonetic radicals of
complex or compound characters, is intrinsically related to
orthography, phonology, and semantics. The processing of
phonetic radicals, which m a y provide phonological
information in terms of the pronunciation of the complete
characters, not only contributes to the mapping from
orthography to phonology in lexical access, but also
generates activation and competition in the semantic system.
Structural Properties of Chinese Characters
a n d Sublexical P h o n o l o g i c a l P r o c e s s i n g
The Chinese writing system is often described as
logographic, where the basic orthographic units, the
characters, correspond directly to morphemes and syllables.
Chinese characters can be broadly differentiated into two
categories: simple and complex, both of vAach are
composed of strokes and arranged in squares of similar size.
Simple characters
(e.g., X , yi (4)', righteousness)
constitute about 3 % of the total characters in Morden
Chinese, and they are holistic visual patterns that do not
represent phonological information at the sublexical level.
Complex or compound characters, however, do encode
phonological information at this level. These characters
(e.g., iX yi(4), discuss) can be divided meaningfiilly into
components and most of them are composed of a semantic
radical on the left and a phonetic radical on the right,
although some arrange their radicals in different ways.
Semantic radicals have the fimction of indicating the
semantic category of morphemes corresponding to the
complex characters, wiiile phonetic radicals have the
function of pointing to the pronunciations of wtiole
characters. However, both functions are not reliable, with
exceptions and irregularities littered over the writing system.
'Through the paper, the pronunciations of Chinese words are
given in Pinyin - the Chinese alphabetic system. Numbers in
brackets represent the tones of syllables.
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from visual input and used to activate in parallel their
corresponding
orthographic
and
phonological
representations in the lexicon. The phonological activation
is syntiiesized according to the interactive principles to
manifest the regularity or consistency effects in naming. The
interaction between these effects and frequency is explained
by the relative time course of orthographic and phonological
activation, wliere the orthographic processing of high
frequency words is sufficiently fast to allow word
recognition before phonological activation, but the
orthographic processing of low frequency words is not
efficient and phonological activation has time to accrue to
influence word recognition. T o put in a slightly different
way, the phonological output for high frequency words is
based mainly on their o w n phonological representations,
v M c h are activated efficiently through direct visual mapping
and/or via semantics, while die phonological output for low
frequency words is influenced by
phonological
representations of other orthographically similar words
activated in parallel from orthography.
The issues fortiiepresent research are wiiether w e can
obtain more direct evidence of phonological activation of
phonetic radicals and, more importantly, %\1iether the
sublexical processing of phonetic radicals in reading
complex characters is also a semantic event, involving
access to semantic representations corresponding to these
radicals.

The phonological relations between phonetic radicals and
the complex characters they are embedded in can roughly be
differentiated into four types (Table 1). Less than 3 0 % of
complex characters have the same pronunciations as their
phonetic radicals, while about one third of complex
characters differ from their phonetic radicals, at least at the
segmental level. About another one third of complex
characters have either the same segmental templates or the
same rhyming parts as their phonetic radicals. However, it
should be noted that the same phonetic radicals could be
involved in some or all of the four categories, and, more
importantly, the phonetic radicals themselves are
independent characters, having their o w n meanings.
Type

Phonetic Radical

Regular

Semi-regular

Rhyming

^
yang(2)
(sheep)
W
qing(l)
(blue)

t
wang(2)
(die)

Irregular

a
bai(2)
(white)

C o m p l e x Character

•#
yang(2)
(ocean)

m
qing(2)
(affection)

it
mang(2)
(busy)

W
pa(4)
(fear)

Phonological and Semantic Processing of
Table 1 The phonological relations between phonetic
radicals and complex characters
There is evidence that the Chinese reader does use the
phonological information conveyed by phonetic radicals,
especially wiien reading low frequency complex characters.
Seidenberg (1985) found that regular complex characters, or
characters having the same pronunciations as their phonetic
radicals, are named faster tiian frequency-matched simple
characters, but only for low frequency ones. Fang, H o m g ,
and Tzeng (1986) investigated both regularity and
consistency effects in naming characters, where consistency
was defined according to %\^ether all complex characters
with a particular phonetic radical are pronounced in the
same way as the radical. The authors observed a consistency
effect but not a regularity effect. Regular-consistent
characters were named faster than regular-inconsistent
characters. Subsequent studies in general have found both
consistency and regularity effects (Hue, 1992; Peng, Yang,
& Chen, 1994).
The typical account of these regularity and consistency
effects in reading complex characters was in terms of
Glushko's (1979) activation-synthesis model
and
Seidenberg's (1985) time course model of orthographic and
phonological activation. According to these models, in
initial lexical access, salient orthographic units are extracted
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Phonetic Radicals
W e used a primed naming paradigm to investigate the
phonological and semantic processing of phonetic radicals
in reading complex characters. In this paradigm, prime
characters were presented briefly, overwritten immediately
by targets. Subjects were required to read aloud the targets
and their naming latencies and response errors were
recorded. The phonological or semantic relations between
primes and targets were systematically manipulated.
Complex characters were used as primes in Experiments 1
and 2 and as targets in Experiment 3. The phonetic radicals
of complex characters, rather than complex characters
themselves, were phonologically (Experiment 1) or
semantically (Experiments 2 and 3) related to the targets or
primes. In order to isolate any priming effects to the
processing of phonetic radicals, w e use only irregular
complex characters (with left-right structure), since regular
and semi-regular complex characters share phonological
forms with their phonetic radicals and any priming effects in
the present paradigm could be due, directiy or indirectly, to
the processing of the whole complex characters.
Experiment 1: Phonological processing of phonetic
radicals
Experiment 1 investigated the sublexical phonological
processing of phonetic radicals in reading (irregular)

complex characters. If reading Chinese involves
decomposing phonetic radicals from complex characters and
using them to access their o w n phonological representations
in the lexicon, w e should observe a phonological priming
effect between phonetic radicals embedded in complex
characters and characters homophonic to the radicals.
Moreover, if the automatic decomposition of complex
characters is modulated by the frequency of complex
characters, w e should find the homophone priming effect for
low frequency irregular complex characters, but not for high
frequency ones.
Homophone

Low

High

Complex

Control

Target

^

w

tl

m

zu(2)

cui(4)

heng(2)

zu(2)

(soldier)

(pure)

(permanent)

(clan)

X

?*:

It

ft

qian(4)

ci(4)

bi(3)
(sequence) (compare)

640
^630

& 22

S 620
a
^^^^
o
•§ 600
^ 590
1*580
§ 570
560
550

609
'•^ 598
581

1

1

LOW
I Homophonen Complex
Figure 1

qian(4)
(pretty)

HIGH
•Control

Experiment 1: M e a n naming latencies

Three observations can be made from the above analyses.
First, the significant homophone priming effect between
radical primes and targets suggests that the presentation of
Table 2 Experiment 1: Design and sample stimuli
homophone primes activates phonological representations
they share with the targets. Although there is some doubt
As indicated in Table 2, target characters were preceded about the automaticity of phonological activation in reading
by complex characters wiiose phonetic radicals were
Chinese, most evidence suggests this activation is automatic
homophonic to the targets. They were also preceded by the
(see Zhou, in press).
radicals on their own, which served as homophone primes.
Second, since complex characters were neither
T w o types of complex characters were differentiated
phonologically nor orthographically nor semantically related
according to theirfrequencies.There were 51 low frequency
to targets, the facilitatory effect between low frequency
and 33 high frequency complex characters. Control primes
complex primes and target words could only stem from the
were chosen to match with complex primes on frequency,
fact that phonetic radicals embedded in the complex
visual complexity (in terms of the number of strokes), and
characters were homophonic to the targets. This effect
structure (all left-right composition of semantic and phonetic
indicatestiiatin processing complex characters, phonetic
radicals). There were no orthographic similarities or
radicals are decomposed and used to access the
semantic relations between targets and primes. The S O A
phonological representations of their own. However, the
(stimulus onset asynchrony) between primes and targets was
ability to decompose phonetic radicals and gain access to
set at 100 msec. O n e hundred pairs of unrelated words were
their phonology is modulated by the frequency of complex
used as fillers.
characters, as indicated by the different patterns of priming
M e a n naming latencies are reported in Figure 1. Response
effects for high and low frequency complex primes. Either
errors were too infrequent to allow statistical analysis. The
reading high frequency complex characters involves little
analyses of reaction times showed a significant main effect
decomposition, or the transient phonological activation of
of prime type (p<.01). Post hoc Newman-Keuls tests showed
phonetic radicals embedded in complex characters was
that the mean reaction times in homophone and complex
suppressed by the phonological activation of complex
priming conditions were significantly faster than in the
characters, wliich are activated faster than low frequency
control condition (p<.01). Moreover, the mean reaction time
complex characters and hence have more chance to suppress
in the homophone condition was also faster than the mean
rivahy phonological activation.
reaction time in the complex condition (p<.01). Although w e
Third, the fact that phonological priming by phonetic
did not find an significant interaction between prime type
radicals in complex characters was smaller than priming by
and frequency in the main tests, separate analyses for low
phonetic radicals presented alone suggested that in reading
and high frequency complex primes showed that while the
complex characters, there was a competition between
mean naming latency for low frequency complex primes was
phonological representations corresponding complex
significantly faster than the control baseline (p<.05), the
characters and phonological representations corresponding
m e a n reaction time for high frequency complex primes did
to phonetic radicals. The phonological activation of radicals
not differ from the control primes.
embedded in complex characters did not reach the same
level as wiien these radicals were standing alone.
(owe)
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These findings replicated the regularity and consistency
effects found in single character naming (Hue, 1992;
Seidenberg, 1985). They are consistent with the view that
sublexical processing of phonetic radicals in reading
complex characters is at least in part a phonological event.
W e believe that access to phonological representations of
phonetic radicals is achieved in the same way as access to
phonological representations of the whole complex
characters, i.e., mapping fi-om orthographic input to
phonological representations.

580
^570
u
u
E 560
S^SSO
S 540
2 530 •

567

56
>4
554 —
—3—

558
544

541

.s

520 •
510

Experiment 2: Semantic processing of phonetic radicals
This experiment examined wiiether sublexical processing in
reading complex characters automatically activates the
semantic properties of the phonetic radicals, even though
this semantic activation does not contribute to the processing
of complex characters themselves. W e used the semantic
associates of phonetic radicals as targets and the irregular
complex characters as primes. If the phonetic radicals were
automatically decomposed and used to access their o w n
semantic representations in reading complex characters, die
activation of these semantic representations should facilitate
the processing of their semantic associates.
>emantic

Complex

Control

m

^

qing(l)

cai(l)

zi(3)

(blue)

(guess)

bo(l)
(wave)

Table 3

I

1
SOA57

SOAIOO

I Semanticn C o m p l e x n Control
Figure 2

Experiment 2: M e a n naming latencies

can efficiently flow to phonology, resulting in the
facilitatory effects in naming (Zhou, in press; Z h o u &
Marslen-Wilson, 1996; Z h o u et al., 1996). M o r e
importantly, the significant priming effects between complex
characters and the semantic associates of their phonetic
radicals demonstrated that there is indeed an automatic
decomposition process in reading complex characters. The
phonetic radicals of complex characters are used to access
not only their corresponding form representations in the
lexicon, but also their semantic properties, \\iiich are
irrelevant to the complex characters. The smaller priming
effect between complex primes and targets, compared with
direct semantic priming, suggests that there is strong
competition in the semantic system between representations
corresponding to the vAiole complex characters and
representations corresponding to the phonetic radicals. This
competition influenced the semantic and hence phonological
activation levels of target words.

Target

^

t

500 I

(purple)

Experiment 2: Design and sample stimuli

Fifty-one complex characters (e.g., ?t cai(l), guess),
v^diose phonetic radicals (e.g., # qing(l), blue) have clear
semantic associates (e.g., ^ zi(3), purple), were selected.
The phonetic radicals and the complex characters had
different pronunciations and were not semantically related.
Because of restrictions on the selection of stimuli, only low
and medium frequency complex characters were used. There
were no orthographic and phonological relations between
primes and targets. Control primes (e.g., '^ bo(l), wave)
were chosen to match with complex primes on frequency,
visual complexity and structure. Sixty pairs of unrelated
characters were used as fillers.
T w o S O A s between primes and targets were used, one 57
msec and one 100 msec. M e a n naming latencies are reported
in Figure 2. F e w naming errors were m a d e and are not
reported here. Statistical analyses revealed a significant
main effect of prime type (p<.001) and no interaction
between prime type and S O A (p>.l). Post hoc tests showed
a significant effect of semantic priming, both against control
primes and against complex primes (p<.01). M o r e
importantly, the 10-msec advantage of complex primes, as
against control primes, was also significant (p<.01).
The strong effects of semantic primes suggested that the
semantic activation, due to direct access from orthography,

Experiment 3: Semantic processing of phonetic radicals
revisited
The purpose of this experiment was to collect converging
evidence for the automatic decomposition of phonetic
radicals and the activation of their semanric properties. If
reading complex characters involves decomposing phonetic
radicals and using them to access their o w n semantic
representations, the presence of semantic primes, related to
phonetic radicals but not to complex characters, should
facilitate this decompositional process and increase the
activation level of semantic representations of phonetic
radicals. That will in turn increase the competition between
semantic representations corresponding to complex
characters and to their phonetic radicals.
Forty-five complex characters (e.g. ?t cai(l), guess) that
were used as primes in Experiment 2 were taken as targets in
the present experiment, preceded by semantic associates
(e.g., ^ zi(3), purple) that were related to their phonetic
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phonological representations of complex characters. Either
way, the phonological activation is easily modified by events
in the semantic system.

radicals. The same complex characters were also primed by
their phonetic radicals (e.g., W qing(l), blue) in another
condition. N e w control primes were selected to match with
semantic primes on frequency, visual complexity, and
structure.
Control

Radical

Semantic

#

ik

^

m

zi(3)
(purple)

lie(4)

cai(l)

(split)

(guess)

qing(l)
(blue)
Table 4

General Discussion
In this study, w e observed phonological activation of
phonetic radicals in reading complex characters and its
interaction with frequencies of complex characters
(Experiment 1); and more importantly, w e found evidence of
automatic decomposition and access to semantic properties
of phonetic radicals in reading complex characters
(Experiments 2, and 3). These findings demonstrate that
there are no frindamental differences between lexical
processing and sublexical processing of phonetic radicals in
reading Chinese. This view is consistent with the claims of
our lexical processing model in reading Chinese (Zhou, in
press, Zhou & Marslen-Wilson, 1996; Zhou et al., 1996),
which sfresses the predominant role of orthography in initial
lexical access, the effective mapping from orthography to
semantics, the automaticity of phonological activation from
orthography, and the efficient flow of semantic activation to
phonology.
The findings of automatic activation of phonological
representations of phonetic radicals and its interaction with
the frequencies of complex characters provide us with an
explicit account for the "phonological" processing of
pseudo-characters (Fang et al., 1986; Yin & Butterworth,
1992) and the regularity and consistency effects in reading
Chinese (Fang et al., 1986; Hue, 1992; Peng et al., 1994;
Seidenberg, 1985). The phonological processing of
unfamiliar characters or pseudo-characters is nothing more
than exfracting meaningful orthographic patterns (usually
phonetic radicals) from visual input and mapping them onto
their corresponding
phonological
(and
semantic)
representations. This decomposition sfrategy is explicitly or
implicitly learned and could be under conscious control. It is
also useful in reading low frequency complex characters,
wliich tend to be regular. L o w frequency complex characters
are more likely to be decomposed than high frequency
characters, partly because the frequencies of phonetic
radicals are usually m u c h higher than the frequencies of
complex characters themselves. For regular complex
characters, the activation of orthographic representations
corresponding to the wdiole complex characters and their
phonetic radicals leads to the activation of the same
phonological representations. For irregular complex
characters, the activation of orthographic representations
corresponding to the w^ole complex characters and their
phonetic radicals leads to the activation of two different
phonological representations. The activation of two different
semantic representations by complex characters and by their
radicals reinforce the competition between phonological
representations. The consistency effect is explained by the
assumption that the phonetic radicals in complex characters

Target

Experiment 3: Design and sample stimuli

T w o S O A s between primes and targets were used: 100
msec and 200 msec. M e a n naming latencies and response
error percentages are reported in Table 5. Higher error rates
were obtained in the present experiment than in previous
experiments, because the complex targets were mainly of
low frequency.
Radical

Semantic

SOAIOO

689
(7.5)

659
(6.0)

642
(6.3)

SOA200

694
(5.8)

678
(5.2)

650
(6.0)

Control

Table 5 Experiment 3: M e a n naming latencies
and error percentages
Analyses of reaction times showed a significant main
effect of prime type (p<.001) and no effect of S O A
manipulation. Post hoc tests revealed that the mean reaction
times in radical priming conditions were significantly slower
than the m e a n reaction times in the other two conditions
(p<.01). Moreover, the differences between the m e a n
reaction times in semantic and control priming conditions
were also significant (p<.05).
The significant inhibitory effect of phonetic radicals on
the processing of irregular complex characters replicated
Z h o u (1994) -who systematically manipulated the frequency
of radicals and complex characters and the phonological
relations between them. However, it is difficult from the
present data to pinpoint the locus of this effect. The more
interesting finding was that the presence of semantic primes
related to phonetic radicals of complex characters was able
to delay the activation of phonological representations of
complex characters. This finding is consistent with the view
that there is an automatic decomposition process in reading
complex characters and both phonological and semantic
properties of phonetic radicals are activated. The presence
of semantic primes increases the semantic activation of
radicals. This activation either mcreases its competition
with the semantic representations of complex characters or
send its activation to the corresponding phonological
representations and intensify their competition with the
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Abstract
Spread of activation and interaction between dififerent types of
knowledge representations in the mental lexicon were
investigated in three semantically mediated phonological
priming experiments, conducted on both English and Chinese.
Facilitatory effects were found in naming not only for words
(e.g., boy) that were semantically related to their primes (e.g.,
girl), but also for words that were homophonic to the semantic
targets (e.g., buoy). The amount of priming varied according
to whether homophone targets were also orthographically
similar to semantic targets. A n inhibitory priming effect was
also found for words that were orthographically similar to but
phonologically different from semantic targets. It is concluded
that spread of activation between words sharing semantic
properties is not enc^sulated in the semantic system. The
phonological and orthographic representations of words
receiving spread of semantic activation are also automatically
and immediately activated, even though they are not supported
directly by sensory input.
Introduction
T w o fundamental assumptions of interactive-activation
based theories of language processing are the spread of
activation and the interaction between different levels or
dififerent types of knowledge representations (e.g., Dell,
1986; Plaut, 1995; Plant, McClelland, Seidenberg, &
Patterson, 1996). In word recognition, the activation of one
type of knowledge representation in the mental lexicon is
assumed to spread automatically and continuously to other
connected representations, changing their activation states.
This spread of activation is not only between representations
within the same level, e.g., between semantic representations
oigirl and boy, but also between representations of different
levels or different types. T h e activation of the orthographic
representation of girl by a visual input, for example, is
assumed to spread automatically to the word's phonological
and semantic representations. T h e modulation of the flow of
activation between two types of knowledge representations
by their original activation states and by other types of
knowledge representation constitutes part of the interactive
processes that constrain the nature and the time course of
word recognition.
There is evidence to support the notion of the modulation
of the spread of activation between two types of
representations b y a third type of representation. For

instance, the spread of activation or computation from
orthography to phonology has been shown to be influenced
by the semantic properties of low frequency, irregular words
(Strain, Patterson, & Seidenberg, 1995) and by the semantic
of the original
words
on wiiich
properties
pseudohomophones are based (see Zhou, Marslen-Wilson,
Bi, Shi, & Shu, 1996 for discussion). M o r e evidence has
been collected for the automatic spread of activation
between different types of knowledge representations in
lexical processing. Orthographic properties have been found
to influence rhyming judgment for words that are auditorily
presented (e.g., Seidenberg & Tanenhaus, 1979). Words that
are semantically related have been foimd to prime each other
in a naming task, w W c h presumably taps into phonological
activation (see Neely, 1991 for a review). Orthographically
similar words have been found to inhibit each other in
visual-visual (e.g., Colombo, 1986) or masked (e.g., Segui
& Grainger, 1990) priming lexical decision tasks, if the
tasks are assumed to tap mainly into semantic activation.
These findings demonstrate that activation of one type of
knowledge representation can spread automatically into
other types of connected knowledge representations. These
findings do not, however, allow us to track the time course
of the spread of activation or the loci of priming effects.
Take the widely documented semantic priming effect in
naming for an example. T h e pronunciation of a word (e.g.,
boy) is facilitated if it is preceded by a semantically related
word (e.g., girl). Since pronunciation is assumed to be based
on the activation of boy^s phonological representation, a
c o m m o n interactive-activation account of this effect is to
assume that the activation of the semantic representation of
the prime girl spreads to the semantic representation of the
target word boy, wiiose semantic activation spreads
immediately and automatically to its phonological
representation. W h e n the target is actually presented, its
phonological representation is activated further by the visual
input, resulting in the facilitatory effect in naming. However,
an alternative modular account assumes that the preactivation of the semantic representation of boy is
encapsulated in the semantic system and does not spread
immediately to its phonological representation. Only when
the target word is physically presented, does its semantic
activation increase fiirther, either through phonological
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mediation (Lukatela & Turvey, 1994; van Orden,
Pennington, & Stone, 1990) or though direct mapping from
orthography to semantics (for Chinese; Zhou, in press; Zhou
& Marslen-Wilson, 1996; Zhou, Marslen-Wilson, Shu, Bi,
& Tang, 1996). This semantic activation of the target word,
after reaching a threshold, spreads back to its phonological
representation, w*ich m a y also have been activated by the
direct visual mapping from orthography to phonology,
jointly resulting in the facilitatory effect in naming.
These two accounts of semantic priming in naming differ
in wiiether they allow semantic activation to spread to the
corresponding phonological representations vAien these
semantic and phonological representations have not been
activated directly by their corresponding orthographic
forms. Interactive-activation based theories of lexical
processing allow the free flow of activation between
different domains vAule modular theories (e.g., Forster,
1979) m a y not permit such spread of activation without
activation from orthography. Similar contrasting accounts
about the time course of spread of activation can also be
constructed for other types of priming effects involving two
or more types of knowledge representations.
The issues raised here are parallel to the debate between
theories of language production in terms of v^ether access
from semantics to lemma (the abstract lexical node) and to
phonological representation is modular or interactive (e.g.,
Dell, 1986; Dell & O'Seaghdha, 1991; Levelt, Schriefers,
Vorberg, Meyer, Pechmann, & Havinga, 1991). Levelt et al.
(1991), for example, advocate a discrete, non-overlapping
lexical access where phonological activation follows
selection of a lexical item and is restricted to this item. Thus
in producing girl, although its semantic activation spreads to
its own phonological representation via the selected lexical
node and m a y spread to the semantic representation of other
related words like boy, the activation of boy is restricted to
the semantic system and does not spread to its phonological
representation because the lexical node of boy is not
selected at the lemma level. Dell & O'Seaghdha (1991), on
the other hand, argue for interactions between adjacent
levels of representations. Because activation spreads
continuously both forward and backward between all
connected nodes, the activation of girl in both semantic and
lemma levels spreads to the semantic representation of boy,
mediating the phonological activation of boy.
In this paper, w e examine the time course of the spread of
activation from semantics to phonology and orthography and
the interactivity between these different types of
representations in visual word recognition. Specifically, w e
ask whether the spread of activation between words sharing
semantic features (e.g., girl and boy) in the semantic system
is encapsulated in the system or wliether it has an immediate
effect on the activation of phonological and orthographic
representations wlien the semantic activation is itself
mediated by the activation of other related words and is not
supported directly by sensory input. Moreover, if semantic

activation is found to spread to orthographic representations,
w e ask whether the phonological activation is modulated by
this orthographic activation.
T o address these questions, w e use a semantically
mediated phonological priming technique, with stimuli from
two different writing systems: alphabetic English and
logographic Chinese. Three experiments, one on English
and two on Chinese, use essentially the same design, wliere
a semantic prime (e.g., girl) is presented to pre-activate the
semantic representation of a target word (e.g., boy). Whether
semantic activation of boy automatically spreads to its
phonological representation w h e n boy is not physically
presented is examined by the presence of a probe word
homophonic to boy (i.e., buoy). If semantic pre-activation of
boy spreads automatically and continuously to its
phonological representation, w e should obtain a facilitatory
priming effect in naming buoy since it shares phonological
properties with boy. O n the other hand, if semantic
activation is encapsulated and it facilitates phonological
activation only vA\en the word is visually presented, w e
should find a facilitatory effect in naming boy, but not buoy,
following the prime girl, since only the semantic
representation of boy is pre-activated. T h e issue of whether
orthographic representations of semantic targets are also
automatically and immediately activated is examined by
comparing priming effects for homophone targets which are
or are not orthographically similar to the semantic targets.
Experiment 1
Thefirstexperiment was conducted on English, where a
target word (e.g., boy) and its homophone (buoy) were
preceded either by a word (girl) semantically related to the
semantic target or by an unrelated word (view) matched in
frequency, length (both in terms of number of letters and
number of syllables). The relative frequency of semantic and
homophone targets was also manipulated as a between-item
factor. There were 32 pairs of semantic and homophone
targets w W c h were of equal frequency, 28 pairs with low
frequency semantic targets and high frequency homophone
targets, and 36 pairs with high frequency semantic targets
and low frequency homophone targets (Table 1).
Frequency

SemP

ConP

SemT

HomT

Equal
Low-High
High-Low

hero
hair
girl

dish
size
view

idol
mane
boy

idle
main
buoy

Table 1 Experiment 1: Design and sample stimuli
SemP=semantic prime, ConP=control prime
SemT=semantic target, H o m T = h o m o p h o n e target
The SOA (stimulus onset asynchrony) between primes
and targets was set at 100 msec. There were also 100 pairs
of unrelatedfillerwords. T h e m e a n naming latencies are
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reported in Table 2. Naming errors are not reported since
they were too few to warrant analysis.

supported by visual input, and wiiether the orthographic
similarity of homophonic targets to semantic targets
influences the size of a semantically mediated phonological
priming effect. T o achieve this purpose, w e used a similar
Frequency Semantic Homophone
design to Experiment 1 in Chinese, with homophonic targets
Test
Control
Test
Control
orthographically different from semantic targets. The
Equal
539
527
543
529
potentially
different patterns of priming effects between
Low-High
516
505
517
510
Experiments
1 and 2 would enable us to examine more
542
High-Low
530
516
511
closely spread of activation and interactivity between
524
Average
533
525
515
different types of knowledge representations.
Table 2 Experiment 1: M e a n naming latencies for
The experiment had low-high and high-low conditions in
semantic and homophone targets
which the relative frequencies of semantic targets and
homophone targets were manipulated (Table 3)'. There were
Statistical analyses revealed a highly significant main
32 pairs of targets for each frequency condition. Another
effect of prime type (Fl(l, 47)=38.68, p<.001; F2(l, 100 pairs of unrelated characters were also used as fillers.
93)=25.91, p<.001), no interactions between prime type and
The S O A between primes and targets was set at 57 msec.
target type and relative frequency of semantic and
The purpose of using a slightly shorter S O A on Chinese than
homophone targets, and no three-way interaction (p>.l).
on English w a s to verify earlier evidence that semantic
Thus, across the three frequency conditions, both semantic
activation is a very early process in lexical processing of
and homophone targets were facilitated by semantic primes
Chinese (Zhou & Marslen-Wilson, in press; Zhou et al.,
even though there w a s no direct relationship between
1996).
semantic primes and homophone targets. This finding is
consistent with the view that the spread of semantic
Frequency SemP ConP SemT HomT
activation from primes to semantic targets is not
M
IfS
^
^
Low-High
encapsulated in the semantic system. T h e semantic
he(2)
pao(3)
quan(2)
quan(2)
activation of target words automatically spreadsfiirtherto
river
run
spring
whole
their phonological representations even when semantic and
phonological activation is not supported by visual input.
High-Low
n
^
^
^
wu(3) hou(4) ge(l)
ge(l)
The finding of equal priming effects for semantic and
dance
thick
song
pigeon
homophone targets suggests that orthographic as well as
phonological representations of target words also received
Table 3 Experiment 2: Design and sample stimuli
spread of activation \\iien semantic primes were presented.
SemP=semantic prime, ConP=confrol prime
According to interactive-activation based theories of lexical
SemT=semantic target, H o m T = h o m o p h o n e target
processing, if the orthographic representation of boy is
activated after the presentation of its semantic prime girl, the Mean naming latencies are reported in Table 4. There was
spread of activation from the orthographic representation of
a highly significant main effect of prime type (Fl(l,
boy to its phonological representation is also facilitated.
39)=34.10, p<.001; F2(l, 69)=30.17, p<.001). However,
However, in order to account for the equally strong priming
unlike in Experiment 1, this priming effect interacted with
efifect for boy and for buoy, one m a y have to assume that the
the relative frequency condition (Fl(l, 39)=5.65, p<.05;
orthographic representation of buoy is also activated after
F2(l, 69)=3.04, p<.l), and with the target type (Fl(l,
the presentation of the prime girl. This is possible given that
39)=5.46, p<.05; F2(l, 59)=2.87, p<.l). These interactions
buoy and boy share m a n y orthographic properties. If
indicate that the priming effect in the Low-High condition is
semantic and homophone targets have little orthographic
significantly larger than the effect in the High-Low
overlap, w e should expect to fmd less facilitatory effect for
condition, and more importantly, the priming effect for
homophone targets. Unfortunately, this prediction carmot be
semantic targets is significantly larger than the effect for
tested in English since homophonic words in this language
homophone targets. However, there was no three-way
are intrinsically orthographically similar. This difficulty
interaction between frequency, target type and priming
leads us to logographic Chinese, which is famous for its
(F<1), indicating that the priming effects for semantic
extensive homophony a m o n g words and morphemes, both
targets, and for homophone targets, were essentially the
orthographically similar and different.
same across frequency conditions. This was confirmed in
separate analyses of priming effects for semantic targets and
Experiment 2
The main purpose of Experiment 2 was to investigate
wdiether semantic activation spreads automatically to the
orthographic domain wlien orthographic activation is not

'Throughout the paper, the pronunciations of Chinese words are
given in Hanyu Pinyin - the Chinese alphabetic system. Numbers
in brackets represent the tones of syllables.
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homophone targets. Neither the priming effects for semantic
targets nor the effects for homophone targets interacted
significantly with the frequency condition (p>.l for semantic
targets, and Fl(l, 39)=4.15, p<.05; F2(l, 62)=1.50, p>.2,
for homophone targets).
Frequency Semantic Homophone
Test
Control
Low-High
High-Low
Average

589
537
563

620
557
588

Test

Control

549
612
580

568
617
592

facilitates the phonological processing of these targets.
However, this assumption m a y apply only when
orthographically similar words m a p onto the same
phonological representations. Our previous research found
that wlien orthographically similar words (e.g., BB tian(2),
field; ^ shen(l), apply) m a p onto different phonological
representations, the phonological processing of target words
was delayed by the presence of orthographic primes. A n
inhibitory effect should also be observed for words that are
orthographically similar to but phonologically different from
the mediating words that are activated not by direct sensory
input but by spread of semantic activation.

Table 4 Experiment 2: M e a n naming latencies for
semantic and homophone targets

Experiment 3
There were two aims of Experiment 3: to ask whether
This confirms that the semantically mediated phonological
equal facilitatory effects of semantically mediated
priming effect can be found not only in English but also in
phonological priming can be found in Chinese wiien
Chinese, two languages that differ drastically in the w a y that
semantic and homophone targets are orthographically
the orthography represents sound and in terms of
similar; and to investigate whether an inhibitory effect can
homophony among words and morphemes. This finding, that
be found for targets that are orthographically similar to but
a semantic prime facilitates the pronunciation of a word
phonologically different from semantic targets.
homophonic to the word related to the prime, indicates that
The design and sample stimuli are presented m Table 5.
the spread of activation from semantic primes to semantic
Three types of targets - semantic, homophone, and
targets can spread further into the phonological level, even
orthographic - were all complex characters and were
when phonological activation of targets is not supported by
composed of a semantic radical on the left and a component
visual input. Because the homophone targets here had no
on the right (see Zhou & Marslen-Wilson, this volume). A
orthographic similarity with the semantic targets, the
triplet of targets (e.g., ^ qiao(2), bridge; ^ qiao(2), live
priming effect caimot be due to the spread of semantic
abroad; W jiao(l), tender) had the same right part
activation into orthographic representation.
components, w W c h were mostly (37 out of 42 triplets)
O n the other hand, the significantly smaller effect for
pronounceable phonetic radicals and had their o w n
homophone targets than for semantic targets, contrasting
meanings, independent from the meanings of the wiiole
with the equal facilitatory effects in English, suggests that
complex character. The semantic and homophone targets (^
both phonological and orthographic representations of
and #F) also had the same pronunciation (i.e., qiao(2))
words receiving spread of semantic activation are
wdiile the orthographic target was pronounced in a different
automatically activated. In Experiment 1, the partially
way. The frequencies of three sets of targets were roughly
activated semantic representation of a semantic target (e.g.,
matched. The S O A between primes and targets was set, as in
boy), due to the presentation of a semantic prime (e.g., girl),
Experiment 2, at 57 msec. There were also 90 pairs of
spreads not only to the phonological representation of the
unrelated characters that were used as fillers.
target, but also to its orthographic representation, which is
shared to a great extent by the homophone target (i.e., buoy).
SemP ConP SemT HomT OrtT
The homophone target buoy probes into the pre-activation
'M
m
m
^
m
of both phonological and orthographic representations of the
he(2)
pao(3) qiao(2)
qiao(2)
jiao(l)
semantic target boy, leading to a facilitatory priming effect
river
run
bridge
live abroad
tender
equal to the effect for the semantic target. In Experiment 2,
however, a homophone target (e.g., p| ge(l), pigeon) does
Table 5 Experiment 3: Design and sample stimuli
not probe into the orthographic activation of the semantic
SeniP=semantic prime, ConP=control prime
target (i.e., 3^ ge(l), song) because there is no orthographic
SemT=semantic target, H o m T = h o m o p h o n e target
similarity between them, even though the homophone target
OrtT=orthographic target
does probe into the phonological representation of the
semantic target, pre-activated after the presentation of a
Two triplets of targets had to be removed from the
semantic prime (e.g., H wu(3), dance). Consequently, the
analyses because of excessive (over 5 0 % ) naming errors
priming effect for the homophone target is smaller than for
m a d e for one of the targets. M e a n naming latencies and
the semantic target when the latter is actually presented.
error percentages based on the remaining 40 triplets of
The above argument assumes that the orthographic
targets are reported in Table 6. In the analyses of reaction
overlap between target words and mediating words
times, there was no significant main effect of prime type
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(Fl(l, 59)=3.10, .05<p<.l; F2(l, 117)=1.92, p>.l).
However, the interaction between prime type and target type
was highly significant: Fl(2, 118)=9.77, p<.001; F2(2,
117)=6.45, p<.005. Separate analyses of priming effects for
semantic, homophonic, and orthographic targets revealed
that there were significant facilitatory effects for semantic
targets (19 msec; Fl(l. 59)=11.64, p<.005; F2(l, 39)=3.71,
p=.06) and for homophone targets
(22 msec; Fl(l,
59)=9.13, p<.005; F2(l, 39)=6.11, p<.05), and a significant
inhibitory effect for orthographic targets (19 msec; Fl(l,
59)=5.23, p<.05; F2(l, 39)=4.94, p<.05).

processing. Three primed naming experiments, conducted
on both English and Chinese, yielded converging evidence
for the automatic and immediate spread of activation fi'om
semantics to phonology and orthography. In Experiment 1,
equal facilitatory effects were found for English words (e.g.,
boy) that are semantically related to their primes (e.g., girl)
and for words that are homophonic and orthographically
similar to semantic targets (e.g., buoy). These effects did not
interact with the relative fi-equencies of semantic and
homophone targets. Equal facilitatory priming effects were
also obtained for Chinese wiien semantic and homophone
targets were not only of the same pronunciations but also
similar in orthography (Experiment 3). W h e n homophone
Semantic Homophone Orthographic
targets were orthographically different fi-om semantic
Test
Control
Test
Control
Test
Control
targets,
however, a significantly smaller facilitatory effect
598
617
625
647
626
607
was
found
in naming homophone targets (Experiment 2).
(1.7)
(3.0)
(3.0)
(5.2)
(5.7)
(2.7)
W h e n target words are orthographically similar to but
Table 6 Experiment 3: M e a n naming latencies and error
phonologically different fi-om semantic targets, a significant
percentages for the three types of targets
inhibitory effect was found for these targets (Experiment 3).
These findings indicate that in both the English and the
Clearly, the equal facilitatory priming effects for semantic Chinese mental lexicons, the spread of activation between
and homophone targets, w W c h were orthographically
words sharing semantic features (e.g., girl and boy, or M
similar, replicated the finding for English in Experiment 1,
he(2) river, and ^ qiao(2), bridge), activates immediately
but differed from the finding in Experiment 2. These effects
not onlytiiephonological representations of words (e.g., boy
rule out the possibility that the discrepancy between the
or ^ qiao(2), bridge) receiving the spread of semantic
facilitatory effects for homophone targets in Experiments 1
activation, but also their orthographic representations, even
and 2 was due to the language of stimuli or experimental
w h e n these words are not visually presented. If homophone
procedure. Rather, this pair of results lead us to the
probe words (e.g., buoy or #f qiao(2), live abroad) tap into
conclusion that orthographic representations as well as
both phonological and orfliographic activation, the
phonological representations of words wiiich are being
facilitatory effect to the naming of probe words is equal to
semantically activated are automatically and immediately
the effect of naming the semantically related words. If probe
activated even wiien these representations are not supported
words tap only into phonological representations, as in
by sensory input. This activation of orthographic
Experiment 2, a reduced facilitatory priming effect is found
representations, which are shared partly by homophone
in the naming of orthographically different probe words. If
targets in Experiment 1 and in Experiment 3 but not in
probe words tap only into orthographic activation and create
Experiment 2, leads to extra facilitation in the naming of
competition with semantic targets in the computation fi-om
homophone targets.
orthography to phonology, as in the case of ^ (qiao(2),
The finding of an inhibitory effect for orthographic targets
bridge) and ^ Q\ao{\), tender), an inhibitory effect is found
in the present experiment also supports the notion of
in naming probe words.
automatic orthographic activation fi-om the spread of
A n alternative explanation that does not pose problems for
semantic activation. The presence of a semantic prime (e.g.,
modular theories of lexical processing attributes the
M
he(2) river) pre-activates the orthographic and
facilitatory priming effects for semantic and homophone
phonological representations of its semantically related
targets to form-based associative priming (e.g., Moss, Hare,
words (e.g., ^ qiao(2), bridge). The following presentation
Day, & Tyler, 1994; Plant, 1995). O n this account, the coof an orthographic target (e.g., ^ jiao(l), tender) activates
occurrence of two phonological and/or orthographic patterns
its orthographic representation, which it shares in part with
(e.g., for girl and boy) during learning forms a stable,
its orthographic neighbor ^ (qiao(2), bridge). The
contextual relation between the form representations and the
activation of its phonological representation has to compete
facilitatory priming effects for homophone targets was due
with the pre-activated phonological representation of ^
to the spread of activation between form representations of
(qiao(2), bridge), creating interference in naming.
semantic primes and mediating words, rather than the spread
of activation fi-om the semantic system to phonology and
General Discussion
orthography. However, wlien w e re-ran Experiment 1 with
The main purpose of the present research was to
semantic primes that did not have strong associative
investigate spread of activation and mteraction between
relations with target words, w e found essentially the same
different types of knowledge representations in lexical
pattern of priming effects for the semantic and homophone
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targets. Thisfindingleaves the modular argument without an
obvious escape route.
To summarize, using a semantically mediated
phonological priming technique, the present research
provides evidence, perhaps the strongest to date, from both
English and Chinese that the spread of activation between
words sharing semantic properties is not encapsulated in the
semantic system. It spreads further into phonological and
orthographic systems, activating automatically and
immediately the representations corresponding to the
partially activated semantic representations. Such spread of
activation and interaction between different types of
knowledge representations in the lexicon do not necessarily
need sensory support.
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apparently related to age. Therefore, this exploratory study
seeks to investigate whether working m e m o r y capacity and
decreased efficiency in retrieval of stored information of an
aging medical expert constrains performance. If not, then
what possible mechanisms are there which "compensate" or
"bypass" the apparent limitations?

Abstract
It is well established that there are declines in basic
cognitive functions associated with aging. However, for
individuals with extensive knowledge in a particular
domain (e.g. experts), there does not appear to be agerelated limitations in performance. Although expert
performance relies on certain fundamental cognitive
processes, such as information processing and memory
capacity, the strategy with which an expert maintains a
high level of functioning in his/her domain may be
altered. O n e may view this alteration as a sign of
compensation for age-related limitation, or one may
deem that this alteration of strategies is due to the
natural course of extensive practice in thefield.The aim
of this paper is to explore diagnostic reasoning
processes in an aging medical specialist. Specifically,
this study explores what aspects of performance
approximates that of a younger expert, and what aspects
deviate from the current model of expertise in medicine.
Introduction

Expertise and Aging

Rapidly expanding medical knowledge, improvements in
general nutrition, hygiene, education and public sanitation
has contributed to the health and longevity of our
population. Consequently, as a higher proportion of people
continue to Uve longer lives, interest in the aging process
has sparked a flurry of research delineating m a n y
physiological, psychological and cognitive effects associated
with advanced age (Binen & Schaie, 1985). For instance,
aging has been shown to affect basic cognitive functions,
such as working m e m o r y ( W M ) capacity and rate of
information processing (Verhaeghen, Marcoen & Goossens,
1993). However, there is evidence to support the claim that
more complex cognitive functioning, such as reasoning and
problem-solving abilities, do not appear to show the same
magnitude of age related limitations (Chamess, 1985).
Furthermore, as professionals maintain interest in their
fields well into their 60's, 70's, and beyond, research has
been conducted to characterize and understand competent
expert performance as a function of aging. Findings indicate
that m a n y aging individuals continue to function at a
remarkable level of proficiency, especially in domains where
the individual has extensive knowledge (Chamess, 1985).
This is especially true in areas where n e w information is
quickly accumulating, such as medicine, requiring current
practitioners to improve their medical knowledge and
professional competence as they continue to practice
medicine at advanced ages.
A s w a s mentioned earlier, accuracy or successful
performance in an individual's domain of expertise m a y not
necessarily decline as one gets older (. However, declines in
m e m o r y tasks, such as recall ability and W M capacity, is

Studies investigating performance of aging experts are
able to demonsU-ate differences in performance between aging
and younger individuals primarily when subjects are tested
outside their area of expertise. These differences demonstrate
that older individuals are slower in learning a new task and
have poorer m e m o r y for recall (rather than recognition) of
items. Studies looking at aging and expert performance
within their area of expertise have c o m e to somewhat
different conclusions. Namely, that expert skills within
their domain of specialty are maintained at advanced ages. It
seems that something about extensive knowledge in an area
either prevents or protects individuals from age related
declines, enabling them to continue functioning at amazing
levels (Shimamura et. al., 1995).
Investigations of the recall of chess piece positions of
both young and old expert and novice chess players indicated
that performance on the chess position recall task was
dependent upon both the age and the skill (level of expertise)
of the participant (Chamess, 1985). Chamess found that
expert chess players as a group recalled more chess positions
than the novice chess players. However, older players
(greater than 55 years) in either group (novice or expert) did
not recall as m a n y chess piece positions as their younger,
skill-equivalent counterparts.
W h e n Chamess compared the performance of these chess
players in a game, he found skill, not age, to be a
determining factor. So, although the older players had
poorer recall scores, this did not interfere with their ability
to play well. Skill level was found to be a better predictor
of a successful player, regardless of age and related
impairments.
Working Memory and Aging
W M is defined as "a system for temporarily holding and
manipulating information as part of a wide range of essential
cognitive tasks, such as learning, reasoning and
comprehending" (Baddeley, 1990, p. 67). W M capacity has
been shown to decline with age (Kausler, 1985; Craik,
1994), but experience with a particular task m a y potentially
improve the efficiency of the W M system (Salthouse,
1985). This proposed efficiency m a y be evidenced as the
ease with which facts and information can be retrieved from
long-term m e m o r y ( L T M ) stores.
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Studies of aging on W M have demonstrated that older
adults are unable to perform as well as younger adults on
conventional free recall tasks. But, performance on these
free recall tasks is highly influenced by factors such as
instruction, context, and prior knowledge. Craik (ly'M)
explored the effects of ihe&e types of "environmental
support" on the performance of older and younger subjects
on a free recall task. H e concluded that "the negative effects
of aging can be somewhat ameliorated by the provision of
appropriate environmental support" (p. 158).
Medical Expertise
The diagnostic reasoning
strategies of novices,
intermediates and medical experts have been well documented
(Schmidt & Boshuizen, 1993; Patel, Arocha & Kaufman,
1994). Novices are beginner medical students, whereas
intermediates are advanced medical students and/or residents,
who have knowledge of a particular field of medicine but
they do not have extensive clinical experience (Patel &
Groen, 1991). The c o m m o n findings are that novices
process information at a superficial level, and therefore
search strategies into possible etiologies and diagnoses are
quite limited.
Conversely, intermediates engage in
extraneous search, and they provide extensive elaborations in
explaining a patient's symptomology (Arocha, Patel &
Patel, 1993). However, medical experts' knowledge is
"finely tuned" so that they are able hone in on critical items
and to filter out irrelevant information, preventing an
extensive search (Patel, Arocha & Kaufman, 1994). They
very efficiently recognize, focus and elaborate on the
essential components of a patient's health profile, due to
their comprehensive knowledge as well as their history of
clinical exposure/experience. Typically, medical experts
conduct what is referred to as a situational assessment (Klein
&Calderwood, 1991), where the formulation of an accurate
diagnosis depends on understanding the details, parameters
and circumstances under which the patient currently
manifests his/her symptoms. This was found to be a key
elaboration before a diagnosis is usually provided relatively
early on (Kushniruk, Patel & Fleiszer, 1995) Finally, a last
characteristic of expert performance is the high level of
accuracy and intricate comprehension of the patient's
condition and diagnosis.
Aging and Medical Expertise
There has been little attempt to examine the diagnostic
reasoning process in aging medical specialists. However,
Patel & Arocha (1997) investigated some implications that
the development and maintenance of medical expertise have
on aging medical experts, although age-related measures
were not directly investigated. Therefore, the focus of this
study was to advance an attempt at a qualitative examination
of possible cognitive changes associated with aging in
medical specialists. W e wanted to characterize the
performance of two outstanding individuals in a task within
their specialized domain. Further, w e wanted to look at
processes that are required for successful medical problemsolving and decision making, which m a y potentially be
inmiune to the effects of aging. These include A ) degree of
situational assessment B ) ability to distinguish relevant and
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irrelevant clinicalfindingsand C ) diagnostic accuracy. Other
cognitive characteristics needed as basic support for the
expert strategies, which are believed to be ^ected by the
aging process, were also investigated. These include D )
speed of information processing/efficiency of retrieval,
which determines the amount of time it takes to diagnose,
and the facility with which one has inmiediate access to
acquired knowledge store in m e m o r y and E ) W M capacity,
which allows one to keep track of patient details, goals and
hypotheses while formulating a diagnosis. Ultimately, w e
wanted to examine whether an aging physician utilizes
different problem-solving (diagnostic) strategies to maintain
a high level of performance, when faced with basic cognitive
limitations associated with aging.

Methods
Subjects
T w o subjects were carefully selected to participate in this
study. A top cardiologist, aged 70, w h o is a pioneer in his
field, and pubhshed thefirstarticle on "cardiac tamponade"
in The N e w England Journal of Medicine, was chosen
because of his specialized expertise in the domain, extensive
clinical experience and track record. T h e senior cardiology
resident, aged 35, was in his fifth year of residency, highly
recommended for this study by his supervisors because of
outstanding performance during his training, and his
continual effort in the field. W e wanted to collect rich and
in-depth data on the performance of two very talented and
competent individuals w h o differed
in age, clinical
experience and expertise.
Procedure
Clinical Problem A n actual clinical case, modified in
textual form by a team of specialists, was developed with
the aid of an independent cardiologist. T h e problem, used in
other studies, and elaborated in detail elsewhere (Patel, Groen
& Arocha, 1991), describes a m a n w h o was diagnosed as
having Pericardial Effusion with Pre-Tamponade. This is a
condition in which there is compression of the heart
produced by the accumulation of fluid in the pericardial sac,
to the extent that the normal expansion of the heart is
prevented. The actual diagnosis is comprised of two parts.
1) Pericardial Effusion, which is relatively "easy" to
identify, and 2) Pre-Tamponade, which is a serious condition
and rather difficult to identify. The written case was
presented in three sections, one per page: History, Physical
Examination, and Lab Results. Subjects were asked to nsad
the cardiology case while "thinking aloud". They were then
required to provide a diagnosis, to recall the case (without
looking at
it), and to explain
the underlying
pathophysiology of the problem. The subjects' responses
were audiotaped, transcribed, then analyzed using proposition
analytical techniques.
W o r k i n g M e m o r y S p a n Test This task involves
reading a series of sentences, one at a time, with the goal of
recalling the last word of each sentence after the series is
over. This task interferes with the subject's ability to
rehearse the words by requiring that the next sentence be read
immediately after the previous one. Subjects m o v e on to

harder levels (increased number of sentences per series) unlil
they are unable to recall most of the words. This ceiling is
thought to represent the subject's
Working M e m o r y
Capacity, the reading span score. This task is constructed so
that one can attain a m a x i m u m reading span score of 6
words.
Data Analysis
W e utilized propositional and semantic analyses, which
enabled us to represent diagnostic dialogues into semantic
representations and directionality of component reasoning
strategies (Patel & Groen, 1991; Ericsson & Simon, 1984).
These analyses were conducted to aid in the examination of
A ) degree and timing of situational assessment B ) relevant
and irrelevant clinical findings C ) diagnostic accuracy and
completeness. These measures were chosen because they
represent critical characteristics of expert performance in
medicine. Further analysis included quantifying the D ) the
efficiency (speed) of problem-solving and E) the capacity of
working m e m o r y using the Reading Span Task (Just &
Carpenter, 1992). Selection of these measures enabled us to
look at already established measures believed to be affected
by the aging process.
Results
Situational A s s e s s m e n t

The resident began by elaborating some of the differential
diagnoses, going into detail as to w h y each should be
considered, rather than collecting more information on this
patient. Contrasted to the directionality of the expert, the
resident engages in backward-directed, or hypothesis-driven
reasoning, seeking text information to justify the
hypothesized diagnosis. Further, the resident stays at the
level of explaining w h y clinical facts (symptoms) exist,
rather than evaluating whether a particular fact is relevant,
and what additional information is required. The passage
below highlights h o w the resident sticks to the data, and
rather prematurely proposes a diagnosis, some 20 seconds
after commencing the case, evidencing a lack of adequate
situational assessment.
"So he's got what sounds like orthopnea, which
m a y be secondary to myopathy or some disease of the
muscle like from alcohol, or maybe secondary to
coronary artery disease...[LATER] Pulsus paradoxicus
12 m m H g ; So just on the borderline of being
significant. Paradoxical pulse is what you should be
concerned about. Pericardial effusion with some
tamponade. Although if he has a primary lung
problem, I could explain the Paradoxis one, and you
could have mild Pulsus with congestion."
Relevant and Irrelevant Clinical Findings

A situational assessment involves clarification and
identification of the state of a decision problem, for
example, requesting additional information on key details, or
reviewing and interpreting data. This is an example of
forward-directed, or data-driven reasoning, an indicator of
expert performance. It is important to note that situational
assessment involves a thorough understanding of the entire
clinical picture, rather than simply determining the urgency
of the situation, and acting on it. O n e must take into
account all critical factors before an action is chosen. For
example, responding to an urgent infection might entail
antibiotic treatment, however, a thorough situational
assessment might reveal an allergy to a c o m m o n antibiotic.
Thus, one can see the importance of a deep understanding of
the entire clinical picture, rather than a quick response
lacking sufficient information.
The following excerpt
illustrates that the older expert requested fiirther information,
and described what he would do next. H e was reluctant to
provide a definite diagnosis even two minutes into the task
(compared to 2 0 seconds with the resident), until he
understood more (read on).
" N o w there are other possible things which you go
straight into, trying to see if it goes on fitting. I a m
not going to tell you all the other things that it
might be. You bear them in mind.....[LATER] I
would surely want to k n o w h o w he was breathing. I
presume he was breathing rapidly....probably 20-25 a
minute....The reason I want to k n o w that is that a
Pulses Paradoxis of 1 2 m m H g is unimportant if you
are breathing hard, but if he's breathing quietly at 12
a minute, then you would be alerted for probably a
pericardial involvement."
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The resident judged m a n y more text findings/observations
to be relevant to the diagnosis than the expert did. The
expert used 7 text findings/observations to support all 6
subdiagnostic hypotheses, whereas the resident mentioned 18
textfindings/observations,more than double the amount
generated by the expert. In other words, the expert
successfully recognized not merely the relevant observations,
but the critical ones in the determination of the correct
diagnosis, making his strategy a more efficient one.
Further, the resident concentrated on supporting 1
subdiagnostic hypotheses with the majority of the 18 text
findings (72%), leaving the other diagnostic components
effectively unaccounted for. Essentially, the resident oversupported the diagnosis of Pericardial Effusion, spending a
considerable proportion of his time confirming this one
subdiagnostic hypothesis.
Diagnostic Accuracy
Six subdiagnostic hypotheses (associated health problems)
are needed to reflect complete diagnostic understanding of the
case. The six associated health problems included Ischemic
Heart Disease, Left Ventricular Failure, Right Ventricular
Failure, Pericardial Effusion, Pericardial Tamponade, and
Hepatic Congestion. The final diagnosis is Pericardial
Effusion with Pre-Tamponade. The expert mentioned all 6
subdiagnostic hypotheses, and provided thefinaldiagnosis in
the diagnosis section. The resident failed to mention the
subdiagnosis of Hepatic Congestion. W h e n prompted for a
final diagnosis, the resident stated Pericardial Effusion, but
did not qualify it with Pre-Tamponade, essentially missing
this urgent and serious condition.
In addition to the resident providing an incomplete
diagnosis, he also made errors in understanding the case, and
there were some self-contradictions. The errors he made

were a) stating that the liver was not congested, when in fact
it was; b) stating that there was a right pleural effusion,
where there was none; c) he incorrectly recalled that the
patient drinks alcohol more recently, whereas it was slalal
that the patient began drinking less. Finally, the resident d)
suggests that this is not a case of hypothyroidism, yet in
concluding, he is uncertain about this and suggests testing
for this condition.
EfTiciency (Time)
The overall amount of time spent on the clinical case was
11 minutes 20 seconds for the resident and 23 minutes 40
seconds for the older expert. Although the task was not
time constrained, it is important to note that the older expert
took twice as long as the resident. Also, the expert spent
more time in the diagnosis section than any other section
(almost 7 minutes, approximately one third of the total
time), which indicates that he places the most importance in
this section.
Reading Span WM Task
The resident performed better than the expert on the
Reading Span M e m o r y task. Scores are determined by the
level at which one cannot continue to recall the last words in
a series of sentences. The resident achieved a score of 4,
whereas the older expert attained a score of 3.5. According to
the categorization used by Just & Carpenter (1992), die
resident obtained a high span (4 up to a m a x i m u m of 6
words) W M capacity, whereas the expert cardiologist
achieved a medium span (3-3.5 words) W M capacity.

Separating
Findings

Relevant

and

Irrelevant

Clinical

A characteristic quality of experts is that they quickly and
efficiently recognize patterns in their domain of expertise,
crystallize the decision problem, and are able to effectively
distinguish between relevant and irrelevant details with
respect to their goal (Patel, Arocha & Kaufman, 1994;
Patel, Groen & Frederikson, 1986).
In contrast,
intermediates amass vast amounts of information, but lack
expert experience which facilitates the efficient organization
andfilteringof this information (Patel, Arocha & Kaufman,
1994). The efficient organization of information allows die
expert to 1) select relevant and critical clinical information
and 2) to "chunk" diis information into related units to be
stored in memory. So, it appears that this resident processed
information as an intermediate does, deeming almost
everything to be important. For the expert, because his
knowledge base is efficiently organized, a few select
propositions is all that is required for complete and accurate
understanding of die case.
Diagnostic Accuracy and Completeness
The expert cardiologist demonstrated superior knowledge
of his field, by providing all the essential subdiagnostic
hypotheses critical to understanding the case, and by
providing the complete final diagnosis. T h e resident,
however, was only partially accurate, for he did not provide a
complete diagnosis. H e neglected to mention Pre-tamponade
in hisfinaldiagnosis, indicating that he was unaware of the
real urgency of die patient's medical condition. There were
also several errors generated by the resident.
These
differences m a y be partially explained by the impact that
years of clinical experience have on medical performance.
However, one cannot "learn" clinical exposure, one has to
experience it. The expert has acquired m a n y years of chnical
experience, and this is illustrated in his ability to correcdy
diagnose and explain a very compUcated clinical problem in
his domain.

Discussion
The purpose of this study was to investigate optimal
performance of prominent medical professionals during a
challenging and realistic task, and to explore age-related
differences in the formulation of a diagnosis. The findings
suggest a relationship between potential declines in W M
capacity and highly organized knowledge increases for
experts in their subspecialty.

Efficiency (Time)

Situational Assessment
Subjects focused on different clinical findings, illustrating
different schema representations of the problem. Patel,
Arocha & Kaufman (1994) write that "schemata, which are
built up as a function of experience within a domain of
expertise, guide a subject to key elements in a problem and
serve to filter out irrelevant information" (p. 21). The
schema is revised and altered as n e w information about a
situation is realized (Kleine & Calderwood, 1991). Thus,
situational assessment proves essential in determining which
details are important to hone in on and to clarify. It appears
that the resident's schema is not as well developed or
elaborated as the expert's, for he utilizes m a n y more text
findings than the expert, indicating that he relies on given
information to m a k e a diagnosis, rather than interpreting
then seeking key additional clarifications.
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O n e theory of aging proposes that dechnes in cognitive
performance can be attributed to slowing in the rate of
information processing (Brewer, 1987). However, practice
can maintain the performance of older experts at high levels,
only if the task is self paced. This means that an older expert
m a y be penahzed if a time limitation were imposed on
hini/her. Therefore, an important measure of rate of
information processing is the time it takes a subject to
complete a given task. The cardiology problem required that
the subject read the case at his o w n pace, while "thinking
aloud" as he went along. The fact that the older expert took
longer m a y represent a number of possible explanations,
including that this m a y be a strategy to (inadvertendy or
not) stall for time. Perhaps while he was thinking aloud,
the expert m a y be searching to obtain or link information
fi-om W M to L T M , where organized knowledge is stored.
Anecdotally, encounters w e all have had with older adults
and relatives support the notion that older adults sometimes
remember information quite a while after it w a s requested even as m u c h as several days later.

Working

M e m o r y Capacity

The expert was found to have a medium W M capacity,
indicating a smaller, more limited, W M capacity than the
resident, w h o is categorized as having a high W M capacity.
Craik (1994) has argued that "age related changes in
performance are extremely variable" (p. 155). Because this
study investigated W M capacity in two subjects, the
possibility arises that the expert m a y be atypical in that he
m a y not exhibit as marked a decline in W M capacity as one
would expect in an older individual, although, again, the
expert is an active researcher and clinician, and therefore
continues to "exercise" his W M capacity, perhaps protecting
him from typical age-related declines. Also, the Reading
Span task was not time constrained, for the subjects were
permitted to read at their o w n pace. This may partially
explain w h y the expert's and the resident's performance were
both good.
Conclusions and Implications
Different strategies in diagnostic reasoning m a y be
employed by individuals in order to counteract cognitive
declines related to the aging process.
It is the
characterization and understanding of these hypothesized
mechanisms that m a y provide valuable tools to help combat
the effects of aging on certain cognitive measures. For
example, an older expert physician m a y find it increasingly
difficult to keep track of details regarding a patient's
symptoms, exam, and lab results. He/she m a y find it
helpful to use m e m o r y support systems and diagnostic aids,
such as a portable data entry terminal, or a computerized
patient record, to store the particulars of each patient, which
can be quickly and easily accessed when required.
This study provides an initial framework from which future
studies focusing on the diagnostic strategies of aging
medical experts can be built. W e have begun to develop a
theoretical and methodological fi-amework for studying the
effects of aging on medical expertise. Future research
endeavors should elucidate the mechanisms under which
expertise is maintained at advancing ages. Specifically, one
proposed mechanism is that decreases in W M capacity is
compensated by increased knowledge and experience.
Another mechanism suggests that organization of knowledge
is the result of years of practice, rather than simply a
strategy to m a k e up for basic cognitive limitations
associated with aging.
It is our view that this issue is likely to be of considerable
importance if w e want to capitalize on utilizing the vast
experience and knowledge of expert medical professionals as
they approach their retirement years.
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Introduction
A traditional account for categorization is that similarity
is the main basis of categorizing objects. A recent approach
emphasizes the role of deeper features and the variability of
examples as additional factors in categorization rather than
mere similarity. Rips (1989), for example, showed that a 3inch round object was judged to be more similar to a quarter
than to a pizza but was categorized as a pizza rather than a
quarter. This dissociation was attributed as the effect of
variability. That is, the size of pizzas varies more (variable
object) than the size of quarters (fixed object) and this
mysterious round object with a 3-inch diameter would be
more likely to belong to a more variable category. In
similarity judgment what matters is the distance from the
mean. In two experiments w e show that the dissociation
between categorization and similarity can occur for reasons
other than variability. In particular, we attempt to show
background causal knowledge is integral to categorization.
Experiment 1
Experiment 1 tests whether feature weighting differs
depending on the task. That is, deeper features have heavier
weights in categorization than in similarity judgments, and
this difference in feature weighting can lead to the
dissociation between categorization and similarity. In our
study, deeper features are operationalized to be those which
cause surface features. For instance, bird D N A is believed to
cause other features of birds, such as "have wings," and
"have a beak." Participants received a target object along
with two options, all of which consisting of three features.
One option (A—>D—^E) shared the initial causal feature with
the target ( A ^ B - > C ) and the other option ( F ^ B - > C )
shared the two effect features with the target. Participants
judged either which option should be categorized with the
target or which option is more similar to the target. When
asked to judge similarity, participants' responses were split
in half between the two options. However, when asked to
categorize, 7 5 % of the participants categorized the target
( A — > B ^ C ) with Option A - ^ D ^ E , the option that matches
on one deep feature but mismatches on two surface features.
That is, when categorizing objects, sharing a deeper feature
mattered much more than when judging similarity.
Experiment 2
Experiment 2 further examines the dissociation obtained
in Rips (1989). Smith and Sloman (1994) argued that

instead of variability, the sparseness of descriptions used in
Rips (1989) triggered a rule-based categorization rather than
a similarity-based categorization. T o test this interpretation,
they used sparse descriptions (e.g., a round object 3-inch in
diameter) as in Rips (1989) as well asrichdescriptions,
each with an additional feature that was characteristic of the
fixed category (e.g., a round object 3-inch in diameter and is
silver-colored). They found that with the rich descriptions,
categorization indeed tracked similarity. W e argue that the
effect found in Smith and Sloman (1994) is due to the fact
that the additional features in the rich descriptions were
generally not possible for the variable objects used in these
studies. For instance, the additional feature used to create a
rich description for an object involving a quarter and a pizza
was "silver-colored" which is impossible for a pizza.
Experiment 2 measured participants' judgments on how
possible a feature is within a category. W e found that this
measure predicted categorization ofrichdescriptions better
than similarity. The relative impossibility of the additional
features was the most important correlate in the likelihood
that targets were categorized with objects.
General Discussion
Overall the two experiments show that categorization is
based on deeper features. Experiment 1 shows that features
that cause other features serve as the basis for categorization
more than for similarity. Experiment 2 shows that even
with rich descriptions the possibility of features determined
categorization more than similarity did. W e speculate that
the possibility of features is determined by the causal
background knowledge that people have. For instance, our
theories or causal knowledge about pizzas indicate why it is
not quite possible for pizzas to be silver-colored. As such,
judgments of possibility may be considered the effect of
deeper features which play a more important role in
categorization than surface similarities. The results presented
here support the hypothesis that background knowledge is
more integral to categorization than to similarity.
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Abstract
Temporal inference is defined as the cognitive capacity that
motivates and implements the acquisition and use of a system's
derivatives to infer future conditions and influence behavior.
This poster discusses learning pathways to develop temporal
inference using "information-flow/processor" graphs.

which a) determine the behavior to try in the simulation,
and b) how, by looking at the physical world, that a simulation m a y b e required.

Simulation learning environments teach us things about
our world without the costs associated with moving masses
or waiting long time periods. Simulations for most of us
have been a scarce resource. O u r cognitive abilities were
developed without m a n y simulations, robust simulations,
and simulations that w e ourselves helped create.

The upper model shows the pathways of information
and the cognitive processes in temporal inference are
uniquely different than, those that support experiential
learning or language supported learning.

Physical World

MS,experiential
This poster opens a dialogue about how the inclusion of
simulations will change our cognition. O n c e w e begin to create our o w n simulations to achieve our o w n goals, w e open
the door to understanding a wider definition of inference.
Temporal inference addresses motions that exist only in
abstraction. For example, inferring the motions and consequences of systems where the motions are too fast or too
slow to be observed physiologically. The motions during a
car accident happen too fast to use physiological experience
to learn their implications in enough detail to extract which
behaviors would have attenuated injury. The motions of a
society during the 4 0 years preceding a war, a famine or a
pollution crisis are too slow to help guide behavior during
that 40 year time period. These motions must be dealt with in
the abstract. They must be observed in simulations. They
must be of interest to the individual before the crisis. S o m e thing in the environment must call attention to the possibility
of crisis before its existence. It is a mix of knowledge, values, dependent on inferential abilities that most of lack.

MS,transmission
MS.
MenUl simulalionI

t

iiiiiiiiiiiiir

Figure 8.1.3-5 Learning Pathways
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However, an individual in the future, exposed to some
combination of learning events might be able to acquire
these temporal inference abilities. T h e lower diagram, shows
the relationships between simulations used to help choose
behavior in our physical world, and the meta skills one might
learn. For example, a) to observe difference between what
the simulation predicted and what the real world did, b) to fix
the simulation, and c) tofixthe tools that built the simulation.
The model shows a pathway for building the meta skills
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Richard A l t e r m a n (alterman@cs.brandeis.edu)
Computer Science Department
Brandeis University
Waitham, M A 02254

F L O A B N is a cognitive model of an individual that acquires skill in the usage of household and office devices in
the everyday task environment (Alterman et. al., 1995).
T h e F L O A B N model assumes two characteristics of
the everyday task environment. First, the everyday task
environment provides explicit information, added to the
scene of activity by another, to guide the individual
in the adaptation of his behavior. Second, some task
environments have duration; they are semi-permanent.
These two features of the task environment reveal some
important characteristics in the psychology of the individual. W h e n novelty occurs, expansion in the range of
behavior of the individual is guided by a process of internalization of information added to the task environment
by Einother. Because of the duration of certain h o m e task
envirorunents, there is pay-off in organizing behavior in
terms of the particulars of those environments.
T h e core of F L O A B N is an adaptive planner. A n
adaptive planner borrows details from previous behaviors and adapts behavior by exploiting information available in the task environment. T h e first of the strategies
is appropriate because, from the perspective of the individual, certain task environments tend to have duration;
the second of the strategies is appropriate because "the
other exists and she wants to help".
Information provided by another to guide the individual's adaptive behavior is potentially available at any
point in the interaction with a device. This information comes in several forms: instructions, labels, iconographs, affordances, standardization of parts and shapes,
and the design of the device. F L O A B N models in great
detail the usage of one of these sources of information:
textual instructions. T h e design of the instruction reading component of F L O A B N recursed on the architecture
of the overall system. Instruction reading was treated
as an activity. T h e core of the reader was an adaptive
planner that works pragmatically. A s the reading activity unfolds, old reading plans are re-used, and adapted
w h e n necessary, using information explicitly provided in
the external world (the text) for this very purpose. Over
^This work was supported in part by O N R (N00014-961-0440). Additional funding was provided by N S F (ISI9634102).
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time, if F L O A B N continues to re-use the same text, it
builds up a set of special purpose routines and maps for
reading the text. F L O A B N interactively interprets instructions in the context of its existing activity, reading
only what is necessary, when it is necessary, navigating
the text using the design and organization of the text
that is provided by the author of the instructions.
W h a t F L O A B N retains in long term memory about a
given kind of everyday activity is not an analytic reduction of the individual's activities of a certain type, but
rather an enumeration. T h e task of m e m o r y is to build
and use "maps" that merge the details of the individual's
activity with specific features of the individual's everyday task environments. These "maps", step-by-step, reference the conventions at work for the individual's normal routine occurring in its normal place of operation.
T h e retained procedural facts about a given activity are
organized by the structure of the activity itself. Reminding and storage of relevant facts is tied to the features
of the external world that become available during the
give-and-take of activities; reminding and storage occurs
as action unfolds. All of these factors, in one way or another, depend on the assumption that in the everyday
task environments certain combinations of tasks and environments have duration.
In any repeating task environment, the evolution of
F L O A B N ' s behavior is from that of "guest" to that of
an "individual at home." T h e movement from "guest" to
"individual at home" is a movement from "unskilled" to
"skilled" at the activity within the task envirorunent; it
converts what is distant and objective into the personal
and subjective. Where the activity and task environment tend to repeat with some regularity for a given
individual, the emergent integration of activity and environment is referred to as a "home task environment".
F L O A B N ' s growing familiarity with h o m e task environments is modeled in both the instruction reader and the
m e m o r y system.
References
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Hidden-Object Indexing: Claims at T w o T e m p o r a l Levels
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This abstract is concerned with the memory phenomena
underlying directed access to hidden external information.
Such access depends on knowing what information exists in
the environment. That is, it depends on having a memory
for hidden objects that functions as an index in which to
look them up when they are relevant to the task at hand.
Examples of hidden-object indexing come from a study in
which w e observed a programmer working in a real-world
task environment (Altmann, 1996; Altmann, Larkin & John,
1995). The programmer interacted with an interpreted
program. She issued multiple queries and run commands to
the interpreter, thereby generating a large buffer of output.
Only afractionof this buffer couldfiton the screen at once,
but hidden portions could be scrolled back into view.
Occasionally the programmer scrolled back to some hidden
object. These scrolling events, as well as the original
appearance of each scrolled-to object, were captured in a log
of process data that included verbal and keystroke protocols
and all screen changes.
Altmann (1996) describes five of these scrolling events in
detail. In two of them, the object was hidden for less than
30 seconds, and during that time remained closely relevant
to the programmer's current goal. For example, in one case
the programmer wanted to compare two program fragments,
with one fragment hidden. The programmer probably kept
the hidden fragment active in working memory ( W M ) as a
basis for comparing to the visible fragment.
In the three remaining scrolling events, the scrolled-to
object was hidden for up to several minutes, during which
the programmer performed other tasks. This implicates
long-term memory ( L T M ) , because the object is unlikely to
have remained active in W M the entire time it was hidden.
Apparently some trace was stored in L T M when the object
wasfirstattended, and was retrieved later as a basis for
deciding to scroll back to the object. The protocol data
show no evidence that the trace was stored prospectively out
of anticipation for future recall demands; the encoding
seems to have been largely incidental.
W e implemented a computational model spanning all five
scrolling events and intervening behavior (Almiann, 1996).
For each event the model encodes the object of interest
when itfirstappears on the screen. Later, the model scrolls
to that object based in part on the trace encoded earlier. The
model is constrained on two fronts: the underlying
architecftire (Soar; Newell, 1990) imposes theoretical
constraints on learning and memory, and the behavioral data
impose different functional requirements on the m e m o r y for
an object, depending on whether the object was hidden
recently or not.

In the short term, the model must be able to maintain an
active record of an object's existence while that object is
hidden. This is implemented as follows. If an object
encoded in W M disappears from the screen, the model tags
the corresponding W M code as recently-hidden. T h e
[object, recendy-hidden] pair persists briefly in W M after
the object becomes hidden, for an interval spanning at least
the current goal. During this interval the model remains
aware of the hidden object. T h e recently-hidden tag is
cheap to compute, because the visual process that monitors
the screen exploits high-level spatial knowledge that
prevents having to monitor every object. (The model must
have this spatial knowledge anyway, to account for an
independent dimension of the programmer's behavior.)
Thus the theoretical claim is that people maintain an active
index of recently-hidden objects, and that this maintenance
is cheap enough to be automatic.
In the long term, the model must store some record of an
object in L T M , and be able to activate this record later
should the object become relevant. The model encodes
episodic traces in L T M , as a side effect of attention. Each
such trace represents the event of attending to an object.
The trace is associative, in that it requires a cue for retrieval.
The required cue is an image of the attended object
appearing in W M . W h e n the object is hidden, this image
must be generated from memory. Thus the model must
generate images (from L T M ) in order to retrieve episodic
traces (also from L T M ) . This is too costly to be plausible
for short-term indexing, because it involves multiple
successive retrievals from L T M . However, encoding is
cheap enough to be automatic, as a result of Soar's learning
mechanism. Thus the claim is that people automatically
acquire pointers to objects as a side effect of attention, and
activate these pointers when necessary using a deUberate,
knowledge-based process of cue generation.
References
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Rules and analogies in reading aloud: H o u g h d o o peapel rede g n e w wirds?
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Investigations of how people pronounce nonwords
provide critical evidence about the nature and organization
of lexical memory. Traditional symbolic models of word
recognition, instantiated by the dual route model, assume
that nonword pronunciations are generated from abstract
rules representing the systematic relationships between
letters and sounds - "grapheme-phoneme correspondence"
( G P C ) rules. T h e knowledge representations underlying
generalisation performance are therefore independent of those
for k n o w n lexical forms. B y contrast, recent parallel
distributed processing ( P D P ) models assume a single
knowledge base acquired through experience with words.
N o n w o r d pronunciations are therefore computed by what is
effectively an analogy mechanism: they are synthesised from
representations for similar words.
Twenty years of empirical research on these issues has
failed to conclusively distinguish between dual-route and
analogy frameworks. T o a large degree, this failure reflects
problems in clearly operationalising what is meant by "a
rule" in a manner that allows the construct to be
distinguished from an analogical mechanism.
of
computational
The
recent
development
implementations of both theoretical frameworics provides
the precise specification necessary to resolve these
ambiguities. The present research was designed to provide
systematic evidence about the nature and determinants cf
people's nonword pronunciations and to compare this data
with the outputs of Coltheart, Curtis, Atkins and Haller's
(1993) Dual Route Cascade ( D R C ) model and Plaut,
McClelland, Seidenberg and Patterson's (1996) P D P
model. Both models have been demonstrated to be capable
of producing plausible nonword pronunciations but they
appear to diflFer in the specific pronunciations that they
assign to particular nonwords. T h e P D P model tends to
produce analogy pronunciations for nonwords that are
similar to high frequency exception words (e.g., m o n e and
host are pronounced like done and most). Such
pronimciations are not predicted by the rule-based procedure
of the D R C model which assigns to each grapheme the
pronunciation that occurs in the largest number of words,
regardless of their fi^uency (i.e., m o n e and host are
pronounced like bone and cost). In the complete D R C
model, pronunciations are jointly determined by cascading
rule-based and lexical procedures explicit simulations of the
D R C m o d e ! were conducted to allow direct comparison
with the h u m a n data.
In thefirstexperiment, subjects read a long list cf
monosyllabic
nonwords constructed to factorially
manipulate the pronunciation consistency of both the initial
C(C)V- and final -V(C)C units. A second experiment used
a more refined nonword set and compared performance when
nonwords were named alone and mixed with words.

In both experiments, at least 8 5 % of nonwords based on
inconsistent word bodies were pronounced in accordance
with G P C rules by almost all of a relatively large sample of
subjects. Pronunciations appeared to be primarily based on
body units with minimal influence from the consistency cf
initial C(C)V- units. However, when nonwords were
constructed from word bodies that only occur in exception
words (e.g., jourt, talj), irregular pronunciations were at
least as c o m m o n as regular pronunciations. Regression
analyses showed that the strongest predictor of which
pronunciation people assigned was the proportion of regular
word neighbours regardless of their frequency.
Thus, in contrast to the predictions of the P D P model,
people almost never produce analogy-like pronunciations
for words with high frequency exception neighbours. The
D R C model overestimated the proportion of regular
nonword pronunciations, but successftilly predicted the
particular nonwords that people are most likely to
pronounce irregularly. The D R C model therefore provides a
m u c h betterfitwith people's performance than the P D P
model. However, a detailed consideration of exactly h o w
the D R C model achieves its successfiil simulation raises
questions about its psychological validity.
The most fundamental of these questions concerns the
basis of the model's sensitivity to the frequency of word
types. T h e rule extraction algorithm that generates the
nonlexical knowledge component of the model requires
repeated presentation of the total vocabulary unweighted fcr
frequency of occurrence in natural language. B y contrast, the
P D P model is trained with words weighted according to
their natural language frequency. In this sense, the D R C
model's ability to simulate people's apparent reliance on
abstract G P C rules is a direct reflection of its training
regime and completelyfinessesthe question of h o w people
acquire sensitivity to word types while being exposed to
words weighted according to natural languagefrequency.In
this sense, the D R C model appears to provide an accurate
description of the knowledge that people use to pronounce
nonwords, but brings us little closer to understanding how
people acquire that knowledge. This goal might be best
achieved by investigating h o w a P D P system can acquire
sensitivity to word types under naturalistic training
conditions.
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Introduction
This study investigated the differences in the underlying
cognitive processes used by staff radiologists and radiology
residents while diagnosing breast diseases as depicted on
mammograms. The research: (1) characterized the cognitive
processes of both novice and expert radiologists by
conducting in-depth analyses of verbal protocols, (2)
incorporated an augmented experimental condition (to test
the hypothesis that highlighted critical findings would
facilitate the attainment of a diagnostic schema and increase
diagnostic accuracy), (3) analyzed thefilmtracings made by
both residents and radiologists and their relationship to
diagnostic accuracy, and (4) rectified certain methodological
and analytical inadequacies of previous cognitive studies in
visual domains.

Method
A total of twenty {N-20) subjects, 10 staff radiologists and
10 senior radiology residents from McGill University's five
teaching hospitals participated in this study. The staff
radiologists had an average of 14 years of mammography
experience (diagnosed an average of 30,000 mammograms,
and diagnosed an average of 66 cases per week). The
residents had an average of 6 months of mammography
experience (had diagnosed 25 to 1000 mammograms, and did
not diagnose mammograms on a weekly basis).
Ten relatively difficult breast disease cases were selected
for the study. Each case was comprised of a brief clinical
history and a set of 4 mammograms. Each subject solved a
total of ten breast disease cases (5 authentic and 5
augmented). In the augmented condition, the critical
mammogram findings relevant to the diagnosis were
highlighted. In the authentic condition, the critical
mammogramfindingswere not highlighted. The cases were
counterbalanced across conditions and subjects.
The experimental procedure involved: (1) instructing the
subject to "think out loud" while he/she diagnosed each case
(and solved a practice case), (2) presenting the clinical
history to the subject, (3) displaying the mammogram set
on a view-box and (4) instructing the subject to point to the
critical film findings while diagnosing each case. Each
session was recorded on audio and video.

Results
The verbal data (in conjunction with the video data) were
subjected to protocol analysis techniques (Ericsson &
Simon, 1993; Patel & Groen, 1986). Expert diagnostic
reasoning in visual diagnosis of m a m m o g r a m s was
characterized by: (1) top-down and bottom-up cognitive and
perceptual processes, (2) schema-based problem-solving
which facilitates accurate characterization offilmfeatures,
integration of clinical history cues followed by rapid and
accurate diagnosis, and (3) use of forward reasoning
processes during the diagnostic process. Residents'
diagnostic reasoning process was characterized by: (1)
mostly bottom-up reasoning involving the characterization
and subsequent integration of film features, (2) use of
abductive reasoning in generating diagnostic hypotheses and
eliminating them based on the presence or absence of
clinical cues and/or film features, and (3) inferior
characterization of film features which was directly related to
diagnostic inaccuracy.
T w o separate repeated measures A N O V A s yielded no
significant differences between the mean number of clinical
findings and clinical observations by levels of expertise and
experimental conditions. In addition, residents (1) provided
slightly more differential diagnoses, and (2) were less
accurate in their diagnoses than staff radiologists.
Discussion
The contributions of this study include: (1) a comprehensive
cognitive model of diagnostic reasoning in radiology, (2)
enhanced understanding of the perceptual and cognitive
processes underlying radiological diagnosis, (3) an initial
theory of learning in ill-structured domains, and (4)
empirical evidence for the design of a computerized system
for training radiology residents to diagnose mammograms.
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T h e Notion of Design

Reuse

At first sight, the idea of using previous information in
developing a solution to a current problem seems at odds
with innovative design. This apparent conflict creates a
dilemma for expert designers—on the one hand they want to
be innovative, but on the other hand the design process is
heavily constrained by cost and time, making reuse of
previous information an attractive proposition. There is clear
evidence that previous design concepts do get reused in
industrial and commercial contexts (e.g.. Maiden &
Sutcliffe, 1992; Visser, 1996), but little is currently known
about the nature and efficacy of design reuse in innovative
and creative design tasks, or the strategies by which
designers set about reusing information. It is possible that
design reuse is suboptimal because of other cognitive
strategies such as satisficing (c.f. Simon, 1981).
Ethnography in the Design Environment
W e have chosen to use ethnographic observation to study
information reuse since its non-interventionist nature affords
considerable advantages when studying complex and
collaborative processes in real-world, innovative design
environments (cf. Bucciarelh, 1988). W e have made datacollection visits to three end-user companies which differ
markedly in terms of their organizational goals and
constraints whilst at the same time still requiring innovative
solutions to design problems within short time scales.

meta-design focus); Scope (e.g. company or project type);
Process (e.g., evaluation or generation activity); and Stage
(e.g., requirements specification or conceptual design).
Discussion
In application, this coding scheme has enabled the
idenfification of a clear and consistent set of 'reuse classes'.
This coding scheme is itself a major research outcome in
that the coding categories form an approximate mapping to
the reuse classes that we are currently establishing in a
computer-based reuse indexing system. This system
(DESPERADO) is based around object-oriented programming
techniques and interface agents (e.g.. Bird, 1993), and will
support guided encoding (of reuse information), guided
prompting (to seek existing information where appropriate),
a browsing facility, and session logging. Whilst most
existing reuse systems are based around an 'artefact' model
of reuse, a novel aspect of desperado is its grounding
within an 'episode' model. The system aims to encourage
innovation whilst also supporting concept reuse, and will be
evaluated in the workplace by our end-user companies.
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Social psychology, as m a n y have noted, has always been
cognitive in nature. Social cognition, it can also be argued,
has always had a strong automatic character. In a wide
variety of research domains such as causal attribution,
impression formation, stereotyping, and attitude formation
and change, the early models have been couched in terms of
conscious and deliberate processes. A s research progresses,
however, each of these phenomena has been shown to be
have a substantial automatic component.
In the 20 years since the study of automatic processes in
social psychology began, the k n o w n scope of such
influences in daily life has increased about every five years.
In 1980 automaticity in social perception had been
established.
Chronic individual differences in the
accessibility of trait categories, as well as accessibility
differences due to "priming" or recent use, were shown to
exert an unintended influence over the categorization of
social behavior, and consequently on impression formation.
Chronic effects of stereotype accessibility were also
established, so m u c h so that by the mid-1980s there was
great concern over whether stereotyping and prejudice were
entirely nonconscious and unintentional phenomena.
Around 1985, attitudes, the historically central concept of
social cognition ~ indeed of social psychology — was found
to have automatic features as well. Defined in terms of a
positive or negative evaluation of an environmental object
or event, stored in m e m o r y as an associative tag to that
concept, sequential priming studies found that an object's
attitude becomes active almost
immediately and
unintentionally upon the presence of that object in the
environment. Considerable research since then has shown
this automatic evaluation effect to be quite pervasive, and to
have important motivational and emotional consequences
downstream.
Around 1990 it was hypothesized that perhaps goals and
motivations could also become automatized, such that they
became active and operated unintentionally and without
conscious guidance given certain environmental cues.
Research in this area has shown, for example, that one can
reproduce effects of different task instructions on
performance by nonconscious activation of the same
processing goals.
A n d motivated behavior, such as
achievement and affiliation, can be produced experimentally

through nonconscious activation of the corresponding goal.
Given that demonstrations have n o w been made of
automatic, environmentally-driven influences in social
perception, evaluation, motivation, and behavior, the current
and "next-wave" of research is focusing on h o w these
various parallel processes interact with one another. For
instance, experiments have shown that automatic evaluation
has immediate consequences for approach and avoidance
motivations, as measured by motor predispositions, and for
subjective emotional experience as well. Automatic social
perception has been shown to be linked directly to tendencies
to behave oneself in line with the activated perceptual
categories - for instance, automatic activation of the elderly
stereotype causes a participant to walk more slowly down
the hall when leaving the experiment.
A n d chronic
interpersonal motivations ~ such as to be fair and egalitarian
- appear to be able to inhibit an automatically activated
stereotype. All of these effects seem to be put into motion
and interact with each other preconsciously.
A final noteworthy aspect of social psychology's
exploration of automatic phenomena is the legacy of the
Posner- Snyder dual process model.
In all domains
mentioned here, research has focused on interplay between
In impression
automatic and controlled components.
formation, attitude formation and change, and stereotyping,
there has been a great deal of research on the controllability
of the automatic effects, and under what conditions they are
more versus less likely to occur. Information overload and
time pressure are two of the naturalistic situations in which
automatic processes have been found to predominate, and
special motivational states such as being held accountable
for one's judgments and decisions appear to be largely
successful in moderating or eliminating automatic
influences. There is currently a healthy debate as to h o w
often these motivational conditions occur in everyday life, as
control over automatic effects require that the individual be
aware of (i.e., believe possible) the non-conscious influence,
and moreover to believe oneself vulnerable to it (i.e.,
possibly biased).
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Recent reviews of the expertise literature have concluded
that expertise can be defined as domain-specific skill based
on a capability for deep processing of efficiently chunked
knowledge of a domain, derived from extensive experience
in that domain. However, this conclusion still leaves some
fundamental questions unanswered: 1) does extensive
experience in a domain guarantee deep processing
capabilitv - if not, what does?; 2) does deep processing
capability always result in deep processing?; 3) does deep
processing alwa\s yield results?; and 4) is deep processing
hmited to those with domain-specific experience?
This research aims to address these four questions, I
argue that: 1) extensive experience does not always lead to
deep processing capability, it does so only if the experience
has varied in theoretically meaningful ways; 2) deep
processing capability does not always result in deep
processing, it does so only when the relevant deep/causal
concepts are shared with past experience; 3) when used,
deep processing is generally effective; and 4) deep
processing is not limited to those with domain-specific
experience, but m a y be present in the reasoning of
individuals with no specialized experience, in the
traditional sense, but w h o are trained to think causally/at a
deep level about similar types of problems in other
domains. However, some base level of domain-knowledge
m a y be required to effectively apply such deep reasoning.
Method
In a one-on-one interview, four groups of subjects
(restaurant managers, general business consultants,
philosophy/social science professors, and non-business
undergraduates) were posed open-ended, what-if type
questions concerning managing a hypothetical restaurant
through a number of business challenges. Responses were
coded for the presence of optimal solutions to the problems
posed, as well for various reasoning process measures
designed to capture evidence of deep processing/causal
reasoning. Questions varied in familiarity and complexity,
in order to explore hypotheses concerning the impact of
these variables on group differences.

performed significantly differently on virtually all
measures. O n problems devised to represent typical major
challenges that a restaurant might face, the business
consultants displayed significantly more deep/causal
processing than the restaurant managers, yielding better
answers, despite a lack of direct restaurant experience.
It is hypothesized that this is because the business
consultants' wider range of experience across a variety of
business situations exposed them to problems varying in
more theoretically relevant ways, yielding a better
understanding of business at a deep/causal level, and
therefore, better equipping them to reason about problems
in the deep/causal manner required to solve them well.
Applicability of Deep Processing Capability
The business consultant's deep processing capability does
not, however, apply as well to questions about rare
situations from the domain, e.g., the impact of the outbreak
of war, unlikely to be within the business consultants'
realm of experience. Consultants show a larger drop in
deep processing for such questions, in comparison with the
other groups. This interaction with question familiarity
argues against an interpretation based solely on differences
in global traits, such as intelligence.
Value of Deep Processing
Interestingly, even for the "rare situations' questions, deep
processing, when used, does appear to yield better answers.
Deep Processing Without Specialized Experience
Social-science and philosophy professors, with no business
experience, nevertheless used more deep processing than
undergraduate novices, and also provided better answers. It
is suggested that this is primarily because their problem
solving experience, though from a different domain in the
traditional sense of the term, is still relevant to the
problems, as they are all in the greater domain of 'illstructured, hypothetical, cause-and-eflfect reasoning
problems'. Also, as these are real worid problems, unlike,
say, physics problems, their general life experience may
have provided them with the necessary minimum level of
domain knowledge.

Results and Discussion
Etiology of Deep Processing Capability
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The mental model theory gives an account of h o w people
envisage the situations in which assertions are true (see,
e.g., Johnson-Laird, 1983; Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 1991).
It postulates that there is no direct w a y to envisage the
situations in which the assertion is false. Y o u must first
imagine what is true in order to infer the case, or cases, in
which the assertion is false. W e carried out three
experiments in order to test this hypothesis. In all the
experiments, the participants listed both the situations in
which assertions would be true and the situations in which
they would be false (in counterbalanced orders).
Experiments I and 2 differed only in the complexity of the
assertions. The results yielded three kinds of converging
evidence that corroborated our hypothesis. First, the
latencies of responses in experiments 1 and 2 showed an
interaction between the two sorts of task (listing what is
true, and listing what is false) and the order in which
participants carried them out. A s expected, they were faster
to list the false cases after they had listed the true cases than
to list the false cases before they had listed the true cases.
Second, the participants m a d e a systematic error that bore
out our prediction. They would construct the false cases
merely by negating each of the true cases. For example,
given an assertion of the form:

The correct answer, of course, is that the assertion is false in
only one case:
not-A not-B
Third, the participants in Experiment 3 were asked to 'think
aloud' as they carried out the task, and their protocols reflect
the same strategy and show h o w firmly entrenched it is in
their ways of thinking. They consider the true cases in order
to derive the false cases from them. Truth appears to be
highly salient; falsity appears to be less salient. T h e
different between them makes sense in daily life; but, it can
lead to error on occasion.
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A or B, or both
they would list the following correct cases in which the
assertion would be true:
A
A

B
B

This responses also shows a bias towards truth, because the
participants fail to make explicit those propositions in the
premise that would be false in thefirsttwo cases, e.g. in the
first case A is true, but B is false. After they had made this
response, the participants often listed the following cases in
which the assertion would be false:
not-A
not-B
not-A not-B
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Results
Between subject averages were computed for each image
in the categorization tasks; clear categorical shifts were
evident. The 3 3 % and 6 6 % cut-offs for the categorical
boundary were used to predict performance in the B-L task.
Peaks in accuracy were predicted for the two-step pairs in the
B-L task that straddled the category boundaries. Accuracy
scores were computed and averaged between subjects for both
the untrained and trained conditions. Planned comparisons
were performed on the accuracy scores of the pairs that
crossed the boundary to determine if they differed from the
within-category pairs. A s predicted the conu-asts were not
significant for the untrained continua. For the trained
continua, the contrast was significant for B/H, but not the
T/A continuum.

Introduction
The role of learning in the formation of category
structure has been implicated in several recent studies using
face stimuli varying along high-level "morph' continua
(Beale, 1996; Beale & Keil, 1995a, 1995b; Levin & Beale,
in preparation), but the role of learning has not yet been
explored directly. Beale and Keil (1995a) reported a strong
interaction between the level of familiarity of individual face
stimuli and the magnitude of the categorical perception (CP)
effect, however familiarity varied as the result of prior levels
of exposure to these faces. The present study extends these
findings by examining the effects of training on C P
phenomena for previously unfamiliar faces (see Beale,
1996).
Method
Thirty Eight Cornell University s u m m e r session
students participated, divided equally a m o n g two
experimental conditions. Stimuli consisted of two lowfamiliarity face continua, Burns/Harris (B/H) and
Tubb/Atkins (T/A), used by Beale and Keil (1995a).
In each of two experimental conditions, 19 subjects
were initially presented with a training session in which
they were familiarized with the end-point faces from one of
the two face continua. O n each trial during training, one of
the two end-point faces appeared in one of nine randomly
chosen locations on the computer screen. Stimuli were
presented in 11 blocks of 18 trials with both faces randomly
appearing in each of the nine locations; each face was thus
presented 99 times for a total of 198 trials. Subjects
responded to each face by pressing the corresponding key on
the keyboard (' 1' or '2'). A brief tone sounded each time an
incorrect response was given.
After completing the training sessions, all 38 subjects
were presented with a 'better-likeness' (B-L) task containing
face-pairs from both continua randomly intermixed. O n each
trial of the B-L task, subjects judged which of two stimuli
was more like a particular person. Accurate discrimination
is thus correctly judging which of the two images is closer
to a particular end of the continuum. The B-L task was then
followed by two categorization tasks, one for each
continuum.

Discussion
These results demonstrate that C P effects can be
acquired through experimental training procedures, as
evidenced by the peak in accuracy for the B/H continuum
only in the training condition. However, it is unclear why
positive training effects were found in only one of the two
training conditions. Pre-existing differences in the
distinctiveness of the faces might contribute to the difference
between the two training conditions; this and other
interpretations will be presented, along with additional data
from ongoing studies. The broader implications of these
findings will also be discussed.
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W h y do w e use the same preposition on to describe
different physical and figurative relations? For example,
what is common between Theflyis on the ceiling, P a m is
on a diet, and Jeff is on time'? The purpose of this work
was to experimentally investigate and to describe h o w
different uses of the polysemous spatial preposition on are
motivated and are related to each other. The hypothesis in
the study was that bodily kinesthetic and sensorimotor
experiences and interactions, organized into preconceptual
meaning structures called image schemas, can significantly
account for conceptual relatedness of various physical and
figurative uses of the spatial preposition on. Three
experiments were conducted to test this hypothesis.
Experiment 1 identified several image schemas relevant to
the bodily experience of the relationship on, viz.,
SUPPORT, PRESSURE, C O N S T R A I N T , C O V E R I N G ,
and VISIBILITY. Experiments 2 and 3 investigated
whether the above image schemas, judged to be particularly
salient to the bodily experience of on, can account ftr
relations of conceptual similarity between various uses of the
preposition on. Thirty-seven uses of on were used in
Experiments 2 and 3 representing a broad range of physical
as well as figurative uses. Experiment 2 obtained imageschematic profiles for the uses of on. Participants rated the
appropriateness of each image-schema to each use of on on a
scale of 1 to 7. Based on their ratings, a complex imageschematic profile consisting of 5 image-schematic ratings of
appropriateness was obtained for each use of on. Experiment
3 examined judgments of conceptual similarity for the
thirty-seven uses of on.
A n independent group cf
participants sorted the thirty-seven uses of on
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into groups according to similarity of uses. O n the basis
of cluster and multidimensional scaling analyses three
groups of conceptually similar uses of on emerged. The
prediction was that membership in the groups of
conceptually similar uses of on in Experiment 3 can be
significantly accounted for on the basis of the imageschematic profiles of these uses independently obtained in
Experiment 2. Candisc and Discrim procedures were
employed to perform a direct discriminant analysis and to
find a classification function that would predict group
membership for the uses of on in Experiment 3 from the
image-schematic ratings for these uses independently
obtained in Experiment 2. Discriminant analysis obtained
one significant classification rule. The conftision matrix for
classifications revealed that, overall, 8 2 % of the uses of on
were correctly classified into the groups in Experiment 3 by
a classification rule derived from the image-schematic
profiles of these uses independently obtained in Experiment
2. Specifically, 7 8 % of group one uses, 8 8 % of group two
uses, and 8 0 % of group three uses were correctly classified
by the discriminant rule obtained from the image-schematic
ratings for these uses.
Psycholinguistic theories of word meaning have yet to
acknowledge the role that bodily kinesthetic and
sensorimotor experiences play in structuring semantic
meaning, including figurative meaning.
This work
represented a first step in experimental investigation of
relations between bodily experiences and linguistic
meaning. It provided empirical evidence in support of the
embodied image-schematic approach to the polysemy of the
spatial preposition on.
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Introduction
Second language researchers are concerned with
understanding how bilinguals acquire, process and use their
second language (L2). The present study examined the
processing strategies used by bilingual speakers (LI:
Spanish; L 2 English) when reading structurally ambiguous
sentences in their L2, which either are or are not structurally
ambiguous in their LI, compared to unilingual readers of
either language. Through the use of on-line and
comprehension methodologies it was possible to look at
whether there was transfer from the LI in the processing
mechanism, or if processing strategies were like those used
by native speakers of the L2.
Methodology
Three groups of 10 undergraduate university students,unilingual Spanish readers, unilingual English readers, and
bilingual (L2) readers- read structurally ambiguous target
sentences. The ambiguity was found in thefinalPP which
could either be high-attached to the Verb, or low-attached to
the second N P (e.g.. The actor examined the kid from the
museum). Sentences were followed by a comprehension
task, in which the subject had to paraphrase the sentence
beginning with the N P presented on the screen. For the
target sentences, that N P was the ambiguous object of the
preposition. Sentences were presented via computer and
reading times (RTs) for each word were recorded.
Results and Discussion
The on-line results showed that in general, the RTs for the
bilinguals were similar to the Spanish readers. Both groups
showed significant linear and cubic trends in RTs across the
sentence, whereas the English group showed significant
linear and quadratic trends. There was no significant
difference between the bilingual and Spanish groups, but the
differences between the English and bilingual groups and
between the English and Spanish groups were significant for
each of the content words. There was a significant end of
clause (EOC) effect for the English readers who spent more
time at the E O C marker than the L 2 or Spanish readers.
However, the comprehension results for the bilinguals were
similar to those of the English group. Specifically, the

English and L 2 subjects made significantly fewer V P
attachments than did the Spanish subjects.
Results are discussed in terms of models of sentence
comprehension, such as the garden-path (Fodor & Frazier,
1980; Frazier, 1987) and its recent refinement Construal
Theory (Frazier & Clifton, 1996), and the Competition
Model ( C M ) (Bates & MacWhinney, 1987). Construal
predicts no differences in attachment between groups, since
the type of structure used in this study is subject not to
construal, but to universal processing principles. On the
other hand, since the C M is more a model of semantic
interpretation than of processing, it cannot make predictions
about L2 processing. In contrast, w e proposed the
Signalling Hypothesis (SH) (Hoover, 1992; Hoover &
Berdugo, 1996) as the best explanation for these results. The
S H predicts that the surface form of a language signals to
the speaker of that language the underlying syntactic
functions of the words. For the bilingual and English readers
in the present study, this means paying more attention and
relying more on English word order, with the result that
attachment preferences rely more on adjacency.
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Computerized documents n o w offer a wide range of
options to display information, but little is k n o w n about
their effect on the user's cognitive processes. This research'
investigated the effect on the user's mental representation of
sequentially displaying text-picture information, each
element or group of elements appearing in a selected order.

subjects in the function group did not use the functional
order. Differences between groups were statistically
significant (x\4)=\1.5, p<.005).
In the test phase, subjects were asked to solve paraphrase
or inference questions, either from a procedural perspective
or from a functional perspective. For the paraphrases, all
groups performed equally regardless the perspective of the
questions. However, for inferences, there was a significant
Sequentiality in information processing
interaction between the perspective and the type of display
When a writer has to describe an object or an event, he has
(F(2,27)
= 7.6, p <.005). M o r e precisely, the process
to segment the object to be described and then to order the
group scored better to procedural inferences than did the
selected segments. This process must be carefully handled by
the writer since it has dramatic effect on the reader static group (F(l,27) = 4.5, p <.05) and the function group
(F(l,27) = 8.6, p <.05). The function group scored better
understanding (Denis & Cocude, 1992). Conversely, a
to
functional inferences than both the other groups, but the
picture is usually not provided to the reader until it is
differences
were not statistically significant.
completed. Therefore the order in which the picture is drawn
does not take part to the communicative act (Taylor &
Discussion
Tversky, 1992). Often the reader is helped in his processing
This experiment reinforced the hypothesis that a sequential
of the picture by an adjacent text.
display affects the cognitive processing of text-picture
Some studies have investigated the cognitive effect of the
sequential display of different pictures representing several
information. First, regarding the order used to describe the
stages of a dynamic process (Mayer & Anderson, 1992).
system from memory, the procedural display reinforced the
But, to our knowledge, none has addressed the effect of the
spontaneous trend toward the procedural order whereas the
sequential display, part by part, of a static configuration. A
functional display hindered this spontaneous trend. Second,
w e observed that the sequential display had no effect on
first study (Betrancourt, Bisseret & Faure, 1996) supported
the assumption that the sequential display of a spatial
paraphrase solving but improved performance to inferences
configuration (library and village maps) affects the user's corresponding to the learned perspective. This last result
mental segmentation of the configuration.
suggests that the sequential display has no influence on the
surface level, where the explicit content is represented, but
rather on the mental model of the situation described in the
The experiment
text. Further research is n o w in progress to investigate in
Subjects were presented with a text-picture document
which extent a sequential display m a y affect the structure of
explaining the biological control system involved when a
the
representation in memory.
human is cold. Three displays were created: a procedural
display, where items involved in the same information flow
were temporally clustered (process group); a functional
display, where items providing the same function were
lernporaliy clustered (function group) and a static display of
the whole document (static group).
When drawing the document from memory, most subjects
followed a procedural order regardless to the condition. In
contrast, when describing the system, 9 0 % of the subjects in
the process group followed the procedural order, against 4 0 %
in the static group and none in the function group. However,
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duction rule by analogy with an existing production rule, it is
necessary to have explicit read access to the contents of the
rule so that it can be transformed to yield a new rule.

Introduction
M u c h of recent work in cognitive science treats analogy as a
separate problem that can be analyzed in isolation from the
other cognitive capabilities of an agent. In this article, w e describe work in progress that takes a different approach. O u r
approach is to build an integrated agent in which analogy will
be a capability integrated with other architectural capabilities.
W e start with an existing cognitive architecture and explore
the issues involved in getting this architecture to perform analogical reasoning. The point of the work is to build the capability of analogical reasoning without violating the assumptions which are constrained by the necessity to provide the
other capabilities of the architecture.
The advantage of this approach is twofold. In practical
terms, this aproach is useful because the addition of the new
capability does not demand the creation of a completely different type of agent. Also, since w e require that constraints
derived from other cognitive capabilities of the architecture be
also simulataneously satisfied when incorporating the capability of analogical reasoning, this requirement helps to plausibly
constrain the design space of the agent.
Description of tlie Problem
Our cognitive architecture of choice is Soar, which has been
proposed as a unified theory of cognition ( U T C ) and has been
shown capable of modeling a wide range of cognitive phenomena (Laird, Newell, & Rosenbloom, 1987). Soar is a production system architecture which solves problems using a
problem-space computational model and which has a single
genera]-purpose learning mechanism. Soar has a production
m e m o r y which contains production rules and a separate working memory. Deliberate problem solving in Soar occurs by
means of operators acting on states. The proposal, application and termination of operators are mediated by thefiringof
production rules.
O u r goal is to develop an analogical reasoning capability
within the framework of the Soar architecture without undoing any of its architectural assumptions. This capability
should m a k e it possible for Soar to learn new new operators
by analogy with prior existing operators.
Since Soar's productions are in production memory, and
since production m e m o r y is Soar's way of modeling longterm memory, it is impenetrable to the architecture (i.e. the
architecture does not have read access to the production m e m ory). A production rule can be sensed by the architecture only
in the w a y it changes the current state when its preconditions
match the current state. However, in order to deri ve a new pro-

Description of the Solution
The only way to gain explicit read access to the contents of
a rule in an impenetrable m e m o r y is to reconstruct the rule
based on the result of its action. While it is easy to reconstruct
the action side of a rule (by comparing the state before and after its execution), it is much more difficult to reconstruct the
precondition of a rule. Our scheme accomplishes this using
a combination of an inductive learning method and a recall
method which relies on a generate-recognize strategy similar
to dual-process theories of recall in cognitive psychology.
A variant of the S C A inductive learner (Miller, 1993) is
used for category learning - learning to classify preconditions
into categories representing parametrized operators. Each category, like each precondition, is actually a set of attributevalue pairs. Learning takes place as and when operators are
proposed during normal problem-solving and is thus interleaved with normal execution. The result of learning is the
accummulation of rules which associate partially to fully complete sets of preconditions with categories. During the recall
phase, for a given category (i.e. a parametrized operator), values are generated incrementally for its attributes and the rules
learned in the learning phase are used to sift the correct values for the attributes at each step (because only the correct
values match the learned rules, the rules act as afilter).So,
depending on h o w much learning has taken place, preconditions can be reconstructed with varying degrees of accuracy.
Thus, in spite of the impenetrability of production memory,
recovery of productions in explicit and readable form is made
possible. Rules encoding transformation relations within the
domain can n o w be used to transform both the preconditions
(newly made explicit) as well as the parameters of the existing
operators. Thus, operators with new parameters and new preconditions can be learned in a systematic way, and the entire
process is equivalent to learning by transformational analogy.
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A s part of a larger project exploring people's concepts of
alternating current (AC), w e have been appraising people's
knowledge of direct current (DC). Because D C is taught
before A C , ideas developed for D C m a y influence A C
understanding. Our research indicates that in electricity most
conceptions and misconceptions c o m e through instruction.
People do not come to the domain of electricity with a virile
set of preconceptions. Whereas people m a y naturally be
inclined to be "naive physicists," they are not inclined to be
"naive electrical engineers." In part, this m a y be because
people have no direct perceptual experience with the
primitives of electricity. They can, for example, see that a
10 watt bulb is brighter than a 5 watt bulb, but they do not
feel the currents and resistances causing this effect in the
same way that they can feel gravity affecting different
masses. While the lack of perceptual experience m a y
prevent entrenched misconceptions, it also makes instruction
a challenging endeavor. Students need to learn a complex
and invisible domain. In the work described here, w e
consider some of the moves that novices and experts m a k e
to help them learn and problem solve. In particular, w e will
describe how they use mathematical and causal descriptions.
Different instructional methods in electricity emphasize
mathematics to varying degrees. Nonetheless, mathematics
may play an important role in understanding electricity both
because electricity is structurally complex , and because it is
largely invisible. Despite the c o m m o n belief that
mathematical models can be too abstract and bereft of
content, and that people learn about things qualitatively and
causallyfirst,mathematics seemed very important to all of
the participants in the following study. Using a number of
simple circuitry problems, w e conducted interviews with
applied and theoretical experts, college students with one or
two semesters of instruction, and Navy recruits at various
stages in their basic electricity training course. Here w e
describe the results for a single problem. Participants were
shown a simple D C circuit that included a battery and a 5
watt light bulb. They were then shown an identical circuit
except that the light bulb was 10 watts. Their task was to
explain the differences in outcomes, if any, in terms of the
basic constructs of electricity such as voltage, current,
resistance, and power.
The question of w h y the 10 watt bulb burns brighter is
deceptively difficult. O n e reason is that w e think of more
resistance as causing more light, m u c h like more friction
causes more heat. Consequently, one might be tempted to
reason that the 10 watt bulb must have a higher resistance if

it extracts more power. In fact, the 10 watt bulb has less
resistance. Given a fixed voltage source, this allows more
current to flow through the bulb. This increased flow causes
more "power extraction." But, if the amount of resistance
and current flow were in a direct proportion, then the
increase in current would be offset by an equal decrease in
the resistance that draws power from the current. According
to this line of reasoning, changing the resistance gets you
nowhere. The answer is that power has a linear relation to
resistance but a square relation to current. Notice that in the
preceding description, w e combined causal and mathematical
explanations. For example, w e say resistance causes power
extraction. At other points, w e wrote about the quantitative
structure of the relationship between resistance and current.
Our interviews also reveal these combinations.
Participants often m o v e d to mathematical notions w h e n
the relationships between elements could no longer be
expressed according to a linear causal chain. This happened
frequently. O n e reason people used math is that it provided
a notation that could help them recall relationships a m o n g
the elements of voltage, resistance, current, and power.
M a n y participants also jumped to equations and numbers
when they wanted to check whether they had construed the
structure appropriately and had included the relevant
elements. The mathematics also provided a w a y to express
structures that are difficult to keep in mind (e.g., non-linear
relationships among three variables; P=i2r). A n d finally,
the non-experts lacked strong causal models or analogies that
could support reasoning about complex problems. W h e n
asked to explain structural mappings, they often began with
an analogy (e.g., water flow) but quickly left it behind w h e n
the relationships became complicated. This is not to say
that people did not continue to rely on analogies and causal
explanations. They frequently gave causal interpretations to
their equations, often incorrectly. Starting with V = I R , for
example, they might reason causally that the current could
not change if it were coming from a constant voltage source.
Therefore, the only way to change the system was to change
the voltage, and this must be what the different light bulbs
do. W e develop these findings further to motivate a form of
instruction that capitalizes on students inclinafion to merge
mathematical and causal descriptions of electricity.
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Hinton and Shallice (1991) proposed a recurrent connectionist model of deep dyslexia in order to provide a
unified account of the co-occurrence of visual, semantic,
and mixed errors characteristic of deep dyslexic patients.
They argued that the deep-dyslexic error pattern was a
natural consequence of lesioning a connectionist model
that m a p s orthography to semantics using attractors for
word meanings. This study was extended by Plaut and
Shallice (1993) w h o showed that a variety of recurrent
network architectures and learning algorithms give rise
to the same characteristic pattern of errors. Based on
this work, Plaut and Shallice ( P & S ) identified four necessary properties of a connectionist model of deep dyslexia:
(1) distributed orthographic and semantic representations; (2) gradient-descent learning; (3) attractors for
word meanings; and (4) greater richness of concrete versus abstract semantics.
Although attractors for word meanings were a basic
assumption of the H<kS and P & S models, H & S acknowledged that some of the phenomena can be observed in a
feed-forward network. Since no results of a feed-forward
model were reported by either R k S or P & S , it remains
unclear whether attractors are necessary to model the
characteristics of deep dyslexia. This possibility is investigated in the present study using a 3-layer feed-forward
network.
Background
Deep dyslexia, one of several acquired dyslexias (Marshall and N e w c o m b e , 1973) is a selective deficit in reading which occurs following localised brain damage. Deep
dyslexia is characterised by semantic confusions (e.g.,
reading "peach" as "apricot"). However, deep dyslexic
patients frequently exhibit other types of reading errors, including visual errors (e.g., reading "peach" as
"beach"), and mixed visual-and-semantic errors, (e.g.,
reading "dog" as "hog"), which are difficult to explain
using dual route models of reading. O n e possible explanation is via connectionism, which supports the possibility that reading processes are distributed throughout a
single system. In this paradigm, one lesion can produce
multiple error types.

mantic representation of a word when presented with
its orthography, using the U k S data set. T h e data set
consisted of 40 three and four letter words subdivided
into five semantic categories. T h e orthographic representation of a word consisted of a distributed vector of
orthographic features while the word's meaning was represented by a distributed vector of semantic features.
T h e network was trained using backpropagation to
m a p orthography to semantics for each of the 40 words
in the data set. T h e trained network was systematically
lesioned by either deleting a proportion of the weights in
the network or by adding random noise to the weights.
T h e lesioned network was then tested on each word in
the data set recording correct and incorrect responses,
according to the criteria established by H & S . Errors
were classified as either semantic, visual, mixed or other.
Words with one letter in c o m m o n in the same position
within the word were considered to be visually similar,
while words within the same category were considered
to be semantically similar.
Results and Discussion
A s in the H & S and P & S studies, the likelihood of the observed error types occurring by chance was assessed by
comparing the observed error rates with the expected
chance rates in the data set. Consistent with the H & S
and P & S findings, simulations of the feed-forward network showed a co-occurrence of visual, semantic and
mixed errors independent of lesion location at higher
than chance levels. T h e results suggest that vector similarity and damage to the mapping process are sufficient
to explain w h y the deep-dyslexic error pattern occurs.
W e conclude that attractors are not the fundamental
cause of the deep-dyslexic error pattern.
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A Feed-Forward Model
T h e feed-forward model explored in this study consisted
of three-layers (orthographic, intermediate, and semantic). T h e task of the network was to generate the se-
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are: Formation of a n e w country being like the birth of a
baby, or formation of a n e w country being like a divorce.
A majority of the analogies analyzed were other-domain
H o w is analogy used in real-world contexts? What does the
analogies
using sources outside the domain of politics
real-world use of analogy reveal about the cognitive
(n=179, 76.5%). T h e categories of sources used most
constraints underlying the production and understanding
frequently were: Magic-Religion, Sports, and Familyanalogies? W e addressed these questions by analyzing the use
relationships. The types of analogies made by the Y E S and
of analogy during the latter stages of a political campaign.
N O sides did not differ significantly. Both used the same
Although a number of detailed models of analogical
reasoning exist (e.g., Forbus, Centner & L a w , 1994; proportion of other-domain analogies and both used the same
source categories. Importantly, although both sides used the
Holyoak & Thagard, 1989), little is k n o w n of its use in
same
overall source categories, the two sides never used the
real-world settings. Studies conducted by Dunbar (1995,
same
sources (see examples above). Analyses of emotional
1997) reveal that the use of analogy is frequent in the day-toconnotation reveal that 3 9 . 7 % (n=66) of the analogies were
day reasoning of scientists. In the present study, w e explore
intrinsically negative, 1 5 % (n=25) neutral, and 4 5 . 1 %
the role of analogy in politics. W e conducted an
(n=75) positive. The proportion of sources with positive,
investigation of analogies used during the 1995 Quebec
negative,
and neutral emotional loading varied as a function
referendum, held to determine whether Quebec should
the
range
(p< .0001, x^=32.894). Other-domain analogies
of
separate from Canada and become an independent country.
were judged less neutral than within-domain analogies.
The goals of our research were to determine (1) the frequency
Introduction

and the types of analogies used in this campaign, (2)
whether there were differences in types of analogies used by
the two sides, and (3) whether the analogies had an
emotional dimension that was mapped from the source to
the target.

Method
The dataset consisted of articles from the three most
important newspapers in Montreal over a period of one week
during the campaign. All cases where a person stated a
similarity exists between X and Y and mapped a feature or
features from X to Y were coded as analogies. Analogies
were coded as pro Y E S or pro N O only if they clearly stated
a position on the central question of the debate. Analogies
with sources taken from the domain of politics were coded as
Within-domain and the remaining analogies were coded as
Other-domain. Other-domain analogies were grouped into
sets of semantically similar sources. This grouping resulted
in ten S O U R C E C A T E G O R I E S : Family-relationships,
Geography-climate, Religion-mythology, Housing, Sports,
Animals, Transportation, War, Business, and Medicine.
T w o independent coders judged whether each of the sources
had an intrinsically positive, negative, or neutral
C O N N O T A T I O N . Inter-rater agreement was 7 0 % . Sources
for which the coders did not agree were coded as indefinite.
Results
W e obtained 434 articles about the referendum. Overall, 167
(38%) of the articles contained at least one analogy. A total
of 234 different analogies were identified. Example analogies

Discussion
Analogies were frequently used in this political campaign
and provide a number of n e w insights into the mechanisms
underlying the generation of analogies. Our analyses suggest
three main constraints are involved in the selection of a
source while generating a political analogy: familiarity,
simplification, and emotional loading.
TTie selection of a source is not only constrained by the
similarity in features and relations between source and target,
but also by what the analogizer thinks is the knowledge
state of the audience. Both politicians and journalists used
familiar source categories such as sports or housing to
explain the complex aspects of the political debate.
Analogy, when used in a complex reasoning situation like
politics, can serve as a w a y of simplifying the task at hand.
Analogy limits the set of factors of the problem that will be
addressed and it is used to relate the unfamiliar and complex
domain of politics to more familiar domains of knowledge.
Another factor involved in the use of other-domain
analogies is the emotional connotation associated with a
source that is then mapped onto a target. W e suggest that,
especially in this domain, analogy is not only a w a y to
import n e w knowledge onto a target, but also a w a y of
associating a specific emotional state with the target of
interest. T h e transfer of emotional connotation could be
crucial in the persuasive process. T h e use of emotional
connotation as a factor in the selection of a source could also
explain w h y the opposing sides tend to select alternate
sources from the same categories instead of disputing the
particular features of a given analogy.
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pupil's playing of the "Moonlight sonata" and the
more purely motonc considerations of giving the correct
duration and weight to each note in the music.
A n example of a molonc problem is triplets, or
three notes played in the time of two. Triplets are
notonously difficult for musicians to play even when
the notes are easy to find. Perhaps this is because the
motor module reflexes expect groupings to be binary.
making groupings of twos, fours, eights and sixleens
easy to play, whereas groupings of threes, fives, sevens
and nines are not.
T o illustrate h o w musical reflexes in the musical
perception module could influence the execution of
motor c o m m a n d s in the motor module, 1 propose an
experiment where a subject plays a musical fragment
designed to violate the expectations of the musical
reflexes described above. The modularity hypothesis
predicts that in the absence of any special cues, forcing
a subject to play such a piece of music at a sufflciently
fast tempo will put enough pressure on the resources of
the cognitive system to cause the representations to reorganize to reflect the expectations of the cognitive
reflexes. If the data are in accord with these predictions,
w e would have some evidence that errors in musical
performance are governed by low-level musical reflexes
in both the musical perceptual module and the motor
module without input from central systems.

This poster explores the issue of modularity in
musical performance. T w o modules are hypothesized as
sources of influence on musical performance: a "musical
perception module" and a "motor module". T h e key
property of modular systems is that they are relatively
inaccessible to central cognitive systems (such as belief,
desire and imagination) and operate more like a "dumb"
reflex rather than an intelligent, thoughtful retlectiNe
process (Fodor, 1983). E\idence for modular processes
can be found in such perceptual illusions as the "sizeweight" illusion and the Muller-Lyer illusion, where no
amount of knowledge can remove the illusion. Such
retlexiNe processes are cognitne in nature because they are
representational; they seem to involve computations on
representations of \arious abstract properties of the
domain, yet they are not the result of fully intelligent
thought.
O n e source of influence on musical performance is
the "musical perception module" w here "musical retlexes"
operate. Examples of musical reflexes can be found in
Lerdahl & Jackendoff (1983): groupings follow Gestalt
principles of proximity and similarity with weak and
strong beats alternating at equal spacings, stresses tending
to strong beats, rests to weak ones. The idea is that in the
absence of strong cues, listeners will perceive musical
patterns according to the expectations of these reflexes.
A n example of a persistent musical illusion is provided by
an expenment done by Sternberg & Knoll (1984), w h o
found that musicians tend to perceive short notes (less
than 1/4 beat) to be shorter than the\ really are.
Another source of influence on musical performance
comes from the "motor module" where representations
sjjecifically control the execution of motor c o m m a n d s ,
i m m u n e from background beliefs and desires. Thus w e
need to make a distinction between situations w here motor
control appears to be unmcxiular in nature - for example,
w hen a piano teacher describes moonlight to affect her
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Introduction
Lakoff & Johnson (1980) claimed that abstract domains are
understood as metaphors from more concrete experiential
domains. O n e particular claim is that people understand
statements about time as spatial metaphors. This exciting
claim deserves empirical investigation.
In English, two different spatial metaphors are used to talk
about time: the ego-moving and the time-moving metaphors
(Clark, 1973). In the ego-moving metaphor, time is a
stationary path along which w e travel from the past to the
future (e.g. " W e are coming up on the exam"). In the timemoving metaphor, w e are a stationary observer, and time is
a stream that moves past us from the future to the past (e.g.
"The exam is coming up").
In the present study I identify the spatial analogs of the
ego-moving and time-moving perspectives. I then ask
whether the cognitive tasks of sequencing events in time and
ordering objects in space are indeed accomplished by using
the same relational schemas. If the same schemas are
referenced by both domains, then w e should be able to prime
perspective from the domain of space to the domain of time.

perspective for time, and should think that the meeting will
be on Friday. Subjects primed in the object-moving frame
of reference should prefer the time-moving interpretation and
think that the meeting will be on Monday.

The dark can is in front of me.
Figure 1: Sample ego-moving scenario.

m

-

Q

The light widget is in front of the dark widget.
Figure 2: Sample object-moving scenario.

Experiment
Results
A s predicted, participants responded in a prime-consistent
63 Stanford students participated in the study. First,
manner. 7 3 . 3 % of the participants that had been primed in
participants responded to 4 T R U E / F A L S E spatial prime
the ego-moving frame of reference thought that the meeting
scenarios. Scenarios used either the ego-moving frame of
was n o w on Friday. In stark contrast, 6 9 . 2 % of the
reference shown in Figure 1 (predicted to m a p onto the egoparticipants primed in the object-moving frame of reference
moving perspective in time), or the object-moving frame of
thought that the meeting was n o w on Monday. Control
reference shown in Figure 2 (predicted to m a p onto the timeparticipants were evenly split between Monday and Friday.
moving perspective). O n a separate page, participants were
A confidence measure confirmed the large consistency effect.
asked to read an ambiguous temporal sentence (e.g. "Next
These findings demonstrate a case of cross-domain priming
Wednesday's meeting has been moved forward two days.")
of relational information, and suggest that the ego-moving
and report on which day the meeting has been rescheduled. If
and time-moving metaphors are indeed psychologically real
the above target sentence is interpreted using the egoconceptual metaphors. M o r e broadly, this is some of the
moving metaphor, ihen forward is in the direction of motion
first empirical evidence for metaphoric representation.
of the observer, and the meeting should n o w fall on a
Friday. In the time-moving interpretation, however, forward
References
is in the direction of motion of time, and the meeting should
Clark, H.H. (1973). Space, time, semantics, and the child.
now be on a Monday. There was also a control group which
In T.E. Moore (Ed.), Cognitive development and the
received no prime.
acquisition of language. N e w York: Academic Press.
If the domains of time and space do indeed use the same
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Spatial representation in action was studied by analysing
pointing performances in a specially elaborated motor task
requiring memorization of proprioceptive targets.
W e measured errors made during hand-pointing to locations previously encoded with the other hand (without visual
control). These locations were presented in a sagittal plane,
on an arc centered on starting point, by a brief passive positioning of the left index finger. A go-signal for matching
target location with the rigth indexfingerwas provided 0 or
8 s later.
Inpatients, diagnosed by D S M - I V and CIM-10 criteria as
having schizophrenia, were engaged in the procedure and
compared to a group of ten normal subjects age, sex, and
handedness matched. The patients were under different
neuroleptic treatement with a stable dose for at least three
months. Their ages ranged from 31 to 45 years, the mean age
being 33,2 years. The hospitaUsation durations ranged from 0
to 48 months, the mean duration being 13,7 months. Subjects
were all screened for the following exclusion criteria: evident
organic pathology; neurologic illness including epilepsy, neuromuscular disease, or history of head injury with loss of consciousness; alcohol or substance abuse. Informed consents
were provided.
In order to look for correlations between the experimental
and chnical parameters, psychometric tests (WAIS-R, W C S T ,
Trail-Maiking Test, Stroop Interference Test, Mental Rotation Test, M M P I ) and psychiatric scales (BPRS, P A N S S ,
M A D R S , Simpson and Angus) were performed. Ratings
were completed by trained members of the research team w h o
were unaware of the task performance of subjects.
Thefirstresults showed that:
1) Pointing variability increased with delay in both groups,
but was about fourfold higher in patients for both delays.
2) In control subjects, the main axis of the pointing
distribution is aligned with the target array for the 8 s
(102°) but not after 0 s (127°), demonstrating the capability of using a contextuaUzed mental representation in the delayed pointings (Rossetti & Regnier, 1995). None of the
treated schizophrenic patients showed a similar tendency: the
mean orientation of pointing distribution was 128°(0 s) and
143°(8 s). These results suggest that patients are not able to
use the contexmal information provided by the target array,
to point each target.

This experiment allows to discuss in schizophrenia the differential performances between immediate stimulus-driven
behaviours and behaviours guided by an internal representation (Frith, 1992). Besides, interaction between neuroleptic
treatment and motor performances are discussed.
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The persistence of syntactic patterns in sentence production as a result of syntactic priming is a well-established phenomenon (Bock, 1986): the syntactic structure of prime sentences persists in the structure of subsequent freely produced
sentences. O n e purpose of the original studies of syntactic priming was to show that it is the action of producing a
particular syntactic structure that primes the later use of that
same structure. The success of the experiments was taken
as evidence that syntactic priming is a reflection of procedural (not declarative) memory. However, the methodology
used renders this interpretation somewhat uncertain, and others have also raised the question of whether it is procedural or
declarative m e m o r y that is responsible for syntactic priming
(Branigan, Pickering, Liversedge, Stewart, & Urbach, 1995).
There are two difficulties with the methodology that has
been used up to now. First, producing a syntactic structure
might well increase the activation not only of a procedure that
creates a syntactic pattern, but also of a declarative representation of that structure. Thus it could be this declarative representation that was responsible for the priming effect. Second,
subjects were induced to produce the priming sentences by
being instructedfirstto listen to a priming sentence and then
to repeat it aloud. Given that subjects listened to the prime
sentences before re-producing them, it is also possible that
some portion of the effect arises from activation of a declarative representation that occurred while the subject listened to
the prime. If so, then declarative memory, and not just procedural memory, must be implicated in syntactic persistence.
The present study evaluates the roles of declarative and procedural m e m o r y by comparing the effects of prime sentences
that are only heard ("comprehension-to-production priming")
with the effects of prime sentences that are heard as well as
repeated ("production-to-production priming").
The "production-to-production priming" condition is a
replication of the original task (Bock, 1986). Under cover
of a memory test structured as a running recognition task
(Shepard & Teghtsoonian, 1961), subjects are presented with
an apparently random list of 240 sentences and pictures. Their
task is,first,to repeat the sentence or to describe the picture in
their own words, and then to judge whether that item has been
presented before. Unbeknownst to the subjects, a selected
portion of the sentences are priming sentences, which are followed by target pictures. Priming sentences that are transitive
are presented in either the active or the passive voice. T h e
pictures that follow them depict transitive scenes, and can be
described in either the active or the passive voice. Dative
priming sentences are presented in either the prepositional

("X gave the Y to Z") or the double-object ("X gave Z the Y " )
form. The target pictures following the dative sentences depict
scenes amenable to description with dative sentences of either
type. Subjects' picture descriptions are coded as to whether
they match the form (active versus passive, or prepositional
versus double-object) of the preceding priming sentence.
The "comprehension-to-production priming" condition is
the same as the "production-to-production priming" condition
except that, while subjects are instructed to describe the pictures, they are not instructed to repeat the sentences. Thus, on
priming trials, they produce a sentence describing the picture,
having comprehended but not having produced the priming
sentence. Responses are coded in the same w a y as in the
other condition.
Comparing the priming effects generated in these two conditions allows us to appraise the relative contributions, to
syntactic persistence in spoken sentence production, of comprehension priming versus production priming. Differences
between the effects of the two conditions are ascribed to
the differential contribution of declarative versus procedural
memory.
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W e discuss an important aspect of human tutorial
dialogue-the use of acknowledgments-and present a
critique of earher work on the use of acknowledgments in
synthesizing tutorial dialogues for Intelligent Tutoring
Systems (Evens et al, 1993). Our goal is to establish a
more solid theoretical base for studying and synthesizing
tutorial dialogues than what was used in the earlier work.
A proposed foundauon for this study is the idea of
language use as a joint activity composed of joint
actions, as presented by Clark (1996). It appears to
provide a more powerful conceptual linguistic framework
within which to describe the behavior of human tutors
and shows promise as a guide for synthesizing tutorial
dialogues in Intelhgent Tutoring Systems. In particular,
w e are investigate the role of acknowledgments as a
mechanism that makes joint action possible. W e propose
that an acknowledgment is anything which signals
closure or lack of closure of a joint action
Clark explains h o w the participants in hnguistic
activity perform mutual coordination of their individual
actions. H e says: "There is coordination of both content,
what the participants intend to do, and processes, the
physical and mental systems they recruit in carrying out
those intentions" (p. 59).
Joint actions can be divided into entry, body, and exit
phases. The phase entries and exits are coordinated by
syntactic, morphological, and intonational markers. A
joint action is complete when there is a mutual
recognition of closure on that action. "It is a fundamental
principle of intentional action that people look for
evidence that they have done what they intended to do."
(p. 222) Clark restates Norman's Principle of closure:
"Agents performing an action require evidence, sufficient
for current purposes, that they have succeeded in
performing it." (p. 222) and then introduces the Principle
of joint closure: "The participants in a joint action try to
establish the mutual belief that they have succeeded well
enough for current purposes" (p. 226).
It turns out that the idea of language use as a joint
activity composed of joint actions maps very nicely onto
the sort of planning and linguistic activity that must be
carried out by a natural language based ITS (Intelligent
Tutoring System). In particular, this provides a very nice
framework for deciding when to issue acknowledgments

and guidance on what the text generation processor
should issue. In the case of our ITS, CIRCSIM-Tutor, this
turns into the system presenting a joint project and
looking for the student's uptake of the project-or refusal
to do so. The system analyzes the response, and if it is
sufficient to declare the goal reached, the system can
issue a positive acknowledgment and continue. If the
answer was wrong or insufficient, the system can issue a
negative acknowledgment, or a partial positive
acknowledgment. If what the student produced does not
appear to be an uptake of the project, then the input can
be treated as metacommunication or as a student
initiative, and handled accordingly. W e are currently
working on mapping these acknowledgment rules into
tutoring and discourse generation rules in the CIRCSIMTutor planner and plan to report on and demonstrate the
resulting system in the future.
W e believe that approaching acknowledgments in
communication from a joint actions framework is a
productive one that is an advance over previous efforts
relating to acknowledgments. W e are using this to
perform a qualitative and quantitative study of
acknowledgments in our transcripts, expect results in the
near future, and are comfortable that those results will
support the proposed framework.
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S o m e findings. In the case of prepositions which can also be
used spatially, the prepositonal noun has to indicate the temporal meaning. The nouns found with such prepositions number only just over a 100 (counting all clock times, dates, days
of the week, holidays, months and seasons each as one noun)
making it easy to distinguish their temporal from their nontemporal use. They c o m e in 5 classes. S o m e of the classes
can only be taken by some prepositions, eg life nouns, such
as adolescence, are not used with temporal FOR.
With prepositions which can be used both for duration and
for intervals, the determiner generally distinguishes between
the two uses, as expected. However, occasionally a definite
Some previous work. There are two main classes of prepodeterminer indicates a duration rather than an interval, eg cook
sition: universals, such as FOR, T H R O U G H ( O U T ) , generally
in the shortest time possible, and more frequently an indefused with temporal states (in which the proposition holds in
inite can indicate a recurring interval, eg some pastors have
eachof its sub intervals), and existentials, such as IN, O N , BY, two sessions IN one evening.
for temporal events.
It is easy to distinguish when a duration is being used to inThere are two temporal features of interest: h o w long
dicate the interval ending at the tor: the verb in the matrix
.something took and in which interval it occurred. Three
clause has a perfect aspect. Heuristics were found capable of
prepositions can be used to specify either a duration (with an
distinguishing between their use to indicate a pure duration
indefinite N P ) or an interval (with a definite N P ) : IN for exand an interval following the torwith about 80 % reliability.
istential and FOR for universal quantification and BY, which,
There are many results concerning individual prepositions.
with a indefinite NP, indicates the length of time between two
For example, IN was expected to be used existentially, but it
events. The rest can only be used to indicate an interval.
is often used universally. This is perhaps because FOR turns
What is interesting is the different ways in which this inter- out to be highly restricted in the context in which it can be
used to indicate an interval, namely when the matrix is itself
val can be indicated. From our previous work these have been
a noun phrase, or when the matrix verb is related to planning,
shown to be: by directly naming the interval, by naming one
and T H R O U G H O U T , used for universal quantification over a
end of the interval and leaving the other end to be constrained
by the context, by specifying both its ends, by taking the time named interval, occurred very rarely (only 38 times).
of reference (tor, in the sense of Reichenbach) as one end
and either directly naming the other end or specifying duraFinally, these and other findings are being incorporated into
lion of the interval from the tor, andfinallyby indicating a
a temporal logic capable of showing h o w these uses of each
moment (a short interval) as being a duration away from the
preposition can be combined with quantifiers and with each
tor.
other to give the correct temporal meaning of most English
sentences. A P R O L O G implementation will be available.
Whereas tense and aspect have been much studied, the use
of prepositions to indicate time have not, even though the latter convey considerably more temporal information than the
former. T w o steps to remedy this omission are reported: an
iiiKilysis of the temporal use of prepositions in the Brown corpus and a means for distinguishing between the different temporal uses which a prepositional phrase can serve. The results
of this analysis are being used to build a computer program
designed to understand temporal features of English using a
specially developed temporal logic (Pratt and Bree, 1995).

Data. Every sentence in the B r o w n corpus, containing an
occurrence of one of the 18 prepositions that can be used
lemporally. was read. Of the 75,909 such sentences, those
in which the preposition phrase indicated temporal use were
extracted. These 10,639 sentences were coded for the type
(if meaning, the determiner, the head noun, any quantifying
01 c|Lialifying adjectives, any post modifying phrase and any
inoditiers of the preposition itself.
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Cognitive and sensorimotor maps interact if the motor
response is delayed; all subjects n o w show a Roelofs
effect for pointing, suggesting that the motor system is
being fed from the biased cognitive map. A second
experiment showed similar results when subjects made an
open-ended cognitive response instead of a 5-alternative
forced choice. Experiment 3 showed that the results were
not due to shifts in subjects' perception of the felt straight
ahead position. In experiment 4, subjects pointed to the
target and judged its location on the same trial. Both
measures showed a Roelofs effect, indicating that each
trial was treated as a single event and that the cognitive
representation was accessed to localize this event in both
response modes.
In more recent experiments w e have made a subtle but
important change in the motor task: instead of indicating
with the finger to the experimenter where the target is
located, the subject simply jabs it with the forefinger,
knocking over a peg. The movement is almost identical,
but the movement's function is instrumental rather than
communicatory. This yields a cleaner dissociation between
cognitive and motor representations, and shows that the
motor system's m e m o r y for position lasts 2 seconds or
less.
Another w a y of interpreting the relationship
between cognitive and motor representations of visual
space is in terms of the ability to integrate information
from the m a p with other information. The cognitive
map's contents are coded in terms of the entire visual array
(both target and frame in our case), while the motor map
is generally inaccessible to integration with information
from other sources. The difference between cognitive and
motor representations in this context is analogous to the
distinction between explicit and implicit modes of
memory, respectively. The explicit m o d e is accessible to
language and to experiential memory, while the implicit
m o d e may hold information that the subject is unaware of
or even that is contradictory to other explicit memory..
Similarly, in our experiments subjects can hold one
position of a stimulus in the cognitive representation and
simultaneously hold a different position for the same
stimulus in the motor representation.

Abstract
Several topographic maps represent the visual world in
the cortex. This characteristic of the visual system raises
a question for visual physiology: do all of these maps
work together to create a single representation of visual
space, or are they functionally distinct? If they are
distinct, h o w m a n y functional maps are there, what does
each one do, and h o w do they communicate with one
another? This paper presents psychophysical evidence for
at least two functionally distinct representations of the
visual world in normal humans; under some conditions,
the two representations can simultaneously hold different
spatial values. The paper also demonstrates some of the
ways in which the representations communicate with one
another.
The normal human possesses two maps of visual space.
O n e of them holds information used in perception: if a
subject is asked what he or she sees, the information in
this "cognitive' m a p is accessed. This m a p can achieve
great sensitivity to small motions or translations of
objects in the visual world by using relative motion or
position as a cue. The price that the cognitive system
pays for gaining this sensitivity is that it loses absolute
egocentric calibration of visual space. A useful model for
this process is the process of differentiation in calculus. In
calculating motion dx/dt by differentiation, the constant
term (the spatial calibration) drops out of the
representation.
The other visual m a p drives visually guided behavior,
but its contents are not necessarily available to perception.
This m a p does not have the resolution and sensitivity to
fine-grained spatial relationships that the cognitive m a p
has, but it is not required to: a small error in pointing,
grasping or looking is of little consequence. T h e
advantage of this m a p is its robustness; the "motor" m a p
is not subject to illusions such as induced motion.
Studies of saccadic suppression and induced motion
suggest separate representations of visual space for
perception and visually guided behavior. Because these
methods require stimulus motion, subjects might
confound motion and position signals. W e separate
cognitive and sensorimotor m a p s without motion of
target, background, or eye, with an 'induced Roelofs
effect': a target inside an off-center frame appears biased
opposite the direction of the frame. A frame a displayed to
the left of a subject's centerline, for example, will make a
target inside the frame appear further to therightthan its
actual position. The effect always influences perception,
but in half of our subjects it does not influence pointing.
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1. Introduction
Though there has been a huge resurgence of interest in
consciousness in the past decade, little attention has been
paid to what the philosopher Immanuel Kant and others call
the unity of consciousness. The unity of consciousness takes
different forms, as w e will see, but the general idea is that
each of us is aware of many things in the world at the same
time, and often many of one's o w n mental states and of
oneself as their single c o m m o n subject, too.
Indeed, unities of consciousness are far from being the
only mental unities. There are also unities on the 'input'
side of consciousness and cognition, unities that consist of
integration of motivating factors, cognitive capacities, etc.,
and unities on the 'output' side, unities that consist of
integration of behaviour.
The purpose of this short sketch of some of the most
important mental unities is to try to delineate the main kinds
and say a bit about each of them.
2. Cognitive Unity
One of the more striking things about h u m a n beings as
cognitive systems is that w e can bring an extremely wide
range of factors to bear on a cognitive situation, a situation
in which w e have to characterize something or reach a
decision about what to do about something. Consider just
how wide the range is. W e can bring to bear: what w e
want; what w e believe; our attitudes to self, situation, and
context; input from each of our various senses; information
about the situation, other people, others' beliefs, desires,
attitudes, etc.; the resources of however many languages w e
have available to us; the various kinds of memory; bodily
sensations; various problem-solving skills w e have acquired;
and so on. Not only can w e bring all these elements to bear,
we can integrate them in a way that is highly structured and
ingeniously appropriate to the situation before us and what
we would like to achieve. Let us call this form of mental
unity cognitive unity.
3. The Unities of Consciousness
In addition to cognitive unity, there are some unities specific
to consciousness in its different forms. B y 'consciousness'
I will mean both sentience, awareness of one's environment
and perhaps of one's body as an element of that environ-

ment, and two different forms of consciousness of self:
consciousness of one's o w n psychological states, and
consciousness of oneself as the thing whose states they are
(for more on this terminology, see Brook 1994, C h . 3).
These forms of consciousness display at least three
distinct forms of unity. Let us call them unity of consciousness, unity offocus, and unified consciousness of self.
i. Unity of consciousness Unity of consciousness starts from
the intuitive idea that w e are aware of a great many things
at once. Here is a better definition:
The unity of consciousness =df. (i) a representing in
which (ii) a number of representations and/or objects of
representation are combined in such a w a y that to be
aware of any of these representations is also to be aware
of other representations as connected to it and of the
whole as a single complex representation.
;'/. Unity of focus W e are able to focus on a number of
considerations at the same time—desires, beliefs, alternatives, probabilities, etc. and apply them all together to the
available alternatives. W e can then bring them together to
choose courses of action. W e can then focus our behaviour
and resources on carrying out the choice, in the face of
obstacles, conflicting desires, and so forth. Unity of focus
is something more than unified consciousness.
Hi. Unified consciousness of self Finally, each of us is
aware of him- or herself throughout these unifiedfieldsof
representation and deliberation as the single subject and
agent of them all.
4. Unity of Behaviour
Finally, our behaviour displays a distinctive form of unity.
In doing the actions w e do, w e coordinate our limbs, eyes,
bodily attitude, etc., indeed in ways the precision and
complexity of which would be difficult to exaggerate.
Think, for example, of a concert pianist performing a
complicated concerto.
These five forms of mental unity and others if any would
be worthy objects of cognitive science's attention.
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Previous experiments using the letter detection paradigm
have shown that the sizes of reading units m a y be discovered
using this task (Healy, 1994). A n important factor affecimg
reading unit size has been word frequency (Healy, 1976); the
unitization hypotheses postulate that the more frequent a
word is, the more likely it is to be processed as a unit, with
letter-level processing not being finished before the word is
identified. Other factors have also been found to influence
letter detection errors, including phonetic factors such as
syllable stress (Drewnowski & Healy, 1982) and
pronunciation of the target letter (Schneider, Healy, & Gesi,
1991).
Recently, w e have been exploring whether this paradigm
is also sensitive to different kinds of phonological rules of a
language. G e r m a n syllable-final devoicing was one such
rule explored; Buck-Gengler and Healy (1993) found that
syllable-fmal ds had a larger proportion of errors than either
syllable-initial ds or syllable-final rs, which relates to the
fact that ds in syllable final positions are pronounced
differently than a canonical d.
The phonological rule explored in the current study is that
of voicing assimilation in the English past tense, that is,
the fact that the regular past tense in English has three
pronunciations: syllabic [ad] w h e n the stem ends in an
alveolar stop (/t/ or /d/), voiced [d] after a vowel or a voiced
consonant other than /d/, and voiceless [t] after a voiceless
consonant other than /U. The hypothesis is that more ^s
that would be pronounced as [t] if spoken will be missed in
letter detection than those that are pronounced as [d].

Method
Sixty-six participants read a short story with 36 regular past
tense verbs: 12 in each of the three -ed conditions (voiced,
voiceless, syllabic). The passage also had 68 other words
with the letter d. Participants were in one of three
conditions, articulatory suppression, which has been found
to eliminate phonetic effects (Goldman & Healy, 1985),
normal silent reading, and reading aloud. They were told to
read for comprehension, and to circle any ^s that they saw,
but not to go back to circle ds that they realized they missed.
T h e articulatory suppression group spoke the word
"psychology" aloud over and over while reading and circling
letters; the silent reading group read silently while circling
letters; and the reading aloud group read the story aloud and
circled the letters. All participants then answered four
multiple-choice comprehension questions about the story.

Results a n d Discussion
W h e n the non-syllabic endings are compared, as predicted,
the ds pronounced as |t| were missed significantly more
often than those pronounced as [d], and there was no
interaction between the factors of group and pronunciation.
Interestingly, when the non-syllabic endings were compared
with the syllabic ending, overall, significantly more ds in
the syllabic ending were missed than in the non-syllabic
endings. Moreover, the articulatory suppression group
missed significantly more of both kinds of endings than the
other two groups, and the interaction between group and
syllabicity of the ending was significant as well, reflecting
the fact that the difference between non-syllabic and syllabic
endings was largest for the articulatory suppression group.
However, there was no difference between the reading aloud
and silent reading groups in either analysis.
These findings, along with other phonetic effects
investigated, indicate that phonological processing is taking
place in silent reading, and that the letter detection paradigm
is sensitive to that processing.
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Introduction

performance is m u c h worse than real word performance)
must come about in a manner different to that generally
There now exist direct route connectionist models of reading
assimied in conventional dual route models (e.g. Coltheart
aloud (i.e. text to phoneme conversion) that can learn to
etal., 1993). Rather than occurring due to problems with
perform on their training data and unseen words with
the 'rule-based' orthography to phonology route, it must
accuracy comparable to that of humans (Bullinaria, 1994;
occur at some later phonological output processing stage as
Plaut et al., 1996). They also exhibit a number of
suggested by Patterson & Marcel (1992).
developmental, reaction time and brain damage effects that
The success of these simple connectionist models
are observed experimentally. These models also constiuite
suggests that w e have a promising framework for the
an existence proof against earlier claims that separate routes
modelling of reading and also the related tasks of spelling,
are needed to process the regular and exception words.
speech recognition, and so on. Moreover, w e can see that
However, various deficiencies of these models (such as their
many of the properties of this class of models are actually
inability to perform reliable lexical decision and their failure
independent of the precise details of the models and hence
to exhibit the pseudohomophone effect) indicate the need to w e can expect to m a k e the various aspects of them
incorporate some form of lexical/semantic system into these
increasingly realistic without undoing our early successes.
models (e.g. Coltheart et al., 1993). Indeed, it has always
If w e are to understand and remedy the problems that
been clear that such a sub-system will be needed in any
children face when learning to read (such as phonological
complete model of reading and related tasks.
dyslexia) w e need to be sure that w e are looking in the right
This work constiUites a preliminary investigation of the
place for those problems. The next stage of this work (in
properties of these more complete connectionist models and
progress) is hence to consider more explicitly the text and
their implications for understanding the normal reading
speech input and output mechanisms and to investigate their
process in children and adults, as well as both
properties when operating in conjunction with the models
developmental and acquired reading disorders. A general
outlined here. W e will then also be in a good position to
framework is outlined that models the mappings between
model the emergence of morphological effects, time course
simplified representations of orthography, phonology and
effects, cross modal priming, and so on.
semantics on the appropriate network input-output imits.
The 'lexical entries' are distributed patterns of activation
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Results

Introduction

Pleasantness is considered as the main and most primitive Intensity judgments are significantly faster than both
dimension along which odors, unlike visual stimuli, are hedonism and danger ones (F [2,60] = 6,85. p.<0,002).
processed and structured in memory (Engen, 1982). However
Hedonic judgments are on the average slightly faster - (128
the question whether pleasantness jugments rely on a
ms) than danger ones (F[l,29] = 1,05. p.<0,31). However,
perceptual or a semantic processing remains open and rather
analyses of deviations from the means show that whereas
unexplored. Psychophysical research on the one side tends to
intensity judgments are very homogeneous (SD = 1185 ms),
establish that judgments of pleasantness dominate odor
danger and hedonism distributions are much less sharp (SD =
perception in close correlation with intensity judgments
1340 and 1550 m s respectively) and even not unimodal.
(Doty & al., 1994; Richardson & Zucco, 1989). O n the
other side, hedonic judgments m a y be considered as
in ms pleasantness intensity
danger
semantic, driven by high-level processes such as learning
2012
1884
mean
1603
and expertise (Rouby & Sicard, 1997 for a review). The
S.D.
1550
1185
1340
present investigation was designed in order to evaluate
whether decision times for pleasantness judgments were
Table 2: Means and Standard Deviations for decision
rather similar to early low level judgments of intensity or to
times on each of the 3 scales, across subjects and
late high level ones such as judgments of "dangererousness",
odorants.
which rely on the previous identification of the odor source.
Discussion

Experiment
Materia]

The data confirm that intensity judgments rely on fast
perceptual processes, whereas hedonism as well as danger
judgments are heterogeneous involving, across subjects,
either fast decisions or more elaborated late ones.
In conclusion, the present results confirm, as was already
suggested in David & al. (1997) that hedonic judgments
cannot be considered as a simple decision process on a
monotononic dimension.

A set of single molecule odorants was selected, from
preexperimental scoring, in order both to control physical
parameters correlated with intensity and to design a balanced
sample on plesanmess and dangerousness scales.
Procedure
The odorants were serially presented in order to allow
comparative judgments for all the pairs of stimuli. The
instructions required the subjects to decide whether each
odorant w a s more or less "..." ("pleasant", "intense", or
"dangerous") than the previous one, and to press either a red
key for a "more" answer or a black one for a "less" answer.
The sniff of each odorant triggered the onset of a timer that
stopped w h e n the subject gave her/his judgement by
pressing one of the two keys.
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P r o b l e m Solving as S e a r c h
Newell and Simon (1972) described problem solving in
terms of search of problem spaces. This framework has
proved to be useful for describing problem solving.
However, to encompass a wider range of phenomena, it has
been extended in two ways: 1) dual-space search; 2) an
understanding process.
Dual-space search Simon and Lea (1974) proposed that
induction can be related to problem solving through a dualspace search. The search for rules that describe a task is
conducted in a rule space, the states of which are all
possible rules, and operators that generate, modify and test
rules. Testing requires movement within instance space,
consisting of all possible states of the task. Klahr and
Dunbar (1988) extended the concept of dual-space search
and found that testing hypotheses led to better learning.
Understanding processes Before a problem solver can
attempt a problem, the problem instructions must be
understood. Hayes and Simon (1976) incorporated
understanding into Newell and Simon's (1972) framework
by proposing understanding as a subprocess that forms a
representation of the problem space.
Understanding plus dual-space search
In a dual-space search theory, understanding processes
must create the representation of not only the instance space,
but of the rule space as well. Thus they define the instance
states that can be searched, and the candidate rules that
might govem instance states. Given that representations may
change during problem solving, understanding processes
could be regarded as conducting a form of search. Therefore
they can be operators for searching a space consisting of
different representational states, with operators that
generate, modify, and test the adequacy of representations.
W e see representational states as encompassing the problem
solver's current model of how a task works. Thus w e term
this space model space.
Model space In the three-space theory of problem solving
the model space provides the representation of instances,
and defines the rule space to be searched. Which rules
appear plausible will depend on how a problem solver thinks
the task works. For example, if each component of a system
is thought to be independent, then rules proposing
interactions will not be considered. If the model changes,
then interactions may become part of states in rule space.

There is no final goal state in model space, a better
understanding of the task may always be possible.
The three-space theory of problem solving is presented in
Figure 1. The possibility exists of each space affecting each
other space, but in different ways. The links leading to
model space are dotted because movement in model space
may be rare. Note that Figure 1 is not a closed system. The
raw data for the model space is provided by the description
of the task; instances may require experiments to be
evaluated; and memory provides data for movement in each
of the spaces.
The three-space theory has both empirical and modeling
implications.
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Figure 1: The three-space search theory.
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T h e Problem
A C T - R (Anderson, 1993), while being rich in mechanisms
for cognition, has a history of being somewhat weak in the
perceptual-motor d o m a i n — a situation c o m m o n in
computational models of cognition. The "Visual Interface"
was the first serious attempt to remedy the situation for
A C T - R and was successful in many ways (Anderson,
Matessa, & Douglass 1995). However, the Visual Interface
raised many issues as well. One of the most central
limitations of the Visual Interface is its serial nature.
Perceptual and motor operations did not execute in parallel
with cognition, which m a d e it impossible for A C T - R to
m o d e l a variety of high-performance and dual-task
situations, such as P R P experiments (e.g. Kieras & Meyer,
1997). T h e Visual Interface also had a limited set of
perceptual-motor operators and w a s technically
cumbersome, making it difficult to extend.

Perceptual/
Motor L^yer
Vision
Manager
Cognition
Layer
Production
Memory

dicks.
keypresses.
Environment

The Perceptual-Motor layer is made of several
"Managers" which operate in simulated parallel with
themselves and each other, which gives A C T - R / P M the
ability to overlap cognitive and perceptual/motor
processing. T h e Vision Manager in the current system is
m u c h like the visual attention system of Anderson, Matessa,
and Douglass (1995) and the Motor Manager is based on the
Motor Processor in E P I C (Kieras & Meyer, 1996). Speech
and audition capabilities are still being added to the system.
These extended perceptual-motor capabilities, combined
with A C T - R ' s strong theory of cognition, should produce
one of the richest and broadest production-system theories
to date. For example, research on cognitively demanding
dual-task situations using A C T - R / P M is ongoing.

Speecri
Manager

Declarative
Memory

ACT-R/PM
In order to address these issues and broaden the scope of
A C T - R ' s application, a n e w architecture for perception and
action has been constructed around A C T - R , called A C T R / P M , which consists of A C T - R ' s procedural and
declarative m e m o r i e s and mechanisms and a n e w
Perceptual-Motor system. T h e Perceptual-Motor system is
conceptualized as a layer between cognition and the external
environment. That is, the environment does not directly
provide inputs to cognition, nor can cognition directly
influence the environment. Communication between
cognition and the outside world is mediated by the
perceptual-motor capabilities of the system. (See Figure 1.)
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* target of
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Figure 1. System Diagram
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This research investigates the effect of two types of
semantic structure, causal and teleological, on the
construction of a coherent mental representation by readers
with different levels of knowledge: Beginners, Intermediates
and Advanced in the domain to be acquired (Patel & Groen,
1991). W e assumed that Advanced learners build a mental
representation of the domain organized in a hierarchical
goal/sub-goals
structure, whereas
Beginners and
Intermediates have a mental representation organized in a
causal path (Baudet & Denhiere, 1991). W e further assumed
that recall and recognition tasks would allow us to test our
hypothesis of the structure homology between prior
knowledge and texts. If this is so, the results should indicate
a significant interaction between prior knowledge and the
semantic sUiicture of the texts: for the Advanced leamers,
recall and recognition of the teleological text should be
better, whereas for the Beginners and Intermediates, the
reverse was expected. T h e Construction-Integration model
proposed by Kintsch (1988) was used as an interpretation
framework for recall and recognition results.This model (i)
distinguishes the three levels of representation: surface
structure, textbase and situation model, (ii) takes into
account the reader's knowledge during text comprehension
(Kintsch, 1994), (iii) and can be used to simulate the results
obtained.
Method
Subjects
Ninety-six students participated in the experiment: 32
Beginners, 32 Intermediates and 32 Advanced.
Material
T w o texts were consUucted: a causal text in which
information was temporally and causally organized and a
teleological text in which information w a s hierarchically
organized in goal/sub-goals. Both types of text presented the
same information and differed only in their semantic
sUucture. For each type of text, four types of sentences to be
recognized were constructed: Verbatim, Syntactic surface
variations, and Close and Distant semantic variations.
Procedure
Beginners, Intermediates and Advanced read either the
causal or the teleological text describing three functions of a
text editor, then performed a cued recall and a recognition
task.

Results
Cued recall: Beginners and Intermediates significantly
recalled more information after reading the causal text than
after reading the teleological text, whereas the reverse w a s
obtained for the Advanced. A s in the study of Patel and
Groen (1991), Intermediates had better periformances than
Advanced subjects for recall of the causal text.
Recognition: Recognition times and proportion of correct
responses varied with the type of distractors. T h e results
showed a significant interaction between prior knowledge
and texts for disti-actors but not for verbatim.
Simulations
We simulated the intermediate effect obtained with recall
of the causal text.We performed three simulations: a
simulation of the textbase alone, of the textbase plus the
prior knowledge of Intermediates, and of the textbase plus
the prior knowledge of Advanced. Significant correlations
between activation values and experimental data were
obtained for the last two simulations.
Conclusion
The interaction that we demonstrated between the semantic
structure of texts and the prior knowledge sti-ucture supports
the hypothesis that Advanced have a representation of the
domain of knowledge homologous to the teleological
structure, and diat Beginners and Intermediates organize their
knowledge in a causal path. Thus, becoming expert implies
not only to increase but also to restructure knowledge.
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Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin's (1956) research on
concept attainment was reexiuiiined from a connectionist
perspective. Bruner et al. used a set of cards to study concept
attainment (p. 42) consisting of four attributes, each of
which varied on three values: shape (cross, circle, square),
color (green, black, red), number of objects (one, two, or
three), number of borders (one, two, or three). Each card
instance combines one value of each of the four attributes. A
category or a concept {conjunctive, disjunctive, and
relational) is defined with respect to a subset of cards that
share a c o m m o n set of attribute values.
Figure 1 shows a P D F network that associates positive
and negative instances of a concept with their corresponding
attribute values. T w o methods were used to help preserve the
ecological validity of the input (Bracht & Glass, 1968).
First, for network input a one-to-one mapping was
constructed between each card's visual representation and a 2dimensional numeric array. This array had 1144 cells, where
colored pixels green, red and black were assigned the values
of 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75 respectively (white pixel values were
0.0).
Second, empirical results demonstrated that a network
using one output unit to classify cards as either positive or
negative instances w a s incapable of generalizing beyond the
training set to novel instances. Gagne's (1985) theory of
concept learning requires a learner m a k e discriminations to
identify distinctive features of stimulus objects. Gagne's
ideas resulted in the addition of extra output units nsferred to
as attribute context constraints (see Figure 1). These units
guided the network in constructing a better representational
model than those models in which the constraints were
absent. T h e idea of employing additional output units to
improve network learning has previously been used in
engineering to increase the probability of the network
finding a good representation and to reduce network learning
time (Gallmo & Carlstrom, 1995). Essentially, the idea is
to provide additional output units that express some
knowledge of the problem. N o modification of the network
algorithm or error correction is required. T h e specific target
output, a binary string, consists of 9 output units that
uniquely symbolize whether the card is a positive or
negative instance and its attributes.
Although it might be expected that the constrained
network takes more presentations to reach a given level of
categorization than an unconstrained network because more
calculations are involved in learning a larger number of

attributes, the results indicate the opposite. T h e constrained
network took less time to learn the appropriate
categorizations of instances and attributes than the
unconstrained network took to learn the categorization of
instance only. T h e results also indicate that the constrained
network had better capacity to generalize (inductively reason
in the Bruner et al. sense) to novel card instances. This was
not the case for networks that did not include the attribute
context constraints output units. Furthermore, the
constrained network over generalized the learned concept by
categorizing previously unseen shapes, with similar
surrounding attributes, as being in the same class as those
already seen during training.
Attribute Context Constraints
1
1
I
I
Instance Shape
Color [ Numbeij Boitkre

^^^PW^^W^to^^^

Output
Units
Hidden
Units
Input
1144 Units

Figure 1: Network structure of Bruner et al.'s (1956) task.
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Hutchins' Cognition in the Wild [1995] calls to connectionism
to see "human cognitive activity as an integral part of ... a
larger system ..." where modeling cognition from this
perspective offers "a sense of the nature of individual
cognition" This call of "the Wild", beckons in the right
direction, but an accompanying model of cognitive activity in
context embodies what Dewey [1896] termed the "reflex arc"
concept in psychology, eschewing the benefits of Dewey's
more complete "organic circuit" model. M y Deweyan criticism
of Hutchins' model of learning a sequential procedure shows
benefits to understanding human cognition as a cyclic activity
of building and reconstituting a coordination, even where the
content seems to be a fixed monotonic linear sequence of steps.

is "go to Step 2 and repeat", and Step 6 "plot observed
bearings on chart" can be followed by return to Step 4
"observe landmark bearings" if the plot is unacceptable,
instead of the usual Step 7 "compare fix to projected fix
position". Hutchins' lattice of meditated state transitions is
strictly unidirectional, and so cannot account for this.
In learning a sequential procedure one really develops
coordinations for resolving and maintaining an assortment of
elements. In Step 6 there are unresolved bearing
observations, and one recoordinates by plotting their
intersection as ship location. W h e n this can be done
satisfactorily, w e have unresolved elements for Step 7: a
position and a projected position, so Coordination of Step 7
James' [1890] reflex arc concept as basis of cognitive action
takes over. But w h e n this cannot be done, the bearing
in an environment endures even in Hutchins[1995], w h o observations are called into question, and so the coordination
emphasizes the interaction of agents in a distributed
for Step 4 becomes unresolved.
cognitive system, but characterizes a cognitive agent's
learning of a sequential procedure (Navy Standard Steaming
Coordination 2
Coordination 1
Watch) as development of a lattice of mutually constraining
mediated state transitions. Hutchins' explicit comparisons
with and well made criticisms of the P D F paradigm should
influence future neural net cognition modeling pivotally, and
therefore deserves serious critical attention. A n analysis like
State 1
State 2
Dewey's[1896] criticism of James can prove as salutary n o w
for Hutchins, and hence cognitive science, as did the original
State 3
for psychology.
Hutchins characterizes learning the Standard Steaming
Watch (SSW), a 12-step sequence of steps, as internalization
Coordi
of mediated state transitions ( M S T ) as building blocks, each
Figure 2: A "state" (elUpse) is a configuration of elements
consisting of initial and final states and a m e d i u m /
(rectangles) which, in the context of a coordination, need to
controlling structure for transition from initial tofinalstate.
One constructs linear sequences by final state of one block
be recoordinated (arc with arrowhead). S o m e elements c o m e
under several coordinations, so reconstituting one
serving as initial state for the next. Different kinds of M S T
coordination can cause a state (in the context of another
form sequences orthogonally to each other. These
coordination) to need recoordination.
interlocking linear sequences form a lattice of mutually
If w e model the environment with the agent in it, not just
constraining state transitions (Figure 1) -- very m u c h a
system of interlocking reflex arcs.
the agent as passive input recipient, w e model that which is
learned and k n o w n as organic circuits, capturing the cyclic,
active, interactive nature of knowledge, even of apparent
monotonic, linear sequences.
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Introduction
Instructors m a y use assessment and diagnostic information
to intervene in the learning process in a number of ways.
Each of those intervention strategies m a y require different
types of diagnostic information to support instructional
decisions. T h e design of an automated performance
assessment and diagnosis ( P A & D ) tool to support instructor
decision making in a complex, dynamic domain m a y
require the application of different methods to generate the
diagnostic injformation necessary to achieve different
instructional purposes. Automated assessment and
diagnostic information should augment the instructor s
intuitive diagnostic skills and facilitate the formation and
implementation of instructional decisions. This paper
describes one approach for generating automated
performance assessment and diagnosis in an applied
setting. T h e context of the described approach is the
Shipboard Instructor Training Support (SITS) program.
Assessment and Diagnosis in Scenario-Based
Training
T h e objective for automated P A & D in the SITS program is
to consider potential approaches for analyzing Combat
Information Center (CIC) operator keystroke data, after
completion of a training scenario, to support the
instructional activities of the shipboard Combat System
Training T e a m (CSTT). Providing reliable preliminary
assessments and diagnoses based o n keystroke data will
allow shipboard instructors to focus on other operator
behaviors, and integrate these with results from keystroke
data to m a k e more complete diagnoses of operator strengths
and weaknesses It is important therefore to maximize the
information that can be gleaned from keystrokes, with a
goal of diagnosing to higher level cognitive operations,
information acquisition and integration, and decision
making
In the shipboard C I C training environment, there are a
number of training interventions performed by instructors
requiring different diagnostic descriptions of the trainee.
These interventions include: providing post exercise
feedback at a team level, providing more detailed
individual level assessment and diagnosis, and making
decisions about the content offiituretraining scenarios.
While the cycle of assessment-diagnosis-intervention

between the training team members and the trainees is
ongoing, the emphasis shifts from identifying "what
happened," to determining "why it happened," to
understanding the underlying deficiency and h o w to correct
it. These considerations lead to a design strategy that will
provide assessment and diagnostic information to the C S T T
team as needed throughout the training cycle.
Approach
Our approach to the development of the automated P A & D
tool reflects Wenger's (1987) three-level scheme for
categorizing diagnostic activities according to the
information they provide. At the behavioral level, student
actions are compared to a model of the expected actions of
an expert. Deviations from expected performance provides
information about skill level on tasks and sub-tasks. The
epistemic level focuses on identifying the knowledge
individuals use to guide action. This cognitive level
diagnosis is required to infer from observed performance
the information cues that m a y have been missed or the
specific task knowledge that m a y have resulted in a misuse
of information. At the individual level, both behavioral and
cognitive diagnosis are used to construct a profile of
knowledge and skill deficiencies based on scenario
performance.
In the automated P A & D system, a trainee's observed
performance on the target exercise is compared to the
output of an expert model that has been stimulated by the
same scenario. Trainee deviations from model performance
or from pre-specified performance criteria are calculated.
These deviations provide the basis for behavioral
performance measures and provide input to the diagnostic
analyses. A back tracing process is used to identify the
potential causal influences upon critical performance
deviations. These influences m a y involve cognitive factors
and the behaviors of other team members. This diagnostic
process supports instructor assessment and feedback.
Finally, a profile of potential knowledge and skill
weaknesses is developed and used to support selection of
future training activities.
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invariance of action emerges when
manipulates a colaborative software.

Introduction
In recent years there has been growing interest in
mediation aspects concerning human computer interaction
(HCI). Many current approaches have been developed
neglecting : how people become "users' of technological
artifacts.
In this sense, this contribution emphasizes on 'cognitive
internalization' of artifacts from a psychological centered
point of view. In particular,we propose an analysis of
developmental dimensions of mediated h u m a n activity in
order to track 'instrumental genesis' processes.
Background
Historically.Vygotsky was, at the beginnings of the
century, w h o m stressed the role of the tool mediation. For
Vygotsky (1978),'the use of artificial means,the transition
to mediated activity, fundamentally changes all
psychological operations just as the use of tools limitless
broadens the range of activities within which the n e w
psychological functions m a y operate'.
This perspective extended further by m a n y approaches
in H C I such as : 'cognitive tools' (Kommers, 1992),
'cognitive artifacts' (Norman,1991,1993),and
more
recently 'functional organs' (Kaptelinin, 1995) describe the
importance to characterize h u m a n computer interaction as
a particular mediated activity by physical tools. However,
these theoretical focuses don't explain h o w people
transform physical artifacts as software into psychological
means or instruments.Which are the cognitive mechanisms
that make possible integrating a tool as a shared artifact
into a collaborative activity.

A n a l y z i n g m e d i a t e d activity f r o m
d e v e l o p m e n t a l point o f v i e w

individual

SACI is within an antrhopocentric approach developped
by Rabardel (1995). H e demonstrates that any artifact used
as a tool is necessarily associated to a personal scheme of
use or to a dominant social use scheme that has become a
personal
scheme.
His anthropocentric
approach
distinguishes between artifacts, or objects that have
undergone a minimal transformation of h u m a n origin, and
instruments which are artifacts associated with one or
several schemes of utilization resulting from the subject's
o w n constructive activity or having been integrated to this
activity.
This new dimension of tools focuses the analysis of tool
use on the instrumental genesis, a process which concerns
the evolution of the artifact, its characteristics and
components on one hand, and the elaboration of mental
schemes by the user, through adaptation of existing
schemes and elaboration of n e w ones. Such a process takes
time and involves co-ordination between environment,
social uses and adjustment of the existing mental schemes
and representations of users.
Following this perspective, artifacts become
instruments when users transform materials objects into
theirs o w n means to accomplish current activities.
In this sense, there is a particular relation constructed
actively by people w h o use technological artifacts. This
particular relation called ' instrumental relation with the
artifact ' (Rabardel, 1996 Symposia Geneva pp. 67) merits
to be stydy in depth in order to clarify the role of the
instrumental genesis in a human-computer interaction.

a

In order to account mediated activity from its
instrumental genesis, w e propose a model to point out the
role of mental schemes or invariance of h u m a n action
during mediated and collaborative activity.
The model SACI that stands 'situations d'activite
collective instrumentde' instanciates four poles from
human computer h u m a n
system:individual, other
individuals, object of the current activity and instrument
pole. These poles organize the observation of direct and
indirect interactions. T h e interest is put on individual and
collective actions with instruments in order to depict h o w

an
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of a repeated item is responsible for (or is the sole
One recent interest in the study of visual cognition is on the determinant of) whether the item can produce a priming or
blindness effect? W e do not think so. This is because our
issue of how people process and recognize repeatedly
findings also reveal both blindness and priming effects
presented stimuli. This interest was largely stimulated by
under
the same fast rate of stimulus presentation. These
the work of Kanwisher (1987) on repetition blindness
results,
in conjunction with those of our previous research
(RB), which refers to the failure to detect/recall repetitions
(Chen & Wong, submitted), seem to suggest that R B only
of stimuli in rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP).
The purposes of the present study are to investigate (1) occurs when subjects are required to process the first
occurrence of a repeated item to the level of recognition
whether display rate and task demand can affect the
under
a severe time constraint.
perception and processing of repeated stimuli and (2) if R B
Furthermore,
in the present study, the error data could
is an all-or-none phenomenon. Unlike most prior studies
not
readily
distinguish
various conditions, while the
on the topic, we focus especially on the latency of
response
times
were
very
sensitive to different sorts of
successful responses to repeated items as opposed to
manipulations
and
were
able
to produce meaningful
unrepealed ones, though we also measure the accuracy of
fact,
the
R
T
results
provide clear evidence
information.
In
overall responses in the related conditions.
for the notion that the R B effect is not an all-or-none
phenomenon (Chen & Wong, submitted); the successful
Method and Results
responses to repeated stimuli are distinctively different
In thefirstexperiment, w e varied the display rate of two
from those to unrepealed ones in various conditions.
sequentially presented Chinese characters. Subjects were
Finally, it is worthwhile to note that the methodology
asked to judge if a given category appeared once or twice
adopted in the present study not only enables us to directly
in a trial. When the display rate wasfixedat 70 m s per
explore the on-line processing of repeated items with
item, an R B effect was found: The stimuli with two
minimum memory load, it also allows us to measure both
repeated targets were responded to more slowly compared
ertors and latencies in responding to these stimuli. Hence,
to the unrepealed targets. Under a slower display rate (i.e.,
the present methodology is a valid and useful research tool
200 m s per item), however, a repetition priming effect was
in the study of the perception of repealed items.
shown: The repeated targets were actually responded to
faster than the unrepealed ones.
In the second experiment, subjects were required to
Acknowledgments
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sequentially presented stimuli. The experimental materials
the Research Grants Council of Hong Kong to Hsuan-Chih
and other aspects of procedure were basically the same as
Chen.
those in Experiment 1, except that the display rate was
fixed at 70 m s per item. The reaction time analysis actually
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Discussion
The present study showed that an R B effect occurred under
a relatively fast display rate, whereas a repetition priming
effect appeared under a relatively slow rate. Similar
findings have also been found in a different set of
experiments using the R S V P procedure (Chen & Wong,
submitted). These results clearly indicate that the display
rate plays an important role in determining the pattern of
results. But does this mean that the encoding effectiveness
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This paper reports the results of an experimental
microgenetic study of children learning complex knowledge
from text and experiments. The purpose of the study was to
address eight empirical issues identified by Chinn and Brewer
(in press) as fundamental issues that should be addressed by
any theory of knowledge acquisition: (a) What is the nature
of the knowledge change? (b) W h a t intermediate stages
(c) W h a t initiates
occur during knowledge change?
knowledge change? (d) H o w do different subdomains of
knowledge interact during knowledge change? (e) W h a t is
the fate of the old knowledge and the n e w knowledge after
knowledge change occurs? (f) W h a t is the relationship
between belief and knowledge? (g) W h a t changes in metaawareness occur during knowledge change? (h) What factors
influence the answers to each of the previous issues? These
issues were addressed in a study of middle-school students
leaming about molecules and chemical reactions.

Method
Many of the eight issues listed above can be addressed only
with detailed information aboutfine-grained,moment-tomoment changes in knowledge over an extended duration.
Therefore, a microgenetic design was employed, in which
individual students were studied intensively for about 11 to
15 hours as they learned about molecules and chemical
reactions.
In the study, 61 sixth- and seventh-graders participated in
11 sessions, most lasting about 60 to 80 minutes, in which
they worked one on one with an undergraduate instructor as
they learned about molecules, states of matter, chemical
reactions, and heat transferfiromexperiments and texts. The
instructors guided the students as the students conducted
experiments and thought out loud about texts. The
instructors also asked a dense array of questions designed to
provide as complete a picture as possible of children's
moment-to-moment and day-to-day changes in knowledge.
There was also an experimental manipulation. The students
studied either textbook passages or highly explicit
explanations of matter and chemical reactions.

Results
Briefly, results on the eight empirical issues are as follows:
(a) Most students' preinstructional knowledge was
fragmented, so that successful learners moved from
fragmented to more structured knowledge.
Successful
students also underwent conceptual change; successfiil
learners moved from the view that matter is homogeneous
and continuous to a compositional view of matter, (b)
Preliminary results suggest that simply reading texts, rather
than encountering anomalous data or experiencing impasses,
was the major initiator of knowledge change, (c) Intensive
analyses of five students' data documented at least two
distinct patterns of movement through intermediate states.
(d) Prior background knowledge and prior domain knowledge
interacted in complex ways as students constructed n e w
knowledge, (e) A variety of fates of old and new knowledge
were documented in the five students' data. Examples
include forgetting initial knowledge and replacing it with
n e w knowledge, reinterpreting old knowledge in terms of
new knowledge, and reinterpreting new knowledge in terms
of old knowledge, (f) Belief and knowledge appeared to
m o v e in lock step for most or all of the 61 students;
students believed whatever knowledge they were currentiy
constructing and did not construct separate representations of
a new theory that they could compare in toto with their old
theory, (g) N o changes in meta-awareness were found, (h)
The experimental manipulation revealed a strong advantage
for explicit explanations. Students w h o received explicit
explanations were m u c h more successful at constructing a
molecular understanding of matter, states, chemical
reactions, and heat transfer than were students w h o received
textbook explanafions. Multiple explicit explanations (e.g.,
highly explicit explanations of three or four chemical
reactions) appear to be necessary for some students to master
key concepts. Practical and theoretical implications of these
findings are discussed.
Reference
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This paper takes a cognitive rather than a rhetorical approach
to metaphor. The author considers metaphor not as a fancy
poetic skill, but as one of the basic means through which
human beings conceptualize the world.
Spatial metaphors play an especially important role in
the conceptualization of various abstract domains. This is
true not only in English, but in Chinese as well. Yet man's
physical and cultural experience provides many possible
bases for spatial metaphors. Which ones are chosen, and
which ones become salient, m a y not be the same from
culture to culture.
In collecting her data, the author has sorted out 200,000
words from British National Corpus and 200,000 words
from Chinese National Corpus, from which she has picked
up 230 lexical items containing shang, 190 lexical items
containing xia, 313 lexical items containing up and 270
lexical items containing down. By analyzing them along 7
parameters, namely sense, location, motion, direction,
destination, primary metaphorical extension, and secondary
metaphorical extension, she has found out that:
1. Both in English and Chinese, over 8 0 % of all the
lexical items carry metaphorical extensions.
2. Both in English and Chinese, the dominant metaphor
is to conceptualize quantity through space, namely M O R E
IS UP/LESS IS D O W N . Under this prevailing metaphor,
many minor metaphors develop, e.g. higher prices are up;
slower speed is down.
3. Wliat is unique of Chinese is to conceptualize time
through up/down orientation -- P A S T IS U P / F U T U R E IS
D O W N , whereas English seems to have developed a whole
set of metaphors under the general one — A H I G H E R

D E G R E E O F S O M E T H I N G IS UP/A L O W E R D E G R E E
O F S O M E T H I N G IS D O W N . For example, more atfractive
is up; less soft is down.
The author concludes that in conceptualizing other
domains via spatial metaphors, English and Chinese show
more similarities than differences. Those differences that do
occur are due to different cultural values treasured by
Chinese and English.
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Summary

determine what state the network is going take on next
represent the amount of influence one network has on anI introduce a hybrid computational model to investigate
other. This can be moderated by adjusting the learning
cognitive processes that involve interaction and c o m m u rates (A) on the basis of the similarity between networks
nication within a population of individuals. This model,
(i.e., the words they give to objects in their environthe Connectionist Cellular Automaton ( C C A ) , organizes
ment). I use various A functions, representing different
a population of connectionist networks into the twotheoretical notions about whether w e are more inclined
dimensional structure of a Cellular Automaton ( C A ) .
to communicate with like or differently minded people.
Using the phenomenon of 'ostensive teaching,' I show
If there are two or more objects that have to be named,
how this model extends traditional C A and allows one
the networks collectively display Smurfing behavior: all
to study connectionist networks in a more dynamic enobjects become associated with the same name. It means
vironment than a fixed set of input-output patterns.
that the simulations have to be limited to just one object.
Smurfing is caused by the fact that there are two ways
The Connectionist Cellular Automaton
to globally optimize behavior. First, the networks in the
A C A is a dynamic model in the form of a lattice conautomaton have to adjust their weights so as to find the
taining a large number of cells. T h e lattice provides a
m i n i m u m on an error surface. Second, behavior can be
topological organization, while the cells represent entioptimized by reshaping the error surface itself. W h e n
ties that are in a certain state. T h e cells interact lo- both forces are combined, Smurfing is the result.
cally, according to a simple algorithm, which leads to
With most A functions the networks quickly converge
very complex behavior at the level of the system as a
to a single n a m e for the object; with one function the
whole. Each generation of the automaton consists of all
automaton settles to a solution with multiple names. A
the cells changing their states on the basis of local interconsensus is reached faster if individuals mainly c o m m u actions with neighboring cells. C A s are ideally suited to
nicate with similar, rather than dissimilar neighbors. If
model communicative processes: they allow for messages
we consider that communication is reciprocal this beto slowly spread through a population.
comes understandable: the net balance of two individuPeople's models of the world are shaped by their (soals w h o disagree communicating with each other is norcial) environment. Although no two people's models are
mally that they reach a stand-off, whereas two individuthe same, we can effectively communicate through the
als that already mostly agree might more easily reach a
use of language. Wittgenstein's (1958) Language G a m e s
consensus. If these two effects are combined a global conare about how words become associated with objects: a
sensus is never reached, and minority groups are able to
teacher points out the objects to a pupil while naming
withstand the coercive influence of surrounding groups:
them (ostensive teaching). Although this picture of lanindividuals in the center of a group strengthen group coguage learning is grossly oversimplified, I will see how far
hesion, while communication at the border of different
one can extend it: a group of individual networks has to
groups suffers from the stand-off effect.
reach a consensus on the names of objects in their enviReferences
ronment. Each neural network in the C C A is a backprop
network; the input layer encodes the objects, while the
Eiser, J.R., Claessen, M.J.A. k Loose, J.J. (1997). Attioutput layer represents the words. T h e state of a cell cortude, beliefs and other minds: shared representations
responds to the weights of the connectionist network that
in self-organizing systems. In S.J. Read & L.C. Miller
occupies it. A cell changing its state therefore means a
(Eds.), Connectionist and P O P Models of Social Reachange in the weights of its network: in each generation
soning and Social Behavior. M a h w a h , NJ: Erlbaum.
of the simulation each network trains its neighbors on
Wittgenstein, L. (1958). Philosophical Investigations.
the names it gives to objects.
Oxford: Black well.
Not all individuals are equally coercive: the rules that
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Natural language, and m u c h of h u m a n knowledge,
seems to revolve around relations. But while relations
are part ajid parcel of symbolic accounts of language
and thought, it is not so clear where they stand when
we move d o w n into perception. H o w would a visual system, along with a cognitive/linguistic system, learn to
m a p input in which there are no explicit relations onto
expressions such as the book is on the bed?
In connectionist networks, the problem of representing relations is an instance of the binding problem: h o w
is the system to keep track of which features go with
which? O n e popular solution to this problem is synchronization (Shastri and Ajjanagadde, 1993), that is, the
alignment of units along a dimension separate from their
activation, a "relative phase angle" ( R P A ) . This alignment effectively represents the notion of "same thing."
There are two ways in which it is possible to know a
relation. First, one can know that objects of a certain
sort tend to be associated with objects of another sort;
that is, one can m a k e inferences about kinds of objects
on the basis of other objects. This sort of knowledge
could be implemented in the form of connections between units that are outfitted with R P A s as well as activation. But more complex inferences are also possible,
inferences about v/hat kinds of objects play particular
role in relations or about h o w particular relations tend
to be associated with other relations. A n example of the
former is the inference that if an object A is on an object B , then B tends to have a flat upper surface. A n
example of the latter is the inference that if an object A
is on an object B , then A tends to be smaller than B.
However, there is no way to incorporate the O N relation
into a single conventional network unit, and thus no way
for a connection to represent the sort of inferences w e
are interested in.
W h a t is needed for this second sort of relational knowledge, w e argue, is explicit micro-relations, which are
activated to the extent that two different objects with
particular sorts of features are ax:tivated. W e present a
simple connectionist model of the learning of spatial concepts and spatial language in which micro-relations are
pre-wired clusters of units. T h e network, a generalized
Hopfield network augmented with R P A s , is trained to
auto-associate input patterns, either visual patterns or
words or both.
In the visual system w e assume the conventional division between the "what" and "where" components but

extend this division into the lexicon as well. T h e what
side is responsible for identifying object categories, ultimately nouns, in visual input, while the where side
is responsible for identifying spatial relations, ultimately
spatial words, in visual input. In an initial phase of training, the network is exposed to visual inputs only, and it
learns the relational regularities in the inputs in its layer
of spatial micro-relations. During a second phase, spatial
phrases are presented along with the visual inputs, and
the network learns to associate prepositions with spatial micro-relations. Note that the relationship between
spatial expressions such as a book on the bed and their
meanings is an example of a relation-to-relation inference
and seems to require explicit micro-relations to be represented and learned. T h efigureshows the representation
of the phrase book on bed across a subset of the units
in the network (only a few of the relevant connections
appear).
bed

book

O0-..'0

WORDS

0 0 •.'.' •.'.' u n ^ s j
0...'0O

spatial
micro-relation

0 0 0
0 0 0
WHAT

VISION

WHERE

In the model, spatial relational words can only be
learned if the appropriate relational regularities are
learned in the spatial micro-relation layer. Several predictions follow from this property of the model. T h e
model also has implications for the mutual influence of
language and visual-spatial cognition.
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M a n y analyses of conversation have focused on the
routine sequencing of language in speech events such as
the beginnings of telephone interactions (Schegloff,
1968;1986). If patterns in language data are routine or
script-like, they should occur frequently in appropriate
samples. Yet after investigating 25 telephone openings,
Hopper (1989:190) concludes, " W h e n all exceptions are
considered, one is left with a considerably greater
number of non-routine calls than routine ones. What is
the status of a model of a routine which is, in actual
full occurrence, not all that frequent?" It seems clear
that systematic quantitative analyses are needed to
increase understanding of the establishment and
operation of discourse routines. Currently, the greatest
efforts to quantify discourse phenomena are being made
by computational linguists motivated by the possibility
of exploiting discourse patterns in technologies for
automated language processing. Moreover, the issues
that Hopper raises should be of great concern to these
researchers, since the patterns observed by language
experts must also be "observed" by computer software
in order to be useful. Therefore, the proposed paper will
report the results of some initial efforts to examine
discourse routines quantitatively.
Results are based on data collected when 32 pairs of
students performed decision-making tasks such as
planning a getaway weekend. Half interacted face-toface, while the other half interacted by typing messages
for display on a partner's computer monitor. T h e
interactions were coded by associating each utterance
unit with three functional categories: a M o v e function
(suggesting, requesting information, requesting action);
a Response function (agreeing, complying with a
request); and an Other function (discourse marker,
orientation, metalanguage). The coding system makes
it possible to investigate t w o types of routines.
Adjacency pairs can be considered the simplest discourse
routines since they consist of two sequential pair-parts,
and m a n y request/compliance pairs occur in the
interactions. In addition, there is a high density of
decisions in each interaction, and these appear to follow
a routine in which the decision is oriented by stating a
goal (ok next day), then a suggestion is formulated (we
can go to Florida), and finally the partner expresses
agreement with the suggestion (Florida ok).

T o observe the extent to which utterances conform to
request-compliance and orientation-suggestionagreement sequences, w e treated the series of events as
the output of a probabilistic information source.
Memoryless, first order and second order M a r k o v
on each interaction
analyses were performed
individually and also by combining the interactions
obtained from each modality. Several w a y s of
performing the analyses were experimented with, since
each utterance event represents a Move-Response-Other
triple.
Data from the computer-mediated interactions exhibit
the greatest conformity to routines. Condon and Cech
(1996) introduce the term compression to describe the
strategies that allow participants in computer-mediated
interaction to accomplish the task in 5 times fewer
utterances (average 55 vs. 255). They utilize more
discourse routines and produce more utterances that
combine discourse functions than participants in face-toface interactions. Simple descriptive statistics from
these interactions illustrate the frequency with which
utterances in computer-mediated interactions conform to
the decision routine: 4 7 % of utterances following
orientations are suggestions, and 6 6 % of utterances
following suggestions are agreements. Adjacency pair
routines occur with comparable frequencies. Additional
evidence that the frequency of routines is identifiable
comes from the Markov analyses.
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unpredictable sequence of attribute processing.
Besides experimental data, the model is based on the
Introduction: Experimental Findings
following ideas supported by current litterature:
Different neuronal populations activated in the process
Based on experiments with visual evoked responses, 1
are working in parallel, but asynchronously; there is no
showed in a previous paper that the cognitive activity of
pacemaker to synchronize them.
the brain can be objectively evidenced as distinct fiom
- Recognition is not an instantaneous, sudden event, (in
perception by means of the variability pattern (VP) of a
spite of the subjective impression), but a process with a
group of evoked responses (ER): in normal subjects the
300-500 m s duration.
evoked potentials present in the first 300-500 m s after
- Although the sensory information arrives from retina in a
visual stimulation a characteristic dispersion, a variability
continuous flow, the recognition is not a continuous
pattern reflecting a chaotic activity. V P is related to the
process, but repeats itself cyclically, with the abovestimulation event and not to some random background
mentioned period.
activity of the brain. In patients with major cognitive
impairments the V P is absent: N o cognition — > N o
The Mono- and Multi-Attribute Recognition
variability pattern. T w o of m y conclusions were (a) that
V P reflects the cognition flmction as distinct from the
The model includes:
phenomenal perception in the visual process and (b) that
- a mono-attribute recognition loop of neuronal
the neuronal cognitive activity has a chaotic component,
populations driven by (a) the perception of the attribute and
responsible for the V P .
(b) the memory-based expectancy, and interacting via
excitatory and inhibitory synaptic signals ;
Interaction of Perception vs. Expectancy
- a short-lived (300-500ms) recurrent chain of monoattribute modules which performs the multi-attribute
In the present paper I propose a model of the recognition
recognition ;
process, explaining a m o n g others w h y the above-mentioned
- a chaotic module selector which determines for each
neuronal activity would be chaotic and h o w the neuronal
recognition instance the order in which the mono-attribute
populations involved in "high-level vision" (i.e. at the
modules will be chained.
transition from perception to cognition) would interact in
In the mono-attribute loop, the perception signal is
order to perform the process of recognition.
excitatory (in terms of synaptic action), while the expectancy
The recognition includes a comparison between the
signal is inhibitory. T h e diagram and equations of their
attributes of an object or visual scene perceived at present
interaction represent a special case of feedback loop and
and the attributes of that or another object or of a cluster of
explain the recognition of a specific attribute, as well as the
objects memorized in the past. (For both categories, "object"
effects of surprise, habituation and learning.
means here "neuronal counterpart of an object".) If sufficient
The multi-atfribute recurrent process includes the
attributes A1,A2,A3.... (colors, contours, size, position
chaining of a few mono-attribute loops and represents the
relative to the horizon etc.) are coincident, the recognition is
build-up of a normal recognition process. Illusions and
sucessflil and the presently seen object is identified,
pathological cases (hallucinations, forms of agnosias) might
recognized. If not, confusions, omissions, optical illusions
correspond to the severance of the synaptic connections or to
m a y appear.
the selective deficiency of inhibitory or excitatory
A n indispensable concept related to recognition is the
neurotransmitters.
expectancy: a present object is not compared with all of the
unnumerable memorized objects, but with a subset related
subjectively to the present circumstances of the perception: if
w e are looking at a text, w e expect to recognize letters and
digits; if w e are looking along a road w e expect to recognize
cars, and so on.
The recognition is represented here as a chained activation
of the neuronal populations, driven recurrently by the
exogenous perception of visual attributes and the
endogenous expectancy. T h e chaotic component of the
visual responses can be sufficiently explained by a variable.
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Models of selective attention often include an
inhibitory mechanism, which acts to suppress
irrelevant information, preventing distraction.
Support for the existence of an inhibitory
mechanism comes from the demonstration of
negative priming, which refers to the finding that
responses are slowed to stimuli that have recently
been ignored. However, Neill and his colleagues
(Neill & Valdes, 1992; Neill, Valdes, Terry, &
Gorfien, 1992) have proposed an alternative
account of negative priming, the episodic retrieval
theory, which if correct, calls into question the
need for an inhibitory mechanism in selective
attention.
The experiments reported here were
designed to test competing predictions of the
episodic retrieval theory and an inhibition account
of negative priming. Episodic retrieval theory and
an inhibition account differ on three predictions.
First, episodic retrieval predicts that negative
priming depends on the delay between the prime
and probe (the RSI) (Neill et al., 1992). In
contrast, a persisting inhibition view predicts that
negative priming will be as robust after a long RSI
as it is after a short RSI (Hasher, Zacks, Stoltzfiis,
Kane, & Connelly, 1996).
Second, episodic
retrieval predicts that negative priming depends on
the delay before the prime display (the previous
RSI or PRSl) (Neill et al. 1992). A n inhibiUon
account predicts that PRSl should not affect
negative priming (Hasher et al. 1996). Third,
episodic retrieval predicts that the predictability of
the timing of each trial in the experiment will not
affect negative priming (Neill & Valdes, 1992). In
contrast, an inhibition account predicts that
negative priming will be stronger when the timing
of trials is predictable than when the timing is
unpredictable. This follows from the notion that
inhibition is a controlled process, thus, if the
subject is able to predict the timing of each
subsequent display, then they will be able to exert

greater attentional control over what information
is selected and h o w information is selectedagainst, or inhibited.
These predictions were tested in two
experiments.
Experiment 1 was the same
procedure used by Neill et al. (1992). Experiment
2 differed from Experiment 1 in that RSI was
manipulated randomly within groups in El and
RSI was manipulated consistently within groups in
E2. Thus, in El timing was not predictable but in
E 2 timing was predictable. Both experiments
were localization tasks, in which foiu' location
markers were presented on the screen. O n each
trial, a target 'O' and a distractor 'X' each
appeared at one of the four locations. The subject
responded to the location of the target by pressing
a corresponding key on the computer keyboard.
There are three main findings. First,
negative priming was not a flmction of RSI.
Second, negative priming was not a function of
PRSl. Third, negative priming was more reliable
when RSI was manipulated consistently within
groups than when it was manipulated randomly
within groups. All of these results support an
inhibition-based view of negative priming.
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Although the phenomenon of subitizing has been noted
for m a n y years, it has only recently c o m e to be understood
as a reflection of basic characteristics of visual/spatial
processing. Specifically, Trick and Pylyshyn (1993. 1994)
have proposed that it reflects the operation of a limited
capacitN but spatially parallel preattentive mechanism that
enables us to individuate and keep track of several locations
in a \ isual image at the same time. The present research
utilized eye-tracking methodology to examine patterns of
fixations in numerical processing. W e recorded the fixation
patterns of adults w h o viewed arrays containing 1,2, 3,4.5,
6, or 7 target items.. Following Trick and Pylyshyn (1993),
w e contrasted a condition in which targets could be
distinguished from distractors on the basis of a single visual
feature (orientation) versus one which depended on the
conjunction of two visual features (color and orientation).
T h e latter is thought to require focal attention and thus to
block subitizing (Trick & Pylyshyn, 1993).
31 computer science students viewed 5 conditions of 7
scenes). W e focus here on two of the conditions, illustrated
in Figure 2. In the simple distractor condition, the targets
were black vertical bars in a field of black horizontal bars.
In the complex distractor condition, the targets were white
verticjil bars in a field of black vertical and white horizontal
bars. Each set of scenes was preceded by an instruction
slide which asked the participant to state, as quickly as
possible without making errors, the number of black or
white vertical bars in the scenes that followed. E y e
m o v e m e n t data w a s collected non-instrusively by an
Applied Sciences Laboratory Eye M o v e m e n t Monitor which
utilized the reflection of an infrared beam projected to the
viewer's eyes to automatically compute where the eye
fixated. Samples of eye-movements were collected 60 times
a second. Figure 1 shows the time spent viewing the arrays
in each condition. For the simple distractor condition, there
was a mean decrement of 358 msec per item in the 1-3 range
vs. a m e a n increment of 1115 msec in the 5-7 range, t (3) =
4.61, p < 0.01. For the complex distractor condition, there
was a decrement averaging 78 msec per additional item in
the 1-3 range vs. an increment averaging 576 msec per item
in the 5-7 range, t (5) = 7.63. p < 0.001. Clearly, total
viewing times were m u c h longer in the latter condition,
although the discontinuity in slopes from small to large
numbers was similar for both. Examination of the patterns
of fixations that comprise total viewing time provides a
means of clarifying the basis for this pattern of results.
Figure 2 presents illustrative data on fixation patterns, from
one of the participants. Typically, fixations covered a
substantially larger portion of the scene in the complex than
in the simple distractor condition, and there were more total
fixations. Peripheral vision appears to play a greater role in
the simple distractor condition.
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Figure 2 . Fixation Patterns with Simple and Complex Distractors
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In Memory-Based reasoning and learning (Stanfill &
Waltz, 1986) it is claimed that reasoning is the result of direct
use of stored experiences rather than of the application of
abstractions (e.g. rules) extracted from those experiences.
In Memory-Based language processing, if a new utterance
is analysed, the most similar cases are retrieved from m e m ory, and used for extrapolation. In this performance-oriented
paradigm learning is a straightforward process of storage
of cases and adaptation of similarity metrics to a linguistic
domain. Processing directly exploits the implicit linguistic
knowledge in the stored cases.
In our implementation of Memory-Based reasoning, the
cases are represented as feature-value vectors offixeddimensionality, labeled with a class chosen from a fixed set. M a n y
linguistic phenomena show: i) a large number of cases needed
to cover language's (ir)regularity, ii) symbolic feature values,
and iii) diverse features of varying importance. In previous
research, w e have presented a number of methods to deal with
these issues, i.e. efficient memory-indexing, using distributional similarity metrics for linguistic symbols, and weighting
features by their Information Gain (Daelemans, 1995).
So far, these methods have mostly been used for phonetic
and morphological tasks. In order to apply Memory-Based
modeling to full-scale syntactic processing, parsing must be
decomposed into an ensemble of classification tasks. W e
argue that parsing can be rephrased in terms of segmentation (i.e. which boundary class to insert where in a sentence), disambiguation (i.e. h o w to label a word or constituent in context), and attachment resolution (i.e. where
to attach a constituent). W e have constructed Memory-Based
models for two representative aspects of syntactic processing: morpho-syntactic disambiguation, and disambiguation
of Prepositional Phrase (PP) attachment.
Morpho-syntactic disambiguation. The task is to assign a
morpho-syntactic category (part-of-speech) to words in sentence context. Penn Treebank Wall Street Journal (WSJ)
material is used for training and testing. A s features w e use
the disambiguated categories of two words to the left, and
the ambiguous categories of the words itself and its direct
right neighbor. For out-of-vocabulary words, thefirstletter
of the word and the last three letters of the word were used
for a lexical representation. The cases were labeled with their
annotated Penn Treebank category. The used metric weights
features by their Information Gain. The model was trained
on 2 million words, and tested on a held-out set of 200,000
words. The accuracy on this test set was 96.7% for known

words, 90.6% for out of vocabulary words, totaling to a competitive 96.4%.
Disambiguating structural attachment. For this task, sentences with ambiguous PP-attachments, extracted from the
W S J corpus, are used as training and test material. All
the sentences consisted of a V N P P N P sequence, and the
features used are its head words, i.e. V N l P N 2 . T h e
patterns are labeled with the correct attachment decision,
i.e. whether the P P attaches to V or to N l . Training was
done on 20801 cases and testing on 3097 separate cases (the
same train-test partition as in Collins & Brooks (1995)). A
Memory-Based model allows us to study the effect on task
performance of varying representations (words, syntactic categories, and continuous distributional representations called
LexSpace (Zavrel & Veenstra, 1995)) and similarity metrics
(weighted and unweighted). The results (83.7% correct for
an unweighted word matching metric, 8 4 . 1 % weighted word
matching, 8 4 . 4 % weighted LexSpace representations) show
that the Memory-Based model generalizes to n e w test material with an accuracy that is equal to or even better than the
best method known for this task in the literature (Collins &
Brooks, 1995: 84.1%; cf. H u m a n judges 88.2%, syntactic
category matching 59.0%).
Conclusions from this work are that: i) Memory-Based
models of aspects of syntactic processing are efficient and
accurate in performance without using explicit rules; ii)
Domain-independent feature-weighting metrics adapt the notion of similarity to the task at hand; iii) Theflexibilityof the
Memory-Based approach supports the use of diverse lexical
representations; and iv) LexSpace representations outperform
simple word-matching, suggesting that taking word-similarity
into account can be beneficial.
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It is clear that something occurred along our ancestral line
which distinguished us from other animals. Hominids
became capable of more than just animal-like reactions to
circumstances. T h e faculties of intuition, creativity,
consciousness, symbolism, abstraction, and knowledge
representation that sets our genera and species in a class apart
from all others in the animal world emerged. This paper
suggests that conscious concerns with location and the
symbolic representation and communication of spatial
knowledge are fundamental to the dispersal and development
of the h u m a n line.
Spatial knowledge involves a complex set of sensory data,
consciousness, and analysis of spatial information. Both a
sense of Vocational awareness' and of 'self positional
awareness' are necessary. O n e possessing acute spatial
knowledge can recognize certain landmarks or features which
indicate to them a given location (locational awareness) and
they are aware of where they are relative to that location (self
positional awareness).
T h e level of complexity increases w h e n a person is
cognizant not only of their location but of other locations.
Initially, this information is stored internally in their
m e m o r y but later, if circumstances warrant it, it can be
stored in external symbolic systems. O n e form is a m a p . The
negative of this is also important. H u m a n s can differentiate
the locations and landmarks of where they are from where
they are not. They retain this awareness even when they are
no longer in direct contact. For the purposes of brevity, the
terms 'other locational awareness' and 'other positional
awareness' describe these concepts.
O n e of the most c o m m o n h u m a n traits is the attempt to
conmiunicate spatial knowledge to another person. For this
to fully occur the previous concepts have to be expanded.
Other person locational awareness'
and 'other person
positional awareness' are necessary additions to the previous
concepts of 'other locational awareness,' 'other awareness',
'self locational awareness', and 'self awareness'. For one to
be able to convey direction, one must be able to perceive not
only where one is but where the other is and their
destination. T h e communicator provides n e w symbolic
spatial information about landmarks and coordinates that
hopefully helps the receiver along the way.
Hominids recognized this type interaction during a very
early period. B y the early Paleolithic, the record shows that
they were able to use such complex spatial knowledge and
their symbolic representations relatively easily. The evidence
is embedded in early tools and early sites. The process of
getting a flint cobble from ariverbed,placing it in a position

where it m a y be hit with a hammerstone, hitting it with a
hammerstone, keeping and using the tool and discarding the
debitage is a basic but important example of hominid
manipulation of causality. Causal sequences have spatial
dimensions. W h e n people use these causal systems they
m a k e abstract and conscious use of spatial concepts. Early
hominid tool making required an understanding of location
and time. The fact that, prehistorically, there are stylistic
similarities spanning extended time and distance is a clear
indication that hominids did successfully communicate
spatial information.
For early hominids, the conscious knowledge of location
and the ability to represent and communicate spatial
information was advantageous for the predators in predator/
prey relationships. B y putting oneself in the place of the
prey one can predict and give oneself advantages over it.
Therefore, a conscious ability to manipulate location m a y
very well be a predator/prey advantage for human predators,
even w h e n the prey w a s ourselves (same genera-same
species) or variations of ourselves.
For our remote ancestors the specific ability to analyze
sophisticated spatial data was a selective advantage. This
ability to understand locational phenomena might have been
originally site specific.
T h e more spatially and
geographically generalized it became, the more evolutionary
and culturally advantageous. There is considerable advantage
to m o v e from the step of taking shelter in a particular area to
knowing that one m a y take shelter in any location that has
similar characteristics. Building shelters, making tools,
following game, moving on paths, or gatherings on an
annual round are each improved by the process of
generalizing location.
It could (and has been) be argued that hominids possessed
no major physical advantages which allowed them to contend
with their physical environment and competitors. In spite of
this, hominids have not only survived, but they have thrived.
In the case of h u m a n ancestry, this has been mainly
attributed to a level of cognitive development well above that
of other species. This development has allowed us to rise
above all other competitor species and to manipulate our
environmental situations towards our suitability. W e are
suggesting that one of the most fundamental manifestations
of this cognitive development is the h u m a n ability to
recognize, process, and communicate complicated spatial
information. This spatial ability allowed humans to enact
advanced casual sequences which have led to a tremendous
increase in technologies. This has also allowed h u m a n to
achieve the broadest spatial adaptive radiation of any species.
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Introduction
High-level Perception ( H L P ) (Chalmers, French &
Hofstadter, 1992) and Structure-Mapping Theory ( S M T )
(Centner, 1983; Falkenhainer, Forbus, & Centner, 1989) are
two theories of analogy which differ in significant aspects.
Recently, there has been a claim (Morrison & Dietrich,
1995) that the competition between these two theories is illfounded, and that they deal with different aspects of analogy.
S M T seeks a "horizontal" view of analogy where a mapping
is constructed between existing representations, while H L P
seeks a "vertical" view of analogy, where the process of
construction of representations is explained. Here, w e argue
that H L P and S M T do not merely deal with "different
aspects" of analogy, but differ in a fundamental way.

HLP vs. SMT
A basic assumption behind S M T is that the processes of
situation-perception and mapping are temporally separable.
One could have a "representation-construction module"
which would provide the input for the "mapping module".
H L P maintains that these two are inextricably intertwined:
the representations w e build are influenced by the mapping
we make, and vice versa. S M T and its implementation,
S M E , as well as programs such as A C M E (Holyoak &
Thagard, 1989) have been criticized (Chalmers et ai, 1992;
Hofstadter et al., 1995) for starting out with hand-coded
representations. If a system is provided with representations
that contain just the right information mjust the right form,
then the difficult part of analogy-making is accomplished.
The analogy has to made in thefirstplace to construct such
a representation.
Morrison and Dietrich (1995) claim that S M T is a theory
of how given analogies are comprehended, not a theory of
how analogies are discovered, and thus the above criticisms
do not apply. They say that, "... as S M E is a model of
analogy understanding, it is i m m u n e to [Chalmers et al.'s]
criticisms based on creating an analogy because in
understanding, the hand-codings they look for ... m a y be
legitimate." (p. 680). However, if the analogy is "given" in
the form of representations which contain the right
information in the right form, then the problem of
understanding is simplified to a great extent, if not
trivialized. T o understand "Life is a journey", one must
decide just what characteristics of the extremely rich
concepts of "life" and "journey" to consider. The
representation of "life" that will enable S M E to m a k e this
analogy is unlikely to be successful in the case of "Life is a
bed of roses" or "Life is like a box of chocolates." The main
task in analogical thinking is to extract the "essence" of the

situation, and the essence changes drastically depending on
h o w the situation is perceived. W h e n the gist of a situation
(in the context of a particular analogy) is provided in the
form of a "correct" representation, the major task is
accomplished, whether one is understanding a given analogy
or discovering a new analogy.
It m a y seem that S M T in fact accounts for the problem of
selecting relevant information. According to S M T , relations
between objects are preserved, while attributes of objects are
mostly ignored in an analogy. However, it is not clear a
priori h o w the labels of "objecf, "attribute", and "relation"
should be applied to various parts of the domain. In the heatflow/water-flow analogy, it is essential for S M E that "heat"
be represented as an object flowing from coffee to ice cube.
However, in "Coffee is like a drug", it seems that heat
should be an attribute of coffee, and should be ignored. A
similar problem arises in deciding the number of arguments
to be used for a relation. It is not clear that one will always
select the same number of arguments (in the same order) for
all the relations to be mapped onto each other, unless one
knows beforehand which relations should produce a match.
Thus, it seems that the apparent real-worid prowess of
programs such as S M E is dependent upon hand-coding of
representations. It is true that the current implementation of
H L P , the Copycat program, does not deal with real-worid
situations either. However, it does construct representations
in a psychologically plausible w a y in a challenging
microdomain, which w e believe is genuine progress.
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Introduction

and protocol analysis was used to determine the nature of
subjects' representations of the domain.

Learning in physics is primarily problem based (Hestencs,
1987); That is. the focus of a physics classroom is o n
solving particular problems in the discipline.
How
individuals at various levels of expertise solve these
problems has been a concern of m a n y researchers of the past
decades (ci. Chi et al. 1981,1982; Larkin, 1981, 1983;
Larkin et al, 1980). However, less emphasis has been given
to understanding h o w these individual problems relate to
knowledgeof the domain of physics (Chi et al, 1981, 1982;
Giere, 1994, Larkin, 1983). In particular, an understanding
is needed of the relationship between the structure of
students' knowledge of physics problems and formal physics
theories. Using findings from research on concept learning,
the present research aims to explore h o w individuals of
varying levels of expertise in physics represent problems
within the broader context of the domain of physics.

Results and Discussion
Results indicate that representations are iM hierarchical, as
proposed by (Jiere; rather, the models tend to be clustered
within the theories that subjects use in solving the
problems. That is, for the experts, these theories are well
structured corresponding to their understanding of h o w
mcxlels ajid theories are used to solve problems. Ihis
research demonstrates lliat tiie categorization exhibited by
experts reflects their models and theories with respect to
their understanding of the domain. These data will be used
to describe and specify a representation of physics knowledge
in terms of theories and models that may be used to facilitate
meaningful learning in physics.
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Introduction

Conclusion

Results from the 4 tasks suggest that odors m a y be
Research on categories and knowledge structures has stressed
categorized
and identified in a stable and accurate manner,
perceptual similarity as a major principle for categorization,
across subjects, at the cognitive level, in a w a y thatfita
challenged by theory-based approaches. This debate mainly
prototypical view of cognitive categories, as conceived for
concerns the visually perceived world for which things have
visual objects. However, if visual objects are processed as
names. The less explored olfactive domain (Richardson &
"standing out there", odors are more closely structured as
Zucco, 1989) seems rather well suited for the investigation
effects
on the subjects, as it is also revealed by a linguistic
of whether the data obtained from the visual modality are
analysis of corpora (David et al, in press).
specific to that modality.
At the linguistic level, the high variability in naming and
the use of a number of linguistic devices to talk about odors
Experiments
contrast with the previous agreement in cognitive tasks.
4 pilot experiments were run in order to explore this
Such a "misfit" between stable cognitive categories and
question : a free sorting task of 16 odorants (every day life variable naming for odors, at least in Indo-European
aroma), two identification tasks, and judgements on
languages, calls for reconsidering the semantic theory of
differents dimensions for odors (intensity, pleasantness,
object-name mapping elaborated for visual objects, and
dangerousness). The free sorting task established that odors,
therefore the too simple dichotomy of "perceptual" vs
as visual objects, are structured into categories which are
"semantic-verbal" processing, as developped in vision. Odors
stable across subjects, and with typicality gradients.
convince us that a strict conception of language as a
This last result is further confirmed by data from the
nomenclature is not relevant for any type of cognitive
identification tasks of smells in which for ex. "lemon" is objects. N a m i n g does not exclusively result from the
more accurately identified than "orange", this item being a
association between a name and a cognitive representation of
prototype candidate for the "fruity" and "sweet" class of an object in the world but also from negotiating a "label"
smells. However, a main difference between odors and visual within a group in order to construct the reference. Examples
objects relies in the principles of categorization : if of cultures and languages that do have odor names, such as
similarity accounts for category structures of visual objects,
african languages as well as perfumers and oenologues
pleasantness and pragmatic factors of human activities seem
terminologies confirm that lexical meaning is not only
more adequate for odors.
given by referring but also by establishing a shared contract.
The experiment presented at the poster session at the
In short, the mapping hypothesis has to be reconsidered and
present meeting (Burnet et al., 1997) was precisely designed
the complex interactions between symbolic (collective) and
in order to evaluate whether decision times for pleasantness
perceptual (individual) constraints on the construction of
judgments were rather similar to early low level (perceptual)
cognitive categories have to be explored further.
judgments of intensity or to late high level (semantic) ones
such as judgments of "dangerousness", which rely on the
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the hidden layer, number of training epochs) in order to
capture the capacity of both adults and children on this novel
The debate surrounding the effects of age at time of
language input production task? T w o experiments were
language learning has a long tradition in psycholinguistics,
conducted lo investigate these questions. In Experiment 1,
with m a n y researchers arguing that young learners acquire
three-layer feedforward networks were trained on the signs
language in a different manner than mature learners (e.g.,
used in the Dufour et al. study to examine whether the task
Johnson & Newport, 1989; Newport, 1990; see S n o w &
could be simulated and the networks could reproduce the type
Hoefnagel-Hohle, 1978 for an alternative view). In an
of errors made by both age groups. In Experiment 2, threeattempt to identify the effects of age on the processing of
layer feedforward networks were trained on the data for each
language, Dufour, Newport, and Medin (1990) investigated
of the three age groups studied by Dufour et al. The data for
h o w adults and children differ in their capacity to produce
each age group was then tested on each of the other age
novel language input (i.e., signs from A S L ) . They found
group networks (e.g., the data from the 3-year-olds was
that adults were able to produce the input almost perfectly,
presented to the trained 4-year-old and adult networks). The
while children (3- and 4-year-olds) could only produce part of
results indicate that (1) replacement and omission errors can
the input. This suggests that the difference between children
be simulated within a single neural network architecture and
and adults is quantitative in nature, adults remember more of
(2) networks trained on age-specific data can generalize to the
the input than children do. However, analyses of the errors
data from other age groups. This pattern of results suggest
made by the participants suggested that adults' and children's
that although the difference between adults and children
conception of an appropriate production w a s radically
appear to be qualitative in nature, it m a y in fact be
different. Adults' errors were predominantly replacements
quantitative.
(e.g., producing the hand configuration from a previously
seen sign) while children's errors were predominantly
References
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adults is qualitative in nature; children remember the input
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Johnson, J. & Newport, E. (1989). Critical period effects on
& M a r c h m a n , 1991, 1993). Elman (1990, 1993)
second language learning: The influence of maturational
demonstrated that recurrent networks can learn syntactic
state on the acquisition of English as a second language.
structure but that these models achieve their best
Cognitive Psychology, 21, 60-99.
performance under incremental training conditions; i.e.,
Newport, E. (1990). Maturational constraints on language
when the input to the network is presented in incremental
learning. Cognitive Science, 14, 11-28.
steps instead of all at once. Elman (1993) concluded that
Plunkett, K. & Marchman, V . (1991). U-shaped learning
when this pattern is implemented using a working memory
and frequency effects in a multi-layered perceptron:
span constraint, it is comparable to the language acquisition
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process of young children. O n e question w e wish to address
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in this paper is: C a n a single neural network architecture
Plunkett, K. & Marchman, V. (1993). From rote learning to
account for the performance of both adults and children on
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the production of novel language input?
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h o w the performance of three-year olds and adults can be
simulated using only one neural network architecture. That
is, h o w must the network be set (e.g., learning rate, size of
Introduction
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Introduction
Attempts to trace the path of scientific discovery have
traditionally followed the lead of Simon (1969), w h o
proposed that all reasoning could be elaborated by means of
states, operators and problem spaces. Our examination of
physicist Michael Faraday's 1831 experimental notebooks
has shown that a Simonian analysis is not ideal for some
historical studies of scientific discovery. W e have developed
the Problem-Behavior M a p ( P B M ) in order to study paths of
experimentation and reasoning in historical data.
Faraday and the path of science
Much of Faraday's science lends itself towards cognitivehistorical investigation, especially the formation of his
electromagnetic field theory (Nersessian, 1985). In
particular, his detailed experimental notebooks have been
utilized as a testbed by several researchers in the cognitive
science of science (i.e., Tweney, 1996; Gooding, 1992).
W e have attempted to formulate an understanding of
Faraday's October 28 and November 4, 1831 researches in
magnetism, electricity and motion. This period was just
subsequent to Faraday's discovery of electromagnetic
induction and instrumental to his completedfieldtheory, for
which his "sphere" diagram was essential.
To understand h o w scientific discovery proceeded for
Faraday, one must acknowledge his researches as being a
series of investigations over time. Attempts to describe the
path of a scientist's reasoning have been put forth by
numerous researchers (including Tweney and Hoffner, 1987;
Gorman, 1994; Kurz & Tweney (in press)).
Tweney and Hoffner (1987) adapted problem-behavior
graphs to trace a portion of Faraday's researches. Similar
attempts for the current project failed, as Faraday moved
quickly from one problem space to another, necessitating an
analysis that incorporated multiple problem spaces.
Gorman's (1994) graphical m a p addressed the evolution of
the design of Alexander Graham Bell's telephone, but
included data far-removed from the level of notebook entries
(i.e., patent sketches). A s neither of these methods were
completely satisfactory for understanding the experiments at
hand, we developed the Problem-Behavior Map.
Problem-Behavior Maps
The P B M operates on three levels: (1) a level within
experimental episodes structured similar to a problem-

behavior graph; (2) a maplike structure at a meta-episodic
level; and (3) placement of the P B M in a historical context.
Within each episode of the problem-behavior map, w e
characterized the experimentation in terms of goals and states
in problem spaces. For example, a graph of Faraday's
experiments §102 through §114 showed that Faraday
systematically varied apparatus arrangements within his
working problem space (manipulating position of magnet,
rotation direction of plate, and position of galvanometer
leads). Yet, he changed problem spaces and variables within
the day's researches, requiring us to divide the experimental
record into episodes.
Thus, the P B M necessitates an account of potential
"moves" from one episode to another. T o make the
transitions between problem spaces understandable, a
maplike structure (Gooding, 1992; Gorman, 1994) is
proposed. The resultant account of these transitions is
necessarily informed by the historical context (i.e., the role
of these experiments in Faraday's completefieldtheory).
By using multiple levels of analysis in the P B M ,
difficulties encountered by a strict Simonian approach to
scientific reasoning are averted. W e conclude that cognitivehistorical explanations may benefit from P B M analyses.
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T h e N e e d for Integrative M o d e l s o f L e a r n i n g
Recent developments in the field of social-cognitive
research on motivation have lead to promising attempts to
integrate motivational, metacognitive, and cognitive
constructs in one general model of achievement behavior.
O n e such mtegrative framework is the one proposed by
D w e c k (1986). The main postulate of this model is that
implicit theories of intelligence, specifically, whether
people believe intelligence is a fixed entity or a malleable
trait, determines the way they approach learning and
achievement tasks, and their cognitive engagement (as
defined by a focus on the task at hand, self-regulation, and
the use of deep-level processing strategies). People w h o
believe intelligence is a permanently fixed entity („entity
theorists"') focus on attaining good performance when
they are confident in their ability to master the task, and
focus on avoiding bad perfomiance when they lack
confidence in their current abilities (a ..performance
goal"). A s a consequence of this attitude, entity theorists
often show poor cognitive engagement and low
perseverance in challenging or difficult learning
situations. By contrast, people w h o believe intelligence is
malleable and can be increased through effort
(..incremental theorists") approach achievement tasks with
a focus on learning, no matter h o w confident they are in
their present abilities. Incremental theorists have
..learning goals" and therefore exhibit deep cognitive
engagement, persevering even in the face of difficulties.
Dweck's model does not postulate that achievement
behavior and cognitive engagement is directly determined
by people's implicit theories of intelligence, but that this
relationship is mediated by their achievement goals. A s a
result, most research testing her model has focused on
achievement goals. O n e of the few exceptions is a recent
study by Roedel and Schraw (1995), which examined
relationships among implicit theories of intelligence, goal
orientations, and responses to challenge. Their findings
broadly supponed Dweck's basic assumptions. Roedel
and Shaw's findings are limited, however, because.
implicit theories oi intelligence were assessed by only two
self-report questions and these questions investigated only
•'intelligence as a fixed entity " beliefs. The study reported
here seeks to overcome this lack of standardized
instruments for measunng implicit theories of

intelligence, by developing a new instrument for adult
populations.
.\ further aim of this study was to examine adults'
achievement goal tendencies. Dweck's claim about the
existence of two opposite achievement onenlations has
not always been confirmed. For instance, Hayamizu and
Weiner (1991) found three achievement goal tendencies
(one learning and two performance goals) among college
students.
Results
Factor analyses on both the implicit theories of
intelligence and the achievement goals items of the
instrument revealed respectively two implicit theories
factors („incremental" and „entity" views of intelligence),
and three achievement goals factors (the „leaming goal"
(LG) and two performance goals, the first expressing a
focus on establishing superiority (PGsup), and the second
expressing the purpose of getting good results and
advancing (PGadv)). Contradictory to Dweck's
postulates, the only significant relation between implicit
theories of intelligence and the achievement goals was a
positive correlation between the incremental view of
intelligence and the PGadv factors.
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A visual system faced with the problem of object recognition must overcome the variability in the object's appearance
caused by factors such as illumination and pose, to be able to
identify different views of the same shape as such. Because
recognition calls for remembering an object that has been
seen before (albeit from another angle, or under a different
illumination), it is amenable to a memory-based approach, according to which representative views of the object are stored
and subsequently interpolated between to recognize its novel
views (Poggio and Edelman, 1990). In comparison, categorization can be described as making sense of an object with
which the system has had no prior encounter; traditionally, it
has been assumed that this task can only be approached by
representing objects in terms of generic parts and their spatial
relationships (Biederman, 1987).
A recent theory (Edelman et al., 1996) offered a unified approach to recognition and categorization, according to which
both familiar and novel objects are represented by their similarities to a chosen set of prototypes, or reference shapes. W e
now present a connectionist implementation of this approach,
which addresses the needs of superordinate and basic-level
categorization, and of identification of specific instances of
familiar categories.
The implemented model consists of ten classifiers, each
tuned to a 3 D object chosen at random from a commercially
available computer graphics database. The classifiers were realized by radial basis function networks (Poggio and Edelman,
1990), and were trained to recognize their assigned shapes,
using as few as 15 stored views per object, chosen according to a canonical vector quantization algorithm. Test stimuli
(images of novel or familiar objects) were then represented
by the vectors of responses of the ten classifiers (which m a y
be considered as points in a 10-dimensional shape space).
W e evaluated the model's performance on three tasks: (1)
recognition of novel views of the prototypes (reference objects), (2) categorization of views of novel objects belonging
to categories of which as least one m e m b e r was available as
a prototype, and (3) representation of radically novel objects
and discrimination among such objects. In all the experiments, the test set consisted of 169 views per object, taken
around the canonical orientation, over a range of ± 6 0° in
azimuth and elevation, at 10" increments.
In the recognition task, the Winner-Take-All algorithm, according to which the identity of the stimulus is determined
by the label of the classifier that responds the strongest, resulted in an error rate of 1 0 % . W e then trained a second-stage
classifier to m a p the 10-dimensional vectors of the first-level

classifier responses into vectors of the same size, in which the
single proper element (signifying the identity of the stimulus)
was set to 1, and the others to 0. This modification reduced
the error rate to 6%.
In the categorization task, w e tested the ability of the model
to assign views of 20 novel objects to their proper categories
(e.g., both c o w and giraffe had to be labeled as quadrupeds).
The category label for a view of a test object was determined
by a ^-nearest-neighbor (Duda and Hart, 1973) majority vote
in the 10-dimensional shape space, resulting in a misclassification rate of 1 7 % . A 2 D rendition of the shape-space
arrangement of the views of the objects (obtained with multidimensional scaling) revealed a satisfactory clustering of the
stimuli by category. This was also true of the representation
task, in which the model had to discriminate a m o n g views
of ten radically novel objects, represented in the same 10dimensional shape space. The discrimination error rate in this
experiment was 1 0 % . Confining the test views to a smaller
range around the canonical view reduced both the misclassification and the discrimination errors considerably.
In summary, the implemented model supports representation of and discrimination among shapes radically different
from the reference ones, while bypassing the computationally
problematic need for the extraction of parts and determination
of their spatial relationships in stimulus images. Description
by similarities to prototypes thus offers a viable approach to a
range of visual categorization tasks, whose appeal, moreover,
extends to other aspects of representation such as veridicality
and biological relevance (Edelman, 1997).
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W e are interested in designing autonomous agents that
can continuously and intelligently adapt their behavior to the
specifics of their environment through long term interaction
in the environment.This paper presents a framework for routine evolution in the context of an plan execution system
called R A M A for Routine Activity Maintenance and Analysis.
R A M A stores knowledge about what to do and what to expect in structures called dynamics. During execution, r a m a
updates parameters associated with its expectations (e.g. duration, time of occurrence, frequency of occurrence). It uses
this information to determine w h e n unexpected events have
occurred and w h e n expectations have failed. It then modifies its dynamics so that such anomalies can be accounted for
during subsequent execution.
Agre and Shrager refer to the process through which activity associated with recurrent goals becomes adapted to particular environments as routine evolution (Agre & Shrager,
1981) and posit that it is the basis of skill acquisifion. A n
agent comes to an task for thefirsttime with a rough plan
and develops a detailed notion of what to expect as that activity unfolds. A theory of routine evolution must specify: I)
H o w an agent acquires expectations; 2) H o w are they refined
through activity; and 3) What should happen when expectations are determined to be inaccurate? In this paper, w e
discuss h o w r a m a addresses these questions.
R A M A ' S knowledge consists of; 1) a library of process
models, called dynamics, which describe what to do and what
to expect as tasks are performed; 2) a library of anomaly
types which r a m a uses to classify unexpected occurrences
and expectation failures; 3) a library of dynamic transformations which describe h o w to modify dynamics in response
to discovered anomalous events or discovered dependencies;
and 4) a library of suggestive causal patterns, which describe
which possible dependencies to look for to explain anomalous
events, rama's interpreter retrieves appropriate dynamics in
response to goals.
During execution R A M A updates expectations. The more
accurate these estimates are, easier it is to spot when something unusual has happened, r a m a updates the following
information for each dynamic it uses: 1) Interval durations,
which are used to measure h o w long events last and the time
between events; 2) Likelihood estimates, which measure

h o w likely it is for an event to occur; and 3) Completion rate
estimates, which estimate h o w likely it is that the dynamic
will complete.
Unexpected events and expectation failures constitute
anomalies, r a m a recognizes an unexpected event by comparing its observations of the world against the predictions of
its active dynamics. If an observation is not predicted that
observation is an unexpected event. Likewise, when an event
is predicted to occur but not observed when expected, an expectation failure occurs.
W h e n an anomaly occurs, r a m a classifies it as belonging to one of a set of anomaly types. These anomaly types
overlap and extend the nonmotivated (i.e. not involving other
intentional agents) anomaly types Leake (1991) defines in his
thesis. The anomaly types are used as indeci that can trigger the activation of other dynamics or retrieve one or more
simple transformations that say h o w to modify the dynamic
to account for the anomaly during subsequent execution.
Finally, R A M A attempts to determine precursors to expectation failures or unexpected events by learning dependencies. This learning is guided by a nofion of what events are
critical enough to merit learning precursors for For example,
having the expected outcome of a dynamic not obtain by the
expected completion time of the dynamic would constitute
such an event, r a m a then uses dependency analysis (Cohen
& H o w e , 1995) to determine likely precursors of such a failure.
W e have implemented the described architecture and have
begun evaluation in a graphical simulator developed here
at the University of Chicago. W e are investigafing how to
tractably tune the dependency analysis.
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Introduction
This study investigated the processes involved in
mapping a spoken signal onto lexical-form representations
stored in the mental lexicon. Current models of word
recognition assume that the process begins when the initial
portion of a word's acoustic-phonetic input makes contact
with, or activates all corresponding items in the lexicon.
Items drop out of the activated set when they are no longer
consistent, and recognition occurs when a unique item
remains. FYior research shows that recognition time is
influenced by factors such as the number of competing
items, their frequency of occurrence, and whether contextual
information is available to help eliminate items.
Recently, research has begun to focus on questions
about the nature of the contact representation. Following
work in current phonological theory, Lahiri and MarslenWilson (1991; also Marlsen-Wilson & Warren, 1994) have
proposed that the lexical representations consist of a featural
anay containing only marked features. Support for this
proposal comes from studies employing two of the few
techniques available: gating and auditory lexical decision.
The goal of the work here was to use a new technique to
examine the competition among activated items that differ
in the markedness of their feature specifications.

their initial syllable has a full (marked) or reduced
(unmarked) vowel. Recorded instructions such as, "Pick up
the bullet" (marked) or "Pick up the balloon" (unmarked)
were presented in competitor-present contexts ( bullet and
balloon present), as well as in competitor-absent contexts,
(norelatedobject names). Eye-movement times were
compared to examine whether "unmarked" competitors delay
recognition of "marked" targets and vice versa.
Results
Fig. 1 shows data from 4 subjects. Analyses showed
that unmarked competitors reliably delayed recognition for
marked targets (t(3)=3.75, p<.02), but marked competitors
did not delay recognition of unmarked targets (t(3)=1.18).
These results suggest that both words with full and reduced
forms of the same vowel are activated by the full vowel's
marked specifications, resulting in competition. However,
when no marked specifications occur in the signal, only
words with the reduced vowels are activated.
0)

Methodology
The technique was recently developed by Tanenhaus,
Spivey-Knowlton, Eberhard, & Sedivy (1995), and involves
recording listeners' eye movements as they follow
instructions to move objects in a display (e.g., "Pick up the
candy"). Eye movements are tracked using (ASL, Bedford
M A ) an eye camera attached to a helmet. The helmet also
contains a video camera that displays the listeners' field of
view on a T V along with his/her eye-position record. A
V C R synchronously tapes the video record and the spoken
instructions. Data are analyzed using (33 msec) incremental
playback of the tapes to locate word onsets and measure eye
movement latencies occurring with respect to them.
Tanenhaus et al (1995) found that listeners' eye
movements are closely time-locked to the acoustic input,
making them a sensitive measure of the word recognition
process For instance, when told to "pick up the candle",
listeners looked at the candle shortly after the end of the
word. When the instruction was given in a context
containing both a candle and candy, the looks were delayed
by 30 msec.
The current study used a similar procedure to examine
the competition between words that contrast in whether
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Figure 1: Results of Experiment 1.
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Problem-solvers create mathematical proofs with different
strategies depending on the way in which a problem is posed
to them. Claims to be proven can be existential ones or
universal ones. Existential claims assert that there is at
least one instance for which some statement is true or false
(e.g., "There is a set of three consecutive odd numbers
whose s u m is a perfect square"). Universal claims are those
which assert that something is true or false for all members
of a set (e.g., "For all numbers, the following is true: A d d
one to a number. Then, double that result, and take two
away from it. That gives you the same result as doubling
the original number"). In order to adequately prove an
existential claim, a problem-solver just needs to present one
example which supports the claim (e.g., "1, 3, and 5 are
three consecutive odd numbers whose sum is 9, the square of
3"). In contrast, a single example does not suffice for a
universal claim. The proof must include some manner of
abstraction—usually a representation of the problem using
variables (e.g., "Let x be a number. Then (x+l)2 - 2 = 2x -i2 - 2 = 2x. So that process doubles the initial number").
W h e n problem solvers see different types of hints, they
can be alerted to diffferent levels of abstraction necessary in
their proofs. Participants pay careful attention to cues in
problem wording which m a y guide them toward using test
cases (specific examples) or toward generalizing through the
use of variables. Telling people to use a "general"
representation elicits use of variables, but not in all
contexts. Within a difficult problem-solving context
(demonstrating associativity of, and lack of commutativity
of matrix multiplication), the word "general" prompts
greater application of abstraction through the use of
variables than it does in a simpler context (demonstrating
the equivalence of two equations).
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den units' activity correlated with the regular/irregular distinction. The partial correlations are quantitatively small
A great deal of recent discussion in the language processing
but 15 of the 30 units' activity is significantly correlated
literature has addressed the question of whether a single
with the regular/irregular status of the input (Positive cormechanism is sufficient to account for patterned behavior in
relations indicate units which are primarily active during
language or whether multiple mechanisms are required. processing of irregular verb forms; negative conelations
Much of this attention has focussed on the case of the past
indicate units which are primarily active for regular verbs).
tense in English (Hare & Elman, 1995; Marcus et al., 1992; A s was also found in the Jaeger et al. study, more units
Pinker & Prince; 1988; Plunkett & Marchman, 1993; Rumelappear to be active while processing irregulars than reguhart & McClelland, 1986), although the same issue clearly
lars.
arises in many other areas of language.
Introduction

We conclude, therefore, that merely demonstrating differIn a recent paper involving PET methodology Jaeger et al. ential brain activity in response to different types of stim(1996) claim to have discovered data which argue strongly
uli does not distinguish between the single- and the dualagainst the single mechanism or connectionist approach and
mechanism hypotheses. Localization data of the sort preweakly in favOT of a perhaps modified version of the dual
sented so far argue only that stimulus differences which
mechanism (rule-based plus association network) approach.
produce differences in behavior must also produce differThe claim of this paper was that a dual mechanism approach
ences in brain activity, and do not speak to the unitary or
predicts that distinct brain areas would be involved in pronon-unitary nature of brain mechanisms.
cessing regulars and irregulars, whereas a single mechanism
approach predicts identical patterns of aictivity during the
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Simulation Model
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This research focuses on developing cognitive models of
representations and processes of learners in a computer
mediated communication environment. The purpose of
the research is to enhance traditional and network
working environments with intelligent help, tutors and
performance support systems.
T h e current research
activities are centered on developing cognitive models of
basic software applications found in computer-supported
cooperative work environments such as spreadsheets.
Spreadsheets programs are certainly one of the most
widely end user applications used in organizations.
Although the usability and power of spreadsheets have
m a d e it a success story, there are still some usability
issues regarding the ease of understanding and learning
an analytical model implemented in a spreadsheet.
Given the important role spreadsheets play for
communication and cooperation in organizations (Nardi
& Miller, 1991), and the growth of groupware integrating
spreadsheets functionalities, it appears
essential to
develop a cognitive model of representation and
processes for software design and evaluation and for
design and evaluation of learning material using
spreadsheet functionalities.
The current stage of this research is focused on
building a cognitive model of h o w spreadsheet
representational tools determine the construction of
mental models of some knowledge domain. This is an
important issue for designing learning material using
spreadsheets given that it is well k n o w n that they impose
an opacity between the presentation layer in the form of
tabular data and the underlying functional layer that
supports computation (Isakowitz, Schocken, & Lucas,
1995; Hendry, & Green, 1994; Saariluoma, & Sajaniem,
1991; Reitman Olson, & Nilsen, 1987-1988). The model
should be able to explain spreadsheet expertise in terms
of A ) skills required for extracting mental representations
of the functional layer through exploration of the
presentation layer, B ) skills required for implementing
spreadsheet models that renders as explicit as possible
the functional layer, and C ) skills required to pass freely
from the mathematical representation of a problem to its
specific spreadsheet implementation (which likely have
different computational properties such as the estimation
of continuous functions by a series of iterations).
The empirical data on spreadsheet exploration shows
that exploration of the functional layer is determined
strongly by the presentation layer (Saariluoma, &
Sajaniem, 1991). Recent innovations on spreadsheet
programs such as Excel 5.0 have m a d e possible the

representation of functional dependencies at the
presentation layer using graphical objects (pointing
arrows). A pilot experiment has been conducted to
examine the extend to which these tools were facilitating
extraction of the functional layer by spreadsheet
exploration. Preliminary results show that novice users
are highly bound to the presentation layer in their
exploration and that few exploration moves are based on
the functional structure withstanding their familiarity with
graphical arrows and the fact the spreadsheets contained
text labels. These empirical results suggest the need for
supervisory guidance during spreadsheet exploration by
novices for the purpose of learning economics or
accounting concepts.
A model of novice spreadsheet comprehension and
exploration is currently under development using A C T - R
The model includes declarative
(Anderson, 1993).
m e m o r y elements lor the presentation, lunclional, and
binding units (linking presentation to functional units). A
set of production rules controls the creation of binding
units and the selection of the next cell to select. This
model is providing a cognitive foundation for spreadsheet
design principles, and could be used to supervise and
guide learners in learning economics or accounting
concepts implemented in spreadsheet applications.
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Introduction
The overall goal of this research is the development of a
theory of communication that does not unnecessarily restrict
itself to communication only via linguistic symbol systems
(i.e., languages like A S L , English, or Japanese). I wish to
contribute to the effort to explain h o w resources like
diagrams, gestures, computer animations, and other nonlinguistic signaling resources are used in coordination with
language to achieve various communicative goals.
The communicative domain I have been focusing on are
instructional explanations of mechanical devices. In part,
because of the importance of spatial relationships between
mechanical components in understanding h o w they operate,
explainers frequently used iconic hand gestures to represent
parts of the device or its motions, drew diagrams or gestured
over complete ones when paper and pen were available, and
operated and gestured over a sample device when it was made
available. Besides contributing to the theory of
communication, this work could have practical importance
in the design of multi-media instruction and computer
systems.
Data Collection
W efirstinstructed six undergraduates in h o w such locks
work and then videotaped each of them explaining the lock's
mechanisms to three other undergraduate learners. For one
explanation, a sample lock was available; for a second, pen
and paper was available; for a third, no extra material
resources were made available. Explainers and learners were
told to take as long as they needed until they both felt that
the learner understood h o w the lock worked well enough to
be able to explain it to another person and thus so the
learner would do well on a test to measure that skill.
Analysis of Explanations
All 18 explanations were fully transcribed. Explainers' and
learners' speech was coded for pauses, hesitations, false
starts, and intonational contours. All hand, head, and body,
movements as well as manipulations of pen, paper or lock
were described. The timing of these physical behaviors with
respect to speech was noted to the nearest syllable.
One episode within each explanation—a conversational
contribution to c o m m o n ground (Clark & Schaefer, 1989)
on a single topic—was selected for more intensive analysis.
Half of the episodes focused on topics learners appeared to
have understood on the basis of their re-explanations to
explainers while the other episodes learners misunderstood in
some way. Independent raters constructed situation models

to represent what had been publicly communicated about the
lock up to the point the episode began (the premodel) and by
the end of the episode (the postmodel). For each transcribed
behavior, raters also coded whether or not it played a communicative role in the explanation; and if communicative,
whether it was hard to interpret for any reason.
Brief Overview of the Findings
I. Speech, gesture, diagram-drawing, manipulations of the
lock are not treated by explainers, learners and raters as
separate channels of communication that work separately but
as part of larger units of communication Herb Clark and I
are calling composite signals (Engle & Clark, 1995; Clark,
1996). Neither speech nor the non-linguistic signals are
fully interpretable without each other.
2. In particular, explainers signal what signals are supposed
to be part of the same composite signal by precisely
synchronizing them to co-occur during the same time span.
Similarly explainers use spatial contiguity between gestures,
diagrams, the sample lock and other objects in c o m m o n
ground to put them into the same composite signal. If
synchrony and contiguity are not sufficient, explainers can
explicitly specify what is in the composite.
3. Each individual element of a composite is given a head
start on its interpretation through the identification of what
signaling method—conventional, indexical or iconic (Feirce,
1940)—is being used. If a conventional symbol is being
used, interpretation involves accessing stored interpretations
for that conventional symbol. If an index (like pointing) is
being used, interpretation involves directing attention
towards something in physical c o m m o n ground. If an iconic
symbol is being used, interpretation involves recognizing
what the icon perceptually resembles.
4. Once the composite signal and the component signaling
methods have been specified, this information can be used in
the interpretation of each communicative element of the
composite. Elements of the same composite are assumed to
present consistent and complementary information about the
same overall topic. This assumption allows interpretations
to focus on the most appropriate conventional meanings,
aspects of objects in physical c o m m o n ground, and
perceptual resemblances.
5. Finally, all this is done in order to allow the learner to
build a workable model of the lock's operations from the
explanation. Explainers build on c o m m o n knowledge about
h o w to use locks, produce composite signals tuned to the
part of the explanation they are working on (abstract, spatial
layout, causal chain), and revise their presentations until
they are satisfied they m a k e sense and the learner
acknowledges understanding.
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This paper examines the mathematical conversations of
middle school students while they use computer-mediated
graphic representations to construct a shared understanding of
the concepts of basic probability. The analysis illustrates
h o w mathematical learning and problem solving is
"stretched over" the complex cognitive system of
individuals, the physical environment, and social interaction.
Thirteen pairs of students were divided into two
conditions and given the task of determining if a g a m e of
chance was fair to all participants. In the game, which team
scored a point was determined by the outcome of three coin
flips. In both conditions, the rules of the games were
established so that one team w o n a point if any one of five
of the eight possible outcomes occurred and the other team
w o n a point if any of the remaining three outcomes
occurred. While this g a m e m a y seem to be obviously
unfair, students often do not realize that there is a sample
space, or they do not consider the sample space (all possible
outcomes and their inter-relations) relevant to their task.
Students often predict that any g a m e based on a random
event or a series of random events is a fair game (Enyedy and
Vahey, 1996).
Students were provided a simulation of the g a m e which
they used to investigate the importance of the sample space.
T h efirstcondition employed a graphical representation of
the sample s p a c e — a probability tree. In the second
condition, the probability tree w a s augmented with
animation to determine what role dynamic animation can
play in helping students grasp abstract relationships. The
analysis of the students' protocols focuses on h o w the visual
and dynamic elements of a computer based graphical
representation influence students' interpretations of the
mathematical concepts.
T h e data suggests that the students with access to an
animated representation had qualitatively different
mathematical discussions than those w h o had access to the
static representation. The conversations of the animation
group used a narrative structure, suggested by the animation,
to organize their talk about the relationship of two complex
ideas of probability. The non-animation group described the
same relationship using a weaker and less general structure.
It is likely that these two types of conversations correlate
with local perspectives that focus a students' attention on
certain aspects of the probability tree and away from others.

Thefirstand most c o m m o n perspective, the "outcome
perspective," was characterized by attending to the outcomes
of the sample space that are represented along the bottom
row of the probability tree. Given the nature of the task (a
quantitative comparison of expected point totals of the two
teams) there is a strong functional reason for the dominance
of the outcome view in the student conversations. The
bottom row of the probability tree reveals the quantitative
structure of the sample space. Students w h o reasoned from
the outcome perspective counted off the different
combinations of outcomes for each team and quantitatively
compared the proportions.
The second perspective, the "process perspective," is
characterized by attending to the structure of the probability
tree (especially the internal nodes) that represents the process
by which outcomes occur. The narrative structure provides
students with a m e a n s to immerse themselves in the
process, identifying with an agent within the story. B y
adopting the viewpoint of an agent with a goal, or with
someone w h o benefits by that agent's actions, students
reasoned about the process and drew upon situational
knowledge of similar contexts.
The animated probability tree provides a means for
students to coordinate the situational structure of the sample
space (process view) with the quantitative structure of the
sample space (outcome view). Hall (1990) has proposed
that certain representations allows student to consider both
the situation and quantity simultaneously providing
redundant constraints on the problem space. This study
found that only the students w h o used the animated
probability tree were able to coordinate the outcome and
process perspectives and productively connect their
intuitions about the sample space to their intuitions about
the probability distribution across the sample space.
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Diagrams are used extensively in posing and solving geometry problems. The rules for effective strategies for looking
at diagrams are not known. It is likely that the eye movement
strategies used by good problem-solvers reflect their reasoning about the problem. This suggests that studying the eye
movement patterns of geometry experts observed while they
solve problems posed with diagrams m a y reveal new information about cognitive and perceptual steps that they use to
arrive at a solution.

Model
Our study of eye movements during solving of geometry
problems started with a simple model within which the data
was examined. The model consisted of a set of axioms about
the nature of eye movements during geometrical reasoning
and the relationship between eye movements and cognitive
or perceptual operations. This model was based on a similar
model proposed previously for eye movements during arithmetic and reading (Suppes, 1990).
Experiment
Three subjects (2 experts and 1 non-expert) were presented
with simple geometry problems on the computer screen. Each
problem consisted of a diagram in which some angles were
labeled with letters and numerical values. S o m e problems
also contained brief text stating initial conditions. For each
problem the subject had tofindthe value of the unknown angle, labeled with a "?". The Maryland Revolving-Field monitor ( M R F M ) was used to record eye movements. Head movements of subjects were restricted from above using a bicycle
helmet attached to the frame of the M R F M . This method of
restraining the head allowed the subjects to talk while they
were solving problems. Subjects were not allowed to write
or sketch anything, but the problems were simple enough to
solve mentally. Subjects were asked to reason aloud, and their
speech was recorded.
Summary of results

pended, to some extent, on the cognitive or perceptual processing that was taking place at the time. For example, fixation durations were longer when the subjects were performing
mental arithmetic than when they were scanning features of
the diagram. Variability in durations offixationswas not due
solely to the probabilistic nature of the oculomotor processes,
although such processes clearly played an important role in
determining the eye movement pattern in this task, as they
do in other visually-guided tasks. Likewise, saccades were
made to features in the diagram that were currently being considered, as indicated by concurrent verbal protocols. Expert
subjects combined simple features into more complex, imaginary structures, as was required to solve the problem. They
talked about these structures and scanned their imagined locations within diagrams. The non-expert did not construct such
structures, and his eye movements were limited to the visible
features of the diagram.
Conclusion
W e conclude that eye movements provide important additional information about cognitive processes used to solve geometry problems. Future generations of the model will take
into account details of individual problems. However, a successful model should be general enough to describe classes
of cognitive operations involved in geometrical reasoning in
general, and perhaps, with some parametric changes, it could
transfer to other complex visually-guided tasks.
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The eye movement data was examined within the framework
provided by the model. M a n y of the model's assumptions
were confirmed by the data. There was a suong correspondence between the eye movement pattern and cognitive steps
involved in solving each problem. Fixation durations de-
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Introduction
ner from a to c. These subgoals will again be decomposed
into various decisions and actions. The goal 'find position'
A T L A N T I S is a psychodiagnostic tool that confronts subjects with a computerized, game-like scenario. Its purpose is can be matched by other productions which, for example,
decide whether it is necessary to dive or not (diving conto study the plasticity of mental models and coping behavstrains submarine movements in the simulation) or to assert
ior. Subjects are in command of N A U T I L U S , a small simuthe goal to move to the position of a sonar echo if N E M O ' s
lated submarine. The computer screen displays the state of
memory contains one. Other productions decide whether to
control units and a simplified nautical chart where subjects
take a video picture, when and how to move, whether a secan see the current position of the submarine. In addition, a
lected
position is reached (close enough for taking images).
video camera and a magnetic sonar can be activated to show
The
order of productionfiringsfollow ACT-R's PG-C
visual or magnetic images of the submarine's environment.
mechanism and depend on the information that N E M O ' s
Subjects start the game with a training task where they
have tofindan ore deposit in a particular area of the nauti- declarative model has acquired/retained and on the state and
weights of its procedural knowledge (Anderson, 1993).
cal chart. The purpose of this training is that subjects learn
N E M O enhances the basic A C T - R modeling tools with two
to operate the A T L A N T I S simulation environment. They
extensions:
(a) a simulation of the A T L A N T I S environment
are supposed to build a mental model of the situation and to
and
(b)
a
visualization
of the environment that displays the
acquire a search strategy. This knowledge should then serve
nautical chart and N E M O ' s moves and scan positions.
as a basis to solve the main task which consists infindingan
airplane that crashed into the sea. Subjects get general inResults and Discussion
structions for this task and can retrieve additional hints from
which they can develop an adequate search strategy to find Different search strategies emerge with the use of different
the airplane. During their search they will be provided with
paths through the procedural memory tree and with the
information that tests their mental models and the flexibilitypresence or absence of different pieces of knowledge. Folof their chosen strategies. The subjects' behavior is logged lowing the behavioral traces found in our subjects, we identogether with conmients during the task.
tified and modeled the following strategies: 'optimal',
'stupid', 'careless' and 'careful' variations of N E M O .
'Optimal' N E M O starts its search in the comer of the area
NEMO'S Cognitive Model
that
is nearest to N A U T I L U S ' initial position, dives, and
W e constructed an executable cognitive model, called
then covers the area with sonar scans without leaving any
N E M O , which is able to represent different search knowlgaps. F e w subjects start with such a solufion. However,
edge models that subjects acquire and use during the trainalmost all subjects reported that they would use exactly this
ing phase. Variations in their search strategies can be exstrategy after completing the training phase. 'Stupid'
plained by modifying this representation and their effects
N E M O does not dive (because the subject does not realize
can be demonstrated with simulated behavior u-aces. Logged
that
ore deposits are always at ground level or that the range
behavioral traces and verbal justification of several subjects
of sonar scans is limited). 'Careless' and "careful' N E M O
formed the basis of the model. The modeling framework
differ in the placement of their sonar scans.
employed was A C T - R 3.0 (Anderson, 1993; Lebi^re, 1996).
Our main goal with this research is to establish and define
N E M O ' S declarauve knowledge contains representations
the
principles and knowledge that control the search behavof A T L A N T I S ' s nautical chart, of objects in the environior
of
human subjects and to make predictions about their
ment, and of the state of the submarine N A U T I L U S with its
behavior. The model is able to cover most search strategies
control instruments, position and depth. N E M O ' s proceshown by subjects in the main A T L A N T I S task as long as
dural knowledge represents plans and actions that may be
their
search behavior is not disturbed by other activities. W e
employed to achieve the main goal during the training
phase: tofindan ore deposit in a given area of the chart. The conclude that N E M O is able to represent much of the
knowledge that subjects use and acquire during the training
ensemble of selected strategies (mainly subgoaling producphase.
tions) and executed actions implement a search strategy.
The top-level goal is either terminated by reaching the goalstate (finding the ore deposit) or else by selecting and
achieving different subgoals: (a) 'find position' (to look for
ore), (b) 'move' ( N A U T I L U S to a position), and (c)
'explore' (a position using magnetic sonar and video camera). Subjects usually activate these plans in a cyclical man-
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This paper responds to the claim of Veale, O'Donoghue
and Keane (1995) that S M E (Falkenhainer, Forbus & Centner, 1989; Forbus, Ferguson & Centner, 1994) performs
poorly on noun-noun comparisons, such as A surgeon is like
a butcher. Veale et al. argue that such noun-noun comparisons involve "object-centered representations" that do not
contain higher-order relations, and that Sapper's chaining of
expressions that share entity arguments provides a better
model than S M E for such comparisons. They also literally
claim that S M E will require longer than the lifetime of the
universe to align Sappers noun representations. W e refute
both their cognitive and computational claims here, focusing
on (1) the psychology of noun-noun metaphors; (2) h o w
Sapper works; and (3) S M E ' s actual performance.
The psychology of n o u n - n o u n m e t a p h o r s
Veale et al's claim that noun-noun metaphors require
object-centered representations is inconsistent with psychological findings. People readily interpret noun-noun metaphors in terms of c o m m o n relational suucture; for example,
"Cigarettes are like time bombs." is interpreted to mean that
both cause damage after a quiescent period. Centner and
Clement (1988) found that adult ratings of metaphor aptness
are positively correlated with the amount of relational information in their interpretations (as independently judged)
and are noncorrelated or negatively correlated with the
amount of object-attribute information. Like humans, S M E
can produce both relational and attributional matches, but
generally prefers the former.
H o w Sapper w o r k s
Veale et al. claim that Sapper's mapping ability comes
from laterally chaining relational links, which exploit
"complex causal structure" via "sideways systematicity."
Our analysis of published mappings, however, instead suggests that Sapper depends heavily on implicit category and
attribute sets to determine what to map. Sapper does this
because its relations are too widely-scoped to m a p reliably
via identicality alone. For example, the relation p a r t is
used to relate h e a d to p a t i e n t , s w o r d to c a v a l r y charge, and s e c u r i t y to b a n k . T o distinguish between
instances of this and other ambiguous relations. Sapper implicitly treats some relational expressions as attributes based
on their direction (see Figure 1). Because Sapper's U-iangulation rule matches objects linked to but not from a c o m m o n
node, an expression whose second argument is a terminal
node (such as h e a d and s e c u r i t y but not s w o r d ) acts
like a unary attribute over itsfirstargument, since the secpatient v
Tcnninal nodes
...but create a
head and
| headi
leg cannot map <
hypothetical match
to each other, (^ leg
between nonterminals
only to themselves...
soldier ^ patient and soldier.
Figure 1: H o w Sapper terminal nodes act like atu-ibutes
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ond must self-match. Accordingly, h e a d acts as an attribute
of p a t i e n t which aligns p a t i e n t with other "headed"
entities, while s e c u r i t y aligns b a n k with other secure
entities. That terminal nodes must self-match strongly constrains alignment, since such nodes constitute the majority
(57%) of the objects in Sapper's representations. Further
evidence is found in the 9 2 % of Sapper object matches
based at least partially on shared categories (which are almost exclusively represented by terminal nodes). In short,
categories and attributes deeply influence Sapper.
This dependence on categories and attributes need not rule
out alignment of long lateral relational chains (the theoretical basis of Sapper). However, in practice only 3 % of Sapper's mappings align objects more than two links away from
the initial base and target nodes. In fact, 5 9 % only align entities directly linked to the base and target nodes. Sapper's
structural mapping ability, it seems, is severely limited.
S M E ' s p e r f o r m a n c e o n Sapper's representations
In the interest of computational clarity, w e ran S M E on
Sapper's noun representations, despite our reservations
about their psychological plausibility. W e rewrote terminal
nodes as S M E attributes, their closest functional equivalent.
For Sapper's professions representations, S M E produced
mappings in an average of 17.5 seconds on a Pentium-133'.
SME's mappings are as reasonable as Sapper's, and on average overlap 7 2 % of Sapper's entity matches.
O t h e r limitations of S a p p e r
W e note that Sapper contains other cognitive implausibilities. It assumes that all potential match hypotheses are
created between all comparable objects. It provides no
mechanism for generating structural inferences from base to
target. Finally, Sapper models all metaphors as permanent
local bridges between entities, limiting context sensitivity.
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Introduction
Most of the studies about the elTects of the academic
formation on reasoning skills in U S A and Canada have
been carried out with undergraduates, graduates and
professionals (Lehman. Lempert and Nisbett. 1988:
L e h m a n and Nisbett. 1990. see Nisbett. 1993). These
studies conclude that the academic specialization is
manifested in differences in the styles and reasoning skills
However, what is the influence of training on high school
students reasoning? Can w e find differences between the
students reasoning w h o followed specialities which are
only different in some of the courses? Will deducti\c and
inductive reasoning be in short, different as a function of
the students follow up of a course of maths or one of
biology instead of one course of linguistics or one of
history''
Our study had two main objectives. The first objective
was to assess differences in conditional, statistical and
methodological reasoning, as well as in probability and
covariation reasoning in last-> ear-high-school students that
study different specialities. W e had two different groups
from the last course of high school education which had
four different specialities each one W e expected that these
differences would not be \ er> extreme because the distances
a m o n g the curricula would be based on some few particular
courses received during the pre\ious academic >ear. The
second objectiNC was to compare these groups with another
non equivalent control group that studied two years below
the last course of high school education It \\as expected
that the control group would have a worse performance
than the other groups, because they had not received the
same number of courses
Method
Subjects were 345 students of both sexes, age range 16 to
20 D u e to the reformation of the teaching in Spain, w e
could have students from two different education systems.
So w e obtained, on the one hand a sample from the last
course of the high school education that had been imparting
up to n o w (Course of University Orientation. C O U ) and on
the other hand, another sample from the last course of the
high school education in installation process (Reforms of
the High School Education. R E M ) W e also picked up a
sample from the second course of the obligatory secondary
education (ESO) as a non equivalent control group
The tasks used by L e h m a n et al. (1988. 1990) were
adapted and translated in this study. The tasks were
conditional, statistical and methodological reasoning tasks
Other two tasks were also used to evaluate probability and
covariation reasoning

The realization of the tests was carried out in group
during the regular schedule of teaching Previously, the
verbal IQ scores had been obtained thanks to the
collaboration of the psychologists of the high school
Results and Discussion
In the studied educational levels there were not many
differences due to the followed different courses. There
were differences in deductive reasoning (conditional
reasoning) between C O U and the control group, and
between R E M and the control group The same happened
between C O U and the control group in statistical and
methodological reasoning However, there were not
significant differences in probability and covariation
reasoning.
In short. Spanish students of high school had a specially
better performance in deductive reasoning tasks. This is
consistent with the formal education that they have
received. O n the other hand, the fact of not finding
differences in probability and covariation reasoning can be
due to that these reasoning questions evaluate the outlines
they are had before following courses in high schools
education
However, the tasks Lehman and his
collaborators have designed would measure the system of
rules that has a different development depending on the
received education (Nisbett. 1993).
The results of some specific tasks shovved differences
among some specialities of C O U and R E M . C O U students
w h o had a good performance in the covariation reasoning
task, had a bad performance in the methodological
reasoning task and vice versa Students w h o had good
answers to the covariation reasoning task had in c o m m o n a
course of history. Surprisingly, a math course did not have
any effects in the different tested reasoning skills. A
possible explanation of these results is that the study of
history increase the use of the covariation reasoning. For
example, the study of history intensify the search of
multiple causes that explain an effect.
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The traditional view of the role of metaphors in scientific
reasoning is that, in the final analysis, metaphors are not
essential. The basic claim of this eliminativist program is
that ultimately a mature science will eliminate metaphors
and other imaginative structures from its theories. In
contrast, evidence from cognitive science about the nature of
conceptualization and reasoning argues that metaphors are
essential to the structure of those concepts.
An analysis of metaphors of attention in the history of
psychology reveals the crucial role played by a small
number of conceptual metaphors. It also illustrates the
benefits of metaphor analysis for science practitioners:
understanding the underlying metaphors of attention clarify
the metatheoretical bases of past and current debates in the
field, and make hidden assumptions explicit.

Metaphorical

Pluralism

Several different metaphors are used to conceptualize
attention, and each of them gives partial structuring to the
concept. Current and past theoretical debates have been
driven by the logic of these underlying metaphors. For
example, is spatial attention a supramodal system or an
emergent property of the visual system? A spotlight is
neither part of the agent w h o controls it, nor is it part of the
visual system of the person w h o sees what the spotlight
illuminates. Thus, in the spotlight metaphor, attention is
conceptualized as a supramodal system, separate from the
executive system by which it is controlled and also separate
from the awareness system that consciously perceives
representations.
In contrast, in the attention is seeing metaphor, the fovea
maps onto attention and rapid eye movements m a p onto
Conceptual Metaphors
shifts of attention. This metaphor is used when covert
A conceptual metaphor is a mapping of entities and
orienting of attention is thought of as 'looking' out of the
structures from one conceptual domain (called the source
corner of one's eyes. In the attention is seeing metaphor,
domain) onto another domain of a different kind (called the
attention is conceptualized as an emergent property of the
target domain). One of the dominant metaphors of attention
visual system. Part of the debate between supramodal and
is attention as a spotlight, which has the following map:
pre-motor theories stems from the failure to recognize their
grounding in two different metaphors. Although the names
Source Domain Target Domain
are misleadingly similar, attention is a spotlight [for vision]
Spotlight
> Mechanism of attention
and attention is vision have different epistemological
> Executive System
Agent who controls it
entailments, and create different ontologies in the target
Agent who sees
> Awareness System
domains.
Potential field of vision
> Representational Space
Other examples exist, such as whether attention is best
Area illuminated by spotlight — > Attended area
described by a structural model (spotlight metaphor) or by a
capacity model (limited resources metaphor). Rather than
As scientists, we apply our knowledge of the source
asking which metaphor is best, one should ask which
domain (spotlight) to reason about the target domain
aspects of attention are best captured by each. Understanding
(attention). This is illustrated by many research questions
attention as a competition for limited resources prompts
that stem from the spotlight metaphor, including whether or
questions such as: What makes an activity more or less
not attention: (1) moves in an analog fashion, (2) has a
demanding? W h a t factors control the total amount of
focus that is homogeneous, (3) has a focus offixedsize and capacity available? Can the resource be increased? Which
sharp edges, and (4) can be split into two or more locations. rules are applied to decide where the resources are allocated?
The metaphor have also played a role in the interpretation of
attentional effects in brain imaging data. W h e n a spotlight
Summary
sheds light, the brightness of the field increases, and the
Each metaphor leads to different inferences about what
conU-ast of objects within the beam increases as well. In the
attention is, determines research hypotheses, and suggests
target domain, this piece of knowledge predicts that when
which attentional phenomena are likely to be observed in the
attention is expressed in a brain area, the neuronal activity of experimental setting. Any adequate explanation of a theory
that area will increase (brightness), and so will the signal-to- of attention must recognize the central role of conceptual
noise ratio (contrast). Thus, w e are enticed to assume that a
metaphors. Moreover, an analysis of metaphors shed light
'lighted' area in the f M R I (brightness increase) is evidence
on current debates, such as the existence of a supramodal
for attentional modulation (contrast increase), even when
system of attention (vs. pre-motor theory), the unity of
data from animal research suggest that attentional
attention (vs. multiple foci), the enhancement of attended
modulation (contrast) is independent of the overall level of information (vs. attenuation of unattended information), and
neuronal activity (brightness).
the interpretation of imaging data.
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Self-Regulation a n d A d a p t i v e

Expertise

F e w studies have considered h o w expert and general
knowledge influence self-regulation in tasks that require one
to adapt or transfer one's expertise to new or unusual cases
by analogy. Yet, such cases provide important insights into
h o w to adapt and develop expertise (Ferrari, 1996; Gott,
Hall, Pokorny, Dibble. & Glaser, 1993).
This study explores the effect of general and expert
knowledge on self-regulation in a task analogous to one
typical to subjects' area of expertise. Specifically, 10
experts (black belts) and 10 novices (white belts) in
Shotokan karate learned a n e w sequence of self-defense
movements adapted from tai chi (a closely related martial
art). Thefirststage of tai chi is a sequence of 25 complex
self-defense movements. The experimental setting involved
two video cameras connected to a mixer that combined the
information from both cameras into a split screen image;
this image w a s recorded using a video tape recorder. The
final split screen image showed the observed model on one
half of the screen, and the subject's actual behavior on the
other.
All subjects were tested individually in a single 35minute, 4-part session involving: (1) a 25-minute learning
period in which subjects were first shown the whole
sequence once, and then encouraged to learn the sequence as
they liked (e.g., watch all or part of it, rewind, etc.); (2) a
self-evaluation, in which subjects predicted their learning on
scale of 1 (very poor) to 10 (perfect); (3) their final
performance of the sequence, without the video; and finally,
(4) they were asked: "What do you think the movements in
this sequence mean?" T h e entire session wasrecordedon
videotape for later analysis.
Three hypotheses were explored in the study. A s
compared to novices: (1) given their greater conceptual
knowledge, experts should better interpret the self-defense
meaning of the n e w movements; (2) experts should learn
more efficiently; and (3) both experts and novices should use
domain-general knowledge to self-regulate learning.

Results
M A N O V A s were conducted using level of expertise as the
independent variable (x2) and both (a) subject's use of the
video (x3); (b) learning strategies (x4) and (c) quality and

quantity of movements recalled during thefinalperformance,
as sets of between-subject variables.
Surprisingly, experts used the video player (watch,
imitate, or no-video practice) no differently than did novices,
nor did they differ in their use any of four learning strategies
(independent, cumulative, and overlapping sections, or
whole sequence learning), suggesting that experts m a y not
transfer more domain-general knowledge about h o w to
develop expertise than do novices. Nevertheless, experts
were able to transfer domain-specific knowledge when
learning the new task, as is shown in two ways. Although
experts recalled no more of the sequence (in quantity) than
did novices, (1) they produced performances of superior
quality to those of novices, F (2, 17)= 9.75, p< .006, and
(2) a Fisher test (e< .05) showed that, significantly more
experts considered the functional combat applications of the
movements than did novices.
Discussion
The present study suggests that the adaptive transfer of
expertise is complex and multi-layered. Like Air Force
Technicians (Gott et al., 1993), experts in this study know
more about the n e w task, both enactively (as seen in the
superior quality of their movements) and conceptually (as
seen in the quality of their movements and in their greater
comprehension). For their part, novices approached the task
with a lot of general knowledge relevant to achieving a
successful performance. Since quantitative performance was
influenced by the transfer of this nonspecific knowledge,
such as general strategies about memorization and about
h o w to effectively use material resources (the video player),
novices were able to learn and remember as much as did
experts, just not as well.
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St. John and McClelland (1990) presented a parallel
distributed processing model of sentence comprehension.
Their Sentence Gestalt (SG) model successfully used
syntactic and semantic constraints to perform thematic role
assignment, interpret ambiguous words, instantiate vague
terms, and infer unspecified roles. In this model, sentences
were presented sequentially, and the network was trained to
answer queries about the sentences. A limitation of this
model, however, was that the query representation was
oversimplified. It treated the meaning of the sentence as a
set of role-filler pairs. Each query was a role or a filler,
which the network was trained to complete with the missing
element of the pair. This obviously deviates from natural
experience, and excludes the possibility of processing more
complex sentences. In particular, there was no mechanism
for representing the structural relationships among
constituents that occur within a complex sentence.
W e aim to develop a model that eliminates the role-filler
pairs, relying only on the need to process inputs and respond
to queries posed entirely in natural language, with the view
that this will lead to the formation of internal
representations capturing the structural relations inherent in
complex sentences. A m o n g other things, we wish to
account for sentence complexity effects seen, for example, in
the RSVP paradigm (Miyake, Carpenter and Just, 1994).
These authors argue for a capacity theory of comprehension
disorders by showing that normal subjects can be induced to
exhibit the same qualitative behavior as aphasic patients
when processing sentences of differing complexity. W e
wish to examine whether our model can account for the
pattern of relative performance as a function of sentence
type, without invoking a capacity pool distinct from the
system embodying the language knowledge needed for
comprehension.
In pursuit of this ultimate goal, we have consideredfirsta
preliminary model, replacing the role-filler pair
representation of St. John and McClelland with a canonical
proposition representation similar to that used by St. John
(1993) in his work on comprehension of script-like stories.
The goal was to determine if the S G architecture could in
fact learn to process sentences with embedded clauses, using
the eleven sentence types described in Miyake, et al, which
included several types containing embedded clauses (e.g.
"The rat hit the dog that Ucked the cow."). Fifty training
sentences were constructed at random for each sentence type

using five animate nouns, five verbs, four datives (where
applicable), and the function words 'the', 'to', 'and', 'that',
was', 'by' and 'it'. Inputs and outputs were localist, and the
task was to reproduce the correct agent, object and (where
appUcable) direct object, in role-specific slots, when probed
with the corresponding verb. W e were able to obtain
convergence during training quite readily with this model. It
seems the added complexity of a fuller syntax produces little
difficulty for this architecture. Further, the model is able to
produce a pattern of performance qualitatively similar to the
R S V P data described in Miyake, et al.
The next phase of the research will attempt to go beyond
the use of a slot-and-filler probing language, replacing these
with modules that process probes consisting of word
sequences (natural-language questions) and produce word
sequences (natural language declarative sentences) as
responses. This model contains two input modules that
correspond to the "comprehension" portion of thefirstmodel
described above; one is used for comprehending the target
sentence and the other is used for comprehending questions
posed about this sentence. After presenting the target
sentence sequentially, as in the model described above, to
generate a representation on its Sentence Gestalt layer, we
will present a well formed question to the other input. (For
the sentence "The rat hit the dog that licked the cow", a
question might be "What did the rat do?"). This will
generate its own, corresponding S G representation. The
output portion of the network will then use these
representations to produce the appropriate response
sequentially (e.g. "Hit the dog."). So far w e have had
limited success with a variant of this model.
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Introduction
Our cognitive representation of time is not well understood.
Models of motor control assume that an actor keeps perfect
track of the time that has already elapsed and that will elapse
until a target will be reached (e.g., Fitts' law). O n the other
hand, explicit judgments of time intervals reveal cognitive
biases, indicating that our ability to keep track of time is
quite limited. This conflict might be due to the artificial
nature of explicit time judgments, compared to the implicit
timing demands of motor behavior. Three experiments
show that motor timing is also prone to cognitive biases,
and that time estimation is in tirni affected by motor
demands.
General Method
Participants alternated with their right hand between two
target locations at a prescribed rate. Movements were paced
with a metronome that was turned off prior to data
collection. Targets were 15 x 15 m m buttons placed
approx. 25 c m apart. T w o time judgments were obtained:
(1) indirect judgments from movement times between
targets, and (2) direct reproductions of estimated sequence
completion times.
Experiment 1: Anticipation
Eight participants completed 20-second
movement
sequences with either 24 fast or 12 slow alternations
between targets. Targets were also embedded in easy or
difficult sequences by including a third, near vs. far element
in the alternation tasks. In addition to these dynamic
conditions, participants performed 20 seconds of static
tapping on single targets with equal pacing instructions, and
also retrospectively reproduced their required sequence
completion times in static and dynamic tasks.
M o v e m e n t times between identical targets were faster
within more demanding sequences, presumably to allow fir
longer movement times to more distant subsequent targets.
This anticipatory effect does not occur with slow
movements. Static tapping was accurate at all locations,
indicating that the timing bias was not related to differences
in postures (e.g., differential discomfort). Retrospective
sequence duration estimates did not discriminate between
conditions.

E x p e r i m e n t 2 : Uncertainty
T o clarify whether time estimates would be more diagnostic
for effects of shorter movement sequences, 3 vs. 6 second fast
sequences were investigated with 15 participants. To test
whether the interpolated motor activity affects the
representation of time intervals, reproductions of required
sequence completion times were obtained either
prospectively or retrospectively.
Replicating the previous finding, there was again
anticipation of sequence difficulty in movement times.
Overestimation of short and underestimation of long
sequence completion times was present for both sequence
lengths and with both orders of time judgments. Such
range effects typically indicate uncertainty on behalf of the
participants.
Experiment 3: Physical and Cognitive Load
T w o sequence lengths (3 and 6 seconds), and both
prospective and retrospective estimates of sequence durations
were used to investigate h o w a physical load (453g wrist
weight) and a cognitive load (120 vs. 27 nrai contact area)
25 students
affected timing and time estimation.
participated.
Physical loading led to faster movements and raised the
estimates of total sequence durations. Cognitive loading
of sequence
durations.
induced
underestimation
Retrospective sequence duration estimates were shorter than
prospective estimates for both short and long sequences,
indicating that the motor activity itself rather than memory
decay, affected the represented sequence duration.
Discussion
Three studies found effects of movement context and speed
requirements on motor timing, as well as effects of physical
and cognitive loads on movement time estimation. The
assessment of both indirect (movement) and direct
(estimation) timing performance suggests a c o m m o n
resource limitation. The widely held view in motor control
research of an accurate time-keeper seems mistaken:
Cognitive biases similar to those in explicit time estimation
occur in the timing of behavior, thus enabling a movementbased approach to understanding the cognitive representation
of time.
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Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) serves as both a theory
and method for representing the meaning of words based on a
statistical analysis of their contextual usage (e.g., Landauer
& Dumais, in press; Foltz, Britt, & Perfetti 1996). Based
on an analysis of large amounts of textual information, L S A
generates a high-dimensional semantic space in which terms
are represented as vectors in the space. The space captures
effects due to the pattern of word usage across many
contexts. This permits a comparison of semantic similarity
between terms and larger units of text, even if they are used
in different contexts
LSA has been tested using several different approaches to
demonstrate that its representation of meaning corresponds
well to humans' knowledge representations. These tests
have included: representing and evaluating student's
knowledge of history as expressed in their essays, predicting
the results of lexical priming and word sorting tasks, and
comparing performance on synonym tests to those of
humans. In this paper, w e compared the representation of
readers' knowledge structures of information learned from an
introductory psychology text to the representation generated
by LSA.
Students enrolled in an introductory psychology class read
a textbook chapter on memory. After reading the chapter,
they were given a list of 16 concepts mentioned in the
chapter and rated their knowledge of each of the concepts.
They then were presented with all possible pairs of these 16
concepts and rated their relatedness on a 7 point Likert scale.
Students also took a Nelson-Denny reading comprehension
test and a test for knowledge about psychological concepts
related to memory. In addition, graduate students, who were
highly familiar with the domain, read the same chapter and
performed the same ratings tasks. This provided a
comparison between novice and expert representations of the
topic.
The L S A representation of the same knowledge was
generated through an analysis of the complete text of the
textbook. The textbook was separated into paragraphs and
the matrix of 4903 paragraphs by 19160 unique terms was
analyzed with LSA, retaining 300 factors. Concept-concept
comparisons were then made by calculating the cosine
between the vectors for each pair of concepts. These cosines
were then compared to the subjects' ratings of relatedness
between concepts.
Correlations were computed between the subjects' ratings
and LSA's predictions. Overall, the novice subjects

correlated significantly with L S A (r(119)=.27, p<.01).
Using a median split, those scoring low on the NelsonDenny comprehension test had lower correlations to the
L S A predictions (r(119)=.18, p<.05) than those w h o had
high comprehension scores (r(119)=.28, p<.01).
This
indicates that L S A captures the effects of reading ability that
result in a better knowledge representation. Based on
preliminary data of experts' ratings, L S A correlates more
strongly to the expert's knowledge representation,
(r(119)=0.40 p<.01). Thus, the representation generated by
L S A is much closer to that of a domain expert than that of a
novice.
Overall, the results indicate that L S A does provide an
accurate representation of the semantic distances between
concepts that are expressed by readers of a text, even when
those concepts do not co-occur within similar contexts.
LSA's representation is more similar to that of a domain
expert and it captures effects of the reader's reading ability.
Since L S A can model readers' knowledge representations,
it also has practical applications for knowledge assessment.
For example, the method can be used for performing
automatic evaluations of students' knowledge of particular
topics within a training system. Through an L S A analysis
of a text or sets of texts, LSA's representation of distances
between concepts should correspond well to that of a domain
expert. Comparisons can then be made between human
performance on these concepts and the model. Using this
approach, w e can generate measures that determine the
overall comprehension of information in a domain, as well
as methods for diagnosing knowledge deficits on specific
topics within a domain. This information can then be used
to determine what additional specific information must be
provided to a student in order to improve their knowledge of
the domain.
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CiRCSiM-Tutor V. 3 is a natural-language based intelligent
tutoring system (ITS) whose domain is cardiovascular
physiology. Since the problems which ClRCSlM-Tutor
teaches involve causal reasoning, it is not sufficient to tutor
the student on a list of 'facts' or 'topics.' Instead, w e must
ensure that the tutor's utterances lead students through the
reasoning w e want them to learn. W e present several
examples showing that the knowledge base must include
such domain-dependent pedagogical knowledge, as the
knowledge required cannot be derived from domain axioms.
The following reasoning shows the derivation of the value
of a variable using a rule from the domain knowledge base
and a set of propositions representing a problem the student
is working on. In this example, T P R (total peripheral
resistance) is the name of a variable whose value the student
is required to determine. 'Neural' and 'primary' are possible
attributes of variables. 'DR' refers to the direct response
stage of the physiological process being discussed.
I. TPR
2.
3.
4.

is neural.
T P R isn't primary.
Current stage is D R .
If V is neural and not primary, then V doesn't
change in D R . (domain axiom)
5. Therefore T P R doesn't change.

The latter is the fundamental idea which the tutors want the
student to remember. The information about primary
variables is secondary.
Furthermore, w e must decide which logic to teach.
Consider the process of using qualitative causal reasoning to
determine the value of a variable from the values of
previously determined variables. The mechanized tutor
requires reasoning such as the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

H R and S V are the determinants of C O .
H R increases.
S V does not have a value yet.
If V has two determinants and one of them has a
value and the other one does not, then the value of V
is determined by the one which has a value.
(domain axiom)
5. Therefore C O increases.

H u m a n beings, by confrast, can look at a diagram and follow
the arrows without using an algorithm explicit enough for a
computer. What human tutors actually say, either when
working the problem or when teaching the solution to a
student, is:
T: HR increases, so CO increases.

People typically simply ignore variables which do not have
This logic is sufficient for the mechanized tutor to 'know'
values yet. Thus the human tutor's utterance matches the
the answer. But it is not sufficient to determine the form or
student's implicit thought process, although the latter is not
content of a dialogue with a student.
precise enough to encode in software.
T o start with, this reasoning does not tell us h o w much of
Finally, once the content of the tutor's tutorial plan has
the content to say. For example, human tutors often give the
been determined, there are multiple ways to interact with the
student a hint by choosing only one fact to express:
student to teach it. Options might include generating a
paragraph-style explanation for the student or engaging the
T: But TPR is neural.
student in a dialogue. For example, the hint above could be
Second, once the content is chosen, the rule used to solve expressed in dialogue form as follows:
the problem is not necessarily the formulation the tutor
T: What confrols TPR?
wishes to give the student. For example, item 4 of the
S: T P R is neural.
syllogism above could be expressed as follows:
T: Well, then, h o w can you say that it increases?
T: Neural variables don't change in DR, unless they're
primary.
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previously learned information, this type of network was
shown to effectively overcome the problem of catastrophic
interference, thus allowing effective sequential learning
with gradual (not catastrophic) forgetting.
In one experiment, 20 patterns were presented
sequentially to the network. A new pattern was presented
only after the previous one had been learned to criterion
After the 20th item had been learned, all 20 were tested.
In the pseudo-recurrent network thefinal8 remained at or
below criterion, 9 more within 0,05 of criterion For
standard backpropagation, however, none of the
previously learned items are within 0.1 of criterion
Clearly, forgetUng occurs more gradually in the pseudorecurrent network than in standard B P (see figure below).

Introduction
One of the most important problems facing connectionist
models of memory — in fact, facing any model of
memory — is how to make them simultaneously sensitive
to, but not disrupted by, new input This problem is often
referred to as the 'Sensitivity-stability" dilemma. It is
particularly relevant for connectionist networks, especially
since they can be afflicted by a particularly severe
mamfestation of the sensitivity-stability problem known as
catastrophic interference. Catastrophic interference is the
tendency of neural networks to abruptly and completely
forget previously learned information in the presence of
new input. The '))seudo-recurrent" architecture proposed
in this paper relies on physically separating previously
learned representations from those currently being learned
(analogous to the hippocampal/neocortical separation in
humans. See McClelland, McNaughton, O'Reilly, 1995).
Pseudopatterns (Robins, 1995), i.e., approximations of the
previously learned data, are extracted from the
"neocortical" part of the network and are added to the set
of new patterns to be learned in the "hippocampal" part.

Error

-StdBP
- 25 psdpatterns

The "pseudo-recurrent" architecture
This architecture
consists
of
a
feedforward
Item No.
backpropagation network that is divided into two parts
Cearly-processing"
and
final-storage'),
each
In addition, the mechanism of pseudopattem transfer
interactively training the other W h e n a new pattern from
automatically produces sparse internal representations in
the environment is presented to the early-processing
final storage, the m o r e pseudopatterns, the sparser the
system, this will cause a number of 'pseudopatterns" to be
representations.
C o m p a c t representations are m o r e
generated by the final-storage
system. These
efficient to process a n d less likely to cause catastrophic
pseudopatterns from final-storage reflect the network's
interference, but are m o r e susceptible to d a m a g e . This
prior learning They are learned along with the new
could provide a n underlying reason for selective category
pattern. In short, pseudopatterns stand in for the patterns
m e m o r y ' losses in elderly amnesiacs (French, 1996).
originally learned by the network. In this way, the crucial
interleaving of new information with (an approximation
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A characteristic assumption of contemporary models of
cognition is that trial-to-trial variations are treatment effects
plus random "noise", that is, errors that are independently
and identically distributed (IID). A n alternative view,
beginning to receive some attention, is that variations are, at
least in part, the product of a nonlinear deterministic system.
A nonhnear dynamic (NfLD) perspective encourages both the
examination of performance on successive trials as a time
series and the investigation for trial-to-trial dependencies. A
widely observed phenomenon, the sequence effect, has
already established that performance on a given trial depends
on the order of responses on preceding trials. Sequence
effects occur across a number of behavioral paradigms and
dependent measures (cf. Luce, 1986).
The present report extends some preliminary research
(Clayton & Frey, in press; Frey & Clayton, 1996) in which
a battery of N L D analyses is applied to response latencies in
two-choice classification tasks. These tests, which include
Brock et al.'s (1991) test of ELD, spectral analysis, nonlinear
forecasting (Sugihara & May, 1990), and two estimates of
dimensionality (Grassberger & Procaccia, 1983; Judd, 1994),
provided initial support for the feasibility of a N L D
perspective. W e add here analyses on data from a simple
spatial judgment task and new analyses using noise
reduction techniques that discriminate various types of noise
from noisy N L D data (Kennel & Abarbanel, in press).
Both the observed time series (Obs-TS) and shuffled
surrogates are submitted to the tests. The shuffling operation
destroys the trial-to-trial structure while maintaining other
important characteristics of the time series (e.g., mean &
variance) as well as controlling for sample size. The results
from the shuffled data are consistent with an IID account.
The expected outcomes for the two accounts of trial-totrial variability are presented in Table 1. Results from the
test of E D , spectral analysis, and forecasting all support a
N L D account of the Obs-TS. The dimensionality estimates
(i.e., the minimum number of variables needed to model) are
less clear. Both estimates of dimensionality suggest that the
dimensionality of the Obs-TS is not less than 6 and in many
cases the estimates do not differfromthe shuffled data.
One problem with estimates of dimensionality is that they
are over-estimated when there is noise in the time series.
Further work is needed to test if the dimensionalities are
over-estimated. Overall, the tests suggest that the trial-totrial variability is not IID and that the variability has
characteristics that are consistent with N L D .

Table 1: Summary of the Expected Outcomes
N L D Outcome
Statistic
IID Outcome
Test for cannot reject hypothesis of reject hypothesis of IID
IID
IID
Spectral
broad frequency spectrum, broad frequency spectrum,
zero or non-zero slope
analysis
zero slope
Forecasting predictability does not predictability decreases as
change as prediction time prediction time increases
increases
Dim Est.
infinite dimensionality
finite dimensionality
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Introduction
Simple Bayesian classifiers are a commonly used model of
categorization. However, certain characteristics of human
performance are not captured by traditional Bayesian models.
Examples of such phenomenon are inverse base rates and
base rate neglect. This report examines the simple (naive)
Bayesian model of these phenomenon along with two
variants, one which ignores base rates and one which
includes a cue validity weighting of the attributes.
These three models are applied to two data sets (Kruschke,
1996; Experiments 1 & 3). The experimental task is
diagnosing a disease given a set of symptoms. Participants
are trained on a set of four diseases, two common and two
rare. The common diseases have a base rate three times that
of the rare diseases. In Experiment I, each disease has two
symptoms, one which is only associated with it and one
which is associated with both a common and rare disease.
Hence three symptoms are used to predict two diseases.
Thus there are four possible diseases being predicted by six
symptoms. After training, the participants are required to
diagnose novel combinations of these symptoms.
Experiment 1 replicates the inverse base rate phenomena
reported by Medin & Edelson (1988). Inverse base rate
occurs when participants are given a pair of symptoms, each
being perfect predictors of a common and a rare disease. O n
the majority of trials, participants appear to ignore base rates
by assigning the symptom pair to the rare disease.
Experiment 3 is similar to Experiment 1 except that one
of the common diseases shares a rare disease's symptom.
The symptom occurs equally in both the rare and common
diseases. This design replicates the base rate neglect
phenomena reported by Gluck & Bower (1988). Base rate
neglect occurs when participants who are given a symptom
that equally predicts two diseases, choose the rare over the
common disease.
Bayesian Models
These two data sets are modeled using three variants of
Bayesian models: a simple (naive) Bayesian, a simple
Bayesian without base rate information (i.e., P(Ck)
removed), and a Bayesian in which each symptom is
weighted by the cue validity, P(CklAi). A symptom that is
concentrated in one category is more diagnostic of that
category than a symptom that is spread out over a number of
categories. This account generates the following expression:

Discussion
Tables 1 and 2 both show that a Bayesian model modified by
ignoring base rates does a poor job at fitting the data,
accounting for 5 3 % and 5 2 % of the variance in Experiments
1 and 3. The Bayesian model which includes base rate
information accounts for 7 5 % and 6 8 % of the variance.
These results suggest that base rates are not being ignored
(consistent with Kruschke's views). The Bayesian model
with cue validity fits the data better than the other two
models, accounting for 9 3 % of the variance in Experiment 1
and 8 1 % of the variance in Experiment 3. Thus, this
research supports the inclusion of cue validity in order to
more accurately account for human categorization.
Table 1: Model fits for Experiment 1, R^ and Root Mean
Squared Deviation ( R M S D )
Model
Bayes: N o Base Rate
Bayes: Naive
Bayes: Cue Validity

R^

RMSD

0.5305
0.7583
0.9302

0.2462
0.1582
0.0953

Table 2: Modelfitsfor ExperimerIt 3
Model
Bayes: N o Base Rate
Bayes: Naive
Bayes: Cue Validity

•J

RMSD

0.5208
0.6758
0.8096

0.2355
0.1829
0.1465
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In this poster, I present evidence from a dictionary study of
the phonotactics of the Arabic verbal roots that type frequency,
phonological similarity, phonological processing, and the
distribution of lexical exemplars all play a role in shaping the
phonology of Arabic. T h e results support a model of
phonological competence which uses probabilitistic constraints
influenced by functional, cognitive factors.
The Arabic verbal roots are traditionally represented as
morphemes consisting of abstract consonant sequences. These
sequences are interleaved with morphemes consisting of
vowels sequences according to morphosyntactic templates (see
McCarthy 1979 for a treatment in autosegmental phonological
representation). For example, the verbal root /ktb/ 'write' can
be interleaved with vowel sequence to form the active (/aa/,
[katab] 'to write') or the passive (/ui/, [kutib] 'to be written').
Previous research has noted that homorganic consonant pairs
(e.g. /ds/) are under-represented, and that repeated sequences
of identical consonants (e.g. /dd/) are not found (Greenberg
1950, McCarthy 1994, Pierrehumbert 1993).
I studied the 2676 triconsonantal verbal roots in Wehr's
dictionary of M o d e m Standard Arabic (Cohen 1979). model
of the lexicon which predicts that the expected number of
occurrences of a root type is determined by the independent
combination of consonants in first, second, and third position
wasfitto the data. The following linear regression was used:
0 ( C , C A ) = A-2676P(C,)-P(C,)P(C3)
where C X C i C ^ Q ) is the number of observed roots of the form
C.CjCj, P(C,) is the marginal probability of C,, P i C ^ is the
marginal probability of Cj, P(C3) is the marginal probability of
C y This model predicts 8 5 % of the variation in the data.
Pierrehumbert (1993) proposed that the phonotactics of
Arabic are subject to a single gradient constraint, in which
homorganic consonants are restricted as a function of their
similarity. Identical consonants are maximally similar, and are
thus not found. Less similar consonant pairs occur more
fi^uently. Using a similarity metric based on the phonological
classification of phonemes into natural classes proposed in
Broe (1993), similarity of phoneme pairs was computed for the
consonants of Arabic. This similarity metric is quantitatively
superior to traditional metrics of similarity based on feature
counting (Frisch 1996). The model including afimctionof
similarity accounts for 9 9 . 5 % of the variation in the data.
T w o additional sub-patterns in the data have been
discovered. First, there is an effect of temporal order on
occurrence. Roots wliich contain homorganic consonant pairs
in CjCj position are found lessfrequentlythan roots which

contain analogous pairs in C^Cj position. I claim this is an
effect of interference in phonological processing of the word.
W h e n processing C X j , C, acts as interference, making the
similarity comparison less reliable, and application of the
consfraint less strict. Second, 1 have found that roots which
violate the constraint but have high expectedfrequencyare
disproportionately found, even when expected frequency is
included in the model (as above). I propose that the existence
of lexical exemplars which violate the constraint act as
templates for other words to be formed which violate the
constraint in an analogous way. Since high expected frequency
forms are more likely to occur, they are more likely to act as
exemplars, and become disproportionately represented among
violations.
Overall, the data support a model of phonology which
permits functional factors like type frequency, similarity,
lexical processing, and lexical storage to influence
phonological competence.
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Imitation is a c o m m o n form of learning both in humans
and animals, and in some ways is as important a method of
learning as the more c o m m o n l y studied classification of
examples. This research has focused on procedures that ans
often taught in education by imitation of a teacher going
through the appropriate steps, and in particular, procedures
that are taught using squared paper. This restriction makes
the task computationally tractable, and yet utilises the same
underlying learning mechanisms.
More generally, examples include learning to operate
coffee dispensers, ticket machines, video recorders and
computer programs. In each case people more often learn
how to carry out a procedure by imitating someone else than
by reading instructions. The question for cognitive science
is how does this learning mechanism work?
A procedure such as long division is often learned by a
student following the teacher working through the steps.
Other researchers have also called this "learning by doing"
(Lieberman, 1993) and "learning by instruction" (Huffman
& Laird, 1994), but the essential component is the imitation
of the way the teacher carries out the procedure. Other
examples would include the manipulation of matrices, and
conjugation of French verbs.
Imitation of a teacher carrying out a procedure requires
more than verbatim reproduction of the behaviour, and
some form of generalisation is required. For example, an
event such as making a choice by pressing a button m a y
need to be generalised to pressing another button within the
same class, e.g. a different destination in a ticket machine,
or a different amount of m o n e y in a cash dispenser. In
procedures such as long division, generalisation takes place
over both the numbers actually used, and their positions on
the paper.
The research was conducted by asking experts to explain a
procedure by working through the steps of an example. In
each case the subjects were asked to explain the procedure to
a novice w h o understood the underlying operations. For
example, in teaching long division it was assumed that the
student understood multiplication and subtraction. The
experts were videod, and the results analysed. B y using large
squared paper it was easier to observe the detailed operations
of the experts. Each step consisted of selecting one or more
digits and carrying out an operation. The student had to
learn the overall sequence of events and understand it.
A computer program has been developed called L A W E
(Learning Algorithms from Worked Examples) which

models the task of the student imitating the teacher. The
teacher acts as the user of the program and teaches the
system a procedure. L A W E observes the teacher carrying
out the procedure and learns it, often from a single example.
L A W E has learned procedures such as matrix multiplication
and the conjugation of French verbs.
L A W E has to generalise over its example or examples in
four ways: a. Generalising the positions of the example, b.
Generalising the elements of the example, e.g. different
numbers or words c. Generalising the sizes of the elements,
e.g. from a row of three cells to a row of arbitrary length, d.
Generalising across examples including generalisation over
different condition states.
The teacherfirsttypes in a typical input to the procedure
in one or more cells, and then selects the cells which are to
be the input to the procedure. H e then goes through the
steps of the procedure, and when finished clicks the "End"
button. L A W E then builds the code of the procedure it has
been taught which is a generalisation of the steps that the
teacher went through. Often one example is sufficient to
teach L A W E a procedure, but if necessary, the teacher can
repeat the process. L A W E will accommodate the n e w
example with its existing procedure to produce a revised
procedure to handle the new example.
Learning by imitation is such a c o m m o n experience in
human life that the underlying cognitive processes are likely
to be fairly general purpose. Four kinds of learning
mechanisms have been found to support this skill. First,
the learner needs to be able to perceive and encode the
individual steps that the teacher is carrying out. Second
these steps need to be transformed into some positional
independent representation. Third, patterns of behaviour in
the temporal and spatial domains need to be detected.
Finally, if the procedure is learned from more than one
example, then the procedures need to be merged.
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Introduction
Since previous studies of device models (mental models) focus on what types of given models are effective for operation,
it is not still very clear h o w models are spontaneously formed
when no prior information about the structure of the target
deices are given. In this study, w e analyzed verbal protocols
of subjects learning to operate a real-time, event-driven, black
box device.

FactReport
O w n Words
Strategic
Others

Functional Model
Prop.(%) Freq.
64
46.0
15
II.O

9
13

6.3
9.3

Procedural Model
Prop.(%) Freq.
57.0
74

2
13
12

1.3
lO.O

9.0

Table 1: Proportion and frequency of statements

Experiment
The system used in this study was a water tank system which
had two tanks connected by a pipe at the bottom. Each tank
was attached with a tap, and one of the tanks had an outlet.
The task was to adjust the height of water in each tank by
manipulating two knobs which control each amount of water supplied by the taps. Each height of water in the tanks
was indicated by colors of lamps shown on the C R T display.
W h e n the actual height of water was equal to the target height,
the lamp lit red, when 5 % below, then green, when 5 % over,
then blue, otherwise black. This device was chosen because
the output(lamps) did not reflect the input(knob turning) immediately, so it was difficult for subjects to operate correctly
without knowledge about its inner structure. Subjects were
first required to make both lamps lit red for at least 60 seconds for two successive sessions. Then they proceeded to
two transfer tasks.
Results and Discussion
Examination of the transcribed verbal protocols indicated that
the subjects spontaneously generated mental models of their
o w n when no information about the device were given. The
generated models could be classified into three types: Procedural, Functional, and Others.
A model is considered to be a Procedural model if the subject could generate procedures to operate and predicted what
consequences might be, though they failed to give systematic
explanations about them.
Functional model is a functional description of the target
device, rather than structural one, such as.This device behaves
like a balance beam.
The Functional model group performed significantly better in the training sessions compared to the Procedural model
group(12.0 vs. 3.7), which suggests the Functional models
captured fundamentals of the target device.
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We divided the verbal protocols into segments, and, two
independent judges classified them into four categories: Fact
reports. O w n Word Characterization, Strategic, and Others.
Fact reports included statements of "as is" description of the
response of the device or the action of the subjects themselves, while O w n Word Characterization included interpretations of the responses of the target device.
Table 1 shows the distribution of the four categories of
statements for the Functional and Procedural group subjects.
Although both groups produced almost same total numbers of
statements(p>.l), there were significant differences in distribution(p = .0158 ). O f the statements produced by the Functional model subjects, 11.0 are reports using their own characterization as compared to 1.3 for the Procedural model subjects. Not only is the absolute number of statements generated by the Functional model group significantly greater than
the number generated by Procedural model group, but proportionately, the Functional model group generated eleven times
as many O w n Word Characterization( 15.1 % ) as the Procedural group subjects(l .3%).
Our results suggest that the role of own characterization
appears to trigger generating new ideas about the structure
of the system, which seems why the Functional model group
succeeded in generating good models.
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Structural vs. syntactic m a t c h i n g : A n a l o g y entails c o m m o n relations.
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Keane (in press) studied people's ability to I'orin correspondences between sentence sets that shared no semantic
similarity. For example, the set [John is tall, John is smart
and Sam is smart] might be compared to Uie set [Rover is
frisky. Rover is black, Fido is black]. These mappings could
only be done by attending to die syntactic structure of the
sentence sets. T w o significant findings were that (1) there
were more mapping errors for relational problems (e.g, John
is beside MaryLera employs Rachel) than for attribute
problems (e.g., John is lallRover is frisky); (2) that die
addition of causal structure only to the base facilitated
solving relational problems. Keane suggests that these
results are more consistent with the l A M model (Keane,
Ledgeway, & Duif, 1994) than wiOi the I S M E model
(Incremental S M E ) (Forbus, Ferguson, & Centner, 1994).
However, these mappings do not utilize c o m m o n
relational content. Consistent with structure-mapping
theory, which postulates that analogies involve die alignment of common relational structure, S M E operates over
common relational content. W e have argued elsewhere Uiat
syntax-only matches should be viewed as logical puzzles,
not analogies (Forbus, Centner & Law, 1995).
To test the claim Uiat analogies crucially involve common
relational content, w e gave subjects Keane's (in press)
mapping task in two versions (1) Syntax-only (using
Keane's materials); and (2) C o m m o n content (created by
substituting synonyms into Keane's materials so dial the
sentence .sets had similar content. W e used die same
dependent measure as Keane, number of misl;d<cs during
mapping. W e ai.so measured solution lime using a stop
watch. (Keane used diis measure but did not report the
results.) After the session, we asked subjects whedier diey
thought die problems were analogies or logical puzzles.
In die Syntax-only condition, the causid problems were by
far the most difficult. Both the error rates (E) and die
solution limes (T) were higher for causal problems (E = 7.0;
T = 155 sec.) dian lor atuibule (E = 2.29; T = 83.4 sec.) and
relational (E = 2.07; T = 72.6 sec.) problems. The pattern
reversed in the Common-content condition. The causal
problems (E = 1.7; T = 28.7 sec.) showed comparable error
rates and considerably lower soludon dmes dian the attribute
(E = 1.07; r = 53.6 .sec.) or relational (E = 2.93; T = 89,7
sec.) problems. The contrast between conditions was
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striking for causal problems. Subjects made four limes as
many errors and took five Umes as long to solve Uie Syntaxonly versions as the C o m m o n content versions. This
accords widi the systcmaticity predictions of structuremapping dieory and widi SME's pattern of performing best
widi deeply structured representations.
Asked to categorize the problems, subjects rated the
C o m m o n conlent problems as analogies ( 1 0 0 % of
responses) and die Synlax-oidy problems as logicid puzzles
(93% of responses). These results are consistent with
structure-mapping's claim that analogical processing
involves an implicit search for c o m m o n relational strnclurc.
Aldiough syntax-only matches may be interesdng as logical
puzzles, they are not informative in distinguishing among
models of analogy.
Table 1. Results of I:xpcrimcnt
Syntax Only
Enors
Time (sec)
Common
Errors
Time (sec)

Causal
7.00
155
Content
Causal
1.70
29

Atuibute
2.29
83

Relational
2.07
72

Ataibute
1.07
53

Relational
2.93
90
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Motivational a n d Cognitive Strength
H u m a n actions are analyzed by psychological theories on
different levels of abstraction. O n the one hand action theoretical approaches in social psychology and psychology of
motivation (e.g., the theory of action phases, Gollwitzer,
1990) focus on motivational and volitional processes, i.e.,
on the choice between potential goals with diifferent motivational strengths, the formation of action-guiding intentions
and the selection of intentions for execution according to
their volitional strengths. Theoretical descriptions of this
kind are located on the rational or intentional level of analysis (Anderson, 1990). O n the other hand information processing approaches such as the A C T theory (Anderson, 1983) use
a lower level of description. In these theories human actions
are analyzed in terms of production rules and activation spreading between network nodes. This level of description is
called the representation and algorithm level, or the functional level (Anderson, 1990). W e suppose that functional
level thewies explain h o w intentional processes are reahzed
by lower level mechanisms. In this study w e investigate h o w
the motivational strength of potential action goals might be
realized within an information processing system.
In the A C T theory, action-guiding intentions can be represented by a specific type of declarative memory units (goal
units). The volitional strength of intentions can be mailed
onto activation values of the goal unitsrepresentingthese
intentions (cf. N o r m a n & Shallice, 1986). Potential action
goals that have no intentional status should be represented by
ordinary declarative m e m o r y units, not goal units. It is our
hypothesis that the motivational strength of these possible
goals can be m ^ p e d onto the cognitive strength of die goal
representations. Cognitive strengUi determines h o w easy a
declarative unit can be activated for woridng memory access
or pattern matching. T h e hypothesized c«respondence between motivational and cognitive sti"ength allows for the
explanation of some motivational effects on the cognitive
level. T o empirically test our hypothesis w e manipulated the
motivational sti-engUi of potential action goals and measured
the effects of this variation on die cognitive sti-engUi of the
goal representations.

Method
Participants {N = 28) were told that after some prehminary
information they would be assigned one out of four possible
tasks (with artificial names). T h e information consisted of

Rainer W e s t e r m a n n
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Emst-Moritz-Amdt-University
D-17487 Greifswald/Gennany
westerma@rz.uni-greifswald.de

motivationally irrelevant facts about the task. All task descriptions were presented as single sentences on a computer
screen. Following these descriptions, motivationally relevant
information was given: T w o of die tasks were associated
widi a high monetary incentive for good perfonnance, the
other two with a low incentive. None of die potential goals
should have intentional status because subjects were not allowed to choose one of the tasks. T o avoid selective rehearsal
of task information, subjects had to perform a calculation
task immediately after receiving the motivational information. T o measure the cognitive sti"ength of the goal
representations w e used recognition latencies for goM-related
facts (cf. Anderson, 1983, pp. 174 - 175). The recognition
task comprised 12 originally presented sentences (targets), 12
completely n e w sentences (non-overlap foils) and 12 sentences describing facts which were originally combined with
a different goal (overlap foils).
Results and Discussion
M e a n recognition time for goal related information was 3223
m s (s = 851) for goals widi low motivational strength and
3003 m s (s = 612) for goals wiUi high motivational
stiength. N o differences in the percentage of errors (about
2 0 % ) were found. A two-factorial rq)eated mea-surement
M A N O V A comparing recognition latencies for die two motivational conditions (low, high) and the diree item-types
(targets, non-overk^ foils, overiap foils) shows significant
effects of both motivational sti-engdi (f(l,27) = 7.86; p =
.009) and item type (F(2,26) = 28.1; p < .001) but no significant interaction. Our results support die hypothesis Uiat
motivational sti-engUi of potential action goads is (at least
partially) reahzed by die cognitive sti-engdi of declarative
goal representations.
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The ability to respond effectively and efficiently to crisis
is essential in m a n y problem-solving domains such as disaster relief, business, and military operations, where significant
amounts of highly valued assets can be atrisk.A n analysis of
the crisis response task can be used to understand the limitations on the performance of h u m a n crisis response planners,
and ultimately, to provide "requirements specifications" for
inteUigent, computer-based crisis response assistants.
Crisis Response Task The three central elements of crisis
are threat, urgency, and uncertainty (Rosenthal et al, 1989).
Threat refers to the fact that something of great value to an
agent is at risk—without intervention, the agent will lose this
thing of great value. Urgency refers to the limited time available to the agent for developing and implementing a course
of action to avert the threat. Uncertainty refers to the incompleteness and incorrectness of the information (due to noisy
sensors, exogenous events, etc.) available to the agent.
W e define the crisis response task for an individual agent
as follows: Given a crisis situation { E , A , I , V ) , determine
a plan P to resolve the crisis. The environment E threatens
some value t; e y of the agent. The progression of E is
such that given the available actions A , the agent has limited
time in which to resolve the threat. Furthermore, the agent's
information / about the world and its knowledge about its
actions A are at best uncertain. Given such a situation, the
agent must c o m e up with its response P .
Task Analysis A task analysis (Newell & Simon, 1972)
bounds the space of possible problem solvers for some problem or task. A problem solver m a y be defined as the combination of a state space, the operators for searching this space,
and a search control strategy. In crisis response planning,
the necessary and desirable features of these components are
mandated by the three elements of crisis.
The state space is a set of knowledge states, each consisting
of /, A, V , and optional internal m e m o r y structures. Threat
corresponds to goals of prevention that have temporal scope,
unlike traditional planning goals of achievement. Urgency
also requires that the representation have the expressiveness
to describe a changing world. A crisis response planner must
thus be able to deal with time—e.g., by associating states with
time values, by using full-blown temporal reasoning. U n certainty means the agent can neither perfectly represent the
'The Office of Naval Research supported this research through
grant N-OOOI4-96-1 -1221. W e thank Robert Steinrauf and the rest of
Prof. Michael Fehling's research group for many useful discussions
on crisis, and Pat Langley for helpful discussions on task analyses.

current state of the world nor predict future states. A crisis
response planner must thus also be able to handle the discrepancy between / and E , and the imperfect A—e.g., by
augmenting A with sensor actions, by associating probabilities with states and state transitions, by representing actions
as having multiple possible outcomes.
The operators for traversing the problem space relate primarily to urgency and uncertainty. Through the use of higherorder operators (e.g., macro-operators, abstract operators,
cases), a problem solver can m a k e larger leaps in the problem
space, thereby addressing urgency by reducing the time required to construct an appropriate response. Through the use
of plan modification operators such as adding contingency
plans or choosing more widely applicable actions, a problem
solver can m a k e plans more robust, thereby addressing uncertainty.
Search control is responsible for determining w h e n to stop
deliberating and when to start acting, and it impacts all three
elements of crisis. Because the goal of the search is to find
a state that resolves the threat, the issue of threat is implicitly addressed by the search control strategy. Urgency can be
addressed through the use of more efficient search strategies
that guide the search to a goal state quickly, as well as through
mechanisms that directly control deliberation time through
externally imposed constraints. Uncertainty can be addressed
through the use of feedback from the execution environment
to correct or complete imperfect initial information.
Through the task analysis, w e have determined that the
central crisis elements of threat, urgency, and uncertainty require crisis response planners to have representations capable
of handling time and imperfect information, and they favor
those planners with the ability to find good, robust solutions
within the time available for crisis response. With our goal
of developing intelligent crisis response assistants, the next
step is to focus on the interaction between these requirements
and the cognitive capacities of h u m a n crisis response planners. W e can then evaluate the effects of different aspects and
magnitudes of crisis on different crisis response systems.
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Everyone k n o w s that, in their daily work, m a n y scientists
often reason with various forms of visual representations
such as diagrams, pictures, and even scale models. This
practice is difficult to reconcile with the dominant account of
scientific representations as primarily linguistic in form
(words or equations), and scientific reasoning as the logical
manipulation of such symbolic representations. A standard
account has been that visual representations are of heuristic
value only.
They facilitate the construction and
understanding of linguistic structures as well as reasoning
with these structures, but the real content and the principles
of reasoning are to be understood in terms of the linguistic
structures.
This paper suggests an alternative account in which what
have been regarded as statements of laws of nature are
interpreted instead as general principles used in the
construction of abstract models of varying degrees of
specificity. T h e models thus constructed form a hierarchy

with the type of vertical and horizontal structure n o w
regarded within cognitive psychology as typical of natural
concepts of all sorts. Visual models can then be seen as
particular instantiations of aspects of these abstract models.
Their role in science is parallel to, not ancillary to, abstract
models. These distinctions are illustrated with examples
from classical mechanics and geophysics.
O n e important type of scientific reasoning concerns the fit
between a particular model and some real physical systems.
This reasoning is here construed as a scientific form of
h u m a n judgment, a matter of decision rather than the
manipulation of symbolic representations. S o construed,
such reasoning can be understood as using visual
representations as part of the basis for particular judgments
offitbetween models and the world.
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Background
Over the last dozen years or so, the A C T theory of
cognition (Anderson, 1983) and its successors have proven
to be extremely useful for modeling student learning on a
number of intelligent tutoring systems across a variety of
domains (Anderson, Corbett, Koedinger, & Pelletier, 1995)..
In every past example of this, however, it has been the case
that the tutors were designed with the A C T theory in mind.
Therefore, the utility of the A C T theory for capturing
learning in non-ACT-based tutors has not been evaluated.
The motivation for this project was to explore what it would
buy us, in terms of understanding student knowledge and
skUl acquisition, to go to the effort to construct an A C T - R
(Anderson, 1993) model of learning in a tutor not originally
designed for a student model at the production level. In the
course of this investigation, w e have stumbled across an
interesting auxiliary research issue that complements nicely
the original student modeling agenda. It has to do with what
else students learn when using a computer-based tutoring
system, besides the curriculum objectives. T o foreshadow,
they acquire a representation of the structure of the
environment in which they are learning, and use this
knowledge adaptively to produce more efficient performance.
The Tutor
The tutor chosen for this project was the Stat Lady
Descriptive Statistics Tutor (Shute & Gluck, 1994). It
consists offivesections, each designed to teach a slightly
different content area (e.g., simple frequency distributions,
bar charts). Within a section there is an initial instruction
portion, where new declarative knowledge and procedural
skills are taught, followed by a test portion. Each test
portion consists of five scenarios, and subjects select a
scenario of their choice (e.g., restaurants, football). Every
scenario in a section is isomorphic with the others, in that
questions testing particular curriculum objectives always
appear in the same order.
Participants
Thefirststep was to get a sense for the nature and timecourse of learning on the tutor. In order to have detailed data
of student processes while using the system and acquiring
the domain knowledge therein, w e ran four verbal protocol
subjects through the tutor. These subjects were required to
do all the scenarios in every section, in order to produce as

much performance data as possible. T w o of these subjects
were graduate students in the department, considered to be
"experts" in this relatively simple introductory material. The
other two subjects, both staff persons at C M U , had no
statistics or computer science classes in college, and reported
complete unfamiliarity with the domain.
Decomposition of Learning
In the early stages of transcription and coding, w e noticed
a qualitative shift in the approach to the tutor as a subject
moved through the scenarios in a section. This led to the
hypothesis that subjects were acquiring a representation of
the structure of a scenario that allows them to adapt to it,
such that they learn to ignore certain portions of the
interface. Examples of such a component that would come
to be ignored with practice are the instructions that
accompany each activity in the scenarios. Within each
scenario are instructions for what to do next and how to go
about doing it, and these instructions are identical from one
scenario to the next. The A C T - R theory predicts that
students develop a declarative memory representation for the
information in the instructions, and that this representation
is strengthened with exposures across scenarios. From then
on, subjects can retrieve this representation to determine
what step is required next. A retrieval like this is certainly
faster than re-reading the text, and so would be an adaptive
behavior (provided that the goal is to move through the tutor
as quickly as possible). The sub-symbolic mechanisms that
drive learning and adaptation in A C T - R support precisely
this sort of shift in behavior. W e will use this session to
present evidence from our protocol analysis that this sort of
adaptation is taking place, and to discuss the implications of
this for models of cognition and student learning.
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H o w do people understand metaphors such as m v lawyer is a
shark? Most people would understand this utterance to mean
that the metaphor topic m v lawyer has certain properties of the
metaphor \'ehicle shaA. but at the same time does not have other
shari; properties. The properties of shark that arc attributed to m y
lawyer would include, among others, aggressive, vicious and
tenacious. These properties constitute the ground of the
metaphor; they are metaphor-relevant. Metaphor-irrelevant
properties are those that are associated with literal sharks but
nevertheless are not attributed to the metaphor topic. For
example, saymg that one's lawyer is a shark would not be taken
to m e a n that one's law> er had gills and was a skilled swimmer.
H o w do people fdter out such irrelevant material? O n e
possibilit>-. suggested b> Gemsbacher's (1990) suppression
hypothesis, is that people actively mhibit irrelevant information
during metaphor comprehension If so. then w e might expect
elderly people to show a deficit in suppression of metaphorirrelevant properties because inhibitory processes tend to be
relatively impaned in elderly populations. T o assess whether
older adults are impaired infilteringout irrelevant information
w h e n comprehending metaphors, w e asked younger and older
adults (mean ages 20 and 72 years) to read metaphors (e.g."My
lawyer is a shark") and literal control sentences (eg. "The
hammerhead is a shark"), and then to judge whether metaphorrelevant and metaphor-irrelevant property statements made sense
( e g , "Sharks are tenacious" or "Sharks are good swimmers").
Relative to Uteral control conditions, both younger and older
adults quickly responded to metaphor-relevant sentences but
were slow to respond to metaphor-irrelevant ones. This fmding
repUcates those reported by Gemsbacher, Keysar and Robmson
(1995), and suggests that irrelevant material is relatively
inaccessible during comprehension.
The mechanism for the relative maccessibdity of metaphorirrelevant mformation is, however, unclear. Irrelevant
information m a y be actively suppressed or inhibited, but there
are plausible altanatives. The episodic trace retneval hypothesis,
for example, can account for die suppression effect without
postulating either suppression or inhibition of irrelevant
information during comprehension (cf NeilJ, Valdes, Terry &
Ciorfem, 1992).
In order to distinguish between active inhibition of irrelevant
information and alternative non-inhibitory mechamsms.

cxpenment 2 used the independent probe technique (Anderson
& Spelhnan. 1995). This technique rules out episodic trace
retrieval because probes do not ehcit retrieval of prior processing
episodes. As in lixpcriment 1, participants read metaphors and
literal control sentences, and then judged whether metaphorrelevant and metaphor-irrelevant probe sentences made sense.
Unlike Ivxpenment 1, however, the probe sentences did not use
the priming sentence predicate. If, for example, a metaphor
prime were to be "my lawyer is a shark", the metaphor-irrelevant
probe sentence would be "Geese are good swimmers" If the
property s-wimming had been actively inhibited during metaphor
comprehension, then the response to the Geese-swimming
assertion should be slower when it follows a metaphor than when
it follows a hteral statement such as "The hammerhead is a
shark"
The results were clear. Just as in Experiment 1, participants
were slower to respond to metaphor-irrelevant sentences
following metaphors than following literal assertions. These data
directly iaq>bcate active inhibitory mechanisms during metaphor
con^rehoision, consistent with Gemsbacher's (1990) structurebuilding model of text comprehension, as well as with the
general class of models that posit inhibition as a mechanism for
dealing with irrelevant information during text and discourse
comprehension .
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This progi^m of research, broadly described, addresses the
nature of middle school students' mcxlels and model
construction processes in the domain of plate tectonics
(Gobert, 1 9 % ) . The studies described herein investigated the
differentia] effects of summarizing, explaining, and
diagramming
during
reading
on both
text-base
representations and resulting conceptual representations i.e.,
mental models. In Study 1, three groups of grade five
students were compared: those w h o drew diagrams about
plate tectonic phenomena at specific points in a text, those
who pri)vidcd summaries at the same points in the text, and
aconu-ol group (read only). I he groups were compared on:
1) the amount of semantic information ihey generated in
their summaries and diagrams respectively during their
reading of the text (Fredcriksen, 1988), and 2) on a post-test
which evaluated their mental models, i.e., understanding of
the spatial and the causal and dynamic aspects of the domain.
Results indicated that the summaries generated during the
reading of the text contained more domain-related semantic
information than the diagrams which were generated during
the reading of the text. However, on the post-test measures
assessing their mental models, the diagram group
outperformed both the summary and text only groups in
terms of understanding IxHh the spatial as well as causal and
dynamic aspects of the domain (Gobert & Clement, 1994).
These results were interpreted as follows. T h e goal of
summarizing supported the formation of a good text base
from which information could be easily recalled for the
summaries (Schmalhofcr & Gladanov, 1986).
The
diagramming tasks, which required the text information to
be re-represented into a visual modality, facilitated the
formation ofricher,mental model representations which
better supported inferencing, as measured by the post-test
(Larkin & Simon, 1987). These findings lead to an
empirical question as to whether another type of non-visual,
but high-level inference task, like diagramming, would elicit
similar results.

test. The results from the two studies are discussed with
regard to the effects of the three types of tasks, i.e.,
summarizing, explaining, and diagramming on the
formation of both text base representations and mental
models (Craik & Lockhart, 1972; Lockhart & Craik, 1990;
van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983).
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Introduction
Connectionist models have been used to demonstrate that
double dissociations can arise in non-modular systems. In a
recent paper, Bullinaria and Chater (1995) argue against this
general approach, questioning the reliability of double dissociations produced in non-modular systems. Focusing on
double dissociations based on rules versus exception cases,
they create simulations which show that in large-scale, fully
distributed networks, the rule based exemplars are retained,
and the exception cases are lost. The opposite dissociation,
w h a e the exceptions are spared and the rules are lost, is only
obtained in small-scale, less biologically plausible networks.
Based on these results, they challenge the logic of using connectionist simulations to refute the modularity hypothesis.
Bullinaria and Chater's simulations are based on artificial
training example sets. While they manipulated regularity,
having some examples that were rule governed, and others
that were exceptions, they failed to manipulate the relative
frequencies of the training exemplars.
The frequency of different tokens and types in natural language has been explored in several domains. For example,
children acquire more frequent forms earlier than less frequent ones (e.g. Clark & Berman, 1984), and exceptions
that are low in frequency tend to be regularized over time
through diachronic processes of language change (Haiman,
1994). In addition, there is an interaction observed between
frequency and regularity, such that high frequency items are
less affected by irregularity (Seidenberg et al., 1984). Therefore, the frequency of an irregular item is fundamental to any
consideration of its behavior in a language system.
W e hypothesized that Bullinaria and Chater failed to get a
double dissociation because their training set did not reflect
the frequency properties of natural language. Working within
their paradigm, w e explore this hypothesis, examining both
the frequency of different tokens and the distribution of types
in the simulations described below.

frequency values according to the actual frequency disuibution of the English past tense. In training, w e weighted the
error signal according to the raw frequency value assigned to
each exemplar. For thefirstset of simulations, the hidden unit
layer included 100 units, while for the larger models, 6(X) hidden units were used. The models were damaged in two ways,
by removing either hidden units or connections.
Results and Discussion
As expected, the small networks with the frequency manipulation demonsQ'ated double dissociations; in some instances
performance on the rule-governed items was worse than performance on the sub-rule or exception items, and in other
cases the reverse pattern occurred. However, in contrast to
Bullinaria and Chater's simulations, our large networks also
produced the double dissociation, such that on relatively rare
occasions (as with patients), the sub-rules or exceptions were
spared compared to the rules.
The simulations reported here show that frequency manipulations are crucial for creating robust networks that leam
sub-rules as well as true exceptions. It is a well established
fact in natural language that low frequency exceptions are
regularized by children, lost in brain damage, and regularized
over time through diachronic processes of language change.
In light of the results presented here, the challenge Bullinaria and Chater set forth to connectionist researchers may
well be met if considerations of the nature of the input, in
this instance the frequency of irregular and exception cases,
is taken into account in simulating natural language and brain
damage.
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The Models
The models described here were the same as those in Bullinaria and Chater (1995), except that the frequency of the
training exemplars was manipulated. T w o training sets were
created based on the stimuli used by Bullinaria and Chater:
one was comprised of rule and sub-rule exemplars; the other
consisted of rules and exceptions. The English past tense is an
example of a language system that incorporates rule-governed
(bake-bakecf), sub-rule (ring-rang, sing-sang), and exception
(go-went) cases. Therefore, training exemplars were assigned
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Although the role played by familiarity of shape is a
much discussed issue in visual word recognition, the
specific processes that underlie the familiarity effects are not
yet fiiUy understood. Recentlly, Polk and Farah (1994)
suggested that environmental statistics can influence the
functional architecture of visual character of recognition, even
in adulthood. A related issue is that of the contribution that
upper-case and lower-case letters have in reading.
There is little consensus a m o n g recent models of word
recognition as to the level at which words are encoded in
the reading system. T h e analytic models assume that
words are initially formed fi-om component letters. T h e
holistic models argue that words could be formed fixrni
word-level codes in addition to letter-level codes.
In order to reconcile the conflicting results obtained by
word recognition experiments and what seemed to be a
dependence on the type of task being performed, Besner et
al. (1984) proposed two distinct types of processing in
word recognition: the identification process and the figural
familiarity process. The identification process uses only the
letter-code and is used w h e n the response uniquely specifies
a stimulus, as for example, in naming aloud a string of
letters. The figural familiarity process uses word-level code,
e.g., in tasks such as lexical decisions. Acronyms (e.g.,
FBI) were seen as a test case for the familiarityfiguralform.
Faster response times (RTs) were found in a same-different
matching task for acronyms w h e n written in upper-case
letters (i.e., the familiar w a y they are normally seen). It has
also been shown that no eflfect could be found for acronyms
in tachistoscopic reports (Besner et al, 1984).
W e report here experiments with another class of words,
namely, brandnames. This class of words is interesting
because a set can be chosen so that capitalisation as well as
other features such as colour, are part of their identity. Thus,
they are rarely seen, if ever, in a different shape than that first
presented to the consumers. This feature together with the
fact that m a n y of these brandnames are part of our everyday
life experience, makes them an ideal set for testing
environmental influences. Furthemore, they have the
advantage over acronyms of having a more lexicalised
pronunciation, allowing
for a more direct type cf
experiment to be carried out involving naming.
T w o different types of experiments, a lexical-decision
(LDT) and a naming task, were used to investigate the
eflfects of capitalisation on brandnames. T h e experimental
stimuli were 4 8 familiar brandnames (e.g. S A F E W A Y ) , 4 8
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familiar English words and 96 nonword fillers. T h e most
familiar brandnames were obtained by asking 10 volunteers
from Edinburgh University to rank 9 7 brandnames o n an
ordinal scale from 1-7 points, according to their familiarity.
All materials were controlled for number of letters and
number of syllables. In the L D T our aim w a s to replicate
Besner's fmdings with acronyms. W e found that L D T ' s
R T s were significantly faster for brand-names in upper-case
letters (their familiar shape) than in lower-case letters
(unfamiliar shape). N o effect w a s found for the femiliar
English words. W e performed an analysis of variance with
both, participants(Fi) and items(F2), a 2(letter-case) x
2(word-type ) repeated measures A N O V A and found main
effects for capitalisation F,(l,27) = 7.15, p < .01, for type
Fi(l,24) = 56.1, p < .001 and also found an interaction
Fi(l,24) = 8.6, p < .007. For capitalisation F2(l,94)=7.6, p
< .007, for type F2(l,94) = 28.8, p < .001 and an interaction
F2(l,94)=10.9, p<.001.
The same L D T material, excludingfillers,w a s used in
the naming experiment. N o statistically significant
capitalisation effects in response time were found for either
class of words, in this experiment.
It is interesting to notice that our L D T results are in
agreement with Polk and Farah suggestions about the
environmental influence on the functional architecture of
visual character recognition. However, the same conclusions
cannot be reached from the naming experiment where no
familiarity effect w a s found. So far, our results are in keeping
with analytic and with some of the hybrid models of word
recognition.
T o conclude, besides offering us a unique opportunity for
studying the environmental impact on visual word
recognition, brandnames are a part of our everyday life and
as such should be of interest to all those modelling visual
word recognition either naturally or artificially.
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Background
This study examined the effect of programming paradigm on
novice program comprehension. It follows work which sought
to characterise program comprehension by experts (Pennington, 1987) and novices (Corritore & Wiedenbeck, 1991) in
terms of information categories. These categories, described
by Pennington, are: operations (information about specific
actions which take place in the code), control flow (information about sequence of events occurring in the program),
data flow (the transformations which data objects undergo
during execution, including data dependencies and data structure information), state (time-slice descriptions of the state of
objects and events in the program), and function (information
about the overall goal of the program, essentially, "What does
the program do?").
Pennington (1987) studied expert C O B O L and F O R T R A N
programmers and proposed a two-stage process of program
comprehension in which the preliminary dominant mental
representation tends to be organised in terms of low-level
control flow information. A more in-depth understanding of
the program leads to the building of a domain model based on
a more functional perspective, and to an increase in the use of
functional and data flow statements to describe programs.
A similar study of Pascal novices found that they also
tended to use low-level procedural statements when summarising a program, but that subjects in the upper ability
quartile tended to behave more like expert programmers in
terms of an increased ability to handle dataflow and functional questions (Corritore & Wiedenbeck, 1991).
These findings raise the question of whether "procedural
predominance" results from the use of procedural programming languages. Pennington herselfquestioned the generality
of results for languages other than C O B O L and F O R T R A N :
there was evidence that C O B O L programmers were better at
questions about dataflow than F O R T R A N programmers, and
that this might be due to features of the languages themselves.
To address this question, a study was carried out on Prolog
novices. Since Prolog emphasises functional and dataflowrequirements, it was expected that novices would provide a more
abstract, functional account of program behaviour, rather than
a procedurally oriented one.

The Study
The subjects were 74firstyear university students enrolled in
a Prolog course. Each received a packet containing a short
description of the experiment, instructions, a practice problem, six, randomly-ordered, short recursive programs and a

Richard Cox
H u m a n Communication Research Centre
University of Edinburgh
2 Buccleuch Place Edinburgh E H 8 9 L W
Scotland U K
rcox@cogsci.ed.ac.uk

questionnaire on their programming experience. Subjects had
five minutes to study each program, answer the accompanying questions and write a summary statement before turning
to the next program.
Results and Discussion
Results on the comprehension questions showed much the
same trend as that of previous studies: questions focussing on
low-level aspects of control flow were answered significantly
more easily than questions requiring other types of information. However, data flow questions were significantly harder
to answer than any other type of question.
Following Pennington, the program summaries were classified into three categories: procedural, data flow and function. Procedural program summaries predominated (45%),
although not to the same extent as in previous studies (Pennington found 5 7 % while Corritore and Wiedenbeck found
5 0 % ) . Furthermore, functional program summaries dominated over dataflow program summaries ( 3 8 % vs 17%), a
trend not found in either of the two previous studies.
In further analyses, program summaries were independently rated on a four point scale according to correctness
and completeness of explanation. It was found that functional program summaries were much more likely to be rated
'Good' or 'Excellent' (66.7%) than data flow (51.1%) or procedural (50%) summaries. The implication that a functional
description is more likely to be correct is consistent with the
notion that the functional description correlates well with the
termination of the program comprehension process.
It was concluded that the choice of programming language
significantly affects novice program understanding, although
procedurally oriented viewpoints tend to predominate even
when, as in the case of Prolog, functional, data flow approaches are emphasised. The implications for the teaching
of programming are clear - more effective methods of changing novices' "procedural bias" are required beyond simply
teaching new programming languages.
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Much of chemistry has been concerned with determining
theftindamentaichemical entities which exist in nature, the
structural relationships between them, the properties of these
chemical entities, and the mechanisms for combining and
breaking them apart.
Previous work in computational scientific discovery has
addressed how each of these types of chemical knowledge
can be used to elucidate the others. For example, the
S T A H L / D A L T O N systems (Langley, Simon, Bradshaw &
Zytkow, 1987) use knowledge about the process of
chemical reaction to determine the components of a
substance ( S T A H L ) , and its molecular composition
(DALTON). Our o w n work has looked at how knowledge of
structure has been used by scientists to explain the
properties of substances. W e have shown how a search space
of structural models can be defined which accounts for many
of the historical discovery episodes in the development of
solution chemistry (Gordon, Edwards, Sleeman &
Kodratoflf, 1994). W e have also shown h o w the H U M E
discovery system (Gordon, 1995) can use individual models
from this search space to guide the discovery of empirical
laws which can then explain the behaviour of solutions
(explaining theirfreezingpoints, for example).
In our earlier work, w e assumed that a search space cf
structural models existed in a domain a-priori.
Subsequently, w e showed how such a search space could be
generated systematically, by the application of a set of
model generation operators. These operators could be
applied to one structural model to generate a set of new
models. These model generation operators have much in
common with the knowledge that is output by systems such
as D A L T O N . However, whereas D A L T O N generated
instances of model construction operators based on a single
process (the chemical reaction process) our analysis of
solution chemistry history has shown h o w many other
processes were employed by scientists to account for the
behaviour of solutions. These include hydration,
polymerisation, and ionisation. A s with the chemical
reaction process, each of these other processes has its o w n
particular characteristics. Like chemical reaction, hydration
tends to involve small whole number ratios of the number of
molecules involved in the hydrate. A s well as requiring the
conservation of mass, ionisation also requires the
conservation of electric charge. Ionisation also requires the
presence of an electric current as a precondition for its
application.
Figure 1 below shows h o w w e intend to generalise our
model of structural-model driven scientific discovery to
allow the integration of knowledge of structural chemistry
from different sources. Figure 1 shows h o w a generalisation
of the D A L T O N system (termed D A L T O N _ X ) could
empirically discover instances of model generation

operators. Using appropriate heuristics, D A L T O N X could
discover instances of hydration, polymerisation and
ionisation operators, as well as those for chemical reaction.
These operators could be systematically applied to generate
a search space of hypothetical structural models, and each of
these structural models could be used to guide the discovery
of physical laws. The output from the integrated system
would be a general theory of (for example) solution
chemistry, consisting of a set of empirical laws and
confirmed structural models, which could together explain
the phenomenon under investigation.
Figure 1 seems to imply that a set of model generation
operators can be directly applied to a new domain. This is
not the case. T w o of the most significant advances in the
history of solution chemistry came about when scientists
relaxed the preconditions for operator application. It was
RUdorff w h o first proposed that the hydration process could
occur inside a solution. Similarly, Arrhenius fu-st proposed
that the ionisation process did not require the presence of an
external current to "tear apart" molecules into their
constituent ions.
Model
Generation
{models}

HUME

DALTON X
{operators}

{observations}

{explanations} {laws} {confirmed models)
Figure 1. A n Architecture for Integrated Model-Driven
Discovery
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because the construction rule for names always posits a new
entity. Thus, the same name will be predicated on two
didcrent entities creating a sense of disjoint reference that
can only be resolved by the application of the construction
rule for equivalence. Co-reference of a name with a
preceding pronoun is largely unacceptable because the
triggering conditions for the construction rule for
equivalence are not met and therefore there is no way to
equate the entity introduced by the name with the entity
introduced previously by the pronoun.

A model is presented that addresses both the distribution
and comprehension of different forms of referring
expressions in language. T h e model is expressed in a
formalism ( K a m p & Reyle, 1993) that uses Construction
Rules to m a p syntactic representations onto Discourse
Representation Structures.
Each construction rule is
composed of a triggering condition that delineates the
linguistic input that causes the rule to apply, and specific
instructions for replacing part of the linguistic representation
with information in the Discourse Representation Structure.
T h e material added to a Discourse Representation Structure
by a Construction Rule is termed a condition set, which
consists of entities (discourse referents) and predications of
those entities. Basic interpretive rules are developed for
names, pronouns, definite descriptions and quantified
descriptions. The dynamic interaction of these rules with
syntactic input and with the representation of a discourse
accounts for the ease of achieving co-referential
interpretations among different linguistic forms as measured
by intuitive judgments of grammaticality (Gordon &
Hendrick, 1997) and by online measures of language
comprehension (Gordon, Grosz & Gilliom, 1993). The
model uses the same basic interpretive mechanisms for coreference within and between sentences, thereby linking the
domain of co-reference that has traditionally been studied by
generative linguists (Chomsky, 1986) to the broader domain
of co-reference discourse which has been of greater concern
to computational linguists (Grosz, Joshi & Weinsten, 1995).
The model includes three basic construction rules to
handle reference and co-reference. The construction rule for
names is triggered by the occurrence of a name in the
syntactic representation of the input sentence. It then posits
a n e w discourse entity in the discourse model that the name
is a predicate of. T h e construction rule for pronouns is
triggered by a pronoun; it then attempts to find a referent
introduced into the discourse model by a suitable
antecedent. Failing that, it posits a n e w discourse entity.
The final construction rule for equivalence is triggered by
the presence of two instances of the same name predicated
on distinct discourse entities. It adds a condition set to the
discourse representation equating the two entities. These
three rules provide a straightforward account of the
grammatical acceptability and the ease of processing coreference involving different forms of referring expressions.
Co-reference of a pronoun with an earlier expression is
highly acceptable because the construction rule for pronouns
directly seeks a referent in the discourse model. Coreference of a name with a preceding name is less acceptable

Accounting for the effects of c-command on co-reference
(Chomsky, 1986) requires that w e incorporate notions of
linguistic prominence into the construction rules. In our
formulation, linguistic prominence is inversely related to
depth of embeddedness. Prominence affects the
construction of discourse representations in two ways: (1)
It influences the order of processing triggers, with more
prominent syntactic representations leading to earlier
processing of triggers than less prominent representations.
(2) It contributes to an ordering of the entities referred to in
the discourse representation, and this ordering influences
the efficiency with which the construction rules for
establishing co-reference operate. This second effect of
prominence is equivalent to the notion in centering theory
(Grosz, Joshi & Weinstein, 1995) that the representation of
an utterance in coherent discourse includes an ordered set of
forward-looking centers.
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There are a number of reasons to believe that
metaphoric expressions in natural language (e.g., "time's
winged chariot," "stock prices are up this quarter") reflect not
only communicative strategies, but conceptualizations
which m a p structure and inferences from one entity or
relation onto another. This general view, which contrasts
with traditional analyses of metaphor as a literary or
rhetorical strategy, is k n o w n as "conceptual metaphor
theory" (See Lakoff & Johnson 1980; Gibbs 1994; etc.)
M u c h of the work on conceptual metaphor has
emphasized the apparently systematic correspondences
between complex domains of experience, such as "ideas"
(including thinking, believing, communicating and so forth)
and "food" (including eating, food preparation, etc.).
Expressions such ds food for thought, to spoon-feed a class,
to swallow a claim, to chew on an idea. etc. have been taken
as evidence that these two areas of h u m a n life are linked by a
thorough mapping which captures the ontological and
inferential structure of one (food, the source) and imposes it
onto the other (ideas, the target).
Recent work on this topic, however (e.g., Grady et al
1996), has shown that the correspondences for which there is
direct linguistic evidence are typically m u c h narrower —
e.g., the metaphorical conceptualization of desirability as
flavor, or of acceptance as an act of swallowing (primary
metaphors). These narrower correspondences are not
logically dependent on one another, and expressions which
combine them often have the "flavor" of mixed metaphor —
e.g., IShe couldn't swallow all the food for thought; IHe
spoon-fed them the food for thought
Given that conceptual metaphor theorists emphasize the
importance of experiential bases for metaphor in their theory
— i.e. they stress that adequate analysis of a conceptual
metaphor must include an account of the experiences which
give rise to the cognitive link between the respective
concepts — the difference between the types of experiences
which could motivate primary metaphors and those which
could motivate complex mappings takes on considerable
significance. Though the claim that experiential motivation
is an important aspect of metaphorical analysis has often
been repeated, however, there have been no serious proposals
to date regarding what those motivations should look like.
The theory of primary metaphors suggests a particular
direction in which to look for such experiential bases.
Rather than pointing to broad isomorphisms between
experiential domains — such as the fact that ideas, like food,
may be created or developed by one person and then
presented to another, w h o will either accept or reject them,
etc. — w e gain greater insight, and more specific accounts,
by looking at primary scenes, narrowly defined aspects of
experiences, which recur in numerous sorts of settings, and
which are commonly correlated with each other in ways that
give rise to metaphor and a number of other conceptual-

linguistic phenomena. For instance, the experience of
tasting a piece of food, whose flavor w e w e m a y have an
immediate positive or negative response to, is a primary
scene which givesriseto a metaphor of "Appeal as Flavor."
Another primary scene involves manipulating (e.g., taking
apart) a complex object, and forming a mental representation
of the causal relations embodied in the object (e.g., support,
connection). This primary scene, which pairs a physical
experience with a conceptual one, gives rise to a metaphor
of "Organization as Physical Structure." Other primary
metaphors are similarly based on primary scenes, which
involve fundamental dimensions of activity.
Importantly, primary scenes are relevant not only to
conceptual metaphor but also to other aspects of language.
C. Johnson (to appear) has sugggested that a primary scene
involving the visual perception of a stimulus and the
inference of information from the stimulus, m a y play a
central role in English-speaking children's acquisition of the
verb see, which they typically use (at a certain stage) to refer
not to a visual experience alone — what the adult considers
the primary sense of see — but to the combination of seeing
and "finding out," as in Let's see what's in the box. The
acquisition of with in its instrumental sense, as in He's
eating with a fork, appears to follow a pattern which can
also best be accounted for in terms of primary scenes: the
child does not readily acquire the instrumental sense of with,
but instead interprets adult w(f/i-phrases as referring to the
simpler relation of "temporary possession" — a primary
scene in which a person "has," or holds, an object. It is only
later that the child is able to m a p the word onto the complex
representation which integrates this primary scene with
another involving purposive action. (See Grady & Johnson,
to appear.)
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Introduction
The necessity to act quickly in an uncertain and dynamic world
requires agents to develop representations that can tightly couple action, perception, reasoning, and execution monitoring.
Our work on language learning also requires that agents internalize their knowledge of verbs by simulating the associated
actions and sensorimotor states. W e refer to such active representations as X-schemas (Feldman et. al, 1996) (the X refers
to executing). In this work, w e develop a structured connectionist realization of X-schemas based upon our previous
work on SHRUTl, a connectionist model of reflexive reasoning
(Shastri & Ajjanagadde, 1993), and "routines" (Feldman &
Shastri, 1984).
X-schemas must satisfy a number of requirements. They
must deal with sequential and partially ordered activation
of actions, concurrency, iteration, conditional action, eventbased interruption, and termination. It should also be possible
to form complex X-schemas composed of other X-schemas.
X-schemas should support a broad notion of action. This
includes actions that affect the environment and seek information from the environment. It also includes actions that
update and query various forms of m e m o r y (this includes retrieval and inference). Since X-schemas operate in dynamic
and wide-ranging situations, they must get dynamically bound
to different entities at run time and execute with different parameter settings (e.g., amount of force).

firing of the role node and the focal node representing the
filler of this role. Such bindings are communicated among
role nodes by the synchronization of the activity of connected
role nodes as in SHRUTl. Neurophysiological evidence suggests that such propagation of synchronous activity is neurally
plausible (Singer, 1993).
The ?, -I-, and - nodes serve a control and coordination
function. The ? node can be viewed as an initiate or query
node. A process initiates an action (or poses a query for
information) by activating the ? node of the appropriate focal
cluster. The + and - nodes indicate the outcome of schema
execution. The activation of the + (-) node of a focal cluster by
a schema indicates the successful (unsuccessful) completion
of the schema.
Conclusion
It is interesting that the same mechanisms seem sufficient for
reflexive reasoning as well as perceptual motor schemas. This
is not surprising if one takes seriously the notion that conceptual structures are grounded in our body and shaped by our
motor and perceptual systems. In ongoing work, w e and our
colleagues are investigating the implications of this work for
language acquisition, reasoning, and metaphoric inference.
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Connectionist Encoding
The connectionist encoding of X-schemas makes use of focal clusters and feedback loops, the propagation of dynamic
bindings via temporal synchrony, and a uniform mechanism
for interaction between schemas, sensory-motor processes, as
well as high-level reasoning and memory. M a n y of these connectionist mechanisms have been drawn from SHRUTl (Shastri
& Ajjanagadde, 1993; Shastri & Grannes, 1996).
X-schemas are composed of interconnected focal clusters
that m a y contain parameter nodes, role nodes, and control
nodes such as +, - and ?. The significance of nodes in a
focal cluster is as follows: the activation of parameter nodes
sets parameter values in the invoked schema. For example,
in an X-schema for push, the firing rate of a suitable parameter node m a y indicate the relative force to be applied. Role
nodes provide a mechanism for dynamically binding a schema
role with a filler at the time of schema invocation. For example, an X-schema for push m a y have a role for indicating
the intended object of the push action. A dynamic binding
between a role and itsfilleris expressed by the synchronous
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Our research focuses on exploratory problem solving which the construction of n e w models is based upon
through model construction and adaptation as frequently h-ansformations to their form, but evaluation of these
exhibited in scientific discovery.
W e employ the models requires the derivation of their behaviors. T o
following methods:
achieve "function-follows-form" ti-ansformations T o R Q U E
• cognitive-historical analysis of historical cases,
uses knowledge stiiactures which w e call Generic Structural
• analyses of problem solving protocols that exhibit Transformations (GSTs). After retrieving an initial source
similar expert reasoning processes, and
analog via M B A , T o r q u e evaluates the model by
• computational modeling of these protocols and case attempting to reduce the differences between the target and
studies.
the analog model. This evaluation process involves either
O n our interpretation, exploration through constructing retiieving generic models of physical principles (GPPs)
imaginary models offieldprocesses figured centrally in J. which can explain away the differences, or applying G S T s
C. Maxwell's reasoning in creating thefieldequations fcr to transform the target or source models. These
electromagnetism (see Nersessian 1992,1995; Nersessian transformations bring n e w knowledge to the task which
& Greeno 1989). This construction involved abstracting m a y lead T o R Q U E towards or away from the initial goal.
and applying generic models (see also Griffith, Nersessian T o r q u e discovers the G P P of torque while attempting to
& Goel 1996). T h e historical records, however, fail to reduce the differences between a circular and an imaginary
provide adequate constraints. T o further examine our square coil. Through T o R Q U E w e have established that
hypotheses about Maxwell's reasoning w e have focused on in the S 2 case "function-follows-form" tiansformations
similar reasoning found in a verbal problem solving play a significant role in the exploratory process. W e
protocol about springs (Clement 1989). Here w e focus on hypothesize that "function-follows-form" ti-ansformations
one aspect w e posit is c o m m o n to both cases; constructing also play a significant role in Maxwell's exploration of
imaginary models
through "function-follows-form" electromagnetism.
transformations.
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Introduction
Problem-solving strategies have been investigated to
determine how children reach solutions and the conditions
which facilitate problem solving. To precisely focus on the
interface between the problem solver and the task
environment during periods of rapid change in strategy use,
Siegler and Jenkins (1989) examined preschoolers'
acquisition of addition facts. The present study builds on
their research and investigates strategies children construct
(discoN ery) to cope with the demands of an addition problem
solving task. According to Siegler and Jenkins, a strategy is
"discovered" when it is used for thefirsttime; discovery can
involve sudden discontinuous changes leading to dramatic
insights, or a series of smaller realizations may gradually
culminate in a breakthrough.
The present study examined the effect that two variables
had on strategy discovery: the presence of manipulatives and
the level of difficulty of the addition problem. Strategy
discovery was examined using a microgenetic design which
combines dense sampling over an extended period of time
with an intensive trial-by-trial analysis.
Method
27 kindergartners ( M ^ = 6.1 years) in public schools in
Birmingham, Alabama were randomly split into two groups:
13 with manipulatives ( W M ) available (forty small plastic
bears) and 14 with no manipulatives (NM). Children were
given no instruction on strategy use or addition and were
tested individually during two sessions per week for 12 weeks
between February and May. Each session consisted of 12
addition problems: six small addend problems (both addends
< 5), three large addend problems (one addend <. 5 and one
between 6 and 9), and three challenge problems (one addend
> 10, the other < 5). Problems appeared on a computer
monitor and were read aloud ("How much is 3 + 5"?).
Results
The presence of manipulatives did not aid discovery. The
problem type had a dramatic effect on discovery of three of
the four strategies examined: nearly 9 0 % of the time, shortcut
sum (count onfingersfrom one), count aloud from one, and
retrieval were discovered on a small addend problem.

Interestingly, the min strategy (count from the larger addend)
was discovered exactly equally often on all three problem
types. Siegler and Jenkins (1989), in contrast, found discovery
of min occurred on small addend problems 7 1 % of the time
and on large addend and challenge problems 14.5% of the
time each.
Conclusions
Did manipulatives aid discovery? Are strategies discovered
more frequently on easier or more difficult problems? The
type of problem seemed to influence strategy discovery,
whereas the presence of manipulatives did not. It was
expected that the additional support provided by the
manipulatives would spur on discovery, yet the median of the
discovery trials for each strategy scored was not significantly
different between the groups. It seemed that children in both
groups were content to use theirfingersand did not need the
added support to discover strategies: childrenNM used their
fingers 3 0 % of the time; childreuwM only used manipulatives
on 9 % of the trials but used theirfingers1 9 % of the time, for
a combined total of 28%. Thus, each group used some kind of
external aid with about the same frequency
Both groups displayed remarkably similar patterns of
discovery, usually (at least 8 8 % of the time) discovering
strategies on small addend problems (except in the previously
mentioned case of min), and all discovery trials were highly
accurate (78% or higher). This is consonant with Siegler &
Jenkins' (1989) conclusion that strategy discovery was not
due to an inability to solve problems correctly using extant
strategies and provides additional evidence to contradict the
previously accepted notion that an impasse is a required
precursor to discovery.
Large addend and challenge problems were expected to
provide an incentive for the discovery of more elegant or
efficient strategies. Though such an incentive proved
unnecessary for discovering the less advanced strategies
(shortcut sum, counting aloud from one) and retrieval, it did
seem to aid in the discovery of the more elegant min strategy.
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Purpose

Initially, the model afferents arborize across all layers, but in
a restricted random retinotopic location (that is slightly biased
To develop a unified model of the activity-dependent refinetowards its retinotopically correct location). Snap-shots of
ment of retinotopy, eye-specific layers and on/off sub-layers
waves are iteratively presented and the weights are updated
in neural projection from the retina to the lateral geniculate
using a modified Hebbian algorithm. The simulated waves
nucleus ( L G N ) in cats and ferrets.
change over training, matching the changes in the observed
waves over development.
Biological Background T h e initial ingrowth of retina! afferents into the L G N is quite disordered. The afferents from
Weight Change Algorithm The algorithm consists of four
both eyes and both functional classes arborize and synapse on
steps. First, the input to L G N cells is computed as a (weighted)
cells throughout the depth of the L G N (Shatz, 1983). There
linear sum of the input and neighbor activities. The L G N acis coarse retinotopy in the initial retinogeniculale projection,
tivity is iterated until reaching steady state, effectively blurring
but there is no evidence for precise retinotopy until maturity.
the retinal input to the L G N . The amount of blurring is deterOver development, the retinogeniculate projection sharpens
mined by the self-inhibition in L G N cells and the efficacy of
extensively. Each mature L G N cell receives retinal input from
the retinal synapses. The blurring decreases over time in coronly 1-8 ganglion cells from one functional class (on-/offrelation with physiological changes over development, it thus
center) in one eye. L G N cells with similar inputs are clustered
plays an analogous role to shrinking neighborhood functions
into eye-specific layers and on/off sub-layers. Further, the
in other models.
retinotopic m a p in the mature L G N is nearly perfect.
Second, the retina-to-LGN weights are updated proportionDuring the height of this refinement, retinal ganglion cells
ally to the product of the R G C and L G N cell activities and the
(RGC's) spontaneously fire bursts of action potentials which
previous weight. Third, the weights are blurred to mimic a
propagate across the retina in waves. These waves change
branching factor. Fourth, the weights are normalized such that
around the onset of on/off layer segregation and disappear just
the total connection strength of each neuron stays constant.
before eye opening ( W o n g & Oakley, 1996). During the period
Results
of wave activity, L G N cell responsivity is heightened and
inhibition is attenuated. Notably, there is no evidence for long- In the model, wave-like retinal activity was found to support
range intra-LGN connections at any stage in development.
the development of retinotopy, eye-specific and on/off layer
Computational Background It is known that spatially cor- segregation. The time-course of refinement in the model qualitatively matches the time-course of refinement observed in
related input activity and Hebbian processes can generate
cats
and ferrets. Specific model parameter requirements were
maps and segregation of afferents (Keesing, Stork & Shatz,
explored.
1991; Miller, 1989). This model concentrates on the character of the input activity and the specific physiological and
References
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Intra-LGN Connectivity Each L G N cell connects with
482-499.
fixed positive weights to its 4 nearest intra-layer neighbors,
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1095.
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Introduction
C o m m o n ground consists of information which is mutually
believed by conversational participants (Clark, 1992). This
information comes from world knowledge, joint cultural or
community membership, perceptually salient objects and
events, past personal interactions, and a record of the current
conversation. This can be contrasted with privileged ground,
information that is known to only one of the participants.
While a large body of research suggests that c o m m o n
ground affects the construction and interpretation of
referential expressions, almost no work has examined the
time course of these processes. Recently, Keysar and
colleagues have presented evidence that c o m m o n ground m a y
be used to filter rather than restrict initial processing. The
key finding is that privileged information is used in the
production and interpretation of referential expressions rather
than just information in c o m m o n ground (Horton & Keysar,
1996; Keysar et al., 1996). However, a potential criticism
of these studies is that c o m m o n ground was not established
interactively. T h e research reported here used a referential
communication task in which c o m m o n ground was clearly
established to investigate its effect on the domain of
reference.
W e hypothesize that during interpretation,
perceptually available alternatives in privileged ground will
be considered along with alternatives in c o m m o n ground,
indicating that c o m m o n ground does not initially restrict the
possible set of interpretations for a referring expression.
Method and Results
W e placed subjects in a referential communication task with
a confederate speaker.
Subjects' eye-movements were
recorded with an Applied Scientific Laboratories ftee-head
eyetracker as the speaker instructed them to manipulate
colored shapes on a vertical display board (with the pretense
of getting their boards to match). For each trial, subjects
placed a "secret shape" unknown to the speaker on the board,
establishing privileged ground. In addition, the confederate
and subject went through a process of entering four other
shapes into c o m m o n ground before the matching task began.
The critical instruction on experimental trials was always
the last instruction given by the confederate:
"Put a [stacking shape] on the [target shape]."
Experimental trials varied on two dimensions: whether or
not a competitor (possible but not actual referent of "target
shape") was in c o m m o n ground or in privileged ground; and

whether or not the competitor was the same color as the
target shape.
In the c o m m o n ground conditions, a potential competitor
was located in c o m m o n ground; i.e., the competitor and the
target shape had both been identified and placed into position
as the subject followed the confederate's instructions. In
contrast, in the privileged ground conditions a potential
competitor was located in privileged ground; i.e., the secret
shape matched the target shape.
Preliminary analysis of eye-movement latencies and false
launches to competitor shapes show that when the
competitor shape and the target shape were different colors,
there was no competition between them; e.g., a "red square"
was not considered a possible location when a subject was
told "Put the green square on the blue one". However, in
the same color conditions, where the competitor matched
the target shape, subjects considered the competitor shape as
a possible location in both the c o m m o n ground and the
privileged ground conditions. W h e n the competitor and
target shapes were both located in c o m m o n ground, subjects
expressed verbal confusion about the appropriate
interpretation. W h e n the competitor was in privileged
ground, subjects took longer to locate the correct target
location, and often briefly looked at their "secret shape".
This data pattern suggests that while information from
c o m m o n ground is rapidly available, it does not initially
restrict the interpretation of referential expressions.
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computed for the regular and irregular verb classes. The
results of the ID priming test showed no difference in error
In cross-modal priming experiments, we find that
present
between
the regular and the irregular verb stems. Since w e
tense verbs reliably prime their stems with no difference
assume a correlation between error in this task and primbetween regulars and irregulars. In the past tense, although
ing in a lexical decision task, this result predicts that both
there is still priming in both cases, the effect is smaller in the regular and irregular verbs should show equivalent results
irregular verbs, and the difference between regular and irregin identity priming.
ular is significant This difference in the ability of irregular
past tense verbs to prime their stems might be taken as eviThe network was then tested on the past tense/stem primdence for two mechanisms in the production of the past tense
ing task. The average error was computed for the regular
(cf. Prasada and Pinker, 1993; Prasada, Pinker and Snyder
and irregular classes of verb stems. In this case, in contrast
1990).
to the results in the ID priming task, there was a clear difference in the degree of error for regular and irregular
We show that these results are less of a challenge to the univerbs. Although for both verb classes the error in the pastform mechanism account than a superficial reading might
tense/stem priming simulation is higher than in the I D
indicate. W e find that it is the difference in the extent to
priming task, error for the regular verbs is lower, at all
which the verbs of the data set share the regularities and subpoints in training, than the error for theregularverbs. This
regularities of the inflectional system, and not any distinction
parallels the experimental results, where priming was sigin the mechanisms of representation and learning, that leads
nificantly lower with irregular past tense primes than w h e n
to differences in the stem-inflection relationships.
the past tense prime was a regular verb.
Introduction

Priming in an Autoassociator
We model these results with an auto-associative network,
which the input and output are identical. This architecture,
with a reduced number of hidden units, can force a network
to extract generalizations about the data so that it will be
most successful at reconstructing those patterns which most
fully share in the subregularities of the data set. W e trained
the network on 900 regular and 100 inegular verbs. Frequency of presentation of the irregular verbs varied according to frequency of occurrence in the L O B corpus. T h e
network was trained to produce both stem and past tense in
response to stem and past tense as input, to produce the stem
in response to the stem, and to produce the past tense in
response to die past tense. There was no crossing of categories, however - the network was never trained to produce the
stem in response to only the past tense, or the past tense only
in response to the stem. This task was reserved because it
will be used in the testing phase: W e take it to be the equivalent, in the network, of the priming task.

We discuss these results in reference to experimental
inresults (Seidenberg and Bruck, 1990; Prasada, Pinker and
Snyder 1990) suggesting that they are consistent with the
behavior of a single mechanism sensitive to graded effects
of frequency and consistency.
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What do w e k n o w about the words w e use? The word
definition task is a productive method for probing the
structure of semantic memory. W e use it to investigate what
types of information are represented in word meaning. This
topic has recently gained prominence owing to one theory of
category-specific semantic disorders: Warrington and Shallice
(1984) argued that these do not arise because of the
neurological localization of different semantic categories, but
because members of these categories are differentially
represented in terms of their characteristic attributes. Living
things depend primarily on perceptual information, while
nonliving
things depend primarily on functional
information. Farah and McClelland (1991) tested this by
examining dictionary definitions. W e use a word definidon
task to examine directly h o w w e represent word meaning.

given. W e used a category " O " for information that did not
fall into any of the other categories. Table 1 shows the
average number of instances of these per item in each
category, and the ratio of perceptual/functional attributes.
Table 1: Mean number of mentions of attribute type per
word for each semantic category.

Method
Participants
11 native English speakers (age range 18-37).
Materials
Ten words from ten semantic categories covering living and
nonliving things were divided into two lists. (See Table 1.)
O n e participant did both lists. W e also included the
categories of body parts (which the neuropsychological data
imply should behave like nonliving things), fabrics, foods,
gemstones, and musical instruments (which should behave
like living things).
Procedure
Participants were asked to define each word as clearly as
possible. They were tested individually with unlimited time.
Scoring

Participants clearly defined words using other types of
informauon in addition to perceptual (P) and functional (F).
In particular, taxonomic (T) information was frequently

P

F

T

O

P/F

electricals
fabrics
vehicles
artifacts
body parts
instruments
gems
plants
animal
food stuffs

0.43
0.66
0.77
1.13
I.Ol
1.01
0.82
1.34
1.58
1.53

1.06
0.96
1.07
1.24
0.89
0.49
0.35
0.42
0.29
0.23

1.01
0.88
0.93
0.86
0.75
0.11
0.96
1.04
1.18
1.12

0.43
0.51
0.60
0.11
0.15
0.30
0.65
0.33
0.41
0.56

0.41
0.69
0.72
0.91
1.13
2.06
2.34
3.19
5.48
6.65

Participants usually mentioned taxonomic information first.
(A curious exception to this is musical instruments.) A s
predicted, there is a clear division between categories rehant
on functional information (P/F <1), comprising manmade
objects, and those reliant on perceptual information (P/F>2),
comprising living things and foods. Of most interest are the
intermediate categories: body parts, which as piredicted
resemble artifacts, and body parts, gems, and instruments,
which are close to living things. Clearly the category of
fabrics is aberrant. There was no cortelation between
typicality and the perceptual-functional feature ratio.
The results provide further support for the idea that
representations of living and nonliving things make
differential use of perceptual and functional information.
Other categones and types of attribute merit further
invesugation.

Three judges, one of which was naive about the area,
checked the definitions. All responses were checked by at
least two raters. Controversial items were discussed until
consensus was reached.
Results

CATEGORY
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W h e n producing a sentence, the speaker has a number of
tasks to do, in order to ensure that the utterance conveys
the intended message and that it is in accordance with the
grammatical constraints of his language. O n e of this tasks
is to place words and phrases in linear order. W e
hypothesized that there exists a linearization process (cf.
De Smedt, 1990; K e m p e n & Hoenkamp, 1987) which
imposes order on a constituent structure. That structure is
specified with respect to hierarchical relations between
constituents but not with respect to word order. This
proposal is along the lines of a theory proposed by Bock
and Levelt (1994). According to that theory, the stage of
formulating can be divided into a functional level and a
positional level. Functional level processing consists of
selection of lexical items and assignment of grammatical
functions to these items. T h e resulting functional
representation is input for the positional level. Processing
at that level results in the construction of a constituent
structure, in which words are placed. According to Bock
and Levelt, constituent structure is highly predictable from
the functional representation, but not isomorphous to it.
The reason is that the order of constituents and words can
vary.
W e tested the hypothesis that there is linearization
process, imposing word order on a constituent structure,
in two experiments. In each experiment w e elicited
sentences and tried to "prime" word order. T h e first
experiment was a sentence priming experiment (cf. Bock,
1986; Bock, Loebell, & Morey, 1992). Speakers of Dutch
repeated prime sentences and described target pictures. The
participants (N=84) were led to believe that there was no
relation between consecutive items. H o w e v e r ,
experimental pictures could be described with a sentence
having the same word order as that of the previous prime
sentence, or with a sentence having another word order.
W e manipulated word order of the prime sentences. For
instance, w e presented the Dutch equivalent of either "in
the pan is some broccoli" or "some broccoli is in the
pan". Following that, a picture of a ball beneath a table
could be presented. T h e dependent variable w a s the
frequency with which each word order was used to describe
the pictures. In support of our hypothesis, speakers were
likely to reuse the word order of the prime sentence.
In a second experiment w e used a written sentence
completion task (cf. Branigan, Pickering, Liversedge,
Stewart, & Urbach, 1995). The participants (N = 36) read
sentences and supplied a number of written words to
complete them. Experimental trials consisted of a prime
fragment, and a target fragment, both containing a
subordinate clause. In Dutch the verb(s) of a subordinate

clause are placed clause-finally, and the order of auxiliary
verb and nonfinite verb is free. T h e prime fragment
contained one verb and required another verb to complete
it. In this way, either the order auxiliary-nonfinite verb
("has written") or nonfinite verb-auxiliary ("written has")
could be elicited. The target fragment also required two
verbs, but none was supplied. Thus, the participant could
choose the word order of the prime fragment or the
alternative word order. Again, the participants tended to
reuse the word order of the prime sentence.
W e argue that the data from these two experiments
support the notion of a linearization process. Both
experiments showed that speakers tend to reuse the word
order of a previously produced prime sentence. However,
suppose that the effect should be localized at the
conceptual level? That is not very likely, as there w a s
little conceptual overlap between prime and target. A more
serious criticism is that the priming effect should be
attributed to increased availability of an entire syntactic
tree, specified for constituency and for word order.
However, w e reject that explanation because it fails to
capture priming effects with sentence types that are more
fully determined by the functional representation.
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The induction of mathematical functions from data plays an
important role in mathematics and in scientific discovery
(Langley, et al., 1987). In this paper w e present a
computational model of the cognitive processes used by
undergraduates in inducing mathematical functions from a
series of (x,y) data pairs. Sixteen undergraduates were given
two tasks in which they used a computer interface to collect
data pairs in order to find a mathematical function consistent
with the data. Participants could freely choose an X value
and the interface responded with a Y value. For example, on
Task A, a student might have collected the following data
pairs {(10, 35) (3, 0) (7, 14) (4, 2) (5, 5) (6, 9)). The reader
is invited to try to discover the function behind Task A.
The function behind Task B was x*(2x+l) and all but one
student successfully discovered this function. In contrast, on
Task A, only nine of the 16 students succeeded within the
25-minute time limit.
Such function finding tasks provide a simple experimental
domain for investigating core skills of data collection,
pattern finding, and hypothesis formation that are
fundamental to reasoning and learning in math and science.
Related prior work on the B A C O N model (Qin & Simon,
1990) identified five heuristic rules to characterize the
discovery of Kepler's Third L a w (D^ = cP^) from a table of
data. The B A C O N project demonstrated that discoveries made
by scientists can be captured in a computer model. BACON's
five heuristics are computationally sufficient to succeed on
Tasks A and B, yet the full variety of patternfindingand
hypothesis generation activities observed in students' verbal
reports are not captured in those five heuristics. Our goal is
to extend this line of inquiry and to better understand the
discovery skills used and learned by non-scientists.
Using verbal protocols, w e contrasted the performance of
successful and unsuccessful students by looking at how they
differ on factors such as data collection strategies, the
examination of mtermediate quantities, the relative use of
pattern finding versus hypothesis generating techniques, and
the ability to symbolically describe patterns. W e have
created an A C T (Anderson, 1993) model based on the
performance of successful participants. T h e model has
several pattern detection capabilities as well as minimal
algebraic skills, and these capabilities are based on processes
observed in students.
Our model incorporates several productions which produce
patterns independent of any hypothesis, such as the observed

process of examining the differences between successive
values of y in a tabic of (x,y) pairs. For example, using the
data pairs for Task A {(3, 0) (4, 2) (5, 5) (6, 9) (7, 14) (10,
35)}, and taking the differences between the successive yvalues of 0, 2, 5, 9, and 14, the model will find the pattern;
{2, 3, 4, 5}. Our model uses the products of its pattern
finding activity to generate potential components for
hypotheses. Thus, the pattern {2, 3, 4, 5} can be expressed
in terms of its corresponding x-values: (4, 5, 6, 7} with the
expression "x-2". This skill of expressing a pattern in terms
of X is crucial to the process of function induction.
W e offer an example to demonstrate h o w our model
captures the tendency of students to discover each of the
components of a function independently (e.g., on Task B;
"*2", "+1", "*x") and to then combine these components to
produce thefinalfunction. In discovering the function y =
x(2x+l), with data instances {(1, 3) (2, 10) (3, 21) (4, 36)},
the modelfirstdivides y by x, which produces the sequence
{3, 5, 7, 9 } = C . T h e model subsequently focuses on
expressing C in terms of x. Here w e describe the model's
path for students w h o do not reu-ieve the fact that these odd
numbers can be expressed as 2x+l. The model calculates
the discrepancy between C and x, (C - x) which yields {2, 3,
4, 5 } = D . Since D is not constant, the model again
computes a discrepancy, this lime betweenD and x, which
yields {1, 1, 1, 1}. Checking that this n e w quantity is
indeed a constant, the model uses this constant = 1 to begin
building its formal hypothesis. First, it proposes that x + 1
= D. Next, it uses the fact that C - D + \, and produces C
= 2x+l. Finally, it notes that y = C * x = (2x+l) * x.
W e conclude that, as an accurate and detailed embodiment
of the processes used by successful participants, our model
of student performance is a first step toward identifying
plausible instructional objectives for the teaching of
inductive reasoning in mathematics.
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Although action and object categories constitute
fundamentally different domains, there are important
similarities with regard to their organization and the
close relationship between perceptual shape and function.
The research presented here suggests a c o m m o n organization based on (1) a typicality-reaction time effect, and,
more importantly, (2) the effects of perceptual and
functional information in the organization of categories.
In two experiments, 5 actions from 4 different basic
level categories (KICKING, R U N N I N G , T H R O W I N G
and W A V I N G ) were presented as patch-light displays.
In Experiment 1, goodness-of-exemplar ratings were
obtained for the 20 actions in relation to the basic level
category labels. In Experiment 2, the same stimuli were
used in a speeded verification task.
A n important manipulation in Exp. 2 was that 3
blocks of trials were constructed according to the
perceptual and functional relatedness of the categories.
Each block contained an equal number of yes- and notrials. For the yes-trials, subjects saw an exemplar that
was consistent with the previously presented category
label. For the r?o-trials, the exemplar was not consistent
with the previously presented label. The no-trials in
Block 1 were composed of functionally related
categories, and the no-trials in Blocks 2 and 3 were made
up of perceptually related categories. Each block also
contained the relevant unrelated contrasting categories.
K I C K I N G and R U N N I N G , for example, were
perceptually related with regard to the locus of motion
centering on the legs, and K I C K I N G and T H R O W I N G
were functionally related in the context of propelling an
object (Schank & Abelson, 1977). W A V I N G and
R U N N I N G are examples of unrelated categories.
The primary result from Exp. 1 is the relationship of
the goodness-of-exemplar ratings to the correct
verification reaction times (RTs) in Exp. 2. A correlation
analysis revealed a strong and significant correlation
between these variables, r = -.81. This typicality-RT
effect is consistent with Casey's (1992) results for object
categories.
The main results from Exp. 2 concern the analyses of
the effects of perceptual and functional relatedness.
Separate analyses were performed on the yes- and notrials. The primary issue here was whether perceptual and
functional relatedness would make category verification
decisions more difficult and thereby lead to longer
reaction times.
The results for the yes-trials showed that subjects
were able to make the relevant category verification
decisions without any systematic effect of perceptual or
functional relatedness.

A n analysis of the no-trials, however, revealed a
significant interaction between Block and Action Category, indicating that verification RTs for the different
categories varies as a function of Block, i.e., relatedness.
The comparisons between the related and unrelated
conditions for each block showed significant differences
between the two conditions. In Blocks 2 and 3
(perceptual relatedness), verification R T s for
perceptually related categories were significantly longer
than for perceptually unrelated categories. M o r e
revealing, however, was that for the functionally related
categories in Block 3, verification R T s were also
significantly longer than for the unrelated categories.
These results indicate that information about the
functional as well as perceptual relatedness of action
categories is used in making categorization decisions
about contrasting categories.
Taken together, I propose that the results from both
experiments point to strong similarities between the
structure of object and action categories. First, the
typicality-RT effect parallels similar findings for objects
categories, as mentioned previously. In addition to the
converging evidence for graded structure, Hemeren (1996)
presented findings supporting the primacy of the basic
level in motion verb hierarchies. This hierarchical
organization appears to be c o m m o n to both domains.
Secondly, in the sense that objects have a perceptual shape
that provides further information about their associated
functions, the albeit limited domain of actions studied
here also contain salient perceptual shapes that are
closely associated with a general goal or function.
Lastly, evidence that functional information is closely
tied to the perception of actions in the patch-light
displays suggests that the goals of some actions may not
be abstract but rather grounded in our ability to process
the structural motion components in human movement.
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Research on insight has accumulated experimental evidence on its cognitive processes. However, there is little
agreement on what problem-solvers lejirn from their initial fciilure ajid at what point an insight actually takes
place. T o explore these issues, w e propose a general
framework that involves three constraints, object-level,
relational, and goal. T h e object-level and relationjil constraints represent people's natural preference of how objects cind relations in a given problem are represented.
T h e goal constraint evaluates a degree of match of the
current state to the goad, ajid forces problem-solvers to
select specific combinations of the representations of objects ajid relations. In the processes of insight, w e claim
that these constraints operate simultaneously emd are
gradually relaxed by repeated impasses.
W e used the T puzzle, similar to the tangram, as material. T h e goal of this puzzle is to construct the shape
of a "T". using four pieces depicted in Figure 1. At first
glance, it appears to be very easy to solve, since there
are only four pieces and one can easily identify possible
positions that some of them should be plax:ed. However,
a pilot study, in addition to our o w n experiences, showed
that no one, without having experience with this kind of
puzzle, could solve it within five minutes.
From the general framework cind its derivatives, w e
form several hypotheses to be tested empirically. T w o of
them are described below. First, since the object-level
constraints force subjects to place the pentagon with either the longest or the second longest side at the base,
subjects' use of the pentagon will mainly be horizontal
before insight. Second, repeated failures should relax all
the constraints that have enforced subjects to place the
pentagon in wrong ways and tofillthe notch. A s a result, the relative frequency of the proper placement of
the pentagon will increase gradually.
Preliminary Observation
Six undergraduate students were participated in the
study. Since one subject was suspected of having prior
experience on this puzzle, data from remaining five were
analyzed. Subjects were just asked to place the pieces
to form the shape of "T."
W e sliced an entire problem-solving process of a subject to segments. A segment roughly corresponds to an
attempt that begins with connecting pieces and ends up
with noticing failure or achieving the goal. A segment
is operationally defined as a series of actions that was

Figure 1: The T puzzle: Construct a shape of "T," using
four pieces above.

initiated by joining two pieces and terminated by their
separation.
In order to test thefirsthypothesis, w e compared the
proportions of the types of pentagon placing. Table 1
shows the types of placing the pentagon. W e can easily
find that the subjects placed the pentagon horizontally
or vertically more often than in the other ways.
Table 1: Percentages of the types of the pentagon placement. H / V denotes the placement of pentagon horizontally or vertically^
Subjects

H
~EJV~ 62
Other

38

M

K

O

66
34

85
15

91
9

76
24

A s noted at second hypothesis, w e predicted that the
number of pentagon placements that violate the initially
dominant object-level and relational constraints should
increase. In order to test this hypothesis, w e simply divided an entire problem-solving process of each subject
into thefirstand second halves and compare the frequencies of placements where the initial constraints are
violated. T h e number of such placing dramatically increased in the second half. While the total number of
constraint violating placement was 16 in thefirsthalf,
the number in the second half was 37. This strongly
supports our claim that the object-level and relationaJ
constraints be relaxed in the course of problem-solving.
T h e above results suggest that the initial persistence
in a wrong approach could be explained by the objectlevel and goal constraints, and that subjects could reach
an insight by relaxing the object-level constraints as well
as having the goal constraint easy to operate.
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Pubhshing on the internet is virtually for free. This has led
to a potentiaUy unlimitedflowof information of varying quality, the so-called information overload. For electronic mail,
newsgroups, and w e b pages, informationfiltershave been designed in hopes to let only the relevant part be delivered to the
user. Here traditional information retrieval falls short: it assumes that users know what information they need, and h o w
to formulate this need. But with the steep increase in production and distribution, the information m a y be accessible
in prindple, but users m a y not k n o w of its existence. A n d
even if they knew, they might not be able to represent their
needs in a machine accessible form. T o approach this problem w e started the P r o r l e project, which investigates: •
H o w to get the information to the users w h o need it • At the
time they need it • In a form they can use. A s in all filter
projects, w e assume that the user has a fairly stable irjformation need. However, thefilteris not reactive,filteringout
irrelevant information from the incoming stream. Instead it is
proactive, using the information need to actively search and
fill the user in on missing information. A major departure
from current trends in informationfiltersis to leave the linguistic level, and to rely on a deep conceptual model of users
and their information needs. This abstract only deals with
one part of F r o h l e (Hoenkamp, Schomaker, van B o m m e l ,
Koster, & van der Weide, 1996): the part that pertains to the
representation of the information need and h o w to satisfy it.
Filters employ a user profile, a representation of the user's
more or less stable information need. The representation is
typically in the form of (weighted) keywords, necessary for
the indexes of search engines on the web. Similarly, users typically have to translate their information need into keywords,
iterating until a reasonable amount of documents is presented.
(An excellent example of users adapting to the technology instead of the other way around.) W e decided that the information need, and hence the user profile, should be represented
on a deeper semantic level. Just as some keyword based systems use linguistic aq?ansion on phrases using thesauri (e.g.
W o r d N e t ) , w e defined semantic aq>ansion on the semantic
representation. This offers the following advantages:

tively rendered by other media sudi as sotmd or graphics,
• retrieval m a y be based on a semantic expansion of the current semantic rq)resentation.
At the semantic level, it is also easier to add context, to introduce the user's goals, and to combine several conceptual
structures into one.
In the actual implementation of our system, w e had to
choose an ontology in which to express the user model and
the user's information needs. W e decided to use the Stanford Ontology Server, whidi provides aflexiblerepresentation language to define the user's information needs. T h e
system provides three desirable services that w e did not readily find in C y c : 1. distributed groups can build and share
ontologies, 2. ontologies can be converted to representations
that one typicallyfindsin otherfilterprojects, and 3. it offers
a protocol that lets our program for semantic expansion directly interact with the ontologies at the server. For example,
when the program needs to expand the particular semantic
structure representsing a user's current information need, it
canfirstask the ontology server for related structures, and
then translate these into queries to the net.
O n e important expansion mechanism w e cmrendy experiment with, uses of the concept of basic level objects. S o m e what simplified: in a hierarchy of objects, an object at the basic level adds many features to the level above (e.g. from 'furniture' to 'chair'), but very few are added to the level below
(e.g. from 'chair' to 'kitchen chair'). Whether a basic level is
constant over people or situations is heavily debated. W h a t is
important, however, is that a given basic level is not restricted
to words describing a c o m m o n category; it also extends into
other domains such as movement, shq)e, or usage. For example if w e needed to know about kitchen chairs, w e might
extend to the basic level, tofinddocuments about chairs, but
also to find pictures of things to sit on, or that look like a
diair etc. In the actual implementation w e investigate similar mechanism for compound concepts. This way w e could
already retrieve unexpected but relevant information.
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Currendy, two approaches to the problem of diagnosis prevail. The probabilistic approach is to collect diagnostic beha>ior, Unk it to the possible malfunctions, and add a calculus
for a confidence measure. The other approach, model-based
diagnosis, is to start from a model of the diagnostic domain,
and use a deductive system to infer hypotheses about malfunctions. Both qjproadies generally require a sequence of
observ ations to obtain an unequivocal diagnosis.
Our research can be characterized by a quote from Davis
and Hamscher (1988, p. 335): "... an intriguing experiment
would be to go out on the edge and apply this technique in
a domain where it is not at all obvious that it will work".
A s a starting point for such an exploration w e chose a nontechnical domain, namely psychodiagnostics. Since w e had
the expotise readily available in our institute, w e focused on
the problems yoxmg children encounter when they start learning h o w to read. The domain is challenging for three reasons:
• Model-based diagnosis assumes that an underlying model
is available. This is obviously the case for m a n made devices,
but for our domain such a model was not available. N e w
and interesting problems m a y emerge when a model has to
be constructed tofitthe model-based qjproach.
• M a n y practitioners are dissatisfied with the results of their
methods, and they often lack consensus. Since the probabilistic approach has dominated thefieldof psychodiagnostics, the apparent success of model-based diagnosis holds a
promise that must be pursued.
• If the poor results are not due to the method but to deficient
knowledge, attempting the entirely different and prindpled
approach of model-based diagnosis m a y shed new bght on
the structure of the domain.
Model-based diagnosis has three aspects to consider for a
new domain (De Kleer & Williams, 1987). (a) It requires a
model. In our case an ^propriatemodel was not available, so
w e needed to build one. Let us call this the modeling phase.
(b) Once a model has beoi built, w e need to derive diagnostic
hypotheses. W e call this the hypotheses generation phase, (c)
Since more than one set of hypotheses m a y explain the obSCTved discrepandes, subsequent observations m a y be called
for to disCTiminate between the alternatives. This w e call the
testing phase.
In our study of 5 5 children betwe«i 9 and 13 years
old, w e encountered problems in all three phases of ap-
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plying model-based diagnosis to a psychodiagnostic domain
(Grimbergen, 1994):
• Modeling phase: Model-based diagnosis requires of a
model that (a) it consists of joined components, (b) for each
which the input/output mapping is known, (c) its behavior,
both normal and defective, should correspond to the behavior
in the domain to be modeled. Our psychodiagnostic domain
violated all three requirements.
• Hypothesis generation phase: A fixed set of components
did notfitwell with the child's reading behavior Instead w e
had to assume that a subset is taken from a set of available
components. This introduces two kinds of errors. First, a chosen component m a y work incorrectly (as in the 'fault models'
framework). Second, w e discovered that a correct componoit
m a y be chosen at the wrong time. W e called this assembly errors, as if soldering a correct component in the wrong place
on a circuit board.
• Testing phase: Textbook examples assume that the model
is always available and complete, and that assembly errors do
not occur. The third assimiption is that devices permit unrestricted measurement over components. However, in the
psychodiagnostic domain it is difficult to penetrate the actual
model, so that testing individual components is hardly possible. W e calltillsthe closed box situation, one which pervades
the psychodiagnostic domains known to us.
W e found that certain new problems (assembly errors and
closed box) could be handled by exploiting domain restrictions that made the solutions tractable. However, there is no
guarantee that other domains allow similar solutions to the
model-based approach. Additional research in thefieldof
model-based diagnosis should therefore focus more attention
on the circumstances under which the paradigm is applicable.
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Introduction
Memory for the position of a moving target is usually
displaced forward from the actual position of that target; this
pattern is called representational momentum ( R M ; for
review, Hubbard, 1995b). Finke, Freyd, and Shyi (1986)
suggested R M resulted from internalization of principles of
momentum by the representational system, and this
momentum metaphor predicts that factors that influence
physical m o m e n t u m should influence R M . Physical
momentum is the product of mass and velocity, and so an
object's mass and velocity should influence R M for that
object.
Faster targets exhibit greater R M (Freyd & Finke, 1985),
but increases in target size (i.e., implied target mass) do not
influence R M for horizontally moving or rotating targets
(Cooper & Munger, 1993). However, larger horizontally
moving targets are displaced downward more than are
smaller horizontally moving targets (Hubbard, 1995a). This
downward displacement, coupled with failures tofindeflfects
of target size on R M for horizontally moving and rotating
targets, suggests that effects of target size m a y be limited to
the axis aligned with implied gravitational attraction.

Discussion
Influences of target size on O displacement in Exp. 1 and M
displacement in Exp. 2, and failures of target size to
influence M displacement in Exp. 1 and O displacement in
Exp. 2, suggest target size influences displacement only
along the axis aligned with implied gravitational attraction.
This m a y occur because observers' representational systems
respond to implied weight, rather than to implied mass.
Within the terrestrial environment, mass is experienced as
weight. A n interpretation of mass as weight suggests
observers internalized subjective consequences of physical
principles, rather than literal physical principles per se.
It m a y be that implied weight biases memory downward,
and that this bias increases with increases in target size. For
ascending targets, downward bias and R M operate in
opposite directions; for descending targets, downward bias
and R M operate in the same direction. If remembered
position reflects a combination of weight and m o m e n t u m
effects, then increases in R M for descending targets and
decreases in R M for ascending targets with increases in
target size m a y be accounted for (see Hubbard, in press).
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Introduction
Woridng memory ( W M ) is part of the short-term store that is
responsible for maintaining and manipulating information.
T o successfully execute a memory strategy one must have
enough W M capacity to maintain the to-be-remembered
information and devise an effective strategy.
Baddeley (1990) conceptualizes W M as being a limited
capacity s>'stem with two subsidiary slave systems, the
articulatory loop for verbal information and the visuo-spatial
sketchpad for \isual/spatial information. Thus, information
presented auditorially should be more likely to be encoded in
a verbal code by the articulatory loop and, if a strategy is
employed, it is likely to be verbally-based. In contrast,
\isually presented information should be encoded into a
visuo-spatial code of the visuo-spatial sketchpad and strategy
use is likely to be visually/spatially-based.
Method
Subjects were 128 7- and 11-year-olds. For the memory task
subjects were asked to remember where objects were located
in imaginar> haunted rooms. Subjects were assigned to either
auditory presentation (heard sentences like "The book is
above the ghost") or to visual presentation (saw pictures with
the book placed above the ghost). Half of the subjects in each
presentation modality either had objects available during
presentation of to-be-remembered information or objects were
made available only at recall. For the 18 trials, memory load
was classified as: (a) low (1 and 2 objects), (b) medium (3
objects), and (c) high (5 and 7 objects). This memory task
allowed for the use of multiple strategies (eg, verbal,
extenul, and imagery).
Each participant's W M span was also assessed using four
W M measures The two verbally-based measures, backwards
digit span and sentence span, involved subjects listening to
tape-recorded information and repealing this information as
specified. In Mr. Cucumber, a visually/spatially-based task,
subjects were shown a picture with dots on various body parts
and asked to place dots on the same body parts on a blank
picture. In the crooked w o r m task, also visually/spatiallybased, subjects saw a figure on a computer screen which
appeared in different locations and at recall were asked to
draw thefigurecreated.

Results
There was a positive correlation between age and W M span,
r = .55. There were also age-related increases in
sophisticated external/spatial strategies and decreases in
unsophisticated external and verbal strategies. However, it
was of greater interest to know if a child's W M span
correlated with strategies used Early results indicated that
there was no strong association between verbal W M and
verbal strategy use or between visual/spatial W M and
external/spatial strategy use. Thus, correlations were
conducted on object-available versus objects-not-available
conditions as the between-subjects condition. For the 11-yearolds, no significant correlations were found.
Examination of the 7-year-olds revealed relatively weak
support for relations among visual/spatial measures and
external or imagery strategies. In the objects-available
conditions, knowing a child's W M span on the crooked worm
task correlated positively with external strategy use at all
memory loads. However, Mr. Cucumber, the other
visual/spatial measure, did not correlate with strategy use at
any memory load.
In the objects-not-available condition, crooked worm
positively correlated with both verbal and external strategy
use at all memory loads.
Conclusions
Overall, some additional information about strategy use was
gained by knowing a child's W M span; however, most
information was gleaned from knowing a child's age.
The correlation between strategy use and W M provided
little support for the idea that different types of strategies
would be used when information was verbally presented as
opposed to visually presented, as was hypothesized from
Baddeley's W M model.
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W h a t do you see Fl or F2'' (2) Face? Head? H o w many
Introduction
faces do you see? W h e n a child was answering the
Although a large amount of research has been done
questions, he or she was looking at thefigurefroma normal
about inverted eflfects of face recognitioa, most of the
reading
positicHi only. Each child's answers were recorded.
research used real human photos, or distorted human
The
viewing
process lasted less than 5 minutes.
photos, scrambled faces, distorted eyes, noses, mouths
In
viewing
the Fl condition, 7 G l children perceived
(Searcy & Bartlett, 1996). The present researchers created
the
upright
face
and one saw the upside-down face; 4 G 2
two impossible human facefiguresdrawn by pencil which
children perceived the i ^ ^ t face and the other 4 saw both
are similar to but much simpler than Picasso's imaginative
upri^t and upside-down faces. The inverted effect invoked
paintings of human faces in which more than one face can
by Fl was statistically significant and greater in the G l
be recognized. O n efigure(Fl) contains two vertically
children group than in G 2 children groap,JC{\, N = 16) =
overlapped faces, one upright and die other upside-down,
5.33,_B < .05. In viewing the F 2 condition, 5 Gl children
sharing the same pair of eyes in the middle. The second
figure (F2) contains 6 faces, 2 of them arefix)ntalfaces saw one uprightfix)ntalface, 3 saw both upright and
npside-downfrontalfaces, none of them saw all 6 faces.
same as in F 1, the other 4 are profile faces defined by the
T w o G 2 children saw bodi upright and upside-down frx)ntal
lef^ and right face outlines: one left upright, one right
upright, one left upside-down, and onerightupside-down. faces, the rest of 6 saw all of the 6 faces. The difference
All of these 6 faces share the same pair of eyes. Obviously, between the two age groups is statistically significant,
they are "impossible"as real faces just like the impossible X { 2 , N = 16) = 30.65,^ < .001.
triangle it does not exist as a real object.
A n additioaalfindingwas that those 6 G 2 children, w h o
According to two current hypotheses, the holistic view
perceived all of 6 faces in F2, saw the uprightfit}ntalface
and the dual-mode view (Searcy & Bartlett, 1996), subjects
first, then the upside-downfix)ntalface, then the profile
would recognize the upright face(s) but would experience
faces. In othCT w w d s , they did not shift their view mentally
difficulty to see the inverted face(s), assuming that A e
from the frontal upright face to the profile face directly
inverted orientation will disrupt the spatial-relational
although those faces share an upright orientation which is
information process. However, according to the present
often considered as the favorable viewing direction.
researchers' point of view, a perceiver's inferential abilities
In summary, the results confirmed that G l children had
or cognitive skills m a y play a role, resulting in the final strong inverted effects in Fl and equally strong profile
percept. Different aged children m a y actually perceive
effects in F2. G 2 children showed moderate inverted
different faces due to their different cognitive ability in
effects in Fl, very small inverted effects, and moderate
adjusting their viewing positions in their mental world.
profile effects in F2.
The present research predicted that 5-6 years old
Discussion
children m i ^ t have more difficulty to see the inverted face
The advantage of using impossible human faces as the
in comparison to the upright face and the profile faces in
stimuli is clearly demonstrated because it can hold the
comparison to the frontal faces, than 11-13 years old
componential information and the spatial-relational
children. And the older children might experience difficulty
information constant while presenting different viewing
to shiftfixMnfrontalface to profile face although they are all directions which must be selected by the perceiver. In other
upright orientated.
words, the figure itself does not entirely determine the
M e t h o d a n d Results
sequence in which information is processed or the final
Thirty-two children (16 girls and 16 boys) were
percept. In the future, a new hypotheses should address
randomly selected from an elementary school and a day
this veryftmdamentalpoint in order to explain the nature of
care center. Half of them were 5-6 years old (Gl) and the either inverted or profile effects.
other half were 11-13 years old (G2). Half of each group
References
were allowed to look at Fl and other half looked at F2.
Searcy, J. H., & Barlett J. C. (1996). Inversion and
Each child was allowed to look at only one impossible
processing of component and spatial-relational
human face figure (and other figures which will not be
information in faces. Journal of Experimental
discussed here for the limitation of space). During the
Psychology: H u m a n Perception and Performance, 22,
viewing process, the researcher asked 2 questions : (1)
904-915.
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Highly skilled movement is impressive to behold but a
challenge to exhibit. M E A N D E R models the acquisition of
motor skills through unsupervised observation and the imp m v e m e n t of acquired skills through self guided practice.
This abstract highlights the novelty of the model and the tasks
it addresses. W e also touch upon the model's behavior with
respect to one particular phenomenon of human skills - the
speed-accuracy tradeoff.
The Tasks We make several key claims: interesting skills
are complex movements involving a sequence of controls, a
skill is initially acquired through observation and recognition,
and acquired skills are then improved through practice.
M u c h of the work in modeling human motor behavior has
focused on simple, ballistic, short-duration movements where
the termination is either spatially or temporally constrained
but where the movement itself is unconstrained (or irrelevant). In contrast, M ^ E A N D E R addresses the trajectory following task. Movements of this type include tai-chi exercises
and figure skating compulsories. Think "where you end up"
vs. "how you get there." Despite the need to understand the
primitive building blocks of human motor behavior (the predominant concern of h u m a n skill work), our research assumes
these primitives are available at some lower-level and focuses
on the representation, acquisition, and improvement of complex movements having extended duration.
Trajectory following m a y be thought of as an extended sequence of simple time and distance matching movements.
However, traditional approaches and representations for simple movements would have considerable difficulty with these
tasks and the necessary representations would be unwieldy.
Also, skills must be representationally invariant with respect
to execution speed (among other invariants). M E A N D E R provides a sparse yet powerful representation scheme, which
in conjunction with integrated recognition, generation, and
learning mechanisms, addresses complex movements and accounts for numerous psychological phenomena pertaining to
movement such as the speed-accuracy tradeoff, transfer of
skill between Umbs, power-law of learning, confusion errors
with highly similar motions, etc.
The Model - M^CANDER We summarize the model as a
representation, m e m o r y management scheme, and an execution repair and improvement module. M^cander's repre-

sentation sparsely stores movements as motor schemas using
motion boundaries defined as discontinuities in speed and acceleration. This representation uses both viewer-centered and
joint-centered reference frames. A n unsupervised learning
mechanism (derivative of C o b w e b ) stores motor schemas in
memory and allows recognition of observed movements, prediction of unseen or future movement, and retrieval of jointcentered motor schemas for movement generation. A repair
module takes feedback corrections (with respect to the previously acquired concept that is being executed) and generates
revised candidate schemas, the best of which is stored in skill
memory.
Evaluation In previous studies with M^eander, we predicted that the severity of the speed-accuracy tradeoff in hum a n skill behavior should be attenuated by practice or increasing levels of expertise. In one experiment, w e varied the
speed at which a movement was executed together with the
number of training trials from which M / C A N D E R had had the
opportunity to learn. W e measured absolute error averaged
over trajectories and multiple movement types. The results
confirmed our expectations; for the lines connecting different speeds at a single level of learning, the slopes steadily
decreased as training increased. Subsequently, w e found evidence in the literature supporting our prediction (Sugden,
1980). Sugden showed that movement speeds increased with
age groups (for a constant error). That is, subjects can reduce
error at a given speed through experience.
Our current and future work will extend and test M e a n der by increasing the number of movement skills by an order
of magnitude and comparing model behavior to other psychological results. In the near future, w e expect to modify
M ; £ A N D E R towards a more realistic and accurate model of
human behavior. For now, M-t A N D E R represents perhaps the
only model of human learning for complex movement skills.
References
Iba, W. (1991). A computational model of human motor control. Doctoral dissertation. Department of Information &
Computer Science, Univ. of Calif., Irvine.
Iba, W . (1991). Learning to classify observed motor behavior.
IJCAI-91. Sydney: Morgan Kaufmann.
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can learn remote contingency relationships. However,
participants exposed to the Reber grammar were not able to
make accurate classification judgements when the letter
orderof
was altered, indicating that the more complicated the
The cognitive system requires knowledge of the patterns
structural relations, the less flexibly they can be applied to
regularity and structure of external stimuli in order to
transformed stimuli. If the position of a key element was
perform effectively. One focus of implicit learning research
invariant throughout the learning set, the contingency
explores the nature of this representation. Participants
exposed to sequences of letters generated according to an relationship was not learned, suggesting that participants
may come to rely exclusively on the presence of a simple
artificial grammar, accurately classify novel test items as
salient feature.
valid/invalid examples of the grammar but are unable to
The representation which develops may be related to the
explain their decisions (Dienes, Broadbent & Berry, 1991;
stimuli, where there is sufficient information to use
Reber, 1967). Accounts of implicit learning attempt to
primitive,fragmentbased strategies these will be applied as
explain the representation formed. Reber, (1969) proposes
a primary strategy, however, if there is insufficient
that knowledge of the grammar is abstracted across the
information in the learning set to draw about the repeating
learning set; on the other hand, Perruchet and Pacteau
fragments
then a more complex knowledge of the rules
(1990) posit that knowledge consists of fragments of
learning items (groups of letters, in particular bigrams and governing the combination of the elements may develop, at
trigrams), and participants base judgements on the presence least of the simple rules considered in these experiments.
The implicit/explicit nature of subjects' knowledge was
of thefragmentsin test items.
determined in these experiments by using the Guessing and
Simple contingency grammars (key elements separated
Zero Correlation criteria.
by random elements) provide a method for exploring the
Introduction

represented knowledge. Knowledge of bigrams or trigrams
would not provide useful information on which to classify
References
strings containing remote contingencies. O n the other
hand, knowledge of the contingency relationship per se
Altmann, G., Dienes, Z. & Goode, A. (1995). Modality
would result in accurate classification judgements over any
number of random elements.
independence of Implicitly Learned Grammatical
Knowledge. Journal of Experimental Psychology:
A number of experiments explored the role of fragment
Learning, Memory and Cognition, 21, 899-910.
knowledge, extending thefindingsof implicit learning of
remote relationships in a reaction time task (Cleeremans,
Cleeremans, A (1994). The Representation of Structure in
1994) to a classification task, and examining the role of
location and element order in implicit learning.
Sequence Prediction tasks. Attention & Performance, 15.
Participants were shown items generated either from
Dienes, Z., Broadbent, D., & Berry, D., (1991). Implicit
contingency grammars, the Reber (1967) grammar, or
received no prior exposure. Test items varied as to whether
and Explicit Knowledge bases in artificial grammar
order was the same as the learning set, in reverse order to
learning.
Journal of Experimental Psychology,
the learning set or there were violations in the positions of
Learning, Memory and Cognition, 17, 875-887.
key contingent elements.
Perruchet, P., & Pacteau, C. (1990). Synthetic Grammar
Learning: Implicit rule abstraction or explicit
Results and Discussion
fragmentary knowledge.
Journal of Experimental
Participants exposed to a learning set generatedfromthe
Psychology:
General,
119,
264-275.
contingency grammar were significantly better at
classification than confrols. These participants were only
slightly impaired in performance on items in which the
elements appeared in a novel order, indicating that subjects

Reber, AS. (1967). Implicit learning of artificial
grammars.
Journal of verbal learning and Verbal
Behaviour, 77,317-327.
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Eliminativism is in part the view that there are no such
things as beliefs and desires. Though Steven Stich (1996)
has recently argued effectively against accepting the
arguments of m a n y eliminists, he maintains that
eliminativism m a y be correct. His argument depends on
construing beliefs as natural kinds. Part of his motivation
is a causal construction of beliefs as reasons for which w e
believe, act and feel.
Understanding magic as involving a trick that the audience
is distracted from noticing, I locate a trick in Stich's (and
others') presentations of eliminativism. The trick is reading
the folks' ontology of the mind off of the grammaticallogical form of folk statements. The results of the trick can
be seen, for example, in recent explanations of so-called
prepositional attitudes; for example:
"First, w e m a y distinguish those mental phenomena that
involve sensations: pains; itches ... Second, there are
mental states that are standardly attributed to a person or
organism by the use of that-clauses ..." (Kim, 1996).
The second class of mental states comprise the
prepositional attitudes, the text tell us. (See also,*among
m a n y others, Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996.)
Given h o w badly w e have failed to see this trick, I locate a
contributing cause of our distraction in Davidson's (1963)
early causal account of action explanations. (Stich also cites
Brandt and K i m (1963).) O n Davidson's account, the reason
for which one acts consists in a belief-desire pair which
causes the act. Accordingly, action explanation are
statements of beliefs and desires that provide the explanans
in causal explanation. It seems to follow immediately that
reasons are belief-desire pairs that cause actions. W e expect
to read ontology off of causal statements because they are
supposed to tell us what did the causing.
In this paper, I give five arguments which contest the
causal theory Davidson gives us. In particular, they present
a series of unsolved problems for the causal theorist. A s
such, they undercut the central support for the idea that
logical form determines ontology. I have discussed the first,
second and third problems in published work (Jacobson,
1992; Jacobson, 1993).
(1) Problem One: Pure Facilitators: Pure facilitators are
Davidsonian beUef-desire pairs which cause actions without
being goal-determining.
(2) Problem T w o : T i m e Sharing: Davidsonian beliefdesire pairs can be in the history of an action, but to specify
the goals they have to be contemporaneous with the action.
(3) Problem Three: Belief Perseverance: C o m i n g to give
up a belief does not automatically entail giving up all the
beliefs for which it is the main support; this raises a

question about the causal connectedness of a belief to what
w e correctly cite as our reasons.
(4) Problem Four:
Disanalogies between causal
statements and reason-for-which statements: It is true that if
the belief that P causes action A and A causes the belief that
Q , then the belief that P is a cause of the belief that Q.
However, it is false that if the belief that P is the reason that
I A and m y A-ing is the reason w h y I believe that Q, then
that P is m y reason for believing that Q. Reasons are more
like evaluations. Epistemic and prudential merit is similarly
not necessarily transmitted along chains of causation.
(5) Problem Five: T h e Shattering of the Concept of
Belief: Examination of cases of pathology indicates that
"belief and "desire" are nothing like natural kind concepts.
Natural kind concepts participate in generalizations in a way
in which our ordinary psychological notions do not. That is
to say, our ordinary notions do not carry with them traces of
systematic explanations in which they are to fit.
M y arguments imply that in their ordinary explanations
the folk are not using the notions of beliefs and desires as
natural kind notions.
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It has been hypothesized that successful tutoring (Bloom
1984) lies partly in the ability of tutors to diagnose
students' understanding and to adjust their teaching
accordingly (e.g., Putnam, 1987). However, to what extent
can tutors form a detailed diagnosis of their students'
understanding? This study addressed this question in the
context of human biology tutoring involving novice tutors.
In this study, 11 tutors tutored 22 eighth graders about the
human circulatory system. The tutors, all undergraduates
majoring in either the biological sciences or nursing, first
tutored a student in whatever way they liked (tutoring
condition): they were not given any explicit instructions on
how to tutor the student. Then they tutored another student,
but, this time they were instructed to use content-free
prompts only (prompting condition); tutors prompted
students to generate more self-explanations without giving
specific content information. Twice during the tutoring
session, students' understanding of the circulatory system
was assessed by asking them to draw the path of blood flow
in the circulatory system (once some time after the tutoring
began and once toward the end of the tutoring session).
While students were performing this task, tutors were asked
to draw and talk about the students' understanding of blood
flow in the body in order to assess the tutors' conception of
their students' knowledge.

they were in the prompting condition (13%) than when they
were in the tutoring condition (0%).
Second, all drawings and verbalizations were analyzed at
the level of seven mental models that students commonly
construct about the human circulatory system (see Chi, de
Leeuw, Chiu, & LaVancher, 1994). This analysis was done
to capture h o w students' knowledge is structured as well as
to determine how well tutors can diagnose students' mental
models. Tutors correctly diagnosed students' models 5 3 % of
the time (e.g., what the tutor drew and talked about was a
Single Loop model when the student's model was indeed a
Single Loop model). However, when their diagnoses were
examined separately in terms of whether the student's model
was the most correct one (Double Loop 2), it was revealed
that tutors were correct 8 2 % of the time when students had
the most correct model, whereas tutors were correct only
1 5 % of the time when students' models were other than
Double Loop 2. It seems that tutors have a bias (77%) to
assume that the students had the most correct model (Double
Loop 2), and this tendency was more pronounced when
tutors were in the tutoring condition (100%) than when they
were in the prompting condition (65%).

Conclusion
Tutors' ability to diagnose students' understanding was
assessed at two different levels in this study: at the level of
Results
knowledge pieces and at the level of mental models.
What participants drew and talked about during the drawing
Although the implicit assumption has been that tutors
diagnose students' understanding, it seems that tutors—at
task was analyzed in two different ways to determine h o w
well tutors diagnosed students' understanding in detail. (Due least the novice tutors such as the tutors in our study—do
to equipment failure only the data of 15 pairs, 5 pairs for
not construct a detailed model of the individual students'
the tutoring condition and 10 pairs for the prompting
knowledge. Rather they seem to simply assume that
condition, are reported here.)
students know what was told to them. However, tutors'
First, the tutors' ability to diagnose students'
ability to diagnose students' understanding tended to improve
when they prompted students to self-explain.
understanding was analyzed at the level of knowledge piece
(KP): what the tutors and students drew and talked about
were scored using a template which contained 38 pieces of References
correct knowledge. Overall, students missed 4 6 % of the 38
Bloom, B. S. (1984). The 2 sigma problem: The search for
KPs, and of these, tutors correctly assessed that the students
methods of group instruction as effective as one-to-one
missed them 6 3 % of the time. Tutors in the prompting
tutoring. Educational Researcher, June/July, 4-16.
condition (70%) were better than the tutors in the tutoring
Chi, M . T. H., de Leeuw, N., Chiu, M., & LaVancher, C.
condition (54%). In addition to this template scoring,
(1994). Eliciting self-explanations improves
incorrect knowledge pieces that the students manifested
understanding. Cognitive Science, 18, 439-477.
during the drawing were identified. Tutors in general were
Putnam, R. T. (1987). Structuring and adjusting content for
quite bad at detecting incorrect knowledge pieces that
students: A study of live and simulated tutoring of
students manifested ( 7 % overall), with tutors better when
addition. American Educational Research Journal, 24{\),
13-48.
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Table 1: Subjects' reaction time (ms) and error rates
(%) in episodic recognition and lexical decision tasks

Several studies using the masked priming paradigm
produced translation priming effects from LI to L2, but not
from L 2 to LI. (de Groot & Nas, 1991; Gollan, Forster &
Frost, in press; Sanchez-Casas, Davis & Garcia-Albea,
1992). Gi\en the generally accepted assumption that strong
direct lexical links e.xist between translation equivalents
cKroll & Stewart, 1994). This asymmetry raised the
question of why such lexical links don't produce priming
cffccis from L2 to LI. A hypothesis was proposed that these
hnks are episodic in nature, thus unable to produce crosslanguage priming effects in a masked lexical decision task.
This study was intended to test this hypothesis.

ERT
Old
T R N S L 699(11.6)
U N R L D 733(12.8)
Priming +34

LDT
New
734(13,4)
731(13.4)
-3

614(3.1)
619(2.3)

+5

TRNSL=translation, U>fRLD=unrelated.

ERT: A two-way ANOVA of the ERT reaction time data,
produced a marginally significant main effect of primetarget relation (Fl=4.09, p=.058; F2=2.97, p=.09) and a
significant interaction (Fl=9.48, p<.00r, F2=5.80, p=.019).
Method
Separate analysis showed a significant priming for "old"
words (Fl=14.7, p<.01; F2=6.55, p=.015). The significant
26 Chinese-English bilingual speakers participated in the
priming effects from L 2 to LI in E R T provide strong
study. The critical stimuli were 32 Chinese-English translasupport for the hypothesis that the lexical links between
tion pairs. All the subjects were tested in two tasks, episodic
translation equivalents in bilingual memory are episodic in
recognition (ERT) and masked lexical decision (LDT). In
nature.
ihc E R T , the subjectsfirststudies 32 Chinese words and
Thefindingsof this study suggest that lexical knowledge
then were asked to judge if a word presented on the screen
of a bilingual speaker may be organized in two distinctive
was one of the words they studied previously. In the L D T ,
ways. In addition to a lexical system in which L 2 words
may be reorganized on the basis of their orthography,
the subjects were asked to decide if two Chinese characters
pronunciation and meaning to form an highly integrative
presented on the screen form a word. In both tasks, a test
lexicon, as that of LI, their lexical knowledge may also be
item consisted of a forward mask (500 ms), an English
represented in the form of an episodic system. A n
prime (50 ms), a blank space (50 ms), a backward mask
important
characteristic of this system is its preservation of
(150 ms) and a Chinese target (500 ms). Half of the
lexical knowledge as it was formed or reinforced with little
Chinese targets in both tasks were preceded by their
reorganization. Such knowledge include lexical links
English translation and the other half by unrelated English
between translation pairs.
primes The backward mask was included to increase the
S O A so that the processing of the prime may not fall
References
behind the recognition of the target. T w o counterbalanced
de Groot, A.M.B.,&Nas, J.L. (1991). Lexical representapresentation lists were constructed for each task. The
tion of cognates and noncognates in compound bilinguals
subjects were assigned to them randomly.
Journal ofMemory & Language, 30, 90-123.
Gollan, T.H., Forster, K,I., & Frost, R. (in press). TranslaResults and Discussion
tion priming with different scripts: Masked priming with
For each subject, an average score was calculated based oncognates and noncognates in Hebrew-English bilinguals.
Journal of Experiment Psychology: Learning, Memory &
their correct responses to each condition. Any data that was
Cognition.
two standard de\'iations above or below the average and any
Kroll, J. F., & Stewart, E. (1994). Category interference in
subject whose error rates were higher than 2 0 % (6 subjects
translation and picture naming; Evidence for asymmetric
in E R T and none in L D T ) were excluded. The subjects'
connections between bilingual memory representations.
performance in the two tasks is presented in Table 1.
Journal ofM e m o r y and Language, 33, 149-174.
L D T : The 5 m s of difference in L D T is not significant,
Sanchez-Casas, R.M., Davis, C D . , & Garcia-Albea, J.E.
which replicated the findings in the previous study in
(1992). Bilingual lexical processing: Exploring the
which the same stimuli and procedures were used, i.e., no
cognate/noncognate distinction. European Journal of
priming was found from L 2 to LI in L D T .
Cognitive Psychology, 4, 293-310,
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The aim here is to present and discuss a geometrically based
dure that operate directly upon proximities rather than on
model augmented with the notion of relative prominence for
distances in a spatial representation, meaning that no specific
describing and predicting asymmetric proximity data.
assumptions regarding the relationship similarity-distance
The concept of similarity is fundamental to cognitive scineeded to be made. Evaluation using seven off-diagonal
asymmetric data sets, both direct rated data and confusion
ence in that it serves as an organising principle for concept
formation and generalisation. A c o m m o n way to perform
data, showed that R P M tended to describe proximity data
theoretical analysis on, and to model, similarity is to use slightly better than A S M and A M M . It is difficult to judge if
this result is completely general since it is based upon the
geometric models. However, in his well-known paper "Feause of estimation procedures that m a y lead to suboptimal
tures of Similarity", Tversky (1977) presents empirical
results from a wide range of domains suggesting that proxrather than optimal results, it is, however, clear that R P M has
a descriptive power at least comparable to A S M and A M M .
imity data sometimes reveal significant and systematic
asymmetries. Such asymmetries contradict distance based
A n at least equally important property of R P M is that it
incorporates one bias parameter (prominence) per object and
(geometric) models in that these need to satisfy the basic
symmetry axiom. The magnitude and the direction of asymtherefore is simpler than A S M and A M M which incorporates
metries appear be to determined by the relative prominence
two (row- and column - bias). A n advantage of using a simof the stimuli and the general pattern observed is that less
ple model like R P M is that the vague concept of prominence
prominent objects often are experienced as being more simi(or differential bias) could be studied explicitly and possibly
lar to more prominent objects than the reverse. Prominence
be more well understood. Knowledge of factors behind
is related to salience, intensity, frequency, familiarity, good- prominence could be obtained, e.g. by searching for relations
ness in form and informational content.
between relative prominences and properties of the objects
Inspired by Tversky'sfindings,the relative prominence
under consideration. In the long run, knowledge of promimodel ( R P M ) was developed (Johannesson,1997). In R P M ,
nence and factors underlying it may have implications for
the proximity from stimulus / to stimulus;, p(i, j), is given e.g. concept formation. A n example justifying such an
by p('> j) = s(,i, J) • (jp/ip) where s(i, j) is a symmetric simi-hypothesis is that Johannesson (1997) found that the relative
prominences for a set of colours seemed not to be deterlarity function, and j and i are prominences of; and i.
R P M was originally proposed to describe and predict the
mined by their respective focality.
Finally then, the similarity relation plays a fundamental
subset of similarity/dissimilarity data collected in direct ratrole in cognitive science, and it is often asymmetric. Thereing experiments. Such data are less likely to differ in terms
of self-similarities compared to e.g. confusability data. Dif- fore, systematic studies of factors underlying asymmetric
similarity could be a valuable source for increasing our
ferences in self-similarity are something that the model
clearly cannot handle in its present form.
knowledge about cognition.
R P M is essentially a special case of the additive similarity
and bias model reviewed and discussed by Nosofsky (1991).
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(referred to as A S M ) and the multiplicative variant
Tversky, A. (1977). Features of Similarity. Psychological
p(i, j) = r(,i) c(J) s(i, j) ( A M M ) . The parameters of the
Review, 84, 327-352.
models were estimated using an iterative estimation proce-
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Prc\ ious research by this author and collaborators
(Johnson et al., 1996) used a ga/c-lollovving paradigm
(ScaileA Bruner, 1975) to show that 12-month-old inlanls
use the behaMoral as well as perceptual characlenstics of
novel objects to classify them as intentional or nonintentional entities. Furthermore, intants' resulting
classifications do not correspond to a simple distinction
bet^\'een people and non-people.
Johnson et al. (1996) presented infants with a
medium-sized, naturalistically-shaped, -colored, and -textured
novel object that varied along a series of dimensions
previously proposed as central to the detection of intentional
objects: person-hood, facial features, and contingently
interactive behavior (see Spelke, Phillips, & Wotxlward
(1995) for a review of proposals). Johnson et al. found that
alter interacting with the ambiguous object for only 60
seconds, 12-monlh-olds would follow its 'gaze' when it
shifted its onentation away from them. W h e n the object had
a clearly \isible face and interacted contingently with them,
infants were as likely to follow ius gaze as that of an human
adult. They also followed lis 'gaze' when the ob}ecl failed to
interact contingently with them, but had a visible face or
even if it did not have a visible face, but nonetheless
interacted contingently with them.
Importantly, infants' following behavior was not
elicited under all conditions with the object. If the same
object had neither a visible face, nor interacted contingently
with the baby, infants did not shift their o w n attentional
direction to match the orientation of the object. Infants'
'gaze-following beha^ior in general, therefore, appears to
ha\e been driven selecli\ely by a particular configuration of
behavioral and morphological characteristics, specifically
those theorized as underlying attributions of intemionaliry
rather than person per se.
M a n y questions are raised b\ these studies. Central
among them is the exact nature of the representations
underlying gaze-following behavior. The primary goal of the
current research is to explore the relationship between object
characteristics which elicit gaze-following behaviors in
infants and those which elicit verbal attributions of
intentionality by adults.
Experiment
Subjects
Fifty-three college undergraduates were tested in the
4 noN el object conditions of Johnson et al. (1996).
Method
Each subject was shown one of the object
conditions used in Johnson et al. (1996), with one change.
Since adults were not expected to engage in spontaneous
contingent vocal interactions with the object (as do babies).
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the contingent interaction was instead modelled by a
confederate w h o talked with the object. The conditions were
1) contingently interacting object with a face, 2) noncontingently interacting object with a face, 3) contingently
interacting object without a face, and 4) non-contingenlly
interacting object without a face.
Subjects were given 60 seconds of familiarization
with the object, followed by 6 trials in which the object
rotated 45 degrees to one side or the other and paused. At
the end of the entire sequence each subject completed a
verbal questionnaire. Subjects were asked to descnbe and
explain what they had seen.
Results and Discussion
Adult's verbal descriptions were coded for
intentional attributions to the object, e.g., it was 'looking
around', or it 'wanted to talk'. Each subject was then coded
as a User or Non-user of mental descriptors (Table 1). A
two-way analysis of variance showed main effects of both
the presence of a face (F( 1,49)=9.43, jx.Ol) and contingency
(F(i, 49)=6.16, p<.02, as well as a significant interaction
between the two (F( 1,49)=16.11, p<.005). The findings
show a striking correspondence between those conditions in
which babies follow the gaze of the novel object and those
in which adults descnbe the object in intentional terms,
suggesting that gaze-foil owing in infancy and intentional
classification of novel objects in adulthood are driven by the
same mechanisms.
Table 1: Verbal reactions of adults to novel object used to
elicit gaze-following in infants by Johnson et al (1996).
n % S using
Objects that
mentalistic
elicit infants'
noN el object condition
descriptors gaze-following
Contingent/Face
12
67
yes
Non-contingent/Face
12
83
yes
Contingent/No Face
13
77
yes
Non-con tingent/No Face
ce 16
6
no
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In reading, errors are sometimes created due to letter
transposition; e.g., reading F R O M w h e n seeing the word
F O R M . According to Estes (1975), these transposition
letter errors were systematically related to the familiarity
(e.g., frequency) ratio of the bigrams involved, while
Grainger and Jacobs (1993) reported that the best predictor
of partial-word priming effects was the positional letter
frequency. A n experiment with its corresponding
simulation was conducted to test for the location of the
transposition letter errors.
In the experiment, an investigation of the frequency ratios
of letters, bigrams, and words using a forced-choice task
with the four-letter monosyllabic word pairs varying only by
the transposition of their middle two letters (e.g., F R O M
and F O R M ) was conducted. A stepwise multiple regression
procedure was used for analysis based on the data from 72
participants. This research showed that the positional single
letter frequency ratio accounted for 0.45 of the variance
with bigram frequency and word frequency ratios adding
only an additional 0.06 in the forced-choice task of word
recognition. In addition within the word pairs of the four
filler groups which varied in their letter position change,
there was a significant difference between the groups with a
monotonic increase in average errors across the letter
positions from left to right (i.e.,firstas B E L T and M E L T
with 3.67, second as F I N D and F O N D with 4.65, third as
C R O W and C R E W with 5.32, and fourth as K I N D and
K I N G with 8.07).
This was followed by carrying out a computer simulation.
A feedforward network with one layer of 52 hidden units
was used. The input for each four-letter word had 312 units,
i.e. 12 units per letter of the alphabet with thefirst,second,
third, and fourth word letter positions respectively in
overlapping units 1-5, 4-8, 6-10, and 9-12 (see Table 1).
The ou^ut had 104 units, i.e. 26 units for the letters of the
alphabet infirst,second, third, and fourth letter position.
After training the network using the generalized delta rule
on the 1653 four-letter words based on their relative
frequencies from Kucera and Francis (1967) with weights
updated after each word trial, the words from the
experiment were processed by cascading them through the
feedforward network. T o specifically illustrate the results of
the experiment, three word pairs ( S N U G / S U N G ,
F R O M / F O R M , and S L A T / S A L T ) will be discussed.
From the forced-choice experiment, the positional single
letter frequency ratio w a s the best predictor over word
and/or bigram frequency ratios. For the word, S N U G (with
nine errors in the experiment), having lower word, bigram,
and positional letterfrequenciesthan its counterpart, S U N G
(with two errors), the most strongly activated letters

throughout the cascade process were those of S U N G and
reflected the results of the experiment. For F R O M (with
nine errors) having higher word and bigram frequencies
than F O R M (with one error), yet lower positional letter
frequencies, the second letter position in the cascade process
initially had a sfronger 'O' than 'R' and then were reversed
much later. The model indicated that a quicker response to
F R O M would be the error, F O R M , which was shown in the
experiment. For S L A T (with nine errors) having higher
bigram frequency but lower word and positional letter
frequencies except for the third letter position than S A L T
(with one error), the cascade process noted little difference
in sfrength of 'A' or 'L' in either position between words,
but a noted difference between 'A' and 'L' at a specific
position. For the S L A T / S A L T pair, the word and positional
letterfrequenciessupported each other in correctly choosing
S A L T more often than S L A T ; while for the F R O M / F O R M
pair, the positional letter frequency supported correctly
choosing F O R M more often than F R O M .
The modeling of the experiment with the feedforward
cascade model has supported the finding that specific letter
position frequencies have a greater effect in word
recognition for reading than either word or bigram
frequency.
Table 1: Letter Positional Representation for Input
Word
Length

Letter
Position

4

1
2
3
4

Units O n
11 1
123456789012
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx

Active Unit
Total

20
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W e present the main theoretical aspects of the development
of a system aiming at operationalizing the comprehensive
competence of a cognitive agent dealing with texts in an intertextual environment. B y this last, w e wish to announce that
w e subscribe to the conception according to which the correct
description of meanings contained in a particular text has to
be carried out by a systematic cross-textual analysis. In other
words, whatever the cognitive processes might be, the access
to s o m e meaning of the text necessitates a distributed textual
material, defined over a class of texts. Clearly, such an assumption needs theoretic foundations in a framework where
the notion of textuality is taken as primitive. For this, w e have
chosen the theory of Interpretative Semantics (Rastier, 1987).
Structuralist in its origins, this semantic theory envisages
every semantic phenomenon in language as a special case
of an hermeneutic process. It takes thus into account the
top-down hermeneutic principle according to which the local semantic structures are constrained, and even decided, by
a global semantic information (and not the converse). Globality levels are uniformly carried out by different levels of
textuality. Indeed, the fundamental and rather autonomous
entity considered by the Interpretative Semantics is the text.
W e extend this postulate including intertextual considerations. O u r foundational claim is that the meaning of a text
has to be uniformly considered in connection to other texts,
forming something loosely equivalent to a "society of texts".
In particular cases, such a textual "'society" m a y be explicit
and takes the form of an operational textual context. This textual context is precisely defined in our paper by the technical
term, "anagnosis", a specific interpretative structure defined
over an identified set of texts. T h efirsthypothesis is that
any particular meaning, at whatever level of syntactic complexity it appears, comes from a dual determination, giving
rise to a combined emergence effect: (i.) "intratextual", as a
meaning structure set up of selected textual information ; and
(ii.) "intertextual", as a meaning constraint over the intratextual structures, operationalized by the notion of anagnosis.
Thus, the concept of anagnosis reconsiders any particular text
as part of a restricted society of texts. Consequently, the semantic identity of a text is established and achieved only in
relation to other texts, building with them the anagnosis itself.
Quite different texts m a y form an anagnosis; but a particular
anagnosis is not formed by a random selection of texts.
The anagnosis constrains and organizes the semic analysis, by projecting the intertext on the considered text. Indeed, the same text inside another anagnosis will in general
be tagged by different semes, i.e. the semantic identity of

a text is intertext-dependent. A text which is not positioned
inside an anagnosis should not be semantically tagged.
W e tried to make such a conception tractable into conventional computer environments. Clearly, as far as the user determines the key entity (the anagnosis), the only envisageable
development is the anthropocentric one. The proposed prototype m a y be useful to scholars of classical or modern philology, historians, philosophers, sociologists, etc. as far as their
work is conceived as a hermeneutic enterprise. Computer implementation is intended to help the user-reader to set his (or
her) interpretative processes up, i.e. to facilitate his (or her)
interpretative task. Such a project aims not only at accelerating the rationalization of the comprehension process but also
at improving its quality; and, furthermore, at making interpretations reusable and directly linked to explicit corpora.
A s an example w e have been interested in the term of "dialectics" in Plotinus' works and w e have shown h o w illusory
and rather deceptive an interpretation of the term outside the
neoplatonic corpora m a y be. Generally, a detailed examination of the comprehension of the term requires the creation of
an oriented analysis. Even more, depending on h o w the last is
established, the meaning m a y differ considerably (taking into
account the platonic notion of dialectics or not, using textual
material out of the aristotelic corpus or not, etc.)
The anthropocentric architecture underiying our understanding of human/machine cooperation in our case assigns
to the machine a somehow "catalyst" position. A s such, the
machine becomes the medium likely to facilitate the rationalization of the semantic identity of an entity. Its place is better
understood as a suggestive device rather than an automatic
procedure. WTiat is automatically computed, is the formal
connection of the textual material with the intertextual framework, the coherence of the established interdependence, as
well as the propagation of semic attributions to localized textual portions. Hermeneia is definitely user-dependent.
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real H R R vector are distributed normally with mean = 0 and
variance = l/N, and of a complex H R R vector they are disDistributed representation has been studied in the cognitive
tributed uniformly around the unit circle of the complex
sciences as a brainlike alternative to the more conventional
plane. The binding (*) and probing (#) operators for real
representations used in numeric and symbolic computing.
H R R s are circular convolution and "correlation," respecResearch on representation has been reviewed by Plate
tively; for complex H R R s they are coordinatewise complex
(1994) in introduction to his Holographic Reduced Repremultiplication and division. Chunking is by normalized vecsentation ( H R R ), which is a way to encode compositional
tor sum, and clean-up is by some nearest-neighbor method,
(recursive) structure with high-dimensional, random vectors
as has already been mentioned.
offixedwidth. Typically their dimensionality N > 1,0(X).
Structured information is usually encoded with records
The Spatter Code
composed offields.However, H R R vectors have no fields.
The Spatter Code (Kanerva, 1997; see its references for the
Instead, the information of each "field" is distributed over
development of the idea) works with random A^-bit words. It
the entire vector—hence "holographic." The main idea is to
encode it so that the similarity of meaning is expressed as a grew out of the need to encode concepts at arbitrarily many
levels infixed-widthwords, and the initial concern was h o w
correlation between H R R vectors. This makes H R R s attracto maintain the density of 1 s over successive levels of comtive for modeling mental functions in artificial neural nets.
position. The spatter code realizes H R R with binary vectors
Encoding an H R R vector resembles data encryption, and
decoding it resembles deciphering with a key. Let us encode and represents holographic reduced representation perhaps at
its simplest.
'name = Pat & sex = male & age = 66' as an example. Each
Binary H R R vectors have A^ random bits that are mutually
of the components is itself represented by an /V-dimensional
independent, and Os and 1 s are equally probable (the coderandom vector (A^-vector), referred to by the boldface words
words are dense). Bitwise Exclusive-Or ( X O R , ® ) is used
name, Pat, sex, male, age, and 66. H R R s are encoded in
for both binding (*) and probing (#), and chunking is done
two steps called binding and chunking. Binding the variable
with bitwise thresholded sum that realizes the majority rule.
'name' to the value 'Pat' yields the A^-vector name*Pat and,
similarly, w e get the A^-vectors sex*male and age*66 for the The result of probing can be cleaned up, at least in principle,
with a neural associative memory.
other two. The binding operation * depends on the kind of
The main virtue of the binary representation is simplicity.
H R R , but it always combines two ^V-vectors into a single ^Vvector. Next, the /V-vectors for the three bound pairs are M a n y of its properties can be derived from the binomial distribution, and binary systems are the easiest of all to build or
chunked into a single A^-vector, which is written as
simulate. This helps make the idea of H R R accessible.
{name*Pat + sex*male + age*66)
The binary representation has its peculiarities. There is no
reminding us that it is a normalized sum vector (a mean vec- obvious way to realize the majority rule when the number of
tor) of some kind. W e will refer to it as P M 6 .
binary vectors that are chunked together is even, nor to give
H R R s are decoded in two steps called probing and cleanindividual weights to the vectors when they are chunked
up. Probing P M 6 with n a m e , written as n a m e # P M 6 , protogether (weighting is not discussed in this paper). Binding
duces an N-vecloT Pat' that is similar to—it correlates highly and probing with the same operator, the X O R , that also is
with—Pat, i.e.,
commutative can produce unwanted effects. It is possible to
elaborate the binary representation and to remedy at least
n a m e # P M 6 = naine#(name*Pat + sex*male + age*66)
some of its apparent shortcomings.
= Pat' = Pat
The "high" correlation is a matter of degree: The correlation
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" H R R s in the frequency domain." The A' components of a
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W h e n people learn a new category, they are influenced by
their prior knowledge about the domain that the new
category is in. B y "prior knowledge" w e mean to refer to
knowledge about a broad domain, such as animals or
vehicles, that exists before a new category is learned. This
knowledge is the sort that connects features of a category and
provides some sort of explanation of why the category has
the properties it does (see Murphy & Medin, 1985, for a
review). For example, people have some idea about h o w
animals fly that provides a possible explanation for w h y
something that has wings can live high on a cliff--the wings
explain flying that in turn explains w h y this habitat is
possible. Previous research has shown that such knowledge
can gready speed learning when it is correct (Murphy &
Allopenna, 1994).
O n e limitation of prior research on the role of prior
knowledge in category learning has been that the knowledge
related all or most of the features in the exemplars.
However, in the real world, it is often the case that prior
knowledge provides explanations for only a small subset of
the features present in a category member. So, w e m a y
k n o w that wings allow a bird to fly, but w e m a y not know
w h y a robin has a red breast. The present experiment asks
whether prior knowledge can aid category learning even
when most of the features of the individual exemplars are
not relevant to prior knowledge.
Method and Results
Twenty-four subjects participated in a category learning task.
The categories used in this experiment consisted of six
exemplars, each of which was characterized by binary feature
values on five dimensions. For example, if the dimension
was "number of doors," the possible features were "two
doors" and "four doors." If the dimension was "type of seat
covers," the features were "cloth" and "vinyl." These
characteristic features were chosen to be unrelated to prior
knowledge. That is, there's no reason w h y a vehicle with
two doors would be more likely to have cloth than vinyl
seat covers. Each exemplar also had one unique idiosyncratic
feature. The prior knowledge was embodied in these
features. For example, the features "Made in Africa,"
"Drives in jungles," and "Used on safari" were derived from a
Tropical vehicle theme while the idiosyncratic features
"Made in Norway," "Drives on glaciers," and "Used in

mountain climbing" were derived from an Arctic vehicle
theme. Because each exemplar contained only one such
knowledge related feature, the themes could only be noticed
by integrating over several exemplars.
T w o category conditions, Intact Theme (IT) and Mixed
T h e m e ( M T ) were used. Both used the same characteristic
features.
In the IT categories, all of the idiosyncratic
features within a category were derived from one theme (e.g..
Tropical vehicles), and all of the idiosyncratic features in the
other category were derived from a contrasting theme (e.g.,
Arctic vehicles). In the M T categories, half of the
idiosyncratic features within each category were derived from
each of the two themes. Thus, if such minimal amounts of
knowledge-related information can aid category learning, the
IT categories should be learned faster than the M T ones. The
results supported this hypothesis. IT categories were learned
in fewer blocks (mean = 4.1) than M T categories (mean =
9.7), t(22) = 3.98, E < . 0 0 1 .
In subsequent experiments, w e rephcated this result and
tracked the use of domain knowledge over the course of
learning trials. W e found that the advantage of the theme for
the IT condition was apparent even after the first block of
learning.
Conclusion
This experiment showed that prior knowledge could facilitate
category learning even when the individual category
members were only weakly related to prior knowledge.
People were able to identify the theme acrossfragmentsin
several exemplars and use this knowledge to speed learning.
Thus, it is not crucial that one's prior knowledge is related
to all or even many of the features of some new category as
long as there is some small, critical mass of information
that connects the new items to prior knowledge.
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Complex information technologies are cognitive artifacts
that have the potential to transform the w a y w e think and
work. In recent years, cognitive research has made progress
into understanding learning processes and skill acquisition in
complex technology-based domains (Howes & Young,
1996). The promotion of skilled use of complex
technologies is a multifaceted challenge, including the need
for better and more consistent interfaces, effective training
methods, and explanatory models of the learning processes.
In this paper, w e characterize the cognitive consequences of
physicians learning to use computerized patient record
systems (CPR). C P R systems are computer-based devices
for inputting, representing, accessing, and managing patient
care records. Despite their great potential, the
implementation and integration of such computer-based
technologies in medical practice has proven to be difficult
(Kushniruk et al„ 1996). This work aims to understand the
effects of technology and h o w it can support performance.
H o w do people acquire the necessary skills for competent
use of a technology? Optimal use of a C P R system
involves a) the development of accurate patient problem
representations, b) fast and efficient performance, and c)
relatively problem-free use. A number of cognitive methods
have been developed to characterize users' performance and
investigate the usability of different kinds of computer-based
systems (Poison et al, 1992). C o m m o n to most methods are
the characterization of a users' goals, actions, and inferences
over extended temporal sequences. Users of these devices
must acquire knowledge of h o w to m a p the tasks they wish
to accomplish into sequences of actions enabled by the
technology (Howes & Young, 1996). These mappings can
range from relatively simple to rather complex, involving
considerable domain-specific and artifact-specific knowledge.
W e are concerned with use of C P R systems for diagnostic
reasoning tasks. Entering patient data engages the
interdependent component processes of information
gathering, diagnostic reasoning, and problem representation.
Each of these processes can be decomposed into set of goalaction hierarchies and prerequisite component skills.
This paper discusses a framework for investigating
learning and the acquisition of cognitive competencies. This
is illustrated in the context of an in-depth case study of a
novice user learning to use a C P R system Our research
methods including cognitive task analysis, video recording
and computer-supported analysis of the video data in the
study of human-computer interaction, as well as
methodologies employed in the field of medical cognition
(Patel et al, 1989).

The results focus on qualitative indices of learning such as
changes in reasoning patterns as a function of using the
C P R system and quantitative changes in performance. For
example, as the user gains experience, w e observed a shift in
strategies which the subject employs the system to direct
data gathering and diagnostic reasoning processes. This shift
in strategy appears to completely transform the nature of the
diagnostic task and variably effects the accuracy of diagnosis.
W e also developed a set of task-specific quantitative
indices to evaluate changes in performance as a function of
learning. This indices reflect accuracy in developing a
problem representation, measures of efficiency, and types of
user errors and problems encountered. The physician showed
general improvement in developing a more accurate
representation over time, showed variable gains in efficiency
(e.g., latency of response), and experienced different kinds of
errors (more conceptual ones and fewer pertaining to the
interface) as a fiinction of working with the C P R system.
The process of complex skill acquisition necessitate
particular kinds of cognitive transitions result in greater
facility of use and accuracy of representation. The use of
such cognitive artifacts m a y interact with component
processes such as diagnostic reasoning and information
gathering with significant and surprising consequences W e
need to understand these changes to harness the potential of
emerging technologies. It is also important to begin to
define some benchmarks of competency in using such
systems. These kind of cognitive assessment can contribute
to the iterative design process.
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Cognitive psychologists use reaction time primarily to
infer processing load and develop theories of mental
architecture and dynamics. Speeded naming latencies are a
prime example: A number of perceptual and/or cognitive
representations are active during the time between a
stimulus presentation and the onset of a naming response,
and the processing of these representations presumably
affects the amount of time to generate a response. Of
course, this logic also entails that the contents of a naming
response also reflect processing.
However, whereas
researchers strive for millisecond accuracy in measuring
naming latencies, they usually collect only a coarse
measure of naming content: Proportion of subjectively
judged errors. This study examined the contents of the
naming response for quantitative influences of lexical (e.g.,
orthographic and phonological) processing.
The particular area of focus was naming responses to
printed words. All recent models have been cast in a
connectionist framework to some extent, despite their
underlying theoretical differences (Coltheart, Curtis,
Atkins, & Haller, 1993; Kawamoto & Kitzis, 1991; Plaut,
McClelland, Seidenberg, & Patterson, 1996). Moreover,
they share a c o m m o n feature of processing that the
connectionist framework offers (but does not require): A
continuous output function on the processing units. This
means that all models will potentially show activation
distributed across alternative pronunciations early in the
time course processing (and possibly later as well). Despite
this fact, output generation is categorically based on only
one alternative pronunciation.
W e can see this as a statement about the relation
between output representations and articulation; namely,
that the contents of a naming response do not reflect
lexical representations in a graded manner. Let us refer to
this as the discrete naming hypothesis. The alternative
hypothesis, blended naming, states that naming responses
can actualize the distribution of lexical activation through
continuous sampling in articulalory space.
This study tested the competing hypotheses by priming
bisyllabic target words with visually presented bisyllabic
primes. Blended naming predicts that articulations can fall
between competing stress patterns (i.e., when the prime
conflicts in stress with the target). Discrete naming predicts
that such a conflict can only cause an increase in naming
latency or a complete stress error.
To test these
predictions, this study implemented acoustic waveform
algorithms based on previous work (Mermelstein, 1975;
Rabiner & Sambur, 1975) to automatically calculate three
stress correlates.

To induce conflicting stress patterns, three experiments
primed printed targets with printed bisyllabic words that
either conflicted (e.g., the target conclude primed with
prelude (GP) or seafood (PH)) or overlapped with the
target's stress pattern (e.g., conclude primed by garage
(control)). Overall, the results supported a blended view of
naming response generation. First, acoustic measures were
validated by correlating with citation stress. Second,
naming latency did not show any affect of the prime.
Third, target articulations showed reliable acoustic signs of
bending towards the prime stress pattern, even though
subjects did not name or respond to the prime. Lastly, the
prime affected articulations more when both orthographic
and phonemic structure overlapped with the target
(compared to just phonemic), suggesting that lexical
processing played a significant role in the effects.
The results speak to how articulation (and other
behaviors) reflects cognitive processing, and in turn, they
encourage naming models (and hopefully other cognitive
models as well) to explicitly state how representations
translate to on-line behavior. Finally, they suggest that the
contents of articulation, rather than their timing, may
provide a more direct reflection of lexical processes, and
therefore a valuable source of evidence for model builders.
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Introduction
In order to prevent users from "getting lost" in cyber space,
two types of interactive navigation aids have been proposed.
One is the standard navigation aid used in most
hierarchical structures including the conventional U P and
D O W N buttons. T h e other type is the metaphoric
navigation aid based on either the spatial or directory
metaphors (Dieberger, 1996). A navigation aid based on
the spatial metaphor maps the spatial relations of real
world such as elevators, whereas one based on the directory
metaphor relies on the textual structure such as an
alphabetic index. Although these metaphors have been used
widely, their effectiveness has not been examined yet. W e
hypothesize that the effectiveness of metaphoric navigation
aids depends on the categories of items being searched:
common or ad-hoc (Barsalou, 1982). Items in the c o m m o n
category have well-defined concepts such as computers,
whereas those in the ad-hoc category, such as birthday gifts,
have ill-defined concepts. A n experiment was conducted
within a cyber mall context to test our hypothesis.
Method
Seventy-three subjects participated in the experiment for
course credits. They were randomly assigned to one of four
groups: Spatial-Common, Spatial-Ad hoc, DirectoryC o m m o n , and Directory-Ad hoc. T w o versions of a cyber
shopping mall were developed, whose basic structures
were identical except for the type of navigation aids
provided. The spatial version used escalators and elevators,
while the directory version used indexes and searchengines. Before the experiment, subjects were asked to fill
out a pre-questionnaire to measure their level of expertise
in the Internet and W W W , which turned out to be
equivalent across the different groups. They then were
asked to buy five items of the c o m m o n category or ad hoc
category. The c o m m o n category included products such as
notebook computers, while the ad hoc category consisted
of products such as birthday gifts. After the experiment,
ihey were asked tofillout post questionnaires to measure
their perceived ease of navigating and level of satisfaction.
Results

than the directory metaphor (F = 8.78, p<.01). Subjects
were also more satisfied with the spatial metaphor than
with the directory metaphor (F = 5.19, p<.05). Moreover,
subjects were more satisfied with the spatial metaphor
when they were looking for ad-hoc category items than for
c o m m o n category items (F = 4.72, p<.05).
Navigation Process Data
T h e Total N u m b e r of Pages. Results from the system
logfilesindicate that subjects browsed more pages for the
ad-hoc items than for the c o m m o n items (F = 43.92, p<.01).
Moreover, subjects using the spaUal metaphor browsed
more pages than those with the directory metaphor when
they were looking for c o m m o n items, while subjects with
the directory metaphor searched more pages when looking
for ad hoc items (F = 5.23, p<.05).
T h e Use of Navigation Buttons. Results from the usage
data of the standard navigation buttons indicate that
subjects using the directory metaphor used the navigation
buttons more frequently than those provided with the
spatial metaphor (F = 17.29, p<.01). They also used the
buttons morefrequentlywhen looking for ad hoc items than
for c o m m o n items (F = 49.76, p<.01), and this increased
usage of buttons was more evident with the directory
metaphor than with the spatial metaphor (F = 7.59, p<.01).
In terms of metaphoric navigation, subjects with the spatial
metaphor used the navigation aids more frequently than
those with the directory metaphor (F = 114.32, p<.01).
Conclusion and Discussion
In summary, people used the navigation aids with the
spatial metaphor more frequently than those with the
directory metaphor, inducing them to consider cyber space
navigation via spatial metaphor aids easier. Moreover, the
benefits from the spatial metaphor were greater when
people were searching for items in the ad-hoc category than
when searching for c o m m o n category items.
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Gernsbacher (1990) found that the relative mention
order is critical factor to determine the relative strength
of the representation whereas the semantic role of a
constituent did not have any effect on sentence
representation. However, in their study, the pragmatic
factor was confounded with the syntactic role Six
experiments were conducted to investigate the effects of
each constraint (syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic) on
the sentence representation and to determine the time
course of activation level of constituent.
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last word and onset of the test probe.

Results and Discussion
The results indicated that pragmatic constraints have
very strong effects on the initial representation from the
early stage to later stage (up to lOOOms). That is. the
constituents mentioned earlier in the sentence are
strongly represented and their memory accessibility is
increased O n the contrary to the pragmatic constraint.
the effect of syntactic and semantic constraints was not
found except the syntactic effect in Experiment 2 (RSVP
Method
rate of 25()ms with 5()0ms delay). The results suggest
The experimental method was exactly identical through
that syntactic constraints affect the sentential
all six experiments except R S V P rate and delay.
representation immediately (before 5()()ms delay) and
their effects disappear shortly after.
There are two theoretical models on sentence
Participants 64 undergraduate students per experiment
processing, two-stage model and multiple constraints
participated in each experiment.
satisfaction approach. According to two-stage model, the
initial representation of a sentence is constructed
Design. 2 (subject, object) x 2 (agent, patient) x 2 (first.
through the syntactic analysis and then it is evaluated or
second) repeated measures design was used.
modified by semantic or pragmatic constraints (e.g..
Frazier. 1989). O n the other hand, the multiple
Materials. A set of 32 experimental sentences was
constraints satisfaction approach states that several
constructed with eight versions each. The eight versions
reflected the combination of the syntactic (subject vs. constraints interact each other immediately in
object), semantic (agent vs patient), and pragmatic (first constructing the representation of a sentence (e.g..
McClelland. St John. & Taraban. 1989). However, the
vs second) manipulation. The syntactic factor was
findings of this study support neither model because it
manipulated by putting the target characters name on
was found that pragmatic constraints play the most
either grammatical subject or object position The
important role from the early stage of constructing the
semantic factor was manipulated by using cither active
representation of a sentence while semantic and
or passive voice. The pragmatic factor was manipulated
syntactic constraints do not.
by the order of mention. Since the object of a sentence
can be placed before the subject in Korean, it is possible
to dissociate the syntactic role from the order of mention
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monitor After the last word of each sentence
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disappeared, a test probe (name) appeared The subject's
Kim. S. & Lee. J. (1995). The effect of syntactic and
task was to verify as rapidly and accurately as possible
pragmatic constraints on sentential representation and
whether the test name had occurred in the sentence they
memory accessibility. Korean Journal of Cognitive
just finished reading. T o keep subjects from attending to
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only participants' name, w e followed each experimental
McClelland. J. L., St. John, M., & Taraban. R. (1989).
sentence with one of four different kinds of
Sentence comprehension: A parallel distribute
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T h e P r o b l e m a n d a Potential Solution
W h e n readers set out to learn something from text, they
are often faced with the problem of selecting a text from
which they will learn as m u c h as possible about the target
topic. O f all the possible texts a learner could read, many
will be too difficult for the reader to understand, and many
will be too simple for the reader to learn anything new
(Kintsch, 1994). The goal is to select a text which is 'just
right' with respect to what the reader already knows. W e
refer to this as the Goldilocks Principle.
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) (Landauer & Dumais,
1997) is a statistical technique which can be used to assess
the semantic similarity between two documents. B y
representing what the reader knows as a document and then
comparing that document to other possible documents the
reader might read, w e can measure the conceptual similarity
between what the reader already knows and the texts he or
she might read.
D Questionnaire score improvement
O
Essay grade improvement
0.5B
(undergrads)

four texts about the human circulatory system. These four
texts varied in difficulty level from elementary school level
(Text A ) to medical school level (Text D ) . After reading, the
participants did the essay and questionnaire tasks again. (For
complete methodological details, see Wolfe, Schreiner,
Rehder, Laham, Foltz, Kintsch & Landauer, in press).
Learning was defined as the proportion improvement on the
questionnaire score and on the essay grades.
W e expected that learning from a particular text will be
non-linearly distributed across knowledge level. Readers w h o
share nothing in c o m m o n with the target text are expected to
learn little: they will find the text too difficult. Readers
whose prior knowledge is very similar to the target text are
also expected to learn little: they will find the text too easy.
It is the readers in the middle w h o w e expect will learn the
most: there is enough overlap between their prior knowledge
level and the text for them to understand it, and enough nonoverlap for them tofindnew information to learn from it._
The observed relationship between average pre-essay-totext cosine and learning is given in Figure 1. A s expected,
learning (as assessed by both the essay grade and the
questionnaire score) was non-monotonically related to
similarity between initial knowledge and text read.
Conclusions
In this study w e found support for the Goldilocks
Principle: learning was non-monotonically related to relative
prior knowledge. W e were able to use L S A to assess
conceptual similarity between reader knowledge and text
level. T h e practical implications of this are clear: Wise
application of the Goldilocks Principle m a y m a k e readers
more efficient learners. L S A m a y make application of the
Goldilocks Principle pragmatically possible.

(undergrads)
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(meds)
0.25
0.5
0.75
cosine between pre-essay and text read
Figure 1. Learnmg as a function of pre-essay to text
similarity for each of thefivetext conditions.
The Experiment
94 undergraduates and 12 medical students each wrote an
essay summarizing their knowledge about the human
circulatory system. They then completed a questionnaire
about the circulatory system, after which they read one of
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Results

T h e hypothesis investigated in this study is that interesting
material is easier to learn than uninteresting material. In
learning research, one of the most important causal factors
in determining h o w m u c h is learned has been time on task.
W h e n motivation has been investigated, the emphasis has
been on h o w extrinsic factors modify the willingness of
research participants to spend more time on the task at
hand. The effects of intrinsic factors like prior interests or
personal goals have not been as intensively investigated. In
this study, intrinsic interest level was directly manipulated
by creating two paragraphs containing identical target
sentences in different contexts, one presumably more
interesting than the other. Viewing time, familiarity, and
personal interest were measured to isolate these potential
factors from each other and the principal independent
variable of context version.

A n s w e r Accuracy by Paragraph Version
The average points for answers given in response to
reading the more interesting version of a paragraph was
2.36 (maximum possible was 6); but only 1.68 when
reading the less interesting paragraph. A within-subject ttest indicated this was a significant difference ( t (14) =
3.50, E < .01). Inter-rater consistency on scoring these
answers was quite high ( r (118) = .90, p < .001).
Correlations between Ratings and Viewing Time
Correlations were calculated between familiarity ratings,
personal interest ratings, total time that the paragraph was
visible on the computer screen, and the correct answer
scores assigned by the raters. Only personal interest ratings
were significantly correlated with the correct answer scores
( r (118) = .24, p < .05), despite the relatively high
correlation between familiarity and interest ratings ( r (118)
= .53, p < .01). All other corelations were quite small
(largest r(l 18) = .11,E>.1).

Method
Participants
Fifteen undergraduates in lower-division psychology classes
volunteered to participate in exchange for extra credit.

Analyses by Paragraph Version
M e a n familiarity ratings, personal interest ratings, and total
viewing times did not significantly differ between the two
paragraph versions. For the more interesting paragraphs,
none of these were significantly correlated with the correct
answer scores (largest r (58) = .06, p > .1). However, for
the less interesting paragraphs, personal interest ratings
were highly correlated with the correct answer scores
(r (58) = .51, p < .01) and familiarity ratings less so (r (58)
= .30, E < .05). Viewing time again was essentially
unrelated ( r (58) = .08, p > .1).

Materials
T w o versions of eight different paragraphs were prepared
with exactly the same target sentence embedded in either a
more or less interesting context. The interesting versions
were more personal in nature rather than a "dry" textbooklike presentation. Otherwise, the language and length of
the two paragraphs were held to be as close as possible.
Questions and appropriate answers were prepared for each
set of paragraphs.
Procedure
O n the first day, participants read one version of each of the
eight paragraphs, and rated them for familiarity and
personal interest on a ten-point scale.
Order of
presentation and which version was presented was varied
randomly across participants, but constrained such that
each participant read exactly four of each version (i.e.,
more or less interesting). T w o days later, participants were
given paragraph titles and questions for each of the eight
paragraphs. Answers were scored independently by two
raters. The raters did not know which version of each
paragraph had been read by each participant.
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Conclusions
Results were consistent with the hypothesis that intrinsic
interest affects the ease of learning material. This is
supported by the difference in correct answer scores
obtained for the two paragraph versions, and by the strong
correlation between personal interest ratings and correct
answer scores for the otherwise less interesting paragraphs.
N o evidence was found for the hypothesis that intrinsic
interest varies the time on task.

Analogical Transfer of the Control of Variables Strategy by
School Children: A n Instructional M e t h o d

Elementary
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I klahr.zchen) @cmu.edu

The key to the design of simple, unconfounded experiments
is the Control of Variables Strategy ( C V S ) in which basic
contrasts are m a d e between experimental conditions that
differ in only one factor at a time. Although the requirement
to design unconfounded experiments imposes a major
constraint on search in the experiment space (Klahr &
Dunbar, 1988), most children (and m a n y adults, e.g., K u h n
et al., 1995) find it difficult to master the C V S and to
distinguish between valid and invalid inferences. These
findings suggest that young children's difficulty in using the
C V S m a y be due to their inability to understand the logic
and to apply the strategy across domains. T h e present work
examines whether analogy is an effective source for strategy
acquisition and focuses on the processes involved in the
learning and transfer of C V S in 3rd & 4th grade children.

differed f r o m the earlier p r o b l e m s in several important
d i m e n s i o n s , including contextual differences (different
"experimenters" a n d different settings in w h i c h tests w e r e
administered), a n d task dissimilarities (different formats:
hands-on vs. pencil a n d paper; strategy generating v s .
evaluating and different content: mechanical vs. other types
of problems).

4th Grade
S 12
I "^
E
5 10 J

Various analogous problems were presented sequentially
to children, whose strategics in designing experiments were
assessed. In the first part of the study, three isomorphic
tasks were used: Spring, Slope, and Sinking problems. In
each task, children were asked to design experiments to test
the possible effects of each variable. B y presenting tasks in
three different domains, w e were able to assess the extent of
analogical transfer from the instructed domain to t w o
different uninstructed domains. Children in the Training &
Probe condition received explicit training instructions for the
first problem and were asked systematic questions about w h y
they designed the test they did for each trial. Children in the
N o Training - Probe condition were also asked questions,
but no training w a s given. N o Training - N o Probe
children received neither probes nor training.

3rd Grade

Control
Experimental
Fig. 2 Mean Number Correct on Remote Post Test
The results indicate that elementary school children's
relatively poor performance using the C V S is not due to
their inability to understand its rationale; they are capable of
learning and transferring the basic strategy w h e n designing
and evaluating simple tests. Explicit training within
domains, combined with probing, proved to be m o r e
effective in facilitating the acquisition of the C V S than
probing alone (Fig. 1) although probes alone did have a
positive effect. Elementary school children demonstrated an
impressive ability to apply the learned strategies across
problems. Younger children applied C V S as effectively as
older children when the transfer tasks were not very remote
from the original training task. However, only the older
children demonstrated effective remote transfer (Fig 2).
Finally, although analogy was an effective source of strategy
change, the change w a s gradual, and even after C V S w a s
used, children continued to use ineffective strategics for
s o m e trials. These results suggest that training over
multiple trials and in diverse domains m a y be critical for the
acquisition of C V S by facilitating the construction of a
general strategy schema.

Tralt>liig • Probo
No Training - Probe
No Training - No Probe

Very Near
Near
Tranalar
Traniler
Phase
Fig. 1 M e a n solution quality score by condition.
T h e second part of the study, taking place 7 m o n t h s later,
examined children's ability to transfer the strategy to remote
situations. Children w h o participated in thefirstpart of the
study (Experimental G r o u p ) and others w h o did not (Control
G r o u p ) w e r e asked to solve five problems w h i c h involved
evaluating whether each of a series of paired comparisons
w a s a good test of the effect of a specific variable. T h e tasks

/

Exploration
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Experiment
Kokinov and Yoveva (1996) demonstrated that illustrations
accompanying other problems accidentally placed on the
same page as the target problem can influence the type of
target problem solution generated by the subjects. Although
there was no hint to use these illustrations, it could be the
case that subjects have "caught on". Thus it could be
questioned whether subjects were really uninformed. The
current exf)eriment addresses this question by comparing this
context condition with an explicit hint condition.
The purpose of the current experiment is to compare the
influence of a context stimulus (an accidental element of the
problem solving environment) on subjects' target problem
solving performance varying the pragmatic distance between
the context stimulus and the target task from a hint
condition to a remote context condition:
• hint condition - subjects are explicitly informed of
the relevance of the illustration (Hint: Think whether
the following picture could help you to solve the above
problem);
• intermediate condition - subjects are not informed
of the relevance of the illustration, but there is no
obvious explanation of the fact that the picture has been
presented on the same sheet of paper (no text and no
explanation of the reason of this presence);
• remote condition - subjects are not informed of the
relevance of the illustration, and it is presented as an
illustration of a second problem, i.e. there is a
reasonable misleading explanation of its presence and its
relevance is a priori rejected.
Intuition as well as previous experiments seem to support
an expectation that if subjects are informed about the
relevance of the context stimulus this will have greater effect
than if they are not.
Results and Discussion
The results in both the hint and remote experimental
conditions are significantly different from the result of the
control condition according to the chi-square test - (x^(2) =
7.74, p<0.05; x^(2) = 7.04, p<0.05). The intermediate
experimental condition does not differ significantly from the
control condition {x\2) = 2.7, p>0.05).

The more interesting result, however, is the change in the
percentage of the correct solutions. In the hint condition the
percentage of correct solutions has dropped twice (3%)
compared to the control group (6%), while in the remote
condition the percentage of correct solutions has increased
almost twice (10%). The hint to use the drawing seems to
have suppressed the correct solution, while the same drawing
presented as a remote context stimulus has facilitated it.
The experimental data has provided an interesting example
where although both the hint condition and the remote
context condition have influenced the problem solving
process, the remote context condition has facilitated the
correct solution of the problem, while the hint condition
using the same stimulus has inhibited it.
This is a fact which contradicts common-sense
expectations, but is in agreement with the implications of
the D U A L cognitive architecture (Kokinov, 1994). In the
remote context condition the automatic mechanism of
spreading activation brings concepts associated with the
illustration into consideration and this facilitates the
successful solution. In the hint condition subjects are
explicitly trying to find a mapping between the context
stimulus and the problem at hand using reasoning
and structure
mechanisms
like marker
passing
correspondence building. They fail in this case because of
the fact that the shared relations are not obvious.
Thus in certain cases explicit hints are not facilitating the
problem solving process while implicit ones might turn out
to be more efficient making it possible to use automatic
spreading activation processes.
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Introduction
How do two people in conversation keep track of what
they are doing together? In most conversations they rely on
a process of grounding-establishing the mutual belief that
they have been understood. Only part of that process is
visible. W e see acknowledgments and repairs, but not the
monient-by-moment changes in their beliefs. In this report,
we show how people take advantage of moment-by-moment
changes in evidence of understanding when they are visible.
Method
Pairs of students worked together as one of them, the
director, told the other, the builder, h o w to assemble forms
out of Lego blocks. The director began with a model, and
his job was to get the builder to assemble an exact copy.
The builder couldn't see the director's model, but the two of
them could talk as m u c h as they needed. For 14 pairs, the
directors could see the builders assemble their copies; for
another 14 pairs, they could not. Half the time, the director
and builder could see each other's faces; for the other half,
they could not. Each pair created ten copies.

hold up a candidate block for the directors to look at. They
used this gesture to ask about the identities of objects, (b)
Poising. W h e n directors described where a block should go,
builders would hold the block poised above where they
thought it should go. They used this gesture to request
confirmation of its placement before attaching it to their
copy-so-far. In this way, builders gave directors moment-bym o m e n t evidence of their understanding of the instructions
so far.
Directors exploited the builders' gestures. They would
regularly interrupt their utterances to confirm an exhibited or
poised block and then proceed to the next instruction. O r
they would interrupt themselves to correct a misconstrual in
an exhibited or poised block. W h e n the Legos were hidden,
directors rarely interrupted themselves in this way. A s a
result, the time to place a block averaged 10 sec when the
Legos were visible, but 17 sec when they were hidden. The
checking time averaged 1 sec when the Legos were visible,
but 5 sec when they were hidden. Together, these account for
the two-to-one advantage in the speed of the two conditions.

In face-to-face conversation, therefore, the participants
make use of visible evidence of understanding when it is
available. Addressees m a k e gestures to display their
understanding so far, enabling speakers to alter their
Results a n d Discussion
utterances in opportunistic directions. It is in these ways
Pairs were fastest when the directors could see the copies that gestures and eye gaze can be essential to efficient
communication.
in progress (Legos visible). Pairs took twice as long when
the directors could not see the copies (Legos hidden). (There
were almost no errors.) It made no difference whether the
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Introduction
Asymmetry in analogical reasoning has previously been
thought to occur at the post-mapping inference stage, with
the mappings themselves being inherently symmetric.
However, unlike previous theoretical explanations and
computational models, the L I S A (Learning and Inference
with Schemas and Analogies) model of analogical reasoning
( H u m m e l & Holyoak, in press) makes the unique prediction
of asymmetry at the mapping stage.
In LISA, analogical mapping is a directional, capacitylimited, and serial process. T h e directional aspect of
mapping is a result of the model's distinction between driver
and recipient analogs. T h e model determines the
correspondences between two analogs through a process of
guided pattern recognition, where one analog generates a
pattern of activation which is then received by the other
analog. The analog that generates the pattern of activation
is the driver analog, and the analog that receives it is the
recipient analog. Thus, mapping is an inherently
asymmetrical process. This mapping process is also
capacity-limited in keeping with the limited capacity of
human working memory. If a driver analog contains more
propositions than working m e m o r y can hold, the
propositions must be fired in a serial manner in order to
process the entire analog.
This serialfiringorder in the driver analog is crucial to
LISA'S mapping performance, because mapping is in part
determined by the grouping of propositions. O n e variable
presumed to affect this grouping is the degree of causal
connectivity in the semantic content of the propositions. If
the propositions in one analog are optimally grouped
(because of causal semantic content) and the propositions in
the other analog are non-optimally grouped (because of
noncausal semantic content), different (i.e., asymmetrical)
mappings can be made, depending on the direction of
mapping. The L I S A model makes the unique prediction that
mapping performance with isomorphic analogies will be
more accurate if the driver analog has causal semantic
content and the recipient analog has noncausal semantic
content than if the driver analog has noncausal semantic
content and the recipient analog has causal semantic content.
In addition, the model predicts that causal content in the
recipient analog will only facilitate mapping if there is also
causal content in the driver analog.

To test these predictions, w e assessed the influence of
varying levels of causal content and direction of mapping in
both simulations with LISA and in experiments with human
subjects. Both the simulated and human mapping tasks
involved two isomorphic analogs with either causal or
noncausal semantic content (a mapping task similar to that
used by Keane, 1996). In the Causal-Causal ( C C )
condition, both the driver and recipient analogs had causal
semantic content; in the Causal-Noncausal (CN) condition,
the driver analog had causal content and the recipient analog
had noncausal semantic content; in the Noncausal-Causal
(NC) condition, the driver analog had noncausal semantic
content and the recipient analog had causal semantic content;
and in the Noncausal-Noncausal ( N N ) condition, both
analogs had noncausal semantic content.
In both the simulations and the experiment, mapping
accuracy in the C N condition was significantly higher than
in the N C condition. This result shows that asymmetry can
be obtained at the mapping stage. In addition, for both
simulated and human mapping, mapping accuracy in the C C
condition was significantly higher than in the C N condition,
whereas the N C and N N conditions did not differ in accuracy.
This finding supports the prediction that causal semantic
content in the recipient analog only facilitates mapping
when there is also causal semantic content in the driver
analog.
The experimental results showed that human reasoners,
like LISA, are subject to asymmetries in analogical
mapping. These findings suggest that both from an
empirical and a theoretical viewpoint, it is necessary to
reconsider the assumption that asymmetry in analogical
reasoning occurs only at the post-mapping inference stage.
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The challenge faced by designers of medical information
technologies is to create usable and leamable systems that
enhance and expand cognitive competencies. This abstract
describes our work in the cognitive analyses of emerging
health care technologies. Such technology offers an ideal
testbed for the development and testing of cognitive theory
due to its complexity, and the richness of cognitive and
behavioral data resulting from its interaction. Our theoretical
and methodological framework is rooted in the study of
medical cognition and cognitive approaches to humancomputer interaction. The objective or our work is two-fold:
(1) to develop and apply methods that can be used to
characterize the decision making and reasoning processes of
subjects as they learn to use and apply medical information
technologies, and (2) to conduct further theoretical work,
considering emerging information technologies as an
extension of physicians' cognitive system. It is our
contention that medical information technologies, such as
computerized patient records and medical decision support
systems profoundly transform the task of medical practice.
W e need to be able to characterize and identify such change
in order to be able to enhance and harness the potential of
such innovation.
Studies of medical expertise have shown clear differences
in the w a y in which physicians of varying levels of
expertise develop diagnostic hypotheses, apply evidence and
deal with complex information. Our framework borrows
from this research and from work in a number of related
areas including cognitive task analysis, which w e use to
characterize the decision making and reasoning of subjects of
varied levels of medical expenise (e.g. physicians or medical
students), as they perform various tasks while using
computer technology. Tasks are representative of on-the-job
performance in the medical domain, and range from
interaction with decision support systems, to conducting a
patient interview while entering patient data into a
computerized patient record system. W e can decompose a
task into sets of goal-action hierarchies and identify potential
mismatches between observed and intended effects. In
performing tasks subjects m a y be asked to think-aloud,
leading to rich data amenable to principled methods of
protocol analysis. W e employ video recordinjg and computersupported video analysis of all physician-computer
interaction, as well as discourse analysis of any physician-

patient interaction. The objective of our cognitive analyses
are to characterize the skill, reasoning, and problems of
subjects of varying levels of expertise, as they perform tasks
representative of real-life situations. The approach draws on
the theoretical and methodological framework developed
from studies of medical cognition over the last decade. W e
are currently using the results of such analyses to inform the
design of computer-based tools and training. In our work w e
also use cognitive task analysis for evaluating enduring
effects of technology on h u m a n cognitive processes.
Our work involves iteration along two dimensions: (1)
Iteration a m o n g complementary techniques: w e employ a
technique k n o w n as a cognitive walkthrough, which
involves theory-based bench-testing of computer software,
identifying potential user problems. W e then apply the
results of this type of analysis in developing principled
coding schemes for examining video-based data collected
from actual physician-computer interaction; (2) Iteration
from laboratory-based to real-world settings (and back again):
the studies range on a continuum from controlled laboratory
testing, involving presentation of constructed medical cases
to subjects, to studies in naturalistic settings (e.g.
physicians entering "live" patient data into a record system).
Our overall approach is described, along with details from
two studies, illustrating a progression of research from
laboratory-based to real-world clinical environments. In the
first study, video recording and collection of think-aloud
protocols were m a d e from two groups of subjects (medical
students and physicians) as they explored a multimedia
tutorial containing information about lipid disorders. In a
second study, w e employed a range of techniques in the
study of computerized patient record systems, including use
of case scenarios, followed by analysis of physicians'
interaction with the system while interviewing a patient, and
comparison of expert and novice users of a computerized
patient record system. Essential differences in reasoning and
decision making strategies were observed between users w h o
have varying levels of exposure with such systems, with the
reasoning and decision making of experienced users being
guided to a large extent by the system's sequence and
organization of information. Initial results from this study
are currently contributing to the design of further laboratorybased testing, completing a full research cycle.
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It is c o m m o n l y assumed that readers construct mental
models from discourse combined with prior or world
knowledge. According to the van Dijk and Kintsch model
(1983), readers construct a situation model from the
combination of the text they read (or hear) with prior
knowledge. A number of investigators have made use of
this idea, for example, to examine h o w readers organize their
understanding of a narrative (Bower & Morrow, 1990), to
examine h o w text coherence affects' h o w readers integrate
n e w ideas with prior knowledge (Kintsch, 1994), or to
describe h o w students solve problems (Nathan & Kintsch,
1992).
Other researchers have focused on h o w students
collaborating to solve a problem co-construct a shared
understanding of the problem and possible solutions. This
research has shown that as collaborators work to understand
each other, they are able to understand the problem at hand
in ever-increasing depth and detail (Miyake, 1986). This is
due at least partly to the process of negotiating shared
meanings, as collaborators must elaborate and clarify their
understanding for each other (Moschkovich, 1996), using the
structuring of their interaction as a resource(Roschelle,
1992).
By representing students' understanding in discourse as the
construction of situation models, I adapt the methodology of
analyzing text for situation models in order to further
understand h o w collaborating students construct shared
understanding of a problem. I examine in detail the process
of changing understanding within a single conversation, as
well as changes in h o w a student or group of students work
with the same problem situation at two different points in
time (as in a pre- and a post-test).
I do this by treating their discourse as a text which can be
segmented into time-steps that correspond to building blocks
or revisions of situation models. I assume that the situation
models which students construct in discourse are built from
two resources: the student's (students') o w n history
(histories) with the topic, and the particular history of the
current discussion. Taking into account the history of the
discussion, I infer the situation models that students are
constructing at each step in time.
Assuming that the situation models represent student
understanding, I look for changes in student understanding as
changes in the situation models, either within a stretch of
discourse, or between two similar texts that are separated by
time (a pre-interview and a post-interview). With a record of
the student discussion, I infer s o m e of the prior

understanding a student (or group of students) is bringing to
a topic. Using this method, I have gained insight into
complex discussions, by examining the assumptions
underlying the talk, and the inferences being made as the
discussion progresses.
The construction and revision of situation models in
discourse is an ongoing process. Situation models evolve
with the discussion, as students use their experience with a
topic to discuss a problem. At the same time, situation
models are the basis of the discourse. B y focusing on the
development of understanding as a process of constructing
situation models, Greeno, Engle, Benke and I have been
able to make salient the discourse practices and other aspects
of the activity of learning (Greeno et al., submitted). W e
have examined the process of the activity of learning, as
participants construct, order, and reorganize their
understanding of a concept or situation.
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M a n y computational models of semantic m e m o r y rely on
vector representations of concepts based on explicit encoding
of arbitrary feature sets. Latent Semantic Analysis ( L S A )
creates high dimensional (n = 300+) vectors for concepts in
semantic m e m o r y through statistical analysis of a large representative corpus of text rather than subjective feature sets
linked to object names (for details see Landauer & Dumais,
1997; Landauer, Foltz, & Laham, in press). Concepts can be
compared in the semantic space and their similarity indexed
by the cosine of the angle between vectors.
Computational models of concept relations using L S A
representations demonstrate that categories can be emergent
and self-organizing based exclusively on the w a y language is
used in the corpus without explicit hand-coding of category
membership or semantic features. L S A categorization is
context dependent and occurs through a dynamic process of
induction. Semantic "meaning" is not encapsulated within
an object representation, butemerges as the set of relationships between selected objects in a context-based sub-space.
Neuropsychological studies (e.g. Warrington & Shallice,
1984) point to a class of patients w h o exhibit disnomias for
specific categories of objects (natural kinds) while retaining
the ability to name other objects (man-made artifacts). The
objects from natural kind categories tend to be significantly
more clustered in L S A space than are those from artifact
categories. If brain structure corresponds to L S A structure,
the identification of concepts belonging to strongly clustered
categories should suffer more than weakly clustered concepts
when their representations are partially damaged.
Three types of modeling experiments were conducted:
matching base concept names to superordinate categories in
forced-choice testing, correlating L S A similarity measures to
human judgments of typicality, and multivariate analyses of
similarity matrices to capture category boundaries.
For the forced-choice matching of concept names to
superordinate categories, a selection of 140 objects (rated as
most typical in their category) from 14 categories was used.
Each object name was compared to each of the 14 category
names (apple—flower, a p p l e — m a m m a l , etc.). T h e L S A
match w a s considered correct w h e n the highest cosine
comparison in the set was between an object and its relevant
superordinate (apple—fruit). The results show that in all 14
categories, L S A predicts membership well above chance
(chance = 7 % ) , however, there are differences in the degree of
clustering: the percent correct for animate natural kinds
(flowers, m a m m a l s , fruit, trees, vegetables, and birds) =
9 2 % ; for inanimate natural kinds with observed deficits in
neuropsychological patients (gemstones, musical instr-

uments) = 1 0 0 % ; and for m a n - m a d e artifacts (furniture,
vehicles, weapons, tools, toys, and clothing) = 5 3 % .
Correlations between L S A similarity judgments and hum a n typicality judgments were consistently better for the
natural kinds than for the artifacts. For natural categories,
L S A similarities (cosine between concept and either
superordinate name, most typical member, or centroid of all
members) showed high correlations with h u m a n judgments
(e.g. fruit: r = .82), while artifact similarities showed low to
near-zero correlations with human judgments.
A s illustrated in Figure 1, multivariate analyses of L S A based similarity matrices show more cohesive structure for
natural kinds than for artifacts. Factors 4-6 in this analysis
load high on concepts in the bird category—additional
factors (7-15) load on specific artifact concepts (not shown).
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Figure 1. Principal Components (PC) Factor Loadings
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In this set of studies, w e investigated h o w people
acquire and use knowledge by having subjects learn a new
task under two types of training conditions. The task used
w a s a variant of the alphabet addition task developed by
Logan (1988). With this task, subjects are required to
solve problems of the following format: Letter I +
N u m b e r = Letter 2. For example, given the problem C +
3 =, the subject should respond F.
In one training condition (varied), subjects received
training that w a s designed to give them practice counting
up the alphabet to derive answers. This was accomplished
by giving subjects extended practice with 7 2 different
problems and little practice on any given problem. The
72 problems were presented 6 times so that subjects had
to solve a total of 432 problems. In the second training
condition (same), subjects were presented with a set of 12
problems on which they received extended practice. Each
problem was presented 32 times so that each subject also
had to solve 432 problems. After the training session,
both groups of subjects received a transfer task. The
specific transfer task and instructions given varied from
study to study, but using this methodology, w e were
interested in h o w the different types of training conditions
facilitated different types of knowledge acquisition and
differences in h o w knowledge can be accessed.
Rabinowitz and Goldberg (1995) demonstrated that the
two types of training conditions produced significantly
different learning curves. While subjects in the two
training conditions initially start the task with equivalent
reaction times, subjects in the "same" training condition
were significantly quicker than subjects given the "varied"
training at the end of training.
W h a t w a s of interest, however, was h o w the two groups
varied on different transfer tasks. For example, if the
transfer task consisted of a new set of alphabet arithmetic
problems to solve, subjects w h o initially received the
"varied" training were significantly faster than those w h o
received the "same" training. However, if the transfer task
consisted of a set of alphabet subtraction problems, where
the subtraction problems were the inverse of the addition
problems the "same" group practiced during training, the
"same" condition subjects showed significant benefits
during transfer as compared to the "varied" training
subjects.
T h e following set of studies were designed to fiirther
explore the conditions under which subjects could make
use of their knowledge. In thefirststudy, w e were
interested in assessing whether subjects could discriminate
old problems from n e w ones. O n thettansfertask, the 12
old problems were combined with 2 4 n e w problems.

Subjects w h o were initially given "varied" training were
not able to discriminate old from new. However, overall,
subjects w h o were given the "same" training were faster
on the old problems than the n e w ones. However, there
was some indication that there was an individual difference
component to this finding, in that not all subjects showed
this effect. In Study 2, w e conducted a similar
manipulation on the transfer task, except this time with
T h e 12 alphabet
alphabet subfraction problems.
subtraction problems that were the inverse of the training
problems were mixed in with 2 4 unrelated alphabet
subtraction problems. In this context, subjects from both
training groups showed little benefit from their initial
training. However, in this same study w e did replicate the
finding that if you present the 12 inverse problems by
themselves, subjects initially given the "same" fraining
showed significant benefits.
In Studies 3 and 4, w e wanted to explore what effect
informing subjects about the distinction between new and
old had on their performance. In both of these studies w e
only conducted the "same" training condition. In Study 3,
on the transfer task, half the subjects were told that some
of the problems that they will see were problems that they
saw during training and that some would be new. The
other half of the subjects were not informed about the
nature of the problems. Overall, subjects showed that
they could discriminate old from new. However, for
subjects w h o did not discriminate, informing them about
the problems had no significant effect on reaction times.
In Study 4, on the transfer task, half the subjects were
told that some of the alphabet subtraction problems will
be the inverse of the problems they saw during training
and some will be new. The other half of the subjects,
once again were not informed about the nature of the
problems. Once again, there was very little transfer in
this condition and informing them about the problems had
no significant effect on reaction time. However, when
differences in error rates were investigated, the informed
group had significantly fewer errors on the inverse
problems.
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Children and the T h u m b p r i n t
Gough (1993) showed that when pre-reading children are
taught to read words that have a thumbprint nearby, the
children are more likely to use the thumbprint than the
letters of the word to identify the word.
32 children were shown either 4 similar words {bag, bat,
rag, rat} or 4 dissimilar words {box, leg, sun, rat}. O n e of
the words would have an ink thumbprint mark on the card
in addition to the word. The children would learn the words
until they could go through the complete set of words twice
without making a mistake.
Gough found that children learn their initial words
through selective association. Children are faster at learning
dissimilar words than similar words, and m u c h faster at
learning words that have a thumbprint on the card than
words that had no thumbprint. Children are better at
learning visually distinct words. A thumbprints creates the
greatest visual distinction and dissimilar words are more
visually distinct than similar words.
Children are fastest at learning words w h e n the salient
clue of the thumbprint is present because they're using the
thumbprint to recognize the entire word. W h e n tested on a
thumbprint presented by itself and the word previously
paired with the thumbprint by itself, 26 of the 32 children
could recognize the word by the thumbprint alone while
only 13 of the 32 children recognized the word in the
absence of the thumbprint.
Failed Model
A simple neural network model of reading does not
imitate the children's performance. T w o backpropigation
networks (one for each of the two lists of words) with letter
input units, a layer of hidden units, and word output units
were tested. W e found that dissimilar words were learned
faster than similar words, but words with a thumbprint unit
(represented by a unique input unit) were not learned
significantly faster than words without the thumbprint unit.
The network fails to describe children's behavior because
it doesn't account for the visual salience of the thumbprint.
The network treats the thumbprint as another letter instead
of a character with extra-special importance.
A Salient Thumbprint
W e found that by increasing the thumbprint's importance
at the input level, the network does a better job at simulating
the children's behavior. The number of units representing

the thumbprint was increased from 1 to 50. Figure 1 shows
that the network is n o w m u c h faster at learning words that
contained a thumbprint than words that contained no
thumbprint and is also faster at learning words in the
dissimilar list than words in the similar list.
- # — Dissimilar List with Thumbprint
-»—Dissimilar List without Thumbprint
-a— Similar List with Thumbprint
-H— Similar List without Thumbprint
1
0.8
_ 0.6
u
°- 0.4
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Figure 1: Learning rates in the network model with a
salient thumbprint representation.
When the network is tested on a thumbprint presented by
itself and the word previously paired with the thumbprint
presented by itself, the network n o w performs similarly to
children.
The network recognizes the word by the
thumbprint alone 25 of 32 times, and only 4 of 32 times
w h e n the word is presented without the thumbprint.
In the earliest stages of reading acquisition children use
visual features to identify entire words. Neural network
models of reading acquisition and visual attention can
partially account for this by increasing the size of the input
representations for salient features.
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Multimedia is composed of various components: text,
illustrations/animation, and audio. These components can
contribute differentially to the learning of material. Paivio's
Dual Coding Theory (1971), where the learning of material
is enhanced by the simultaneous development and activation
of verbal and visual codes, can be applied to multimedia
learning (Mayer & Gallini, 1990). However most empirical
work to examine this theory has focused on illustrations and
text. Therefore, the studies described in this paper focus on
all three components of multimedia with the goal of
determining the contribution that these components have on
learning.
Experiment 1 tested whether different components would
result in different amounts of learning using a multimedia
training program in optics. A pre-test-train-post-test
procedure was used. Subjectsfirstreceived a spatial abilities
test, then were given a pre-test in optics. After training,
subjects received a post-test. The multimedia training in
optics either presented audio alone, text alone, pictures and
animation (visuals) alone, audio plus text, audio plus
visuals, text plus visuals, and all three of the components
together. T h e control group used a genetics tutoring
system. Results indicated that two components were better
than a single component. However, a different learning
outcome is measured depending upon which component is
added
In Experiment 1 s o m e of the components such as
animation and audio were presented separately. For
example, subjects in the audio, text and animation condition
first saw the text on the screen with the audio, then saw the
animation, and thenfinallysaw the text screen again. They
could replay the audio and replay the animation. However,
only the text and audio occurred concurrently. Thus, the
static illustration of the animation would be available during
the playing of the audio but the audio was not available
during the playing of the animation. This method m a y not
have been as effective as presenting the animation, audio and
text all at once (Mayer & Sims, 1994). Therefore,
Experiment 2 was designed to examine whether concurrent
presentation would m a k e a difference for this type of
material (optics).
Experiment 2 used the same procedure and materials as
Experiment 1 with the following exceptions: only audio
plus visuals and audio, visuals and text conditions were
tested, and t w o n e w conditions with audio playing
concurrently with visuals were added. Results indicated that
for all three components, concurrently playing the audio had
little effect. O n the other hand, audio playing concurrently

with visuals w h e n only two components were playing
resulted in slighdy better learning.
In summary, two or three components were better than a
single one; however, audio and text were not as effective as
audio and illustrations or text and illustrations. Three
components were not better than two components.
Consistent with M a y e r and Sims (1994), concurrent
presentation for audio and visual components was better than
presenting the components separately; however, no benefit
was found for concurrent presentation w h e n all three
components were present. Thus, in both experiments, three
components were not a vast improvement over two
components.
These results do not uniformly support the Dual Coding
Theory. In support of the theory, adding an overlapping
verbal code (as evidenced by adding audio to text plus
graphics or text to audio plus graphics) w a s not as
beneficial. O n the other hand, the theory is not as well
supported by the data for two components. The Dual
Coding Theory predicts that adding a verbal form to a nonverbal form should produce m u c h higher increases than
merely repeating the verbal form in a different modality.
Although adding graphics/animation to verbal information
increased learning from the material, using both types of
verbal material together (audio with text) also caused
increased learning. A s suggested earlier, an audio
presentation of text along with the written text format may
provide prosodic cues along with the benefit of a decrease in
working m e m o r y load to enable better performance than
either a written text alone or an audio alone condition.
Further, adding graphics did not have the same effect on both
types of verbal information (graphics to text or graphics to
audio). (Note that the increase for adding text or audio to the
graphics may have been limited by a ceiling effect.) Thus, a
modality effect is suggested by these data.
Although the larger question about whether more than one
component is better was not hard to determine, these results
m a y not be generalizable across different types of
multimedia. However, it should be noted that this task,
learning about optics, w a s a visually-oriented task and
therefore an additional constraint on examining learning
through multimedia m a y be the topic. In fact, different
types of multimedia m a y have different types of learning
results (Lee et al., 1996). Therefore, considering both the
type of material to be learned and what components might
enhance or degrade learning performance should be considered
when developing multimedia.
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Systematicity is evidenced in all areas of human cognition.
In their defense of the Classical model (GOFAI), Fodor and
Pylyshyn (1988) show how the productivity and the
systematicity of human cognition is exhibited through the use
of language. The assumption is that the well-observed
productivity and systematicity of language requires an
underlying cognitive structure with a correspondingly similar
architecture. In a similar vein, many theorists in the area of
categorization and concept formation also believe that
concepts in a given domain are not singular units, but
mutually inter-dependent elements in a hierarchical structure
(Carey, 1985). After Carey's work, many researchers in
developmental psychology argue that children's cognitive
development depends upon theories around which children
construct their conceptual knowledge. Since theories are
applicable only to a given domain, researchers partition
children's knowledge into different cognitive areas: e.g.,
categorization (Murphy and Medin, 1985), physics (Leslie,
1994), and biology (Hatano and Inagaki, 1994).
In the area of social cognition, the Theory of Mind
hypothesis (Weliman, 1990) endorses the view that children
need to have a theory about how mind work in order to
successfully interact with others. T w o serious problems have
been raised against the Theory of Mind paradigm. Firstly,
younger children do not seem to be sophisticated enough to
know any theory at all. Secondly, even if younger children's
understanding of other people can be viewed as a theory, the
Theory of Mind hypothesis generally fails to give a
satisfactory account of how children acquire such a theory of
mind. Despite some Theory of Mind advocates' proposal for
an innateness modular thesis (Baron-Cohen, 1995) to remedy
the problems, many researchers reacted by simply rejecting
the whole idea of folk-psychology as a theory (Hobson, 1991).
However, as Nelson (1996) argued, many concepts are
cultural abstractions whose meanings can be defined only in
the structures of taxonomies and hierarchies. Becoming a
competent member of a speech community means that the
child must incorporate the conceptual categories and
organizations of the society during the process of language
acquisition.
In contrast to many theorists, I argue that folk-psychology
is not a sort of knowledge base in an individual's head, but a
social construct that is shared, shaped and modified by all
members of the society. First of all, the meanings of words are
determined not by private referential acts, but by communal
practices of a speech community as a whole. Bruner (1983)
showed that younger children's natural expressions are
understood and completed as 'proto-speech acts' by adult caregivers. Care-givers, as representatives of the society, would
help them to conventionalize their natural expressions through
game-like interactional routines like 'peekaboo'. The
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phenomenon of psychological symbiosis in language
acquisition persists through adult-hood because the meanings
of many terms in a language, including natural kind terms, are
determined according to the principle of 'the division of
linguistic labor" (Putnam, 1975). Furthermore, cross-cultural
and cross-linguistic studies show that social cognitive
concepts like 'mind' and 'person' are highly culture- and
language-dependent theoretical constructions (Shweder and
Miller, 1985). In light of these, I contend that mind is not an
entity inside each individual's mind, but a shared cultural
construction that is maintained by the society as a whole.
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Aigument stnicture defines what kinds of conceptually
necessan elements a predicate takes and thus is projected
from lexical conceptual/semantic struturc. It is represented
either by varibles over arguments or by theta role labels.
Here, w e arc concerned witli the essential properties of the
thematic role of T h e m e and h o w to characterize the
process of Thematization and weaker Accusativization (or
Transitivization in EngUsh).
The thematic role labelled T h e m e is so broadly defined
tliat it covers several diflcrcnt categories depending on
different sorts of predicates and indeed it is sometimes
di\ided into different roles such as Patient (change of
state). T h e m e (change of location) and Stimulus (Percept)
or it gets different feature assignments such as |+Affected].
However, the typical notion of T h e m e is argued to be
necessary as well as the features of affectedness and being
holistic/partitive which are crucial to explaining related
grammatical phenomena and semantic entaihnent. In
particular. T h e m e is most prominent in forming derived
nominals and compounds.
The Goal/Souice-Theme alternation predicates like 'spray,'
'load,' 'cleai' in EngUsh and 'chilha-ta(paint),' 'sit-ta(load),'
'chiu-ta(clear)' in Korean are considered in comparison and
cross-linguistic generalizations and language-specificities
will be discussed. Here, whohstic/partitive and ^ected as
well as some aspectual features and definite/indefinite are
relevant to explaining entailment distinction. Ambiguity
arising from Thematization (from 'table' as Source=Ground)
(or Theme=Figure) as shown below is accounted for (both
T h e m e (from Ground) and Figure cannot be accusativized
as in (lb)):
(1) a. Mary-nun
siklhak-ul
chiu-oss-ta
Top
table Ace
clear-Past-Dec
"Maiy cleared the table (of dishes).'
b.*Maiy-nun sikthak-ul copsi-rul chiu-oss-ta
T o p table-Acc dish-Acc cleared
In derived nominals. (underlying, not secondary/derived)
T h e m e is most prominent in argument inheritance. Thus:
(2) a Gift-giving to children
b. *Children-giving of gifts (cf give children gifte)
(3) a. a spray of paint
b. *a s p r ^ of the wall (cf. spray the wall with paint)

Thematization (with affectedness, as in (4)) and
Transitivization (Accusativization) (as in (5)) account for
tlie following grammatical difference:
(4) This bed was slept in by Jackson.
(5) *This room was entered/left by Jackson.
In Koreaa the verb 'chaewu-ta' (fill) can have a Figureobject with an oblique Ground (e.g. pyong-e mul-ul
chaewu-oss-ta 'filled water into the bottle'), which is
impossible in adult English but possible in child Enghsh.
There are underlying perccptual/conceptual/semantic commonalities across languages as well as variant realizations.
The TlKme-rclatcd consequence is reached via the
(joal-related process (or movement) and in child language
acquisition w e find the stage in which the latter is uttered,
as follows:
(6) nuna -ka na -hanthe ttaeri -o
sister N o m I Goal(to) hit
SE
'Sister hit to me.' (Intended)
Children liave a narrower scope of vision and less
control and the target m a y be perceived to be a goal to
reach in hitting, and there are languages where the Goal
maiker still remains (e.g. Spanish) for the role Theme for
adults.
In conclusion, the role of T h e m e in aigument stmcture,
supplemented by the features involving affectedness,
holistic/partitive, aspectual perfection (with deUmited
entities) is cmcial to explain grammatical alternations and
semantic entailment relations between alternants across
languages.
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In this study w e propose a new w a y of representing lexical
semantic information in connectionist networks. Previous
studies have attempted to derive semantic representations
through the analysis of lexical cooccurrence constraints
(e.g., Burgess & Lund, 1997; Lund & Burgess, 1996).
Although representations derived this way can capture lexical
information in significant ways, such representations are not
by themselves semantic-explicit in that they do not contain
explicit semantic properties or features of the lexical items
per se. Li (1993) and Li & MacWhinney (1996) studied
representations of verbs by using semantic judgments from
human subjects, but their representations apply to only a
restricted semanticfield(meanings associated with the use of
the English prefix -un).
To arrive at a representation that consists of realistic
semantic properties, w e analyzed an electronic dictionary, the
M i n i - L D O C E (Mini-Longman Dictionary of Contemporary
English, Guo, 1995a; 1995b). W e extracted out of this
dictionary the most frequent words that appear as definitions
of English nouns and verbs in the L D O C E . These words are
referred to as the "defining words", which are used to
represent the "defined words", that is, the target nouns and
verbs in the dictionary, through a recursive mechanism
described below. The degree of recursion indexes the
relevance of the defining word to the defined word.
The recursive mechanism works as follows. W e compiled
a program to search the entire electronic dictionary for each
defining word. If a defining word occurs in the actual
definition of a particular noun or verb, the defining word is
assigned the highest degree of relevance to that noun or verb.
If it does not occur in the definition, the program searches
through all other defining words in the definition, and
determines if the defining word appears at the next level of
relevance, which is part of the definition of a defining word.
The search runs recursively for all defining words in all
defined words, and it terminates when a given defining word
has been assigned the lowest degree of relevance (after eleven
sweeps of recursion). The different degrees of relevance is
then graded on a eleven-point scale (from 0.0 to 1.0) to
derive a matrix of relevance of defining words by defined
words. This matrix forms the basis of a connectionist

distributed representation of lexical semantic information in
English.
Our goal is to construct a descriptively meaningful,
semantically grounded input representation in order to
circumvent the need of using only randomly generated,
schematized input matrices as semantic representations in
connectionist networks (Cottrell & Plunkett, 1994,
MacWhinney, 1997). B y feeding this representation into a
connectionist network,
along
with
phonological
information, w e can model various aspects of language
processing and language acquisition with a realistic lexicon.
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Categorical perception (CP) effects for the domains of
color and phonemes are well known, but recent research
suggests that there m a y be a learned analog of this
phenomenon for other domains for which there is no
innately prepared categorical response (see Livingston,
Andrews, & H a m a d , submitted, for thorough review). In
learned C P , the process of acquiring the ability to make a
n e w categorical distinction results in a warping of the
psychological similarity space for the members of the newly
learned categories. The effect of this warping is either to
compress the region of space containing members of the
same category, thereby rendering them more similar to one
another, or to expand some regions of the similarity space
so as to increase the distinctiveness of instances from
different categories, or both. The compression effect seems
to predominate in most cases studied thus far but the studies
done to date have not explored the role of contextual factors
in the C P phenomenon. Considerable work n o w suggests
that one class of contextual factors, the prior theoretical
knowledge brought to a new domain by a category learner,
m a y play a particularly large role in the character and course
of the learning process (e.g., Livingston & Andrews, 1995;
Spalding & Murphy, 1996; Wisniewski & Medin. 1994).
Our purpose in this series of studies w a s to explore the
effect of prior theoretical knowledge on the learned C P
phenomenon. Specifically, w e suggest that the existence of
a well defined and overleamed prior theoretical distinction
m a y provide structured representations to which items in the
new domain can be aligned (Markman and Centner 1993).
Importing previously estabhshed distinctions could serve to
enhance the separation of items at the category boundary, in
comparison with what happens for people learning the
distinction without benefit of relevant prior theories.
T o explore this possibility w e conducted a series of
experiments using pictures of the genitalia of day-old
chickens. These stimuli are unfamiliar to most people, but
constitute a natural kind. Although people don't k n o w
about chicken genitalia in particular, they do have rich
theories about male-female genital differences more
generally, which makes it possible to manipulate this
variable by telling some people that the pictures were of
male and female day-old chicks (the theory group) and some
that they were pictures of the larynxes of different species of
monkeys (few people have theories about monkey larynxes).
T w o groups of subjects learned the category distinction in a
standard concept-learning paradigm under these two
descriptions and then judged the similarity of all possible
pairs of stimuli in the learning set. T w o corresponding
baseline groups m a k e the similarity judgments without

learning the categories. (Data from two additional groups are
not discussed here.) Analyses of variance reveal no effect of
prior theory group on the learning curves. W e observe
compression effects for within-category pairs, but the
hypothesized separation effect did not occur. In a second
study w e replicated this and added an additional, very
atypical, instance to the training set for each category,
hypothesizing that this might create greater focus on
boundary conditions and thereby produce a separation effect.
Compression w a s observed in both learning groups; as
hypothesized, only the theory group showed a separation
effect. A third replication removed the atypical items as a
check on their importance to the effect (additional conditions
not discussed here were also added). W e again failed to
confirm the separation effect though compression still
occurs. M D S analyses and follow-up regression analyses for
all three studies reveal that those w h o have learned the
category distinction attend to different attributes of the
stimuli than those in the baseline groups, but members of
the genital and larynx theory groups differ very little in the
stimulus attributes to which they attend. It thus appears
that for concrete perceptible objects like these, whether prior
theories have an effect on the pattern of learned C P effects
depends on the set of confusable alternatives that make up
the categories. Prior theory effects m a y be more likely for
less definitive, more abstract, and/or verbally presented
categories like those studied in previous research on this
topic.
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W e have build a Database with a set of knowledge bases
where each knowledge base has the information conveyed by
a Supreme Court Assents. Each knowledge base is built as a
consequence of pragmatic interpretation of a text (Rodrigues
& Lopes, 1992,1994). The result of the pragmatic interpretation of a text is a set of text temporal structures, one for each
possible interpretation. So each Knowledge base is a set of
text temporal structures.
The dialogue system controls both the conversation with
the user interrogating the system and the query of the
Database with Supreme Court Assents. The user organizes
his questions in order to obtain the set of Supreme Court Assents that match the set of characteristics phrased by the user
in his question. A n illustrative example would be:

In order to control this kind of dialogues our dialogue system represents and reasons about the intentions of the user as
well as its o w n intentions. This, together with an adequate
representation of time intervals, enables the system to identify an interpretation context for each question. These features allow the system to handle with elegance and with the
right cognitive attitudes the following dialogue phenomena:
Ambiguity in the interpretation of the characteristics explicitly phrased by the user in each question.
A s w e shall present later, this m a y happen very often and
the system must m e able to commit itself with one interpretation in order to supply an answer. This means that it must
make explicit in its answer the main differences of the possible interpretations of the user question. Note that in the criteria
for choosing one interpretation the system m a y take into
Ql: H o w m a n y Supreme Court Assents there are where an
account
the easiest difference to phrase, not all differences
unemployed murdered his wife?
can be phrased.
Al:31
Parallel sub-dialogues, this phenomena happens when the
In order to be collaborative and to produce an answer the user phrases some characteristics that are incompatible with
others that were phrased in a previous question.
system should check which knowledge bases entail (the pragClarification, an intervention of the user that: informs the
matic interpretation o O the sentence: "an employed murdered
system
that the interpretation it has chosen is not the one the
his wife", and count them. This process is done through the
user intended; and phrases the differences between the system
inference of the users' intentions (to be informed about the
interpretation and the intended interpretation.
number of Supreme Court Assents with a specific characterisThe interpretation context of a user question is represented
tic) and the abductive inference of the actions that m a y satisfy
with
a set of temporal text structures. For this particular dothe users' goals. It is this planning process that includes de
main
(characteristics of supreme court assents supplied by an
knowledge base query. Afterwards, the answer is planned and
user in his questions) the text temporal structure is well suitissued. These intentionality and activity features of our sysable to solve some discourse phenomena and allows us to detem distinguishes it from other theoretical approaches (Poltecting inconsistent discourse (namely when there are incomlack, 1990; Quaresma & Lopes, 1995).
In this paper, w e assume the user presents some character- patible characteristics conveyed by the user questions).
istics of the set of texts he wants to see. Depending on the
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Introduction

directional bindings, providing greater representational
power.

Historically, connectionist systems have not excelled at
representing and manipulating complex structures. H o w can
a system composed of simple neuron-like computing
elements encode complex relations? Recently, researchers
have begun to appreciate that representations can extend in
both time and space. M a n y researchers have proposed that
the synchronous firing of units can encode complex
representations. I identify the limitations of this approach
and present an asynchronous model of binding that
effectively represents more complex structures. T h e
asynchronous model is a generalization of the synchronous
approach. I argue that our cognitive architecture utilizes a
similar mechanism.

A more complete description of this work can be found at:
httpy/www.psych.nwu.edu/psych/people/grad/love/CogSci Asynch.ps

The Binding Problem
Simple connectionist models can fall prey to the "binding
problem". A binding problem occurs when two different
events are represented identically. For instance, if the units
J O H N , HIT, and T E D are activated to represent "John hit
Ted", a binding problem occurs because the same pattern of
activation would also be used to represent "Ted hit John".
The binding problem is ubiquitous and is a concern
whenever internal representations are postulated. Classical
symbolic systems can circumvent the binding problem by
adopting a LISP-like representational syntax which has the
expressive power of the lambda calculus. Unfortunately,
this m o d e of representation is fairly unconstrained and makes
few predictions about performance. Still, classical symbolic
models can represent complex relational information
effortlessly.
Connectionist Binding
Synchrony models of binding represent bindings through
the synchronous firing of units. While this approach does
utilize time to mark bindings, synchrony is limited in its
expressive power and is better characterized as a grouping
mechanism than as a binding mechanism.
Unlike the synchronous approach, the asynchronous
approach fully exploits time resources and allows for
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Many polls have found that people often hold
inconsistent beliefs without recognizing the inconsistency.
For instance, some people support aflattax but would not
like to lose any of the tax deductions they currently enjoy.
What happens when people are asked to consider such
inconsistent beliefs simultaneously'' D o the beliefs become
more integrated and consistent over time? What is the
process of thinking that can lead to such belief change?
This study explores these questions by looking at
reasoning strategies people use when faced with
inconsistencies in their belief systems. Other researchers
have studied logical inconsistencies, such as reasoning about
syllogisms. Logical inconsistencies, in which it is simply
impossible for two confEcting statemeats both to he true,
cannot be resolved. Most studies have found that people are
impervious to disconfirming evidence (Koslowski, 1996).
The present study, however, examines empirical
inconsistencies, which can, in principle, be resolved, given
contextual information
For example, the apparently
inconsistent facts that all dogs I have known bark, yet this
particular dog does not bark, can be resolved by learning that
the particular dog has a problem with its vocal cords.
Knowledge of context allows^ one to realize that the original
premise assumes that all dogs are physically capable of
barking, and therefore to resolve the inconsistency.
Examining reasoning at the micro-level, the present
research focuses on two specific questions. First, does
pointing out inconsistencies lead someone to give more
consistent and integrated responses, or to be confused and
thus give more iragmented responses? Further, if greater
consistency does obtain, is it because some beliefs are
relinquished or modified?
Second, do the reasoning
strategies used change over time, as people think through an
issue more thoroughly? For example, does denial of the
inconsistency decrease while differentiation among cases
increases?
College students are asked to reason about the
complex, emotion-laden issue of affirmative action, at two
points in time. During thefirstinterview, they are asked an
extensive series of questions requiring them to describe in
detail their opinions about many aspects of affirmative action
and to rate their beliefs (e.g, "Do you think that the
government has a responsibility to guarantee equal
educational opportunities to all citizens?") Immediately
after this initial interview, participants are confi-onted with
inconsistencies in statements they have made. For example,
some students are asked, "You mentioned that you think that
affirmative action policies have had a positive impact, and
that racism is a significant problem in the U.S. In another

section, you note that you are opposed to considering race in
hiring, promotion, and admissions decisions. Some people
have argued that it is difficuh to justify both of these points
because if affirmative action has had an impact, and if racism
is still a problem, then affirmative action polices such as
these should continue in order to help reduce racism Could
you give some thought to this argument?" (Participants in
the control group are simply asked to think further about the
issues.) At a follow-up interview one week later, students
are asked the same opinion questions as in the initial
interview, and then confronted with the inconsistencies
expressed in this second interview.
Pilot data suggest that people give more integrated
responses after being confironted with inconsistencie'?
because they have modified some of their beliefs. Similarly,
with time, they come to use more sophisticated reasoning
strategies to support their beliefs. Initially they may deny
information or cUsmiss it. However, in a later interview, they
are more likely to incorporate more points, and base reasons
on differentiation of specific aspects of a belief and higherlevel principles. The data gathered so far suggest that people
are not always impervious to evidence challenging their
current beliefs. It also documents that developmental change
can occur when people reflect on their existing knowledge.
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ACT-R is a general theory of cognition (Anderson, 1993)
McDonald and MacWhinney also showed that their
Competition Model could explain these general results.
which is capable of learning the relative usefulness of
Under its learning mechanism, cues voted for figure
alternative rules. Are ACT-R's learning mechanisms suitable
dominance with their strength. If an error was made, all cues
for modeling language acquisition? Evidence from a concept
correctly predicting dominance had their strength increased.
formation task analogous to a linguistic role assignment
In this paper, a model using the learning mechanism of
task would suggest so.
the A C T - R architecture (Anderson, 1993) was also shown to
In this paper, a model developed within the A C T - R
architecture is applied to a concept formation task created to
explain the general results. A C T - R determined figure
be an analog of a linguistic role assignment task. The model dominance according to its assessment of the most reliable
makes general predictions consistent with linguistic findings cue. Unlike the Competition Model, A C T - R only updated
the reliability of the one cue used to determine dominance.
and novel predictions supported by subject data.
Both models made the same general prediction that the cue
W h e n trying to understanding a sentence, people assign
nouns to linguistic roles such as actor, patient, and
with the highest overall validity (size) would be used most
recipient. In order to do this assignment, cues of the in early learning and that the cue with the highest conflict
validity (shading) would be used most in later learning.
language such as word order, noun animacy, and case
inflection are used. These cues may or may not be present in However, the two models made different predictions about
every sentence, and one cue may conflict with another cue as
the relative ordering of the other two cues in later learning.
The Competition Model predicted the ordering of cue use
to the correct role assignment These conflicts are resolved
would be the same as the conflict validity ordering (i.e.
by the cue dominance hierarchy of the language. Researchers
have found that the order in which these cues are initially
shape would be used more than size). The A C T - R model
acquired by children is predicted by a statistic called overall predicted that since cues with high and medium overall
validity (size and shading) were used more in early learning,
validity and later is predicted by another statistic called
conflict validity. The validity of a cue is its availability
they would block learning of the reliability of the cue with
low overall validity and medium conflict validity (shape).
(probability of presence in a sentence) times its reliability
(probability of correctly indicating role assignment). Overall
Therefore, the cue with low conflict validity (size) could be
validity is computed for a cue using all sentences in the used more than the cue with medium conflict validity
language, while conflict validity is computed from all
(shape). Subject response data support this prediction. These
sentences in which the role assignment of that cue conflicts
results suggest that A C T - R may be useful in making novel
with the assignment of another cue.
predictions in language domains.
This order of cue use — cues with high overall validity
being used before cues with high conflict validity — has
Acknowledgements
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role assignment task. In their task, subjects were presented
with two geometricfiguresand asked to determine which
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respectively). Early in training, the cue with the highest
overall validity (size) was used the most, and later the cue
with the highest conflict validity (shading) was used the
most.
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In the past decade, challenges to the dominance of the
individual agent divorced from society approach to cognition
and artificial intelligence have increased in number and
volume. While scientists have made some forays into
exploring the effects of interaction between humans in terms
of cognition, the major focus has remained on the
manifestation of the results of an interaction on the single
agent of interest. With the inclusion of at least one
additional human full-participant in a model of multi-agent
learning in the world however, w e must not only develop
novel methods for handling the challenges of this complex,
dynamic scenario, but rethink some of the traditional
individually-centered assumptions as well.
If the relationship between h u m a n thought, human action
and the environment is tightly interwoven, then studies of
"the mind" cannot take place independently of social and
cultural settings in which the humans function. While the
ecological approach to cognition is hardly new, defining
research problems that satisfy these criteria and retain
inferential power has proven to be difficult.
This paper addresses this
issue by proposing that
communication provides a cross-fertilization ecological
domain that is particularly appropriate for studying learning
in a multi-agent environment comprised of artifacts and
social structures. The assumptions of this approach include
autonomous, self-interested agents that use communication
as local expectation-matching process within a dynamic
social system.
The actions of the agents, executed and observable in all
communication
practices, occur
at interpersonal,
organizational and mass levels. This paper holds that in
each of these increasingly complex domains, news and ftame
function as data and mechanism that allow learning to occur.
These c o m m o n communication concepts can be defined
computationally in a similar manner whether they operate at
a micro or macro level. This scalability is essential to any
investigation of learning within a multi-agent environment
because of the requirement to address the micro-macro link
problem. This long recognized dilemma in the social
sciences seeks to define the connections between observable
macro-social systems and their members.
N e w s is commonly described as that which is novel.
Meno's paradox states that "Novel knowledge cannot be
derived completely from old knowledge, or it would not be
new. Yet the transcending part of it cannot be completely
new either, for then it would not be understood." Thus news
or novelty must exist between what w e think w e k n o w and
what w e do not yet know. In other words, agents m a k e a
prediction or generate and expectation about reality and news

if the difference between that expectation and the reality.
The production of news occurs in the minute-by-minute
actions of agents generating expectations in a dynamic
environment of agents, artifacts and their dynamic
interactions. N e w s is the feedback or back propagation
within a system of perpetual learning. A n d a m o n g humans,
this learning is executed through communicative practices.
These practices include the gossip exchange among
neighbors, the e-mail of organizations, and the routinized
arrival of the daily paper on the front lawn. In each case,
news is not the information contained in the message, but
the difference between the agent's expectation about that
information and the information itself. This definition is
not, however simply another subjectivist interpretation of an
active agent. The range of probable values of news are set
by its frame.
A s an integral part of a learning system, frames can be
thought to represent an organizing structure for information
expressed as an expectation. In a multi-agent world, frames
are created, used, organized and shared culturally to set
expectations for standardized knowledge construction. These
basic expectations m a k e it possible for agents existing
within a c o m m o n community to coordinate their actions or
to act locally within some commonly held range of
predictions. Thus frames are "twice-born", in the mind of
the individual agent and in culturally accessible or instituted
forms within the social conraiunity (Shore, 1996).
Frames defined in this manner can be seen as analogous to
the mechanisms of internal models and tags in the complex
adaptive system described by Holland (1995). This system
of systems is hierarchically organized with vast differences
in modification or learning times, but operates subject to the
same or similar laws. Communication appears to be such a
system in that it depends more on interactions than actions,
maintains coherence under change, operates without central
direction and that has lever points that let small inputs
produce cascading magnified effects. Thus situating multiagent research problems within this domain could provide an
opportunity to combine an existing body of knowledge with
new hypotheses on cognition and AI.
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T h e English passive has been treated under m a n y different
approaches with varying perspectives, all of which c o m e up
with different results and justify a range of rather specialized
theories. If instead the acquisition of the passive is treated
within a cognitive framework, in which the passive is
viewed as a category which displays typicality effects, these
separate psychological and linguistic findings can be
integrated and a conceptual basis for the passive and its
acquisition can be provided. Use of the prototype approach
allows us to predict the order of acquisition of the passive
and provides a more coherent image of h o w children acquire
the English passive.
Neither children nor adults use the passive voice very
often in their spontaneous utterances (Bloom, 1973; Brown,
1973; Pinker, 1987; Wells. 1979.) Nevertheless, children are
able to learn the passive which gives rise to the following
questions:
• W h e n do children choose the passive voice?
• W h i c h passives do children acquirefirstin comprehension
and production?
• W h i c h factors determine the children's acquisition of
the passive?
• W h i c h is the systematicity underlying a possible
hierarchy of acquisition?
In order to address these questions I applied a prototype
approach (Rosch 1978, Barsalou 1987) to language acquisition. I investigated the English passive as a category
which possesses an internal and graded structure with the
canonical action event as its prototype and other kinds of
passives as more peripheral members. Because typical
m e m b e r s of a category are acquired earlier than nontypical
m e m b e r s (Rosch 1973, Anglin 1976), a gradual acquisition
of the passive was predicted with children acquiring typical
examples of the passive earlier than more peripheral ones.
This prototype approach makes use of semantic and conceptual factors which characterize the passive such as focussing, animacy of agent and patient, reversibility,
probability of the action, and protoypical transitivity
(Hopper/Thompson 1980, Corrigan 1986, Marchman, Bates,
Burkardt and G o o d m a n 1991). Special emphasis was laid on
transitivity and on the underlying conceptual structure of
transitive verbs (e.g. intentionality, result, duration, degree
of activity of the action and direct physical contact during
the action).

So far, these factors have mostly been investigated seperately. B y integrating them in one experimental design,
not only can effects of single factors be stated, but also
possible interactions between factors.
In order to determine the typical passive, the typicality of
agent and patient, and the role of reversibility were explored,
and a study w a s carried out to determine the underlying
conceptual structure of verbs used in the main study.
The main study investigated the acquisition of passives by
35 English children of three age groups (2/3/4 years) and
included younger children than usually addressed in passive
studies. The before-mentioned factors formed the variables in
the experimental design. T h e children were monolingual
speakers of English from a middle-class social background.
Comprehension experiments were carried out using the
acting-out-method. For production experiments I used a
patient-focussing question (What happened to the XI) in
order to elicit passives.
A s predicted, typical passives were comprehended and
produced earlier than more peripheral passives. The existence
of a hierarchy in the acquisition of the category passive was
confirmed and the chosen prototype approach was able to
predict the course of acquisition successfully.
The empirical results also corroborated the determining
influence of the above-mentioned factors on the acquisition
of the passive. Especially the internal structure of the verb
played a crucial role in the comprehension and production of
the English passive.
The results of the production and comprehension experiments were highly correlated. The children were far more
advanced in their comprehension skills than in their productive use of the passive.
Also, children of the three different age groups showed
stability over typical and less typical examples in their
acquisition of the passive.
In sum, typicality seems to be exploited by children
acquiring language and must therefore be taken into account
in all theories of language acquisition. General
categorisation processes can be demonstrated via the
occurrence of typicality effects even in a "syntactic"
phenomenon such as the passive which suggests that
children do apply general cognitive strategies in language
acquisition.
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Connectionist models
Connectionist networks have been widely used to model
human categorization. To be psychologically plausible
such networks must at least be able to generalize, and not
be prone to catastrophic forgetting.
Multi Layer Perceptrons
The multi layer perceptron ( M L P ) forms distributed hidden
layer representations, and stores training patterns in
superpositional form. Potentially, all the network resources
(weights and processing units) are used to represent each
learned pattern. This can result in catastrophic interference
in which learning a single n e w pattern causes the network
to unlearn (or forget) all previously learned patterns.
M L P s learn classification tasks by fitting the category
boundaries, and so are able to generalize to treat unseen
patterns in a reasonable way.

decreasing
the extendedness
of hidden
layer
representations in M L P s .
A n alternative approach is to start with a localist R B F
network and allow the network to form more extended and
distributed representations while retaining as m u c h
orthogonality as possible. This can be achieved by making
the receptive fields of R B F hidden units larger. T h e
network remains localist in the sense that the hidden units
store an (interpretable) pattern, yet is distributed since each
unit plays a part in representing more than one pattern.
The network can also be forced to create less localist
representations if it is given fewer hidden units than there
are training patterns.
Experiments have been performed with R B F networks
for learning simple pattern classification tasks. These
experiments show h o w R B F networks are able to
generalize and at the same time form relatively orthogonal
hidden layer representations.
Conclusion

Radial Basis Function Networks

It has been argued that the properties of R B F networks for
cognitive modelling have still to be fully investigated.
A s further work, the individual properties of M L P s and
R B F networks could be utilized in a single model. In
performing classification tasks R B F networks fit the
training examples and M L P sfitcategory boundaries. This
suggests that a hybrid R B F and M L P network could be
used to model both boundary reference point effects and
exemplar theories of h u m a n categorization.

Radial basis function (RBF) networks were originally
presented as localist networks with one hidden unit to store
each training example. Such networks m a k e good models
of exemplar theories of categorization (Kruschke, 1992),
and the orthogonality of hidden layer representations
prevents catastrophic forgetting. However, localist
networks often do not generalize well.
How existing models work
Feed forward connectionist networks learn nonlinearly
separable tasks by recoding input vectors as linearly
separable vectors in hidden layer activation space.
Orthogonal vectors are linearly separable, so a suitable
recoding is to use one hidden unit to store each training
pattern, as in the original R B F network. Linearly separable
patterns are typically not orthogonal, so extended and
distributed hidden layer representations can also be used to
learn the task, as in M L P s .
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Generalization without forgetting
French (1994) argued that to prevent catastrophic
interference in M L P s while retaining the ability to
generalize, hidden layer activation vectors must be as
orthogonal and as distributed as possible. French presents
an algorithm designed to achieve this trade off by
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Overview
Table 1: Average Statistical Neighborhoods
Dual-Route and Connectionist models of reading have been
at odds over claims as to the correct explanation of the readSame Pronunciation Enemies Ratio
ing process. Recent Dual-Route models show a position-of(1 syllable)
Taraban&McClelland
irregularity latency effect (corroborated by subject data) for
Position 1
0
17
0
which it is claimed single-route connectionist models canPosition 2
0.54
8.17
0.06
not account. A refutation of this claim is presented here,
7.33
Position 3
1.33
0.15
consisting of network models which do show the rank-order
(2
syllable)
1
Edit-Distance
phenomena, plus orthographic neighborhood statistics which
.9
0
0
Position 1
explain the origin of the effect.
3.4
Position 2
.15
.6
In the D R C model (Coltheart and Rastle, 1994), input is ac.94
.38
Position 3
.59
tivated in a left-to-right fashion to simulate the reading direc.86
.74
.46
Position 4
tion of English. Activation from both the Grapheme-Phoneme
.5
Position 5
.5
.5
Correspondence (GPC) rule route and the lexicon route will
thus begin to interact at the early phonemesfirst.For words
with irregular pronunciation, information conflicting between
the lexical and G P C routes will activate different phonemes,
causing words with inconsistencies to be pronounced more
slowly. With feedback to the lexicon, words with irregularities in the early phoneme positions will have more conflict and
delay than words with ending phoneme irregularities, with a
linear ordering by position.
In contrast to the claims of the dual-route advocates, sevPhoneme Irregularity Position
eral connectionist systems have been developed to model the
orthography to phonology process (Plaut et al., 1996). These
Figure 1: 2-syllable network latency differences
connectionist models provide evidence that the task, with
accompanying phenomena, can be learned through a single
mechanism. The networks used here are based on the feedpears to produce approximately the correct linear trend in
forward networks of Plaut et al.
the naming MSE/latency (Figure 1), although the results displayed are not monotonically decreasing with position. H o w Experiments and Results
ever, neither are the results presented by Coltheart, when each
For networks, latency is measured by output mean squared
experiment is taken separately. For correct analysis, several
error ( M S E ) of exception versus regular control words. For "subject" networks should be trained, with formal linear trend
the statistical neighborhood, Taraban & McClelland neighanalysis then performed with the resulting data. These further
borhoods are defined as words containing the same vowel
simulations are currently being undertaken.
grouping andfinalconsonant cluster, while Edit-Distance-1
neighborhoods are those words which can be generated from
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Both 2-syllable test words and their controls are those found
in (Coltheart and Rastle, 1994). The 2-syllable network ap-
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Monotone increasing determiners, such as many, more
than 8 0 % , and nearly all lead to quantifiers which license
reference to different subsets of elements in quantified
statements than those licensed by monotone decreasing
quantifiers (e.g., not many, few). Evidence for this
comes from a series of studies carried out by M o x e y and
Sanford (1987; Sanford, M o x e y & Paterson, 1996), in
which subjects were presented with sentences like (1) and
invited to complete the continuation as in (2):

occur in profusion in the data:
[7] Not quite all of the fans went to the game.
[8] They watched on T V instead.

(1) Many of the students like linear algebra.
(2) They
Subjects showed an overwhelming tendency to produce
continuations to monotone decreasing quantifiers which
appeared to use they to refer to that set of people which (in
this example) did not like linear algebra (The Complement
Set):
[3] Not many of the students like linear algebra.
[4] They hardly ever go to the class.
Such a pattern did not occur with montone increasing
expressions, where pronominal reference was almost
invariably to the set of students w h o did like linear algebra
(the Standard Reference Set):
[5] Many of the students like linear algebra.
[6] They work on it as often as possible.
These differences in focus are not only evident in the
continuations themselves, but also in the fact that the
subjects checked an option which they received after
producing their continuation which indicated that "They
refers to the students w h o do not like linear algebra" in the
case of the monotone decreasing expressions.
That there are differences in reference patterns associated
with these two types of expressions is undeniable, and led
Moxey and Sanford (1993) to suggest that focus control is
an important communicative function of quantifier
polarity. However, from the outset, it has been suggested
that anaphoric reference to a complement set is not
possible, and what is seen in the Moxey/Sanford data is
about sets in general (see. e.g., Corblin. 1996), and this is
certainly consistent with standard D R T (Kamp & Reyle,
1993). The argument is that in cases like [4], they refers
to students "in general" rather than to specific students
who do not like linear algebra.
W e argue that generalisations cannot be the explanation
of the reference pattern, because of cases like [8], which

Also, there is an almost complete absence of explcit
generalisations like They mostly (or generally] watched it
on T V instead.
In this presentation w e argue for an explanation of
reference patterns which is determined by the kinds of
inferences which quantifiers lead to, rather than in terms of
sets. For instance. Monotone decreasing quantifiers put
emphasis on reasons w h y the predicate might be false
(e.g.. If F e w of the fans went to the game, w h y fans
might not go to the game]. This is equivalent to treating
negation as a signal for (pre)supposition denial, [for which
w e shall present experimental evidence],
which is
followed by a process of preparation for seeking an
explanation of the denial. In the case of a continuation
task, this leads easily to reference to a subset of the
complement set in some instances. Such an account can
explain the somewhat curious behavior of only a few x.
This expression leads to emphasis on the Standard
Reference Set, unless the quantified sentence is followed
by a causal connector, in which case there is a high
proportion of references made to the complement set. The
argument is a general one, also explaining the difference
between The bottle is half full, and The bottle is half
empty, which cannot be treated in terms of sets alone.
Furthermore, it is applicable to frequency adverbs, and to
terms depicting probability (Teigen & Brun, 1995).
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Introduction
Current theories of reasoning regularly incorporate some
..independently motivated pragmatic comprehension
processes" (Braine et al., 1995: 264). One of the dominant
concepts of utterance comprehension is Grice's (1989)
conversational implicature. Grice argues that hearers
frequently infer more than the literal meaning of an
utterance, and that these inferences show distinctive
properties. The purpose of this presentation will be, first, to
test experimentally whether these 'Gricean properties' distinguish implicatures from other inferences, and second, to
develop a processing model of pragmatic comprehension.
Tests for Implicature
Grice (1989) describes the following features of conversational implicature: an inference schema is supposed to
guide from the literal meaning to the implied one
{calculability); an implicature can be cancelled by adding
n e w premises to the original set (cancellabilily); last, an
implicature cannot be deleted simply by changing the
words of an utterance (non-detachability). These features
have been tested in three computer-based experiments,
using conditional phrases as targets. Conditionals appear to
be appropriate as a starting point, because their implicature
leads to the well-documented biconditional interpretation
(see Evans, Newstead & Byrne, 1993).
Subjects first read the brief description of an everyday
scene, where a person uttered either a conditional promise
(e.g. „If you allocate the resources, our sales will double")
or a conditional warning („If you drive fast, you will pay a
fine"). Then, subjects performed a task that mirrored one
of the characteristics mentioned above. According to the
hypothesis, implicatures should possess each of the three
features, while other, deductive inferences, should not. The
data supply only partial evidence for the hypothesis: Nondetachability is a distinctive feature, while cancel lability is
not, and calculability can be reduced to the criterion
'mutual knowledge of speaker and addressee'.
Processing Model
The experimental findings -both frequencies and reaction
times- lead to the following model of utterance processing.
Pragmatic interpretation starts immediately after the
utterance recognition phase is completed. T h e addressee
builds up a speaker intention representation (see 1, right

column). This involves conversion from linguistic surface
structure to a more abstract, propositional format (2). Then
the individual utterance will be mapped on a speech act
category (3). This pre-processing speeds up logicalsemantic evaluation, where the addressee has to check
which possible events or actions are compatible with the
utterance (4) and then prepare for action. T o summarize,
the main steps are the following:
1. Representation of speaker intentions
2. Surface-to-type conversion
3. Utterance categorization
4. Truth-value assignment to consequences
5. Situation-dependent inferences
This model m a y be seen as an addendum to established
theories of reasoning, as a component that tackles the early
phase of discourse comprehension rather than subsequent,
more complex inferences (5). The model fits particularly
well into the revised Heuristic-Analytic theory (Evans &
Over 1996), namely in its heuristic component.
Conclusion
The experimental assessment of the Gricean conversational
implicature provides only partial evidence for its defining
features calculability,
cancellabilily and non-detachability. However, the need for an explicit, testable model
of pragmatic processing -preceding reasoning- is obvious,
and this model will be the main topic of the presentation.
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In recent years, inflectional morphology has become a testing ground for proponents of rule-based and associative accounts of language (Pinker, 1993; Plunkett & Marchman,
1993; Marcus, Brinkmann, Clahsen, Wiese, & Pinker, 1995).
The respective advantages of pattern associator and rulebased models have led Pinker (Pinker, 1991) to propose a
hybrid, dual-route model encompassing both a pattern associator and a symbolic rule component. The pattern associator component is motivated by the facts that English irregular past-tense forms c o m e in groups or clusters exhibiting phonological subregularities (e.g., "string-strung", "slingslung", "sting-stung") and that human subjects produce irregulars on pseudoword generalization tasks if the pseudoword
is sufficiently similar to existing irregulars (e.g., "spling" "splung"). The rule route is required to capture the fact that
unusual sounding pseudowords (e.g., "ploamph") are regularized without problem; a fact assumed to be at odds with
similarity-dependent pattem-associator accounts.
The dual-route account is presented as a general model
which is not only applicable to other languages, but seen as
crucial for languages with so-called minority defaults (Marcus et al, 1995). In these languages, such as German and
Arabic, the regular constitutes the minority of forms in the
language. The crucial role of the rule route stems from the
supposed inability of pattern associators as statistical devices
to extract the appropriate default regularity from the data. The
comparative success of connectionist models of English relies
on the contingency that, here, the default suffix /ed/ happens
to be the most frequent plural type.
Recent modelling work has investigated these latter claims
and found them wanting. Nakisa and Hahn (Nakisa &
Hahn, 1996) implemented three associative models of the
German plural system and compared their performances with
their corresponding dual-route, associative + symbolic default models. Given that a dual-route model offers two computational resources rather than one, it was somewhat surprising to find that all three dual-route models performed
worse than their single-route, purely associative counterparts.
Furthermore, in testing the models on an artificial language,
Nakisa and Hahn demonstrated that dual-route models require particular distributions of items in phonological space
in order to generalise more accurately than purely associative
models. Comparing the output of the simple and dual-route
models, it was found that they differed in their predictions
only for regulars that formed shells around clusters of irregulars. B y maximising the number of these "interfacial" regulars relative to the other regulars, dual-route models start to

outperform purely associative models. A n analysis of the distribution of German nouns in phonological space revealed,
contrary to the claims of Marcus et al. (1995), that these
forms do not have the distribution required for the dual-route
model to outperform the simple associative model on generalisation. Subsequently, the same result was found for the
Arabic plural system, where, again, adding a rule-route leads
to decreased generalisation performance (Plunkett & Nakisa,
In press).
This current work presents new simulation results widi English, which is the language for which the dual-route model
was originally devised. W e have found that single-route models generalised as well as the dual-route model, with singleroute and dual-route models scoring about 9 5 % correct for
the Nosofsky generalised context model and three layer perceptron. Only for the simplest pattern associator — a nearest
neighbour classifier — did the generalisation performance of
the dual-route model exceed that of the single-route model.
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Self-explanation" studies have usually been conducted in the
context of learning by using quantitative methods (e.g.,
Chi, Bassok, Lewis, Reimann & Glaser, 1989). This study
aims at studying the role of students' self-explanations in the
context of a whole problem-solving process by using
qualitative (or interpretative) method.
Method
Six Grade 9 students participated in a multiple case studies
design. Each of three mixture problems was presented and
the student w a s asked to solve it while thinking-aloud. T h e
session w a s video-taped and protocols describing the
solution process of the problems were structurally analyzed.
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Data Analysis
Students used a solution strategy that involves
transformation of a sentential representation of word
problems to a tabular one and construction of a solution
equation based on the table. Based on the protocols analysis
three main content categories were identified (1) Mapping cf
data from a sentential representation of a problem to a
tabular one; (2) Self-explanations of three types: (2a)
Categorical explanations involving the inference of
semantic categories that direct the mapping of numeric
expressions from the word problem to the table, (2b)
Deductive explanations involving the inference of a new
proposition out of existing propositions, (2c) Defining
explanations involving the definition of a new variable. (3)
Mathematical operations that refer to simple mathematical
operations.
Results and Discussion
It was found that the major source of difficulty in solving the
problems was the phase of drawing the table out of the
word-problem, rather than the phase of extracting the
solution equation out of the table and that categorical
explanations, mediated this transformation. Hiebert and
Carpenter (1992) point to the notion of "understanding" in
the sense of adapting a general solution scheme to a specific
problem. In this study, most students "understood" h o w to
solve the word problems in a procedural sense, but could
not adapt the general procedure to the concrete instances. It
is shown that the most important role the explanations have
carried out during the problem solving process is to mediate
between the general solution scheme and the concrete
instance by directing the mapping of data from one sort cf
representation to the other, and that failing to self-explain
this adaptation predicts difficulties in solving transfer
problems.
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Introduction

f M R I for neuronal basis

In Spring, the Electiotechnical Labotatories began a new
project towards understandng the mechanisms of human
cognitive development. In the spirit of cognitive science,
we hope that an int^rative approach that combines
methodsfromrobotics,computer sdenoe, linguistics and
ncurosdenoe (in adcition to psychology) will better
fiacilitate our search for mechanisms. W e anticipate that a
broader int^rative appmach will better constrain the
modeling process. Here, w e outline our areas of interest
and die approaches w : take.

W e are preparing to incorporate fiMRI tediniques for the
study of cognitive devdopment. In prdiminaiy studes, w e
will test whether cognitive dsvdopmental phenomena are
detectable by these methods, while fulfilling all ethical and
saftey requirements. W e expect fMRI will have great
potiential for the study of cognitive development

Integrated Approach
Our appvozdti to the issue of the mechanism driving
cognitive devdopment is to use methodsfiomrobotics,
computer sdence and neurosdence. Rather than addess
Spatial Learning & Robotics
multiple problems within a singlefi:amewoik,w e propose
combining ^parently dsparate methods toward resolving
W e propose using autonomous robots as the subject of
a single problem. A s one example, complexity analysis
cognitive development, and constructing computer
fiom computer sdence suggested ways in whidi Halfords
prognims by which robots can bdiave analogously to
infants(Hira)d et al., 1996). The advantage of using robots idational theory fiom psychology could be tested using
brain imaging techniques in neurosdence (Halford, et al,
is that it forces us to use the same input stimuli and
submitted; Phillips, Hiraki, Nakai, Mild, 1997). Cleariy,
action goals as the infant By contrast, in computer
simulation, the shjpe of the input/output representations the medianism of devdopment is complex, but this just
is generally assumed. The use ofrobotsalso permits us to underscores the need fcH* a wider appmach to the problem.
construct a theory absorbing "activeness", which has
recently been emphasized in the development of spatial References
knowledge. W e propose "feature abstraction" (Hiiaki,
1994) for a model of spatial learning. Ourfinaltarget is to Halford, G.S. (1993). Childmn's understcndng: The
darify the medianism of change from egocentric- to
development of mentd models. Hillsdale, NI: Lawrence
allocentric-based behaviour, indudng mental tracking
Erlbaum.
(Hiraki et al., 1997), in yoimg children.
Hiraki, K. (1994). Abstraction of Sensory-Motor Features,
Reasoning & Relational Theory
Halfoid (1993) and Halford, Wilson and Phillips
(submitted) proposed idational complexity as a metric
devdopmental change. Briefly, stages in devdopment
ooticspond to the capadty to process increasingly higher
arityrelationsO-C, unary, binary, ternary, etc). Based on
psychological experiments, childen b d o w the age of five
years are said to be limited to tasks requiring at most
binary rdations, whereas children abovefivecan perform
tasks involving ternary rdations. W e hope this theory will
become a benchmark for theories of devdopmental change.
Toward this goal, methods from idarional theory in
computer sdence have been applied to psychological
experimental paracfigms in an effort to darify (objectivdy)
idational complexity and its link to child devdopment
(Phillips. 1997).
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Overview
Attractor networks play an important role in many connectionist cognitive models. The dynamic behavior of these
recurrent networks, which typically involves the convergence
of activation levels to stablefixed-pointsover time, provides
a means for modeling the time course of cognitive processes.
Networks of this kind are often used as associative memories
and as resolvers of soft constraint satisfaction problems.
Early attractor networks used step activation functions, allowing only two activation values for each processing element. Contemporary networks, however, often use sigmoidal
activation functions. Continuous outputs allow for continuous
target patterns, and these have at least two apparent advantages: (1) they allow for richer representational schemes, such
as mapping activations to probabilities, and (2) they allow
for a larger number of attractors. Attractor network models,
like those for lexical semantics (Clouse and Cottrell, 1995)
and consciousness (Mathis and Mozer, 1995), would seem to
benefit from continuous patterns, and other models using continuous vectors, like the C H A R M m e m o r y model (Metcalfe
Eich, 1982), would benefit from attractor dynamics.
In this work w e argue that these apparent advantages of
continuous targets are illusory, at least when attractors are
being learned using standard methods. Our simulation results
indicate that attractor networks, even those with continuous
activation functions, are best suited for use with target vectors
consisting of polarized discrete elements.
Simulation Results
For this investigation w e used single layer networks, with
complete interconnections between processing elements (including self-connections), asymmetric weights, and sigmoidal
activation functions. Unit activity spanned between - 1 and
-l-L T h e networks were trained to formfixed-pointattractors for a collection of target vectors using backpropagationthrough-time, backpropagating the error signal for 10 time
steps. A low learning rate of 0.001 was used, with no m o mentum. Networks were presented with each target pattern
10,000 times. W e examined target patterns sampled randomly
from the extreme comers of activation space (polarized vectors), patterns sampled uniformly over the whole activation
space, and patterns sampled from the surface of the hypersphere inscribed by the whole activation space. At regular
intervals during training, the dynamics of the networks were
checked in regions near target patterns. The number of stable
fixed-point attractors in these regions were recorded.
Rigorous experiments on small networks, ranging in size

Corners
- -•- Uniform
•• •• Hypcrsphere
.2 0.4-

20
40
Training Set Size
Figure 1: Fraction of the training set of target attractors actually learned as a function of the training set size.

from 2 units to 16 units, revealed that the most attractors were
learned when targets were placed in the extreme corners of
activation space. A n example of this result, for size 16 networks, is shown in Figure 1. Furthermore, attractors were
learned faster (i.e., after fewer presentations) with corner targets. Lastly, comer target patterns resulted in attractors which
were closer, in Euclidean distance, to their corresponding
targets as compared to the other target distributions.
These results were also found for larger networks, with 100
processing elements, trained for shorter durations, and also
for sparse target patterns.
In short, attractor networks with sigmoidal units show
higher capacity, faster learning, and greater accuracy when
targets are placed in the extreme corners of activation space.
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Retention of material over long periods of time has
been studied extensively by Bahrick and his associates (e.g.,
Bahrick, 1984). These studies have generally involved
discrete items, such as foreign language vocabulary, but
have not investigated verbatim retention of complex
material. However, professional actors routinely retain
complex material verbatim along with movement patterns
which must be executed with a high degree of precision due
to constraints imposed by stage lighting. Anecdotal evidence
(e.g., Noice, 1992) suggests that actors' verbal retention is
usually aided by these movement patterns. The contribution
of physical enactment to verbal m e m o r y has been the
subject of considerable recent inquiry (e.g., Engelkamp,
Zimmer, M o h r & Sellen, 1994), but almost all such inquiry
has involved literal duplications of the to-be-remembered
verbal material.
The presently reported study investigated the
interdependence of these two research areas by studying longterm verbatim retention by professional actors and the
contribution of non-literal, enacted movement to that
retention.
Three months after actors had ceased performing certain
roles (and had learned new ones in the interim), the actors
were tested on accuracy of recall, both while seated and
moving about the set as they did during performance.
Results showed that retention on the first recall trial
exceeded 8 5 % (word-for-word or within narrowly defined
limits such as substituting contractions for whole verbs)
Furthermore, in those cases where actors failed to recall
material on the first trial, they remembered 8 4 % of the
previously unrecalled idea units when asked to perform the
second trial moving about the set, compared to remembering
only 1 5 % of the unrecalled idea units when both trials were
performed sitting. This, and other manipulations, ruled out
the possibility that the facilitation was due to repeated
testing, as in the well-known hypermnesia phenomenon.
Follow-up experiments are currently being designed to
determine the mechanisms underlying enhanced long-term
recall prompted by accompanying movement that is not an
enactment of the remembered material.
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Although there has been growing attention to the social
aspect of informal reasoning and argumentation (e.g.,
Resnick, Salmon, Zeitz, Wathen, & Holowchak, 1993),
the processes whereby reasoning structures m a y be learned
during peer interaction is not well understood (Pontecorvo
& Giradet, 1993).
This study examined the processes
involved in learning "how and when to ask why."
Method and Findings
Over the course of one year, two classes of low-income
5th/6th graders were asked to design a futuristic city by
simulating a political urban planning process. The
participating teachers placed a heavy emphasis on having
students provide support for opinions. T o assess program
eflfects, eight target students were divided into two
discussion groups of four students each: four extraverts and
four introverts. Each group was periodically asked to reason
about various social dilemmas related to the city design
project. Over time, the students morefrequentlyasked one
another to support their statements. The eflfect remained
even after controlling for amount of talk.
Members of the two different discussion groups tended to
request support in different ways. The group composed of
introverts used support requests to explore different
perspectives; "why" questions tended to follow "if-you"
questions (for example, "If you were a recent immigrant to
the city, would you want them to cut down trees to make
houses?"). In contrast, the extraverts used support requests
to challenge assertions with which they did not agree.
The two groups also diflfered in respect to when they
showed growth. The introverts showed growth early in the
year while the extraverts showed sfronger but more delayed
growth. The introverts' growth was related to intragroup
modeling while the extraverts' growth was related to more
active participation in the classroom simulation. The latter
conclusion was supported by the pattern of growth and by
metacognitive talk ("you have to have reasons") appropriated
by the extraverts from the classroom discourse.

Discussion
From a linguistic standpoint, the students were learning
both certain "word forms" for requesting support (e.g.,
"why," "where does it say that") and pragmatic knowledge
concerning when one should or should not make a request.
A s suggested by theories of situational reasoning (e.g.,
Greeno, 1994), such pragmatic knowledge involves
becoming attuned to conversational consfraints and
affordances. For example, students negatively sanctioned
one another for asking "why" repetitively or asking "how
do you know" questions for statements the question-asker
had accepted; in this way, students m a y have become
attuned to constraints on the appropriate use of certain word
forms. Students also appeared to become more attuned to
conversational affordances, i.e., situations in which it was
appropriate and useful to make support requests.
During this study, learning about function was found to
be as important as learning about form. B y allowing
argumentation to occur naturally in the classroom, in service
of a goal (building a futuristic city), students were able to
discover constraints and affordances on the appropriate use of
different word forms for requesting support.
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Introduction
Recent studies have demonstrated that emotion can
influence relatively automatic cognitive and perceptual
processes in several ways. Pratto & John (1991) showed
that undesirable trait words captured processing capacity
away from a primary task more effectively than did
desirable trait words using a dual task design. Niedenthal
& Setterlund(1994) demonstrated an emotion/perception
congruity effect. Words that were consistent with an
induced emotion were perceived more quickly than words
inconsistent with the induced state. In a similiar study,
Halberstadt, Niedenthal, & Kushner(1995) demonstrated
a consistency effect when the task was to disambiguate
auditorially presented homographs (die-dye). These
studies address a question about the relationship between
emotion and perceptual/cognitive processes that is at least
as old as the James-Lange theory of emotion: "Which
comesfirst,emotional or cognitive evaluation?"
W e address this question through a novel application of
the backward masking procedure. Ohnesorge & Theios
(1996) showed that the backward masking task could be
used to infer the processing demands of words by
examining their relative effectiveness as masks. In those
studies characteristics of masking words such as printed
word frequency (familiarity) and repetition (recency) were
manipulated and shown to alter the eifectiveness of the
mask. In brief, increasing the processing demand of a
mask increases its effectiveness.
Analogously, word recognition under backward
masking can be used to probe for effects of emotion on
perception. B y manipulating the emotional valence (e.g.
Positive vs. Negative) of words used as masks and
looking for differential target recognition performance we
can ask the question: " D o negative and positive emotion
words make equal demands for attentional/processing
resources?" Further, any difference that occurs is also
support for the notion that emotional meaning is
evaluated very early in perceptual processing. Finally, the
consideration of survivalfitnessor evolutionary pressure
suggests that words referring to negative or threatening
events might well be more effective at capturing
atttentional resources than stimuli that referto positive
or non-threatening events, thus leading to more effective
masking.

Method
27 subjects participated. The Positive and Negative
masking stimuli were selected through a rating study and
were matched on printed frequency and spatial extent
(number of letters). O n each trial a target and mask were
selected at random and presented at an S O A of 53 m s .
Recognition performance w a s indexed with a two
alternative forced choice to the target and a similiar
distractor. Subjects practiced, and then completed 160
experimental trials: 40 each with Positive and Negative
masking words, with 80fillertrials (Neutral mask).
Result
The average percent correct under masking by Negative
words was 6 2 % versus 6 7 % for the Positive masks. A
paired samples T-test revealed that the Negative emotion
words were more effective masks than the Positive
emotion words, T(26) = 2.7, p < .05. Conversion of the
T statistic to r j^ reveals that Emotional Valence accounts
for 2 1 % of the variance.
Discussion
Our results extend those previously discussed to show
that emotion can influence the very low level perceptual
task of word recognition. Our design and tight stmulus
control motivate the conclusion that emotion can aflFect
recognition performance via perceptual sensitivity and not
simply by altering the subject's response bias.
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By analyzing the formal requirements on nonverbal IQ tests, it is a clincher, have someone translate the instructions into Vietnamese,
possible to demonstrate that all such tests (excluding mazes and Mandarin, or Navajo, and see if anyone who does not know the
certain other sensory-motor tasks) require access to abstract ideas
attainable only through conventional linguistic signs. The case is 12 3 4 5
made with Raven's Progressive Mau-ices and Cattell's Culture Fair
Tests which are commonly cited as the best 'nonverbal' tests ever
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produced (Jensen 1980, pp. 648ff: Herrnstein & Murray, 1994).
Jensen (1980) said, "virtually all subjects can catch on to the
Figure 1: A sample from the Cattell nonverbal IQ test.
requirements of the task without verbal instructions' (p. 132).
language of the instructions canfigurethem out from gesture and
However, access to any conceivable abstract idea (i.e., any pantomime. (The actual instructions are to find thefigureon the
comprehensible or translatable thought about objects, relations right where the dot can be placed in the same relation to the circle
between objects, relations between relations, etc.) absolutely requiresand the square that it has in the one on the left.)
conventional signsof the linguistic kind. Perceptual icons (i.e.,signs Even in open-ended IQ tasks (as seen in certain individually
derived from seeing, hearing, touching, tasting, or smelling) are administered tests, e.g., the Goodenough-Harris Draw-a-Man Test)
inadequate because they are private and nontransferable. Similarly, the suitably intelligent sign-user is expected to be able to produce a
movements (e.g., pointing) cannot assure communication between response at a degree of socially recognizable appropriateness greater
persons because of the universal degeneracy of indices. Thus, than zero. Any such claim in behalf of the validity of any test,
noconventional bodily movements (signed languages excluded) are however, is tantamount to the confession that every item of that kind
a proper subclass of indices. Pointmg to a square on a sheet of
must rely on acquired proficiency in some language in order for the
paper, or a blackboard, or to an orderly, for example, or to any persons tested to gain access to the meanings at stake. A s a
conceivable object leaves the interlocutor well short of knowing for consequence, the solving of any meaningftil (potentially valid)
sure what is being pointed at. Anything along the line is a possible nonverbal IQ item depends on access to signs that are both general
candidate. Is it the square? The paper? The desk under the paper? and conventional. But signs with these properties, owing to the
Even touching the object does not identify it unambiguously. Is it arbitrariness of their surface-forms, are indistinguishable from the
the square itself that is touched? The edge or a particular corner, or semantic content of linguistic signs and are accessible only through
the point where the lines join? Etc., etc., ad infinituml
linguistic signs.
The degeneracy of every index is owed to its resemblance to a Language abilities are, therefore, the main source of variance in
line. Although anyfinitemovement along a line has two ends, just IQ tests. The language factor is owed to (1) differences in the
where either end is pointing is problematic. With respect to the
languages and dialects used by testers, (2) differences in the
origin, so long as only one person is gesturing (or "pantomiming"), accessibility of those languages and dialects to the persons tested,
there is little problem, but when it comes to the terminus, the and (3) consequentdifferences in the accessibility of the information
difficulty is acute. In giving instructions for nonverbal IQ tests, the to be manipulated or supplied in the tests. The language factor not
experts have sometimes had more than one pantomimer. In these only constitutes the main source of variance in 'verbal' IQ scores,
cases, the origin of gestures is indeterminate. The subject may be but more importantly, in 'nonverbal' IQ scores. It is commonly
looking at the wrong person and there is no way, from gestures admitted that verbal IQ scores are the best predictors of nonverbal
alone, to be certain who has the floor. Is it die test-administrator? Orones, and that the latter are the primary definers of Spearman's g.
the orderly at the blackboard? IQ testers, from about 1917 forward, Therefore, the language factor is the primary basis for g.
supposed that mere 'pantomime' could be added to perceptual signs Consequences for language minorities are enormous (Oiler, in press).
so as to obviate the need for linguistic signs. But they were naive in
this. Only symbols, i.e.,concepts that require conventional linguistic
References
signs to define them, escape the degeneracies of icons and indices.
T o demonstrate practically that the instructions cannot be
pantomimed adequately by any stretch of the imagination, consider Herrnstein,R. & Murray,C. (1994). The bell curve: intelligence and
class structure in American life. N e w York: Free Press.
the "sample item' in Figure 1 taken from the published introduction
Jensen,
A. R. (1980). Bias in mental testing. N e w York: Free Press.
to the Canell Culture-Fair Intelligence Test. A s an imaginary
Oiler,
J.
W., Jr. (in press). Monoglottosis: what's wrong with the
experiment, the reader may want to try to guess the instructions. A
idea
of
the IQ meritocracy and its racy cousins? Applied
more difficult challenge is to invent a pantomime presentation to
show a group of uninformed subjects how to complete it. Finally, as Linguistics.
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A popular explanation for performance on the 9-dot
problem derives from Gestalt laws of Pragnanz. Participants
are unable to solve the problem because they fixate upon the
square (Scheerer, 1963). Recent cognitive accounts cite the
failure of instructions to go beyond the square as evidence
against thefixationexplanation. Weisberg & Alba (1981)
argue that the experience of dot-to-dot drawing that people
bring to the problem inhibits the consideration of hypotheses
that involve lines beyond dots. Lung & Dominowski (1983)
argue that the strategics employed in seeking solutions
impose an inappropriate constraint that lines must turn on
dots. In this paper, w e investigate manipulations to the
presentation of the problem which present difficulties for the
cognitive accounts, and suggest at least a partial role for
perceptual mediation in 9-dot performance.
Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, participants attempted either 9-, 11-, 12or 13-dot tasks. Each participant had 10 one-minute
attempts, indicating the starting point each time. After one
trial the % of solvers was 7 3 % , 6 0 % , 5 0 % and 0 % for 13,
12, 11 and 9 dot conditions, respectively. Planned
comparisons reveal that the 13 dot condition w a s
significantly belter than the 11 dot. A trend analysis
indicates the proportion solving increased linearly with
number of dots. After 10 trials the % of solvers was 9 0 % ,
8 0 % , 9 3 % and 0 % for 13, 12, 11 and 9 dot conditions,
respectively. Planned comparisons reveal that all extra dots
conditions were significantly different from the 9 dot
condition, but not from each other.
Whilst superior performance with additional dot variants
is consistent with cognitive accounts of 9 dot performance,
they cannot account forfirsttrial differences. Solutions to
all three problems require only dot-lo-dot lines, and none of
the problems require non-dot turning points. W e suggest
that the su-ongfigural'arrow-like' properties of the 13-dot
problem guide participants to an immediate solution. W e
have additional evidence demonstrating that it is not simply
the prominence of the starting point that determines
performance on this problem.
Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, extra dots were provided as guides to
potential turning points, but were not part of the problem
requirements. Participants attempted an 11-dot problem
which differed from that of Experiment 1 only in that the
additional dots were notfilled.Despite this minor change,
only 3 3 % of participants solved the problem after 5 trials.
Under the cognitive accounts, performance on the 11-dot

problem in Experiment 2 should be identical to that of
Experiment I, since hypotheses concerning experience of
dot-to-dot problems and constraints on non-dot turning
points are unaffected by this minor presentational change.
However, under thefiguralaccount, performance should be
reduced since the squarefigureemerging from the problem
will not match the arrowfigurerequired of the solution.
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9-dot + solution
13-dot
11 -dot of Expt.2
Figure 1. Variants of the 9-dot problem. The task is to
draw four straight lines through all the dots, without lifting
pen from paper. The solution is identical in all problems.
Summary and conclusions
W e suggest that these results should encourage a reevaluation of the role of perceptual characteristics in
problem-solving generally, and in the 9-dot problem in
particular. In the case of the 9-dot problem, the figural
properties suggest an inappropriate solution. With the 13-dot
problem, the good figure presented by the arrow shaped
problem limits search for solutions to one thatfitsthe figure.
In the case of the 11- and 12-dot problems, participants
explored a number of alternatives before finding one in
which thefigureprompted the solution. W e do not claim
that participants completing the 11, 12 and 13 dot problems
in Experiment 1 experienced some kind of conscious
insight'. Rather, w e suggest that the solution in the 11-12and 13-dot problems w a s perceptually available to
participants. In Experiment 2, participants were less
successful, because the search for solution paths was not
constrained by a facilitating Gestalt of the problem array.
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T h e N o t i o n of D e s i g n R e u s e
At first sight, the idea of using previous design
information in developing a solution to a current problem
seems to be at odds with the designer's goal of creating a
novel and innovative solution. This apparent conflict creates
a dilemma for expert designers—on the one hand they want
to be innovative, but on the other hand tlie design process is
heavily constrained by cost and time, making reuse of
previous information an attractive proposition. There is clear
evidence that previous design concepts do get reused in
industrial and coomiercial contexts (e.g.. Gero, 1990;
Maiden & SutclifTe. 1992; Visser. 1996). but little is
currently known about the nature and efficacy of design reuse
in mnovative and creative design tasks, or the strategies by
w hich designers set about reusing information. It is possible
that design reuse is suboptimal because of other cognitive
strategies such as satisficing (cf. Simon. 1981).
Ethnography in the Design Environment
W e have chosen to use ethnographic observation to study
information reuse since its non-interventionist nature affords
considerable advantages when smdying complex and
collaborative processes in real-world, innovative design
environments (cf. Bucciarelh. 1988) W e have made datacollection visits to three end-user companies which differ
markedly in terms of then organizational goals and
constraints whilst at the same time still requiring innovative
solutions to design problems within short time scales.

Process (e.g.. evaluation or generation activity); and Stage
(e.g., requirements specification or conceptual design).
Discussion
In apphcation, this coding scheme has enabled the
identification of a clear and consistent set of 'reuse classes'.
The coding scheme is itself a major research outcome in that
the coding categories form an approximate mapping to the
reuse classes that w e are currently establishing in a
computer-based reuse indexing system. This system
(DESPERADO) is based around object-oriented programming
techniques and interface agents (e.g., Bird, 1993), and will
support guided encoding (of reuse information), guided
prompting (to seek out existing information where
appropnate), a browsing facility, and session logging.
Whilst most existing reuse systems are based around an
artefact' model of reuse, a novel aspect of DESPERADO is its
grounding within an 'episode' model. The system aims to
encourage iimovation whilst also supporting reuse, and will
be evaluated in the workplace by our end-user companies.
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Although several applications of constructivist principles to
The results indicate that regardless of instructional style or
classroom practice have been attempted and empirically
ability, the students' level of reasoning skill was significantly
evaluated (Brown & Campione, 1994; C T G V , 1990; Deny,
higher on the posttest than on the pretest. N o difference was
Levin, Osana, & Jones, in press), not many studies have
detected on the pre-interview, but students receiving the
carefully compared the types of learning that emerge as a
constructivist mentoring style engaged in significantly more
result of instruction grounded in different theories of learning. questioning, revising, clarifying, and elaborating than the
This paper describes an investigation that was designed to
Direct Instruction students on the post-interview.
A
reveal the types of cognitive growth that emerge as a result of significant treatment by time interaction was also found on
two different instructional treatments in the area of
the number of strategies measure. Qualitative analyses
suggest that students' strategies for representing data was also
correlational reasoning. Middle-school students worked in
small groups with trained adults w h o each administered one
dependent on the type of instruction received. There were no
of two specific mentoring styles. One of the mentoring
significant effects found in the ability to integrate other
styles was based on the theory that knowledge is actively
statistical concepts into the reasoning process or the
constructed by students as they engage in social and cognitive
sophistication of the evidence used in student arguments.
interactions with their peers. Mentors were trained to model
Overall, the results suggest that "there is more than one
way to skin a cat": not only are eighth-graders able to use
good reasoning skills for the students by expressing their
statistical concepts to reason through complex problems, but
thoughts aloud. They voiced plausible hypotheses about
correlational problems, asked pertinent questions, and
there exists more than one way for a teacher to guide students
encouraged students to collaborate in thinking correctly about
to this point. The cognitive processes that are used by
relevant issues.
students to arrive at a conclusion, construct an interpretation,
make a decision, or analyze an argument, however, seems to
The other mentoring technique was based on Direct
Instruction, a method that stems from the view that students
differ according to the instruction received. A method founded
learn through multiple recitations of explained facts and
in constructivist principles will yield more active "efforts
concepts. Careful task analyses lie at the heart of this
after meaning" (Bartlett, 1932) than methods based on Direct
approach; content is broken down into its component parts
Instruction theory. Thus, it is critical that teachers make a
and placed in a "learning hierarchy" (Gagne & Briggs, 1979; priori decisions about the types of cognitive processes they
Tarver, in press), which places the skills or facts in a logical intend to cultivate in the classroom, and design learning
sequence, and displays which skills are prerequisite to the environments accordingly.
learning of others. Mentors using this approach, therefore,
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The main goal of this work is to explore whether the mental
space theory (Fauconnier 1985) can satisfactorily be extended
to an account of wh-questions, one of the great neglected
subjects in congnitive linguistics. Fauconnier's framework
assumes that sense effects arise from the mental
configurations that structures permit, rather than reflect.
Moreover, the view relied on here accepts that
communication involves the creation of hierarchically related
and interconnected cognitive domains. These do not represent
objective worlds. They are abstract mental constructs of
potential worlds, which are generally set up on the basis of
general scenarios or Idealized Cognitive Models (Lakoff
1987) like the world defined by a picture, a world of fiction,
time slices, hypotheticals or a person's beliefs and desires.
Alternatively, mental spaces m a y also be introduced by
purely grammatical notions like quantification (Fauconnier
1986) or tense (Cutrer 1995). Grammatical notions are
generally used attached to some mental reality, as they are
interpreted relative to it. Nevertheless, they do not exist
inherendy in conceived situations, since they are introduced
vis-a-vis linguistic constraints. Thus, grammatical structures
simultaneously set up two domains which are linked but
distinct: (i) a grammatical space, and (ii) the origin space to
which that space is relevant.
It is suggested here that wh-questions involve a
two-space configuration: (i) an abstract grammatical space
and (ii) an origin space. The former is inhabitted by a role,
which is linked to its potential value(s) in the latter. The
question role is understood in terms of direct reference, rather
than in terms of functions (as a floating role). This role is a
description defined by particular properties (e.g. 'thing(s) that
you did' in 'What did you do?'), which extend to the
corresponding specific -albeit unassigned- value(s) in the
origin space (e.g. 'the very thing(s) that you did'). The role
element is thus what w e could call a 'photofit' of its
correspondent mysterious value(s), as it is introduced as a
guideline to get the relevant value(s) identified. These space
elements represent the two different mental versions evoked
by wh-questions: (i) the questioned referent as the questioner
-as questioner of wh-question W H - construes it; and (ii) the
questioned referent as the questioner -as questioner of whquestion W H - wishes to construe it. These two mental
versions of a single linguistic referent are automatically
evoked by wh-questions, regardless of the actual mental state

of questioner and potential answerer(s). They are mental
representations triggered by a particularlinguistic structure,
which m a y or may not reflect a true state of mind. This
notwithstanding, their occurrence is usually motivated by
background knowledge and the preceding text-internal and
external world. Hence, this kind of information aids to
elaborate the conceptual structure of the overall mental
configuration, and thereby models its elements.
The classical role-value connection is claimed to
equally apply to the conceptualisations of agent, patient,
manner, means, time, location and reason. They are all
treated as discrete objects of thought, although some may
refer to abstract untangible concepts. They are argued to be
conceivable in terms of roles and values by virtue of an
ontological metaphor (Johnson & Lakoff 1980) which
allows one to construe unbounded concepts as bounded
entities.
The cognitive existence of question roles and values
shows the basic presuppositions evoked by wh-questions: (i)
a given aspect of some proposition; and (ii) the idea that this
aspect can be further specified. The connector linking the
two spaces in wh-questions should reflect their
communicative function: the speaker's asserted request to get
the value instantiating the role identified.
Under this analysis, semantically and syntactically
different kinds of wh-questions appear unified under a basic
space configuration. Mutatis mutandis, this configuration
can also be satisfactorily extended to other wh-constructions
like what-a exclamatives, free-relatives and relative clauses.
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Number 7 of Communications of A C M , vol. 37, was dedicated to Intelligent Agents. All contributing authors agreed
that there is a need for agents capable of learning. In (Rieken,
1994), Minsky notes: "The problem with this, of course, is
that we still don't have suitable learning techniques. Lenat
and I agree in the view that in order to learn as a person does,
one will need to begin with a considerable body of built-in
knowledge about a variety of effective ways to learn. The
problem is w e have not done enough research yet to know
how to do this."
In this paper I present a conceptual model of human communication, which allows us to decompose the processes underlying our subjective experiences in general and our learning strategies in particular into units that can be readily
changed, learned, and transferred from one intelligent agent
(including humans) to another.
This model is largely based on Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP) and on Damasio's (1994) neuroscientific and
psychological results and hypotheses.
At each moment in time, our subjective experience is manifested in our sensory modalities through images: visual, auditory, olfactory, gustatory, or kinesthetic images. According to Damasio (1994), "[i]f our experiences did not become
images, howeverfleetingly,they would not be anything w e
could know. This is true even for those topographically organized representations that are not attended to in the clear light
of consciousness, but are activated covertly."
Images are linked together through anchoring to form sequences which have consolidated into behavioral units or
strategies (Dilts et ai, 1980). Anchors are acquired by experience, under the influence of our personal histories. According
to Damasio (1994), they activate innate and acquired dispositions, which trigger 1. changes in body state called emotions,
which then are signaled back to the brain as feelings, and 2.
the release of selective neurotransmitters in sets of nuclei in
the brain.
While the function of feelings is to bring our emotions
into our consciousness, the result of the neurotransmitter responses is a "particular style and level of efficiency of cognitive process which" accompanies the changes in body state
or emotions. It is manifested in qualities called submodalities in NLP, sub-components of each of the representational
modalities, like (visual:) color, brightness, focus etc.; (au-

ditory:) pitch, melody, rhythm etc.; (kinesthetic:) duration,
speed, tempo etc.
In order to transfer subjective experience from one agent
to another, or build believable agents, w e need to be able to
recognize its structure in ourselves and in others. Introspection with awareness of the representations which make up
our subjective experiences can be learned and taught. Dennett (1988) seems to agree: "This putative grainlessness, I
hypothesize, is nothing but a sort of functional invariability:
it is close kin to what Pylyshyn (1980,1984) calls cognitive
impenetrability... so what counts for an individual as the simple or atomic properties of experienced items is subject to
variation with training ... Consider the results of 'educating'
the palate of a wine-taster, or 'ear training' for musicians.
What had been "atomic' or "unanalysable' becomes noticeably compound and describable...."
Emotions are to a great degree perceptible to external observers through behavioral elements such as body posture,
accessing cues, gestures, eye movements, and language patterns. They allow us to recognize the building blocks of subjective experience mentioned above, and utilize them to build
intelligent agents w e trust and accept.
Even though N L P has been successful in eliciting people's
subjective experiences by way of behavioral cues and transferring their elements from one person to another for therapeutic and other purposes, the model presented here needs
thorough empirical testing. If validated, it could be used to
build intelligent agents which not only seem to have subjective experiences, but actually have them.
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Introduction
Hierarchical compositional structure, in which high level entities represent aggregations of lower level entities, is ubiquitous in people's daily lives (eg, music, spatial configurations,
sequences of events). Natural languages, for instance, consist of letters, which together form words, which constitute
phrases, etc. Compositional hierarchies (CHs) also play an
important role in many successful AI systems.
McClelland and Rumelhart (1981) introduced the landmark Interactive Activation (lA) model, a neural network
model of context effects in perception that encoded an explicit C H into a symmetric, recurrent (relaxation-style) neural net, or constraint-satisfaction neural net (CSNN). The network had nodes representing single letters and 4-letter words
(I omit the feature nodes). Hand-crafted by the authors, the
model did not learn. Despite this model's significant success
as a cognitive model, and despite subsequent work on learning algorithms for related C S N N s (eg, Boltzmann Machines),
mechanisms for learning this type of network structure have
remain unexplored.
I a m examining methods for discovering compositional
structure bottom-up through repeated composition, or chunking, of lower level entities. I concentrate exclusively on
mechanisms that make use only of observed raw primitives,
rather than any domain theory or task specific information.
Purely data-driven aggregation can be performed by chunking frequently occurring combinations of lower level entities.
This structure leads naturally to smooth integration of
bottom-up and top-down processing, and can be used to predict future observations,filternoise,fillin missing or ambiguous entries from context (as in the lA model), or detect
anomalies or errors and suggest corrections. These operations
are widespread in human cognition. The chunks themselves
serve as high level abstractions useful for explanation, communication, memory, and general reasoning, possibly forming the basis of the schemata and scripts of cognition.
Mechanisms
C S N N s provide a convenient computational architecture for
this type of processing, but the lA model needs to be generalized in ways besides learning. The system should be able
to process input strings of arbitrary length, and the network
should be able to encode any number of levels of hierarchy.
To accomplish both goals, I use weight sharing, a c o m m o n
practice in feedforward networks, but virtually never utilized
for C S N N s . The entire network is shifted and duplicated to
accommodate inputs wider than the longest chunks, and the

smaller chunks are shifted and duplicated within the umbrella
of the largest chunks, as shown in Figure 1.
THEN

THEN

Figure 1: Part of a C S N N representing a 3-level C H with 4
and 2-letter chunks, applied to a 5-letter input.
As a first step for learning, I use a recently introduced algorithm called S E Q U I T U R (Nevill-Manning, 1996) to generate
the C H encoded by the network. S E Q U I T U R incrementally
builds a C H that can be used for examination or data compression, but has no mechanism for prediction. The marriage
of this network formalism with an incremental C H generator provides a unique system capable of capturing wider and
wider data interactions.
Preliminary experiments show that the qualitative processing behavior does generalize to more complex C H s and
longer inputs, and that this structure can be learned. Weight
tuning and a constructive C S N N chunking mechanism more
sensitive to the statistical correlations in the data should provide better predictions and more compact hierarchies.
Novel combinations of previous ideas: weight sharing with
C S N N s , a C H generation algorithm with C S N N s , and in the
near future, a constructive network algorithm with C S N N s ,
provide a useful generalization of the successful lA model.
Eventually, methods for discovering compositional structure
will lead to synergistic benefits when combined with existing
methods for discovering hierarchical taxonomic structure.
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The paper argues for a reconsideration of the neglect of
Ernst M a c h in cognitive studies. His overall approach to epistemology was mentalistic monism: elementary sensations are
the primary units therefore there is no "gulf between physical
and psychological research" (Mach, 1897, pp. 14-15). This
phenomenological approach is combined with an elaborate
use of evolutionary considerations regarding mental organization and functioning. Mach's "biological view of knowledge" sees a continuity between animal and human cognition
and would replace a static organization with one based on
gradual changes.
The basic attitude of M a c h regarding the origin of concepts
and other abstractions is the use of an extended principle of
economy. That gives a hypotheticalflavoreven to our concepts regarding the physical world: concepts are used because
they work in our adaptation to the environment. This general
attitude is extended by him both to the buildup of elementary perceptual systems like the evolutionary origin of space
perception, and on the upper end, regarding the development
of science. According to Mach, hypotheses and trials characterize science as well as all our everyday cognition (Mach,
1976). This notion was taken up Karl Buhler (1922). H e
proposed a continuity between instinct, trial and error learning and intellect. Through the mediation of Karl Popper, a
student of Buhler, these levels would roughly correspond to
what Dennett (1994, 1996) calls Darwinian, Skinnerian and
Popperian creatures.
A particularly central aspect of the non-essentialist approach to mental life proposed by M a c h is his conception of
self. Both M a c h and Dennett (1991) claim that the self is not
a starting point but a working hypothesis. There are two "soft
anchorages" for the self concept in Mach. The first comes
from our general tendency to abbreviate repeated complexes
of sensations with names. The other anchoring point is found
by M a c h in the concept of body: "that complex of memories,
moods, and feelings, joined to a particular body (the human
body), which is denominated the T or 'Ego' " (Mach, 1897,
p. 3).

Dennett (1991) also gives a central role to the body image in the reduction of our notion of the self. The emphasis
where Dennett diverges from M a c h is the role of narrative
sources of coherence. The present day dissolution and reintegration view goes along with the narrative metatheory, while
for M a c h the same function was achieved merely by opting
for the body image.
The similarities of the two views indicate that theories of
cognition when they try to take an evolutionary stand, end up
with rather similar proposals even when their starting points
are different. The reappearance of gradualistic approaches
to knowledge combined with the antiessentialistic attitude
seems to be an interesting feature of approaches to cognition.
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Information Gain = Constraints - Costs, where Costs are

Introduction
A fundamental problem for any statistician faced with a
noisy data set or for any living creature trying to survive is
to identify h o w m u c h (if any) useful structure exists in a
noisy input. In other words, in a given data set one wishes to
identify as m u c h redundancy as possible so as to reduce the
amount of information needed to code for the data.
In both cases clustering techniques aim at identifying
groups of individuals within an input space such that the
ones within clusters are more similar to the ones outside
clusters, so that the domain is partitioned into disjoint or
properly inclusive subsets. W e interpret the clustering
problem as one of data compression within an information
theory framework and use the minimum description length
principle (henceforth M D L ; Rissanen, 1978) to derive a
non-parametric algorithm which identities the clustering
configuration maximally compressing a given data set.
Encouraging human experimental results are presented,
highly suggestive of a low-level categorization model based
(in information gain.
Clustering by MDL
The problem of identifying the set of clusters that best
capture the statistical structure of the domain can be
redescribed as follows. Suppose w e are interested in
transmitting a set of ordered relations among n objects (so
that w e have ii*(n-l)/2 relations), of the form a<b, a<d, b<c
etc.). If w e were to transmit each relation individually then
w e would require/j*(«-l)/2 bits.
Specifying a cluster is equivalent to saying that all the
distances within clusters are less than all the distances
between clusters so that the total number of relations that
needs to be transmitted is reduced. In particular, if s
constraints are introduced by a set of clusters, then the
information gain is .v bits. However, in general no cluster
will be perfect, so that some of these constraints will be
wrong, and also the particular way clusters divide up the
data set needs to be described. According to the M D L
principle, a cluster solution will be advantageous to the
extent that the above costs are less than the information gain
associated with the constraints imposed by clusters.
S u m m i n g up. the information gain associated with
iiansmitting a cluster solution instead of all relations
individually would be:

given by

(log(.v+1) + log(^C,))-H^(-l)'

{n-vY
(n-v)\v\

(See Chater & Pothos, in preparation.)
Implementation of the algorithm
The algorithm proceeds by grouping cases into bigger and
bigger clusters. At the beginning, all items are considered
individual clusters. At each step, all possible cluster
combinations are formed and the total (domain) transmission
costs are calculated. The cluster that leads to the greatest
information gain over the previous configuration is the one
to be formed. The algorithm stops when no more
information gain is possible.
Performance of the algorithm
Four simple data sets (10 points embedded in a 2 D
Euclidean space) were used to illustrate performance of the
algorithm. Thefirstthree data sets were highly structured
and the algorithm indeed partitioned the data points in the
way that seemed to refiect most faithfully the structure of the
domains. The fourth data set was constructed so that there
would be little structure and this led to a very low
information gain associated with thefinalconfiguration.
Comparisons with human results
The data points in each of the data sets used in validating the
performance of the algorithm were then printed on A 4 sheets
of paper and w e asked human subjects to partition these
domains in a way that seemed "natural and intuitive", by
drawing a curve round the points. Chi-squared tests revealed
that the algorithm cluster solutions were the only ones that
were produced significantly more frequently against chance
for thefirstthree data sets, while for the last one (the little
structure data set) all solutions were at chance frequencies
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Introduction

C a u s a l Representation

Connectionist networks do not use symbolic structures
explicitly. Thus, they call for a new definition of the goal of
computation and an appropriate representation to carry it
out. This abstract reports on an unstructural approach, in
which causally constructed representations are used in
cognitive computation that is defined below.

In the sequence X] xi... xi, each state must encode a causal
relation between past andfiiturestates (it is a necessary
condition). It does not imply structured representations.
Thus, the states can be described by sets of microfeatures
(unstructured representation) as follows:
x„ - a(u„) ^ P(k„) o [x„.i <j y(x„.i)]

(1)

Cognitive Computation
where a(.), P(.), and y(.) are functions: a(u„) defines
microfeatures specific for m„; (3(m„) defines how information
propagates to x„ from previous states; y(x„.]) defines h o w x„.i
actively determines x„. Microfeatures have no semantic
meanings. States are interpreted as distributed patterns of
activity in connectionist networks and slate transitions from
x„.] to x„ are modeled by a pattern association mechanism
Figure 1: A black-box model of computation.
or fuzzy set relation. Outputs are defined by specific
microfeatures. Causal construction of representations is an
In the model, u„ is an input vector, y„ is an output vector,
alternative for constituent construction (Butler, 1991).
and x„ is the state vector. Inputs and outputs represent
elements at a conceptual level (e.g., words in natural
Conclusions
language). If the model has all necessary computational
The defined computation is called cognitive, because it is
power, how can w e define the goal of computation ?
natural for cognitive processes (e.g.. language processing).
Most tasks of cognitive modeling can be defined as the
It is carried out with causally constructed representations.
sequence-mapping problem (SMP), shown in Figure 2.
not structure encoding representations. It exploits a pattern
association mechanism and inherits its properties. A n
^yM
tyk = Uk
t>'l = ttl
tyi
implementation of the computation m a y be found in some
-^ Xlc+\ - > . . . Xl
X\ -^ ... Xk
connectionist models (e.g., St. John & McClelland, 1990).
W e believe that our study of cognitive computation should
start with a black-box approach.

Figure 2: Cognitive computation as S M P .
In the problem, ui U2... «i is an input sequence, y\y2 •••yi
is an output sequence, a n d / > k. T h e m o d e l must produce a
sequence >^A:+i V; that is a n answer for the input sequence.
It is assumed that yt ...y^ is the s a m e as u\ ... Uk, a n d
X]X2... Xl is associated with the computation.
It has been s h o w n (Pozarlik, 1995a, 1995b) that
connectionist models can solve S M P o w i n g to parallel
processing. M o r e precisely, they can produce a n y finite
output sequence for any finite input sequence without a
necessity of using any intermediate state.
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In the probabilistic classification task, participants
study stimuli consisting of features that are probabilistically
associated with a particular outcome. Participants decide
for each stimulus which outcome is associated with it, and
are gi\en feedback. Across trials, participants learn to
classify stimuli.
The goal of the present study was to investigate the
neural bases of probabilistic classification learning using
functional M R I . Five right-handed participants completed
the stud\. Imaging was performed with a 1.5T whole-body
M R I scanner. A small head coil was used for signal
reception. Head movement was minimized using a bite bar
formed with each participant's dental impression. A T 2 *
sensitive gradient 3 D echo spiral sequence was used for
functional imaging with parameters of T R = 900 ms, T E =
40 ms. and flip angle = 22 degrees. Four interleaves were
obtained for each image with an acquisition time (sampling
interval) of 4.32 sec per image. Sixteen 4 - m m thick slices
were acquired in the horizontal plane of the Talairach and
Tournoux atlas (1988) starting from 12 m m below the
anterior-commisure (AC)- posterior commisure (PC) line,
with a 0 m m inter-slice interval. Data were analyzed using
the cross-correlation method described by (Friston et al.,
1994).
Weather problems were designed as a test of probabilistic
categorization. The cards contain cues (circles, diamonds,
triangles, squares) which can be used to predict the weather
(rain or sunshine). Each pattern was associated with rain or
sunshine, (Knowlton & Squire, \996).Control problems
were designed to equate for perceptual input and motor
output in the weather prediction problems. These problems
consisted of random presentation of the same fourteen
patterns as above.
Each participant performed four scans of the
weather/control task. In each scan, there were six
alternating blocks with four weather problems and four
control problems. Each problem was presented for 5
seconds. For Weather problems, participants had to identify
whether the pattern represented rain or sunshine.
Participants were given feedback for two seconds to each of
these problems with the word "rain" or "sunshine". For
Control problems, participants had to decide if the pattern
contained two cards. Participants responded by squeezing a
squeeze ball in their right hand.
T w o areas of the frontal lobes were active in this task
across all participants: dorsolateral prefrontal and

rostrolateral prefrontal cortex. The dorsolateral activations
were on the whole bilateral, whereas the rostrolateral
activations were right-lateralized. The H E R A model
(Nyberg, Cabeza, & Tulving, 1996) posits that the right
prefrontal cortex is involved in episodic memory retrieval
while the left prefrontal cortex is more involved in
retrieving information from semantic memory and encoding
novel information into episodic memory. In our task, the
right prefrontal cortex may be involved in retrieving learned
categories while the left prefrontal cortex m a y be involved
in encoding new categories.
Frontal/parietal areas involved in working memory
and reasoning (Prabhakaran et al., in press) were activated
during initial performance of the task. As subjects learned to
associate patterns with different outcome there was a
reduction in activation in the frontal/parietal areas, while
temporal and occipital areas maintained similar activation
levels seen in earlier tasks. In the probabilistic classification
task, areas involved in reasoning m a y be involved in
forming categorical relations between visual patterns and
outcomes.
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In the 1970s, anthropologists studying the folk-biological
taxonomies of traditional cultures noted a cross-cultural
consistency: in naming natural objects, one level of
category exhibited special status (Berlin, Breedlove, &
Raven, 1975). This "folk-generic" category roughly
corresponded to the scientific genus and bore a linguistic
marker of frequent use (a monolexemic form), suggesting
that it w a s both an obvious and useful category.
Psychologist Eleanor Rosch and her colleagues termed this
level the basic level and operationalized it using a set of
theoretically driven measures (Rosch, Mervis, Gray,
Johnson, & Boyes-Braem, 1976). While these measures
clearly identified the anticipated privileged level for nonbiological categories, the basic level for biological
categories proved to be more abstract than anticipated (e.g.
"tree" was privileged, not "maple").
O n e possible explanation for this discrepancy is
expertise—for biological categories, Rosch's urban
participants' limited experience with natural kinds m a y have
affected which categories were most meaningful to them.
Subsequent research has shown effects of expertise on
several of Rosch's measures, but the present study is the
first to compare expert and novice performance on the
"signal detection" task. This task assesses the effect of
different levels of primes on subjects' ability to detect an
obscured and briefly presented image. The goals of the study
were threefold: repUcate Rosch's results for non-biological
categories, extend the task to biological categories, and
compare expert-novice performance. Three populations
participated: tree experts, experienced bird-watchers, and
undergraduates. T h e replication with non-biological
categories was largely successful. However, for biological
categories, our results were not consistent with Rosch's
findings. Instead of a more abstract category serving as
basic, no level satisfied the criteria of the basic level.
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Design is a powerful vehicle to teach school children science
and math (Harel 1991; Kafai, 1994; Lehrer & Romberg,
1996). Design provides a natural environment for
discovering reasons why science concepts need to be learned,
for seeing the contexts in which those concepts are put to
use, for using those concepts to solve meaningful problems,
and for engaging in meaningful reflection and thinking. Our
conception of Learning by Design (Hmelo, Narayanan,
Kolodner, 1995) is that a design problem is posed to
children, w h o then collaborate, with the teacher acting as a
facilitator, to propose solutions, decide what they need to
learn to follow through or decide between proposed
alternatives, seek out that knowledge, and incrementally
construct, try out, analyze results, and revise ideas and
designs. In our first implementations, w e trained teachers at
being facilitators and helped them learn about the particular
design problems their students would work on. Based on
our analyses of these experiences, w e discovered some of the
specific difficulties students had and designed paper
scaffolding to address some of these difficulties. Experience
with the paper scaffolding showed us how much more finegrained and problem-specific the scaffolding needs to be.
Lessons Learned
W e found that students needed help not only at the level of
the main phases of the design process but also to
successfully execute the activities within each phase.
Moreover, it was clear that the support should integrate the
science and the design activities in such a way that students
carried out the design related activities in the pursuit of
science knowledge. W e are working on a framework for a
model that will help us provide better scaffolding for
children in L B D classrooms.
The framework that w e are working on is an attempt to
help us design the scaffolding at three levels and to integrate
the support in such a way that the science is more integrated
with the design process. From our analysis, three levels of
support have been identified
a macro level (the main
phases), a micro level (the activities within each phase) and
a metacognitive level (links between and within phases).
W e describe the design process as consisting of four main
stages at the macro level - analysis, description, synthesis
and evaluation (macro-level). Each stage consists of
numerous activities at the micro-level. Analysis consists of
exploratory activities such as identifying the objectives,

breaking the problem into sub problems, brainstorming,
identifying issues for research, etc. The description stage
involves further understanding of the problem, literature
search, refining the problem specification, establishing
criteria for evaluation and other activities that help in
clarifying the situation. In the third stage, that of synthesis,
the knowledge for the earlier two stages is combined. It is
the stage in which a solution is chosen and a prototype is
implemented. Thefinalstage, evaluation, is characterized by
a stepping back and reflecting. It involves evaluating the
design with respect to the criteria, and identifying aspects for
improvement and redesign.
Although w e describe four distinct stages, they are not
mutually exclusive and students traverse through different
levels in the space. The task then, is to guide the students
through the space defined by processes and representations
along three dimensions. The first dimension defines the
stage in the design process, the second dimension specifies
whether it is a metacognitive, a macro or a micro activity,
and the last dimension defines the representational level —
structure, function or behavior - on which the design
processes operate. A n example will make the relationships
clear. Suppose a student has built a prototype and is
evaluating (macro) her model. While evaluafing, she would
have to go back (metacognitive) to the criteria (micro) that
will help her to evaluate her artifact. The criteria should
enable her to judge whether her prototype fulfills function
(s) that was proposed, and if not whether the structure needs
to be changed. Thus each activity in the process required
students to reason about the science.
W e are attempting to formalize this framework into a
model (the propeller) and base our scaffolding efforts on it.
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Experts, within their field of expertise, perceive and
categorize problems differently than novices. For
example, Chi, Feltovich, and Glaser (1981) argued that
novices represented physics problems primarily on the
basis of surface features, such as the angle at which the
plane is inclined with respect to the horizontal. Experts,
on the other hand, represented the same problems around
basic laws of physics, such as principles of mechanics,
conservation of energy, and Newton's laws of force. The
goal of the present study was to investigate the efficacy of
two methods to get novices to categorize physics
problems along the same dimensions as experts.
The rationale for this study was derived from a
hypothesis generated by Brooks (1978) and Markman
(1989). The hypothesis was that for simple, well-defined
concepts, such as a square, people would represent these
concepts in terms of abstract defining rules. However, for
more complex concepts, a person's knowledge is more
likely to be exemplar-based rather than based on defining
rules. That is, people memorize exemplars of a given
category rather than a set of defining features. The person
could then reason about the category by comparing new
members to familiar ones. Given that physics problems
are examples of an ill-defined categories, w e reasoned that
exemplar-based training for representing physics problems
would facilitate the acquisition of the more abstract
representational model than a definitional-based approach.
Thus, in this study w e asked subjects to sort a set of
physics problems
into three different groups
corresponding to problems that primarily relate to
conservation of energy, Newton's second law, and
conservation of momentum.
T w o different types of
training conditions were provided. In the definitional
training condition, subjects were provided with a short
description of the defining features for each of these types
of problems and were asked to sort the problems into the
relevant groups. In the exemplar training group, subjects
were told that there were three physicists and each liked to
work on a specific type of problem. Subjects were asked
tofigureout which problems each physicist liked to work
on. This essentially put the subjects into a guessing
mode and a paired-associate task where the subjects had
to memorize which problem went with which scientist.
Although the subjects were not informed, the first
physicist liked conservation of energy problems, the
second, problems involving Newton's second law, and the
third, problems illustrating conservation of momentum.
Thus, both groups were required to sort the problems in

the identical way. Fifteen problems were presented; 5
related to each category.
After subjects in both training groups met the sorting
criterion of 2 successful sorting trials for all 15 problems,
they were then given a second sorting task to do. The
definitional group was asked to continue what they had
done previously with a n e w set of problems. The
exemplar group was now given the definitions of the three
groups and asked to sort the problems by definition.
Thus, for this second sort, both groups were given the
same problems to sort with the same set of instructions.
A third group of subjects (no training) were just given the
second sort trial with definitions. Once again, all subjects
sorted until they reached the criteria of two successful
sorting trials. Presentation of the problems and the
recording of the data were controlled by a HyperCard
program.
Subjects. The subjects in the study were 48 high
school students w h o were in their second year of physics
study.
Results. The two training groups significantly diffwed
in the number of trials required to reach criterion, with
subjects in the exemplar condition requiring fewer number
of trials (mean = 6.9) than those given definitions (7.9).
These results argue that the categorization task by
definitions was indeed difficult and that it was easier to do
by rote memory than through feature detection. For the
second sorting task, where everyone had to sort by
definitions, significant differences between the three
groups were observed. The no training group required a
mean of 8.2 trials to reach criterion, the definitional group
required a mean of 6.8 trials and the exemplar group
required a mean of 5.9 trials.
Discussion. The results from this study supported
Brooks' hypothesis that categorization of these ill-defined
categoies are best acquired through exemplar- based
practice.
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mental model and K = { . . . , p^,...} a set of properties,
the next mental model which can be built is AM U {pj\ or
Here is sketched a I ormalization ot mental model theory.m -It{ pis^ . As a result, for all m ^ , m 2 such that m ^
shown that, in a reasoning task, two successive mental mcxi- immediately
follows m ^
in the reasoning,
els differ from each other in one and only one token e.g. they
Vn I ®ni'^ = 1 .' Adapting Frcksa (1991), w e propose:
aie neighbors.
Definition Conceptual neiglilwrs: The mental mcxJels
m ^ and irij arc conceptual neighbt:)rs if and only if
T he for maliza tion
\n, 0/7J2J = 1. which is noted neigh{m^, m^i)
Introduction

Johnson-Laird and Byrne (1991) suggest that each entity,
We informally define a conceptual neighborhood of
property and relation of the world should be represented by a
mental mcxiels, or neighborhood, as a connected graph
corresponding token, property and relation. This is formalwhose ncxJes defi ne a set of mental models and edges are
ized by:
all possible 2-uples {m^,in'^ such as neigh(mi,m^) •
Definition Basic sets of M M T : Let 6> be a .set of mental
This dcfi nes the graph of successive mental models that
objects. Let A / be a set of mental models, T a set of
can be \ iew ed as a conceptual neighborhood.
tokens, P a set of properties, V a set of values, R a set of
references, such as 0 = M U r U P U V U / ?
and:
Empirical implication
P={{<v,/-)}CVx/?}
O n e of the basics of mental models computation can be
summed up as follow ing:
Principle Diree main operations: Building mental models
needs three operations:
•CTeatinga new empty model: 3 m E . M , m * — 0 ;
•add or subtract one token in a mental model:

Raczy & Anceaux (1996) and Raczy (1997) have validated
this formalization in various formal deduction tasks: categorical, temporal, conditional, relational, spatial, hypothetico-deductive reasoning... These confirmed that
subjects always build successive mental models which are
neighbors.
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these models, which is dcfincd as:
Raczy D. (1997). Modcles mentaux et voisinagcs concepDefinition Composition of tokens: l-cotnposition If
tuels: indetermination et contexte. Doctoral dissertation.
/ J n ^2 ^ 0 , the t-composition of two tokens / ^ and ^2
Villeneuve d'ascq, France: Universite de Lille 3.
is /,°/-,
=
r,U/-,
elseitis
t,°t',=
0
.
•I '2
I '2
Definition Combining of models: The combining of two
Raczy D. & Anceaux F. (1996). Mental models, conceptual
neighbourhiKxls and connexily. In Proceedings of the
models m ] and 1722 '^•
International Conerence on Cognitive Systems. Iran.
m \ * n ^ 2 ~ {w|Vrem,3^i,^2^'"2''"i'^-^i°^2}
Johnson-Laird P.N., Byrne R.M.J. & Schacken W (1992).
Pi^opositional reasoning by mcxlel. Psychological review,
Neighborhoods
99, 418-439.
Combining of models is done step by step by the mean of
1. Operator ® is the symmetrical difference defined by
adding or suppressing one token at a time. So, given m a
•combine two models together m ^ ^ — i V •1*^2
i
•

a®b - aUh-an h.
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A p p l i c a t i o n of F u z z y N e u r a l N e t w o r k s o n Financial P r o b l e m s
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Ludwig-Maximilians-Universitat, Institut fiir Mathematik,
Theresienstrasse 39/334, 80333 Miinchen, Germany

Today neural networks are used in a wide area of different applications. Before using the networks for real
production or forecasting, they have to run through a
validation process. This is classically done with backtesting or even sensitivity ajialysis. Nevertheless neural
networks often seem to be just black boxes which do
not allow an inside view, because one knows that neural
networks do well in most cases but not how they decide.
The first impact using fuzzy neural networks came
from looking for a solution to this dilemma, i.e. finding a way to analyze a trained neural network. Another
advantage of them is that the user (or an h u m a n expert)
can add some knowledge about the structure of the problem, which could speed up training or improve training
on a pattern setfiromwhich these rules can not be easily
extracted.
Fuzzy Neural Networks
Fuzzy Neural Networks combine Neural Networks with
the ability of Fuzzy Logic to decribe a rule of reasoning
in a fuzzy way. T h e idea is to model a rule set which
is often given by h u m a n experts in a neural network.
The usage of fuzzy rules instead of classical ones is quite
straightforward in neural networks using well-known activation functions.
Converting Rules to Neural Topology
A problem to be solved by neural networks is normally
given as pattern set. A n expert can describe the functionality to be found as a (fuzzy) rule set consisting of
rules like

i.e. every small or big etc. is expressed in the neural
topology by an bias, and the bias for small should be
smaller than that for big. This leads to restrictions on
biases.
A second impact is that only a positive weight for the
then implementes the right sense of the rule. A negative
weight would implement an additional not. So one might
to restrict some weights to be positive.
Nevertheless it might be interesting to train the network without restrictions to see if the training process
leads to weights according to the implicit restrictions
given above. If not it could be a hint that the rules do
not apply to the pattern set.
Financial Applications
For the two major financial applications it is interesting
to use fuzzy neural networks. T h e reasons outlined at
the beginning apply to both of them.
Financial Forcasting
The forecasting of financial time series is used in m a n y
banks for trading and hedging purposes. In both cases,
using technical indicators as well as fundamental, there
is often a basic idea of a functionality in the pattern sets.
This functionality can be retrieved by asking traders and
economic analysts, respectively.
This can be transformed into a neural topology as described before. T h e trained network can be analyzed
how it works. Networks resulting from this approach
are more likely to be used in real trading because it is
possible to see how they work, and which rules they use.

if X is small then y is small

Customer Credit Rating
or similar using as well big, near, very etc. A combi- The same arguments hold in this case as well. Additionally using the credit customer database of a bank as
nation is given with and, or and not and similar.
pattern set leads to a inherent problem: Normally it does
These rules lead to an equivalent topology of the network. The right side of all the rules is grouped by output not contain data of customers which are obviously not
relyable. Missing this subset of the customer database,
variables and connected to an additional layer which is
a neural network cannot learn the implicit rules hidden
supposed to form the output layer of the fuzzy neural
in a such pattern set. But the rules for obviously bad
network.
debitors are often easy to formulate. Combining these
rules with a standard network and using the output of
Training of Fuzzy Neural Networks
The training of the network is quite straightforward. In both subnets improves the ability of neural networks for
predicting bankruptcy.
a first approach the network can be trained using standard algorithms. But there are some implicit restrictions
which a user might like to implement: first some meaning should be added to the rules if they specify sizes,
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You've arrived in a brand new city, and hunger pangs have
erupted. H o w do you decide that all-important question;
Where to dine? Y o u might consult restaurant guides,
newspapers, or ask friends. But, in the end, you want
trusted sources to provide you with information about the
quality of restaurants in order to help you with your
selection.
Finding and choosing information on the W e b has much
in c o m m o n with the "restaurant" problem. The explosive
increase in the number of World-Wide W e b resources has
seen a corresponding growth in the problem of finding
relevant, quality, and validated information. The W e b lacks
the structure and strong typing found in more closed database
system. Moreover, its distributed nature precludes the
implementation of filtering and reviewing conventions
typically provided by libraries and publishers.
Within information systems, there have been several
promising approaches to the problem of labelling,
categorising, andfilteringinformation. Malone et. al. (1987)
describe three types of information filtering activities:
cognitive, economic, and social. Cognitivefilteringis
based on indexing content (and is what most W e b search
engines do). Content-basedfilteringdepends on a machinereadable and parseable format. Unfortunately, this can be
difficult to implement in a multimedia environment.
E c o n o m i cfilteringis based on a cost-benefit analysis of
searching activities. While a powerful approach in large
information repositories, it generally prevents serendipitous
discovery of information. Social informationfilteringis
based on word-of-mouth and recommendations from trusted
sources (Maltz & Ehrlich, 1995; Shardanand & Maes, 1995)
In this research, w e are developing an infrastructure for
supporting collaborative, distributed informationfilteringof
W e b resources. Such a system has several important
requirements, which w e briefly describe in turn.
First, the system must easily integrate into the existing
W e b infrastructure. A system imposing additional cognitive
and technical overhead is much less likely to be used. T o
this end, w e build on widespread W e b technology by using a
simple relational database that communicates with the user's
W e b client via a C o m m o n Gateway Interface (CGI)
compliant script.
Second, it must employ a useful yet simple rating
scheme. A s afirstpass, w e are focussing on resources
within a particular community of users, specifically, AsiaPacific L a w and Business (an area well-known to a member
of the research group). Within this area, w e have developed
a partially domain-specific rating vocabulary, complemented
by dimensions applicable to W e b resources generally.
Domain-specific raring dimensions include geographical

focus, subject category, the reputation and authoritativeness
of the information source, and language(s) used. More
general rating dimensions include the nature of the
organisation running the particular site, therichnessof the
information, the ease of navigation, graphical reliance, and
overall site layout.
Third, the system must make it easy for users to add
ratings of W e b documents. Again, a simple Web-Forms
interface embedded into a Web-Frame allows users to add
their ratings as they view source documents.
Fourth, a critical mass of users must participate to ensure
rating reliability. Naturally, W e b availability ensures a
large potential user pool.
Fifth, it must be easy for information seekers to see and
understand the ratings of other users. W e are currently
experimenting with several client-side displays of
"community-relevant representations." For example, if the
database has several relevant ratings, it presents a composite
picture of the document, thereby capturing community
knowledge. Ratings are also augmented with contextual
information, such as title of the document, author of the
rating, and usage history (Hill et al.; 1995; Maltz &
Ehrlich, 1995).
Together, this meta and contextual
information should help users evaluate the value and quahty
of particular W e b resources.
W e are currently conducting pilot evaluations of our
system involving several users. These studies examine the
usability and usefulness of the approach, from both H C I and
social informationfilteringperspectives.
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Semantic roles such as "agent" and "patient" are
abstract linguistic categories that define relationships
between objects in sentences. Many theorists assume: (1)
a correspondence of varying degrees between semantic
roles and general cognitive concepts; and (2) that these
general concepts arefimdamentalto language learning as
semantic roles are thought to be related to syntactic
knowledge (e.g., Grimshaw, 1981; Pinker, 1989). For
example, grammatical subjects are usually agents and tend
to precede grammatical objects which are usually patients.
Although we have known for quite some timefliatyoung
children have semantic roles and use them to structure
early speech (Bloom, 1973), it has not been adequately
demonstrated that infants, prior to combining words, have
formed the corresponding general cognitive concepts or
that they organize these concepts in systematic ways.
The first study addressed whether infants have general
cognitive concepts of agent and patient or whether they
respond to role reversals at a perceptual level. Thirty two
10- and 14-month-old infants were habituated to an event
in which the objects were either in an agent-patient
relationship or were both independent agents. When
tested on event sequences in which the order of the objects
was switched, 10-month-olds were sensitive to a switch
in both conditions indicating that at this age they
discriminated between the test event and the famihar event
on a perceptual basis. 14-month-olds, however, appeared
to have acquired the concepts of agent and patient. They
looked longer at a switched sequence if the switch entailed
a reversal of roles, but not if the roles of the objects
remained the same.
The second study examined whether or not infants' find
agents more important than patients. A conceptual bias of
this sort might provide the basis for the systematic
ordering of linguistic agents prior to patients in early
speech. Predictions were based on two hypotheses that
might lead to an ordered relationship between agents and
patients. The first prediction was that infants would be
more sensitive to the introduction of a novel agent than a
novel patient if agents are more important in causal
sequences than patients. A n alternative prediction would
be that infants are more sensitive to the introduction of a
novel object when that object is thefirstobject to act in
any action sequence. This alternative recognizes that the
ordering of agents and patients in event sequences might
be independent of their semantic content. Sixteen 14month-olds were tested on event sequences in which a

novel object was introduced into either the first position
or the second position of a causal or noncausal event.
The results indicated that infants were sensitive to the
presence of a novel object in both thefirstand the second
position and they showed no preference for one position or
the other in either condition.
it is possible that the results from this last experiment
indicate that infants were merely responding to the novel
object and not to the position in which the object
appeared. For this reason, in an ongoing study we have
modified the habituation trials to include the third object
so that when this object is introduced into either the first
or second position we will be testing for a role or a
position preference and not for a novel object preference.
The results from the completed studies provide
evidence that infants have general cognitive concepts
corresponding to semantic roles and that these concepts
undergo development between 10 and 14 months of age.
In addition, the results indicate that 14-month-old infants
pay attention to objects that occur in both the first and
second position of causal and noncausal event sequences.
Whether or not 14-month-old infants also have a
conceptual bias for one object role or position in event
sequences that would lead to an ordered relationship
between agents and patients continues to be investigated.
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Introduction
The Letter Spirit project seeks to develop a computer program that models typeface design in the domain of a 3 by 7
grid. The program will start with seed letters in a gridfont
and design the remaining lowercase roman letters in a consistent style. A portion of a sample gridfont is displayed at
the top of this abstract The domain and project were originally proposed by Douglas Hofstadter (1985). All processing
is completed by four modules, which divide the work to be
done according to phases of the design process. Thefirst,the
Examiner, has a robust working implementation developed
by Gary M c G r a w (1995) and honed by John RehUng (1997).
The Examiner decides upon letter category for a given gridletter, and its task is similar to that of an optical character
recognizer. The Adjudicator also evaluates a gridletter, but
handles the complimentary task of resolving the style used in
he gridletter's rendering. The Imaginer is the module which
makes decisions about the abstract properties of a new gridletter being designed. The Imaginer knows nothing about
the grid, but m a y select among possible role conceptualizations, and select some properties of the eventual role filers.
Finally, the Drafter begins its work where the Imaginer leaves
off, and turns the abstract plan for a letter into an actual letterform on the grid. A n artist needs to be a good appreciator of art because review and revision are an essential part of
the creative process. The alternative, an impeccable ability
to proceed fromfirstprinciples to high-quality work, is unlikely to be found in either human or machine creativity, and
there is great power associated with the ability to review and
revise (Boden, 1990),(Schank & Childers, 1988). A n iiTlportant idea behind the four-module organization of Letter Spirit
is that there is a central feedback loop of creativity — that
any candidate letter created by the Imaginer and Drafter will
be evaluated by the Examiner and Adjudicator to make sure
that it is acceptable, both with respect to the intended letter
category and the style of the other letters.
Work In Progress
The Examiner's style of processing, related to that seen in
the Copycat (Mitchell, 1990) and Tabletop projects (French,
1992) is being carried over to the Adjudicator and Drafter.
In each, all activity is carried out by running codelets, short

pieces of code, any one of which performs only a small part
of the overall task. Individual codelets may represent different high-level pressures — to see the input as a certain
letter, to look for a certain stylistic property, or to opt for a
particular decision in the graphical rendering of a new letter.
One by one, codelets are selected in nondeterministic order
and removed from from their repository (the coderack) in order to be run. Because no codelet performs too large a role
by itself, an implicit parallelism mediates between interacting
pressures, many of which will influence thefinalproduct. Besides modifying the data structures of the program, codelets
also post new codelets, thereby allowing trends in the processing to perpetuate themselves.
This work is meant to explore the architectural ideas that
have worked so well in the Examiner by extending them to
the other modules. In addition, the simple high-level control of this implementation, which effectively runs the modules separately while allowing virtual parallelism within each
module, will form a starting point for possible exploration in
more complex forms of control in models of perception and
creativity.
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According to most theories, object analysis operates on the
basis of a fixed set of features or on the basis of perceptual
botlom-up rules (among others: Palmer, 1977; Hoffman &
Richards. 1984; Biederman, 1987;Treisman & Gelade, 1980).
Some recents experimental data have shown that the
segmentation of an object into parts can be directed by the
learning history (Schyns & Murphy, 1994; Schyns & Rodet,
in press). Our purpose is to study which level of analysis is
concerned by this learning effect. In the present experiment, we
test the effect of learning history for a task of target detection
that is generally considered as a perceptual task.
Experiment design
W e use unknown stimuli called "cells" defined by unknown
shapes inside grey disks. Subjects had to learn three particular
shapes. Three learning groups were defined according to three
learning histories. In the first two groups, two parts of each
cell were presented before the whole cell (two vertical parts or
two horizontal parts according to thegroup). In the third group,
subjects .saw the whole cells without segmentation.
The test task is a replication of the illusory conjunction
experiiTient of Treisman and Paterson (1984). The authors used
a task of target detection i n which the target was a two-features
pattern (an aiTow defined by an oblique line and a angle). They
found that even i n absence of target, subjects dkl recognize the
arrow when the two features were present separately. Authors
argued that illusory conjunctions appeared because of a wrong
integration of the.se two features.
Our purpose was to see whether perceptive units could be
defined with learning. Subjects had to detect a target in patterns
of shapes. Each target was a new stimulus defined with two
parts: apart previously learned (a vertical one or an horizontal
one) and an "additive part". If illusions appeared in the absence
of the target and when the two parts were presented separately,
we could argue that subjects associated the presented parts in a
wrong way causing illusions.
If differences appeared between learning groups, one could
argue that the previous presentation of a stimulus influenced
the further perception process: when stimuli have not been
leamed as segmented patterns or when learned parts did not
coiTcspond to the parts of the target, few illusion would have
appeared in the absence of the target. At the opposite, for
subjects w h o leamed parts of the target, the conjunction of the
ieiimed part and the additive part provided the illusion that the
target was present while it was not the case.

Results a n d Discussion
W e compared the corrected recognition rates between control
items (where parts of the target were not present) and illusory
items (that contained parts of the target) for the different
experimental conditions. Our hypothesis focused on a
difference in this comparison according to learning histories
and the type of target.
A first analysis of variance showed that corrected recognition
rates were higher for control items than for illusory items,
F(l)=254, p<.001. In other words, illusory items provided
more illusions than control items. Moreover, this result
appeared for each of the three groups of subjects. It means that
illusions appeared with or without learning segmentation of
the cells.
Finally, if illusory items provided more illusions than
control items, the difference varied as a function of both the
type of target (defined with horizontal or vertical parts of the
learning cells) and the learning history. F(2)=3.27, p<.05.
More precisely, more illusions appeared if the type of target
was in accordance with the learning experience.
The effect of the learning process on the recognition rates in
our experiment showed that even though there was a
preferential segmentation of an object into parts, this
segmentation could be changed by the learning experience. If
w e consider the illusions task as a perceptual task, w e can
conclude that the learning history may affect the format of the
perceptual representation of an object.
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For the last several years, our research group has been interested in studying the cognitive foundations for building intelligent assistance agents which help people perform visual
problem solving tasks such as medical image diagnosis. This
work embraces cognitive issues of human perception and
problem solving, representational issues of multimedia-based
knowledge, computational issues of managing hypotheses
and beliefs, as well as user interface issues of display and
interaction techniques.
Previous work in the domain of diagnostic radiology involved extensive analysis of think-aloud reports of radiologists reading and diagnosing single-view chest x-rays.
Through these experiments, w e learned a great deal about perception and problem solving in this type of task, and found
numerous results which proved to be consistent with other
researchers findings. For example: objects were referenced
at different levels of abstraction; errors and oversights also
occurred at different levels (from perceptual to problem solving); only a small set of descriptive features was articulated;
domain knowledge was organized into declarative and procedural context, reasoning was both bottom-up and top-down,
and concepts and features were used differendy depending
on the direction; attention was either captured immediately
through a kind of "pop-out", or landmarks were deliberately
searched; and expectations played a very strong role in connecting high level problem solving anticipations with lower
level plans for looking at the image.
These results were incorporated into a preliminary model
of visual interaction (Rogers, 1995a), and aspects of this
model have been utilized in two prototype intelligent assistants; one which is designed to help radiologists read chest
x-rays (VIA-RAD) (Rogers, 1995b), and one which provides
perceptual and problem solving support for human supervision of a remote semi-autonomous robot (teleVIA) (Rogers
etal., 1997).
Although technology has changed substantially since the
original cognitive experiments were performed, a number of
the results appear to have even greater relevance in the current context of multimedia information displays. In the wake
of the Internet wave, with its attendant visually oriented displays, there is an even greater need to understand visual interaction so that our intelligent agents will be able to provide
even more effective assistance by integrating text, images,

enhancements, pictures, graphics and eventually sound and
video.
These issues raise a number of questions such as: i) H o w
can the domain concepts be represented and displayed in a
way that facilitates both top-down and bottom-up reasoning
as needed? ii) Given different types of informational "spaces"
related to a visual problem solving task, can w e track and
identify different types of navigational paths used? iii) Can
such paths be related to visual problem solving strategies, and
can w e determine their effectiveness on performance (e.g.,
timing and accuracy)?
To answer some of these questions, a series of experiments
has been designed in the simpler domain of dog classification, with a view to incorporating the results into the more
complex domains such as medical problem solving. The
first study looked at the identification of subjects' navigation paths through information panels containing classification hierarchies, feature hierarchies, and supporting pictureplus-text descriptions. From these paths, we may infer particular strategies the subjects use to solve the visual task. Preliminary results from this work indicate the presence of distinct navigation paths, and thesefindingswill be presented
together with a discussion of how this work may contribute
to the further development of intelligent assistance for visual
problem solving.
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Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that the accuracy
of classifier systems using prototype-based category
descriptions can be improved by learning multiple category
prototypes. Learning of multiple prototypes is especially useful
when w e encounter highly variable categories or come across
overlapping contrast categories. Under the circumstances just
described it becomes infeasible to accurately classify object
instances on the basis of a single prototype representing the
central tendency of category instances. This happens because
the instance to be classified is either too dissimilar from the
category prototype or is much more similar to the prototypes
of contrasting categories. A feasible solution in such cases is
to learn exemplars that typically get mapped towards the
category boundary and use them as the basis for accurate
classification. If a substantial number of such exemplars
exhibit similar characteristics then it becomes possible to
generate an abstraction-based representation for these outliers.
Such representations can be assumed to capture the central
tendency of a subclass contained within a highly variable
category.
The value of learning class and subclass information in the
form of multiple prototypes is quite evident. During
classification, a test instance which is substantially dissimilar
to the central category prototype may turn out to be similar to
a prototype representing a subclass of the category. For such
cases we can claim that the test instance belongs to the parent
of the subclass. Therefore, with multiple prototypes,
conclusions about category membership of a classification
instance have a greater probability of being correct when
compared to conclusions based on a single category prototype.

highly variable class. A subclass prototype is based on
training set instances that get inaccurately classified by
existing category prototypes. Each failure serves as a seed
for the generation of an additional prototype representing a
new subclass.
4. Identify the optimal multiple prototype representation
through iterative elimination of prototypes with a low
degree of abstraction. The elimination process is controlled
with the help of a truncation parameter.
Evaluation
Classification experiments (for details see Rohatgi, 1994) with
the iris and breast cancer data downloaded from the machine
learning repository available on the Internet node ics.uci.edu
show that under certain circumstances classification accuracy
can be improved by choosing an optimum number of multiple
prototypes to represent a category. For example, classification
accuracy in the case of breast cancer data improved from 0.60
to 0.73 by moving from a single prototype to multiple
prototypes.
Circumstances that favor the multiple prototype approach
seem to involve cases with overlapping categories. In a case
involving well separated categories (similar to the iris data),
the approach suggested in this paper m a y not prove to be
fruitful or may not be even required. Whenever applicable, the
approach requires the selection of a suitable value for the
truncation parameter (0.20 in the case of breast cancer data).
The function of the truncation parameter is to optimize the
number of prototypes used for representing target classes
during classification.

Future Work
Multiple Prototype Learning Process
The following summarizes the multiple prototype learning
process used by a computer-based system implemented as a
part of this research (for details refer to Rohatgi, 1994):
1. Acquire object descriptions in terms of attribute-value
pairs.
2. Generate a single prototype-based representation for each
object class present in the training data set. The prototypebased representation of a category is generated by
abstracting the central tendency of category instances
described to the system during thefirststep.
3. Generate additional prototypes for each object class with
the help of a failure-based classification process. Additional
category prototypes generated by the system can be
understood as abstractions representing the subclasses of a

The conclusions outlined in the previous section are based on
a limited set of experiments. Further experimentation with the
prototype system is required to substantiate the validity of our
results. In the future w e plan to conduct few more experiments
with the prototype to explore its classification behavior in
other types of artificial and natural domains. In particular, the
plan is to direct our future effort towards the type of
experimentation that will help us in characterizing the role of
truncation parameter in classification tasks.
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The neurobiological dual route model of fear conditioning,
developed by LeDoux (1996), was investigated in four
simulations within a connectionist framework using C A L M
Maps, a competitive learning procedure. The theoretical
model posits the existence of two distinct neiual pathways
to the amygdala in emotional processing, the cortical and
the sub-cortical pathway. These pathways have diflerent
fimctions in processing emotional stimuli, due to their difference in length and processing capacity.
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but only by presenting interfering stimuh along with the
conditioned stimulus over a number of presentations
(Figure 3). Latent inhibition, the lower susceptibihty to
conditioning of a famihar stimulus relative to an unfamiliar
one, emerged naturally from the arousal system in C A L M
M a p s , which will be activated by presentation of a novel
sUnuilus. Thus, in conditioning a novel stimulus both the
novelty of the C S and the noxiousness of the U S contribute
to an increased learning rate.

Figure 3: Extinction over time in the amygdala.
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Figure 1: T h e architecture of the dual route model.
We adapted the model (Figure 1), and then successfully
replicated the A r m o n y et al. simulations, consisting of
shifts in receptive fields of individual nodes and an overall
behavioral change due to conditioning (Figure 2). Contrary
to the A r m o n y et al. model, the representations were ordered topologjcaUy in all modules, and the unconditioned
stimulus (US) w a s presented to the C A L M Arousal-node,
which increases the learning rate, instead of feeding it directly to the regular nodes.
pre-conditioning
post-conditioning

Fr«qu«ncy
Figure 2: Amygdala activation as a ftmction of frequency.
Additional simulations elaborated on specific aspects of
C A L M M a p s . Extinction could be observed in the model,

The relative contribution of both pathways to the behavior of the model w a s examined in several lesion experiments. Lesions were both administered before and after
conditioning. These showed that the indirect pathway contributed little to the conditioned behavior of the model. O n e
w a y to obtain larger activations in the cortex m a y be to incorporate bi-directional connections between thalamus and
cortex, so that positive feedback would enhance the
strength of representations in the cortex.
O u r model showed some promising results, based o n
treating US-stimuli as generators of arousal. Furthermore
our model succeeded in simulating conditioning mechanisms not discussed in the A r m o n y et al. simulations. Further research along the lines of this model, which would
extend its impbcations beyond conditioning, might be
simulations of conscious versus non-conscious affective
processing such as for instance described by M u r p h y and
Zajonc(1993).
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Introduction

Physics

A model of consciousness is presented that both accounts In quantimi physics, the observer interacts with physical
reality by making measurements. The observer chooses
for the special nature offirst-person(IP) experience and is
what to measure. Wave-particle duahty implies that these
consistent with nonhuman consciousness.
choices give rise to an ontic complementarity, not merely
an epistemic one. The observer chooses a temporal path
Logic
through a branching tree of possible worlds.
The IP experience of "qualia" is both incorrigible and
Quantum systems exist in superpositions of states. W h e n
inaccessible to other persons. Chalmers (1996) calls this the
an experimental outcome is consistent with several super"hard problem" of consciousness. It is possible in principle
posed states, the states interfere. A centered phenomenal
that I a m the only IP experiencer in the entire universe.
world is synunetrical with respect to all the states superW e start with a Wittgensteinian axiom: / a m m y world.
posed beneath its phenomenal surface. T h e symmetry is
For each conscious subject, identification of the external
broken by the "jump" following a measurement.
world with the subject is a precond-tion for rationality. In
A subject-object pair has a spatiotemporal location that
Newtonian terms, subject and object are equal and opposite.
m a y be more or less extended and more or less sharply
In Kantian terms, the transcendental ego reflects its object.
bounded. The future is indeterminate and the pair accumuA second axiom: M y world is the totality offacts. The
lates determinacy as time passes.
facts constituting a world are synthesized into a structured
Consciousness is experienced as the iimer transparency of
unity by the subject. In Kantian terms, the phenomenal
a world of objects, which m a y require a quantum explamanifold is unified under the categories in the synthetic
nation (Penrose, 1989). A candidate substrate is a B o s e unity of apperception.
Einstein condensate formed in the brain by decahertz or
Both subject and object evolve in a temporal process of
gigahertz photons. Such a condensate m a y also be possible
mutual accommodation: M y world unfolds in time. T h e
in an electronic configuration in a machine, or even in
world reflected by the conscious subject changes with every
superfluid neutronium in a pulsar.
moment of experience.
Consciousness evolves along an epistemo-ontic dimenPsychology
sion. The epistemic progress of the reflecting subject reflects comprehension of n e w ontic domains. Each world- Humans know what it is to be conscious from the IP case.
view is a static freeze-frame, and the jump to the next view
Only after they recognize 2 P and 3 P cases do they have
is a relocation. Each view is realized as totality by the personal consciousness. Simple IP consciousness m a y be
reflecting subject and is contradicted by the next view:
easy to implement in an artificial neuronet using m o d e m
Each worldview contradicts its precessors. N e w facts force
genetic algorithms.
reconception of the totality. The dialectic of epistemology
and ontology is an evolutionary process.
Philosophy
This dialectic is recognized in constructive logic. ConWe can stipulate that IP consciousness is unique. The
structivists do not admit the truth or falsity of propositions
subject of logic or physics is IP and need not be perfor which w e cannot specify the conditions under which w e
sonalized. If h u m a n subjectivity is polymorphous, w e can
would recognize them as true or as false.
morph into the same subject whenever w e do mathematics
Formalized, the logic generates a tree, whose nodes are
or physics.
epistemic situations, each reflecting an ontic domain For
consciousness, the nodes are qualia sets or totahties of facts.
References
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C o n s t r u c t i n g a n E x p l a n a t i o n in R e a l t i m e
There are not only difficulties in determining the nature of
physicists' intellectual and material practices, but there is
also a dearth of studies about individuals* trajectories from
theirfirstencounter with school physics activities to competent practice as physicists; w e know little about h o w any
understanding of physics arises from students' hands-on activities (Nersessian, 1995); and w e k n o w even less h o w
learning arises in realtime (Roth et al., 1997). This is the
central concern of our research agenda and the work presented
here. W e focus on what students do in realtime in school
physics laboratories to (a) understand the relationship between actions, knowing, and learning and (b)findmore definitive answers about the pedagogic value of laboratory
work. Situated cognition (Agre, 1993) and activity theoretic
frameworks (Hutchins, 1995) served asreferentsin this
study. The case study presented here is based on data collected during the teaching of an experimental curriculum on
the limited predictability of non-Unear systems in a German.
academically-streamed Grade 10 physics class. The data corpus includes: videotapes of 3 student groups during 8 lessons, interviews with 12 students, a pretest, and students'
notebook entries during the unit completed the data corpus.
W e conducted our data analsyis according to precepts of Interaction, discourse analysis, and Situation Theory
Our fundamental concern is with processes by means of
which particular student explanations arise from activity. T o
understand h o w students came to k n o w physics, w e needed
to understand the trajectories students' activities (and associated conversations) took in real time. While there were variations between the particulars of the explanations that various
groups construct, there are some structural features c o m m o n
with other students and settings.
In the course of the events described, a group offivegirls
constructed an explanation w h y the magnetic pendulum
could not m o v e along the bisector between two magnets.
According to the students, the magnetic pendulum could not
indefinitely swing back and forth in the same plane, but was
defiected of its path because of the earth's rotation. Our case
study shows h o w this explanation emerged from the interaction of goal, drawings provided by the teacher, history of

students' conversation, and students' prior embodied experience. Using the apparatus of Situation Theory (Devlin &
Rosenberg, 1996), w e provide a detailed description of students' activities and the learning which evolved from it
W e began this study by asking two questions, "What is
therelationshipbetween students' actions and their learning?" and "What is the pedagogic value of hands-on activities?" This case study documented h o w students structure
their experience, h o w n e w descriptors arise from and are
grounded in interactions with social and material worlds, and
how students' observational and theoretical language develops from group activities and at the classroom level. Because students bring with them previous experiences, images, and discourses to structure n e w experiences, different
structurings of the experiential and perceptualfields,and the
related theoretical descriptions are different From the interactions emerge n e w descriptions and understandings with
sometimes surprising and unpredictable twists. W e suggest
that these kind of learning paths are the signals to be accounted for in the(vetical models ofreal-timestudent activity
rather than unwanted noise. Better understandings of the
courses students' activities take in real time are needed before
"better" curricula can be designed.
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W e explored the activation and deactivation of a "bluff
detection mechanism" in response to cues to perceived
relative formidability. W h e n one is threatened by
another person, compliance is unnecessarily costly if
that person is bluffing. However, if the person making
the threat is more powerful than the victim, (or belongs
to a coalition more powerful than the victim's) then
challenging the threat is risky because 1) the victim is
less able to defend himself or herself and 2) the more
formidable person is less likely to be bluffing.
Therefore, w e predicted that there should be specialized
machinery designed to detect bluffs, and that this
machinery may be deactivated when an individual is
less formidable than an opponent. W e find evidence
that humans have a "bluff detection mechanism" which
enables them to solve social reasoning problems
involving bluffing when they cannot solve logically
isomorphic problems. One series of studies provides
evidence for the idea that women's bluff detection
mechanisms may operate differently than men's. Men's
performance on problems involving violent threats is
reliably much higher than women's performance.
However, w o m e n do well on problems involving
defensive, non-violent threats, problems on which
men's performance is mediocre. W e expected that
because of the greater cost-benefit ratio for people w h o
are less formidable, this bluff detection mechanism may

be "deactivated." A second series of studies show that
male athletes w h o have just competed perform in
agreement with the model. That is, after losing an
athletic competition, performance on a bluff detection
problem is much worse than at baseline, even when
performance on other types of social reasoning
problems and other logically isomorphic problems is
unaffected. Finally, a third set of studies shows that
coalitional affiliation with a losing team is sufficient to
produce the effect. For example, men w h o watch their
college basketball team lose will show worse
performance on bluff detection problems relative to
performance before the game, and relative to
performance on other types of problems after the game.
Conversely, the importance of being able to detect
double-crosses does not lessen as one's relative
formidability decreases. (A person is double-crossing
when he harms the victim even thought the victim
complied with the threat.) People in relatively
vulnerable positions may be at least as sensitive or
perhaps more sensitive to double-cross. Our data is
consistent with the notion that there is a "double-cross
detection mechanism," and that it is active in w o m e n
when
the bluff-detection
mechanism
is not.
Furthermore, it appears to be active in athletes and fans
when the bluff detection mechanism seems to be
deactivated.
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The study of skill acquisition has focused primarily on highlevel cognitive mechanisms needed to acquire and adapt
problem-solving knowledge. However, many skills also
involve complex low-level processes of visually encoding
relevant information and generating an appropriate response.
Our work uses a low-level analysis of visual encoding and
response data to show that the acquisition and adaptation of
encoding and response strategies play a significant role in
complex skill acquisition. It also supports recent findings
concerning the importance of information reduction in skill
acquisition (Haider & Frensch, 1996).
For our analysis, w e use data from a task where students
learned and used equations from a simplified textbook-like
presentation. In the experiment, subjects solved simple
physics problems using equations and examples to guide
their solutions; the problems resembled simplified versions
of more complex physics problems in similar studies (e.g.,
Chi & VanLehn, 1991). W e are primarily interested in the
skills needed to encode the equation, to encode values from
the given test problem, and to generate a correct response
based on the equation and values.
Our approach to analyzing encoding and response
strategies makes heavy use of eye-tracking data. Recent
research in reading comprehension (Just & Carpenter, 1984),
word problem comprehension (Hegarty, Mayer, & Green,
1992), and arithmetic performance (Suppes et al., 1982) has
shown that visual data can provide many insights into
cognitive skills. This research has primarily analyzed visual
data in aggregate—for example, the number offixationsin a
particular area or the number of re-readings after an initial
reading. Our work examines subject behavior in aggregate
as well as at the level of individual scanning and response
protocols. Such a protocol analysis is analogous to verbal
protocol analysis c o m m o n in thefield,and can be helpful in
elucidating subject strategies which m a y be subtle or hidden
in an aggregate analysis.
The data analysis illustrates at least two interesting
aspects of subject behavior in the task. First, subjects
adapted their encoding strategies both between and within
blocks of problems to produce more efficient scanning
patterns. Second, subjects used domain knowledge to
specialize their encoding and response strategies. These
results also show that subjects can limit information
processing to relevant aspects of the task, demonstrating the
importance of information reduction in skill acquisition.
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Department of Psychology
Carnegie Mellon University
Pittsburgh, P A 15023
sd3n+@andrew.emu.edu

These results have important implications for general
theories of cognition. They suggest that such theories
should be able to acquire and adapt low-level skills, to learn
h o w and what to encode based on presentation of
information and past domain knowledge, and to decide
whether to output the response during or after computation.
The A C T - R theory (Anderson, 1993) seems well-suited to
address these challenges. A C T - R allows for the creation of
low-level production-system models that can use both visual
information and domain knowledge to adapt strategies. W e
are currently experimenting with an A C T - R model of the
task to ascertain its ability to account for these data.
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divided into "dimensions" which corresponded to realworld object properties such as shape, color, and rigidity.
The syntax layer ccmtained two nodes which corresponded
to diffaient syntax contexts such as count noun, mass
noun and adjective. The word layer consisted of 10 nodes.
Individual words werereisesentedby activation of single
word layer nodes.

B a c k g r o u n d : T h e S h a p e Bias
Studies of children's novel word generalizations have
provided a detailed picture of the changing knowledge
children bring to early word learning. In one version of
this task the child is (xesented with an object, the object
is named with a novel count noun (i.e. "this is a dax"),
and then the child is asked if other objects can be called by
the novel n a m e (i.e. "is this a dax?").
This general procedure has been used with count nouns,
mass nouns and adjective syntactic frames and with
various kinds of stimuli including rigid objects, objects
with glittery colors and objects with eyes.
These
experiments have demonstrated that in s o m e syntactic and
stimulus contexts children systematically generalize a
novel word by shape while in other syntactic and stimulus
contexts they generalize by other properties. Moreover,
the results from all these studies suggest that the
contextual forces on novel word generalization change
with age. A s u m m a r y of the extant results is provided in
figure 1.
A s can be seen in the figure, children's tendency to
generalize novel words to n e w instances by shape
inaeases with age, becomes more exclusive to count
nouns, and becomes more specific to particular kinds of
objects. O n e hypothesis is that the pattern of wcid
generalizations depicted in figure 1 results from statistical
regularities a m o n g the first words children know. This
poster provides support for this hypothesis by (1)
presenting data o n the kinds of similarities inherent in
different lexical categwies (animals v. concrete objects v.
substances) and (2) b y demonstrating that the pattern in
figure 1 is easily replicated by a simple leamo- erf
statistical regularities- a connectionist network.

Training
The network was trained via contrastive hebbian
learning (Movellan, 1991) on four consecutive sets of
words in two conditions. In the ordered condition the sets
of wOTds w o e designed to closely model the growth of
children's vocabulary between the ages of 18- and 30months. The MacArthur Communicative Development
Inventory database was used to find the total number of
words in children's productive vocabulary at each month as
well as a breakdown of this total into twenty-one word
categories. Adult judgments of the perceptual similarities
in these categories were used to structure the sets of
training stimuli given to the network. In a control
condition word sets did not closely model the growth of
children's vocabularies. If the order of the words cfaildr^
know contribute to the emergence of a shape bias, w e
should see a shape bias in the ordered condition only.
Testing
After the network learned a set of words, it was tested
on generalization to new instances. In testing phases a
"novel" object, word, and corresponding syntax were
iwesented to the network. These inputs were clamped and
the network was allowed to settle. The network was then
"asked" what object dimension it was paying attention to
by unclamping the activations on the object layer,
allowing the network tore-settleand observing what
object dimension was most active.

COUNT NOUN

Results
The network developed a shape bias in the oideied
condition only. Specifically, as more words were learned,
the network's attention to shape initially increased aid
later became more exclusive to specific kinds of words and
specific kinds of objects. Overall, the results suggest that
statistical regularities among the word-referent pairs in the
fu-st words learned by children arerelatedto the observed
developmental patterns of novel word generalization.

noun-eyes
;tive
similarity
'/^ajective-s*lient color
I
60

I
I
I
12
24
36
••S
APPROXIMATE AGE (MONTTHS)
Figure 1: T h e shape bias changes with development
Methods
The network had three input/output layers which
corresponded to words, object dimensicms, and syntax.
These layers were connected via bidirectional connecticms
to a hidden layer. The object layer consisted of 20 nodes
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Multiple

saturation, medium saturation, and low saturation). Each of
the levels was assigned a novel dimension name (e.g. dax).

Mappings

Children easily learn names for things sometimes after
hearing words only once or twice. This process of fast
m o p i n g allows children to quickly inaease their
vocabularies. However, dimension terms, such as color and
texture are much more difficult for children to learn and not
as likely to be employed in fast mapping tasks as shape
terms (Heibeck & Markman, 1987). Studies designed to
train children on dimension terms require as many as 2000
trials to teach 6 dimension words (Rice, 1980).
One reason for this difficulty m a y be the multiplemappings required to learn labels for object properties.
Specifically, to learn dimension terms children must make
three kinds of mappings: 1) Word-Word maps: mapping the
dimension label and a set of dimension terms to each other,
e.g., knowing to answer questions Uke "What size is this?"
with a size word, and not a color word or object name 2)
Word-Property maps: ms^ping the dimension word to an
appropriate property in the world, and 3) Propertv-Propertv
maps: mapping the dimensional properties to other
dimensional properties, e.g., knowing that one instance of
red is like another instance of red. Note mappings (2) and (3)
would seem to require selective attention ~ ignoring some
aspects of an object and attending to the relative properties.

Methods
20 adults subjects participated in this four sessions study.
The study consisted of a pretest, training trials, and testing
trials.
Training Trials At each of the four sessions subjects
were given 72 training trials. Training consisted of the
experimenter asking either "What value is this?" or "What
chroma is this?" and providing feedback, e.g. "Yes, that
value is wug" or "No, that chroma is dax".
Testing Trials Testing was designed to indicate whether
the subjects were making word-word, word-property, and
property-property maps. Testing thus consisted of three
tasks: a production measure, e.g. "What chroma is this?", a
multiple choice measure, e.g. "Find the dax one", and a
property-property task e.g. "Find the one that matches this."

Results
Adults show the same developmental trajectory learning
about novel dimensions that the network did. Subjects
quickly learned to make word-word maps, between questions
like "What chroma is this?" and the set of possible answers.
Subject also learned word-property maps and were able to
correctly answer questions Uke "What chroma is this?" with
The Network
a high degree of accuracy by the end of the study. Howeva
Smith, Gasser & Sandhofer (in press) describe a network although subjects could readily identify the value and chroma
of the stimuli, they experienced considerable difficulty on
that models developmental learning of dimensions. The
the property-property task. Subject interviews indicated that
network consisted of four layers: a sensory input layer and a
linguistic input layer, a hidden layer, and a linguistic output those w h o were solving the task with at least moderate
accuracy were labeling all of the stimuli and making
layer. The network was first trained by learning to answer
comparisons based on those labels.
questions like "What color is this?" The network learned to
correctly respond to such requests, learning word-word maps
References
furst and word-property maps second. However, despite
perfect labeUng of properties the network did not leam to
Heibeck, T. H. & Markman, E. M . (1987). Woid learning
selectively attend well enough to make property-property
in children: A n examination of fast moping Child
maps. Apparently, the perceptual isolation of properties is
Development , 58, 1021-1034.
not required for learning to label them.
Rice, M. (1980). Cognition to Language Categories, Word
The Experiment
Meaning and Training. Baltimore: University Park Press.
The experiment was designed to provide a behavioral test of
Smith, L. B., Gasser, M. & Sandhofer, C. M. (in press).
the model's predictions. Adult subjects were trained to
Learning to talk about the properties of objects: A
simultaneously
classify
Munsell
chips
on by
network model of the development of dimensions. In D.
brightness(value) and saturation (chroma). Value was
Medin, R. C}oldstone & P. Schyns (Eds.) Psychology of
subdivided into three levels (bright, medium, and dark) and
Learning and Motivation: Vol. 6, Mechanisms of
chroma was also subdivided into three levels (high
Perceptual Learning.
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Introduction
In recent years a variety of computational models of
arithmetic fact retrieval have been proposed, primarily
associative network models. Most of these proposed models
have not been implemented, and those that have utilize
complicated network designs in an effort to simulate
experimental data. T h e initial aim of this study was to
design a simple neural network model of single-digit
addition and multiplication that would exhibit a pattern of
performance in line with the behavioral data of normal
subjects. T h e prominent findings from this data are a
problem-size effect, that is, arithmetic problems get more
difficult as the operands increase in value, and also an
apparent alternate representation for problems containing 0
or 1 as operands.
Another goal of this research w a s to take into
considerationfindingsfrom cognitive neuropsychology. O f
particular interest were findings from acalculia a
disturbance in calculation and number processing due to
brain injury. After the model showed a typical 'normal'
pattern of performance, it would be systematically damaged
and its output compared to the empirical results of
acalculics on simple arithmetic problems.
A simple three-layer feedforward network was utilized in
this study, with backpropagation of error used as the
learning algorithm. 30 hidden units were fully connected to
all 19 input units (9 units for each of the operands and 1
unit for the operator) and 18 output units (9 units
representing thefirstdigit of the answer and 9 representing
the second).
Experiment 1
Thefirststudy examined the performance of the normal
model on single-digit addition and multiplication problems.
Method
The network was trained on single-digit addition and
multiplication facts, proportionate to their frequency in
popular children's mathematics textbooks. Patterns of
performance were examined at different points in training.
Results and Discussion
Substantial training was needed to achieve perfect
performance. A n analysis of the enor rates during training
indicated that, as expected, addition problems were learned
m u c h faster than multiplication problems. A disfinct

problem-size effect was observed, with problems with larger
operands requiring more training to achieve perfect
performance than those with smaller operands, mimicking
the performance of normal subjects, and supporting the
view that the problem-size effect is due to frequency of
presentation. Problems with larger operands were typically
less frequent in training than those with smaller operands.
However, this is not the case for problems containing 0 or
1 as an operand. Despite the relative scarcity of these
problems in the training set, the network quickly achieves
excellent performance, suggesting that the network is able
to exu-act a separate rule for these type of problems.
Experiment 2
The second study examined the types of errors made by a
lesioned model, and compared these errors to those made by
acalculics.
Method
The model was damaged to various degrees in three
locations - the hidden units, the connections between input
and hidden units, and to the connections between hidden and
output units.
Results and Discussion
An examination of the error rates of the three different
forms of damage indicate that damage to the hidden units
produced the most 'acalculic-like' symptoms of the three.
W h e n these hidden units are damaged, the types and
proportions of errors produced bear close similarity to the
types and rates of calculation errors typically m a d e by
acalculics. Another pattern which emerged is that problems
involving 0 or 1 as operands were very resistant to damage,
a dissociation which has been observed in acalculic patients.
Conclusions
The model, despite its simplicity, displayed a pattern of
results very similar to those exhibited by experimental
subjects, both normal and impaired. These results suggest
that it is plausible to posit a simple associative network as
a basis for arithmetic fact retrieval. It also provided possible
explanations for some empirical phenomena, such as the
problem-size effect and the differential error rates for 0 and 1
operand problems, as well as suggesting that acalculics
suffer from damage in the representation of arithmetic facts,
as opposed to damage in the connections between input and
output nodes.
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One strand of recent theorizing about the potential
effects of second language (L2) instruction (e.g. Ellis,
1994) is couched in terms of "interface positions," i.e.
claims about the relationships between implicit and
explicit learning and knowledge. The strong, weak, and no
interface positions all rely crucially on clear distinctions
between the processes explicit and. implicit learning as
well as the products explicit and implicit knowledge.
However, L 2 empirical research referring to these
dichotomies (e.g. Green & Hecht, 1992) has failed to
operational ize them rigorously. The present study
examines critically the possibility of making claims about
implicit and explicit knowledge based on patterns of
performance before and after instruction on five tasks
allowing or requiring various degrees of metalinguistic
awareness: paced oral production, written production,
acceptability judgments, corrections of sub-optimal
sentences, and verbalization of the constraint or rule
perceived to have been violated. The focus of the
instructional experiment was a two-level semantic rule
constraining argument structure alternations (Pinker,
1989). One level of the rule was assumed to be universal
and therefore predicted to be known implicitly by the
learners, while the other one was language-specific and not
present in the learners' LI, and therefore expected to
present a substantial learning problem (as demonstrated by
Bley-Vroman & Yoshinaga, 1991). In addition to the
primary focus on the knowledge/learning of abstract rules
governing the dative and locative alternations, further
perspective was provided by control sentences (on three
tasks) that highlighted grammatical rules assumed to be
familiar to the learners: canonical word order, subject-verb
agreement, adverb placement, irregular verbs, and gender
agreement on reflexives.
The subjects were 50 adult Japanese intermediate-level
learners of English, and 30 native speaker controls.
Fourteen Indonesian and 6 Chinese intermediate learners
provided additional control over cultural and Ll-based
variation in task performance. After the first set of
experimental tasks, two out of three groups of Japanese
subjects, divided by the matched-pairs technique according
to proficiency, received 45-minute sessions of instruction
on each of the two levels of semantic rules constraining
either the locative or the dative alternation, and then all
five tasks were repeated. Four of the tasks (all except oral
production) were repeated again two weeks later, once
more four weeks from completion of instruction, and
finally one week later after a 30 minute review of the
treatment. Thus, the two instructional conditions could be

characterized as: (1) for one alternation, intensive exposure
and explicit instruction; (2) for the other alternation,
intensive exposure and indirectly relevant instruction, in
that it dealt with an alternation with parallel but quite
different, constraints. The third (control) group received
only intensive exposure through multiple performances of
the tasks.
The results indicate that instruction led to patterns of
learning not compatible with any of the interface
positions. Explicit instruction led to explicit (verbalizable)
learning for only a small number of learners, but to
improvement on tasks tapping into (arguably) implicit
knowledge bases for nearly all of the explicitly instructed
learners. The most dramatic changes in learner performance
occunred on their acceptability judgments: both insu^cted
groups overgeneralized in the direction of becoming much
more tolerant of both dative and locative alternations for a
wide variety of verbs, with the group instructed on the
relevant alternation recovering faster and more completely
from the overgeneralization on the delayed post-tests. The
overgeneralization and subsequent more target-like
performance were not accompanied by evidence of explicit
knowledge. Another anomaly for a theory that links
instruction with explicit learning is the advantage in postinstruction performance on a paced spoken task over an
unpaced written task. Overall, the patterns of performance
on tasks over time cast serious doubt on the viability of
an implicit/explicit dichotomy in L2 learning.
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Children's Difficulties W i t h Color W o r d s
Charles Darwin's children had such difficulties learning
color words that he actually speculated that his children
might be color blind. While children struggle learning the
names of colors, they can perceive, discriminate, and
remember color in much the same way as adults, given non
word-learning tasks. For example children can match colors
in "follow-the-leader" type tasks, or recognize a toy as one
seen previously based only on color.
One explanation for children's difficulties is that they do
not know that color is relevant for word learning. Several
previous findings suggest that before children can learn
color words they must learn to attend to color in word
learning tasks. First, children often learn that the color
words are subordinate members of the category of color,
before they can label any color with the correct color word
(Backsheider & Shatz, 1993). Second, some reports suggest
that before children learn to name colors in general, they can
learn to name a specific object based on color (Soja, 1994).
Third, some children learn colorsfirstin the context of
characteristically colored objects (e.g., green grass, red
apple) (Mervis, 1992).
These results suggest that children will come to attend to
color in a word learning task when they can make mappings
between color words and a few specific individual objects of
that color. Whether the mapping is initially to color alone
rather than a specific object may be less important than the
strength of the connection.
The Experiment
Two-year-olds (96% white, 5 0 % female) were seen in a
laboratory play room for one half-hour session. Each was
assigned to one of two different conditions. In all conditions
there was a comprehension pre-test, followed by a training
phase and a post-test. For the pre-test children were shown
three patches of colored cloth (red, green, and yellow) and
asked for each of the colors twice. In the training phase
children played a game in which three toys (red, green, and
yellow) were set out and named by color, this was
considered the "reference" set. Next, three more toys, the
"matching" set, also painted red, green, and yellow, were set
out and children were asked to put the red/green/yellow ones

together. Only the training phase was varied between
conditions. For thefirstcondition the "reference" set was
identical toys that varied only by color. For the second
condition the "reference" set was of different kind and size,
in addition to color. Finally, for the post-test new toys were
shown to the child, one set at a time, and they were asked to
point to them by color.
The Results show that children who learned to associate a
color term with a member of the reference set showed better
transfer in the post-test. In addition, the differences between
the two conditions demonstrate that children's attention was
affected by the similarity of the reference set. This research
provides new insights into children's difficulties with color
words and the processes that underlie learning in general.
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Introduction
Representations of abstract ideas in physics are hard to
understand and manipulate. In recent years it has been
assumed that the some of the tedium of graph drawing and
problems of interpretation can be ameliorated with the aid of
the computer. The interpretation of graphical representation
has particular relevance for physics learners, as many of the
tasks involved in developing physics understanding involve
the facility to m o v e easily between algebraic and graphical
representations. A research project which explored the
difficulties that students of physics have with such
representations and provides a framework with which to
review two recent attempts to use information technology to
help students with these difficulties. The research project
was an exploration of physics students' behaviour on a
number of written physics problem solving tasks including
two graphing tasks (Scanlon, 1993) which involved subjects
in graph drawing and graph interpretation.
The two instructional case studies deal with students'
experiences with dynamically produced graphs. Thefirstcase
study involves observations of twelve high school students
working together in pairs on Multimedia Motion a C D R O M designed to teach them about dynamics (Scanlon et al,
1997b). The C D - R O M allows students to select data from
moving bodies (such as space rockets, tennis players etc.)
and explore h o w that data can be displayed graphically and
what the relationships are between distance moved, velocity,
acceleration, impulse, m o m e n t u m etc. The second case study
uses data from a project where 30 adult distance learners were
smdied using a simulation of chaotic motion. The purpose
of the simulation was to allow them both to observe some
of the generic features of chaotic motion, and to explore
ways in which these could be represented graphically
(Scanlon at al., 1997 a).

of representations. T h e research highlights a number of
issues including:
• the role of contextual features in graphical understanding,
• the interaction between data, and algebraic and graphical
accounts of phenomena and
• h o w collaborative working on these problems can
influence subjects' learning outcomes.
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Problem solving with graphs
Representations have been shown to influence h o w well
students learn. For example the use of graphical
representation can impact learning and problem solving
(Larkin and Simon, 1987). Properties such as specificity can
be studied to investigate and suggest improved forms of
representation (Stenning & Oberlander, 1996). Mathematics
education provides us with a body of research on students'
understanding and skill in graphing. For example, Leinhart
etal. (1990) review work which presents a complex picmre
of students' understanding of graphing. Distance educators
have particular problems in supporting students in their use
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They were asked individually to make a prediction and to
give a reason for diat prediction. Then they were introduced
We have been studying synchronous computertosupported
tiieirpartners and given a Kansas micro world to conduct
collaboration with adults working together on shared simula- exj)eriments. Next, students were asked to make a joint statetions. W e have used Kansas — a new, very general and powment oftiieirsolution and to comment on whether it had
erful environment that supports synchronous distributed
changed from dieir individual statements. Thentiieycomcollaborative learning. Our general research approach
pleted an individual post experiment questionnaire to estabinvolves selecting a technology to support collaboration,
Ush what their o w nfinalopinion was about the best strategy
finding very hard problems with counterintuitive solutions for the game contestant to pursue.
and then conducting experiments with users systematically
alteringtiu-eekey dimensions: the number of learners workResearch Questions and Conclusion
ing together, whether or not they are physically co-located,
The subjects find the technology very easy to use and diey
and die bandwidth of the communication channels available
to them.Within this framework w e are exploring the general mosdy find die question impossibly difficult to answer. Initialfindingsindicate diat die groups can become less effecquestion of how collaborative work changes or is enhanced
tive
in bodi process and product terms as the number of
by different numbers of simultaneous users of such technolgroup participants increases above two. Larger groupsfindit
ogy.
harder to engage in constructive task division. In situations
where diere is a lot of initial consensus die larger groups disKansas
play inordinate cognitivefixityand become totally commitKansas can be thought of as a virtual reality which allows
ted to erroneous solutions diat are contradicted by the
several physically distributed users to move about in a 2 D
operation of the micro world. However, larger heterogeneous
space (called "Kansas" because it is very extensive and flat). groups that are not dominated by individuals can display
Users each have a window in which they can see their local
moreflexibihtyand creativity than smaller groups. These
portion of Kansas. Users can scrolltiieirviewpoints across
findings are similar totiiosefound in copresent groups workthe vast surface, causingtiieirviews to overlap in order to ing togetiier but our preliminaryfindingis diat diese differcollaborate, or can move away from others to work alone.
ences in group problem-solving dynamics are amplified by
W e build on work in a previous study, (Smith et al., 1991) die use of die collaborative support technology. W e intend to
where w e observed subjects linked via various forms of
add 2 new dimensions of variation (matched ot unmatched
communications devices. Video protocols were analysed and
problem-solving styles and relevant or no subject expertise)
utterances related to eye contact and simulation events
to consider how groups of different sizes work togedier using
revealing distinct effects on the problem solving perfordiis new type of distributed computer supported collaboramance of the students (Scanlon et al.. 1993).
tive environment.

Introduction

The Experiments

References

The core of this study involves videoing adults at working
Scanlon. E.. O'Shea. T, O'Malley. C. Smidi. R. & Taylor. J.
together on a statistics simulation in different physical loca(1993). Running in die rain — can a shared simulation help
tions. The subjects were told, "You are a game show contesto decide? Physics Education, 28.107-113.
tant. You have won through to thefinalround and your final Smidi. R. B., O'Shea, T., O'Malley. C . Scanlon, E. & Taylor
challenge is to choose one of three doors. Behind one but
(1991). Preliminary experiments widi a distributed multionly one of the doors is a Mercedes. You announce your
media problem solving environment In Bowers, J. and Benselection but before you open die door the game show host
ford. S. (Eds.). Studies in Computer Supported Collabora"helpfully' opens one of the doors which was not die one you
tive Work: Theory Practice and Design. Amsterdam: North
have chosen. It doesn't have a car behind it What should you
HoUand.
do, stick to your original choice or change?"
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The Naming

Explosion

A Neural Network Model

Children produce theirfirstwords just before their first
birthday. During the next 6 months they add words to their
ptxluctive vocabulary slowly - one at a time. Around 18
months, there is a sudden increase in w(Mxi productions, often
referred to as the naming explosion.
Under- and Overextensions in Production and
Comprehension
Several investigators have reported that for a limited time
during this initial increase in word productions, children
often misuse or met^hcmcally use words. For example,
they might overextend the w w d "moon", applying it to
fingernails, orange quarters, and plates (Macnamara, 1982).
W e explain the faU and rise in under- and overgenendizations
in eariy (x-oduction and comi^ehension in terms of the
pattCTn of positive and negative evidence that children receive
about word meanings.
Children Receive Positive and Negative Evidence
Students of word acquisition generally agree that children
receive only positive evidence about what objects are called
and do not receive negative evidence. Put simply, parents
tell children what things are ("This is a plate") and do not
tell them what things are not ('This is not a moon").
Parents only provide negative evidence when the child makes
a mistake. Thus, fw example, a childfindsout that plates
are not called moons by calling a plate "moon" and
subsequently being told by the parent that "This is a plate,
not a moon".
Testing the Influence of Negative Evidence
Using a two-group design, w e tested the influence of
negative evidaice on children's overgeneralization errors. In
weekly sessions, children were taught novel names for novel
categories. One group of children did receive negative
evidence, the other group did not receive any kind of
feedback. At the eai of each session, w e tested their word
p-oduction and comjH^hension, using novel exemplars as
well as non-category members. The distinct trajectory of
word production and comprehension errors generated by each
group can be explained by the differential feedbadc that the
chilcben received.

W e instantiated this kind of feedback in a connectionist
network and showed that it yields an initial period of slow
acquisition, followed by a fastrisein new word productions
and errors, and then a decline in errors with a continued rise
in new word productions. The network consisted of three
layers: an object layer, a hidden layer, and a word layer. The
important aspect of the network is the manner in which it
learns. W e employed a modified version of contrastive
Hebbian learning such that targets are detemiined by the
network's response.
A Developmentally Plausible Learning Algorithm
The learning algorithm spontaneously generates the observed
developmental trend. Early in learning the networic makes
few responses because few outputs are activated above
threshold. The network thus receives only positive evidence.
This positive evidence causes individual outputs to be
increasingly activated by a wide variety of inputs. At this
point, even completely novel inputs may push an output's
activation above threshold. The resulting inaease in the
network's 'productions' places the network in a position to
receive both positive and negative feedback. This causes
even more rapid word learning and a decline in errors, both
in production and in comprehension.
Epigenesis: Learning Systems Generate

N e w Learning Environments
Theseresultsare theoretically important for several reasons:
First, they offer an explanation of why the developmental
trend in naming shows the particular nonlinear patterns that
it does and it shows how early overgeneralizations may be
an integral part of the developmental pathway toward rapid
word acquisition. Second, the specific explanation shows
how nonlinear developmental patterns may resultfi-oma
single system that places itself in different learning
environments as it develops. Third, the explanation offers a
developmentally plausible learning algorithm that may
prove generally useful.
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additional speech production system, it could also produce
reference). Although learning to associate names with the
Reference is undoubtedly still one of the most important, objects (and/or actions) they refer to, and (re)producing those
names to refer to such objects (and/or actions), is obviously
yet bothersome notions that the philosophy of cognitive
still very far from grounding human language, I believe that
science is confronted with. Although significant progress
has been made in the logical analysis of this concept, the learning to use "names" in a dynamic environment where
the robot has to function under real-time conditions will
cognitive aspects of h o w humans manage to refer to
(arbitrary) things is not as of yet well understood. H o w do offer valuable insights into the nature of referential behaviors
in humans.
humans acquire the skills to refer to arbitrary things? What
are the mechanisms at work? I believe that a purely logicophilosophical analysis is neither sufficient to explain nor The Pathfollowing Task
does justice to a discussion of human referential behavior.'
So far, only the first part of the project has been
Therefore, I propose an empirical model which takes the
implemented; it concerns the mere "survival" of the robot in
dynamics and constraints of the real world seriously
its environment, a network of red brick paths leading
(Scheutz and Tillotson, 1996). This embodied model,
through a small forest in front of the computer science
"situated" in its environment, should learn to establish
department of lU. The robot's task is to navigate on these
paths through the forest without leaving them. In order to
"links" between two different modalities and to use those
links to "produce and resolve reference" (i.e., referential do this, the robot's visualfieldis divided into various parts
behavior of the robot should "emerge" from more primitive
of different size, so-called "sensors", which determine
whether or not they are "sensing" (parts of) the path. The
behaviors). A m o n g the many reasons to prefer a physical
agent over a mere simulation of the agent~as described in
actual configuration of all sensors, in turn, defines the
Brooks (1991)~I would like to mention the potential of this current state of the system in which certain actions have to
approach to "ground" reference by coupling sensor and
be undertaken depending on whether the robot is secure in
motor actions with the environment (see Hamad, 1990).
the middle of the path or is in danger of leaving it. A
global "goodness"ftinctionis computed expressing "how
much of the path" the robot actually sees (the more path, the
The Project in a Nutshell
better) which is then used for reinforcement learning:
The (autonomous) robot "Eeyore" used for the project is
whenever the goodness value is reduced because the robot is
currently under development by a group of graduate students
at lU.^ It consists of a three-wheeled body, carrying a P C as close to getting off the path, either a stored maneuver is
retrieved or a new one is created non-deterministically to
well as the batteries that supply two motors for locomotion.
improve goodness. That way the robot adapts to the current
A head with a camera and two microphones is mounted on
and stores ("reinforces") successful maneuvers,
situation
the body allowing the robot to look around and localize
while forgetting unsuccessful ones as it discovers the world
sounds. In addition, speakers will be added later to permit
speech production. For this project Eeyore willfirsthave to (in other words, the state space of the finite state machine is
learned and altered dynamically!).
learn to survive and orient itself in the given environment
(described below). Later, abstracting over individual
Acknowledgments
instances, it will learn to associate certain types of visual
I would like to thank all members of the "Eeyore" robot
and auditory stimuli. These associations can be used to
give commands to the robot, and will also serve as a
group for their suggestions, their help, and their support, as
touchstone to check whether the robot has made the right
well as the Cognitive Science Program at lU for funding the
connection between a "name" and its "denotation", i.e., robot project.
whether it has learned to resolve the reference (with the
References
Brooks, A. R. (1990). Intelligence Without Reason.
'l will use the term "human referential behavior" to
Computers and Thought, IJCAI-91.
emphasize my conviction that reference cannot be fully
H a m a d , S. (1990). The Symbol Grounding Problem.
understood without taking the "human factor" seriously!
Physica D 42.
^Eeyore is intended as a multi-purpose platform for and
Scheutz,
M., & Tillotson, J. (1996), A Dynamic View of
sponsered by the lU cognitive science program to test
Reference. Proceedings ofMAICS96.
cognitive models that need a "physical agent"
Introduction
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Introduction
Over the last few decades, our newspapers have frequently
alerted the general public about potential scandals of their
politicians. The following text m a y serve as an example for
the description and structure of such potentially scandalous
behaviors.
Shortly before his election, the state governor and his
friends started the Whitewater project. His friends supplied
the funds for this capital investment. After the project had
tumed into a financial failure, the governor became quite
instrumental in the State Government giving tax
deductions to his friends.
W h e n reading a newspaper article of this kind, the readers
m a y wonder whedier the politician was indeed cheating on
the general public. Cheating behavior is much more easily
detected than other sound inferences which have the same
structural properties but a less pertinent contents (Gigerenzer
& Hug, 1992).
In the current research, w e are addressing the question h o w
and when a reader would infer a social inference during the
reading of a text. A s a social inference, w e define a (global)
inference about the quality of the interaction of two ore more
people.
Computational Analysis
In inference generation, one generally distinguishes between
strategic inferences, which m a y depend upon the specific
behavioral goals of a reader and the more mondane inferences
which are independent of such processing goals. (Graesser,
Singer & Trabasso, 1994). Because social inferences are
strategic, they are dependent upon the readers' goals and their
prior domain knowledge.
Through a computational
analysis, w e identified two possibilities for generating social
inferences. 1) In a schema driven approach, some schema
about social interactions would trigger a possible inference
about cheating. 2) In a more bottom-up driven processing
mode, constructive processes which operate on the reader's
knowledge base and the text information m a y yield causal
and motivational relations, that were neither stated in the
text nor explicitly or implicitly contained in the reader's
knowledge base. In other words, these relations emerge from
interrelationships between the text and the knowledge base.
While schema theories are well developed in cognitive
science, the second approach is not yet as thoroughly
researched.
W e built on Kintsch's (1992) construction-integration
theory. This theory assumes that readers construct pluralistic

views of the text. The representations m a y be inconsistent
and redundant. B y a subsequent integration process, the
contextually most adequate representation is then selected,
which has been termed the situation-specific circumscription
(Schmalhofer, in press). A social inference would thus result
from rather creative processes, consisting of construction and
integration phases.
W e implemented such a model with a previously
developed tool, namely the EKI-tool (Schmalhofer, Franken
& Schwerdtner, 1997). E K I stands for the Evolution of
{Creative Inferences. The results show that the generation of
social inferences requires at least two passes of cognitive
processing. Because it requires a relatively large situational
scope, which cannot be obtained without the situational
abstractions generated only during thefirstreading, a social
inference is thus only obtained on the second reading.
Experiments
W e performed two experiments with texts that could imply a
scandalous behavior of the protagonist, like a politician
making a special deal with some business friends, an athlete
intentionally disabling her opponent, a student cheating on
his exam, or a scientist faking data. In these descriptions,
the personality characteristics, the behavior of the
protagonist and the goal achievement were manipulated. The
experimental results are interpreted with respect to the
proposed model.
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L S A is a method for extracting the meaning of words and
passages based on statistical analysis of large text corpora
and their representation as vectors in a high-dimension
semantic space" (Landauer & Dumais, in press). The
representation is accomplished with Singular Value
Decomposition followed by optimal dimension reduction.
Recent research (Wolfe, Schreiner, Rehder, Laham, Foltz,
Kintsch, & Landauer, in press; Rehder, Schreiner, Wolfe,
Laham, Landauer and Kintsch, in press) has shown that the
L S A vector of an individual's essay on a technical domain is
a veridical summary representation of the individual's
knowledge in that domain. Ninety-four undergraduates at the
University of Colorado were asked to write essays of
approximately 250 words on the anatomy, function and
purpose of the human heart. The essays were given to two
professional readers at Educational Testing Service, Inc.,
who assigned a quality score from 1 to 5 reflecting h o w
much the student knew about the subject. The students were
also given a 40 point short answer test on the same topic.
L S A was trained on a set of 27 articles relevant to the
heart taken from Grolier's Academic American Encyclopedia.
A vector was computed for each student essay by averaging
the vectors of the words contained in it. W e evaluated the
two components of an essay's L S A vector, its length and
direction, as potential measures of domain knowledge. The
vector length and the cosine between the vector and a short
expert text (a section on the heart from a high school
biology textbook) were each correlated with the short-answer
test scores and the scores assigned by the E T S graders. The
results are presented in Table 1.
Correlation with
Short Answer
Average
Test Score
E T S Score
Vector Length:
Cosine between Vector
and Expert Text:

.62

.68

.65

.65

Table 1: Heart essay results.
Note that the vector length and cosine measures are
correlated with one another (r=.48, p<.0001), so to some
extent are explaining the same variance in the external
scores. However, a multiple regression using the vector
length and cosine as predictors revealed that both are highly

significant above and beyond each other (partial correlations
of .51 and .58, respectively), and they do not interact. Thus,
vector length and cosine are both unique, independent
predictors of domain knowledge.
The cosine between the essay vector and expert text
reflects the direction of an essay's vector in the highdimensional L S A space, and is interpreted as the quality of
the semantic content of the essay relative to the expert text.
Vector length, on the other hand, may be interpreted as the
quantity of general heart knowledge in the essay relative to
the general heart knowledge embedded in the encyclopedia
articles.
To what extent does the fact that essay vector length
predicts domain knowledge merely reflect the number of
words in the essay? In the Wolfe, et al. (in press) study,
essay word count was not significantly correlated with either
the short-answer test scores or the scores assigned by human
graders (r=.02 and =.01, respectively). W h e n non-content
words such as "the" and "although" were removed from the
essays, essay word count was still only weakly correlated
with the external scores (r=.25, p<.05 for the short-answer
test, and r=.16, p<.15 for the essay grades). Thus, those
subjects that wrote longer essays did not necessarily possess
more heart knowledge, and our use of L S A was able to
detect that fact. W e conclude that the combination of the
weighting of words and dimension reduction performed by
L S A are of crucial importance for representing the
knowledge contained in an essay.
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People can imagine physical dynamics. Physical imagery
is analytically distinguishable from spatial imagery. Imagine
running in an airy room versus running in a water-filled
pool. Although m a n y of the relevant spatial properties are
identical, the effects of imagined resistance are
introspectively manifest.
Physical imagery needs a flexible representational system.
Whereas complexes of spatial relations are often invariant,
physical ones often are not. T h e occlusion of one ball by
another, for example, is an invariant correlate of relative
depth. Consequently, one m a y posit a representational
system in which the inference from occlusion to depth is
inherent (e.g., short of lying, one cannot even imagine the
alternative). In contrast, the surface of a painted ball is not
reliably diagnostic of its bounce; paint could be covering
cork or rubber. Therefore, for physical imagery, one should
not expect a representational system in which percepts and
inferences arerigidlycoupled.
T h e implication here is that physical imagery should be
permeable: Unfolding physical information and one's belief
states should influence one's imagination of dynamic events
(e.g., one learns the ball is a "superball"). Research relevant
to physical imagery, however, has typically explored
imaginations that are impenetrable - no coaxing can change
one's visible or imagined percept. This research cannot
explain h o w people manage to imagine the variable, or
context-sensitive, aspects of the physical world.
T o investigate the use of context-sensitive information in
imagery, I work from the model of mental depiction
(Schwartz & Black, 1996). In a mental depiction, there are
two phases. In the construction phase a model is composed
from beliefs, memories and percepts. T h e resulting
representation includes a set of constraints that coordinate
relative rates of change between imagined objects. In the
dynamic phase, one imagined object is put into motion, and
as a result of e m b e d d e d constraints, a second object
dynamically responds.
This simple model makes several predictions about places
of successful and unsuccessful permeability. [Bl] Beliefs can
successfully introduce imagined physical constraints during
the construction phase. [B2] But, beliefs about the outcome
of an event should be destructive to model dynamics because
they dictate model outcomes rather than letting them emerge
through imagined rates of interaction. [CI] Contextual data
need not influence the construction phase. (It is one's
imagination after all.) [C2] But, context information that
conflicts with the constraints necessary for running the

model should destroy model dynamics. (C3] Unfolding,
environmental rate information can inform model dynamics.
The predictions were tested with a task for which people
do not have correct beliefs but do have correct physical
imagery. Imagine two glasses of identical height and levels
of water. T h e difference is that one glass is wider than the
other. If the two glasses are tilted at the same rate, will the
water touch the rims at the same or different times? Most
people answer this comparative question incorrectly.
Alternatively, people hold an empty glass with a black line
and imagine that there is water to the level of the line. Their
task is to close their eyes and tilt each glass in turn until the
imagined water just reaches the lip. In this case, people
correctly tilt a narrow glass further than a wide glass.
The following results supported the 5 hypotheses. [Bl]
People imagined the glassesfilledwith either molasses or
water. Although, when asked afterwards they said water and
molasses should be tilted the same amount, people tilted the
molasses glasses further. [B2] People either tilted the glasses
first and then m a d e the comparative judgment, or they made
the judgment and then tilted the glasses. In the former case,
people correctly tilted the glasses and m a d e the incorrect
comparative judgment. In the latter case, people m a d e the
incorrect comparative judgment and incorrectly tilted the
glasses. [C1&2] People either held a glass (a) upright or (b)
sideways and imagined that it was upright. They were asked
to rate the water-image quality prior to and during tilting.
Pre-tilting image quality was good for both upright and
imagined upright. During-tilt image quality was good for
upright, but bad for imagined upright. Confirming this latter
difference, people tilted the glasses very inaccurately when
going against gravity, but were fine w h e n going with
gravity. [C3] People tilted the glasses, imagined tilting the
glasses, or tilted glasses with weighted bottoms. T h e
manual and imagined tilts were identical, whereas the
weighted glasses led to systematic under-rotations. People
thought the water was changing at a faster rate the farther the
glasses were rotated (because of the increasing torque due to
the weighted bottom).
In sum, physical imagery is permeable to beliefs, spatial
information, and on-going physical data, but it is not
reducible to these sources of information.
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Implicit learning encompasses a variety of heterogeneous
tasks involving learning of complex relational information
without the use of conscious hypothesis testing strategies
and without accompanying verbalizable knowledge
sufficient to account for test performance (Seger, 1994). In
the artificial grammar learning task, participants first study
a set of letter strings formed according to an artificial
grammar, then are shown novel strings and decide for ach
one whether it is grammatical or not. The first questic w e
asked was whether retrieval of implicit and explicit
knowledge are reliant on different neural substrates.
Knowlton and Squire (1996) found that artificial grammar
learning is preserved in patients with amnesia, w h o have
damage to the hippocampal and diencephalic brain systems
and w h o are impaired on explicit memory tasks. The
second question w e asked was h o w does changing the
surface features of stimuli affect the neural systems
recruited for grammatical judgment making. Several
experiments have shown that participants, including
amnesic patients, can transfer grammar knowledge to
strings in which the underlying grammar is the same but the
letters used to instantiate them have been changed, though it
is unclear what knowledge underlies transfer (Knowlton &
Squire, 1996; Redington & Chater, 1996; Seger, 1994).
Ten right-handed volunteers participated. 6 in the implicit
group, and 4 in the explicit group. Imaging was performed
with a I.5T whole-body M R I scanner. A small head coil
was used for signal reception; head movement was
minimized using a bite bar. A T 2 * sensitive gradient 3 D
echo spiral sequence, was used for functional imaging with
parameters of T R = 1080 msec, T E = 40 msec, and flip
angle = 22 degrees. Four interleaves were obtained for each
image with an acquisition time (sampling interval) of 4.32
sec per image. Sixteen 4-mm thick slices were acquired in
the horizontal plane of the Talairach and Tournoux atlas
(1988) starting from 12 m m below the anterior-commisure
(AC) posterior commisure (PC) line, with a 0 m m interslice interval.
Participants performed the learning task (observation of
grammatical strings) while structural images were being
taken. The implicit group then performed two functional
scans In both, they viewed novel strings and alternated the
judgment made about each string: either grammaticality
(does the string followed the same rules as the strings
studied in the learning phase?) or perceptual judgment, (Is
there a T T in the string?). In the first scan (same letters),
the strings were formed using the same letter set as the

strings in the learning task. In the second scan (transfer) the
strings were formed using a different letter set, and the
perceptual baseline task was to decide whether there was a
D D in the string. The explicit group performed one scan in
which they alternated recognition judgments with
perceptual judgment Half of the strings were repeated from
the learning phase, and half were novel grammatical strings.
In all three scans, activation was seen in bilateral posterior
parietal areas and bilateral fusiform gyri. T w o main
differences were found between implicit scans and the
explicit scan. First, the right middle frontal gyrus was only
active in the explicit condition. Second, overall activation
in the implicit condition was left lateralized, whereas
activation in the explicit condition was right lateralized.
Right lateralized activations in the explicit condition are
consistent with other brain imaging studies of recognition,
and implicit left-lateralization is consistent with the role of
the left hemisphere in processing categorical relationships.
Similar areas were active in both same letter and transfer
implicit scans: posterior parietal, supramarginal gyrus,
bilateral premotor, left inferior frontal, left middle frontal,
and fusiform gyri Letter set transfer affected the relative
amounts of activation in these areas: higher order visual
areas such as the fusiform gyri were relatively less active
after letter set transfer, whereas frontal and parietal areas
were relatively more active after letter set transfer. This is
consistent with subjects devoting less attention to visual
aspects of the strings in the transfer condition.
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Despite numerous studies casting doubt on its
effectiveness, the polygraph is admissible as evidence in
m a n y courts across the United States. It uses physiological
indicators, such as galvanic skin response, of the activation
of crime-related information w h e n suspects are presented
with cues pertaining to a crime. Because these indicators
are indirect measures of knowledge activation, they are
subject to influences other than the presence of guilty
knowledge as well as covert attempts to manipulate them.
For years, cognitive psychologists have used more direct
indicators of knowledge activation, such as reaction time
(RT) and evoked related potential (ERP) to detect online
activation of knowledge. Farwell & Donchin (1991) first
used an E R P paradigm to detect Guilty Knowledge. They
had participants learn information relevant to a m o c k
crime, including location, name of contact (a confederate)
After
and instruction for committing the "crime".
physically carrying out their 'mission,' in a subsequent
session, these same participants were given an ostensibly
n e w task of learning a word list similar to the previous
session. After learning this Target list, participants made
"old" or " n e w " judgments for items presented serially on a
C R T . In addition to blocks of Target ("old") and Irrelevant
("new") items, there w a s a secret third category of items.
These Probe items ("new") were either from the "crime"
the participant committed previously ("guilty") or from a
"crime" the participant had not committed ("innocent").
E E G data were collected during these blocks with the
expectation that similar P300 E R P s would occur to the
recognition of Target items and Guilty-Probe items, but for
Irrelevant and Innocent-Probe phrases no E R P would be
observed. Because this expected pattern was found, it was
possible to determine whether a block contained Guilty or
Innocent Probe items by comparing the correlation between
E R P s for Target and Probe trials with the correlation
between E R P s for Irrelevant and Probe trials. This method
allowed for 1 0 0 % correct classification of Innocent Blocks
and 9 0 % correct classification of Guilty Blocks.
Though R T s were collected, Farwell and Donchin do not
analyze this data, arguing that R T s are not suitable for
detection of Guilty Knowledge because they are easily
manipulated. O u r analysis of their R T data shows that
response to Probe items is reliably slower and less accurate
than response to Irrelevant items, while during Innocent
blocks, R T and accuracy to Probe and Irrelevant items were
identical.

In Experiment 1 of the current study, w e investigated the
viability of a Guilty Knowledge test based solely on R T .
Our first experiment replicates Farwell & Donchin. W e
used their stimuli in a single-session version of their
paradigm. Also, to eliminate the need for a confederate, w e
used a simulated electronic-mail based "crime." W e found
that R T was significantly slower and accuracy significantly
poorer for Probe items compared to Irrelevant items during
Guilty blocks, and no such difference benveen R T or
accuracy for Innocent blocks.
Experiment 2 was identical to Experiment 1 except that
participants were given general knowledge about the test.
Participants were also motivated to appear "innocent"
during Guilty blocks. If R T is easily manipulated, w e
expected the Guilty Knowledge Effect to be attenuated by
an intent to deceive the test combined with general
knowledge about it. The data show the same Guilty
Knowledge Effect as Experiment 1, unaffected by general
knowledge of the test. T o further test Farwell & Donchin's
claim, w e conducted an additional experiment. Experiment
3 was identical to Experiment 2, except that participants
were given more detailed knowledge about the task,
including the R T pattern associated with the Guilty
Knowledge Effect and strategic suggestions. Data from this
experiment were identical those of Experiment 2. A s long
as participants follow instructions (i.e. accurately indicate
"old" for Target items and " N e w " for Irrelevant items, and
respond to all stimuli within 1000ms) there was a significant
Guilty Knowledge Effect.
In all 3 experiments, comparing the difference between
R T for Target and Probe items with the difference between
R T for Irrelevant and Probe items allows correct
classification for 1 0 0 % of Innocent Blocks and 9 0 % of
Guilty Blocks. Because R T is less expensive, easier to
collect and produces more easily analyzed data, w e argue
that a R T based alternative to the polygraph m a y be more
economical than its E R P based counterpart. Also, because
w e demonstrate that manipulating the pattern of responses
in this paradigm is far from easy, w e believe this method is
a viable measure of Guilty Knowledge.
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assimilation is often a simple indexing function Irom
observed state to relevant action. In people (and in some
agents), assimilafion includes augmenting the plan tofinda
Why do we order the extra thicic enchilada with double response for a novel situation. Assimilation is successfial
when it identifies one or more relevant actions. It is
cheese, only to loss half in the garbage? W h y would we
unsuccessful
when it does not yield an action that connects
walk out on afilmif w e had read its reviews? W h e n do we
the current situation (via a plan) with the desired objective.
stop trying to start the car and call the tow truck instead?
W e define giving up as the explicit choice to abandon one
These are a few examples of giving up, which w e define as
course of action in favor of another. If assimilation is
the reasoning surrounding the choice to end one activity and
pursue another. Giving up appears to incorporate aspects of successful, the choice can rely on the comparison of
discovery, surprise, deliberation, diagnostic reasoning, and anticipated outcomes. Systems like S O A R (Newell 1990)
act in this way when giving up on subgoals. If assimilafion
exhaustion in the face of unresolved problems, all integrated
is unsuccessful the basis for such rafional choice is unclear,
into a judgment call. Giving up is clearly a multi-faceted
phenomenon that can shape our overall behavior, yet it is yet people clearly operate in such circumstances. W e
identify a mechanism for giving up, called "giving up for no
poorly studied in the psychological literature.
As afirststep towards understanding "giving up", we good reason", that bases choice on estimated reward streams
and requires only a partial knowledge of future state.
conduct a task analysis in the manner of Newell & Simon
W e examine this model of giving up by implementing it
(1972). W e summarize this analysis in Figure 1.
within an artificial agent that extends the I C A R U S system
(Langley 1997). Our design strongly pursues the metaphor
of decision theoretic, rational choice, using an adaptation
OBSERVE
mechanism that adjusts expected values for whole plans
given unassimilated (but value laden) observations. W e
have tested this model in several domains, and conclude that
(1) the ability to give up for no good reason improves
ASSIMILATE
system performance, and (2) that the tendency to give up is
dependent upon the rate of divergence between expected value
and received reward. This last point provides a testable
no
yes
prediction regarding human behavior.
A

T a s k Analysis of Giving U p

CHOOSE
among expected
outcomes

CHOOSE
among expected
reward streams
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A reliable finding in many studies of visual search is the
difference in reaction time (RT) between trials in which a
target is present (target trials) and those in which there is no
target (blank trials). Commonly, R T s for blank trials are
twice as long, on average, than those for target trials (e.g.,
Chun & Wolfe, 1996). This suggests a possible difference
either in the mechanism used in the two trial types, or in the
way a c o m m o n mechanism is applied.
Another reliable finding in this literature is the large
differences in R T between younger and older adults on blank
trials. While both age groups produce the c o m m o n difference
described above, an age by trial type interaction is also
usually seen, with older adults exhibiting much greater
slowing from target to blank trials than do young adults
(e.g., Plude & Doussart-Rooseveh, 1979).
Recently, a model of visual search has been suggested that
accounts for die basic difference in R T between target and
blank trials (Chun & Wolfe, 1996). In this model, the items
within a visual display are subject to an activation threshold,
set automatically by the individual doing the search task.
Search of a display terminates either when a target is found
(target trials) or when none of items remaining to be
searched exceed the pre-set activation threshold (which is
based on the perceptual features of an item). The activation
threshold is sensitive to feedback given inmiediately after a
trial, such that a correct blank trial would increase the
activation threshold, causing fewer items to be searched and,
therefore shorter RTs. A missed target trial, on the other
hand, would cause the threshold to be lowered and RTs to
lengthen.
This model provides not only a mechanism by which
search can be terminated when no target is present, but also
a means by which the searcher can become more efficient
across trials. Chun and Wolfe suggest that as the typical
visual search experiment proceeds, and more and more trials
are encountered, the searcher develops a sense of how much
search time it should take to detect a target in a given
display. A s that time approaches, with no target yet
identified, the searcher will be more likely to guess about
the presence or absence of a target. Note that this suggests
that as an experiment proceeds, variation in R T should
decrease as the searcher estimates the "average" search time
needed for any given display.
Our study attempts to modify Chun and Wolfe's model to
account for the age differences explained above. Specifically,
w e suggest that a change in the ability to use feedback and

set the activation threshold m a y cause older adults to
overcorrect after missing a target trial. This would lead to a
significantly lower activation threshold and much longer
RTs in blank trials, particularly those following a missed
target trial. This change would be consistent with other
changes noted in older adults, particularly in the ability to
chose and apply cognitive strategies. The setting of an
activation threshold can be thought of as a search strategy,
that is modified over time to yield the most efficient search.
Just as older adults have been found to have more difficulty
employing memory (e.g., Craik & Rabinowitz, 1984) and
problem solving (e.g., Hornblum & Overton, 1976)
strategies, they m a y be more inaccurate than young adults in
adapting the activation threshold in the face of negative
feedback. In a sense, the older adults may be perceiving the
missed target trial as having a greater "cost", becoming
much more conservative on subsequent search trials than
their younger counterparts.
Our study presents a model, based on that of Chun and
Wolfe, that includes a developmental variable affecting the
setting of an activation threshold. W e compare the
performance of the model at two developmental stages with
the performance of younger and older adult participants in a
visual search task, to determine the usefiilness of the model
at predicting age differences in blank trial search times.
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The standard denotational approach for representation of
lexical meanings supposes an independent object, for which
this sign serves as a substitution. In formal case this object
is usually represented in terms of semantic primitives.
Leshka (1993) labels this approach as metaphysical and
claims that its founder is Aristotle w h o treated meaning as
something universal and independent from linguistic forms
which express this meaning. From the linguistic viewpoint
this approach is implemented as a vocabulary that provides
mapping between a word and a list of meanings with
conditions for selection of corresponding object from this
list.
The primary drawback of this approach is that it supposes
that all conditions on ways a word functions should be
expressed explicitly, while they are implicit in conditions on
its usage. This results in two problems: a long (potentially
infinite) list of different meanings for a simple sign, and
loose relations between all meanings from this list.
If the denotational approach to meaning representation
could be associated with the metaphysical tradition,
methodology of this paper follows the phenomenological
movement. The proposed model which describes way in
which meaningsftinctionin context is based on two Husserl
ideas:
• intentionality as a correlation of noema and noesis, i.e.
of an experienced phenomenon and its mode of being
experienced (Husserl, 1960), in the case of language the
meaning of a sign serves as noema, its context is
noesis;
• the model of internal time consciousness (ITC) as
continuous modification of manifold of retentions and
constitution of protentions, i.e. conditions on
expectations of upcoming events (Husserl, 1964).
According to Husserlian interpretation of intentionality,
phenomena in consciousness cannot be studied
independently on conditions on their actualization. In the
same way signs to be uttered determine context while range
of their possible realization is limited within this context, so
only in a communication act signs are engendered with
meaning.
If context is viewed as noesis, i.e. conditions in which a
sign functions, two types of such conditions could be
distinguished:
1. context of communicative needs, which is in turn
subdivided into context of culture and situational
context;
2. context which is determined by language resources and
is subdivided into hierarchical one and linear one.
Instead of its definition a sign should be described by the
structure of possibilities for its use in communication. The

flexibility of meaning is caused by the fact that in different
contexts these possibilities are exploited in different ways.
The relation between texts and the real world is mediated
by communicative needs, since language is a social tool and
not just a mirror of the external world. A definition of a sign
captures an object this sign usually refers to instead of ways
this sign could be used for an act of referring. The
vocabulary fallacy is based on substitution of meaning
constitution in a communicative act by a typical result of
this act.
In the proposed model, language is treated as a system of
signs which are used for classification based on a hierarchy
of features: utterances bind communicative needs and
classification systems in terms of generic-to-specific
relations between categories. Contextual dependency of
meaning in this model is described via change of the
manifold of classification features: their set which is
ascribed to a sign in a given communicative act should
correspond to its contextual conditions, i.e. a set of
classification features which describe other aspects
(horizon) of the situation at question. W h e n a new sign is
introduced in the discourse, it functions as a concrete
context-bound reference. However, when this sign is
uttered, it is used from the viewpoint of functional
classification of a specific aspect of an object or situation.
In the same way a classification system of functional
features describe the grammatical system of language. This
view directly follows position of structuralists (such as
Saussure and Jakobson) that language is a system of
interrelated synchronic oppositions.
Metaphoric usage also is not a marginal case in this
model, because if signs provide a system of classifications,
which are created from cases of usage, then metaphoric
usage is natural since it serves much the same purpose,
namely, realization of classification system in language.
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Introduction
W h e n people learn locations of objects in space, memory for
those spatial relations appears to involve storing multiple
viewpoint dependent representations (Diwadkar & M c N a mara, in press; Shelton & McNamara, 1997). W e conducted
three experiments to take a closer look at the role of
multiple views and the reference frames used to encode
spatial relations. T h e experiments were designed to
determine whether or not three views of a spatial layout
would produce a viewpoint independent representation in
memory and to assess the relative importance of alternative
spatial reference frames (e.g., the viewer's perspective & the
permanent environment) in encoding spatial location. In
each experiment, subjects learned the locations of seven
objects in a room-sized space from two or three perspectives
and then made judgments of relative direction using memory
(e.g.. Imagine you are standing at the shoe, facing the lamp.
Point to the clock.) Based on prior research, w e
hypothesized that judgments oriented with learned
perspectives would be faster and more accurate than
judgments oriented with novel perspectives. W e further
expected that the spatial structure of the room itself (e.g.,
the planes and axes specified by the walls) might facilitate
representations of certain views and not others.
Experiment 1
Each of 48 subjects learned a display of objects from two
orthogonal viewing positions. For half the subjects the
viewing positions were aligned with walls of the enclosing
room. For the other half, the viewpoints were misaligned
with the walls. Performance in judgments of relative
direction suggested that when two aligned views were
learned, trials oriented with each of these views were faster
and more accurate than trials oriented with novel views.
However, when two misaligned views were learned, subjects
seemed to show a single preferred view for which they were
faster and more accurate.

misaligned view. Performance in judgments of relative
direction indicated that the two views aligned with the walls
of the room were represented in memory, but that the
misaligned view was not mentally represented, even when it
was thefirstview experienced.
Experiment 3
Experiment 3 was identical to Experiment 2 except that the
objects were located in a cylindrical "room" 3.3 m in
diameter. Results from judgments of relative direction
indicated that thefirstview learned was mentally represented,
but that the two subsequent views were not. Rather than
forming multiple views in memory, subjects seemed to be
representing a single view when the structure of the space
did not provide a salient frame of reference.
Discussion
While there was evidence for multiple viewpoint dependent
representations of the spatial layouts, it was not always the
case that every experienced view was equally accessible in
memory. The results suggest that people store a subset of
the study views, based on both a viewer centered reference
frame and on the external reference frame provided by the
larger context. W h e n room cues are available, viewing
positions aligned with the major axes of the room appear to
be represented in memory. W h e n no views are aligned with
the major axes or when room cues are eliminated, subjects
appear to represent a single view of the space. These
findings imply that, rather than positing a single reference
frame for spatial memory, models m a y need to incorporate
an interplay of reference frames to determine h o w many
views are represented and which views those will be.
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Each of 24 subjects learned a display of objects from three
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Cognitive science researchers have found that people
exhibit flaws in reasoning that can be overcome through
instruction. Decision making is a crucial reasoning skill
that I a m currently investigating. I a m studying students in
the nationally recognized Science Education for Public
Understanding Program's (Thier & Nagle, 1994) new high
school course. Science and Sustainability. Part of the
decision-making curriculum I have developed utilizes
computer software called Convince M e (Schank, Ranney &
Hoadley, 1996).
Convince M e possesses a computational representation of
a particular theory of reasoning, the Theory of Explanatory
Coherence (Thagard, 1989). This theory assumes that
people have multiple, conflicting goals and beliefs. The
plausibility of a belief increases with, for instance, a) the
simplicity with which it is explained, b) increasing breadth
of evidential coverage, and c) decreasing competition with
alternative beliefs (Ranney & Schank, in press). Students
enter alternatives, beliefs and evidence about an issue and
connect these with explanatory or contradictory weights (cf.
Thagard & Millgram, 1995). Convince M e assists students
in thinking about an issue while providing them with
simulation-based feedback about the coherence of their
decision.
I a m comparing three subject groups: a) students using
S E P U P materials in addition to m y curriculum, b) students
using S E P U P materials only, and c) students using only
traditional science materials. Data for m y study will include
computer logs of student work, computer-generated
activation scores, in addition to written tests, interviews and
videotapes. Research questions regarding experience with
Convince M e , such as the following, will be addressed: 1)
D o students become more successful at distinguishing
between beliefs and evidence? 2) D o students incorporate
more evidence into their decision? 3) Are reasoning biases,
such as not taking future consequences into account,
reduced? In addition to helping adolescents make complex
decisions, m y research results will eventually contribute to
theoretical models of cognition and decision-making
processes.
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Introduction
When people generate new ideas, the properties of those
ideas are heavily influenced by the structure of existing
concepts (Ward, 1994) and by the attributes of recently
&
encountered category exemplars (Smith, Ward
Schumacher, 1993). Here w e focus on the particular aspects
of existing knowledge that have the greatest impact on
newly generated entities. In mapping old knowledge to a
novel idea, are people more likely to preserve the individual
attributes of known exemplars or the relations among those
attributes, or are they equally likely to preserve attributes
and relations (Centner & Toupin, 1986)? Does the most
influential aspect of existing knowledge vary depending on
situational goals?
To provide answers to these questions, w e asked 72
Texas A & M students to design a carpet for an embassy on
an alien planet. W e told them that because the carpet was
to be made for a planet different from earth, the carpet they
designed should be completely different from carpets here on
earth. W e then provided subjects with an example of a
carpet, telling them that this was an example of the type cf
carpets found on the alien planet.
Method
Subjects were equally divided across three conditions.
Those in the control condition received no additional
instructions. Those in the creative condition were told to
be creative and to make their carpet as different as possible
from the example. Those in the copy condition were told
that while they should not design their carpet to be exactly
like the example, they also should not deviate greatly from
the example or try to get too creative.
Subjects were shown as their example carpet one of eight
different carpets. Each carpet contained four different objects
(e.g. hearts, moons, stars) and between five and seven
different relationships between those objects (e.g. objects
arranged in a concentric design in the center of the carpet,
windowpane design in which there is a central object with a
smaller satellite object on each axis).
Each generated carpet was scored for the proportion of
relationships and objects that the subject preserved. These
variables were determined by counting the number of
relationships or objects from the example carpet that were
preserved in the subject's carpet and dividing by the total
number of relationships or objects that were present in the

example. Creativity and divergence of the generated carpets
was determined by showing 26 Northwestern undergraduate
raters the generated carpets and the examples on which they
were based and having them rate each one in terms of overall
creativity and the degree to which the generated carpet
deviated from the example (on scales from one to seven;
1-least creative/divergent, 7-most creative/divergent).
Results
A n A N O V A indicated that there was a significant main
effect of condition, p <.05, such that participants preserved
the highest proportion of objects and relations in the copy
condition and the lowest proportion in the creative
condition, with the control condition being intermediate
between these extremes. However, there was no significant
effect of objects versus relations, and no interaction,
indicating that participants were equally likely to preserve
objects and relations, and to shift away from those example
properties with condition.
Analysis of the relationship between the tendency to copy
objects and relations and the rated creativity and divergence
of the generated carpets revealed a complex interaction
between condition, the type of property preserved, and the
rated creativity and divergence of the generated carpets.
Preservation of relations was moderately negatively
correlated with rated divergence in all conditions, whereas
the preservation of objects was moderately negatively
correlated with rated divergence only in the copy condition.
Correlation of rated creativity with preservation of relations
and objects was low in all conditions.
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This poster identifies goal handling processes that begin
to account for the kind of processes involved in invention.
W e identify new kinds of goals with special properties and
mechanisms for processing such goals, as well as means of
integrating opportunism, deliberation, and social interaction
into goal/plan processes. W e focus on invention goals, which
address significant enterprises associated with an inventor.
Invention goals represent "seed" goals of an expert, around
which the whole knowledge of an expert gets reorganized and
grows more or less opportunistically. Invention goals reflect
the idiosyncrasy of thematic goals a m o n g experts. They constantly increase the sensitivity of individuals for particular
events that might contribute to their satisfaction. Our exploration is based on a well-documented example: the invention
of the telephone by Alexander Graham Bell'. W e propose
mechanisms to explain: (1) h o w Bell's early thematic goals
gave rise to the new goals to invent the multiple telegraph
and the telephone, and (2) h o w the new goals interacted opportunistically. Finally, w e describe our distributed model of
invention (a "society" of reasoners). Each reasoner has the
same A L E C ^ architecture, but different knowledge.

I Background Goals
1 Background Anifacis
Agenda
Control plan
Currenl Spec
Current Solutron
(& Allematives)
Mailbox IN/OUT

L.

Goal
Generator
Plan
Scheduler
Strategic
Control
Adilacl
Generator
External
Interaction

Thematic Patterns
Suspended Goals l

University of Virginia
Charlottesville, V A 22901
meg3c@virginia.edu

process. Whenever A L E C learns about a n e w design idea
(by social interaction or experimentation), it performs the
following steps: (1) identify if the idea is interesting (does the
implementation of the idea result in postconditions that match
those of important unsatisfied thematic goals?), (2) estimate
its o w n expertise to implement the idea as an artifact (given
the idea's rough design spec, can the Artifactor Generator
generate an artifact, judged/simulated as promising by the
Evaluator?) (3) generate an invention goal (instrumental for
satisfying specific thematic goals), if the results of steps (1)
and (2) are positive.
Given an invention goal specification, the Artifact Generator uses the following retrieval algorithm: (1) if the design
specification matches any of the B A C K G R O U N D ARTIFACTS,
return it, (2) otherwise, if L T M retrieval is successful, return
the remembered devices, (3) otherwise, ask (send message to)
other experts for such an artifact and suspend the invention
goal in memory, indexed by its design specification.
If the Artifact Generator is unable to retrieve an artifact
that satisfies all the design spec constraints, it attempts to
decompose the initial invention goal in subgoals to facilitate
the further synthesis of the desired artifact. The algorithm for
decomposing an invention goal in subgoals, given the design
specification of the artifact is: (1)finda design alternative that
satisfies the main constraint, (2) identify which components
of this design alternative are responsible for satisfying the
secondary constraints, (3) generate subproblems for designing
components, to satisfy (better) the secondary constraints.
But Evaluator is essential to validate the design solutions
proposed by the Artifact Generator. Here are the steps: (1)
perform simulation of the artifact and critique it, if A L E C
has enough domain knowledge, (2) otherwise, implement the
artifact, perform experiments and interpret the results, if this
is possible, (3) otherwise, send message to relevant experts to
remotely perform the evaluation.
Step (3) of the Artifact Generator retrieval and Evaluator algorithms m a y result in the deliberative generation of
an expertise goal (i.e., a learning goal to provide a broader
expertise).

|

Cases, Artifacts,
Models
Simulator
knowledge
Other EKpens

Figure 1: A L E C : a Framework for Invention
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The
current
decade
has witnessed
a dramatic
reconceptualization of the origins of cognitive competence.
M u c h of this change is due to work on infants' ability to
reason about events involving inanimate physical objects
(Baillargeon, 1995; Spelke et al., 1992). However, along
with new discoveries of cognitive competence and neural
plasticity, an important debate has emerged about how best
to characterize these early forms of competence and their
implications for development.
M u c h of that debate has centered on questions of innate
specifications and the nature of the change they undergo.
More recently, the issue of what innateness really means has
arisen in relation to human cognitive competence, and a new
form of empirical constructivism is being proposed (e.g.
Elman et al., 1996). This debate is cogent in reference to
competence with language and physical laws, because of the
stability and survival value of these domains in the human
genotype. Other domains, like numerical competence, fit
such descriptions less well and so should be treated with a
greater degree of skepticism when evaluating a nativist,
modular view of their origins.

processes appear to be present in 5-months-olds (Johnson,
1994). Another component is early physical reasoning, as
described above. A final requirement is the tendency for
infants to preferentially code entities by spatiotemporal,
rather than their identity, characteristics under certain
circumstances (e.g. X u & Carey, 1996). Thus the
development of numerical competence requires the
construction of domain-specific representations and processes
from a set of non-numerical starting conditions. I shall
present results from a computational model which, based
solely on the above competencies, reproduces infants'
looking times in a published study.
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Introduction
It was recently claimed that feedforward neural networks
cannot simulate what is considered to be rule-based
behavior in adult humans (Raijmakers, van Koten, &
Molenaar, 1996). Back-propagation networks learning
discrimination shifts were found to behave in an associative
way characteristic of young children. W e suggest that these
simulations are flawed by using layered networks on linear
problems.

four pairs are presented with changed reward contingencies
such that the shift agrees with either an R S or an E D S . For
most adults, responses on the test pairs agree with an R S .
This is also the case of young children in overtraining
conditions (Wolff, 1967). W e trained 60 networks on an
O S task, again with a small score-threshold. The behavior
of 57 networks was consistent with an RS, a proportion not
significantly different from that observed in adults. Again,
hidden units were not recruited by the networks.
Discussion

Discrimination shift tasks
Discrimination shift paradigms involve the pairwise
discrimination of stimuli with attributes on three binary
dimensions. A pair of stimuli exhibit mutually exclusive
attributes on all three dimensions, a constraint that allows
four pairs. Participants learn to identify the stimulus in each
pair that exhibits the targeted attribute (e.g., dark).
Learning occurs by reinforcement until participants reliably
identify the target. W h e n criterion is reached, shifts in
reward contingencies can be introduced.
In a reversal shift (RS), training is shifted to the other
attribute of the same dimension (e.g., from dark to bright).
All reinforcement contingencies are thus changed. For
extra-dimensional shifts (EDS), training is shifted to an
attribute of a previously irrelevant dimension (e.g., dark to
small). Contingencies are changed for only half of the pairs
(e.g., half of the dark stimuli are also small). H u m a n adults
typically learn an R S faster than an E D S and their
performance on unchanged pairs of an E D S is impaired
during shift learning (Kendler, 1983; Tighe & Tighe,
1978).
This has suggested that adults learn these tasks by way of
mediating concepts representing the relevant dimension
(Kendler, 1983). But when younger children lacking
mediating ability are trained for an extended time beyond
criterion, they too perform an R S faster than an E D S
(Wolff, 1967). This is the overtraining effect, and it can be
implemented in neural networks by lowering the score
threshold producing deeper learning.
W e propose a model of discrimination shifts using
cascade-correlation networks. W e trained 120 networks on
RS and E D S tasks using a small score threshold. The
networks learned an R S faster than an E D S and showed
impaired performance on unchanged E D S pairs during shift
training. They did not recruit hidden units.
In an optional shift (OS), initial training is identical to
that in R S and E D S , but at the onset of the shift, two of the

Our networks showed behavior consistent with what is
found in adults on RS, E D S , and O S tasks. Moreover, the
lack of hidden units in the networks implies that mediated
processing is not involved in their behavior. W e suggest
that human adults may submit themselves to spontaneous
overtraining through a process similar to rehearsal in
memory tasks. This has already been suggested by Levine
(1975) for discriminative learning. W e also modeled the
learning of young children using a higher score-threshold
(Sirois & Shultz, in preparation). Our model shows that
P D P networks can simulate behavior usually considered
rule-based. Indeed, the prospects look favorable for
simulating a wide range of age-related phenomena in the
discrimination shift literature.
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Introduction
Many tools and techniques have been developed
tematic acquisition of domain knowledge, including knowledge elicitation methods for use with a human expert;
machine learning algorithms that infer knowledge from data;
and knowledge base refinement tools that refine existing
knowledge bases. A s the number and sophistication of these
knowledge acquisition tools increases, it becomes increasingly difficult for users to choose between them for particular applications, especially when more than one is needed.
W e argue the importance of driving this whole process by the
epistemological requirements of the problem solver(s) which
have been selected to solve a particular task. To support this
approach, w e introduce a toolbox which includes an advisory system coupled to several knowledge acquisition tools
and problem solvers.

erences; and a scheduler, which, given some time and
resource constraints, plans the preparation of a given menu.
for
sysThisthe
current
implementation is provided with the necessary
knowledge to perform these three tasks (Sleeman & White,
1996). In future w e will experiment with knowledge bases
which are inconsistent and/or incomplete, thus forcing
M U S K R A T to apply a range of K A tools to produce knowledge bases in the formats required by the several problem
solvers.
For the representation of knowledge, w e are using the
C o m m o n Knowledge Representation Language (CKRL),
which emerged as the generic knowledge description language of the ESPRIT Machine Learning Toolbox project
(Kodratoff et al., 1992). C K R L was devised specifically for
enabling the interchange of knowledge among heterogeneous knowledge acquisition components.

Summary
Approach
The focus of this project is a toolbox called MUSKRAT
(Multistrategy Knowledge Refinement and Acquisition Toolbox) which is able to reason about the suitability of knowledge acquisition ( K A ) tools for capturing the right
knowledge content and form. Given a choice of problemsolver, the system compares the currently available knowledge with the problem solver's epistemological requirements. A shortfall at this stage defines a knowledge
acquisition process for which advice to the user must be generated. W e therefore incorporate knowledge-level descriptions (Newell, 1982) of K A tools and problem solvers so that
M U S K R A T can provide such advice. Although knowledgelevel descriptions have been applied to learning tasks, they
have not been applied, to our knowledge, to the K A tool
selection task. Furthermore, since the whole process is
directed towards the successful execution of a problem
solver, w e are providing a mechanism for goal-driven knowledge acquisition.
W e are illustrating our ideas by building a prototype in the
domain of planning and cooking a meal. This domain is not
only challenging in itself, but also carries heightened significance through an analogy with just-in-time manufacturing.
For our implementation, w e have identified three distinct
problem solvers: a constraint satisfier, which composes a set
of menus consistent with some given constraints; a design
analyst, which analyses a set of menus subject to some pref-

We have proposed a computational schema for knowledge
acquisition and problem solving. W e are currently implementing a prototype in the domain of meal preparation
which incorporates three problem solvers and a number of
K A tools. The research is relevant to Cognitive Science as it
promises greater efficacy in knowledge acquisition for problem solving, but principally because it embodies a goaldirected model of the problem solving/KA process.
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The complexity of human cognition necessitates a
reduction from a high level process (e.g., memory,
perception, imagery, or attention) using a simplified model.
Ideally, the methodology employed to study a particular
component should be simple enough that the results can be
trusted, yet complex enough to study the true nature of the
substrate. The multinomial model developed by Riefer and
Batchelder (1988) strikes this balance and hence is utilized
extensively in the study of many cognitive functions. This
methodology can be readily appreciated by exploring its
application to the study of human memory. A typical
recognition memory experiment involves a study phase and
a test phase. The study phase may involve the presentation
of a word list for a subject to remember and the test phase
may involve the presentation of the words from that study
list in addition to new distracter words. The subject is
instructed to respond "old" or "new" to each word. If a
subject says "old" when presented with a word from the
study list, many questions arise regarding the experience of
the subject. H o w strong is this memory in a range of none
to absolute? Did the subject forget the word from the study
phase and simply guess "old"? During data analysis, it is
necessary to separate parameters that describe true memory
strength and guessing. The multinomial model not only
dissociates these parameters, but enables the study of
multiple dimensions involved in a cognitive process.
W e have investigated an alternative model which can be
used to analyze cognitive processing. This signal detection
theory (SDT) model has different underlying assumptions
than the multinomial model and uses more detailed triple
judgment confidence ratings to quantify the experience of the
observer. It is important to extract all the information that a
subject has to offer about a particular experience in the
interest of developing the most accurate model of mental
function. W e have developed novel techniques for
evaluating these multiple, conjoint rating scale data. T o
explore the accuracy of the S D T model as compared to the
accuracy of the multinomial model, w e conducted a source
memory experiment and analyzed the results using both
models. This type of experiment is appropriate as a multidimensional process as it involves both old-new recognition
memory and memory for source.
During the study phase of the experiment, w e presented
subjects (Ss) with words from two lists using different
presentation methods. Words from the first list were
presented visually as anagrams which the Ss solved and

words from the second list were heard as well as presented
visually. During the test phase, w e presented the words
from the study phase in addition to new words and instructed
Ss to give a triple judgment corresponding to confidence
anagram, confidence heard, and confidence new for each
word. The resulting data were analyzed using the
multinomial model developed by Batchelder and Riefer
(1990) and the S D T model developed by Slotnick et al.
(1996). The parameters derived from these models and the
assumptions underlying these models were compared and
contrasted. Both models result in comparable parameters
that describe memory strength under neutral bias conditions,
but these memory strength parameters derived using the
multinomial model were not independent of bias. Using a
chi-square goodness-of-fit test, w e show that the S D T model
is more representative of the data. These results indicate that
the S D T model is a better predictor of the data than the
multinomial model and henceforth should be considered in
the analysis of multi-dimensional analysis of cognitive
operations.
In addition to studying the results of source memory
experiments, this methodology can be applied to other
cognitive paradigms with multiple dimensions. For
example, w e are currently exploring the application of the
S D T model in the study of the distinction between explicit
and implicit memory and in the study of the distinction
between shape and color in illusory conjunctions. The S D T
model is a powerful means with which to quantify the
multi-dimensional complexities of the human mind.
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.\bstract
Using Linn's . 1992) theoretical frainework of conceptual
change, k n o w n as Scaffolded Knowledge Integration
(SKI), in a classroom context, w e explore two cognitive
processes thai are important to conceptual change in the
science classroom: asking cntical questions of evidence
and searching for evidence to support design or scientific
argument. Separate studies were performed for each of
these processes, in order to isolate the effect of their
treatment. Subjects were eighth-grade students w h o
worked on special projects designed for the Knowledge
Integration Environment (Linn, M . C , Bell, P., & Hsi,
S., in press). Results suggest that these kinds of student
activities and scaffolding derived from the SKI framework
are indeed conducive to enhanced student learning.
Students w h o received projects in which SKI components
played a stronger role (in the form of specially designed
curriculum and software tools) showed clear superiority in
the questions they posed about scientific evidence as well
as in their use of evidence in a design task.
Conceptual change in the science classroom is a complex
cognitive and social process - one that is affected by m a n y
factors: the student's knowledge of domain material; the
nature of the instruction provided; the student's values and
attitudes about school and learning; social interactions within
the classroom; etc. Our framework for conceptual change in
the science classroom must therefore include cognitive, social
and epistemological components. A long history of research
in the Computer as Learning Partner project (Linn, 1992) has
culminated in the identification of four major components to
the framework: a) identify new goals for science learning, b)
m a k e student thinking visible, c) encourage autonomous
learning, and d) provide social supports. Learning h o w to ask
questions has been identified as one of the most important
cognitive skills for students to acquire on the road to
becoming autonomous life-long learners (Palinscar and
Brown, 1984: Collins, B r o w n and N e w m a n , 1990; see
Rosenshine, Meister and Chapman, 1996, for a thorough
review of this research).
A Collaborative Search Page (CSP), designed using the
S K I framework, provided a repository for classroom
knowledge that successfully filtered information for students
that had trouble independently locating Internet sites to
suppon design decisions. The C S P does not simply help
smdents formulate queries; rather, it helps them redefine the
nature of the problem by a) modeling successful approaches
used by other students, b) providing a range of alternatives
that are submitted by other students w h o deemed them
relevant, and c) encouraging reflection during the process of
finding information to support design decisions. The specific

design problem studied here, creating an energy efficient
house for the desen, required the integration and application of
scientific principles that were learned throughout a semester
of computer-based laboratory work.
In a separate but related critiquing activity, students w h o
received guidance consistent with the SKI framework were
able to ask questions that were rated nearly a standard
deviation better than those of students receiving the
superficial guidance in relafion to specificity, relevance, and
productivity of questions (F(2, 109) ^ 15.01; p < 0.0001).

Modeling
Superficial
Information on Evidence Cover Page
Figure 1. Categories of guidance versus generated questions.
Perhaps the most interesting thing about these results is:
once the students left their respective "evidence cover page"
(where the advance organization ( A O ) and modeling
information was supplied) and went out to the actual W e b
sites, there was n o difference whatsoever between the
treaunents for the three conditions. Simply by providing the
appropriate guidance in advance, w e could positively affect
students' ability to ask critical questions of evidence.
The S K I framework combines the most recent and
prominent contributions from the cognitive literature on
conceptual change with important insights from the education
community. According to this framework: no single model,
but a repenoire of conceptual models should be encouraged;
intermediate and qualitative conceptual models should be the
preference in curriculum; students should be encouraged to
work autonomously within their o w n conceptual repenoire;
andfinally,social components of learning, a prominent factor
in collaborative learning environments, should be encouraged.
The two cognitive processes studied by this research —
question generation and searching for evidence - are both vital
to the process of acquiring science knowledge. Our research
has shown h o w both of these processes can be dramatically
enhanced, within the even broader context of a sound
pedagogy, by applying this framework to the design of tools
and curriculum. More detailed information about the research
along with the references and related publications is available
at http://www.kie.berkeley.edu under "Publications".
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In adult English, count nouns such as dog refer to a kind
of object, whereas proper nouns such as M a x refer to a
particular individual. Studies of preschoolers' proper noun
learning have been taken to show that children interpret
proper nouns in an adult-like manner as refeiring to
individuals (e.g. Katz, Baker & Macnamara, 1974). In these
studies, the experimenter points to an object or drawing of
an object and says something like This is zavy. After
several repetitions of zavy, children are tested on dieir
interpretation of the word by being asked if a particular
object is zavy or by being asked to perform an action with
zavy. If the object is clearly animate, children consistently
indicate that they think the original referent of the word (and
only the original referent of the word) is zavy. This
performance is consistent with a proper noun interpretation
of the word akin to M a x , and hence researchers have
concluded that children interpret a word introduced in this
manner as a proper noun.
However, children's performance in such proper noun
studies is also consistent with the possibility that children
interpret the word as referring, not just to the original
referent, but to a particular kind of object, namely objects
which are importantly similar to the original referent.' Such
an interpretation of zav>' would be akin to blonds. O n this
possibility, children restrict their responses to the originally
named object in these studies not because they think that the
word applies to that object alone, but rather because there are
simply no other members of the same kind as the original
referent present in the stimulus array.
Liittschwager and Markman (1993) explicitly set out to
test the possibility that preschool children interpret zavy in
This is zavy as referring to a particular kind of object and
provide suggestive evidence that children in fact interpret a
word introduced as a proper noun as a label for a particular
individual. W e modified Liittschwager and Markman's
procedure to correct some methodological problems and to
explore this possibility further. W e also included adult
participants in addition to preschoolers to assess the
generality of the conclusions drawn with children.
W e taught sixteen 3-year-old children and eleven adults a
new word (i.e. This is zavy) for an object with a salient
property. W e taught children and adults in the Animal
condition the word in the presence of a toy animal, such as a
bear wearing a colorful cape. W e then removed the cape
from the bear, brought out an identical bear (that is, a toy
belonging to the same kind as the original toy) and put the

cape on the n e w bear. Participants were then asked, "Which
one is zavy?" W e taught children and adults in the NonAnimal condition the n e w word in the presence of a nonanimal artifact with a salient property, such as a shoe with a
colorful clip. W e then removed the clip from the shoe,
brought out an identical shoe and put the clip on the new
shoe. Participants were then asked "Which one is zavy?". If
children or adults interpret zavy as a proper noun, they
should choose the original referent of the label. However, if
they interpret zavy as referring to a kind of bear or shoe,
they should choose indiscriminately between the two toys.
A third possible interpretation of zavy is an interpretation
akin to pretty or caped/bowed (i.e. wearing-a-capeAvearing-abow). O n this interpretation, participants should choose the
new object with the salient property.
Table 1: Children's and adults' percent selection of the
original referent in the Animal and Non-Animal conditions.
Condition
Animal
Non-Animal

Children
94
38

Adults
90
33

Children and adults performed quite similarly, as shown in
Table 1. Participants w h o were taught the new word in the
presence of a toy animal chose the original referent on the
vast majority of the trials when asked "Which one is zavyT'.
In contrast, participants w h o were taught the n e w word in
the presence of a non-animal chose the original referent on
about a third of the trials. This suggests that children, like
adults, genuinely interpret a n e w word like zavy in This is
zavy as a label for a particular individual if the referent of the
word is an animal surrogate. However, children and adults
do not make the same interpretation when the referent of the
word is a non-animal artifact. Rather, they make an
adjective or subtype interpretation in this case.
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' On this possibility, children use proper noun syntax, yet
treat the word semantically as a count noun.
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The 40 participants were randomly assigned to each of two
conditions. These two conditions differed in the amount that
the concepts used in the experiment shared common
Multiple instantiation involves the simultaneous use properties.
of the
T w o rules of the type AidB (material
same parts of the knowledge base in different ways.
implication), one for each condition, were constructed. The
Knowing that "John is in love with Rita" and that "Rita is
rules have the same length. The first rule involved rather
in love with John", you can easily infer that they should be
distant concepts; the second rule used more closely related
happy. To arrive at that conclusion you had to instantiate
concepts. Four questions for each condition were used.
the predicate "is in love with" and the objects "John" and
There was a highly significant difference of mean reaction
"Rita" twice. Models that load copies of pieces of knowledge time (Unpaired Student t (35) = 3.432 p < .005) for
into a working area before transforming them do not have
answering the first question presented. All other differences
any problem with multiple instantiation. They simply make
of reaction time were not significant.
several copies of the same content. However, for
There is no difference for subjects reading one rule or
connectionists models that use the structure of the
another, but when they receive the first question, they must
knowledge base itself as the place where concepts are
encode the rule in a particular way permitting the inference
associated, transformed and where inferences are drawn,
to be drawn. This encoding requires dealing with multiply
multiple instantiation is a serious problem. Based on Shastri instantiated properties that share the concepts used in the
& Ajjanagadde (1993) S H R U T I model, I N F E R N E T ,
rules. A replacement process is required. When the next
implements a working memory that is the activated part of questions appears, this replacement has already been made,
long term memory. This is achieved by making use of and the reaction times no longer differ. There is no
temporal properties of the node spikes, namely, synchrony
significant difference between the two groups for each of the
and rythmicity. A particular solution of the problem of
question types A, ~A, B and ~B nor for the conclusions
multiple instantiation is proposed. This model makes
inferred.
predictions that have been tested experimentally and the
These results would seem to support distributed concept
results of these experiments are reported here.
representations and challenge modular accounts of memory.
For these models (e.g. Baddeley, 1986), Working Memory is
Multiple instantiation
separated from Long Term Memory and parts of L T M are
While S H R U T I uses a set of copies of the predicate and its loaded into W M when needed. According to these models,
multiple instantiation will not increase reaction time. The
argument slots, I N F E R N E T modifies oscillation frequency
results reported here contradict this prediction.
to enable multiple instantiation. This means that nodes
pertaining to a doubly instantiated concept will oscillate
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representation of rules, variables and dynamic bindings
nodes firing in synchrony. The distributed nature of each
using temporal synchrony. Behavioral arid Brain Sciences,
concept implies that closely related concepts have a number
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of nodes in common. If, in a reasoning episode, two related
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Evolutionary C o m p u t a t i o n a n d Cognition
Evolutionary computation systems are not themselves
models of cognitive processes, but they do provide powerful
tools that can be used in cognitive science. The technique of
genetic programming (GP), in which computer programs are
produced by means of natural selection, can support several
new strategies for research on computational cognitive
models. This abstract describes the use of a G P process as a
team of systematically biased programmers, along with four
new research strategies supported by this technology.
The Problem with Programmers
Computational cognitive models—computer systems that
perform cognitive tasks in ways thought to be revealing
about how those same tasks are performed by humans—are
plentiful in cognitive science. Computational cognitive
models are produced by programmers—researchers w h o
encode theories into the actual code that a computer will run.
In programming a cognitive model one must make many
decisions for which there will be several reasonable choices.
These choices often have complex and significant impacts
on the performance of the model, and inferences from the
behavior of the model are therefore conditional not only on
the theory that inspired the model, but also on the details of
the implemented computer program. Examples of
programming choices that m a y have major impacts on
performance include the data structures used to represent
problem instances, numerical constants (e.g., network biases
or default activation values), and the precise ways in which
"lesions" are implemented. Even theories that are phrased in
explicit computational terms often leave many such details
underspecified; biases of programmers (intentional or not)
will in such cases have large effects on the resulting models.

R e s e a r c h Strategies
A general research strategy for using G P in cognitive
science is to replace the biased humans w h o program
cognitive models with G P processes. G P processes are also
biased, but their biases are systematic, consistent across
experiments, and subject to explicit experimental control.
Four more specific versions of this strategy are as follows:
Show Sufficiency of Theorized Mechanisms
If a theory states that a particular set of computational
mechanisms is responsible for a particular set of behaviors,
then these mechanisms can be provided to a G P process; if a
successful program is produced then the sufficiency of the
mechanisms for the behavior will have been established.
Compare Different Sets of Mechanisms
The relative merits of different sets of mechanisms are often
debated in cognitive science; G P can be run using each set of
mechanisms in turn, and the relative computational efforts
can be used as evidence in these debates (Spector & Luke,
1996). The evolved models can also be compared with
respect to parsimony, efficiency, and other measures.
Breed and Dissect
G P with rudimentary program elements (e.g., arithmetic
operators) can be used to produce programs that perform
specific cognitive tasks; the resulting programs can then be
analyzed for the use of theorized higher-order mechanisms.
Domain Analysis
The effort required to produce a successful program with G P
can provide data on the difficulty of the modeled task; if it is
very easy for G P tofindsuccessful programs, then the task
may be too simple to serve as a good test of any model.

Genetic Programming
Genetic programming (GP) is an automatic programming
References
technique based on natural selection (Koza, 1992). G P starts
with a population of programs that are random combinations
Koza, J.R. (1992). Genetic Programming: O n the
of problem-specific elements. Each program is assessed for
Programming of Computers by Means of Natural
fitness, and thefitnessvalues are used to produce the next
Selection. Cambridge, M A : The M I T Press.
generation via genetic crossover and mutation. After some
Spector, L., & Luke, S. (1996). Culture Enhances the
number of generations the best individual is designated as
Evolvability of Cognition. Proceedings of the Eighteenth
the result. Koza also presents a technique for determining the
Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science Society,
amount of computational effort required for G P to produce
(pp. 672-677). M a h w a h , NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum
successful programs for a particular task.
Associates.
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In this poster w e examine the point at which
knowledge about causal relationships in the world has an
influence on aspects of processing within the language
system. W e focus on a class of verbs considered to
possess an implicit causality bias. For instance, in
example (1) below, the explicit event described in the
subordinate clause following the pronoun is consistent
with the implicit cause. The verb 'blamed' is interpreted
as implying that the second noun phrase, 'Bill', is
ultimately responsible for the event described; it is referred
to as an N P 2 verb. In example (2) however, the explicit
and implicit causes are inconsistent. Examples (3) and (4)
contain N P l biasing verbs which impute causality
tow ards thefirstnoun phrase. In example (3), the explicit
cause is inconsistent with this bias, while in example (4)
it is consistent.

regardless of whether it is needed (Stevenson &
Viktovitch, 1986). W e are interested in whether implicit
causality information would be used automatically, even
when its application is redimdant.
From the two self-paced reading studies, we found
evidence for an initial preference to assign reference to the
first mentioned noun phrase in the sentence. This is
consistent with a gencal serial position effect (Neath &
Knoedler, 1994, Gemsbacher & Hargreaves, 1988). A n
interaction between verb bias and referent was found only
on reading time to the second fragment. It appears that
only later does implicit causality information exert an
influence. What is interesting is that reading times to the
second fragment, ie following the pronoun, provide
evidence that implicit causality information is used
automatically by the system. This occurs even when
resolution can be achieved by considering gender
(1) John blamed Billnj because hep] broke the window.information alone.
W e tentatively accept the conclusion that at least an
initial aspect of the mechanism of resolving pronominal
(2) Johnp] blamed Bill because hep] was in a bad mood.
reference behaves in a restrictive manner, ignoring
(3) John fascinated Billn] because hem was easily
potentially informative factors. W e also report the results
amused.
of an eye-tracking smdy which address the issue of the
nature of possible temporally distinct stages within the
(4) Johnni fascinated Bill because heni was interesting.
reference resolution system.

Previous research has shown a processing cost in bothReferences
naming (Caramazza, Grober, Garvey & Yates, 1977) and
full sentence reading time ( G a m h a m , Oakhill &
Caramazza, A., Grober, E., Garvey, C. & Yates, J. (1977)
Cruttenden, 1992) as a consequence of this causal
Comprehension of Anaphoric Pronouns. Journal of
mismatch. W e are interested in at what point in the
Verbal Learning and Verbal Behaviour, 16,601 -609.
sentence implicit causality bias exerts a processing
G a m h a m , A., Oakhill, J. & Cruttenden, H. (1992) The
influence. Studies using the 'probe' technique that have
Role of Implicit Causality and Gender Cue in the
attempted to answer this question have produced
Interpretation of Pronouns. Language and Cognitive
contradictory results. As there are questions regarding the
Processes.l (:il4),2i\-2S5.
sensitivity of this particular methodology, w e adopt
Gemsbacher, M A . & Hargreaves, D. (1988) Accessing
alternative self-paced reading and eye-tracking measures.
sentence participants; The advantage offirstmention.
In two self-paced reading studies w e split the
Journal of Memory and Language,11,699-111.
presentation of the sentence containing the biasing verb at
Neath,I & Knoedler, A.J. (1994) Distinctiveness and serial
the point following the pronoun. In thefirststudy the
position effects in recognition and sentence processing.
participants mentioned in the main clause are not
Journal of Memory and Language ,33,776-795.
differentiated by gender so, apart from strucmral factors,
Stevenson, R.J. & Viktovitch, M . (1986) The
the only information available to the system for resolving
comprehension of anaphoric relations. Language and
pronominal reference is the implicit causality information.
Speech. 29335-360.
In the second smdy the participants are differentiated by
gender It has been suggested that higher level pragmatic
information is considered by the system automatically.
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There is a long-standing philosophical debate regarding h o w
people learn about their o w n states of mind. According to
one view (Ryle, 1949), people acquire this knowledge in the
same way they acquire knowledge about other people's
beliefs, desires, preferences, etc, or about other phenomenaby accumulating evidence and making conclusions on the
basis of this evidence. According to another view (Ayer,
1963), self-knowledge is qualitatively different from other
kinds of knowledge in that people have "privileged access"
to self-knowledge. Psychologists have recently developed
several methods for studying privileged access (Wilson,
1992). O n e potential way of addressing this issue is by
exploring brain mechanisms underlying various kinds of
judgments (judgments about self, others, or judgments in a
non-psychological domain).
Recent investigations of brain mechanisms underlying
decision making point to the possibility that decision
making in "psychological" or "theory of mind" domains
involves different neural circuits than decision making in
non-psychological, rational domains (Goel, Grafman,
Sadato, & Hallett, 1997).
Three experiments compared the cortical activations
associated with judgments about self, judgments about
others, and rational, non-psychological judgments. There
were 5 participants in thefirstexperiment, and 3 participants
in the second and third experiments. T h e method used
involved
functional
magnetic
resonanse
imaging
(tMRI).Sixteen 4 - m m thick slices were acquired in the
horizontal plane of the Talairach and Tournoux atlas (1988)
starting fron 12 m m below the A C - P C line with a 0 m m
interslice interval. f M R I was obtained with T2*-weighted
gradient 3 D echo spiral pulse sequence (1.5T, T R = 1 0 8 0 m s ,
T E - 40 ms, flip = 22 degrees, sampling interval = 4.32 s /
image).
Participants saw names of food items on the screen (e.g.,
"ice cream") and made a judgment about the food item. In
ihe first experiment, participants' task alternated between
pressing a key for items that they themselves liked (self
iiidi'inent) and pressing a key for items that an average

American liked (other judgment). In the next experiment, the
task alternated between self Judgment and pressing the key
for the foods rich in calcium (rational Judgment). In the last
experiment, the task alternated between other and rational
judgments.
W e compared activation in the three critical areas:
amygdala, medial frontal cortex, and dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex. Activation in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex is
associated with tasks that place heavy demands on working
memory, such as reasoning and problem solving.
Activation in medial frontal cortex is associated with tasks
that are psychological, relative to non-psychological tasks
(Goel, 1997). Results from the first experiment show
greater activation in ventro-medial frontal areas in self
relative to other condition. Results from the second
experiment show greater activation in dorsolateral prefrontal
areas for rational Judgment relative to self or other
conditions, and greater activation in ventro-medial frontal
areas in self and other condition relative to the rational
judgment condition. The different activations m a y reflect
either that the information retrieved from m e m o r y in order to
make a judgment is different for the three kinds of
judgments, or the mechanism for making the judgments is
different.
References
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Patients with damage to orbitofrontal cortex ( O F C ) and
to the amygdala often have great difficulties engaging in
appropriate social behavior, though they have few
cognitive deficits (Mattson & Levin, 1990; Adolphs,
Tranel, Damasio & Damasio, 1995). W e tested patients
with O F C damage on several tasks designed to test their
abiUties to m a k e inferences in social situations. In the
first study, w e tested 5 patients on a developmentally
graded series of tasks designed to measure "theory of
mind," the ability to m a k e inferences about other jjeople's
mental states. Normal adult control subjects perfwmed at
ceiling on all tasks, and 5 patients with dorsolateral
frontal damage also showed no deficits on any of the
theory of mind tasks.
The O F C patients made no errors on first and second
order false belief, but one of them, R.M., had difficulty
recognizing mental state terms, and as a group, the O F C
patients showed significant deficits on the most
developmentally advanced task, recognizing faux pas.
This task requires not only mental state inferences, but
also an empathic understanding of others' affective states.
The O F C patients' performance on these tasks was
parallel to that of individuals with Asperger syndrome, a
mild form of autism, w h o can pass first and second order
false beUef tasks, but have difficulty with more subtle
mentaUstic inferences (O'Riordan et al., 1997).
In the second study, w e tested some of these same
patients on a set of 41 reasoning problems, some of
which were about social situations, and were hypothesized
to depend on theory of mind. The social problems (n=18)
involved reasoning about social contracts, conditional
rules of the form "If you take the benefit, then you must
pay the cost." T h e non-social problems (n=23) were
precaution rules of the form "If you are in hazardous
situation X , then you must take precaution Y." The two
types of problems are logically equivalent. Both types of
problems have an affective component. N o r m data on
both sets of problems shows that normal control subjects
(N=37) performed identically on both sets, though not at
ceiling ( 7 1 % correct on social contracts, 7 2 % on
precaution rules).
O n e patient, R.M., w h o demonstrated the most severe
theory of mind impairment in the first study, was
selectively impaired in reasoning about social conu^ct

problems ( 3 8 % correcO while performing normally on
precaution problems ( 7 1 % correct). R.M.'s damage
includes bilateral damage to O F C and anterior temporal
cortex, including part of the left amygdala. T w o other
patients, one with bilateral O F C and anterior temporal
damage but no damage to the amygdala, and one with
bilateral anterior temporal damage but no damage to the
amygdala, performed equally well on both types of
problems.
Because the performance of controls indicates that the
two sets of problems are of equal difficulty, w e conclude
from R.M's selective deficit that different neural resources
and therefore slightly different psychological mechanisms
are used in reasoning about each type of problem. W e
speculate that R.M.'s difficulty with the social contraa
rules m a y be due to his theory of mind deficits, because
previous research shows that social contract reasoning
depends on an understanding of intentionaUty, whereas
precaution reasoning does not (Fiddick, 1996).
Orbitofrontal cortex, anterior temporal cortex and the
amygdala m a y be involved in social inferences requiring
theory of mind, particularly those involving affect
(Funded by the McDonnell P e w Foundation and N I N D S
grant F32 NS09977-01 to thefirstauthor.)
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Participants will evaluate the effectiveness of dialogic
learning, knowledge building, and site capabilities, as well
Collaborating across disciplines is suggesting new research
as identify future collaborators and improvements.
agendas for cognitive scientists. Through Harvard's Mind,
Researchers will study the formulation of metaphors, crossBrain and Behavior Initiative, Kosslyn n o w studies the
domain
applications, specificity, clarity, richness,
imagery of literature and gets new ideas from collaborating
systematicity/abstractness, scope and validity using
with another discipline (Magner, 1997 p. A13). J.B. Smith
Centner's study of analogies and metaphors (1982). The
(1994) describes cognitive processes that are closely
work of Lakoff (1993) and Wertsch (1987) will also inform
entwined with social science disciplines like anthropology,
the analysis.
ethnography, management science, communications and
group dynamics. H e proposes a concept of collective group
Technology
intelligence and suggests research initiatives to support
The Webquest (Perrone, 1996) system, developed at the
computer mediated collaboration. Shalom/Salaam will
Center for LifeLong Learning and Design is the model for
support such a collaborative effort, by providing a
developing the site. Future design tasks include integrating
structured environment for developing a dialogue, c o m m o n
a database, archival properties, ethnographic coding, maps
language and shared meaning, among colleagues distributed
and other interactive research tools to enhance shared
across disciplines and communities.
understanding and conflict resolution in collaborating
groups.
To enhance group learning, Peter Senge at MIT's Sloan
School of Management, suggests clarifying mental models
References
including images, values, beliefs and assumptions. These
tacit mental navigational tools require reflection and inquiry
Bruner, J. (1996). The Culture of Education. Cambridge,
to understand the reasoning and attitudes that underlie
Massachusetts: Harvard University Press.
human action (Senge, et al 1994 pp. 246). Making thinking
Centner, D. (1982). Are scientific analogies metaphors?
public is a c o m m o n phrase in management, education and
In Miall, D.S., Ed. Metaphor: Problems and
psychology literature. Bruner (1996) describes man's
perspectives. Sussex, England: The Harvester Press.
capacity for intersubjectivity —[how humans c o m e to k n o w
Lakoff, G. (1993). The contemporary theory of metaphor.
each other's minds] as a crucial cultural adaptation (p. 184).
In Ortony, A., Ed. Metaphor and Thought, second ed.
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Magner, D.K. (1997). A program on the mind changes
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Shalom/Salaam will support collaborative knowledge
Education, (pp A 1 2 - 13). February 28.
building in both novices and experts. In a structured space,
Perrone, C. Clark, D. and Repenning, A. (1996). Webquest:
"consultants" will role-play, make their thinking public, and
Combining the W W W with Interactive Simulation
through discourse, construct shared-meaning. They will
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first, construct individual metaphors of current knowledge
Science.
of Middle East peacemaking, then review data posted on the
Senge, P.et al (1994). The Fifth Discipline Fieldbook.
W W W by Middle East stakeholders including Israel,
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own thinking as a result of being informed by the thinking
Associates.
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W e developed a skill learning model CLARION. Different from existing models of mostly high-level skill
learning that use a top-down approach (that is, turning declarative knowledge into procedural knowledge) ,
w e adopt a bottom-up approach toward low-level skill
learning, where procedural knowledge develops first and
declarative knowledge develop s from it. Clarion is
formed by integrating connectionist, reinforcement, and
symbolic learning methods to perform on-line learning.
W e compare the model with h u m a n data in a minefield
navigation task. A match between the model and h u m a n
data is observed in several comparisons.
T h e model consists of two main components: the top
level encodes explicit declarative knowledge in the form
of propositional rules, and the bottom level encodes implicit procedural knowledge in neural networks. In addition, there is an episodic m e m o r y , which stores recent experiences in the form of "input, output, result"
(i.e., stimulus, response, and consequence). A high-level
pseudo-code algorithm that describes CLARION is as follows:
1. Observe the current state i.
2. Compute in the bottom level the Q-value of each of
the possible actions (a,'s) associated with the perceptual state i: Q(i,oi), Q{x,a2),
, Q{x,an).
3. Find out all the possible actions (6:, 62,
tm) at the
top level, based on the the perceptual information x
and other available information (which goes up from
the bottom level) and the rules in place at the top
level.
4. Compare the values of a,'s with those of bj's (which
are sent down from the top level), and choose an
appropriate action a.
5. Perform the action a, and observe the next state y
and (possibly) the reinforcement r.
6. Update the bottom level in accordance with the QLearning-Backpropagation algorithm, based on the
feedback information.
7. Update the top level using the Rule-ExtractionRefinement algorithm.
8. G o back to Step 1.
For details. S u n et al (1996).
W e compared model performance with h u m a n perform a n c e in a variety of conditions. In the standard training condition w e compared average success rates as in
Figure 1. Both sets of data were best fit by power functions (for failure rate). T h e degree of similarity is evident. A Pearson coefficient was calculated which yielded
a high positive correlation (r — .82), indicating a high

Figure 1: T h e learning curves in terms of success rates
in the standard condition. T h e right side is the h u m a n
data and the left side is the model data.

Figure 2: T h e learning curves in terms of success rates
in the verbalization condition.
degree of similarity between h u m a n subjects and model
runs.
In the verbalization training condition, w e compared
the average h u m a n and model data. W e posited that
m u c h of the effect of verbalization on learning was associated with rehearsing previous steps and episodes, and
thus we use replay to capture verbalization in the model.
Again, the two sets of data were highly similar and both
were best fit by power functions. W e also calculated a
Pearson coefficient, which yielded a high positive correlation (r = .84).
A number of other conditions, such as mixed training and over-verbalization, were also used in comparisons. O u r detailed protocol analysis further indicated
that there was substantial evidence in the verbalization
of the subjects for the bottom-up learning process as
posited by our model.
References:
R. Sun, et al. (1996). Bottom-up skill learning in
reactive sequential decision tasks. Proc.of 18th Cognitive
Science Conference.
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In the Uterature on disconfirming evidence, researchers
typically find that people are impervious to data that call into
question their beliefs and attitudes (e.g.. Lord, Ross, & Lepper,
1979) However, one can argue that a particular circumscribed
belief (i.e., capital punishment is good or bad) is imbedded in a
broader network of beliefs (i.e., capital punishment is or is not a
deterrent; coital punishment is or is not biased against
members of particular groups, etc.) The usual disconfirming
evidence deals only with the circumscribed belief in question,
leavingtfiebroader network relatively intact Disconfirming
evidence might affect people's beliefs differently if it calls into
question both the broader network of beliefs and the
circumscribed belief (Koslowski, 1996). In our study, w e
provide participants with evidence that disconfirms both the
broader network of beliefs and the circumscribed belief W e are
asking two questions. O n e is whether Abelson's categories
(1959) provide an exhaustive description of the reasoning
strategies people use when confronted with disconfirming
evidence. The other is whether evidence that disconfirms both
the broader network of behefs and the circumscribed belief is
more likely to produce belief change than control information.
Participants included college students with a range of behefs
about capital punishment.
During an initial interview,
participants were asked questions that draw out, and were asked
to rate, theu behefs about six aspects of capital punishment
(e.g., whether it is a deterrent, whether it is biased, etc.)
Participants were then presented with evidence that disconfirms
each of their stated behefs (whether pro or con) and were asked
to reconcile each piece of evidence withtiieirstated beliefs
(participants in the control group were simply asked to think
fiirther about the issues). During a second interview two weeks
later, participants were asked questions probing any gaps or
apparent inconsistencies found in diefirstinterview (e.g., "You
said that capital punishment is a deterrent because it scares
people. You also said that crimmals do not care about losing
their lives. H o w would you reconcile those two statements?).
Participants were asked again to describe and to rate tfieir
behefs about capital punishment. Interviews were audiotaped
for later coding. Participants' responses to disconfirming
evidence were coded in terms of the reasoning strategy used in
each instance.

Ourfirstquestion is v^diether Abelson's categories (denial,
differenhation, bolstering, and transcendence) exhaustively
describe tiie reasoning strategies used in response to
disconfirming evidence The 60 participants interviewed make
it clear that Abelson's categories are not exhaustive In fact,
nearly every participant used at least one response that does not
fit well into Abelson's categories Categories not descnbed by
Abelson include: neglect (ignoring rather than actively denying
the disconfirming evidence); differentiation with explanation
("We're talking about two different things, and the difference
is..."), offering alternative hypotheses to account for the
disconfirmmg evidence; and interjecting methodological
concerns ("I'd hke to know more about the sample and whether
they controlled for confounding variables"). The last two
categories are particularly interesting, suggesting that
participants are reasoning more hke scientists than might be
expected based on prior research.
Our second question is w^iether Aere are categorizable
differences between participants w h o are swayed by
disconfirming evidence and those w h o are not. Interestingly,
participants w h o are "on the fence" with regard to capital
punishment seem to respond to disconfirming evidence by
sohdifying their beliefs in the direction they were originally
leaning, rather than in the direction of the disconfirming
evidence. Also, although participants w h o initially express
extreme beliefs tend not to be swayed by the disconfirming
evidence, it appears that this is not due to lack of consideration
of the evidence
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Expertise is expensive. Becoming an expert is also
expensive (and sometimes dangerous) for the company
employing a novice and to novices themselves due the
mistakes they make. Novices are often in need of expert
advice, but experts w h o could help are not available when
they are needed. A type of structured hypermedia systems,
called A S K systems have successfully been used to deliver
advice on demand. These systems comprise of hundreds of
expert video clips containing stories of do's and don'ts of the
trade, as well as interesting anecdotes and descriptions of
standard procedures. Developing such systems by hand is a
very demanding and time consuming task the most time
consuming phase being the creation of hypermedia links.
A s the number of hypermedia items exceeds a few hundred,
the manual indexing process becomes exceedingly error
prone: For instance, content indexers get habituated to the
content, and thus forget to create links that would be very
useful for a novice user of the system. Also, as the amount
of content increases, content indexers fail to remember all
the content, and thus do not create many, possibly very good
links. In order to create large, high quality hypermedia
systems, w e need to provide support to m a k e this task
manageable.
There have been a number of attempts to automate the
link creation process. These solutions can be classified in
two major categories. O n the one end of the spectrum, there
are systems that try to fully automate the linking process by
eliciting a lot of formal knowledge about each video clip to
be linked. Given this large amount of formalized
knowledge, these systems use linking rules to find clips that
should be linked together. The advantage of these systems
is that they can produce very high quality hypermedia
systems. Unfortunately, this approach has major flaws: the
indexer needs to describe (formalize) each clip, but the size
and complexity of the required information can overwhelm
the content analyst. T o address these problems, systems
exploring the other end of the representation complexity link quality trade-off were also developed. These systems do
not attempt to fully automate the linking process. Instead,
they elicit only a limited amount of knowledge from the
content expert about each video clip, and use this knowledge
to retrieve other video clips that could be relevant. It is the
content analyst's task tofilterthe proposed clips, and
finalize the links. T h e problem with this approach is that it

still requires the analyst tofilterincorrect links, and for large
systems this process can be very labor intensive.
Our goal was to develop a methodology that combines
the best of both worlds: on the one hand, w e wanted to
reduce the cognitive load placed on content analysts, but w e
also wanted to maintain the quality of the proposed
hypermedia links. Instead of reducing the complexity of the
representation, our approach uses knowledge about the
intended use of the produced hypermedia system to simplify
the representation process itself. Since the users of the
created hypermedia system are novices trying to perform
some task, w e use the model of that task to facilitate the
indexing process. The underlying idea is that the task model
captures a large amount of background knowledge relevant
for making links between stories, thus content indexers do
not have to spend time and effort on re-codifying the same
knowledge every time.
W e are currently developing and evaluating an example
implementation for automatically creating A S K systems for
novice consultants w h o work on business process
reengineering (BPR) engagements. W e developed a large
library of task components and used it to build a task model
of business process reengineering. The current task model is
highly detailed; it contains approximately one hundred task
components. W e also developed a set of linking rules that
use the task model and the represented stories to suggest
links between video clips. Content indexers used the tool
with the task model of B P R to describe approximately 300
stories. W e are still evaluating the quality of resulting
links, but the data is promising: approximately 75 % of the
links found by the system were also judged correct by
content analysts.
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At the crossroad between cognitive psychology and artificial
neural networks, this work is about learning complex
behaviors? Indeed, current connectionist algorithms can only
learn simple tasks, and can only model limited and isolated
human abilities. T w o principles to overcome these limits
are proposed.

About

Progressivity
To make a network learn a complex ability, computer
scientists usually use a single network with a single
training set. Conversely, w e argue that learning should take
place in a temporal framework, where the training set
evolves during learning. In particular, if successive training
sets are carefully chosen, such a temporal organization of
learning can facilitate learning, thanks to progressive
learning (Cloete & Ludik, 1993; Elman, 1993; Szilas &
Ronco, 1995). Such a progressivity effect, based on the
notion of transfer, is often observed in human learning.
Beyond the intuitive obvious fact that the whole schooling
is based on progressive acquisition of knowledge, laboratory
experiments have demonstrated the efficiency of progressive
learning, in a large variety of tasks, like human-computer
interaction, motor learning, concept learning, etc.
Polyvalency
However, the success of both computer and psychological
experiments mentioned above entirely relies on h o w the task
designer organizes the learning environment. W e intend to
design models of autonomous learning, where the learning
system is able to select what to learn and when.
Straightforward finding, without a priori knowledge, the
proper ordering of tasks is unrealistic, if the system is not
allowed to use some kind of trials and errors strategy. Such
a strategy requires polyvalency. Polyvalency reefers to the
ability of a system to have several distinct skills, which
correspond to distinct Gaining sets in connectionist models.
In a pure progressive learning situation, the current learning
only have the previous skill at its disposal, because
progressive learning is characterized by a "fixed processing
channel" (Clark & Thornton 1997), whereas in progressive
and polyvalent learning, there is a wide panel of tasks,
available for transfer. Thus, progressive learning can occur
in an autonomous way; the system acquires, in a bottom up
way, a variety of skills incrementally connected one with
the others.

optimality

Interestingly, those two principles, when combined,
imply that the resulting structure is sub-optimal, from a
computational point of view. Indeed, progressive and
polyvalent systems need to maintain their old abilities
which constrained the space of solutions (Szilas 1997).
Conversely, the multitask approach (Caruana, 1993) aims at
better architectures, in terms of generalization, because in
multitask learning, all skills are acquired simultaneously, in
a non progressive way. W e just claim that multitask
learning is not suited to highly complex tasks. N o n
optimality has been observed in human learning (see (BenZeev, 1995) for example): in the course of development, old
erroneous procedures remain during the whole life, while
new procedures are just superimposed to them. According to
these psychological data and the two proposed principles, w e
claim that the current race of computer scientists for
optimality does not hold: non optimal structures form a
necessary stage in learning.
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Introduction
This paper presents various data which reflect differences
in first language acquisition of nouns and verbs.
A first study (Tappe, 1996) reveals that an acallosal girl
faced enormous difficulties with the acquisition of nouns
due to difficulties in concept formation. Verbs, quite to the
contrary, were acquired without m u c h effort. Their
acquisition seems to have been facilitated by the girPs
intact syntactic knowledge.
Convergent evidence for this hypothesis is provided by
bilingual children. These children generally rather learn
n e w words than equivalents, yet, they seem to learn more
verb equivalents than noun equivalents. The children thus
experience a greater amount of newness in verb equivalents
than in noun equivalents. Even though verb pairs m a y be
semantically near to synonymous, the syntactic information
encoded in the respective verbs m a y differ across
languages.
Data Collection and Subjects
The data presented in this paper stem from three
longitudinal studies based on videotaped play sessions.
Each one employed the same methods in data collection
and analysis. Thus, comparable expressive vocabularies for
the five children under consideration were documented.
Each of the bilingual children acquires two first
languages (French and German) simultaneously. T w o male
and two female children were studied, from age 1 ;0 to 2;0
in three cases and from 1 ;0 to 3;0 in the last one.
The monolingual G e r m a n child, L , is a case of complete
corpus callosum agenesis. In her overall development the
child falls about one year behind her neuroanatomically
unchallenged peers. Yet, her abilities develop at an average
pace and she is not mentally handicapped. Her language
development was documented right from the onset at 2;0
until the age of 5;0.
Results
During thefirst12 months of language acquisition nouns
constitute about 2 0 % of all words in the expressive
vocabulary of the acallosal child. N o u n acquisition seems to
be affected by deficits in the fine tuning of the verbal
association. T h e deficits themselves are based on lacking
inhibition on lateralized processes in object perception,
which are proposed by Brown and Kosslyn (1995). Verb

acquisition, on the other hand, is unspared. Supposedly,
this effect is supported by syntactic processing which is
unaffected by the neuroanatomical condition of the child.
Further evidence for the view that verb acquisition
encompasses syntactic aspects (Lederer, Gleitman &
Gleilman, 1995) can be found in the data of the bilingual
children. In the younger children the effect under
consideration is but a trend, yet in older children w h o are
beyond the pre-syntactic stage in their linguistic
development, verb equivalents (42%) largely outnumber
noun equivalents (18%).
Conclusion
The data drawn from several longitudinal studies on
language acquisition provide evidence for the hypothesis
that children are sensitive to syntactic information in verb
acquisition. O n this basis, an acallosal child with
difficulties in the integration of perceptual information is
able to effortlessly acquire verbs while nouns are learned
with great difficulty. Bilingual children, too, differenfiate
between the two word classes: they learn more verbs
equivalents as soon as syntactic processing becomes
available.
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T h e problem. Across both domains of categorization
(Mervis & Rosch, 1981) and reasoning under uncertainty
(Kahneman & Tversky, 1972), ratings of "typicality", "representativeness", or "goodness of example" are highly reliable predictors of stimulus recognition, learning, comparison, and frequency estimation behavior. But what makes a
good example? Because typicality gradients m a y have many
sources (Barsalou, 1985), both Kahneman & Tversky (1972)
and Mervis & Rosch (1981) argue that the concept of typicality should be (or can be) defined only operationally, m terms
of subjects' direct judgements. This position has sparked
the sharp criticism that intuitive heuristics of typicality are
too vague to serve as an explanatory construct in cognitive
science (Gigerenzer, 1996).
A solution: Bayesian genericity. As one step towards an
analysis of typicality, I have developed a formal definition of
genericity, what it means to be a good example of a process
or category in the context of Bayesian inductive inference.
(See Feldman (in press) for an alternative non-Bayesian treatment.) Let 7i = {Hi,.. .,Hn} denote a set of mutually
exclusive hypotheses that might account for an observation
D. Then Bayes' rule asserts that D supports Hi (maximizes
p{Hi\D)/p{Hi)) to the extent that the occurence of D is better explained (more probable) under Hi then under any of the
other alternative hypotheses H j ^ , , weighted by their priors.
Such an observation will be called a generic example of Hi.
Of the many ways in which an outcome or object m a y be
typical of a process or category, being a good example for the
purposes of inductive generalization is surely one of the most
natural. This sense of typicality as genericity is not irremediably vague, but follows from normative principles of inductive
inference and clarifies a number of puzzling phenomena:
1. Typicality may not imply typical features. Under the
standard view, people judge arobin to be a typical bird because
it shares many salient features with the bird prototype, or with
otherbirds. B ut people judge5| = H H T H T T T H to be a typical
sequence of fair coinflipsnot because it has certain salient
features, but because it does not have the features (patterns
or biased tendencies) that less typical sequences like 52 =
H T H T H T H T or ^3 = H H T H T H H H do. O n a Bayesian analysis,
those salient features make ^2 and ^3 less generic, and thus
the "featureless" Si is correctly identified as the most typical.

belonging to salient subclasses of a category are less generic,
and thus less likely to be seen as representative members of
the category.
f3. Typicality may be compatible with definitional categories. It is well known that even apparently definitional
categories such as "odd number" exhibit reliable typicality
gradients (Armstrong et al., 1983). These results suggest
that there is no simple relation between typicality effects and
category structure. But definitional categories and typicality
phenomena m a y coexist peacefully: Fig. B clearly satisfies
the definition of a quadrilateral, but as a rectangle, it is not a
generic quadrilateral like Fig. A. Typicality gradients determined by genericity m a y tell us nothing about the structure
of any one category on its own, but a great deal about the
structure of the set of categories that comprise the hypothesis
space for inductive inference.
4. "A set of typical X's" may not equal "a typical set of
X's". In general, categories are best learned from experience with typical members (Mervis & Rosch, 1981). Since
category learning usually involves experience with more than
one example, the concept of "a typical X " should be naturally
extendable to "a typical sample of X's". But this is not trivial: Fig. A is a representative quadrilateral, while a sequence
of similar shapes (Fig. C ) is not a representative sample of
quadrilaterals. However, under the assumption of independent sampling, the same notion of genericity that picks out
typical quadrilaterals (Fig. A ) and typical sequences (5i) also
distinguishes typical sequences of quadrilaterals (Fig. D ) .
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Introduction
Recently, intelligent tutoring system designers have been
adding multimedia to their systems (Cognition and Technology Group at Vanderbilt, 1996; Soloway & Pryor, 1996).
In particular, natural language is being used more in intelligent tutoring systems and intelligent learning environments
for both input (student talking) and output (tutor explaining).
In past comparisons of human tutors and intelligent tutoring
systems, it has been suggested that natural language is particularly good at tutorial explanations (e.g., Moore, 1996).
However, most systems use natural language for both input
and output, but the learning effects of using natural language
have not been evaluated. H o w much should natural language
be used in intelligent tutoring systems? A simple pilot study
was designed to examine this issue.
Method
W e manipulated whether subjects could use (typed in) natural language, direct manipulation, or a combination of natural
language and direct manipulation for system input to a cartographic system called InterLACE.
InterLACE is a fully pannable, zoomable, mouse-sensitive
graphical map display of southern Germany which has been
interfaced to our natural language processor N A U T I L U S to
provide natural language capability. A simulated tank unit
also responds to verbal route instructions and mouse drags.
In this experiment, subjects who used natural language to issue commands and queries typed sentences or parts of sentences into an input window. Everything that could be done
in one inpUt-modality (i.e., natural language) could also be
done in the other (i.e., direct manipulation). A more detailed
description of InterLACE can be found in Wauchope (1996).
Users were presented with instructions like "Go to the intersection nearest town Fulda" or "Name the two roads that
cross intersection 322." At the end of the session, subjects
were asked to draw as much of the map as they could recall.
Time on task and score on map-drawing task was recorded.
Subjects were 24 volunteers from N R L .
Results and Discussion
As Table 1 suggests, subjects w h o used only natural language drew the least accurate maps, while subjects w h o
used direct manipulation drew the best maps, F(2,21) = 3.5,
M S e = 84, p < .05, tukey post-hoc, p < .05.
A "time on task" explanation does not account for the
superiority of using direct manipulation, since subjects in
all conditions spent approximately the same amount of time

Condition

Time on Task

NL
GUI
Combined

36.6
36.8
39.6

Score on Posttest
6
12
18

Table 1: Time on task (minutes) and score on posttest. The
higher the score on the posttest, the better.

F(2,21) = 0.7, M 5 e = 3609, n.s., suggesting that subjects
who used direct manipulation processed the m a p "deeper"
than subjects in the natural language condition.
Since one of the theoretical advantages of direct manipulation is becoming more "engaged" in the system (e.g., Shneiderman, 1992), users may learn more when using direct manipulation. Clearly, natural language can be useful for many
intelligent tutoring systems, but to use natural language for
everything within an ITS may result in less productive learning rather than more.
This research was supported in part by 6.1 funding and by
problem number 55-5008-07 from O N R to N R L .
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This research demonstrates syntactic effects in Japanese,
an S-O-V language, based on the constraint-based
lexicalist approach (MacDonald, et al., 1994)' In particular, the effect of a post-positional particle on the
semantic access of sentence-final ambiguous verbs in two
kinds of sentences, (a) S-ga-V sentences (subject,
subjective postpsitional particle, and ambiguous verb) and
(b) O-wo-V sentences (object, objective post-positional
particle, and ambiguous verb), will be demonstrated. A
cross-modal priming paradigm was used in which a target
noun was visually presented one-syllable before the end or
immediately afler the end of a sentence-final verb
presented auditorily. O n e target was related to the verb in
the S-ga-V sentence, another target was related to the verb
in the O-wo-V sentence, and a third target was unrelated.
Method
Subjects. Sixty undergraduate students were randomly
assigned to two groups of equal size. All were native
Japanese speakers.
Experimental Design. The two groups differed in the ISls
between an ambiguous verb (a prime word), which is the
final word of an auditorily presented sentence, and a
visually presented target word. In thefirstgroup (the N-ISI
condition), the target was presented one syllable before the
end of the ambiguous verb (mean IS1= -126 ms, 50=32).
In the second group (the 0-lSI condition), the target was
presented immediately after the ambiguous verb. The
within-group factor was the relatedness between the
ambiguous verb and the target word based upon the wordassociation norms of ambiguous verbs in Japanese. This
factor consists of the syntactically and semantically related
condition, the semantically related condition and the unrelated condition.
Materials. Eighteen ambiguous verbs that can take both
subjective and objective postpositional particles were
selected from the norm, in which subjects wrote words
corresponding to a given ambiguous verb alone, or
presented with a postpositional particle. These verbs have
two, three or four syllables (mean=3.06, S D = J 3 ) .
Based on preliminary research, thirty-six S-ga-V and Owo-V sentences were constructed as auditory stimuli. These
subject and object words were not semantically related to
the prime or the target words.
I thank Alan R Kawamoto for helpful comments.
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Apparatus. The experiment was controlled by two 486
C P U computers ( N E C PC-9801 FA). Auditory stimuli were
digitally recorded by a female speaker and later presented
from a S O N Y headphone using a 16-bit sound card with
16 kHz digital sampling. Each naming response was recorded using a voice key and a S O N Y D A T .
Procedure. Subjects were instructed to comprehend the
sentence that was presented from the headphone, and to
read quickly and accurately the word that was presented on
the computer screen.
Results and Discussion
The mean naming latency and its S D for each experimental
condition are shov^Ti in Table 1. All pronunciation errors
were truncated from the data analysis. The naming latency
data were subjected to a mixed two-way A N O V A . Only the
main effect of the prime-target relatedness was significant
(F(2,116)=51.53, /K.OOl). Tuke/s IVSD multiple comparisons showed that the syntactic and semantic condition
was significantly faster than the semantic condition
(p<.Ol). Furthermore, these two conditions were significantly faster than the unrelated condition (both/K.Ol).
These primmg effects demonstrate that, one syllable
before the end of an ambiguous verb and immediately after
the presentation of an ambiguous verb, both the syntactically-related and syntactically-unrelated semantically
relevant words are activated, but the activation levels of
syntactically related targets are higher than those of
syntactically-unrelated targets.
Table 1. Means for naming latencies (v^^th SD, in ms).
Mean
Condition
N-ISI Syntactic & Semantic 506
Semantic
530
unrelated
564
0-ISI Syntactic & Semantic 533
Semantic
553
unrelated
582

(SD)
(65)
(65)
(112)
(90)
(92)
(94)

Priming
58
35
49
29
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Single photon emission computed tomography
(SPECT) provides a non-invasive means of diagnosing
coronary artery disease by representing the perfusion of
the myocardium in graphical form. Clinicians view sets
of tomographic images presented in three different
projections through a number of filters, which change the
granularity of the image data. Perfusion imaging
provides a rich, though imperfect, source of data on heart
function; the images are subject to artifacts. The
InSPECTA expert system, currently under development,
assists nuclear physicians in the interpretation of SPECTgenerated perfusion images of the heart (Turner &
Andrews, 1997). A rule-base encodes expert knowledge
of perfusion imaging, heart physiology and anatomy, and
coronary artery disease. The diagnostic system's primary
task is to infer the presence of genuine perfusion defects
in a patient's heart from the apparent defects on the
images. The system also makes use of data from sources
other than perfusion imaging, including patient history
and first pass functional imaging. InSPECTA also
includes a graphical explanation system which is based
on the hypermedia system found in N U C E S , the Nuclear
Cardiology Expert System, a knowledge-based system for
diagnosing heart disease fromfirstpass functional images
(Ford et al., 1996).
During the knowledge engineering phase of design,
concept maps provided a high-level overview of the
domain of nuclear cardiology and perfusion imaging;
protocol analysis of patient diagnoses yielded details of
expert performance during diagnosis. Analysis suggested
two levels of visual categorization. At thefirstlevel,
individual images are examined for the presence or
absence of defects. If found, a defect is broadly assigned
by location to one of three categories (small, medium, or
large). At the second level of categorization, patterns of
defects across all of the relevant images are perceptually
grouped into one or more defects by location and size
(mild, moderate, severe). Hypotheses are formed as the
clinician observes the pattern and quality of defects in
the images; inspection order of the images is partially
driven by the hypothesis under consideration. Explicit
rules about functional change between stress testing and
rest testing are applied to data from the images and
weighed for predictive value with other data (EKG, first
pass, patient history). Domain specific knowledge—of
artifacts, anatomical variation between patients, the

likelihood of genuine defects in different areas of the left
ventricle—can cause initial hypotheses to be confirmed
or changed. Thefinaldiagnosis may include ischemia,
myocardial infarction, and the cardiomyopathies.
Findings were consistent with earlier work on
expertise: the expert groups images in a single judgment,
checks for confirmation, and tends to ignore irrelevant
data. Initial testing of the system found a reasonable fit
with the domain expert's order of inspection and the
system's model of inspection, although the diagnostic
system lagged well behind the performance of the expert.
An assumption was made that data entry should begin
with second level categorization and follow relevant
hypothesis. However, testing with novice readers
exposed qualitative differences between experts and
novices during an examination. Novices' categorization
of individual images were consistent with the domain
expert's, but their perceptual groupings of images were
inconsistent and more varied than judgments supplied by
the expert.
A simple approach to data entry would have solved the
grouping problem by forcing users to input ratings of the
size and severity of each defect as it appears on every
(over 100) image, plus the functional change between
each exercise/rest pair of images, and allow the system
to furnish the perceptual groupings. Instead, InSPECTA
was developed with an adaptive interface that
accommodates the relative expertise of its user. During a
consultation with InSPECTA, the order and type of
questions presented to the user are based on an
interaction between four factors, including (a) expert
knowledge of the domain, (b) the hierarchy of specificity
of questions, (c), requirements for confident diagnosis,
and (d) user preference for data input.
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A mature cognitive science of science must address the
complexity of real-world science, past and present, and must
therefore be grounded in the results of both field studies
(such as Dunbar's in vivo analysis of several molecular
biology laboratories) and historical studies which focus upon
the "'microstructure" of scientific practice (such as Holmes's
analysis of Krebs's diaries). In both cases, the task for
understanding is based on something like a "fossil" record;
as in evolutionary biology, one must reconstruct the
progression of ideas from earlier forms to later forms. As in
biology, the record is nearly always incomplete,
necessitating the reconstruction of events that are not
observed. Such reconstruction must meet the constraints
imposed by known laws and principles of cognitive science.
The record of scientific thought and practice can take the
form of diaries, correspondence, publications, and historical
replications of particular experiments (as in Gooding's
analysis of Faraday's electrical rotation studies). Broad
summaries by historians are likely to be less useful than
reconstructive accounts based on detailed surviving evidence
(e.g.. Holmes, Rudwick). Even so, the records are likely to
have broad gaps, necessitating careful interpretive work.
Both concurrent and historical records suffer disadvantages
in their potential incompleteness (and even occasional
mendacity, given the self-interest of scientists!) However,
they possess advantages of richness and depth. Further, for
investigations of conceptual change (as by Nersessian, or
Duncan & Tweney), they can sometimes be regarded as
manifesting a "slowing" of time, in which conceptual
change is dragged out across long intervals.
Nersessian has noted that scientific communication
necessitates translation from practice to rhetoric, frequently
into propositional form. Visualization, analogy,
diagrammatic reasoning, and the like, are thus likely to be
slighted or distorted. Historical andfieldrecords (even diaries
meant only for self-consumption) thus need to be interpreted
with an eye toward "correcting" for such translation; it is
essential that the overtly propositional form of m u c h
scientific communication not be taken too literally.
All scientific practice is necessarily "cognition in the
wild," to use Hutchins's term. A n y theory of scientific
thinking must therefore accommodate the cultural,
historical, and social contextualization of thought, as, for
example, in Gruber's studies of Darwin. In particular, such
contexts are often essential parts of the representations used
by scientists. In fact, the context can serve to elaborate and
clarify the interpretation of otherwise "hidden" aspects of
representations, as, for example, in the studies of expert
calculus problem solving conducted by Kurz, which

capitalized on the "historicity" of calculus as an aid to
interpretation.
Interesting theoretical accounts of science must reflect the
dynamic changes that characterize scientific discovery. This
poses challenges for accounts rooted in symbolic
interpretations (examples can be found in Shrager &
Langley, 1990) which must establish the sufficiency of an
interpretation. M a n y of the dynamic changes seem to
involve a shift from non-symbolic practice to symbolic, or
even propositional, form. Further, since scientific thinking
typically involves multiple problem spaces which change
across time, any adequate theory must incorporate an
"episodic" control su-ucture which can deploy multiple
resources in a time-shared fashion; many of these, of course,
will reflect automated or "expert" functions, while others
will be distributed across external representations,
computing devices, and collaborators.
Scientific representations frequently include an implied
agency; "[Someone] takes Dt to 0," or "If [Someone]
connects a battery, then effect X occurs." At times, a
scientist's o w n agency becomes the topic of reflexive
research, as in Faraday's studies of optical illusions (Ippolito
& Tweney), or can become manifest in actual use of "selfpresentations" (as in Clement's study of the "spring
problem").
Darden argued that computational strategies derived from
AI can serve as representations of scientific theories in
fruitful ways; as the number and richness of such
representations increases (case-based approaches,
connectionist systems, qualitative systems, etc.), and more
nearly matches the richness of historical andfieldaccounts,
the possibilities for greater collaboration among cognitive
scientists, social scientists, and those in the history and
philosophy of science is likewise enhanced.
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Intermanual transfer was investigated in children in this study,
because the way of visual-motor learning in children and its
relation to the maturity of brain might be suggested. Our
pre^'ious study has indicated that four years of age might be
critical for the development of memory (Uehara &
Shimojo,1996). Thus the experiments examined in fouryear-olds, five-vear-olds, and adults.
Experiment 1
Methods
Subjects 18 right-handed four-year-olds (mean:3.8y), 18
right-handed five->ear-olds (mean:5.0y), and 4 right-handed
adults (mean:24.5y)
Apparatus & Stimuli A pressing-button game made by
Prof. Hikosaka. 2 of 16 L E D buttons ("set") were lUummated
simultaneoush-, and the subject had to press them in a
predetermined order that the subject had to find. W h e n the
subject succeeded in 5 sets ("hyperset") that were presented
successively in a fixed order, a trial was performed.
Procedure The task consisted of three phases. The identical
h>perset was used in the three phases. T o fmish one phase, the
subject had to perform three trials. The subject pressed buttons
with therighthand in thefirstand the second phases, while
with the left hand in the third phase.

Experiment 2
Methods
Subjects 15 right-handed four-year-olds (12 subjects
participated in Expl. mean:4.0y), 16 right-handed five-yearolds (15 subjects participated in Expl. mean:5.1y), 4 righthanded adults (All participated in Expl. mean:24.5y)
Procedure The same game as Expl. The subject performed
with the left hand in the first and the second phases, while with
therighthand in the third phase.
Results
All the subjects, regardless of age, showed great transfer from
the left to therighthand (Figure 2).

adults

l(lefl)

2 (left)
phase

3 (right)

Results
Figure 2: Mean number of errors as a function of phases.
Four-year-olds showed little transfer from the right to the left
hand, while five-year-olds and adult showed m u c h transfer
(Figure 1). In order to examine whether four-year-olds show
G e n e r a l Discussion
little transfer in both directions or asymmetrical transfer
between hands, the transfer from the left to therighthand was The little transfer from the right to the left hand in four-yearolds might be due to the way of learning different from that of
also examined (Exp.2).
older subjects. Four-year-olds might leam in a more
procedural level rather than in a higher cognitive level. In
addition, observed asymmetries in four-year-olds might have
something to do with the critical dissociation in four-year-olds
in our memory tests (Uehara & Shunojo, 1996).
adults

1 (right)

2 (right)
phase

Figure 1: M e a n number of errors as a function of phases.
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The paired-associate (PA) learning method is described in
detail in Melton (1970). In essence, the subject is presented
with a set of items. Each item is made up of a stimulus and
response pair. Each item is introduced to the subject one or
more times and then the memory of the response is tested by
the presentation of the stimulus term alone. The set is
considered learned if the subject correctly identifies the
response to each stimulus two consecutive times through
the set (Barnes & Underwood, 1959).
Studies in P A learning have shown that when a stimulusresponse pair in the second set has a stimulus item that is
very similar to a stimulus item in thefirstset, that the
response from thefirstset is wiped out. Many studies have
addressed the interlist effects of a range of similar stimulus
items, and of retention of thefirstlist. Consistently, the
results show that with stimuli identical and responses
running from neutral to different there is retroactive
interference, decreasing in magnitude as stimulus similarity
decreases.
However, the literature does not address what happens if
the subject knows he needs to remember thefirstlist. While
simplifying assumptions are often made in an experiment,
they do not necessarily validate the conclusions that can be
drawn from the results. In particular, they should not be so
simple that they do not reflect reality. In most cases,
subjects in P A experiments do not have to remember the
things theyfirstlearn when learning new items. This places
a major restriction on h o w you learn in the real world—
cumulatively. Not having to learn cumulatively opens the
way for interlist confusions, that is, assigning different
associations to similar stimuli, and forgetting the items in
thefirstlist. If one has to learn cumulatively, as in the real
world, retroactive inhibition does not hold in the way it has
been reported.
In m y experiment, participants learned 16 characters of the
Japanese Katakana syllabary—eight on one day, and eight on
the following day. Letters were taught using the P A method.
Six of the letters in the second list were rated as highly
similar to six letters in thefirstlist by an independent group
of judges. After learning thefirstset of letters, the subjects
practiced by reading words made of the letters. The letters
learned on thefirstday were practiced again on the second
day, and then the second set presented and learned.
Participants did not see thefirstset of letters when learning
the second set. After learning both sets, participants read a
passage containing all 16 letters, each appearing 25 times,
for a total of 400 letters. The results presented here are based

on the mistakes the subjects made in that reading. These
subjects made an average of 25.8 confusions between the
highly similar letters, and an average of 24.8 errors of other
types. A confusion is defined as saying the name of one
letter when seeing its similar counterpart. These were both
very high error rates compared to the other experimental
groups. (Because the other experimental conditions are not
relevant to the result being presented, I will not go into
more detail about them.) Based on previous results from
research in P A learning, one would predict that subjects
would always say the second-list item when seeing either a
first- or second-list item. This did not happen. Subjects
incorrectly said the names offirst-listitems when seeing
second-list items 3 6 % of the time; they incorrectly read first
list items 6 4 % of the time, saying the second-list item
instead. That is, subjects still remembered thefirstitem
somewhat. N o subject confused all six similar pairs—most
confused at least the two pairs that were rated as the most
highly similar. Of those pairs, confusions went in both
directions; there was also a similar ratio of reading the firstand second-list items correctly.
One possible explanation is that the learners remembered
that they learned thefirstitem, and that when tested later
will try to use all the information that they learned. If that
were true, then there would be some measure of randomness
in h o w often thefirst-listitem was said. But that does not
seem to be the case. The first-list item is still in memory.
In summary, existing research in P A does not extend
outside of the narrow range of tasks in which the original
associations are to be erased, or in which stimulus-response
pairs for similar stimuli are all to be retained indefinitely.
Other people have made this criticism on general principles,
but m y experiment offers empirical evidence that retroactive
inhibition does not occur outside the narrow limits explored
by P A studies so far.
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Introduction
In this study the role of pragmatic knowledge in conditional
reasoning was investigated (Cheng & Holyoak, 1985;
Holyoak & Cheng, 1995). W e tried to precisely determine
the importance of the variable which w e refer to as "the
probability of empirical frequency" (Valifia & cols. 1992a,
b; Valina & cols. 1996 a, b). This refers to the frequency
with which die expressed relation between die antecedent
and the consequent in conditional sentences occurs in die
real world.
If, as is proposed by the Theory of Mental Models
(Johnson-Laird, 1983; Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 1991),
people elaborate representations of the real world, it would
be expected that reasoning with conditional sentences in
which "empirical possibilities" are expressed will be
different from the reasoning involved with statements which
imply "empirical neccessities" (Johnson-Laird & Byrne,
1992; Byrne & Johnson-Laird, 1992).
r
Method
149 students participated in this experiment. They haven't
received instructions in logic.
A 3 x 2 x 2 x 4 design was used, with repeated
measurements in the last two factors. 77?^ probability of
empirical ocurrence expressed between the antecedent and
the consequent could occur always (deterministic),
sometimes (probabilistic) or diere could be no specific
Klution (Without relation). In conditional arguments (Modus
Pones, M o d u s Tollens, Affirmation of the Consequent and
Denial of the Antecedent) w e used people whit available
professions (biologist, clovra, etc.) and non-available
(axiologist, tightrope walker, etc.). Finally, conditional
reasoning problems were presented in the context of 16
narrative texts about scenarios of daily life, with the same
procedure as that used in previous experiments about
syllogistic reasoning (Valina y D e Vega, 1988). The texts
had a congruent or registered incongruent ending.
Results
Significant differences were registered in the type of logical
rule. Specifically, the percentage of correct responses for
each type of rule were: M o d u s Ponens (77.56%),
ModusTollens (70.55%), Denial of Antecedent (52.91%)
and Affirmation of Consequent (51.85%).
Similarly a significant interactive effect was registered
between the probability of empirical occurrence and the type

of logical rule and the congruence of the text and the type of
logical rule.
The results are discussed in the framework of the Mental
Model Theory and Evans'revision (Evans, 1993) and are not
consistent wiUi dieories based on formal rules of inference.
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Introduction
Taking turns is an integral part of our everyday lives. It is
needed whenever a resource is scarce, in demand, and can
only be used serially. In some activities, such as using a
copier machine, these criteria are obvious, but in others,
they are not. In face-to-face conversation, for example,
people are limited in perception and attention, so turns seem
inevitable. But what about other communication media? And
where do turns really come from?
One class of theories assumes that taking turns is rulegoverned. In this view, people in face-to-face conversation
regulate their turns via verbal and non-verbal signals
(Duncan, 1972) and follow certain rules of turn-taking
(Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974). It is often assumed
that these same rules apply in other media as well.
According to McKinley et al. (1994), for example,
interactive computer-mediated communication should be
most efficient when it is regulated by explicit turn-taking
rules.
An alternative theory is that turns in communication are
not the result of rules, but emerge from the collaborative
actions of the participants. This theory is based on two
general principles: grounding and least collaborative effort
(Clark, 1996; Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986). According to
grounding, the participants try to establish the mutual belief
that they have understood each message. According to least
collaborative effort, they try to do this in the most efficient
collaborative manner.
In this study, w e compare the predictions of the two types
of theories with regard to overlaps in spontaneous
communication. In the rule-governed theories, overlaps arc
considered violations of the rules and should be minimized.
Their frequency may increase in media in which
conventional turn-taking is more difficult, but the overlaps
should remain brief as the participants try to minimize these
violations. According to the collaborative emergence theory,
in contrast, both overlap firequency and length should
increase in media in which they are useful for grounding
with least collaborative effort.

that allows instantaneous and simultaneous communication;
w e collected these conversations from pairs of students w h o
were asked to solve a series of logic puzzles.
Results and Discussion
The number, lengths, and types of overlaps in these 71
conversations supported collaborative emergence. A s
predicted, there were more overlaps in the computer-mediated
than in the face-to-face or telephone conversations (27.44 per
1000 words vs. 20.99 and 17.37, respectively; F[l,68] =
12.76, p < .001). Also, overlaps were longer in the
computer-mediated conversations than in the other two
media (5.71 vs. 5.16 and 4.55, respectively; F[ 1,68] =5.97,
p < .02).
Turn-taking in computer-mediated communication,
therefore, is better accounted for by collaborative emergence
than by rule following. W e argue that collaborative
emergence is the more powerful tool on which to design and
study computer-mediated communication over a broad range
of media.
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Methods
W e analyzed 18 face-to-face (79K words) and 31 telephone
(3IK words) conversations from the London-Lund corpus.
W e also analyzed 22 conversations (32K words) by people
using Unix Talk, a text-based computer-mediated system
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Introduction
Read and Marcus-Newhall (1993) proposed that causal
explanation should be viewed from the perspective of a
constraint satisfaction process, in which people choose a
cause among several alternative explanations that is the most
coherent with the events to be explained. Based on
Thagard's (1992) theory of explanatory coherence, they put
forward four principles that underlie the coherence of social
explanations : Perceivers should prefer the explanation that
accounts for most of the evidence (^breadth), that is most
parsimonious {simplicity), and that is explained by other
causes {being explained). Moreover, the strength of an
explanation also depends on the availability of alternative
explanations {competition). In a series of studies. Read and
Marcus-Newhall (1993) found not only strong empirical
support for Thagard's four principles of coherence, but were
also able to closely simulate subjects' explanatory ratings
with Thagard's E C H O constraint satisfaction program.
Limitations of ECHO
However, E C H O has several important shortcomings. First,
E C H O fails to be sensitive to covariation or contingency
(even in the most simple case with one cause and one event)
which is crucial to causality. This can be demonstrated by
simulations as well as by mathematical proof Second,
E C H O does not learn from experience. Hence, it requires
arbitrary assumptions about the strength of diverse
explanations based on prior ratings of subjects or good
sense. A s another consequence, to simulate the principle of
competition (or discounting), it requires that true and
discounted causes are always simultaneously activated,
which is psychologically implausible. Third, it cannot deal
efficiently with conjunctions of explanations. Therefore,
two slightly different network architectures are needed that
include either individual causes or their conjunction but not
both, which is also very implausible psychologically.
Feedforward Alternative
T o remedy these limitations, an alternative feedforward
coruiectionist model is proposed which has several
advantages. First, the feedforward model is implemented
with the delta algorithm which allows it to learn from
exposures to causes and their effects. This algorithm is part

of a broad theory of learning, not only of causal learning but
also of categorization, and is formally equivalent to the
Rescorla-Wagner model of animal conditioning. Second, it
has been shovm mathematically that the delta algorithm is
susceptible to covariation given appropriate encoding
specifications. Moreover, the model can replicate other
classical attribution principles of discounting and
augmentation. Third, the model can handle both individual
causes as well as their conjunctions by adopting Cluck and
Bower's (1988) configural-cue architecture.
Simulating Four Principles of Coherence
I also explored to what extent the feedforward model is
capable of simulating the four principles of coherence, by
running novel simulations of Read and Marcus-Newhall's
data. The results showed that for all four principles of
coherence, the feedforward network was able to mimic the
predicted effects. Although the feedforward simulations did
not replicate the human data from Read and MarcusNewhall (1993) perfectly, the results were often better than
those of the E C H O constraint satisfaction network.
Conclusion
Although the constraint satisfaction approach may provide
insights in some domains, its contribution cannot lie in
causal explanation, at least not in the format of E C H O as
proposed by Thagard (1992) and Read and Marcus-Newhall
(1993). In contrast, m y theoretical analysis and simulations
suggest that the feedforward model provides a more
promising alternative for the principles of coherence and
causality.
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This p j ^ r describes the preliminary results of a study
evaluating the effects of computer mediation on
collaboratively solving architectural design problems.
Pairs offinalyear architecture students were asked to
work on a landscape design problem via computer
terminals. In one condition they were allowed to
communicate with an electronic whiteboard and a
chat-line while in the other, die chat line was
substituted with video-conferencing (real-time video
and audio).
Although much recent work on
collaborative problem solving has emphasized the
importance of social-psychological variables, this
study finds that it is essentially die participants' taskspecific knowledge that guides the flow of the
collaboration.
Experienced architectural designers working
collaboratively on a problem should behave like
typical experts in any other area of expertise (see
Bedard and Chi, 1992, for an account of expert/novice
differences). It is clear that, in addition to the
problem-solving process, collaboration will also
involve personality, emotion, culture, and many other
social / psychological factors. W e suggest diat these
do not play an important role in shaping (ot
reshaping) the combined expert knowledge.
Therefore, although context effects, socio-cultural
variables, and other non-knowledge level individual
differences will influence many aspects of the
collaboration (e.g., as suggested by Harrison and
Minneman, 1995), they should not alter the process
implicit in the knowledge level of the participants
The results of this study were very clear. Subjects
made no attempt to construct explicit plans for
structuring the collaboration or the task, either in the
video conferencing condition or in the chat line
condition. Instead, subjects simply began work and
dealt with issues, such as the division of labor and the
design process, in an o^f hoc manner. However,
despite not having a formal agreement on h o w to
proceed, subjects seemed to flow naturally from one
task to the next. Not once did our subjects reach an
impasse in deciding the direction of the design.

Disagreements were extremely minor and quickly
resolved. In addition, w e found a strong tendency for
different pairs of subjects to approach the problem in
the same way, indicating an implicit agreement aaoss
subjects as to h o w to proceed.
In order to evaluate the quality of the finished
product w e had Uie results independently graded by
two lecturers from the University of Hong Kong
Architecture Department. Subjects were graded
according to the percentage of the required design
tasks they completed, the degree to which they
satisfied the technical requirements of the tasks which
they did complete, and the overall quality of their
design. A reliability analysis revealed an Alpha
coefficient of 0.877 indicating that all three measures
were tapping the same the same construct, which w e
assumed to be a general competency for the task.
Taking an average of the three measures to create an
overall score, the two groups (video conference versus
chat line) showed no difference, both producing a
mean overall score of 6 out of 10. Although the
number of subject pairs was too low to rule out any
effect for the conferencing technology w e could rule
out the existence of any large systematic effects.
The pattern of problem-solving found in this study
reflected the knowledge the subjects had (from their
architecture classes) regarding h o w to solve this kind
of problem. So, although the collaboration looks
very situated, it is, in reality sh^ed and guided by the
collaborators' individual knowledge of the task.
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Path-following Performance
The ability to follow a path between two points is crucial
for any higher organism, and many different types of test
have been devised to study human path-following.
For example, in the Trail Making Test (TMT), the subject
has to draw a continuous line, connecting 25 randomly
distributed circles, containing numbers and/or letters, in
numerical or alphanumerical order.
A second type is the Zahlen-Verbindungs-Test (ZVT), in
which the subject has to connect consecutive numbers in a
9x10 matrix in which successive numerals are positioned
irregularly, but in immediately adjacent cells.
Both tests suffer two main disadvantages. First, since test
construction is unprincipled, there has been no
theoretically-driven study of path-following performance.
Second, there is a shortage of multiple, measurably
equivalent test forms.
This paper argues that the generation of such tests may be
viewed as a problem of combinatorial optimization.
Algorithms for Test Generation
Our approach follows the application of neural networks
to such problems, and, in particular, to the Traveling
Salesman Problem (TSP). This can be formulated as: Given
n cities, and a specified cost (distance) in moving between
any two, devise an itinerary, such that (a) each city is
visited exactly once, and (b) the total cost of the itinerary is
a minimum.
Elastic Nets and the TMT
If the T M T is regarded as a self-avoiding, near-optimal
solution to a Euclidean TSP, then a useful network for
generating pathways is provided by the 'elastic net'
algorithm of Durbin and Willshaw (19S7). In addition to
generating near-optimal tours, or circuits, this method can
be modified by substituting a line for the initial ring
structure, by fixing a starting point only, or by specifying
both starting and finishing poinrs (Vickers & Lee, in press).
Hopfield-style Networks and the ZVT
In the case of the Z V T matrices, the implied pattern of costs
cannot be embedded in any metric space. However, if the
cost of traveling between non-connected cells is assumed to

be infinite, and the total cost of a path is not required to be a
minimum, then the Z V T can be regarded as a Hamiltonian
path. W e used a Hopfield-style network for the generation
of Hamiltonian paths which pass through each of n
arbitrarily interconnected points exactly once (Lee, Brown,
& Vickers, in press).

Optimization, Perception, a n d Cognitive
Efficiency
Both the TMT and the ZVT are reputedly sensitive
indicators of cognitive efficiency, and show moderate to
high correlations with intelligence. Since the construction
of T M T and Z V T pathways can be thought of as the
realisation of optimization processes, it may be useful to
consider path-following in turn as mediated by the
efficiency with which humans achieve near-optimal
solutions to such problems.
Data are presented which indicate that most subjects
spontaneously perceive a random visual array as structured
in a way that constitutes a near-optimal pathway. Data from
a study of human performance at solving visually presented
TSP arrays are also presented, which show a modest
correlation with intelligence.
These findings suggest that the optimization methods
which we advocate for the generation of path-following test
forms may also provide a useful conceptual framework for
understanding and investigating human path-following, as
well as variations in perceptual and cognitive efficiency.
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Materials. Scenarios representing typical study situations
students face were presented by computer.
When persons intentionally act to learn, they use a mental
Choices. Following each scenario, students were asked to
model of studying to choose among their repertoire of
advise the scenario students from a list of 150 study acts,
study acts on the basis of beliefs about the effectiveness of
categorized in 24 categories, and three global categories
these acts. One important educational objective is to
(Woodson, 1997).
develop that mental model to be more in agreement with
Feedback.
Feedback was given about what the scenario
our scientific knowledge about studying. In this
students did (the same for both groups) and the resulting
experiment, subjects were asked to recommend study
actions for fictitious students described in computerlearning in terms of a test score from zero to 100. For the
presented scenarios. Feedback for one group was designed
scientific group the amount of learning reported was based
to reflect our scientific knowledge about learning, and for
upon estimates from the scientific basis for study skills.
the other it was randomly determined. Student's repertoire
For the random group, feedback was randomly selected.
of study acts expanded in both groups, and the acts selected
Results and Discussion
in the scientific-feedback group became more congruent
with scientific knowledge about studying.
Subjects in the scientific-feedback group (mean 11.3 to
mean 22.4, t=3.12, p<.05) and random-feedback group
Introduction
(mean 10.6 to mean 20.4, t=2.77, p<.05) both increased in
Studying involves intentional actions for the purpose of
the number of acts they used in their recommendations. The
learning. Woodson (1997) has proposed a model of studying
average "scientific" ranking for the acts recommended by the
that includes a repertoire of steps and a set of beliefs about
scientific-feedback group improved from 7.2 to 5.3 (t=2.2,
the effects of these steps held by each student.
p<.05), while that for the random-feedback group did not
One of the major findings from research on science
improve over the training period (7.0 to 6.3, p > .05).
education is that students often develop misconceptions
The mental model students used appears to have been
about the phenomena of physics (Pfundt & Duit, 1991
relatively easily modified to include a larger repertoire of acts
provide a bibliography), and these misconceptions often are
and the choice of acts was modified by information about the
major impediments to solving physics problems and
impact of actionsfictitiousstudent took in the examples.
understanding physics (Ploetzner, 1995). The student who
uses a mental model of studying that is more congruent with
References
our scientific understanding of learning is likely to make
choices that lead to more learning.
Ploetzner, R. (1995). How misconceptions affect formal
Students have been found to apply the knowledge gathered
physics problem solving: model-based predictions and
from studying examples to solve later problems and develop
empirical observations. Proceedings of the Seventeenth
problem solving skills to solve later problems (Chi,
Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science Society (pp.
Bassok, Lewis, Reimann, & Glaser, 1989).
248-252). Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.
The purpose of this study was to test a procedure for
Pfundt, H., & Duit, R. (1991). Bibliography: Students'
modifying the mental model students have of studying by
alternative frameworks and science education (3rd ed.).
presenting them with a large collection of examples and
Kiel, Germany: Institute for Science Education.
feedback about the effects of actions within those examples.
Chi, M . T. H., Bassok, M., Lewis, M . W., Reimann, P.,
& Glaser, R. (1989). Self-explanations: H o w students
Method
study and use examples in learning to solve problems.
Subjects and design Fifty undergraduate students were
Cognitive Science, 13, 145-182.
randomly assigned to a scientific-knowledge feedback
Woodson, C. (1997) Expert's and Non-Expert's Mental
condition and a random-feedback condition.
Models of Studying, submitted for publication
Abstract
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Introduction
H u m a n beings are, as John Locke put it, most of the time
condemned to live in the twilight of uncertainty rather than
the midday sun of certainty. Uncertainty management is
thus fundamental to human beings at all levels of their interaction with the real world. Abduction, proposed by American philosopher Charles S. Peirce as a distinct type of inference from deduction and induction, is a form of human reasoning that infers causes or explanations from effects. Since
in abduction premises do not guarantee the truth of conclusions due to incomplete information, uncertainty management plays an important role in human abductive reasoning.
However, few previous studies directly addressed the
connections between the two. For example. Echo (Thagard,
1992), a model of abduction, fails to sufficiently handle
various uncertainty aspects. First, Echo does not handle
belief acquisition, that is, it does not learn from its experience to adapt to the statistics in the environment. Second,
Echo does not handle dynamic belief revision. Echo assumes that all evidence is available at the very beginning,
therefore, no belief revision is necessary. This is not a realistic assumption. People usually need to revise their beliefs
based on the changing environment.
Our research represents an attempt to explore the essence
of uncertainty management in human abductive reasoning.
W e present a modified Echo model (UEcho), in which w e
added a learning mechanism for belief acquisition and a
dynamic processing mechanism for belief revision. More
specifically, w e embedded the Rescorla-Wagner learning
rule in UEcho, which allows UEcho to reflect some statistics in the environment by updating the strengths of connections based on experience. In order for UEcho to do belief
revision, w e designed U E c h o to accept sequential evidence
and operate in a dynamic step-by-step mode. In addition,
w e added a n e w parameter to UEcho to differentiate evidence based on different presentation orders.
T o evaluate the model, w e report an empirical study in
which base-rate learning serves as a testbed for belief acquisition and the order effect serves as a testbed for belief revision. Although literature about base rate acquisition and use
is quite controversial (see Cosmides & Tooby, 1996 for a
review), it has been shown repeatedly that, in some circumstances, people can automatically and accurately acquire
and use base rate and frequency information (Hasher &
Zacks, 1984). Order effects, on the other hand, are also

fairly robust findings in the human reasoning and judgment
literature (see Hogarth & Einhorn, 1992 for a review). The
order effect refers to the phenomenon that people m a y obtain different conclusions based on evidence that is identical
except for presentation order.
Experimental results show that 1) Subjects can correctly
acquire most of the probabilities, and UEcho does reasonably well at simulating subject behavior; 2) Despite accurate
base rate acquisition, the order effect occurs under all conditions. More specifically, both UEcho and the experiment
show a recency effect: the final decision is more heavily
influenced by the direction of the last evidence item.
Conclusions
Abduction is a distinct type of hypothetical reasoning which
infers something may-be. The empirical work here shows
that human abductive reasoning indeed involves uncertainty
and thus requires belief operations. Echo, a proposed model
of abduction, accounts for many aspects of human abductive
reasoning, but does not incorporate uncertainty management. W e designed a modified version of Echo (UEcho),
which has the potential to handle the uncertainty aspects of
abduction. UEcho does a fairly good job modeling belief
acquisition and dynamic belief revision, two critical components in human abductive reasoning.
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Humans and many animals rely on internal representations
of their environment to guide their navigation (Gallistel,
1990; O'Keefe & Nadel, 1978; Tolman, 1948). It has been
debated whether the internal representation is egocentric,
containing information about self-to-object relationships, or
allocentric, containing observer-free information about
object-to-object relationships (Bisiach & Luzzatti, 1978;
Easton & ShoU, 1995; McNaughton, Knierim & Wilson,
1995). Because the allocentric relationships among multiple
locations can be derived from an egocentric representation,
and the egocentric distances and directions of each target can
also be calculated from an allocentric representation of
several targets plus knowledge of the distance and orientation
of the observer relative to one or some of the targets, it is
hard to distinguish the two theses under normal
circumstances.
W e investigated the consequences of disorientation on the
accuracy of spatial knowledge of multiple object locations in
human adults. If humans rely on allocentric representations
of object locations and places (a cognitive map) coupled
with a process for updating self position and orientation
relative to these locations, then disorientation should cause
an inaccurate assessment of the self position or orientation,
but the knowledge of the allocentric relationships among
targets should remain intact. O n the other hand, if the
internal representation guiding accurate navigation contains
information about the egocentric distances and directions of
target locations, and is updated as the observer moves and
turns, then the disruption of the updating system will
generate errors in the representation itself.
In ourfirstexperiment, 20 Cornell students learned six
target locations around a square chamber situated in a lab,
and then were required to point to the targets with eyes
closed and blindfolded, either while remaining oriented or
after they had been disoriented by one-minute self rotation.
Subjects made significantly more errors in their assessment
of the spatial relationships among the six targets when they
were disoriented than when they were oriented, suggesting
that the representation is altered after disorientation. In our
second experiment, w e used a translucent blindfold and
introduced a directional light so that subjects experienced the
same physical stimulation but remained oriented throughout
the experiment. These subjects showed no decrease in the
accuracy of their assessment of target relationships after the
rotation, indicating that the decreased accuracy after
disorientation was not due to the physical stimulation of the
vestibular system. The last experiment followed exactly the

same procedure as the Exp. 2 except that the directional light
was removed during the self rotation and reintroduced
inunediately after the rotation stopped, such that subjects
became disoriented but could use the light as a reorientation
cue. Subjects effectively regained their sense of orientation,
but their knowledge of the spatial relationship among the
targets was as inaccurate as the disoriented subjects in Exp.
1. This finding suggests that the error in their
representation after disorientation is not due to inaccuracy of
the pointing responses after self rotation, or to an altered
sense of self position and orientation but rather to a genuine
impairment in the representation of target relationships.
Thefindingthat spatial representations of the immediate
environment are influenced by one's sense of orientation
casts doubt on the view that spatial memory and navigation
depend on an allocentric cognitive map. Instead, humans
may navigate by representing the egocentric distances and
directions of objects and places and by continuously
updating these representations as they move and turn.
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Past research with learning problem solvers has typically
addressed action selection and goal selection as distinct mechanisms. Usually, significant effort is devoted to learning when
to select particular actions from a known set of operators
during reasoning (e.g., Minton, 1988; Mitchell, Utgoff, &
Banerji, 1983). The learned action-selection strategies usually depend on descriptive features of intermediate problem
states and the initial goals of the problem. If the reasoning
system is capable of creating subgoals during reasoning, there
is often afixedmechanism for determining what the subgoals
should be. For example, in means-ends analysis (Fikes, &
Nilsson, 1971; Minton, 1988; Newell & Simon, 1972), new
subgoals arefixedas the unmatched preconditions of selected
operators.
Our research focuses on the advantages of viewing both
action selection and subgoal creation as two instances of the
same process: the deliberate retrieval of internal features from
memory. W h e n a reasoning system is presented with a problem, the problem is represented as a set of features describing an initial state and some goal conditions. These features
serve as input to a memory model, which returns a new set
of features retrieved from an experiential memory. The retrieved features can be viewed as symbols indicating which
action should next be taken, or they can be symbols that simply remain in memory to feed back in to the next cycle of retrieval. The former type of symbols correspond to action selections, and the latter have the effect of subgoals.

of subgoals and actions. Our current research focuses on developing a truly integrated model of retrieval and learning for
problem solving, within the Soar (Newell, 1990) architecture.
This research implements retrieval as the result of an associative learning mechanism. Features describing the current
state of a problem combine with symbols representing current
goals and subgoals, to recall potential actions to use for the
next reasoning step. If an action cannot immediately execute,
symbols representing the action combine with problem features to recall new internal features (subgoals) that lead in turn
to the retrieval of new actions or subgoals. Retrieval of both
actions and subgoals adapts with experience and feedback.
The current model uses a symbolic feature association
mechanism, called S C A (Miller & Laird, 1997), that has
been developed within the constraints of the Soar architecture.
S C A is a successful model of human category learning, and
therefore provides an interesting candidate for use as the retrieval mechanism governing human problem solving.
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Two
interconceptual organization forms can be
distinguished: matrix organization ( M O ) , where the
interrelations of concepts are cross-classified, and hierarchy
organization (HO), where concepts fall into separate word
classes that are organized hierarchically. Graesser,
Hopkinson & Schmid (1987) reported supportive data for
the hypothesis formulated by Huttenlocher & Lui (1979)
that verbs are interrelated in a matrix fashion and nouns are
organized in hierarchies. Graesser et al. found that
unconstrained sorting of nouns was better predicted by a
constrained hierarchical sorting task (which taps H O ) than
by sunilarity ratings (which taps M O ) . The results for
verbs, however, drifted toward the matrix end of this
organization continuum.
Interestingly, most hierarchy models for nouns do not
include abstract nouns. Presumably due to their lack cf
perceivable attributes, they present a difficulty. Experiment 1
is a replication of the experiment by Graesser et al., but
explicitly compares abstract and concrete nouns.
Experiment 1. S o m e abstract nouns are derived from verbs
(e.g., react-ion). Thus, one could claim that they must
resemble verbs in their organization. However, they are
nouns, so, according to Huttenlocher & Lui, they should be
organized in a hierarchy. The purpose of this experiment
was to contrast three word sets (32 words each) that were
randomly sampled: O n e with concrete nouns (e.g.,
bassoon), one with verbs (e.g., react), and one with abstract
nouns derived from the verbs (e.g., reaction). 60 subjects
completed an unconsfrained sort task, a similarity rating for
all word pairs in the set, and a hierarchical sorting task.
A multiple regression analysis was performed to assess
the extent to which the cooccurrence of word pairs in one
category in the unconstrained sort task could be predicted by
M O and H O . The beta weights are different for abstract
nouns (bHo= .53 / .15, bMo= .32 / .34) and verbs (bHo= .22
/ .35, bMo= .52 / .32). This supports the view that they are
organized in different ways. With respect to abstract and
concrete nouns, the results were inconsistent. The pattern of
one set confirmed the resuhs of Graesser et al. (bno > bMo)For another set, M O and H O score were about equal. A
second experiment was designed to dissect the conflicting
results.
Experiment 2. W e suspected that the findings of Graesser
et al. as well as in the present experiment might have
depended on the selected word sample, which m a y or may
not fall nicely into hierarchies. T o test this, eight adjacent
categories (like artifacts, plants, abstract objects etc.) were
selected from the ontological hierarchical tree model for
concepts proposed by Keil (1979). For each category, 30

nouns were randomly sampled. For word set 1, two nouns
were randomly selected out of each category. For set 2, eight
nouns were selected out of two adjacent categories. For set
3, sixteen words were selected out of one category. If the
eflfects found for nouns by Graesser et al. were due to
sampling, a clear prediction advantage of the H O should be
found for set 1. For set 2, the prediction by H O should be
lower, the one by M O higher than for set 1. For set 3, M O
should be a much better predictor than H O .
All of the predictions were supported. For set 1, the
unconstrained task was predicted better by the H O score
than by the M O score (bHo= .74 > bMo= .14). For set 2, the
beta weights were about equal (bHo= .41, b M o = .48), with
M O higher and H O lower than for set 1. For set 3, M O was
significantly higher than H O (bHo = 03 > bino = .83).
Discussion. The results suggest a modification of the
hypothesis of Huttenlocher & Lui. The data demonstrate
that sets of verbs and nouns can be organized in similar
ways, depending on the words in the totalreferenceset.
Further research will have to show whether there are verb
sets that are organized hierarchically. It is conceivable that
both organization forms, H O and M O , can be found for
verbs, too, like it was found for nouns in experiment 2.
Further experiments are required to investigate on differences
between the organization of abstract vs. concrete nouns, as
the reportedfindingsare confounded with word selection.
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Children tend to acquire verb meanings later than noun
meanings. Intuitively, this is not surprising. W e associate with
verbs m u c h of the relational information which binds a sentence together. Without the information that the verb provides,
a learner should have difficulty putting the sentence together,
m u c h lessfiguringout what the verb means. Earlier work by
thefirstauthor on the Camille (Contextual Acquisition Mechanism for Incremental Lexeme LEaming) system (Hastings,
1994) demonstrated that by using semantic constraints on hierarchically structured action concepts, along with example
sentences containing unknown (undefined) verbs, the meanings of the verbs can be inferred, in the form of mappings
between the verbs and the action concepts.' The system performed fairly well, reaching approximately 4 0 % precision and
2 0 % recall, by taking an extreme inductive approach, guessing the most specific (and therefore, falsifiable) meaning for
a given example, and relying on later examples and its incremental approach to correct errant hypotheses.
Camille operated in conjunction with a parser (Lytinen's
Link (1989)), but used only the semantic argument structure
that the parse provided, for example: ( O B J E C T *Civilian*)
( A C T O R *Terrorist*). Camille did not use any knowledge
about syntactic features of the sentence. Our hypothesis is
that syntactic features should provide additional informative
content which would allow more efficient lexical acquisition.
The current work explores this hypothesis in two ways: by
evaluating h o w well human subjects can infer missing verbs
from context, and by performing statistical analyses of the
syntactic and semantic features of the example sentences in
the corpus to see h o w predictive they are of the verb.
W e tested h u m a n abilities to infer word "meanings" using
the Cloze procedure, where the target word is replaced by a
blank in an example sentence and the subject is asked tofillin
the most appropriate word. Fourteen subjects were each given
17 sentences (for the 17 verbs that Camille was evaluated on).
T h e sentences were randomly selected from the corpus and
presented in random order. Using the same method that was
used for testing Camille, the scores were comparable: 3 8 %
recall, and 3 8 % precision.-^ Camille's task was somewhat
'The main corpus for testing the system was the corpus from
ARPA's M U C - 4 evaluation, which consisted of newspaper reports
describing terrorist activity. Both terrorist actions bke "murdered"
and communication actions like "reported" were learned by the
system.
^Human subjects generally guessed only one word per blank,
although they were allowed to make multiple guesses. This results
in the precision and recall scores being virtually identical. Camille

easier, however, because it only had 30 action concepts to
choose from and had multiple examples of a word to help
refine its inferences. W h e n the guesses of the human subjects
were evaluated by a very liberal measure which accepted
what amounted to sibling and parent nodes in the concept
hierarchy, they scored 5 8 % recall and precision. (Camille's
performance has not yet been evaluated on this scale.) W e
hope to assess h o w well humans do with multiple examples
of a word in context in future experiments. W e also hope
to perform a qualitative analysis of the relationship between
Camille's hypotheses and those of humans.
In order to evaluate the information content contained in
the context of example sentences in isolation, w e performed a
statistical analysis of the relationships between syntactic and
semantic features of the 259 sentences from the corpus which
contained the target verbs. The semantic features were taken
from the sentence frames provided by Wordnet (Miller, 1990),
for example, "Somebody
s that C L A U S E " for the word
"report". To remove the semantic aspects of theframe,and
to separate the different syntactic features, the frames were
converted into existential features like "syntactic subject" and
"clausal modifier". The semantic features were taken from
the selectional constraints on verbs that the Link parser used
to perform the parse, for example, "actor is human".
Bivariate correlations and multiple regression analyses
were performed between the verbs and the various syntactic
and semantic features (41 in all) in order to assess the diagnosticity of the features for the verbs. Examplefindingsare:
"attack" was predicted when the object was *tangible* but not
•human*; "accused" occurred exclusively in the corpus with
an "of V E R B i n g " clause; and "reported" (the most frequent
and varied example in the corpus) was significantly predicted
by 3 semantic and 2 syntactic features. These diagnosticity findings should allow domain-specific augmentations of
automatic lexical acquisition mechanisms like Camille.
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This paper represents a preliminary study of the Anticipatory
Function of external representations (ERs), that is, of the
ability of external representations to fulfill the function of
fostering knowledge acquisition. It is structured around a
case study of a subject (R) w h o talked aloud and drew
diagrams as she learned from a physics text. The text
described a ball falling in a curved path after being pushed
off a table with a uniform horizontal velocity. The verbal
and diagrammatic protocol was selected at random from a
sample of fifteen subjects. The present portion of R's
protocol was also randomly chosen among a set of five
possible sections and was coded independently by two
researchers.
The criteria used for constraining the
interpretation of the protocol included: R's gestures and
activities during the episode, R's verbalizations and diagrams
immediately preceding and following the episode, and a posttest interview.
R started out with a uni-dimensional conception of
motion and figured out the two-dimensional meaning of a
curved path.
Her diagram helped her reach a twodimensional conception in three phases: "Dissociative,"
"Generative," and "Transfigurative." The "Dissociative"
phase allowed the encoding of appropriate external features
(two arrows) of an internal representation still in need of
being conceived (2D-motion). The "Generative" phase
resulted in the addition of both external and internal
knowledge to R's knowledge base via the use of knowledge
elements taken from vector addition, which resulted in a
diagonal path as a possible trajectory. The "Transfigurative"
phase allowed R to use external elements from the preceding
phase (the configuration from vector addition) in the context
of a new internal and external representations (the successive
flashes of the ball as it falls). Major diagrammatic
properties involved in each phase are: semantic and
syntactic density (Goodman, 1968), adjacency (Larkin &
Simon, 1987), and familiarity with the transcription of
certain knowledge elements (e.g., vertical and horizontal
quahties).
Even though this study is preliminary and based on a
single case study, certain observations can be made that have
consequences for current research on the role of E R s in
knowledge acquisition. First, a key aspect of the case study
lies in the fact that R's diagrams supported numerous degrees

of freedom for interpretation through their properties of
semantic and syntactic density. This meant flexibility to
foster the emergence of new knowledge, but also a need for
constraints from other external sources (the sentences) to
channel processing in an appropriate direction. This issue of
the role of semantic and syntactic density and the trade-off
between flexibility and the need for cognitive constraints is a
key problem in understanding h o w E R s can be useful for
novices to achieve learning. Importantly, the case study
suggests that answers to this trade-off problem will not be
found by focusing on diagrammatic properties in isolation,
as it is often done in current research on ERs, but by an
integrative analysis of h o w diagrammatic properties act in
concert and interact with internal aspects of the situation
(e.g., h o w theyfita learner's internal model). This case
study extends claims made elsewhere regarding both the use
of functional analysis (e.g., Cheng, 1996) and the
importance of the connections between the internal and the
external realms (e.g., Scaife & Rogers, 1996; Stenning &
Oberlander, 1995).
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Generalization is one of the most pervasive concepts in the
study of cognition. For a very wide range of situations and
species it can be shown that if a response is trained to a
stimulus then the likelihood of another stimulus also
evoking that response is a function of the similarity between
them. O n e of the established facts about generalization
gradients, at least within animal learning studies, is that the
presence of a second, differentially reinforced, stimulus in
training leads to decreased generalization to the target
stimulus at test. Prior to our work, no direct study of this
effect had been done with normal adults. The purpose of our
research was to investigate whether a similar result could be
found in human category learning and, if so, to produce an
appropriate connectionist account.
Experiments
Our first experiment compared gradients of generalization
following one and two category training. Such a
comparison raises two methodological problems. First,
h o w m a y meaningful category membership information be
provided in a one category situation? The typical "guessand-correct" method of two category training is inappropriate
for the one category condition as the answer will always be
the same. W e resolved this by presenting the category label
alongside the stimulus in both conditions. The second
problem was that of the number of the training trials that
should be given in the non-discriminative condition, i.e.
does one control for the total number of stimuli seen, or for
the number from the relevant category? W e address this
problem by including both controls in the experiment.
The stimuli used were novel to the subjects, prototypebased, and constructed from 12 symbols positioned on an
invisible grid. Subjects studied a number of different,
sequentially presented, examples. They were then were
asked to classify, as quickly as possible, other examples
which ranged from highly typical of one category to highly
typical of the other (sometimes unseen) category. T w o
category training led to a sharper generalization gradient than
one category training, and the gradients in the one-category
conditions did not differ from each other. The pattern of
reaction times was also affected by the presence of a contrast
category.
The typical explanation of this result in the animal
learning literature is that the presentation of the contrast
stimulus s o m e h o w neutralizes the effect "incidental"
components of the stimulus or the context. Incidental

components are those that do not change systematically
across the range in which generalization is tested. It is
shown that a simple feedforward error-correcting network (of
the same type as used in Gluck & Bower, 1988) can
correctly predict the results of the first experiment if one
assumes that the stimulus representation does indeed include
incidental components.
This type of explanation of the result leads to a further
prediction to the extent that there is a difference between
one and two category training there should be a comparable
difference between blocked and intermixed two category
training. Specifically, if all examples of one category are
presented before any examples of the other, the resulting
generalization gradient should be shallower than if there is
no systematic ordering. The second experiment directly
compared one category, blocked two category and intermixed
two category training. Although a one vs. two category
difference is again seen, no difference is observed between
blocked and intermixed training. The incidental stimulus
hypothesis was therefore disconfirmed, and w e forwarded an
alternative explanation.
Modeling
The basis of our model is that the decision processes
engaged following two category training are different to
those engaged following one category training. After two
category training the decision is relative whilst after one
category training it is not. The model takes Gluck & Bower
(1988) as its starting point, but adds a threshold unit and a
winner-take-all network which together implement the
hypothesized decisional processes. It predicts, in some
detail, the choice probabilities and the reaction times found
in our experiments.
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For the second set of simulations, w e propose that a
person's ability to recall stories in order is a function of the
recovery phase of recall. As a result, the recovery probability
The goal of this project was to model the process of matrix was altered in three ways. First, the model was
comprehension and recall of narrative stories. Cunently, no prevented from jumping ahead more than one story section
at a time, or from returning to a section once it had left that
single model simulates both the comprehension process and
section. Second, w e lowered the probability of recovering a
the subsequent recall process.
proposition
from the story section subsequent to the one the
First, comprehension of the narrative stories was
model was currently recalling from. Third, the recovery
simulated using the Construction Integration model of
probabilities that represent within category order reversals
Kintsch (in press). This model takes as its input a
propositionalized representation of a text, and simulates the were lowered by reducing the probability of recovering a
proposition that appeared earlier in that story section.
comprehension process in a series of cycles, resulting in a
In this second set of simulations, the correlation between
memory representation of the text. Next, the free recall
the propositions recalled by the simulations and the subjects
model of Gillund and Shiffrin (1984) was used to simulate
recall of from the memory structures that were the result of was 0.66 and 0.68. Thus the model still provided good
predictions of which propositions were recalled. In addition,
the comprehension process. Recall in this model is
for these simulations, the recall order of the model
simulated in two phases. In the first phase, an image is
corresponded
with the recall order of the subjects.
sampled from the memory structure based on the association
This study represents a successful integration of a
strengths of the images to each other. The model then uses a
comprehension model and a recall process model, thus
recovery probability for the image to determine if the item
extending
work on both comprehension models and recall
contained within the image can be recovered.
process models. Our results show that in order to model
story recall one can successfully combine an off-the shelf
Recall Data
comprehension model, which simulates the formation of the
mental representation of a text, with an off-the shelf
Free recall data from two short narrative stories was memory model, which simulates memory retrieval. The
collected for 32 subjects and compared to the performance of only change that had to be made in the memory model
the simulations. Subject recall was coded in complex
concerned the strategic component of recall: list recall has no
propositions, corresponding to the level of a sentence, liiese order requirements, whereas story recall is inherently ordered;
recall data were compared to the recall of complex
hence a different recall strategy must be used in story recall
propositions resulting from 100 simulations by the model.
than in list recall. But, other than these strategic differences,
the same basic memory processes appear to be involved in
Simulations
text recall that have been studied so well in the research on
list learning.
For these simulations, we are interested in examining the
model both in terms of which propositions are recalled, and References
in terms of the order of recall. In the first set of
simulations, the correlation between the propositions
Gillund, G., & Shiffrin, R.M. (1984). A retrieval model for
recalled from the simulation and the subjects was 0.63 and
both recognition and recall. Psychological Review, 91, 10.73 for the two stories.
67.
In the first set of simulations, no specific effort was made Kintsch, W . (in press). Comprehension: A Paradigm for
to constrain the order of recall. To score recall order, the
Cognition. Cambridge University Press.
stories were divided into three sections, introduction,
problem, and resolution. For the first set of simulations, the
recall order of the model did not correspond to subject recall.
Introduction
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Introduction
O n e recent interest in the study of visual cognition is on
the issue of h o w people process and recognize repeatedly
presented stimuli. This interest was largely stimulated by
the work of Kanwisher (1987) on repetition blindness
(RB), which refers to the failure to detect/recall repetitions
of stimuli in rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP).
The purposes of the present study are to investigate (1)
whether displa> rate and task demand can affect the
perception and processing of repeated stimuli and (2) if
R B is an all-or-none phenomenon. Unlike most prior
studies on the topic, w e focus especially on the latency of
successful responses to repeated items as opposed to
unrepeated ones, though w e also measure the accuracy of
o^•erall responses in the related conditions.
Method and Results
In thefirstexperiment, w e varied the display rate of two
sequentially presented Chinese characters. Subjects were
asked to judge if a gi\en category appeared once or twice
in a trial. W h e n the displa> rate was fixed at 70 m s per
item, an R B effect was found: The stimuli with two
repeated targets were responded to more slow ly compared
to the uru-epeated targets Under a slower display rate (i e ,
200 m s per item), however, a repetition priming effect was
shown: The repeated targets were actually responded to
faster than the unrepeated ones
In the second experiment, subjects were required to
perform categor\ judgment only to the second item in two
sequentially presented stimuli.
The experimental
materials and other aspects of procedure were basically the
same as those in Experiment 1, except that the display rate
was fixed at 70 m s per item. The reaction time analysis
actually revealed a repetition priming pattern, instead of
showing an
R B effect as in those conditions in
Experiment 1 with a comparable display rate.
Discussion
The present study showed that an R B effect occurred under
a relatively fast display rate, whereas a repetition priming
effect appeared under a relatively slow rate. Similar
findings have also been found in a different set of
experiments using the R S V P procedure (Chen & W o n g ,
this volume). These results clearly indicate that the

display rate plays an important role in determining the
pattern of results. But does this mean that the encoding
effectiveness of a repeated item is responsible for (or is the
sole determinant of) whether the item can produce a
priming or blindness effect? W e do not think so. This is
because our findings also reveal both blindness and
priming effects under the same fast rate of stimulus
presentation These results, in conjunction with those of
our previous research (Chen & W o n g , this volume), seem
to suggest that R B only occurs when subjects are required
to process thefirstoccurrence of a repeated item to the
level of recognition under a severe time constraint.
Furthermore, in the present study, the enor data could
not readily distinguish various conditions, while the
response times were very sensitive to different sorts of
manipulations and were able to produce meaningfiil
information. In fact, the R T results provide clear evidence
for the notion that the R B effect is not an all-or-none
phenomenon (Chen & W o n g , this volume); the successful
responses to repeated stimuli are distinctively different
from those to unrepeated ones in various conditions.
Finally, it is worthwhile to note that the methodology
adopted in the present study not only enables us to directly
explore the on-line processing of repeated items with
m i n i m u m memory load, it also allows us to measure both
errors and latencies in responding to these stimuli. Hence,
the present methodology is a valid and usefiil research tool
in the study of the perception of repeated items.
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This paper examines the notion of studying from a
constructivist point of view and describes the representation
of studying used by students as a mental model. It describes
learners as constructing mental models of the learning
processes themselves as well as the phenomenon of the
physical world that have typically been the focus of mental
model studies.
Studying is a complex decision making task in which the
learner uses a mental model that includes a repertoire of acts
and a set of beliefs about these acts, to make decisions about
his or her o w n learning. The goal of this project is to
expand our understanding of h o w students represent the
process of studying. What do they believe about studying?
What do students believe about the nature of learning? T o
do this w e seek to compare the repertoire of acts and beliefs
about these acts held by expert and non-expert students.

Expert students appciir to use more abstract concepts in
their thinking about studying.
Expert students showed a higher belief in acts that
involved reflection on their o w n behavior, such as
concenu-ation, metacognitive monitoring, ergonomic
methods, and judging comprehension.
Expert students report greater use of metacognitive
monitoring acts and a stronger belief in their effectiveness.
The problem of studying behavior is ill-structured,
particularly for the novice learner.
The expert student sees a variety of learning situations as
instances of general descriptors. The non-expert lend to see
each problem as largely unique, and their behavior is
controlled by habits and a limited repertoire of actions and
beliefs.
Discussion

Method
A survey instrument was used to access student knowledge
and attitudes about studying and draw inferences about the
mental models of studying students use.
Twenty-four behavior categories were classified in three
general categories of work management (relating to studying
as work or a responsibility), overt acts (traditional behaviors
referred to as study skills), an{^ cognitive acts (menial
behaviors of a psychological nature related to learning).
For each behavior category, 5 to 10 individual items
described specific behaviors exeniplar of that category. For
example, the category of transforming refers to the
translation of information to be learned from one
representation to another. Behavior items for transformation
include: Convert the information in an outline to a diagram.
Summarize a chapter in a paragraph of your o w n words.
Speak aloud sentences using new words you wish to learn,
Explain to a classmate h o w to use a problem solving
technique, and Draw a picture to represent the ideas involved.
Undergraduate students were asked to rate each item on two
dimensions: use and believed effectiveness. They were
divided into non-expert and expert students at approximately
the median of their self reported grade point average.

Rather than a global strategy that views student decision
making in the learning process in a very general way, the
approach used here looks in more detail at the particular
decisions being made in terms of the repertoire of acts
considered and the beliefs students hold about these acts.
Perhaps educators can expand student studying expertise
by lab dcmonsu-ations of learning phenomena and study acts
like those so popular in the physical sciences. Generally, we
do not examine individual study behaviors in school. W e
focus on the products, the pajrcrs and tests. A more careful
examination of individual behaviors would likely lead to
better achievement and a greater understanding of learning
processes.
Perhaps students can, through better understanding of their
own learning processes, expand their own study skills.
The view of studying as decisions involving a mental
model with a set of acts and a set of beliefs about these acts
is useful. The distinction between work management, overt
behaviors, and cognitive processes was also found to be
useful. The list of acts studied appears to be close to the
sort of repertoire a learner needs as he or she makes practical
decisions about how to learn effectively.
Reference
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Expert students report the use aricherrepertoire of acts.
Expert students perceive large meaningful patterns in their
behaviors.
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This presentation explores implications of studying human
visual consciousness on cognitive architectures. Based on
an analysis of a perceptual phenomenon—binocular rivalry
(BR)—and the relevant known facts about the human
visual system, I show that layer-4C (i.e., the input layer) in
visual cortical area V I is involved in visual awareness and
is the neural substrate for iconic memory. Furthermore, I
extrapolate this conclusion to a more general one that input
layers in other cortical areas correspond to various shortterm m e m o r y systems k n o w n to cognitive psychologists.
This conclusion implicates that at an abstract level the
brain functions as a multi-level production system
(corresponding to a Chomsky's type-0 grammar parser).
B R is a striking phenomenon where a viewer experiences
alternating periods of different percepts when the two eyes
are receiving different stimulus patterns. A s Crick (1994)
remarked, such a phenomenon can constitute a simple yet
powerful paradigm for investigating the neural mechanisms
(or correlates) of consciousness. A s to the possible neural
substrate(s) of B R , there has been a long-standing
controversy between two views: a "peripheral view" holds
that B R happens very early in visual pathway, while a
central view" insists that B R occurs at a central stage
where perceptual and cognitive factors interact. In reality,
there is abundant evidence in support of both views (e.g.,
Blake, 1989; Logothetis et al., 1996).
T o reconcile these two views, I propose the following
multi-stage model for B R : there are competitions (or rivals)
at m a n y levels of the visual pathway, including that
between the two eyes at an early stage and that between
different candidate percepts at a late stage; these
competitions feedback to a monocular site to suppress the
two eyes' inputs in a patch-wise manner so as to yield a
final coherent percept. Since this model incorporates both
monocular and binocular sites, it is not surprising that both
peripheral and central factors (such as percept competition
seen in Logothetis et al., 1996) can be found in B R .
W h e r e is the monocular suppression stage in our visual
system? Visual information from the retinae of the two eyes
goes through the lateral geniculate nucleus ( L G N ) of the
thalamus, enters the primary visual cortex (i.e., area V I or
striate cortex) in its layer-4C (a and P sublaminae), and
then feeds to superficial layers 2 & 3 while undergoing some
transformations; only up to this level of the visual pathway
there are monocular neurons. Based on detailed
neuroanatomical and physiological facts and corresponding
psychophysical evidence, I suggest that layer-4C is the
anatomical substrate for monocular suppression.
This conclusion concerning the site of monocular
suppression has important implications concerning the

neural correlates of visual consciousness. Recently, Crick
and Koch (1995) have advanced an intriguing hypothesis
stating that neural activity in V I is not directly involved in
visual consciousness. A s monocular neurons are basically
only found in V I , the conclusion about monocular
suppression immediately suggests that their hypothesis is
incorrect. Furthermore, m y conclusion about the
involvement of layer-4C in B R implies that Crick and
Koch's (1996) another hypothesis concerning the neural
correlates of consciousness, that only the "deep layers" (i.e.,
layers 5 & 6 ) of the cortex are concerned with consciousness,
is incorrect as well. In short, I conclude that layer-4C in V I
is a neural substrate for an important part, the vivid aspect,
of our visual consciousness.
It is easy to infer that the site of stimulus suppression in
B R is also the site of iconic m e m o r y (or better termed
visual buffer) well known to psychophysists/psychologists.
This conclusion can easily be generalized to other cortical
areas. Therefore, a general conclusion can be reached: all
those cortical areas having a thalamic input layer (some
areas lack this layer) are involved in consciousness, and
their input layers are the neural substrates for various shortterm m e m o r y ( S T M ) systems with different contents (and
with seemingly different persisting life-times).
Since S T M is usually an important part of generalpurpose cognitive architectures, this conclusion has
important implications for cognitive architectures. Indeed,
it can be shown that at an abstract level the general
functional architecture of the brain m a p s onto a production
system (e.g., Newell, 1990). Moreover, as there are multilevel cortical areas, this conclusion implies that brain
functions as a multi-level production system, or a
Chomskian machine since such a system is computationally
equivalent to N o a m Chomsky's type-0 grammar processor.
A s the "production rules" (or "rewriting rules") in the brain
are certainly very experience-dependent, such rules m a y
well be modeled as having constantly changing "weights"
which can constitute an important aspect of conflict
resolution in the working of such a Chomskian machine.
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O n e of the main tasks of cognitive scientists is to
characterize the initial conceptual state of a human infant.
In particular, what are the innate domains of knowledge, if
any? Several recent studies have documented that infants as
young as 5 months are able to discriminate arrays that differ
in the number of elements they contain and to perform
rudimentary arithmetic operations on such arrays. S o m e
have suggested that number is an initial cognitive domain.
Starkey & Cooper (1980) first showed that 5-month-old
infants w h o habituate to 2 dots will dishabituate to 3 dots,
and the reverse. This result has been extended to newborn
infants, to more heterogeneous arrays, to sets of 4 elements,
and even to elements that m o v e around. W y n n (1992)
provided thefirstevidence that 5-month-old infants can take
into account the effects of simple addition and subtraction on
small numerosities, e.g., infants represent that 1 + 1 = 2 and
2-1 = 1. Various laboratories have replicated this result.
Young infants appear to represent numbers not only of
objects, but also of sounds and events (Starkey, Spelke, &
Gelman, 1990; W y n n , 1995), and they appear to have some
rudimentary understanding of the relation between these
small numbers. Since these representations are not tied to a
particular modality or a particular type of entities, some
researchers have argued that infants possess a system of
knowledge which pertains to number per je .
Nevertheless, these same studies provide evidence that
infants fail on number discrimination and arithmetic tasks
with set size larger than 3 or 4 (e.g., 4 vs. 6, which has the
same ratio difference as 2 vs. 3), supporting the alternative
hypothesis that segmentation of objects, but not number,
underlies infants' successful performance. Perhaps infants
use an early visual processing mechanism such as F I N S T s
(Trick & Pylyshyn, 1994), object files (Kahneman,
Treisman, & Gibbs, 1992), or spatial models of objects to
keep track of the entities in an array (Simon et al., 1995;
Uller et al., 1996). That is, infants do not have a unitary
representation of " 2 " per se but rather "an object and another
object." O n this account, the "limit of 3" is inherent in the
underlying mechanism and infants m a y not represent number
per se.
Here w e report a study of young infants' discrimination of
large sets of elements differing by a 2:1 ratio (16 vs. 8).
Success at this discrimination would add to the claim that
infants represent number, whereas failure would support the
alternative hypothesis.

T w o groups of 6-month-old infants were tested. Eight
infants were habituated to displays with 8 dots, then tested
on a n e w display with 8 dots and a display with 16 dots;
eight infants were habituated to displays with 16 dots, then
tested on a n e w display with 16 dots and a display with 8
dots. Several features of the experiment were designed to
assure that successful discrimination would depend o n
number rather than other features of the stimuli that correlate
with number (e.g., brightness, density of elements, and
spatial frequency). First, in each habituation trial, dots were
presented in a different random pattern and size of the dots
varied. Second, the two test displays were equated for
brightness, element size, and element density by using a 16dot display that was twice the overall area as the 8-dot
display. The element size and display were selected so as to
present values equi-distant from the average value for the 8and 16-dot habituation displays.
W e found that 6-month-old infants are able to discriminate
large numerosities (16 vs. 8) differing by a 2:1 ratio. After
habituating to a series of displays with 8 (or 16) dots, the
infants looked longer at displays with the novel number of
dots (the mean looking time for the n e w display was 6.4
seconds and for the old display was 4.7 seconds), F (1, 15) =
5.002, p < .05.
Thus w e provide thefirstevidence that the "limit of 3"
observed in previous work doesn't appear to be a limit on
the set size infants can represent, but on the accuracy of
these representations: when a 2:1 ratio of set sizes is used,
large set sizes are discriminated.
This finding could be explained in two ways. First,
infants possess a single system for representing number,
supporting discrimination of both large and small arrays.
Second, infants m a y possess distinct systems for
representing small and large numbers: an object
individuation system in the first case and a number
estimation system in the second case. Current experiments
are attempting to distinguish these possibilities.
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Although inference and classification are two of the most
important functions of categories, categorization research has
focused primarily on the investigation of classification. T h e
underlying assumptions of this line of research is that
classification is essentially equivalent to inference, and that
the category label can be treated as just another feature of
category exemplars. A number of findings, however,
indicate that inference and classification are based on
fundamentally different processes: People attend to withincategory information for inference, but they use betweencategory information for classification. This difference m a y
arise firom the fact that inference and classification require
different uses of categories. Inference is pertinent to the
prediction of u n k n o w n attributes, and classification is
essential for stimulus identification and discrimination.
In the experiment w e describe, w e hypothesized that the
major difference between inference and classification results
from distinct representational characteristics associated with
category labels. In particular, w e suggest that category
labels are represented differently from category features, and
guide subjects to focus on category information bounded
within a category.
In the experiment, subjects were given a sample sheet
depicting 10 m e m b e r s of two categories (5 for each category)
and answered either classification questions or inference
questions s h o w n in a booklet. The two categories shown on
the sample sheet have a family resemblance structure. The
stimuli, which depicted schematic figures of bugs, consisted
of five features and a category label, "monek" or "plaple.'
In the classification questions, subjects predicted the
category label of a stimulus given four dimensions of feature
information. In the inference questions, subjects predicted a
feature value of a stimulus given three dimensions of feature
information and the category label. Subjects m a d e responses
based o n the sample sheet, which was available to them
throughout the experiment.
In general, subjects' response-patterns coincided with
overall similarity between test stimuli and the exemplars of
the t w o categories. For classification questions, 9 5 % of
responses were m a d e consistent with a particular category if
test stimuli had 4 out of 5 features in c o m m o n with the
prototype of the corresponding category (i.e., high-match).
This percentage dropped to 7 6 % and 2 5 % respectively if test
stimuli had 3 out of 5 features (i.e., medium-match ) or 2
out of 5 features (i.e., low-match) in c o m m o n with the
prototype of the corresponding category. Thus, subject's

classification performance reflected overall similarity
between test stimuli and the exemplars of the two
categories. In contrast, for inference questions, similarity
information w a s not a good predictor if category labels
contradicted feature-match information. In the condition
comparable to the high-match classification questions,
subjects made 8 9 % of responses consistent with the
corresponding category. This percentage decreased to 7 9 %
and 7 5 % in the conditions comparable to the medium-match
and the low-match classification questions in inference
questions. These results indicate that subjects do not want
to give a response that is inconsistent with the category
label, even though it would agree with similarity
information.
In other words, category labels are
differentiated from category features in representation and
category labels play a guiding role in inference. W e tested
this idea further by modifying the characteristic associated
with the two category labels.
In one condition, the instructions stated that the two
labels represented the t w o types of bugs. In another
condition, the instruction stated that the two labels
represented two shapes of wings. In the third condition, w e
replaced the two labels with actual figures depicting a new
feature — two wings. T h e reasoning underlying these
manipulations w a s that if category labels have a direct
impact on subjects' inference performance, subjects should
exhibit different response-patterns depending on the way
category labels are characterized.
T h e results of the
experiment were consistent with this prediction.
W h e n the two labels were described as two types of bugs,
8 1 % of responses were consistent with the feature value
predicted by the two labels (thereby subjects were primarily
attending to the category exemplars bounded by the category
label). This percentage dropped to 6 9 % when the two labels
were described as two shapes of wings, and to 6 4 % when the
two labels were replaced with actualfiguresof two wings.
The results of the experiment were consistent with our
hypothesis: category labels are differentiated from category
features in representation and play a guiding role in
inferences.
Reference
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The world as w e experience it is a continuous flow of
activity, yet w e talk about it in terms of discrete events,
generally linked by a hierarchical structure. Is this just a
side-affect of the way our language works, or does it reflect
something deep about the cognitive architecture? T h e
present research is aimed at extending our knowledge about
the structure of event perception by examining the
perceptions of people while they watch everyday activities
being performed by another person.
A number of studies of m e m o r y for texts and video
sequences have demonstrated hierarchical encoding effects
(e.g. Bower, Black & Turner, 1979; Abbott, Black &
Smith, 1985; Brewer & Dupree, 1983; Lichtenstein &
Brewer, 1980). There is also weak evidence for hierarchical
structure in online event segmentation (Newtson, 1976, but
see Cohen & Ebbesen, 1979). The primary aim of this
study was to give a strong test for the presence of
hierarchical structure in event perception. Also, w e predicted
that this structure would be more evident for familiar
activities than for unfamiliar ones, reflecting greater
influence of event schemas or scripts (Schank & Abelson,
1977) on perception.
Based on a set of previously collected norms, w e selected
two activities that were high in familiarity ("making the
bed," "doing the dishes"), and two that were low in
familiarity ("assembling a saxophone," "fertilizing
houseplants"). For each of the four activities, w e
constructed a script consisting of twelve discrete steps. T w o
actors (one male, one female) performed each of the
activities in accordance with the script. In a procedure based
on Newtson's (1973), participants were instructed to tap a
key whenever a unit in the activity ended and another began,
and then to say what had just happened. Half the
participants were instructed to "mark off the behavior of the
person you'll be seeing into the smallest units that seem
natural and meaningful to you." T h e other half were
instructed to use the largest units that seemed natural and
meaningful. W e will refer to these as "fine" and "coarse"
coding conditions. Subjects viewed all four activities (2
performed by one actor, 2 by the other) in a given coding
condition, and then repeated the coding in the other condition
after a short delay. 32 Stanford undergraduates took part.
To assess the presence of hierarchical structure in viewers'
event perception, w e analyzed the data using two strategies.
The first involved dividing the tapes into discrete bins of
time, and then asking in which bins a given participant had
tapped. The measure of hierarchical structure was the extent
to which bins in which there were taps in the coarse and fine
conditions coincided, relative to chance. The second strategy
involved direct comparisons of the times of the individual
taps. The measure of hierarchical structure was the extent to

which breakpoints in the coarse condition were closer to
breakpoints in thefinecondition than predicted by chance.
B y both measures, there was clear evidence for hierarchical
structure. Coarse andfinebreakpoints, when discretized into
I-second bins, overlapped more than predicted by chance
(2.50 overlaps per subject per tape, compared to 1.92
predicted by chance), t(112) = 5.10, p < .001. Coarse
breakpoints were on average closer to the nearest fine
breakpoint (2461 m s ) than predicted by chance (5330 m s ) ,
t(112) = 7.87, p < . 0 0 1 .
Familiarity had no effect on overall rate of tapping
(F( 1,343) = .169, p = .681), but it did increase the
magnitude of hierarchical structure as measured by the
continuous analysis, F(l,1068) = 4.27, p = .04. (A second
analysis, based on the discrete method, revealed a similar
trend that approach significance, F(l,l 11) = 3.64, p = .059.)
The data support two conclusions about h o w events are
structured in perception. First, they indicate that people
spontaneously build up hierarchical representations of events
during perception. Second, this hierarchy was more reliably
present for activities that were familiar than for unfamiliar
activities. Hierarchical structure does not by itself imply the
influence of scripts or goal structures on the perception of
events (Newtson, Hairfield, Bloomingdale & Cutino, 1987).
However, the effects of familiarity on the strength of the
hierarchy do support the notion that pre-existing schemas
influence the perception of structure in events.
Supported by Interval Research Corporation and N S F
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Suppose there are two persons, w h o are observationailv
identified as A d a m (A) and B o b (B), and in whose necks the first
type of connection is kept intact so each circulation system
works as usual, but the second t\pe of connection is re-arranged
through a wireless telecommunication mechanism as follows.
A's information channel in his neck is cut and thus disconnected,
but the appearance of the neck as the connection between the
head and other parts of the body does not change significantly.
E a c h end of the cut will be respectively connected to a radio
transiTuner-receiver. Consequently, all information that should
originally go to A's brain is n o w intercepted and broadcasted and
thus does not reach A's brain. B's neck has undergone a similar
treatment with similar radio devices. Furthermore, A's brain will
receive information from B's non-head part of body plus the
information from A's o w n head with all sense organs (eyes, ears,
etc.) as usual. B's brain's connection to his ovv-n head and to A's
body is of the same sj-mmetrical type. From the other direction,
A's lower-than-neck part of the body receives c o m m a n d s from
B's brain, and B's from A's. Let us call such a setup between A
and B a "Cross-Communication Situation" or C C S for short. In
such a situation, A and B will each see, with the eyes sending
information to the brain without telecommunication, his original
body connected as before. But they are only able to feel and
conU-ol one another's, instead of one's o w n , lower-than-neck
parts of the body. O n the basis of C C S , w e add a helmet. It is
similar to the helmet used in the regular virtual reality
technology, just with a minor modification. Let the two small
video screens and two earphones receive signals wirelessly from
other broadcasters. Outside the helmet, on the spots of the two
eyes are mounted two video cameras and on the spots of the two
ears, nvo microphones, which will pick up sounds from outside
and the person's voice. The picture and the sounds they pick up
will be, of course, broadcasted for other receivers. In addition,
w e need to attach to the helmet a speaker that will be activated
by signals from the other party. Furthermore, the crosscommunication n o w includes the information that controls the
head movement from one to the other. In such a setting, w e have
an interpersonal-telepresence situation between any broadcaster
and receiver. If such a setting is extended from two persons to
a whole group of persons among w h o m connections can be
freely switched, w e will have a Community of InterpersonalTelepresence. In such a situation, each person's self-identity is
always unified without confusion, but our identity of other
persons will b e c o m e fundamentally ambiguous. In this paper,
h o w such a discrepancy between self-identity and mutual identity

is analyzed. It will show h o w the first-person perspective cannot
be reduced to the third-person one. I will conclude as follows:
The splintered spatial locality-identity in C C S can be
compensated by, without transportation of any part of the body
across a distance, a simultaneous cross-communication of
sensory information that results in a re-established unity of selfperception; as a shifted center of observing acts, the selfidentifed person always maintains an unambiguous unity. Such
a space compensation leads to the insight that one's alleged firstperson locality-identity is not the same as identifying one's
personhood in a locality in the space. The person as selfidentified unity does not occupy a position in the space.
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A large number of cockpit instruments, such as aUimeters
and navigation displays, are information displays that serve
representational functions. It is commonly known that
among a certain set of alternative displays that represent the
same information, some can be better than others. For
example, some types of altimeters (e.g., tape altimeter) are
more efficient than others (e.g., analog altimeter) for certain
tasks even if they all represent the same information—
altitude.
This representational effect, that different
representations of a c o m m o n abstract structure can have
different representational efficiencies and produce different
behavioral outcomes, is the central issue in the design of
efficient cockpit information displays.
This study examines the representational effect in cockpit
information displays from tiie perspective of distributed
representations (Zhang & Norman 1994; Zhang, in press).
The basic idea is that the information needed for many tasks
in a cockpit is distributed across the external information
displays of the cockpit and the internal minds of the pilots.
Without the interactive processing of internal and external
information, many cockpit tasks cannot be accomplished
(e.g., Hutchins, 1995; Norman, 1991, 1993).
The major factor of a display's representational efficiency
is the relative amount of information in external
representations versus that in internal representations. The
more information is represented externally, the more
efficient is the display. This is because external information
is processed by more efficient perceptual mechanisms,
which require little or no resources of working memory
because they are usually direct, automatic, unconscious, and
parallel. In contrast, internal information is processed by
less efficient cognitive mechanisms, which require more
working memory resources because they are usually
indirect, controlled, conscious, and sequential.
Five fiinctionally equivalent but representationally
different navigation systems are analyzed in terms of the
distribution of information needed to perform the position
fixing task across internal and external representations. The
position fixing task is to identify the aircraft's present
position with respect to the earth's surface by a latitude and
longitude or by some bearings and/or ranges from one or

more known, fixed points on the ground. From this analysis,
an order of representational efficiency was obtained for the
five systems: the most efficient representation is the one that
in external
has
most
information
represented
representations. The most efficient representation affords
direction interaction in the sense that people are able to
spend their full cognitive resources on the task, not the
interface. In other words, the representation is invisible but
the task is transparent to task performers.
W e are currently conducting experiments to examine
people's behaviors in the positionfixingtask with different
navigation systems. W e are also building an Act-R
(Anderson, 1993) based computational model for these
navigation tasks. Our ultimate goal for this project is to
develop a cognitive theory and a computational model of
direct interaction.
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In this work w e address the issue of h o w numbers should
be plausibly represented with a "neural" code, that is, as
activation patterns over a set of processing units in neural
network models of mathematical (numerical) cognition. Our
approach is to evaluate a series of neural network
simulations of simple arithmetic, such as single-digit
additions and magnitude comparisons. W e can therefore
evaluate the impact of various representational schemes on
the model's performance, in comparison to that of skilled
h u m a n participants.
Gallistel and Gelman (1992), among others, proposed that
numerical expressions in an arithmetical problem are
translated into magnitudes prior to accessing the solution
which is also a magnitude that needs translating back into a
numerical expression. These magnitudes are points or
regions on a continuous psychological dimension. This fits
in well with other aspects of numerical cognition, such as
magnitude comparison tasks, which appear to behave as
though numbers fall on a single, possibly compressed,
dimension or line. However, it fails to match both our
intuitions and standard analyses of number which
characterise integer arithmetic as involving cardinalities, i.e.,
discrete properties of sets (Giaquinto, 1995).
A second problem concerns the implementation of the
hypothesis that numbers are regions on a number line. In one
of the few attempts to model arithmetical fact retrieval
(McCloskey & Lindeman, 1989), numbers are encoded over
an ordered sequence of input nodes, where each node stands
for a particular number. Moreover, the two immediate
neighbours of the number are activated as well: thus 3 is
represented as the activation of the node labelled "3" plus
(lesser) activation of " 2 " and "4". O n e obvious problem of
this approach is that two numbers such as " 7 " and "3" would
not have anything in c o m m o n , since they activate orthogonal
representations (i.e., nodes 6-7-8 for ' 7 " and nodes 2-3-4 for
"3"). Indeed, Ashcraft (1995) claims that the "consensus
model" of fact retrieval consists of associations of (possibly)
orthogonal representations of problems and asnwers.
However, our intuitive understanding of integer numbers
entails that ' 7 " includes "3": this is the notion of number
cardinality.
Recent psychological evidence shows that cardinal
magnitude information is automatically activated even when
it is irrelevant to the task (e.g., Dehaene, Bossini, & Giraux,

1993). In connectionist terms, an abstract representation of
magnitude can be straightforwardly represented as the
number of units activated, whereby bigger numbers include
smaller numbers; therefore, for N > M , a set with M members
can be put in 1 -1 correspondence with a proper subset of the
set with N members (see Figure 1).
Number Line

Cardinality
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Figure 1: Alternative schemes for representing numbers.
Our study shows that feedforward networks using
unrelated, orthogonal" representations of number concepts
have more difficulties in learning a set of arithmetic facts
and offer a poor match to human performance, whereas
number representations that are based on cardinal
magnitudes are fundamental for successful modelling of the
processes involved in simple arithmetic and magnitude
comparisons.
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Our research, on the semantic memory, examines the
nature of the storage, i. e., the form in which semantic
units (or signified) are stored and also the modalities of
access to the semantic m e m o r y (i. e., his relationships
with the signifiers). The goal is to determine if the
semantic networks activated by words are similar to
those activated by pictures. T w o experiments examine
the effect of cross-modal semantic priming by pictures
and by words with lexical decision task. Thefirstdata
show that access to the semantic repertory by pictures
or by words is not equivalent. The semantic priming
effect by pictures could occure under certains conditions
of prime-target associations different from the one
which conduct to semantic priming with written-words.
The second experiment shows that the associative
network of pictures is not exactly the same as the
associative network of words.
The crucial question is the question of the nature of
the semantic code. T w o types of models are in
opposition : the first considers that the semantic
structure is amodal, independant from the modalities of
access ; the second supposes that the semantic storage
is multimodal, that is to say, dependant from the
modalities of access to the semantic memory. O u r
experiments bring us few elements in favor of amodal
conception.
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Introduction
Quite a lot of research has been done already in thefieldof
face and gesture recognition with some outstanding results.
W e take the research effort a step further to ask if a computer can recognize not only which user is facing the computer screen, but also what facial expression [s/]he is showing. The expressions are then categorized in terms of the
emotions they signal. The ability to recognize facial expressions can enable: (1) computers to become "aware" of the
emotional states the user is experiencing and that information
can be included in the user model; (2) human-computer communication to become more natural and is starting to be included in multimodal human-computer interfaces (Sakamoto
et al., 1997); (3) software agents with such "awareness" to
evolve into more complex and self-motivated artificial systems (Lisetti, 1997); (4) expert systems in automatic real-time
recognition of facial expressions to facilitate the development
of psychological emotion theories by making easier the experimental data collection of facial expressions.

eralization results of the network after the training. The network learned and generalized accurately with no errors on
this data set.

Table 1: Results of lower face generalizing

id

TARGET
NEUTRAL

sl92
sl93
sl94
s212
s213
s214
s215
s095
s233
s234
s235

.2
.1
.1
.1
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.1
.1

Person

NETWORK
OUTPUT
.212
,175
.211
.184
.226
.247
.249
.295
.187
.194
.205

TARGET
SMILE

.6
,3
.4
.6
.6
.5
.4
.3
.4
.1
.5

NETWORK
OUTPUT
.468
.369
.441
.410
.457
.403
.414
.339
.355
.191
.409

Conclusion

Some Experimental Results
W e started working with two expressions, namely neutral and
happy. W e used the F E R E T data base effaces which included
smiling faces and neutral faces^. W e preprocessed the images
to crop the relevant portions of the face and to perform histogram equalization for normalizing intensity across the different images. W e isolated the third area of the face which
is capable of independent movement. It includes the mouth,
most of the nose and the chin (Ekman, 1975).
W e trained the network on 116 input images of size
(74X73). W e had images of 52 different persons, two images per person. W e included 69 images in our training set
and 22 images in our testing set for generalization.
The images contained in the F E R E T data base were sometimes graded in terms of expressiveness, an issue that w e addressed by using graded targets as well. W e used targets with
range 0.1 < target < 0.6.
Table 1 summarizes the testing session for generalization.
The first column identifies the person. The second and fourth
columns list the target values evaluating the degree of expression of each image. The third andfifthcolumn give the gen^Portions of this research in this paper use the FERET database
of facial images collected under the ARPA/ARL F E R E T program.

The development of our Automatic Integrated Facial Expression Interpreter System is designed with the goal of rendering
computers more sensitive to their user's cognitive states. The
sub-system proposed in this part of the research is concerned
with making the computer more finely aware of the user's
body language - in particular, the face. Such a system can
be integrated within a larger computer perceptual front-end
sending collected information to various sub-systems.
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In a recent widely circulated paper, Clark and Thornton (in
press) identify a class of learning problem they call 'Type-2'
problems (the paper is currently available from
ftp.princeton.edu/pub/hamad/BBS/.WWW/bbs.clark.html).
Type-2 problems are those in which a regularity in a data set
can only be found by testing or measuring relational
properties in the data set, which can only be discovered by
employing a recoding function. According to Clark and
Thornton (p. 5), there are an infinite number of possible
recoding functions for any Type-2 problem. A s a
consequence of this, the probability of an uninformed
learning mechanism hitting upon a recoding function, which
will not only solve the problem, but will also permit
successful generalization, is close to zero.
Clark and Thornton (in press) claim that additional
constraints must be applied to uninformed learning
mechanisms in order for such mechanisms to exhibit
generalization on type-2 problems. The class of type-2
problems are both important and significant as, according to
Clark and Thornton, problems of this type are "...rife in
biologically realistic settings and in domains ranging from
simple animat (simulated animal or autonomous robot)
behaviors to language acquisition."
Despite the apparently problematic nature of such
problems though, it appears that problems of this kind are
regularly solved by biological systems. T h e puzzle is to
figure out a way of solving these problems using automated
learning procedures. Ideally, approaches to solving type-2
problems should be such that they avoid "...a very heavyduty nativism and an amazing diversity of task specific, onboard learning devices..." (Clark & Thornton, p. 11).
Rather, a strategy must aim at reducing the search space for
type-2 problems, without being excessively task specific,
nativist or ad hoc. This then is the challenge of type-2
problems for automated learning procedures.
Although Clark and Thornton explore a number of means
by which type-2 problems can be solved (e.g. incremental
and representational
learning, modular
networks
redescription), they do not consider the effect of employing
processing units with non-monotonic activation functions.
Dawson and Schopflocher (1992) described a kind of
processing unit, which they call value units', that have a
non-monotonic Gaussian activation function. Berkeley et al.
(1995) have shown that these units can be sensitive to
relational properties. A s Clark and Thornton supported their
claims about type-2 problems by running numerous
simulations, a similar stratergy can be employed to assess
the performance of value units on type-2 problems.

Clark and Thornton studied the 4-bit parity problem in
their investigation of type-2 problems. N o n e of their
systems exhibited any generalization. A series of
simulations employing a number of networks of value
units, trained upon the same problem, were run in order to
gain a preliminary assessment of the performance of value
units on type-2 problems. All networks had four input
units, a single hidden unit and a single output unit. 16
training sets were developed, each consisting of 15 training
patterns. The remaining untrained pattern from each data set
was then used to assess the generality of the solutions
discovered by the networks upon convergence. This test of
generalization was the same as that used by Clark and
Thornton in their simulation studies.
Each training set was trained 11 times, giving a total of
176 simulations. The convergence criterion for each of these
simulations was set at 0.025 and in each case a learning rate
of 0.01 and a m o m e n t u m of 0.0 were used. A total of 97
(55%) of these networks reached convergence, with a mean
sum squared error of 0.008 for the training sets.
O f the value unit networks which reached convergence,
6 3 % succeeded in generalizing correctly when presented with
the untrained pattern. The mean error for the unseen patterns
for these networks was 0.017 This stands in sharp contrast
to the results reported by Clark and Thornton. They did not
observe a single instance in which a network was able to
correctly generalize on the single withheld pattern.
These results indicate that Clark and Thornton's claims
about type-2 problems are not straightforwardly applicable
to the class of all automated learning procedures. Rather,
under certain circumstances a useful strategy for handling the
difficulties presented by type-2 problems m a y be to use
non-monotonic processing units.
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Problem
Issues of importance have a long history that furnishes the
matrix in which w e think our best thoughts. Yet, it gets
increasingly harder to keep up with one's o w n field of
scholarship, let alone with the "big questions" in other
fields. Students, scholars and interested laypeople wonder
to themselves, "What is the detailed status of the debate on
the question in cognitive science theory as to whether
computers can or will ever be able to think like humans?"
and other pivotal questions. They almost immediately
give up in despair. It is hard to get a quick,
understandable answer.
• There is no place they can - even with persistence and
resources — get a m a p and an up-to-date briefing of the
major issues.
• It is even harder to try to obtain all of the obscure
journals in which the argument actually is taking place, so
that particular positions can be inspected in depth.
• There is no easy way of linking positions to rebuttals (so
that proposed refutations of data and positions can be
easily compared).
• There is no rapid visual w a y of navigating through the
argument — no w a y of inspecting its structure and
direction.

T h e Project
The project has been actively engaged in designing
techniques that would address these problems. W e began
with a method of argumentation analysis developed by
Stephen Toulmin (1958). This has involved the refining of
methods to summarize briefly each "move" in the
argument, such as claims and counterclaims, and the
development of w a y of linking claims to rebuttals, so
positions can easily be compared. W e have worked on
methods of visual display of debates so that navigating
through the arguments to discover structure and direction
is possible. Then, w e have focused on using the
methodology to m a p the debates on the question: "Can
Computers Think (or will they every be able to)?" A team
of four has been developing six large wall charts, each of
which contains a "map" of the principal claims and
rebuttals in the debate, n o w totaling almost 600 and are
derived from approximately 300 sources world-wide.
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4901 Flagstar
Irvine C A 92604

Russell McBride
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Dept. of Philosophy
Alameda College
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Oakland. C A 94609
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Results
T h e "mapping" approach described has wide
applicability and the capability of handling complex
argumentation. T h e approach so far has shown h o w
major issues can better be "seen" as a whole. Observers
easily track h o w the debates have developed historically.
They can see where the leading edge of a debate is.
Participants in the debate can shape their next moves
from the weaknesses of certain arguments in the debates.
New Tools for Teaching
Preliminary use of our approach by professors and
students found that, even in their preliminary and
incomplete stage, they have m a n y advantages, allowing
students to engage issues in ways not possible with
current methods. T h e project team continues to be
inspired by Lewis Thomas's observations:
"College students, and for that matter high school
students, should be exposed very early, perhaps at the
outset, to the big arguments currently going on among
scientists. Big arguments stimulate their interest, and
with luck engage their absorbed attention... But the
young students are told very little about the major
disagreements of the day; they m a y be taught something
about the arguments between Darwinians and their
opponents a century ago, but they do not realize that
similar disputes about other matters, m a n y of them
touching profound issues for our understanding of
nature, are still going on, and, indeed are an essential
feature of the scientific process." (Thomas, 1981, 49)
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S A R A : A n Associative M o d e l for Anchoring and Hindsight Bias
Rijdiger F. Pohl (ri)ki)I(;i<;r.pohl@ku-eichstaett.de)
F G Psychology, Catholic Univi-rsity oC Eichstatt, D-85071 Eichstatt, Germany
M a r k u s Eisenhauei (EISEN@COGPSY.UNI-TRIER.DE)
F B 1 Psychology, University of Trier, D-54286 Trier, Germany

Judgment and memory may be systematically distorted
through the impact of previously encoded information. T w o
such phenomena, anchoring and hindsight bias, appear to be
robust and well-studied. Yet, their explanations remain
largely descriptive and superficial.
In a typical anchoring study (e.g., Tversky & Kahneman,
1974), participants are first asked whether the numerical
answer to a question is above or below a certain number.
This number acts like an anchor because it distorts subsequent estimates towards it. Thus, mean estimates following a numerically high anchor are higher than those following a numerically low anchor. In a typical hindsight study
(e.g., Fischhoff, 1977), participants first give numerical estimates to a question, are then confronted with the solution,
and are fmally asked to recall their earlier estimates. Typically, the recalled estimates are closer to the solution than
the original estimates had been (see Hawkins & Hastie,
1990, for a review).
This paper introduces a detailed cognitive model ( S A R A )
that allows to explain anchoring and hindsight bias on a
deeper level than previous accounts and that, moreover, can
be used as a simulation model. S A R A borrows from the
S A M model ("Search of Associative Memory;" Raaijmakers
& Shiffrin, 1980; Shiffrin & Raaijmakers, 1992) and makes
assumptions about the underlying memory representation,
about retrieval, encoding, forgetting, and reconstructive
processes. According to the model, both anchoring and
hindsight bias result from selective activation processes of
one's item-specific knowledge base. In order to reflect this
focus, the model was termed S A R A which stands fcr
"Selective Activation, Reconstruction, and Anchoring."
To be more precise, S A R A explains h o w a person's preexperimental knowledge base is altered in the course of an
anchoring or hindsight experiment. All processes (i.e.,
generating, encoding, forgetting, and reconstructing) change
the associative pattern between the elements of one's knowledge base and possible retrieval cues, thus leading to a
changed probability of retrieval for each of these elements.
The central assumption is that the changes in retrieval probability are governed by numerical similarity. Given this
architecture, a number of well-known findings can be explained within the same framework. A m o n g these are, for
example, (a) eflFects of level of encoding, (b) effects of retention interval, (c) effects of pre-experimental knowledge, (d)
effects of plausibility and surprise, (e) effects of counterfactual
reasoning, (f) hindsight bias for recall of solutions, and (g)
differences between judgment and memory designs. Besides,
some new fmdings are predicted as well. A m o n g these are,

for example, (h) results and consequences of anchor
evaluation processes, (i) effects of multiple anchors, and (j)
effects of time constraints on estimation and recall. None of
the previously discussed explanations of anchoring and
hindsight bias like "anchoring and insufficient adjustment"
(Tversky & Kahneman, 1974) and "immediate assimilation" (Fischhoff, 1975) are able to account for the whole
set of these effects.
Running a computer simulation with a first version cf
S A R A yielded promising results in that the model closely
fitted empirically observed data (Pohl & Eisenhauer, 1996).
A n A N O V A found neither a main nor an interaction effect
with empirical vs. simulated data. Thus, the idea to explain
and to model distortions in judgment and memory through
selective activation of one's item-specific knowledge base received first support. Of course, the model is based on a
number of assumptions and parameters that need careful
analysis yet. A satisfying situation will emerge only if the
same model will be able to successfully simulate a wide
range of data including newfindings.W e are, however, confident that S A R A will stand up to the challenge.
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Beyond the Great Divide
edited by
Geoffrey C Boiulfer

Christine Chiarello

Universiti^ of Illinois, Urbana-Chompoign

University of California. Riverside

Susan Leigh Stor

The Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) The statement, 'The Right Hemisphere (RH)
Program is a cooperative effort by governprocesses language" still provokes vigorous
ment, private industry, and academia to
debate. It often elicits the argument that
apply advanced technology to the task of
anything the R H does with language is not
resolving the problems of surface transportalinguistic but "paralinguistic." The resistance
tion. The objective is to improve travel
to the notion of R H language processing
efficiency and mobility, enhance safety,
persists despite the fact that even the
conserve energy, provide economic benefits,
earliest observers of Left Hemisphere (LH)
and protect the environment.
language specialization posited some role for
ITS will apply advanced information
the R H in language processing, and
processing, communications, sensing, and
evidence attesting to various R H language
computer control technologies to the
processes has steadily accrued for more
problems of surface transportation. Considerthan 30 years. In this volume, chapters
able research and development efforts will
pertain to a wide, but by no means, exhausbe required to produce these new/ technolotive set of language comprehension
gies and to convert technologies developed
processes for which R H contributions have
in the defense and space programs to solve
been demonstrated. The sections are
surface transportation problems.
organized around these processes, beginITS has been subdivided into six interlockingning with initial decoding of written or spoken
technology areas. This book addresses
input, proceeding through semantic processhuman factors concerns for four of these
ing of single words and sentences, up to
areas;
comprehension of more complex discourse,
•
Advanced Traveler Information
as well as problem solving. The chapters
Systems — a variety of systems that
assembled here should begin to melt this
provide real time, in-vehicle information
resistance to evidence of R H language
to drivers regarding navigation and
processing.
route guidance, motorist services,
This volume's main goal is to compile
roadway signing, and hazard warnings.
evidence about R H language function from a
•
Advanced Vehicle Control Systems
scattered literature. The editorial commentarrefer to systems that aid drivers in
ies concluding each section highlight the
controlling their vehicle particulariy in
relevance of these phenomena for
emergency situations and ultimately
psycholinguistic and neuropsychological
taking over some or all of the driving
theory, and discuss similarities and apparent
tasks.
discrepancies in thefindingsreported in
• Commercial Vehicle Operations
individual chapters. Although all chapters
address the application of ITS technolofocus only on lypical" laterality of right
gies to the special needs of commercial
handed people, this work provides a
roadway vehicles including automated
representative sample of the current state of
vehicle identification, location,
the art in R H language research. Important
weigh-in-motion, clearance sensing,
features include:
and record keeping.
• a wide range of coverage from speech
•
Advanced Traffic Management
perception and reading through
Systems monitor, control and manage
complex discourse comprehension and
traffic on streets and highways to
problem-solving;
reduce congestion using vehicle route
• research presented from both empirical
diversion, automated signal timing,
and theoretical perspectives; and
Priceschangeable
and projected
publicotion
message
signs,dotes
and priority
• commentaries and conclusions ingrating
ore subject
to
clionge
aiithout
notice.
control systems.
findings and theories across sub0-8058-1433-7 [c] / 9-97 / 464epp. / $99.95
domains, and speculating on future
0-8058-1434-5 [p] / 9-97 / 464epp. / $49.95
directions of the field.
0-8058-1925-8 [c] / 9-97 / 416epp. / $89.95
0-8058-1926-6 [p] / 9-97 / 416epp. / $39.95

Universiti^ of Illinois, Urbana-Chompoign

UJilliam Turner
CCRCSI/CNRS

Les Gasser
University of Southern California
a s/olume in the computers,
Cognition and Work Series
This book is the first to directly address the
question of how to bridge what has been
termed the "great divide" between the
approaches of systems developers and
those of social scientists to computer
supported cooperative work — a question
that has been vigorously debated in the
systems development literature. Traditionally, developers have been trained in formal
methods and oriented to engineering and
formal theoretical problems; many social
scientists in the C S C Wfieldcome from
humanistic traditions in which results are
reported in a narrative mode. In spite of their
differences in style, the two groups have
been cooperating more and more in the last
decade, as the "people problems" associated
with computing become increasingly evident.
The authors have been encouraged to
rigorously examine the theoretical basis of
C S C W . With contributions fromfieldleaders
in the United Kingdom, France, Scandinavia,
and Mexico as well as the United States, this
volume offers an exciting overview of the
cutting edge of research and theory. It
constitutes a solid foundation for the rapidly
coalescingfieldof social informatics.
Divided into three parts, this volume covers
social theory, designttieory,and the
sociotechnical system with respect to

CSCW.
0-8058-2402-2 [c] / 7-97 / 480epp. / $99.95
0-8058-2403-0
/ 7-97 / 480epp.
/ $49.95
1 ^ [p]
Louirence
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201/236-9500 FAX 201/236-0072
Call toll-free to order: 1-800-9-BOOKS-9
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R PROV€RR
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The Cognitive
Science of
Proverbiol
UJit ond
Ulisdom
Richard P. Honeck

LCfl

Over the past decade, the question of
whether there is a mental logic has become
subject to considerable debate. There have
Over the past two decades, standards for the Universlti^ of Cindnnati
been attacks by critics who believe that all
usability of human-computer user interfaces
reasoning uses mental models and return
T/7/s book is very much needed. It is well •
have emerged. To assure the quality of
attacks on mental-models theory. This
argued and researched and will introduce
human-computer
interfaces,
practitioners
controversy has invaded various journals and
scholars and students of the proverb to the
trained in human factors have become
has created issues between mental logic and
fascinating discoveries which cognitive
in
the
computer
software
routine
participants
the biases-and-heuristics approach to
scientists have achieved regarding proverbs.
and hardware development process. But, for
reasoning, and the content-dependent
Professor Honeck makes the complex
the vast majority of web-based materials, the
theorists. However, despite its pertinence to
theories of language and cognition accesdevelopers are neither trained in human
current issues in cognition, few cognitive
sible to readers from many fields and various
factors, nor have access to such expertise.
scientists really know what the mental-logic
backgrounds in a readable, understandable,
The human factors profession, with its
theory is, and misapprehensions are
and enjoyable style. The book is a joy to
unique
knowledge
and
practices,
has
had
prevalent. This volume is a comprehensive
read,
finding a perfect balance between
only
a
marginal
impact
on
the
World
Wide
presentation of the theory of mental logic and
scholariy and readable language."
W e b and web developers.
its implications for cognition and develop— Wolfgang Mieder
Traditional human factors offers many
ment, including the acquisition of language.
University of Vermont
The theory offered here has three parts. One insights regarding how to achieve usable,
A complex, intriguing, and important verbal
web-based interfaces. As web-based
is the mental logic per se which contains a
entity, the proverb has been the subject of a
products have begun to permeate the lives of
set of inference schemas. The second is a
vast number of opinions, studies, and
more
and
more
computer
users,
H
F
reasoning program that applies the schemas
analyses. To accommodate the assorted
practitioners have begun to contemplate the
in lines of reasoning, including a directpossible audiences, this volume outlines
human-computer
interface
issues
arising
with
reasoning routine and more sophisticated
seven views of the proverb — personal,
the web, and experiment with solutions for
indirect-reasoning strategies. The third part
formal, religious, literary, practical, cultural,
improving the usability of web products.
of the theory is pragmatic, proposing that the
and cognitive. Because the author's goal is
However,
the
grovirth
of
the
web
has
basic meaning of pach logic particle is in the
to provide a scientific understanding of
occurred at such a rapid pace that, to date,
inferences that afe sanctioned by its
proverb comprehension and production, he
virtually no comprehensive sources have
inference schemas.
draws largely on scholarship stemming from
COGNITIVC
0-8058-2388-3
[c]/12-97 / 304epp. / In Press emerged as guides for the design of usable
the formal, cultural, and cognitive views. The
0-8058-2389-1
N € U R O S C [p]/12-97
I € N C €/ 304epp. / In Press web products.
only book about proverbs that is written from
This book amasses perspectives from a
OF nnCNTION
the standpoint of cognitive science, cognitive
broad range of experts in human factors,
psychology, and experimentalism, this text
n Developmental Perspective
cognitive psychology and web development,
provides a larger, more interdisciplinary
and reports research addressing issues
edited bv
perspective on the proverb. It also gives a
associated with the design and usability of
John €. Richards
theoretically
more integrated approach to
web
products.
In
doing
so,
i
t
simultaneously
Universify of South Carolina
proverb cognition. The conceptual base
seeks to fill two voids. First, it makes human
This book reviews research and theory on
theory of proverb comprehension is extended
factors expertise, knowledge, and practices
the development of attention, and how brainvia the "cognitive ideas hypothesis" so that
available to the web development commuattention relations change in infants,
the theory now addresses issues regarding
nity. Secondly, it provides a comprehensive
children, and throughout the lifespan.
the creation, production, and pragmatics of
source
for
H
F
practitioners
responsible
for
Prices
end
projected
publication
dotes
0-8058-2409-X [c] /1-98 / 368epp. / In Press
proverbs. This hypothesis also has strong
the design
products.
ore
subject of
tousable
changeweb-based
aiithout notice.
0-8058-2823-0 [c] / 9-97 / 344epp. / In Press implications for a taxonomy of proverbs,
0-8058-2824-9 [p] / 9-97 / 344epp. / In Press proverb comprehension, universal vs.
culture-specific aspects of proverbs, and
some structural aspects of proverbs.
Lawrence Cribaum
|E^
In general, the book extends the challenge of
proverb cognition by using much of what
Associates, inc.
Call toll-freetoorder: 1-800-9-BOOKS-9
cognitive science has to offer. In so doing,
10 Industrial nvcnue, Mohujoh, NJ 07430
e-mailto:orclers@erlboum.com
the proverb is compared to other forms of
201/236-9500 FAX 201/236-0072
Visit our uieb site: wwuj.eriboum.com
figurative language, which is then discussed
within the larger rubric of intelligence and the
inclination for using indirect modes of
communication. Child developmental and
brain substrates are also discussed.
0-8058-0231-2 [c] / 1997 / 320epp. / $65.00
Special Prepaid Offer! $32.50
N o further discounts apply.
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CULTUR€ O F
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edited by
S o r o Kiesler
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As the new century approaches, the ~
"
astonishing spread of nationally and
internationally accessible computer-based
communication networks has touched the
imagination of people everywhere. Suddenly,
the Internet is in everyday parlance, featured
in talk shows, in special business "technology" sections of major newspapers, and on
the covers of national magazines. If the
Intemet is a new world of social behavior it is
also a new world for those who study social
behavior. This volume is a compendium of
essays and research reports representing
how researchers are thinking about the
social processes of electronic communication and its effects in society. Taken
together, the chapters comprise a first
gathering of social psychological research on
electronic communication and the Intemet.
The authors of these chapters work in
different disciplines and have different goals,
research methods, and styles. For some, the
emergence and use of new technologies
represent a new perspective on social and
behavioral processes of longstanding interest
in their disciplines. Others want to draw on
social science theories to understand
technology. A third group holds to a more
activist program, seeking guidance through
research to improve social interventions
using technology in domains such as
education, mental health, and wori< productivity. Each of these goals has influenced the
research questions, methods, and inferences
of the authors and the "look and feel" of the
chapters in this book.
Intended primarily for researchers who seek
exposure to diverse approaches to studying
the human side of electronic communication
and the Intemet, this volume has three
purposes:
• to illustrate how scientists are thinking
about the social processes and effects
of electronic communication;
• to encourage research-based contributions to current debates on electronic
communication design, applications,
and policies; and
• to suggest, by example, how studies
of electronic communication can
contribute to social science itself.
0-8058-1635-6 [c] / 1997 / 480pp. / $99.95
0-8058-1636-4 [p] / 1997 / 480pp. / $39.95

edited bi^
Dovid Kirshner
Louisiana State Universiti^

SITUATED

INT€RNflTIONnL
JOURNAL OF
COGNITIVC
CRGONOMICS

COGNITION

•
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ERCONOMI

Jomes n. lUhitson
Universit\i ofDeloujore
A result of an A E R A annual meeting
symposium that explored foundational issues
relative to situated cognition theory, this
volume contributes to discourse about
repositioning situated cognition theory within
the broader supporting disciplines and to
resolving the problematics addressed within
the book. There is a cumulative vision to the
book — its theme is that the notion of the
individual in situated cognition theory needs
to be fundamentally reformulated. No
theoretical reconfiguration of the social worid
or of social practices can overcome an
individual cast in the dualist tradition. This
reformulation probes the physiological,
psychoanalytic, and semiotic constitution of
persons. Chapter cover a wide range of
topics including:
• transfer of training — arguing that
traditional cognitive psychology has
found precious little evidence of
people's ability to apply knowledge
gained in one context to the problems
encountered in another;
• ecosocial systems — a new object of
inquiry for situated cognition theory in
which the primary units of analysis are
not things or people, but processes and
practices;
• how linkages between discursive
practices are manifested as semiotic
chaining of signifiers for individuals
engaged in everyday activities;
• how the ability to function in ways that
are consistent with logic emerges
through an enhanced sense of agency
as more responsible roles are
adopted in daily life practices;
• the mutual constitution of social and
individual knowledge — familiar terms
and concepts normally available
through linguistic labels are cultural
models, to be distinguished from the
variegated and hidden mid-level
meanings that reflect their situated uses
in social activity;
• the material (neurological) substrate
through which cultural models and
mid-level meanings emerge; and
• how learning environments can be
structured to take advantage of the
perceptual[p]
underpinnings
of cognition.
0-8058-2038-8
0-8058-2037-X
[c]
/ 1997 / 336pp.
336pp.
/ $34.50
$69.95

co-editors:
Richard John K o u b e k
LUngtit State Universiti^
Gavriel Solvendy
Purdue University
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editorial scope:
The objective of the new quarteriy International Journal of Cognitive Ergonomics is to
publish articles in cognitive ergonomics as It
relates to the analysis, design, and operation
of cognitive activities. The joumal welcomes
submissions of original laboratory and field
experimentation, case studies, and thorough
review and appraisal articles on selected
cognitive ergonomic areas.
audience:
Human factors and cognitive ergonomics
researchers, cognitive psychologists, and
those in the air traffic control, insurance, and
information technology industries.
Volume 1, 1997, Quarterly
Individual:
$39.50 US/Canada
$69.50 All Other Countries
Institution:
$120.00 US/Canada
$150.00 All Other Countries
Prices end projected publication dotes
ore subject to change ujithout notice.
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CONSTRUCTIVe
KNOUJL€DG€
RCQUISITION
n Computational Model Qn6
experimental evaluation
Franz SchmalhoFer

INTCRNRTIONRL
JOURNRL OF
HUMRN-COMPUTCR
INTCRRCTION

G e r m a n Research Center for Rrtificiol
Intelligence, Hoisersloutern

A cognitive psychology which becomes
increasingly specialized requires a special
effort in order to avoid a fragmentation into
several controversial issues that are
independently discussed but also inherently
related. Rather than asking additional
differentiated questions which are then
investigated by more specialized experimental methods and designs, this book promotes
unified theories and a levels approach for
their experimental evaluation. Within this
cognitive science approach and on the basis
of the most foundational assumptions of
Kintsch's construction integration theory, a
computational theory of knowledge acquisition is then developed and subsequently
evaluated by psychological experiments.
For forty years, computer simulation
techniques and experimental psychology
research have greatly matured the understanding of human knowledge and its
acquisition in different learning environments.
This volume critically assesses the advantages and limitations of these approaches
and then develops an integrated research
methodology. It goes on to provide significant progress concerning the following
questions:
• What are the most promising research
methodologies for investigating human
cognition?
• H o w can the experimental psychology
research on text comprehension,
concept formation, and memory
become more closely related to one
another when the very specialized
research paradigms and the highly
specific scientific controversies promote
Roger C. Schonk
their separation and independent
Northujestern Universitv
discussion?
0-8058-2537-1 [c] /12-97 / 464epp. / In Press • H o w can a general comprehension0-8058-2538-X [p] /12-97 / 464epp. / In Press
based theory bridge the gap between
simple experimental settings and the
real-life situations that occur in
education and work environments?
This book demonstrates how experimental
psychology can proceed more successfully
Prices end projected publication dotes
by investigating those aspects that are
ore subject to change lulthout ncjtice.
shared among different areas of research
like text comprehension, categorization, and
learning by exploration.
0-8058-2724-2 [c] / 9-97 / 280epp. / $59.95
Special Prepaid Offer! $29.95
N o further discounts apply.

Coping with spatial expressions in a
plausible manner is a cmcial problem in a
number of research fields, specifically
cognitive science, artificial intelligence,
psychology, and linguistics. This volume
contains a set of theoretical analyses as well
as accounts of applications which deal with
the problems of representing and processing
spatial expressions. These include dialogue
understanding using mental images;
interfaces to C A D and multi-media systems,
such as natural language querying of
photographic databases; speech-driven
design and assembly; machine translation
systems; spatial queries for Geographic
Information Systems; and systems which
generate spatial descriptions on the basis of
maps, cognitive maps, or other spatial
representations, such as intelligent vehicle
navigation systems.
Though there have been many different
approaches to the representation and
processing of spatial expressions, most
existing computational characterizations
have so far been restricted to particularly
narrow problem domains, usually specific
spatial contexts determined by overall
system goals. To date, artificial intelligence
research in this field has rarely taken
advantage of language and spatial cognition
studies carried out by the cognitive science
community. O n e of the fundamental aims of
this book is to bring together research from
both disciplines in the belief that artificial
INSID€
MULTI-MCDIR
intelligence has much to gain from an
CRSC R RofScognitive
C D INSTRUCTION
appreciation
theories.
edited bi^
0-8058-2285-2
[c] / 10-97 / 352epp. / In Press
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editors:
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•
Universiti^ of LUisconsin. Madison

Gavriel Salvendy
Purdue Universiti^

Mosamitsu Oshimo
The Medical Information Si^stem
Development Center. Japan,
editorial scope:
The lr)ternational Journal of HumanComputer Interaction addresses the
cognitive, social, health, and ergonomic
aspects of work with computers and
emphasizes both the human and computer
science aspects of the effective design and
use of computer interactive systems. The
journal presents original research both in the
generic aspects of interface design and In
the special application of interface design in
a variety of diversified leisure and work
activities.
audience:
Professionals with an interest in the scientific
Implications and practical relevance of how
computer systems should be designed and/
or how they are actually used.
Volume 9, 1997, Quarterly
Individual:
$45.00 US/Canada
$65.00 All Other Countries
Institution:
$155.00 US/Canada
$175.00 All Other Countries

lE^ Lawrence €rlbaum
Associates, Inc.
10 Industrial Avenue, Mohujah, NJ 0 7 4 3 0
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INSIGHT A N D PSYCHOSIS
Edited by Xavier F. Amador and
Anthony S. Uavid
T h e mental status exam requires an
assessment of insight, a patient's awareness of having a mental disorder, but the
relationship between self-knowledge and
mental health is complex, and as a result
the term has become riddled with ambiguities. This book examines the nature
and significance of insight.
July 1997 368 pp.; 4 illus.
$49.95
HOW IMPLICIT IS IMPLICIT
LEARNING?
Edited by Dianne Berry
Debate has arisen over the extent to
which cognitive tasks are learned implicidy, mostly on the questions of h o w
unconscious, and h o w abstract, is implicit knowledge. This book provides a summ a r y of the various positions currendy
shaping this exciting area of research.
t Debates in Psychology)
December 1997 256 pp.; 13 illus.
paper $29.95/ clorti $85.00

RECOVERED MEMORIES AND
FALSE MEMORIES
Edited b y Martin Convsray
T h e question of whether memories can
be lost and then "recovered" through psychotherapy has polarized the field of
m e m o r y research. This is thefirstvolume
to attempt to answer the question, bringing together leading m e m o r y researchers
and clinicians to share their views.
{Debates in Psychology)
June 1997 320 pp.; 15 illus.
paper $29.95/ doth $75.00
Sew in paperback
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CLASSIFICATION A N D
COGNITION
William K. Estes
"Estes presents a very systematic process
of constructing detailed models.. .that
will be useful for understanding cognitive
processes and making progress in all
areas of cognitive psychology." —
Contemporary Psychology.
(Oxford Psychology Sena 22)
1994 (paper 1996) 296 pp.; 51 illus.
paper $24 95/ cloth $60.00
SYMBOLIC VISUAL LEARNING
Edited by Katsuchi Ikeuchi and
Manuela Velosa
Presents research which adds visual
learning capabilities to computer vision
systems; the result is a variety of adaptive
recognition systems that can measure
their o w n performance, learn from their
experience and outperform conventional
static designs.
1997 368 pp.; 172 illus.
$75.00
COGNITION, COMPUTATION,
A N D CONSCIOUSNESS
Edited by Masao Ito, Yasushi
Miyashita, and Edmund Rolls
Previously disparate areas all have contributions to m a k e to the understanding of
the nature of consciousness. Thus, computational scientists, neuroscientists, and
philosophers are engaged in the same
effort. This book illustrates these
approaches, with chapters from the most
importantfiguresin the field.
September 1997 280 pp.; 56 illus.
$60.00
THE FUTURE OF THE
COGNITIVE REVOLUTION
Edited by David Johnson and
Christina Erneling
Leading scholars from linguistics, psychology, neurophysiology, and philosophy present their judgements about what
they think is the future of cognitive science, which has been a watershed in our
struggles to comprehend that which is
crucially significant about h u m a n beings.
1997 416 pp.; 13 illus.
paper $29.95/ cloth $65.00
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RELATIONS OF LANGUAGE
A N D THOUGHT
The View from Sign Language and
Deaf Cliildren
Edited by M a r c Marschark a n d
Victoria Everhart
The study of sign languages and deaf
individuals has enhanced our understanding of language, and cognition.
This volume considers the extent to
which the use of sign language might
affect the course of cognitive development, and presents varying viewpoints in
the debate.
(Coiinlerpoints: (ignition. Memory, and iMnguage)
July 1997 224 pp.; 10 illus.
paper $19.95/cloth $39.95

GENDER DIFFERENCES IN
H U M A N COGNITION
Edited b y John T. E. Richardson
Psychologists are fascinated with the
notion of gender differences in cognitive
abilities. This n e w volume addresses the
validity (or invalidity) of such research,
and questions its ideology and consequences.
(Counterpoints: Cognition, Memory, and Language)
July 1997 192 pp.; 3 illus.
paper $19.95/cloth $39.95
New in paperback

M E M O R Y IN ORAL
TRADITIONS
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